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DEPARTMENTS OF LABOR AND IIEALTH, EDU-
CATION, AND WELFARE APPROPRIATIONS
FOR FISCAL YEAR 1980

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, MARCH 22 AND 23, 1979,

EDUCATION DIVISION OVERVIEW

WITNESSES

Mt. MARY F'. BERRY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION

ACCOMPANIED BY:
ERNEST L. BOYER, COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF EDUCATION
PATRICIA ALBJERG GRAHAM. DIRECTOR. NATIONAL INSTITUTE

OF EDUCATION
BRUCE S. WOLFF, M'TING DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY

FOR LEGISLATION
WILFORD J. FORBUSH, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY,

BUDGET
JOHN ELLIS, EXECUTIVE DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR EDUCA-

TIONAL PROGRAMS
JAMES PICKMAN, EXECUTIVE DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR

RESOURCES AND OPERATIONS
THOMAS MINTER, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR ELEMENTARY

AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
PETER VOIGT, DIRECTOR. POLICY AND PLANNING, BUREAU OF

STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
EDWIN MARTIN. DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR EDUCATION \M

THE HANDICAPPED
DANIEL DUNHAM. DEPITY COMMISSIONER, OCCUPATIONAL

AND ADULT EDUCATION
ALFRED NIOYE. DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR HIGHER AND

CONTINUING EDUCATION
CORA P. BEEBE, BUDGET OFFICER

Mr. NATCHER. We take up at this time the Education Division

overview.
We have before the committee the Assistant Secretary for Educa-

tion, Dr. Mary F. Berry, along with th Commissioner of the Office
of Education, Dr. Ernest Boyer. We also have Dr. Graham, the
Director of the National Institute of Education.

Tell us who you have with you there at the table, Dr. Berry,
before we start?

Dr. BERRY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Iii
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I have with me, starting at the end, James Pickman, Executive
Deputy Commissioner for Resources and Operations in the Office of
.Education; Alfred Moye, Deputy COmmissioner for Higher and Con-
tinuing Education; Daniel Dunham, Deputy Commissioner, Occupa-
tional and Adult Education; Edwin Martin, Deputy Commissioner
for Education of' the Handicapped; Pat Graham, Director, National
Inf.' ute of Education; Ernest Boyer, Commissioner, Office of Edu-cat. John Ellis, Executive Deputy Commissioner for Educational
Programs; Zorn Minter, Deputy Commissioner for Elementary and
Secondary Educition; Bill Forbush, Deputy Assistant Secretary,Budget in the bepartment and Peter Voigt, from the Bureau of
Student FinanCial Assist nce.

Mr. NATCHER. Thank you, Doctor Berry.
Now, Doctor Berry, we have had an opportunity to examine yourstatement. With your permission we will insert your statement

into the record in its entirety.
[The statemont follOws:1
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MARY FRANCES BERRY

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Mary Frances Berry was appointed Assistant Secretary for Education in the Department
of Health, Education, '.:nd Welfare in 1977, she formerly served as the Chancellor of
ihe University of Colorado, Boulder, and is on leave from her position as Professor

oftlistory and Law at the University.

Mary Berry was born in Nashville, Tennessee, where she attended public school. She

earned both bachelor's and master's degrees at Howard University in Washington. D.C.

and received the Ph.D. in History as well as the J.D. from the UniverAity of Michigan.

She has held faculty appointments at Central Michigan University . Eastern Michigan
University, the University of Maryland, College Park, and the University of Michigan.
Dr. Berry is also a member of the liar of the District of Columbia.

Dr. Berry also served as consultant to the Office of' Policy Planning at the Departnyent
of Housing and Urban Development and the Office for Civil Rights at the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare. She was Provost and Chair of the Division of
Behavioral and Social Sciences at the University of Maryland, Collegc,Park. prior to
her selection as Chancellor of the University of Colorado, Boulder.

Dr. Berry's scholarly work in constitutional history and civil rights law is well known.
Her publications include Black Pesktance. White Law: A History of Constitutional
Racism in America; Military Necessity and Civil Rights Policy: Black Citizenship and
the Constitution, 1861-1866; Stability, Security, and Continuity Mr. Justice Burton
and DecisionMaking in the Supreme Court, 19451958.
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STATEMENT OF DR. .MARY F. BERRY

Mr. Chairmen:

I am. pleased to appear before this Committee today tc, provide

'an overview of the President's proposed budget for education.

Since this Admini§tration toO0pffice, the education budget

has grown by 17 percent. That grIi is focused primarily on two

objectives: to mork toward a neWsumndard of excellence in educa-

tion, matched by the fullest possible access to opportunities--

particularly for.the disadvantaged, the handicapped, and for

minority poups. TO be sure, these objectives are not easily

achieved, but I am sure that udth the continuing commitment of

the President and the Congress um can reach our goal.

By now I believe we have all come to face the fact that we

do not have unlimdted resources at our disposal. .7he President

has made clear his intention to hold down Federal spending in

an effort to curb inflation. However, I believe that withtn

those limitations we were able to come up udth an education budget

which represents a prudent and balanced approach to today's most

pressing problems. By focusing on the areas of greatest need, re-

directing some prograns, initiating others, and by taking steps to cut

down on waste and fraud, I believe we can hold on to themomentum gained

in the last two years.

There is no question that the.level of funding is impotent. Bat

certainly of no less importance is just how and where funds are targeted.

As I stated earlier, we face sore difficult and complex problems; there

is no single solution. However, by taking a Divisionwide approach to

problems, we can make better use of the resources and expertise available

t 0 US .
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A prime exauple of this is our Basic skills effort. The National

Center for Education Statistics continues to gather and analyze data

which provides us with a sound knowledge of trends in education. This

data, together with the National Assessment of Education Progress at

NIE, serves as basis for measuring the rsading and writing skills of

Our young people. This information is used in helping to focus the

research and innovative efforts undertakem by NIE and the FUnd for the

Mmpravement of Postsecamiary Education (PIPSE).. The findings of that

research, coupledwith our new Basic skills/ach.ievement testing effort

.in the Office of Education and the nua Office of Testing and Assessment

in IZE will ultimately help us reach our goal of improving the ability

of each child to read and write. This type of crosscutting approach

can be seen throughout the Education Division, in asdistance for the

disadvantaged, meeting the needs of underserved populations such as

waren and minorities, and in working to achieve educational equity in

our schools.

BuDGET HIGHLIGHTS

The budg't for education motals $12.2 billion, consisting of

$6.8 billion for programs targeted at the elementary and secondary

level, $5 billion for postsecondary
education, and $434 million

for research, innovation, and other support activities.

Elena" tary and Secondaxyucatlon ( 6 . 8 bi I lion)

The largest share of the elementary and secondary education

budget, about $5.2 billion, is targeted an improving and expanding

educaticnal services 03 the needy, the handicapped, and to our

bilingual population. This amount includes $3.1 billion for Title I
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grants to school districts and State agencies, enough to provide

services to well over 6 million educationally deprived children.

In addition, the budget propose& $258 million in 1979 and $400

million in 1980 for the new Concentration provision. These funds

are expected to benefit between 850-900,000 children in the needieit

school districts.

The budget contains $862 million to assist States and local .

school districts in meeting the special needs of the handicapped:

These funds will help provide services to nearly 4million children

.canparedwith 3.8 million now being served. Here, we propose to.

continue the policy of providing 12 percent of the national averne

per pupil expenditure,

The budget also proposes to expand desegregation assistance to

States and local school districts. Of the total $354 million proposed,

uajor increases are being sought for those activities which allow for

the greatest flexibility in respondimg to the needs of desegregating

school districts. These activities include special projects, uagnet

schools, and Title TV civil rights training and advisory services.

For Impact aid, the bUdget proposes $528 million, including $33

million for school construction. The 1980 budget funds payments to Wi

children--those whose parents work and live on Federal property and

therefore pay no local property taxes. These Children constitute the

greatest burden on local school districts. The budget includes an

increase of $56 million over the 1979 level to fund payments to "A"

children. Funds for "A" children who live in low rent public housing

are continued at the 1979 level.

No fulds are included in 1980 for ill" children. \Their parents

either live or work cn private property and, therefore, pay local taxes

c;

9
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which are used to help support the schools. Given fiscal limitations,

we do not believe that continued support for "B" payments can be

justified.
. .

Postsecendary Education (0 billisjal

The bulk of the funding proposed for postsecondary education is in

the student financial aid programs. Here, $4.6 billion is being requested

with emphasis placed on ensuring that disadvantaged and other financially

needy students have an opportunity to advance their education. Funds have

been included to carry out the provisions of the Middle Inceme Studealt

Assistance Act which broaden eligibility both :cor Basic grants and

Guaranteed student lows. In addition, the Basic granta program has been

expanded to cover the costs associated with funding program liberaliza-

tions for independent students.

1 Chink it is important to note at this point that ohi:e the srudent

aid request is below lasc year's appropriation, we do rot expect any

reduction in the level of coverage or supnort :o eligible students.

Savinv due ta reductiaas in iraod and abuse, coupled with a decrease in

the nteber of eligible studeets, as a result of oising incomes, ill

allow us to maintain a. policy of full-funding for the Basic;grents pro-

gram. We estimate nearly 2.6 million students will be assi4ned under'

this program. Under the Direct Loan prop,ram the budget reg st for $223

million. auppented by increased collections, will provide low-cost loans

to about 902,000 students. In addition,,fan . ore requested to mainoain

or expand the nunber of students assisted throogh strdplemental grants,

work-study, State incentive grants, and guaranteed loans.

In addition to the student aid programs, the budget propops $346

million to carry out othe highsr and continuicg education programs,
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vest of which focus co the disadvantaged and underserved groups. Here

again is another example of the crosscutting perspective taken in the

budget. The budget.proposes to fund Special programs for the disadvan-

taged (TRIO) at $130 million, a reduction of $10 million below the 1979

level. On the other hand, we propose to nearly double our efforts io

assist the disadvantaged through the Graduate and professional oppor-

tunities program and Launch a new program to encourage disadvantaged

students to enter into the bicuedical profasslons. In these proposals

we are sharpening our focus on-two very specific areas of need.

Rese_LarchDeTrinstrationsProerams

Two basic sources of knowledge are research and statistics. For

some time, industry has realized this fact; so, too, have Health and

Agriculture. We recognize that few problems wv face may be dealt with

in isolation. Research, innovation, and data collection and analysis

are necessary to informed policymaking and program direction.

In addition to a major emphasis on literacy in the basic skills.

NIE will continue its work on student achievement, testing, school

finance, and ivroved teaching methods. The Fund will continue to

ex)and its focus on education and work, student choice, and improv-

ing the cost effectiveness of postsecondary education.

I will be glad to answer any questions the Committee has.
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NATcHER. I you want to highlight this statement for us or if
you want to point out:some of the matters in your statement,
please do so.

Dr. BERRY. I will do so very briefly, with your permission, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. NATC'HER. Go right ahead.
Dr. BF.RRY. We think that President Carter has demonstrated hiK

commitment to education since we have been in office in several
ways.

One is in the butiv As that we have submitted to the Congress.
We have increased the education budget by 17 percent since we
have been in office. . .

Another is in the legislation he has submitted to the CongresS
and which has been passed, including the Education Arm ndments
of 1978, and the middle income students assistance hill, lie is
continuing to demonstrate his commitment by his support for a
separate Department of Education.

The growth in the budget that you have seen since we have been
in office and the targeting of these furids that we present today is
focused on two objectives:

To promote a standard of excellence in education and to work to
increase educational opportunities for the under-served, the disad-
vantaged, the handicapped and mi:-!orities.'

We hme formulated this budget with these two objectives in
mind, objectives that are shared, by the Congress and by the Ad-
ministration. We recognize that there are not unlimited resources
available, that we don't have all of the money in the world that
everybody would like to have. Consequently, we have come up with
q prudent budget. I

It is targeted towards the areas of greatest need, and it does
show the kinds of increases we have submitted to the Congress in
the last 2 years. We think that a reasonably prudent person would
agree with us this is a responsible btidget, although they might
disagree with us about some of the specific priorities.

We know it is important that you have an increase in funding
for some programs but it is also important that you have a cooper-
ative effort in terms of maximizing the amount of resources that
we have available to us.

I will give you an example of how we do that. All of the agencws
in the Education Division have a role to play- in promoting excel-
lence in equal education opportunity. In the basic skills effort, for
example, the National Center for Education Statistics works very
hard to keep the statistics up to date and gather the data and
analyze it to tell us about trends.

NIE keeps working very hard to give us research on teaching
and learning so we can determine the elements necessary to im-
prove student achievement and the type of schools that are success-
ful and the type that are not successful. The Office of Education,
with its programs and in particuar its new Office of Testing and
Assessment, has a role to play in helping .the States to see to it
that children learn how to read and write.

We all work together and we will continue to work together to
try to maximize the resources we have available in this budget.

I
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.The budget has in it, Mr. Chairman, $12.2 billion. The largest
amount is for elementary and secondary education, $6.8 billion.
The largest part of that is for improving educational services to the
disadvantaged under, Title I, the handicapped, and for services to
our limited English language-skilled population, that is, bilingual
education programs.

ELF;MENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION

We have funds in tile program for the new concentration provi-
sion under Title I, the provision that the Congress passed, which
will give more fun& on top of the regular Title I allocation for the

..poorPst children in the pooreg rural and urban school districts.
".We have asked for a supplemental for 1979 of $258 million, and
we are asking for $400 million in 1980 for the concentration provi-
.sion.

On the.; Handicapped we are holding to the policy of' providing 12
percent of the national average per pupil expenditure, so we have
asked:for $826 million for State grants.

The desegregation of schools is one of the major unfinished
pieces of business before us in cducation at the Federal level, so we
have asked fbr an increase in that budget.

We are asking for $354 million, for the flexible, voluntary ap-
peoaches to desegregation that are provided in the new Emergency
School Assistance Act and in Title IV of the Civil Rights Act.

For Impact Aid we have asked for $528 million; we are funding
the A children; those whose parents work and, live on Federal
property and are really a burden to the local taXpayers. But we are
not funding the B children, because their parents either live or
work on private property and, therefore, we do not believe that
they are a burden created by the Federal GoOrnment.

We would .have to spend 032 million more to fund the B kids
through Tier '2. We just do not believe, given the fiscal limitations
this year, that we can fund the II kids, and we are not proposing
tIley be funded.

In Higher Education, most of the moneys this year, as in , fery
year, are in the Sturient Aid Programs, to support the obje ,e for
students to go int.) higher, education without worrying . 'nit
whether or not they a:e finanically able to do so.

We have funded the new Middle Income Students Assistance Act,
inc uding the independent student liberalization for 1980, I must
po nt out, Mr. Chairnian, if it appears from looking at the numbers
th' t we have decreased the support for student aid, we have not. In
fact, we predict we will be able to provide just as much in the way
of loans and grants next year, for all of the people who are eligible.

The numbers look lower due to the very active and successful
fraud and abuse effort undertaken in the Department in the
Bureau of Student Financial Assistance. We predict that this pro-
gram will continuieto work, and that we will have funds generated
in the Direct Stu nt Loan Program to go back into the revolving
fund to make loans and continue support.

We are, in fact, providing the same support we would have
provided before.
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Let me say finally about Higher Education that we are almost
doubling the amount of money allocated for the Graduate and

Professional Opportunities Program. We think that this is one of
the most exciting programs that the Secretary has started since we
have been at HEW.

There is a shortage of wonen aiiiiminorities in the professions
and in faculties of higher education, so what we are doing is trying

to fund a program that will increase the numbers of people in
fields where they are under-represented. Wp are also starting a
biomedical Program that will go down to the ninth grade to encour-
age students interested in biomedical fields or in science, so that
we can do something later on about the decline of minority appli-

cants to medical schools in this country.
Thera are not many minorities in these_fields, and this is impor-

tant because statistics indicate that minority doctors go out to
practice in the under-served minority communIty.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would point out on research demonstra-
tions and statistical support we are asking .for $434 million. Some
people ask why research, why statistics, why is that necessary, why

don t you just have program money?
The answer to that is that industry recognizes, all fields recog-

nize, that if you don't have good information about how programs
are working and what the best programs might be and on trends,
you don't have good programs that are operating, and this is why
this is absolutely essential arid that is why we made this request.

I believe we have a reasonable, fair budget which demonstrates
our continued commitment to education as a high national priority.

I would be pleased to answer any questions you might have, Mr.

Chairrmn, or we can turn to Mr. Boyer for his statement, whatever

is yopur_loreference.
Mr. NATCHER. All right.
Thank you, Dr. Berry.
Dr. Boyer, we would like to hear just a word or two from you.
What would you like to talk to us about, Dr. Boyer?
Your statement will be included in the record in its entirety at

this time.
[The statement followsd
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BIOGRAPHICAL IN7ORMATION

NAME; Ernest L. Boyer

-DATE 07 BIRTH:

PLACE OF BIRTH:

FAMILY: Married

September 13, 1928

Dayton, Ohio

-- Kathryn Oaris Tyson, August 26, 1950
R.N. -- Montgomery County (Pa.) Hospital
B.S. -- State Oniversity of New York
C.N.M. -- (Certified Nurse Midwife)

Georgetown University

Four children--Ernest, Jr. (1951), Beverly (1953),
Craig (1955), and Stephen (1964).

CURRENT POSITION:
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1970 - 1977

1965 - 1970

1962 - 1961:

1960 - 1962

1956 - 1960

1935 - 1956

UNITED STATES COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
(Appointed by the President of the United
States and confirmed by the U.S. Senate.)

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, Chancellor

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, Vice Chancellor
and Executive Dean for University-wide
Activities

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, Santa Barbara,
Director, Canter for Coordinated Education

WESTERN COLLEGE ASSOCIATION, California,
Director, Commission to Improve the Education
of Teachers

UPLAND COLLEGE, California, Academic Dean
and Professor of Speech Pathology and
Audiology

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY at Los Angeles,,Assistant
Professor and Director of Forensics'
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BiographicallInformation
Ernest L. Boyer

DEGREES AND PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION:

1950 -- A.B., GREENVILLE COLLEGE

1952 Graduate Studies, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

1955 -- M.A., Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALI:ORNIA

1959 -- Postdoctoral Fellow,
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA HOSPITAL

(Medical Audiology)
1976 -- Visiting Fellow, CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY

2.

.
HONORARY DEGREES:

1971 Litt.D., Chapman College
L.H.D., Dowling College
LL.D., University of Southern California

Presidents Medal, Tel-Aviv Universit7

P.S.D., Greenville College

1972 L.H.D., Pace University

1973 D. Sc., Alfred University
LL.D., Fordham University
LL.D., University of Akron
LL.D., Roberts Wesleyan College

1975 LL.D., University of Rochester

1977 L.H.D., Fairleigh Dickinson University

1978 LL.D., College of William and Mary

LL.D., Beloit College
D.F.A., Wheeling College
LL.D., Hamilton College
L.H.D., City University of New York

D. Paed., Yeshiva Universit7
LL.D., Hope College
L.H.D., University of Maryland
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Selected as one of America's two Outstanding Leaders in Education,

U.S. News and World Report (1978)

Presidential Commission on the Financing of Post Secondary

Education (1972-73)

Presidential Committee 0.. the Education of Women (1975)

Commission on Critical Choices for Americans (1973-74)

Governor's Award, State of Ohio (1978)

Presidential Fellow, Aspen Institute for Humanistic Studies (1978)

Encyclopedia Brifannica Achievemenr in Life Award (1978)
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Biogragical Information -- Ernest L. Boyer 3.

PAST'AFFILIATIONS:

President, National Association of State Universities and
Land Grant Colleges

Executive Committee, American Council on Education

Executive Committee, American Association for Higher Education

Member, Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education

Board cf Trustees, Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement
of Teaching

Board of Trustees, TeacheePeInsurance and Annuity Association
of America

Board of Trustees, Educational Testing Service

Board of Trustaes, Saratoga Performing Arts Center

Board of Trustees, Earlham College

Board of Trustees, Institute for International Education

Board of Trustees, International Council for Educational
Development

PRESENT MEMBERSHIPS:

Board of Directors,
National Council on
National Council on
Federal Interagency
National Commission
Executive Committee

ADDITIONAL REFERiNCES:

Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts
Educational Research
Education Statistics
Committee on Education
on Trummn Public Service Fellowships'
Center for the Book, Library of Congress

Who's Who in America
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Office of Education

Statement by the Commissioner of Education

Mr. Chairman and Meibers of the Comaittee:

We are pleased to be here today to present to you our 1980 budget

for the Office of Education.

When I appeated before you just one year ago, I referred to our

1979 budget as the Administration's first statement of our national

priorities benause it declared a clear fiscal commitment to education.

Since then, President Carter has made two further declarations--the

elementary and secondary education legislation, which emphasizeithe

attainment of basic skills for' all children; and the middle-income

assistance proposal which expanded higher edunation access.

I look upon this 1980 budget, then, as the Administration's fourth

major policy stment on education. It dramatically reflects.our

highest priorities in education while at the same time reinforcing the

President's commitment to fiscal responsibility and spending restraint.

Major Educational Goals

\
Before going nto the specifics of our request, I would like to

share briefly with you my thoughts on our overall goals in American

education. / feel these can be summarized in one simple phrase--

Access to Excellence.

By access I mean education for all who have the ability and desire

to pursue it. This includes those children and adults who have

been historically bypassed and
neglected--those from low-income.

44-313 0 7' 2
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families and minorities, those with physical and mental handicaps,

as well as those from middle-income families whose college budgets

are rapidly ehrinking.due to inflation..

And by excellence I mean quality in the educatiol itself. It is

quality which provides students the fundamental kills needed to

function in our complicated world; which enablesrrsons to fulfill

'thelselves as inda4dArielii.;.effecgively contribt\i e to society;
`I,

.and which responds to the diverse learning styles anc needs of

students.

These continue to be our major commitments. And they are the

premises on which we built our budget\and developed our priorities.

Summary of 1980 Request

Our 1980 total request to this Committee is $12.1 billion. The

budget proposes increases in several major programs, offset by reductions

in selected programs which are not well targeted or where projections of

needed fiscal resources to carry out current policy resul. in decreased

levels.

Our request of $12.1 billion reflects a net reduction of $394

million, or just three percent, from our 1979 total estimate of $12.5

billion, including $504 million in supplemental funds for four programs,

and a proposed rescission of $22 million for the Career Education Incen-

tive Act.

The major thrusts in our budget proposals reflect four priorities

in our education program:

19
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Improving educational quality for disadvantaged students;

Promoting school desegregation;

Expanding access to postsecondary education; atm

PromotOg national concerns, such as basic skills and education-

work relationships.

I would like now to present to you some of the highlights of our

budget within the context of these priorities. I and my colleagues will

testify later on individual programs.

Improving Zducational Quality for Disadvantaged Students

We are proposing increases of over $200 million to continue our

commitment that very American citizen haa a basic right to the best

eduction possible. Improving the quality of that education will be one

of our top priorities for the ftext.decade. Thus, we are requesting

increases in programa such as Grants for Disadvantaged Children, Educa-

tion for the Handicapped State Grants, and Bilingual Education. We

estimate that more than 12 million children, or about 25 percent of our

total elementary and secondary enrollment will benefit from programs

within this priority category.

For Title I Grants for Disadvantaged Children, our request eetals

almost $3.5 billion. This includes $400 million in "concentration"

funding for needy school districts, an increase of $142 million over

1979. We are also requesting a $258 million 1979 supplemental appropriation

to initiate this activity which will help urban and rural areas cope

with the severe problems of educating disproportionately large percentages

of disadvantaged pupils. In total, our 1980 budget will enable us to
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improve educational opportunities for over seven million children

requiring remedial assistance.

We are also seeking additional funding to help States provide a

free, appropriate education for all handicapped children. Our request

for State Grants for the Handicapped totals $862 million, or $58 million

'over the prior year level. This will enable us to Oovide a Ftederal

share of about 12 percent of the excess costs of educating o"er0.9

million children in the 1980-81 school year. This increase of 150,000

children results both from improved child-find actihties by States and

local districts and from inclusion of the new 18=21 age group as eligible

for services.

For Bilingual Education, we are proposing $173.6 million, an

increase of $15 million, or nine percent, for grants to help over 600

school districts teach English to children whose primary language is

other than English. We will also support related activities such 38
;

training for over 30,000 special educatipn personnel and the investiga-
-,

tion of methoda to improve bilingual education.

Promoting School Desegregation

School desegregation remains an unfinished agenda. To respond to

the need or imaginative new leadership and programs in this area,

Congreas, in the 1978 Education Amendments, provided increased flexi-

bility in our discretionary activitiea under the Emergency School Aid

Act.

To encourage States and local school districts to meet these

pressing needs, we are requesting $354.1 million, or $22.1 million over

:979, for both this Act and Title IV qf the Civil Rights Act.

2 1 .
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Although our budget reflects a $22.1 million increase in budget

'authority, in reality we are providing increases of over 856 million.

This is due primarily to the elimination of funds for pilot programs,

which provided compensatory education rather than desegregation assistance.

These new monies will give us flexibility to address major

desegregation problems as they develop. For the first time, we will

provide funds to school districts to help them develop comprehensive

desegregation plans, and we will provide increased funds for State

education agencies to encourage voluntary desegregation. We will also

expand innovative desegregation activities, such as magnet schools; and

Title IV projects in race, national origin, and sex desegregation.

Expanding Access to Postsecondary Education

Assuring that every American is afforded an opportunity for a

higher education lies at the very heart of our access goal. Our budget

for postsecondary education
maintains last year's initiatives which

dramatically expanded student aid programs. Over one million additional

middle-income students are nos' eligible for grants and all students,

regardless of income level, are now able to secure a Federally subsi-

dized loan. We intend in our 1980 bt.dget to provide sufficient funds so

that all eligible students can participate in these programs.

For Badic Grants, the cornerstone of our studeut aid programs, we

are requesting 62.4 billion to assist 2.6 million students, compared

with S2.6 billion and 2.7 million students in 1979. However, estimated

savings of $165 million in 1979 due to efforts to reduce fraud and abuse

will result in a program level of $2.4 billion, or about the saw as our

1980 request. The slight decrease in the number of eligible stucents is

22
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due to the rise in incomes which moves families beyond the Beale Grant

eligibility range. I would point out, though, that the 2.6 million

students projected for 1980 represent an increase of 800,000, or 43

percent, over the number aided in 1978. And, for the first time in

1980, 60,000 independent students will qualify for a basic grant.

Again, I want to emphasize that our budget intends that every eligible

student be provided a grant of up to the maximum award of $1,800; and 4

if, in fact, our estimate proves to be insufficient for thieffull funding,

we will indeed return to you to seek supplemental funds.

We are proposing to continue both major loan programsguaranteed

loans and direct loans. Our request of $1.2 billion will'provide loans

to almosu 2.1 million students, or approximately the same number aided

in the previous year. We have been able to reduce the Federal funds

somewhat as a result of improved program administration and increased

collections on prior year loans.

We are requesting level funding for our other student aid programa.

Over 573,000 students will receive Supplemental Opportunity Grants,

990,000 students will participate in Work-Study programs, and 307,000

students will be served by State Incentive Grants.

This combined package of student aid--grants, loans, and work-

study--will not only promote access to postsecondary educatioa; it will

also permit greater choice in the selection of an educational institution.

In combination it is the largest, most effective student assistance

program in our Nation's history.

In addition tp student aid, our request includes other higher

education programs which help in furthering our access goal. We are

2 3
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proposing $15 million, an 87 percent increase, in the Graduate/Professional

Educational Opportunities program for 1,700 fellowships for minorities

and women to,enable them to pursue graduate training lcading to careers

in fields in which they are underrepresented. Also, we will continue to

fully fund at $120 million the Strengthening Developing Institutions

Program which supports 300 institutions enrolling significant percentages

of Black, Spanish-American, Native American, and low-income students.

Promoting National Priorities

In our increasingly complex society, our schools and colleges need

help to deal effectively with emerging problems and new areas of knowledge.

Federal leadership is needed to stimulate new directions and to promote

programa of national significance. For this, our fourth priority, we

are requesting increases of $20 million. These relatively small but

significant items can provide the needed leverage to sPur.innovation in

'these critical areas.

The teaching of basic skills is one of our highest priorities in

education today. The opportunity to develop literacy is not only a

bauic human need; it is also a prerequisite to further learning. We are

requesting $35 million, an increase-of $7 million, to launch the new

basic skills improvement program as authorized by the recent Education

Amendments. These funds will help States and school districts coordinate

existies Federal, State, and local basic skills programs, as well as

develop new programs to teach the fundamentals of reading, mathematics,

and communication skills. To complement this effort., we are seeking $2

million to assist schools in using achievement tests as both diagnostic

and assessment instruments.
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We are proposing three new pilot programsS2 million for a youth

employment initiative to help connect schools with employers; $2 million

to improve school health programa with emphasis on discouraging smoking;

and $3 million to increase the eerollment of minority and disadvantaged

youngsters in thn biomedical sciences, We are recommending an increase

of $2 million to strengthen international education programa and to

sharpen the awareness of Americans about world interdependence. Finally,

we have provided small increases in the areas of alcohol and drug abuse

education and womerils educational equity; and will continue other small

discretionary programa uch is career education, education of the gifted

and talented, educational television, and the arts in education.

Other Areas

In order to offset these priority increases, we ere proposing to

reduce or eliminate some program where the Federal role either has been

fulfilled or is not clear. Our major cutback--$291 millionis in the

Impact Aid program where we would eliminate Federal payments for children

whose parents live or work on Federal property. Since most of these

'children have parents who contribute to local tax revenues, they do not

constitute a legitimate Federal burden. In other programs, we would

hold funding to the level that was proposed in the 1979 Preltdent's

Budget, such as Adult Education snd School Libraries. And in still

others, decreases reflect pricing estimates and do not result in reduced

services, such as Basic Grants, Student Loans, and Veterans' Cost of

Instruction programs.

2 5
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In some other majc4 programs, we would maintain level funding.

Examples are Vocational Educetion, where States overmatch Federal funds

by eight to one; Support and
Innovation Grants; and Teacher Corps and

Teacher Centers.

8ina11y, I would make a brief comment about administrative funds

for the Office of Education. Our request of $128 million for Salaries

and Expanses includes a modest net increase of less than $4 million to

cover mandatory costs. We are proposing to decrease discretionary

administrative items by $3.7 million below the prior yeall and to

decrease the number of positions by 25 as partsof the President's effort

to reduce the level of the Federal work force.

Conclusion

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I believe that our budget reflects an

appropriietHhalance between an emphasis on educational priorities on the

one hand, and the need for budget austerity on the other. If our Nation

is to remain strong and vigorous, it is imperative that we push aggres-

sively toward our educational goals of access and excellence. I am

convinced that, together, we can fulfill this commitment.

My colleagues and I will be happy to respond to your questions.
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1980 EDUCATION BUDGET

Dr. BOYER. Weil, Doctor Berry has given the overview.
I would make added emphasis that this budget is an attempt to

consolidate the;dramatic growth of the past two years, and the 38
percent increase that has occurred since this Administration, I
think, shows the commitment.

But the budget before you actually is a dollar reduction from last
year. We achieved that reduction by increasing $400 million, most
especially, as Dr. Berry said, in Title I and in handicapped and by
reducing about $800 million, most especially in two areas, Impact
Aid and Student Assistance.

I would like to add the final point that the main concern that
accompanies this budget is the question of how well we administer
it. I do believe in the past year, Mr. Chairman, there have been
significant moves that have been made in the management of these
programs, 'in 'student assistance most especially. Recently we cre-
ated a new bureau in which we are bringing together all of our
small discretionary grants so they can be managed in a more.;
effective way.

There is a long distance to go in the cutting out of about 7
million hours of clearly identifiable paperwork 'and also in the
streamlining of many of our regulations. Just last night I signed off
on a regulation in which the actual numbers of words involved has
been reduced by 50 percent.

I think if we cannot find a way to operate the machinery that
delivers these dollars to the schools and colleges, we build up a
sufficient level of frustration that the confidence in government
has been diminished.

Let me make one final point to put this budget in some perspec-
tive. We have about a $12 billion budget and, interestingly, that is
almost evenly divided between elementary and secondary educa-
tion on one side of the equation and higher education on the other.

HIGHER EDUCATION

As you know, the higher education budget is almost exclusively
committed to student access. So if you ask what is going oh in OE
on the higher education level, it's about a $5 billion-plus commit-
ment to help:students go to college grants and loans.

ELEMETARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION LEVEL

On the elementary and secondary side of that equation that can
be divided again in half, with about 50 percent of our elementary
and secondary aid going to Title I, helping children from disadvan-
taged homes in the fiist three grades; another $1 billion gang for
handicapped, which is to increase their access, and then another
half billion to vocational education, and then it starts to trail off in
discretionary grants, bilingual and Indian education.

So the Federal role has developed a very important sense of
equilibrium in the elementary and secondary education to deal
with special groups of needy students, and in the higher education
to encourage access.

2 7
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I, too, with my colleagues, would be more than pleased to re-
spond to any particular questions you may have.

Mr. NATCHER. Fine.
Thank you, Doctor Boyer.
Now, as you and Doctor Berry have explained to the committee,

the total budget for education for the fiscal year 1980 is $12.2
billion. That is about $400 million below the 1979 level.

BUDGET PRIORITES

Doctor Berry, are there any areas in education in which you feel

the budget is inadequate?
Dr. BERRY. I absolutely support the recommendations that we

have made. Although I must say that if we were not in a period of
austerity we probably could have increased the regular prograni in
Title I in addition to the concentration program.

I might also add some funds to TRIO and some to the Graduate
Professional Opportunities Program. Indeed, if we had all of the
money in the world, we might add some funding to every program.
But we do not and I think the budget we have developed is a very
responsible one in that it does target on the areas of greatest need.

Mr. NATCHER. Now, Doctor Boyer, if the committee finds it neces-

sary to make reductions in the budget for the Office'of Education,
where do you suggest we make them?

Dr. BOYER. I would have preferred the first question.
Mr. NATCHER. Go right ahead, Doctor.
Dr. BOYER. Sorry. From my past experience in university admin-

istration I would have to go first to the big items. You can't make
mh savings out of small categories; you have to ask where do
ycur big dollars go.

If there were severe press for reduction we would have to look at
the largest items. I mean by that the student assistance category
represents a $5 billion effort. We might have to ask whether con-
tinued development is required there.

We are proposing again where the increases are, we are propos-
ing a major increase in Title I, especially through concentration.
We would have to ask is this the year to expand that if we were
forced to look at continued reduction.

I am not in a position to give you a detailed list except to say
that a procedure would have to be followed. That is, can we justify
the increases and then how do we start working against the base of
the largest categories?

CARRYOVER BALANCES

Mr. NATCHER. Now, under the State Grant Program for Handi-
capped Children, $1.6 billion has been appropriated for 1977 to
1979 to implement the Education for the Handicapped Children
Act. We understand that over $500 million of these funds are
unobligated.

Why can't we carry over this balance and reduce the 1980 budget
request of $862 million for this program?

Dr. BERRY My understanding, Mr. Chairman, is that there was
!-Some concern expressed by the Congressional Budget Office, and
others, that these funds would not be obligated and, therefore,

zi
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would be available for carryover. My understanding, however, is
that this would not be the case and that the funds will be obligated
and will be used.

But if Mr. Martin would like to add to that, he may do .so.
Mr. NATCHER. Go right ahead, Mr. Martin.
MT. MARTIN. Thank you, sir.
I am afraid that that particular analysis was confused and we

have attempted to set it straight. The first year in question, there
were $250 million which were obligated by the end of fiscal 1978,
The Congress had appropriated some $315 million for that year.
But the formula Was fully funded at the $250 million level. That
left $60 million that could not be obligated because it would not
have been possible under the formula.

Beginning this year there is $500 million which was available
starting at the beginning of this fiscal year, and by December we
had obligated $300 million of that $500 million. The remainder
between that $800 million and the $1,6 billion you mentioned is
$804 million, which wouldn't even become available for obligation
until the 'beginning of the next fiscal year, some months away.

So what we are really dealing with is two fiscal years, one for
which the Federal Government has fully obligated its funds and for
the other we have obligated about 60 percent at this point in time.

We would like to have obligated the whole 100 percent on the
very first days of the fiscal year, but these years have been difficult
for the States to change the many State laws and State regulations
in order to come into compliance with the new Federal law.

So we have had to negotiate with the States and, in some in-
stances, for example, several States are currently waiting for their
State Legislatures to make changes in State law which will be
necessary before we can approve their plan.

We will obligate all of the funds which are available in each of
the years in question. I have been meeting continuously with State
and local people who will tell you that the need for the funds at
the local level is very real, indeed.

We are trying to get the local districts, Mr. Chairman, to in a
sense agree to hire people in the spring on the basis that they are
going to receive funds in July and September from the Congress.
Some States are willing to make that gamble and others are more
conservative; they want to wait until the money is in hand and
then begin expending it after they receive it.

Under the so-called Tydings amendment they have two years to
spend those funds, and a number of States do spend the money in
the second year. But if the Congress were to do what you suggest-
ed, it would be terribly disruptive because what it would mean is
that the $800 million level which will be released in September andthe $800 million that we have built together in these first two
years would suddenly disappear, leaving a lot of teacher commit-
ments and program commitments up in the air, and the States and
the locals would be so conditioned by that that we would never getthem to spend any money or plan on it until they had it in hand.

Mr. NATCHER. Now, Dr. Berry, if we had a separate Department
of Education, do you think the budget before the commfttee wouldbe any different?.
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Dr. BERRY. It would depend on who was running it and how
successful they had been with OMB. But in general terms, Mr.
Chairman, I would say that the creation of a separate Department
of Education would not have any immediate impact on the §ize of

the budget.
I think we have had some nice increases in the budget proposed

by. UP in the last two years. I think the budget we have presented
this year has taken into account all of the needs of all of the
programs that exist.

Under a separate Department' of Education we would have the
same review and the. same consideration of the programs, so I
think we probably would end up with the same budget figure.

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

Mr. NATCHER. Now, in your opening statement to the committee,
Doctor Bei ry, you mentioned the importance of teaching the chil-
dren in this country how to read and write. How would you rate
the elementary and secondary education system in this country at
the present time, Doctor Berry?

Dr. BERRY. I think that the elementary and secondary education
system in this country has in overall terms done a very gookjob in
the last 15 to 20 years in teaching most students how to read and
write.

If you look at all of the information we have, it shows that
sizable numbers of students are functionally illiterate and that
sizable numbers of students do not read or write at the level we
would like. The information also shows, howevet', that the vast
majority are reading and writing better than they did in the past.

For most of the students in the country, the schools are doing a
good job.

There are serious problems with some areas of the population.
There are some students who 13 or 20 years ago probably would
not be in school for as long as thiy are in school now. .

So I think in overall terms that the system has worked, but that
there are major problems that still exist for teaching all of the
children in the country how to read and write. This is why we
focused our legislative program on basic skills, and are proposing
an increase in the Title I concentration, which fbcuses on basic
skills in the first three grades, and why we are proposing the
funding we are proposing in the basic skills program, so we cannot
say the whole system has not worked because we see there are
serious problems and the effort is to try to solve those problems.

Mr. NATCI-IER. Mr. Michel?
Mr. MICHEL. Thank you.

TEACHER STRIKE

Doctor Berry, your budget focuses on educating disadvantaged
children and then here in the District of Columbia we see large
numbers of disadvantaged children being deprived of an education
by teachers going out and striking. What do you think of what
appears to be an increased practice of teachers striking during
school years and in most cases illegally?
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Dr. BERRY. I deplore illegality of all sorts, including teacher
strikes where they are illegal. I particularly deplore the necessity
fbr strikes if they are necessary during the school year.

I understand that the teachers believe that there are important
issues that they must resolve and that the best time to get those
issues resolved is during the school year when kids would be out of
school if they go on strike. But I believe that it would be more
appropriate if some system of arbitration could be worked out to
resolve disputes so that the children in communities would not
suffer, and this is particularly the case for children who are al-
ready educationally deprived or are having difficulties.

So I deplore strikes during the school year.
Mr. MICHEL. Has any of your research ever focused on the psy-

chological impact a teacher illegally going out on strike may have
on a child, particularly if it pertains to the child's respect for the
law, for authority, for discipline?

Dr. BERRY. I am not aware of any specific research of' that kind
and I will see if Dr. Graham knows of any. I am aware, however,
that other collections of research indicate that if people in positions
of authority show a contempt for laws that apply to them, the
effect is to create more and more disrespect for authority and law.

Dr. GRAHAM. We have not looked specifically at that question to
date.

Mr. MICHEL. Well, it might not be a bad idea to just check it out
once. I would have to agree with Dr. Berry that if that's the result
in other areas, I think it would hold true for the educational
community too.

Wouldn t the proposed new Department of Education, by consoli-
dating Federal programs under the one authority, make it easier
for ,he Federal Government to exert control?

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Dr. BERRY. Over eduiation in the country? I do not think so. As a
matter of fact, I think most emphatically not, Mr. Michel.

The Department of Education Bill, as it has been pi-oposed in the
Senate and as the Administration is proposing it, has provisions
that- would preclude any Federal intrusion or involvement in edu-
cational decisions at the local level.

Mr. MICHEL. You mean there would be less than there is now?
How could that be?
Dr. BERRY. Well, I will try to answer t.!-,at a different way rather

than attacking it directly, if I may.
First of all, there are these provisions in what would be the

statute. Second, there is already a Federal education policy. This
policy, established by the Congress and implemented by the Admin-
istration, has been to focus on specific programs of' aiding the
underserved, the disadvantaged, and so on. for about 11 percent of
the total education budgets in the country.

The real issue for those who are concerned about a Department
of Education ought to be, in my opinion, whether they are interest-
ed in seeing those programs that are already Fe.".eral policy imple-
mented more efficiently at the local level So the idea is not to
create control; there are absolute prohibitions against Federal con-
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trol, and I thin't think anyone would want it, even if there weren't
absolute prohibitions. The only way to get Federal intrusion at the
local level is through the Congress.

All I see in the Department of Education bill is the hope that the
current Federal education policy can be implemented more quickly
and more efficiently.

Mr. MICHEL. Is it your view that all Federal programs having to
do with. the education of our kids be brought in under that one
roof?

Dr. BERRY. No; I would think that the people who have worked
on this over in the OMB, the White House and here in the Con-
gress are quite right to say that one test ought to be whether the
program is directly concerned with education as an end in itself or
whether it is for some other purpose where the education mission
is tangential.

There are other programs one might think ought to be in the
Department, but indeed the politics of' the situation are such that
one could not have those included in the bill. I think that the
approach should be, as it is, to concentrate on getting as many
programs as possible that ought to be in the Department, rather
than working toward incorporating every educational program into
the new Department.

Mr. MICHEL. So you have objection to those exceptions that they
are talking about these days?

Dr. BERRY. I have absolutely no objection to the exceptions that
the President has approved.

Mr. MICHEL. Well, of course, the whole argument has been that
it gives education all that much more visibility so that it does not
get 16.4 in HEW, and you would be a Department Secretary instead
of an Assistant Secretary and the Commissioner would be the
Assistant Secretary inst2ad of a Commissioner and everybody
would get a higher salary and everybody else would be right in
place, and there wouldn't be any difference.

Dr. BERRY. Would you like me to respond to that?
Mr. MICHEL. You might comment on that.
Dr. BERRY. One comment that I would make is that the new

Department plan is not a plot to create a new office for me or for
anybody. But in any cL.se, let me just say that we have been
successful in administering programs and activities concerning edu-
cation within HEW while in office and we have worked very hard
to do so.

But it is true that there are certain administrative structures in
HEW that necessarily have to be there, because you are talking
about a $200 billion operation which is, as you know, about the
third largest budget in the world. That would not be here in a
separate Department of Education and it's true that you would
have a Cabinet Secretary who could focus just on the educational
issues.

EFFECTIVENESS OF REMEDIAL PROGRAMS

Mr. MICHEL. In a recent article in the New York Times, John
Maxwell, Deputy Director of the National Council of Teachers of'
English, said, "People assume that remedial programs make a
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difference. This has never been demonstrated; we just don't know
enough about remedial education."

Would you agree with that?
Dr. BERRY. No; I believe compensatory programs do make a

difference. We know this from the studies that NIE has done of
Title I, and other studies that we have had.

Mr. MICHEL. Yes, but the bottom line with me is the test scores.
After you have gone through all of this, how come there is just a
continual decline of test scores after all of the billions we put into
compensatory education?

My bottom line is how much better off are you now than .you
were ten years ago, and so far I haven't seen any statistics in
which I have confidence, which show much of any progress.

Dr. BERRY. Well, sir, the first point I would make is that we don't
know how bad the situation would have been if we had not had
Federal programs all of these years. I will make that point in the
first place.

It might be even worse than it is, and I agree with you, in some
sectors of the population there are serious problems with reading,
writing and basic skills. But I would alsp point out we do have
evidence for those students who haye been involved in compensa-
tory education programs funded by the Federal Government that
there have been improvements in achievement.

I agree with you also that by and large test scores were declining
in reading. Now, I understand they have bottomed out. Hopefully,
they will eventually rise. Scores have also been declining in math-
ematics for a number of years. But if you lodii at all of the students
who are being educated in school systems over all of this period of
time, I think you would see we have been successful for larger
numbers of students than might have been otherwise, if we had not
had the programs.

Now, Dr. Graham may wish to commenton this.
Dr. GRAHAM. I would like to support what Dr Berry has said.

The national assessment of educational progress, to: example, has
shown that 9-year olds who are fourth graders improved in both
reading and writing between 1970 and 1974. Another series of basic
skill tests fbr second, third, and fourth graders shows similar im-
provement in reading and mathematics.

The Iowa Program also demonstrates improvement on the part
of youngsters in the early grades, and NIE's own study of children
in Title I in grades one and three who are in well managed Title I
programs made very substantial gains in reading and mathematics.

I think the point I would make is we have made a lot of progress
in raiising test scores for children in the primary grades. We have
not made comparable progress in helping to raise scores of children
in the high school grades. Although these SAT scores, which have
been going down steadily, stopped their decline last year.

Mr. MICHEL. Finally.
Dr. GRAHAM. Finally.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr. MICHEL. We hear periodic reports that the Administration
has rather a negative view toward vocational education.

How do you respond to that?
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Dr. BERRY. Well, we do not have a negative view or at least I do

not, and the Secr4ary does not toward vocational education by

definition. We belflike, however, that the program has not been as
effective as we would like to see.

Now, what do we mean when wp say it has not been as effective

as we would like to see?
We believe that a major problem in this country right now is the

unemployment and lack of skills of youth, and many of these are
minority and disadvantaged youth in cities, Vocational education
programs have not been targeted on the students in these cities,
and in many cases it might be better if one\could usp funds and
have them Used appropriately and effectively Ksome program that
went directly to the cities where these children are, as in the youth

programs over in the Labor Department rather than try and do it

through State vocational education programs, the way they operate

at present.
So, it's not hostility towards vocational edUcation, and we recog-

nize that vocational education is tremendously popularit ought to
beand that large numbers of students are going into it, and that
it has made a great contribution.

But it's just our concern and our hope that as a result of' the

1976 amendments and regulations and their operation there will be

more leveraging (lc funds into those areas where those disadvan-
taged students who make up the bulk of the unemployed youth.
This is our concern; we do not have an animosity towards vocation-

al education.
Mr. MICHEL. I would hope that will be borne out by what you

say, Doctor. I have some reservations about that,
Dr. BERRY. Could Dr. Graham add to that?
Mr. NATCHER. Yes, go right ahead.
Di'. GRAHAM. As you know, Mr. Michel, the NIE was asked to

prepare for the Congress for 1980 a report on vocational education.
We have submitted a plan to you and your colleagues, and we
anticipate that the report will be in on time in September of 1980

for you to consider when you consider the reauthorization.

FEDERAL. SUPPORT OF VOCATIONAL. EDUCATION

Dr. BOYER. I think vocational edu6ation Offers an interesting case
study of whether Federal intervention in the best sense makes a
difference. This was the first example of Federal involvement in
education following World War I. It was started to stimulate State
activity in vocational education. The idea was to get a 1-to-1 match.

If' we give some money, States might get involved more actively.
The interesting thing is now it is about $1 federal to $8 at the state
level. I truly believe as a_yesult of' that initiative an entire network
of vocational schools fuls crpveloped.

I happen to think ix las made a remarkable contribution tO
education for a third or'srre of our young people, and the records
show that more than half of our high school students take at least

one vocational course. I think what I am suggesting is sometimes
we lose perspective As to whether the Federal activity has stimulat-
ed change without necessarily controlling.
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So I would say it has been remarkably successful and if there is
any question it is, how does this major strategy now adjust to what
I think are some new demands and become more,pervasive in the
schools so all .children understand they have to work as well as
they can. These should not be seen as conflicting.

I add a notation that the Federal dollars I think have driven
State dollars and an entirely new dimension of schools has devel-
oped that I think has helped a lot of young people who otherwise
might not have been helped. I thought that footnote might be
important. Now we have to figure out strategies for the future that
will be equally effective.

Mr. NATCHER. All right.
Mr. Stokes, I yield to you.
Mr. STOKES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Dr. Berry.
Dr. Berry, one of my special concerns has been the TRIO pro-

gram. Let me recite a little history and then pose a question to
you. In 1977, the appropriation for TRIO was $85 million. In 1978,
the Administration proposed a budget of $70 million, and, accord-
ing to an amendment I sponsored, this subcommittee raised it to
$117 million. In the following year, the.budget request was $115
million. This subcommittee again raised that to $140 million. This
year, I t,ee that the budget request is $10 million 'oelow the $140
million that the subcommittee recommended last year.

Unless I have misinterpreted the fact that there is still a large
group of eligible youngsters who are undersered or not served at
all, I simply cannot understand why this administration continues,
in light of this national di4grace, to request funding lower than this
committee thinks it ought to be. What is your explanation?

Dr. BERRY. In the first place, I agree with you that there is still a
major problem of providing educational services for the disadvan-
taged and that it is even a more critical problem given the fai.t
that in our student aid programs we provide aid for the students to
attend institutions. If we are worried about their retention in the
institutions in the program, we ought to be concerned about special
services for them once they are there.

We also ought to be concerned about identifying them early
through talent search and through Upward Bound and seeing them
through. So it is a major problem and we recognize that. The only
explanation for our budget request is that what we had to work
with is a budgetary policy and not a substance policy, a figure of
$140 million. It was determined already there would not be major
increases in this budget and we tried to balance the .interest and
concern in starting up the new biomedical program which, as you
know, is also targeted on minority students in cities and is a focus
of our concern about the declining numbers of minority students
who are even applying to medical schools or going into the sci-
ences.

So we decided to fund that with $3 million_Tlien we took the
Other $7 million, adding it to the $140 million, and we looked at
our professional opportunities program and there is a desire to put
an increase there which also focuses on minorities, trying to get
them into graduate schools. So it was simply a budgetary tradeoff
problem and it was not an answer that said we did not think the
program was not important.
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That is the only answer I can really give you.
Mr. STOKES. I had posed a similar question to Secretary Califano

when he was here.
Dr. BERRY. I hope he said what I said.
Mr. STOKES. His answer was essentially the same. He did say,

however, and I will also ask you about it, is that since the Bakke
decision there have been fewer minority students applying to medi-
cal school. Is that a fact?

Dr. BERRY. That is right. That is the information we have.
Mr. STOKES. Would you attribute it directly to the Bakke case?
Dr. BERRY. You never know on these matters and there has been

speculation. It is much like aiking why kids do not read and write
as they used to. But some people who are experts believe that some
students were discoumged from applying because they did not
understand what the decision meant, and thought there were no
programs to which they would be admitted, so they simply did not
apply. This can be a factor. We do not know.

TITLE I FUNDING

Mr. STOKES. In your testimony, you refer to the Title I program.
This was another program that the administration asked us to hold
the line last year, and our committee, in its wisdom, recommended
an additional $100 million for the Title I program. Have you been
able to use the additional funds?

Dr. BERRY. Oh, yes, indeed.
Mr. STOKES. I did not see any reprogramming or rescission re-

...1
quest.

Dr. BERRY. In Title I? No, you will not see such requests of that
kind in Title I.

Mr. StOKES. I am glad that the wisdom of this subcommittee
prevailed.

Dr. BERRY. We are always happy to see the wisdom of the Con-

gress prevail.
PROGRESS IN READING

Mr. STOKES. You mentioned a dew moments ago helping children
to read. One of my concerns is that today children who are func-
tionally illiterate frequently graduate from high school. I think.,

. New York has a law that says in order to graduate from the 12th
grade a person must read at the 8th grade level. I question why
one must keep ihem in school'il more years under that type of law.
Is any progress being made with respect ot graduating people from
the 12th grade who can read?

Dr. BERRY. We are making some progress if you look at the
overall picture, but it is true, as the information that you cited
explained, that there are still large numbers of youth in the coun-
try who do not read at the level they should be reading when they
are ready for high school graduation. This is even more a-signifi-
cant problem with the minority groups.

The cities are still more depressing. It is also true if you think
about the Federal programs, Title I, for example, for the amount of
funding that is there it is focused on the first three or four grades
but there are no monies going to the students once they get
beyond, so you have a whole area after those few grades where the
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issue is, how do you continue the progresS made in the early
programs, and do you lose out somewhere along the way? We have
been looking at what goes on in junior high schools hut the ihort
answer to the question is, that there are still large numbers of 12th
grade students who cannot read anywhere near their grade level.

Mr. STOKES. At the time I sponsored that amendment to put $100
million into the Title I prograinMr. Michel and I had a great
deal of dialogue on that issue, part of my argument was the fact
that there is o large concentration of' youth not being affected by
the Title I program in grades 4 to 12 and that with proper funding
those youngsters could be helped. Is that correct?

Dr. BERRY. If there were full fundin , of it, one could. The fact
that it goes through grades three and our is because there is not
enough money to fund the other grade and it is thought that you
get the maximum amount of progress if you start at the beginning
as opposed to starting in the middle or a the end.

Mr. STOKES. I have one additional question, Mr. Chairman.
With regard to the competency tests being given tc high school

graduates, have any evaluations of the effectiveness of :hose pro-
grams been performed?

Dr. 131ooty. We have a nuMber of studies going on in NIE that
are looking at the minimum competency tests as they..are given
around the country to see What the results are and hoW they are
given. We are giving technical assistance to people around the
country through the Office of Testing and Assessment and will
through the new program in NIE. Others may wish to add some-
thing, Mr. Stokes. Competency testing, in my opinion, has arisen as
a national movement because of concern about the perceived de-
cline of quality in education. In other words, it is a sign of concern
about these deficiencies that we have talked about, and the compe-
tency testing movement signals a lack of public confidence in edu-
cation. That is really what it is all about.

The movement has to be watched very carefully to make sure
the kind of resources are made available to children so they have
an opportunity to learn before they are given the tests, that the
tests are fair, that the public school system discharges it's responsi-
bility to educate them, and that competency testing does not
become the mechanism for pushing students out of schools.

Dr. Graham, do you want to add anything?
Dr. GRAHAM. I would simply add that we are underway in a

process now to describe what these minimal testing programs are
in the 30-some States that have them so other States may know
and so that the tests cannot be used to push children out but can
be used as a way to help children learn, which is really why you
ought to test in the first place.

On this question of what competencies we are testing, to pass an
examination at the time of World War I you had to read at a 4th
grade level. There were large numbers excluded because they could
not read at that level. We made a lot of progress up to the 4th
grade level. Now the difficulty is one needs to be able to read much
further beyond the 4th grade level, and it turns out it is very
difficult to deliver that kind of reading comprehensive skill to a
whole populaton. Internationally we are doing pretty well, but not
doing well enough.

,1 7
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Mr. STOKES. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Early.
Mr. EARLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Doctor, do you know what part of this request is reimbursement

to States and which part of it is administrative expenses?
Dr. BERRY. What part is salaries and expenses?
Mr. EARLY. Yes, how much is salaries and expenses.
Mr. PICKMAN. $128 million for salaries and expenses.
Mr. BOYER. I think the Office of Education figure is being given

to you, less than 1 percent of the budget for the management here

at the Federal level. There are some administrative expenses in
categories that arc tiuilt into certain programs that would be used

at the State level, or the figure given as the Federal cost.
'Mr. EARLY. The amount of this budget that stays here in Wash-

ington is $128 million.
Dr. BERRY. Less than 1 percent of the budget, yes, sir.
Mr. EARLY. Last year we had a level of $2,044,000 compared to

the 197 !! appropriation of $2.6 million. Do you attribute that to
fraud or abuse? .

Dr. BERRY. We project a decline in eligibility, which means there
will be a decline in the numbers of students. If there is a decline in
the number of students who are eligible the costs will be less. That

is one way.
Mr. EARLY. Are you defining eligibility as to what inflation has

done to take them over $25,000?
Dr. BERRY. Right. And another is the carryover amount. There is

also the number of studeritsyou mentioned fraud and abuse.
There-have been some students who through the computer editing

process were found not to be eligible. So we think the number
represents an amount of' money sufficient to take care of students
eligible, but there will be a decline in eligibility.

Mr. EARLY. What is the carryover figure?
Mr. VOIGT. The total amount we expect to be carried over from

the current year is something like $560 million. In addition to that,
we are .speaking of $165 million to be available from the 1979
budget. Both figures would then be appropriated into 1980.

Mr. EARLY. How much did you identify as fraud during this
period?

Dr. BERRY. The numbers we have indicate that about 500,000 of

approximately 2.3 million grant applicants were rejected.
Mr. EARLY. Can you give it to me in dollars?
Mr. Vouyr. Roughly, from the earlier estimate, Mr. Early, we

expect about $560 million to be available.
Mr. EARLY. I interpret that $560 million as $560 million unobli-

gated.
Mr. VOIGT. Right.
Mr. EARLY. My question is, how much have you identified as

fraud in the program?
Mr. VOIGT. You cannot. We do not have data at the moment to

indicate what is fraud and what is student confusion, what is
incorrect applications. It is just very difficult to say what portion of
that carryover of unused funds is outright fraud. Much of it may be
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mistakes by students. The system are complex so that they may
not understand what they are being asked for.

Mr. EARLY. We have not caught up in the 4 years I have been
here. We canno( keep- having excuses.

Dr. BOYER. May I add to this? For the first time last year we
screened those who were applying for basic grants. Up until that
time there was no effort made-to check the applications. Whatever
a student put on the application to qualify was accepted on its face.
This year for the first time, an effort was made to verify the
statements of eligibility students were claiming. Out of that first
net, 1.4 million, about 49 percent of all the applications, was reject-
ed for one reason or another by the computer, and that may have
been the result of failure to fill out fully the form, it may have
been based on an ineligibility, whatever. The one thing we do
know, of' the ones rejected, :i00,000 did not resubmit, which means
for whatever reason they did not come back with the corrected
form.

Mr. EARLY. Are you attempting to make any recovery?
. Dr. BOYER. Those were just those applying. In other words, for

the fir4t time we were saying we are going to double check to see if
they are eligible. What caused us to be suspicious, we found a
number of students that were applying four and five times, in our
judgmetp, lociking for the magic combination, so we have required
thot they 'validate with IRS. The relevancy of this is. we think the
dollars will go farther and fewer will apply, but still we are saying
we are going to serve all the eligibles. In other words, we can serve
everyone who is eligible with less money. You ' dd to that the
recovery of those who had tried in the past to ge money and had
done it without verification, and maybe a reductkjn the enroll-
ments plus the carryover will provide full entitlement for all stu-
dents, as the law requires, with less money.
' Mr. EARLY. I see some conflict with the number when you sug-
gest 85(19 million is unobligated and :i416.1 million is from the 1979approKiation. Then you suggest .1() percent of the applicants areineiigible. .,

Dr. BERRY. That was the first catch. Then they reapplied once we
sent it back and said. "I ley. we are rejecting, this is not adequately
verified.' Then we had a number of those that did fill out the form
correctly and becanw eligible.

Mr EARLY. Do you know what number of' the 49 percent reap-plied?
Dr. BERRY. Yes, sir. All but 500,009 did reapply and became

eligible.
Mr. EARLY. Forty percent represented what number?
Dr. BERRY. 1..1 million.
Mr. Volwr. Yes, out of a total of 3.(i million applications.
1),'. BOYER. The first year we threw in the validation requirement

1.4 million were sent back saying, Your application is unaccepta-ble. Rut :',00,non of those did resubmit, cleared up the application
and became eligible, but we still caught a large number, 5(H1,11110
out of that figure, that did not submit. We assumed they were noteligible.

Mr. EARI.Y. On the ROEG program the udn'iinist rat ibis request-ing a waiver on the requirement that the funding be at S370



million of die-130EG program. What is the status of the reqrst?
The NDSL program I also understand has problems.

Dr. BERRY. It was supposed to be appropriations languagei. as I
understand it, a :waiver,-and I am not sure whether it has been
sent up here or not. Whether it has in fact been sent I do not
know.

Mr. FORBUSH. The appropriation language does contain the ap-
propriate request for point-of-order language required for the 1980
Appropriation Bill. We are also working on a bill that would do the

same thing in the authorizing statute itself that should ,have been

up here last week but it was not quite cleared by OMB.
Mr. EARLY. Doctor, that work-study program I understand re-

ceived excellent evaluations. That is lewl funded for 1980 despite

the' fact it provides jobs.
Dr. BERRY. We agree it is a fine program and that in fact it is

consistent with our philosophy that students ought to be encourged

to work to pay part of 4he cost of their education and the jobs
should be generated for 'them. It is purely a budget decision to

come up with the level funli\ng.
Mr. EARLY. Wouldri't w . be better off increasing the funding

there and cutting funding irk some of the unproductive programs?
Dr. BERRY. I am not sure which programs I would Identify as

being nonproductive.
Mr. EARLY. I think there would be a.lot of them.
Mr. VOIGT. From 1978 to 1979 the funding for that program

increased by $115 million, so that institutions are now in the
process of trying to get jobs for a very large number of students. I
think we have to look at whether they can do that and effectively
spend that. money and be as comfortable as they can, before we
suggest added increases in work-study in future years.

Mr. EARLY. I thought the report was that it was working very
effectively and was achieving the goals and also that they had
potential to expand it.

Mr. VOIGT. They did. But the impact of the added $115 million
really does not hit until the coming academic year, so we are just
not at this point that comfortable that.they are going to be effec-
tively able to spend all that money to include this budget in the
future.

Dr. BERRY. There are some institutionsI have had discussions
with some presidents that have had trouble generating the number
of jobs that would be appropriate for the students on campuses in

terms of identifying which categories of jobs and generating num-
bers of jobs. It is a minor aspect of the whole picture. On the
whole, the program, as you point out, is working very succcessfully.
There is this factor also.

FUNDING DESEGREGATION

Mr. EARLY. You said in desegregation that we were moving more
wwards voluntary efforts?

Dr. BERRY. Yes, and flexible approaches to desegregation. There
is a substantial loosening in the new language of the New School
Assistance Act. What I meant was increasing the funding, and we

I o)
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are able to -provute funding for institutions that have voluntary
plans as well as court-ordered plans to desegregate.

TEACHER STRIKE.IN DISTRICT OF COLUMBiA

Mr. EARLY. Would you Comment on Mr. Michel's question about
the strixe going on in the District?

Dr. BERRY. I deplore it.
Mr. EARLY. Has there been any Federal funding cut off?
Dr. BERRY. Absolutely not. All it would do would make matters

worse instead of better. The hope is strikes here and elsewhere will
be settled- and the kids m go back to school and receive the
services they should.

Mr. EARLY. As deplorable as it would be, wouldn't we be better
off as far. as' long-range planning to cut off all Federal aid. It would
make the situation worse but IA might prevent the situation from
continually recurring, which is what is happening.

Dr. BERRY. We have the pjeaSure, I suppose, of' not being directly
responsible for the schools.

Mr. EARLY. We cut off aid in MasSachusetts in desegregation. We
thought that was right if' they Were not complying with the law. If
they ore not complying with the law here, we are not penaNing
them in any way. We spent money for long-range planning. We are
constantly increasing it, and yet you make a comment that nil-
dren do not read and write any better. We must be doing some-
thing wrong.

Dr. BERRY. I agree.
Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Michel.
Mr. MICHEL. I have a little bit Afferent theory about why you

may not be asking for an increase in work-study, 'because you are
going to have a carryover and we make it so easy for everybody to
get an education with a basic grant and everybody wants to study
and nobody wants to work. I would wager every member of this
subcommittee worked at the time he went to college. I wor' d a
full work week while takilg a full load of courses. It did not J me
any harm. I just have a theory about why we are not hav;ng so
many taking advantage offia work-study program these days, and it
is because we made it too easy just to go without working.

Dr. BERRY. Mr. Michel, I just notice that we share at least one
thing in common. I also worked 40 to 66 hours a week while taking
a full load throughout my whole undergraduate and graduate and
law school career. So we share at least that in common.

Mr. MICHEL. I could have assumed that from the way you
handle yourself. There is something about making that little extra
effort; you just appreciate all the more what you have .

Mr. NATCHER. Dr. Berry, we understand that 34 States have
begun programs requiring competency testing in basic academic
skills. Why is there so much interest in this matter of testing in
recent years?

Dr. BERRY. We believe that-the interest in testing is generated
because of' a valid public concern about the decline in student
achievement and the quality of education, a valid public concern
with falling test scores nid an attempt on the part of' the public in
various States to have some kind of accountability measures. Also
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there is a desire of employers to know that students who graduate
know how to read and write and count at an adequate level. The
interest then is a reflection of these concerns, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. NATCHER. There appears to be growing resistance among
taxpayers in supporting certain increased costa in education, as you
and I know. What role does the Federal Government have concern-
ing the problem of school finance, generally speaking? What would
you say, Dr. Berry?

Dr. BERRY. It is not a Federal Government responsibility to pay a
large share of the basic costs of education in the country. It still
should be done by State and local people and we should continue to
focus on targeted areas that are part of the Federal role and
mission. Under the legislation that has been enacted by the Con-

gress we do have a responsibility for providing advice, technical
assistance, research and studies on appropriate ways of seeing that
equal financing is provided for services in these districts. We have
a school finance project underway in HEW, authorized in the
amendments of 1978, to find better ways to five information about
financing education in the States and local governments.

We will help and assist them. We will not take on the burden of
paying for State and local costs.

Mr. NATCHER. Dr. Berry, enrollment in elementary and second-
ary schools is projected to decline from 49 million in 1976 to 45
million in 1986. What problems for local schools will occur it these
projections are accurate?

Dr. BERRY. The projections are more than likely to be accurate
because we cannot do anything about decreasing births. Fewer
people will be at the school age. They would have had to have been
born before now or in the .:1rocess of being born. Some schools are
alrehOy experiencing these difficulties. They have to face choices
about closing schools that are no longer needed, shifting pupils
around, and finding new uses for school buildings in the communi-
ty. In some places they have talked about turning schools into one-
step shopping (!entk.rp They will have to learn how to manage
decline. I might point out that projections indicate there will be an
unevenness across the country as to when these declines will take
place. In the Sun Belt there will continue to be lucre numbers of
students in elementary schools over the 10-year period, so they
won't be facing the same problem, but there are other parts of the
country w;tere they will face it. There they will have to make some

( difficult choices in convening schools to other uses to serve the
community.

Dr. Ews. There is a saying every time is a good time if we but
know what to do with it. One of the good features is that we can
concentrate on quality and improving the level of education for
each student. It gives a breathing space. We have gone through
such an era of expansion that .ve now have an apportunity to
concentrate on quality, so there is some benefit. I would also add
we in the Office of Education are giving carefnl attention to this
issue. In met, this afternoon we will have a meeting with the major
organizations such as the PTA, the School Administrators Associ-
ation, NEA, AFT, the large educational associations. This topic of
declining enrollment is a central part of our agenda.

Mr. NATCHER. Thank you, Dr. Ellis.
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What do you see aK the major challenge now facing institutions
of higher education'?

Dr. BERRY. The major challenge to institutions of higher educa-
tion, as soon as they figure out what to do about Title IX and
football, the major educational challenge is to figure out what to do
about managing decline, as my good friend Dr. Kenneth Bolding at
the University of Colorado likes to put it. The same demographic
factors you mentioned previously indicate there will be declining
enrollments in higher education. They are learning they will have
to start serving nontraditional populations--there are more and
more adult learners requesting to be served. This will require
faculties willing to teach in the evening and not just in the morn-.
ing and afternoon.

There is a service needed by the society,,and they must learn to
convert so they can provide this service. Some of them may get
smaller because of declining enrollments, and others may close
because they are seen to be no longer needed by society. But in
overall terms they must learn how to manage decline. The major
overall problem is we must find a way to enhance the 'productive
capacity of our universities in this country, especially the research
universities that create new knowledge that will be taught in years
to conw.

Mr. NATCHER. In 1968 tuition charges at public institutions of
higher learning averaged $28:1. Ten years later, in 1978, tuition was
$575. In 19(18, tuition at private institutitms, w.eraged $1,300, and
in 1978 rose to over $2,700. Dr. Berry, have these increased costs
had any effect on student access to higher education, or have most
families tried to absorb these increases?

Dr. BERRY. We have, as a matter of Federal policy in the student
aid programs, increased the amount of support that has been made
available to students over those years while costs were escalating.
Most recently, with the Middle Income Assistance Act, we now
provide, as you know, subsidized loans without regard to income to
try to absorb some of that cost. Parents have had their choice of
institutions for their sons and daughters affected by the costs of
the institutions, and consequently there have had to be some ad-
justments. It is also true that the higher costs of higher education
have not increased any more rapidly than incomes.

I know this is a matter of controversy, but there are some data
that :Terns to show that while the cost of education I-.as gone up,
salariep have gone up. Indeed, we know that the cost of everything
else 14 wme up too. But we have student aid programs that have
absorbed much of the costs of these increases, Mr. Chairman,

Mr. NAWHER. Last year HEW advised our committee that voca-
ti,)nal education was one of the Department's "least effective- pro-
grams. The 1980 budget proposes $1174 million, the same as appro-
priated for 1979 for vocational education. Why not cutback in this
pmgram according to the advice we have had from HEW that it is
one of the least effective programs?

Dr. BERRY. Mr. Chairman, Secretary Califano and I believe that
vocational education has made a great contribution to society. It is
a very popular program, as you know. It has expanded opportuni-
ties for students. More than one third of the students in this
country in high school take some vocational courses. It-should be
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attractive and it is. When we said it was the least effective pro-
gram, we meant that is is not targeted to the areas of the highest
unemployment. We are very concerned about youth unemployment
in this country and especially pockets of youth unemployment in

certain cities in this country. Vocational education programs have
not seemed to have been targeted on this population group and
have not helped with the problem in the past nor at present.

That is what we meant when we said it was one of the least
effectiye programs. We have level-funded it because it is popular. It

does serve large numbers of students and it has been overmatched
by States and localities by about 8 to 1.

Dr. Ews. May I add?
Mr. NATCHER. Go ahead, Dr. Ellis.
Dr. Eu.is. I believe we have clarified our statement, as Dr. Berry e

mentioned. I would like to say on a personal basis that I have
contacted superintendents of schools in a number of vocational
schools and I can attest some of the most effective education in

America is appearing in vocational schools. In fact, I have walked
-down the streets of Columbus, Ohio, and have/been stopped by a
parent on the street, and with tears in their oyes they have said:
"Thank you for saving my son or daughter."

I think it is fair to say that it is a mixed picture, but overall I
think we have to be very careful not to have a blank condemnation
of vocational education because in many ,tireas it is the most effec-
tive education we have in America. We Aio have, as Dr. Berry said,
education better targeted on the handkapped, minorities, women,
and in other areas, but overall it is an effective program.

Ms. BEEBE. For the record, Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit,
if I might, some of our evaluation study information which indi-
cates that the vocational education program has been effective in
increasing the numbers of programs available for the disadvan-
taged and the handicapped. Those are areas where the States had
not put large dollars and the Federal funds have been very effec-

tive in initiating, expanding and improving 'those programs for

special target populations.
Mr. NATCHER. You submit that.
[The information follows:l
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'AGE 12s

Study of Vocational Programs for Disadvantaged Students*

A recent study assessed programs for the disadvantaged under the State set-aside
grant program and Part A, Section 102(b) providing Ion rarcent funding of voca-
tional education programs for the disadvantaged. The atudy involved 23 States,
77 communities including 55 local education agencies Ind 22 community college
districts. Eighty-four projects were visited, including 62 secondary and 22 post-
Secondary.

Findings indicate that State and local administrators have difficulty in inter-
preting the congressional definition of "disadvantaged" because: (1) they see
an apparent conflict between the identification of students on an individual
basis and the designation of target areas or groups; (2) they cite thy existence
of allegedly conflicting definitions of "disadvantaged" contained in laws other
than the Vocational ,)%tendments of 1968; and (I) local administrators indicete
they are unwilling. t, "label" students as-disadvantaged. The most common criteria
used to identify difadvantaged students was academic, that iS, students who are
one or more grade levels behind their peers.

The vast majority of the Federal funds were used to hi_re staff who work directly
wtth studetns. Only a small portion of funds were used to hire administrative
personnel and the result appeared to be that the program suffers from lack of
planning and monitoring at all levels.

The States generally had only one person supervising these programs and li,ttle
time was available for planning, monitoring or evaluating programs. In States
where education agencies wore subdivided into regions, program monitoring and
evaluation appeared to be more complete and program officers were familiar with
the programs. Sixteen of the 23 States, 70 percent, required local education
jurisdictions or schools to submit proposaIg to the State, according to esta-
blished guidelines, and funded -projects on the banis of the quality of the pro-
posals and the ability of the sponsors to carry out the projects. The other
States funded on a block grant formula basis to a local education jurisdiction.

The major constraints in developing programs mentioned by regpondents at all
levels wore: lack of funds, lack of facilit. s, uawillingness of some instruc-
tional personnel to accept disadvantaged students into their classes, the negative
image of vocational education and ambiguity of the term "disadvantaged student."

About 46 percent of the enrollment in high schnol projects was minority:
characteristics information by race and ethnia background was not available for
51 percent of the postsecondary enrollment. Of the known postsecondary-level
enrollment. 22 percent were minority and 27 percent white. Women comprised a
slightly higher percentage of the total high school enrollment than men; the
opposite was true at the postsecondary level. However, characteristics bv sex
were unavailable for 34 percent of the postsecondary enrollment.

*Annualj..alsatlan Revert (n !'rgrarn4.AdIn1tirrd...y.thr.U.5.4_9ffty.e. of
gdsm1;u_gl",11201_12//, pr,..ated hv the Otfh o f Fluodlisg, tiudgetin4 and
Evaluatinn, Office of Edocatien, Department ot Health, EduEvttion, and Welfare,
Washington. D.C. (pp. 411-413).

\
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PAGE 12b

The fact that half of the project directors interviewed did not believe that

the students enrolled in their classes were disadvantaged raises serious

questions. At the school level, little criteria existed for identifying din-

advantaged students and a corresponding lack of ade,uate assessment procedures

for determining the conditions which cause school failure.

Nearly half of the secondary enrollment (47 percent) were in world-of-work

projects; 47 percent of tke postsecondary-level students were
enrolled in remedial

programs. The latter'were often enrolled in skills training programs not funded

out of Part 8 set-aside or Section 102(b) funds. In such cases, disadvantaged

funds were being used ta support students enrolled in regular programs.

Almost half of the high school students were enrolled in work experience programs,

indicating that it was not difficult to place disadvantaged students in work

situations. However, the vast majority of stUdents enrolled in work experience

programs (86 percent) were not receiving skills training in school.

According to the 442 work experience students interviewed, the tasks they were

performing an-the-job were in lew-skill, low-pa Y, and high-turnover.occupations.

For example, 78 percent of the tasks listed in the food service category were

waitress, food handlers, busboys and diswashers; 44 percent of the tasks listed

under car maintenance were service station attendant, wash cars, and park cars;

80 percent of the jobs listed under child and hospital care were to take care

of patients (give baths and so on) and child care or babysitting.

There are positive outcomes for the programs. Program costs at $395 per enrollee

(Federal'Costs) and $401 per enrollee (combined Federal, State and local) were

low. The average completion rate (83 percent) was high. The student parricinant

ratings of the programs were overwhelmingly favcrable and the employer ratings of

the programs and their student employees were also favorable. Administrators

generally attribute the favorable rating of students to the fact that enrollees

do receive attention they have not received elsewhere.
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PAGE 12c

An Assessment of Vocational Education Programs for Handicapped Students*

The study reviewed the operatioc and administration of the part R set-aslde for
handicapped students in 25 States, selected randomly with a probability propor-
tionate to total enrollments in the 50 States. A total of 92 projects were visited
fnr the project level assessment. A total of 1,000 student and parent interviews
WaS conducted in five of the sample States., 681 with students currently enrolled
and 320 wtth students who had completed projects. A sample of parycipatlng and
nonparticipating employers were Interviewed.

Findings Indic te that Part B set-asides have resulted In projects which would
have never occ rred had there been no such legislation. About 93 percent of the
Funds were usei to provide direct services to students. Cnst nnd outcome data ,

were seriously-deficient at both the State and local levels. However, according
to what Jiata was avallabl.f, including results of the student, parent and employer
Intorviow,, the program nppenred to he working well. Costs per student and
completer were not (xces!Ave and placement rates rnnged from 48 to 60 percent for
vomplotors. About 13 percent reenrolled in schnol, and only about 15 percent of-
the completers were unempinyed.

There is little long-term pinnntng nt the State nr local level. Planning wns
limited to revVew cf project propnmals and (incisions as t6 which propOsals wnuld
be I mlded, generally on the basis of the sizes of school districts and other
formulas. Factors which mitigated ngfinst pinnning at the State level were the
independen.e of thv loral education agenies nnd the fart that only one person
-was assigned a. the State level tm .administer the set-aside program.

At the prole,' level, vorational nnd special education staff worked closely
together to provide training atui morviros to students. Those vocational staft
who worked with handicapped students generally hAq no special backgrnund for
working with handicapped vtudonts and desired such tviOning. Few examples of
individualized Instruetion were found, ox,opt to the extent that "liamts on"
vo,attonal training was practiced. Altlestgh most local administrators indicated
that it W4A the school distrlet polity to Integrate the handicapped with regular
studonts. about 70 porunr of tho ,ii.ndont-; enrolled were In "speoial" classon.
A ..onstraint .to 'mainstreaming" the laek of experience in dealing with these
p. ifllarioni rprroard to ho a prohl,an. Selmol administrators were often not sure
how to main,t ro.an ,iturionts .md r.,ra in .4paru r. files for nudttors and ropurt ing
4V,CMS. states in Region V appearod to he further olong in integrating classes.

ono or ti,o mo,t ot rcir rrorit Ionod raini.; ;int t Ing tho vxpan.; ton of vocit Iona 1
...I T. pr gr Inn f.,r H Andf..ipp,d w t h. rel n. tan y,. of t orreherv In rerlar

1.1,-lo; r,) .1. pt rho handi Apm.d, or tho inability of tom-hers to instruct
nandi.apped ,tudonrg.

Fwo-thirds ,t the'fraining prfvidod und,r lire set-aside programs was nonskills
tralnln,t, that. i,, tar n Ing ,t Int ,nriod V. pevp.Ice gt onts to .ompte in the
onon labor market In any givon s LI , ,r4t1 t

_
* irnna I V..va Jou. kyr r t Jr.y. Jit: flf I c2... of

r ir r.1 0;1, rtu-p iro.I h I Of f I, !ivigtt inv., and
! :iri Ion, I i ct I hi. nr, Uoparrriont h, ion, an.i t4o1 t aro

ingt , . (no. .1 ..- `).
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PAGE 12(.1

Half of the students enrolled in this type of training were in prevocational

training. Others were enrolled in diagnostic centers, mobility training, non-

ga)nful home economics, industrial arts, tutoring and sheltered workshop

programs. About 12 percent were trainables.
Of.those enrolled in skills

training, the vast majority were tn trade and Industrial courses, mainly for men.

.The range of occuPational offerings for women was extremely narrow, and was

confined mainly to home economics (much of which was not gainful), and health

occupations.

In half of the projects included in the project sample, atOeost some students

were referred into work experience programs. Most of the work stations were

unskilled work activities and were
intended mainly to provide students with

"work experience."

Ouly a few projects conducted a thorough
assessment of the educational needs of

the handicapped studentS referred to the program.

The case study interviws indicated that both students and parents expressed

extremely favorable attitudes toward the projects in which they or their children

were enrolltici.

Participating employers expressed
favorable attitudes toward the program. Three

out' nf four participating employers
rated theyerformance of handicapped students

and/or compltera "ns good" or "better than" regular workers in each of the eight

performance scales. Unlike participating employers,
nonparticipating employers

expressed the belief.that it wOuld he necessary to effect radical changes in

their working environments if they were to hire.the handicapped.

'
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Dr. B.ERRY. If I may add--
Mr. NATCHER. Go ahead, Dr. Berry.
Dr. BERRY, We hope that these new set-a-sides for the disadvan-

taged and tlie handicapped will leverage more funds into that area.
I have heard ,gisturbing rumors that some of' the States may not
use the money 1 those set-a-sides because it reqUires matching by
the States. But, ve are still hopeful that the Federal money will
leverage more mo ey into the targeted areas.

Mr. NATCHER. Vould you recon'Imend a merger of' vocational
education with the CETA program?'

Dr. BERRY. I would not recommend that as a policy of' the Admin-
istration, Mr. Chairman. They have very different purposes. CETA,
as you know, goes directly to the cities and,vocational educational
programs go to the States. I would point out, though, that the
Department of' Labor and HEW have established an interagency
agreement and have a joint memorandum of' understanding which
provides for coordination of the CETA programs and vocational
educabion at present.

We are hopeful that that coordination will work and we will not
be. faced with the issue of consolidation of the two programs, I
would not recommend their consolidation.

Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Stokes.
Mr. STOKES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think I have just one or two questions and I would like to make

reference to the vocational education testimony we have just re-
ceived. Dr. Berry, in making the evaluation that vocational educa-
tion programs are the least effective programs, are you basing that
upon Departmental evaluations made of' these programs around
the country'?

Dr. BERRY. The evaluation, as Ms. Beebe and Dr. Ellis pointed
out, would indicate that the program, on areas in States where it
has been targeted eraditionally, it has worked for those students.
The final word, I hope will be said when we get the results of the
NIE evaluation which the Congress authorized. They are doing a
big study of' vocational education which will be finished in 1981. It
will give us the final word. The evaluations we have available now
indicate it does work for the students who are served by it. Our
concern is that from what we could see,' it is not effectively serving
-those large numbers of youths who are unemployed and Walking
the streets. This is a major priority of this administration. When
we say it is not effective, we mean it is not effective in being
targeted on them, and we are hopeful that these new set-a-sides
will leverage more money into these areas.

Mr. STOKES. Do you not have to base that upon some kind of
evaluation? That is not just off the top of your head?

Dr. BERRY: Oh, I see. That was based not only on our own
firsthand observations of the problem, but one study done by a
contractor in the Bureau of OcCupational and Vocational Educa-
tion and a joint study with the Labor Department and OE which
indicated that black attitudes and feelings about the vocational
educational services in their community were that it was not serv-
ing the students. They cited instances when schools were not avail-
able.
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Also the findings that we have on education, as it exists in

certain cities -in our country, in ,connection with civil \rights en-
\iforcement, indicate that vocational education schools are renerally

not available in the parts of the city where they are neede If they

are available, they in fact do not have the most up-to-date pro-
grams or equipment. We base our suggestion that vocational educa-
tion is not effective for these groups on this evidence. But, we will

not know the final word until we get the NIE study in 1, 81.

Dr. Euts. One of the concerns about vocational education is e

accusationI do not say it is entirely well foundedthat vocatio
al educators tend to be a bit rigid and they do not move into th
new society and do not target on minorities and the handicapped
and women and breaking down some of the barriers that 'have
traditionally existed. That is a concern. It is documented in part

but it is not totally applicable. You are well aware of the major
vocational programs that have had a substantial link to the world
of work and have done an outstanding job, but there are still tOo

many unemployed youth, too many students not brought into the

system, and we are trying to get vocational educators to be more
responsive. There is a gap that has to be Closed.

Dr. BERRY. I am told current evaluations show that 22 percent eF

the population that needs vocational education services, is in the
----cities and only 10 percent of the facilities that even offer vocational

education are located in cities.
Mr. STOKES.÷4111 particularly interested because this is an area

in which I do nottmind telling you I have been lobbied very heavily

by the vocational educational people in mS7 State that not only
need current resources but need More money. They say in Cleve-
land and East Cleveland they are half me impact upon target-

ed unemployment situations. I needjô know more about it so that I
can make the proper evaluation.

T::.. BERRY. We will provide for yo the exact number of vocation-

al .,oucational facilities and the people they are serving in Cleve-
land, if that will help you.

Mr. 2.TOKES. I will certainly appreciate that.
[The information followsd

Vocational education in Cleveland

Number of facilities:
Comprehensive high schoolg offeriag both regular and vocational

education
12

Vocational education high schools
4

Vocational class/lab rooms
400

: Enrollment:
940000.) Secondary students

Adults

Mr. STOKES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The following questions were submitted to be answered for the

record:]
HIGHER EDUCATION ENROLLMENT

MficnEL. What is the current total enrollment in higher education, and is that

up or down from last year?
Mr. KORNVELD. According to the latest information collected by the National

Center for Education Statistics, total enrollment in Fall, 1978, at institutions of

44-3S1 1. 4
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higher education totaled 11,374.7511. This is a 9,5 percent decrease from the 1977
enrollment of 11,417),(129

BASIC GRANTS RECIPIENTS

1,14. MICHEL. The 2.7 million students estimated to receive Basic Educational
Opportunity Grunts in the fall amount to about a quarter of the total enrollment. Is
that correct? ,

Mr. Kos Nm.n. The Basic'Grant cost projection model has as input the distribu-
tion of enrolled undergraduate population by income level. These figures are pro-
jected to the appropriate year for which an estimate is done us:ng National Center
for Education Statistics INCESi enrollment projections or the applis:ation of factors
implied by current.enroliment trends. The total 1979-s0 Undergraduate enrollMent
currently being used by this model is approximately $,726,090. This figure is lower
than preliminary NCES 197$ opening fall enrollment of 11,355,999 because it has
been adjusted downward to eliminate students who are not enrolled at least half-

Itime, an eligibility requirement for the Basic Grant program. .

When one considers the fact that the NCES figure includes almost 4.7 million
part-time students, of whom we estimate approximately 45 percent are less than
half-time. the two figures compare very well.

To respond to your specific qUestion,.the answer is that if one adjusts for the fact
that several million students are not_enrolled at least half time and are thmelore
not considered to be in the eligible pool, we are estimating that more than :10
percent of the undergraduate population will receive a Basic Grant during the 1979-
sir award period. If this adjustment is not made, then it is true that approximately
one quarter- of the total enrollment will receive a Basic Grant.

Mr. Ma 'NEL Are the other three quarters all above the income eligibility limit for
BEOG's?

Mr. KoRNEEI.D. The answer to your question is not a simple yes or no. Eligibility
for a Basic Grant is determined by a formula, called the Family Contribution
Schedules, which takes into account a fairly detailed level of the financial situation
of the student and his or her family. The formula considers not only the income,
which is of course a primary consideration, but also the family size. the. level of
family and student assets, any special educational benefits available to the student,
the number of children in the_ family enrolled in postsecondary education and a
variety of other factor's which contribute or detract from the family's ability to pay
lot a student's postsecondary education. Because of all these factors, it is not
possible to specify an exact income level at which a student in general becomes
ineligible. You have probably noticed that when we specify an estimated award for
a given income level. we also specify other family and financial characteristics
which are assumed.

The following table compares the hypothetically enrolled population by income
level assumed by the Basic Grant cost projection model with the hypothetically
eligible population in ea,..11 of those income levels. Please note that these figures are
not adjusted to account for those students who do not apply or, for other reasons, do
not actually receive a Basic Grant award. We refer to this adjustment factor as
"participation rate,- which current 1979-SO cost estimates assume to be 1i6 percent.

ESTIMATES OF STUDENTS ENROLLED AND ELIGIBLE FOR BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS

lgorre thous.inth
110,1rty

thcuSandS t ite : I

$O to 10.000. .. 1.654 1,343 81
10.001 to 16.000 1,598 989 62
16.001 to 20.000 1.217 684 54
20.001 to 27.000 1.630 757 46
27.000 . 2.561 297 11

Total 8.726 4.070 41

5 1
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This tuble tfhows that, as can be expected, the proportion of students who are
eligible decreases with increasing income. However, there are students who are
ineligible at incomes lower that the general $25,000 family income guideline. This
fact is probably attributable principally to the asset position of' the student or his
family, but also to the fact that independent students who become ineligible at
much lower incomes are included in this distribution.

BASIC GRANTS FUNDINC

Mr. Mictua,. Do I understand that the amount we appropriated last year for
BEOG's is enough to fully fund the program at tle maxilnUnt award levels, even
though there was some doubt last year?

Mr. KORNFELo. The fiscal year 1978 appropriat am which covers 1978-79 Basic
Grant awards was $2.140 billion. 'When the original t:ost estimates for the fiscal year.
1978 were made several years ago, we were assuming a participation rate of 87
percent. This assumption was based on an equal participation rate of 85 percent in
fiscal year 1974 l and what was expected to be 85 percknt in fiscal year 1977. Had this
assumption held, an appropriation of' $2.140 billion would not have been sufficient
to provide full funding awards for the 1978-79 awardiperiod.

However, due to a variety of reasons which I twill subsequently mention, it
appears that the participation rate, that is, the ratio of' actual Basic Grant recipi-
ents, to model-predicted theoretical eligibles, is going o be approximately 66 percent.
Thiii means that even if' the program were fully funded this year, awards to
students would probably have been approximately $1.8 billion. It may be important
to mention the fact that reducing the maximum aw 'rd from $1,800 to $1,600 under
an $1,800 award ceiling has no impact mt the es imated number of' recipients.

Since 1978-79 was the first year which the $1, '00 maximum award became
effective fit was previously $1,400), a sizable increas( in the eligible population was
expected. However, a combination of the introduct on of Multiple Data Entry, a
process whereby a student could file any of four api ications to be considered for a
Basic Grant, and the introduction of stricter and m re complete computer edits on
application data appears to have caused a significa t reduction in the number of
1978-79 Basic Grant recipients. Other factors which we feel may have contributed
are: (I) a general decline in enrollment, 121 mand tory enforcement of academic
progress standards at all institutions, and, 1:0 the fact that students -eligible the
previous year did not automatically receive Basic G ant applications in the mail as
was done in previous years..

Mr %rm.. Your budget provides far $7:),6 milli( n "reappropriation" for BEOG's
in 1980. Isn't this the same as a "carryover," andi when did we begin to call it a
reappropriation

Mr, KoRsiFF,I,a. This $72ii million represents fends which are availabk. from
previous appropriations for this program. A reappropriation is counted as budget
authority in the year for which availability is extended and therefore more clearly
displays the funds which will be spent in that year. ;If we used the carryover process
for the 1980 budget request, our budget authority viould be eonfusing to the general
public who would think that our program level funding had dropped precipitously
from the year before. i,$-Mr. Mietwe. In 1978, you are actually spending ..l million less than what we
appropriated Tbis is not all due to (-Parts to reduce'haud and abuse, is it'?

Mr. Koarsima There are a number of reasonb which could account for the
savings in the Basic Grant Program. Obviously, lpur more vigorous review and
computer editing of student application forms has to be :A major factor. IIowever, it
is not possible to determine the total effect of these nrocedures although we do
believe that the data we are getting is much better than t has ever been.

In addition, this year we instituted a new process wl: .re a sample of students.
selected both raadomly and with pre-established citeria. must provide documenta-
tion supporting the data on their application form to their financial aid administra-
tor before payment is made. Again we do not know precisely what effect this new
process had on the expenditures in the program/ hut we do believe that it was

significant. .

Other possible reasons for the savings could he :a declme in enrollment, institu
tional establishment and 'or enlOrcement of statidards for satisfactory academic
progress, and the complexity of forms as well as the entire student aid delivery

bedeve that our fraud and ahuse activities were maj r factors
system Therefore. while there are 111:1 n possible l'ilti011ti tOr this savings, we do

Mr. Miettio.. Would you describe your fraud and abuse efforts in this program and
how '.hey result in savings?
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Mr. Ko ittor.w. The Bureau of Student Financial Assistance tOSFAI performs
systematic program reviews of the administration for six Federal student assistance
programs at institutions of postsecondary education. Establishment of priorities in
BSFA's annual selection of institutions to be visited for program reviews is based

upon a variety pf indicahrs Of student financial aid management deficiencies which

are 'periodically obtained from the Bureau's data system. Of the seventeen indica-
tors used to select institutions for review in 1979, six were drawn from the Basic
Grant 'reporting system, During fiscal year 1978, approximately 481 program' re-
views of postsecondary institutions identified $7.1 million in potential liabilitig to
the Federal government resulting from program error, abuse and fraud. Program
review activities have been significantly accelerated during the cOrrent year. As of

March 31, 1979, 543 of an estimated 1,000 program reviews scheduled for fiscal year
1979 have been completed. A total of $7.2 milli= in potential liabilities has been
identified as a result of reviews completed through March 31.

Mr. MICHEL. There was recently a release from your Department on the high
default rates in the Direct Loan Program. What kind of steps are you taking to
bring down these rates?

Mr. KORNFELD. Secretary. Califano set forth new initiatives in order to improve
the overall administration of the Program including reduction of th,e default rate.
The Secretary wrote to the presidents of all participating schools urging them to
improve the administration of their programs and to comply with the requirements
for following up defaulted loans.

In addition, the Office of Education (OE) published procedures allowing institu-
tions to turn over older, hard-to-collect defaulted loans to OE for collection.

The Office of Education intends to take over the collection of older defaulted loans
from the institutions. Simplification of procedures and guideliner will assist colleges
and schools to assign to the Federal Government for collection loans that went into
default snore than two years ago. The same techniques will be applied to these loans
that have been used successfully to collect the federally insured loans. By returning
their older defaulted loans to HEW, institutions can devote more resources to
collecting the newer loans they continue to hold.

During 1978, approximately 60 workshops were held be HEW regional offices for
institutional financial aid and business officers on the requirements and procedures
for "due dilegence" in the collection of loans.

The number of OE reviews of campus-based student assistance programs has
increased. Last year, there were 500. For the first quarter of thi, Fiscal Year. there
were 267, and estimated that over 1,000 will be conducted thii r.

Mr. MIcara.. Is any effort being made to eliminate schools w aigh default rates
from further participation in this program?

Mr. KORNFELD. A high default rate would not eliminate schools from participation
in the Direct Loan Program. However, a high default rate could prevent schools
from receiving further Federal Capital. Such institutions would be forced to collect
defaulted amounts in order to make further loans.

Mr. MICHEL. What is the total amaunt of money under the program currently in
default?

Mr. KORNFELD. The amount of o tstanding principal in default as of 6/30/78 was
$702,542,830.

OE ROLE IN THE HEW ADOLESCENT PREGNANCY PROGRAM

Mr. Mimaxt.. The Administration has proposed a new adolescent pregnancy pro-
gram under the Assistant Secretary tor Health. Will the Office of Education be
involved in this program in any way?

Dr. Wyatt. Yes, the Office of Educatidn has already been involved in the program
and the Office expects to continue these activities.

Mr. Micast.. Have you been consulted with as yet about this program?
Dr. Werke. There has been considerable agency activity in the adolescent preg-

nancy program for the past several years. OE staff, as a normal outgrowth of their
long-standing interest and expertise in parenting and family life, have worked
closely with staff in the Administration for Children, Youth, and Families and the
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Health, as well as voluntary youth organiza-
tions, to provide regional office institutes, State leadership conferences, advanced
seminars, and professional seminars in the area of teenage pregnancy.

OE expects to continue these activities and to work closely with the Office of
Adolescent Pregnancy Programs in the Office of' the Assistant Secretary for Health
as it develops the new teenage pregnancy program.

Mr. MICHEL. Is the Office undertaking any effort to promote discussion and
information in the school about problems relating to teenage pregnancy'?

5 3
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Dr. Home During the past year, the Bureau ot' Elementary and Secondary

Education conducted special conferences, institutes and workshops on adolsecent

pregnancy and teenage parenting. It is planned that such efforts wih continue

under the new Office for Comprehensive School Health.

COLLEGE DRSEGRATION IN NORTH CAROLINA

Mr. MitatEL. Is the Office of Education involved at all in the problem of college

desegration in North Carolina?
Dr. BOYER. We are now involved with the Department's efforts to desegregate

North Carolina's public higher education system. However, if the Department is

unable to obtain *an acceptable desegration plan thirty days from the day the State

received the Department's notice of administrative proceeding, we will be involved

in the Department's selective fund deferral process. The Department mailed .-ie

administrative proceeding notice on March 29.
Mr. CONTE. I hear a lot about the Proposal for a separate Department of Educa-

tion. Is it true that the proposed new Department would have a Secretary, his or

her staff, an Under-Secretary and his or her staff, and seven Assistant Secretaries

and their respective staffs? Just the cost of all that staff would be high! Couldn't the

objectives of Separate 'Department of Education be achieved through a reorganiza-

.tion of present, diverse Education agencies over at HEW?

Both the Administration and Senate proposals for a separate Department of

Education include a Secretary, Under-Secretary and six Assistant Secretaries. As

Mr. ames 'I'. McIntyre, Jr., Director, Office of Management and Budget, stated in

his statement of March 26, 1979 before the House Government Operations Commit-

tee, the new Department will result in the elimination of 350 to 450 Positions,

saving $15-19 million.
In commenting on the suggestion that an Under Secretary of Education in HEW

be established as an alternative to a Cabinet Department, Mr. McIntyre said:

"Unlike a Secretary of Education, an Under Secretary would not be directly ac-

countable to the President, the Congress or the Public. Creation of an Under

Secretary of Education in H.E.W. would further complicate staff and line authority.

An Under Secretary would not be as effective as a Secretary in achieving useful
inter-departmental cooperation or access to the press and other important channels
of information. In sum, we believe that a Cabinet Department is the best organiza-

tion structure for education programs.'
Mr. CONTE. In a new proposed Department of Education, how are you deciding

which functions would go to the Education, and which would remain in HEW? I

have heard, for example, the Head Start would not be part of the proposed new
Department. Is it not so that several education functions, e.g.. Indian education.

National Science Foundation (NSFI education, etc. would :iot be included in the

proposed department? Would the proposed changes not lead to different kinds of

confusion?
In general, the proposed Department would include the Education Division, other

_
education-related programs within HEW, along with programs from five other

gencies. Certain programs one might normally expect to be included in the Depart-

n ent have been excluded. For example, a decision on Indian Education programs
adMinistered by the Bureau of Indian Affairs has !leen deferred pending consulta-

tion with Indian tribes, and certain programs of ti Natidnal Science Foundation

were excluded because they were mission, rather than education, oriented.

Mr. CONTE. What advantages do you see resulting from a Separate Department of'

Education?
In his March 26 statement, Mr. McIntyre described several advantages of a

separate Department of Education, including: Increased top management attention

to education; Improved accountability and responsibility for the operation of Federal

education programs; and Improved links between education and other Federal activ-

ities
Mr. CONTE. I have often heard the argument that a cabinet level Department of

Education would voice the needs of Education better than the present HEW Secre-

tary does. Do you feel there should be a cabinet level Department of the Army to

voice the needs of the modern-day army? Weren't Health. Education, and Welfare

put together in the first place because the human services the Department delivers

are best administered, however imperfectly, under one roof?

We must defer to the Department of Defense for the answer to the first question

With respect to the second question. the health, education, and welfare programs
administered by the government at the time HEW was formed were considerably

smaller in scope and smaller as a proportion of total Federal spending than they are

now

.7 1
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As Mr. McIntyre stated in his 'March 26, 1979 statement, he believed a problem
ith the current structure was the lack of management attention to education:
"H.E.W., with a budget of nearly $200 billion and over 350 programs, is by far the

largest and most complex Cabinet Department. The health and welfare programs,
which are closely related and account for 92 percent of the Department's budget,
dominate the H.E.W. Secretary's time and attention. The crisis nature of health and
welfare issues means that education matters which account for 45 percent of the
Department's programs, are set aside. On several occasions, the President has
expressed his concern that education issues had rarely been brought to his attention
in Cabinet meetings or other discussions. He said that education issues took less
than 1 percent of his time.

The Secretary of Education will be accountable to the President. the Congress and
the public and he or she will spend full time on education issues."

VOCATIONAL. EDUCATION FUNDING

Mr CoNTE. I have received a lot of mail about the low level of runding for
vocational education, both from educators and manufacturers in my home district. I
nave heard that vocational education could very effectively and efficiently use up to$300 million. How did you arrive at your figure for vocational education funding?

Dr. BOYER. The fiscal year 1980 request for vocational education represents level
funding from the fiscal year 1979 appropriation. But despite the scarcity of dollars
this year, the Administration has tried to reflect Congressional support for this
program by requesting this continued level of funding.

Mr. CONTE. Is it true in your professional judgment that vocational educationcould use more funds?
Dr. Bona. As you well know, all increases must be counterbalanced with de-

creases. Given that and the scarcity of education dollars, it might be to our advan-
tage to delay major increases in the vocational education program until the inten-
sive evaluation study on vocational education has been completed by NIE. At that
point, we would have a better idea of how to more effectively direct the use of these
monies.

ESEA TITLE V-B STRENGTHENING STATE EDUCATIONAL AGENCY MANAGEMENT

Mr. CONTE. In the education amendments of 1978 the, "old" Title IV-C wasreplaced by a "new" Title V-B. In drafting this bill an error was made and there
was no "hold-harmless" provision inserted into the new legislation, which will meanthat even with full appropriations the funds will not get out to the states. My state
of Massachusetts stands to lose some $429,987. What do you propose doing to deal
with this purely technical error?.

Dr. BOYER. Proposed regulations have been developed which sets-forth the policythat if the $51 million is appropriated each State will be allotted an amount equal
to the fiscal year 1973 level. If the appropriation is less than $51 million the amountallotted to each State will be ratably reduced. If more than $51 million is appropri-
ated the additional funds will be administered as a discretionary program.

Mr. CONTF.. A major concern of mine is that the handicapped get an equal chance
at an education. What steps are you taking to guarantee that the handicapped havethis right?

Dr. BOYER. The Office of Education has instituted a variety of activities to help
assure compliance with the provisions of Public Law 94 .142, the Act which man-dates a free and appropriate education for all handicapped children. Some of themost important of these activities are the review and approval of annual nrogramplans submitted by States as a pre-requisite to funding and the conduct of on-site
program administrative reviews of State and 'Local education agencies and programstbr handicapped children. The Office of Education has insisted that annual programplans contain all the provisions of the A6't as amended and thet they be in fullcompliance with all Federal requirements. During fiscal years 1978 and 1979 State
educational agencies (SEA's) had most difficulty complying with the duc, processprovisions and with the requirement that SEA's be responsible for the generalsupervision of ali education programs in the State. The Office of &lucation refused
to approve plans which did not contain these provisions in a,propriate form eventhough substantial resistance was encountered in a few cases. As a result. 18 States
made legislative changes and 31 made regulatory changes in their due processr.ocedures to bring them into compliance. In the area of LEA responsibility. twoStates made legislative change 3 and all States developed formal agreements amongagencies edualiting handicapped children.
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---Program administrative reviews, which consist ok week long visits by five-member

teams from the Bureau of Ec'ucation of the Handicapped, are conducted in half of

the States each year. An average of ten local educational agencies and five State-

operated programs for handicapped children are visited in each State. Thirty major

provisions of the Act are carefully, monitored for compliance. During the 1977-78

school year a total of 349 specific, corrective actions were required qf the State and

Local programs visited. Verificatfon of compliance has been docu nted in all but

30 instances, in which the corrective actions are not quite completel. In some cases,.

Office of Education teams returned to States in order to be aasurecJ that the proper

procedures had been fully implemented.
Mr. CONTE. What success in this area can you report?
Dr. BOYER. The following points illustrate the degree of success which has oc-

curred in this area:
(I) Major gains were nde in coordination and development of education stand-

ards among State agenc_.., serving handicapped children. More than .150 inter-

1, yncy agreements have been negotiated by State educational agencies during the

past two years, usually between States and departments of health, mental health,

human resources, and agencies serving the deaf and the blind. Twelve State educa-

tional agencies negotiated four or more agreements and thirteen negotiated three.

As a result of these agreements and implementation of the Federal law by State-

operated facilities, previously unserved children are now receiving special education

and related services.
(2) On-site program administrative reviews conducted by the Bureau Of Education

of the Handicapped (I3EH) reveal evidence of significant progress in complying with

the major provisions of the 94-142 amendments. Last year, gaps were found in SEA

policies awl procedures in most States visited. This year BEH teams are finding

policies end procedures in p:ace. Problems uncovered this year are related to techni-

cal deficiencies at the local level. Last year, for instance, over 50 percent of the first

10 sites visited did not have individual education programs for all handicapped
children. This year only four of the first 100 sites visited had children without
individual education programs. Last year, waiting lista of children evaluated as
handicapped but still unserved were found in over 40 percent of the first 100 r:tes

visited as compared to only six this year. Last year, parents were found to be

charged for related services in about 25 percent of the sites visited as compared to .

only five of the first 100 sites visited this year.
C31 The Federal mandate to serve school-age handicapped children together with

Federal and State monitoring and interagency cooperati.m have stimulated rapid
expansion and filling out of services to these children and the protection of their
rights and those of their parents. Most States even with State legal mandates to

serve schoolage children did not have adequate funding or staff resources to imple-

ment their laws. Some States, such as Mississippi, the District of Columbia, and
Ohio which previously did not have mandates, either passed new legislation or

implemented court orders to serve these children. In addition, SEA funding has

risen in many States. In Mississippi, for instance, the level of funding for educating

handicapped children increased $13,000,000 last year to $35,000,000 for the 1978-79

school year. A provision also was added by the leeislature that additional funds

would be appropriated by supplemental legislation as unserved children are identi-

tied and assessed. In Alabama, 1,277 new teachers were hired this year. The leVel of

SEA funding for education of the handicapped increased from $52,000,000 to
$77,550,000 this year. An increase of $25,550,000 or 49 percent over last year's level.

(4) The Federal law has resulted in a major decrease in handicapped children
being served in State-operated or suppwled residential facilities and has prevented

the unnecessary institutionalization of other children. This decrease has taken place

during the same period in whieh services have been initiated to thousands of
previously Unserved children housed in these same institutions. In 1975 over 100,000

handicapped children were served in State-operated or supported residential facili-

ties. In the 1978-79 school year approximately 69,570 such children were reported

served in these facilities.
(5) The frustrations and feelings of hopelessness experienced by parents of handi-

capped children for so many years have been markedly reduced. Each SEA now has

in place a formal process by which parents of handicapped children can file compli-

anee complaints. The process includes procedures to follow-up on these complaints

and to enforce compliance.
(6) Formal individualized education programs have been written for the nearly

four million handicapped children receiving special education and related services.

(71 Much more systematic and careful procedures are used by all agencies educat-

ing handicapped children and for evaluation and placement of such children. Tradi-
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tional, pre-conceived placements of handicapped children according to type or sevisp,
ity of handicapping conditions are being eliminated.

(8) Systematic statewide child-find procedures have been initiated in all States'.
Major State and Federal efforts are underway to improve and enforce screening of
children for handicapping conditions. .

(9) The number of handicapped children receiving special education and related.. services has increased substantIally, after the passage of the Public Law 94-142. amendments to the Education of the Handicapeo Act. The ?ate of growth from last.,
ye 'r's average count to December 1, 1978 of approximately 4.4 percent is more than

uble that shown for the previous year-2 percent. The number of children report-
ed increased by mere than 155,500. Since the passage of Public Law 941'142, the
number of children served has increased by more than a quarter of a million. Ten
States have expanded the number of handicapped children served by more than 20
percent since the 1976-77 school year. -,

(10) Equal educational opportunity for hiiiidicapped children of lower and liddle
income parents has been assured under the protection of the new met ants.
Parents often had to pay high tuition, room and board, and related services costs if
they had handicapped children for whom an appropriate special educatio i. programs
was not available in nearby schools. Now public agencies provide such services free
of charge unless parents elect to have their children educated in special private
schoog,

DIRECT LOAN DEFAULTS

... Mr./Cosrrs. I have read scary statistics about the high percentage of loan default-
ers atsome colleges and universities, including some right here in D.C. What steps
are you taking to correct this problem?

Mr. KORNFELD. Secretary Califano set forth new initiatives in order to improve
the overall administration of the program including reduction of the default rate.

In March 1978, the Secretary wrote to the presidents of all participating schools
urging them to improve the administration of their programs and to comply with
the requirements for following up defaulted loans.

In March 1978, the Office of Education (OE) published procedures allowing insti-
tutions to turn over older, hard-to-collect defaulted loans to OE for collection:

In April 1978, the Office of education contacted schools in the Title III, Developing
Institutions Program with high default rates, offering them technical assistance and
encouraging them to use their Title III funds to improve student financial aid
administration.

In 1918 HEW publishedasrerlations aimed at improving the administration of
NDSL atid other campus-b programs. These include more frequent audits: mini-
mum st4ndards of fiscal and admini,Arative capability for participating ineUtutions;
and, a rmula that reduces the Federal NDSL contribution to institutWns with
high def ult rat.s.

During 1978, approxilaately 60 workshops were held by HEW regional offices for
institutional financial aid and business officers on the requirements and procedures
for "due diligence" in the collection of loans.

The .' iber of OE reviews of campus-based student assistance programs has
increased. Last year, there were 500. For the first quarter of this fiscal year, there
were 268, and estimated that over 1,000 will be conducted this year. These reviews
are desigr.Qd to identify and correct problems in NDSL administration at institu-
tions before they become serious.

Proposed regulationp for the 1980-81 academic year that will set performance
standards for the reduction of institutional default rates. The proposed regulation
will provide that institutions which do not meet these standards will receive no
further NDSL funds from the Federql Government. Performance Will be evaluated
on the basis of fiscal operations reports submitted for the period June :10, 1978 to
June :10, 1979.

The Office of Education intends to take over the collection of older defaulted loans
from the institutions. Simplification of procedures and guidelines will assist colleges
and schools to assign to the. the Federal Government for collection loans that went
into default more than 2 years ago. The same techniques will be applied to these
loans that have been used successfully to collect the federally insured loans. By
returning their older defaulted loans to HEW, institutions can devote more re-
sources to collecting the newer loans they continue to 1 old.

The Office of Education will expand technical assistance and training for institu-
tionF that need help in improving the management of their loan programs.

On January 29, the Secretary wrote to the Presidents of all institutions participat-
ing in the NDSL program informing them of these actions and requesting that they
take prompt and vigorous action to reduce defaults at their institutions.
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The Secretory met with representatives of higher t.ducation groups to discuss

these issues, and they have pledged full coop,.ration in this effort.

FEDERAL STUDENT FINANCIAL AID POLICY

Mr CONTE. Does the U.S. Government really have a coherent policy on financial

aid tu students. I hear proposals to increase BEUG's, to create a Tuition Advance

Fund ITAF1 and Proposals to provide Tuition Tax Credits. Which approach do you

favor and why? It seems to me to be an areathat needs atteraion; it iii no good

aving all these fine universities if students cannot afford to go t mdrthe.
Mr Kov.a..F.L,D. We couldn't agree more, Mr. Conte. The Adminilration does have

coherent policy reflected in the existing structure of grants, work and loans. The

asic Grant Program is the foundation program upon which all Other aid is pack-

ed. Students with exceptional financial need may also receive Supplemental Edu.

. ea lonal Opportunity Grant assistance. Through the College Work-Study program,

students can work on a part.time basis, to earn the money they need to help pay

their educational costs. Finally, students who need additional help can borrow

through the National Direct Student Loan and/or the Guaranteed Student Loan

programs. .

We believe that this combination of different types of assistance is a comprehen.

siye and coherent approach to financing postsecondary education and the effective.

ness of this approach ha-Cbeen further enhanced as a result of the Middle Income
Student Assistance Act and the 1979 Appropriations Act.

The TM.' and tax credit proposals you refer to were not advanced or supported by

the Administration. ,.

WOMENS EDUCATIONAL Num Am FUNDS TO LOCAL COMMUNITIES

Mr. CONTE In the 1975 Education Amendments, Title 9 of this Act provided for

the Women's Educational Equity; the aim ef this act was to provide models for

achieving sex equity in education. At $15 million this money would trigger a part of

this Act that would provide for the money to flow directly to loca.1 communities in

the form of incentive grants. Why have you funded this at only $10 million?

Dr. BOYER. Funds were not requested in fiscal year 1980 to trigger that part of the

Act that provides grants to operate local projects for equal educational opportunities

for both sexes The strategy for the WEEA program in fiscal year 19X0 is to

continue to sunport demonstration, development, and dissemination activities that

have a broad application and can apply to many different situations involving the

general concepts associated with educational equity. Local projects will be most

beneficial after greater awareness of these concepts has been stimulated through

intensified national efforts.
Mr. CONTE. Do you not feel that local incentive grants are a good approach to the

problem?
Dr. BoyEa. The actual solution to inequities for girls and women in educational

agencies and institutions must of course come where the problems areat the local
level. Grants to provide incentives to local agencies are a good approach. In order to

implement such an effort, however, national leadership in the form of model pro-

grams and special materials is neede'd for all levels of education and in the various

content areas. The WEEA Program is performing this role_ When it began funding
projects 21/2 years ago, few such models and materials existed

Mr. CONTE. Did you know that the House Ed and Labor Committee recommended

funding for this at $30 million?
Dr. BOYKR We have heard that there has been some discussion about a $30

million funding level for the Women'c Educational Equity Act in 1950.

IN De.PEN DENT STUDENTS

Mr. ROYBAL. l've been told that the new student firancial aid formulas work
against independent students. Can you respond to this allegation'?

Mr. KORNFELD. The Middle Income Student Assistance Act IMISAA) has done two

things for the independent student. First, the revised Family Contribution Schedule

includes a family siw offset of $3,450 for a single independent student as opposed to

$1,200, which was originally used This means that a single independent student

who earns approximately $t1,000 would still be eligible for a minimum Basic Grant,

assu eq ce.z .udent has no unusual expenses or assets and he/she is attending

see '-time. In comparison, a student could make no more than $3,350 and still

bt ./it- for an award with an offset of $1,200, assuming no assets or unusual

exi .s. In addition, a single independent student with no unusual expenses or
assei an earn up to approximately $3,500 and be eligible for the maximum award,
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whereas he/she could earn only $1,200 with an offset of $1,200 and still be eligNe
for the maximum award.

Second, the assets of the independent student with dependents are assessed at the
same rate as the assets of the parent of the dependent student. In prior acadeinic
years, the assets of independent students with dependents were assessed 33
percent rate with no asset reserve. For the 1979-80 academic year, an as:4,A rest rye
of $25,000tis subtracted from the independent student's assets, which iS the same
the asset reserve for dependent students. The remaining.assets are then assessed at
a 5 percent rate. If farm or business assets are included, then a total asseyreserve of
$50,000 is subtracted before the assets are assessed at the 5 percent rate.'

VIOLENCE AND SCHOOL VANDALISM

Mr. HOYDAL. Mr. Boyer, the Los 'Angeles City School district alone lost something
like three million dollars, excluding arson, in the 1977-78 school year. We know
that school vandalism and violence directed towards pupils and faculty members
has been a grOwing problem. What is the Office of Education proposing to do in this
area for 1980? Specifically, what amounts will be allocated to reducing violence and
vandalism whiCh is so counterproductive?

Dr. Bona. Only one program has as one of its stated objectives the reduction of'
school vandalism and physical violence, and that program is. Push for Excellence.
However. we find that two other prog ms produce positive results in the same
areas. The Cities in Schools program egrates social services for inner city youths
with the school as the -focal point for s rvice delivery. By solving the personal
problems of the student and/or his f 1 that student becomes better adjusted and.
caa more easily be motivated toward self improvement and basic skills development.
Another program which seems to reduce vandalism is the Community Schools
program, which is designed to integrate educational, recreational,_ and cultural
activities within the community, with the public school or other public building
serving as a community center. It has been found that ,:elleols with active communi-
ty programs are seldom victims of vandalism. The total 1980 funding request for the
three programs mentioned here is $6,988,000.



MONDAY, MARCH 4, 1979:

ELEMFNTAtiY AND SECONDARY ED4CATION

WITNESSES

ERNEn L. II( ER, COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

JOHN IL RODRIGUEZ, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER- FOR COM-
PENSATORY EDU('ATION PROGRAMS

HERMAN R. i;OLDBERG, ACTING ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER
FOIUSTATE AND IA)CAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

MARY F. BERRY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION
JOSUE M. GONZALEZ, DIR TOR, OFFICE OF BILINGUAL EDU-

CATION
SHIRLEY JACKSON, ACTIN( DIR TOR, RIGHT TO READ PRO-

GRAM
RICHARD FAIRLEY. DIRECTOR.., DIVISION OF EDUCATION FOR

THE DISADVANTAGED
CORA I'. BEEBE, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF PLANNING AND

BUDGETING
WILLIAM DINGELDEIN. DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF BUDGET

ANALYSIS. OFFICE OF ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR MANAGE-
MENT AND BUDGET

Mr. NATCHER. The committee will come to order.
We take up this time Elementary and Secondary Education. We

have before the committee Dr. Ernest L. Boyer, the Commissioner
of Education, along with Dr. Berry. If you will, tell us who these
other folks are with you now.

INTRODUCTION OP' WITNESSES

Dr. BOYER. Tom Minter is to my right and he is the Deputy
Commissioner in charge of the elementary and secondary educa-
tion programs. Dick Fairley administers the largest single program
in the office, Title 1. Dr. Gonzalez, who has recently been brought
to us to head our new bilingual education program. John Rodri-
guez, sitting next to Dr. Berry, heads our Office of Compensatory
Education which includes migrant education program. Shirley
Jackson, Acting Director, Right to Read Program; and I-krman
Goldberg, who is working with State and local programs. And Mr.
Dingeldein representing the Assistant Secretary for Management
and Budget Department.

Mr. NATCHM Thank you. Dr. Boyer.
With your permission we will insert your statement in the record

in its entirety. If you desire, suppose you highlight the statement
for us.

(The statement follows;)

(57)
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

4

NAME: Ernest L. Boyer

DATE-OF BIRTH: September 13, 1928

PLACE OF BIRTH: Dayton, Ohio

FAMILY: MArried -- Kathryn Garin Tynon, August 26, 1950
R.N. -- Montgomery County (Pa.) Hospital
B.S. -- State University of New York
C.N.M. -- (Certified Nurse Midwife)

Georgetown University

Four childrenErnest, Jr. (1951), Beverly (1953),
Craig (1955), and Stephen (1964).

CURRENT POSnTON:

1977 - PRESENT UNITED STATES COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
(Appointed by the Fresident of the United
States and confirmed by thd U.S. Senate.)

PREVIOUS POSITIONS:

1970 - 1977

1965 - 1970

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, Chancellor

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, Vice Chancellor
and Executive Dean for University-wide
Activities

1962 - 1965 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, Santa Barbara.
.Director, Center for Coordinated Ea:cation

1960 - 1962 WESTERN COLLEGE,ASSCCIATION, California,
Director, Commission to Improve the Educatioh6
of Teachers

1956 - 1960 UPLAND COLLEGE, California, Academic Dean
and Professor of Speech Pathology and
Audiology

1955 - 1956 LOYOLA UNIVERSITY at Los Angeles, Assistant
Professor and Director of rorensics
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Biographical Informaiiort -- Ernest L. Boyer

'DECREES AND PROFESS:.ONAL EDUCATION:

1950 -- A.B., GREENVILLE COLLEGE
1952 -- Graduate Studies, otip STATE INIVERSITY

1955 M.A., Ph.D., UNIVEPSITY OF SCUTHERN CALIFORNIA

1959 -- Postdoctoral Fellow, UNI1ERSITY OF IOWA HOSPITAL
(Medical Audiology)

1976 -- Visiting Fellow, CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY

HONORARY DEGREES;

1971 Litt.D., Chapman College
Dowline, College

LL.D., University of Southern California
Presidents Medal, Tel-Aviv Univa..sity

Greenville Cullege

1972 L,H.D., Pace University

1973 D. Sc., Alfred University
LL.D., Fordham University
LL.D., University of Akron
LL.D Roberts Wesleyan ColJege

1975 LL.D., University of Rochester

1977 L.H.D., Fairleigh Dickinson University

, 1978 LL.D., College of William and Mary
LL.D., Beloit College
D.F.1., Wheeling College
LL.D., Hamilton College
L.H.D., City University of New York
V. Paed., Yeshiva University.
LL.D., Hope college
L.H.D., University of Maryland

SELECTED RECOGNITIONS:

Selected as one of America's two Outstanding Leaders in Education
U.S. News and World Report (1978)

Presidential Commission on the Financing of Post Secondary..
Education (1972-73)

Presidential Committee on the Educa,4nn of Women (1975)

Commission on Critical Choices for Americans (1973-74)

Governor's Award, State of Ohio (1978)

Presidential Fellow, Aspen Institute fOr Humanistic Studies (1978

Encyclopedia britannica Achievement in Life Award (1978)
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_Biographical Information .Ernest L. Boyer

PAST AFFnIATIONS:
..

President, National Association of State Universities and
Land Grant Colleges

Executive Committee, American Council on Education

.Executive Committee, American Association for Higher Education

Member, Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education

Board of Trustees, Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement
of Teaching

-

Board of.Trustees, Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association
of America

Board of Trustees, Educational Testing Service

Board of Trustees, Saratoga Performing Arts Center

Board of Trustees, Earlham College

Board of Trustees, /nstitute for International Education

Board of Trustees, /nternational Council for Educat4.)na1
Development

PRESENT MEMBERSHIPS:

Board of Directors, Kennedy Center for the Pereorming.Arts
National Cduncil on Educational Research
National Counc:I. on Education Statistics
Federal Interagency Committee on EducaLion
National Commission on Truman Public Service Fellowships
Executive Committee Center for the Book, Library of Congress

ADDITIONAL REFERENCES:

Who's Who in America
Who's Who in The World
American Men and Women of Science
Outstandfng EdUcators of America
International Scholars Directory
leaders in Education
Dictionary of International Biography
The National Aegister of Prominent Americans and

International Notables
The Social List of Washington, D.C.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Office of Education

Statement by the Commissioner of Education

on

Elementary and Secondary Education

Mr. 'Chairman and Members of the Committee:

-
I aivreciate this opportunity to present the fiscal year 1980

request for the Elementary and Secondary Education appropriation. ,This

appropriation maintains our strong commitment to improving educational

achievement, especially in the area of basic skills, with our primary

concern diiected toward fostering that achievement among the various

populations of educationally disadvantaged children. The total request

of $3,952,882,000 represents about a 4.5 percent increase over the

comparable amount either appropiiated or cureently being requested for

ftscal year 1979. While this increase does not apprnach increases of

fiscal year 1979, due primarily to an overall Administration policy, of

fiscal constraint, it is an increase which is well focused upon the

neediest segments of the educationally disadvantaged population, designed

that our budget.constraint measures
will not have a negative impact

upon them. These funds, together with those under the Education for the .

Handicapped account will enable us to provide educational services to

over 25 percent of the elementary and secondary school children.

Grants fdr Disadvantaged

To raise the educational achievement level of educationally

disadvantaged pupils residing in low-income areas or whose education is

the responsibility of various State agencies, a total of $3,478,382,000

6' 1
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is re-Cilested for Title I of the K1ementary and Secondary Education Act,

Of Ahis amount, $400,000,000 is proposed for ..7ntinuation of the I

Concentration Grant Provision, and the remainder for local edueational

agencies in general and.for State agency programs for migrant, handicapped,

- and neglected and delinqqent children. In total, the request'is $142,000,000

more than the combined 1979 appropriation and the requested supplemental

for th.e.same period. The increase is devoted entirely to the Concentration

Grant Provision, to provide additional.resources to the most poverty

'impacted and historically underserved local educational agencies. It '.

could both increase their Title I.service population by as many as

300,000 pupils over the previous year andtassure more effective services

to their current Title I participants. In aggregate, these neediest

areas will realize a 55 percent. Increase in their Concentration Grant

funding, a significant reinforcement of their compensatory education

service capacity in the midst,of their especially difficult economic

circumstanced,. To allow for thi; focus of resources upon the neediest

areas, the budget proposes to maintain All other Title I activities at

their fiscal year 1979 level. This is achieved by holding in abeyance

the otherwise mandated increases for the State agency programs, which in

turn prevents local educational agencies in general from experiencing

any loss. For all of Title I, we anticipate that over seven million

children will receive the compensatory education services which they

need in order to enjoy the benefits of an adequate education.

Improvement in Educational Practice

To assist the States in developing and implementing improved

practices and programs in their local educationa# agencies as a means of

6 5



enhancing educational qoalitv In the Natint0.s sehools, $14h,400,000 is

requested for the newly authorized fitle 1V-C at the Elementary'and

Seeondary Education Act, For the first time in 1980, funds are being

_requested separately for Strengthening State Educ2at1onal Man4emenr,

formerly included under Title IV-C. The amount rnquested for local

1

practices improvement, the some amount available for this purpose in

school year 1979-80, will be uXed according to a wide variety of State-
.

determined priorities, under a compttitive award process, for an estimated

4,000 local educational agency projects. These projects, many of which

are expected to be related to compensatory education and/or basic skills

achievement, will inv. , the participation of nearly eight million.

pupils.

Strestahening_State Educational Management

To providu support for State education agency efforts in strengthening

their administrative
capabilities, $51,000,000 is requested uneer Tiole

V-8 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. The Education Amend-

ments of 1978 authorize the program as a separate entity rather than as

part of the Title IV-c consolidation. Funds under this new discretionary

program are expected .to be used by States primarily foi increased staffing,

in order to conduct sucb activities as Statewide educational needs

assessment, analyses of school finance equity, evaluations of State and

Federal programs, professional
development of State education agency

employees, and dissemination of information on successful practices.

Bilingual Education

The Bilingual Education program seeks to increase educational

opportunities for children who are educationally disadvantaged because

44.11
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they are not proficient in the English language. -The fundamental

objective of this program is to support a variety of activities designed

to enable children to become proficient in the English language. Grants

are given to build the capacity of local-school: districts to teach

English to non-proficient children, while using the children's native

language to build the basic skills needed so they can enter mainstream

classrooms succe4sfu1ly. For fiscal 1980, sum wIll be given to 625

school districts for programs in.which 340,000 children will be enrolled.

To improve the quality of the programs, teacher and management training

activities and materials development and dissemination will be supported.

State education agencies will be aided to provide technical assistance,

and an information clearinghouse, and a national advisory council will

be funded. The proposed budget also.addresses the need for promotion of

school desegregation through bilingual education.. As authorized by the

Education Amendments of 1978, about 30 bilingual desegregation projects,

formerly supported under the Emergency School Aid Act, will be funded as

part of Title VII. The $173,600,000 request is an increase of $15,000,000

over the comparr5le 1979 appropriation. The increase will, make possible

a major effort to undertake studies and evaluations to improve the

effectiveness of bilingual education programs and practices. It will

also support a new initiative to strengthen the administrative, evaluative,

and dissemination components of about 50 successful ongoing projects, so

that they can serve as model projects.

Bas2c Skills Improvement 4nd Achievement Testing Assistance

The Basic Skills Improvement program replaces the National Reading

Improvement program (Right to Read) and expands the focus of Federal

6 7
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concern to include mathematics and oral and written communication

skills, as well as reading skills.
Its purpose is to improve basic

skills achievement by coordinating
basic skills programs at the national,

State, and local levels. A major thrust cf this new initiative is aimed

at State coordination of basic skills programs, to be reinforced by a

new State-Federal relationship to support individualized agreements for

.comprehensive planning and implementation of basic skills activities. A

technical amendment to the basic skills legislation is currently being

-proposed to clarify funding
distribution requirements for the two

authorized State basic skills activities. The fiscal year 1980 request

Of $35,000,000 t,presents a comparable increase of $7,250,000 over the

1979 appropriation for the Right to Read program. To complement this

effort, $2,000,000 is requested for the Achievement Testing Assistance

program to help States and local school distric:s use achievement tests

416

to improve basic nkills.

Follow Through

Our fiscal year 1980 Elementary and Secondary Education request

includes $59,000,000 for the Follow Through program which was recent'y

reauthorized through fiscal year 1981. In 1980, we will begin new

experiments designed to identify
successful approaches and practices to

early childhood education.
Developmental work on t tw models and compo-

nents of successful approaches for the Follow Through program began tn

1978; we expect to build upon this developmen*.al work in 1980. In

addition to funding local projects
and sponsors, we expect to continue

funding of resource renters which are demonstrating and disseminating

information about successful
approaches implemented in the first Follow

Through experiment.

6' -,
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Alco.hpl_And DruL2huse Equcation

To continne to provide leadership capacity to State and local

educational agencies in the prevention of alcohol and drug ahnse,

$3,000,000 is requested for the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education program.

This program Sncorporates strategies or training, technical assistance,

and regional and national conferences to address both the problem of

substance abuse and related behavior\problems such as truancy, vandalism,

and disruptive behavior. The National Training System of five regional

training centers will train upwards of\ 60 new school teams ftom urban

and non-urban areas to develop local sc4utions to the individual charac-

teristics of local problems. The trainihg centers will provide technical

assistance to an additional 375 previouslOrained teams. All of fhesc

efforts are directed toward arresting the growth of an increasingly
1

serious national problem.

\
Environmental Edncatioki

We are again requesting $3,500,000 fur Env4ronmenta) dr tion to

promote an increased sensitivity, especially by the school-aged population,

to the complex issues of environmental quality. Funding emphasis will

shift from resource development and pilot projects to the support of a

limited number of large multi-year projects which have the potential fur

application throughout the country.

Telecommunications Demonstrations

Finally, $1,000,000 0/ the budget request will be used for the

funding of another eight o nine new or continued pro);.cts that explore

ways of using non-broadcast telecommunications
equipment and methods to

6 9
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improve delivery of health, edutation, and social services. Grants for

these projects will be administerea by the Office ot the Secretary.

In summary, the nearly $27 billion appropriated for these activities

in the past dee.ade has enabled um to move forward in the vital areas of

basic skills achievement,
especially as it relates to the equalizing csf

opportunities for a sound and productive educational'expel'ience. We have

also been able to stress other areas of national coneern in elementary

and secondary eduration,
especially the prevention of alcohol unu drug

abuse by the school-aged population and the promotion of environmental

awaredess. It is for the furtherance of our progress in these areas thai

we request your continued support.

I will be pleased to answer any
questions you may live.,

7 i)
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HIGHLIGHTS OF BUDGET REQUEST

Dr. BOYER, Yes. This is a budget that has several key items to be
highlighted, Mr. Chairman, the most significant of which is the
concentration grants that have been added to the Title I program
and which grew out of our reauthorization last year. As you know,
the purpose of that program is to target additional money on those
districts and counties where poverty is most acute. We are propos-
ing a $400-million item fbr this concentration in the NM budget.

Also growing out of last year's legislation, I am et-pecially
pleased that this budget has a basic skills component. We believe
that for the first time our budget will allow us to focus more
sharply than we have in the past on basic skills which will enable
our total effort to be better coordinated.

The third item that shows a modest increase is the bilingual
program. We recognize quite frankly that there has been confusion,
even controversy, about this, but I feel optimistic. With new leader-
ship in our office, with new legislation that is explicit as to purpose
and with better management I think we are going to be able to
demonstrate the central purpose of that program, that is, helping
children who are language deficient in Engliish to move forward
and become competitive as good students in our schools.

Except fbr those three items, the budget before you is essentially
in its tbtal as approved in 1979. So I have just highlighted where
there has been some deviation. I am sure that my colleagues and I
-will be happy to answer specific questions about this budget, which
I might add is clearly the largest item in the Office of Education.
The budget request is about $4 billion, so this authority we are
talking about this afternoon is probably the centerpiece of the
Federal effort in education, at least that part within HEW. We are
pleased to discuss it with you.

Mr. NATCHER. Thank you, Dr. Boyer.
As I understand now, the budget request that we have before the

committee is $104,250,000 over the 1979 level. Is that correct'?
Dr. BOYER. Yes, that is correct.

GRANTS FOR DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN

Mr NATCHER. The authorizing legislation for Title I grants for
disadvantaged children was amended last year. Do you think the
legislative changes will result in an improvement in the program
generally?

Dr. BOYER. I certainly do.
Mr. NATclum Why, Dr. Boyer?
Dr. BovER. There are several aspects. For one, we have clarified

for the first time how the Title I programs are to be monitored.
The thing that bothered me greatly was it seemed that no one had
the clear responsibility. Quite frankly, our office had only 00-some
employees and for a $:1 billion program in 14,(100 school districts
the hest we cot: .1 do was get the dollars out on time and monitor
the State educational agencies and a few local educational agen-
cies.

We were not equipped to monitor 11,0(H) school districts. I discov-ered in a few of our regional offices stafT were assigned to monitor-ing. but it was erratic. There was not a clear fixing of responsibili-
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ty. The new Ic.w makes it much clearer that the State departments
of education have an oversight responsibility for Title I funds. In

fact, the State departments are now required to submit to us a 3-

year monitoring oversight plan of Title I and we are going to
monitor the monitors, in effect.

I believe that the effective supervision of Title I now clearly fixed

at the State level where it belongs, based on a statewide plan, is
one of the most siiigle innovations.

In addition, the concentration provision will allow us to focus

more funds in certain poverty counties, and I hope this will allow
us to move into the upper grades where a lot of the.students have
shown that their early gains are lost.

A third point, the inclusion of a basic skills component in this
reauthbrization will have a secondary effect on Title I as well,
because under that plan the States will develop abasic skills plan
for the entire State. I feel encouraged.

I should add as a footnote that the gains of recent years have
also been encouraging. The early Title I effbrts were not so, but in
the last few years we have data from NIE and other places that
give me confidence that this big Federal intervention is helping children,
which is the objective.

DISTRIRIMON OF TITLE I FUNDS

Mr. NAWHER. As a result of the legislative changes, will a higher.
proportion of Title I now go 'to the northern States and the big
cities?

Dr. BOYER. The formula for the basic grants remains the same
for the 1978 and 1979 fiscal years. The formula does change be-
tween fiscal year 1979 and 19S0 but the distribution geographically
will not shift particularly. The concentrp.tion provision has, based
on estimates, about two-thirdsone-third distribution between the
120 largest cities and other areas. I do not have, Mr. Chairman,
this North-South breakdown on tha+ at the moment.

Mr. NAT('HER. You might check this now. As far as the justifica-
tions are concerned, for instance. New York, as you will note, goes
up from :4315.1 million to $277 million and Michigan goes from $199

million up to :',123 million. Pennsylvania from $123 million up to
$132 million. I believe that statement would apply, then, that the
northern States they will receive t, higher proportion.

Dr. BOYER. The new money for concentration you are speaking

Mr. NivrciiKa. Yes. but also for the basic program. too.
Dr. EIMER. The distribution of that new money wouldf am

glancing at a list that pictures. the Statescertainly benefit the
ones sl1bstan t ia I k that are either in the Northeast or West. Cali-
fornia and New York would be clear winners.

Mr. N,yruttEtt. As far as elementary and secondary is concerned.
under Title I your total is up a little over $:ion million from

lsn't that correct. Dr. Boyer?
RwiER. No, l am sorry. the :.117,.opo.00u flat-funded

figiTi.Th from 111Thl The i.42.7:;:) the figuw. I believe.
Mr_ NA IIHER the advanc

or
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Dr. BOYER. Yes. The 1980 figure, Mr. Chairman, remains the
same at $3.078,000,000.

Mr. NATCHER. Is there a greater need for Title I in the Northern
States at this time?

Dr. BOYER. I think the legislation assumes a need for funds
irrespective of the geography. As you well know, the distribution is
on the strength of poverty children, and the funds are distributed
hiropeordance with the statutory formula, so that we have no
discretion.

Mr. NATCHER. Under the low income part of the formula?
Dr. BOYER. That is right.
Mr. NATCHER. Nc one objects to that. We are just inquiring as to

whether or not there is additional funding going on at this particu-
elar time.

For the record, if you will, insert a summary of the legislative
changes in Title I resulting from the education ameirdments of
1978.

[The information followsd

LEGISLATIVE CHANGES IN TITLE I FORMULA

1. The number of AFDC children eligible to be counted in the formula for
determining grants for LEAs changed from two-thirds to MO percent of the children
in families receiving AF1X. payments in excess of poverty.

2. The per pupil expenditure for Pnerto Rico changed from 49 percent of the
average per pupil expenditure in Puerto Rico to 32 percent of National average PPE
times the percentage which Puerto Rico's PPE is of the lowest State's PPE.

t. One.hall of the increase for local educational agencies, above the fiscal year
1979 funding level, is to be allotted to Stiaes based on the count of children in
fUmilies below 59 percent of the median national income for four person familics
from the 197, survey of income and education.

1. The State "hold harmless.' amount for programs rat. handicapped, neglected
and delinquent children was reduced from Hit) percent of the amount received in
the previous year to 55 percent. The "hold harmless" for the migrant program
remains at 109 percent Mr fiscal years ending prior to October 1, 1952.

5 The amount the Commissioner is authorized to pay the States for administra-
tion of tlw Title I program has increased from one percent or ;;,'159.900 i$25,999 in
the case of the outlying areas) to 11.4 percent or $225,N9 i:i;:i00111 in the case of the
outlying areas'.

fi. Full-time equivalency data for migratory children is tt. be adjusted to take into
consideration the increased coAs of summer progrnms.

7 Funds are au:borized to operate a system for the tninsfer among State and
hnal educational agencies of migrant student records and to carry out other activi
tws to improve interstate and intrastate coordination of educational programs for
mnii ,stor, st udents

7., Funds are authorized t,; support projects to facilitate the transition of children
from State operated institutions lOr neglect"d and delinquent children into locally
nnea'ateqt programs

't hinds ;try authorized to (I, sponsor workshops to assist local educational
agencies to work with and provide training to parent advisory councils; and (21
assess the effectiveness of various bum.= of parental involverm?nt and various meth-
ods (0 training member; or parent advisory councils

In A new authorization for funds is provided tOr matching grants for States
which hae their own compensator% education programs similar to Title I.

I I A new authorizatiun fur hinds is provided to give additional funds to counties
wah over :rum or limn. than 21) percent low-income children.

DETERMINATM OF CONCENTRAI'ION GRANT AMOUNT

\fir. N ATCH ER. The budget request «ifitains .1(10 million for con-
centration grants. This is :1-12 million over the arno-nt requested

73
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in the 1979 supplemental budget that is pending before this com-

mittee.
How did you arriVe at the figure of' $400 million'?
Dr. BOYER. There was no magic in thEa., quite frankly. It was

frequently referred to during the time of' reauthorization as a
figure that would allow significant additional money to go into the
counties of' greatest poverty, and we wanted to deliver on the
example that was given during reauthorization. It will allow us to
put additional funds into about 1,500 school districts and, give a
considerable boost to what these districts have as the basic grant.

We wanted a figum that was large enough to make a difference.

Since the funds are going into so many districts a small appropri-
ation would be little more than a token and would have little
educational impact. As I mentioned earlier, we were especially
hopeful we could move into districts with sufficient funds so they
could provide services to schoolchildren in the upper grades and
not work only in the first three or four. But we expect somewhere
around :i00,000 to 00,000 additional children will be served. That
figure, quite frankly, was not based upon any hard formula but.
rather is an estimate of' what sufficient size is needed to make an
impact.

Mr. NATCHER. Dr. Boyer, instead of' $400 million in a tight budget
year, why not $300 million'? Could you get by with $300 million?

Dr. BERRY. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. NATMER. Of' course, go ahead, Doctor.
Dr. BERRY. We certainly would want to have $400 million. We

think the need is great particularly for children in poor districts. If
we are going to do anything about basic skills and achievement in
those areas it is essential we receive the request we have made. We
would like to strongly urge that we receive the $400 million.

URBAN DISTBIBUT. IN

Mr. NATCHER. All right. How much of the $400 million requested
will go to large urban areas, in the over 200,000 population catego-
ry'? Can you give nw some idea'?

Dr. BovER. I do not have those figures. We will supply them for
the record. I would say that most of the large cities of the scale you
mention would be eligible recipients because they would have large
numbers of children that would qualify.

!The following was provided for the record:I

Ihstri button of mnrentration grants to caws of m.o.- JOI),000 popul(Ition

Tutai appri,priati(in roylf.st
P::-ffillatiql amount fur cuiltities 'wet' q(11).0i1"

turn
1,1 count

f31 tiit;i1 ;11111-priot pal

z+1110.111111.1)(111

poi)IJLi-
)1.);,17.11111)

fi:i

tinder the law. Mr. Natcht.r. a county qualifies if' :").000 children.

or 20 percent of the total population zt-e from low income families.
So. given those two criteria. most of the large cities would he

eligible for additional funds uncle( this concentration provision.

.7 .1
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NATURE OF CONCENTRATION GRANTS

Mr. NATCHER. What kind of educational setvices could be pro-
vided by concentration grants? Is this the same type that is pro-
vided by the basic Title I program generally?

Dr. BOYER. Yes. We are not changing the educational mandate
under the concentration provision or the programs that could be
provided. What we assume is that more children would be served;
and, as I mentioned earlier, it would be possible with more money
to stay with the children longer.

Our basic grant program now covers about 65 percent of the
children in Title I schools that are eligible to be served. The first
three years are the point of major focus. We.would expect that the
focus on the basic skills would continue under the concentration
grants, and that we could serve more children and stay with those
children longer.

Mr. MINTER. That is the idea, bzoic skills would receive emphasis
in schools that benefitted from concentration grants. We have al-
ready talked to superintendents of some school districts. They have
indicated that additional services to students in senior high schools
and in junior high schools would be provided from concentration
grants.

Mr. NATCHER. Why can't you concentrate Title I grants through
administrative regulations instead of funding a separate program?

Dr. BOYER. Of course we now have the legislative authority to
take .the increased money and focus it on those areas -vhere the
poverty is intense. The assumption is, frankly, in those areas where
there are large concentrations of poor children the imract of pover
ty is greater whether it is rural or urban, and tl-is is whore the
added dollars might be most urgently needed, and it would not be
possible without that leg;slation for us to focus increased Title I
dollars under the old authority.

STATE DISTRIBUTION UNDER CONCENTRATION GRANTS

Mr. NATCHER. What is the minimum grant per Statr, 'inclez the
concentration grant program9

Dr. BOYER. $1 million, is the minimum at ae $400 million level.
Mr. NATCHER. How matiy States are at the t..ni .-tum wider the 41980 budget request?
Mr. FAIRLEY. We have only 0!2 State that hhs no coun-ties, and that would be the 3tat.. of New Hampshire, so that Statewould be at the minimum.
Mr. NATCHER. That would be the only State where you wouldhave the minimum applying; is that correct?
Ms. BEEBE. We will have to provide that for tL! record.
Mr. NATCHER. Suppose you submit that for ',he record.
[The information ibllows:i

STATES WHIrA WM, RECEIVE 1;4F: '1:NIMUM ALIAWATION UNDER THE
CoNCENTRATION 1:RAN .5

Alaska, Delawa:P kiho. Iowa. Kansa,. Maine, Montana, Nebraska. Nevada. NewHampshire. North Dakota. siuth I'tah. Vermont, and Wyoming.
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Mr. MATCHER. If a State receiving a minimum grant has no
eligible school district, how will ',.he concentration grant be used in
that case? If it has no eligible school district?

Mr. FAIRLEY. We have prepared regulations which are now being

cleared by the Department of HEW that would 'ask those States to
submit to us a plan for distributing the money using the intent of
the law as a basis, which means getting the funds into those

counties with districts having high numbers of low-income young-
sters. The plan shows how the money would be distributed, and we
wourd review it for approval.

EVALUATIONS OF TITLE I

Mr. MATCHER. Ever since the Title I program was enacted in
1965, questions have been raised about its effectiveness in educat-
ing disadvantaged children. Many evaluations have been made
over the years to answer these questions. Do you think there is
enough evidence now available to show conclusively that Title I is
an effective program?

Dr. BOYEk. I believe the answer to that is yes. As in so many
other programs, the success of it rests with good administration
and good teaching. There is nothing inherent in the added money.

As I have studied the history, I think there was a failure in the
early years to understand that these dollars have to focus On

improved education, especially in the basic skills. In fact, the legis-

lation was sufficiently open-ended, and our regulations were suffi-

ciently open-ended that those monies were used for purchases of

equipment and occasionally even buildings and the like. While they
might have been of use to the school, when yTu ask what is the
educational impact, the results were not there.

In recent years, through increased regulation, through improved
administration in our office an ev through sharpening of the
legislation, the findings are e couragin . NIE and the Stanford
Research Institute recently co pleted a udy and in each instance
they demonstrated there are educatio al gains in reading and
math skills in the first few grades among Title I children that are
greater than would have occurred without it; and second, they are
greater in some instances than in children who are not in the
program.

believe that this is making. a major difference across the coun-
tr;, in a number of our schools. I visit the Title I schools whenever
I can, and there is no mystery about it. It gives schools the finan-
cial assistance to hire teachers who are giving special training and
working intensively with children. It also enables schools to pro-
vide special books and materials that can be used by educationally
deprived children. I believe this is a major investment that is now
paying off in a significant way.

Mr. MATCHER. If I ask you generally how you measure the effec-
tiveness of Title I, what would you say, Dr, Boyer'?

Dr. BOYER. Again, the measurement that I think is most chal-
lenging is whether children in the early grades are able to compete
educationally, and most especially whether their reading scores
and math scores are Up to th2 appropriate grade level. The surveys
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that have been conducted are using those rneas.lres,'and thz- results
are now encouraging.

Mr. NATCHER. Title I now provides an average t. $435 per child,
according to your budget figures. Have y..: made any studies to
determine the average cost of compensatory education per child
that is required to make a drfnrence in achievement levels?

Dr. BOYER. I do not think there are studies that would fix such
an exact figure. Our budget figure prorates the total that Congress
has appropriated. As I already said, I think it is making a differ-
ence, but to my knowledge there has been no single figure that has
been fixed that would make an absolute difference; $500 per pupil
in a school can Je Lanverted into teachers and compensatory in-
struction. I think the total .appropriation has grown to the point
where we are making a significant difference. We are now up to
over $3 billion and 14,000 school districts are being helped. But to
answer your .question directly, I do not think that there is any
exact figure that I could name that would say that i.c he magic
figure for maximum compensatory help.

STATE COMPENSATORY EDUCATION PROGRAMS

M. NATCHER. How many States finance compensatory education
programs with State funds?

Dr. BOYER. There are a+ least 12 to 14, as I recall, that have
invested considerably in State programs somewhat comparable in
their purpose to Title I.

Mr. NATCHER. Why don't all the States do this, Doctor?
Dr. BOYER. I would imagine budget constraints would be the first

item; whether there has been adequate leadership at the state level
might be a second matter. But in my view that is the direction for
the future, a partnership betweer the Federal Government and the
States. In fact in our Elementary and Secondary Education Act we
have a section. for State matching. The budget before us does not
fund that for the coming year, but we think for the future full
funding of Title I will occur through a combined State and Federal
matching arrangement instead of assuming that the Federal Gov-
ernment will be doing it all.

Mr. NATCHER. Was the new incentive grant authority enacted
last year designed to stimulate interest in State compensatory
education progTams?

Dr. BOYER. It was. That was the idea.
Mr. NATCHER. Would you recommend this committee shift $50

million from the budget for concentration grants to incentive
grants?

Dr. BOYER. I will give you two answers.
Mr. NATCHER. Go ahead, Doctor.
Dr. BOYER. One, I would recommend our own budget as submit-

ted but I would also have to say to you that the issue was debated
very intensely because we believed deeply in the State matchingplan. I think the main reason we did not propose part of the budget
for State matching is that we thought we might give States a little
more time to prepare for the matching program since only 12 or so
States would be eligible at this time.
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I would be extremely disappointed if in the next budget year we
did not come to you for special incentive funds to start this impor-
tant program.. We think the $6 billion or more needed to fully fund
Title I will require a greatei State effoLL I think this program
should be funded in the future, but it wait be a bit premature at
this time.

Dr. BERRY. Mr. Natcher, we did not make a tradeoff between
concentration grants and State matching. We think State matching

is a great idea and support it in the legislatien, but we did not
make a decision that concentration was being funded in preference,
to that. The absence.of funding here for State matching was simply

a budget decision. We just could not afford it this year.

TITLE I AT THE SECONDARY SCHOOL LEVEL

Mr. NATCHER. All right.
About one-third of the total school enrollment in this country is

in secondary schools. However, less than 20 percent of the Title I
enrollment is in secondary schools. Is there a particular reason for

the high enrollment of elementary schoolchildren in Title I?
Dr. BOYER, Yes. The assumption is that if children are helped in

the early grades this will establish a foundation that will assure
some educational success in the future. It would be hard to deny.
help to childen in The first three or four grades in order to deal
with those in the junior-senior high school. We just do not have
enough money to deal with all grade levels, and the notion is that
early education is better, early compensatory education. We think
our concentration dollars will reach into the junior high and senior
high school and thereby increase Title I services to older children.
To add to the point that you were making earlier, as we get State
compensatory assistance to join this educational effort, we think an
arrangement between State and Federal levels of government could

be made that would foll4kw children and provide special help for
those who need it from thebearly grades though high school.

The one disappointing feature is there is some evidence that
children slip back or do not retain as much of the gains as we
would like, so that clearly is a challenge for us. But, given limited
money, it is better to start with children ip the first few grades and
get the foundation.

Mr. NATCHER. Is there less of a need for 'compensatory education
at the secondary school level than at the elementary grades?

Dr. BOYER. No. I think that is not possible as a tradeoff. As I
said, with limited funds we are providing services largely in the
elementary grades, but the fact is today that about 25 percent of
all dur high school students leave before they graduate. That is a
terrible waste. Nearly a quarter of all the high school students
never finish school. I think that is the crisis of' American educa-
tionthe high school. So without some compensatory help. I think
we will continue to see that failure.

As I mentioned earlier, I do riot think just compensating for the
basic skills alone the answer. I think the secondary schools must
find a way to allow students to focus more sharply on their inter-
ests and talents and to have some practical experience outside the
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school so they do not feel they are being confined from real life
experiences.

Mr. MINTER. There is a study out of Stanford Research Institute
that indicates students who are given remedial instruction at the
seventh and eighth grade level also respond very, very well, and
that although we have placed the emphasis, as we rightfully
should, in early childhood education, there is something the psy-
chologists call a "second coming," a time when children at the
junior high school level also can catch up on some of the things
that they may for one reason or another have missed at an earlier
age. 'Many children undergo trauma within the family in the early
grades, and there is a time later on when they can pick up and
continue to develop. So we think it is very important that Title I
funds should be extended into the secondary years.

. - LIMIT ON STATE AGENCY PROGRAMS

Mr. NATCHER. This-budget for Title I includes appropriation lan-
guage limiting the State agency programs to the previous year's
level. What effect will that have on the State programs?

Dr. BOYER. You are correct. We did ask that those programs be
frozen. That was done in order tO keep the basic grant program
from being diminished. Since the State agency programs are fund-
ing off the top which is driven by enrollment, it was our estimate,
Mr. Natcher, that about $53 million more would be required to
fund the State programs in 1980 and that would reduce by $53
million the Title I basic grant below the 1979 level. So in order to
level fund all Title I, We had to request level funding for the State
programs.

The answer to your queition is, it would hold the State agency
programs to $390 million, the same as in 1979.

Mr. NATCHER. Does this mean that services will be cut back?
Dr. BOYER. I think there are two ways to answer that. In terms

of dollars, the answer is no. Each program will get the same,
migrant education will get $212 million, handicapped $140 million,
and neglected and delinquent $37 million, and that figure willappear.

There is another answer, however, I am obliged to mention, and
that is the number of students eligible to be served in migrant
education will go from about. 350,000 to 375,000. Therefore, the perpupil cost in migrant education, if we serve more children, will
drop 'from about $597 to $557 per student.

To put it another way, since migrant enrollments are expected to
increase, there will be not a reduction in dollars for migrant educa-
tion, but if more children are served than in 1979 we estimate areduction in per-student service.

SUPPORT AND INNVOATION

Mr. NATCHER. Dr. Royer, let us turn at this time to support and
innovation. This budget for improvement in local educational prac-tice is $146.4 million, the same amount as the previous year. Why
can't we, cut back on some of these projects?

Dr. BOYER. This has been the Federal partnership with States fora long time, with the State education departments. The dollars
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that arci given, as you know, by formula to the various State
departments are then, on a competitive basis, distributed to school

districts to encourage them to do new things and exercise leader-
ship, often providing money that bare-bones local budgets do not
provide. I have looked at the list of projects that are funded in
selected States. Here again, basic skills is clearly the winner. They
have also funded special education in programs for the gifted.

I suppose you.could argue about the exact dollar amount, but I
think there is something exciting about this arrangement in which

we do provide funds. We do not control them; the State controls
them, but on a competitive basis. Good school districts each year
come in and say: We would like to try something new. As the local
tax base is diminished to keep the educational program alive and
searching for new alternatives strikes .me as desirable. It is not a
large amount of money compared to the total budget, but in each'
State I think it is a significant amount and represents local leader-
ship. So I 'would certainly feel strongly about the concept of part-
nership here and I think it has made a genuine difference in the
health of the schools throughout the States.

Mr. NATCHER. How long has this program existed in one form or

another?
Dr. BOYER. It goes back to the beginning of the ESEA authoriza-

tion, 1965. There was a consolidation years ago.
Mr. NATCHER. What are some of the benefits of these improve-

ment projects?
Dr. BOYER. I have had the funds grouped according to types of

educational innovations. The largest percentage goes to special edu-
cation, working with children who have special educational needs,

and then basic skills is about 12 percent, new teaching arrange-
ments that allow for some in-service education of teachers would
rank number three. There are some programs for the gifted which
I think is one of the great underserved populations in our culture.
Ako there are some programs that deal with other arts and educa-
tion. Those would be some of the top leaders in trying to fund new
programs through this authority.

Mr. NATCHER. What happens when an innovation project is com-
pleted?

Dr. BOYER. It would vary under this program from State to State.
Some States have an arrangement for distribution and wider com-
munication about the plan. others are not so effective. The aim is,
of course, that after the program has been funded the school dis-

trict would make it operatioyal instead of simply allowing it to be

a one-shot effort.

STRENGMENING STATE EDUCATIONAL AGENCY MANAGEMENT

Mr. NATCHER. For strengthening State educational management
authorized by Title V-B. the budget request is $51 million. Is this
basically for State administration of Federal grants?

Dr. BovEa. Yes. that is the idea. As you know, over the years it

has become a very big item in many State education departments.
We have a complete breakdown of the States. Some have Mt or 70

percent of their budget in the State education department that is
supported out of this fund. Tlw assumption is that this gives States

tc.; 0
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the administrative support they need in order to handle what is a
major responsibility, since we channel nOt only Title I but the
handicapped, the vocational education, Titles III and IV, that all go
to the State departments on a formula basis, and they are obliged
to see they are distributed and monitored.

Back to the changes in the law, now that we are making the
States more responsible for oversight and management and moni-
toring of Title I, they are taking on still more, and. I think these
dollars are urgently tied to that.

DISTRIBUTION OF STATE ;-3UCATIONAL MANAGEMENT FUNDS

Mr. NATCHER. On what basis will the $51 billion be distributed to.
the States?

Dr. BOYER. We are following' the same distribution that was
operating in 1979 before the new legislation sO that States will
continue to receive in 1980 a budget figure that would be equiva-
lent of the last year's budget.

Mr. NATCHER. No State will receive less than the previous year?
Dr. BOYER. No. The new legislation gave the Commissioner au-

thority. The management program,Y-B. was pulled out of Title IV
and became a separate program. Ars I recall, there was flexibility
given to the Commissioner to handle this almost on a discretionary
basis, but I felt I was neither wise nor enduring enough to tamper
too much with that, and I was struck by the wisdom of the current
distribution.

Mr. NATCHER. All right. That is a safe way to handle it, Doctor.
Why shouldn't there be an allocation formula for distrluting

Title V-B among the States?
Dr. BOYER. There has been prior,, to the 1978 amendments. While

I think the spirit of flexibility is adequate, I did not really know
how to devise the criteria that would justify a reallocation of these
funds. I felt that, frankly, the minor changes would not be worth/
the effort. It is based now on a formula that is , rooted in the
number of' children in the State, and it .was hard to 'find any other
design that might more equitably get those dollars out. I guess I
am mildly responding by saying the formula seemed reasonable
when I tried to test it against other options.

.May I add, however, the notion of letting it become flexible in
the event some need would occur in a State seemed prudent, but I
think there would have to be an exceptional circumstance where a
reallocation might be justified.

Mr. NATCHER. Besides the Title V-B program, are there other
Federal funds available for this purpose through percentage set-a-
sides in various programs, such as Title I and aid to handicapped
children?

Dr. BOYER. You mean for the State'?
Mr. NATCHER. Yes.
Dr. BOYER. Yes, there are.
Mr. NATCHF.R. If' you would supply flr the record a list of pro-

grams and amounts provided, State and local administrative costs.
(The information followsd
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STATE AND LOCAL EDUCATIONAL AGEKY ADMINISTRATIVE SET-ASIDES MANDATED OR AUTHORIZED BY

STATUTE OR REGULATION FOR FISCAL YEAR 1980

Program

Percentage

SEM Amount

Title I (ESEA) .
1 5 $52,881,773

Basic skils improvement (Title II ESEA) 5 0 212,500

School libraries and instructional resources (Title IV-B, ESEA).

Innovation and support (Title IV-C, ESEA) ......... . ..... . ........

Guidance, counseling, and testing (Title IV-D, ESEA)
25.0 319,800.000

Strengthening State educational management (Title V-B, ESEA) 100 51,000,000

Services (Title I, library Services and ConStruction Act) 5.0 2,845,000

State grant program (eduation of the Handicapped Act, Part 8) 5.0 4.316,000

Preschool incentive grants (Education of the Handicapped- Act, Part B) .5 0 750,000

Adult education ',Adult Education Act) 45.0 4,400,000

%dudes all programs exceof Higher and Conhnuing Mahon and Student
Assistance Verde information was requested Cancer:mg LEA set asides.

nobe are mandated or author:Zed by statute or regulahon

,Or 5225 000 whichever tS greater Administrable expenses ate authorized kr idles IP B. C. and D tr) aggregate Total allowable administrative

Costs fOr the three programs must not exceed live percent of the amounts Rowed by each State lor them an. or $225 COO, hIcheler is greater

'Amount; tor fiscal year 1980 depend on the alIccations recenied by each Stale Iv each of the programs II is al each SEA s discretion to determine.

within the percentage guideltnes the vocorton tat administralise co' ts borne by etch program

The five percent sel aside is distributed among Stales and territories so that not less than $50.000 is vosided to each Stale. with territories

receiving not less than $25 000

STATE ADMINISTRATION FUNDS

Mr. NATCHER. The Education Amendments of 1978 authorize a
consolidated grant for State administration of Title I and Title IV.
Why are you proposing to fund, State administration under sepa-
rate programs instead of the consolidated program, Doctor?

Dr. BOYER. This ties Into our earlier conversation. We felt that
t.hese were really serving two separate purposes. Although I am all
for the spirit of consolidatirm, it seemed to me that in this case
they had to stand on thei:- own. merits. We might want to show
increases in one or the other program, end even under the more
flexible arrangement we distribute the administration funds under
the specific education program. I think it is a little better in the
budget to have these administration funds with the program to be
administered in order to look at them as separate authority.

INCREASED FUNDING FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION

Mr. NATCHER. Under bilingual education, Dr. Boyer, the budget
is $173.0 million, an increase of' $13 million over 1979. There were
many deficiencies identified last year in the evaluation report on
this program. Why are you proposing an increase of nearly 10
percent'?

Dr. BOYER. First, the need is great. We are not beginning to get
funds to districts that could qualify. With migration and immigra-
tion and greatly increased awareness of' our cultural diversity, we
think the demands on this program will increase and not decrease
in the coming years.

IMPROVEMENT IN Ill.lNAl. PROGRAM SHORMOMINGS

Second, however, we believe the increase is justified because we
are making important improvements in the program. The naming
of a nationally recognized director for this program. who is here at

4 4 - 1 " - '
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this table, was one 6,tep1 Second, for the fiNt time we have required
districts receiving funds to assess the English proficiency of
children upon admission, and to provide, annually, a comprehen-
sive assessment c the oyerall performance of project participants.
By law, at least 60 percent of the children in a bilingual pyograrn
must be }imitni English proficient. Our goal is that 75 percent of
all the aildren in the bilingual program will have,.suCh language
deficiencies in order to participate. We also insist, that information
about the progress of the children will come to us. So we are
imposing on the grant proceps requirements that we think will
allow us to move from the one-third participation of non-English-
speaking children in, our programs that wasreported in a study a
year ago. We anticiprte that 60 to 75 percent Of participating
children will be limitF:d English proficient during this coming year.

As you knowthe Bilingual Education Act. dc, permit up to 40
percent of Non-English limited children to participate. We think
our records will demonstrate that the program has many fewer
than that.

I would like to ask Dr:Gonzales also to comment on this ques-
tion.

Mr. NATCHER. Go right ahead, Mr. Gonzales.
Dr. GONZALES. In an effort to improve some of the shortcomitms,,'

that were identified, we have instituted several changes. We hoie
commissioned a study which will give us the best procedures 'for
children to enter and exit the program. That is one of theeiten)s -we
have had some trouble with.

We have instituted a 2-year mandatory testing r tuivanent,
that every child who has been in the program f( , year, will b.
individually tested to determine his need for continual pai\ticipa-
tion. We have also developed a set .1 .aluable teher competen-
cies which we are distributing to car grantees, and have commis-
sioned a study of how bilingual education teachers are being
tfained. The new law and the subsequent reg. .tions also empha-
size building up the capacity of lo al sci Aricts to mount,
operate, and eva!uate such programs se th .1 be an increased
empnasis on capacity building. We hope to in. '_ase program moni-
toring through better use of our staff resources, a ri hope to
increase support services to make sure that these ,..ograms are
firoducing the desir d results.

BIIANGUAL EDUCATION EVALUATION AND STUD:Es

Finally. we are improving the evaluation capabilities of ourselves
and our grantees to make sure that the programs are adequately
eva uated.

Dr. Bmacy. I would add. Mr. Chairman, that some $4 million of
the increase requested is for research and a large percentage of'
that is for mandated studivii which the Congre n has insisted that
we do that will in,pmve the quality of the bilingual program..

(IRANT CRITERIA FOR SCII001, DISTRICTS

Mr. NAT('HER. What criteria are us. i in making grants to school
districts for bilingual education projects?

8 :3
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Dr. GONZALES. At the present time we have a competitive proce-
dure wherein, according to regulation, a school district will submii
an application to us which describes the need and the number of
limited English students in that district. The proposal is evaluated
competitively. An outside person provides a judgment as to its
quality, and then we rank proposals and fund them.

NUMBER (W LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENT MILDREN ft,

-Mr. NAT('HER. Last year the committee asked about the number
of' children who could benefit from bilingual education. A survey
was to be completed by February of' 1979. Tell us what the survey
showed as far as the bilingual education target population is con-
cerned.

Dr. GONZALES. There is a study which I 'believe is about to be

reported. It is called the Children's English and ServiceS Study. It
sought to identify exactly how many children there are who have
limited English -proficiency, and what. services are provided to those
children, so we can ascertain the unmet need.

My best guess at this point is that there are about 3.4 million
children in the country who are of limited English proficiency. Of

thoL , about 10 percent, 04t most, are in Title VII projects. There
aro also funds in some States for bilingual education as well.

LOcAL FUNDING AKER TERMINATION or VEDERM. SUPPORT

Mr. NATCHER. New provisions added to the application require-
ments for bilingual education require that project approval be

based partly upon the applicant's ability to continue the nrogram
when Federal, assistance is reduced or no longer available. Will this
provision eventually rt.duce the need for Federal assistance for
bilingual education?

Dr. GONZALES. We believe that, in the long run, it will. Title VII
is ipart of the picture; there is also increased funding at the State
and local levels. We are:collecting figures, and we know there has
been a substantial increase in the contributions made by other
jurisdictions to this effort. In terms of our application, we ask local

1
schoel districts to describe their capacities in two ways: First, in
fiscal terms; second, in programmatic terms. They describe their
ability to conduct such programs. We think that we .4re making
progress in both those areas.

Dr, Boy Ea. Last year, Mr. Chairman, during reauthorization, we
sought to have Congress consider an arrangement in which there-
would be a 5-year phaseout. That seemed justif'ied becau.ie we are
impacting now only 10 to 20 Percent of' the eligible children. It did
not seem appropriate to spend all of our resources in an indefinite
period on the first districts that got funded. Our feeling was that

_ we would help with sta.rtup. then phase our contribution down and
then we could move to other districts that were yet not getting
help. That did not come through in quite the form that was dis-
cussed. However. v:'e are now requiring, through regulation and the
application, a denmnstration that local or State funds can take
over and privide iong-term support.

;iven the limited number of children involved compared to the(-----

net I. I do not know exactly wi....n the phase down 'Ind out of the

H
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total program should be. My immediate short-term concern is to
find a way to cover more districts instead of spending all of our
time on those that got in at the very first.

Mr. NATCHER. If Federal appropriations were decreased, could
projects adjust to a reduction in Federal funding at this time?

Dr. BOYER. I think that would be very hard.
Mr. NATCHER. How many programs funded under the bilingual

education program have been able to continue after their Federal
grants -were terminated? Can you give me some idea about that?

Dr. GONZALES. We cannot tell you today but we could give you
some ballpark figures for the record later. We do not have a
method of tracking the exact contributions that local grantees
make to bilingual education at this time.

Mr. NATCHER. Give us an answer in the record.
[The information follows:I

CONTINUED LOCAL SUPPORT AFTER FEDERAL FUND TERMINATE

FrOD1 currently available data we are not able to termine the number of
programs that have continued after termination of Fe ral funds. However, based
on application data for new projects supplied by local s hool districts, we know that
many activities previously funded by Title.VII are con nuing. though sometimes or
a reduced scale.

The Education Amendments of U37, and n e lations to implement that
legislation, require that local education ies n demonstrate a commitment
to conthme bilingual programs after Federal funding t rminates. This requirement
will be closely monitored by the Office of Bilingual E ucation. There is evidence
that Title VII aid has already stimulated the expenditt e local and state funds
for bilingual education. For instance, 11 large school e stricts which receiv.. about
$20,00(10)0 in Title VII Rinds are now providing .30)0,000 in local funds Ihr
bilingual education. .Jreover, in school year 19(o- ). the latest year for which data

availabie, 20 states had committed about $45,000010 to support bilingual pro-
grams. We believe that local and State expenditures for bilingual education are very

\ Starting in fiscal year 1979 the Office of Education will request that State educa.
tiO agencies provide data about the extent to which local school agencies are
corktinuing the bilingual programs once Federal funds are not available. In fiscal
yealc.19xfi and following years such data will be required.

1

TITLE VII AID Ati INCENTIVE FOR [MAI, SUPPORT

Mr. NATCHER. What evidenco do you have that the aid under the
bilingual edlcation program will actually provide an incentive for
local progr, s to expand or establish their own bilingual pro-
grams?

Dr. GoNzALEs. 'As I pointed out earlier, the evidence that WE'
have had in the past, which we have reason to believe will contin-
ue, is that appropriations are being made increasingly at the State
and local levels. We will get soillE' more specific infOrmation about
these to you,.

Est.RABLE GOALs 1.01; Locm. pRojEcfs

Mr. NATuttl,:k. Applicants are requited to provide meu&surable
wntls in deciding when children no longer need bilingual education.
Ilow win your office identify measurable goals for use by appli-
cants'? flow would you do that, Dr. Gonzales"

Dr. GoNzAt.Es. We are writing our regulations for that purpose
now There are process goals and product goals. A measurable goal
k simply a way of saying we want the school district to be able to

8 ;`)
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report to us at the end of that funding period that theymeet either
the process or the product bbjective to a given degree. For insfance,
if the district said 20 percent of its children -will a7hieve a specific
goal in three months, we could test that, or they could test it and
report to us. The same would be the case for process goals. If the
district proposes, for example, in its capacity-building plan to train
100 teachers, we can then ask in the final evaluations how many
were in fact trained, We would then have a much better sense of
the degree to which funds are being targeted as Congress intended
them to be.

FEDERAL PROGRAMS AS§ISTI.NG BILINGUAL 'EDUCATION

Mr. NATCHER. In addition to the program authorized by title VII
of the Elementary and Secondary Act, what other Federal programs
are available for bilingual education'?

Dr. GONZALES. There is now $S.i; million funded in the bilingual
set-aside under the Emergency School Aid Act which is probably
the next largest amount of' money.

Mr. NATCHER. That is out of' title I?
Dr. GONzAus. No, the Emergency School Aid Act.
Mr. Nxrculat. All right; what about title I?
Mr. FAnu.i.w. Sonic title I funds do go for bilingual education, to

children with a limited English background.
Mr. NATCHER. Can you give us some idea about the amounts?
Mr. FAIRLEY. I would have to submit that for the record.
Mr. NATCHER. Submit that for the record and put a complete list

in the record, if you would, as far as other Federal programs which
are hvailable for bilingual education.

[The information follows:J
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.FEDERAL PROGRAMS AS1i1STING
BILINGUAL EDUCATION

OFFICE OF EDUCATION

Elementary and Secondary Et-Ito:Fitton

Grants for disadvantaged (ESEA I)
Innovation and Support (ESEA IV-C)
Bilingual education (ESEA VII)
Basic Skills Improvement (ESEA If)
Follow Ihrough (Headstart - Follow Ihrough Act)

Emergency School Aid

Emergency School Aid Act (ESEA VI)
Civil Rights Advihorv Services (ERA IV)

Indian Education

Grants to IA ,a1 Edurdtion Agencies (IEA Part A)
,tpouldl Prok t4. for Indian Students (TEA r4rt B)

Special Indian Adults (IEA Part C)

L) brary Re.ources/

Librarv dwrvicen and ContrnetIon (LSCA I)
school Lifraries and Lpiruing Rosources (ESEA 1V-11)

occupational, Voca.louol, and Adult'Educat'lon

Billric,ual Vocational Tral' ing (VEA Port h)
cram-, (VEA Part A

Adult. Education (AU)

FY 78
Estimated

!MI4P.1.1.51191!.

($ in 000's)

$ 10,000
2,700

135,001
1,4601/
5,000

'

600
1/

2/

1,400

25

3,250
2,400

',800

Education for the Handicap)'ed

tate crant Program (EHA Pfirt H)

hducation Peranin.:1 Development (EHA Part Di 2/

In!.ovation.and Ovvelopmelt (EHA Patt El

Spi.c IA Prole, t . .01,1 Tr Ifni an

;I t t Inc) I.j lent ed ()..111..it Ion .1!,._ott.Iment
N.it tonal 21lt titqlon 1..11.%)

Iter Cor;o. HIE V-A)
le.o her Cent e r-. (REA V Ii)

tt I );b1., It ii li

;rectal ProAtam tor ni.aavantaved !itnd,ut iVi

t retw.t hen noeclor tne ,t ((ccc icor HE \

8 7
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OTHER

Administration for Children, Youth, and Families

-ti)

Headstart (Headstart - kollow Through Act)

National Institutes of Edudation
National Center for Education Statistics

FY 78

Estimated
.0bligations
($ in 000's)

$ 1,183
3,100
0218

1/Total for pr, ,!ets involving bilingual components. Amount specifically used for

bilingual education cannot be determined from Availahls. data. ,

2/Specific amounts devoted to bilingual education cannot be determined from

available data.
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BILINGUAL EDUCATIO:. l'EACIIER TRAINING

Mr. NAWNER. The request for bilingual fAucation includes over
million for training activities. What can you tell us about the.

shortage of bilingual teachers? Is there a shortage?
Dr. BOYER. Could I just begin to comment by saying my own

sense is ttliat that lack of trained tedchers is probably our Achilles'
heel. It's my view that you need teachers who themselves are
bilingual; that Is, you need teachers who, understand both lan-
guages well, as all good language teachers should do. Teachers
must also understand the important pedagogical or teaching proc-
ess by which you move children along from one to the other.

I believe it' there is-any part of this program that_ requires
sti:engthening it's teaching: we need a good, strong eadre'a. teach-
ers who see bilingual education as a very special mission and are
skilled to do it. Most of' the criticism I have seen has been levelled
at the fact that the teaching' seems not to be as effective as neces-
sary. nor of nigh enough quality.

So it's in that context that we have this budget that supports
fellowships and teaCher development. And I wonder if Dr. Gonzales
wants to add to that?

Mr. NA:Ix:HER. Go right ahead.
Dr. GONZALES. Until 1978, Title VII of ESEA did not require' a

particular set of' teacher competency tests. The 1978 amendments
do now require that to the degree possible teachers should be
bilingual We are emphasizing that heavily.

It is not possible, obviously, for someone to teach bilingually if'
they themselves are not bilingual. For this reason we are institut-
ing, first. training programs based at universities; second, training
that is conducted by the local grantees themselveb; third, training
that is provided by bilingual education support service centers; aod
finally, preparation of trainers of bilingual educatiod teachers in
our fellowship programs.

We also propose to fund some projects to train managers of
bilingual education programs so they can be better stewards of'
these funds.

Dr. BERRY. In addition, Mr. Chairman, part of the 1980 request
will be used for a survey that !WES will do on ,he extent to which
there are hilingual teachers in class.rooms and also the pattern of
geographical need for qualified bilingual teachers.

BILINGUAL DEst,',GREGATIoN GRANIs

Mr NATCHER.Your budget includes i.;8.fi million for bilingual de-
segregation grants. What is the basic purpose of these grants?

What about that. Mr. Gonzales?
GoNzALEs. Well, the Emergency School Aid Act obviously

'A-Tlis for purposes of assisting school districts that are in the process
of implementing desegregation plans. This particular segnwnt of'
the law is to assist the limited English proficient students involved
in that process, prim .rily through the developnwnt of' curriculum
materials. but also by providing bilingual programs.

In 19SO as a result of the 197S amendments, our estimate is thatahout school districts will be receiving funds from the bilingual
desegregation program. ,.hich the Education Amendments of' 1978

:")
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transferred to Title VII firm the EmergencY School Aid Act, start-
ing in fiscal year 1950.

Mr. NATCHER. Give us a few examples of .the -school districts.
which would receive bilingual desegregation grants. Are they all in
urban areas?

Dr. GONZALES. I don't have that information at hand. I wouid
have to get it for you.

Mr. NATCHER. All right; suppose you submit that' for the record?
[The information followsd
THIRTY SCHOOL DISTRICTS AWARDED EMERGENCY SCHOOL AID ACT BILINGUAL

LIFf ;;REGATION GRANTSFISCAL YEAR Ws

Arizfma.Nogales USD No. I
C'a It/bra ia.-----San Francisco USD
norido.--Broward County Florida School Board (Fort Lauderdako; Dade County

School Board (Miamft'Florida International University (Miamk and School Mord
of Hillsborough County (Tampa)

.
Hatvoii.Hawaii State Department of Education (Honolulu); and Iii County Eco.

nom ic Opportunity. III o
Luurstana.--lbetia Parish School Board; Jefferson Parish Systems; and Lafayette

Parish School Board.
New York.-13rooklvn Comm. S.D. No. I9-K; NYC Board of Education; NYC

Comm. S.D. No 3; and NY( Comm. S.D. No. 4.
Terns.-1),,nmi ISD; Eagle Pass ND; Edgewood ISD; Edinburg ISD; El Paso ISD;

Pharr-San uan-Alamo ISO; Reg. No. 1 Educ. Sere. Ctr. (Edinbergi; Robstown ISD;

San Antonio ISO; San Felipe Del Rio ISO; West Oso ISD (Corpus Christi); Weslaco
ISD; Rio Grande City ISO; Zapata (!ounty ISD; and Harlingen.

BASIC SKILLS IMPROVEMENT

Mr. NATCHER. For Basic Skills Improvement, the budget request
is $35 million, an increase of ;7,250,000 over last year. W4 do you
need such a large increase in the Basic Skills Program? /

I believe this is about a 2E; percent increase.
Dr. BOYER. Mr. Chairman, I feel this is mile of th most important

items in this budget. In totai dollars it rather small compared to
the total authority under elementary and secondary. But I argued
vigorously for some money to fund what is now a new authority
called Basic Skills Improvement.

First, it should be stressed that Part A is the national program
for which of ir;20 million has been requested. This bolds in and at
the same time expands our former Right to Read, and it makes
more flexible our use of' those dollars. It's a national discretionary
program in which we will, out of that authority, give money to
local school districts or to some State agencies or independent
agencies to work on basic

But, the growth of this occurs under Part B, State Activities,
that allows us for the first time to draw an agreement between
HEW and each State education department. If they -ant these
monies, they are to sign an agreement based upon a Statewide
basic skills plan.

For the first time we arc expecting the States to say. here's our
strategy to get or h this business of teaching children how to
read and how to compute.

Then, if' that plan seems reasonableand. incidentally, it's in-
ten(kd to be veil: flexible and not rigid by letting each State
develop an individualized plan based on its needsthey qualify for
grants at the State level in order to coordinate t bet program. Also

P
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the National Discretionary Funds we have will be given in ways
that are consistent with the State plan.

The last part of this program is the Reading is Fundamental
Program, which seeks to get reading materials to children through
the distribution of inexpensive books and the special mathematics
program whose authority has been transferred front the Emergen-
cy School Aid Program.

I think that those three pieces in combination will allow us. to
give a_kind of center purpose to this very important authority, the
Elementary and Secondary Act, and while the increase- in terms of'
percentage is great, the increase in terms of dollars is rather small,
I think that, on this basis the leverage it will bring is going to have
impact far beyond some of the larger authorities.

And I might add, we have been meeting now with the chief'
school superintendents from the various States, the executive com-
mittee and then a subc3mmittee of that group that has been
named. In May I will again .be meeting with all of the fifty chief
school superintendents, and one of the items on that agenda is the
agreement that they hope to sign that will have us all working
together in kind of partnership to say this matters very much. And
while they are not going to get a lot of money, I think the intention
awl the fOcus of it has really acted to rivet our attention on a very
important goal.

So, I think this can suggest a national strategy that is a partner-
ship, and improvement will result from it.

STATE BASK SKILLS

Mr. NATCHER. How was it determined that $8,250,000 is needed
for grants under Part B, the State Basic Skills Improvement Pro-
gram?

Dr. BOYER. Well, that figure is just a compromise. My own pref-
erence would have been a higher figure, but the budget constraints
were the driving factor there. It will give each State I believe a
minimum $50,000 as a guarantee and the remaining amount will
be driven by State formula. It seemed impossible for any funding
less than :i;s million to make any .real difference among the States.

So we started with a base. and then we allowed it to float up
depending on the enrollnwnt.

Mr. NATCHER. How many States do you estimate will apply for
this money?

Dr. BoYER. Well, I am dreaming. My dream is that all of' them
will. We have found a lot of interest informally. Nuw, they may not
all conw in the fiNt year, hut at least that is my goal. In the State
Leadership program funded under Right to Read, 54 of 57 eligible
'State Agencies applied for State Leadership activities

Mr. NATCHER. HoW vill local Right to Read projects be affected
by the new Basic Skills Improvement Program?

Dr. BoyEtt. They should not in any way except positively. The
Basic Skills authority expands the current Right to Read Program
to include mastery a mathematics and oral and writum commune
catimi skills in addition to reading skills. In addition. two new
programs have been authorized under the nati(mal discretionary
component. Thus, what is currentl funded undur a local right to
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read project can be funded again or be expanded. Our hope is,
though, that the other two pieces of this, the Inexpensive Book

Distribution and special mathematics program and the Right to
Read grants now going through the national reenforcement
Statewide plan, and any local Right to Read project currently
existing which is consistent.with an overall State plan, would be
very competitive and, at the same time complementary.

Mr. NATCHER. Why can't these basic skills projects be carried out
under the title I program?

Dr. BOYER. Well, title I is driven entirely by formula with a very
specific purpose, and it's not at all inconsistent. In fact, it's prcOd-
ing a foundation. But if I might put it in maybe a trivial figure, in
a way what we are talking about here is something of the ribbon
on the package.

While all of that money is going out and touching districts, if
now we can be assured that States have a plan that is involving
not only title I but other basic skills activities:including what
might be coming from the State, then I think there is a coherence
and a thrust that will enhance what is being done through title I.

Let me say as a footnote to that, when I came to the Office of
Education I asked how many of our activities are focused on basic
skills, and I discovered that there are about 17 different programs,
depending on how you count it, that have improving basic skills as
one of their major purposes.

So I did create an internalforgive the termtask force, to
bring together all of the people who are working just in our office
to develop some better coherence as to our purpose and how it is
delivered. Our hope is that at the State level these small but
strategic dollars through Part B. would also act as leverage to
create a Statewide plan as well as State department coherence.

COORDINATION IN BASIC SgILLS

Mr. NATCHER. In addition to title I there are a number of other
Federal programs which provide financial support forthe improve-
ment of basic skills.
. What steps have been taken to encourage coordination and to
prkent duplication along these programs?

Dr. BOYER. As I mentioned, the forming within our own office of
a basic skills task force was the first step. As a matter of fact, Mr.
Chairman, it was out of that that much of the inspiration govern-
ing the new legislation, the basic skill component for all of the
ESEA was conceived, and in my view, with greater coordination-.
within our office.

One other point, just two weeks ago I announced that all of our
small discretionary grants in the office, some 20 separate pro-
grams, are going to be brought together under a single unit, a new
bureau, that will allow us to deal in a more coherent way with,
these programs that have been scattered about.

One of the central units in that new cffice is a basic skills office
and that office is going to act to coordinate what is in the Office of
Education. Then, as the new authority title II stimulates that same
activity at the State level and our discretionary dollars that go to
the States are actually consistent with that plan, I think we ore
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going to have More coherence and coordination than has occurred
ever under this authority.

ACIIIEVEMENT TESTING ASSISTANCE
'

. Mr. NATCHER. Now, under elementary and secondary programs
you 'are requesting $2 million to start a new program of achieve-
ment testing assistance. Why do you feel it's-necessary to start this
program in 1980?

Dr. BOYER. It is one of the sections in the neW 'legislation, and we
think that federal leadership is needed in this area. In fact, I. think

'Ithat these are almost,companion authorities in some respects. On
the one 'side we have the new basic skills authority and on the
other side we have the evaluation.

While I don't think the Federal Government should get involved
directly in evaluation, I think that for us to have regionally target-
ed contracts or grants that deal with how students are to be
evaluated is an important part of a national basic skills strategy.

Mr. NATCHER. Why can't the National Institutes of Education
provide testing assistance if the States need help?

Dr. BERRY. Mr. Chairman, these are complementary program
objectives. The program in GE that Dr. Boyer was just describing
will be to provide grants to develop programs and contracts fbr
technical assistance. The funds in the NIE budget for basic skills
and testing will be used to evaluate all of the State programs that
are in existence on competency testing and give regional confer-
ences on the use and abuse of testing thereby complementing the
OE program.

It s thought to be more appropriate for OE to give grants or
dissemination and give technical assistance on actual test taking
and what kinds of tests to use, and for NIE to evaluate and also do
research on how tests relate to teaching and learning. So they are
complementary.

FOLLOW THROUGH

NATCHER. Describe the changes proposed in 19SO for the
fbllow-through program. Just briefly, what would you say the
changes are?

Dr. BOYER. John Rodriguez?
Mr: RODRIGUEZ. It is our intent to begin a new direction for the

follow-through program by having competitive grants centered
around a set of studies that will focus on ways of improving teach-
ing of low income children who are educationally disadvantaged.
focusing on basic skills. This will be the first time in I guess 11
years that therc will be new competition for local projects.

Mt . NATCHER. How will these changes affect existing projects?
Mr. RODRIQUEZ. All of the existing projects would be eligible to

compete, as would others who have not previously been served by
the follow-through program. There will be those who Will not be
successful in tfw competition and it is our hope that there will be
some way of phasing out their projects over a year's transition.

M. NATCHER. How much of the $59 million requested tbr folVw-
t is tbr evaluation and how much is fOr classroom projeLts?

Mr. RODRIQUEZ. Well, this past year or this year we intend about
S1.-) million will go for classroom projects.
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Dr. BOYER. About $4.6 million for evaluation.
Mr. NATCHER. The Economic,_Qpportunity Amendments of 1978

expanded the definition of eligible participants in the follow-
through programs to include other children enrolled in pre-school
programs of a compensatory nature which receive Federal financial

assistance.
.How do you intend to include these children in the program?
Mr. RODRIQUEZ. Well, it would be those school districts which

have compensatory education programs funded either under State
compensatory education or Federal compensatory education, and in
-the way of pre-school programs you may.be well aware there are a
number of States that had pre-school programs tha' h'ad been
initiated by the title I program, and rather than limiting the
population to strictly Head Start people as it has" been in the past.

This will also broaden the base from which school districts may
select eligible participants.

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Mr. NATCHER. According to the budget for environmental educa-

tion, approximatley $3.25 million of the requested $3.5 Million will

be awarded for competitive comprehensive multi-year programs.
What kinds of programs will be eligible for funding under this
category of Environmental Education?

Dr. BOYER. Yes. Under Environmental Education we are trying
to change the entire strategy on this, Mr. Chairman. I felt that we
were giving out too many grants that were too small and were not
well focused, and year after year it was hard for us to see whether
any impact had occurred.

Under our proposed strategy we hope to have much larger grants
that are given on the basis of combinations of school districts or
regionally that go for several years. Then we use those as laborato-
ries in terms of what is to be taught under environmental educa-
tion, what is the educational impact, and how can teachers be

educated to know more about the relationship between a school
curriculum and the environment.

So we really are trying to create a regional resource network an,'
have a smaller number of grants distributed regionally, possibly in
each region of the country, and see whether a small amount of

money in a relative sense, $3 million, can get more visibility. When
it is finished we can have a sense of how schools can be changed.

But the strategy of giving very small grants to districts across
the country on a competitive basis leaves us virtually without any
conclusion. It might have helped those districts here and there, but
we are searching, quite frankly, experimentally for a combination
of school districts working perhaps with colleges and universities to

see if we cannot learn more about this thing we call environmental
education and how schools can make the difference.

ENERGY CONTEST

Mr. NATCHER. The Environmental Education Act authorizes the
establishnient of energy contests in elementary and secondary high
schools. In your budget, as you know, you have requested $250,000
for this program.
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Explain to us how you intend to set up this program?
Dr. BOYER. We think this could be, here again, it's an experi-

ment, but we would like to see if school children would be able to
be challenged to compete for new proposals on environmental par-
ticipation that would make a difference. If you want an analogy,
we are impressed that the science fellowships and the experiments
that are carried on each year where the so-called science fairs have
been very successful.

We have science fairs in school districts and in States, and we
have an enormous talent that is found among school children. We
think this issue is of such importance and we think that young
people are sufficiently interested, that we would kike to see if some
of that science fair enthusiasm and intelligence ijght be built
around competitions or proposals to deal with environmental im-
provements on a local or statewide basis.

It's tapping the young people, some of our more gifted students,
and helping them think about a national problem. It'S a small
amount of money, but we think symbolically it's important and it
just could bring us some very important ideas in a vei\y crucial

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE

Mr. NATCHER. The fiscal year 1980 budget requests a $1 million
increase in funding for alcohol and drug abuse educatbn. cWhat is
the purpose of this increase?

Dr. BOYER Well, this is to expand the program somewhat. We
think it's probed to be a sucCessful program. It has been one that I
think has had more impact than many of these small discretionary
grants. Frankly, I am a little worried about programs that have a
noble theme, such as providing minimum support. It's hard to
know whether we are making a difference in some instances.

The Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program has followed a strategy of
educating teams that come from school districts and then sending
them back, and there is considerable evidence that this is one of
our most effective small grant programs, so we want to invest in
the winners.

But, further, Mr. Chairman, it's dealing with a problem that is a
very acute one in our culture and in our schools, and we think it
merits a modest increase, even in a tight budget year.

Mr. NATCHER. How effective have the existing drug abuse pro-
grams been in training school and community personnel?

Dr. BOYER. Well, we have some-results; granted they are anecclOt-
al. I saw just recently the result of a school district in Texas whete
their teams had been trained at one of our centers and went badIc
and followed the strategies that were developed, and the results
were dramatic.

The number of children or the cutback ir the number of students
who dropped out, the number of students who were on probation,
the entire, I guess you would call it, crime rate or discipline rate of
that school changed significantly. It seemed directly correlated to
having educated school board members and administrators and ,teachers on how to cope with a serious internal problem.
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Mr. NATCHER. The budget proposes to terminate the El lender
Fellowship Program. How effective is ate, Close-Up Foundation of
Washington, D.C. in carrying out the purpose of the El lender Fel- ,

lowships?
Dr. BOYER. I must report, frankly, I think it has met its purposes

well. I have talked with the .Director and I have seen films of the
work they du. As you know, they bring young people in here in
Washington to study government from selected school districts and
they bring a cross-section of young people.

They do get a lot of money from other sources; they get money
.from foundations, as I recall, and private business. I suppose there
is no quarrel with the vision they have, and f certainly have no
quarrel With the way they have gone at it.

I think it has, been well administered. It's .a question of whether
at some time this might not become, in fact, a program funded
other than through Federal support.

Mr. NATCHER. Doctor Boyer, we want to thank you and Doctor
Berry and all of your associates for appearing before our com-nittee
at this time in behalf of your request for elementary and secondary

I think we have had a good hearing, and we want to thank you
.

very much.
Mr. BOYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The following questions were submitted to be answered for the

record:]

ESEA, TITLE I AUDITS

Mr. Mtcan. Title I funds are, of course, to be used to supplement, not supplant.
State and local :kinds. How do your regulations define this requirement?

Dr. ROVER. Supplanting occurs if (a) the service provided by Title I would in the
absence of Title I funds have been provided to the same children with State and
local funds or (bl Title I funds are used to pay more than the excess cost of a service
that is Wing provided as a substitute for a State and locally-funded service fe.: a
group of children.
I Mr. MICHEL. HOW many violations of the "supplement, not supplant" requirement
were discovered by the auditors in 1978, and what was the total amount involved?

Dr. BOYER'. In fiscal year 1978, HEW auditors discovered one violation of the
"supplement, not sup at" requirement involving $398,495.

Mr. MICHEL. Haire you demanded n.payrnent of these funds?
Dr. Bona. Yes, repayment has been demanded fbr the tottkl amount 098,495)

involved in the "supplement, not supplant" audit exception .in fiscal year 1978.
Mr. MICHEL There was an N1E study P couple of years ako which showed that

each Title I dollar actually itucreases educational expenditures by only 67 cents.
because States and localities reduce their own eXpenditures by 33 cents per each
Title I dollar received. Do you have any kind of a recent update of these figures?

Pr. HOYE& No more recent data are available. As part of its investigation of
alternative grant structures for Title I assistance, NIE developed a computer simu-
lation of the aggregate and distributional effects of alternative grant structures :or
Title I assistance. Using 1970 data for the simulation, the econometric analysis
showed that Title I aid is more powerful in s,irnulating local spending than would
be expected of the traditional block grant, i.e., other Federal aid or State aid
programs The NIE results need be viewed with caution since the differential
expenditures "per pupil" refers to all students in a district because data were not
available with which co examine directly spending on different schocls or on pro-
gram eligibles separately

USOF reviews local programs and maintenance of effort and comparability data
indicate that Title I funds supplement and do not replace State and local education
funds.
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Mr. Mici le.L. What was the total amount of Tit ly 1 funds which 11EW auditors
found was misspent in 1978?

Dr. BOYER. HEW auditors in fiscal year 1978 found that $2,662,100 in title I funds
were misspent.

Mr. MICHEL. Of this amount, how much have you sought to recover?
Dr. BOYER. Of the $2,662,100 in audit exceptions found by HEW auditors in fiscal

year 1978, the Office of Education has sustained and sought to recover $2,619,018.
Mr. MICHEL. Covering the audits of the past five years, what was the total amount

the auditors found was misspent, how much have you sought to recover, and how
much have you in fact recovered to date?

Dr. Boy Ert. During Fiscal Years 1974-78, the auditors questioned $132,151,738 of'
Title I expenditures. We have sustained $47,732,2411 of the amount questioned and
have sought recovery of $10 million. The recoveries to date total approximately
$2,268,000.. The additional .$37 million is pending before the Audit Hearing Board.

Mr. MICHEL. For those amounts you do not seek to recover, would you explain
why in the record?

Dr. BOYER. The Audit Agency exceptions for which recovery have not beep sought
include $37,686,655 which is currently being appealed to the Aim Hearing Board
by the audited agencies and approximately $26,019,000 for which recovery-, is pre-
cluded by the statute of limitations. Additional amounts were not sustained as a
result of information provided by the States which demonstrated that the expendi-
tures were allowable. In some instances, refunds were not sought because the audit
report did not contain sufficient detail to identify with particularity those expendi-
tures which wereAbestioned by the auditors.

Mr. MICHEL. When you seek to recover monies; does this usually mean you reduce

thLnext
year's allotment to a district by that amount?

r. Rome. The reduction of a district's entitlement is not used as a method to
repay misspent Title I funds. Repayments must be made from non-Federal sources
or from Federal funds that a district does not have to account for to the Federal
Government.

Mr. MICHEL, I understand that it was recently found that $3.8 million of Title I
funds were misspent in Chicago. What's the status of this? Are yo. weking repay-
ment, and if so, when?

Dr. BOYER. A draft of a propoied audit report was released to the Illinois Office of'
Education and the Chicago Board of Education. The reeort has been made available
for review and.comment prior to developing the report in final form.

Mr. MICHEI,. How often is each district's Title I program audited?
Dr: BOYER. In the past, most districts have had annual cash audit-I of their

expenditures including funds-expended for Federal grants. In addition, many State
educational agencies have provided for periodic audits of Title I expenditures.
Beginning in 1980, States must provide for audits of Title I expenditures to deter-
mine the fiscal integrity of financial transactions and reports and compliance with
Title I requirements. These audits must be made with reasonable frequency consid-
ering the nature, size, and complexity of the activity.

TITLE I ELIGIBLE CHILDREN

Mr. Mirma.. 1,ast year we were told that of the 3 million elementary school pupils
who participated in Title I, only 1.2 million were from low-income families. Do you
have any recent updates of these figures, covering also. perhaps, secondary school
pupils?

Dr. I3OYEh No more recent update of these figures is available nor of participation
at the secondary level.

Mr. MICHF.L. When you arrive at an estimate that 11 million or so children are
eligible for Title I, does that figure include these non-low-income children currently
participating in the proi:ram?

Dr. BOYER. 11 million children is our estimate of the number of educationally
disadvantaged children, K-12, residing in eligible Title I attendance areas. As such,
the figure would include educationally needy children from both non-low-income

families.
Mr. MICHEL. If so) then of the 11 million eligible, how many are really from low-

income families?
Dr. 13()Yr.n. Based on data available on Title I schools. grades 1-6. we. estimate that

over one-third (36 percent) of the educationally disadvantaged children are from
poor families. That percentage almost doubles (61 peccent) when vie add children
from families who are above the poverty threshold hut who are still relatively poor.
Although precise data for secondary students are not available, we believe that the
percentage would remain unchange.d.
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Mr. MICHEL. What specific criteria do your regulations set forth governing the
selection of pupils to participate in the Title I progtam?

Dr. BOYER. Each local educational agency establishes its own specific criteria for
the selection of the children to receive Title I services. All children selected, howev-
er, must be educationally deprived, and residing in eligible school attendance areas
and must be in the greatest need of special assistance, as required by the Title I
statute.

Children previously served who, are no longer in the greatest need for special
assistance, may continue to receive services as long as they remain educationally
deprived..

USE GP TITLE I FUNDS

Mr. MICHEL. Are there any studies which show the percentage of Title I hervices
which are provided in regular classrooms and the percentage in separate instruc-

,tional settings?
Dr. BOYER. The NIE report, "Compensatory Education Services," notes that its

,survey found that 75 percent of the children in compensatory reading programs
receive such services in separate instructional settings (pull-out), while somewhat
.smaller proportions are nulled out for language arts (41 percent) and mathematics
(44 percent). Data from USOE's "Sustaining Effects Study" indicate that while the
pull-out setting is used in a large portion of Title I schools (81 percent), compensa-
tory sei-c1S are also provided the same students in the regular classroom, with
pull-out s4ldom being the only setting used in a Title I building. .

Mr. MI NEL. For those Title I services which are provided in the\ regular class-
room, can school districts use Title I funds to pay a portion of the teacher's salary?

Dr. Bovjt. Title I funds are not available ta pay a portion of the regular class-
room teach 's salary. It is the responsibility of local school districts to provide the
basic instru tional program for all children. Title I funds are available only to pay
for the supplemental services provided to Title I eligible children by personnel hired
for this purpose in cooperation with or under the guidance of the regular classroom
teacher.

Mr. MICHEI,. If Title I instruction is provided in the regular classroom, presumed-
ly all the students in the classroom participate, is that correct?

Dr. BOYER. Only Title I students are to participate in Title I activities. If the
classroom membership is composed of Title I and non.Title I students, only those
identified as Title I students may participe.te/receive Title I instruction, if, how-ver,
the membership of the classroom is composed exclusively of Title Istudents tl a all
students in that classroom may participate.

Mr. MICHEL. How does Title I instruction in the classroom differ from normal
classroom instruction?

Dr. BOYER. Title I instruction differs from normal classroom instruction in several
ways: each Title I student receives more instruction time, much smaller groups,
more intensive instruction tailored to individuals needs and it is more likely to be
provided by specially trained staff.

Mr. MICHEL. Of the total we are spending on Title I, what percentage would you
say goes to pay teachers salaries?

Dr. BOYER. Approximately 87 percent of local Title I funds is for salaries, includ-
ing fringe benefits. This percentage includes salary costs of aides and counsellors as
well as teachers who provide supplemental services to Title I children.

Mr. MICHEL. What percentage of the allocation for teachers' salaries goes for
extra hours of work on the part of the teachers?

Dr. BOYER. Title I services are normally provided during the regular school day
and staff employed to perform Title I services are not required to put in extra hours
of work.

Mr. MICHEL. Do you monitor this in any way?
Dr. Boxes. Monitoring is conducted to assure that Title I funds are spent only for

the time instructional personnel are working in Title I programs during the normal
schml day.

Mr. MWHEL. Do you presc..ibe any criteria as to the type of instructional services
which must be provided under Title I?

Dr. BOYER. No, we do not prescribe criteria for the instructional services to be
provided under Title I. However, school districts are required to assess the needs of
the eligible children. Through this process they are identifying reading and math-
ematics as the highest priority instructional areas.

Mr. MICHEL Is a school district's funding conditional in any way on pupil achieve-
ment under Title I?

44-113 - 7f1 .
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Dr. Bona. The local educational agency entitlements are based on the number oi
children from low-income families residing in the district. However, a local educa .
tional agency may receive these funds only if effective procedures are adopted for
evaluating the effectiveness of the program in meeting the special educational needs
of the children.

Mr. MICHEL. What portion of Title I funds currently goes for non-instructional
services?

Dr. BOYER. According to NIE, approximately 25 percent of the funds are used for
non-instructional services. Approximately 5 percent of these funds are spent fur
services which support the instructional programs, such as health, food, transporta-
tion, counseling and social work, and parental involvement (community services).
The remaining funds are spent for administration, fixed charges, operation and
maintenance of plant, etc.

Mr. MICHEL. Do I understand that school districts can use Title I funds to cover
expenditures such as heat, light, maintenance, part of principal's salaries, etc?

1Dr. BOYER. It is the responsibility of local school districts to provide free public
education to all children, including Title I children. Overhead pxpenses such as
heat, light, maintenance and principal's salaries represent part of the operiting
costs of maintaining the regular school system and as such, are not chargeable to
Title I. Only those additional costs which are directly attributable to the Title I
program which must be supplemental to the regular school program can be charged
to Title I.

Mr. MICHEL. What is the total amount of Title I funds which goes for overhead
type expendituree?

Dr. arm. Data are not available on expenditures by category. According to an
NIE study, aFiproximately 11/2 percent of the Title I funds are used for maintenance
and operation of plant.

Mr. MICHEL. With approximately two-thirds of all elementary schools now partici-
pating in Title I, and with 60 percent of the participating pupils coming from non-
low-income families, doesn't i,t appear that this program has become too broad in its
coverage, and isn't focused sharply enough on the real needs?

Dr. B1OYER. We feel that Title I funds are focused sharply on the real needs.
Services are provided to the most educationally deprived children in schools with
high concentrations of children from low-income families.

The legislation recognizes the relationship between low achievement and schools
with concentrations of children from poor families. Where such concentrations exist,
it is not just the poor children who are low-achievers, but many children of non-poor
families as well. An educationally deprived child in a poor area is not excluded from
participating in Title I projects because he or she is not from a low-income family.

The 'Sustaining Effects Study" found that Title I services are moderately well
focused on needy children primarily in terms of their low achievement, but also in
termt of their low-income background.

Th Title I funds are sufficient to serve only one-half of the educationally disad-
vantaged children who are currently eligible to participate in Title I programs.

Mr. MICHEL. If you wish to ,tharpen the focus through use of this new concentra-
tion component,'why not sin, substitute this for a portion of the regular Title I
funding rather than adding i usi top?

Dr. BOYER. The concentration component is a carefully designed formula for
distributing additional funds to the areas which are heavily impacted with Children
from low-income families. Children in over 14,000 school districts are currently
receiving special services provided with the Title I basic grants and these grants are
sufficient to serve only about one-half of the eligible chilidren. No increase has been
requested in the 1980 budget for basic grants. To substitute a portion of these funds
for distribution under the concentration formula would mean that the same number
of children could be served, but in different school districts. A reduction in basic

/grants would mean that in most of the school districts, services to educational
deprived children would have to be reduced, teachers fired, etc. Since there is no

, justification for this, additional funds are requested for the concentration provision
to be added to the basic grants.

TITLE I EVALUATION STUDIES

Mr. MICHEL Outside of the NIE study, are there any other recent studies which
show any measurable educational achievement under the Title I program?

Dr. BOYER. Two additional studies of national scope show that Title I services
result in positive achievement gains for children. "Patterns in Title I Reading
Achievement," conducted by Stanford Research Institute, showed title I averagegains of better than month-per month, declaring Title I a national success. "The
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Compensatory Reading Study," conducted by Educational Testing Service, indicated
that Title I arrest.; the negative achievement pattern of disadvantaged children
resulting in a reduction in the reading gap between them and their non-disadvan-
taged peers.

Mr. MICHEL. Are there any recent studies which show no achievement?
Dr. BOYER. We are unaware of any such studies.
Mr. MICHEL. Isn't it true that the achievement found in the NIE study occurred

only in the best, most well managed Title I projects?
Dr. BOYER. The NIE study was designed to provide detailed information on the

relationship between selected program characteristics and. student performance in
t ading and mathematics. Care was taken to include classrooms with a range of
income levels and ethnic composition similar to the national average for Title I and
to provide wide variations in the main instructional*techniques.

Kowever, to avoid confounding of data which could occur by including schools
impleMenting new projects or having new or inexperienced staff, schools were
examined for the stability, as well as the content, of their programs, and classrooms
were selected only if their instructional programs had been in use for at least one
year. Principals and teachers generally had prior experience with Title I, and no
major changes in the student population were expected during the period of study.

Mr. MICHEL. Do we have any studies which show the portion of school districts
which have well managed Title I programs?

Tr. BOYER. There are no studies which provide this information.
Mr. Miciat.. Do you make any effort at all on a yearly basis to determine which

districts have good Title I programs and which do not?
Dr. BOYER. Yes, there is a continuing effort to identify exemplary programs. The

Office of Fklucation annually submits nominations of exemplary projects for State
education departments.

During school years 1977-78 and 1978-79, 4,200 local Title I personnel were given
an opportunity to learn about 28 exemplary Title I projects (nominated in prior
years) for possible adoption and, potential program improvement in their districts.

NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL FOR THE EDUCATION OF DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN

Mr. MICHEL. Regarding the national Advisory Council for the Education of Disad-
vantaged Children, I understand that expense vouchers for members of the Council
are unpaid as far back as December. Is that correct?

Dr. BOYER. Two vouchers for expenses incurred in December by Council members
have not been processed.

Mr. MICHEL. If soWhy the delay and when will they be paid?
Dr. BOYER. The Council staff has not been reimbursed since the vouchers have not

been forwarded to the Office of Education for payment. The vouchers are typically
iorwarded to OE several weeks after the expenses are incurred by the Council staff.

Once the vouchers are received in OE, the processing of these documents usually
takes from 4 to 6 weeks.

TITLE VII: SERVICE OR DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM?

Mr. MICHEL. You are asking for another increase this year ($15 million) for
Bilingual Education. This was originally designed as a temporary demonstration,
but with these continued funding increases, appears to be turning into a service
program. Is that how you envision this, as a permanent service program?

Dr. GONZALES. Although the Bilingual Education program was originally designed
to be ia demonstration program, it has never properly functioned in this way.
Rather, as appropriations have increased in response to growing demands, Title VII
funds have been used to support a multi-faceted approach to bilingual education.
Support for local educational agencies has focused on paying bilingual education
startup costs and installation Jf programs; Title VII funds have also gone to institu-
tions of higher education to support teacher training to build up a cadre of ade-
quately-trained teachers for the local districts; awards have been made to State
educational agencivs to coordinate the efforts of local school districts and provide
them with technical assistance; and grants for the development, assessment, and
dissemination of bilingual materials have been intended to meet the needs of local
school districts for high-quality non-English language materials.

Public Law 95-561 mandates a study of the feasibility of converting the Title VII
program to a formula grant program by July 1, 1984. The study, to be submitted to
congress by December 31, 1984, is to Include estimates of the cost of converting to a
formula program, as well as recommendations about whether such conversion would
best serve the needs of limited English proficient children.
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Since title VII has not fulfilled original expectations as a program to demonstrate
effective bilingual techniques, the agency is planning to specifically promote such
efforts in fiscal 1980 in two ways. Through studies and evaluations funded under
Part C of title VII we expect to determine good bilingual instructional approaches.
Moreover, we hope to use about $5,000,000 to support the development of model
programs at approximately 50 of the .most successful continuing local projects, by
strengthening their administrative, evaluative and dissemination components.

Focus ON TEACHING ENGIJSH .

Mr MICHEL.% Your statement indicates that the purpose of the program is to
emib children to become proficient in the English language. I'm glad to hear that,
because for a while, it appeared we had forgotten that this should be the primary
fbcus. Are all projects being iequired to have the teaching of English as their
primary component?

Dr. GONZALES. Yes. The objective of the Bilingual Education program, and of the
projects it suPports, is to develop the English proficiency of children who are limited
in their command of English. The amount of class time devoted to English depends
on the language skills of the individual child: a first-grader who speaks only Span-
iFih might have most of his school instruction in Spanish, with some instruction in
English as a second language; as his English competence increases, the amount of
classroom instruction in English would also increase.

To assure that bilingual programs focus on achieving English language compe-
tence and transferring children to English language classrooms, projects are re-
quired to evaluate each child who has been in a Title VII program for two yefirs to
determine whether the child should remain in the program. Moreover, by regula-
tion, school(districts must now submit a plan to identify children who have achieved
English proficiency and provide for the transfer of these students to English lan-
guage classrooms. The Office of Education will monitor the success of project efforts
to develop English proficiency in participating students and to transfer them to
regular school programs.

PARTICIPATION OF ENGLISH-SPEAKING STUDENTS

Mr. MICHEL. Have you established any standards to insure that regular English-
speaking students do not participate? If so, what specifically?

Dr. GONZALLS. The Education Amendments of 1978 allow up to 40 percent of the
students in a project to be non-English limited. According to the law, English
speaking children may be in the classroom: :'In order to prevent the segregation of
children on the basis of national origin in programs assisted under this title, and in
order to broaden the understanding of children 'about languages and cultural herit-
ages other than their own. " The objective of the program shall be to assist
children of limited English proficiency to improvt: their English language skills, and
the participation of other children in the program must be for the principal purpose'
of contributing to the achievement of that objective."

The agency recognizes the value of including Englisn-speaking children to provide'
cultural diversity and language stimulation. However, in order to assure that Feder-
al funds are targeted on children most in need of services, the Department of'
Health, Education, and Welfare has established the goal that 75 percent of project
participants nationwide should be limited-English proficient children. We anticipate
that this goal will be reached by October 1979.

LENGTH OF TIME To DEVELOP ENGLISH FLUENCY

Mr. MICHEL. Have you established any- criteria governing the length of time it
should take for a project to prepare a child to participate in a regular English-
speaking classroom?

Dr. GONZALES. The length of time it takes to prepare a child to participate in the
English language classroom depends on many factom, including the child's aptitude
and age, his familiarity with English, the resources devoted to teaching him Eng-
lish, and so forth. For this reason, we have not established criteria to determine
precisely the length of time it will take a given child to master English. It is,
however, possible to develop criteria which provide information about the level of
language skill the child must acquin. if he is to participate effectively in an English
language classroom. The Office of Education is now developing such standards to
determine when a child is ready to exit the bilingual classroom. These standards
should help school districts to better judge the amount of time generally needed for
children to develop fluency.
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LIMITATIoN ON LENGTH OF FEDERAL FUNDING

Mr. MICHF.L. According to *it. statement, 625 school districts will receive funding

in 1989. Can a school district receive funding adinfinitum, or is there a limit, after
which they must rely solely on state and local funding?

Dr. GONZALES. The statute limits suPport for each project in a local school district
to a period of one to three years, depending upon the severity of the problem

addressed, the nature of the proposed activities, and the quality of the proposal.

However, a school district may subsequently apply for another grant addressing
difierent needs, such as a eroject for a different language group or for additional
grades.

The statute now requires a commitment an the part of school districts to continue
projects after federal funding has ended. Regulations require local education agen-
cies to.provide evidence that: (1) Federal funds will build the applicant's capacity to

provide a quality bilingual education progratn; and 121 the applicant is committed to
continuing the program once federal funds are no longer available.

PROJECT PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

Mr. Melon.. Have you established any performance criteria, winch would deter-
mine whether a project would continue to be funded beyond the initial year?

Dr. GONZALES. The Office of Education has published Interim Final Regulations to
govern fiscal year 1979 awards. As required by the Education Amendments of 1978,
the Commissioner will base the decision to continue beyond the initial year on the

following criteria: -

di The availability of funds and the eligibility of the local educational agency to
continue receiving funds and .

(2) Demonstration that satisfactory progress is being made toward achieving the
objectives of the program, including the requirements (a) that parents of children
participating in the program are informed of the instructional goals of the program
and ot the progress of their children, and (In that the Advisory Committee is
participating in the implementation of the program.

In evaluating progress reports submitted by projects, special attention will be
given to pertbrmance objectives, including the tbllowing:

(a) That the program serve those children most in need; >

(hi That the program successfully identify those children who have achieved
proficiency in English;

(ci That the LEA provide from State and local funds the resources necessary to

hssure academic achievement of those children who have achi,-ved proficieqcy in
English and are no longer in the bilingual program;

Id) That the local educational agency demonstrate committment to build its
capacity to deliver a program when funds are reduced or no longer available;

eni(e) The extent to which LEA personnel are bilingual; and
(f) The extent to which comparable services are being provided for children
rolled in non-public schools whose educational needs, language and grade levels

(are similar to those of the funded public school program.
More extensive criteria to govern the continuation of funding after an initial

project year may-be developed and published in the future.

SUPPORT AND INNOVATION

Mr Mictim._ Is any of the research under the Support and Innovation Program
being put to use in the Title I program?

Dr 130yE1( We are not aware of any suhstantive research under the Support and
Innovation Program that is applicable to Title I The Title I staff, however, is
workitig with the Title IV staff in the development of a coordinated delivery system
for basic skills instruction, and in the adoption of' exemplary Title I projects. Also,
the Title I staff will disseminate and utilize any promising practices which evolve
from the projects authoriyA under Section I:ilia H2I of' Public Law 95ifil to develop
and demonstrate improved means of carrying out programs for educationally de-
prived children

ESKA 'Fmk: V 13 Sria.:Nwrof:NiNc; STATV EDUrATIDNAI. AGENr,f MANAGEMENT

Mr MilHm.. Why are we continuing to fund the State Educational Management
Program''

lioyEa School districts in every State are under the geiwral supervision of the
State through its State educational agency There is it contmuous stream of educa-
tional Nsile's emerging each year. State educational agencies are required to play a
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coordinating role in dealing with those major educational issues. A great many
State and national educational needs would be neglected without the use of these
program funds. Many of the responses to needs identified by the Congress are
supported with these funds. For example, the es.ablishment and development of a
program of technical assistance to private schools which are eligible to participate
in Federal programs; to assist in the development of' statewide testing programs and
the development of competency based graduation requirements; to assist with sur-
veying the needs of schools for energy conservation; to develop standards for modify-
ing buildings for access by the handicapped; and to develop more efficient data
gathering methods to reduce paperwork.

Mr. MICHEL. What portion of the $51 million under this program will go to pay
State personnel?

Dr..BoyEa. The total of employees in all State educational agencies is about
25,000. The number employed in fiscal year 1977 with Strengthening State Educa-
tional Agency funds was but 7.5 percent of this total or 1,888 full-time equivalent
positions. About 80 percent of the funds are utilized for State staff who carry out
the technical assistance for local educational agencies.described above.

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION BUDGET REQUEST

Mr. MICHEL. Why are we continuing to fund the Environmental Education Pro-
gram? Haven't we demonstrated enough different approaches under this program
by now so that it can be discontinued?

Dr. BQYER. Thus far, the Environmental Education Program has focused on the
development of the basic resources needed for the design and implementation of
programg which can demonstrate effective approaches to environmental education,
as defined by the Environmental Education Act. Now there has been sufficient
progress in developing basic resources to permit us to focus on the next stage-4-
namely, the design and implementation of programs which can demonstrate effec-
tive approadies. Beginning in fiscal year 1980, we plan to initiate the support of
comprehensiva multiyear programs through information can be provided on
effective approaches and, equally important, on effective methods for implementing
and institutionalizing these approaches to environmental education.

EMPHASIS ON STATE COORDINATION

Mr. MICHEL. Your statement refers to supporting State coordination of basic skills
programs. What is involved here?

Dr. BOYER. It's pretty clear in the law and Comfnittee reports that the Congress
placed a great deal of emphasis on the concept of coordination. HEW intends to
make coordination specificas Specific as possible. And HEW intends to reward
agencies who do coordinate their Jesources in basic skills and to support those
agencies to further coordinate. Perhaps the biggest way HEW can support coordina-
tion of basic skills resources is to make it a priority item in project peoples' minds.
This we have done by placing great emphasis with a maximum number of points in
the selection criteria which will eventually be used by experts who read applications
under the Basic Skills Program. We intend to suppert States who will be asking
local agencies to clearly spell out which agencies are going to coordinate in basic
skills, what specific tasks will they coordinate, and for what reasons will they
coordinate.

In every way possiblethrough regulations, through conferences, through onsite
visits to grantees, thrdugh application informatijn, etc.HEW intends to encourage
States and localities to coordinate the basic skills resources in keeping with Con-
gressional intent.

IMPACT OF BASIC SKILLS INCREASE

Mr. MICHEL. What will the $7.2 million increase in the Basic Skills Program be
used for?

Dr. BOYER. The following table gives a breakdown of the program activities and
the.level of funding requested for fiscal year 1980.

1919. 1980 Change

Budget authority (thousands) $21350 $35.00U +-$7,250
Part A (National)

Technical Assistancel '2,000 + 2,000
Instruction in basic skills 18.400 1,500 900
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_

Parental involvement 2

Use of technology2

Involvement of education agencies

1979' 1980

45,130

1,500

2,000

6,000

_ -

Change
. .... . _ . .

+1,500
+2,000

+870

Collection and dissemination 800 1,000 +200

Subtotal 14,330 20,000 +5,670
_.

Part B (State): State basic skills program

i
Part C:.

.

6,400
_ .... .

8,250 +1,850
........... _ _

Inexpensive book distribution (Rif) '6,000' 6,000

, Special mathematics.Program 5750' 750

Subtotal 6,750 6,750

/ 'Evaluation
270 270

Fiscal year 1979 was funded under the Nattonal Readog Improvement Act and data refers to reading activities only

Comparable to reading improvement prpects in 1919

'Authorized by Public Law 95-561, no comparable activity in Public Law 93-380

Funeed as Regng academies in 1914
'Program transfetred from the Emergency School Ard Act to basic stalls IESEA. Titled) by Pubbf Law 95-561

ESEA, TITLE I

Mr. CONTE. What kinds of special programs do Title I funds for the disadvantaged
pay for? Is policy on this set at the national level, or is a large measure of'
independence left to the local educational authorities?

Dr. Bovka. Title I funds for the disadvantaged are used to pay for educational
programs which are consi&red to be compensatory in nature. Of the total number
of children who participate in title I programs, 85 percent receive remedial instruc-
tion in reading or language arts, 44 percent in mathematics, 4 percent in English,
and 2 percent in special activities for. the handicapped. In support of the basic
instructional activities, health and nutritional servicer- are provided to 21 percent of
the participants, with 19 percent receiving assistance through social work, guidance,
and psychological services. Four percent of the participating children are provided
with transportation. Over all, 75 percent of' Title I expenditures are used for instruc-
tional costs of the program.

Title I programs are planned and designed at the local level..After completing a
documented assessment of the special educational needs of the educationally de-
prived children in oreas with concentrations of children from low-income families,
the local educáCional agency designs title I projects on a priority basis.

Mr..CoNTE. What do you feel, are the limitations on what ESEA funds can do for
"neglected or delinquent children inState-operated institutions?" Are rehabilitation
and educational programs proving to be effective?

Dr. Boviat. What we can do for tile institutionalized child is to provide funds to
address his or her individual educational needs. The Title I funds enrich the
ongoing educational programs, assuring services for those children who are in the
most dire need for assistance. What we are doing primarily is, providing the chil-
dren with the opportunity to advance their capabilities in reading, math, and the
language arts.

A national study is underway to study the effects of the title I services on
institutionalized neglected and delinquent children. Test scores in a number of Title
I programs show a minimum of 11/2 months growth for every month in the program_
General Education Development programs have a high success rate. between 85 and
92 percent in most States. Eighty percent of' the inmates eligikile for adult basic
education complete the offering. Measuring the Success of education in institutions
is difficult because of the typical short-term incarceration and there is no tbllow-up
after the individual leaves the institution.

Education is only a small part of rehabilitation. We have no data on the effects of
the total rehabilitation programs which are being offered.
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NUMBER OF CHILMWN SERvi:u
'ft

Mr. CONTE. You estimate that you will serve 54,500 neglected and delinquent
children. What do you estimate to be the total number of children who might fit
into this category? For those served, is the money having any clear impact?

Dr. BOYER. The number of 54,500 is the estimated average d attendance of the
institutionalized children in school and covers the entire nu iber of neglected and
delinquent children who are eligible for title I services. Th average daily attend-
ance figure is used because there is a rapid turnover in the population in the
institutions. A national evaluation of the Title I program for neglected and delin-
quent children in State institutions is currently underway. The first phase of thestudy was designed to provide descriptive information about the program; the
second will yield estimates of the impact of, the program; and the third will.develop
evaluation models for use by. State and project administrators. This' study will becompleted in late 1980.

Mr. CONTE. You state that the approximately $3.5 billion you will spend under
Title I will go to roughly 7 to 7.5 million disadvantaged children in elementary andSecondary Schools. How do you mea.sure what positive effect you have on the 7million served? Is it even possible to measure this'? I am a supporter of this
pregram, but I am concerned with the notion that there are few ways to monitorthe impact of this money.

Dr. BOYER. Measuring the effect of a supplementary program upon such a largenumber of children is no easy task; however, there are some ways to assess impact.First, since Title I is intended to provide extra services to needy children, it isrelatively easy for local districts, States, and USOE to maintain counts of childrenserved. ;%cond, State reports and independent national studies provide information
on the achievement gains Ktributable to title I. In addition to the State evaluation
reports, three recent studiES'offer corroborative data for us to conclude that Title Ihas had a positive impact on student achievement. "Patterns in Title I Reading
Achievement, prepared by Stanford Research Institute, found average Title I stu-dent gains of better than month-per-month and concluded that Title I was a nation-al success. "The Compensatory Reading Study," conducted by Educational Testing
Service, indicated that Title I arrests the negative achievement pattern of disadvan-taged children and causes them to, reduce the reading gap with their non-disadvan-taged peers.

"The Compensatory Education Study," conducted by the National Institute for
Education, found that Title I children made better than month-per-month gains in
reading and mathematics. Both USOE and State educational agencies will continueto monitor local school districts annually to assess program impact.

REQUIRF.D REPORTS

Mr. CoNrrE. How many reports are State agencies required to submit each yeardiscussing the use and impact of Title I funds? How long does it take to fill outthese report forms? Is there y State that appears to use the allotted monies betterthan others?
Dr, BOYER. States are required to submit annual reports on numbers of childrenserved, areas of service, staffing, and training. Once every two year!) States will

submit an evaluation of Title I tr:hievement gains. The annual submission is esti-mated to require 20 man-hours and the biennial evaluation report an additional 160man-hours for each State.
The NIE report, "Administration of Compensatory Education," concluded thatthose States which use most of their administrative funds to hire staff are able tomanage their programs more effectively. The findings suggest that staff-intensiveactivities have a substantial impact on local administration. However, names orrankings of States are not available.

NECLECTED AND DELINQUENT CHILDREN

Mr.- CONTE. Funds for neglected and delinquent children are limited to peopleunder age 21. Aren't ththe any young adults older than this who do not have a highschool degree who need help? Are there any other programs to cover this?
Dr. BOYER. The Title I funds are limited to people under 21 since the law requiresthat the funds be used solely for children.
In the institutions for juvenile delinquents and neglected children, the number ofpersons over 21 years of age is minimal so most of these children are eligible forritle I services.
A recent study showed that the majority of the people confined in adult correc-tional institutions, with sentences of 1 yeas or more. clustered between the ages of
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18 and 25. Over 75 percent of the total population in these institutions were not
high school graduateSat the time of their commitment.

Funds co provide limited educational services are available for these people from

----other Federal programs. These include Adult Basic Education, Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration, Teacher Corps, Vocational Technical Education, Compre-

hensive Employment and Training Act, Employment Services, Student Loans, and

Veterans Administration Benefits.

TITLE I SET-ASIDE FOR HANDICAPPED

Mr. CONTE. Are the States doing all they ought to forthrightly improve the
opportunities of handicapped children to have an equal education?

Dr. BOYER. Our data show considerable increases in the numbers c" children being
served with Title I set-aside (Public Law 89-313) monies, both in .astitutions and

local educational agencies (LEAs), since the program's start in 19(16. During this

same period, there has also been an increase in the number of institutions and
LEAs eligible to receive Public Law 89-313 monies for the purpose of supplementing
their basic educational Programs for handicapped children.

In response to special interests advocates and the Part B Regulations to Public

Law 94-142, many States have initiated programs to reduce the number of handi-
capped children being unnecessarily educated within their residential facilities.
States are working towards educating institutionalized children in the local dis-
tricts, providing that the districts can appropriately educate tliVeturning child. To

facilitate the deinstitutionalization process, many innovative practices have been
developed by State agencies using Public Law 89-313 monies. }lot. example, States
are establishing positions for professionals who will counsel parents, act ai commu-
nity liaison representatives, home economists and life skill planners. In addition,

special education instructional staff, both professional and paraprofessional provide
in-service.training and assistance to regular classroom teachers. LEA's are actively
coordinating with and henefitting from the services of health and clinical personnel
maintained by agencies as a result of Public Law 89-313 funding.

As institutions continue to return those students who can benefit from instruction
in LEAs, some are also developing new expertise in developing educational pro-
grams for more severely and multiple handicapped children. Agencies now have
more of an opportunity to develop intervention activities which are designed to
initiate contact with severely handicapped children as infants. so that optimal
growth can be maintained as a result of early coordinated efforts by the institution
and parents.

The Office of Education awarded a contract to REHAB G oup, Inc. to study the
effectiveness of the Public Law 89-313 program. We will be submitting a report of
their findings to the Congress this summer.

OPERATION OF THE MIGRANT EDUCATION PROGRAM

Mr. CONTE. Which are the States that receive funding from the Programs for
Migratory Children? Does HEW have any statistics showing whether children of
migratory workers are themselves migratory workers or not? How many years has
this program been in existence?

Dr. Bovea. Forty-seven State educational agencies currently receive funding from
the Migrant Education Program. Of the 50 States and Puerto Rico, only Alaska,
Hawaii, New Hampshire, and Rhode Island do not currently operate a Migrant
Education Program. However, just this year (fiscal year 1979. ) Alaska has been
provided with a small planning grant that will enable the State to identify its
migrant child population and to participate fully in the Migrant &lucation Program
of fiscal year 1981. Exploratory discussions and activities haiie also been taking
place between the Office of Education and New Hampshire. Similar discussions and
activities are also planned with Hawaii, Rhode Island and the outlying territories. If
any of the current "non-participating" States do not indicate an interest in partici-
pating in the Migrant Education Program, the Office of Education has plans to
secure alternative child data so that funds can bgenerated for use by another
agency (In the event that a State educational agehcy is "unwilling" to provide a
Migrant Education Program, the Commissioner of Education is authorized by law to
"by-pass" the SEA and provide the funds to another agency).

The Department has no statistics from which it can estimate the number of
migratory children of migratory workers who are actually workers themselves.
However, program staff members experienced with the Migrant Education Program
and knowledgeable of the beneficiary population agree that substantial numbers of
these children also work in the fields themselves. During the normal school year
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period, most of the working children are between the ages of 10 and 21. During the
summer months, however, many additional nurnbers of younger migratory children
can be found working in the fields with their parents and older siblings. As you
know, recent amendment of the Fair Labor Standards Act permits the employment
of children as young as 10 years of age to work in agriculture (under certain
conditions and during certain periods of the year). The presumption of the program
staff members is further supported by data that the Department does have, reflect-
ing the extremely low number of migrant children enrolled in intermediate and
secondary schools and the abnormally high dropout rate for these children (about 90
percent of migratory children do not graduate from high school).

The Migrant Education Program has been in existence since fiscal year 1967;
therefore, fiscal year 1980 programs (to begin July 1, 1979) will mark the program's
14th year of operation.

. DR00.01.IT PREVENTION

Mr. CONTE. What success is the part of ymir Support 'and Innovation Grants
dedicated to "dropout prevention" having in achieving their goal?

Dr. BOYER. At the outset it should be noted that there is no statutory requirement
to fund local projects in the area of dropout_ prevention. However, information
submitted voluntarily by 11 States for FiscaLjear 1977 indicates support for 37
dropout prevention projects at an estimated cosfof-$902,350. Although heavy paper-
work restrictions have been placed on OE in terms of data we can collect, the
infoimation we have been able to get indicates that the programs are helping.

Mr. CONTE. How many high school students dropped out last year?
Dr. BOYER. According to Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, there

were 820,000 high school dropouts in 1977-78. The National Center for Educational
Statistics reports that the peicentage ratio of 1976-77 high School graduates to
students enrolled in the 9tikgrade 4 years earlier was 74.6 percent.

Mr. CONTE. What are your most recent statistics on unemployment rates for
dropouts as opposed to high school grads?

Dr. BOYER. According to Department of ',Aar, Bureau of Labor Statistics, the
unemployment rate among dropouts 16-24 years of age in 1977 was 20.4 percent
compared with 12.2 percent for the total 16-24 population. The unemployment rate
amteus. dropouth 16-24 years of age in 1978 was 18.6 perent compared with 10.8
p .rcent for the total 16-24 population.

NUMBERS OF ListrrEo ENGLISH PROFICIENCY CHILDREN

Mr. CONTE. How many students are there currently who have a very linnited
command of English as their primary language?

Dr. GONZALES. The 1976 Survey of Income and Education conducted by the Na-
tional Center for Education Statistics (NCES), reported that about 5 million children
between the ages of 6 to 18 live in a household in which a language other than
English is spoken. The recently-completed Childrens' English and Service Study,
conducted by the National Institute of Education (NI%) in cooperation with the
NCES. provides data about numbers of children with a ual limited English profi-
ciency. The results of this study are undergoing departmental clearance. Congress
will be provided with 1:opies of the study when the clearance process is completed.

TIME NEEDFD TO LEARN ENGLISH

Mr. CONTE. How many years of training ought a non-native have befbre he or she
can function effectively in English?

Dr. GONZAI.ES. The time needed for a Ilon-native to develop proficiency in English
varies. Stich factors as aptitude, the age at which the child is first taught English,
and the resources devoted to teaching English, -II affect the speed with which
fluency is achieved. The Office of Education is now conducting a study on criteria
which can be used by achool districts to determine when children should enter and
exit bilingual programs. This study may help school districts predict ,the time
needed to develop English competency in their students.

TITLE VIII ASSISTANCE TO STATE EDUCATION AGENCIES

Mr. CONTE. Which States receive most of the Grants to States money?
Dr. GONZALES California, Texas, and N-w York have received the largest awards

for technical assistance under the program of assistance to State education agencies.
In fiscal year l97, out of a total availability of $4,:375,000, the awares for these
States were: California, $1.206,27:1; New York, $838,854; and Texas, $657,892.

1 ij7
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By law, an award Or a State Irkency is limited to 5 percent of the amount granted
to local education agencies in that State during the previous fiscal year. As a result,
there is a wide range in the size of awards. In fiscal year 1978, for instance, awards
ranged from the high of over a million dollars for California to the low of $2,099 for
Indiana.

COST OF BILWOUAL FELLOWSHIPS

Mr rSONTE. You are asking for $5.5 million for fellowships to train 775 bilingual
oducatidh teachers., That is a unit.cost of nearly $7,100 per fellowship. Can nothing
be done to train a larger number of teachers for this amount of money?

Dr. GONZALES. The $5.5 million requested for the fellowship program %ill support
approximately 775 graduate students preparing, not to become teachers, but_to
become college faculty in the area of teacher training. The fellowship includes an
amount for tuition, books, and fees required by the institutions, in addition to an
allowance for dependents and a stipend based on prior teaching experience in
bilingual education. Most of the fellows have had extensive teaching experience;
even with tne stipend, they face reduced incomes. For an individual accustomed to
supporting a family on a salary of from $10,000 to $15,000 a year, accepting a
bilingual education fellowship at an average award of $7,100 represents a severe cut
in income.

We should point out that there are other training programs targeted on the
inservice and preservice training of bilingual education classroom teachers, and for
which the per-student cost is considerably less.

BILINGUAL DESEGREGATIO, GRANTS

Mr. CONTE. I arh !curious about your "Bilingual Desegregation Grantz." What
exactly do they do? What is a "bilingual-bicultural" education program? Which are
the 30 communities which will receive rainey from this grant?

Dr. GONZALES. Essentially, the requirements and purpose of the Bilingual Deseg-
regation Grants are the same e3 the Title VII programs of ESEA.

The only significant'difference is that the LEA must be eligible under Section 606 ;

of SAA. Eligibility wider this Section states that an LEA may apply forit Title VII
Bilingual Desegregation Grant if local school districts are implementing 'Either (11 a
court-ordered desegregation program; (2)\ a desegregation plan approved by the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964; or (3) a voluntarily-adopted desegregapon plan.

A bilingual-bilcultural education program is designed/both to teach English to
non-English proficient children, while using their native language for instruction;
and to enable language-minority children and their classmates to understand the
history and cultural background of the minority groups of which such children are
members.

Regarding "Bilingual Desegregation Grants," the Education Amendments of 1978
require that the Office of Education: " . . . shall, for fisca! 1980, allot to each
local educational a#ency an amount which bears the same ratio to such funds as the
amount such agency received under Section 708(c) of the Emergency School Aid Act
for fiscal year 1979, bears to the total amount of funds available under such
section."

School districts which will receive awards in fiscal year 1980 would thus be the
same districts which receive funds in fiscal year\1979. However, since awards are
made on a competitive basis, and the grant process for fiscal year 1979 will not be
completed until June 30, 1979, we cannot now identify.the districts whoSe programs
will be supported. Wecan estimate that ap, soximately 30 communities will receive
these grants.

LENL FUNDING OF Fot.tow THROUGH

Mr. CONTE. I happen to support the Follow Through program. It is being level
funded at $59 million in a year after we had 9 percent inflation. How til this effect
your budget? Which program will suffer?

Dr. BOYER. Because of the inflation rate you mention, local projects, even Xf
funded in fiscal year 1979 at the same funding level as in fiscal 'year 1979, which We
will try to do, will have to cut back on many of the required comprehensive services.
OE will not single out any particular local projects to absorb cuts in services. The
first priority for funding in all local projects will, however, be the instructional
component.

1
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S ALCOHOL AND 111W9 ABUSE EDUCATION BUDGET REQUEST,

Mr. Corin. .What coordination is there in your Drug and Alcohol Abuse Educa-
tion Programs between yourselves and the Alcohol; Drug Abuse and Mental Health

4 Admin istration?
Dr. BOYER. The USOE Alcohol. and Drug Abuse Education Program (ADAEP)

coordinates ;lowly with its counterpart prevention agencies in ADAMHA, the Na-
tional Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) and the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse
and Aldt.tholism (NIAAA), Specific examples of such coordination are the following:

I. Director ofthe USOE Program is on the Advisory Board.of the NIDA National
Drug Abuse Center (NDAC).

2. USOE.Program staff regulasly participate in inter-agency meetings to review
NDAC program activities and to provide input into future programmatic activities.

3. Director of the USOE Program participated in the consultant orientation for
NIDA's Multicultural Awareness Center.

4. Director of the USOE Program is on the Editorial Boind of NIDA Research
Monographs.

5. In the Rig years USOE Program staff have served on the review panels for
three major-NIDA contracts: the National Drug Abuse Center, PYRAMID, and the
Aeginal Support Centers.

6. NIDA staff htive been invited to and have participated in a number of USOE-
'eponsored,conferences particularly in the area of inservice training of college teach-
ers and the preservice training of future teachers in colleges of education.

7. USOE Program staff and NIAAA Prevention staff regularly brief one another
on program status and directions. .

8. A WOE Program staff member recently participated in the review of proposals
under NIAAA RFP to replicate three prevention models at other sites.

9. Director of the USOE Program is a niember of the NIAAA Interagency Com-
mittee on Federal Activities for AlcohclAbuse and Alcoholism.

10. Director of the USOE Program is on the NIAAA Prevention, Education and
Information Task Force.

11. Director of the USOE Prograrh participated in the HEW/Office of Drug Abuse
Policy overall policy review.

12. Director of the USOE Progrhm was a member of the ADAMHA group to
develop NIAAA initiatives for women and youth.

13. Director of the USOE Program is:a member of the NIDA National Manpower
and Trainihg System Professional Development Board.

It. Staff of ADAEP and the NIDA Prevention Branch are currently pi inning for
coordinStion of activities at the State level between State Education Agencies and
NB* State Prevention Coordinators.

15. ADAEP staff have worked with other staff in OE'mwards inclusion of certain
NIDA demonstration projects in the National Diffusion Network.

16. ADAEP staff cooperated in the development of the NIDA 1979 Natiowl Drug
Abuse Campaign.

In addition, ADAEP Construes substance abuse broadly o :-...:tude smoking as well
as alcohol and drugs. Anti-smoking strategies are an int Q l part of the training

, designs f the ADAEP training centers. It thus supple, . the, efforts of the
recent'v established JAW Office of Smoking and Health.

Mr. CONTE. In the places that do receive Drug am; Mee:1o! Abuse Education
grants, what success is being had in cuibing usage of these substancee? Have you
any data tc substantiate claims of success?

Dr. BOYER. School districts where teams Veined under the Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Education Program are functioning consistently report decreases ir drug and
alcohol offenses and reductions in incidents which are related to alcohol and drug
abuse, such as vandalism, truancy, drop-outs, discipline referrals, criminal arrests
among young people, disruption in schools. They also report greatly improved
relationships among schools, police, community members, youth and parents.

. A school team from rural Shelburne, Vermont, for example, reports a reduction of
46 percent in drug and alcohol related suspensions and a reduction in drug and
alcohol related problems "from frequent to virtually none."

A middle school in Fort Worth. Texas reports a 98 percent decrease in drug cases
handled. "During a 3-month period last year the office had 180 drug cases. In the
past three months the office has had a total of only three such cases.'

These and other reports from a variety of schooLdistricts where trained teams are
working substantiate the effectiveness of the Program.
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ELLENDER SCHOLARSHIPS

Mr CONTE. What concrete evidence do you have that programs formerly in part
paid for by lender Scholarships will continue to be funded without and Federal
support?

Dr. BOYER. We do not have any concrete evidence that local organizations and
institutions will :ontinue to operate.tbis program if the Federai support is terminat-
ed. However, in past years, communitparticipating in the Close Up program
have contributed most of the funds for the--operation of th:s program and we
anticipate this support would continue.

PROPOSED "CAP" ON MIGRANT PROGRAM FUNDING

Mr. ROYRAL. Your proposed "cap" of Title I prokrams fdr special student popula-
tions has the effect of reducing per capita expenditures for migrant children by
approximately 10 percent (Page 23, Justification).

a. How will this 10 percent cut be translated into program or service cuts?
b. Was thought given to holding last year's per capita funding level for his

program?
Dr. BOYER. A "cap" on .the appropriation for the Title I Migrant Education

Program would probably result in two types of service reductions, as determined by
each administrating State educational agency. (1) Some SEA programs will elect to
serve fewer migrant children (i.e., a 10 percent cut in funding would represent a 10

percent or more cut in the number of children to be served). (2) Some SEA programs
wi4L.efect to reduce the scope of services being provided to migrant children
elimination or reduction in supporting services such as health, nutrition, parent
activities, and other supporting and social services).

The basic law provides that the State operated programs are to be funded at full
authorization and any reductions are to be taken in the local educatiOnal agency
programs. Since the total amount requested fbr Title I was to be the same as in the
prior year it was nec ,ssary to hold/ both the State agency and the local educational
agency levels to thei prior year funding, otherwise, the State agency programs
would be increased at the expense of the local educational agencies. If the Migrant
Education program had been funded at the same per capita amount as the prior
year, increases in the number of children eligible would have raised the cost by

$14.6 million and this would have meant a corresponsing reduction in the local
educational agencies. So this thought was rejected,

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION

Mr. Royam.. In drug abuse education what activities were undertaken during
, 1978 to reach bilingual-bicultural communities, such as Hispanic youth?

Dr. BOYER. 1 t Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Program trained
school teams rom 43 rge u school istricts. Each school district sent a cluster
of teams frgrn. each 0 ur seh. in thp district for training. Of these 43 clusters,
25 or 58 pereent repr sen d schoc. with at least a 15 percent Hispanic population.
Another eight clusters rep sented hools with a least a 15 percent Puerto Rican
popUlation. Each team left t ining ith an action plan tailored to the needs of ita
school district. East High Sc .n Phoenix, Arizona, a school with 30 percent
Hispanic enrollment and Bostrum Alternative Center. also in Phoenix. with a 49
percent Hispanic enrollment, for example, developed programs in their schools
aimed at multicu cural awareness and the eradication of ethnic stereotyping.

The New Mexico team which received technical assistance from the USOE
San Antonio Regional Training and Resource Center after training represents a
district with 84 percent Hispanic population.

Another team trained by the San Antonio Center is from Antonio,-Colorado with
a Hispanic population of 92 percent

were sstThere are nine teams trained U 78der the SOE Program in Puerto Rico. In 19
they provided technical asiInce after training by the USOE Regional Train-
ing, and Resource Center in Miami. The teams have developed programs in their
school districts which reflect the Puerto Rican culture and life style focusing on the
integrated family, student and teacher advocacy and community involvement. A
peer counseling program developed by the teams has been officially adopted by the

'Department of Instruction. Team activities have resulted in significant changes in
their schotl communities including iniproved student grade point averages. reduc-
tions in absenteeism. increased parent involvement in the schools and a reduction
in the use of drugs and alcohol among the young. people.
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ETHNIC HERITAGE STUDIES

Mr. BOYBAL. Last year it was determined that the .National Endowment for the
Humanities did not have the funds available for the type of programs that the
Ethnic Heritage Studies program support.

What has changed this year over at the Endowment that the Office of Education
is again proposing elimination of this program?

Dr. BOYER. There has been no change in policy at the National Endowment for
the Humanities. They are however requesting an increase of $5 for 1980.
The Endowment does not have a specific set aside fur Ethnic Heritage Studies but
programs of this type may compete with other programs for funding within a broad
spectrum of Endowment awards.

Tins I HANDICAPPED

Mr. EARLY. Taking handicapped children, for example, how does this prograin of
assistance to States under Title I complement the other major Federal program for
education of the handicapped under the Education of all Handicapped Children Act
of 1975?

Dr BOYER. The Title I set-aside provides Federal fitiancial assistance for children
in State-supported and State-operated schools for the handicapped. The rationale
underlying Public Law 89-313 was thaLchildren in State institutions and other
publicly financed education programs (particularly those programs administered by
non-educational State agencies) outside the local public schools should be entitled to
Federal assistance paralleling general Title I aid. As a result this program currently
complements the Public Law 94-142 program in providing supplemental and related
services to handicapped children, many of whom are severely or multiply handi-
capped. While severely handicapped children may be found in both programs, it is
common to place them in institutional programs when they required 24-hour resi-
dential care in addition to education.

The States have great flexibility in devising programs to\best meet the needs of
.children in Public Law 89-313 programs. Funds may be used for projects providing
education and related services such as instruction, physical education, mobility
training, counseling, prevocational and vocational education, and teacher training.

WI.de each program (i.e., Public Law 89-313 and Public Law 94-142) serves n
particular population mandated by law, children in the Title I set-aside program
benefit from the equal education opportunity provisions of Public Law 94-142. The
momentum of the Public Law 89-313 program has become increasing evident
through the intensive educational services provided in institutional settings and the
movement of children into community complement to Public Law 94-142 assures,
during the period when the States are required to meet the educational needs of all
handicapped children, that those children in State programs will receive the com-
prehensive and often more expensive services that they need.

Mr. EARLY. Does this program only support the educational improvement of low-
income handicapped children apart from handicapped children in general?

Dr. BOYER. The Public Law. 89-313 Title I set-aside provides Federal financial
assistance for all children in State-supported and State-operated schools for the
handicapped. Income is not a criterion affecting service participation. Children
served must be between the ages of 0 and 21 and have been declared handicapped
(any disability category) through an evaulation process determined by the State.

GOAL, OF TITLE VII

Mr. EARLY. This account is receiving a $15 million increase largely in the Grants
to School Districts Program. What is the real goal of this program? Are we trying to
build the States capacity to instruct in bilingual eaucation or are we trying to.
improve the English competency of Spanish children?

Dr. GONZALES. The goal of this program is to improve the English competency of
children who have limited English proficiency and come from a background in
which a language other than English is spoko ../This is accomplished by awarding
grants to local school districts which will "amble them to build the capacity to
conduct bilingual education programs. Bilingual programs aeo designed to teach
English while using the native language of the children to maintain their academic
progress. Support is also provided for the training of teachers and other bilingual
education personnel; for development and dissemination of bilingual materials; and
for State education agency programs of technical assistance.

Title VII currently supports bilingual programs in 64 languages. About 75 percent
of Title VII funding goes for the support of the Spanish language programs.

j.
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EVALUATION OF TrrLE VII

Mr. EARLY. Are there any evaluations of this program'?
Dr BOYER. A national impact evaluation of this program was conducwd by the

American Institutes for Research and published in March. 1978. lt reported that. in
general, students in Title VII-funded projects were performing at about- the same
level as similar non-Title VII students in mathematics, while Title VII students,.
performed worse in English language skills than their non4TiCe VII peers. The
study a1s9 reported that the projects surveyed did not nave enough adequately
trained teachers, which may, in part, explain the disappointing results. It should be
hated that the research involved projects which were early bilingual education
prototypes and which do not reflect improvements nii.. in the past three years.
Moreover, this study is one phase of a broader research and development activity
designed to improve all aspects of the Title VII program, and, as such, should be
viewed in the context of planned Federal, regional, and local vsearch. As a result of
this study, major program improvements have been initiated.

There have been some hopeful findings in local project evaluations perfbrmed for
the Office of Bilingual Education. A recent document, entitled "Research Evidence
for the Effectiveness of Bilingual Education," while if did not assess the Title VII
program per se, nevertheless concluded that successes reported in evaluation re-
ports on 12 Title VII projects indicate that, when done properly, "bilingual educa-
tion can be effective in meeting the goals of equal yducational opportunity for
minority language children." This report was written by Rudolph C. Troike, now
Deputy Director of the National Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education. Monitoring
by the Office of Bilingual Education of local project evaluations supports the finding
that good programs can achieve good results.

INCLUSION OF FUNDS FOR EMERGENCY SCHOOL Atli ACT I ESAA BILINGUAL PROGRAM

Mr. ROYFIAL. On Bilingual education it is repeatedly mentioned that an increase of
$15 million has occurred in this program for fiscal year 1980. Now doesn't this $15
million increase include $8 million that v-ire formerly included in the Emergency
School Aid Act for fiscal year 1979?

Dr. GONZALES.. The Emergency School Aid Act IESAAvlunds are not part of the
$15 million increase. The $15 million increase is obtained by comparing the pro-
posed 198O request of' $173.6 million to the 1979 appropriation of' $158.6 million, a
figure which has been made "comparable" to the 1980 request level by the inclusion
of the $8.6 million ESAA bilingual appropriation. That is, the 1979 "base" figure
includes $151) million appropriated for the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act, Title VII, programs, plus $8.6 million appropriated for the ESAA bilingual
desegregation program. Legislation authority for this activity has been transferred
to ESEA, Title VII, from ESAA starting in fiscal year 1980 by the Education
Amendments of 1978. The abbreviated table below illustrated this:

(In thousanils ol G)t3rsl

hscal
ye31 )979

at:v:0,11,0n

f,scal
year 1980

request Change

ESfA $150 000 ESEA rine VII 5165 LOO + 51S.000

ESA'S t .rvai 8 600 ESIA vIl biunguat lesPgr,?g,i-
tIon

8,600

1)'.11 158.600 173,600 + 15,000

PoSsIRILITY REPROffliA MING

Mr. Royam._ I,ast year the Administration requested a million reprograming in
bilingual education In mv opinion, this reprograming would have severely affected
ttfe support !wry !ups of bihngual education. Do you foresee a reprograming request
repeated this year?

Dr GoNzAi.Es. We do not anticipate that a reprograming will he necessary.
However, it is not possible for us to predict with certainty the impact of the many
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changes in the law resulting from the Education Amendments of 1978. For this
reason, we do not feel we can guarantee that there will be no need for a reprogram-
ing.

FOSTFELLOWSHIP EAPERIENCE OF FELLOWSHIP RECIPIENTS

Mr. ROYBAL. Has the Office of Education done any research on the post-fellowship
experiences of recipients of Bilingual Education fellowships?

Dr. GONZALES. The Office of Bilingual Education (OBE) conducted a preliminary
study of the Bilingual Education Fellowship Program in the summer of 1978.
Researchers from the University of Illinois assisted OBE in this study.

The results indicate that between academic year 1975-76, when the program
began, and academic year 1977-78, when the study was conducted, 442 Masters
students and 82 Doctorial students graduated from the program. We should point
out that it takes up to two years for Masters students and up to four years for
Doctoral students to complete their degrees.

Almost all of these graduates were employed when the survey was completed in
September 1978. From all accounts, the graudates have had a positive impact as
employees in administrative, teaching, and r arch sitions in local schools, uni-
versities, and State education departments. foll -up survey by the Office of
Bilingual Education is planned for July 1979 to art the progress of more recent
graduates.

A complete evaluation of both the teacher training and fellowship programs is
also now underway. This evaluation, which will be conducted over a period of two
years by the R.C.M. Corporation of Mountain View, California, will be completed in
1981.

COMPLETION OF TEACHER SURVEY

Mr. ROYBAL. When we can expect the study on the number of teachers with
bilingual education skills to be completed?

Dr. GONZALES. The National Center for Education Statistics has completed the
data gathering and analysis for this study. The final report is not being prepared,
and will be available by summer, 1979. According to data derived from this study,
there are fewer than 10,000 active teachers who meet basic bilingual education
criteria defined by the Office of Bilingual Education. Another 5,000 teachers are
cv.rrently being trained at Title VII-supported institutions of higher education, and
an estimated 5,000 are in; training at other institutions which do not receive Title
VII funds.

BILINGUAL EDUCATION MODELS

Mr. ROYBAL. Do we have "models" of what works best in bilingual education?
Dr. GoWzsi.es. While we do not yet have models per se, efforts are underway to

identify effective bilingual approaches.
First, the Office of Education has identified four Title VII projects as exemplary,

which means that they were examined by the Education Division's Joint Dissemina-
tion Review Panel and found to be of high enough quality to warrant dissemination
by the agency. These projects are now being field tested in 19 sites, to determine
whether they can be successfully replicated as presently designed. The final report
on the 2-year effort to implement and therPeby test these projects should be released
in 1980.

Second, for fiscal year 1980, $5,000,000 is requested to support the further develop-
ment of model programs at approximately 50 of the most successful continuing local
education projects, to strengthen their administrative, evaluative, and dissemination
co m ponents.

Finally, studies, to be supported by funds authorized under Part C of Title VII,
will be conducted to identify and evaluate successful bilingual instructional and
evaluative techniques which can be widely disseminated.

FEDERAL ROLE IN BASIC SKILLS

Mr. EARLY. What is exactly the role of the Federal Government in this effort to
improve basic skills, aside from their financial contributions?

Dr. BOYER. The Federal Government's role\in the basic skills initiative is to
encourage State and local awareness in and coordination of basic skills activities. It
remains the re risibility of Stiles to provide a basic education to our Nation's
children. As N case with the large Title I program, the Federal Government can
provide supplementary services to target on a given need or population. In the basic



skills area, the Federal Government, by expanding the focus of the former Right to

Read program, is responding to the national decline of our Nation's children in
basic skills proficiencies, as evidenced by increasing declines in standardized test
scores. To further respond to this need, we are proposing a new program, the

Achievement Testing Assistance program, whose primary aim is to encourage States

to adopt minimum competency requirements by building their capacity to use test

data and results to improve basic skills instructional programs.
Mr. EARLY. One part of this program provides for two special basic skills activi-

ties: one aimed at motivating students to read and the other aimed at improving

math skills. How does the Federal Government propose to motivate students to read
and learn math skills'? Does HEW subscribe to one particular method of instruction
in the field of basic skills improvement or will the localities be free to continue their
instructional methods in this area to quality for Federal assistance?

Dr. Bovi:a. HEW does not subscribe to one particular method of instruction nor to
one set way of motivating people in the areas of mathematics or readingor
communication. Research shows that there are many valid and effective ways to,
instruct and to motivate. Consequently, HEW will encourage local applicants to
creatively choose their own methods for instruction and motivation. It will also
actively seek projects whose instructional and motivational techniques are based
solidly on recent research and on the applicant agency's experiences.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Mr. EARLY. As part of this new initiative the budget proposed a $2 item

fbr contracts to regional basic skills teams to provide comprehensive technical
assistance Is it necessary to stinialate the interest of the States and localities in
this effort or have they already begun to improve basic skills without HEW techni-

cal assistance?
Dr. Bona. W's experience over the last four years under the National Reading

Improvement Ac shows that grantees need and request technical assistance for
their basic skills pr jects. It's not that the local agencies have not done much in this
area before. They clearly have. Their main task, of course, centers on doing the
basic skills. But our experience shows that grantees progress must more effectively
and efficiently if they receive technical assistance in the beginning stages of the
project. We think this relates to a great extent on the need for top management and
leaders to get th\ngs moving. Much management literature shows that unless the
leaders at the top state their commitment and assistance in the early part of a
project, things juit do not progress rapidly and securely. We think that local
agencies have done s tremendous amount of work in the area of basic skills. From
written response to the new mandate of the Congress, HEW knows that there is
very high interest for improving and coordinating basic skills efforts. We intend to
provide assistance to all, grantees on a continuing basis for as long as is necessary
for grantees to reach their capacities.

PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT

Mr. EARLY. How will the $1.5 million for Parental Involvement be used'? Is HEW
proposing that we need to motivate parents to upgrade the basic skills of their
children?

Dr. BOYER. There will be approximately 20 to 25 grants under this program and
two contracts. Applicants would compete for either a grant advertised through the
Federal Register or a contract advertised through the Commerce Business DaiN
Grantees would obtain parent participation primarily by developing either materi-
als for parents or voluntary training for parents or both. The materials and training
would assist parents to work with their children in the basic skills areas and to
complement at home what has been taught in the schools. The Office of Education
sees this program being able to reach approximately 5,000 parents directly. We also
see that the mat?rials themselves could be disseminated and used by additional
numbers of parents.

There are a number of reasons that support the need for the Federally funded
program which would be directed toward involving parents in the education of' their
chi ld ren.

There is substantial evidence to show that schools alone cannot do the whole job
of educating children. Research by Coleman. Jencks, and others consistently points
to the importance of home variables,in educational achievenient. Achievement tends
to level off or even drop during the summer, and it drops most among children from
low-income families who have less access to such things as books. Achie%ement
gains are strongly associated with increased time spent on learning tasks. There-

14. ri +
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fore, even if only 20% of parents spent extra time helping their children, the benefit
could be appreciable.

In addition, there is some evidence that home conditions can be changed in ways
that are conducive to learning: A longitddinal study of the families of children who
were once enrolled in Head Start indicates that some families have increased their
interest in and support of fTiool pogramswith an associated imrovement in
children's achievement.

There are also a number of direct studies of parents who have worked with their
children. A recent synthesis has summarized the evaluations of 28 programs that
trained parents to work with their preschool children at home. Specifically, the
programs showed both short-term and long-term gains in achievement tests, grades,
grade placement and IQ scores. While no one parent curriculum consistently pro-
duced higher or more stable gains for program children than the others did, the
more effective programs emphasized parents' rrspunsibility in their children's devel-
opment.

Studies of exemplary compensatory education programs 'show that direct parant
involvement is a common characteristic of such programs.

ACHIEVEMENT TESTING

Mr. EARLY. Coupled with this prograris a new $2 million program for Achieve-
ment Testing Assistance. The purpose o this program is to provide assistance to

r school districts to find the best ways to i 'tegrate tests into the educational process
and to learn how to use tests more effec 'vely to promote the acquisition of basic
skills. How will this program complemen the State efforts underway to test the
minimum competency of their students? .

Dr. Bum. The achievement testing assietance program which die Office of Edu-
cation proposes for fiscal year 1980 is aimed at demonstrations for developing the
capacity of States and local school districts to better utilize test data and results to
design programs of instruction which will ultimately 'improve basic skills. Its thrust
is not aimed at research on testing, but rather on operational activities relating to
achievement testing, .,nconraging States to adopt minimum proficiency standards
and improving basic skills.

STATE LEADERSHIP

Mr. EARLY. On the whole the Administration is proposing an additional $7.25
million to "enhance the States leadership role in the development and coordination
of comprehensive basic skills instructional program". If the states are assuming a
leadership role in this area, then why is the Federal Government feeling the need to
motivate and stimulate the states to do more?

Dr. BOYER. HEW's perceived responsibility in the State Formula Grant Program
and the State Leadership Program is to 'support SEAs in a rational, forceful and
comprehensive fashion to solidly help promote the varied efforts by States. We
stress the fact that each State has a distinctive approach in the area of basic skills
as well as in other areas. HEW recognizes their differences and would help support
the leadership which States have exercised and will continue to exercise. At this
time, a small amount of $7 to $8 million would allow HEW to provide the necessary
encouragement.

PROJECT SEED

Mr. SMITH. My staff saw a deinonstration of Project SEED some years ago and
have been following the progress of the program. I understand that the program has
been very successful in raising arithmetic achievement scores of children. I'd like to
see the program spread to more areas. Would the Basic Skills math programs
provide funding for the SEED program? Are there any other sources of funds for
the expansion of the program?

Dr. BOYER. According to reports, Project SEED is an effectiv mathematics proj-
ect.-HEW cannoti however; subscribe or underwrite a solitary mathematics project
when there are many other projects which are also effective. At the present time,
more than five other mathematics projects have been endorsed by USOE's Joint
Dissemination Review Panel.

Project SEED will certain)), have an opportunity to respond to HEW's request for
proposals under the Special Mathematics Program (Section 232 of Title. II, Public
Law 95-561). HEW intends to seek competitive proposals under that Section.

HEW firmly agrees that effective mathematics projects should IA "spread to Iv:ire
areas". The question is how to do it, As you are aware, the -official Office of
Education route for doing this is through the National Diffusion Network within
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USOE's Division of Educational Replication. That Division has the responsibility of
examining the hard evaluation data presented by projects such as Project SEED and
for judging the significance of the results of the project. Only after rigorous screen-
ing and approval process may the Office of Eclucation disseminate inftirmotion
about the project nationwide with Federal funding support.

ATTMNMENT OF PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT

Mr. CONTE. How do you plan to obtain "Parental lavolvement in Basic Skills"
learning? How will this $1.5 million be used?

Research findings increasingly reveal that parental tutoring of their own children
contributes toward short- and long-term gains in students scholastic achievement.
In order to improve students' basic skills, developmental activities would be funded
that would promote voluntary parental involvement in their childrens' learning.
Funds would also be provided to the private sector to stimulate practices to improve
reading or basic skills within and outside of the schools.

Given this evidence, it is importance to establish conditions that will promote
voluntary parental involvement in their children's learning. A general principle for
all these activites would be the creative use of small amounts of money.

Particularly useful would be two types of opportunities for voluntary parental
involvement. First, the development and dissemination of materials that parents
and children could use at home. There could be workbooks on shool subjects, keyed

. to commonly used curriculum materials and/or produced by the local schools to
complement their particular programs. Other materials could be more informal,
such as flyers describing one or two home learning activities would *funded.
Secondly, programs of parent training focused around ways in which parepts can

complement the work of the school. Such programs might alsp branch out into
nutrition, health, and othe subjects, but their chief focus would be'scholastic.

We expect to fund 20 to 25 grants and about 2 contracts to achieve these purposes.

[T,he justification sUbmitted by the Department follows:]
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Apprupr kat ion El.t imate

Elementary and Se, ondary hducat ton

For carrying out, to the extent not titherwise provided, title 1, ;part ! par:31.1

A r ( s 3 . 0 1 7 , 1 3 , . 0 0 0 , 1 and 91,1 '. t . t ,47), !,;:?,01),7 t c F l o 11?..". t , t, l i t c,.. 1,:.V.I.; i iil c

../ .6,
IV, part C. title V, part 8-.,., title 1.'l 1 and t title IX 1- seetinn y.:,?-. - ot i he

Elementary and Secondary Edn. ation Ai t ; I t it le VII of the Educat ion Amendment ., nt

12

1974; 121the 'Ommunicat ions 4 .t of 1934, ad amendedi: the 4!rohol aril Ylra lbw,

AducaCiun At:4c Par 8 of th. ,f,..tdneuet-ra::a.6) Iroup4 Aotg; and the Gener.i: Edut at ion

Provisions Act.j; and Public Law 92-500!, $3.448.382,000: I, A9,5?,884000: I -;,,td.d,

l'a:That of the amuunts appropriated above, the following amounts shall become ailahle

for obligation on July 1,11979' 1380, And .hall remain available until Septembpr 30

f 1980 1 19.91; till.? I [part 1 pIrt5lIA1 ($1,077 ,132,000) 1 and 811 '$3,477,1.1?,00? ,.(

:Ai ;Pi $400,000,000 shall be tor the purpose of oe-tion //7), title IV, part c

(13190.000,000i 1 ($148,400,0002/, title V, part 8 ;$61,000,0001210 the Elementary

and Secondary Education Act 9nd section 4111.001 of the Genera/ Educatioh Provici.ns

Act ($1,250.000)[. For carrying out title IV, parr C of the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act an additional $1,400,000 to become available fig oblagat f on on July 1,

1979. and to remain available until September 30, 1980: Provided. That none of inch

funds may be paid to any State for which the a 1 Iota t ion for f sca 1 year 1980 ex. reds

10/
the allocation for comparabe purposes tor year 1919. Frloid-d eurth,r,

mac notJith.ltandir.g thr WiPt,i0" 7 lf aert:ln juj , el (0. eh, Elem,"4,,,

Se?ondary Edu..!ation "J v..;ar t -hal: be ob::dated u4der in, fisoa: y.ar :J8';

appeepr:atior, under part 8, le 01.'11 :ribpart.; 1rd 3, in ex.'eas of vhat ,oun

obligated ander tn4 f:nlai !dear :979 ,4)propri,tion tor ea.q1 e there subpart.', drd

redact tonn req.iired . b. orop.rt:amite :n, Stu P td,

rheee to 1:.;0 Iv, :". eh, Mu.ition 4.t.

Khal, b" q.:.2ert to 1 ".P 0/..0.%1 itlq' l':0'qt.f4 to (t Or

980 dila! ..wirt I: r . 00,

j7J. ./nd , ";

1 vt z : to `. c: M. ,'! ' i '

till" !kJ! and,r :

to
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Explanation of Language Changes

1/ Determination of mant amounts is now covered under two parts of Title 1, rather
than entirely underlPhrt A.

2/ A new program, Title II of ESEA, Basic Skills Improvement, replaces the Right to
Read program which was authorized under Title VII of the Education Amendments
of 1974.

3/ The Environmental Education Act is now authorized under Title III, Part H; and.
consistent with other citations of ESEA in this language. will be henceforch so
designated.

4/ In fiscal year 1979, appropriations for this programs wore contained in P.L.
95-482, Continuing Resolution.

5/ An amount is being separately requested for activities authorized by this Title,
in contrast to the previous fiscal year where such activities are being funded
under the authority of Title IV-C, Section 404(a)(9).

6/ The elimLnation of reference to Title IX 's due to the addition to.that Title of
number of discrete authorizations under the 1178 amendments, malclng a reference

to Title IX as a whole ambiguou.. Henceforth, references to Title IX will includ
a reference to the individual part for which Appropriations are sought; or if
greater specificity is required,'a reference to the pertinent section will be
included also. See note 7.

7/ An amount is being requested for the first time for a newly authorized."Achieve-
ment Testing Assistance."

8/ Reference to Public Law 92-506, the Ellender Fellowship program, is beingdeleted
because no funds are rIquested for it.

9/ The sum of $146,400,000 and $51,000,000 was indicated as a single amount for
Title IV-C under the previous'year's appropriation. See note 5.

10/ The Title IV-C "hold-harmless"language used ip previous appropriations is being
superceded by a different version which is applicable to the funding of Title
IV-C separate from tlie funding of Title V-B. The new v'ersion assures
that no State is affected adversely, relative to any other State, by an
allocation which is less than what was allocated to it in the previous year for
the same activity.

Il/ Provides for level funding of the Title I State agency programs in order to
achieve a more equitable funding tr,,stment of Sections III, 141, 146, atiki 151.
Even with thic limitation on State ;ency programs the amount allocated intotal
for those programs will be approximately 87 percent of full authorization.
whereas the amount allocated to local educitional agencies will still be inly
percent of full authorization.
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Langpaile Provision

...title IV, part C ($146,400.000)...

Explanation

...provided further,.That notwtthetand-
ing the provisions of section 193 of
title / of the Momentary and Secondary
Education Act, no amount shall be obli-
gated under the fiscal year 1980 appro-
priation under part I, for each of
subparts 1, 2, and 3, in excess of what
was obligated Inder the fiscal year
1979 appropriation for each of these
subparts, and reductions required shall
be proportiOnee among the States...

The amount earmarked here, which is meant
to indicate advance funding availability
for Title 1V-C, also is intended to
establish a specific funding level for the
program in light of varying Interpreta-
tiousof the "trigger requirement" (Section
402(b1(2)(A)). In that respect, the
amount represents an adjustment re..ulting
from the comparable transfer of amounts
for "Strengthening State Educational'
Management- from within Title
Section 404(.0(9), to the separai.,
auth,:rity of Title V-B. Thus, t!... nt

rema,,.; to fund each of these two cempu-
nents, both of which were formerly in-
cluded within Title 1V-C, at their
Individual previous ear's levels.

In order to apply Title I resources more
equitably, this proposed language would
deactivate the required full entitlement
allocation to each State for lt5 State
agency programs. Instead, the total .

amount available nationally for each of
the State agency programs (1.e., Sections
141, 146, and 151) would be limitid to
the total amount obligated nationally tor
each of those programs from the fiscal
year 1979 appropriation. Each State's
positiun relative to every other Statv
for each ot the three programs would be
determined under the formula authoriza-
tions, with hold harmless adjustments to
those authorizations applied atiordine to
Section 157. Then,.eath State's autfoiri .
ration would pe ratably reduced so adt
the aggregate ot the resulting net smounts
would not exceed the-total national ohli-
gatiuns trom the fiscal year 1979 appro.
priation as noted above for ear:11 of the
three programs. The amounts so determitiod
would be taken "oft the top" of the aopro-
priation, with the remainder to be used
for Grants to Local Educational Agencies
atter set asides have been allowed tor
State Administration and Evaluation.

...erovided further, That tor title IV,
part C of the Elementary and Secondary
Educatioa Act, no amount shall be allo-
.ated to a State in extess ot what Was
alin,ated tn it tor fis(al year l980,
less what was allotatvi to it tor title
V of that A.t under formula for tistal
year 197,, unles's and until an amount
has been allocated to every State equal

to ..hat allocated to It tor fig.-al

year 1480, less what aas allocated to

The budget request seeks to level tund at
$197.4 millian the total amount approptt .
ated for Title IV, Part C, to fistal year

1979, in, luding $7.4 million that was
formerly appropriated as hold harmless
funds. However. J5 noted above, the
mount appropriated is to b. distributed
5o that $14h.4 million is available tor.
Title 1V-C ind $51 million is avaiiable
for Title V. s a result of this split.
funds f.imerly osed for hold haimless
purposes are now itnluded ln the hs o

120
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Language Provision Explanation

It for title V of that Act under formul amounts of each program. Under a pure
for fiscal year 1973. application of the Title 1V-C formula at

an ppropriation level of $146.4 million,
the allocition to each State would not
necessarily be the exact amount the
State was formerly ?Lcustomed to expending
for this purpose trom allocations frfl- the
tiscal Year 'OM apptopriation. In fiFt
every State's 4mount 'under such conditions
would differ, 5OMP only to a small degree.
(That "customary" amount has been tradi-
tionally determined by each State by Fub-
tracting from its total IV-C allocatior
the amount it received for Title V in
.1973.under formula. See ESEA Sec. 403(a)
(8)(C) as written prior to the 1978
Education Amendmentsi)

1 Z1

The proposed language eliminates this
discrepancy by permitting no allocation
increase in any State over its customary
amount until any State receiving lees
than its customary amount is brought up
to that amount.
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Amounts Available for Obligation

1979 Revised 1980

Appropriation $3021,282,000 $3,952,282,000

Proposel supplemental 251,000 000

Subtotal, adjusted appropriation 3,779,282,000 1,952,282,000

Comparative transfer from:

"Emergency School Aid" from Bilingual
Desegregation programs 8,600,000

"Emergency School Aid" for Special

Mathematics program 750,,000

Subtotal, budget authority ..... 3,788,632,000 3,952,882,000

Unobligated balance, start of year 904220,978 - - -

Real transfer of unobligated balance from:

"Education Development" for Educational

Broadcasting Facilities 601,471

Comparativ (wafer of unobligated balance to:

"Department of Commeice" for Educational
Broadcasting Facilities 18.703,27k

Total obligations 3,860,841,173 3,952,282,000

1
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Summary of Changes

1979 Estimated budget authority
1980 Estimated budget authority

Net change

S3,788,632,006
3,95211131000

. 164,250,000

Increases:
Program:

1. SSEA Title 1increase will be
focused on additional grant.: to
counties and their local educational
agencies having high concentra-
tions of Title-1 formula children.
As many ao 300,000 more pupils
wi,(1 be served, and/or current
reeipients will receive entonczd

1970 Basch rhangg from Base

.$ 142,000,000

services 13,336,382,000 .. 142,000,000
2. Bilingual Education. increase

will expand the size and number of
LEA grants, increase the number of

1
fellowships, and-permIt'additional
studies-pi-be undertaken 158,600,000 15,000,000

3. Basic Skills Improvement--
increase over the former Right to
Read program will enhance the
State leadership role in the
dev'elopment and coordination of

comprehensive basic skills instruc-
27,750,000Clonal programs A 7,250.000

4. Achievement Testing Assistance--
establishment of efforf, under
Sec. 922 of UFA 2,000,000

5. Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education--
increase in funding for program to
offset termination of LEAA inter-
agency transfer, and thus allow
training of Over 60 new school-
based teams 2,000,060

Total increases

Decreases:
Program;

1. Ellender Fellowshipselimination oi

1 000 000

167,250,000

funding for provam 1,000,000 1.000,000
2. Ethnic Hrritage Studies--completion

of phase-out of program 2,000,000

Total decreases 3 000 000

Net Change 164,250,000

3
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Budget Authority hy Activity

1. Grants for disadvantaged

2. Support and innovation grantS:

va. Improvement in local
educational practite

b. Strengthening State
educational management

3. Bilingual Education:
a. Crants to school districts
b Training grants
c. Support servioes:

(1) Materials development
(2) SEA grants
(3) Advisory council
(4) Clearinghouse
(5) Studies and evaluation

d. Bilingual desegregation
grants.4

Subtotal

4. Bast, skills improvement

5. Achievement testing assistance

6. Folios, through

7. Alcohol and drug abuse
education

8. Environmental education

9. ,Telecommunications demonstra-
tions I.

la Ellender tellowshipt

16 Ethnic heritage

Total budget authority

1979

Estimate

1980

Estimate

Increase or

Decrease

I/
$3.336,782.000 $3,478,382,000 $142,o0o,00 o

197,400,000 (197.400,00b)

(146,400,000) 146,400.000

(51,000,000) 51,000.000

102,350.000 112,525,600 10,175,000

29,625,000 30,125,00o 700,000

10,000,000 10,000,000 --
4,875,000 5,000,000 125.000,

150,000 150,000

1.000,000 1,000.000

2,000,000 6,000,000 4.000.000

2/
8,600,000- 8,600,000

158.600,000 173,600,000 15,000,000

27,750,0002/ 35,000,000 7,250,000

2,000,000 s, 2,000.000

59,000,000 59,000,000 ,'

2,000,000 1,000,000 1.000..100

3,500,000 1,500,000

1,000.000 1,000,000

1,000.000 1,0000)00

2.00..),000 - 2,000,000

3,788,632,000 3,952,882,000 164.20.000

1/ Includes a proposed supplemental request 1 $258,000,000 4ontalnel the

President's Budget.

2/ 1.1.1,rese.:rq a ,omparahle tran%ter 0. dillngual FrImation under the Emergen'y

h-JI Aid

3/ 1,ind.4 as Right to Read In ttc. AI year 1979. At level et $77,000,000. Ihr

additi.nal $/%0.000 represent,. a .omnarahle transfer oh the SpeLtal Mathrmattt...

program.
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Budget Authority by Object

1979'
Estimate

1980

Estimate
Increase or
Decrease

Travel and transportation
of persons

Other ervices:

62,000 $ 69,000 4 7,000

Project contracts 40,900,000 44,700,000. 3,800,000

Grants, subsidies, and
continuations 2,747,870,009-

1/
3 908 113 000 160 443 000

Total budget authority
by object 3,788,632,000 3,952,882,000 1646250,000

1/ Includes proposed supplemental of $258,000,000 contained in the President's
Budget.
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Simniftfant Items-in House and Senate
Appropriations Cotresittees Reports

Item

.1979 Mouse Report

RiFinapal.Education

1. The Committee directed the Department
to review the staffing needs of the
Office of Bilingual Education and report
the findings.

1979 Senate Regal

pilingual Education

1. The Committee expressed concern that
the Secretary's FY 1979 reprogramming
request might have delayed funding to
the extent that eligible recipients
would suffer loss of tull funding.

Basic Skille_Imommenc

2. Under the Emergency School Aid program.
the Committee urges an increase in the
amount alloc.tted to Project SEED, to
allow for ice further expansion.

Actton taken or to bn taken

I. In response to the Committee'.
directive. the Office ot Ilut floe

is preparing an analyst, oi st I

utilization in the OfIice ol

Bilinvual Edniaiton wil! h.

sent to the Committee by March 15,
1979.

1 The Office of Education was
prepared to make awards as soon
as the Committee's decision on the
reprogramming request was known.
As a result, all awards were made
before the end of the fiscal'year
and, exgept for the few recipients
who requested less than a full
year's funding (e.g., short-term
training institutes), all grahts
covered a full year's operations.

2. The Special Mathematics Project
for which Project SEED applies
has been transferred from the
Emergency School Aid authorization
to Title 11. ESEA4 Basic Skills
Improvement, by the Education
Amendments of 1978 (P.L. 95-56,).
This activity is a competitive
program and Project SEED is only
one of several applicants each year.
In addition to its Special hathe-
matics Project application, Project
SEED applies as a nonprofit organi-
zation (NPO) under the Emergency
School Aid account State Apportioned
Grants to NPOs program and has
often competed successfully for

such awards. In the past, Prolect

SEED has received funding for
projects in Boston, Los Angeles,
and Atlanta.
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Authorizing Legislation

1979

Amount

Authorized

1. grants tor disad-
vantaged (ESEA 1):

a. Local educa-
tional agent.).

grants (5ec
Ill) $5,172,585,041

b. Stare aAeney
program
grants iSecs
141, 146,
151)

. Coordination
of migrant
education
activities
(Sec. 1431

d. roncentration
grants (Sec.
117) Indefinite

e. State admini-
citation (Set
I'M) 4/

f. tvaloation
(Soc. 183) 61

g. :itudies (Gen-

eral Educe-
ruin Provi-
sions Act (Sec.

417(a)(2)) Indefinite

1979

Estimate

1980

Amount
'Authorized

1980

Estimate

$2,625,593,167 $5,466,950,000 $2,625,593,367

390,082,633-
1/

390,082,633- 442,315,000

8,677,441 2/ 10,629,131

Indefinite252,916,2572/

386,882,633-ir

3,200,000

392,118,227Y

50,793,743 50,793,743A/ 52,881,773 52,881,773

7/16,675,660 15,746,000- 17,385,660 16,456,000

2. Support and inno-
vation grants; R/ Indefinite
a. Improvement

in local edu-
cational
practice Indecinite

h. Strengthening
State educe-
t1.nal agency
management Indefinite

3. Bilingual educa-
tion (ESEAVII):
a. Grants to

school dis-
tricts (Part

A, Sec. 721).
b. Training

grants (Part

A, Sec. 723).

9/
200,000,000-

9/
200,000,000-

1,250,000 Indefinite

197,400,000

(146,400,000)

(51.000,000) Indeiinite

1,250,000

Indefinite 146,400,000

102,330,000

51,000,000

9/
250,000,000- 112,525,000

10/29,625,000-- 250,000,000- 30,325,000--
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1979 1980
. _

Amount 1979 Amount 1980

Authorized Estimate Authorized ,emintate

c. Support services
(1) Materials

development
(Part A,Sec.

9/
221(t)(4))$200,000,000 $10,000,000 $250,000,0001/ $10,000,000

(2) SEA grants
(Part A,
Sec.

11/
721(6)(5)) 12,000,000-- .4,875,000 14,000,000-- 5,000,000

(3) Advisory
council
(Part 8, 124 12/
Sec. 732) t,158,000-- 150,000 1,980,000-- 150,000

(4) Clearing-
house (Part
C, Sec.

/ 13/
742(6)(5)3 20,000,000--

13 1,000,000 20,000,000-- 1,000,000

(5) Studies And
evaluation
(Part C, Seas.

3/ 1/
741 81 742). 20,000,000--

1 2,000,000 20,000,000 6,000,000

d. Bilingual de-
segregation
grants 'Part 1

14/
0, Sec. 751) 15,000,W0 8,000,000

4. Basic skills im-
provement (ESEA
II) 144,200,00011/ 27,000,00011/

a. Na%ional
prqgram Oart A) 20,000,000 20,000,000

b. State basic
skills im-
provement
program (Part))) Indefinite11/ Indefinite 8,250,000

c. Special pro-
grams for
improving
basic skills

(Part C):

(1) Inexpen-
sive hook

(2) Special
mathema-
tics prO-
gram....

S. Aehie,.pm,nr test-
ing assurance
(BRA IX, Sec.
922)

6. Follow through
(Headstart-Follow
Through Act)....

(9,000,000) (6,000,000) 10,000,000 4s000,000

17/

70,000,000 59.000,000

Indefinite 750,000

Indefinite 2,000,000

70,000.000 59,000.000



7. Alcohol and Jrua
abuse education
(Alcohol and
Drug Abum. Edu-
cation Act)

8. Environmental
tion tESEA

111, Pa
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1979 'TWAY' -----
Amount 1979 Amount 1980Authorized Estimate Authorized Estimate

.$10,000.000 $2,000,000 $14,000,000 $3,000,000

Telecommunica-
tions demonstra-
tions ((.ommuni-

_cations Ace of
1934. Sec. 395A)

unded authorizations:

Gr, t4 tor disadvan-
tagt 1 (ESEA 1):
a. tate Incentive

grants (Sec. 116) lndefinit.2

Parental involve-
ment (Sec. 125) Indefinite

c..Transition ser-
vices (Sec. 153) 1,875,000

Achievement testing
assistant. (Sec.

5,000.000 3,50.,' 0 7,000,000 1,',00,000

1,000,000 1,000,000
' 1,000,000

Indefinite

Indefin

2,000,000

921) Indefinite Indefinite

Ellender fellow-
ships (P.L. 92-506) 1.000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000

Ethnic heritage
studies (ESEA IX,
Part EY 15,000,000 2.000,000 15,000,000

Clubs for boys and
girls interested
in science
(P.1.. 85-875) 50,000 50,000

General Assistance
for Virgin Islands
(P.L. 95-561,
Sec. 1524) 5,000,000 5,000,000

Indochinese refugee
assistance (Indochina
Refugee Children
Assistance Act of
1976) In efin_ite Inuefinite

1,000,000

Total BA 3,779,282,000 1051.482,000
Total BA against
definyte

authorizations 6,044,470,115 3,261,176,000 6,349,944,131 3,281,776,000
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Funding for the Migrant Student Record Transfer
Gvstem (MSRTS) through fiscal

yeir 1979 is being set aside from each State's Migrant allocation. In 1980,

MSRTS is funded under a separate authority.
The total amount requested in 198b

for all State agency programs is therefore comparably the same.

2/ In fiscal year 1979, $3.2 million for this purpose will be obligated from amounts

allocated to State migrant programs under Section 141 (State agency programs for

migrant children). For. comparability purposes, $3.2 million is shown foe this

activity for lineal year 1979 in all other pertinent, tables of this Justification.

3/ Supplemental now being requested for 1979 amount. Excludes amounts for State

Administration and Evaluation shown below.

4/ An authorization to pay up to 1.5 perceni af
amounts obligated to States for

program purposes. "Amounts authorized" are calculated based on 1.5 pereent of

amount requested and/or appropiated rather
than 1.5 percent -4 total Title I

amount authorized. "-

5/ Includes $3,79;1,743 attributed to request for Title I s4plemental for

Concentration Grants.
6/ An authorization to expend up to .5 percent of the Title I inproplatinn,

"Amounts authorized" are calculated based on .5 percent of ameunt

requested and/or approPriated rather than .5 percent of total Title I amount

authorized.
7/ Includes $1,290,000 attributed to request frr Title I supplemental for

Concentration Grants.
8/ Although technically superceded as a program title by the 1978 Education

Amendments, it is noted here to indicate continuity with the two new program,

(a) and (b), formarly included within it.
9/ Shared among Materials Development, Grants to School Districts, Training, and

Advisory Council as determined by approprieion, the Advisory Council set-asidc

formula, and the training set-aside formula.
10/ Per Section 702(b)(3), training set-aside is $16,000,000 of the first

$70,000,000 and 20 perLent of any additional funds appropriated under

section 702(b) (1).
11/ Authorization modified by Section

721(b)(5)(8) to a level of not more than five

percent of the aggregate amounts paid
'to school districts in any given State

in the preceding fiscal years
12/ A maximum one percent get-aside firm that

portion of Section 7.(12(b)(1) which ia

not reserved for Section 702(b)(3), -

13/ Shared among Clearinghouse, Research and Studies as determined by appt;opri:ition.

14/ For purposes of comparability, an amount of $8,600,000 is shown fot this

activity for fiscal year 1979 in al' other pertinent tables of this

Justification.
15/ Funded as Right to Read and authorized by the Fational Reading Improvement Act

(P.L. 93-380) through fiscal year 1979. Authorizations are shown differently

for fiscal years 1979 and 1980 because of change in structure of program

categories in the Education Amendmenta of 1978.

16/ Refers to thc unfunded, indefinite authority of Part a, State Reading Improve-

ment programs, of the National Reading Improvement program (P.L. 93-380,

Title VII).
17/ For purposes of comparability, an amount of $750,000 is nhown for this activity

for fiscal year 1979 in all other pertinent tables of this Justification.

44-313 0 - 9
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Elementary and Secondary Education

Year

Budget
Estimate
to Con.g1=

House

Allowance
Senate

Allowance Appropriation

1970 $1,406,393,000 $1,606,851,000.. $1,636,851,000 $1,511,693,900

1971 1,509,222k900 1,683,222,000 1,723,325,000 1,701,325,000

1972 1,761,523,000 1,741,323,000 1,994,773,000 1,882,523,000

1973 1,925,185,000 2,101,883440 2,130,349,000 2,169,625,000'

1974 1,858,526,000 2,127,316,000 2,037,066,000
1/

1975- 4,219,083,000 4,242,483,000

.2,137,916,00

9,265,041,000 4,258,635,00v

1976 . 2,197,638,0GO 2,404,208,000 2,433.079,082 2,424,626, 934

Transition
Quarter 3,000,000 3,000,000 3,000,000

1977 2,216,955,000 2,686,349,676 2,798,199,676 2,726,899,676

1978 3,067,900,000 3,168,800,000 3,175,800,000 3,172,300,000

1979 3,404,070,000 2/
3,478,020,000-

2/
3,334,595,000- 3,530,632,000-

2/

1979 Supple-
mental now
requested 258,000,000

1980 3,952,882,000

1/ Includes advance funded amounts for obligation in fiscal year 1976:
$2.072,888,000 for Budget Estimate, Houe Allowance, Senate Allowance, and
Appropriation.

2/ Ineludes $65,500,000 in Continuing Resolution authority 95-482) for Follow
Through, Telecommunications Demonstrations, Alcohol end Drug Abuse EduCation, and
Environmental Education.



I. Grants for
disadvantaged

2. Support and in-
novation grants:
a. Improvement

in local:.

educational
practice.

b. Strengthening
State educa-
tional manage-
ment

3. Bilingual
ducation

4. Basic skills
improvement .....

5. khievement test-
ing assistance...

6. Follow through...

-7. Alcohol and dhig
abuse education,.

8. Environmental
education

9. Telecommunications
demonatrations...

10. Ellender fellow-
ships

II. Ethnic heritage
studies

Total appropri-
ation

129

Justification

pementary and Secondary Education

1979 Cuvrent

aperoariation

1979 Revised
Pres. Budget

1980
Estimate

Increase or
Decrease

$3,078,382,000

197,400,000

$3,336,382,000 $3,478,382,000 4142,000.000

(197,11o,c00)

(146,400,000) 146,400,000

(51,000,000) 51,000m0

158,600,000 123,600,000 15,000,000

27,7515,000 35,000,000 7,250,000

2,000,000 2,000,000

59,000,000 59,000,000

2,000,000 3,000,000 1,000.000

3,500,000 loo0,000

1,000,000 1,000,000

1,000,000 - 1,000,000

2,000,000 2,000,000

3,530,632,000 3,788.632,000 3,952,882,000 164,250,000

General Statement

This appropriatio- prinarilv addrviars th- ack-wiledged col tn

the achievement of basic skills in elementary and secondary education. Programs

which are included here a..sist either in the provision
of resources tor this purp040.

or in the coordination and improvement
of those resources, with State and local

agencies being the key partners and recipients in this effort.

Nearly ninety percent of the proposed
appropriation is devoted to improving the

Quality ui the educational
experience for the economically/educationally_
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. _
.disadvantag5hl.td, whose ac hievement in .basit 5kills Laic he rertously impeded by
problems ot access to an adequate education. Title I of the Elementary and
Secondary Educat tun Act , Grants for the Disadvantaged, provides the- needed basic
ski l s assistance to this disadvantaged populat ion. Now in it f ourteenth year of
-uperat LUt it ts expected to provide services to over seven mi l I ion 011 ldren tic burp
p chi ir and r-rry it sc hoots. During the orograr0 c history, the budget f or itF ttvale ha . c t tom 95Y JO I Pion in l9fiti to the re, eta ly ippropriated $1,! i I I ion
in 1979, with these tund, being available by formula to al l al educat tonal agen^
l es and "tate agen. profit. ims. The t oral amaunt Orovicted over these y-ars has

ext eeded S2ta 01' ion. ln 1980. the program's newly authorized Concentra,tinn Grant
provision will locus additional Title I resourc.er, tu the neediest counties and their
local edul at ion agencies. This provision is the only Ti't le I act ivity for which an
increase is proposed.

rloseiy allied with the purpose ot Tit le I is the FuII.cw Through program, which
op.. rat es on i reseal', h and development basis In de- ignlug and test ing instruct tonal
mcde I s et tect ive in rat sing student achievement , particularly in basic skills, The
primar i ly experimental purposes ci t he orogratu wet I be highl ighted yith the init. ta-
t In it clew stitdies with new ,,tt es , its the quest tor I urt her improyMent s and I resh
soncepts int he conduct ot compensat ory ati, n. Successful new model-s wit I be
denart rat ed in the program' , re,ourc it titer, tor epl it at ton In ot her on,pensat ry
educat ion progr ons, such aa Title I.

The lo rmer 'Right t Pe id pr-,gram has been rep lak t'd by an l's,`.1ntin.1 flsa s lc Skills
linprovemehr pr..gram wit seel, s to promot e 0.4 .tery af al I has ski I I s , iv. luding

, at ions ,Ic f. I s, and nisthemat I. 1 Thi pogram
I empha 1 s on t he Ctate' , role in ..oerdinat tug basic ski. Is at t iv t t

7, 11,... iiI hy agreement s to be mach, hetween the States and the Sec .tary, A

n d A hi...I.:meta Test log Assistance.pregram whose purpose is to dew. St rate the ugt4
ut improved tesr ng pro, edu re s to ncrea se t he et tet t (vent's., of basil ski I Is instruc-
tional pt grom.,, Wa developed as a complement to the Basic Skills Improvement
program.

Bit ngua l f 1, at ton, another integral i lement of this appropti it ion, deal s with the
language har r ter, that al. pr.,,vent h ,s,. educat tonal services tor non-
Engl is), prof 1, 1.c.t pop ;I.,. program ot inues t. represent t re.sponse to the
growing nat ional pr wide spe, lal el f ort to I-1 i og t hese
pupils tut,' the ...ducat coral ma'inste4-am at .I ensiLured pa, e . F : praJect -; funded under
this at t ivity, this a...-mp I !sin:it be usc ng .t rce t mat methods to
teach pupt I ELIO isic ral prepare t hem tu enter the regular las .room. lit l980, this
undertaking wt I he -teak erat ed with a prop. sed SII1,000 .000 rease Program
effort s wi I I 1:-. ,dc: Rai lassr, urn pro)... ts; pr,-.ervt.,, anI toservi t raining pro-
grams I r I ea- her .1stratir ard paraprot,...sietta 1 a; sta lies dna ev cleat Inns to
arc urat,lv ses.. th. tic t-eta L ,,,,, I I Ingual 1.1, at inn itel how hest to ,hchrt'cse
I t" model r le. t t d omens t rat e rit r lye ling....II met hod'. I ti : 1aq-1'W/fr. !let t lug
whi I an tie-, he :tide Is, -11....mtnate 1 and vigor et, et fort tt the !eve lopment and
ills .-minat lee co 4,,,t rn, t t epa I, t -1,11 Ir.-. in language graups where he
need tor su, 1. ma:LA.-Os : mo , . ci, t pr.,gr ID, ..11r 1011 iii lithQ. tiyer
three quarters . f i hi I t ,t1 do! I I:- Las.- hee Pr 1. 1 fir it ..upp ,rt ci these
varioult hi ligoa edu, at tonal ell. rt,.
The 11,use : a: IL-I in I -Irug . it the use a 1,1r-to,: ast Las ht. MI, .1

0.1./ it r I1".t WI Iv !.. It. .. I re ,t ' t Al- "In-; and hrug Abu.,
t It 1 n p r v.: I- tette i . 130 " 1 1 r , I pp ri hc . I .1 this p 1 ern,
w1,1 c. . ma imp new 1,..t 1, .tt qui, 1 I .1(11 ' tit .1tn..1 healt t..
Tht-eigh t eel ci t t ; t. t. i.c.r 1 .. pe r t ran I 11.11 :

I V i -"; I
I ' I r ciist V.I( I1 I 1. I I

pr1Ii1-171 I pe -t . .e ! t r i.c.c cg ..t I lit 1./11.11 IiiW se 110.,!
tetms , The 1{-,11 .1 I 11 I - V% it L. I t L... wL.L.. rat ..gy nu-
smoki , tint : i 1..Nr t rt.. a- t ..n. t; ot the s h cot health program
is. I .3,-1 ;p.- ; I! I.- Ie at I Trat :..g ,ppr .pr lit I on,



'To promote an increased sensitivity, especially by the school age population, to the

Icomplex issues of environmental quality, the request again maintains fauding

!for Environmental Education. Emphasis in the program will move toward a limited

Inumber of large-scale, comprehensive propst, with nationwide visibility and

;application potential.

The budget request includes two programs for assisting States with respect to their

own eduestion concerns and for improvement in State administrative capacity.

Firsa, in the interest ol continued improvements ol a State-determined priority

regarding the quality oi educational practices, a:reauthorized and modified pro-

gram for Improvement in Local Educational Practices isproposed for funding. sto 2

and local educational agencies will use their funds in accordance with their own

needs and circumstances tor a wide variety ol activities, a number of whic!1

however, are expected to relate directly do improvement iv basic skills achii.ve-

ment, or to improving related areas such as parental participation in their

children's education and removal oi early childhuod learning barriers.

Second, a separate program lor Strengthening State Educational Managemcro_ t.,1: new

vomit more accurate taegeting of Federal resounI.'b upon special concerns in the

area of improving-the administrative capacity ol State education agencies,

especially with respekt to the euordinatiun and management ui Federal progiams aud

resources by their local education gencic,. A request for a separate appropria-

tion for this activit n 1980 is a departure tram the previous LOUT years in

shich loncling was inclu d under consolidation program.

In sumary, over the past decade, the nearly $27 billion provided under this

appropriition has assisted in providing the Nation's children, especially the

disadvantaged, with the basic learning tools for their successful growth and

develupment. While lull attainment of the goals of these programs lies in the

futuri., their thrust continues to be toward further improvement in basic education

as an equalizer of opportunity tor social enrichment and self-fulfillment.
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I. Grants fbr Disadviintaged

(Elementary and Secondary Educ.ition Actt Title 1)

1979
1979 Revised 1980

Current President's Budget Intrease or
Pos. IBP-LaL Budget Authorization Pus. Authority Decreasesee ----

105 $3,078,382,000 $3,336,362,000 $6,027,822,950- 1/ 120 $1,478,382.000 $142,000,000

1! Indefinite authorization for Sections 116 and 117.

Puraose and method ,r ape:a:io

To laise the educational attainment of educationally disadvantaged children,programs
. of.supplemental education services are supported. Financial assistance is provided
0-to school districts in relation to their numbers of children in low-income families
and within those districts to the schools with the greatest numbers of such children.
Special programs are designed to contribute to the cognitive, emotional, social, or
phYsical development of educationally disadvantaged children.

In addition to the financial assistance provided to the local educational agencies,
funds are available to State agencies to provide educational services to: 1) child-
t bf migratory workers; 2) handicapped children in State-operated or supported
schools and children who have left such schools and are participating in programs in
local educational agencies; and 3) neglected and delinquent children in State-oper-
ated or supported institutIons.

The funds requested will provide advance funding for school year 1980-1981, The
basic entitlements are computed for States and counties in accordance with specific
statutory formulas whirl, specify the distribution of funds by the State educational
agencies to the local educationa) agencies based on the best data available which
reflect the current distribution of children from low-income families. These are
aei,r1bed in detail In supplemental fact sheets, along with the allocation formula
tar programs operated by State agencies.

Contracts are awarded on the basis of national competltion1to evaluate the impatt of
these programs, to support centers to provide technical assistance to SEAs and LEAs
on evaluation, and to conduct studies on participation.

1960 budget policy

T- support supplemenril edu, tri.nral programs to raise the educational performance of
Oven %even milltbn ,hlldren 1: .,rder that their level at educational attainment may
be raised to that appropriat,, ! r children at their ages, the budget request of
$1,478,382,000 will prvr li t r foods t h. li,trib,ted as follows:

1979 Revised
President's Budget
School Year 1979-80

Regular granrs:
Grants to LFas
State agency programa

i/State administration-
3/Evaluation and studies-

Subtotal

$2,625,593,367
390;082,633
47,000,000
15,106,000

3,078,382,000

1980
School Year 1980-81

$2,625,593,3671,
390,082,633-'
47,000,000
15 706 000

3,078,382,000

1/ includes amount for Migrant Student Record Transfer System, now being requested
__under separate_puthorization.
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Concentration granta:

1979 Revised
President's Budget
School Year 1979-80

1980

School Year 1980-81 I

Grants to IAA's 2/
State edmipstrAtion-

$ 252,916,257
3,793,743

$ 392,118,227
5,881,773

Evaluation-' 1,290,000 2 000 000

Subtotal 258,000,000 400,000,000

TOTAL 3,336,382,000 3,478,382,000

2/ Total amounts for State Adainistration (Section 194) are presented within at

850,793,743 for 1°79 and $52,881,773 for 1980.
3/ Total amounts for Evaluation (Section 183) are presented within at $15,746,0013

in 1979 and $16,446,000 in 1980. Studies (GEPA, Section 417(a)(2)) is $1,250,000

for both years.

This represents an overall increasse of $142 million above the 1979 level. In

recognition of the severe needs ot urban and rural school districts with highconcen-

trationa of poverty, this budge proposes to distribute the increase under a concen-

tration formula newly authorized in\the Education'Amendments of 1978. The budget

further proposes to provide the same\amount as in 1979 for the other major components

of the Title I program, including Grats to Local
Educational Agencies and Grants to

State Agencies for Migrant, Han4icappq, and Neglected and Delinquent Children.

Minor increments associated with Evaluation and State Administration are

requested also. Details of the distribiltfon of the $3,478,382,000, which will pro-

vide services to an estimated 7 to 7.5 millton children. follow.

(a) Grants to Local Education Agencies

1979 Estimate
School Year

1979-80
Budget

Authority

$2.625,593,367

1980
School Year

1980-81

Authorization

Budget Increase or

Authority Decrease

85,466,950,000 82.625,593,367

To support supplementary educational programs to raise the educational attainment of

disadvantaged students, $2,625,593,367 is requested, the same ss 1979. Grants are

awarded to States and counties according to legislatively prescribed formula (see

supplemental fact sheets) which in turn allocate funds to specific LEAs to operate

programa. Over 14,000 school districts, 90 percent of the school districts in the

United States, will receive Tttl I tunds in school year 1980-81. The estimated

range in the number of childreo participating ia Title I programs will be from about

5.7 to 6 million with an estimated average per pupil cost of from $435 to $460.

Actual :osts per child will vary among school districts based on the needs of the

children and the types of services offered.

Based upon data from the 1976-77 school year, it is estimated that approximately 74

percent of the Title 1 participants will be elementary school students in grades

1-6, 18 percent will be in grades 7-12, and
eight percent will be in pra-chool and

kindergarten programs. Approximately 20 percent of the elementary school students

and one percent of the secondary school students in
Title I districts wilI receive

compensatory ducation services. Approximately four percent of Title 1 participants

will be children attending nonpublic schools.

The local educational agencies will use
approximately 75 percent of the Title 1 funds

to support compensatory instructional services. Less than five percent of the funds

will be used to provide auxiliary services which include parent involvement activi-

ties. Expenditures of the remaining 20 percent of the funds include costs of admin-

istration, operation And maintenance of plant, and fixed charges.
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The instructional services will emphasize the basic skills areas of reading, language
arts, and mathematics. More than 85 percent of the Title 1! participants will receive
Services in reading or language arts and 44 percent will receive supplementary
instruction in mathematics.

(0 Grants to-Frograri Op_ncies

1979 Estimate
School Year

1479-80

Budget
Authority

I. (a) Children of
migratory
workers.... $212,582,633 1 -/

(b)Coordtna-
tion of

migrant
education

3/
activities -

2. Handicapped
children

3. Neglected and
delinquent
children

1980

School Year
1980-81

Budget
Authorization Authoriti

$252.315,000

10,629,131

140,000,000 150,000,000

37,500,000 40,000,i00

$209,382,633

2/
3,200,000-

k

140,000,000

37,500,000

Increase or
Decrease

410200,00021-

2/
3,200,000-

1/ Include! $3.2 million for funding of the Migrant Student Record Transfer System
(MSRTS), to be obligated from amounts allocated to each State.

2/ Represents MSRTS funding now being requested under separate authorization of
Section 143.

3/ Formerly funded from amount appropriated for Section 141.

To provide for the compensatory education needs of special studedR populations of
vartous State agencies."pr4grams of supplemental education services are supportad.
Grants are awarded to over 300 State agencies responsible lor the education of chil-
drn of migratory workers, and children who are handicapped, neglected or delinquent.
Allocation formulas take into consideration the average daily attendance or full-time
equivalency and the State per pupil expenditure. (See supplemental ta-t sheets.)

Over the past ten years, appropriations for these proRrams have increased by 226
pet ent iS a consequence of staAutory language which provides for fully satisfying
'these program tunding requtremeMs before funds are allocated to LEAs. Over the same
time grants to local erFicational agencies have increased less than three
fifths +that rate (136 percent), even when the newly requester' plemental amounts
for Concentration Grants in fiscal ,year 1979 are taken into coni eration. At the
same time, there exists in local education agencies a substantial unmet need (about
45 percent) of unserved Title I eligibles, without a similar counterpart in the
State agency programs. Further, per pupil expenditures for those who do rciceive LEA
services are sometimes considerablx less than for pupils who are the responstbility
of State agencies.

Therefore, the iiscal year 1980 request attempts to adOress all Title I need:.

equitably, and proposes to "cap" the amount available for obligation in the State
.agency programs at a level equal to the amount obligatel 1- these programs trom
the previous year's appropriation. This is a departure it 1 the fiscal -ear 1979
budget policy wherein the State gency programs increased ay determined by formula.
The following tabre displa'ys for en.h State agency prograM the prolected full-time
equiveleny or average daily attendance, and the per capita expenditure of each
count which results from the proposed cap.

3 7
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1979

School Year
1979-80

1980
School Year

1980-81

Programs for migratory children:
Projected full-time equivalency 350,000 375,500

Boanditurit per full-time equivalent $597 $558

Programs for handicapped children.
Projected average daily attendance 215,000 215,000

lipenditure par overage daily attendant $651 $651

Programs for neglected end delinquent
childreni
Projected average daily attendance 54,500 54,500

Ispanditure per average daily attendant $688 $688

Finally, $3,200,000 I. being requested to fund the continued operation of the
Migrant,Student Record Transfer System, which formerly was funded from amounts
diverted from each State's allocation under authority of the bypass provision.
This is the nit amount as obligated for this purpose from the previous year's
sppropriatio.

(c) Concentrat(n Cranes
1980

1979 1979 Revised Budget Increase or

Current Approp. President's Budget Authorization Authority Decrease

...... $258,000,000- Indefinite 8400,000,000V 8142,000,0001
1/

1/ Includes $3,793,743 set aside for State Administration and $1,290,000 for

Evaluation, discussed in their respective sections ofthe Suprlemental

Justification.
2/ Includes 85,881.773 lor State Administration and $2,000,000 for Evaluation,

discussed in their respective sections of this Justification. )

To address the especially acute unmet needs fo compensatory education services in

counties and school districts with high concentrations of Title I formula children

(i.e., economically disadvantaged), additional Title I grants are requested for

sward to these areas. Qualifying counties must have a Title I formula population of

over 5,000 or Z pqrcent of their total student population. (See supplemental fact

heets0 The emphtsis is apon providing more and better Title I services to areas
which, because el concentrations of poverty, have been histotlically unable to pro-
ide supplementary education services to the degree provided by counties having
sounder tax bases and more manageable education costs. The request will provide for

ro an estimated additional 300,000 eligible pupils, over the 550,000 to
600 100 pupils expected to be served by the 1979 sipp1emente1 request. Alterna-
tivety.lo,:al educational agencies may choose to expend some of the additional amount
to raise their expenditures per pupil of all of their Title 1 recipients as a means
of seating the higher and more difficult tc control roltS of education which these
oestricts traditionally exper'ence.

(d) State Administration

1979 Estimate 1980

School Year School Year
1979-80 1980-81

Budge: Maximum Allowable Budget Increase or

Authorli/ Set-Aside Authority Decrease

$50.793,7431/- $32,881,173
2/

$52,881,773- 44,000,000



1/ Includes $1e793,743 et side out of funds requested tor the Concentration
provision.

2./ Includes $5,881,773 set aside out of funds requested for the Concentration
provision.

To provide for the various administrative requirements of Title I, including
monitoring, audit resolution, end enforcement, State educational 4gentiee will
receive one end one-half percent of the amount allocated to the State and local edu-
cational agencies for Title I programs, or no less than $225,000 ($50,000 in the
case of Cuam, American Samoa, the Virgin Islands, the Northern Mariano Islands, and
the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands).

In 1980, the funds requested will be used by State educational agencies to carry.out
their admini ttttt ive tesponsibilities. These responsibilities include the subello-
cation of Title I funds to local educational agencies,. monitoring Title I programs
through on-site visits, reviewing reports to assure that local educational agencies
ere in compliance with comparability end maintenance of effort requirements, end
providing technical assistance to local educatinhal agencies in developing quality
programs, in establishing school end district-wide parent advisory councils, in pro-
viding comparable services to nonpublic school children, in establishing appropriate
performance objectives, and in evaluating Title I programs. State educational agen-
cies ere required to establish systems for the proper control and disbursement of
Title I funds and the audit of Title I programs and to submit required reports to
the U.S. Office of Education.

(0) Evaluation 4nd Studies

Evaluation
(Sec. 183)
Studies (CEPA,
Sec. 417(a)(2))

1979 --
1979 Revised Maximum

1980

Current President's Allowable Requested Increase or
WILI4 SuciRet Set-Aside Set-Aside Decrease

1/
819,456,000 $15,746.000- Si7,385,660 $16,456,000

1,250,000 1,250,000 Indetinitell 1,250,000

2/
4710,000-

1/ The increase of $1,290,000 is attributable to the Supplemental amount now
requested for Concentration Grants, and is discussed in the Justification of
Appropriations for that Supplemental.

2/ An indefinite authorisation, for which funding does not count against the .5
percent Migimum allowable set aside for Section 183.

E-tluation

To improve State and local evaluations and to conduct national studies of ESEA Title
amounts are set aside up to .5 percent from the program funds requested. The

major portion of the funds will be used to continue current technical assistance
activities, provided by the ten regional technical assistance centers, to State
agencies and school districts. In response to the publication of regulations which
require the use of Title I evaluation models by grantees, these centers will
increase the volume of ervices provided, serving an estimated 13.500 school dis-
tri,ts compared with about 0,000 in the previous year. New types of services will
be ofrered, such as assisting districts in revising their computer programs, in
seleLring appropriate achievement tests, and in prepar ng reports for local sChool

The ten regional centers are under contra. t to the Office of Education, and
a..e staffed by research and evaluation experts. Services are provided free of
charge, on call, to State and school district personnel.

Funds also will be used to: provide asststance to State Agencies tn implementing
models for the negle.ted or delinquent and migrant programs; continue contracts with
States to support their 4,tbittle5 tn developing supplemental materials for Title I

3 :1
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ase development of reporting formats for four other program

bream (early childhood, inglish as a second language, parent involvement end non-

public student participation), :TA uontinur. publiustion of evaluation newsletters)

reports, nd user-oriented handbooks on various evaluation topics, such La testing

neglected or delinquent students, or migrants.

Funds remaining after the accomplishment of theme technical assistance goals,

approximately.$3 million, will be used to examine aspects of the national ESFA Title

I program dealing with the nature and recipients of five types of service: thous to

handicapped, those to secondary students, those to students in non-public schools,

those to the neglected and delinquent attending local schools, and those for facili-

tating parent involvement.

Lastly, from the Title I set aside for evaluation, up to $3 million per year may be

used for major analyses of the financing of elementary and secondary education.

These funJs will be used to implement plan developed by the Office of the

Secretary, involving the participation of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and°

evaluation, the National Institute of Education, and the Office of Education.

Section 1203(h) of the 1978 Amendments specifically cites Section 183 of Title 1 as

a funding source for these analyses of education finance systems in terms of:

1) their current and future overall adequacy; 2) trends in the distribution of their

resources; 3) standards for easuring the equity of such distribulions; 4) the im-

pact of Federal end State programs on such distribution.: 3) rossible alternative

Federal roles within the total context of school financing; 6) the impact of finance

qualisation upon the comparative quality of education programsibnd activities re-
_ lilted to the arts and humanities, and upon tax structures and methods; 7) the

relationahip of Federal assistance to non-public education; an1/8) characteristics of

non-HEW Federal education support to school districts. I/

,
Studies

The survey of students and their economic and educational status is authorized by

Section 417(8)(2) of the General Education ProvisionarAct. The study objective is

to determine the numbers of economically and/or educationally disadvantaged students

who do and do not receive compensatory education seyfoices. This survey will he

expanded to examine student need and receipt of se011ices in the secondary grades, as

well as the effects of the Concentration Grants on' the numbers of disadvantaged

students who receive services.

Contracts for the conduct of these activities are for a period usually of twelve or

fifteen months; an occasions:1 exception may be for a period of performance as long

as eighteen months.

.1 u
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SUPPLEMENTAL FACT SHEET

Title I - Grants to Local Edetion Agencies

tllocetion_precedures

Of the funds appropriated for Title I for payments to the States, an additional one
percent is authorised to he appropriated for payments to Guam, American Samoa, the
Virgin Islands, the Northern Mariana Islands, the Trust Territoro of the Pacific
Islands, and the Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs. 'The estimated
amount to be set aside is $34,256,447, based upon the level of request,=/ and La
'included within the total amount noted in this lustification for Grants to Local
Educational Agencies. This is an increase of 61,3981910.

The OutlYing Areas and BlA are guarsnteed to receive no less than the amounts
received in fiscal year 1976.

Authorization. forbasic grants for the lodal educational agencies are computed by
multiplying the number of formula children by /0 percent of the State's average per
pupil expenditure (or not less than 80 percent nor more than 120 percent of the
national average). The formula children include: 1) children in families with
incomes below the poverty level (1970 Census Orshansky data); 2) the number of chil-
dren in families receiving AFDC payments in excess of the ;-,oerty level for a nonfarm
fami1y of tour (updated annually); 3) neglected or delinquent children residing in
institutions which are not State-operated; and 4) foster children supported with
public funds. Authorizations are ratably reduced to the amount appropriated which
equals the appropriation for fiscal year 1979 and one-half of the increase for

fiscal year 1981.

The remaining one-half of the funds appropriated for the basic Title I program in
excess of the amount appropriated for school year 1)78-79 will be allocated to the
States on the basis of the number of children from families below '0 percent of the'
median national income for four-person families from tha 1975 Survey of Income and

Education. Within States,each local educational agency will receive an amount equal
to its percentage of the State's basic Title I allocation. .

1/ The 1980 estimate is subject to change if the Title I appropria.ion is more or
less than this budget requIst, since exactly one percent of the total amount

a..tually appropriated will be interpreted as appropriated for the Outlyini. .eas

and BIA.

,
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SUPPLIMMAL FACT SHEET

Programs for Handicapped Children

Authorisation llocations to ach State are determined by formula, the number of
eligible handicapped children counted on membership rolls (average daily attendance)
in State-operated or -supported schools (including local educational agencies) is
multiplied by 40 percent of the a ge per pupil expendituro (or no less than 80

percent not more than 120 percent of the national per pupil expendLcure). Each

State is guaranteed an amount which is less than 85 percent of the amount received in

the previous year. However, aside from this provision, allocstions will be ratably
reduced under the proposed limitation of obligations to the extent that the program's
total authorisation exceeds that limitation.

Title I services to the handicapped are typically used to supplement existing special
educational programs for this group. Services intlude the Wiring of consultants,

purchase of equipment, addition of specialised teachers, speech pathologists, evalu-
ation pecialists, and teacher aides.

frJ

)t
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SUPPLEMENTAL FACT SHEET

Progrims tor Neglected and Delinquent Children

Authorized allocations are determined by formula. The average daily attendance in
'school is multiplied by 40 percent of the State per pupil expenditure (or no less
than 80 percent nor more than 120 percent of the national per pupil expenditure).
Each State is guaranteed an amount which is no less than 85 percent of the amount
received in the previous year. Again, however, aside from this provision, alloca-
tions will be ratably reduced as noted above for the Handicapped program.

Approximately 125 State agencies directly responsible for providing F.ee public .
education to an stimated 54,500 neglected or delinquent children in 650 State-
operated or -sup orted institutions will receive Title I grants, the SAM as in
fiscal year 1974. Funds will be used to supplement the existing educational efforts
provided by the State agencies for neglected or delinquent children who are under 21
years of age and have not received high schoor diploma. Services will be designed
to address the compensatory educational needs of this population, up to 50 percent
of which has severe reading problems and other basic skills deficiencies. In addi-
tion to serving basic remedial ilstruction needs, Title I funds will also provide
for vocational instruction, guidance and counseling, and psychological services.
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SUPPLEMENTAL FACT SHEET

Programs for,Migratory Children

Authorised allo,ations to each State are determined by formula. The full-time

equivalent number of migratory children residing in the State is multiplied by 40

percent of the State average per pupil expenditure (or no less than 80 percent nor

more than 120 percent of the national average per pupil expenditure). Each Stets

hos available an'smount that is no less than 100 percent of the amount available in

the previous year. Under the proposed limitation on total amounts obligated, the
effect of the 100 percent hold harmless will mean that each State will be obligated
exactly the amount obligated to it from the previoup year's appropriation.

It is anticipated that in school year 1980-81, 525,000 children of migratory workers

will be enrolled in the Migrant Student Record Transfer System ard thus become poten-

tial recipients of Title I services in over'3,000 local educational agencies. Under

the requested amount, an average expenditure of $400 per child would occur if every

enrollee were served. However, under a projected full-time equivalency of 375,000
participants in school year 1980-81, an average expenditure of $558 per full-time

equivalent child is estimated.

The services to be provided will generally be designed to compensate for the

frequently interrupted and ineffective schooling migrant children receive as they end

their parents follow the crops across the Nation. Approximately 48 percent of the

children will be in grades 1-6, 39 percent in grades 7-12, and 13 percent in pre-

school programs. In addition to the already established national priorities of

accnrately transmitting basic skills information on each child, identifying eligible

secondary students, and improving the effectiveness of the Migrant Student Record

Transfer System, special regional and nationwide projects will be developed to pro-

mote better interstate and intrastate coordination of the program's activities.
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SUPPLEMENTAL FACT SHEET

Concentration Grants

-,

Title I Concentration 'grant funds are awarded on.the basis of an eligibility formula,
requiring that a countyhave more than 5,000 Title I formula children (i.e., economi-
cally disadvantaged) or the number of formula children must exceed 20 percent of the
total number of children i the county. The county entitlements are computed using
the numbers of formula chil ren in excess of 5,000 or 20 percent, mhichever is
greater. For those States w ich might otherwise not receive a large share of the
Concentration funds, the statute provides that no State shall receive less than one-
fourth of one percent of the amount appropriated for Concentration Grants.

Each local educational agency in an eligible county is entitled to additional Title
I funds. However, the funds will be distributed within the county so that the dis-
tricts in which the formula children represent 20 percent or more of the total number
of children will receive the largest share of the county entitlement.

Approximately one-half of the counties in the United States will receive additional
funds under the Concentration provision. The 113 counties in which the 130 largest
cities are located will receive m4re than 60 percent of the funds appropriated for
the Concentration provision. '

14.;
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Support and Innovation Grants: is. Improvement in Local Educatio I Practice

(Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title IV, Part C)

1979 Estimate 1980

Budget Budget Inc ease or

Pos. Authority Authorization P06. Authority Dec ease

31 C46,400,00011 - Indefinite 25 $146,400,000

1/ Represents comparable amount for this activity -included in a total fiscal ye r

1919 Title IV-C appropriation of $197,400,000. The comparable balance of

$51,000,000 in fiscal year 1979 for Strengthening State Educational Management

pursuant to Section 404(a)(9) in carried in the activity, "Strengthening 3tate

Educational Management."

-"of,.

faL222t_and method of operations

To provide State and local educational agencies with resources for developing and

implementing improved practices and programs according to their own needs and cir-

cumstances, a program of multi-purpose grants to State educational agencies is auth-

orized, The State educational agencies in turn award discretionary grants to their

local educational agencies for a wide variety of activities dealing with nueli im-

proved practices, and also for innovation and improvement in co-pensatory ,,chication

efforts. More specifically, local educational agencies might conduct projects

dealing with: serving children with special needs gifted and talented,

handicapped, and educationally deprived)f dropout prevention; needs of Private

schools loe improved services; basix skills achievement; parental participation in

their children's educational process; individual school management and coordination

of both educational resources and resources inherent in the surrounding community;

professional development of teaching staffs and administrators; and early childhood

development and screening of potential or incipient learning barriers. A mandated

minimum of 15 percent of the State's allocation must be.used for programs and pro-

jects focused on needs of handicapped children. A MaxiMUM of tive percent M4V be

used bv the !tate to actually administer the State plan..

The 1978 Amendments required that five percent of the fundsli State receive% to

excess of its previous year's amount %hall be usee tar tmoreved shool maoaeemeet and

resource coordination, ard that 50 percent ot such excess be used for innovation and

improvement in compensatory education efforts.
A

1980 budget policy

To provide a source ot funds which tge State educational agency may use flexibly to

improve educational practices and to support spe.-tal educational programs,

$14a,600,000 is requested for fiscal year 1980. Beginning in 1980, the funds

requested here will focus on assistIng States to implement improved educational prac-

tices. Funding for Strengthening State Edit, ction
Management, previously included

here will be requested separately. The lands requested here, in the aggregate, will

fund the program at the same level as in 1479 when adlusted tor the transfer of funds

for Strengthening State Education Management.
Th, amount requested in total l the

same as the amount available in 1979 tor thic purpose. To assure that ea Stat,,

re.:eives exactly the same amount, a nrovis. has twee aided the propose,,

4:Clan languagewhich results in a type .4 "ho!d harmless." hy ensuring tha' epf. State

receives the same amount which ft used from tLe previous year', approprie'-- 'or

these activities before any Stat, mly r,,,ic, tond% in addiplo r, that With

out this proviso, individual State,
,null rwetve more or iecs than they d-d h- 1979 .

as a result of Section 404(aftQl, whi.h permtt% States to fifterent -,'s et

their entire Title tv-r allocation forfthe
aforemeettnned a,ttvities as ..nrs--.3 'n

"strengthening" (Title V.41) activItivS.

4.
44.111 I.. 71

4 fi
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32
11-n 19gOlopiiiti-nli-fdi-tbitiist tiM4 under the EaUciffon'AiendmeRfl-iii-L975;'which
revised the authorised activities funding priorities of the program, SEAs and LEAs
may restructure their funding priorities. tor example, considering the new statutory
purposes, it could be expected that parent and early childhood education projects
will receive int sssss d support and that projects

to improve instruction in the basit
skills will be further emphasised. It is estimated that the funda will support about
3,600 local education agency projects. Based on information derived from fiscal year
1977 reports for 49 States and extra-Staie jurisdictions, it is estimated that 8.5
million children will participate in these projects. These same observations apply
to use of funds from the fiscal year 1979 appropriation for school year 1979-80.
From information received regarding the use of fiscal year 1977 funds, the greateat
percentagea of projects are currently contentrated in the following areas:

Area
Percent of El 1977 funded proiects

a. Special Education
13

h. Reading/Language Arts
11

c. Mathematics a
d. Instructional Management Systems a
I. Career Education

6
I. Staff Training

7

; 1
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Support and innovation Grants: b. Strengther ng State Educational Management

(Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title V, Part El)

1979 Estimate 1980

Budget Budget Inctease or

Pos. Authority Authorization Pos, Authority. Decrease

.:.

5 $51.000,000-
1/ Indefinite 5 $51.000,000

ii

1/ Represents comparable amount for this activity included in 'a total fiscal year

Title IV-C appropriation of $197,400,000.
The comparable balance of $146,400,000

in fiscal year 1979 is carried under "Improvement in Local EducationalPractiees."

plupseand method of operations

TO improve the effectiveness
and efficiency of State educational agencies in general,

and their manAgement of Federal programs,
specifically, discretionary grants are

authorized under a newly defined, separate Title V-B, Grants will be awarded accord-

ing to criteria to be established In the Federal Register, which will take Into con-

sideration amounts received in the prior year by each State for these purposesounder

the former Support and Innovation Grants consolidation program. The awards will

. Avilst State agencies in applying effective management and administrative practices

io meeting critical education needs in the State. Such needs and problems, many of

which are of national concern,
include further Improvements in :,hool finance equity,

statewide -..apa:ity to assess basic
skills achievement of all students, the provision

of techni'el assistance in program planning and management to local educational

Agencies, dissemination of information On successful practices, equitable private,

nonprofit school participation in Federal programs, and professiunal development 1.. 1

State educ.ation agetscy personnel.

State applicatiots tor grants are evaluated on the basis of soundness cfaeproach and

purpose of the State plan relatiye to the above areas of concern and any others noted

in the statute. The State plan must also contain the means by which the State will

make information and technical assistance available to private, nonprofit school

officials concerning the participation of private
school children in Federal pro-

grams; and a rompzehenstve plan for the coordination of Federal and State funds for

training a,tivities for educational personnel in the State. This program isadvance

funded. Funds requested in the fiscal year 1980 budget will be obligated during the

period July 1, 1180 - September 30, 1981. If funds arc not appropriated, States are

authorized to use fund, appropriated for
ESEA Title TV, Part C r Improvement in

Local Edu.ati +nal Pya.ti-ei, tor these purRoses, under the authority of Section

406(.1)(4) of that title.

1980 budget pot Y

To rontinue Federal snppurt to assist State educatl.nal agencies to Improve their

operations, $51 millian ti requested in 1'080 to lt,itiate a new discretionary program

ot grants to SEAs. Prior to 1980, States utilized funds tor this purpose from

amount, all eated t. them undor ESEA IV-C. The amount releested in 1980 represents

the aggregate amount osed hy Ow States in 197g tor these purposes from Title IV-C.

Awards to 'AFAs will he based on prole.
applications and emphasis will be placed oh

attivities designed to tmpr,ve %-pe- ifi. .reac ul operations and to concentrate on

management At Federal program, through
re.hnital assistance to total edu,dri.Mal

agent tes. fqrfIwr. I,r the tiz,r time, SEAs will he required to provide tniormatiOn

and to. hot al a t.,c .tah. 0 to npt tnst hut ions.
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3. lilingual Ea,cation.

(Elementary and Secondery Education Act, Title VII)

1979 Estimate 1980
. budget laliTt Increase or

-.-Pos. Authority Authorization Pos. Authority Decrease

48 $158,6004001/- $299,000.000 48 $173,600,000 315,000,000

1/Includes $8,600,000 for liilingual Desegregation program transferred to Title VII
from the Emergency School Aid Act program in fiscal year 1980.

Purpose and method of operations

To provide equal educational opportunities and develop English language
proficiency for children of limited English ability, grants and contracts are
awarded to: 13 build the capacity of local education agencies to provide
bilingual inetruction; 2) 'enable States to rrovide coordination and technical
assistance to local education agencies; 3) support a variety of teacher and
management training activities; 4) develop, and disseminete curriculum
materials; and 5) support studies and evaluations to measure needs for bilingual
education and determine the most effective ways to meet them. In the case of
Parto lico, programa are also provided for children of limited Spanish 0414,
to develop their Spanish language proficiency.

This program is largely forward funded. Grants are awarded on the basis of
national competition, with projects approved for 4 period of one to three yeara.
Supyort after the first year's award ia subject to successful performance and the
availability of funds. Contracts are awarded on the basis of national competition
and may extend, in some instances, for more than twelve monthe.

19801xEgieljelloy

In fiscal year 1980, $173,600000, an increase of 4 C,000,000 over fiscal year
1979, is requested to support activities for the 14 .80 achool year.

1. Grants to school districts. To assist in building the capacity of local
education agencies to sideiess the needs of their children with limited
English speaking ability, $112,525,000 is requested to initiate LEA bilingual
inotruction projects. The primary objective of such instruction is to enable
participants to master English at a level necessary for them to take advantage
of the regular school program. The request will provide funds for approxi-
mately 625 bilingual projects, of which 179 will be new awards. Awards
include funding for inservice teacher training to meet needs determined by
the local school districts. Approximately 340,000 students will be enrolled
in the projects, an increase of 18,000 over fiscal year 1979. In accordance
with the provisions of the Education Amendments of 1978, at least 60 percent
of the students bill be of limited English proficiency, and local education
agencies will be vtquired to individually evaluate each child who has been in
a Title VII bilingual program for two\years to determine the child's need for
continued participation. About 55,000.000 of the funds for grants to school
eistricts willIbe reserved for the development of full-scale model programa
at approximately 50 of the most successful continuing projects, to demonstrate
effective bilingual education methods. 1
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19/y 1980

Grants to school diatricts (LEAal $102,350,000 $112,525,000

Number projects supported $97 625

Number new starts (112) (179)

Model projects funded ($0)

Number chIldren participating
Q2,inli) 340,000

Average cost per student 5 .'e7 $ 287

2, Tr/311911h. in order to reduce the shortaeo ut hilinenal education teachers and

to Improve bilinguai teaching and administration, S10,125,000 I. requested for

training activities, including; 1

a. yellowshipj: $5,500,000 for approximatelyy7J5 graduate-level fellowships
to prepare educators.to train hilingual edt,-ation teachers. The. Education

Amendmenta of 1978 require that fellowship recipients must either repay
the award or wotk in the field of bilingual education teacher training for

a period equal to the number of years for which aasistance was received.

h. .Profes.sioral deve1qEmlut: S16,000,0Mito support undereraduate and non-

degree programs to train hilingual education personnel, primaril4 teachers.

and to develop bilingual education capacity at institutions of higher

education. Awards will be made to about 120 universities for the devel0P-
ment nr expansion of bilingual education programs in their schools of

edu,atIon, and for approximately 1,100 stipenda to undergraduates who

participate in these bilingual programs. In a ilk, program emphasis, grants

and contracts will a1so,be made for short-term institutes providing inten-

sive summer training sessione for bilingual protect staff; for community

college programs for bilingual education paraprofess.ionals: and for programs

designed to help parente of language-minority children participate more

(ully in the education of their children. Special emphasis in these train-

ing programs will be placed on improving management skille of present and

potential- bilingual education administrators and teachers.

c. Traininikresource.centers: S8,825,00q.for awards to about 22 training

resource centers to improve the quality of teaching at Title VII.supported

LFA projecta. The centers provide training and technical assistance for

Title VII teachers, paraprofessionals, and project administrators and offer

management training to improve the administration of Title VII programs.

1 0
3. Materiala develaimper. To meet national needs for effective bilingual materials

$10-000,001ill support the development, assessment, and dissemination of

curricular and other instructional ma:erials. A recent offiee of Ktincation

bilingual curriculum materials study, to be released in Spring, 1979, hiohlighta

the nee(I foe bilingual oducation materials which
better satisfy needs of tocal

school districta, and for more vigorous dissemination of the materials developed

by Title VII renters. In order to: 1) promote a coordinated national bilingual

materials program, 2) expand the oimhek of languages for which hilingual

materials are available, and 3) f. 1 remaining gaps in curriculem materiala

'tavatlable in Spanish, Purtueuese, and Adian languages, half of the filnds
e

requested will he coed tu contract fur the development of specific bilingual

products. The balance wil1 be nsed fur cantinnatinn grants to complete the

develpment Of materiala underway at ahnut six materiala d.velppment and

dissemination centers.

4. State education Asyncles. To help States coordinate Title VII hilingual educa-

tion activities and provide technical ansiatance to Inca . school districts,

$5,00,000 is requested for contracts with 4h State tdncation agencies.

Coniracts are authorized in an amount up tn five percent of the total Title

VII fand,. awarded to local education aeencies in that State in the preceding

flaeai year.
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S.

5. Advisory Council. An amount of .$150,000 will be set aside for the activitaee
of the National Advisory Council on Bilingual Education.

6. Clearinghouse. An amount of $1,000.000 is requested for'the operation of the
Bilidgual Elation Clearinghouse, supported in conjunction with the National
Institute of Education.

7, Studies and evaluatinna. Tocartyout studies required by theEducationAmendments
of 1978, $6,000,0011 is requestedforstudiesand evaluations. Thiseffortwillbe
three-fold. First, atudieawillbe conducted to assess thenationalneed for bilingual
education, includingdetermining: 1) statistical projections ofcpanges in thesize
of the populationwith limited Englisliproficiency,nationwide; 2) the extent
to which limited English proficient children are currently participating in
bilingual education programs; and 3) the number of teachers with bilingual
education skills and the degree to which Title VII training programs have
reduced the bilingual teacher Sh(rtage. Second, to'improve the effectiveness
of biptigual services for students: 1) classroom instructional and evaluation
modelsif, begun in fiscal year 1979, will be completed and tested; 2) a national
study of the elements esscritial to effective bilingual classroom programs will
be undertaken; 3) standards fof determining when students should enter and
exit bilingual proRrams, developed beginning in 1979, will be assessed and
field tested; and 4) an assessment of the effect of alternative bilingual
approaches on student achievement and proficiency in English will be conducted.
Filially, studies will be conducted to find methods to more effectively and
efficiently manage the Federal bilingua! effort, As required by the Education
Amendments of 1978, bilingual studies and evaluations funded under the authority
of ESEA Title VII, Part C,are administered by the Office of the Assistant
Secretary; of Education and conducted by the Office of Education, the National
Institute of Education, and the National Center for Educational Statistics. The
amount requested, an increase of $4,000,000 over fiscal year 1979, will be
shared amnng these agencies in accordance witlf,a plan developed by the
Assistant Secretary's tart C Coordinating Council, whose membership includes
representatives from OE, NIE, and NCES.t

8. Bilingual desegregatioe_grants. in order tn reduce the isolation, of language
minority children and increase their educational opportunities, $8,600,000
will assist about 30 local educaWon agencies to offer bilingual-bicultural
education ptograms at the elegentary and secondary levels. Projects funded
must be integral parts of desegregation prograMs of the local school districts.
Awards include funds for training teachers and other bilingual education staff.
This activity, formerly authorized by the Emergency Setiool Aid Act, was trans-
ferred to Title VII by the Education Amendments of 1978.

jn fiscal year 07.9, an appropriation of $150.000,300 will include $102,350.000
for grants to local education agencies. These grants will support 592 classroom
projects, including appropriate inservice training. An estimated 132 will be new
awards. In addition to inservice training conducted by local schonl districts,
$29,625,000 will be available for other training. Materials development, assess-
ment, and dissemination will be supported by $10,000,000. An estimated 46 States
will receive $4,875,000 for technical assistance and cnordination efforts, while
the National Advisory Council on Bilingual Education will receive 6150,000, and
51,np0.000 will fund the third year of operation of the bilingual clearinghouse.
Finally, 62,000,000 will fund studies and evaluation of bilingual education needs
and practices as mandated by congress in the Education Amendments of 1978, Studies
will include the development and dissemination of instructional and etialuation '

models; evaluation of the etfectiveness and extent nf preservice bilingual reacher
training programs; and initial work on projections of atude,.t populations needing
bilingual services, and services now received by children with limited English
proficienc,.
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Bilingual Education Summary

4

Grants to schcol districts (LEW
Training
Materials development and

1979 1980

$102,350,000
29,625,000

$112,525,000
30,325,000

a

dissemination 10,000,000 10,000,000

Awards to Seat. education agencies 4,875,000 5,000,000

Advisory Ccuncil 150,000 150,000

Clearinghouse 000,000 1,000,000

Studies and evaluations 1000,0001/ 6,000,000

Bi gual desegregation grants 600 000 8 600 000

Total 158,600,000 173,600,000

1/Shown for comparability. Bilingual Desegregation program transferred to Title

VT1 from RSAA starting in fiscal year 1980.
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4. Basic Skills Improvement Program

(Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title II)

1979 Estimate 1980
Budget

Pos. Authority Authorization Pos.
Budget

Authorit
Increase or
Decrease

26 $271750,0001/ 2/ 29 $35,000,000 *$7,250,000

,1/ Includes $750,000 forL.Special Mathematics projects transferred to Title II.
Elementary and Secondary Education Act, from the Emergency School Aid Act
(ESAA) program starting in 1980.

2/ Part A: 820,000,000; Part B: Indefinite; Part C. Section 231: ',000,000;
Part C, Section 232: Indefinite.

Purpose and method of operetions

To improve basic sltil1a achievement among the Nation's children, youth, and adults,
Title II of the Education Amendments of 1978 authorize& Basic Skills Improvement
prosram. The general strategy of this new program is to provide facilitating
services and resources to stimulate educational institutions, governmental agencies,
and private organisation& to improve and expand their activities relating to
reading, communications skills, both written and oral, and mathematics skills.
Specifically, it ie designed to encourage States, local school districts, com-
munity organisations, colleges, and the Federal government to coordinate every
appropriate resource for basic skills'improvement. This program replace& the
National Reading ImproVement Program (Right to Read) and expands the focus of
Federal concern to mathematics and oral and written communication, as well as
reeding.

The primary thrust of 'this new initiative is aimed at State coordination of basic
skills programs, to be reinforced by a new State-Federal relationship to aupport
individual agreements for comprehensive planning and implementation of basic
skills activities. The Office of Education plans to enter into agreements with

every State, which describe an individualized State basic skills program
and a method of coordinating resources to implement it. The Basic Skills program
is both an impetus to and a component of larger national effort to accomplish

l

the goal ofimastery of basic skills.

This progr ee is divided into three major component parts. Part A (national)
activities 4upport a variz-zy of programs aimed at basic skills improvement at
C.: local 1 vet. Some of theae are to be implemented for the first time, while
other. en. sistlar to those which took place under the Right to Read program,
but are expanded to include all basic skills. Part 13 (State) activities
provide support so that States mar coordinate statewide basic skills programs.
Part C provides for two Special basic skills activitiesone aimed at motivating
students tO read and the other aimed at improving mathematics skills.

This new legislation specifies that the first $20,000,000 appropriated for the
nrogeam must go for Part A (national) activities before Pert B (State) or Part C
(special) activities may be funded. At the same time, it also provides that
$20,000,C00 is the maximum amount to be awarded for Part A activities.

Parts A and C represent discretionary, forward-funded programs. Grants and
contracts will be made to State and local educational agencies, and other public
snd private organleatioos. Distributioo of funds under Part D will be maAa to
States on the bseit of student population, with no State receiving less than

) .1
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$50,000. At the same time*, the new basic skills legislation stipulates that 70

percent of the amount appropriated for Pert B must go through the States to LEAN

. in the form of grants.

1980 budget policy

TO promote basic skills mastery,
$35,000,000 is requested to support a variety

of authorized projects within the three major components. This represents a

comparable increase of $7,250,000 over the Right to Read program funding level

in fiscal year 1979.

Rational (Part A) ctivities will be funded at the maximum $20,006,000 authori-

sation level to support several newly authorised components, such as technical.

assistance, parental participation projects and use of technology in instruction,

in ldition to revised and expanded
forms of components funded in the past under

Right to Riad. This level will permit-funding of State 'Part B) activitien,for

which $8,250,000 is requested. Of the two Part C programs, the Inexpensive Book

Distribution program will be funded at the current level of $6,000,000 and the

Special Mathematics program, transferred from the Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA)

program, will be fupded at $750,000, the aame level it wee funded under ESAFein

1979,

.Fart A - National Activities

1. Technical sasistance: To stimulate and assist LEAs and SEAs in baaic skills

improvement efforts and to aaa i a t in the coordination of all components of

this new legislation, this component
authorises contracts for regional basic

kills teams to provide comprehensive technical aaa i a tance. For carrying

out this activity, $2,000,000 will, be available for approximately eight awards

in 1980. .

2. Instruction in basic skills: To support activities designed to demonstrate

improved delivery of instructional services in the areas of reading, mathe-

matics, 4nd oral and written communication, this component authorizes school-

wide basic skills program activities.
These include such activities as asses-

sing need,, establishing learning goals,
and implementing basic skills programs.

Projects of this type, limited to reading, were conducted in fiscal year 1979

as "reading improvement projects" under Right to Read. For carrying out this

activity, $7,500,000 will be available for approximately 115 awards in 1980.

3. Parental involvement in basic skills: To encourage parents to assist their

children in improving basic skills, this new program will support the devel-

opment and dissemination of
informational materials to enl.ist parents and

volunteers in teaching children basic skills. For carrying out this activity,

$1.500,000 will be available for approximately 15 awards in 1980.

4. Use of technology in basic skills instruction: To expand the variety and

improve the quality of basic skills instruction, this new component authorizes

development and acquisition of audio and video instructional materials for

teachers and students, training of
educational personnel in the use of educa-

tional technology and distribution of
information related to technology and

basic skills. For carrying out this activity, $2,000,000 will be available

for approximately two awards in 1980.

5. Involvement of educational agencies and private organizations: To stimulate

children, youth and adults to improve their mastery of b.sic skills outside

the normal school setting, this
activity supports efforts .., public and private

orgsnicattons to implement voluntary tutorial programs, motivate children

to improve their reading skills, and establish programs for lending or selling
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books to children, youth, and adults. This objective includes, but is not
limited to, the funding of "reading academies," as titled in the Right to
Read program. for carrying out this activity, $6,000,000 will be available
for approximately 60 swards in 1980.

6. Collection and,disseminstion of information relating to basic skills programs:
To evaluate End disseminate the results of activities relating to basic skills,
funds for this component will support studies and_diesemination of materials,
processes, practices, procedures, and programs that have been successful in
improving the achievement of students in the basic skills. This objective
includes, but is not limited to, "national impact projects," funded under
Right to Read. for carrying gut this activity, $1,000,000 will be available
for approximately five swards in 1980.

Part 13.- State Basic Skills Iiprovement Program

An increased.recognition of the State's role in coordinating basic skilla activities
is the primary basis of the State Basic Skills program. States w:11 develop
individualized agreements with the Department of Health, Education,.and Welfare
relating to overall coordination of basic skills activities throughout the State.

To carry out leadership and training activities and to develop agreemente for
statewide basic skills programs, $8,250,000 is being requested for States to
implement the State Basic Skills Improvement program, which authorizes two major
activities. Section 222, "Agreements with State Educational Agencies," authorizes
a'nember of activities for development and implementation of a comprehensive State
basic skills program'to become part ef a Federal-State agreement. Authority for
Section 224, the "State Leadership Program," will allow ,States to undertake such
activities as development of a comprehensive statewide program for improving basic
skills, coordination of resourcen to improve basic skills instruction in the
schools of the State, assistance to loeal educational agencies in the development
of basic skills programs, and inuervice training programs for LEA administrators
End staff members involved in basic skills instruction.

Part C - Special Basic Skills Projects

1. Inexpensive Book Distribution Program: To provide motivation to children
to learn to read, this component supports the distribution of inexpensive
books to students. This program supports 75 percent of the cost of purchasing
the books; in certain instances,however, books distributed to children of
migrant End seasonal farmworkers ere totally supported by Federal funds.
For carrying out this activity, $6,000,000 will be available for approxi-
mately one sward in 1980.

2. Special Mathematics Program: To improve mastery of mathematics skills, C,is
component provides for the teaching of standard mathematics to eligible children
through instruction in advanced mathematics by qualified instructors. It

was formerly funded under the Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA) program. For
carrying out this activity, $750,000 will be available tor approximately one
award in 1980.

Io

4

-
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Summary of Activities to be Funded under Basic Skills Improvement Profit= - 1980

Part A (Rationel)

Technical assistance $ 2,000,000

Instruction in basic skills 4,500,000
Parental involvement 1,500,000

Use of technology 2,000,000

Involvement of education agencies 6,000,000

Collection and dissemination 1 000 000

Subtotal $20,000.000

Part B (State)

State basic skills program
Subtotal

Part C

__AA.2.11,410
$ 8,250,000

inexpensive book distribution (RIF) 6,000,000

Special mathematics program 750.000

Subtotal 6,750,000

TOTAL $35,000,000

r.r

In fical year 1979, similar activities were funded under the National Raclin/
Improvement program (Right to Read). The focus of these programa was on reading

improvement only, rather than on mastery of all basic skills.. The following are
the specific activity categories funded in fiscal year 1979 under Right to Read.

Summary of Activities Funded under Rieht to Read - 1979

Reading improvement projects $ 8,400,000

Reading academies 5,130,000

State leadership and training 6,400,000

Inexpensive book distribution 6,000,000

National impact projects 800,000

Evaluation 270,000

Special mathematics projects
(funded under ESAA) 750,000

TOTAL $ 27,750,000
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B. Achievement Testing Assistance
(Elmmentary And Secondary Education Act, Title /X, Section 922)

1979 Estimate 1980
Budget Budget Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorization Pos. Authority Decrease

indefinite 3 $2,000,000 02,000,000 .

purpose and method of operations

To develop and improve the capacity of, States and local school districts to conduct
achlevegent testing programs that measure basic-skills competencies, this program
provides assistance to school districts seeking to improve available tests, to
find the best ways to integrate tests into the educational process, and to learn
how to use tests,to more effectively promote the acquisition of basic skills.

In response tb the national decline in standardized'test scores and findings of
illiteracy,among high school graduftes, minimum competency provisions are being
adopted by more and more States. Where these provisions are in effect, stvilents
are tested at various points.in their education careers to determine whether they
have mastered basic competencies appropriate to their grade level. With the use
of testing for such purposes on the increase, the importance of accurate design
and measurement of tests and test results has become critical. The long range
goal of this national program, thus, is to facilitate basic skills improvement of
elementary and secondary school children by promoting the development and demonstra-
tion of the best ways to use test data and results to ensure that basic skills
programs do, in fact, improve basic skills.

This is a discretionary, forward-funded program. Applications are reviewed and .
ranked according to compliance with criteria specified in rules and regulations.
Awards are then made on the basis of scores received by eligible applicants. Grants
and contracts will be awarded to State, locai, public or private 0ganizations to
develop projects designed to demonstrate the best ways to use testIdata to improve
basic skills program implementation. This activity was designed to complement the
new Basic Skills Improvement program (Title /I, ESEA). Together, these two programa
will encourage States and localities to adopt minimum competency standards and to
develop more effective basic skills programs.

1980AtAistfeLpc

To improve the use of achievement testing procedures for implementing more effective
basic skills programs, $2,000,000 is requested for fiscal year 1980. Projects fund-
ed will serve as a model for and impetus to other organizations to evaluate testing
practices and basic skills instructional pnbgrams. 'Activities include:

1. Ten grants to organizations, one to cover each Federal region, to develop
demonstration programs to show the best ways to use test data and results to
implement effective basic skills programs. For carrying out this activity,
approximately $1,000,000 will be made available.

2. Two conttacts to eligible organizations for: 1) technical assistance to the
ten grant recipients noted Above on testing procedures and usage; 2) develop-
ment of specific materials and information packets to be used by grant
recipients and other interested parties; and 3) dissemination of information
and models developed on use of test results and their relationship to improved
instruction and improved basic skills achievement. For carrying out this
activity, approximately $1,000,000 will be made available.

.7) 7



1 8, 1731low Through.
(Headstart-Follow Through Act) .

1979 Estimate

Budget

26 959,000,000

155

1/80

Budget

/mthoritation P's. Authority

970,000,000 24 959,000,000

pampas and method of operations

To identify,'develop, test and dissiminare approaches and practicet uo early

childhood education, giants are made for implementing and testing instructional

approaches far elementary edmation. In addition, supplementary Swards are made

to local projects which have implemented edt....ional approaches validated by the

Office of Education/NationaI institute of Education Joint Dissemination Review

Panel for expanded demonstration snd dissemination activities (called resource

centers). Aweeds fur thi .ibovs activities are made for one year; applications are

required annually from all competitors and are reviewed end rated by panel of

outside experts and OE program sPecialists. in addition to.program operation

grants, contractors are selected on the basis of national competition to perform

program development end evaluation tasks according to specif'cations prepared by

OE. Some of these contrect periods ate in excess of one year.

Increase or
Decrease

WINO

1980 budget policy

To improve the delivery and effectiveness of elementary school educutional eervLcea

to the disadvantaged, new
approaches end practices will he pursued. In 1980, these

funds'yill initiate the design, testing, a.ld dissemination of new instructional

approaches which have the potential to raise the achievement of disadvantaged

children. Models wi/1 be tescsd in new sites which agree to implement the identified

approach lAcluding instructional materials,
teaching strategies, and inservice

training.- Evaluation of the impact of these models will then he tested over time

to determine their effectiveness. These activities will build upon new stud4es

undertaken in fiscal years 1978 and 1979 to develop planning information for

furors Follow Throne, experiments and to examine alternatives f,,r Follow Through

experimentation. Developmental work on alternatives produced and Mscovered in

the latter study will continue through fiscal year 1919.

The long-term strategy for the Follow Through peogram is to continue experimentation

cr. childhood education through identification of nee approaches, implementation,

evaluation and, if successful, dissemination ard demonstratioD.

in 1979, local sites will be aided, some st funding levels at or below the 1978

level. Resource centers will be continued with expansion possible, depending upon

successful performance. 8uLldiri on 1978 activities, further developmental work

will be dons to prepare approach,s for a new experimental cycle in 1980. Awards in .

1980 will include some first generation sites
selected to participate in new studies

as well es new sites implementing new models.
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7. Alcohal and Drug Abuse Education
(Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Act)

I97()

6

Estimate
Budget

Authoritx

$2.000.000

l980

Budget
Authorization . _Pos. Authoriu

$16,000.000

Increase or
Decrease

6 $3,000,000 41.000,000

\,Purpos, and method of operations

To develop an ongoing, local problem-soi,ing ca.aability t, prevent alcohol and drcl,-
abuse, funds are authorized by the Ai,ohol ane, Drug Atase Education Act (P.L. 93-464
a; ameneled by P.L. 95-136). This capability is designed to oe equally appll to
related behavior problems such as truancy. vandalism, and disruptive behavio.. '

which. along with all types of substance ahuse, manifest in behavior that is an
.

impediment to receiving a good educatiqn. The Act authorizes alcohol and drug edu-',
ciet(lon project% in schools, communities, and institutiona o. higher education. It .%

provides for dev'elopment, validation and dissemination of prevention strategies
throughout the country and for leadership training for educational and community
personne.1, and foe parents.

1980 budgyt

To improve the capacity of communities to reduce substance abuse. $3 million is
requested Jor the competitive contracting of five.strateg.c Ily placed regional
training resaurce centers which will provide training and technical assistance t,
teams ot school personnel from local educational agencies all across tne Country.
The approximate cost of each contract will be $56242010 for contract period of 12
months. The school teams to receive initial training will be selected in national
competition by the resource renter evaluation staff consisting of two readers repre-
senting rhe center and th, State education agency, and a third independent expert.
These school teams will then continue to receive technical assistance on-site fn
their own schools from the resource centers as they design ae.. implement prevention
approaches that are tailored to their particular school situations regarding sub-
stance abuse and related behavior problems. Part ol this technical assistance will
include leadership development conferences for schoollUistrict administrators.

Under the budget request, upwards of 60 new teams will he trained, and technical
asaistance will be offered to over 375 previously trained teams. Of the new teams
trained, up to 20 percent n.ght be from rural areas. However, finite program
resources call tor fom In most efforts upon urban Areas* where the alcohol and
drug abuse problems is mosr severe and persistent, and where the greatest numerical
(overage of students is possible. This greater coverage is possible partially
because uiban (and suburban) teams can be trained in four.team clusters (personnel
from a high school and its "feeder schools - junto: high and elementa.y schools)
rather than in aeoeraphicallv unrelated ernups. The most effective ot the porlons
trained through the four-team clustLr approach are further trained to become new
trainers for other schools and flusters o' schools in their districts or communi-
ties. Their work is assisted through -le year of on-site technical assistance..

The trainine reso.ure renters wilt continue to disseminate the most promising pr.',
tirena. .4odels tor adaptation by srhoo! d:stricts throughout the country if appro-
piiare to their loral Circumstances. 'Int .01 $lon,000 technical assIgtance
conttact.the program will advise State education agencies on building cooperativ
venture:with other State.agencies having responsibility for alcohol and drugabuse
prevention.



Finally, a mandated three percent ($90,000)-se1-aside for evaluation actiy.fties .

will be used to continue expansion ot the.national data bAse through the acquisition

'of impact data on school teams, including the types of program activities the teams

,have designed and the effectiveness of those activities.

In fiscal year 1979; the trainine centers will be providing technical assietance to

about 375 previously trained teams in their res0Xctive school districts;. Under

$2 million budset authority, the contracts will average about $368,000. The first

year.of the mandated evaluation effort will be devoteeto collecting baseline (feta

incl compiling initial information on the school teams.

t:



SUPPLEMENTAL FACT SHEET

Alcohol and Drug Abuae Education

Selection of method of operation included consideration of the variety of activities
authorised, in.conjunction with a preference for the school teem approach indicated
in the legislative history of the program's recent reauthoriration.

ihe school team training method, as conducted by five regional training resource
centers, has again been selected as the primary component of the 1980 budget
strategy, because:

--Concentration of.resources in the trakning-centers allows for the ongoing
development and consistent availability of sufficient expertise in the field
at each center.'

--The alternative of small grant awards to most or all State& would most likely
achieve no significant impact.

The current method okoperation also provides for the moat credible type of
demonstration and poblic information capacity:

--Presence of continually of-.rational, high caliber eams in selected schools and
school distriCts results in ongoing models of repl cation quality for adjacent
schools and districts, especially under the "multip ier effect" of team members
becoming trainers of additional teams.

.--The public is informed in a way which gives true visibility not only to the
extent of the problem but also to examples of workable means of dealing with
che problem on a preventive basis.

The Following StitintICS are pertinent to the
strategies:

haw teams fraisled ..,
On-site technical assistance day,

fiscal years 1479 and

19/4

1980 budget

1980

60

delivered 1,445 1.572 .
School districts affected 95 119
Schools affected 180 460
Students X-l2 affected 600.000 760,000
Educational personnel affeted 7.600 8,ano
Local programs generated . /60 880
State education agenclea involved.. 25 25

Host of the above indiiators do not increase in proportion to the requested increase
in budget authority. Thi% results from the concentration of resoorces on the initial
training of new teams, However, qoalftattve changes can be dramati he,anse they
represent an impact upon schools 4ith no previous contact with the program. More-
over, once teams are trained, the dividend, multiply significantly through the pro-
Visioll of follow-up technt,al assistance.

416
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Environmental Education
(Environmental Education Act)

1979 Estimate
Budget

Pos Authorit

9 $3000,000

1980-

Authorization Pos.

Budget Increase or

Authorits, Decrease

$7,000,000 8 $3,500,000.

Purpose and method of operations

To assist the development of educational resources
and practices for public under-

standing of problehis, issues, and options related to
environmental quality in the

context of quality of life, the Environmental
Education Act provides for the award-

ing of grad : -nd contracts on the basis of national competition. Grants are

awarded t lic and private nonprofit agencies, organizations and institutions.

Funds also .re awarded for
competitive contracts to meet specific national develop-

mental needs in environmental education. All technically eligible proposals are

evaluated in terms of their relative merit by three nonsovernaeut
reviewers who -

hive expertise in this area.

1980 budaet 001(cif

In fiscal year 1980,
funding emphasis will shift from the support of basic resource

development and pilot projects
to th'e support of large scale multi-year projects

which have nationwide significance and application.potential.
These projects will

address formal and nonformal
environmental education, and specifically the require-

ments for cooperative high
school-community programs that can be adopted and

continued by the instieutions" in the area or region of the project's location.

.To achieve this purpose, aggro:
mately 14 grants will be awarded to publ.ic id

private nonprofit agencies, institutions,
consortia, etc.. for the full scale

' design, development, and
implementation of environmental

education projects \

de..ling with specific
environmental issues and focusing primarily on secondary

school programs. These projects will operate in selected local education agencies

and involve the participation
of key persons in education,

public interest, State

and regional planning,
and business and professional associations.

The expertise

demanded of these persons as a group will be comprehensive, covering every facet

;

of the project, including
personnel and miterials development, technical assistance

and documentation and
evaluation of the project.

Approximately $3,250,000 or more will be awarded for the competitive, comprehen-

sive, multi-year projects. The rematning funds, up to $250,000, 'Jill be allocated

formandated energy contests
which will be administered as a contract activity.

44-StS 0 - 79
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9. Telecommunications Demonstrations
(Communications Act of 1934, Section 395Ao as amended)

1979 Estleve
Budget

Budget increase orPos. Authority Authorization Pos, Authority Decrease

1980

---1/ $1,000,000 $1,000,000 $1,000,000

1/ This program is administered tn Office of the Secretary.

Purpose and method of operations

To demonstrate models in non-broadcast communicetions technology (cable, satellite,
microwave, closed-circult television, etc.) which have potential for increasing the
distribution of health, education, and welfare informational services to gredeor
numbers of clients, for providing services of higher quality, and for delivering
these services economically, a program of grants ls authorized to be administered bythe Office of the Secretary. .Grant award periods may not exceed three years. Appli-
cations Are evalutTed by teams of in-house readers representing HEW, end also NASA
and.FCC, wig three of the members evaluating for social welfare substance and con-
tent, and one or two members evaluating tor technical feasibility.

1980 budaet policy

To provide for about eight or nine telecommuntcatlons
demonstrations models, the

same number that will be funded under the fiscal year 1979 appropriation, $1,000,000
is requested to be administered by the Office of the Secretary. Four of.the awards
in both fiscal years 1979 and 1980 will be continuations of projects begun in the
previous fiscal year.



10. Ellender tellowahips
(F.L. 92.506)

1979 Estimate
Budget

Budget Increase or

Fos. Authority Authorization Pos. Authority Decrease

161

1980

. 91,000,000 $1,000.000 -$1,000,000

Nrisose and method of.operations

To increase the understanding of the Federal government among secondary chool

tudents, teachers, and the communities they represent, funds are provided to the

Clorw Up Foundation of Washington, D. C. The Foundation then awards fellowships

to economically disadvantaged secondary school students (i.e., average family

indome is about 95,500) and their teachers.
The communities in which the fellow.

ship; are warded are chosen annuapy by ths Foundation's board of directors on

the basis of ar equitable geographic and urban/rural representation, community

interest, end the availability of matching funds from other ources in the com.

eunity. Each secondary school in the selected communities receives one student

and one teacher fellowship wht.lh can In shared as partial fellowahips. Students

an further selected on the basis of their interest in the objsctives of the

program and teachers are selected by principals. These students and teachers

spend one week in Washington.meeting with leaders from the three branches of

government, r
s:

1980 budget policy

In past years, communitiei participating in the Close Up program have actually

contributed most of the funds for its operation, including ths 4rovision of fellow

ships for low-income students.
The continuation of such Community interest is not

expected to depend primarily upon Ellender Fellowship funding. Rather, this type

of responsiveness indicates the capacity of local organizations and institutions

to eith.er continue working with the Close Up Foundation or to institute activitisa

identical or aimilar to Close Up.

In fiscal year 1979, about 2,500 fellowships will be supported from the amounts

appropriated.
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Ii. Ethnic Meritage Studies

(Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title IX, Part E)

162

, 1979 Estimate

Budget
Pos. Authority

I 5
$2,000,000

1980

Budget
A404ELAALLEa____pos. Authority

$15,000,00U 3

Purpose and method of operations

.(

Increase or

Vecrease

-$2,000,000

To provide for a greater understanding of the diverse culture and heritage of MeNation, grants are awarded for the developmenr and dissemination of curricularmelrials dealing with ethnic heritage studies, tot* the formal and non-formaltraining of persons to use those materials, and for community activities under-,taken by organizations with special interests in ethnic groups. These effortswill afford students an opportunity to learn more about their own and otherethnic groups and to work towards reducing social divisiveness. Awards can bemade to public and private nonprofit educational agencies, institutions, andorganizations. Competition is national in scope, with awards being determinedby outsrtle readers who are experts in the field.

L9EL.§21111.:1_22.11.Ey

No fund5 are requested for the
program, consistent with completion of the phase-out begun in lisral year 1979. Projects in this general area are eligible for

funding under A breed range of programs administered by the National Endowmenttor the Humanities. In tisral year 1979, the conclustor ot the Offic,e of Educationrole will be the funding of approximately
50 new awards, with special emphasis on...raining and materials development.

Uver the past six years, the more than $12.5million appropriated lor this program has funde0 hi "eds of awards for thesetypes of activities.
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Elementary and Secondary Education

Title I, Educatioaallv Deprived '1111dren

state or
Outlying Areas

1978 Advance
for 1479 1/

1979 Advance
for 19E0 P

_§3.378 182 000

68,601,805
h,h15,170

31,145,403
43,995,101
266,816,88'

27,421,912
26,557,424
8,/S0,139

100,471,428
11,958,WIJ

10,410,851
8,927,243

129,400,075
31,121,545

24,976,267

21,716,971
16,671,846
81,091,214

12,554,844.
46,9e3,951

64,111,249
12 1,610,90n
18,671,815
68,20;,874.
48,916,956

9,821,/12
15,212,780
4,074,129
4,7'42,635

74,945,560

24 013:1, 762

217,10,9,500

85,90 1,106

8, 1. 1, 845

86, )56, 758

31,2 /1,175

.'9,217,114

I I.' ,56.',698

9, 757,947

51, 19 ), /

1180 Advince
for 1981 4/5.

TOTAL $2,715 000 000 $1 078 382 000

68,468,358
6,885,236
31,0,72,645

43,916,291
266,156,791

27,376,117
26,510.265
8,730,312

100,303,740
75,813,256

10,890,499
8,911,912

129,130,941
17,656,137
24,928,536

21,677,400
56,507,103
0,918,125
12,534,773
46,837,928

64,40i,507
121,389,171
18,004,955
68,078,380
48,925,739

9,86,488
15,184,111
4,067,761
4,734,667

74,81r.435

23,995,496
277,051,006
85,745,664
8,528,802
80,400,581

11,209,878
29,229,576
132,299,151

9,740,067
53,295,100

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia

Hawaii
Idaho
Illinoil
Indiana
Iowa

Kansao
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland

Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri.

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey

Neu Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohlo

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina

42

65,611,919
6,551,49.
29,214,325
41,721,733
219,429,638

25,628,844
24,310,875
8,181,426

102,015,117
72,451,876

9,026,624
8,508,055

119,530,445
16,570,127
21,806,960

20,709,016
54,011,581
77,550,h8L
12,06'),019

45,416,508

ho,168,5s4
109,)15, 125

17,060,530
64,070,174
47,023,440

9,449,725

14,155,319
4,008,656
4.060,896
/0,700,455

254,219,104
'H2,543,715

7,887,:21

82.16/,178

11,6/0,614
28,617,571
121,204.fi99

9,04,,621

51,270,00i
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Outlying Areas for 1979 1/
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l'179 Advance 1980 Advance
for 1980 2./ for 1981 1/

South Dakota $ 9,304,607 $ 9,040,430
Tennessee 60,152.425 62,714,840
Texas 211,464,820 221,218,362
Utah 8,783,332 9,246,479
Vermont ,435,478

\'.....--As

1 5,640,601

irginia 60,331,346 61,712,877
W shington 16,100,992 5/,562,634
We t Virginia 26,608,449 27,711,131
Wisconsin 43,104,710 46,069,115
Wyoming 4,265,082 4,368,753

District of Columbia
Puerto Ri.o

American Samoa )

Guam
Northern Marianao)
Trust Territory )

Virgin Islands )

BIA

Evaluotion & Studies
Undistrilmred
Reserve

16,595,573 17,806,146
73,739,37B 98,004,069

.:7,326,/24 31,090,850

12,250,000 15,706,000
1,346,523 "

149,353,095

$ 9,023,568
62,594,004

220,867,717
9,229,789
5,631,964

61,655,844
37,501,901
21,677,921

45,984,197.

4,361,562

17,774,644
97,813,822

"34 ,999,762Y

16,996,000

147,422,639

1/ Total appropriation $2,735,000,000 (obligated under P.L. 89-10, as amended by
P.L. 93-380); Part A: $2,722,750,000 with $27,847,566 for Administration,
$337,848,34 fur State Ageacies, and $2,355,707,527 for local education agencies;
Part D and Studies: $12,150,000; currently undistributed: $1,346,523.

2/ Total appropriation $3,078,382,000 (to be obligated under P.L. 89-10, .ati amended
by P,L. 95-,561); Part A, Subpart 1: $2,508,699,547; Part ! 3360,305,308; State
Administration set-aside (Sec, 194): $44,318,000; Evaluation vet-aside (Sec. 183)
$14,456,000; GEPA Section 417(a)(2): $1,250,000. An amount of $149,353,095 is
reserved for Part A, 5ubpart 1, Section 111(a)(3)(D), (SIE distribution) pending
final certification of data from the Department of Commerce. From that amount,
additional payments for State administration will also be made,

3/ lotal appropriation $3,078,382,000 (to be obligated under P.L. 89-10, as amended
by P.L. 95-561); Part A, Subpait 1: S2,510,678,059; Part B: $357,105,308; State
dralnistration set-aside (Sec. 194): $44,269,994: coordination of Migrant

Educaticn 14)); $1,100,U00; kvaluation set-aside (Sec. 183):
$14,456,000; CEPA Section 417(a)(2): $1,250,000. An imount of $147,422,639 is
reserved for Part A, Subpart 1, Section III (a)(3)(D), (SIE distribution) pending
final certification of data from the Department of Commerce. From that amount,
additional payments for State Administration will also be made,

4/ The $4 million intrease in the estimated Outlying Area allocation in 1989 results
from the anticipated timing of the 19/9 Supplemental Appropriation for
$258,000,000. The basic law prevides that the Outlying Area allocation be cpl-
culated at one percent of the total payments under Part F. including the Concen-
tration Grant funds,but must be paid out of the LEA funds excluding the
Concentration Grant funds, Since we assume that the Supplemental appropriation
for Concentration Grants may not be available when the allocations are calculated
In February-March 1979, the Concentration Grant amount will not be included in
the base for making the calculation. Later, if the Concentration Grants are

a

1 G

/
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appropriated by the Congress, thege Concentration Grants are not to be used

for funding the Outlying Area allocation.

5/ Although the total amount appropriated
for thin part of Title 1 is identical in

both fiscal year 1979 and fiscal year 1980, and although the most recent enroll-

ment and current expenditure data is used for each of those years, the 50 States

*how decreases in 1980 for the following two reasons:

-- A. noted in 14 above, the base for
calculation of the one percent for

Outlying Areas grants in 1979 will exclude the requested supplemental,

and thus less funds will be taken fps the total amount available to local

education agencies in the States inlic)79 than in 1980 in order to fund

the Outlying Areas.

.

-- In 1980 the $1,200,000 for the Migrant Student Record Transfer System

is being allocated directly for that purpose rather than being first

allocated to the States and then set amide from those State allocations.

Therefore, comparably speaking, there ie no reduction, since the 1979

amounts would ultimately be reduced in aggregate by the same amount of

$3,200,000.

Note: Detail within the above.rftres is slightly different from that indicated in

the Title I narrative, because the &Jove tables are based upon the most

recent actual data whirl: is available State by State, 38 opposed to the use

in the narrative of anticipated
national totals, for which there, is no State

by State data. The national figures thus do not lend themselves to

incorporation in these tables. Even the most recent actual figures will be

subject to revision prior to obligational availability of these funds.

1

/
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Elementary and Secondary Education

Title 1, Grants far Disadvantaged

Grants for Local Educational Agencies in Counties with Especially
High Concentrations of Children from Low-income Families

State or
Outlying Areas

44041P--
TOTAL

Alabilaa

Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina

1978 Advance
for 1979

1979 Advance
for 19801/

1980 Advance
for 19811/

$258,000,000 $400,000,000

6,482,921 9,859,827
651,401 1,009,925

2,754,071 4,192,893
3,153,096 4,800,383

31,726,994 48,302,87

Colorado 1,207,336 1,838091
Connecticut 2,639,776 4,018,887
Delaware 651,401 1,009,925
Florida 8,135,535 12,385,.824

Georgia 5,863,645 8,927,019

Hawaii 1,210,181 1,842,422

Idaho 651,401 1,009,925

Illinois, 13,149,140 20,018,711

Indiana 1,465,395 2,230,968
Iowa 651,401 1,009,925

Kansas 651,401 1,009,925

Kentucky 4.198,529 6,391,987
Louisiana 7,914,956 12,050,007
Hain. 651,401 1,009,925

Maryland 4,183,733 ;5,369,462

Massachusetts 6,162,536 9,382,062

Michigan 11,247,486 17,123,566

Minnesota 1,350,719 2,056,382

Mississippi 6,651,208 10,126,032

Missouri 3,630,577 5,527,318

Montana 651,401 1,009,925

Nebraska 651,401 1,009,925

Nevada 651,401 1,009,925

New Hampshire 651,401 1,009,925

New Jersey 6.133,032 10,555,090

New Mexico 1,732,307 2,637,325

New York 37.224,605 56,672,041

North Carolina 5,405,024 8,228,797

North Dakota 651,401 1,009,925

Ohio 6,200,261 9,419,494

l''.....

1/411....

2,079,262 3,165,540

924,367 1,407,289

11,026,525 16,787,169
802,101 1,221,150

4037,962 6,604,265
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a.a

State or 1978 Advance. 1979 Advance 1980 Auvatt

Outlying Areas for 1979 for 19801/ for 19811

South Dakota
651,401 1,009,9-5

Tennessee
5,443,675 8,287,641

Texas
17,032,994 25,931,626

Utah
651,401 1,009,925

Vermont
651,401 1,009,925

Virginia
3,457,083 5,263,1i6

Washington
2,012,713 3,064,225

West Virginia
1,644,817 2,504,127

Wisconsin
2,152,609 3,277,208.

Wyoming
651,401 1,009,925

District of Columbia
2,507,359 3,81",iv-

Puerto Rico
- 12,894,428 26,533,510

1/ Total appropriation $258,000,000;
Section 117: $252,916,260; State

Adeinietration set-aside (Section 194): $3,793,715; Evaluation set-aside

(Section 183): $1,290,000; undistributed: $25. Pureuant to Section 197, the

amount by which the allocation to Puerto Rico exceeds 150 percent of its

previous year's allocation, estimated to
be $4,219,685, has been made avail-

able for redistribution to other States. Pursuant to proposed appropriation

langumge, this redietribution is under
Section 117, within the above amounts,

rather than under Section 111 as provided under the authorizing lebislation.

2/ Total appropriation $400,000,000;
Section 117: $392,118,227; State Administration

set-aside (Section 194): $5,881,751; Evaluation set-aside (Section 183):

$2,000,000; undistributed: $22.

1 7 a
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Elementary and Secondary'Education
Title IV, Part C, Improvement in Local Educational Practice

((ormerly Edncational Innovation.and Support)

Actual 1978 Advance Or 1979
and Estimated 1979 Advande for 1980 I/

State or
Outlyklajims

State
,

Allocation

Comparable Amount Used furl

1980 Advange
for 1981

Improvement Stre=ning
in

Local Educational Educational
Practice 11 Management .1

$197 400 000 $146,051,629 $50,850,000 $146,4002000

Alabama 3,245,026 2,333,169 911,857 2,345,986Alaska 840,537 399,166 441,371 399,166Arizona 1,991.519 1,319,389 672,130 1,335,879Arkansas 1,829,993 1,141,047 688,946 1,16'1,694California 17,816,121 14,423,433 3,392,688 14,423,433

Colorado 2.'21,452 1,478,900 ' 742,552 1,496,743Connecticut 2,655,359 1,830,252 825,107 1,846,791Delaware 956,657 510,488 476,169 510,488Florida 6,375,086 5,040,584 1,334,502 5,040,584Georgia 4,472,573 3,373,887 1,098,686 3,379,433

Hawaii 1,120,125 612,474 507,651 612,474Idaho 1,101,317 594,443 506,8P9 594,443Illinois 9,709,119 7,763,487 1,945,632 7,763,487Indiana 4,721,050 1,535,519 1,185,531 3,543,351Iowa 2,521,849 1,703,836 818,013 1,722,180

Kansas 2,006,697 1,282,689 724,008 1,296,297Kentucky 2,989,133 2,129,831 859,102 2,143,120Louisiana 3,701,184 2,764,121 937,061 2,770,848Maine 1,260,105 712,475 547,630 713,936Maryland 3,671,516 2,687,716 981,800 2,698,546

Mamsachusetts 4,910,188 3,743, 73 166,515 3,746,720Michigan 8,325,(11r, 6,537,013 1,748,777 6,537,033Minnesota 3,586,218 2,603,409 482,809 2,615,663Mississippi 2,251,121 1,516,487 714,614 1,533,202Missouri 4,008,998 2,938,865 1,070,133 2,950,376

Montana 1,090,050 5E6,640 503,410
Nebranka 1,551,741 941,761 605,999 912,10'Nevada 447,174 4/5,441 471,733 471,40New Hampshire 1,088,720 593,454 43!;,266New Jersey 6,293,497 4,919,724 1,373,7.3, 4,919,724

New Mexico 1,331,560 764,079 567,481 772,756New York 15,027,253 :..290,561 2,716,690 12,290,563North Carolina 4,695,060 3, '3,-7 1,161,753 3,57,9,?03North Dakota 1,034,899 544,248 485,651 549,248Ohio '1,356,802 1. M8,4Z3 968,173 7,188,429

Oklahoma .,265,946 1,474,150 792.9"3 1,493,906Oregon 1,918,024 1,215,131 /0',291 1,215,788Pennsylvania 9, 735,?)79 7,769,004 1,966,0:5 7,769,004Rhode Inland 1,190,461 673,711 516,752 673,711South Carolina 2,581,187 1..6..612 799,555 1,797,517

4
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/ Out lying_ Areas

South Dakota
Tennessee
Texaa
Utah
Vermont

Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
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Actual 1918 Advasce for 1979
and Es.is!ated. 1979 Advance for 1986

4.coevrab4e Wsount 1.4uTd (or:

Improvement Strengthening
far State

State ,

Allocation 21
_ . . _ _

$ 1,067,905

1,589,926

11,151,765
1,154,317

915,881

District of Columbia

Puerto Rico
American Samoa
Northern Marianan
Guam
Virgin Islands
Trust Territory
gbrean of Indian
Affairs

Undiatrihuted

.1/

4,346,481
1,092,974
1,764,292
4,161,051

851,161

1,060,411

3,219,066
215,168
55,296

389,502
362,386
393,446

547, 318

498, s/ I

Local FAIWationll

$ 570,756
2,614,631
8,950,860

7/3,761

458,200

3,256,632
2,175,586
1,053,907
1,122,362

407,210

'1,410

2.601,091
122,670
55,296

284,812
265,292
286,683

Educational

nr.a.a.9.11T.PL:1.1

$ 497,144
97;,295

2,200,905
580,C/6

457,681

1,089,849
917,388
650;385

1,038,689
445,931

488,981

1980 Advance
for .1981 5!

576,756
2,626,244
8,950,860

/83,667
458,200

3,361,718
2,191,501
1,062,709
3,128,788
40/,230

571,430

615,975 2,603,091

92,498 122,670

55,296

104,670 286,513

97,094 267,214

106,763 288,835

542,318 542,318

498,171.

Because the 1978 and 1979 appropriation ire identical at $f9D million plus $7,4

million for hold harmless purposes, and because the WA( recent population and

enrollment data currently available is that uned for distribution of the fiscal

year 1974 appropriation, the tahles are identical for both years lt this noint in

time. An more reent data becomes available, the 1979 alloLation will he finalized

and may he slightly different.

2/ Dietrihutionof $190,000,000,withnnepercent
'51,481,188)0f the 50States,D.C.,and

Puerto Rico amount reserved for the uutiving areas and B1A, and distributed to

those areal.; on the hasis ol the Pall,
1976, elementary and secondarY public and

non-public total enrollment for those areae; and the remaindei distributed on the

basis of the 5-17 population, filly I, 1976, far the 50 Staten, n.C. and Puerto

Rico. Additional amount added by the Congress to insure that no State would

receive less than it received in the previou9 year. The 1979 actual allocation

pay require the use of additional hold harmless funds, currently shown as

undistributed.

1/ Iota/ al)ocatfona lenn the r"Pa1 of fiscal year 19/1 allotments under P.L. 80-10,

Title V, Parts A nnd B.

4i Fiscal year 1973 allotments tor l'AFA title V, wht,t1 have heen the runtomory

amount whieh State9 have reserved tor tilk activity, pursuant to ESEA

Section 403(a)(8)((:) prior to the 1Q78 Amendments and MA Section 404(0(9) in

the 19/8 Amendments.
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S/ Fiscal year 1978 and 1919
"comparable amount" (Column 2) plus distribution of 1additidnal amount available (Sl48,371) tn those SL 4which, under a 151.1,Pti appli-cation of the Title 1V-C formula at a level of $14( . mill:on, would,hrae receivedmore than their fiscal year 1978 and 197. 'comparable amount." The total excludes$51,000,000 which will be allocated under the authority of Title V-8, Strengthen-ing State Educational Management.

41
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TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1979.

SCHOOL ASSISTANCE IN FEDEMLLY AFFECTED AREAS

WITNESSES

TIIOMAS MINTER, DFiPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR ELEMENTARY
ANH SECONDARY EDUCATION %

HERMAN R. GOLDBERG, ACTING ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER,
STATE AND LOCAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

WILLIAM L. STORMER, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF SCHOOL AS-
SISTANCE IN FEDERALLY AFFECTED AREAS

CORA P. BEEBE, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF PLANNING AND BUD-
GETING

BRIO: 'S. :WOLFF, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LEGIS-
LATION, DESIGNATE

DINGELDEIN, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF BUDGET
OFFICE OF ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR MANAGE-._

MENT AND BUDGET
MARY F. BERRY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION

Mr. NATCHER. The committee will come to order.
We take up at this time School Assistance in Federally Affected

Areas. We have before the committee Mr. Thomas Minter, the
Deputy Commissioner for Elementary and Secondary Education,
along with Dr. Berry and others, who will justify this request for
the committee.

I believe you have a statement, Mr. Minter, which we will place
in the record in its entirety at this point. If you would, please, just
highlight this for us.

[The statement follows:I
(1711
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DEPARTNLNT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE
Office of Education

Biographical Sketch

NAME : Thomas K. Miuter

POLTION : Deputy Cotmissioner for Cletrentary and
Secondary Education, U.S. Office of Education

BIRTHPLACE
AND DATE : Bronx, V.iw Turk - June 28, 1924

EDJCATIO: I .S., New York Ilniv?rlity, 1949
M.A., New York Univiasity, 1950
S.H.N., Union Thaological Seminary, New York, 1950
Ed.D., Harvard University, 1971

EXPERIME

Present Deputy Conmissionex
Bureau of Elerentary Sacondary Educatiun
u.q. Office of Education

7175-4/17 Superintendent of Schnolb, WilminAton, Delaware

1/72-6/75 Suptirintendent, 'District Seven, Philadelphia, Pa.

6/70-1/72 Director, Pennsylvania Advancement School,
Philadelphia, Pa.

7/68-6/70 Administrative Assistant to Superintendent,
District Seven, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

9/67-6/69 Administrative Assisi.ant to Director'of Field Services
Boston, Massachusetts

Svmmer of
1967 : Consultant, Office of Educational Liaison

Human Resources Administration, Now York

Spring of
1967 Research Assi,itant, Special Projects t Coordinator

Title II Program, Office of Superintendent, Nodford, Mans.

1959-1966 T2ach..1- 6 Actin); Chtirman, Munt:c Deltartm.nit

Benjamin Franklin Ilt.Ah School, Font Rat U.Y.

1954-059 Tenchnt of Choral and Cencral Mu%ie
Jnmcn MIA Juniuv Pi,;i1 School, Cast Wickw, N.Y.

1949-19A3 Instructor, Chntal Instru.-eatal
Mnryland State Teachets College. Bowie, Maryland

I

1 7,-,
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ADDMONAL
EXPEkIENCE: Cf.nsultant to Superintendent of Schools,

Portland, Oregon

Tri-Community Desegregation Problem Clinic,

Eryjewood, New Jersey

Consultant to University of Pittsburgh

Learning Research and Development Center

Catter/Mondale Transition Planning Group-Education

Vatihington, D.C., December 1976

PUBLICATIONS: Intermediate School 201, Manhattan: Center of

ControvertIll Cambridge Publications Office,
Havard Graduate School of Education, 1967

A Sludy_g_the New York City Board of Education

Do;Jonstration Proiocts: IS 201, Two 'dridzes

Ocean Hill-BrOwnsville. Canbridge, October 10, 1967

The Role of Conflict in the pevelopnt.st Operation

5
of Two New York Cive Decentralized School Projects

. . August 1968

Statement, pages 28-36, inc., in Covering the

Desegregation Story: Current Experiences and

Issues

Article: "How Does A District Mobilize for Deseere-

gation?" in School Desegrevation: Makinn It Work,

Robert L. Green, ed., College of Urban Development,

Michigan State University, East Lansing, Mich;

1 7 ti
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Office of Education

Statement by Deputy Commissioner for Elementary and Secondary Education

on

Scs-,^e1 Assistance in Federally Affected Areas

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I welcome this opportunity to appear before yoh on the School

Assistance in Federally Affected Areas appropgiscion. We are requesting

$528 million in fiscal year 1980, a reduction of $288.1 million below

the 1979 level. The request includes $495 million for Maintenance and

Operations, and $33 million for Construction. We believe in tima of

budget austerity, scarce education dollars would be better spent on

programs that taret Federal funds more effectively on educational

needs. Consequently, we wish to reduce spending for those activities

which are less essential and concentrate our efforts elsewhere in the

budget, for example, by expanding Title I of the Elementary and Secon-

dary Education Apt.

Maintenance and 0 erations

In fiscal year 1980, the major emphasis of the budget vtill be to

compensate those school districts whi,ch are significanily impacted by

the Federal government in that they have a number of children whose

parents both live and work on Federal property. This policy recognizes

the loss to a local community of both a residential and industrial tax

base to support the educational needs of these chileren, most of whom

live oW military basea with parents in the Uniformed Services or live on

-
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Indian lands. For these "A" children,e,are requesting $399 million

which will provide payments through.the second payment tier. Thia

amount provides for the expanded eligibility of heavily impacted Super

"A" districts and increased entitlement t children living on Indian

lauds, two provisions that were added by thejducation.Amendments of

1978.

We are requesting $70 million to provide the full cost of educating

children who reside on Federal property in States where, due to State

law or for other reasons, local school districts are unable to provide

suitable free public education for such children (Section 6). Almost

all of these children live On military bases.

An additional $14 million is requested to make payments through the

second payment tier under minor provisions of the law, Section 2--Federal

acquisition of real property--and Section 3(e)--adjustments for decreases

in Federal activities.

Under this prop,sal, we expect to fund approximately 2,100 eligible

Section 2 and 3 diricts claimin4 approximately 355,000 children.

Finally, an amoupt of $12 million is requested for major'disaster

payments ln anticipation of disaster claims in fiscal year 1980.

We do not propose to compensate school districts for "11" children

in 1980. Most of these children live on private property in the community
1

and their parents pay local property taxes which support the school

system. Some of these children are associated with low-rent housing

projects which we do not believe constitute a Federally imposed burden.

For those few low-rent housing "A" childreu, we are requesting that

44.10 0 - 19 12
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payments bP limited to the amount paid in 1979. To prevent further

inequities, f%inds are not being requested for any of the hold-harmlese"

Cons t ruc t ion

In fiscal year 1980, we are requesting $33 million for the Impact

Aid construction program. These funds will enable us to provide construe-

tion assistance for unhoused children:

Significant emphasis is placed on the construction of school

facirities for children residing on Indian lands, with a request for $17

million, and on school construction which local educational agencies

cannot provide for children residing on certain Federal properties,

with.a request for $13 million.

The balance of the request, $3 million, is for schools on local

property heavily impacted with Federally-connected children.

It is estimated that the budget request will provide.approximately

11 facilities to house 5,900 children.

I will be happy to answer any questiot... y. may hove.

L..
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a'
BUDGET REQUEST

Dr. MINTER. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a few
comments. Our total request is in the amount of $528 million. This
is a reduction of $288.1 million below the 1979 level. However, this
includes $495 million for maintenance and operations and $33 mil-
lion for construction. A rationale for the reduction is that in a time
of budget austerity we believe scarce education dollars should be
targeted upon educational needs. Therefore, elsewhere in this
budget we have expanded Title I of the Elementary and Secondary
Act.

For maintenance and operations, Public Law 81-874, for 1980, we
propose to compensate those school districts in which there are a
number of children whose parents .both live and work on Federal
property. Most of these A children and their parents live on mili-
tary bases or on Indian lands. For these A children we are request-
ink,$399 million. This will provide payments through the second
tier and for super A.djstricts made up mainly of' children on Indian
lands and military 'bases. This request also funds the expanded
eligibility for heavily impacted districts and the increased entitle-
ment for children on Indian lands as provided by the Education
Amendment:, of 1978.

We are also asking $70 million which is the full cost of educating
children residing on certain Federal property. These are the Sec-
tion 6 schools mostly on military bases where local school districts
are unable to provide suitable free public education. We are also
requesting $14 million for special sections to compensate for a
decrease in Federal children and also for property that has been
taken off the tax rolls.

Finally, we are requesting $12 million for major disasters. We do
not, Mr. Chairman, propose to compensate B children.

Under construction, Public Law 81-815, we ate requesting a total
of $33 million. Under Section 5 of this act we are requesting $3
million to go to local school systems that are associated with mili-
tary bases. Under Section 10, we are requesting $13 million primar-
ily for military installations and facilities on\such installations that
are owned by the Federal Government. For Section 14, $17 million,
which will be distributed by grants to LEAs serving mainly chil-
dren who are residing on Indian iands.

This concludes my summary, Mr. Chairman, and my colleagues
and I will be happy to answer your questions.

Mr.. NATCHER. Thank you. Mr. Minter.

CATEGORY CHILDRE

Mr. Minter, I was late attending our regular healing this morn-
ing due to the fact that I had to attend another meeting pertaining
to certain Army matters. During this meeting the question of
category B payments was brought up. One of the members of the
meeting presented to me a ietter that carries about 100 signatures
of members in the House complaining that impact aid insofar as
category B is concerned is completely omitted in the budget for
1980 for the Department of Health. Education, and Welfare.

This has disturbed a great many members in the House, and I
know it has in the 3enate. I just brought this letter along with me
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from the other meeting. I know that you would be interested in
seeing the list of the members in the House that are very much
concerned about it.

As you recall, last year we had to restore a little over $400
million in the bill. It was sent to us because we knew at that time,
the same as we know this morning; the House will not accept an
appropriation bill for the Department of Labor and for the Depart-
ment of Health, Edu6ation, and Welfare that completely omits
category B impact aid.

The thing that I do nut understand, Dr. Berry, when ti.f y agree
to reauthorize these programs such as elementary and secondary
education, which they did last year, and as you know impact aid is
a part of the overall education legislation, why they would agree to
authorize the expenditure of>the funding from category A and
category B and then present a budget within a matter of months
that completely omits category B.

I know that as far as some in the Administration are concerned,
they are not in favor of category B. But it is a part of the law,
reauthorized in the calendar year of 1978, and here we are again
with no mo m .3, in the budget fbr category B children. This, to me,
is a serious istake. As I have explained to the Secretary and
others, it plac s our committee in a vulnerable position when we
are trying to hold the line as far as the budget is concerned.

You heard me say, Dr. Berry, this bill has been vetoed 7 times
since 1969. My friend Bob Michel and I do not want this bill vetoed
this y( Ar, and the same applies to the other members on my left

, and on my right. We want to bring out a bill that the Iflouse and
\Senate will accept and one that President Carter will sign. But this
is rot a step in the right direction when you come in and complete-
ly op out $320 million.

Wtly wouldn't you put in $100 million or $150 million or $200
milliOn, to give us something to work with, Mr. Minter, instead of
completely omitting category B? The track record for 10 years is
enough 'to warn and to indicate that the House and the Senate will
not accept it. You know itjs not acceptable to them.

.

It is just a matter of saying we are not going to accept it. You
b ..'d up a large military reservation, you have 8 or 10 or 13
counties involved, you dump all these children into a school system
in a county that is having difficulty with education costs and say to
them, "Take the chitdren." People in this country will not accept
it, and I think the budget is a serious mistake.

As !. pointed out, the basic law for impact aid was amended last
year.

. EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 19Th

For the record, list the major changes that affect budget require-
ments for the program. What were the changes now, if you would,
Mr. Minter, you or your associates"

Dr. MINTER. The major changes for the program are budgetarily
that the A children will receive an increase of $3(i million. This is a
figure that inciudes increases for inflation, for children who are in
the super A category, and for children residing on Indian lands.,
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Under special provisions, we are holding constant there. These
are the monies for payments to districts that have lui.d a partial
loss of tax base or substantig.pupil loss. In payments to Federal
agencies, which are Section 6 schools, we have requested an in-
crease of $6.5 million. Some of the hold-harmless provisions, as you
know, Mr. Chairman, were eliminated by the Education Amend-
ments while another hold harmless was included. We do not pro-
pose to fund the hold harmless provisions and have reduced the
budget there by $33.6 million.

For disaster assistance we are requesting, as in the past, the
same amount, $12 million.

I might also mention\ that the Indian entitlement has been in-
creased by 25 percent in 1980, which means a total amount of 125
percent to assist children on Indian lands to receive a better basic
education.

Dr. BERM'. Mr. Chairman, the changes in the legislation which
increase the cost of the programI will list quicklypublic hous-
ing payments provided in tier 2 and not used for Title I projects;
and the definition of a heavily impacted district has been ,expand-
ed. All of these increak costs..There is a 'repeal of the absorption
provision, increased payment for Indian children, a new hold-
harmless provision and payments for children whose parents live
in embassies or on property owned by foreign governments. The
legislation does reduce the requirements for 100 percent funding of
tier 2 to 65 percent.

"B" PAYMENTS

If I may also, Mr. Chairman, respond to your general question as
to why we are recommending a decrease in the B payments despite
the fact We keep maraing up the Hill with impact aid and march-
ing dc:wn the Hill with our heads bloodied and bowed, we did that
because we thought that was a responsible approach to budget
cor_itraints. It would have cost us another $543 million to complete-
ly fund these payments and in view of our needs to. target some
more funds on the concentration provision in Title I, which will
give more money to some of the districts that will be losing money
far the B children, this is why we proposed the reductions. We
certainly urge that the committee and the Congress go along with
them this time.

LOW-RENT HOUSING

Mr. NATCHER. Dr. Berry, as you well know, public housing was
given a much more favorable position in the reauthorization last
year than It had occupied up to that time. The Mayor of New York
City will appear before this committee next month when the wit-
nesses from the outside appear to testify to the committee showiig
the effect on New York City as far as the public housing/part of
category A and category B are concerned.

What is wrong with category B?
Dr. BERM . We would just remind New York City, Mr. Chairman,

that they will receive much more in terins of increased funding for
their poorest children under concentration than they ever would.
have imagined, and that while there is a reduction in B payments,
the fact it does not have to be used for Title I-type payments now
means they are protiably better off getting the funding under con-

7"
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centration. We have numbers that we can submit on how much
more they will be getting under the Concentration proposal.

' "B" PAYMENTS

Mr. MATCHER. Since you presented to us a budget that completely
omits payments in the category B level, why are you against in-
cluding any money in this bill for category B? Why (lid you com-
pletely omit it? We are going to have to answer that question. Why
did you omit it?

Dr. MINTER. One of Our reasons, Mr. Chairman, is that parents
in category B do pay local( and. State taxes, so we felt that States
and localities are receiving tax relief from these parents.

Mr. MATCHER. That is the same argument that we have heard all
down through the years. It did not originate last year in 1978. You
know, you build these large military reservations all around the
country and you have a parent who lives in a rented home, who
pays no taxes,\who works on a military reservation, he has 5
children in the Ihccal school system, the school district just can't
absorb all these children without additional financing.

Dr. BERRY. We came up last year with what was I guess a more
reasonable roposal. The short answer to Ikhy we came up with
this proposal this year is budreet constraints, fiscal constraints with
the amount of money that w...ire targeted to use in this budget
Erni the other requirements. ihat is the,shortest answef we can
give you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. MATCHER. As you people wen know, around military basetii
we have a lot of lisbt,t.2or, B children. These districts have a limAed
local tax base. You can check that and you will find it to be true.
Won't your budget proposlal force them to close some schools pz
sharply curtail their educsition program?

Dr. MINTER'. We would hope not, Mr. Chairma bui that might
happen, yes.

. .

Mr. MATCHER. It not only might,
Mr. DINGELDEIN. Mr. Chairman, let-me just add that when you

look at the impact of the reduction of $320 million you find that it
is spread very lightly throughout the o rantiy, for the most part.
There are only a small percentage of districts that are really
heavily impacted and would receive a significant reduction in the
payments. For the most part, the impact-aid B payment reductions
would constitute somewhere in the range of 1 to 2 percent of the
schoors operating budget.

Mr MATCHER. Do you happen to know the situation concerning
Bellevue, Nebraska?

Mr. DINGELDEIN. Yes.
Mr. MATCHER. They lose $300,000. You check it. I think you

will find that to be true. 'That is a small district. $300,000. Tell us
about that on,

Mr. DINGi _IN. Mr. Chairman, that is one of the more heavily
impacted d! las. But for the most part, when you look at. the
4,000-some districts that are receiving impact aid funds, the vast
majority of those districts are lightly imnacted, There are very few
Bellevue school districts in the country.

--;
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Mr. NATCHER. What about Grand Forks, North Dakota; you '.ay
.there are very few. I can name some more. What about Grand
Forks?

Dr. MINTER. According to our figures, the State of North Dakota
will achieve a minor increase in impact aid. It is one of the few

States that do.
Mr. NATCHER. You Say a minor increase?
Dr. MINTER. A small increase. It will receive this year in the

1979 appropriation, $0.6 million and in 1980 the estimate is $7.1
million. That, of course, does not help to solve the problem of your
locality, but I think that with a different distribution there might
be some relief for that small city.

Mr. NATCHER. Going back, Dr. Minter and Dr. Berry, it places us
in a position on our committee where we are vulnerable. We try
'our best to hold the line in the whole bill. You have $320 million
cut out here. Any part of that cut that is put back, all or any part
of it, carries this bill ouf of balance with the budget.or else we are
going to have to take it from other sources. Sometimes I wonder
whether we are qualified to take this money out of other sources
and put it back where you omit it. It puts us in a right bad
position.

Mr. Michel, I yield to you.
Mr. MICHEL. Thank y ou,:Mr. Chairman.

MILITARY PROPERTIES

Dr. Berry and Dr. Minter, I take a little different position on
this. I can remember when ths program began 29 years ago and I
wm just-an assistant at that time but I remember the superintend-
ent of schools coming down fictn Rantoul Air Base in Illinois, and
the case that was made in those early days for military bases was'
very justified.

You cannot argue with the chairman's line of questioning when
it comes to military and air bases. But we let thiJ 'thing go far
beyond that so that now we are even in public housing. Ou: agri-
culture' laboratory in Peoria is covered. We are glad to have it,
because it attracts top scientists. But then, lo and behold, the
school district is supposed to get a little extra money because we
have people who just happen to work for the Federal Government,
who are very affluent, paying taxes. That's nonsense. I agree with
you on that one.

How many military bases are actually involved in these school
districts that are affected? I hate to play with these phony figures.
but how can we get back to doing what is right? I would hate to
think that the only way to do. it is say: Let's hold every one of these
districts harmless now and give everybody else a honanza because
these other districts that are not affected have to raise their real
estate taxes to comnensate for it.

It is a subsidizing of people's real estate taxes. They ought to be
paying for kids' education, but we are cot making that point, or
the Department is not making that point well enough. That is the
only way we are going to get thi., :.hing changed.

P:;.1-.t now it is just one of those things. You have a littc impact
in your district? It means cutting out $10; shoot, the *H. vote
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against it. It is nonsensical. I wGuld like to help you with your
arguments, but I have to have the information to do that.

In my opinion, the only justification for impact aid is military
bases and none other. Every other member 'of Congress is bidding
for everythinghe may even be biddirw for a military base in his
district. One of the reasons might be he can get some other free
money for his educational processes.

Dr. MINTER. We will supply that for the re'cord, Mr. Michel.
[The information ibllows:J

6
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The following table ws the number of military bases that are claimed in

each State under the impact aid program:

Alabama 35 Pennsylvania 48

Alaska 49 Rhode Island 22

Arizona 21 South Carolina 24

Arkansas 14 South Dakota 6

California 217 Tennessee 24

Colorado 12 Texas 68

Connecticut 23 Utan 22

Delaware 4 Vermont 3

Distt::t of Columbia 13 Virginia 79

Florida 71 Washiagton 75

Georgia 17 West Virginia 12

Hawaii 61 Wisconsin 16

/daho 9 Wyoming 4

Illinois 34 Guam 12

Indiana 12 Puerto Rico 21

Iowt Virgin Islands 1

Kansas 22

Kentucky .15 Total 1,663

Louisiana 14

Maine 30

Maryland 61

Massachusetts 63

Michigan 33
Minnesota 22

Mississippi 13

Missouri 33

Montana 12

Nebraska
-Nevada 9

New Hampshire 9

New Jersey 36

New Mexico 13

New York 84

North Carolina 37

North Dakota 12

Ohio 41

Oklahoma 27

Oregon 13

In addition, a number of ships are homeported in 13 States and the category

"Uniformed Services" is claimed in all States.
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IMPACT AID DISTRICTS

Mr. MiCHEL. How many school districts do we have totally?
Mr. DINGELDEIN. About 4,300.
Mr. MICHEL. 4,300 in impacted aid?
Dr. MINTER. 15,354 totally, of which 4,300 get impact aid.

APPROPRIATIONS LANGUAGE

Mr. MICHEL. Have your lawyers given you any opinion as to
whether we can legally do what we are requesting without being
subject to a point of order on the House floor?

Mr. D1NGELDEIN. We do not have an opinion on that, Mr. Michel.
We are submitting legislation, however, in conjunction with the
budget which would go to the authorizing committees.

Mr. MICHEL. Has that been submitted?
Mr. DINGELDEIN. No. It should be up any day now.
Mr. MICHEL. Do you have any idea what attitude the Labor and

Health, Education, and Welfare Subcommittee will have when you
present that legislation?

Dr. BERRY. It is hard to say, Mr. Michel.
Mr. MICHEI . Are you going to make a good, vigorous case or are

you just going to submit it like, "Well, I will go through the
motions"?

Dr. BERRY. We always try to submit good, vigorous cases.
Mr. MICHEL. You are going to defend that position vigorously?
Dr. BERRY. Certainly, Mr. Michel.
Mr. MICHEL. If we were to approve just a portion of your recom-

mended reductionthe chairman mentioned $100 million or $200
million or $250 millionwith no bill language included, how would
the money be allocated?

Mr. STORMER. In terms of the authorizing statute?
Mr. MICHEL. If we provide something but obviously less than full

authorization, how would you allocate what sums we might appro-
priate, whether it is $100 million or $150 million or $2 million?

Mr. STORMER. Without special language the appropriation would
have to follow the authorizing statute, amended by the Education
Amendments of 1978. In essence, you would fund tier 1, then 65
percent of tier 2 which, in combination, would range in terms of
percentage of full entitlement from 43 to 47 percent for B's gener-
ally and from 65 to 73 percent for the A category.

If money were made available in excess of 65 percent of the
second tier, then the new hold harmless under Section 5(e) would
provide up to 90 percent .of the amounts of money the school
districts received for the preceding year. Then we would reach the
second tier-portion, 35 percent that remained unfunded. This fund-
ing order is rather specific in the authorizing legislation unless
appropriation language specifically alters it.

Mr. MICHEL. Then what would happen if we did not put any
language in?

Mr. STORMER. You would have to fall back on the authorizing
statute.

Ms. BEEBE. Essentially, Mr. Michei, without appropriation lan-
guage and an amount sufficient to fund 65 percent of tier 2, we
would not even be able to spend the amount of the Administra-

8
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tion's request, and those amounts would fall out according to tier 1
as follows: for A children, $104.7 million. For B children, $230.1
million. For special provisions, $13.2 million. For hold harmless, B,
$8.3 million. For hold harmless, C, $37.8 million. For a total of
$394.1 million.

Then we would fully fund the Federal agencies at $70 million,
disasters at $12 million, for a total of $476.1 million. That is what
we could fUnd, using the existing statute. So you have to either
have appropriation language or legislative change.

Mr. MICHEL. I understand.
Ms. BEEBE. We will provide this to you, if you would like.

LOW-RENT HOUSING

Mr. ,MICHEL. How much of category A will go for public housing
children?

Mr. STORMER. $1.6 million, In our request we limit tha payment
for low-rent housing.to the level of 1979.

Mr. MICHEL. How do you distinguish between A and B for public
housing children?

Mr. STORMER. An A public housing child, or any other A child, is
a child who resides on Federal property with a parent employed on
Federal property or in the uniformed services. The B category child
either resides on, or the parent is employed on Federal property or
is in the uniformed services. You have a double connection for the
A and a single connection for the B.

Mr. MICHEL. If we were to fund categories A and B at the basic
levels we have been doing in previous years, how much would go
for public housing children?

Mr. STORMER. If you funded fully through the second tier, you
would have approximately $206 million going to low-rent housing.
If you restrained that to 65 percent of the second tier, that would
be $162 million.

Mr. DINGELDEIN. YoU would need a language change because
that is one of the changes that was made in the authorizing stat-
ute, that unless you do something in the appropriation law, you are
now going to be funding public housing in the second tier. That is a
basic change that occurred last year.

Dr. BERRY. It was an amendment to the authorizing legislation.
Mr. MICHEL. What was that figure again for public housing in

the 1979 appropriation?
Mr. STORMER. Approximately $70 million. That was because the

language in 1979 restricted payments for low-rent housing children
to 25 percent of entitlement.

Mr. MICHEL. So in order to hold at least that line or to come
down, then we have to have language that limits it with whatever
percentage the Congress would see fit.

Does that authorizing legislation inhibit ota selection of a per-
cent on those public housing allocations? Are we bound by 25
percent?

Mr. STORMER. Twenty-five percent was the authorizing statute up
through 1979.

The Education Amendments of 1978 removed the prohibition
that we could not spend into the second tier, and authorized spend-
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ing of the full percentage attributable either to the A or B category
low-rent housing children in the second tier. Then you have those 3
bubportions of the second tier, 65%, 90%, of prior year and the
remaining 35% portion.

FORWARD FUNDING

Mr. MICHEL. The impact aid program is forward funded, is it not?
Dr. MINTER. No, it is not.
Mr. MICHEL. With. what we gave you last year, was that enough

to fully fund tier 2?
Mr. STORMER. Yes, sir, it is more than enough. Last year you

may recall we had an absorption factor that came into being in
1978 for the first time and then it was repealed by the 1978
amendments. And in 1979 "B" payments were restricted to the
1978 levels.

MAJOR DISASTERS

Mr. MICHEL. What is the basis for that $12 million for major
.disasters?

Mr. STORMER. That is strictly a figure that is drawn out of past
experience. It is the average amount over a period of roughly 8 to
10 years that we have been forced te exPend for major disaster
assistance. This is the second year wiikre we have asked for the
money to be specifically appropriated foiAriajor disaster assistance.
Prior to that, we used to absorb it within the apprepriation.

SUPER "A" DISTRICTS

Mr. MICHEL. You have made reference to super A districts. What
are those?

Mr. STORMER. Super A is a district which has 20 percent of its
total average attendance in A category children.

Mr. MICHEL. So we have to assume those that are just A category
have less than 20 percent of students in that classification'?

Mr. STORMER. This i a change from prior years where it used to
be a 25-percent figure to qualify as a super A.

Mr. MICHEL. How many districts are in that super A category?
Mr. STORMER. 315.
Mr. MICHEL. Would thoie be predominantly around nillitary

bases?
Mr. STORMER. They are going to be split. They are going to be

schiol systems serving milgary and children on Indian lands. I
think the first handful art" primarily school systems serving the
children residing on Indian lands. It would be a combination of' the
two.

Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Patten.

IMPACT AID INCREASES

Mr. PATTEN. Mr. Chairman, listening to this b, iget ?quest is
almost an exercise in futility. I voted against impact aid in 1963,
1964, in almost every year. I think it is inequitable. If we are going
to have Federal aid to education, it ought to be kept in the right
section. During the war, in areas, it was justified, as Mr. Michel
and as the chairman have stated. But in 1970 you had half as

s...
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much money and we had 6 million in the military along with the
civilian employees.

We had 3 million in the Army and 3 million civilians. Today we
do not have 890,000 in the Army.

When they ask you, why do you leave out B, you can answer it
the way I do, as inequitable. But the realists here have pointed out
we get on the floor and we have 300-some votes just as sure as the
Sun came up this morning. So I am sick and tired of fighting it.
But this is where we find ourselves.

But on the merits, it would seem to me you are re-pressing for
$800-some million when so many facilities have been phased out.
Camp Kilmer is closed, Camp Monmouth used to have 40,000 and
now they ar ,.. down to 1200. Raritan Arsenal is closed. There must
be 400-some facilities closed since 1970, and they still want to close
Camp Di*. We spent time Thursday with the Pentagon. They get
impact aid. ,

On the. merits I do not know how this stays up so high in the
light of the workforce in the Army having decreand so tremen-
dously. I know when it goes on the floor we canno't hold it, we
cannot hold your budget.

Mr. DINGELDEIN. The reasoi the appropriation is going up is
because so many of the payments are now made on the basis of
civilian employees land not military eriiployees. Your point is cor-
rect that if we were making payments simply on the basis of
military employees and families the appropriation would not be so
high.

Mr. PATTEN. It is a little far fetched when you look at some of
the suburbs here. I see the money they get under impact aid
because their father works in the PentagonI cannot follow that
or Prince Georges County, Maryland, or in Montgomery County, or
the others. But we are wasting our time, I think, based on previous
experience on the floor. It is herd to fight it.

Mr. STORMER. May I 'expand a little?. As far as A categOry chil-
dren, they remained fairly constant in 'numbers during the period
from 1970 to the present time.

Mr. PATTEN. Hasn't birth rate been cut in half?
Mr. STORMER. In the military and those children residing on

Indian lands, the numbers have remained about the same. The
biggest growth in the program has been a combination of two
things: one has been the increased authorization to include low-
rent housing children, which commenced about 1976. Additionally,
the increase or expansion in some definitions of what is eligible
Federal property has increased the numbers under the B category.

Additionally, there have been some reforms made. One is that
the surrounding metropolitan districts are being held harmless for
changes that occurred in 1976. The B category chili whose parents
work across the State line is no longer an eligible but is held
harmless, which is a slowly decreasing situation.

Additionally, the local contribution rate has certainl. been af-
fected by inflation since 1970.

Ms. BEEBE.-You might be interested in the fact that even in our
low budget, $31 million of our increase is solely due to legislative
changes which expand the eligibility.
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Mr. PATTEN: You are asking for more money for new buildings.
In the district here they say they can eliminate 41 schools. I have
one town with 8 kindergartens, and in September they will have
three.

STATE BUDGET SURPLUSES

Dr. BERRY. Mr. Patten, if I may say on these B requests, a
number of States that are getting reductions have surpluses in
their State budgets and they have surpluses and they are redistrib-
uting funds back to taxpayers and the like, and they are some of
the same States where people are complf.;ning about getting the
Federal budget into balance.

Mr. PATTEN. Look at.Maryland.
Dr. BERRY. Right. There is an incongruity in demanding that the

Federal budget be balanced and then requesting this aid.
Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Early, I yield to you.

STATE BUDGET SURPLUSES

Mr. EARLY. Referring, Doctor, to that B surplus, how tnany
States have a surplus?

Dr. BERRY. I was referring to the Stite of Maryland itil)(\ the
tscommen that I was making. I do not know the 'exact num r. I

lw a number do. We will put that in the record.
1 r. EARLY. Will yoti supply that with the chairman's permissipn.
[The information followsj
We have heard of surpluses in California, Maryland, Texas, Washington and

Wisconsin.
DISASTER ASSISTANCE

Mr. EARLY. On that pinpointed disaster, how do we get the $1,2
million?

Dr. MINTER. We are not requesting funds for pinpoint disasters,
Mr. Early. That was rescinded. We are requesting $12 million for
major disasters.

Mr. EARLY. I see. So that $12 million is for disasters?
Dr. MINTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. EARLY. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.

HEAVILY IMPACTED DISTRICTS

Mr. NATCHER. Will you explain how the current law deals with
heavily impacted school districts? I believe the legal citation is
Section 3(dX2HB). It covers both A and B, but those districts that
are heavily impacted. Has that section of the law ever been
funded?

Mr. STORMER. Mr. Natcher, ye'. That is a provision to allow us to
increase the rate`ef-payments to school districts which are heavily
impacted and where it is necessary that a greater rate of payment
be made in order for them to balance the budget or to operate an
educational program comparable to other school districts in the
State.

Normally speaking, what we would look to is the amount of
money that the school system is able to raise from local taxes, the
amount of money the school district receives from the State, and
the amount of money we would be able to pay if we established a

I
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normal rate and adjust that rate in order to assure a balanced
budget and equal educational opportunities being provided.

Mr. NATCHER. What is the estimated cost of funding that section
in 1980? ,

Mr. STORMFR. We do not have a figure at elis point.
Mr. NATCHER. If you would submit that in the record, we would

appreciate it.
Mr. STORMER. It would be very, very rough.
Mr. NATCHER. Just give us your best estimate.
Mr. STORMER. We will give you what we can.
Mr. NATCHER. All right.
[The information follows:]
At this time, we estimate that Section 3(dX2NB) will require $.500,C00 in 1980.

Mr. NATCHER. Can you tell us about how many school districts
are eligible for Section 3(dX2XB)? How many would be eligible
under this provisior of the law?

Mr. STORMER. You are presuming the 1980 budget request?
Mr. NATCHER. Assuming that we funded the 1980 budget request,

how many school districts would be eligible under this particular
provision of the law that we have just discussed?

Mr. STORMER. It will be a very rough figure.
Mr. NATCHER. All right.
[The infoiMaticn follows:]
In recent years, only one or two school districts each year have qualified for

Section 3(d)(20). With the newly expanded eligibility, perhaps one or two more
may qualify in 1980.

IMPACT AID DISTRICTS

Mr. NATCHER. Can you tell us how many of the 435 congressional
districts are involved with impact aid?

Mr. STORMER. Approximately 427.
Mr. NATCHER. For the record, give the name and amount for the

10 ichool districts which would lose the most under your proposed
budget 1f you would, insert that in.the record,

[The information follows:]
The ten school districts which we believe would lose the most are:

Drstroct Minos'

New York City ...... ..... .... .................... ...

Fairfax County, Va

: Pettent,
... .. ___

$13.0

9.1

0.99

3.64

Prince George's County, Md 6 4 2.45

Montgomecy Canty, Md 4 5 1.73

San Diego, Calif 3.7 2.03

Puerto Rico. . 3.6 .63

Virginia Beach, Va ....... . .. ..... 3 4 5.50

Chicago. III 3 3 .33

District ot Columbia.. .. 3 3 1.32

Hawaii 3.2 1.17

'Esteuted reemeton m 1980 rs 1919

,Ettraated 1919 8" end hold Manias parents af 1979 estimated totit current evedditutes
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APPROPRIATIONS LANGUAGE

Mr. NATCHER. Included with the budget proposal are 4 separate
appropriation language provisions. Is it absolutely essential to in-
clude these provisions in the bill?

Mr. STORMER. Yes, sir.

ALTERNATIVE FUNDING CONSIDERATIONS

Mr. NATCHER. In developing the budget for impact aid, what
other alternatives were considered to reduce the program? What
other proposals did you have in mind now in developing your
budget for impact aid?

Mr. §TORMER. A number of considerations, all of them principal-
ly having to do with the B catetgory children. They were examined
by those in position of developing the budget, particularly consider-
ation to funding the budget in accordance with the authorization
statute, One of the prablems that was inherent was that the school
districts serving the A category children would have only received
73 or 74 ,percent of the amount of money they would be normally
entitled In terms of the A category pupils.

The conclusion was it was better to fully fund the A category
children through the second tier paying 100 percent for those chil-
dren heavily impacted, for the Indians, and 90 perce. ' for those
which were lesser impacted, and take the cuts at the B level.

TIER PAYMENT SYSTEM

Mr. NATCHER. Is there a way to reduce the program on a more
gradual basis without amending the basic law?

Mr. STORMER. Principally, you are going to have to amend the
authorization in order to achieve significant reductions in the pro-
gram.

Mr. NATCHER. How much would be required in 1980 to fund Tier
I of the basic law? Can you give us some idea about how much
would be required?_ Ms. BEEBE. For Tier I in total, according to the total basic stat-
ute, $394.1 million, plus $70 million for Section 6 and $12 million
for major disasters.

Mr. NATCHER. In order to fund Tier II, how much additional
would be required?

Mr. STORMER. Which portion of Tier II, sir, the 65 percent, the 90
percent hold-harmless or full Tier II?

Mr. NATCHER. Give us for each one.
Mr. STORMER. Sixty-five percent of the Tier II would be $823.4

million. To bring it at the 90 percent level it would be $835 million,
--and ta fully fund Tier II would be $1,038.5 million.

Mr. NATCHER. If you will, for the record, insert a table showing
by section of law the amount required to fund Tier I, then show the
amounts required to fund each of the two levels under Tier II, and
include an estimate for public housing payments in each case.

[The information follows:j
The following amounts are estimated to be required in 19S0 for payments:

Tier 1
"A" children +sec
"13- children sec 3(1) »

mation,,

$104.7
230,1
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Tier 1:
Millions

Special provisions (sec. 2 & 3ie \ 13.2

Other Federal agencies (sec. 6) 70.0

Hold harmless provisions (sec. 305(13)(e)) 46.1

Disaster assistance (sec. 7)
*

12.0

Total 476.1

Total includes $89.2 for low-rent housing children under sec. 3(a) and 3(b).

Tiers 1 and 2(A):
Whims

"A" children (sec. 3(a)) 296.0

"B" children (sec. 3(b)) 419.4

Special provisions (sec. 2 & 3(e)) 13.7

Other Federal agencies (sec. 6) 70.0

Hold harmless provisions (sec. 305(BxCn 12.3

Disaster assistance (sec. 7) ,. 12.0

Tóta: 823,4

Total includes $162 for low-rent hotiming children under sec. 3(al and 3(b).

Tiers 1 and 2:
hfithons

Payments for "A" children (sec. 3(a)) 403.0

Payments for "B" children (sec. 3(b)) ,532.0
Special provisions (sec. 2 & 3(e)) 14.0

Payments to other Federal agencies (sec. 6) 70.0
Hold harmless provisions (sec. 305(BXC)) 7.5

Disaster assistance (sec. 7) 12.0

Total 1,038.5

Total includes $205.6 for low-rent housing children under sec. 3(a) and 3(b).

PAYMENTS IN LIEU OF TAXES

Mr. NATCHER. Do you consider impact aid to be a panient in
lieu of taxes?

Mr. STORMER. When we are talking totally about impact a, it's
a combination, sir, of a payment in lieu of taxes and it's also a
payment to assure that the Federally connected children are re-
ceiving the same educational benefits as all other children within a
school district.

It's a combination of both.
Mr. NATCHER. Have you considered changing the law to transfer

impact aid to the Treasury Department to administer as a program
of payments in lieu of taxes?

Mr. STORMER. Not completely. At one time there had been a
discussion of making payments in lieu of taxes, and maybe Mr.
Dingeldein can back me up on this. If I remember .correctly the
discussions in that vein, the total cost of providing a similar pro-
gram would almost double ,or triple the amount of money that
would be paid under impact aid.

Is that correct?
Mr. DINGELDEIN. That's right; it would be a very exp msive prop-

osition.
Dr. BERRY. And we have not, in fact, considered it since we have

been here at all as a possibility.

DISASTER ASSISTANCE

Mr. NAWHER. All right. The budget request includes $12 million
for Disaster Assistance. What is the status of the authorization for
this program?

44.111 (1 11 - 11

1

f.1
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MS. BEEBE. It is not currently authorized.
Mr. NATCHER. Is the Administration recommending extension of

authorization without change?
Ms. BEEBE. Yes; we are.

CONSTRUCTION ASSISTANCE

Mr. NATCHER. Now, under Construction, last year a budget
amendment of $29 million was submitted concerning impact aid
construction. That request came too late for the consideration of
our committee.

What is the present status of that request?
Dr. MINTER. We have not resubmitted that request, Mr. Chair-

man, because of budget constraints.
Mr. NATCHER. What are your present plans far dealing with the

problem of Federally owned school facilities?
Dr. MINTER. We plan to spend $13 million in that section and we

plan to upgrade several of the projects.
I will ask Mr. Stormer to be more specific about that.
Mr. STORMER. We are currently obligating or committing funds.

They are not obligated until the contracts are executed. We are
committing funds to remove the life safety hazards that exist in
the Federally owned buildings and also to remove any architectur-
al barriers that exist to the handicapped and this will take, we
anticipate, until June of 1980, to have our facilities accessible to
the handicapped and the life safety hazards that exist in present
buildings removed.

It may not take care of certain situations where we are having
overcrowding or children housed in temporary facilities.

Mr. NATCHER. The budget request for 1980 is $33 million. Tell us
generally how you plan to use this amount?

Ir. STORMER. Well, primarily, the $33 million is broken into
three sections; $3 million for section 5, which are grants to local
educational agencies which are primarily serving the military in-
stallations; $13 millio. under section 10, and this will go toward
meeting the 1:fe safety objective and the removal of architectural
barriers objective; and $17 million will be grants to local education-
al agencies serving children residing on Indian lands.

Mr. NATCHEB. Is it enough to take care of the more serious
facility requirements in local school districts?

Mr. STORMER. It will take care of only the most extremely criti-
cal situations that exist.

Mr.1 NATCHER. What other Federal funds are available for con-
struction assistance to local schools?

Mr. STORMER. None within the Office of Education specifically
oriented towards school construction. There are some limited
public works funds under the Economic Development Assistance
Act. There are, I believe, some grants being made available
through the Energy Department. But these are particularly orient-
ed towards those kinds of activities.

M. NATCHER. Mr. Michel, any other questions?
Mr. MICHEL. Just a couple, Mr. Chairman.
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IMPACT AID PAYMENTS

What is the smallest impact aid payment to a school. district?
Mr. STORMER. I don't have a specific number.
Mr. MICHEL. Can you give me a ball park figure?
Mr. STORMER. I would guess it would be about $1,000 or $2,000.

Mr. MICHEL. And that would make up what percentage of that
school district's budget?

Mr. STORMER. I don't know.
Mr. MICHEL. I wonder if we could have placed in the record a

table that would show the number of districts, for example, receiv-
ingif you say it's as low as $1,000, that boggles the mind, tooso
I was going to start out at something like $25,000 or $50,000, but if
there are those under a thousand, why don't we have how many
are getting less than $5,000.

Mr. STORMER. I think we have--
Mr. MICHEL. Or something like $25,000 or $50,000, something like

that, and then what percent of that school's budget is this impact
aid payment?

Out of 4.365 districts which received Impact Aid payments in fiscal year 1978: 399

districts received less than a $5,000 payment; 2,039 districts received less than a
$25,000 payment; and 2,833 districts received less than a $50,000 payment.

In 78 percent of the 2,833 districts which received Impact Aid payments of $50,000

or less in 1978, those payments represented less than 2 percent of their total
operating expenditures for that year.

I would like to make a start here. Perhaps we could take a
transition period and say that no school district as of this year who
receives an impact aid allocation that makes up less than a percent
or two or some arbitrary figure of their budget would be funded.
That may not cover all of the inequities, because, as Mr. Patten
said, these two neighboring counties here are getting so terribly
much, but at least it's one angle or one way of trying to get at this
thing.

Ms. BEEBE. Mr. Michel, in our proposal before you now, for over
90 percent of the B districts that would lose payments, such pay-\
ments represent 2.5 percent or less of their total current expendi-
tures. In other words, the impact on their total budget is less than
2.5 percent for 90 percent of those B payment districts.

Dr. BERRY. And also, Mr. Dingeldein.
Mr. DINGELDEIN. Mr. Michel, another way of looking at it, if you

required every district receiving impact aid funds to absorb an
amount equivalent to 1 percent of their budget, it would only be
necessary to make payments of about $94 million to about 1,200
districts:I mean, those are the only ones that would not be able to
absorb the reductions within 1 percent.

COMPARATIVE TAX STUDY

Mr. MICHEL. A few years ago I think I asked whether or not we
had made any studies on comparative tax rates and the relation-
ship with these impact aid payments.

Has anything more been done on that at all? We say in one
breath it's payments in lieu of taxes. Why? In the case of military
bases, we don't need justification for that, in my judgment. But
then again to have a district fail to assess their real estate taxes
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commensurate with What the rest of us have to do around the
country sometimes and have the Federal Government coming and
subsidizing those property owners, I just don't buy that.

Mr. D1NGELDEIN. Well, there have been some studies done in ,the
past trying to arrive at some notion of net burden. I am just not
sure. It has been a very difficult thing to try to come up with.

Mr. MICHEL. Well, I appreciate that.
Dr. BERRY. Mr. Michel, the amendments of 1978 require us to

establish a ten-member Presidential Commission to Etudy impact
aid and precisely the kinds of questions you are raising, and there
is supposed to be a report to the President and Congress by Decem-
ber 1, which will look at all of these issues.

Mr. MICHEL. I won't take any more time, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you.
Mr. NATCHER. All right..

DISASTER ASSIST ANCE

Mr. Early, any additional questions?
Mr. EARLY. Just one question, Mr. Chairman, on the $12 million

for major disaster; how was that number arrived at?
Mr. STORMER. It's an average of several years. I think the figure

is 8 or 10 years.
Ms. BEEBE. Yes.
Mr. STORMER. And it's the average annual, if you take a 10-year

span. That varies from year to year, as I think the highest period
of time was in 1972-1973 during Hurricane Agnes, when we paid
out something in the neighborhood of $25 million to $30 million in
that year, to a lower figure. So $12 million is I believe strictly a
10-year average.

Mr. EARLY. We appropriated $12 million last year, as I recall.
Mr. STORMER. Yes, sir.
Mr. EARLY. How much of that is t nobligated or unspent?
Mr. STORMER. At the present time the figure is partially obligat-

ed. One of our problems is that we do not know the actual costs of-
disasters until the costs of repairs, replacement, restoration have
been paid off, and it usually takes a year or two before you have
the final costs.

Mr. EARLY. So this $12 million we are speaking of in this budget
is for anticipated disasters?

Mr. STORMER. That is correct.
Mr. EARLY. None of it would be used to pay back bills?
Mr. STORMER. Back bills? No, it would be anticipated. At the

present time I think we have four major disasters already declared,
and $1.5 million obligated towards disasters that have occurred in
1979, and we have several that are potentially pending.

Mr. EARLY. Fine.
With the Chair's permission, will you supply for the record

where the $12 million was spent last year, please?
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The information follows:I
The following list represents the obligations against fiscal year 1978 appropri-

ations as of March 1979. This list includes both obligations against which final
payments have been made and obligations which represent preliminary estimates.
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Because of this latter situation, an additional $4.5 million has been obligated in
anticipation of final estimates far inexcess of initial estimates. __. __ _......_

State ______________
- -

Number 01 daubs

Apmmate

... _._2"ni

Arizona
2 $24,000

Arkansas
3 247,000

California
103 2,419,000

Georgia
1 10,000

Indiana
1 6,000

!WM
2 10,000

Louisiana
5 702,000

Maine
2 5,000

Massachusetts
35 2,496,000

Minnesota
11 374,000

Missouri
5 179,000

Nebraska
5 29,000

North Carolina
11 649,000

Tennessee
3 30,000

Texas..
4 65,000

Virginia
3 117,000

Washington
5 107,000

Wisconsin.
5 48,000

Eighteen States
206 $7,517,000

Mr. NATCHER. All right.
We want to thank you for appearing before our committee on

behalf of the Impact Aid Program for fiscal year 1980.
[The following questions were submitted to be answered for the

record:]

PAYMENTS FOR "A" CHILDREN

Mr. CONTE. You are asking for a $56 million increase for category "A" students in

fiscal year 1979. Why will the cost of educating these stud.ents have leapt so
dramatically in one ear?

Dr. 4INTER. The largest increase, $36 million, occurs in the category of children
who rçside on Indian lands. The 1978 amendments increased their entitlements by
one-fo rth and then made these increased entitlements (125 percent) payable in full

in th second payment tier. Other increases are due to changing the determination
of "S aper A" school districts from 25 percent ("A" children to total children) to 20
perce t, and to increasing costs of education in general.

PAYMENTS FOR "B" CHILDREN

Mr. CONTE. There are surely areas that receive category "B" funds that have a
dubious claim to being federally impacted. Are there not also other parts of the
country that have a defensible claim to being impacted? If so, can you name a few

of these areas?
Dr. MINTER. Of 3,859 school districts that claim "B" children, 232 have a number

of "B" children that equal 25 percent or more of their total numbers of children. To
name a few:

Daleville City Board of Education, Alabama.
Hydaburg City School District, Alaska.
Sierra Vista Elementary School District, Arizona.
Trinity Center School District, California.
Hardin County Board of Education, Kentucky.
Kittery School Department, Maine.
Long Beach Municipal School District, Mississippi.
Bunker School District, Missouri.
Trego Elementary School District, Montana.
Papillion School District, Nebraska.
West New York Board of Education, New Jersey.
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Los Alamos Independent School District, New Mexico.
Highland FallsFort Montgomery, New York.
Ons low County Board of Education, North Carolina.
Emerado School District, North Dakota.
Beavercreek Local School District, Ohio.
Newport School System, Rhode Island.
Dorcheater. County School District, South Carolina.
Oak Ridge Public Schools, Tennessee.
Copperas Cove Independent School District, Texas.
Glenwood Central School District, Washington.
Jeffery City School District, Wyoming.

EFFECT OF BUDGET ON SCHOOL DISTRICT

Mr. CONTE. My home state of Massachusetts now has the highest property texts
in the country, and one of the. reasons for this is that property taxes pay for so
much of the cost of education. Now in this year when loeal school budgets are
tightest, you are proposing to cut out category B funds, which states have grown
used to. How do you expect states to pick up the slack in these programs?

Dr. MINTER. Certainly we are aware of Ow financial straits of many school
districts these days due to a variety of reasons. but these reasons rarely idclude a
burden due to Federal activities. Many of our applicant school districts, even with
"B" payments, receive less than 1 percent from impact aid payments. Dealing with
limited funds, it seemed wiser tq provide those funds within the Title I program for
the disadvantaged.

APPROPRIATIONS LANGUAGE

Mr. CONTE. As the law is written now, is it even legal for you to propose zero-
funding for all category B funds? It is my understanding that it is not. If not, why
are you proposing 'illegal" cut backs?

Dr. MINTER. The law was pretty much the same in this respect even in 1979. In
that year, appropriation language placed limitations on "B" payments even though
the limitations were contrary to the basic law. Thus, there is precedence for funding
the program in a way that differs from the basic law.

DISASTER ASSISTANCE

Mr. CONTE. Of the 12 million appropriated for disaster claims last year, how much
money was spent? Which area or areas of the country received the most money?

Dr. MINTER. Thus far in fiscal year 1979, we have received 22 major disaster
claims from four States with estimated obligations totalling $1,537,738. Final costs
for these claims will not be available for several months.

Stote Number ol claims
blimiled
obligatices

Arizona 6 $102,089

Kentucky 10 944,183

Louisiana 1 164,150

West Virginia 5 326,716

Totals (4) 22 1,537,738

Mr. CONTE. You ask for $311 million for construction. What kinds of projects will
receive top priority this year for funding?

Dr. MINTER. The money requested will serve only the most severe and critical
school facility problems. Funding priority will continue to direct funds to alleviate
the facility deficiencies on Federal installations, Section 10, to provide urgently
needed minimum school facilities for children residing on Indian lands, Section 14,
and provide such facilities for children associated primarily with military bases,
Section 5.

Mr. CONTE. Are there many high priority projects that you feel ought to be funded
but cannot be due to lack of funds? What are a few of these?

Dr. MINTER. Section 10: Yes, there are high priority projects which will not be
funded due to lack of funds. After funding the first priority group of projects
iemergency repairs for children's safety; Section 504 handicapped access and life
and fire safety requirements) there will be sufficient funds remaining from the
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fiscal year 1979 appropriation for only one project in the new second priority
(upgrading and new construction to meet life safety and handicapped access stand-

ards). The remaining 16 projects on 13 installations in the second priority group will

require an estimated $86 million (in current dollars) to eliminate potentially hazard-

ous conditions. Those projects will provide facilities for children who are currently
attending classes in temporary wooden barracks, abandoned hospitals, other make-

shift facilities which were not intended to be used for school purposes.
Section 14: According to the current priority index listing of unfunded projects for

facilities to house children residing on Indian lands, the highest priority projects,
after exhausting fiscal year 79 funds, are to pi avide elementary or secondary school
facilities where none currently exist. to replace makeshift, inadequate facilities
which of necessity are being used for classroom purposes, and to supplement mini-
mal existing facilities which are grossly overcrowded.

CONSTRUCTION BACKLOG

Mr. CONTE. You state that you have applications for construction aid amounting
to $110 million. If my memory serves me, that is a significant drop in the amount of

total claims that you cited last year, is it not? flow do you account for this drop?
Dr. MINTER. The $110 million represented the funding need for only those applim-

tions determined to be eligible under Section 5 of Public Law 81-815. There are
unfunded backlogs in Section 10 and Section 14 as well. The prior year estimates to
which you refer were probably overall total estimates which included the needs
under all three sections of the Act.

CONMUCTION OF INDIAN SCHOOLS

Mr. CONTE. Are the monies you spend on Indian education and construction
sufficient to improve a situation which you yourself last year termed "educationally
deplorable"? What progress has been made since last year in improving this pro-
gram?

Dr. MINTER. The money we have spent on Indian education has made a very small
impact on the total situation insofar as applications for school construction projects
are concerned. As a matter of fact, we will fund only three to four new projects with
our fiscal year 79 appropriation. The balance of the funding will go to projects
which had been approved earlier but were beset with rapidly increasing construc-
tion costa for labor and materials plus legal requirements for contracting. Becaire
our priority system is based on numbers of children residing on Federal property;
i.e., Indian lands and the number of unhoused children, we pay first attention to the
provision of urgently needed minimum school facilities. This generally means the
construction of new or replacement facilities. Correction of life safety hazards in
existing facilities is a responsibility of the local education agency. Prograin Officers
are becoming increasingly aware of life safety conditions in existing buildings.
When such conditions are serious enough such buildings are declared structurally
and/or educationally obsolete by local and State officials and are considered aban-
doned. In those cases the pupils in those buildings are considered unhoused and the
priority index is recomputed in accordance with those findings.

EFFECT OF BUDGET ON SCHOOL DISTRICT

Mr. STOKES. Do you have a feeling for how school districts will adjust to the
proposed reductions in impact aid: what sort of programs are likely to be cut back?

Dr MINTER. Over 90 percent of the districts affected by our proposal to eliminate
payments for "B" children and the hold harmless provisions rely on these funds for
less than 2.5 percent of their total current expenditures We therefore expect that
most school districts will be able to absorb these reductions without too much
difficulty. Further, declining enrollments should help to some extent in reducing
budgetary needs without cutting back programs.

If cuts are necessary. I cannot be sure which programs will be cut. Some school
districts will have access to other resources to prevent major program cut hacks.

Mr. &rotas. Can you provide aNist of the 50 school districts who would lose the
most in impact aid for "B" children\M

Dr MINTER. The following 50 schools districts would likely lose the most for "B"
children in 398r: the amounts shown are their li;79 payments for "B" children.
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1979 estimated "B" payments of schools thstricts
.11 ilhong

New York City School District, N.Y $15.2
Fairfax Co. School Board, Va 5.3
San Diego Unif. School District, Calif 4.3
Hawaii State Department of Education, Hawaii 4.0
Puerto Rico State Department of Education 3.0
District of Columbia Public School 3.4
Chicago Public School No. 299, III 3.3
Virginia Beach City School Board, Va .... 3.3
Montgomery County Board of Education, Md 3.0
Prince Georges County Board of Education, Md 2.9
City of Philadelphia School District, Pa 2.9
Anne Arundel County Board uf Education, Md 2.4
Los Angeles Univ. School District, Calif 2.2
Greater Anchorage Area Borough, Alaska 2.2
Cumberland County Board of Education, N.0 2.1
Norfolk City School Board, Va 2.1
Brevard County School Board, Fla .5
Baltimore City Public School, Md - .6
Charleston County School District, S.0
Northside Independent School District, Tex .5
Davis County School District, Utah .5
Huntsville City Schools, Ala .5
Duval County School Board, Fla .5
Albuquerque School District No. 12, N. Mex .5
Oakland Unif. School District, Calif .5
El Paso Independent School District. Tex
Clark County School District, Nev .4
Okaloosa County School Board, Fla .4
Hampton City School Board, Va 4
Lawton Independent School District No. 8, Okla 4
Prince William County School Board, Va 4
Colorado Springs School District, No. 11, Colo .3
Escambia School Board, Fla .3
Denver School District, No. 1, Colo .3
Baltimore County Board of Education, Md .3
San Antonio Independent Sehool District, Tex 2
Weber School District, Utah .2
Muscogee County School District, Ga .1
Atlanta Public School System, Ga .1
Orleans Parish School Board. La
Chesapeake City School F. d, Va

.1
1

Harford County Board of Education, Md .1
Houston County Board of Education, Ga .1
Hillsborough County School Board, Fla .0
Newport News City School Board, Va 0
Killeen Independent School District, Tex. .0
North East Independent School District, Tex .0
Chula Vista City School District, Calif .0
Onslow County Board of Education, N.0 .0
City of Bellevue School District, Neb .0

Mr. STOKE& What proportion of all "B" children reside in low/rent housing
projects?

Dr. MINTER. Of 2,009.058 total "B" children, 710,409 or 35.4 percent reside in low-
rent housing. An additional 5,763 (additional 0.3 percent) "B" children have parents
employed on low-rent housing property. (There are 5,482 "A" children who reside in
low.rent housing and have a parent employed on Federal property and 876 "A"
children who reside in low-rent housing and have a parent in the Uniformed
Services.'

CoNsrsurrioN
Mr STOKES In what areas would the I I facilities expected to be funded by fiscal

year 1950 impact aid construction program be located?

,!o t
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Dr MINTER. It IS difficult to identify specific locations for these projectS for
serveral reasons. Under Section 14. for example, new applications could be submit-

ted for fiscal year 19040 that might supersede applications presently on the list. With
the exception of grants under Section 5. which are fixed. we often have to increase
the amounts of previously funded projects due to the drastic rises in" labor and
construalon costs exceeding the original estimates. Therefore, much of the funding
in a given year which might otherwise be used for new projects has to he directed to
those previously funded projects. The figure of 11 facilities is an estimate based on
past experience when it was easier to project and Jive up to the estimated costs.

EFFF.e-r OF BUDGET ON 5(11001. DIATItIrT

Mr ROYRAL Have you made any efforts to determine what alternative and
feasable sources of money wuld be available to local schools districts o make up for
the sudden and drastic cuts in federal aid?

Dr. MINTER. For many of them there would be no drastic cuts considering the
small percentage of their budgets that the "13- payment represents. For others, it
would be drastic, and they are more likely to have to curtail some programs or
make up the difference by increasing local revenues, or from State revenues if'
available to them.

-11" CitlinftEN

Mr !Maio.. You indicate in your justification that the parents of :id)) children
contribute to local revenues through the payment of property and/or other local
taxes and therefore these children do not represent a significant Federal burden on
the community. What studies have you conducted which make you believe that?

Dr. MINTER. The majority of 3ibi children are in this category because their
parents are employed on Federal property. Thus. the majority of' :fib) children live
in private residences which generate local property taxes payable directly by the
homeoWner and indirectly by the renter. Other 111131 children are in this category
because they live in low-rent public housing. While these units are tax-exempt, they
are generall:/ owned by State or local authorities and thus do not represent a
burden cau.ied by Federal ownership.

Mr. HOYBAL. How many school districts currently receiving funds would be elimi-
nated if your budget cuts are implemented, and could you provide a chart indicating
how many districts would be eliminated in each state?

Dr. MINTER. There would be 2,334 school districts eliminated. The number of
districts eliminated in each State is as follows:

State: Distruls

Alabama ..
Alaska .

2

A rizona 4 20

Arkansas
112

California_ ... ....... 221

Colorado.
Connecticut 22

Delaware
fqo r id; I

13

Georgia . 1;1

Hawaii .
Idaho. .

lllinoi. 124

Indiana 34

Iowa 27

Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana It
Maine. 41

Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan :1 2

Nlinne-ma 14

Mtssissippi
n

on Ulna
Nebraska
Ne% ada

5113

4")
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State:
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
District of Columbia
Guam
Puerto Rico
Virgin Islands

DIStrirts

---

41
143
20

119
36
25
96
85
39
91
17
19
13
70

201
16
12
39
53

4
14

1

Total 2,334
Mr. ROYBAL. This is not the first time tnis administration has attempted to cut off'

funds for the 3(b) children. In view of the recent successful State referenda to limit
property taxes isn't this a particularly inappropriate time to be cutting out Federal
funds for education?

Dr. MINTER. There is no appropriate time for suggesting a tedirection of Federal
funding. However, in view of the necessity of disbursing limited Federal resources to
programs c)nsidered to be of more importance to the improvement of education we
must recommend this action. Increases in local and/or State financial support or
adjustments ia educational services will be required.

LOW-RENT HOUSING CHILDREN

Mr. ROYBAL. You have indicated in your justificatin that funds would contine to
be provided through the second payment 'bier for children whose parents live and
work on Federal property, with the exception that payments for low-rent housing
children under this category would be limited to the fiscal year 1979 total level.
How many low-rent housing children are currently covered by this program and
what percentage are minority children?

Dr. MINTER. In 1978, the latest year for which data from all applications have
been totalled, theie were 723,000 low-rent housing children in average daily attend-
ance claimed. No data are available on the percentage that are minority children.

Mr. ROYBAL. Is the number ot low-rent housing children covered by this program
expected to remain the same in 1980 as it was in 1979? If not, what do you project
the changes to be?

Dr. MINTER. At this time, our estimates assume that the number will remain thesame.
Mr. ROYSAL. Can you provide us with a list of those school districts which would

lose the most amount of money by that limitation?
Dr. MIN-ER. The following school districts Will lose the most,due to limiting the

payment for "A" low-rent housing children to the 1979 amount:
New York City, District of Columbia, Norfolk, Virginia. Anne Arundel Cotmty,

Md Boston, Mass., Atlanta, Ga., Hawaii, Newark, N.J., Los Angeles. Calif., Balti-
more City, Md.

CONSTRUCTION BACKLOG

Mr. Rori.u. Two years ag,o, in : -ponse to a question by Mr. Natdter, this
subcommittee was informed that it v.uuld require $843 million to clear the backlog
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of unfunded cases. This year in your justification you indicate as of the beginning of

1950 projects amounting to $1k,000,(v0 would require funding. Can you explain

Dr. MINTER. The information that it would require $$43 million to clear the
backlog of unfunded projects was based on the total number of eligible applications
we had had on file firr several years. The amount of dollars indicated was based

upon the requests stated by the applicants and included all applications determined

at the time of processing as eligible under Sections 5, 9 10, and 14 of P.L. 81-S15.
In the past year we have been ixamining those applications and have purged

many because ,they are no longer eligible for funding due to declines in Federally
cor ,ected pupils. This process is continuing and we should be able to eliminate
some other applications. The $180 million referred to was an amourit estimated in
1976 dollars to fund the Section 10 applications. However, in terms of current
dollars, this figure approaches $244 million due to rapidly rising costs or labor and
materials. The most up-to-date estimates of construction assistance under Sections ci
and 14 are $112 arid $240 million respectively, or a total of about $5:',2 million.

Mr. ROYBAL Can you give us the amount and number of unfunded applications in
each of the Sections 5,10, and 14?

Dr. MINTER. The current priority listings reflect the following:
Section 5$112 million representing approximately :120 applications.
Section 10$244 million (current dollars) representing approximately 127 applica-

tions,
Section 14$240 million representing approximately 120 anplications.

CONSTRUCTION OF INDIAN SCHOOLS

Mr. ROYRAI.. With regard to the construction of facilities for children residing on
Indian land: You ir.-licate that many of these schools present life safety harards as
well as being disruptive to educational productivity. Can/you discuss some examples
of just how bad these conditions are?

1)r. MINTER. The following conditions exist in the Menominee Wisconsin school
district which is coterminous with the restored Menominee Indian Reservation:

Neopit Elementary School has been declared by the HEW Regional Office of
Facilities Engineering and Construction, Region V. to be not suitable for school
purposes even though it continues to be used by 200 pupils in grades 1-6. It is
obsolete educationally, is a woodframe building that cannot meet current construc-
tion specifications. The boiler room is located underneath two classrooms.and the

. boiler itself is in need. of replacement. The building is riot at all suitable for the
physically handicapped nor would it be justifiable to try to make it so. Several
rooms have been added on to the building and rooms are continuouqly being divided
up to provide space for more needed activities.

The building at Kashena was originally designed to accommodate grades K-5 but
is being used by pupils in grades 2-12. The capacity of the building is 250 pupils, but
520 pupils are presently enrolled. There is a 14' x 70' metal trailer currently beiag
used for the high school Industrial Arts shop. There are also eight temporary
classrooms being used by elementary grades. Rooms are being rented from the local
parochial school for classrooms, graphic arts and the central administration. Facili-
ties for art, music and physical education are lacking. is no first aid station.
Two guidance counselor-ware located in one room, measuring 6' x 8' with a curtain as
a divider. The school faces the loss of it accreditation because of the lack of physical
education facilities.

Facility conditions are quite similar in the schools at Red Lake Independent
School District No 3S in Red Lake, Michigan. The Ponemah Elementary School is a
woodframe building, entirely combustible. The building \is elevated about three feet
on a concrete foundation, making it inaccessible to the handicapped. The gymnasi-
um, very poorly lighted, serves also as a lunchroom. The floor is warped and
buckled in spots. The stage opening has ,.en boarded up and the former stage area
made into a library. The nurse's room is located in the former girls' locker room in
a subground area beneath the former stage area. The cafeteria kitchen is located
across the corridor from the gym with the serving line in tho corridor. About 175
meals are served here each day. There is a sinall room fur dry storage that also
houses the school's home SiZt. refrigerator. Sugar and flour are stored in 25-gallon
garbage cans.

It has been recommended that this building be abandoned and rep:aced, as well as
the original portion of the high school building. The high school building has had
several additions to it, most of which are at different levels. It ir not accessible to
the handicapped The boiler room is at the basement level underneath a classroom.
The dining room is in the :41lb-basement with the kitchen which is small and

co,
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crowded. The dishwashing machine is located'in the dining room Lnause there is no
room in the kitchen for it. Most of the classrooms in this portion of the building
have been converted from time to time and are at different floor levels, (zenerally
speaking, all of the classrooms are much too small for the purpose they should be
serving and are ill-equipped. This is due to laek of space to set up the equipment.

Mr. Rovem.. Can you provide us with the variables you take into consideration in
assigning priorities to construction needs?

Dr. MINTER. The priority index of an application is a precise computation which
combines two percentage factors: (1)4percentage of the total membership in the
school district as of the end of the application.period which is Federally connected
and countable for payment; and (2) the percentage of the total school district
memoership as of the end of tile application period which is without minimum
school facilities.

Variables which May. affect the priority index of one applicant's needs as com-
pared with the need of another applicant include: The rate of growth in Federal
membership, the proportionate changes in Federal membership and total member-
ship, changes in category of Federal impact which occur subsequent to prior eligible
applications. State standards for rating capacity of existing facilities, and the extent
of prior Public Law 815 entitlements (which may affect both the number of Federal-
ly connected children currently eligible for payment and the number of unhoused
children).

Also there may be a significant variation between the tentative priority (which is
based on the applicant's preliminary estimates of membership anticipated as of the
end of the application period, and the applicant's initial assessment of facilities in
use at the time the application is filed) and the firm priority (which is based on
membership data that has been verified, and capacity ratings which are adjusted, if
necessary, to exclude temporary or other facilities included in the application but
which are found to be.flubstandard during the'on-site review!

Mr. ROM!. Will the money you request cover the correction of all the life safety
hazards known to exisrat these schools? If not, what sort of program plan do you
have to eventually repair these defects and hoW long will it take?

Dr. MINTER. No, it will not. The basic premise of Public Law 81-815 is to provide
financial assistance for constructing urgently needed minimum school facilities in
school districts having a substantial membership increase due to new or increased
Federal activities. When funds available for any fiscal year will not ;..e sufficient to
pay in full the maximum allowance to all eligible school districts, the act requires
that the Commissioner shall establish a priority listing for the approval of those
applications, based on relative urgency of need. Projects are arranged in order from
the highest to the lowest index number.

Since our priority system is based tin the numbers of children residing on Indian
lands and the numbers c.f unhoused children we pay first attention to the provision
of urgently needed minimum school facilities. Where .nanent school facilities
exist and have an extended useful life, correction , ,e safety hazards in ttiese
buil, ngs is, we believe a responsibility of the local gidt. onal agency.

ASIMSTOS

Mr ROTRAI.. You have indicated that the Correaion of the asbestos problem will
be emir idered as a Ue safety factor. Have you identified all of the schools in which
asbest)s wail used in the construction? In ,how many schools goes asbestos currently
presen a life safety factor? How many children are enrolled in those schools? Will
the funds you have requested cover the correction of all of the "asbestos problems"
known to you?

Dr MINTER. As yet, we have not identified school buildings constructed under
Section 10 of Public Law 81-s15 in which asbestos may have been used. However,
the majority of those buildings are of single story masonry contruction and little if
any asbestos was used. That fact notwithstanding, we will survey all of them to
identify those which may need correction.

We are engaged in a massive effort z.o incorporate both the Section 504 architec
tural barriers requirements, making all of the Section 10 buildings accessible to the
handicapped, and life and fire safety standards in accordance with Code 101 of the
National Fire Protection Association As an addendum to these projects, we will
incorporate surveys of the federally-owned school buildings to dett.rmine tlu pres-
ence. if any, and the extent of asbestos conditions.and what it would cost to
overcome them

In an indepth survey of the 40)ction 10 schools which was completed two years
ago. there was a total of 71,000 pupils attending these schools. The funds requested
for Section 10 will not be Sufficient to cover all the life safety problems. As soon as

Z 0 5
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we can identify the extent of the asbestos problem in the Section 10 schools, we will
be able to estimate the funding requirements for this particular aspect of the life
safety problem.

[The justification submitted by.tii-e-Department follows:]

ti
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Appropriation Estimate

School Assistance In Federally Affected Areas

For carrying out title I of the Act of September 30, 1950, as amended

(20 U.S.C., ch. 13), ($786,100,000) $495,000,000 of which ($63,500,000) $70,000,000

shalIsbe for payments under section 6, and ($710,600,0061 $413,000,000
shall be for

payments under sections 2 and 3 in accordance with section 5(c)(1) and (2) of said

Act, and $12,000,000 shall be for payments under section 7 of said Act: (Provided,

That the total amountpaidwith respect to entitlements
under section 3(b) of that

title shall not exceed the amount paid under that section in fiscal year 1978, and

any reductions required thereby shall bs derived by proportionately reducing the

payments applied fur by all local educational agencies under section 3(b)i:

Provided, That notwithstanding the provisions of section S(o), no'local educational

agency shall be entitled to payments with respect to children dscribed in

section 3(b) of said Seel1 : Provided further, That the total amount paid with

respect to entitlements under section 3(a) attributable to children who reside on,

or rigid* with parents employed on, property which is described in section 403(1)(C)

of said Act shall not exceed the amounts Piad under that section in fiscal year 1979,

enlany, reductions required thereby Shall be derived by proportionately reducing the

payments attributable to children who reside on, or reside with parents employed on,

property which is described in section 403(1)(C) applied for by all local educational

agencies under section 3(a)1/: Provided further, That none of the amounts so

appropriated shall be available for payments under section 5(e)1/: Provided further,

That none of the amounts so appropriated shall be available for payments under the

second paragraph (2) of section 305(a) of the Bducation Amendments of 1974.4/

For tarrying out the Act of September 23, 1950, as amended (20 U.S.C., ch. 19),

($30,000,0001 $31,000,000, which shall remein
available until expended, shall be for

providing school facilities as authorised by said Act: Provided, That with the

exception of up to $13,000,000 for section 10 and up to ($16,000,0001 $17,000,000

for'section 14 none oi the funds contained
herein for providing school facilities

shall be available to pay for any other section of the Act of September 23, 1950,

until payment has been made of 100 per crota of the amounts payable under section 5:

61
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Provided further, That, notwithstanding section 421A(c)(2)(A) of the General Education

Iroirisions Act,. the Commissioner of Education is authorized to approve applications

lor funds to increaae school facilitiea in communities located near the Trident

Support Nee, Bangor, Washington, on such terms and conditions as he may reasonably

require without regard to any prevision in law.

Explanation of Language Changes

11 This provision proposes to eliminate payments fur 3(b) category children, those
whose parents live or work on Federal property. The parents of these children
contribute to local revenues through the paymenc of property and/or other local
taxes and therefore these children do not represent a significant Federal burden
on the community.

2/ This provision propooea to limit payments fot 3(a) category low-rent housing
children to the total amount paid for such children in fiscal year 1979. In 1980,
each local educational agency that applies for payments for 3(a) category low-
rent housing children will have those payments proportionately reduced so that the
total amount paid to all districts combined doss not exceed the total asount paid
in 1979. The existence of such children does not constitute a federally imposed
burden, as public houains is locally owned and the Federal government already
provides subsidise and in-lieu-of tax payments for this property.

3/ Thia provision proposes to eliminate a 90 percent hold harming clause in the basic
law, since the budget intent in 1980 is to fund on the basis of current need not
historical precedent. The Education Amendments of 1978 authorize a sub-tier pay-
ment systea under the second payment tier. Under this meant aystem, local edu-
cational agencies would first receive 65 percent of the amounts payable under the
second payment tier. Secondly, fro. any funds remaining, a distribution would
be made to provide each local educational agency with 90 percent of what it had
received under Section 3vin the previous year. Thirdly, if any funds still remain,
thebelanceof 35 percent of the amounts payable under the second payment tier
would be paid in accordance with the appropriations act. This language is proposed
to elisinate the hold harmless provision of Section 5(e), the second step distri-
bution, which assures each local educational agency of 90 percent of the previous
_year's Section 3 payments and to permit the payment of the 35 percent balance of
amounts payable under the second payment tier.

4/ This provision proposes to eliminate payments for hold harmless provisions 00
1 and (C), authorized under Section 305, as they provide compensation for districts

which have experienced a decrease in enrollment of federally connected children
due to closure of 'military installations or which have experienced a decrease in
payment dua to the preaent ineligibility of children whose parents live or work
out of the county or out of the State in which a particular district is located.
Such payments are inequitable because they are made for children no longer
receiving services or no longer considered to be a federally imposed burden.

62
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Lan ua e rovision

-MI00/0.

Explanation

...Provided, That notwithstanding the
provisions of section 5(c), no local
leducational agency shell be entitled to
payments with respect to children
described in section 3(b) of said Act...

The basic law authorizes payments
1

for children who reside, or
whose parents work, on Federal
property (Section 3(b)). This
language is necessary in order to
terminate payments for this category
of children.

...Provided further, That the total
amount paid with respect to entitlements
under secrion 3(a) attributable to
children who reside on, or reside with
parents employed on, property which is
described in section 403(1)(C) of said
Act shell not exceed the amounts paid
under this section In fiscal year 1979,
and any reductions required thereby
shall be derived by proportionately
reducing the payments attributable to
children who reside on, or reside with
parents employed on, property which is
described in Section 403(1)(C) applied
for by all local educational agencies
under section 3(a)...

The basio law authorizes payments
for 3(a) category children
connected with low-rent housing
according to the three-tier payment
system vith 25 percent of entitle-
ment payable in the first tier,
between 63 percent sne. 75 percent
payable In the second tier and the
balance payable in the third tier.
This language would provide fun4p
for 3(a) category childrIn who /
reside on low-rent housing and Ahose
parents ere employed on Federal

"property or are in the uniformed
services st a total level not to
exceed the amount paid for such
children in fiscal year 1979. Each
educational agency that applies for
payments for 3(s) category low-rent
housing children will have those
payments proportionately reduced ao
that the total amount paid to all
districts combined would not exceed
the total amount paid in 1979.

...Provided further, That,none of the
amounts so appropriated sh'll be avail-
able for payments undet sec on 5(e)...

01

44-113 () - %1 14

This appropriation request proposes
to fund local educational agencies
at 100 percent of the amounts
payable under the second payment tier
for all 3(4) category children, except
for those who reside on low-rent
housing who would be paid according to
the previous provision. The Education
Amendments of 1978, however, authorize
a sub-tier payment system under the
second payment tier. Under this pay-
ment system, local educational
agencies would first receive 65 per-
cent of the amounts payable under the
second payment tier. Secondly, from
any funds remaining, a distribution
would he made to provide each local
educational agency with 90 percent of
what it had received under Section 3
in the previous year. Thirdly, if
any funds still remain, the balance
of 15 of the amount;

. . . .
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uate_orovision

..Provided further, That none of ths
amounts so appropriated shall'be avail-
able for payments under the second para-
graph (2) of section 395(a) of the
Educationrimen#ments of 1974.

under the second payment tier would
be paid in accordance with the
appropriations act. This language
is proposed to eliminate the hold
harmless provision of Section 5(4),
the second step distribution, which
assures each local educational
agency of 90 percent of the previous
year's Section 3 payments and to
permit the payment of the 35 percent
balance of amounts payable under the
secondipayment tier.

This language liminates payments
'under hold harmless provision*
(0) and (C). Hold harmless
(1) provides compensation for
districts which have experienced a
decrease in enrollment of federally
connected children due to closure of
military installations. Hold harm-
less (C) provides compensation for

.districts which have experienced a
decrease in payment dua to the
present ineligibility of children
whose parents live or work out of
the county or.out of the State in
which a particular district is
located.

64
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Amounts Avail; for Obligation

1979

Appropriation $816,100,000 $528,000,000

Unobligated balance, siert of year 28 956 000

Toisl obligatics 845,056,000 528,000,000

Summary of Changes

1979 Estimated budget authority
$816,100,000

1980 Estimated budget authority
5282_000,000

Net change...o
- 288,130,000

1979 Base Change from Base

Increases:
Program:
1, Maintenance and operations--change is

due to an estimated increase in per pupil
expenditures for 3(a) category children
due to rising costs; expanded eligibil-
ity for districts heavily impacted with
3(a) category children; and increased
entitlement for children residing on

Indian. lands $343,000,000

2. Maintelsnce and operations--increase
in the.estimated per pupil expenditure
for Section 6 category children due to

rising costs 63,500,000

3. Construction--to provide additional
funds for the construction of minimum
school facilities in districts serving
children who reside on Indian lands

and in heavily impacted by Federal

activities

Total increases

Decreases:
Program:

1. Maintenance
of payments

2, Maintenance
of payments
visions

17,000,000

and operations--termination
for 3(b) category children... 320,000,000

and operations--elimination
under the hold harmlcsn pro-

Total decreases

Net change

65

33,600,000

iir) ;
$

+$ 56,000,000

+ 6,500,000

+ 3 000 000

+ 65,500,000

-320,000,000

- 33 600 000

-353,600,000

-288,100,000
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Budget Authority by Activity

1979
Estimate

1980
Estimate

Increase or
Decrease

1.

2.

Maintenance and operations:
a. Payments for "a" children
b. Payments for "b" children
c. Special provisions
'el. Payments to other !federal

agencies
e. Hold harmless provisions
f. Disaster assistance

Sd3total

Construction

Total budget authority
(Obligations)

$343,000.000
320,000,n00
14,000,000

63.500,000
33,600,000
12000.000

$399,000,000

14,000,000

70,000,000

li,000,000

+$ 56,000,000
- 320,000,000

- -

+ 6,500,000
- 33,600,000

- -

786,100,000

30000,000

495,000,000

33.000,000

- 291,100,000

+ 3,000.000

816,100,000
(845,056,000)

528,000,000
(528,000,000)

- 288,100,000
(-517,056,000)

Budget Authority by Object

1979
Estimate

1980
Estimate

Increase or
Decrease

Land and structures

Grants, subsidies, and
contributions

Total budget authority by object

$ 13,000,000

803 100 000

$ 13,000,000

515 000 000

$

-288

- -

100 000.

816,100,000 528,000,000 -288,100,000
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Authorizing Legislation

1979 1980

Amount 1979 Amount 1980

Authorized Estimate Authorited Estimate

School Asuistance in
Federally Affected Areas:

1. Maintenance and
Operations (P.L. 81-874):
a. Payments for "a"

children
(Sen. 3(4) $365,900,000 $343000000 $418,700,000 $390,w10,000

b. Payments for "h"
children
(Sec. 3(b)) 859,700,000 320,000,000 920,300,000

c. Special provisions
(Secs. 2, 3(e), 4). 15,000,000 14,000,000 15,130,000 14,000,000

d. Payments to other
Federal Agencies
(Sec. 6) 63,500,000 63,500,000 70,000,000 70,000,000

e. Hold harmless pro-
visions (Sec.
305(h)(2) and
See. 5(e)) .

1
19,500,000-

/ 33,600,000 7,200,0001/ ---

f. Disaster assistance
(Sec. 7) Indefinite 12,000.000 2/ 12,000,000

2. Construction
(P.L. 81-815) Indefinite 10,000,000 Indefinite 33,000,000

Total BA 816,100,000 528,000,000

Total Apinst Definite
Authorizetlun 1,323,600,000 774,100,000 1,431,330,000 483,000,000

1/ Entitlements for hold harmless provinione are based on full funding. As funding

is prorated dawn, fluid harmless requirements increase.

2/ New authorization is required.

67
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School Assistance in Morally Affected Areas

Year

Budget
Eetimste

12-g2EAE!!!.

House

Allowance
Senate
Allowance Appropriation

1970 6201,107,000 $519,507,000 $599,107,000 $519,507,000

1971 425,000,000 438,900,000 672,700,000 549,968,000

1972 439,300,000 606,880,000 676,880,000 611,830,000

1973 430,910,000 641,405,000 681,405,000 671,405,000.
I

1974 292,500,000 610,000,000 611,000,000 593,416,0001/

1975 340,190,000 656,016,000 656,016,000 656,016,000

1976 266,000,060 659,000,000 725,000,000 680,000,000

Treneition
Quarter 5,000,000 70,000,001 70,000,000 70,000,000

1977 325,000,000 798,000,000 798,000,000 793,000,000

1978 476,000,000 805,000,000 825,000,000 805,000,000

1979 885,400,0002/ 856,400,000 799,100,000 816,100,000

1980 528,000,000

1/ The amount available for obligation after application of a five percent reduction
provision in the fiscal year 1974 appropriation.

2/ Includes the Budget Amendment of $29,000,000 for Construction which wes
submitted to the Congress in eid-1978. No action vas taken on this request as
it was received by the Congress too late for coneideration with the fiscal
year 1979 appropriations bill.
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justification

School Assistance in Federally Affected Areas

1079

Estimate

1980
Estimate

Increase or
Decrease

1.

2.

Maintenance and
operations:

a. Payments for "a" children

b. Payments for "b" children

C. Special provisions
d. Payments to other Federal

agencies

e. Hold harmless provisi)na
I. Disaster assistance

Subtotal,.

Construction

Total budget authority
(Total obligations)

$343,000,000
320,000,000
14,000,000

63,500,000
33,600,000

12 1.--.L.000 000

$399,000,000
---

14,000,000

70,000,000
---

12,000,000

+$ 56,000,000
- 320,000,000

---

+ 6,500,000
- 33,600,000

---
.---

786,100,000

30,000,000

495,000,000

33,000,000

- 291,100,000

+ 3,000,000

816,100,000

(845,056,000)

528,000,000
(528,000,000)

- 288,100,000
(-317,056,000)

General Statement

To compensate for the cost of educating children in areas where enrollment and the

availability of revenues from local sources have been adversely affected by Federal

activities, Titte I of Public Law 81-874, as amended by Public Law 95-561, and

Public Law 81-815, as amended by Public Law 95-561, provide funds for current operat-

ing expenses and conatruction assistance.
A major portion of the funds are allocated

on the basis of children who reside on Federal property and/or whose parents work on

Federal property or are in the uniformed services. In addition, funds are provided

under both laws for the education of children Who reside on Indian lands and for

children who reside on Federal property where State or local laws or other reasons

preclude them from receiving a suitable free public education. Major and pinpoint

disaster assistance also in authorized under both laws. Applications for assistance

are submitted by local educational agencies through their State educational agency

and payments under both laws are made directly to eligible school districts.

In fiscal year 1980, the budget request proposes to alter the funding priorities

under the Maintenance and Operations program (P.L. 81-874). Specifically, funds

would continue to be provided through the second payment tier for children whose

parents live and work on Federal property, with the exception that payments for low-

rent housing children under this category would be limited to the fiscal year 1979

total payment level. Payments would be made also for special provisions and to

other Federal agencies. However, in 1980, no payments would be made for children

whose parents live or work on Federal property or for the hold harmless provision3.

This would result in a decrease of $291,100,000 below the fiecal year 1979 level.

An amount of $12,000,000 is requested in anticipation of claims due to !gator

disasters. No funds are requested for pinpoint disaster claims.

The budget request proposes a $1,000,000 increase for school construction

(P.L. 81-815) of which $1,000,000 would he provided to schools serving children

reside on Indian lands (Section 14) and $2,000,000 to schools on local property

heavily impacted by federally connec'ed children (Section 5).
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1. Maintenance and Operetione
(P.L. 81-874)

1979 Estimate 1980
Budget Budget Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorization Pos. Authoritz_ Decrease

88 $786,100,000 $1,431,330,000 88 $495.000,000 -$291,100,000

Purpose and method of operations

To help compensate school districts for the cost of educating children where
enrollment and the availability of revenues from local sources have been adversely
affected by Federal activities, Public Law 81-874, am' amended by Public Law 95-561,
provides maintenance and operations funds.

The legislation provides payments for current operating expenses fox the purposes
listed below. Sections 5(c) and 5(e) establish the portions of entitlements that
will be allocated and paid when an appropriation for fiscal year is not enough
to fund in full all entitlements under Sections 2, 3 and 4.

Section 2

Section 3(a)

Section 3(19

Section 3(d)(2)(8)

Section 3(e)

Section 4

Section 6

School districts having a partial loss of tax base
(10 percent or more of assessed value) as a result
of the acquisition (since 1938) of real property by
the United States;

Children who reside, and whose parents work, on
Federal property;

Children who reside, or whose parent. work, on
Federal property;

To increase rates of payment for children under
specified circumstances to the extent necessary
to enable school district to provide a level
of education equivalent to that provided by
comparable school districts;

To phase out entitlements under specified
conditions to school districts losing a substan-
tial nusber of chiloren due to a decrease or
cessation of Federal activities in the State in
which the school district is located;

For sudden and substantial increases in

federally-connected attendance resulting from
activities carried on by the Federal government
either directly or through a contractor:

Payments to other Federal agencies or local
educational agencies to provide the full cost
of educating children who reside on Federal
property when the State or local educational
agency is unable, because of legal or other
reasons, to provide a suitable free public
education'

Section 7 - Assistance to local educational agencies
affected by major or pinpoint disasters;
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(11).
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1

- Two hold harmlemm provieions desiRned to
soften the impact of the reform amendments
made by P.L, 93-380 and to offnet decreased
military ectivities that occurred in 1974
and 1975.

Payments are made directly to local school diHtricts where Federal funds are
commingled with State, local or other funds used for general operating expenses
which benefit ay students enrolled in the district.

1980 budget policy

In fiscal year 1980, $495,000,000 ia requested for che Maintenance and Operations

program. The emphasis of this budget request is to fund through the second payment

tier those school districts which are significantly impacted by the Federal goverh-
sent in that they provide education for childrnn whose parents both live and work

on Federal property.

In addition, full payments would conrinue to he made for children who reside on

Federal property when the State or limal educational agency is unable, becauHe of
legal or other reasons, to provide a sul able free public education. Full payment

would be made under special provision, Section 2; and the other special provision,
Section 3(e), would be funded through the second payment tier. An amount of

$12,000,006 has been requested in anticipation of claims due to major disasters; no
fundm have been requested for pinpoint disaster claims. New authorization is reauirnd.

Under the 1980 bnclget request, school districts would not be compensated for 3(b)

category children, those who reside, or whose parents work, on Federal property,
The Parents of these children contribute to local revenues through the payment of

property and/or other local taxes and therefore these children do not represent a
significant Federalliurdah on the community. Funds for children who live on low-

rent housing and whose parents are employed on Federal property have been requested

at the level paid In 1979 for these children. This policy reflects the continued

belief that Much children do not constitute a federally imposed burden as public
housing is locally awned and the Federal Rovernment already provides subeidies and
in-lieu-of tax payaents for this property. Although the Education Amendments of

1978 increased the amounts payable for low-rent housing children through the second

payment tier, the Roal of this budget requeat is to limit Federal responsibility for

these children under this program. Funds for hold harmless provisions (B) and (C)
of Section 305 anal the new hold harmleas provision of Section 5(e) are not requeeted
as these provisions are not firmly based on a significant Federal impact.

In fiecal year 1979, tke appropriation pecvided funding through the second payment
tier for ](a) category children, funding at the fiscal year 1978 total payment level

for 1(b) catevry children and funding for hold harmless provisions (S) and (C). In

addition, full funding was provided for Section 2 and frit- schools located on Federal
property 1S,-;ion 6), and Section 3(e) was funded through the second payment tier.

1

Below is . comparison of payments as a percent of entitlement, and the number of
school children and school districts served in fiscal yearn 1979 and 1980. This co.-
parison 0- based on the requested appropriation of $495,000,000 for 1980 and the 1979
appropriation of $786,100,000,
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f

!legal te_im)

Estisated Number of
School District.
Receiving Payeental/
1979 1980

Payment
am Percent

of Entitlement
1979 1980

&attested Number of
Children on which

Payments;are 5ase41/
1979 1980

Section 2 100 100 N/A N/A 249 249

'Section 3(a) 88-100 88-100 355,000 355,000 1,764 1,764
Low-rent 25 2/ 6,350 6,350 195 195

Section 3(b) 53-6St4' 2,009,000 -, 3,903
Low-rant 25- 716,170 -- 1,232 ---

Section 3(s) 57 57 NJA N/A 14 14

Section 4

Section 5(e) NA --- N/A -- N/A --..

Section 6 100 100 42,000 42,000 25 24

Hold harmless 100 5/ 920 ---
(11) an4 (C)

Section 7 '6/ 6/ 61 6/ 6/ 6/.

1/ Figures represent th4 children and recipient districts for each section orsubseetkin exclusively.
.

2/ Total payments in fiscs1 year 1980 will not exceed total psyments made in fiscal
year 1979.

3/ Percentages ars those specified in the legislation. En fiscal year 1979, 3(b)
category children ware funded st the total payment level for :faction 3(b) in
fiscal year 1978, with reductions proportionately distributed among all applicants
in this category.

4/ No applications are anticipated.
5/ Hold harmlesa provisions (I) snd (C) only. The number of children on which pay-

ments aua based cannot be estimated.
6/ Requirements cannot be estimated. The requested sakniat is based on the average

requirements over the past 10 years.
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Sectlon 2

sgatice l(a)

Section 1(b)

&action I(e)

School llllll cts howled
perttal of tam basa by
removal of reel property
from tam cells through
federal ofedeltice

Childr's she rapids, tad
WWII Manta work, la
federal property

Childres she reside, IL
whose pauses work, OS
federal 714114011

Schaal diatricts huts" a
reductive ef federally -
coolectsd childrea due to
caseate's Of decrease of
federel activity

iunumorra ?Am smut
Pialetemoace old °parietals

1974 19718

'firmaitljuagooggioeogo
1979 1979 19711 ' 1190

13,750,000 $ 13,750,000 $ 12,600,000 9 1,3,750,000 12,600,000 f 12,500,000

323,010,000 318,000,000 165,1000,000 337,000,000 343,000,000 418,700,000

786,000,000 317,000,000 839,700,020 374,700,000 320,030,040 920,200,000

5,000,000 2,850,000 2,400,000 2,850,000 1,400,040 2,610,000

Suttee 4

Section S(e)

Madam sad asistentiel is-
crosses of childres islalt-
U. from federel activities
carried vs directly or throuth

convector

bold harmless pre/igloo 11/4

No applicetione eauftel.

N/A 8/41 N/A 0/01 ---3/

Sectioe 4 Arrassemsate with federal or
lecs7 edstatiosal Muscles
for a/scatty cartels childrso

ce federal property 37,700,000 57,700,000 63,500,000 63,500,000 63,500,000 70,000,000

Section 135(b)
(2)(8) 4 (C)

(11.1. 93-180) Sold harmless provialced/ 13,500,004// 78,700,000 19,500,0001/ 20,000,000 33,600,000 7,200,0005/

Section ) eager god flogoist Disasters ledefinite s,000,00e Isdeflette 12 000.000i/ 12 000 OODY I I sits

Total 1,191,930,000 775,000,000 1,123,600,000 823,400,000 786,100,000 1,431,330,000

1980

$ 12,500,000

399,000,040

1,500,040

70,000,000

12 000

495,000,000

1/ etymons filf4440 tie! 3 sad bold harmless pervialites (8) esd (C).
1/ gamed on estlmated eetitlsomat ot time of lodget reevest.
1/ Paymoses ogreish sly 2 with 3(11) voyagers /fatted to the toed paid tor 3(0 le flecal year 2978 and hold herniae. (1) and (0).

-14 Permute through tier 2 for 3(a) category railer .. deb total permeate for 3(s) category lwo-rent bossing children limited to the tidal year 1979

permed level few those childres.
5/ Katitl000nts for hold horologe predator ars hssed el full furling. A. Nadi% I. prorated down, hold harmless requirements increase.

i/ egoquiremote comsat be estimstedg request is based ge 4441144 requirsomete over the peat ten lure

6/
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Coastruction
(P.L. 51-615)

1979 leftism.
Budget Budget Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorization Pos. Authority DOCrealle

1980

10 130,000,000 Indefinite 10 533,000,000 443,000,000

Purpose and method of operations

To hal; compensate for the cost of educating children in erase where enrollment and
the availability of caveman from local sources have been adversely effected by
Federal activities, Public Law 81-115 as amended by Public Law 95-561 provides funds
for the coortruction and repair of urgently neaded.minimum school facilities.
Section 5 provides assistance for school construction in areas experiencing an
increase in federal activity either directly or through a contractor. eligibility
lesdaternined by the number of children residing on Federal property and/or the
number of children vho reside vith a parent employed on Federal property. Under
Section 9, construction fads ars provided to school districts experiencing a tempo-
vary Federal impact. Legal or other reasons prevent some local educational agencies
from spending State or local funds on the provision of a suitable fres public
education or the construction of school facilities for childrao who reside on loderal
properties. In these instances, the Commissioner is directed by Section 10 to maks
arrangements for constructing or otherwise providing school facilities for these
children. School districts that ere comprised mainly of Indian lands or that provide
free public education to children who reside on Indian Ueda receive funds for the
Instruction of school facilities under Section 14. Section 16 provides assistance
local educational agencies in areas suffering major disasters.

The sections of P.L. 815 ere prioritised in the law for fundina purposes. According
to the authorising legislation, when appropriations are insufficient to fully fund
current applications, funds ere first provided for Sections 9 and 10, with the stipu-
lation that Section 14 be funded at a level at least equal to Section 10, and that
the remainder of the appropriated funds be made available for Section 5. However, in
recent years, Sections 10 and 14 have been funded at levels specified by the
Administration and Coupes@ with the balance of the funds used for Section 5.

A natioowide priority index based on relative urgency of need is developed for each
section of the Act. Insofar as funds ars available, they ars then distributed to
recipient schools based on these prioritized lists. The applications on this list
which ere not funded ars reranked with new applications that aro received. Therefore,
particular project's ranking might challis several time before being funded.

1960 budast policy

To increase construction assistance to local educational agencies, $3.1,000,000 is
requested in 1980. Lephasis is again placed on the constructioo of school facilities
for children residing on Indian lands (Section 14) with s raquast for $17,000,000
and on construction activities for schools located on Federal itutallations
(Section 10) with a request for $13,000,000. The remaining $3,000,000 would be used
for Section 5 schools, those located in areas experiencina an increase in Federal
activity, either directly or _through a contractor.

The condition of any of the schools for children residing on tedian lands and those
lated on Federal installations present life safety hazards as well am being disrup-
e to educational productivity. In addition, when remodeling existing facilities,
correction of sbestos problems will be considered es a life safety factor.

Applications for construction of school facilities which serve children residing on
Indian lends amount to $350,000,000 (expremsed in the dollar requirements at the tine
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of filing). Requests ars currently on file for projects whose costs range between

$42,000,000 and $43,000 per school building. It is anticipated that the budget

request of $17,000,000 would result in the implementation of construction of three

school buildings which would provide minimum school facilities for approxieately

2,400 children.

An indepth study documenting the needs of schoels located on federal installations

(Section 10) was submitted to Os Congress in March, 1978. As of the beginning of

1980, projects amounting to $180,000,000 (expressed 111'1976 dollars) would require

funding. It is anticipated that the budget request of $13,000,000 would result in

the implementation of construction of three school buildings which would provide

minimum school facilities for approximately 2,600 students.

Applications amounting to approximately $110,000,000 (expressed in the dollsr

requirements at the time of filing) for Section 5 funding ars currently on file,

Connelly, funding requests ars for additions to existing facilities and it is

expected that the budget request of $3,000,000 would enable construction activities

on two or three school buildings which would provide minimum school facilities for

600-900 children.
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Settles Sails ai_11461,0111ty

S C6114ras masa leareats reside and/or
work se Federal property ovine
represent Mk iscrallds l Federal
activity either directly or rltrough
s contractor

ot am-Federal sears when
coastractioe inPoess tineacial
burden oe locality

9 Temporary increases et Federally
councted Mitres for seam tomporary
aches1 tecilitise are provided

Federally cosetructed schools on
Fedsral property

10

14 School districts serving children
residiss es tat -eaanpt ladles leads

16 nolo.. digesters

Fetal

SUM111161TA1. FAC7 SIM
Coestruction

1979

Lecesat
1979

Appropriation

Sealed
Prior to 1980

1980
battlement

1960

AL.0 Mamma
1671

4 ties

$4.000,000 14000.000 6 1,000,000 wo,owooal/ Indefinite 8 3,000,000

5.000,000

10,800,000 42,000,0001/ 11,000,000 180,000,0002/ Indefinite 13,000,000

10,500.000 16.000,000 16.000,000 150,000,0001/ Indefinite 17,000,000

4/ 41 41 41

30,000.000 62,000,000 30.000,000 640,000,000 Indefinite 33,000,000

1/ Repressed la dol/ar reselremusts at the ties applications were tiled.
Laclede' tie Ondset Asandnest of $29400400 which was subaltted to the COUSVG811 to aid -1974.

3/ Ispreseed le 1976 dollars.
4/ Itegulreesate carnet bot estimated and are payable out et regular oppreorlettoo, subject to replecenent by upplemental appropriation.
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School Assistance in Federally Affected Areas

Maintenance and Operations - P.L. 81-874

State or 1978 1979

2j_jjLfres,fqutliTp_pI,tp2-ro2Li_roriatioTation

TOTAL $775,0004001/ $786 100 0001/

1980

Estimate

$495 000 000

Alabama 12,799,396 12,781,700 4,850,000

Alaska 47,109,135 51,086,500 55,003,000
Arizona 26,163,292 28,564,600 28,791,000
Arkansas 3,835,727. 3,976,300 2,313,000
California 96,943.084 96,677,500 61,204,000

Colorado 14,285,723 14,042,000 6,053,000

Connecticut 4,887,789 5,123,700 3,179,000

Delaware 3,104,704 3,569,200 3,619,000

Florida 22,595,508 22,668,300 11,920,000,

Georgia 21,282,382 20,688,200 12,044,000
.

RawSii 15,070,717 15,710,600 13,598,000

Idaho 4,834,159 5,007,000 2,993,000

Illinois 14,274,317 14,795,200 8,465,000

Indiana 3,299,378 3,42C,900 1,551,000

Iowa 965,510 1,087,200 413,000

Kansas 8,390,793 8,816,000 6,689,000

Kentucky 15,356,126 16,832,000 . 13,771,000'

Louisiana 6,647,191 6,247,1000P 3,149,000

Maine 3,322,383 3,555,200 2,691,000

Maryland 30,193,664 28,914,400 9,558,000

Massachusatts 14,402,155 12,344,200 7,352,000

Michigan 7,097,566 7,832,400 5,556,000

Minnesota 4,438,294 4,282,100 2,851,000

Mississippi 4,400,225 4,521,900 2,374,000

Missouri 9,265,247 9,490,100 5,316,000

Montana 8,962,888 9,723,600 9,630,000

Nebraska 8,770,756 9,102,100 7,494,000

Nevada 4,922,787 5,067,100 3,483,000

Nee Hampshire 2,367,008 2,390,800 1,530,000

Nov Jwy 14,966,552 15,305,700 7,560,000

New Mazico 21,788,492 22,967,200 20,762,000

Nee York 39,050,704 39,274,000 13,237,000

North Carolina 23,976,458 24,740,900 19,075,000

North Dakota 6,105,566 6,643,200 6,819,000

Ohio 11,295,079 11,801,800 3,574,000
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State or
Outlying Area

lin
Appropriation

Oklahoma 17,539,976
Oregon 3,839,812
Pennaylvania 11,420,880
Rhode Island 3,966,994
South Carolina 13,830,290

Sput Dakota 8,151,593
Tonne sas 8,856,939
Texas 37,636,129
Utah 9,471,122
Vernon 219,635

Virgin a 46,546,2
Washing on 19 9592
West Vir nia 549,437.
Wisconsin
Wyoming 3,886,430

District of Columbia 4,668,376

American Samos
Guam 2,037,325
Puerto Rico 11,220,013
Trust Territories
Virgin Islands 439,439
Mariana Islands

Anticipated disaster
assistance

Lapse 24,668,666

1979

Appropriation

18,385,900
4,430,100
11,555,300
3,592,200
14,642,600

8,945,400
8,380,200
37,994,000
9,155,100

253,000

766,800
20;1t3,300

687,
3,344,70
3,962,700

4,411%700

2,111,200
11,597,300

-9--

398,700

12,000,000

1980
Estimate

13,6029.000

2,319,000
3,269,000
1,468,000
10,693,000

9,057,000
1,120,000

19,007,000
3,253,000

66,000

19,974,000
11,993,000

113,000
2,603,000
2,371,000

1,219,000

1,755,000
10,144,000

12,000,000

1/ Total 1978 obligations for Sections 2, 3, 6 and 7 amounted to 6750,331,334,
including SS,000,000 currently undistributed.

2/ Includes $15,195,50n currently undietributed.
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TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1979.

EMERGENCY SCHOOL AID

WITNESSES

THOMIS MINTER, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR ELEMENTARY
AND SECONDARY EDUCATION

ACCOMPANIED BY:
DR. MARY F. BERRY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION
GEORGE R. RHODES, ACTING ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER FOR

EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS
JESSE J. JORDAN, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF EQUAL EDUCATION-

AL OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM OPERATIONS
CORA P. BEEBE, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF PI ANNING AND BUDG-

ETING
MOiviKA E. HARRISON, BUDGET ANALYST, DIVISION OF PLAN-

NING AND BUDGETING
BRUCE S. WOLFF, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LEGIS-

LATION (DESIGNATE)
WILLIAM DINGELDEIN, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF EDUCATION

BUDGET ANALYSIS, OFFICE OF ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

EMERGENCY SCHOOL AID

Mr. NATCHER. Now we take up the Emergency School Aid re-
quest that is before the committee, and we have Mr. Minter,, the
Deputy Commmissioner for Elementary and Secondary Education
before our committee, along with Dr. Berry, and there may be one
or two additional associates you might want to present to the
committee on this request.

Whom do you have on this request?
Mr. MINTER. Mr. Chairman, we have with us George R. Rhodes,

Acting Associate Commissioner for Equal Educational Opportunity
Programs, and Jesse J. Jordan, Director, Division of Equal Educa-
tional Opportunity Program Operations.

Mr. NATCHER. We are delighted to have all of you before the
committee at this time.

We have the statement before the committee which we will place
in the record in its entirety, and if you desire we would be pleased
to hear from you if you want to highlight this statement before we
take up the questions.

[The statement follows:I
(223)
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE
Office of Education

Biographical Sketch

NAME : Thomas F. Minter

POSITION

BIRTHPLACE
AND DA1F.

Deputy Commissioner for Elementary and
Secondary Education, U.S. Office of Education

Bronx, New York - June 28, 1924

EDUCATION : B.S., New York University, 1949
M.A., New York University, 1950
S.M.M., Union Theological Seminary, New York, 1030
Ed.D., Harvard University, 1971

EXPERIENCE

Present Deputy C?mmissioner
Bureau of Elementary A Secondary Education
U.S. Office of Education

7/75-4/77

1/72-6/75

6/70-1/72

Superintendent of Schools, Wilmington, Delaware

Superintendent, District Seven, Philadelphia, Pa.

Director, Pennsylvania Advancement School,
Philadelphia, Pa.

7/68-6/70 Administrative Assistant to Superintendent,
District Seven, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

'D/67-6/69 Administrative Assistant to Director of Field Services
Boston, Massachusetts

Summer of

1967 1 Consultant, Office of Educational Liaison
Human ReflOurceS Administration, New York

Spring of
: Research Assistant, Special Projects 1 Coordinator

Title II Program, Office of Superintendent, Medford. Mau.

1959-1906 : leacher 6 Acting ChAitwan, Nitqtc Popartuont
Bcojalin nouklin School, Eact Hat-lot-J. N.Y.

.1%
l955-1n59 Ica-11.r of Cho61 ;wit Concrol No.:Ic

Jamc:: Jouior 01).1 School. r,,,t Harlcm, N.Y.

19.9.1T6 In It..rts..r, 71i1;ic

!dAtc Collc:o. 1'1.110.111J
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ADDITIONAL
EXPERIENCE:

Cmnsultant to Superintendent of Schools,

Portland, Oregon

Tri-Community Desegregation
Problem Clinic,

linglewood, New Jersey

Consultant to University of Pittsburgh

Learning Research and Development Center

Carter/Mondale Transition Planning Group-Education

.
Washington, D.C., December-1976

PUBLIC1T7ONS: Intermediate
School 201, Manhattan: Center of

Controversy. Cambridge Publications Office,

Harvard Graduate School of Education, 1967

A Study of the Mew York City Board of Education

Demonstration Projects: IS 201, Two Bridzes

Ocean Hill-Brownsville.
Cambridge, October 10, 1967

The Role of Conflict in the Development Operation

of Two Neu York Cit.:
Decentralized School Projects

August 1968

Statement, pages 28-36, inc., in Covering the

pesegregation Story: Current Experiences and

Issues

Article:/. "How Does A District Mobilize for Desecre-

gationl in School Deseerenation:
Makinn It Work,

Robert L. Green, cd., College of Urban Developnent,

Michigan State University, East Lansing, Mich.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AtD WELFARE

Office of Educafion

Statement by the Deputy Commissioner for Elementary and Secondary Education

on

Emergency School Aid

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am happy to have the opportunity to appear before your committee

today to present the fiscal year 1980 btidget for Federal desegregation

assistance. This budget reflects the President's continuing commitment

to the goals of brown v. Board of Education, now embodied in law for

over 25 years. Clearly, desegregation remains unfinished national

agenda, and integration a goal toward which the Na.:.on must continue to

work. We believe that this budget allows us to move ahead, to encourage

new and voluntary desegregation while at the same time providing con-

tinuing assistance to school districts past the initial implementation

stages but having second-generation desegregation problems. We are

requesting a total of $354,100,000 for desegregation assistance, an

increase of $22,100,000 over the comparable 1979 appropriation.

Federal school desegregation assistance is comprised of two separate,

but complementary programs, Title IV of the Civil Rights Act (referred

to in the budget as Training and Advisory Services) and the Emergency

School Aid Act (ESAA). In 1980, all programs under Title IV and ESAA

will be focused on providing funding for districts just entering the

costly first stages of the desegregation process. Our emphases are on

hew and voluntary desegregacion with Federal funds flowing to districts

in a more timely fashion. Although the Federal role has changed since

the beginning of Federal desegregation assistance in the late 1960's,

7 )
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Federal involvement has been crucial to comprehensive implementation

strategies.

Under the Emergency School Aid Act, we are requesting an Increase

of $18.5 million for Special Programs and Projects awards to districts

receiving court orders after the,regular ESAA funding cycle or having

unmet financial needs. These awards can often provide the financial

stimulus necessary to begin large scale desegregation activity. We

anticipate supporting both required and non-required plan districts with

these fund! .

,Anotiter highlight of this budget is the iqtroduction of a new

"Oiscretlonary" account, estimated at $5 million, under Special Programs

and Projects to allow immediate response to requests from districts

unable t16reseive sufficient
funding, either because of timing or inade-

quacy of resources. This account is patterned after a similar one in

the Title IV program where awards can be made throughout the year upon

request by a school district which is desegregating.

In past years it has become increasingly evident that the success

of implementing desegregation plans is tied inextricably to adequate

funding for many diverse activities. In order to assist districts using

a variety of approaches to desegregate their schools, several new ESAA

programs have been initiated in the past two years. Among these are

pre-implementation assistance, State agency incentive awards (up to $2

million), and magnet school awards. We view magnet schools as not only

an effective desegregation tool but an excellent way of encouraging

educational quality within the context of desegregation. For this

reason, we have requested an increase of $10 million over the 1979
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funuing level for magnet schools, pairing with businesses and universities,

and the development of plans for neutral site schools.

Another pressing need is for the development of thorough plans

which can be implemented on an orderly, well-reasoned schedule. For the

first time, as a result of the Education Amendments of 1978, we will

provide funding for districts which are developing a plan of desegregation,

be that plan voluntary or required. We have requested $2 million for

such projects. Funding this activity is one example of our continuing

commitment to encouraging new desegregation throughout the Nation.

Other fundirg increases in the Emergency School Aid Act are in the

area of educational television and radio. As you know, the Education

Amendments of 1978 authorize the funding of radio'programming beginning

in 1980. We consider both television and radio potential tools for

enhancing the self-image of minority children ...nd for promoting under-

standing of desegregation and integration among all children. Ten

percent of the $9.8 million request will be used for radio programming.

Our emphases for Title IV programs for race, sex, and national

origin desegregation complement our emphases for Emergency School Aid

Act programs. Although the activities which can be supported under

Title IV are more limited than those allowed under ESAA, the necessity

of providing funds in a timely fashion is of ultimate importance.

Toward this end, $14.35 million of the $16.35 million increase above the

1979 level will be used for direct grants to school boards for race and

national origin deegregation. These awards are made .throughout the

year as needs arise, and thus are especially helpful to districts just

beginning the desegregation process. Funds can be used for any training

associated with the district's desegregation plan and for the employment
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of advisory specialists to help with the problems arising from the

implementation of the plan. The remaining $2 million increase will be

used for State and local educational agency awards for sex discrimination

prevention and elimination. Awards will also be made for desegregation

assistance centers and training institutes.

In summary, we feel that this budget for Federal desegregation

assistance represents effective utilization of the flexible authorities

granted under the Education Amendments of 1978 and the experienfe of ten

years of program operation.. In addition, we think that our emphasis on

timely assistance and comprehensive desegregation plans will result in

more orderly implementation and educational quality in many of the

Nation's largest school districts.

Ny associates and I will be happy to answer any questions you may

have.

"S
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Mr. MINTER. Yes, I would, Mr. Chairman.
We believe that the pursuit of desegregation of the Nation's

'Schools is clearly an unfinished national agenda, and that 20 years
after the Brown Decision we still have a good way to go to accom-
plish thern goals of totally desegregated school, systems throughout
our country.

We are ,.(questing a total of $354.1 million for desegregation
assistance, i:nd to show our increased comthitment and our hope
that we will encourage greater desegregation, we are requesting an
increase of $22.1 million over the 1979 appropriation.

Federal desegregation assistance is comprised of two separate k)ut
complementary programs; title IV of the Civil Rights Act and the
Emergency School Aid Act.

All of the programs under both of these Acts in 1980 will be
focused on providing funds for districts just entering the first
stages of the desegregation process, and our emphasis will be on
new and voluntary desegregation.

We are asking for ar. increase of $18.5 m*Hion for Special Pro-
grams and Projects under the Emergency School .4kid Act. We want
to award these projects to districts that are receiving or will re-
ceive court orders after the regular funding cycle has been complet-
ed or for unanticipated needs within desegregating school districts.

We are asking alsii for $5 million for a new discretionary account
under Special Programs and Projects to allow us to respond imme-
diately to requests from districts that have unique and unanticipat-
ed desegregation needs. This is similar to an account in the title
IV, Civil Rights Act program.

A mong the new ESAA programs that have been initiated in the
past two years we will be requesting up to $4 million for State..,
agency\ incentive awards and $35.2 milli- for magnet school
awards.`We view magnet schools as a very ilective tool for aiding
in the desegregation of school systems, and also for enhancing

.quality education. Therefore, we have requested $10 million over
the 1979 level for these activities.

We will also use these moneys for encouraging the pairing of
businesses and univerSities with school systems that are desegre-
gating and also for the development of plans for neutral site
schools.

We have requested. Aditional funds for integrated radio and
television programs. Ten percent of the $9.8 million request will be
used for radio programming which will be funded for the first time
in 1980.

Under the Civil Rights Act, title IV, which emphasizes programs
for race, sex and national origin desegregation, we are rNuesting a
$10.35 million increase, of which we plan to use $14.35 million for
direct grants to school boards for race and national origin desegre-
gation.

We will also make awards to desegregation assistance centers to
help hool districts desegregate on the basis of racial discrimina-
tion, on the basis of sex discrimination, and on the basis of national
origin discrimination.

The remaining $2 million increase will be used for State and
local education agency awards for sex discrimination prevention
and eliminatia.
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In summary, we feel that this is a very flexible budget, and will
help us to meet the national goals of desegregating our public

school systems.
My colleage and I, Mr. Chairman, will be proud to answer any

questions that you and your committee might have.

ECS POSITION STATEMENT

Mr. NATCHER. Fine. Thank you very much, Mr. Minter.
Now, Dr. Berry, you and Dr. Minter and any of you at the table

there, I presume that all of you have had an opportunity to exam-
ine the position statement on desegregation which I believe was
funded by the Education Commission of the States.

Have you had a chance to examine this?
Dr. BERRY. Yes, I have seen it, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. NATCHER. On page I, and I read a portion of the second

paragraph which reads as follows: "Twenty-five years after Brown
there is still no clear national..commitment to reducing racial isola-

tion in the schools."
Is this a true statement? How do you feel Pbout a statement like

this now under this .study that was commissioned here by the
Education Commissioner of the State?

Dr. BERRY. There is a national commitment to desegregation if
you look at the budget requests .se are making and the budget that
we have, the funds which are designed to implement desegregation
plans.

I have no idea exactly what they meant in the statement but, as
I recall it, they felt that since desegregation had not taken place
completely over the last 25 years and that since the statistics
indicate that large numbers of minority children are still in lsolat-
,d or segregated schools, more in the North than in the South but
still all over the country, that this to their minds indicated a lack
of commitment to finishing the unfinished business of desegrega-
tion.

I am only inferring that from what they said.
Mr. NAT.:HER. Dr. Berry, I would judge from your answer then

that you are of the opinion that there is a clear national commit-
ment to reducing racial isolation in the schools as far as the
Department is concerned and as far as this Administration is con-
cerned; is that a true statement?

Dr. BERRY. It is a major priority of the Administration.which we
demonr.trate in all of our actions and all of our policy recommenda-
tions and decisio.is, including the requests that we make in our
judgment. We lament the fact that desegregation has not occurred
completely over the year, as I think most people in the country
would, and we recognize it has not fully taken place but we are
committed to making it occur.

Mr. MINTER. 1 think we would also point out, Mr. Chairman, that
the Emergency School Aid Act under which we are asking for
funds is to help school districts which are in the process in the
process of desegregating and we do feel that this is a major com-
mitment.

9 :3
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EFFECTIVENESS OF ESAA

Mr. NATCHER. What evidence is available to show that the Emer-
gency School Aid Program has been effecive in desegregating local
sc hools?

Mr. MINTER. I will ask either Mr. Jordan or Dr. Rhodes to speak
to that.

Mr. NATCHER Either one of you gentlemen go right ahead.
Mr. JORDAN. Mr. Chairman, in the past I don't think we could

realistically say that the Emergency School Aid Act resulted in
school districts desegregating because of it. Prior to the 1978
amendments a school district would desegregate, identify certain
problems, make certain changes that were necessary in the school
districts and then seek ESAA assistance to deal with those prob-
lems, and try to make their desegregation efforts work.

With the changes made in the 1978 amendments we now have
the flexibility to go into school districts and work with them at the
beginning of the desegregation process, thereby encouraging school
districts to achieve voluntary desegregation in lieu of court ordered
desegregation.

We feel that this budget, reflecting those changes will, in fact,
carry out a policy of reducing isolation.

CHANGES RESULTING FROM EDUCATION AMENDMENTS

Mr. NATCHER. For the record, summarize the major changes in
the Education Amendments of 1978 relating to the Emergency
School Aid Act. If you will do that for the record for us we will
appreciate it.

[The information follows:I
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Changes in the Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA)

Resulting from the Education Amendments of 1978

1. The Emergency School Aid Act in incorporated into the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act as Title VI. This change becomes effective in 1980; ESAA

programa are reauthorized through 1983.

2. Authorization for the State apportioned part of the program is limited to

$155 million for the years 1980-1983.

3. The authority for Pilot programa is eliminated.

4. "Follow the Child" services are separately authorized at $7.25 million.

S. Special programs and projects are authorized at $245 million.

6. Twenty-five percent of sums appropriated cor ESAA programs or $20 million,

whichever is greater, is required to be spent for magnet schools and, related

projects annually.

7. Seven percent of SUMS appropriated for ESAA programs is required to be spent

for educational television and radio annually.

8. Integrated radio programming is added to the integrated televisi9O programming

authority; ten percent of the total for both can be used for radio programming.

9. The following are added to the list of eligible plans in section 606:

(s) school diatricts required to provide educational Activities in minority

group isolated schools not affected by the reassignmebt aepects of a

desegregation plan (606(a)(1)(A)(0), and

(b) echool districts planning to implement a plan issued by a court,

approved by HEW, or undertaken voluntarily. Such a plan could cover

not more than two years, and funds for such planning would come only

from the special projects authority in section 608(a). (606(a)(1)(E))

In order to be eligible for a planning grant, LEA's would be excepted from

the "cease to exist" requirements relating to assignment of children to or

within classes (paragraph (C)), and other practices, policies, or proce-

dures which discriminate against children on the basis of race, color, or

national origin (paragraph (D)), but only if the plan will address any

such violations.

10. The list of authorized activities has been simplified and made generic rather

than exclusive. Planning grants are specifical/y included.

11. The requirement for proposed waivers to lie before Congress for 15 days prior

to being granted has been eliminated.

12. The special projects authority has been modified to include its present broad

purposes plus magnet schools, pairing of schools with institutions of higher

education and businesses, and neutral school sitea.

I\' )- ' ;
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13. The bill includes the Administration's r- ,posal for grants to State educational
agencies or other State agencies for desegregation related .ctivities,
including planning, technical astistance to LEAs, and training. State expen-
ditures would be matched at two Federal dollars for each State dollar spent
on authorized activities, with a maximum of 10 percent of the State's I laic
apportionment or $500,000, whichever is greater.

14. The bill requires all determinations of civil rights eligibility for grants
from State apportioned funds to be made by March 1 preceding the applicable
school year, and all grant awards from such funds to be made not later than
June 30.

15. The funding criteria have been revised to make clear that priority may be
given to more recently desegrea:Aing districts; other criteria include the
scope of activities to be undertaken and the cost thereof, and the degree of
reduction in minority group isolation.

16. The bill permits applications to be approved covering a five year period, with
funding for each year conditioned on availability (If funds, continued deter-
minations of civil rights eligibility, and demonstration by the applicant of
satisfactory progress toward achieving the objectives of the program.

17. The separate ESAA Bilingual program has been transferred to Title VII of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act. However, general authority to support
bilingual activities related to an eligible desegregation plan is included
under Special programa and projects.
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PROPOSED APPROPRIATION LANGLIAGE

Mr. NATCHER. The budget includes proposed appropriation lan-

guage concerning paragraph 2 of the section 6041b) of the Emergen-

cy School Aid Act. Why do you need this language?
Ms. BEEBE. Mr. Chairman, the language states on the face that

appropriations for magnet schools and television and radio shall be

a specific percentage of the total amount appropriated under

ESAA.
We feel that the intent was to make those magnet schools and

television and radio appropriations a percentage- of the amount
appropriated for Special Programs -id Projects. The effect of our
proposed language is to change that reservation from funds appro-
priated under the total Act to funds appropriated under the sec-
tion. The budget impact would be for the magnet schools' appropri-
ation set at 25 percent of'the appropriation to be a tocal of $74

million; changed to section, that would make an appropriation of

$35.2 million. Similarly, for the radio ano television, it is set at 7
percent. Without the amendment the appropriation would have to
be $21 million; with the change it would be $9.8 million.

These amounts of moneys at the lower levels are the amounts we
think can be spent and effectively for these activities.

TRAINING AND ADVISORY SERVICES BUDGET

Mr. NATCHER. The budget request for Training, and Advisory
Services under title IV of the Civil Rights Act is $57.7 million, an
increase of $16,350,000 over fiscal year 1979. That's a 40-percent
increase.

Why can't you hold the line in this program since this is an
austere budget? Why a 40-percent increase?

Mr. MINTER. We want to give school districts greater monetary
assistance, to provide services and desegregation specialists to aid

with desegregation.
We have found through evaluations, Mr. Chairman, that it is

very helpful to have specialists who move throughout the school
districts to work with parents and with teachers and students and
all facets of' the community to aid in the process of desegregation.

Dr. BERRY . I might add, Mr. Chairman, we have looked and did,
in the process of developing this budget, a number of studies on
how do you achieve successful desegregation and one of' the ele-
ments in all of' the successful approaches has been early planning
and training when the process first started.

This title IV is the most flexible statutory authority we have to
give that kind of early support. and that is why we thought we
should have a large increase this year in that portion of the
budget.

Mr. NATCHM Instead of -10 percent could you take 15 percfent /-0
and accomplish what you have in mind?

Dr HER a Not given the widespread problem all across the
country in the many districts and areas where we need the funds.
This is why wE. made the request at that level. sir.
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DIFFERENCES IN ESAA AND TITLE IV, CRA

Mr. NATCHER. What are the major differences between the Emer-
gency School Aid Act and title IV of the Civil Rights Acf:

Mr. RHODES. The Emergency School Aid Act is directed primarily
at educational programs, and title IV at training related to deseg-
regation. In addition, title IV is directed toward school districts
which are correcting conditions of racial separation which are the
result of State ,or local law or official action.

Ms. BEEBE. Mr. Chairman, the chart might be helpful, and I have
some extra copies here.
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Type of Desegregetion
Assistance

I. Help in Developing A Plan

ESAA Programs

LEA planning grant*
Neutral site lannin rents

Pre-Im lamentation
2. Help in getting

Pre-implementation awards
Magnet school grants

Implementation
3. Help with desogregation pro-

bless

Ceneral grants to LEAN
Emergency special projects*
Suaineas nd university pairing
SEA incentive awards

CRA-IV Programs

Technical assistance provided byt

SEA
DAC

Discretionary vents to school boards
Institute teacher training
Continua mu ort b SEA and DAC
Discretionary grants to school boards

Institute training
Continued support by SEA nd DAC

4. Replacement of lost Title I ger*
vices to igned students

S. Comunity support for
desegregation

6. Support from State educational
alency (SEA)

17-7ull funding et the negotiating
level tor LEA's implementing
plans that Arm not more then
eiv (6) years old

S. Help at any time

Cenerml grants to LEAs
(Follow the child component)
Grants to nonprofit orgenisa-
tionm
General grants to LISA
SZA incentive awards

emergency special projector-

0011

None

Continued support by SSA end DAC

Vona

9. Help with unique end special
problems uhether or not s grant

sward is in place
10. Help In the specialty areas of

Arts And student cuncerna
11. Help in media cover's. tor

children'e programming In a

d _gated settinal
12. Help in identifying Snd Olsson-

tnating eucceseful
tton activities

L Funds available throlahout the year as needed.

LEA planning grants*
Pre-implementation swards*
ftergency special projects*
(LEA 4 NPO)
Discretionary aseietence*
SZA incentive awards (services
fro. SEA
Discretionery eseietance*

Service fros the, SCA
, DAC

Dlecretioaary grants co schoo boards

Other special projects Sone

Educational television end
radio

None

Evaluation
SEA incentive awards
General mrants to LEM

SEA
DAC
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What we have tried to do on this chart is to focus attention on
the various kinds of desegregation assistance that we can provide
to districts as they begin first to think about desegregation activity
and to eventually fallow all the way through the various stages.
We have tried to conipare what we can do under the ESAA pro-
gram and the title IV, Civil Rights Program.

I think it's important `to keep in mind that we talk about these
as being a single program. But, in fact, they are multifaceted
activities, each activity designed to help a district in a specific way
at a specific point in time in their desegregation process. We begin
that process by helping a district to develop a plan.

We can do that under the ESAA Program through planning
grants and through neutral site grants. Those are two strategies.
We do that also under title IV of the Civil Rights Act by providing
funds or technical assistance through our LEA grants or through
our desegregation assistance centers.

Going on down the chart, I think you can pick up the key points.
Mr.; JORDAN. Mr. Chairman, it might help to point out that title

IV of the Civil Rights Act is basically designed to provide technical
assistance and teacher training. It was set up to provide districts
with people who have special expertise in school desegregation to
advise school boards, and superintendents on how they are to pro-
ceed in their desegregation efforts.

The Emergency School Aid Act goes one step further and allows
the school district to conduct those activities with children, parents
and teachers and staff that are necessary to make the effort work.
The two go together quite well.

FLEXIBLE DESEGREGATION ASSISTANCE

Mr. NATCHER. All right. Does your office have more flexibility in
awarding grants under title IV than you have under the Emergen-
cy School Aid Act?

Mr. JORDAN. Mr. Chairman, prior to the 1978 amendments we
had more flexibility under title IV. With the passage of the 1978
Educational Amendments we now have more flexibility under
ESAA.

MS. BEEBE. In combination the two programs, however, help us
direct aid flexibly at different times and for different needs, and we
need both kinds of flexibility to help the districts.

NATCHER. Can a school district not eligible under the Emer-
gency School Aid Act receive assistance under title IV?

Mr. MINTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. NATCHER. Under what circumstances would this be possible?
Mr. RHODES. As you know, districts applying fbr ESAA assistance

are reviewed by the Office for Civil Rights for the title VI compli-
ance. If there are compliance problems they are ineligible for
FSAA unless the problem is remedied or they are able to get a
waiver. Since districts applying for title IV assistance are not sub-
ject to OCR clearance, it is possible for a district ineligible for
ESAA to get a title IV award. Baltimore and Lorain, Ohio are
examples of districts that might get an award under title IV, but
would not be able to get an award under the Emergency School Aid
Act.
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Mr. NATCHER. All right.
Mr. Michel?
Mr. MICHEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

DEFINITIONS OF MAGNET SCHOOL AND DESEGREGATION

Doctor Minter, for the record would you define for me a magpot
school. Then, also define for me desegregation, and tell me te
difference between desegregation and integration.

[The information follows:]

DEFINITIONS OF EMERGENCY SCHOOL AID Acr TERMINOLOGY

Magnet schools for desegregation purposes under the Emergency School Aid Act
are programs, courses of study and/or teaching methodologies which are not gener-
ally offered at a grade or age level within a school district, designed specifically to

attract substantial numbers of both minority and nonminority students.
Desegregation for Emergency School Aid Act purposes means the assignment of

children or faculty to public schools and within such schools without regard to their
membership in a minority group. It does not mean the assignment of such persons
to or within public schools in order to overcome racial it..balance.

Integration in a school system may be considered to have been achieved when
students throughout the system attend interracial classes, and when the schools and
classes afford students an equal educational opportunity without regard to racial
background. In addition, an integrated system includes racial heterogeneity and
parity in administrative staffs, teaching faculties, and service personnel. Further,
curricular and extracurricular activities and programs are designed or have been
redesigned so that they appeal to and include racially heterogeneous groups of
students.

DESEGREGATION EXPENDITURES

Mr. MICHEL. Now, do you have any figures as to the total amount
spent per year on desegregation activities such as busing, magnet
schools, etc., by all levels of government?

Mr. MINTER. No; we don't have that figure.
Mr. JORDAN. Not all levels of government, no, sir.
Mr. MINTER. Perhaps we could get an estimate.
Mr. JORDAN. We can provide that for the Office of Education, but

not for all levels.
Mr. MICHEL. Do the best you can for the record, what we are

doing Federal-wise, and the States, as I am curious to know what
the States are doing specifically in this regard, too.

Mr. MINTER. There are many States, Mr. Michel, that are provid-
ing funds for desegregation, and we know that some States, in
fact.--

Mr. MICHEL. Put those figures together so we can have them all
in one place, would you, please?

[The information follows:j

DESEGRF.GATION EXPF.NDITURES THROUGHOUT THE NATION

Local and State Boards of Education cannot provide, on short notice, the exact
expenditures that relate entirely to school desegregation. As one example, however,
the Boston Public School District estimates its total desegregation expenditures at
$8 million per year. The Massachusetts State Department of Education estimates its
desegregation related expenditures at roughly $2 million per year. While local and
State desegregation related expenditures are not available at this time. the Office of
Education's expenditures for desegregation activities are listed as follows:

c*:

4 I- .
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ESAA

-

1919 1980

Bilingual education.. $8,600,000 (')
Educational television and radio 6,450,000 $9858000
Special programs and projects 70,000,000 95,769,000

Evaluation 2,900,000 2,964,000

Magnet schools; pairing; and neutral site schools 25,000,000 35,209,000

Grants to nonprofit organizations 17;200,000 15,000,000

Pilot projects 32,250,000 (l)
Grants to LEA's 137,600,000 137,600,000

Subtotal 300,000,000 296,400,000

Training and advisory services 41,350,000 57,700,000

TOtal 341,350,000 354,100,000-----.
futed undo Tine VII. ESLA

FORMULA GRANT PROGRAM

Mr. MICHEL. The general formula* grant program obviously does
not rank at the top of your priorities, and if that is the case why
not just totally discontinue the program?

Mr. MINTER. You are speaking of the State apportionment?
Mr. MICHEL. Right.
Mr. RHODES. There are still certain problems existing in districts

that can best be taken care of by the State apportionment. Just
because a desegregation plan is not recent does not mean districts
desegregated four or five years 'ago could not still have certain
problems they need to deal with.

Mr. MICHEL. How long are you going to say that? If you and I are
back here five years from now, is that going to be a stock answer?

Mr. RHODES. To be very candid about it, I think you would have
to actually go out in the district before you could make a judgment,
because the principal of the school is the one who has to open the
door each Monday morning.

Consequently, I think you would have to make an assessment
there, and I think that the whole question of race and color in our
country indicates that it is not something that is finished.

When you talk to the superintendents or the persons who work
with Southern school districts that have done an excellent job,
excellent in the sense of having done away with the dual school
system, they indicate to you that they still have difficulties with
suspensions of minority students.

In fact, this is one of the major problems that we have in deseg-
regated schools. You also have the question of segregated class-
rooms in desegregated school systems, so it's not something that
ends simply because you reassign the students.

Mr. MICHEL. I was going to ask you what are the specific types of
activities that funds under the formula grant program are used for.
You mentioned two there. Anything more than that?

Mr. JORDAN. Mr. Chairman, the districts that hsve the older
desegregation plans usually refer to their problems as second gen-
eration problems. Second generation problems revolve around
three areas primarily.
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One is a problem that they expe ence in desegregation, in segre-
gation reoccurring after a plan hps been iMplemented. In trying to
deal with this, school districts quite often try to improve their total
education program to try to helP stabilize the school district.

Another problem that they cite in these districts as has been

indicated, is the over-representation of minority group students in

those expelled or suspended. This may turn out to be one of the'
. most difficult seconAgeneration problems that school districts have
faced.

Mr. MICHEL. The expelling of students?
Mr. JORDAN. Yes.
Mr. MICHEL. Brought about by what?
Mr. JORDAN. Usually brought about by very acts of discrimina-

tion within schools based on school board policy or individual
teachers or counsellors or principals in dealing with students. If
you look at the statistics of those school districts you quite often
find that the number of minority students suspended or expelled
exceeds the number of non-minority students suspended or expelled
several times, much more so than would be normal in such a
situation.

These are very subtle kinds of problems that school districts are
faced with.

Mr. MICHEL. You mean given the same offense by a white and a
black---

Dr. MINTER. Mr. Michel, I think I can elucidate on that, having
been in a school system. Very often youngsters are moved from one
school to another; most of the busing and transportation in the
United States has been from minority districts into predominantly
white districts.

Very often two students will have an altercation. The minority
student is not known to the general community and is not known
to the custodians and various people, secretaries or teachers within
that building, whereas the other child has been in that building for
a long period of time, and though I don't think the authorities
think of themselves as overtly discriminating, they are more likely
to take the side of the child they know than they are the child that
they do not know.

We do have, through readings and records, examples of' that kind
of behavior.

Mr. MICHEL How do yc i address yourself to that problem? How
do you meet it; what do yoi do about it?

Dr. MINTER. What we do is have training. I have just come out
of the Wilmington/Delaware system, which is now a part of the
Wilmington/New Castle County System, and what we did in prepa-
ration for that desegregation was to train bus drivers, bus matrons,
teachers and auxiliary personnel to help them recognize the kinds
of p..oblems that not only may they encounter, but that they do
encounter as they mix large numbers and diverse numbers of
children.

Mr. fittooF:s. Another thing we do is to help them develop policies
that can be published within the school community and for par-
ents, that is. you would have parents, school people, students work-
ing on policies that you could put in print. That way students know
what the policies are. teachers know what the policies are, and
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then when the situation arises there is less of a tendency to dis-
criminate in the application of those policies because everybody
knows what they are.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR FUNDING

Mr. MICHEL. Of those 430 projects funded under the Formula
Grant Program, how many will be from new school districts?

Mr. JORDAN. Do you mean applying for ESAA for the first time
or implementing a plan?

Mr. MICHEL. Applying for first time.
Mr. JORDAN. Ten percent, about 30 to 40.
Mr. RHODES. That is on the high side.
Mr. MICHEL. You are submitting your 1980 budget, so you are

estimating that is about the number in 1980?
Mr. RHODES. Yes, sir.
Mr. MICHEL. Has that been a pattern?
Mr. JORDAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. MICHEL. Where would it be kind of a uniform pattern?
Mr. JORDAN. The school districts in the 17 Southern and border

States that have been implementing court ordered desegregation
plans for,.a number of years tend to be rather constant. However,
the State apportionment formula makes moneys available to all of
the other States too.

Those States are the ones that represent school districts coming
in for the first time. Sometimes it represents a new plan. Some-
times it's a school district that is exi -iencing difficulty and wishes
to apply for the first time.

There has been quite an increase in the number of eligible
districts applying for this from New York, California, Ohio, Indiana
and Illinois.

Mr. MICHEL. How many of these projects have been funded for
more than five years?

Mr. JORDAN. Again, in,the 17 Southern and border States most of
them have been funded for seven years when you consider the
companion program prior to the Emergency School Aid Act called
the Emergency School Aid Program. That operated in 1970 and
1971.

DURATION OE DESEGREGATION ASSISTANCE

Mr. MicHEL. I have to ask the question whether or not we are
going the same route in this program 'as we are in impacted aid,
starting something for good cause, but then continuing to be stuck
with it even though the need may be diminishing.

Am I looking into the Wrong crystal ball?
Mr. RHODES. Well, I see a difference, I think, in that there has to

he an assessment made by the district of the nature of the prob-
lems. The Office of Education, namely our office, EEOP, has to
agree in looking at the application that their assessment was cor-
rect, the problem still exists.

I think if s reasonable that you would expect that over time that
the number would, in fact, decrease, but I don't think that there
would come a time in the next few years that say the number
would decrease by 50. fill, or 70 percent because there are always
problems when you have students of different races together.
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Another problem that is moving in on this is the question of
minorities other than blacks that are in school districts. When you

have the Hispanic students, in addition to the black and white
students, you have situations that teachers are, generally not ready

to deal with. When you have two, in fact, sometimes when you
--Nhave one race schools--

Mr. MICHEL. Does that say something about our educational
system?

Mr. RHODES. Yes.
Mr. MICHEL. Are we correcting it?
Mr. RHODES. Our program deals with elementary and secondary

education. el
Mr. MINTER. I think it says more about our general society, Mr.

Michel.
REDU6ING FORMULA GRANT PROGRAM

Mr. MICHEL. Let me ask You one final question in this round:
If we, wanted to cut the formula grant program, would that

legally affect funding for any other emergency aid program?,
Mr. JORDAN. NO, sir.
Mr. MINTER. NO.
Mr. JORDAN. Mr. Michel, under the amendments now we have

the authority to do something we have not before, and that is to
give priority to recentness and we will do that, both in discretion-
ary funding under ESAA, as well as in the State apportioned
funding programs. 1

MS. HARRISON. That relates to the earlier question about simply
giving funds year after year. While it is true Federal desegration
funds have now been spent for eight, nine, ten years, I think th
point to be made is that we have not simply been giving the mo y
out.

The Office of Education has looked at the state of desegregation
in the,Nation and asked what the proper Federal role should be.
Where can we be most effective, where can we best target our
funds to do the most good?

ifically, with regard to the Education Amendments of 1978, I
thin there was a comp, ehensive assessment made of where deseg-
regation is and where we need to go, and so while the money has
continued to grow, it has been growing with some purpose.

Mr. JORDAN. And that is reflected in the chart. For example, we
will no longer have necessarily a fixed cycle to provide funds when
a school district applies for money. A school district applies when
they have a problem, whatever the problem is.

Mr. MICHEL. That makes sense, and you see why I express the
concern on the other side of that, that if it just comes so natural
then we tend to refrain from looking at it as closely as we ought to.

Mr. RHODES. I think during the last two years in particularly we
have looked very garefully at the targeting of funds and making
certain that the activities were linked in some way to desegrega-
tion. We have had some studies; we lire had the General Account-
ing Office look at the program and make certain suggestions, and
that . was one of their major suggestions, to make certain of the
linkage.

We have made a very special effort in that area.

2
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Dr. BERRY. And I might add, too, Mr. Michel, the Congress
looked at this who,le issue of apportionment and whether the funds
should still be going to the Southern States and the like, when they
reauthorized the legislation, the Eductition Amendments of 1978,
and it was decided to cap the apportionment formula at that time.

There was a general recognition there were these second and
third generation, third generation now almost, problems that they
have been referring to in some of these Southern and border
States.

Mr. MICHEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. NATCHER. All right.
Mr. Early?

QUALITY OF EDUCATION

Mr. EARLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Doctor Berry, over the years I have been more impressed with

you than most everyone else who has testified here. It has seemed
to be more important to you to reach our goals rather than simply
to establish the statistics.

Now, when you say successful desegregation, does that translate
into improved quality education? In States that have desegregated
have they accomplished the goal of improved quality of education?

Dr. BERRY. I should have known, Mr. Early, when you congratu-
lated me, you were going to ask me a very tough question, and I
should have expected it.

But thank you for the congratulations and I will try to answer it.
What I meant was there have been some studies of the achieve-

ment of students in districts where there has been desegregation,
and those studies, which we just recently reviewed again, indicate
that desegregation has no harmful effect on the Achièvement of
white children, that is, their achievement does not decrease gener-
ally as a result of the desegregation that has taken place.

It indicated that if desegregation takes place in the early grades,
the first .three or four grades, that the achievement of the black
children will improve, that is, they will make higher test scores,
read better and so on, in the desegregated setting.

There have been studies of other effects of desegregation, the
whole issue of white flight and all of the rest of the issues that are
very controversial, and you have people arguing on both sides, but
I think there is general agreement if desegregation takes place
early, the first three or four grades, and if you have community
support for it, which you don't always have, that, indeed, you can
end up improving achievement for blacks and not harming the
achievement of white students in those settings.

Mr. EARLY. What alarms me, though, Doctor, is that we seem to
have more outreach, and more studies but less implementation for
im provement.

If I had heard testimony that the medical schools were getting
more rniority applicants, then I would say that something is work-
ing. Never mind all of the studies and all of the statistics. The
testimony before the committee is that the medical schools are
getting less minorily app!icants. So I don't see where spending
dollars is really improving the situation.
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Dr. BERRY. If I may, in general terms there are more minority
students graduating from high school and going on to college,

graduating now than before the Brown decision, before 25 years
ago, the percentage of them in that population that are going on to
college.

Mr. EARLY. You know, Doctor, you are always talking about
percentages. Secretary Califano is excellent with percentages and
str.istics. There was a very simple question asked here with re-
gards to alcoholism which we spent millions of dollars on. How has
it improved over the years? It has not.

I think we are doing the same in education. I see all of these
programs, but I can't see us improving the quality of education,
and that's the most important concern.

Dr. BERRY. To avoid too many numbers and percentages, there
are just more minority students, more black students in particular
who are going on to graduating from high school, going on to
college and graduating now than there were if you looked at the
years before Brown.

There have been tremendous improvements.

MINORITIES IN PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS

Mr. EARLY. Why, Doctor, is there a decreasing number of mini,r-
ities going into professional schools?

Dr. BERRY. There are several reasons that have been given by
folks who work in those professional schools.

I will avoid numbers.
One reason is that they think black students who would have

gone to medical school or who would have applied to medical
school now are applying to a wider range of fields because they
now know about that wider range of fields.

Years ago, for example, even when I came out of college or high
school, which was years ago, if you were black you thought about
teaching, preaching, Wag a doctor, perhaps, if you could go to
medical school, or being a porter or maid.

I mean, that was about what you thought about as professional
opportunities that were open to you. Now, students are taught by
counsellors and people in school that there are other fields to go
into, so you have some of the folks who go into the sciences, for
example, as undergraduates, not applying to medical school and
applying to graduate school to go to be physicists or engineers.

MINORITIES IN LAW SCHOOLS

Mr. EARLY. What about the number of minorities in law school?
Have minority applicants increased? Can you give us statistics in
this area?

Dr. BERRY. Yes. We can give you that there have been increases
in the numbers of folks applying to law schools. There were first
increases in appl; .ants to medical school, and they have now de-
creased. In other areas there are increased numbers of applicants
and we can give you some numbers.

It's clear, in fact, there are more going on. We are concerned
about the numbers of applicants to medical school, and that is why
in another part of this budget we talked about the new biomedical
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program we are funding to try to focus people's minds on medicine,
again as a place where they ought to go.

Also, black people listen to political commentary like everybody
acid they know how the Secretary and everybody else has

talked about there are too many doctors. But one may not focus on
the Nation while there are too many doctors, there are not enough
serving underserved communities and there are still opportunities
and demand there.

So we are trying to focus people again on e notion of being
doctors.

Mr. RHODES. Might I add something?
One of the things has to do with the high cost of going to medical

school.
Mr. EARLY. When tuition goes to $13,500, you have to assume

that cost doesn't mean anything. I suggested to him that the HEAL
program is self-defeating but he suggests it is not.

Dr. BERRY. The argument is, of course, as you know, since you
have been in the interchange, that a doctor makes so much in the
way of income they can, in fact, pay those loans back in HEAL,
and that it's such a good risk for banks.

Mr. EARLY. It depends on whether they become general practi-
tioners. They have to go into specialties to pay off their obligations
under HEAL.

But, Doctor, I see us spending more money in education, but I
don't see us getting any closer to our goals.

Let's talk about successful desegregation, and the route of in-
creased funding in hiring more professionals. I don't see that as
effective. This country is too big. There are too many States and
Mies and towins ..or you to tell me you are going to send people to
school committees and get your purpose better translated than to
by just putting out directives from Washington.

We know if you put out directives from Washington not everyone
is going to read them. I just say that when we use money that way
we are not going to accomplish our goal of attaining quality educa-
tion.

I see education as the source of real progress in our society.
However. I think we keep implementing new outreach, and we

are not improving quality. We get a different set of statistics, but
we don't get snore minorities and underprivileged reaching our
goals.

PUBLIC CONFIDENCE IN EDUCATION

Dr. Bteltia. Mr Early. if I may say so, one of the depressing
things about the general public's decline in confidence in education
is that people do focus on what they see as the problems, and when
they do, those problem areas the people they hear about who are
functionally illiterate. the people they hear about who didn't apply
to this school or that. who didn't get in or do well, they failed to
note that the numbersand numbers are important. they do show
something--the numbers do indicate there are more people k.,arn-
ing more than they ver have in the history of' any country in the
world in this country right now, and there are more minority kids
being educated. more underprivileged kids of all races who are

PIPA
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being educated and who are going on into professions and doing
well.

We need more jobs on the other end for some of them. But this is
just the fact, and there are more people literate in this country
than there are illiterate.

So we should not let the fact of the problems obscure our vision
of the successes.

Finally, Mr. Early, we don't know what, in fact, would have
happened if we had not had all of these Federal programs. I mean
to argue, if we had not had them, things would have been better; I

am not sure they would have been better.
Mr. EARLY. Doctor, I look at the budget and there is just too

much outreach for me. When we have to keep promoting and
promoting to attain goals, that is when the public perceives waste.

REPORT OF THE NATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS

Mr. MINTER. Mr. Early, I would like to add to that and perhaps
submit for the record, with your and the Chairman's permission,
the report of the National Assessment of Educational Progress,
which indicates that across the country children are reading better
and are performing better at certain grade levels in schools. And
that, as you know, this is no t. a unitary problem.

)
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h's a problem of our total society, and what we are doing here in
the Emergency School Aid Act is attacking one facet. We are
attacking the facet of' desegregation within communities which b
reflected in schools. Not only is it difficult, as Dr..Rhodes has said,
for teachers to teach two children of diverse backgrounds, two
groups of children within a class room but, again, our readings tell
us that where there are three groups of children, if you have
Hispanic and black and you have Anglo children in the classroom,
that the teachers tend to rel Ate to tw,) groups, with one left out,
whichever those groups are.

We also are very much interested in setting climate. There are
other reports that indicate the push-outs and the dro 'Nits and so
forth, and we are trying to keep children in school much longer.
Not only are we keeping them in school longer, but I think they:
are achieving more. But, education is a very, very long, long haul.

Finally, there is a paper that was done by Ralph Tyler, a re-
nowned educator, whO compared American education with educa-
tion abroad. Not just in terms of dollar amounts, but in terms of
the public perception, the students who finish American high
schools, public schools, do just as well or better in most areas than
the children who finish schools abroad, e%en though the clientele is
much more restricted.

Mr. EARLY. My ten minutes are almost 4.p.
We had Attorney General Bell coming Co my other subcommittee

telling Me that there is less crime. Well, there is not less crime.
Now, my point is thiswe are spending over $12 billion yet the

statistic that impresses me the most is when you tell me We are
educating more of the underprivileged. Why wouldn't we be better
off putting all of the money into programs to educate the under-
privileged both in higher and secondary education?

Dr. BERRY. Yoi mean desegregation money?

RESULTS OF DESEGREGATION IN MASSACHUSETIS

Mr. EAR1.Y. No; that is here. These administrative costs are what
are frustrating and infuriating the public, and it is disappointing to
me. You say that we are educating more minorities, and I say that
that is the best solution to our long range goals and our social
problems. But why aren't we better off in all of the outreach type
programs in the magnet scb.00ls?

Doctor, I have not seen it working.
Would you supply for the record, with the Chairman's permis-

sion, what the results are in desegregation in Massachusetts as far
as its being successful or unsuccessful in the magnet schools? I am
not trying to put you on the spot, but I just want to find out where
we are going.

Dr. BERRY. Yes, sir.
(The information followsd

DESEGREGATION IN BOSTON

In Massachusetts the city of Boston has the majority of the black population in
the State The results of Boston's desegregation have been successful in meeting
court order requirements The success of magnet schools has been judged by the.
ability of the magnet school to attract students of different races Based on that
criterion. Roston's program is succssful

-
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ACCESS TO QUALITY EDUCATION

Mr. EARLY. I still think the most effective statistic you gave me
is that we are educating more underprivileged, which is excellent.

But why wouldn't we be better off in simply making monies availa-

ble for them to attend high school/college and graduate schools?
Ms. BEEBE. Mr.LEarly, I would just like to point out the chart on

the goals of the 1980 budget. I think 90 percent of the Office of
Education's 1980 budget proposal before you is driven to help stu-
dents attain one kind or another of aceess to a quality education.

In one Of our two biggest programs, title I of the Elementary and

Secondary Act, we have firm evaluation data that shows we are
taking students whose educational attainment is low and we are
moving them up toward grade levels. In our basic educational
opportunity grant, our second largest program, we feel we are
approximating the goal of reducing financial barriers, if not elimi-

nating them.
Supporting these positive evaluation fundings of our' programs

for these students are the general statistics from the Census De-
partment which shows that for all classes of students and particu-
larly for minorities, they are completing more 3?ears of school and
that earned incomes are increasing.and that this is in direct pro-
porgon to numbers of years of schooLing completed.

The national assessment data, which is measured over a two or
three year period, just in the years we have been before this
committee, show, children are learning more in the basic skills, and
that the absolute amount of reading and math achievement they
have has been increased..

So, I think we have some very good stories to tell, not only about
our Federal programs, but about the state of education as a whole.

Mr. NATCHER. All right.

DISCRETIONARY FUNDING IN ESAA

Mr. NATCHER. The committee will come to order.
You are requesting $5 million in discretionary funding for

schools needing immediate desegregation assistance. How would
this program differ from emergency special projects for which you
are seeking $70,769,000 in 1980?

Mr. JORDAN. Emergency special projects are primarily designed
to provide assistance in the programs that we have outlined on the
chart. These funds are targeted primarily for three things: one, to

rdi deal with some of the cities that have severe unmet needs such as
Buffalo, Boston, Detroit, Kansas City,eSeattle, and Los Angeles.
The second thing that we intend to ust these funds for is to deal
with court orders or voluntary desegregation that occurs too late in
the year for the district to apply for other funding. Third, our
primary goal here is to try to achieve voluntary desegregation as
an alternative to court-ordered desegregation.

EMERGENCY SPECIAL PROJECTS

Mr. NATCHER. For emergency special projects you requested
$70,769,000, an $18.5 million increase over last year. What is the
justification for such a large increase?
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Mr. JORDAN. Last yeav there was a $25 million supplemental
appropriation to meet needs in special projects. This figure ta\kes
into account that supplemental appropriation.

Mr. NATCHER. To which areas of the country would the increase
be directed?

Mr. JORDAN. This is national competition and it would be availa-
ble to any school district in the nation which was moving into
desegregation .

Mr. NATCHER. How many .special emergency projects do you
expect to fund in 1979, and how many in-1980?

Mr. JORDAN. We expect to fund in 1979 approximately 70. In
1980 we expect that to go up slightly.

Mr. NATCHER. For the record, insert a list of the school districts
with emergency projects in 1978 and 1979 to date.

[The information followsd

SCift H11, DISTRII*T-* RECEIVING EMERGENCY SPECIAL PluMECTS AWARDS

Awards for 1979 have not yet been made. Districts receiving emergency special
projects awards in 1975 were:
Alabama Greene County Board of Education
CalifOrnia:

Inglewood U.S.D. 11,405
Los Angeles U.S.D 3,1115.65-1

Los Nietos School District 65,010
Vallejo City U.S.D 2.10,321

Colorado: Denver School District No. 1
Delaware: New Castle County Planning Board
Kentucky: Jefferson County Board of Education 1,1.13,946
Massachusetts:

Boston Public Schools
Metropolitan Planning Project 59,156
Springfield Public Schools 159,577

Michigan:
Detroit Public Schools .. 2,1;10,1194

Ecorse Public Schools 66,019
Lansing School District. 73:),640
Ypsilanti School District ... 272,319

Minnesota:
Minneapolis Public Schools 671,s63
St Paul Independent School District No 62:). 158,329

Mississippi: Laurel Municipal Separate School.. ...... 117.676
Missouri:

Kansas City School District .... 2,926,:17
St. Louis Public Schools

Nebraska: Omaha School District 1,641,285
New Jersey-

Bayonne City School District
Elizabeth lioard of Education 321.301)
Morris School District. 102,6W

New York-
Buffalo City School District .;*21.112
Mount Vernon Public Schools 274,994

Ohio
Cleveland Public School, 1.63o,111
Mansfield City School District 177.711

Oklahoma
Millwood Public School ss,761
Red Rock 1 3 91725
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Texas; Austin Independent School District
77,626
77,626

Washington! Seattle School District No. 1 4,054,574

Wisconsin; Milwaukee Public Schools
2,702,280

Total
$35,934,637

STATE AGENCY INCENTIVE AWARDS

Mr. NATCHER. You request an increase of $2 million to help State

agencies provide technical assistance and training to local school

districts with voluntary desegregation plans. Why can't this be
supported under the budget increase of Title IV of the Civil Rights

Act?
Mr. RHODES. One of the things we want to be able to do is to

he, '.he State agency be able to deal with all of the districts that
at, there. Under Title IV we are dealing only with districts where
there has been a determination that the districts have been guilty

of illegal separation of students.
We would like the States also to be able to deal with voluntary

desegregation which would involve those districts that have not
been guilty of illegal discrimination against students but want to
make things better with respect to the isolation.

So we have complementary programs for the States. On the one
hand, Title IV dealing with illegal separation of students; under
the Emergency School Aid Act dealing with situation where people
voluntarily want to do something about it.

Mr. JORDAN. That also conforms to the 1978 amendments. Con-

gress indicated its desire for State departments to take a greater
leadership role in school desegregation. That was not always possi-

ble for State departments to do under Title IV of the Civil Rights
Act; therefore, this program was written into the 1978 amendments
and it is a matching program. These funds are to implement that
prograrn.

SPECIAL ARTS AND STUDENT CONCERNS

Mr. NATCHER. You also show an increase of' $2 million for other
special projects such as special arts and student concerns. Explain
this program arid tell us why you need an increase of $2 million.

Mr. RHODES. With respect to the arts, we feel that that particular
program has been one of our most successful programs. We have
found that the program is one that parents, teachers and adminis-
trators accept. It brings about a degree of' desegregation without
some of' the confrontations that we have in other places. We feel
that it is a program worth supporting here.

With respect to student concerns, we spoke earlier this morning
about the suspension of students. We feel that this particular cate-
gory is one that we have to work very hard on and give support to
those components out of the field that want to address the problem.
We feel that it is a growing problem and that we want to keep a
handle on it. Consequently, we have asked for the increase in

funds.
Ms. BEEBE. Mr. Chairman, there is one other small increase and

that is in the jurisdictions other than States. We now have newly
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eligible the Marianas for funding so they would be part of the
increase.

LEA PLANNING (=RANTS

Mr. NATyHER. You have a request of $2 million for local school
district planning grants. What is the criteria for eligibility?

Mr. JORDAN. A school district applying for a planning grant does
not have to meet the same criteria a§ a school district applying for
regular ESAA assistanc A school district ordered by the court to
develop a desegregation p,an may apply for a grant to develop that
plan, or a school district that wishes to reduce, eliminate or pre-
vent minority group isolation .from occurring voluntarily may
apply for a grant under that to develop such a program.

Mr. NATCHER. I-low do you plan to distribute the $21 million?
Mr. JORDAN. Again, this will be national competition and school

districts that are planning to develop a plan will submit an applica-
tion.

MAGNET SCHOOLS

Mr. NATCHER. For magnet schools, pairing and neutral sites, the
budget is $35,209,000, which is an increase of $10,209,000. Can you
tell us anything specific about the effectiveness of magnet schools?

Mr. JORDAN. We find the effectiveness of magnet schools to be
greater when they are a part of a more comprehensive desegrega-
tion plan and where they are located in a school system or city
that lends itself to attracting students from different ethnic groups.

Mr. NATCHER. Generally speaking, how does a magnet school
differ from other schools?

Mr. RHODES. A magnet school usually has a curriculum that is
different from one you find at other district schools. You could
have a school that was devoted to the arts. You could have a school
that was devoted to technology. You could have a school that was
devoted to drama. It is really a special-interest type of school that
has something that is different, not found in other schools, that
would attract students to it.

Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Early.
Mr. EARLY. On that last question, on magnet schools, you suggest

that they are more effective when they are integrated with a
voluntary desegregation program. I thought when you started
those schools it was with the idea that there would be desegrega-
tion?

Mr. JORDAN. The m..gnet schools program that is funded sepa-
rately under the Emergency School Aid Act is primarily designed
to serve as a means of achieving voluntary desegregation.

Mr. EAR1.Y. If it is that amendment of 1978, we had magnet
schools back when Boston was implementing desegregation. I
thought the magnet school was to make the desegregation imple-
mentation more effective, but now you are telling us it is more
effective with a voluntary-type desegregation.

Mr. JORDAN. For this particular funding of $35 million this is a
special program set up two years ago by Congress to provide special
funds fbr magnet schools for districts to try to achieve desegrega-
tion voluntarily rather than being ordered to do it by court. Court-
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ordered desegregation can also include magnet schools as part of'
that plan to desegregate schools also, but those districts are gener-
ally funded under the basic ESAA program. These particular dol-
lars are available only for operating magnet schools where enroll-
ment is voluntary.

Mr. EARLY. What was the idea of the magnet schools four years
ago when Boston had their integration?

Mr. JORDAN. The same purpose.
Mr. EARLY. It was not a voluntary-type program?
Mr. JORDAN. No, it was part of a comprehensive desegregation

plan, but attendance at those schools funded under ESAA had to
be voluntary.

Mr. EARLY. So you have changed the role?
Mr. JORDAN. No. In Boston the court ordered some Magnet

schools, it ordered some schools paired, it ordered some boundary
changes. Magnet schools were a part of an overall plan ordered by
the court.

Mr. EARLY. I read an article y the Superintendent of Sch6nls in
Detroit that said the magmt schools were not ve6r effective. How

do you comment to that?
Mr. RHODES. I also saw that particular comment. I think there

were some others who made comments around the same time. I
think the Superintendent from San Diego indicated that he felt
that the magnet schools were very effective. I think it depends
upon the location.

Mr. EARLY. Don't you think any time there is any funding for
any program there is going to be some advocate?

Mr. RHODES. But I think that it depends upon the place. I think
that magnet schools are not universally the kind of program that
should go into all districts. I think that one of the things Mr.
Jordan mentioned had to do w:th the location of the school and it
being part of' a plan. I also think it is quite possible that the racial
composition of the school district is also a factor in whether or not
they are successful.

Mr. EARLY. Certainly with the problems of Detroit there would
be problems anywhere.

Mr. JORDAN. We found that the sucress of' magnet schools to
achieve voluntary desegregation also has a relation to the percent-
age of minority group students within the school district. The city
of Detroit has a very high percentage of minority group students.
The chances of success there for a magnet school to totally achieve
voluntary desegregation is much less than it would be in a school
district with a smaller percentage of minority students.

GRADUATES OF MAGNET SCHOOLS

Mr. EMMY. Do you have any statisticsI am sure you do; you
have statistics on everything elseon what happened to the gradu-
ates from the magnet schools?

Mr. MINTER. I do not think we have any specific statistics on
that. but we do know that magnet schools also have a dual pur-
pose. that the., improve the quality of education at the same time
that they provide an opportunity for desegregation. Imprcv-Hvs that
quality of education would indii ite that there are students in the
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magnet school who, because of' their interest in the specific courses
that school is giving, are achieving.

INCREASED FUNDING FOR MAGNET SCHOOLS

Mr. EARLY. Are yOU I9oking for a 40 percent increase in funding
for the magnet school? Do you think it has been that productive a
program that that should be where we should be putting our
monie,s2

.MINTER. We believe it is a very attractive program to school
ottS, especially school districts that still have a chance of get-

ting a great deal of desegregation, especially if' those schools are
located in largely separated areas. Anti" if we have one of a kind,
let's say if' a city has three magnet Schools and each is different,
then we get a cross movement of children voluntarily.

Mr. EARLY. HOW many magnet schools do we have?
Mr. JORDAN. Fifty-three funded in 1978. In fiscal year 1979 we

have f19 school districts thet have applied for funds.
We feel that there is a justification for increasing the funds for a

magnet school program from $25 million to $85 million. We do not
feel, though, that we need the $75 million for magnet schools that
was indicated in the 1978 amendments. That is why we think that
was a technical error. Congress not mean to really increase it
three-fold, but. we do think a slight increase is fair.

Ms. HARRISON. We also intend to put greater emphasis on pair-
ing with businesses and universities as another desegregation tool
rather than just encouraging the magnet schools themselves. That
is another component that we really have not encouraged as much
in the past as we might, so we intend to put additional funds in
1979 and 1950 on that.

Mr. EARLY. Is there a magnet school in the District of' Columbia'?
Mr. JORDAN. Not funded under this program.
Mr. EARLY. Do yOU think there should be'?
Mr. JORDAN. I dO not think that a magnet school program of' the

District of Columbia is one that would fit this program's require-
ments.

Mr. EARLY. I IOW many magnet schools are currently operating
without emergency school aid funding'?

Ms. HARRISON. There is a Federal evaluation that was recently
undertaken, and. there was mention of' a survey of at least 227
schools. I do not know that is the actual number which exist, but I

know there must be at least that many in the country to have been-
incl uded in this survey.

Mr EA MA'. How many are operating without Federal assistance'?
Mr. MINTER. They may have magnet school characteristics but

they may not he called as such. I would think that it would be
rather difficult to find Out what that number is but we could try.
For instance, the School of' Peeforming Arts in New York City is in
essence magnet school type. hut it is not operating, to my knowl-
edge, with federal funding: the School of Aviation Trades also in
New York City is essentially a magnet school.

Mr. EA RLY. Weren't we hetter off when we identified tlwni t
way rather than throwing them under the umbrella of the inagi.r;
schoo!, where we cannot say it is a specialist school'?
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Mr. MINTER. I think the original idea was to borrow a model that
did call children, or encourage children, from a large city to come
to a specific school for a special interest, and then we certainly felt
by adding that to desegregation we could help the desegregation
process,

USE OF TITLE I FUNDS FOR MAGNET SCHOOLS

Mr. EARLy. Has Title I of the Elenit. tary and Secondary Educa-

tion Act been used to support a magnet school?
Mr. MINTER. Not totally, because Title I ha certain restrictions.

There has to be eligibility.
Mr. EARLY. Can it be used partially? My question was, can it be

used? You said, not totally.
Mr. MINTER. There may be some children in a magnet school

who are Title I eligible but we could not fund a magnet school out
of Title I, to my knowledge.

EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION AND RADIO

Mr. NATCHER. Describe your plan for the use of $9 million fbr

educational television and radio projects in fiscal year 1979.

Mr. RHODES. One of the things we intend to do with the televi-
sion money that we may get is to institute for the first time some
things on radio. The idea would be to have spots, to have serials, to
have programs that deal with various cultures. The feeling is that
young people do look at television and listen to radio, that we are
certain of.

Mr. EARLY. What is the breakdown on television and radio?
Ms. HARRISON. Not more than 10 percent under Vie statute can

be used for radio, so the total amount of radio out of the $9.858

million would be approximately $985 thousand.
Mr. JORDAN. ApprOximately $1 million. Radio was added for the

first time in the 1978 amendments. We expect with television
dollars to fund what we call two national TV series. Those are two
series of tapes for home and public viewing that have national
appeal.

Mr. EARLY. Why can't you maintain the same amount for 1980

instead of requesting an additional $3.4 million? That is a 53 per-
cent increase over 1979, in this year of austerity. Evidently to get
that type .of increase from OMB this must be a prime project.

Mr. jORDAN. That is the same amount that we spent last year<"
Last year we took discretionary funds and supplemented the
amount in the setaside for Tv to produce the national and regional
television programs that were necessary. This year we are simply
asking for the same amount, with the exception of the addition of
radio.

Mr. EARLY. You used discretionary funds for that last year?
Mr .JURDAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. EARLY. What was your discretionary fund appropriation last

year?
Mr. ORDAN. Out of the Emergency School Aid Act. $10.7 million.
Mr. EARLY What is your request this year?
Mr JORDAN. $12 million.
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Mr. EARLY. We used X amount of dollars out of that for this
program but we do not decrease the discretionary funding and we
are funding it under a different process. Don't we ever eliminate
anything? This is just a shell game. I cannot understand how we
say we are being fiscally responsible. You used discretionary funds
to fund that last year. Now you are looking for funding, 52 percent
increase from what was appropriated specifkally for that program.
Now you are going to fund the disceetionary fund to a 20 percent
increase. How do you explain that?

Mr. MINTER. Our feeling, Mr. Early, is that we are encouraging
greater desegregation, that the radio and TV programs have been
very successful, that they have a wide viewing audience. Most of
them are on public TV. We are trying also for other commercial
outlets, but we believe this is a very worthy program.

Mr. HARRISON. The reason .we requested the amount we did is
because the statute requires us to request 7 percent of the amount
for Special Programs and Projects for television and radio.

Mr. JORDAN. According to the 1978- statute, it indicated that it
should be $21 million for radio and television. Again, we think that
was an error and we applied the 7 percent to the Special Project
figure, which brought it to this rather than the $21 million indicat-
ed.

Mr. EARLY: How Many States are you going into with this radio
and TV?

Mr. JORDAN. That is national. All States.
Mr. EARLY. YOU haVe to be selective. My State has 351 cities and

towns with at least one radio station in every one of them, so you
are not going in every one of them. I am sure you can have an
unlimited amount of money requested if you are going to cover all
the districts.

Mr. JORDAN. These shows are to produce tapes. The tapes are
made available to all public and commercial broadcasting stations.

Mr. EARLY. When we use them on public 'TV, does it cost any-
thing?

Mr. JORDAN. No.
Mr. EARLY. Why do we have increased funding? Why don't we

just use them on public?
Mr. RHODES. One of the things we are trying to do i. to increase

the carriage of this, and we .are funding an organization to see that
this is done because we .have the tapes that we have produced over
the years and we thought it would be a good idea to try to increase
the carriage

M+. JORDAN. We are also increasing the number of tapes.
M. BEIBE. You might be familiar with some of the shows: "Villa

Alegre." "Infinity Factory." "As We See It," "Que Pasa, USA,"
"Rebop," and "Watch Your Mouth." These are some of' the national
.r'V shGws that we have that we support with these funds.

Mr. EARLY. If we take that route. why do we go down the the
route where you say you want 1 go to school committees and get
itdditional personnel to carry your message'? Why can't we just
tape one message that delivers what you Want to do with regard to
this and send that up to all Ow school committees?

Mr_ MINTER. There is an in-school program a; I as t he p-o-
Lfram tor out-adt4 Must of t h(t programs that we are talking about

;
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now are programs that are shown during regular broadcast hours.

The in-school services are very important. It is very important that

we train teachers and administrators and auxiliary personnel to

work with children in school, so we see that as two different
plrposes.

Mr. JORDAN. A lot of this is for home viewing. It involves the

parents. 1950 FISCAL CONSTRAINTS

Mr. EARLY. As I listen to this colloquy I just cannot believe that

your agency thinks there is a fiscal pinch if we are into programs
like this and we are looking for a 52 percent increase in funding.
Evidently you people do not think the public is serious.

Mr. MINTER. We do recognize the fiscal pinch, Mr. Early. As we
said earlier, we do feel desegregation is an unfinished agenda and

we are working vety hard always to increase the voluntary deseg-

regation of schools. It is our feeling that we also imprvve the
quality of our society at the same time we are doing this.

Dr. BOYER. May I comment?
Mr. EARLY. I wish you would.
Dr. BOYER. The overall budget for desegregation is about $355

million. That is about a $22 million increase over last year. We did
identify that as one of the two or three areas where our budget
showed an increase. On the other hand, the overall Office of Educa-

tion budget shows about a $400 million decrease, so we struggled
with priorities internally to the overall budget and we also strug-
gled with priorities within this Emergency School Aid budget.

We show some increase, as you mentioned, in the ETV and radio

programs, but the overall totalwe reallocated about $30 million
that was in something called Pilot programs and we distributed in
other areas where we thought the impact would be greater and we
would have more flexibility. I just wanted to throw into perspective
the fact that item of' going from $6 million to $9 million was in fact
based on tradeoffs internally.

USE OF OE DISCRETIONARY FUNDS

Mr. EARLY.-.-Doctor, do you anticipate using any discretionary
money in this program this year?

Dr. BOYER. No, I do not. On the strategy here, I do not know how
we are going to deal with the desegregation issue. I do not think we
have found the kegs yet, quite frankly, but I do know that it has
fundamentally to do with attitudes and relationships. Some of our
activities in tho past have dealt with mechanisms and mechanical
approaches. Some may be necessary.

Mr. EARLY. May I just make a suggestion. Money is not the
solution to all problems. Desegregation is a very important item

but it is not always going to be increased funding that is going to
solve the situation.

Dr. BOYER. I respect that. I just wanted to make this point, that
the increase here, n wliat is a relatively small program, is trying
to deal with whi, I think is the poiver of' communication and
changing and influeiicing attitudes which, as I look at our culture,
is probably as important a social influence as any other single
factor and, if careful communication on television and radio
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through public service and the like can help young people and
older ones think about the issues of desegregation, I think the
school will benefit.

So I believe that television and radio are probably shaping our
relationships even more than schools. I just wanted to note that
this small item seems to create some problems. But to comment on
your ogly, overall there is a very small increase for the total
desegreMon effort, and most of the increase is reflected by inter-
nal judgments as to where those dollars might best be used.

Mr. EARLY. But the public.television and public radio come to us
and are funded through this committee, and they come in for the
funding to do what you are looking for additional monies to do
what you say yt .1 do.,

Mr. JORDAN. These funds do not go to paying for the operation' of'
any public broadcasting.

INCREASED FUNDING FOR PUBLIC BROADCASTING

Mr. EARLY. I know they do not, but the increased public TV is to
cover projects such as this. Su I would think if we are furvn-, the
public broadcasting to accomplish this type of goal to deliver this
type of message, maybe in education t.he amounts of monies we
would spend would diminish.

Dr. BOYER May I just say you are raising an issue that, quite
frankly, I am not fully införnwd on, but one I think we should
pursue. Do you mean by that the funds for Corporation for Public
Broadcasting, for example?

Mr. EARLY. They come in for increased funding because they are
going to do the type of' project you want specific funds for.

Dr. BOYER. I can only say that I am not knowledgeable about the
area of their programming that is focused on this, but I certainly
feel that we have an obligation to inquire of them as to what their
programming is that might have these as goals. I was not as aware
of that as you are reminding us now.

GRANTS To NoNPROFII ORGANIZATWNS

Mr. EARLY. You are proposing a reduction of' :i;2,200.00() in grants
to nonprofit organizations. Your budget indicates that the reduc-
tion is based on a decrease in the authorization level. That may he
a valid reas.m for the roductionobut what can you tell us about the
need for these grants?

Mr_ MINTER. Nonprofit organizations have been very helpful to
desegregation in the p;e4. Very atm they are community organiza-
tions They do ouch the community, and have helped to build
bridges between school districts that are under court-ordered deseg-
regation and the rest of the community_ So they have been helpful,
but we do feel that the major responsihility does rest with the
school district. school districts personnel. and boards of' education.

Nlr EARLY Why can't wi make a large reduction in grants to
nonprofit organizations?

Mr. NI t NTER. We do think t' ey are valuable, Mr. Early. so we
would not advocate cutting thorn out

Mr EARLY. 1)(4 vou fool t n uk for nonprofit or).;..nizatihns
has bei'D administered in ;o.
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Mr. MINTER. We think so.
Mr. EARLY. Are you familiar with the recently completed evalua-

tion of the Nonprofit Organizations Program?
Mr. MINTER. I am !Wt.
Mr. RHODES. I can speak to that. I think that one of the things

that the Office of Education has had to do with nonprofit organiza-
tions and LEAs is to walk a very narrow line in terms of what sort
of direction has to be given to these particular groups.

I think that the study seems to indicate that we should focus the
efforts of the nonprofit groups to activities that are more related to
the community than to educational programs. We have recently
started with the development of regulations for 1980 to, in fact,
emphasize that.

Mr. EARLY. So your office is proposing changes in the program?
Mr. RHODES. It's a change in the focus.
Mr. JORDAN. Change in the focus.
Mr. RHODES. In other words, these groups would not be working

on heavy tutorial programs or activities that would normally be
carried on within the school district, but would be working with
parents, providing programs for inter-racial groups, building the
bridge that Mr. Minter talked about.

Mr. EARLY. Mr. Michel?
Mr. MICHEL. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
[The following questions were submitted xi be answered for the

record.)
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NnergencY Special Prolects

Mr. Conte% What kind of "emergency" situation would the $5 million in the
Emergency School Aid Discretionary funds be used for? hease cite an example of a
situation wl.ere you wish that you had had such funds available.

Dr. Boyer. An "emergency" situation involving the need fel. Emergency School Aid
Act discretionary funds could be as follows: A large urban school district
receives a court ordered desegregation plan which requires reassignment of between
50-75 thousand students. The court requires that the plan be implemented during
the next senester of school. The logistics for carrying out the reassigneent re-
quirements, preparing the students, teachers and community for the changes, the
adjustments required for the educational programs ia the affected schools require
additional resources and manpower if the plan is to be implemented effectively.
The Emergency School Aid Act discretionary account is designed to provide asaistance
in this "emergency" situation until the district can apply for regular ESAA funds
under other categories of assistance.

Special Student Concenis

Mr. Conte. under " ther special projects" of your Special Programs and Projects,
you state that money may bo provided for "student concerns;" among other things.
What are "student conc?rns?" How is this money applied? Please give concrete
examples of uses of these funds.

Dr. Boyer. Under "other special projects," "Student Concerns" is a category of
assisrance in which funds are reserved for programs and projects designed to
identify disproportionate suspensions and expulsions of minority students in
participating school districts, study of the policies which might contribute to the
disproportl ,uo...rste.;,and design projects which could make suspension and expulsion
policies more equitable, while at the same time reducing the incidences of
suspension and expulsion of minority students. One program receiving an award
under student concerns has developed a students rights handbook, in which students
and administrators have identified specific procedural Pnd behavioral requiremen.s
fJr all students. A seuond program identifies students with behavioral problems
and providea counseliug before the student becomes a suspension referral.

! PreimpleTentation Assistance

Mr. Coate. .What is "pie-implementation assia auue" for desegregation?

Dr. P yer Pre-implementation assistance is a category of fends under the
Emergency School Aid Act that is availably to districts that need supplemental
educational services prior to ...he actual implet-ntation of desegregation plan
School districts that are tot in viola.ien of Title VI of the Civil Rigs , Act and
which adopt plans requirin4 new or additi,nn! reassignment or students in the
elemeltary and secondary sc,,,013 0i the district, may .,se Emergency Sely-...) Ail Act

r, activities that will help preen- st,tunta, te=hers and
.7omrivnity for the reassignment before it actko,:tv (!tter ,ategories th,

Emergency School Aid Act are desig.:ed to prcv:ae supplementP: s,tvice after the
reassignment of students actually .ak.s plary.
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Magnet Schools

Mr. Conte. Can you provide a breakdown of who gets grants for magnet schools?

Please state succinctly the goals of magnet schools. Do you feel you are attaining

your goals?

Dr. Boyer. Types of school distiicts that receive grants for magnet schools

ure those that have magnet 4choo1s as part of a court order and those that have

desegregated previously but are resegregating with shifts in population. Urhan

school districts with declining
non-minority student population have had the great-

est interest in the program.
Currently, 40 districts have magnet programs supported

under Emergency School Aid Act and 32 are considered urban school districts. . The

goal of the Emergency School Aid Act magnet
nchool program is to enccurage districts

that have racially isolated schools to voluntarily desegregate the school nystem

by means of exceptional educational programs
that attract both minority and non-

minority students. The newness of the magnct school concept requires that school

Ostricts begin with small programs and expanJ with success, Successful magnet

schools produce interest from other school diairicts. The Emergency

magnet school program is growing and the goals of the program

more successful each year.

Magnet School Grantees

School Aid Act

are proving more and

El Dorado School District 015 (AR)
$ 52,302

-eta Vinta City School District (CA)
179,770

Compton U S D (CA)
208.227

Loa Angeles U S D (CA)
505,889

San Diego U S D (CA)
437,011

San Francisco U S D (CA)
453,475

Stockton U S D (CA)
CA TOTAL ($2,368,157) 583,785

Bloomfield Board of Education (CT)
69,110

Board of Public Education (GA)
55,112

Kankakee School District No. 0111 (IL)
61,190

Waukegan Public Schools (IL) IL TOTA.t. ($103,106)
42,116

Indianapolis Public Schools (IN)
183,620

Jefferson Co Board of Education (KY)
168,317

Orleans Parish School Board (LA)
343,915

Mon,gomery Co Public Schools (MD)
144,841

Boston Public School (MA)
111,465

Lawrence Public Schools (MA)
MA TOTAL ($221,217)

1C3,752

Inkster Public Schools (MI)
61,022

School District of :he City of
Highland Park (MI)

MI TOTAL ($1,156,251)
1,093,229

Independent School District 8625 (MN)
488,322

Kansas City School District (MO)
365,959

Montclair Board Of Education (NJ)
403,421

Teane,k Board of Education (NJ)
591,122

Vineland Board of Education (NJ) NJ TOTAL ($1,074,745)
80,000

Buffalo City Schools (NY)
1,104,801

Community School District #4 (NY)
Ili,186

Ithaca City School District (NY)
97,900

New York City Board of Education 022 (NY)
406,322

Nvv York City Snard of Education (NY)
255.526

2
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opl 1:Lantp.., (, out '.1)

Newburgh Cttv School District (NY)
Rochester City School District (NY)
Syracuse School District (NY) NY TOTAL ($2,627,369)
Cleveland Public Schools (OR)
Columbus City Sch,ei district (OM
Dayton City Schools (ON) OH TOTAL (51,)44,856)
Providence School Dept. (itl)

Dallas independent School District (TX)
Seattle School Distr:,t #1 (WA)

Milwaukee P.ih I i1 Sihools (WI)

$ 93,800
250,361
241,471
940,565
315,336
688,955
210,000
132,490

1,181,951,7

TOTAL $14,914,425

Neutp.1..Sity_schools

Co,munity Schools District #4 (NY) $ 1 i1,350

TOTAL 131,150

Status of Desegregation

Mr. Conte, Do you feel that noteworthy progress has heen made in terms of
desegregating the majority of our Nation's schools?

Dr. Boyer. Noteworthy progress has been made in desegregating our Nation's
sOtools, hut much remains to he done. The southern States, of course, desegregated
many years ago, but large urban school districts arc only now beginning to address
many.of their deqgregntion requirements. For these districts implementation cnn-
tinuem and ESAA 1,...3s can oftn provide the stimulus necessary to encourage compre-

desegregation activity.

Civil Rights Compliance

Mr. Conte. I have road about the fact' thnt the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare is loathe to take action against the city of Chicago and the State of
North Carolina for alleged segregation that persists in their school systems. Are

these allegations true, and if so, why is no action heing taken?

Dr. Boyer. The Of..cv of Civil Rights (OCR) has started administrative
prmedures against the State of North Carolina because of civil rights problems
relating to its 4y5tem of higher education. OCR ham also cited the Chicago Puhlic

,tool District (ercivil rights vi,.lations under Section 706(d) of the Emergency
,.t.00l Aid Act. Thv district is expected to request a show cause hearing to refute

the ot.l.t char4e,.

ESAA cranti.to LEAs

Mr/. Canto.. You stl!.. 'hat +our r..queqt for $117.6 million will fund approxi-

mit.17 41:) award: of roughtv 5 l.t1,-Ion each. Pl,ase describe the says grantees might

u,e thi; I: the c., ot thi.; moue.: proscribed at the national level, or left

t, fh, dt, retin ol the lo;41

2 (i
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Dr. Boyer. .A school district may use ESAA funds to support any of the twelve

auchorizedartivities listed in Section 707 of the Act provided that (1) the activity

addresses a sp-ecific problem arising from the
implementation of a desegregation plan;

(2) the activity would not otherwise be funded nor would it he necessary to the nor-

mal operation of the district's schools; and (3) the activity is directly relatvd to

and necessary for the successful implementation of its desegregation plan.

The school district determines the.
activities for which funds are requested.

The use of funds is limited by statutory requirements.

Nonprofit Org gizations

Mr, Conte. Under "Crants to Nonprofit Organizations" what are the criteria for

determining who receives funds? How is the use of these funds monitored? Can you

cite any project(s) that have been demonstrably effective?

Dr. Boyer. Nonprofit organization criteria are based on a composite score as

published in the Federal Register on May 12, 1975. The points awarded the statisti-

cal score are one-half (1/2) the
statistical score received by the school district.

The quality score is the same as a school district--forty-five (45) points. Appli-

cations within each State are placed in rank-order by rategory--nonprofit, basic,

and pilot. Nonprofit applicants compete only with other nonprofit applicants within

that State, and are funded in rank-order until funds are exhaunted.

Program officers.from the U.S. Office of Education do an on-site monitoring of

each protect at least once each year during which ESAA grant funds are in place.

Grants 4re made.to nonprdfit organizations (NP0s) to assist school districts

implementing desegregation plans. An example of an effective NPO,grant is the

T.L.T. Association in Los Angeles, California. The NPO provides rbr the ttaining of

parents, students and school personnel to enrich home and school situations in the

understanding of the racial and cultural
differences which tend to be divisive,

including myths, stereotypes, and fear and tension raising situations. Thin results

in increased feelings of safety for all students in desegregated schools.

;1)
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tal Programs and Projects 1
Michel. What is the difference between the Emergency Special Projects

program and the Discretionary Assistance program? Aren't they both aime.d at triter-
gencies?

Dr. Boyer. Emergency special project awards are made to local educational
agencies (LEW which are imprementing a qualifying plan which was ordered or volun-
tarily +clouted too late in the fiscal year to nerMit the id,.A to apply for no Emet-
gency Sehool Aid Act (ESAA) basic grant. Fligible LFAs mnst have either a mandated
or a nonrequired plan .14 deseribed in the regulations determining eligibility for an
FSAA !Lisle grant and must not have previously applied for ESAA assistance based upon
that plan.

Discretionary grants can he awarded to local educational agencies to meet unique
and nnexpeeted desegregation needs that were not anticipated at the time the ESAA
back .appliations are normally prepared for submission to the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion. Applications can h aecepted al any time the local educational agency ran
justify the need for a special discretionary grant whether or not it already has
another ESAA award.

Mr. Michel. Do you have a s,t of criteria governing special projects awards, or
are they totally subjective in nature? If there is a Net of eriteria, what is it?

Or. Rover. Emergeney special projects are governed be criteria contained in
11,12. tiuhp.irt Section 185.14. These regulations will he utilized through fiscal

year 11/4 when new, As yet unwritten regulations will take effect. Other special
proje. t ,ategorips of fundings are contained in Subpart 3, sections 185.91 (Special
arts projects); 185.92 (Special mathematics projects); 185.93 (Special student con-
cerns protect-0; and 185.94 (Other special projects). These regulations are being
rewritten to make legislative changes resulting from the recent reauthorization of
th, Emergenc,'..;chool Aid Art and also to Conform to other Education Dlyililon repo-
larions requirements.

Mr. Mt,hel. IA "financ lal nood" a basis for awtuding special project funds?

Dr. Bovvr. Spevtal Prolerts awards are made upon evaluation of the educational
needs indLated hy a school district in an application for assistance. In general,
di.triets aro eligible to receive assistance for activities authorized in the Emer-
gency iehool Aid Aet and program regulations and which could not otherwise he funded.
The funds received must he used solely to pay the additional costs involved in carry-
ing nit the 1).roject or activity described in the application for assistance.

Financial Need

Mr. Mich,l. How do yuu determine dhat is A genuine tinancial need, and what may
,imply 'ce a local unwillingne's to loot the hill?

Dr. lioyor. A ,.n.iI n. hum. ial ru-ed is on, that is an extraordinarv expense
'r. Med by Ow ,ct drtb tem ii re..t I. related to the desenreeat ion a
S,hoe I 4.'t

4.7 -ltale A.:Cll.'? fri.entive Award,.

Mt. Mi. . Wi.it it, , .1 it. ag.:42,..;! I n. en t 1 y.- awa t d ."'
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Dr. payer.: State agency incentive awards are available to State agencies

iuvolved in or responsible for the desegregation of public elementary and secondary

schJols. Funds are available for thre purposes:

I. planning for the implementation of voluntary plans to eliminate

or reduce minority group isolation in those schools; and to

assess future needs, and to develop further strategies to meet

thc.se needs;

2. providing technical assistance to encourage local educational

agencies or groups of those agencies to develop or implement

voluntary plans to eliminate or reduce minority group isolation

in those schools; and

3. providing training for educational personnel ilvolved in developing

or carrying out a voluntary plan to eliminate or reduce minority

group isolation in those schools.

The amount of assistance available for a State agency under this program will be

twice the amount of State funds expended in the preceding fiscal year for authorized

activities but cannot exceed ten percent of.the amount apportioned to the State for

that fiscal year under Grnnts to LEAs, or $500,000, whicheven is greater.

Magnet School Program

Mr. Michel. Why the big increase in funding for magnet schools?

Dr. Boyer. There are two reasons for requesting a $10 million increase in the

Mapet school program in 1980. The first is programmitic--we think magnet schools

are an excellent voluntary
desegregation tool, as well as a way of encouraging

quality educatiunal programs for both minority and non-minority students. The

second reason relates to section 604(b) of the recently reauthorized Emergency School

Aid Act which requires that the amount for magnet schools be tied By a percentage

reservation to the Emergency School Aid Act appropriation. We have submitted a tech-

nical amendment to tie the reservation for Magnet schools to the amount requested for

Special programs and projects; the 1980 budvt reflects that reservation.

Mr. Michel. What types of schools are paired with businesses and universities?

Dr. Boyer. Types of schools paired with
businesses and universities include

magnet schools, a school affected hy a plan or project suitable for establishing eli-

gibility for a Grant to LEAs, or a
minority group isolated school in which minority

group children constitute more than 50 percent of the enrollment of the school.

Th..ie types of schools are set out in program regulations.

Mr. Michel. Have you undertaken any evaluation of magnet schools?

Dr. Boyer. Yes, ABT Associates ln
Massachusetts was awarded a contract from the

Office of Education in late 1911 to do an evaluation vf t EGAA Magnet sch0o1 pro-

grams. The final report will be
ready for release during the summer of 1979.

Educational Television and Radin

Mr. Michel. What cpecifft type of radio
snd television programs are vou

funding?
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Dr. Boyer lite tmdle, series. to be developed in 1980 will be funded for the
first time, as these mories were Just authorized in the Education Amendments of 1978.
ESAA television will be in its seventh yoar of operation In 1980. The legislation
for both television and radio calls for production of programming that is both inte-
grated and produrod by a staff representing the minority groops gsAA designates for
series. Specifically, in 1980 radio programming will be of two types; (1) series of
15 minutes for broadcast stations that are programmed to carry series of that length;
and 421 short segments of two to five minutes for stations which attract large num-
bers of youth of both minority and majority groups. Both types of programs will he
multicultural, some of cognitive value (grammar, mathematics, etc.) and some of
affer:tive value (music using ethnic and contemporary idioms. etc.). Television pro-
gramming supported in 1980 will be both regional and national series. National
serie.4 ire whieh are intended for nationwide distribution; regional series arc
intended felt oss than nationwide utilization and are for meeting the special needs
of subgroups of minority groups included in ESAA which may be unique to a partieular
geographic region. In addition to the production of radio and televi :Ion program-
ming, efforts to promote these series for both commercial broadcast and In-school
viewing will he continued in 1980.

Training and Advisor. Serv,ces

Mr. Michel. 'Am. type uf training programs are you funding?

Dr. Boyer. Training programs are funded to aid in the preparation, adoption
and hsplementation of desegregation plans and in coping with prohlems resulting from
desegregation. Four types of award: aro made: State educational agencies, desegre-
gation assistance centers, training institutes, and local school hoards, Separate
awards are mad to address race, 4ex, and aational origin desegregation except that
training institute awards are not made in the area of national origin desegregation.
Reripients ol Crate iucational agency and desegregation assistance center inwards
may provide tekhnical assistance (which may Include training) npon the re ..st of a

10,a1 school di,:trict to public school personnel, students, parents, and other com-
munity members. The ro,ipieuts of training institute awards may provide training
far public -olnail personnel oniy. ';.110.11 board awards may include advisory seryires

a, well ai trtining !or public school personnel.

Mr. What ire desegregation assistance cent..rs?

Dr. Boyer. A d-wgregation assistance c..nter fs a public agency (other than a
';tate educational agency or a school board) or a private, nonprofit organizntion
ianded to provide to.,nical assistance (includes training) in iln. preparation, adop-
tion, and implementation of plans fur ra.e, sex,andlor national origin desegrega-
tion, rhi, a....ktance in eoping with edivational problem,. resulting from

that .h.....gregation. '..parato awards are made for race, sex, and national origin
d,s-gregation. W. are presently funding fifteen race de.o.gregr.tion nssi..tance
fir:, Ivn s.x .h.segregatian a,,i;tance tenter,. and nin, national Origin d..segrega-

tioa a..1 ,..nter.. to serve the fifty Stat.-, The re ipients of award.. mav

provide a.-.I.tan-e only it a ; l'iLan'. I reque :ted froM 4 f":11 s,ionf Jf.trict.

Ord-red ii ,t ri, t .

.1 1.11 Pr-;, t . Po whaf ;,orc.111.1g, -Ir..

I -.I. 1t int.1.r "'vitt orI, r'

qm,
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pr. Ap ,-xlvol,l7 41 tr enr the lvtlAI Prolevts awards are got-g

to districts under eaf order.

Mr. MiOn.l. How many school distrtrtc are undr luonl order this year?

Or. Royer. We do not know thv exact numher of school dlstrict5 whieh are

currently under court order. We know that there are nt least 301 because that num-

ber .u- now roeeiving ESA.A assintance.
There mav he others that we would not be able

to identlt; b,caus th ... have never applied for ESAA 04..1tanee

Mr. thEnw, how many are r
lying formula grant funding?

Dr. Iloy.r. Pue breakdown of s.hooi

region iu to1low,t (1 '`) I wdeir

'1.1, .T

dl,tricts under eourt ordor thit Year bv

Number of Districts Vndor
Court Order that ore
.R'n'iv1njKSA i1

lio;:ton
4

11 New York
15

(II PLiladvlphia
IV Atlanta

126

V Chicago
VI Dalla,

77

V11 Van,a.

VIII

IX Fran,: no
ii

X
.

3ns

[;11ege Desegregation !n North Carolina

Mr. MIeh,l. 14,t1p,
nf Education involved at all in the pribIem

colloge deqegregation in North Carolina?

Dr. We are now involved with the
Department',. efforts to desegregate

North Carolina's puhlid biZier uducation system. However, If the Department is un-

aiile to obtain an rwtable desegrgation plur thirty days from the day the State

reeeived the 1)..pa:tment's notice of adminktrative proceeding, we will he involved

in the Dopartmq. ,OlvetilW fund deferral Process. The Department mailed the

adminigrrati.,- pr,eeedin4 notieu on March 79.
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HI ugual Edit, at tor

. Royhal Could you .x;itatn tho 1 lnkoge that oxl botwo.!, li n&u.iti.,
do....:!....4.0.1.10t ton zsitnt:: under F. lomr.ntary and SecondarY Utica t ion .1nd Fut.. rgonc School
Aid for deHogrogat ion? Aro w. I tap I kooping theqo two ace mint Aeparato or do t
reprehent Ulf f eront typo., of progranW

Dr , lloyor Tlu-re rurront I. 1 , tu forrill I inkago ,:otwoen b I I ingual grant
fund.:d under the Elommtary and Seoonaar: Edu. it. loo Act Itui the lin:orgoorY Sohool Aid
Aot Met o are wvoral basic Ulf f.ronc,. in tho rYpos of program, both of the,h.

Zi L I ngual grant opor0t od iv ichcol di.it ;lot told. r t h. limet 'Ichool Alit
Act hat/ a much broador Tango of al towable ot lylt Th I. givo, i hopl: rho cap.]t to a trun,d1.11.0 qhort -range 1.r.-.1.10,-.1. 0n-minturtd b.; chi tdr..n In a mull 1-

itettIng. Floxthility In design I, the koonote approach of tilt:. pt

Pro too t , operat log undor t ho 81 ingu.1 program In Tit lo Vt I ot tho Klem!.tary
and ondary ,icok long-rango mkt Ions t ,amo t Ypo of dill I. nit I o . Molt i
-..car grant . c awarded to part ipat lug and al lowahl0 .1( tiNt t iv.. ar0 trho

clofluod.

H c:iterld 014,) var; ./rt5.101.71 . Und0r thi Elomoutory
Fducat Ion Act any ichool dimt rict domotp-a I it lug bi 1 ingual need.; for

! ta.pi rt-reivo o grant award. Funding undor thy Emergent School ALI
A. re :1 r I. !od to t ho district ; op,rat ing 0 de.,ogr.-gat Ion plan.

w1.11. t t.ore ma.: oxi ..t .orrto tin; 1 tcat ion in sorvic,.... provid...1 th, : do tild..0d
r. d nt t .; tit prvgrams, tign.i I pr,srarn.. hay.- t ran,.
tort. I t lit I. VII ',IlIngual 1.regram in nil; will en-turo that t- re It:
tit I. ; . I rut...-. t t uturo.

Nagnet : ui '1111.tt bin

"r . II. 1.; kupw, tt,e I.p. Ant,.' ;tine. iu.irig tt
t-r tue. t it-as int mt.I Ian, 0 yi do-groga F. der it motile-

in,. -.; itt it 1. hirt-t..-.1 for ov:iluat to,, t magnot . in t i,. i i- . thole
on-:, raw!, ol t!..1t. Angole

Y. ri,t ` oiiotott f o .11 ve.ir I AA
,t Pit 0 .e I. -;.1.11 in. th \Ng,- 1. itI t!..t 0

`"! 11 . "al.1 kit tor t .,_al !..11 l I 1 hat .1

. ' : I ... yr,/e. . tr I.... n. :ninon I. :J. lip ..ort,Itmant I t

. . r ,-r ;- ot t pi; nu,tt n.
I N: I A. . vott t deo., :. tut. pt. . t-t t .t, mit

. .t .1 . . I..t.11 i....11 . !Ia... I. Ant, .1 ole I.. It
. I ''.. .- 1.,e(71 1 IxII.' 111-1 itl.wv.I1 Ion In ...It

I..:. .1 .1; . 1:1.1 I, i t itt I I ; t..;1
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Each grant... mw.f Acgelop and impiement a
progednre whereby their project is shared

with ot',er distriits in their geographie area. This program bas an

'information sharing network across the country
involving sghoois experiencing the

sWrIV tVpC4 of academic difficultie...

Training and Advisoty Services

Mr. Ruyhai. For the record, please lfst the r,cipien., of 'draining .Pr4 Advisory

wrvi(ei awards in Region TX (Page liii - hi.olf,fratioos).

Dr. Boyer. Ttaining and Advisory Servi.7e awards for 1,118 are II..ted below:

Deaegsylation Assktan.rn.Cyotl:
Race: Far West Laboratory for Educational Development

Long Beach, Califcrnia
Sex: california State University at Fullerton

Fsilerton, California
National Origin: San Diego State University Found:.tion

San Diego, California

State Fglqc-.4tt9nal_2(luncly9:

Race: California Stat.: bopartment of Education

3ex: California Butte Departm.nt of Edukation

National Origin: California Srate Department of Edtication

tee: California P.ate University rit.horthridge

California State Univekity at Los Angeles

California State University at Fullrton

University of Callfornia at Berkeley

!1/4.4°.91:_ir :

';ex: Sarvimento Clt7 Unif'vd S(hool District, California

Sto.kton vniffed S.hool District, California

Board of TruNtes Laguna, Salada School District, California

'jail Digo Unlfind S.hool
District, California

Emery Unified SOluol District, Calif( nia

Chino Unified School Di-.trict, California

Whi,man SchJol Di,trict, California
Novat'o Unified School District, Californio

an loan Unified S.houl C:Affornfa

Berkeley Unified S(hool Nistri(t, California

f (Dis.r,tionary grant, to UA, for lud (lgtioltal origin

desegregation)

Ka.e: ..eluola Union High '..hool District, ialifornia

Mr. 1,19 V011 I h.i %or. Mont.., will I. qn,nt on ,,x

:,gr gat; in ;two, , 1 nat on.1 I origin d e t h.iv, 1 T....It/on,

; t 1., 1,0 it r in - 1.3 I, a a prior 11 v

'II ra

0
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Dr, Royel. Ka., deseghgatinn is the highest priority of Title IV of the Civil
Rights Aft. as is clearly irditated bv the history of the program and the projected
spending plan.

One must bear in mind that when we speak oi race desegregation, this trrm
Int ludec the desegregation of national origin mimority children and staffs since
these groups are affected by race desegregation plans in the same manner blacks and
wnites are. A. a result, assistance is given to national origin minorities through
race desegregation programs to ihe txtent they are faced with the same problems. It
is recognized, however, that national origin minority children ai faced with yet an
Idditional problemdiscrimination on the hasts of language. Fot t. .t reason funds
ar- available to address that one particular form of discriminatine tether the
problem arises in connection with or independent of race (or sex) desegregation.
Contrasting the projected spending for national origin and sex, the difference
between the two is 5159,000, with a significantiv greater increase going to national
origin desegregation under the proposed spending plan. Fincliy, it shouldbenoted that the
hinds aim:table for sex desegregation are potentially available to every school dls-
trht in trio Nation, whereas ttn fonds for national origin desegregation focus only
on those districts that have national orLglii minority

Mr. Royh.:l. Why are no mollies allo,ated to "Institutes" tinder national origin
desegregation?

Dr. Hover. Nu tunds have twill ailocAtud to Training Institutes for national
origin desegiegation tor two-reasons. National origin training tirongh heeitutes
et higter ed,,,atien tot, be.ti and t4 3va1 lable through Title VII of the Elementary ahd
'o.tondari Fdq,atton Art, with a greater amount of funds than is r,rofectv0 to be
availahle ter th. entire national ovigid dcwgrvgatton program projetted under Title
IV of tho :v1I kughts Act. In Addltioh. givun thc limited hinds that win ho

,vvn with .13 ItOrod4O tO $ll.1, million, w. te!ieve
nat tonal .cr. 4 4,,ogrrgdt r,,i .14n, - lh ht. provided most et feet iv, ly through
arr sogement s .:t, I4'0 diVi O, ! car&,.

Inv just i ficat ion of t Depart ment fol lows: I
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Appr"priatInn Estimate

Emergency Srhool Aid

for cztrving out t it le IV of the Civil kight A. ii luh4 and t he Emerge..

sc haol Aid A. t , $341 .350,000 : . cif !..,J:": 1'

;art oqrstph : ae,t !nn ef,4, h ' ithteej-1,;/ h A. I A...! .1. Prouvinri, that t he

Assi stant Sek ret ars,. in awarding t unds c.c.der this program. shal I not give less

f avorable on slit. rat. icn .t o the applt at ion edit at tonal agen y whit h has

vnluntarl I v Adopted 4 plan qua lit it'd tir assi sta... e under this tit le Chan t n I he

appli,aiinn of a i0,ai agent,/ ha, been legally required to adopt
/au, b a plan. '

Fxplattat lc..n of Language ,hanges

Fmergenc y S. honl Aid Ac t lar.guaar tequi res that Magnet 9. h",:s Pat t ingand Neutral S:t Sc hoot a. t'st t es and Educat tonal Tel. vi s,..- and kadi t I vi -
t tes ii. I ve a set per, e t he t ct al amount appropriated under t he A t .
El tarnat to, of tl.at reqn Is proposed and a rsq .trement tel at tug
the pert ettt age set -aside t-c, the Arnow,: appropr wider Spec ia I Programs attdProp, ta ts prcvided tor tnar

The Emergent y S. him{ Aid Al t al 1:.: ,ssIst t dist rIt t s implement tug I t
ourt order ed . : dry d....egregat ion pla.1.. The lang have proposed 1.r,delet I., Is i epeated t P.I . QS-Sol , wh i h au, bor i zes t he Frile.ge.n y it, hop! A: i

A, 1 thr- ugh si al yer I I ; onsequen!ly . this ap?ropr tat t tn languaRe ha'.
ef trc t on the -pordt s pc..gram



Language Provision --

not wtthst,anding the provisions of

paragraph of section 6041b) of the
Frnergenry School Aid Act

--4-
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Explanat ion

T1, Erpergen.y C,,h0,q Aid A,t, as
reauth tzed Ly Pub: IC Law WI -St)! , t

the set -asides r Magnet Schools, Pa i r-
a,' Ne.i al Site Si hoots t ivi

F ^ if .....hVISt on 144 Padi. e -

It t." t 11 em met Aupr r :al . !
.ircier the A A set -.tde ."J pi I, 0.,
it sums appropriated under the A. t is t

be reserved for Magnet Schools, Pairing,
Neutral Site Schools t ivit les .inci

similar set -aside ot 7 percent is required
tor F.ducat tonal Television and Radio t -

%eft fe, This budget proposes to tie the
set -easide percentages for these acrivit LOS
t 0 the amount appropriated under Spec tal
Programs and Projects. rather than appro-
priated under the A. t is a whole. Sueh a

change ts proposed because those amounts
which would be *veil fable without the lan-
guage provision are excessive and could
not be spent et f ectively Furthermore,
in,uf ficient funds would remain for assis-
tance to newly desegregating or needy
dist rict s. This apperirs consistent i.ith
Congressional intent under the authorizing



Appropriation

218

Areemts Availahly tr nhltpitt,

Comparat:ve transfer to:

-F.;"meqtAry 4w1 Scr.mhirv
Skill% Improvement ) Inr tipv.iai Maihem,01_
progrartPunder Spectai Programs 4n4

"Elementary and Se.o.dary Ed1,4ti.n- (Bilingual
Edwarioni for ESAA biltngual de,egtegatf,n
progra6

1474

1341,1',00100

?5»:Onn

Subtotal, h-pdget authority 1120lon,ono

1..140, obligations

1480

$1c4,100,C00

154,100,000
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nrnn r .f

1979 Est imated budget authority
S 112 0)00 000

1980 Eat irnared b..dget authority
Net -hange .

. 22,141,0no

In, rease.
rogram:
1. Spec 141 Programs and l'r Jo . t s ii. . ii 1.

t or a s. ret 1.inary i. to .4ak.. two!.
table to needy dosegrega lug t ,

thrnughnut 1:he year, , rather than af ter a
single , losing date

2. Spe.. tat Programs and ProjectsInc rease
rf- emergency spec prolei-f s whi..h pro-

vide funding for new deyegregat ion or
unmet needs ot recent ly implemnted
desegregat ion

. s 5 ,C.,10

$52,2100)00 18,'04,0o0

1. Spec ial Programs and Project reased
f..nding f or State agencies providing
t hni al assistance and training to dEas

developing nr Implemebt ;ng voluntary
desegreget Ion plans and for State act tut -
r tes rei yeti to pt....ling f or the implerneo-
f ar of vol.intary desegregation plans ... ,C00,n0A

4. Spt, a ' Pr -grams and Pro).- t s--Itt. teased

t .1,1; Ig %pr. tat pr.. Ie. I..., h

41 lpe.ial Arts And stu4...it .01n ores ;

Sp, . at IsrnRramt and Pro je in.. tinting st

n a; c.f.i.. ft iona ag.nn.ies wit I h

are devel Ting a pia.. nt desegf egat ion

; tiler .iirtrartiy by dire, t in of a

..drt ar.. made n,
o.tly t.asi5

b Fs. I. .., tal t sr

S h.n.: .; r:'.g: t.'1 N.":"Irat

N , ! t

it t .r ' '

; ti 7 I g 4! rI h

I .

l . , '

cdt
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1979 Race Change f rom Basel

10. Trairu.ng and Advisory Srvi, es--in cease in
local educat tonal agency and State edura-
tional agency awards for sex desegregat ion

ivit1e5 $ 1,650,000 .8 2,000,000

Total reases 54 , S50,000

Del reases
Program:
1. Spec 141 Pr..grams and Pro je( t s--Fol low the

chi Id pr,je. ts will not be tunded sena -
rat e 1 y but vhool districts can build valid
Follow the child activities into their
Basic grant appl teat Ions 1,000,000 - 3,000,0110

2 Grant s to Nonprof tt Organl zat ions --reduc t ion
It $2.2 mi 1 I ion In Grant s to nonprot ft
nrran I zat ions ot ..aloned by decrease In
aat hot lut ion level 17.200.IXX) 2.200.ono

I. Pi lot l'rograms--e iminat ion I this at rgory
of awards is based on the Educat ion Anend-
merit of 1978 which delete this program
tr..m ESA/. 32,250,000 - 12.2S0,000

Total de. reases - 17,450.000

Net change.... 12 .100 0100

F) 5
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Budget Authority by evtivItY

1474

Estimate

1980

Esttmate

Increase or
Decrease

1. Emergency Achool aid:

a. General gra,ts to lliAs $: t, 11.11

b. Special programs and proie,i-

e. Magnet schools; pairing; neutral

1u,250,A00 v5,769,000 26.519,000

site school% 25.000,000 35.209.000 10,209,000

d. Grants to nonprofit organizns. 17.200,000 15.000,000 2,200,000

C. Educational television and radio 6,450,000 '9,858,000 1,408,600

I. Evaluation 2,900,0(30 2.964,000 64,000

g. Pilot programs 32.250.000 32_1250,000

Subtotal 290,650,000 296,400,000 5:750,000

2. Training and advisory services (Civil
Rights Act - Title IV) 41 350k000 57,700,000. 16,350,000

Total budget authority 332,u00,000 354,100,000 22,100,000

Budget Authority by Objece

1979

Estimate Estimate

Inrrease or
Decrease

Other ller,p
Prule:t onrracts $ 34,100,000 $ 34,100,000

Grant4, subsidies, and ,ontrthot, ,ns 297,100.000 320,000,000 .$22,100,000

Trsta: budget auth,rity by ,hje.r 332,0C1.000 354,100,000 22,100,000

56
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-----781ellficant Items ln House and Senile
Appropriations COmmittee Reports

Item

1979 Senate Report

Special Promrams and Projects

1. The Committee directed that, in 1979
funds be awarded to newly applying
school districts in amounts and under
terms equitabla to those districts
already receiving such assistance.

2. The Committee expects that if the
amount appropriated for Emergency
Special Projects in fiocal year 1979
is less than the total amount pro-
vided for this program when the funds
included in tha fiscal year 1978
urgent supplemental appropriations
bill are filagree) in, the Department
will monitor tlie rat, of new applica-
tions, awl, if necessary, submit a
supplemental request to continue
funding for major desegregation pro-
grams that are in need of these furds.

3. The Committee urges an increase in
the amount allocated to Project SEED,
to ellow for its further expansion.

..

Action taken of to be takeq

All applications, new and contin
uing, are reviewed by a panel of
experts who use the same criteria
4sainst which to evaluate pro-
posed projects. No preterence is
given to new or continuation
applicantS.

2. The 1979 Emergency Special Pro-
jects appropriation is $52.25
million This is $2.25 million
more than was appropriated in the
total of the 1978 regular dnd
,upplemental appropriations for
Emergoncy Special Projects.

4

3. The special Mathemati,s
for which Project SFED applies is
competitive program and Project

SEED is only one of several appli-
Lants each year. However, In
addition to its Special Mathema
tics Project application, Project
SEED applies as a nonprofit organ-
iratton (NPO) under the State
Apportioned Grants to NPOs pro-
gram and has often competed
successfully for such awarsis. In

the past, Project SEED has
received funding for projects in
Boston, Los Angeles, and Atlanta.

Special Mathematics Projects are
tranaferred to Basic Skills Improve-
ment in 1980.
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Authorizing Legislitio-ii77.

1979 1980

Amount 1979 Amount 1980

Authorized Estimate Authorized Estimate 1

Emergency School Aid:

1. Emergency School Aid

Act:

a. General grants to
LEAs (ESAA, Sec.
606(a)) $748.800.000 Cs7,h00,000

b. Special programs

c
pairing; neutral
site schools (Sec.
608(a)(l),(2),(3)). 50,000.o.1: :5,000,0001-I'

d. Grants to nonpro-
fit ntganizations
(Se. . 608(6)) 43,600,000 17,200,000

C. Educational tele-
vision and radio
(Se:. 611) 5/ 16,350,000 6,450,000

t. Evaluation Met-.
613) 5,450,000 2,900,000

and projects (Sec
806(a))

Magnet schools;

27,250,000-
2/

100,000,000-

3/
10,000,000-

4/
59,25( .000-

R. Woe programs (not
author(zld in 1980) 81,750,000 32,250,0Q0

h. Bilingual ducation
(Se- . 608(8)) 21 800,000

-01-iTunded authorizations:

Follow the child (Sec.
60401(1» 3,500,000

Metropolitan area pro-
jects (Sec. 609)
Racially isolated school
districts (Sec. 1522,
P.L. 95-561) 10/

2. Training and Advisory
Servi,es (GRA 1964,

Title IV) Indefinite

Total BA ,

Total BA Against DetinIte
Authorizations 698,500,000

1
Anthortzed 0r basic authorization (Section 704(a) in 1979) for all ESAA programs.

Aothnrized separately in ESAA, (Section 704(c) in 1978) , and extended under GEPA

tor 1179.
ir Requested under ESAA, Section 704( 4).

4 R.-plc...Ted ander ESAA, S -lion 7040 ), as extended under CEPA for 1979.

Rath, A ,i4ity effective in 1980.
Repealed by Puhli Law 95-561,

7 Not aatharfred separately in Public Law 95-561.

A Transferred tr. Title VII, ESEA.

7- "4 .ndel a. part of Sperial Programs 3nd Projc,ti.

I. sla I., 'adel fn Fmerg.ncy S,hool Aid 4,1; pla,ed in this se-fion for display

$155,000,000 $137,600,000

245,000,000 95,769,006

74.100,000 35,209.000

15,000,000 15,000,000

20,748,000 9,858,000

2,964,000 2,964,000

--- 61

7/- --- 8/

9/
3,000,000- 7.250,000

9/

1,200,000

41 350,0010 Indefinite 57,700,000

332,000.000 354.100,000

290,650,000 521,262,000 296,400,000
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1970

1971

1972

1973

19171

1975

1976

Transition Quarter

1977

1978

1979

1980
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Emergency Scholl-AM

Budget
Estimate
to Con ress

$27,150,000

166,200,000

66,602,003

469,706,000

260,662.000

100,950.000

100,950,000

325,000

240,350,000

,265,350,000

323050,006

354,100,000

House
Allowance

$15,500,000

/
16.000,000-

2

86,602.000

2/

251 235,000

2/
26,700.000-

217.950 ,000

3,325,000

210,35 0,000

2135,350,000

318,650,000

Senate
Allowance Appropriation:

$22,150,000 $17,000,000

163,000,000 86,900,000

86,602,000 86,602,000

261,424,000 261.523,000

253,235.000 253,235,000

26.700,0002/ 2
231,898,000-

/

261,808,000 262,350,000

3.325,C00 3.325.000

285,600,000 252,850,000

314,600.000 300450.0001

341 ,35 0 ,000 332 .000 .000

1/ Estimates, allowances and appropriation figures include only those activities
per year as indicated below;

1966-1970 - Training and Advisory Services (Title IV - Civil Rights Act)
1971-1972 - Training and Advisory.Services and Temporary Emergency

School AsStstence Program (ESxP1
1973 - Training an4 Advisory Services, ESA?. and the Emergency

School Aid Act (ESAA)
1974-1979 - Training and Advisory Serviees and ESAA

2/ In 1971, the HO'S. Allowance considered only Training and Advisory Services.
In 1973, the ESAA, ESA? and Title IV requests were not considered by the House.
In 1975, the ESAA desegregation assistance request was not considered by the
House or Senate, due to lack of authorising legislation; ESAA appropriation was
provided for under the second supplemental.
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Just ifirat fon

Emergency School Aid

(979 1980 increase or

Estimate Estimate Decrease

I. Emerven,y s.hool aid:

a. General grants to LEA, . s $600,000
b. Spe,ial programs .1,1 10 1: '

1'9,Z50,000 95,769,300 26,51°,000

c. Magnet schools; pairieg: ne,ttal
site schools 2s,00n,o00 15,209,000 l0,209000

I. ',rants to nonprofit :rganizatt,ns 1/,!jOom 15,000,000 - 2,200,000 '

r. Edwational tolevisiee And radio 6,4sn,010 9,AS8,000 3,40,000

:. Evaluation
;,.quil Mir) 2,964,000 64,000

g. Pilot programs,. - 32,250,000

Subtotal 246,400.000 5,750,000

2. Training AJvisory servi(es t'livtl

Rights A,t - Title IV) 41,150,000 ;7,700 OCO 16,350,000

'fatal budget authority 332,000,000 154,100,000 22,100.000

General Statement

ln the 2'. years since th- Brown v. Board of Education landmark decision on

edwationa: equity, it has become increasingly evident tnit the work of desegrega-

tioe Is , mplete; that desegregation is Still A nett nal agenda; that pressing

desegregati , needs are still unmet. Although the Federal role has chanped since

the beginning of Federal desegregation assistance in 1965, it has always been A

ml tat fa.tor in the harmoniouc implementation of desegregation plans. The need

now is t
the development of comprehensive plans, implemel.ted on an orderly, well-

reas-ned s.heds,le, and for encouragement of voluntary plans iesigned to eliminate

minority grour isolatik.^. This reyuires Adequate fins:, la resources and the flex-

ibility for Federal officials to respond to emergency nead.. .:nickly. To maximize

the Otihe of Education's ability to respond to pressing desegregation needs in

timely fashion, the 1980 Emmrgency Schoel Aid budget propose% to increase the 'lexi-

htlity 1,1 borhlthe Emergency School Aid Act (which now fro.orpirates the Education

Amendments a 194R)and Title IV, ('.RA progiams. Such flexibility is increased in two

cigni'f.ant -tays: 11 through a s bscantially increased request for funds to s:hool

b,ards ior rent and national origin desegregation in Title IV, CRA; and 7) through

the .reari.n of a companion discretionary wcouet in ,lpecial Programs and Protects

onder the Emergenty S,hoc.1 Aid Att. The request tor increased funding in combina-

,ith the Education Amendments .t :918 whi,h Iiitted the authorization for the

App.rti.snments, eliminated aurhorirati.n for Pilot Programs, transferred

Fdmerton to the ESEA appropriation and modified the Special Programs end

Pr ,1i I's rlvitY to provide additionai authority wit; assist the Administration's

ett rs !- lesegregari.n. Mat,r mbio,rives for h.gh em. Emergency School Aid Act

I Tfrle IV, '711a.programs are.

t vt-mete deyegrexit;on hy provtOing assl%tan,e to lwal edwatinnal

age,. te% wht h are iesegregatlea as 4 r'".olt of 4 ear: order, rttle vi require-

1.'10 y,hintiiry 4 tl,%:

-.1era! lecegrestatinn , n! newly deiegregAtIng 1151r1..l.: at the

:me :le/ 0,1'..r the initial, .0stly stages it the desegregation prc,e,g;

r .. t egA t.nn t tit ,A);1 variet y p! ,Ar4ms 'pre -Implement-

I. e iw.ar 1, t igell I "... tragto.t
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to provide some long-term assistance to districts past the irttial implementation
stage. but continuing to experience second-generation problems (Grants to LEW;

to promote the development of comprehensive, well-reasoned desegregation plane by
approving grants to school districts for more than one year, if appropristions
Are available. This allows districts to plan far in advenae of each year's
activities and to map carefully the progression of the desegregation procese;

to corcentrate Title IV assistance for race and national origin desegregation on
the early stages of the desegregation process, by assigning priority to school
districts fn the first years of implementing desegregation plans; and

tn continue and further expand an emphasis on educational equity for women by
providing grants for activit'es designed to identify, prevent and eliminate sex
discrimination.

The 1980 budget request provides S296,400,000 (ur the Emcrg..uy School Aid ect and
$57.700,000 !or Title IV, CRA (referred to in this budget request as Traini.4 sd
Advisory Services). Under the Emergency School Aid Act, awards will be made t

local educational Agencies, State agencies and nonprofit organizations for desegre-
gation-related activities. Monies will be &pent for the two basic purposes remaining
in the Emergency School Atd Act, after reauthorization by Public Law 95-561! It to
meet educational needs incident to elementary and/or secondary school desegregation;

rend 2) to encourage voluntary elimination of minority group isolation in elementary
and secondary schools.

Mejor cateeorieS of awards include educational television and radio; magnet schools,
Wring end neutrml ite schools; grants to local educational egencies; grants to
nonprofit organAzatione; evaluation; and special programs and projects. The latter
category is further divided into "oeher" special projects (inc)uding categories such
as special arta' and student concerns, etc.), pm-implementation awards, grantt to
State agencies for activities rlated to voluntary desegregation, grants to local
educational magnetos, emergency special projects, and discretionary grants to local
ducational agenciee. Both categories of grants to local educetional agencies will
be new in 1980, on group of awards being avatleble to local educatInnal agenci,
which ere developing new desegregation plans, and the other beina availahle to incal
educational agencies needing implementation assistance immediately. These awards
for implementation assistance can be made throughouq the year, as needs arise. Both
of these categories are an inteeral pert of the lc8i strategy to encourage new and
voluntary desegregation.

A significant expansion of emergency special projects is proposed elito En allow
adequate fundine of out-of-cycle court orders and substantial masistance for school
districts with unmet desegregation needs. Another desegregation tool which 18 parti-
culerly useful for voluntary desegregation is the magnet schools program. An
incre se of 810.2 million over the IAN level is requested. To expand even beyond
the promotion of deseeregation and towards integration, award+ for educational tele-
vision and radio programming will be Available. The radio component will be new in
1980; an amount up to ten percent of the total television and radio amount can be
spent for radio programming.

This budget proposes rn change the language requiring educational television and
radio and magnet schools to be funded at a percentage of the total ESAA appropria-
tion to a percentage of the Special Programs and Projects amount. This appears ror .

eistent with Congressional intent in the uthoriming language.

The Training and Ad isory Services request reflects the increesed emphssis on dire,t
grants to ;cal educational agencies begun in Herat yeat 1978. A total of 43 per-
cent of th Training end Advisory Services request is earmarked for discretinnerv
school board grants for race and national origin deileerepation. The remaining
amount is divided by desegreast assistence centers. State educational agen.ips .
training insrltutes, end local ,etionel agencies seeking sex desegregatinn awards.

91
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OT the $16.35 million increase
requested tn 1980, $2 million is tor grants to local

educational agencies end State educational agencies for sex desegregation activities,

and $14.35 million for discretionary school board grants for race and national

origin.

In summaTy. the 1980 budget contains $22.1 million in new budget authority, but

because the Education Amendments of 1978 zepeal the authorization for Pilot Projects

(-3)2.2 million) and reduce the authorization for'Grants to Nonprofit Organizations

from $17.2 million to $15 million (-$2.2 million), an additional $34.4 million is

available f r activities under Special Programs and Prolects, the most flexible

authority in the Emergency School Aid A f. These funds will be targeted on new end

voluntary desegregation.
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1. Emergency School Aid Act! a. General Grant-. to Local Educational Agencies
(Emergency'School Aid Act, Section 605(a))

1979 Estimate 1980
Budget Budget Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorization Pos. Authority Decrease

68 $137,600,000 $155,000,000

Purpo ,. and method of operations

he $13) .600,000

To mee the spe'ial neas incident t- the elimination of minority group segregation
4nd cits.rimination among students ant ti.nIty in lementary 4nd secondary schools,
and to encourage the voluntary elimination, reduction or prevention of minority
group isolation in elementary and .chuols with ,nbstential proportions of
minority group students, awards are made to local edniari,nal agencies (LEAs). These
funds are apporri.ned to the States on the basis of their minority children aged
5-17. Dollars per State are determined by providing each State with a minimum allo-
cation of $75,000 and then adding en amount which bear, the same ratio to the sums
available as the ratio of the State's school-aged chillren to the total number of
children in the Nation. No State shall be Apportioned less than $100,000. While
funds are apportioned to States, LEAs must apply directly to the U.S. Office (It

Education for funds. Consequently, LEAs compete against other LEAs in their StAte
for the amo-nt of the State's apportionment. Applications are Judged by a panel of
experts composed of professional educators and -ommunity parti,ipants who havr spe-
cial expertise in dealing with school desegregation.

1980 budget policy

To provide assistance to school saistricts which may be beyond the initial stages of
the desegregation process, but wh ch have ongoing desegregation-related needs.grants
are made to local educational agencies through A formu:a based on minority. school-
aged children. General Grants to Local Educational Agencies is the only State-
apportioned activity under the Emergency School Aid Act in 1980. In order to meet
educational needs that Arise from the development.of or the implementation of a

desegregation plan. LEAs may implement activities, in,luding, but not limited to, the
provision of additional staff mambers for plan implementatinn,,acquisition of new
cnirricula, innovative educational activities, and community relations ctivities.
Evaluations have indicated that hunin relations-type sCtivitieS ere mote effective
than remedial/instruction activities; consequently these endeavors will be stressed
in both 1979 and 1980.

The fund: rg level of $137,600,000 for 1980 will h! the same as 1979, and the number
of award, vill remain at approximately 430. Average award size will be 8320,000.
The funding level for this program is held constant because this program is no longer
expected to serve as a primary source ot desegregation assistance. While this pro-
gram can most definitely provide si ficant financial assistance to districts
experiencing second-generation des .aation problems, it is not intended to provide
the magnitude of fundin,, necessary far those school districts Just entering the
critical, costly first stage of the desegregation prcuess. Special Programs end
ProJe.ts are intended co be the primary vehicle for serving this initial desegrega-
tion function; consequently. General Grants to Local Educeticnal Agencies :an serve
as the maintenance-level integration assistance tool.

2ij
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1. Emergen,v School Aid Act b.. cpectal Programs anti Projects

(Emerge..y School Aid Art , Section 1c118(10)

1979 Estimate
Budget

Pos. Authority

1980 .

Budget

Authotirationj _Pos. Authority

Increase or

_11.ec r ease_

I/
6 $69,250,000 $245,000,000 10 Sq5,269,000 c$26,5l9,000

1/ 'lois amount. Is %howic epic Ill putpses only. An amount of $750,000 was

appropriated :or Spe,ial Mathematt,s
projects. but since these projects are

transferred to Elementary and Secondary
Education. Basic Skills Improvement In

i980, the reduced authority tor 1974 is show..

2
This authorization oi $24`,.0o0.000 .% also the authority cited for Mago, School%

Patrtng, and Neutral Site S hi and Fducall-e1 Television and Radio. the

total requested against this iuth.:::atio. c. $160,81C,.10o.

Purpoie and method of arrettons

To cooduct special programs which will make suhstanti, progpss towards eliminating

or preventing minority group
isolation and improving tl-e quality of edocation.

grants and contracts are made to State and local rdcnational agencies, and other

nonprofit agencies and organizations.
These awards fund A wide variety of activi-

fieS, including special arts, Student concerns, pre-Implementation activities, State

educational agency incentive grants,
and emergency special project awards for

especially needy school distrtfts. Applications are ieviewed cpcording to criteria

established for each category of
desegregation activi/v and awards &re made as a

result of a national competition in all categories ex, pi' ono. In this expected

discretionary account. fooded for the first time In 1980. applications will be

judged According to criteria relating the proposed proje t to the purposes of the

Emergency School Aid Act, but they will not be rated against other similar applica-

tions. In an effort to provide timely emergency
arSi5ta.e, these awards will be

made throughout the year as needs arise. Some awards rndy he approved for project

periods of up to five years, but yearly funding will he contingent upon availability

of funds, OCR Title VI clearance, and success in meeting the stated goals of the

project. Applications ere judged by panel of experts composed ot professional

educators and cohmonity participants who have special xpertise in dealing with

school desegregation.

1980 budget policy

Tc emphasize new desegregation and to encourage voluntary desegregerion, Specie)

Programs and Projects awards In 19P-) will he targeted on districts planning for or

implementing new or recent desegregation plans. Major increases are p-opoped

because of the flexibility
available to assist districts at the time they require

assistance and with t hp types of s s I st anc e they most need. Asa ermine of maximizing

the Office of Education's ability to respond quickly and with significant financial

resources. new discretionary account to assist districts needing immediate assis-

tance is planned.
Approximately $5 million is reserved for these purposes.

A wide variety of types of projects will be supported,
recogniring the diveyee needs

of districts and the different types of assistance needed in different stages of the

desegregation process. Funding for Special Programs and Projects categories

include: 1) "other special projects- such as student ConcernS, special &its, and

nt erdi strict transfers
(S12 million); 2) pre-implementation

assistance for school

districts having n ordered or pp roved plan which has not yet been implemented ($2

miicion): 3) emereenry special
projects (or districts receiving out- of cycle court

ocders or having severe unmet
needs ($70 million); and 4) State educational agency

swards to encourage SEAs to play s
larger role in the planning and implementation nt
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voluntary desegregation ($4 million). In addition to these activities and the
discretionary account mentioned above, there will be a new category of LEA planninggrants for school districts developing

a Rlan of desegregation, either as Issued by
a coutt or as undertaken voluntarily ($2 million).

While they aru separate funding
categories. all of these activities are designed to assist school districts just
entering the initial, costly stages of the desegregation process.

Two changes from 1979 are proposed: 11 Nn Follow tie hild prolects will be funded
separately in 1980. Districts can. ; build such ..ompensetory edacat(on
services into their Genera! ri t t Lfss application and receive funding throughthat mechanism; and 2) S.s..ai Mathematics projects (under "other special projects"
in MC are transferred to Elementary

snd Secondary Fdwation, Basic Skills
Improve rent. in 1980.

I)_ {. 1-.11
(IJIlars In Thousands I

19)8 1979 1980

1. "Other" special projects $10,000 $10,000 $12.000

2. Emergency special projects 50,000-
2/

52,250 70,769

3. LEA planning grants
2.0001!

4. SEA Incentive awards
2,000 6.000

5. Pre-implementation awards 2,000 2,000 2,000

2,6. Follow the child 13,500- 3,000 ---3/

7. Discretionary assistance --- 5 000

Total.
75,750 69,250 95,769

1/ Authorised for the first time in 1960.
2/ Some of these funds were

reprogrammed into other Special Programs end Projectsactivities.
1/ While no separate awe s for Follow the Child activities will be made, districtsmay build sash act tie into their Basic Grant applications.
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Emergency School Aid A.t c. ?soignee Schools; Pairing; Neutral Site Schools

(Emergency School Aid Act, Sect; .n 60860(1). (2), and (3))

1979 Estimate 1980

budget Budget Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorization Pos. Authority Decrease

$23,000,000 174,100,000 4 $35,209,000 .$10,209,000

Purpose and method of operations

To assist school districts with sneLial programs and projects designed to eliminats,

redwe or prevent minority school isolation, fonds are made available for three types

of projects. These include: I) the planning for. design of, and conduct ofprograms

in magnet schools, 21 the wring of schools and programs with institutions of higher

education and with businesses; and 3) the development of plans for neutral site

.chools. Awards are made to local educational agencies or combinations of such

agencies tor any combination of authorized activities. This program is operated as

a national competition program. In 1480, as a result of the Education Amendments of

1978 (P.L. 95-361), An application for this program may cover a period of from one

to five years. Funding will cover one year of operation with added years dependent

upon availability of funds and successful performance. Applications are judged by a

panel experts composed of professional educators and community participants who

have special expertise in dealing with school desegregation.

1980 budget_policy

To encoorage voluntary desegregation by attracting students other than those living

in the surrounding community to a particular school, magnet schools are supported.

These schools, through offerings of specialized curricula not generally available,

are often used as means of attracting a variety of students to desegregated schools

they would not otherwise attend. Each schools not only offer innovative curricula,

but do so in an integrated setting.
Another activity often related to magnet schools

is the pairing of programs and schools with institutions of higher education andwith

businesses; these activities are also funded. Finally, funds are available for the

dgvelopment of plans for neutral site schools which are geographically located So 45

to Ilm attractive and accessible to students from many ditterent living areas.

A recent evaluation of the Emergency School Aid Act magnet school program ! licates

t at magnet schools appear to have Some success in establishing themselves as dese-

g gates: schoo's, and also that they are An effective tool in helping to improve

c4anunity attitudes toward desegregation. Additionally. this stody reports that the

mott critical strategy used by districts in the si.ccessful implementation of magnet

schools is cafeful and comprehensive planning. In order to allow such comprehensive

planning and kilo to expand funding for districts
already operating large numbers of

magnst schooVs. an increase of $10.2 million over the 1979 level is requested. In

1979. $23 million is available for magnet schools, pairing activities, nd the

development :of plans fot neutral site schools.
Approximately 42 awards will be made.

Average awadd size for magnet and pairing activity grants will be $750,000: average

award size tlor neutral site schools planning grants will be $100,000. In 1980,

increased emphasis will be placed on activities pairing Schools with universities

4sd colleges and businesses. Awards for 1980 are expected to be approximately the

.uarne sig. as in 1979, and the number of awards is expected to be approximately %7.
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History of Magnet School Funds
1977 1980

Appropriation Awards

1977 $ 7,500,000 14
.197e 20,000,000 39
1079 25,000,000 42
198o 35.209,000 57
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Emergemy School Aid Att ! d. 0raots to Nonplofit Organizatinna
tEmerg,rny Schuol Afd Avi Sectfoo 08(b),

qty.. E.t intate_
Is t

12 . Authority

$17.200.000

INA°

Aothorfratinu pos.

r...eos, and method opvratio.s

. .

lit: /pet In, reace or

no(rea.;d.

915,(1000100 41.200,000

1.0 Progr4mc s'1).".rtive , to,rratt, and g ants

41. M4ti, to 4.1 1.11i0.,,,ft,,,ns. Award-. are agallahle

101 t 1,01 t de.a gut. d to .11.v out pl. r.iins . I htippot t t he di, vet opr-

ii cmui..m,utatio ol A qualifying desegregation pl4e. urgai,lzations must

',IdI rdu, atinnal agentie, whi,h are implem, ti,g a qualifying desegrega-

r,.. pl,, ivi,g pqAA assisfaine. gvginning in I Qii 1,proval for prnivct prrindi

." op to five years Lan br made. Applliations 4re fudge.' hy a paOrf Of plcitcrf, com-

posvd professional educators and community participant, who have spetIal expertise

I. JraIlng with school desegregation.

The Edu.atioo Amendments of 1978 (P.L. 9S-5bl) remove Crams to Nonprofit

0rgaeizat1ons (NP01) trom the State apportionment progra, ander the Emergency

Aid Ait . i isequently. In 1980. grants will he awarded is the result of a natioea:

iompetition The authorization for this program for 198. .1 is S1' million. This

represents deirease of $2.2 million from the 1979 appropriati0.

All acts,ities must be designed to Support the LEA's implem,ntation nf d plan

described lo th, Central Grants to LEAs saition of the Emeraolmy School Aid A,f. I,

the past. such activities have incleded community relatif,ns programs, home-focused

programs tor children affected by the LEA's plan, culrural e"cichment program,. iunn-

vative interracial educational enrithment ctiwities, and supplemental remedial

services to students. Preparation of children and parents tor desegregation has been

one ot the most eftective efforts of nonprofit organization,. A recent evaluation

of ESAA nonprofit organizations indicated that community relations and desegregation

monitoring may he more effective ortivities for NPOs to undertake than the education

service acttwities performed in the past. Another finding is that NPOs should target

their activities more specifically to the host LEA's particular stage of the desegre-

gation process. These evaluation date and others will be considered as NPO appli,d-

tions are reviewed in 1980. The average award for both 197q and 1980 is expected to

he approximately $86,000, but because the authorization level, end consequently the

190 budget request. is $2.2 million less than in 1979. fewer awards will he made.. in

1980 than 1979. The number of awards in 1979 will be approximately 200.

4)
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1. Emergency School Aid A. e. F4ucational Television and Radio
(Emergency School Aid Act, Section 611)

lqlq EstimAre 1980
Budget Budgii Increase or

Pus. Author-it/ Authorization_ Pos. AuthoilTty .Tease

1 $h,450,000
1 $9,11S8.000

Purilo_Lcc and meLhod_ot .122_,c_.r at 1.2,

.41 408,000

T, improve the elle, ticeness dergt. eared ecie-at,. 4 regional or national
level. ,O.tra,ts and grant% arc awacdA t, publi- acd privato nonprofit agencies lor
the development and prod.!, t Ion 0! hildreo's trlr,g-.0ed television and radin program-
ming. Up to sesen percent of t(cy ESAA approprietinn is available for hoth television
and tacit., plogramming; of that total amount, a portinn. not to exceed ten percent .
shall bc used ' cr radio programming. This budget reincs'q seven percent of the
amount appropriated fur Special Program% and Projects ,inee a technical amendment
chanking the setcaside will he proposed.

There are separate regional and national telev'sion cerles competitions, and,
beginning in 1980. there will be a separate radio competition as well. Applifations
Are targeted toward only one category of award, and panels of non-governmental
txperts review the applications by published regulatory criteria. Awards arc Ala0,
after all applicants in a category are ranked-ordered. In addition to puhlished
regola,nrY criteria, appl(cants must meet four statut ry requirements I) the
geantee or contractor must employ members of minority gt-ops In developmeht. produc-
tion, and administrative staffs; 2) there must be an fssnrance of substantial artis-
it or educational significance In the development of prcluctlons; 1) modern
television And radio techniques of research and producti..o must be used; and 4)
effective procedures for evaluating educational and nther changes achieved by chil-
dren view'og the program must have been adopted.

19110 budget polity

r ensure viewership of quality, Integrated televise ,n series, emphasis in 100 will
he on enhancing school use and increasing home vie4ership nt ESAA-funded television
series. in past years. primary emphasis P,45 bee., plaeed on activities related tn
the development and production of television programmihg. While this emphasis will
continue in 1479 and 1980. promotion of viewership, within the contect of the auth-
,tizing statute will also be explored. The Education Amendments of 1918 authocize
radio programming in addition to teleeision programming beginning in fiscal year
1980. As in past years. television programming will be developed and produced for
reel onal and national series. National series are intended for nationwide utilisa-
tion; regional series are aimed at meeting the special needs of subgroups ofminorifY
groups which may be unique tn a part.c..lar geographic region. In 1979 there will be
(wo national series and five regio, eries awards. In 1980. two national series
and tont regiAnal television series cce anticipated, io additinn, up to live radio
programming swards are expe. ted.

i) r
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Emergency School Aid Act; f, Evaluation

(Emergency School Aid Act, Section filic

1'1,9 Estimate
Budget

Authori_u

198o

Authclrit.atio.

8,dget
Authority_

Increase or
De, tease

$2,900,00° $2,91',6,000 $2,41)4,000 404,000

Puri.:se and method ot oprritinns

T- Iptermine the Impact an.! ..tte Ilynnets .1( spe I I pi ,grams and pr-fects ed

with ',,d% apuropriated'undet the Emergemy 5chc,.I Aid Act, Section (nil auth-cire%

the AsRistAnt e retdry ti make grant and contract awar.ls to Slate educational age.,

cies, institutions nt highec ant private urganleations tor rvaluatio-

aAthorized programs. An amount up tn one percent nt funds appropriated .hdot

A, t is athorized for 'hese purposes. The scope nt w,rk tor evalAatin., awards no,-

ly ea, eeds t we!ve-montil period. Asord, are, dtupet it lee aril made or. rev I 1,4

! prap-sals submitted respo,se tc. a request tor piopc.sils, which detail% perfoe-

man," e4pe.(4tinns for the evaluation prnie..t.

To pt,vide :mpa,.t and effectiveness data necessary rr improve programmatic perfoi-

mance and t- make in.n4 management decisions, evaluat:ons of ESAA-funded and compar-

Ison non-FSAA A.hoolA are fu nded. These evaluations pr.vide at least two imp.,rtant

types of information tor local ESAA program managers. distriLt staif and Office of

Edwation it aft I the Impa.t of Federal financial assistance on local desegrega-

t,.. programs, and 2. analyceN of types ot activities which most activelY and

smonthly facilitate the local des,gregation ettert. This intormetion, when analyred

and translated into policy. allows the most eflective uSe of Federal desegregation

funds. Recent evaluot(uns (such 46 a study of ESAA program operations) have had

sohstantial impact un legislative pruposacs which were subsequently enscted A,

Edutation Amendments ot 1978. Proposed regulations for the public and private No.

profit Jrganitations program ot FSAA Ire being developed with active rnnsideratic,n

c.f the result ot a new evaluation report on 'he current program.

I. two new awards 4nd two competing continuations will be funded, In 197Q,

one les, toqr.paer stvdy will te4Mlne the rnle nt ESAA funding In bothpre-itaplemen-

torion and newly desegregating school dlitrirts, AA well as A study of the impact

of ESAA civil rights eligibility requirements and second generation school desegre-

geitio- pron..,ms. There also will he competing continuations ot earlier ESAA studies

on FSAA-tund. j human relations activities; parent involvement in ESAA and other

Federal education ptogramsi and the production, distribution and financing of ESAA

re:evision programs. Reports due in fiscal yea, 1980 include some ot the final

reports tor a study of ESAA hum4e relaiiuns programs and the parent involvemen.

study-
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A comparison af 1979 and 1980 funding levels follows:

CRA-Il/. 1980

(dollars in thousAnds)

1. Race Desegregation

.

19-79

1980
Estimate

SEA
4,500 $ 4.500

DM'
9,400 9,400

Institutes 3,000 1,000

Discretionary grants to school boards.. 2.950 17,950

Subtotal 24.850 34,850

2. National Origin Desegregation

SEA
1.500 1.500

DAC
3,150 3,150

Institutes
Dis,retIonary grants to sci boaros.. 2.150

Subtotal
7,000 11.350

1. Sex DesegregatIon
LEA 1,150 2.350

SEA 2,300 1,300

PAC 3,350 1.150

:nstitotes 2 500 2.500

Subtotal 9,500 11,500

Total, cRA-19
¶7,7CM

,
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EHERGE:WY SCHOOL AID

Grants to Local Educational Agencies

States or
Out ly ing Areas

1 )79-----------1981)
Apprnpriatio- Estimate

o

600,000 91 17..,..?00 000

1973
Appropriation

J15.5 4 36 79),..TOTAL
.

'___.

Alabama 4,684,400 4,022,019 4,011,695
Alaska 204,054 162,827 380, 301
Arizona 1,252,761 2,021, 292 2,026,16 7
Arkansas 2, 362,890 1,6 38,408 1,646,19 1
California 19,927, 32 7 17,889,700 1 7,774,026

Colorado 1,909,6 70 1,418,417 1,42 7,874
Connecticut 1,225,562 1,1 38,558 1,150,140
Delewate 704,212 408,923 426,048
Florida 6,008,415 5,662,2 74 5,6 39,489
Georgia 4,642,205 5,126,292 5,10 7,579

Hawaii 1,7 16,481 1,741,694 1,748,695--
Idaho --- 180,962 199,819
Illinois 6,660,214 7,410,988 7,374,919
Indiana 588,699 1,827,6 37 1,833,985
Iowa 289,836 259,395 277,657

Kansas 531,131 679,171 694,243
Kentucky 1,151,147 -982,952 995.716
Loulkiana 6,135,065 4,906,814 %,889,786
Maine --- 81,680 101,291
Maryland 3,346,614 1,085,968 3,082,755

Massachusetta 1,111,976 1,071,976 1,086,049
Michigan 5,4 73,128 4,565,4)1 4,550,980
Minlesota 679,900 398,524 415,728
Mississippi 3,989,91)2 1,858,444 1,849,363
Misaoui 1,661,854 2,126,311 2,110.389

Montana 140,022 227,860 246,360
Nebraska 557,716 323,946 341,618
Nevada --- 281,610 299,702
New Hampshire --- 73,564 100,000
New ietsev 4,437,010 4,271,116 4,258,901

New Masiro 2,j51,782 1,990,268 1,995 79
New Yotk 14,813,655 13,186,712 1 3,101., :16North car'ina 5,092,5/7 7(1
orth Dak,ia 188,22 149, 74() 16 1,835

5, M1,109 4, 118,145 4,105,51/
.4.1ahoma 164,1:4 I 100,256 1,110,619

449,417 164,1171 1131,540P.,misvlvdt..1/1 4, i.87,4,19 4, 105, 14 / 4,291,881Ith.1. sf.v.1.1 1H4,20% 184,2115 2q1,01/" I 1 nst 4, 36-,6/.1 1,651,851
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1978

Appropriation

1979

Appropriltti2n_

1980

Es:imeta

South Dakota $ 400,597 $ 232,612 $ 251,077

Tennessee 2,437,941 2,677,207 2,677,100

TAXA!' 18,394,048 13,761,760 13,677,444

Utah
315,041 326,026 143,780

Vermont --- 71,564 100,000

Virginia 4,706,978 1,686,427 3,678,652

Washington 1,525,260 885,665 899,168

Went Virginia / 461,421 331,749 349,461

Wieconain 1,518,396 893,293 906;739

igyoming 187,821 143,728 162,867

District of co1umbi4 1,979,799 1,990,541 1,995,652

American Samoa
GUAM
Puerto Rico
Trust Territories
Virgin lalanda
Mariana Iolanda

$17,816,7477 in supplemental appropriations tr,m P.L. 95-26.

'3
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M4FRGFNCY SCHOOL AID

Grants to Nonprof it Organl zat ions

itate or
3.343.1y Aream 112.2.1-11r fat 1 on

51/L/09000

AHro.p.riat ion

_TOTAL. 517 200 000

Alabama 511, 156 502,75:i
Alaaka 46,119 45, 353
Arizona 256,985 252,661
Arkansna 208, 306 204,801
California 2,274,484 2,2 36,21 3

Colorado 180, 33, I 71, 102
Lonneceicut 144, 75, 142, 320
Delaware 51,9 89 51,115
Florida 119,897 101,784

Georgia 651,754 640,787

Hawaii 221,4 18 217,71?
Idaho 22,620
Ililnolm 142, /28 926, 374
indlana 12, 165 228,455
Iowa 12,9 79 32,424

Kannaa /3,189 84,896
Kentucky !74,c172 122,869
Louis ian.1 62 3, 849 61 3,152
Ma 1 or --- 10,210
Maryland 192, 14a 185,746

Mavaa.husait, 116,545 I 14,24/
MI higan 715,994 570,619
HI oneaot a 50,669 49,816

491,559 482,30 5
Himmowl 270, 338 265, 789

Montraa 28.482
9..hraak., 40,481
Nevada 15, :01
New Ham; 011re .1,196
New let 29 1, ; 1 S 13,8q0

tirow 4,x1 .'48, 18 1
1 0 ! 1 ,,,48, 34:

ti..t o cr..11.1.t
th 14.

.111.

ki

!

.0 .

64/
14, ."31 18,718

/6 8

416. /I ", ;II

Eatimatt
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_ -

iv nakoto

_A2Rrol2_r_iat ion .A2py opt iat ion t I

$ 29,077

Tennessee. 140,378 334,651

Texas L,749,6fi0 1,11 ),220

11t4h 41,1.50 40,2S 3

Vermont - 9,195

Virginia 4h 1,94b 460,803

Washington 112,1)91 11n,708

We4C Virginia 4h',

Wisconsin 11 3,51) 111,662

Wyoming 11,966 17,96A

District ot nlumhia 14h,819

Ame r c an hamma
..1.11lt12

Puer to Rico
trust Terri tot les
Virgin Islands
ttat tana Islands

!Apse 1:9, 1 id

I. PtogIlm longel qn4er .r.ste al.porft.mment tormulA tater 1924; changed 1,y

P.1_ 95 'hl.
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Emergency School Aid

Pilot Programa

State Or
Outlying Arsine

1978
Appropriation

1979
Appropriation

'DOTAL C32 250 000 250 000

Alabama 1,118,849

_S32

942,661
Alaska --- 85,037
ArliOrta 562,285 473,740
Arkansas 455,774 384,002
California 4,976,575 4,192,898

P

Colorado 350,867 312,442
Connecticut 316,714 266,849
Delaware 81,722 95,841
Florida 1,358,718 1,327,096
Georgia 1,426,037 1,201,475

Hawaii 406,402 408,210
Idaho --- 42,413

'Illinois 1,065,592 1,73b,951
Indiana --- 428,353
Imes 60,796

Kansas --- 159.181
Kentucky 168,884 230,379
Louisiana 685,015 1,150,034
Maine 19,144
Maryland 98,857 723,274

Massachusetts 270,131 .51,713
Michigan 1,270,016 1,070,023
Minnes,ta --- 93,404
Miamiasippi 1,073,347 904,323
Misaouri 591,500 498,354

Montana 63,385 53,404
Nebraska 49,700 75,901
Nevada 66,002
New Hampshire 17,241
New horsey 1,188,144 1.001,043

New Mexico 136,130 466,469
New York 3,668,298 3,090,640
North Carolina 838,057 1,193,573
North Dakota 33,274 35,096
Ohio 1.214.569 1,012,065

Oklahoma 242,465 304,747
Oregon 85,330
Pennsylvania 1,197,669 1.009,068
Rhode Island --- 43,173
South Carolina 898,596 857.667

Estimate
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Star, or 1978 1979 19801f

Outlying_Areaa Appropl'ation Appropriation Eittmate

South Dakota $ 46,875 $ 54,518

Tennessee 669,537 627,470

Texas 3,828,257 3,225,415

Utah --- 76,412

Vermont 17,241

Virginia 1,025,494 864,006

Washington 137,064 207,578

West Virginia --- 77,754

Wisconsin 126,089 209,366

Wyoming 19,380 33,686

District of Columbia 553,731 466,534

American Samoa
Guaa
Puerto Rico
Trust Teri-icor-1os

Virgin Islands
Mariana Islands
Lapse 15,961

I/ Program not authorized beyond 1979.
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TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1979.

LIBRARY RESOURCES

WITNESSES

ERNEST L. BOYER, COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

ACCOMPANIED BY:
DICK HAYS, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER/DIRECTOR, OFFICE (H:

LIBRARIES AND LEARNING RESOURCES
ROBERT KLASSEN, CHIEF, PROGRAM COORDINATION STAFF,

OFFICE OF LIBRARIES AND LEARNING RESOURCES
HERMAN R. GOLDBERG, ACTING ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER,

STATE AND LOCAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
CORA P. BEEBE, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF PLANNING AND

BUDGETING
WILFORD J. FORBUSH, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY,

BI'DGET
PETER RELIC, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY

Mr. NATCHER. We take up at this time the Library Resources
request, and we have Dr. Boyer, the Commissioner of Education.

Doctor I3oyer, who do you have with you on this part of your
budget request?

Dr. BOYER. Mr. Chairman, the first two members to my right
represent our Library Program, Dick Hays, who is the Associate
Commissioner, and his Associate, Bob Klassen; Herman Goldberg is
here, who is Associate Commissioner, administering our local pro-
grams; Cora Beebe administers us all, and to my left is Peter Relic,
from the Assistant Secretary's Office, Deputy Assistant Secretary,
and Bill Forbush. ever present with us, Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Budget.

- Mr. NATCHER. Thank you. Doctor Boyer.
Now, we will place your statement, with your permission, in the

reekord in its entirety and if you want to highlight this statement
you go right ahead.

We will be glad to hear from you.
( The statement fi)llows:1
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FEBRUARY 1979

BpGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

NAME: Ernest L. Boyer

DATE OF BIRTH: September 13, 1928

PLACE OF BIRTH: Dayton, Ohio

FAMILY: Married -- Kathryn Garis Tyson, August 26, 1950
R.N. -- Montgomery County (Pa.) Hospital
B.S. -- State University of New York
C.N.M. -- (Certified Nurse Midwife)

Georgetown University

Four children--Ernest, Jr. (1951), Beverly (1953),
Craig (1955), and Stephen (1964)

CURRENT POSITION:

1977 - PRESENT UNITED STATES COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
(Appointed by the President of the United
States and confirmed by the U.S. Senate.)

PREVIOUS POSITIONS:

1970 1977

1965 - 1970

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, Chancellor

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, Vice Chancellor
and Executive Dean for University-wid
Activities

1962 - 1965 UNTVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, ::anca Barbara,
Director, Center for Coordinated Education

1960 - 1962 WESTERN COLLL3E ASSoCIATION, California,
Director, Commission to Improve the Education
of Teachers

1956 - 1960 UPLAND COLLEGE, Cadiforni.., Ac,lemic Dean
. and Professor of Speech Pathelogy and
Audiology

1955 - 1956 LOYOLA UNIVERSITY at Los Angeles. Assistant
Profes!.or and Director of Forensics

i
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Biographical Information -:- Ernest L. Boyer 2.

DEGREES AND PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION:

1950 -- A.B., GREENVILLE COLLEGE
1952 -- Graduate Studies, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

1955 -- M.A., Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

1959 -- Postdoctoral fellow,
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA HOSPITAL

(Medical Audiology)
1976 -- Visiting Fellow, CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY

HONORARY DEGREES:

1971 Litt.D., Chapman College
L.H.D., Dowling College
LL.D., University of Southern California
Presidents Medal, Tel-Aviv University
P.S.D., Greenville College

1972 L.H.D., Pace University

1973 D. Sc., Alfred University
LL.D., Fordham University
LL.D., University of Akron
LL.D., Roberts Wesleyan College

1975 LL.D., University of Rochester

1977 L.H.D., Fairleigh Dickinson University

1978 LL.D., College of William and Mary
LL.D., Beloit College
D.F.A., Wheeling College
LL.D., Hamilton College
L.H.D., City University of New York
D. Paed.. Yeshiva University
LL.D., Hope College
Litt.D., University of Maryland

1979 LL.D., Drake University
Litt.D., Rider College

SELECTED RECOGNITIONr:

Selected as one of America's twn Outstanding Leaders in
Education, U.S. News and World Report (1978)

Plesidential Commission on the Financing Jf Post Secondary

Education (1972-73)

Presidential Commitee on the Education of Women (1q75)

C 'mission on Criuical Choices for Americans (1973-74)
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Biographical Information -- Ernest L. Boyer 3

SELECTED RECOGNITIONS (CONT'Da

Governor's Award. State of Ohio (1978)

Presidential Fellow, Aspen Institute for Humanistic
Studies (1978)

Encyclopellia Britannica Achievement in Life Award (1978)

PAST AFFILIATIONS:

President, National Association of Late Universities'
and Land Grant Colleges

Executive Committee, American Council on Education

Executive Committee, American Association for Higher
Education

Member, Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher
Education

Board of Trustees, Carnegie Foundation for tne Advance-
ment of :eaching

Board of Trustees, Teachers Insurance and Annuity
Association of America

Board of Trustees, Educational Testing Service

Board of Trustees, Saratoga Performing Arts Center

Board of Trustees, Earlham College

Board of Trustees, Institute for International Education

Board of Trustees, International Cout il for Educational
Development

PRESENT MEMBERSHIPS:

BoArd of Directors, Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts
National Council on Educational Research
National Council on Education Statistics
Federal Interagency Committee on Education
National Commission on Truman Public Service Fellowships
Executive Committee Center for the Book, Library of Congress

:3
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFA'

Office of Education

Statement by Commissioner cf Education

on

Library Resources

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I appreciate the opportunity to present the request for the Library

Resources appropriation. This appropriation supports our efforts to

encourage efficiency through the formation of interconnections between

library systems and other educational institutions, and.promotes excel-

lence in resource development in schools and mail/research libraries.

The Library Resources request 4 $233,837,000 represents a decrease

of $32,638,000 below the 1979 amount. It is our belief that the Federal

role in support of libraries rests not with operational support, but

with being in the forefront of providing equal access and equality of

service to prospective users. This suggests a significant Federal

responsibility to foster changes at the State and local levels where

funds are tied to basic library operations.

Public Library Services

The $56,900,000 requested for Title I of the Library Services and

Construction Act will serve to srrengoihen State agencies in establishing,

extending and improving public library services, particularly for 50,010

bli i and physically handicapped persons, 750,000 institutionalized and

29,A00,000 disadvantaged persons.
The special needs of orhan librarieq

have been recognized hv the Rate library avencios .h havr 4irrrrod
-

between 20 and 30 -,icent of the Federal progr im
urhAn libtArv

service,i.

L
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Over the past 23 years, almost $700 million has been made available

for these purposes, and about 96 percent of the population now has

access to public library servixes.

Interlibrary Cooperative Services

For Interlibrary Cooperative Services, the requested amount of

$3,337,000 will auppo4t capacity-building activities for approximately

130 projects, emphasizing the sharing of library resources so that users

will have access to the materials of coorarating libraries/ Approxi-

mately seven percent of the Nation's libraries of all types will be

participants in these cooperative projects.

Although the 1980 funding level is $1,663,000 below the 1979 level,

Statea may choose to fund additional interlibrary cooperative projects

from the much larger Public Library Services program, which also encour-

ages such efforts as part of the general goal of increasing the access

to public library resources.

School Libraries and Instructional Resources

The $149,600,000 requested for Title IV-B of the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act for school year 1980-1981 provides school library

and instruction .esources to local educational agencies through the

Statas.

The request for funding for this program does not include an

additional $18 million requested for Guidance, Counseling, and Testing

which was separate4 auOsotiized by the Education Amendments of 1918.

The 1980 request $149,600,000 for -who'll library resource4 ana

instructional equipment will serve about 45.3 million elementary and

secondary school students, of whom close to ten percent or 4. million
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students are in private schools. The law permits th States tb focus

support on local educational agencies which are poor or have large

numbers'. of students whose education is more costly. We continue to see

these emphases, as well as continued aid to private school children and

the introduction of new instructional approaches to the use of equipment,

as the key priorities of the program.

Guidance Counseling, ;,uci Testim

The Guidance, Counseling, and Testing vrogram, for=rly an authorized

activity under ESEA IV-11, was established in the Education.Amendments of

1978 as a separate program under ESEA IV-D.

qince fiscal year 1979 funds for this program were a.propriated

under the ESEA IV-B.authority, supplemental appropriation language is

proposed to transfer $18 million to the new ESEA IV-D authority, the

amount necessary to meet the "triggering" requirements of the legislation.

In 1980, $18 million is requested, of which about $15 million wiil

be expended at the local level for comprehensive guidance, counseling,

and testing programa in elementary and secondary schools. These funds

will support an estimated 7,500 local educational agency projects with

an estimated 3.7 million children participating. The remainder, S3

million, will be expended at the State level for administration, leader-

ship, and supervisory services and at the Federal level primarily to

provide information and training to the guidance profession. Particular

emphasis will be on meeting guidance needs of special populations, such

as edueationally disadvantaged children, handicapped children, and

migrant children.
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College Library Resources, Training, and Demonstrations

Three library programs authorized under Title II of the Higher

Uncation Act would not be funded in 1980--College Library Resources,

Library Career Training, and Library Demonstrations.

No funds are requested for College Library Resources in 1980 since

the program as authorized mandates grants to all accredivd institutions

of higher education, without regard to need. Last year, the Senate

Appropriations Report recommended that future reauthorization efforta be

directed toward permitting the award of grants to institutions on the

basis of need. In response to this directiVe, the.Administration is

currently considering options for,awarding grants on ,the basis of need

in connection with reauthorimion of the Higher Education Act.

The 1980 budget requests no funds for jhe Library Career Training

program. We recognize the major contribution this program has made in

recruiting minorities and upgrading women in management positions.
ci

Since 1966 it has contributed to the retraining of over 15,000 librarians

by updating their skills in key areas such as technology, media services,

and public admiristration. Training or retraining r7f- librarians may, at

the discretion of the Star's, be conducted under Titl.e I of the Library
1

Services and Construction Act.

Again, no funds are requested in 1980 for the Library Dem,ustration

program. However, over 300 projects have been funded since its inception

in 196;. We feel that in order to improve the quality oflibrary servives

in all arenas, the profession should look at many of these innovative

projects to determine ways in which they might be used for replication

in upgrading or updating library services across America.

A
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Strengthening Research Libraries

For the Strengthening Research Libraries program, authorized under

Title II-C of the Higher Education Act, we are requesting S6 million,

the same level as in 1979. These funds are used to help preserve and

maintain the excellence of the collections as the Nation's cultural and

intellectual resources. The program is designed to make these collections

available b creating an effective national network of libraries serving

students, faculty, scholars, and researchers With the combined resources

of over 200 million volumes.

The 1980 request will support about 20 grants averaging $300,000

each to strengthen these major research collections. Although grants

are awarded only to major research libraries, all libraries indirectly

1(

benefit by being able to tap into expanded collections through inter-

library lending which is one of t e major purposes of the program.

Although research libraries have evolved separately and independently,

there is an encouraging trend toward interdependence among them and a

growing system of sharing those resources which the Federal government

seeks to foster with these funds.

Summary

In concluslon, the Library Resources request of $233,837,000

represents focused funding which concentrates on specialized services

and extension of services to unserved and underserved population groups

under the Public Library Services program. It also emphasizes the

promotion of resource sharing under InterliFrary Cooperative Services,

as Well as strengthening and improving the resource sharing capability

and development ot this Nation's major research libraries. Finally,
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we saek broad support for libraries and instructional resources and the

provision of guidance, counseling, and testing in public and private

elementary and secondary schools.

My associates and I will be pleased to answer any questions you may

have.
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Dr. BoYER. Thank you, Mr. ('hairman.
Let me say that the two budgets are dealing with two areast hat

we give special attention to, and I would say in the educational
process are crucial.

I believe deeply that the libraries in this country represent an
educational structure that is important and, in fact, have (Oen
thought that the libraries are companions to pubhc schook as we
develop public schools in this Nation.

Making books available to all citizens free of charge is a uniquely
American enterprise, at least in scope and scale, and we support its
continuation.

The budget before us is a reduction in the amount of money from
1979. I will try to explain the reasons for that, but I want to
underscore the fact that it in no way reflects a diminished interest
on the part of the Commissioner of Education or our Office in the
importance of libraries and library services.

If I can give one generalization underlying that reduction, Mr"'
Chairman, I would say that following a general mandate within
the Department and the Administration generally we have pro-
posed for 1981) the request that the Administration brought to you
in 1978 and, in effect, chose not to fund the increases that Congress
added.

That gives some logic to a number of apparent reductions from
1979. It was a general strategy that appeared a number of places in
our budget. spEcIAI, PRajErys AND TRAINING '

4.$ Under Special Projects, the Commissioner's Office has special
interest in this group of programs. They represent the innovations,
the iireas of new interest and in some respects are the most fasci-
nating parts of our program, even though the dollars are very
small.

Frankly, one of the things that has fascinated me and even
perplexed me is how do you take a small amount of money, and
most of these ar* 2 million, :i;;1 million, and million appropri-
ations, how do you take that ymount of money and make a differ-
ence?

We have trii..d to make some strategy changes in these programs.
that I will discuss in detail as we move through them. if you
choose, but I believe we can make zr diff'erence.

(MGANIZATION.V. IN ot.:

Organuationalk. I have made a move in the last two weeks that
thmk will help in that regard_
1 have taken I:i small discretionary programs that were located

in six separate bureaus and I have orginized :t singlt bureau that
will bousv all of our small discretionary grimts so that they can
begin to work together on the procedures that they have in
common receiving applications, giving awards and evaluation.

For t he first time we ;ire going to he dealing NNit h t ih'St Small
discretionary grants as a group arui 1 believe they will have a much
moe important impact

Further. from the standpoint of scl,aol districts. they will be able
to come to one office and negot late all of t hi- informal ion t hey
might need to deal h t he di..-cret ion,o- grant!, i of having
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to find their way, like Alice in Wonderland, into various little
pockets in the bureau.

I think organizationally we have made progress. I think in terms
of how the regulations have been written in some of these we are
making progress, and I think we are going to see more impact from
these programs that are small but are pointing in new directions.

That is an overview, and I, with my colleagues, will be pleased to
answer any questions you may have about the budget submitted.

Mr. NATCHER. Thank you, Dr. Boyer.

LIBRARY RESOURCES REDUCED BUIXIET

Now, for Library Resources, the budget request is $233,S00,000, a
reduction of $32,600,000 from fiscal year 1979. Your chart on page
119 of your budget shows that for every year since 1970 the budget
for libraries has proposed a decrease from the previous year.

In general, why are the library programs treated as a low prior-
ity in the budget? This has been going on now for some eight or
nine years.

Dr. BOYER. The only justification that I can gi ve you for the
current year is the procedure that I mentioned at the outset, we
were advised, given the austerity, that increases that went beyond
the 1978 increase would not be recognized, that we would forward
to you a budget that reflected our own requests last year.

Consequently, the public library budget, for example, is returned
from $67 million back to $60 million because that was the base
budget we requested and that reoccurs at several other places.

Let me say that I think the issue is not low pr;ority so much as it
is how much; what is the Federal role and how does it match the
State and the local obligations?

I think the more positive thing to say is that we have had a
remarkable success story over the years. In the public libraries, for
example, we have triggered State matching, and now practically all
of trie States are vigorously involved in public libraries at the
statewide aevel, primarily I think because of the F'ederal interven-
tion

On bala*e, then. I think, while the job is not finished, this
program has had a remarkle impact in stimulating local and
State support and provides only 5 percent of the total investment.
But I think the impact has been much larger, and I don't think,
therefore, it is a low priority. It's a,matter of' seeing that our job is
done.

CITY AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES

Mr. NATCHER. NOW, Doctor Boyer, if the committee should agree
with the proposed reduction set forth in the budget, will the library
programs in the cities und schools be seriously damaged?

Or. BoYER. This budet for public libraries suggests about 25 to
30 percent of the money will go to urban libraries orand I under-
stand your questionthere would t) continued support of urban
libraries in the public library budget. \

Mr. NATCHER. Well, now, what about school libraries generally?
Dr BOYER. The funding level requested for school libraries will

provide stability and will assure the continued support of the
schools. Interestingly enough, how do I want to say it, every school
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district in the Octint IV hit., beC:lb.-;e of t pr,51%1111. been able to

purchase school books, that is the magnitude of the contri-
bution we have made

The budget before Oti will permit in-19 million to continue to go

to school libraries, It does hreak emit counsell ittld gendance, hut

it's based on legiHative mandate. and V. e think that school libraries
will continue to he well funded in the budget hefore yhu

One other statistic that might he interesting, it's my memory
that 152 mikion books have been purchased by schools as a result

of this program.
IMAN LIBRARIES

NATuttEie Doctor Boyer. as I understand you now, as far as
the proposed reductions are concerned. there really would he no
effect in tH cities Is that what You are saying to the committee'?

Mr. IlAys. If I might amplify wiiat the Commissioner said
Mr NATcHER. Go right ahead. I want to know the effect 01 the

red oct
Mr IIAN-s First, I would like to address the Puhlic Lihrary

Program, the Library Service's and Construction Act.
Mr Chairman, with that reduction, which is as minimal as we

could make it, we reel that the States who have the dIscreiion to
use the money depending 00 the priorities 01 t.he law and the needs
as they see them within the State, will be able to maintain the
highest priority projects and, particular-0y, there will he no reduc-

tion in the services to institutionalized, blind, handicapped and

elderly persons
The purpose of the Library Services and Construction Act, as the

Commissioner indicated. is to extend and improve service. We he-

Hey( there will be adequate nloney lo maintain that type of prior-
it%

In addition. over the lew years, States ee.rough their leader-
ship have done a very guml.tob in reducnig the amount of overhead
needed to run the program and have better oriented and allocated
money to priority areas

Ve. te,I %.vith that sort of trend line most (it projet.ts will hi.

maintained
reLites, too -.Chiconl thr,IrIP:-, t he itct 11;11 redUCI Inn Per cult id

% III he ndukvd from something like :01 to 20 We feel that
again the legislation. the Eduatonn Amendments HI 191, prHyttled
an incentive and encHutagement tH better use the money to pilot.
it% areas ;UPI ;1:-. -.pet:Wed. certain arca:, shOUld he etliph.!
,utql ;111ol MutleV where there arc iHwancotne children.

in 're t hrre are t Ii old 1 erl 110011 Em.;11-11 speaking ta tu 1 I

here thou'. :orl' rtifld Chi Idol) We feel. for the money spent (0,e'l
the ears in better orientation and allocation, flip- ypor 18t, 18111 hp

ahle cHH,t HI the needs
NIr NA(' HI- It :\-- far a-. ?he reductinn of t not) hun i, con

Ler ned. the w-pat pat t of that .1110( III tot tt mild he ill ,cloonl Ithrart,
t hat c.arrect-
NI, fir.Hu-: The twure-,. NIr Chairman. are ;r-. tHIIHws

robin- libiarn-....":11 1 million m hool libraries. :0.41.1 roil

b al in hot- librai N. 1 1.throllw ;ind detnion

-ALIT 10,11 lt,r t)t
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MI' Nu\A. then' ;Iry III( amounts thaz ke :ire interested
in That answers the question

\l. Rol 1N MR

Su. ii IIt. (Itt dre !-;:t% ttIL; (ILO tht Ctu% prIlIntrnt has
only a limited rule in library program support; is that your conch,-
si(m. Doctor Boyer?

Rosi-Kit Yes, it is, hut t itr.Itt4R c role. 1 mentioned currently
the public lihrary assistance is ahout percent of all the money
that is being spent On public libraries in tins country. The State. 1

believe, is about 1:i percent, and the local support is percent. 1

don't want to omvey the impression that Own may not he a
modest negative impact; in a sense, any cut would 1 t Ihnk rNIUCe a
small percentage

;But we are very niuch a minor partner in tili.. liut I would have
It) .,inswer your question in the affirmative.

Mill(' I !BRAM' SERVICES

Mr NA WM:P. t7nder the Public Library Strvices Program the
request is tor million. Aro these funds used .nainly for sala-
ries of library stair

Mr. II ,-s Tlw law provides the State great license as to how
the% wish tu orient, and hasically many States rim it as a form of
t.OmPetltiun. Tho local IihrarY proPost's U ProJoct Ow State. It
certainly could include salaries for that particular project; it also
includes purclutses ol materials and operating a program to extend
and improve services.

Our records indicate that I I'n''nit of the money is spent on
books and materials.

NIr NA'rclixtt. Purchase of books..'
Mr I IA YS. Yes. sir
Nir NATuif ER. F-,rty-onv percent?
N1 r kys. Yes. sir

NATCHER All right
Mr. him's. Print material
N1r NATunKit.
Dr lioyER Interestingly. 1 vould add another figure. an interest-

ing additional statistic is 17 1 million hooks have hPen purchased
since the lite of this program hvgan based upon the plan that each
State ....uhnuts vt, wOuld only ht,
thy total plan that was triggered hy Federal support has led to IT 1
million books being purchased under the puhlic library's authority.

()I IIFIt IR \NIS VoIt "Itl I(' 1.11ilt.\RIES

Nit N vrcif EH. In addition to the Library Service:: Program. what
other Federal funds t ri t vadahle to support public libraries.'

1'1)(1(.1. 0,eneral revenue sharing. funds are availahie.
and Itl I.977 ;11111u...1 ..<m) %Crt' IP,Vd tUr t hat purpose "I he
NMIull;t1 EtiduNIttffitt .tUt thr HUM:WOWS 111-. a small program
\A hull pr,)vide:. assist:01CP to public

Nit N A t iut All rtght
:-lr NI whel.'
Mr Miutti.A.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman
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COST OF BOOKS

Doctor, since so much of your money goes for the purchase of
books, how much more are we paying for books this ar than last
year or the last several years as printing costs have gone up, and
paper I guess has gone up.

Dr. BOYER. Very much so.
Mr. MR. Hm.. Do you have a few comparative figures?
Mr. HAYS. Yes; we do. The average increase per year for books

and materials is around 12 to 15 percent. In fact, the average price

of a hard copy book today is $20.10, and the price of a periodical
today, which is escalating even beyond the price of books each

year, is $27.58. If we took a base line of 1907 we would see percent-
ages in the order of 100 to 200 percent for the printed material.

Mr. MICHEL. So it's not only hospital costs that need to be con-
tained, but book costs.

Dr. BoYER. Book containment, right.

HIGHER EDUCATION ACT REAUTHORIZATION

Mr. MICHEL. Have you developed any new .egislative proposals as
yet to replace the existing legislation that expires in 1980?

Dr. BOYER. No; we have not prepared our submission, but we
have been consulting very intensively with the library associations.

I would hope very much, Mr. Michel, that we would be able to
come to you with legislation that would strengthen our support for
the college library program which, frankly, embarrasses me.

I have deep conviction that libraries represent the central place
of learning on college campuses, and I have found it difficult to
support the current authority which distributes less than $4,000 to
every library in the country.

1 just don t think that is the way to use $10 million and we could
do that for 100 years and our libraries could still die one by one by

one. A grant of less than $4,000 is not going to strengthen them
and save them.

I know the librarians will tell you how they can spend that
money. We could all spend that money, but I would like to bring to
you some new authority to find a way to invest whatever appropri-
ation we get in a much more rational and carefully targeted way so
we could, in fact, stabilize and strengthen libraries based on some
purpose other than a $4,000 grant to each institution.

That is a long response to your question, to say we are not quite
ready, hut we are trying to do our best to have some good programs
in the reauthorization.

AVAILABILITY OF PUBLIC LIBRARY SERVICES

Mr. MiritEl.. When you say percent of the people of the
country have access to libraries, what does that mean, taking all of
the populat ion?

Dr. BOYER. It means either they can drive there, walk there or a
bookmobile could come to them They would have some service
that would be accessible.

For example. before this progarn began there were 910 counties
in the country that (lid not have library itccss, and now it has

II)
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been reduced to 21(3 Now the libraries are available to some 9t;
percent of the population, within reasonable service arrangements,
either to go directly or to have books delivered.

So that we have seen a dramatic spreading of library service.
Now it sometimes is only an inch deep, but libra;-y services have
been triggered as a result of this.

Mr. WIWI.. Under the Public Libraries Program your justifica-
tions state recipients are expected to use func:s "more wi:;ely.-
Now, what is the basis for that statement?

Dr. BOYER. Well, what can you say except that we are eager not
to see the service is diminished. We were in a tough budget year
and we wwild hope by more prudent management we wouldn't
reduce the service. Those are not much more than words, A* I am
candid.

Mr. MICEM,. A figure of speech, right'?
Dr. BOYER. Right.
Mr Miran. All right.
Now, there is also reference to the elimination of practices and

procedures which have proven ineffective and inefficie: t in the
past Ilave you got any specifics in hand?

Mr HAYS. Well, I think we have found over the years that the
States could do a much better job in targeting the funds to the
projects which really were to extend and improve service, and I
think the States have done a bettei job.

I think their i ecord from the past five years is particularly
impressive. I think we have improved through the library Services
and Construction Act, we have provided funds for them to increase
staffs at the State level, to provide better planning and administra-
tion of the program.

I think these investments have paid off, and we believe that will
cont inue.

Dr lioyER. I.et me draw an analogy from our earlier discussion,
Mr. Michel. that the States have to choose how best to distribute
these monies, and it can be spread to all libraries in a kind of'
mindless approach or it can, in fact, go to libraries where the
impact would be much greater and tlw oumbers of' the individuals
served could be expanded.

So. I think this simply does point out that you can get a bigger
bang for the buck if the method of diaribution is carefully exam-ined.

DISPARITY IN QI:ALITY OF LIBRARY SERVICES

Mr MICH With all of these references to the States, is there a
great disparity between the States in their library services?

Dr. BOYER. Yes.
Mr. f IA VS Yes, there is, sir
Mr MIcHEL. Would you mind naming some of those who are

exemplary and several of those who are less?
Mr. HAYS. Some names that come readily to mind, sir, are Illi-nois. New York, and Califbrnia as providing exemplary services.

Through their leadership and our working with the State library
directors in those States, we have been trying to provide in-service
raining for leaders and staffs of other States.
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In fact. this weekend we will begin a meeting in Washington

with the .ftaffs and director of the State lihraries to improve the

services and make sure that this money is wisely and effectivel

used
Mtutik:i. You miglit supply tar the record several of those

State that leave something to be desired_ I would be kind ot
curio to know who they are.

I{AYs. I hPileVe that information can be provided. sir
NIr Mictim.. Okay.
(The inforniation follows:i

!..;iArvs \Nitwit r tiirAN1 Atli rim pi

A...it Aprd thfrf art. Ne\en v.titch Itti 1(i t lla\ t aid program

in ,npport iji 'local public librarle-. They art I hi. tollmAing

N1.1i ma. Ne.4. !lamp-Jun% North Dakota. l't;111. Vt.rinont. W,ushington. \Vo

untuf.
1.o nuan !hitt local public libray in Stati!, art. II1,1,1

illittr. ling It V. I Ii Iii 1111ph. 1)% Cri1)41

lii Addit inn III t [lc ith()% t. thi 1/1:-Irict of Columbrit. hierto Rico. And till.

out IS .urp nut -4 ructured ru pun% lult grant tri;nd ,Inct thrri i.

Nin,41u libtars -,s-tutri ri euch

iNTERHRHAin oopERATIvE Es

Mr NIturtEr. What kind of interest is there on the part of the

libraries in participating in that Interlibrary Cooperative Program"
Mr HAN'S_ The interest is quite high, sir. Must of the direct oN of

State library agencies as well as those who direct library services
at the local level believe that this program has'had an impact. and
has a great potential contribution. particularly as we enter into the
period of austerity. Instead of everyon I the same hooks and
materials, it would be nice to fectivelv and reason-
ahly sharing these resources.

This pregram through the yars ias promoted that effort. and
helie,,e it is an important one, even though the funds are not

high It provides a useful service, and it encourages States and
many ut them have their own cooperative programs.

Iii iidditinti, they IllaV Use LSCA Title I liuuley tor these pur
t(0)

Dr R011-1? Every State gets an appropriation drivcri 1)1 puptlia
Ili,- and I think the minimum is lb nun

100)1 \ NI) ):\: \I '101.-;-;

Now. Doctor. you say. to paraphrase minit, vmly

io my questiun arlier. that .you are .4eine),, hat ashamed id
the eufleKe prui;ram pin kv;ifit t Ii HIMIntlte I iLlt Cidliv,e library
program because of the funds are fr:inidy spread tou thin

Can't the same argument he apphed to the Elementary and
Schunl Library Program whore iunds are alsn 'Trea(I

among every
1)t lioN Kir Well. I think nut lit the fir,t instance. the avir;u_fe

id,nwnt;rry ;Ind -,e,,,ffilan, hht-p- 1-. a much smaller h;ese

.ifid it is possible to I thlok in.00r impact on a smaller
budget Their rviititretnint hi base an aifillihnt, libra7. tire nist

initirek differeat scale. and I thmk to hat(' :in rquato lihrars
resuip,-. iii 'Ii' inigit.o% and secondaik
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comparable to what it takes to build and ,ustain a college or
Linlvt.rsit% library

So. ,Ilti1SlIt'Vd against that scale and the requirements. I don'tthink analog\ %%mild hold There 1,, distribution difference as

Mr HAN!, In addition. the Education .\mendments Lit 197., pro.
vide inure (0 :111 hased (in need Ill the school librar
program, ;Ind the State:, over the past couple of ears have also
taken ;in initiative in moving that awa from a wider distribution
to targeted areas

llo ER. That does not go by formula
Nlr No-, but they are encouraged to allocate based on need,

and there are some provisions in the law for il1t'reIS0(1 11111(1:. lwrc
there are disadvantaged and economically needy children.

\11. MultH.. Thank you. Mr. Chairman
Mr NATcHER Nit.. Early?
Mr EARLY Thank you. Mr. Chairman
Doctor. the Administration pioposes to) transfer million out

of the School Libraries program into the Guidance and Counselling
Program Now. this new Guidance Program would not permit all of
the hinds to flov. to local school districts, as I understand it. but
instead a port km of the funds would stay in Washington to estalo-
lish a new Office of ( h.ndance Programs

Now. how is that consistent with saying wt are trying to get the
nionit-i to the people rat her than increasing the bureaucracy?

tiountEmi. Mr Early. of the million. :1'.") million is slatedfor use in local education zwencies, and all but :;72:0100 of the
remainder is slated fOr use in the State education departments.

The ;unount that has heen reserved From past allocations, when
it was consohdated with libraries for guidance service at the cen-ral headquarters in washingtOn has been ) percent. we are
asking for a lesser amount than .") percent. Five percent of :fls
indlion would he In a very intensive planning period 1% e
set fort h exactly what ve would do for the State education agencies
and through them for the locals with 7'..!..") nun.

Ve propose to set up 2.1 study groups throughout the Nation
in% it mg: pu guidance counsehlors from school districts throughout
the Nation to begin to get a handle on sonie chaoging attitudes of
how guidanc, and counselling services might work, especially in
(01 LI ORM Centet-:-.

:qv 1.:ARIA Why should hprt he a new office of (;Indiinco'
( ;Ui.I)}(EH( It i nut (011Ct Then' !,(0111' hilks :II the

Office of Education whose careers have been in guidance 011(1 (owl-
It is now earmarked -(111(.1 it has 1)0101 Sc)IMIt`d 110111 ESE1IV R a :I !WV( oft ice. but It really i the same group uf people.

Mr VARLY The Justification s a new of lice_
1 GuriBER(.. I will tr% to explain that \Viten \ oil are anaiipendage of something else you have staff working. when .oil....eparated from it vou probahl put a new sweatshirt on But it.,

1 he ,aine 141(011) (0 people
F:Ain.y Pre\ iously Nani wert not identified :is being ;in officeNow ou are boldly .:1%ing it's a new ( )l I hot 1 Guid0tice ProgramsYel I keep hearing in the te-timony ihat educatois wan to de

cu ea-A. the burf.aucrac% and decrease the amounts ()1 opmr% -4 In
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separate item. and virtually all of that mime\ is going either to
local districts to support guidance counsellors or to the State
education departments to have statewide guidance and counsellors
coordinating_

May I jus, make this point, please'?
It th. e ;Inv reference in the description I 1111 -;11ggt S t are

expano.ng the bureaucracy. it's a misstatement We are not creat-
ing

EARLy You are spending nim.e money hi'rt'. 1 11 it is
S72.-).110n. 1.11;11 Motley in \Vashingtun

\Vell. we are not creating expanded staff, ye are not
building up an expanded staff to do this. There was sume money
identified in the out hurit which seemed tu haVe powerful poten-
tial it we would have several national conferences and meetings
with those that are trying to help at the local level. bt11 that is
virtually a fragment of the dollars involved, and it does nut an,
Way 1)111101 Lip all added administration or bureaucracy here.

1 do think that there are national themes U1d national problems
that can help local school districts and even State departments as
they work together. That is just i little leverage nim.ey. The whole
purpose of that is to strengthen what is going on in the schuoIs,
what is going on at the State level, and in no Wa huilds up the
salaries and expenses account in my office

EARLY Well. that is what we talk about, but that is not what
the money shows

You and 1)r. 13er[y told tlns committee that the educational
Were for the needy and underpriviliged.

Now, in several answers to questions from the Cllairman you said
that the States will absorb the loss of Federal Monies. Now, the
States that are going to absorb are the States that have a surplus.
The States that are needy are not going to be able to absorb.

Now. how is that consistent You say you are cutting back on a
program which the State will absorb. The needy States are the
States without the surpluses. yet those are the Ones you are cutting
out

Dr Ii()vER. Well. 1 think this program vil I. n fact, benefit the
States ;Ind thc

NIr EMMY Tin' St;i1-, that can ibsorli, but not the States that
are needy I fow can a State that is needy absorb library expenses'

Rovvii The distribution of this is on the basis of a formula
which do not ('0)11 lit ii. anil they Will all benefit based un the
population the: are !.:erVIng

r Let 1;n to another example.
You cut (an all of the iuloOley IOW c011ol.;i, libraries. the

Dr BOYER YeS. sir
Mr. -EARLY. You said that ioi'vioitisI SOil identified all ol the

colleges and gave them ;1 wend
f)r fiovER That is what the law required

How du you address the need if the I lanards.
lords. and Yales get the same as the rest1

Dr Roo 1-1{ Thnt nrnriNd I think it b:Id tut min.! ;Ind
k.11% V.t. didn't fund it

')
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Mr. EARLY. Now, it's not funded. Tell nie, the Ilarvards, Yales
and Stanfords, and the well endowed schools are going to be able to
offset the loss of funds. What does Howard and other poorer uni-
versities do?

Dr. BOYER. That was related to my conversation with Mr. Michel.

in which I think we have an obligation to bring to you in reauthor-
ization an approach to college library funding that will tie limited
resources to institution I need in a more direct way.

Mr. EARLY. We are ling with the needy and we are trying to
get to them but when wk put in a program for the States to absorb
we are going away from the need, in my mind.

[The following questions were submitted to be answe,.ed for the

record:
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Needs oi Yrban lydatieti

Mr. '4.,ber .c.neralls what is the 111,1a1 iOn raggilltnr. urban Ithrarles! Arethe, in serious financial trouble .

dr noser. comprehensive data sre not availahle our contacts with the library
communit... Indicate that intlation and various budvet ceilings are atiettin all pnhlic
I t.rar les adverse 1 -. would he reasonable to expert that the ,:tope o t the impat: UI
tbese ronditions will ue h Igger and more evident in our larger institutions-

mr hitcher. Can sou ite am. specific examples where ar urban 11hrarv has
closed a branch or curtailed hours ot operation:

:Jr 'foyer. The main librars ot the New York tsibltt ilbrats is closed two days
per week and opeu only one evening durinc :he week. Neighborhood libraries are also
having to tut hatk on servites and hunts.

'4.cher low -ob is in the budget to support urban Itbraries!

sh. ',0.er. In 197:, a provision WAS added that icserven a portion of the annual
appropriation 04er ih0,000,000 lor urban libraries. In 1N/9, urban libraries reeeived
a porti,m oi ;2:40.000 based on the percentage ot the tate's popd1at10n in citiesover 100.000 A: present urban libraries reteive 2d percent ot the program's ittndseach vear . without regard 0 the special urban lihrarv provision. These funds have
been used to strengthen 1:0 metropolitan Ithraries as resource centers.

le'li Lihrar. -ter:lees in Rural Areas

Mr. how does the librars set -ites program help rural liurartes'

do..er In Im approximatel, 6 pent- ' of the people living In rural areashad uo librar servite s compared with g4 peitent in l'hn when the original irtniircw'rvices Ac' was eoatteu rhe emphasis on assisting rhral libraries at;d rural areashas heen to .'evtlIsh lihraries where thee. Were nOnV; to strengthen individual niral
lihraries e oi more hooks and magarices, to increase the number ot

,J )
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hours open: and to pro/ide hookmohile ser,ice. books hv mail, and back-np setettes

from larger libraries through cooperafIve arrangements.

Library Servi.ei for Sprefal Populations

Mr tiarcher. ilccording to the budget, iwst ot the lihrarv services tonding is

targeed toward !he disadvwitaged and the handicapped. Whet data do von have that

show, !hat this program has helped these groups:

nover. mver 1200 protects since 1912 have yerved 2M million handicapped and

disadvantaged people. gach -.ear the politic (throe,- program supports protects which

provide special library services to 7,500,000 elderly people, 600,000 people in insti-

tutions and ',00,000 blind and physically handicapped. These services inclode radio

reading programa tor the blind, Ihe development ot special collections serving the

needs ot thc handicapped. "talking" books, and the services ot loral volunteers to

help in providing these types of services,

Interlibrary tooperative Services

%afthet, rhe hudget tor inieriihrary cooperation is S3.3 million. t.ive us

A tew examples of protecta fonded under this program.

Or. t'o,er rhe Iowa Library Information
Teletype Fxchange, I-LiTE, is a state-

wide intorna'fuo oetwork.
Iowa residents have access to I-LITE through public.

regional, and academic libraries and the gtate library. I-LITE is atfillared with a

multi-State regional library network
and has broadened access to a wide range ot

obscnre and specialized magazines.

Se:ada's Statewide Resource toordination protect is a comprehensive planning

ettort which is atte-ipting to identits.
the intor-.1ation needy in the State and match

the selection of materials to those identified needs.

The tolorado Intormation and communication
Setwork pro%ides extensive marlicting

assistance and training for librarians in all t%pes of linraries throughout .he State.

The training in on-line searching ot informatiun data hanks, such 119 determining the

appropriateness ot requests tor searihing, and the interpreting ot on-line printouts,

are among the items taught to those who have had no acquaintance with computer opera-

tions

Mr ';ati'er. to whar esteot does the in.erlibrary cooperation program ,verlap

with 'he librau. services program.

ft Jovet. A recent ewaidatfon stwiv ot (he :nter'ihrary (ooperd,fou program

'toted that 20 perif-ut o' rbe 'o; is utilized 'under the Public Library services program

supports interlibrar cooperation a, :i-.ties. "nlike the pohlic program, the

!n.erli,r8r% coopetauloll program pro%Ades f(31.19 to enconra:e iooperati,e /cervices

&mon:. acadrintt. spec:ai.
school aod whir trpes t libraries w'fb poldic libraries.

'wed tor td cit it.

%a'i -et ;:hci. Is :our assess.1 .

t ion ass is'ani

the need !or pubIii iihtar. constroc

\i,orl:h: ruteof Amilicao iibrary Aviogia'fou (here Art.

p(le,ry read-. :0 t'.i, I,, tivcSI tar l';4, tV11;111,-,..
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317., nillion A ,,cal protects have been postponed 9inte luP, In addi-
tion, as indicated earliet, there are s,16/ libraries needing structural changes
totaling 32:5.b million to make their buildings accessible to the ftandicapped.

Mr Matcher. Describe other Federal assistance available to lc library
construc 40n

Dr. Boyer. rhe three largest alternative redgral sources tor Niblick library
construction ,are the Appalachian Regional Development Act which provides up to sO
percent Federal tunding of construction costs in communities in Appalachia; Local
Public Works ot the Economic Development Act which provided million tor 20?
public library protects in fiscal year 141/; and ceneral Revenue Sharing which
according Co our latest data tor capital Improvements provided an additional $3b
million for public libraries.

9cs,Private School Aid P ! ESKA 1V-It

Mr. Natcher. For school libraries, the hucget request is 16q.b million Mtn;
much ot that amount will assist private school children!

Pr. Rover- it Is estimated quit l0 million will he used tor the benefit ot
private school children. \

\ N
Mr. Natcher. lb these funds go directly io private schools'

0019 Dr Boyer. So. I.1.1) control ot hinds and title to materials and eluIpment
acquired under the pro...rill are vested in a public agency. rhe public .agency admin-
isters the hinds and propr-lyv

.

Mt laitcher. Will you explain how private schools participa:.e in this program'

Moyer They participate through the local educational 4Itgencs. Local educa-
tional agencies consult with appropriate representatives of the private school child-
ren regarding their needs Following thts consultation, pi-iv/re school children
receive on loan an equitable share of the c ,iipmeut and mate0als acquired, according
to need.

hiblic .ichoul Aid tinder htiCA

Mr- %accher. lb all public schools participate in this program'

Dr !lover. Nu. Some local educational agencies choose not to participate due
to one of the tollowing reasons lack-of personnel to complete necessary paperwork;
small amount ut funds uot worth effort ot applying; disinclination to accept Fedral
aid; or noncompliance with tivil Rights Act.

AdministratIon ot LSEA

Mr. Na'cber W1,11; kind of admi.Istrative control du you exervise in distrib-
uting hinds to titate and local educational agencies!

Irr Bover. Formulas tor the distribution of funds under ESKA 1V-Ii must be
approved hv the tommissioner ot Fducation ibrmulas prepared by Stale educattonal
agent trs are not approved tt they do aco meet the intent ot the statote
ot these formulas is monitored by our stalt and recommendations for improving them
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are made. An effort to persuade ',tates to dlrrct more funds for the benelit ot

children living in spersely
populated areas has been quite ettective.

Mt. 'fetcher. Mow amch of the ilAm.h Mi Ilion is tor adminIstrat :ye costa:

IA. !foyer It la estimated that 9h Mi I l ion would 1u used in 19h0 for admlnintra

t ton of the program.

`:eed for ScEool Library Materials

Mr. '1atcher, What data do :ou ec,ailable to show the need for school library

materials?

:rt no,er. ntere continues to he a strong need for up .to-date. hi,elf-qualitty

school library materiels_
Teachers and student s face innumerable Informat lon needs

and school librarv collections are
generally fdadequate to serve them. 01 the 74,625

schools with ltbrar, media centers, most have fewer than 1,000 library books per

school . A collec ! ton of 't ,000- l2 000 volumes is considered adequate. Col lect ions ot

funito-visual melte are even less adequate CollectIons must remain current and

apon t :e to 4' 14o,A needs Materials should pro:1de for sublet- t interest , and

reterence covere.te and 1.aturt, levels In man, lubtet t areas to meet the requirements

ot the turrIcuEim chvious1%, the', should accommodate diverse learnino styles ot

s'udents and ssist them tn dert/ing rhp tullest benc!it from classroom instruction.

Luidance, Counseltn,t, and testing

Mr. '1at cher n:e huder, fur totidance, Counselin,., and lestin: is

of the amount is used hv Its'p educe;
ionhl ISIMDcifJ4 end how muth is for

local sc1-nil listricts.

opr le sta!lt,r-. totmnla tor
determintn4 the amount of ^utiles the SEAs

na- -mac '0 a Itvit ister all par's dt hA f. Is r, perk unt ot the total allotments for

all parts- -mi-ms amoun. !or 9 I ren.-" leadership rpsoorte--or '1225,000,

whithe-spr is :Jeerer. itece-use t'tere are some 2:4 t;:atcs which will recele tf tint-

:rm.:I, it cat uo! 'tat
feter,i:lcd tntil '1EAs sthatit (heir

State plans how mith wi I ,

used tor i'art :dates ma. also expend tip to 51,2 M5 , h2't t or :Itaire leadership act I-

ft ic

'r 11/1'ther.
local school lts.rtt's now pro ide 4utdance and counscItu:

spr:;ips- pi, to we tit.-1 a se pa rat !. pro. rat tor this pp,
pos. t

'Pr .
n.0 ,ou4rPtis has at :e-.1 in respculse wldvsprea4 c.-mc oxpressed

ear a,i set I-if. as in relatel le:islat 10n, P. I .
.

i,n "1'.p t )4 h4 "at fl) :ullance trld ounseltn.- at i fps ore an

7,11 t ! 0 as re sn.. es, it; at 1,1' 1 t!,' 1.0` :oa s Ot IWO-

.' la, - a. r.,11,11r,... and 0'110,, 'lit ups support ed

. r
fcral ;rp.:ft.s

/1,1 lo.al pro:revs hAs res,Ited

htt .
,..q -r. , a ri:In le 10. .uc . a. I M'i,.41 a d :-nrea,pd

,-ipt e 'dm, A. . I . A' I.. pr tvqs...,4114 -c-cdp-1 tu .otda-n, and t,,Psel.

- 'Or `, r a 4 a. ..a., at ! to al ip 1p4pral .1.-tull

A. I !:: .

' 4'
I !

' *--:e . .

4' ut

a .

1. a a i
Inn !. ' t .1. !
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Dr Boyer Yvs. title I fonds arm primarily tor the provision of instruc-
tional activities nd may include nervicen not available trom other sourcen. nlis
requirement rentricts the number of guidance and counseling programs lunded under
Title I, since Sasic skins poolects are the primary t.icus and purpome of litle

I

activities.

4e. Matcher can the Fmergency School Aid program he clued tor thin pnrpose also?

Dr. Boyer. Yes hinds mav be used for gnidance and courvieling activities ft
thu LEA has adopted a plan which will assist the procesi ol eliminating, redncing, ot
preventing minorit., group isolation and aiding school children in overcoming the
educational disadvantages of minority group isolation

Orher Programs Providing c;nidance and Counseling

Mr. Natchez:. Would von please tell s what other Federal programa are available
for guidance and .onnseling mervices in local schools?

Dr eo.ei Id following programs In the Bureau of Elementarv and Secondary
fAucation are authorized to provide guidance, counseling, or tenting components!

Educa'ionally Deprived Chiliren
inpport and Innovation
Dropont Prevent ion
Mitrition end Healtb
Drug Allt144,

Follow Phrough
School Libraries And Instructional Resources
liclund Assistance in Federally Atfecied AreasMaintenance and Operations
Emergee,v School Aid
Packaging. lel Testing. And Dissemination
Special Assists... e Pclogees from Cambodia and Vietnam tn the P.S.

:ollege library Resources

4r. !catcher rhe hqdget proposes to eliminste fundi for college lihrarivs.
What kind of prohlemn will this cause for colleges and universities! Anv?

!ir Mover The l440 budget position might /bird! the ahilitv ot xmall college
libraries 'o rquir'e materials nd subscribe to periodlcaly. However, !be legisla-
tion an currentiv written limits our freedom lo ward grant.' based on needs.

4r 'Catcher 4e (An nederstand the limited impact ol void! budget on large
State uni,ernities hut what 40.0u: :he small private collevey!

tm. Bo.er I. is hard :o Allsge54 ihe impact Thly 11AV ha .e ot ymall pti Ate 01-
1(.0"; 4owe/er. t: is annulled that !he grants awarded through the program were not
large enough to meet all their weds

4r '4,(ber Wba 'a are avatiahle to yhow he perceniage .i a (.1lege's
h,d4c. that Is une tor f,i iihrarv prgram!

'T. 4o.vr. Ile IP.far% f.wigpf fopr,s,w4 w.out 3.; perceni ot thv (.181
airrAemi, "eon, a«vrding io data from rh, 'doional .en.er tor !Aucational
:fat

r.

3 :3
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Mr. \archer, What [4 -.our estimate ot the %Late of college lihra-, osis

represented hv the (ollege I.Lbrar% Resources program!

.T 1u,elt Estimated academfr library
expenditures totaled '5110, 3h,OGO in

fiscal year 10!. rhe (ollege LibrarN, Resourres appropriation of 11,4.."1,000 repre-

sects 3 percent of those college library expendttores.

Mr. Natcher. :That other lidera! programs are
available to colleges for pur-

chasing library materials?

tr ltover. Research libraries are eligible for Strengthening Research Libraries

program /111-:A 114.) fonds, and instAtotions mav he eligible under the Strengthening

Developing institutions program
OKA Ill), which wan funded at 5120 million in 14/4.

ether Federal programs with funds available to college libraries include the Research

Collertion ffevelopment program oi the National Endowment for the Humanities funded at

;3 mtllion lor 1419, and :he National Historical Publications add Records Commission

tunded at 1 million in 14/4.

fihrarv Career T aining

Yr %air'.or rhe nudger Again proposes to teimlnate The library career training

program. Apparent t s1. toel !hat 'he suppl% of librarians is snffictent overall .

lit isn't ofere a continuing problem concerning a shortage ot minorities and dis-

advantaged in the library protes5ion7

1n. !lover
rhe profession will always need a strong :runt] of lihrarians whose

skills eau te used ,o rest t. disadvantaged rli:ntele. We assume the need for minority

librarians and those who rise trom
disadvantaged groups will continue. The 1q80

library Resourres hu,L!et lotuses our
librarY sopport for innovative service programs

on the pdhlte libraries which employ minortt.,
personnel in their various ontreach

pro!ecrs wi'h those funds.

Itrecotlieniog Research Irraries

r %etcher. How many research lihrarfes are
there fn this country!

1! [9 est1,-Afrd that there arc between 300 and 400'researrh libraries

in the ,,11.ted Cfa.es.
Ours, figures are basirallv tied to the number of arademtc

invirutions offering doctorai programs.

Or. %archer dow researrh libraries will N, assisted under the lindevi

rvque9! n1111011:

do..er pro,rae, will tot.ts support On ?1,)
reaVAr(I. lilrarres in order to

ieve 1 hr reatvst Impact.

"r. dow -.guy. sit se researc. !f.reirics also receryed ,olleee lfhtsr.

A ndvir :te !1-A pr,0"41-'

T ,e.er All rescat,l Wralies are vligi'le tut supp,r' tro- !be qfik "-1

proi:ram, n-less n ,refet tro- the
'1treo:!'a.,ive RV4e5t,' tl'irarfes proertr,

ins:1' Jio% ianAot re,ef:e
!ro, m,,oh proerams fr e 4,1-V .enr.
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Mr. Natcher. The research library program is one of the few items under this
appropriation that, 15 not proposed lor cutback or termination. khy can't this pro-
gram he cut by 20 or 25 percent?

Dr. 3o.er. The program encourages tbe sharing .1! nuiuqu resources among
libraries, thus providing the basis for an expanding network of user Access. A cut
o: 20 to 25 percent would undermine the ability of these major research libraries
to develop their collections by reducing the amount ot tdnds available tor expan-
sion and maintenance of collections and hy reducing their capacity to share those
resources.

t.uidance, Counseling, and Testing

Mr michel Under ,.ilidance. Counseling, and resting, what types of activities
will be funded?

Or. Boyer. We will include el.mentary and secondary school ,ounseling; tnservice
training tor guidance and counseling personnel; supervision and leadership services
at the local level; program planning and development; special guidance and counseling
'programa suited to meet the special needs for such programs by persons who are dis-
advantaged, the poor, the racially and culturally different. the neglected and the
abused, the giftd, the physically handlcapped. and the mentally retarded; those
affected by the characteristics of special settings. the inner city. rural, and
suburban areas; revision of guidance handbooks; professional growth and development
of gtate and local personnel; and collection and dissemination of pertinent informa-
tion.

Mr. Michel. What about the testing component? What kind of testing w'll be
funded'

Dr. noyer. resting may include the u3e of tests to measure abilities, educa-
tional achievements, interests, or aptitudes pertaining to an individual's educational
or career development.

Mr Michel Row do you basically difstinguish between this program and the
Career Education program?

Pr. Boyer. The Cuidance. Counseti* and Testing program is designed to provide
assistance to students, parents, teacherfi, and administrators in identifying and
dealing with situations which restrict 0 limit a stndent's educational developments
and experiences throughout the entire education process. The primary thrust of a
career education program is to provide information on the range of career opportuni-
ties vailable and to prepare individuals to make job choice decisions.

Mr. Michel. What is the basis for your estimate that 7,500 local projects will
he funded!

Dr gver. It 14 estimated that approximately ',0 percent of the 15,W14 local
30.001 systems would participate in the ESKA program.

Adequate ';upply of librarians

Mr. Michel Do we now have a sutticient number ot trained librarisns to meet
oaf' needs '
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ir Ro%er. rie protesslon still needs minoritv librarians nuere ha:e also

been identified shortages ot lirarlins who bave skills with mt. !is technoloe% or

compwers. Wi.:hin the Ottice ot Educatf.m budget, howe..er, this program does not

oow bah.. as ni.ch a priority as other trildnin4 programs 'wcairse ot the general overall

suppl. ot lihrarrans seeking emplo:.ment dcordin4 to a luV, stud% ot library man-

power b% the Hureau ot Labor l;tatistics.

titrengtheniug Resuarcl. Lihraries

Mr. mithel. l'nder the Research libraries program, what specitic types of

actiJilles arc the tunds used tor!

DT. hover. The program has two objectives: to maintain and strengthen research

collections and to make these collections available to users and other libraries.

Basically, institutions nse the twirls tor three t%pes ol atrivities in orlf to meet

these ohleciives bibliographic control and access activities, collectio develop-

ment, and preservation of materials.

"eneral Revenue Sharing Funds tor Puhlic libraries

Mr. Michel How much ot the i:eneral Revenue Sharing funds last year was spent

on libraries:

:W. hover libraries received $>9.7 million from General Revenue Sharing funds

in fiscal /ear ln//, the latest year tor which figures are available. This is

approximatelv one percent ot all General Revenue Sharing funds spent in that year.

lotal national Expenditures tor Public Libraries

4r Michel Do voo have any Itgures as to what the total Federal, State, and

local expenditures on public libraries are per Year?

dr. Hover. fn WI, public lihraries received nearly 3140 million from all

Federal sources and $1.3 billion from itate and local tunds. Almost 40 percent of

the itate and local support V4Me 49 matching londs tor the public library Program.

total National Expenditures for Schonl Libraries

"r. 4ithol. What about tigures as to how much overall is being spent on schoot

libraries'

Dr. ((dyer Die estimated expenditures tor public school libraries trom State

and local tuncis are ;54', -1 mullion. Approximately $.30_/ million is spent by private

schools ami ',301).1 million is derived trom feder40 sources. This amounts to IS$3.4

million tor school libraries tram all sources.

Access to hchlic Library iervices

Mr Sovbal You coat, that ub percent of t),e population has access to library

c-e! heatA from lilqrarfa"s and peupie io my community that the dolor

prohlem illoaries !ate is not reaching all segments of the population. How AtA you

arrive at this figure'

!tr. tio%..r lath iiate Av,olops ifs own s!atidaid of leterminin.c access to library

scrvicea .,,cm which this pertenta..e 1, derived. Pilule standards are usuall% based on

Ii
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the relationship between such librar% characteristics as collection size, development
and staff, and characteristics ot the areas, such as population and per capita sup-
port_ In addition to questions concerning access to seri:res. the public library
program must he responsive through the requirements ot the law to improving the
adequacy or lihrarv services.

librarv Services tor Bilingual Persons

Mr. Bovhal. What special projects have been targeted on hilingual!hicultural
populations that have not traditionally heen served hy puhlic libraries! For example,
do yoo have anv systematic studies of what programs effectively reach these popula-
tions, rather than simple anecdotes on the soccess of a particular hookmobile project!

;TT, Rover. In 1974 a grant of 00,b4b was made to the flakland Puhlic Library
tor Project California Ethnic Servic:rs to address the prohlem areas in establishing
services and collections for ethnic populations. The project is evaluating sources
and developing strategies for purchase of ethnic and non-English language materials;
laeutifying and disseminating information ahout services, collections and programs;
developing melhoas to implement recommendations to meet the library needs of ethnic
populations; and developing a prototype catalog of the Spanish hole ngs of major
library centers.

We !Ian' %Ot had anv systematic soidy of how the bilingual projects funded under
iScA have ritectlyely reached these populations. Mere Is a current study of !SCA
litle I hv Applied Management Sciences underway which will provide program evaluation
data for us by shout oc tuber 1 4S0

nudger tor Public. Libraries Below 19!9 level

4r. Bce.bal. In a tile of tiscal constraint al the State and local levels far
libraries. could You elaborate on what you mean when you state that libraries will
he expected ose their funds more "wisely"'

9r. Royer. Each State should emphasIze the hasic purpose of improving public
library services when developing its State program. improving management procedures
and targeting tonds to priority areas such as strengthening State lihrarv administra-
five agencies, orhan resource centers and services to specialized groups are two
methods of increasing the elficiencv of the ptogram and using the funds more wisely.

Mr. Boyhal. Bv totting back public libraries by Si.t) million vou effectivelv
delete the additional funding that would have gone to urban lihraries by fhe -trig-
ger- prov,sion you cite in Ole jostification. Aren't urhan lihraries in worse shape
than other lihraries, for (ample soburhan lihraries!

It. Royer. Again, comprehensive, hard data are not availahle. my budget in
general reflects anti-inflation initiatives which will resolr to e..mtor,t,m, "! yv.t-

eral amsistance tor public library services in drhan. suburban, and rural areas.
iensus Korean reports show that central citv populations declined nationwide by
percent between 14/0 and 19//, while suhorhan populations increased ny 12 percent
It should he noted that 2S percent of Title I funds already go to urban libraries

library Services tor Special Popnlations

MT, 4.1..bal. iolli you tor the record list the amoonts ot funding that will he
going to rhe disadvantaged, the aged ana migrants trom public library tunas!
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Dr. Rover. Allocation% for public lihrarv servi,es to these groups are deter-

mined hy each State, based on the 849094f:a need% ot its total population. For iiscal

year 1980, it ia prolected that the disadvantaged will re.eiye $12,500,000; the aced,

$2,500,000; and migrants, $1,000,000.

college iihrerv RegOnrCes
1

Mr. Royhal, For FY 1980 you propose elimination of college lihrarv resources

program. Much the same arguments are used this year as were used in last %ear's

fustification. Specifically that this program only provides something like 55,000

'to every college library throughout the country. Could yoo tell the 5uhtommittee

how inflation has affected :he prices of books, journals and films during 1978?

iv, Royer. The 19:.8 average prices were 520.10 fur hardcover hooks, 52/.i8

for periodicals and 3185 for 16mm color films, Hardcover hook prices increased at

an average vearlv rate of 11.6 percent and periodicals at a rate ot 17.5 percent.

Mr. Rovbal. For small lihraries, such as in communits colleges and scrfll pri-

vate colleges, Isn't the 55,000 serving as a significant source of funds tor their

hook and periodical acquisitions!

Dr. Royer. Small colleges will feel the .mpact to some extent, though the basic

grant ot 31,90h in 1478 was not large enough to meet all the acquisition needs ot small

libraries.

Library Career Training

Mr. Rovhal. you stare chat librarian% are not in short supply in the market

Does this apply to minority librarians as well'

:fr. Royer. There 14 a demand for minority lihrariaus and other professionals

who can ettectively relate to the disadvantaget

Strengthening Research libraries

Mr. Royhal crder Your college library program I have had some severe regerva.

tions in the direction it is heading. You have consistently targeted Federal support

in strengthening research libraries while not supporting the-smaller college libraries.

lave you done any evaluation on how well the Interlibrary program is working to bene-

fit smaller college libraries!

Ifr. Royer. me ltrungthening Research lihrartes program was first implemented

in tiscal Year 14:-, and the first 1s.a:e ot grants are lo operation throu4h ieptemher

lupq. evalu.tion is possible until these projects have ended and program results

tan 'cc, properly assessed. However . no grart was issued under the program unless there

%v.'s strong assurance and potential tor heneliting smaller institutions through net-

working.

't
au% 0,111nA'1004 IO.ASVI On the prohlems enc,uncerel h.. smaller

lthrarles In attessihg periodicals and hooks tr,m the larger tostItutions'

noter 4',Urt illIns'Ion -.tot q01...s./er. no 0-aot wac, tagoed

onier pro,r7t-. '!.ere exis,e.: A tPtiord of 104Irg '0 other Instil I

'tufo{ :1, pro.lram e..c,nirtlees oroytdioe resource% to
smaller ,olieves Oh An inter-

loen nt11171.1:. hen,' te,hooloeje. rels:ed LI the trignitet ot information

:; I
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PA:4; 1674,4

Public Library Services

Mr. Conte. What progrean is being made in improving library service for the
handicapped' What are thP costs of making changes for these people to have access
to lIhraries.

Dr. Boyer. Improving library services for the handicapped is one of the priority
areas of the Public Library Services program. We reach Approximately 500,000 blind
end physically handicapped people each year through such services as providing braille
materials and audio-viaual equipment. Over 14 million such Items were circulated by
libraries in 1977. However, 8,147 library buildings remain inaccessible to the handi-
capped. It is estimated that it would cost $275.6 million to make the necessary struc-
tural changes,

Mr. Conte. Are all libraries glat receive Federal funds required to keep a
number of braille books in their library? If not, why not?

Dr. Boyer. No. Requiring books In braille would put a special burden on small
libraries since these materials require special handling to preserve them and require
a great deal of Storage space. In addition, cols: about 20.000 of the 500.000 blind
readers In the country read braille. Many blind people prefer recorded materials or
talking hooks. These materials and braille books can be obtained hy users through
interlibrary cooperation activities.

Interlibrary Cooperative Services
Mr. ,onte. You state that rouRhlY 7 percent of the Nation's libraries participate

In Interlibrary cooperative Services. How many years has this program been in exis-
tence? Do you consider a 1 percent participation rate a success! WhJ. or why not!

7)r. Rover. Tbe Interlibrary Cooperative qervices program has been In operation
since fiscal yar 1467. it has been successhil In encouraging libraries to broaden
the use of their resources through local, lime and regional networks that in.olye
several types of libraries In 1480 we expect over 1.000 !Ibraries to participate in
the 130 cooperative projects. ;Ince this reacLes all types of librattes--academic,
school, special, and public--tn the Nation, the participation rate seems to !t. .n.sod In

relation to the t,inding leyel

School Libraries and Instructional Resources

Mr conic Yo, are decreasing iunds tor the School libraries and Inurectional
'?esources proeram at !he same time that the co,t vt books, not to sention aedio- isual

e'lgilment. is reporiell% spirslIne Won't !his have a :c.f.,: serious impact on the
purchasing power ot libraries in :arions .1t6tes!

Bo.er. 14SO per-pupil exec-Ai:1re wJil be A.28. A decrease ot onl.
2q cents. :lie red,ctiou in 1.111,19 will ca.:se oaJi and Lflal educvioeal aeencies to
reorder their priorities and tar4et tunds to areas with lar:e oumbers ot poor or
cost ssudents

Cuidance, counseling, and :esctne

'r. tont,. t the s million ,',.1..1179 s. 0 will :rsted Ibis vv.!'" lOr readinv
., ow nA.1. do 1.sti-lotu will !.a., so kibi ot readin, will

releire gut Lance or "nsivlin....

[..pot'tS :ha; aboo ltli,on 1c0011..ers Letwecl aye, 01 12 an.1

r I .1 11. 1..r .A1. \, iir.Itv el1.10$ repot t t
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are 53.3 million persons in the inited -;tates who are l years of age or older, not

enrolled in school, and without a high scnool diploma Furthermore, in 193,

st0(3,M0 Youngsters left high school before receiving Oiploma. on the basis of

these statistics ir is estimated that over-half of the'3.5 million students tested

will have some kind of reading diaability which will require guidance or counseling

services.

College Library Resources

(onte. You state that you are ehding the Uoltege Library Ruaources program,

because monies were distributed regardless of need. "ight you not change the formula

for distribution of money, legislatively( it need be, and find those colleges that can

use Federal help, so that they might be aided iu their attempt to keep up good lib-

rary services?

pr. Royer. As the commissioner indicated, we will be submittimr our higher

education recommendations regarding
reauthorization to the congress ver soon. Wm

will undoubtedly recommend that the Yolle,ie Library Resources program grants be hatted

on need

iThe justification submitted by the Department follows:I
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Appropriation Estimate

Library Resources

Por carrying out, to the extent not otLervise provided, titles I and III

of the Library Services and Construction Act (20 U.S.C., c'h. 16); title II,

rart --,1/ of the Higher Education Act: and title IV, narts B and Dal of the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act, ($266,41),000) 9233,q37,000: Provided,

That ($180,000,000) $149,e.90,000 for title IV, part B and 118,000,000for

title TV, part Dal of the Elementary ana
Secondary Education Act eall become

available for obligation on July 1, f1979) 1980, and shall remain available.

until September '1, (1980) 1981.

Explanation of Language Changes

1/ Reference to Part C of Title II of the Higher Educstion Act is added to

delimit the use of Title II; funding for three other.programs authorized

under Title II is not requested.

2/ Supplemental langudage for 1979 is proposed to transfer $18,000,000 out of

Title IV, Part 13, of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act to fund the

Guidance, Counueling, and Testing program under Title IV, Part D, newly

authorized by the Education Amendments of 1978.

113

,1
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Language provision

f
Explanst:on

... ($180,000,000) J149,e.1),C0) Sectiot. 402(a)(2) of the Elementary and
for title IV, part A....of the -Secondary Education Act states that "No
Elementary and Secondary Educe- funds are authorised to be appropriated
tion Act under this subsection...unless the

aggregate amount...is at least equal to
the aggregate amount appropriated...
during the precedinp fiscal year..."
The comparable amount for FSEA IV-8
in 1979 is $162,000,000 after the pro-
posed transfer out of $18,000,000 for
ESEA IV-D. Although the ESEA 1V-8
request is $12,400,000 less than the
1979 comparable amourit, adoption of the
proposed language would give local educa-
tional agencies more discretion in use
of funds and private school children

would receive greater benefits under the
consolidated Title 1V-8 program.

111

f 1
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Amounts Available for Obligation

1979 1980

Appropriation $266,475,000 $233,837,000

.-

Unobligaced balance, start of year 22,434,9h8 78,365

Unobligated balance, end of year -78,30 .78,365

Total obligations 288,831,603 233,837,000

Summary of Changes

1979 Estimatad budget authority
.$266, 5,000

1980 Estimated budget authority
'33 837 000

Net change - 32,638,000

1979 Base Change from Base

DacrvAses:
Program:

1. Public library services..
general cost-cutting reduction which
also results in eliminetion of urban
library triggering provision $62,500,00*

2. /nturlibrary cooperative
ssrvices- -reduction of 45 net-

working Projects 5,000,000 . 1,663,000

.$ 5,600,000

3. School libraries'and instruc-
tional resources...average per
pupil xpenditure reduced by

$0.28 162,000,000 12,400,000

4. College library resources- -
tereinatt program.. 9,975,000 . 9,975,00*

5. Li'.rary areer training
terminate orogram 2,000,000 - 2,000,000

6. Library deroostrations--
terminate program 1,000,000 1000 000

Total decreaeoe
- 32,638,000

Net zha..ge
- 32,638,000

115
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Budget Authority by Activity

1979 1980 Increase or
Estimate Estimate. Decrease

1. Public libraries:
a. Services $ 62,500,000 $ 56,900,000 -$ 5,600,000
b. Interlibrary cooperative

services 5 000 000 3,337 000 - 1,663,000

Snbtotal 61,)00,000 60,237,000 - 7,263,000

2. 5chool libraries and instructional
ilisources 162,000,0001/ 149,600,000 - 12,400,000

3. Guidance, counseling, and testing 18,000,000-
1/

16,000.000 ...

4. College library resources 9,975,000 ....- - 9,975,000

5. Tra lng and demonstrations:
a. Abrary career training 2,000,000
b, Library demonstrations 1 000 000

2,000,000
1,0004000

Subtotal 3,000,000 -.. 3,000,000

b. Strengthening research libraries 6,000,000 6,000,000

rotal budget authority 266.475,000 233,837,000 - 32,638,000

1! $,:pplemental language for 1979 is proposed to transfer $18 million out of
School Lib.ltries and Instructional Resources (ESEA IV-B) to fund Guidance,
Counseling, and Testing under ESEA IV-D, newly authorized by the Education
Amendments of 1978.

Budget Authority by Obj A

1979 1980 Increase or
Estimate Estimate Decreasn

other services $ 1,335.000 $ 1,244,000 -$ 91,000

Grants, subsidies, and contributions 265,140,000 232,593 000 32,547,000

Total budget authority by object 26'.475,000 233,837,600 32,638,000

116
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Significant Items in House and Senate
Appropriations Committees Reports

Item

1979 Senate Report

College library resources

1. The Committee expressed its
hopes that dhe authorizing
committees will seriously
consider changing the opera-
tionsof this program so that
funds are awarded to institu,
tions with the greatest need for
assistance.

. 1 ,..,

J j

Action taken or to be taken

1. Reauthoritation is required in

1980. The Office of Education
is now considering possible
alternatives for this program.
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Authorizing Legislation

1979 1980
Amount 1979 Amount 1980

Authorized Estimate Authorized Zstimate

Library Resources;
1. Public libraries (Library

Services and Construction
Act):
a. Services (Title I) $140,000,000 $62,500,000 $150,000,000 $56,900,000 ,

b. Interlibrary coopers.
tive services
(Title III).( 20,000,000 5,000,000 20,000,000 3,337,600

2. School libraries and
instructional resources
(Elementary and Secondary
Education Act, Title IV,

1/
Part B) Indefinite 162,000,000- Indefinite 149,600,000

3. Guidance, counseling, and
testing (Elementary and
Secondary Education Act,

1/
Title IV. Part D) 50,000,000 18,000,000- 50,000,000 18,000,000

4. College librery resources
(Higher Education Act,
Title II, Part A) 9,975,000

2/
120,000,000 120,000,000--

5. Training and demonstrations
(Higher Education Act,
Title II. Part B) _3.000,000

6. Strengthening research
libraries (Higher Education

2/
Act, Title II. Part C) 20,000,000 6,000,000 20,000,000- 6,000,000

Unfunded authorizations:

Library Services and Conatruc-
tion Act:
Iitle II--Public library
construction Indefinite Indefinite
iitle IV--Older readers
services indefinite Indefinite

Higher Education Act:
Title VI, Part A--College
instructional equipment

Total bndget authority

Total budget authority against
definite authorizationt

70,000,000
2/

'0 000 000-

420,000,000

266,475,000

104.47c,000 431,000.000

233,837,000

84,237.000

k/ Snpplemental language for 1979 is proposed to transfer $18 million out of
School Libraries and Instrwctional Resources (ESEA IV-11) to fund Guidance.
Counseling, and Testing under ESKA IV-D. newly authorized by the Education
Amendments of 1978.

2/ Authorisation based on automatic one-year extension by the General Education
Provisions Act. .

a t')

:IS
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Library Resources

Year

Budget
Estimate .

to °bursas

Rouse
Allowance

Senate
Allowance Appropriation

1970 41,880,000 214,305,000 245,555,000 153,382,250

1971 131,430,000 161,680,000 254,765,000 200,772,000

1972 107,250,000 167,709,000 296,709,000 226,209,000

1973 140,i87,000 202,357,000 292,357,000 265,157,000

1974 201,209,000 219,209,000 191,624,000

1975-
1/

274,330,000 311,304,000 360,937,000 326,554,000

1976 147,330,000 209,054,000 227,368,918 218,368,918

Transition
Quarter 12,937,000 12,937,000 12,937,000 12,937,000

1977 218,029,000 223,721,324 253,721,324 238,209,324

1978 233,542,000 246,812,000 267,812,000 253,312,000

1979 232,837,000 257,975,000 274,975,000 266,475,000

1980 233,837,000

1/ Includes advanced funded &mounts for obligation in 1976: $137,330,000 for

Budget Estimate, Rouse Allowance, Senate Allowance, and Appropriation.

119
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Jw.tification

L:brary Resources

1979
Estimate

1980

Estimate
Increase or
Decrease'

1. Public libraries:
a. Services
b. Interlibrary cooperative

$ 52,500:000 $ 56,900,000 -$5,600,000

services 3-000.000 3 337,000 -1,663,000
rubtotal 67,500,600 60,237,000 -7,263,000

2. School libraries and instructional
resources 162,000,000-

1/
149,600,000 -12,400,000

3. Guidance, counseling, and testing
1/

18,000,000

4. College library resources 9,975,000 -9,975,000

S. Training and demonstrations:
a. Library career training 2,000,000 -2,000,0u
b. Library demonstrationa 1,000,000 -1,000,000

Subtotal 3,000,000 -3,000,000

6. Strengthening research libraries 000 6,000,000

Total budget authority

_6,000

266,475,Q00 233,837,C00 -32,638,000

1/Supplemental language for 1979 is proporod to transfer $18,000,000 out of School
Libraries and Instructional Resources (ESEA IV-133 to fund Guidance, Counseling,
and Testing under ESEA IV-D, newly authorized by the Education Amendments of 1978.

General Statement

Assistanca and support for the libraries of the Natian have bee: oart of the mission
of the Office of Education'since 1938. At first, the Federal role w:.'..i one of tech-
nical assistance and information on the "state ol libraries." Financial support
began in 1957 with the pasaage of the Library Scrvices and Construction Act, and in
that year the funding level was approximately $2 mi:lion for the one program. At
that cime approximately 56 percent of the population had access to public library
services, compared with 96 percent today. Since that time additional programs have
been added for the support of not Only public libraries bat also school libraries,
A ademic libraries, research libraries, and special libraries. Federal funding
over the last 23 yeari has risen from $2,000,000 to $60,000,000 for public libraries
and to over $233,000,000 for all library Resources programs. In addition, General
Revenua Sharing funds totaling ove: $370,000,000 have been used for public
libraries in the 514-year period from January 1972 through June 1977.

The 1980 budget request of $233,837,000 for Library Re,.ources is $32,638,090 less
than the 1979 appropriation, but this level is considered to be adequate to keep
the Nation's libraries moving forward in this era of great technological changes.

In 1980 Federal aid to libraries will be concentrated on the provision of specialized
services and extension to unnerved and underserved population groups under the public
library programs; on innovative activities under *he School Libraries and Instruc-
tional Resources program: on expanded guidance and counseling services, as well as
testing programs, in elementary and secondary schools; and on the strengthening
and improving of major research librao, resources in an effort to create a truly
national network for resource sharing among research libraries.

LS
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Support ft. the College Libr-oirv Resourrem and the Training ici Demonstrations

programs ls not recommended. The College Library Resources program provides

grants of under $5,000 without regard to'need, which is not a cost-effective use

of Federal funds. The requirement for librarian training ia greatly reduced now

that the overall supply is adequate to fill most vacancies. Finally, funding is

not being requested for library demonscratioa projects since other Federal

agencies can fund similar types of projects and previously funded projecIs can

and should be used for replication to upgrade or update service delive-. and

librarian training programs.
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1. Public Libraries: a. Services
(Library Services and Construction Act, Title I)

1979 Estimate 1980
Budget Budget Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorization Pos. Authority. Decrease

8 $62,500,000 $150,000,000 11 $56,900,000 -$5,600,000

Purpose and method of operations

To prouote the extension and improvement of public library services in areas with-
out such services or with inadequate services, to improve State library service
for the physically handicapped, institutionalized and disadvantaged persona, to
strengthen State library administrative agencies, to strengthen metropolitan
libraries which serve as regional and national resource centers, and to provide
special assistance to major urban resource libraries, grants to States are made on
a formula based on total resident population, but with a $200,000 minimum for the
50 States, D.C., and Puerto Rico, and a $40,000 minimum for the other outlying
areas. The Federal share ranges from 33 percent to 66 percent (except the Trust
Territory which is 100 percent federally funded), and States must provide matching
funds in proportion to their per capita income.

The legislation provides additional funds for major urban resource libraries
through an appropriation "trigger" provision. When the appropriation fox this
program exceeds $60,000,000, cities with over 100,000 population share 50 percent
of the excess over $60,000,000 with the remainder to be used at the discretion of
the States within tha program purposes.

1980 budget policy

To encourage and strengthen States in the establishment, expansion, and improve-
ment of public libraries to fulfill the continuing informational and educational
needs of all persons,$56,900,000 is requested for fiscal year 1980. Although this
amount represents a decrease of $5,600,000 from the previous year, recipients are
expected to use Fedral, State, and local fundi more wisely, eliminating those
practices and procedures which have proven ineffective or inefficient in the past.
These funds are supplemented by about $90,000,000 per year from General Revenue
Sharing funds. Additionally, about 96 percent of the population now has access to
public library services, compared with 56 percent in 1957.

In fiscal years 1979 and 1980, about 500,000 blind and physically handicapped
persons will use special equipment or large-print books with the help of specially
trained public library personnel. Also, about 750,000 prisoners, patients, and
other institutionalized persons will receive special library services, as will over
7.500,000 older readers.

In 1979, for the first time an amount of $1,250,000 is specifically earmarked for
major urban resource libraries. These funds are to be awardee by the States for
urban library projects. No funds will be provided for the urban library provision
in 1980, but major urban libraries under normal program operations still receive
between 20 and 30 percent of the program funds. The larger part of the $62,500,000
appropriation for 1979 will be used for service projects affecting the disadvantaged,
blind and physically handicapped, State institutionalised, aged, and migrants.

... No No
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1. Public Libraries: b. Interlibrary Coc,Irative Services

(Library Services and Construction Act, Title III)

1979 Estimate 1980

Budget
Budget Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorization., Pos. Authority Decrease

3 $5,000,000 $20,000,000 4 $3,337,000 -$1,6h3,ono

Purpose and method of operations

To establish cooperative library programs involving public libraries with other

types of libraries, e.g., school libraries, college and university libraries, and/

or specializeii information centers, this program provides support for local, State,

interstate and/or regional networks of libraries for the purpose of providing

library and information services.

Grants are made to States according to a formula based on total resident population,

but with a minimum of $40,000 for the 50 States, D.C., and Puerto Rico, and a

$10,000 minimum for the other outlying areas.
No State matching is required..

1E0 budget_policy

To improve the efficiency and effectiveness of library service delivery, the 1980

request for Interlibrary Cooperative Services of $3,337,000 will support approxi-

mately 130 projects, a decrease of 45 projects below the 1979 level. These projects

emphasize the cost-sharing benefits of networking through
better mtilization of the

resources of participating libraries. Approximately seven percent of the Nation's

libraries will participate in these cooperative projects.
Although the 1980 funding

level is below the 1979 level, States may choose to fund additional interlibrary

cooperation projects through other Federal programs, such as the much larger Public

Library Services program, which encourages such projects AS part of the general goal

of improving public library services.

The fiscal year 1979 appropriation of $5,000,000 will be used to support approxi-

mately 175 cooperative networks
involving about 15 percent of the Nation's libraries,

including public, school, academic, and special libraries. Model projects include

such cooperative efforts as
telecommunication networks to provide Information and

bibliographic services and interlibrary loan capability; centralized acquisition and

processing centers for materials; planning activities to develop comprehensive state-

wide library networks; and the training for the administration of 1nterlibraty

network activities.

0
3 .
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2. School Libraries and Instructional Resources
(Elementary'and Secondary Education Act, Title IV, Part 8)

1979 Estimate
Budget

Pos. AuthoritY

1980

Budget Increase orAuthorizecion Pos. Authority Decrease
10 $162,000,00011 Indefinite 10 $149,600,000 -$12,409,000

11 For comparability, an $18,000,000 proposed
transfer fur Guidance, Counseling,.and Testing (ESEA IV...D) has been subtracted from the 1979 appropriation of .

$180,000,000.

Purpose and method of operations

To provide ser to local educational
agencies, the School Libraries andInstructional h. .out,es program provides
grants to States for the purchase ofinstructional materials and equipment. This activity consolidatai into a singleauthorization the School

Library Resources (ESEA II) and Equipment and MinorRemodeling (NDEA III) programs. The Education Amendments of 1978 removed from thisESEA IV-IS consolidation the minor remodeling
provision of NDEA /II and theGuidance, Counseling and Testing program, part of the old ESEA III. Guidance,Counseling, and Testing has been reauthorized as ESEA IV-D and follows as aseparate activity in this account, The Act requires that sclvenc funding be ineffect for any year in which consolidation

applies.

Funds ere distributed to the States on the basis of the proportionate
number ofchildren in each State who are ages five through seventeen, compared to the tc alof such children in all States, after approximately one percent is withdrawn forallocation to the outlying

areas ano the Department of Interior (Bureau of InoianAffairs). The States in turn distribute funds to local education agencies accord-ing to enrollment in public and private schools, and in relation to local taxeffort for education
and numbers of children whore education imposes highet thanaverage cost. Of the allotted

amount, States may use five percent or $225,000,whichever is greater, for administration. Local educetion agencies have completediscretion in determining how funds will he divided among this activity's compo-nent programs. Title IV requires equitable
participation of children and teachersin private nonprofit

elementary and secondary schools.

1980 budget Policy

To promote the expansion in the use of school
library resources and instructionalequipment, $149,600,000 i_ requested for 1980. The program will serve about 45.5million elementary and secondary school students,

of whom close to 10 percent, or.4.3 million students, are in private schools.
The reduction in funds of$12,400,000 will result in a decreased average per pupil

expenditure under thisprogram, allowing for $3.28 per pupil in 1980 compared with $3.56 in 1979, adecrease in 1980 of $0.28. In order not to diminish
the effectiveness of theprogram, States should adhere more closely to the concept of giving specialconsideration to local education agencies which are poor or have large numbers ofstudents whose education is more costly. This reduction reflects 4 reordering ofpriorities in light of overall

budget cnnstraints and because the program does nottarget fonds well on those most in need.

The emphasis in 1080 (school
year 1980-81) will be on the following:

I. Aid to private school childreni

C.)

t.,
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2. Equalizing edurational opportunity by providing additional funds for poor

school districts;

3. Expanded aid tor disadvantaged students living in sparsely populated areas,

students from families in which English is not the dominant language, students

fruin families which are migratory workers, and students who are gifted and

talented: and

4. Introduction of new instructional equipment, e.g., video tape recorders, mini-

computers, desk calculators. etc.

For fiscal year 1979, a request for a reapp lation is proposed so that funds

tor Guidance, Counseling, and Testing ran b :de available under the authority of

the new ESEA 1V-D, which was created by the Education Amendments of 1978 and at the

same time transferred out of the School Libraries and Instructional Resources

(ESEA 1V-133 authority. This proposal will make funding for Guidance, Counseling,

and Testing consistent with the 1980 request which proposes funding as a separate

activity under the new ESEA 1V-D authority.

he remaining funds, not proposed for reappropriation and transfer, $162,000,000,

will be awarded to local education agencies by State education agencies, which

may retain up to 5 percent for administration. Use of these funds would be

restricted to the purposes of Title 1V-1t, as revised by the Education Amendments

of 1.978. That is, approvable expenditures would be for school library resourres,

textbooks, other printed And published instructional materials, and the acquisi-

tion of instructional equipment and materials.
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3. Guidance, Counseling, and Testing
(Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title IV, Part 0)

1979 Estimate 1980
Budget Budget Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorization Po:.. Authority. Decrease

5 $18,000,000 $50,000, 5 $18,000,000

Purpose and method of operations

To identify each child's abilities and to encourage and assist each child in
developing those abilities to the fullest, Title IVD of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act authorizes grants to States for strengthening and expand
ing guidance, counseling, and testing programs in elementary and secondary schools.
Emphasis is placed upon strengthening programs at both the State and local levels.

This is an advanced funded program. The amount requested for fiscal year 1980
will become available for obligation on Jely 1, 1980, for use the 1980-81
school year.

The allocation to each State is basee upon the number of children aged five to
seventeen, inclusive, and the allocation to each of the outlying areas is based
upon need.

Any State meeting the eligibility requirements set forth in the law and wishing to
participate must submit to the Commissioner of Education a State plan whkeh assures
that: 1) anadministrative unit at the State level will be designated; 2) funds will
be expended solely for the programs and purposes of the legislation; 3) provisions
will be made for the par'icipation of children in private schools; 4 provisions
will be made to provide technical assistance to local educational agincies; 5) pro
visions will be made for local education agencies to submit applicat.ons to the
State; 6) State and local funding will be maintained; 7) administrative funds will
be separately identifiedi and 8) local education agencies have complete discretion
in determining how funds will be divided among this activity's purposes.

we
Of the total tunds that 4 State receives, no more than five percent may be used
for State administrative costs and no more than 7. percent may be used for State

( leadership and supervisory services in the field of guidance, counseling, and
1%. testing.

The legislation authorizes te Office of Education to reserve not m6re than five
percent of the appropriated funds for use at the Federal level.

1980 budget policy

The budget request ar $18,000,000 for fiscal ytar 1980 (school year 1980-131) will
assist the States ifs providing guidance and counseling to 3.1 million puhlic and
80,000 private school children and testing programs to 3.5 million public and
200,000 private school children who would not receive such services otherwise.
Priority in the use of Federal funds is placed in the following areas: 1) extensiu,
vf guidance, counseling, and testing programs to children not served; 2) implementa.
ion of Statelevel leadership and supervi,ion in guidance, counseling, and testingi

all States; and 3) providieg information regarding guidance and counseling as a
profes,ton, guidance and counseling activities of the Federal government, and
activities of State and local programs of guidance and counseling.
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For fiscal year 1980, at least 8/.5 percent of the
$17,275,000 which is to he made

available to the States will "flow through" the State education agencies to the

lotal education agencies to be,used at the complete
discretion of the local ..,1Aca-

tton agencies to strengthen and expand guidance,
counseling, and testing programs.

No more than 7.5 percent of the State's allocation may be used for State leadership

and supervisory services
and no more than five percent for State administrative

costs. The remaining $725,000
will be used by the Office of Education to fund

demonstration asnd/or model projects for the inservice training of counselors to

better serve special populations.

For tiscal year 1979, a proposal has been set forth in the supplemental justiti..a-

tion to reappropriate
$18,000,000 to fund the Guidance,

Counseling, and Testing

program under the newly authorized ESEA iV-0, which was created by the Education

Amendments...of 1978; the Amendments at the same time removed this program from the

ESEA 19- consolidation. These funds would be used for the same purposes as

tnrth above in the 1980 budget policy statement, with
$17,275.000 for grants to

States and $725,000 tor discretionary projects administer,d by the Office of

Edmation.

127
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College Library Resources
(Higher Education Act, Title IL, Part A)

1979 1980
Budget

Increa e or
ANs. Authority Authorization Pos.
Budget
uthority Decre se

5 as,975,000 $120,000,000A/ 1 $9,975,

1/ Authorization baled on GEPA exttl.:
: . amount is '9r Parts A and B of HEA II._

Purpose and method of operations

To provide support to institutions of higher education for the acquistrion of
library materials (including law library resources), uch as books, ; 'odicala,
documents, magnetic tapes, phonograph records, audio-visual materials ndpther
related materials (including necessary binding), grants are awarded to eligible
institutions of higher education and other publio and private nonprofit library
institutions whose primary function is to serve institutions of higher education.
Virtually all institutions of higher-education are eligible to receive the basic
grant of up to $5,000 provided maintenance of effort requirements are met.

There is a statutory distribution of funds among the College Library Resources,
Library Career Training and Library Demonstrations programa. Of the amount ap-
propriated, 70 percent is to be used for College Library Resources and 30 percent
for Training and Demonstrations. The program is forward funded.

1980 budget policy

The 980 budget proposes that the College Library Resources program be terminated.
Und r this program, granLs of less thar $5,000 are awarded to nearly every higher
ecGcation institution in the country without regard for need.

With the fiscal year 1979 appropriation of 89,975,000; about 2,550 institutions of\
higher education will receive basic granta of about $3,900 each. Approximately 75
percent of the funds are used for the acquisition of printed materials and 25 per-
cent fur the acquisition of non-print materials, such as films, filmstrips, record-
ings, tapes, microfiche, microcards, etc.
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1

S. Tr4ining and :Iemonstrat:..a: a. Library caroor Training

..

(Higher Education Act, Title 11, Part B)

1979 Estimate
Budget

Authorl.ty.

. _

Budget

Authorization

$120,000,Nuo

1/ Authorization based on 6EPA exteusbm; aamunt 19 fvr Parts A and B of FIFA 11.

Fur..se...and method of operations.

To support the training of paraprofessionals and professionals in library and

information science tor service to all types of lihraries, grants for fellowships,

traineeships, and training institutes for lihrarY P ersonnel may he awarded to

institutions of higher edueation and other library organizations or agencies.

This Is a discretionary, forward-funded program,
with grants going to the institatious

which have been selected hy a panel of outside experts plus Office of Education

ytaff.

There is a statutory distribution of fands among the College Library Resources,

Library Career Training And Library Demonstrations programs. Further, of the amount

appropriated fen. Training and Demonstrations, two-tbirds of the funds must be used for

'training. Tn addition, not less than SO percent of the funds for such training is

to be used to support fellowships and traineeships.

1980 budget policy

The J980 budget requests no funds for the Library Career Training program due to

budgetary constraints. This program does not now have as.high a priority as other

training programs hocausr the overall supply of lihrarians seeking employment is

sufficient to meet the need, according to projections reported in a 1975 study el

library manpower by the Bureau of labor Statistics.

This program has made a major cotttrihution toward the training of librarians. From

the beginning of the program in 1566 through 1979, Federal fnnds have heen used to

support about 3,800 fellowships and traineeships and 15,500 participants in long-

term and short-te1 rm training institutes. lt also has placed particular stress on

upgrading women and minorities in the library profession.

To stimulate training and retraining
for the library professio'n, the fiscal year

1979 appropriation of $2,000,000 i9 providing support for about 145 undergraduate

and graduate-level fellowships and
traineeships, of which 70 percent represent the

disadvantaged, including women and minarities. These funds are supporting also

alinpt 750 participants in institutes for skills retraining at an average cost ol

51,200 per person
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5. Training and Demonstrations: b. Library Demonstrations
(Higher Education Act, Title II, Part B)

1979 Estimate 1980
Budget Budget Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorization Pos. Authority Decrease

%.3 $1,000,000 $120,000,000-
11

I -r- - $1,000,000

1/ Authorization based on CEPA extel amount is f,,r Parts A and B of HEA II.

Purpose and method of operations

To orovide improved information services to special target groups and to improve
administration of all types of libraries, discretionary grants and contracts are
made to public or private organizations and agencies for demonstration projects.

Awards are made to recipients selected by a panel of outside evaluators. Thi. pro-
gram is forward funded, and both new awards and competing continuations are funded.

Program priorities are determined %.n the basis of the ligislation, regulltions, and
published criteria. These prioritiea include: support of studies and demonstra-
tions of improved library service, particularly to groupa and persona with special
information needs; institutional cooperation; improvement in library methods and .

procedures; and improvement of library career education.

There la a statutory distribution of funds among the College Library Resources,
Library Career Training and Library Demonstrations programs. Further, of the amount
appropriated for Training and Demonstrations, one-third of thd funds must be used
for demonstration projects.

1980 budget policY

No funds are requested in 1980 for Library Demonstrations due to budgetary con-
straints. Other Federal agencies, such as the National Institute of Education,
National Endommant for the Humanities, Fund for the Improvement of Poataecondary
Education, and the National Commiaaion on Libraries and Information Science, also
fund similar library research and demonstration project..

Over 300 projects have been funded since this program began In 1967. These projects
can and'should be used for replication to upgrade or update service delivery and
library training programa. DiasemiLation of the project reports I. accomplished
primarily through the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC), along with
an announcement in Resources in Education, which is available from the Superin-
tendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office. Abstracta of each year's
projects and a compilation, Directory of Library Research and Demonstration Projects,
1966-1975, are also available from the U.S. Office of Libraries and Learning
Reaources.

With $1,000,000 appropriated in fiical year 1979, about 18 demonstration projects
are being funded. Projects will be supported in auch areas as curriculum reform
in library training, improvement of administration of all types :4 libraries, and
improvement of information services to special target groups.

:30
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. it. Strengthening Research Libraries
(Higher Education Act, Title II, Part C)

1979 Ettimate 1980

Budget Budget Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorization Pos. Authority. 'Decrease

3 $6,000,000 $20,000,000 1! $6,000,000

11/ AuthorizatioPIIION on GEPA extension.
.r-

Purpose and method of operations

To strengthen major research library collections both private and public, wh:ch

represent the bihliographic foundation of the Nation'a research effort, and to make

these collections available b.. creating a truly national network of research

libraries, grants are made to libraries which serve students, faculty, scholars,

and researchers with the combined resources of over 200 milfion volumes. These

libraries are prepared to share these resources through a growing system of

interlibrary lending.

This is a diacretionary, forward-funded program. Thi law specifies that no more .

than 150 research library institutions may receive a grant under this program in

any given year. A reasonable effort must be made to achieve regional balance. A

recipient of a grant under this program may not also receive a grant under the

College Library Resources program (REA, Title II, Part A) in the same fiscal year.

1980 budget policy

To provide scholars and researchers greater access to unique national collections,

the 1980 request will support about 20 &rants averaging S3d0,000 each to strengthen

major research library resourcea. These grants will add about '00,000 volumes to

research collections and will suppvrt close to 18,000 interlibrary loan transactions.

With the rapid increase in the worldwide production of recorded knowledge, the role

of research libraries becomes increasingli important as a deposito-y of cur Nation's

histnry, culture, etc., to advance.: Ind professional education and research. But,

with the demands made on these research libraries comes the need for greater sharing

of resources through networking. It is primarily through this program that research

libraries are enabled to expane the availability of these resources nnd continue

building toward a national network of resource shartag.

Large research libraries have evolved separately
and independently, but there is

now an encouraging trend toward greater
interdependence among them and a growing

system of interlibrary lending. It is estimated that 1,700,000 loan transactions

were made bv major university libraries in 1977-78 at a cost of $15,300,000.

Under existing arrangements the larger
libraries, which lend more than they borrnw,

hear a disproportionate burden of the costs estimated at hetween $8 and $10 per loan

transa,tion. Since 1967 the average cost of a book haH increased 105 percent to

918.01 in 19?7 4nd the average cost of a domestic magazine subscription has increased

21,1 percent since 1967 to 527.58 in 1978.

In fiscal year 1979, tilt second year of existence for this program, the S6,000,000

appropriatin is supporting about 20 eranth averaging $100,000 each to promote a

national network of research librarimemphasizing
the formaliz.tion of resource

sharing. Altiumgh grants ire awar:lc. only to majo. research lihrarien, all libraries

indire(tly benefit bv being .ble to 1.ip into these expanded collections through

interlibrary leadinA, a major pnrpose ,f this program.

131
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The following are examples of projects funded in 1978: 1) A grant to the University
of California at Berkele Y, but for joint adminixtration with UCLA and Stanford, was
made to enable the three libraries to convert serial title:: to machinereadable form
and to make possible resource sharing octivities; and 2) srant to the Boston
Public Library wen for the Ina-pose of making bibliographies of more than three
million books and other materials accessible on an international basis.

f.
*) r
. .#
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State or 1T78 1979 1980Outlirtit "ropriationi 2/Estimate - tirama.A.V-_aip
South Dakota $ 345,656 $ 363,154 $ 345,550
Tennessee 1,092,546 1,206,989 1,098,335
Texas 2,817,322 3,196,471 2,873,152
Utah 457,305 493,012 461,396
Vermont 300,954 113,447 301,206

Virginia 1,265,366 1,401,518 1,271,892
Washington 961,220 1,058,819 966,152
West Virginia 584,781 635,712 588,699Wisconsin 1,181,521 1,296,415 1,178,112Wyoming 2610,421 292,993 282,959

f

District of Columbia 352,287 366,484 348,520
Puerto Rico 862,191 962,258 880,011

,

American Samoa 46,224 47,159 46,386Guam 61,153 62,808 60,347
N. Mariana Islands 43,208 43,734 43,331
Trust Territory 62,116 66,114 63,296Virgin Islands 60,341 62,570 60,135

1/ Distributed with a minimum allotment of $200,000 to the SO States, D.C., and
Puerto Rico and $40,000 to the other outlying areas; remainder distributed on
the basis of total resident population as of July 1, 1975.

2/ Estimated di!tribution with a minimum allotmant of $200,000 to the 50 States,
D.C., and Puerto Rico and $40,000 to tha other outlying areas; remainder dia-
tributed on the basis of total resident population as of July 1, 1976.

134
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Library Resources

Interlibrary Cooperative servic

/
1979

State or ./,. 1980

Outlxing Area Appropriation Fatimate- Esttmate2/

TOTAL $3,337,000 $5,000,000 $3,337,000

Alabama 60,157 88,044 60,205

Alaska 42,035 45,366 42,257

Arizona 52,334 69,579 52,440

Arkansas 51,765 67,843 51,709

California 158,197 323,055 159,041

Colorado 54,168 73,866 54,243

ConnecticeAt 57,285 80,797 57,158

Delaw re 43,228 47,654 43,219

Florida 86,151 149,858 86,202

Georgia 67,494 105,549 67,567

Hawaii 44,840 51,626 44,890

Idaho 44,533 50,956 44,607

Illinois 102,432 187,209 101,910

Indiana 69,624 109,876 69,387

Iowa 55,952 77,799 55,896

Kansas 52,713 70,236 52,716

Kentucky 58,885 85,190 59,005

Louisiana 61,222 90,964 61,433

Maine 45,899 54,086 45,924

Maryland 62,984 94,252. 62,816

Massachusetts 72,418 116,163 72,031

Michigan 90,801 159,853 90,405

Minnesota 61,863 92,003 61,970

Mississippi 53,0c1 71,104 53,081

Missouri 66,560 102,958 66,478

Montana 44,160 49,930 44,176

Nebraska 48,609 60,412 48,584

Nevada 43,290 48,062 43,391

New Hampshire 44,528 50,877 44,574

New Jersey 80,887 136,522 40,593

New Mexico 46,379 55,414 46,482

New York 140,288 227,431 119,854

North Carolina 70,138 111,836 70,211

North Dakota 4 1,552 48,483 43,568

Ohio 99,6 180,594 99,128

Oklahcr.: 55,138 76,431 55,321

Oregon 52,735 70,591 52,865

Penn4v1vania 106,129 195,219 105,278

Rhode 141and 45,141 52,310 45,177

South Carolina 55,702 77,404 55,731
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State or 1078
1/Outlying Area Appropriation-

1979

Estimate-
2/

1980

Estimatel/

South Dakota - $ 43,797 $ 49,022 $ 43,794
Tennessee 63,268 95,685 63,419
Texas 108,231 205,701 101,687
Utah 46,708 56,203 46,814
Vermont 42,632 46,273 42,638

Viirginia 67,773 106,443 67,943
Waahington 59,844 87,402 59,973
West Virginia 50,031 64,094 50,133
Wisconsin 65,587 100,630 65,499
Wyoming 42,097 45,142 42,163

District of Columbia 43,970 49,206 43,872Puerto Rico 57,263 82,152 57,727

American Samoa 10,162 10,396 10,166Guam 10,551 11,261 10,530N. Mariana islands 10,084 10,206 10,087Trust Territory 10,577 11,444 10,607Virnin Islands 10,530 11,248 10,525

.., 1/ Distributed with minimum allotment of $40,000 to the SO States, D.C., anti
Puerto Rico and $10,000 to the outlying areas, and ths balance distributed
on the basis of total resident population as of July 1, 1975,

2/ Estimated distribution with minimum allotment of $40,000 to the 50 States,
D.C., and Puerto Rico and $10,000 to the outlying areas, and the balance dis-
tributed on the basis of total resident population as of July 1, 1976.

136
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LiLrary Resources

School Libraries an8 Instructional Resources
(Advance-funded, consolidated program)

0

State or 1978. Advance 1979 Ncivance 1980 Advance

Outlying Area for 1979 l' for 1980 2/ for 1981 2!

TOTAL $167,600,000 $162,000,000 $149,600,000

Alabama 2,860,747 2,766,812 2,555,031

Alaska 369,445 357,314 329,964

Arizona 1,755,681 1,698,032 1,568,059

Arkansas 1,598,749 1,546,253 1,427,897

California 15,706,317 15,1911,587 14,027,852

Colorado 1,958,386 1,894,080 1,749,101

Connectict.(. '2,340,908 2,264,043 2,090,746

Delaware 454,450 439,528 405,885

Florida 5,620,142 5,435,600 5,019,541

Georgia 3,942,927 3,813,457 3,521,563

Hawaii 680,040 657,711 607,367

Idaho 663,693 641,900 592,767

Illinois 8,559,355 8,278,301 7,644,654

Indiana 4,161,978 4,025,316 3,717,205

Iowa 2,223,209 2,150,208 1,985,624

Kansas
(4,

1,670,676 1,615,818 1,492,138

Kentucky 2,615,157 2,548,629 2,353,549

Louisiana 3,262,886 3,155,747 2,914,196

Maine 836,973 809,490 747,529

Maryland 3,236,731 3,130,450 2,890,835

Missachusetts 4.328,719 4,186,582 3,866,127

Michigan 7,339,859 7,098,849 6,555,480
frif

Minnesota 3,161,534 3,057,722 2,823,675

Mississippi 1,984,541 1,919,377 1,772,462

Missouri 3,534,248 3,418,199 3,156,559

Montana 601,574 581,821 537,287

Nebraska 1,176,993 1,138,345 1,051,213

Nevada 477,336 461,662 426,325

Now Hampshire 644,077 622,928 575,247

New Jersey 5,548,214 5,366,034 4,955,301

New Mexico 1,003,713 970,756 896,451

New York 13,247,710 12,812,711 11,831,985

North Carolina 4,119,092 4,003,182 3,696,765

North Dakota 513,300 496,445 458,446

Ohio 8,248,159 7,977,905 7,367,250

Oklahoma 1 9',/,619 1,932,025 1,784,142

Oregon 1,690,293 1,634,/91 1,509,658

Pennsylvania 8,582,.41 8,300,416 7,665,094

Rhode! tqland 689,849 667,197 616,128

',with 1Arolina 2,215,520 2,200,801 2,032,345
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State or
Outlying Acta

.

1978 Advance
for 1979 1/

1979 Advance
for 1980 21

1980 Advance
for 1981 2/

South Dakota $ 536,186 $ 518,580 $ 478,886
Tennessee 3,164,803 3,060,885 2,826,595
Texas 9,831,161 9,508,347 8,780,547
Utah 1,033,138 999,214 922,731
Vermont 375,984 363,638 335,804

Virginia 3,831,766 3,705,947 3,422,282
Waahington 2,726,700 2,637,167 2,435,310
West Virginia 1,337,195 1,293,287 1,194,295. I

Wisconsin 3,668,295 3,547,843 3,276,280
Wyoming 300,787 290,911 268,643

District of Columbia 474,067 458,500 423,405
Puerto Rico 2,837,861 2,744,677 .2,534,591

American Samoa 121,870 113,832 105,119
GUAM 343,376 339,449 313,466
N. Neriana Islands 48,748 48,190 44,502
Trust Territory 346,854 348,301 321,641
Virgin bslands 319,472 321,312 296,718

Bureau of Indian Affairs 478,096 432,876 399,742

Idistributed 100,000 3/ ---

1/ Distributed with 1 percent of the 50 States, D.C., and Puerto Rico amount reserved
for the areas and the balance distributed on the basis of the 5-17 poimilation as
of 7/1176 for the 50 States, D.C., and Puerto Rico, with distribution made on the
total public and nonpublic elementary and secondary enrollment, Fall 1976 for the
areas.

2/ Estimated distribution with 1 percent of the 50 States, D.C., and Puerto Rico
amount reserved for the areas and the balance distributed on the basis of the
5-17 population as of 7/1/76 for the 50 States, D.C., and Puerto Rico, with dis-
tribution made on the total public and nonpublic elementary and secondary enroll-
ment, Fall 1977 for the areas.

3/ An additional "hold-harmless" amount of $100,000 was added by the Congress in 1978
to insure that no State would receive less than it received in the previous year.
The funds were not needed.

Note: The 1978 column includes funds for Guidance, Counseling, and Testing; the
1979 and 1980 columna do not. A proposed 1979 reappropriation of $18,000,000
for Guidance, Counseling, and Testing fESEA IV-D) leaves $162,000,000 for School
Libraries and Instructional Resources dist of the $180,000,000 appropriation.

' 38
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Library Resources

Guidance, Counseling, and Testing

State or
Ovtlying Area

1978 A4vance
for 1979

1979 Advance
for 1980 2/

1980 Advance
for 1981-2/

TOTAL
1/ $17,275,000 1/ $17,275,000

1
Alabama

..... 295,041 295,041

Alaska
38,102 ' 38,102

Arizona
181,071 181,071

Arkansas
164,886 164,886

Californii
... 1,619%8E4 1,619,861

Colorado
, 201,977 201,917

Connecticut
241,428 241,428

Delaware
.... 46 869 46,869

Florida
579.630 579,630

Georgia
406,.:51 406,651

.

Hawaii
70,136 70,136

Idaho
68,450 68,450

Illinois
882,763 882,763

Indiana
429,243 429,243

lows \
229,289 229,289

Kansas
172,304 172,304

Kentucky .(,
271,775 271,775

Louisiana
... 336,516 336,516

Maine
86,321 86,321

Maryland
333,818 333,818

Massachusetts
446,439 446,439

Michigan
756,991 756,991

Minnsoota
326,063 326,063

Mississippi
204,674 204,674

Missouri
364,502 364,502

Montana
62,043 62,043

Nebraska
121,388 121,388

Nevada
49,230 49,230

New Hampshire
66,426 66,426

New Jersey
572,211 572,211

Vow Mexico
103,517 103,517

New York
1,366,295 1,366,295

North Carolina
426,862 426,882

North Dakota
52,939 52,939

Ohio
. . 850,730 850,730

Oklahoma
206,023 206,023

_Oregon
174,327 174,327

Pennsylvania
885,124 885,124

Rhode Island
71,147 71,147

South Carolina
234,684 234,684

139
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State or 1978 Advance 1979 Advance 1980 Advance
Outlying Area for 1979 for 1980 2/ for 1981 3./

South Dakota $ 55,299 $ 55,299
Tennessee 326,400 326,400
Texas 1,013,930 1,013,930
Utah 106,5S2 106,552
Vermont 38,2/1 38,777

Virginia 395,187 395,187
Washington 281,216 281,216
West Viegitia 137,911 137,911
WIsconsin 378,7 378,327
Wydming 31,021 31,021

District of Columbia 48,893 48,893
Puerto Rico 292,681 292,681

Anerican Samoa 12,139 12,119
G4AUV 36,198 36,198
N. Mariana Islands 5,139 5,13,
Trust Territory 37,141 37,141
Virgin [elands 34,263 34,263

Bureau of Indian Affairs 46,160 46,160

1/ The 1978 funding for Guidance, Counseling, and Testing is contained in the School
Libraries era! Instructional,Res9urces program (ESEA IV-B). The 1979 amount of
$18,000,000 ($17,275,000 forITEBts States and $725,000 for the Commissioner's
discretionary use)...is derived from a p posed reappropriation from the
$180,000,000 for ESEA 1V-B to fund Guid ce, Counseling, and Testing under the
newly authorised ESEA IV-D.

2! Estimated distribution with 1 percent of the 50 Sta tes, D.C., and Puerto Rico
amount reserved for the areas and the balance/distributed on the basis of the
5-17 population as of 7 1/76 for the 50 States, D.C., and Puerto Rico, with dia-

. tribution made on the 'otal public and nonpublic elementary and secondary enroll-
ment, Fall 1977 for tho areas. Of the $18,000,000 requested, $725,000 is to be
reserved each year :or use by the,Commimaioner for discretionary projects.

4 0
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TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1,9i0.

SPECIAL PROJECTS AND TRAINING

WITNESSES

ERNEST L. BOYER, COMMISSIONER OF EWU('ATION

JOHN W. EVANS, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF EV,AL-

CATION AM) DiSSEMINATION
WILLIAM J. SWTH, DIRECTOR, TEACHER ( ORPS

DICK HAYS, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER/P:RECTOR, OFFICE OF

LIBRARIES AND LEARNING RESOURCES
HERMAN R. GOLDBERG, ACTING ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER,

STATE AND LOCAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
WILLIAM T. CARTER, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF EDUCATION

SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
KATHLYN J. MOSES, DIRECTOR, URBAN SCHOOL INITIATIVES

CORA P. BEEBE, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF PLANNING AND

BUDG ETING
BRUGE S. WOLFF, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LEGIS-

LATION (DESIGNATE)
WILFORD J. FORBUSH, DEPury ASSISTANT SECRETARY,

BUDGET

Mr. NATCHER. Now We take up at requt. . for

Special Projecto and Training. Ive have before the committee" Dr.

Ernest L. Boyer, the Commissir.n, of' Education.
Dr. Boyer, who do you have with you to assist in the presentation

of this part of your budget?
Dr. ROVER. Kathlyn Moses, to my r .nd Bill Smith, Herman

Goldberg. arid Cora Beebe, at.d Dic" , and Peter Relic and
John. Evalis, and Tom Carter, and orbush, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. NATCHc:R. Thank you very much.
Dr. Boyer, with your permission, we will ph. statement in

the record in its entirety.
IThe infbmation follows:I

(369)
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BIOGRAPHICAL INZORMATION

FEBRUARY 1979.04
f=a_

NAME,. Ernest L. Boyer

DATF_OF_BIRTH- September 13, 1928

PLACE OF_BIRTH: Dayton, Ohio

FAMILY; Married -- Kathryn Gari Tyson, August 26, 1950
R.N. -- Montgomery County (Pa.) Hospital
B.S. -- State University of New York
C.N.M. -- (Certified Nurse Midwife)

Georgetown University

. Four chfldren--Ernest, Jr. (1951), Beverly (1953).
Craig (1955), and Stephen (1964)

CURRENT_POSITION:

L. 197/ - PRESEAT UNITED STATES COMM/SSIONER OF EDUCATION
(Appointed by the President of the Unite('
States and confirmed by the U.S. Senate.)

PREVIOUS POSITIONS.

1970 - 1977 STATE UNIVERSITYOF NEW YORK, Chancellor

19f.5 - 1970 STATE UNIVERSITf OF NEW YOR. , Vice Chancellor
and Executive Dean for University-wide
Activities

1962 - 9
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, Santa Barbara,
Director, Center for Coordinated Education

1960 - 19t7, WESTERN COLLEGE ASSOCIATION, California,
Director, Commission to Improve the Education
of Teaihers

1956 1960 UPLAND COLLEGE, California. Academic Dean
and Professor of Sreech Pathology and
Audiology

191) - LOYOLA UNIVERSITY at Los Angeles, Assistant
Professor .ind Director of Forensics
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Biographical Intotmation -- Ernest L. Boyer

DEGREES AND PROFESSIGNAL EDUCATION!

1950 -- A.B., GREENVILLE COLLEGE
1952 -- Graduate Studies, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
195S -- M.A., Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN cALIFORNIA

1959 -- Postdoctoral Fellow, U:4IVERSITY OF IOWA HOSPITAL
(Medical Audiology)

076 -- Visiting Fellow, CAMBEiVICE UNIVERSITY

HONORARy_DEGR.
1

1971 Litt.D., Chapman College
L.H.D., Dowling College
LL.D., University of Southern California
Pvesident% 1.1dal, Tel-Aviv University
P.S.D., C:rennville College

1972 L.H.D., Pace lit.iversity

19/3 D. Sc., Alfred University
LL.D., Fordham University
LL.D., University of Akron
LL.D., Roberts Wesleyan College

19r1 LL.D., University of Rochester

1927 L.H.D., Fairleiah Dickinson University

19/8 LL.D., ColleiT of William and Mary
LL.D.. Beloit College
D.E.A., Wheeling College
LL.D., Hamilton College
L.H.D., City University of New York
D. Paed., Yeshiva University
LL.D., litTe College
Litt.D., University of Maryland

19/9 LL.D., Drake Voiversity
Litt.D., Rith.r College

P rOG'; (1*:';

Selec!ed as one of Ar'erica's two Outstanding Lender.; in

Education, U.S New., and W,rld Report (19/8)

2residential C-r.mil.;inn on OW Vinancing of Post Secondary

Education (197141)

Pre.:iden!lal Committee on the Education f Uoren

Cor.!mi.v:iln on Crit.-aI Cho'ire% for Americans (1973-7!.)
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Biouaphical Intormation Etne:.t. L. Boyer

SELFCTED l'ihcOt:NITION.S.( s):49.19t.)
:

Govt.rnorl,-. Award, 1 tate of Ohio (1978)

Fr..id,...nt:d1 Fell(w, A.TP:: Ifl:ttitute f-r Humani..:ic
;:::(11(.:. (191B)

Ency,.lopydia Btitahnica Achievi......:ont in Lifo Award (19/A)

Pre':idunt, National A.:::ociation of State Univor.:itle':
an-1 Land c:rant Col lee,es

ExerAtivt. CoT=INtee. ATerican Cw;neil on Edw. Ition

ExecItivo Ameriiao As!mciation for Ilii;her
Educa.t:oll

Moc.lwr, Ca:-nei;ie Cuuncil on Policy St'Aie:; in Ifighcr

! ,f Carney,.io EnnAation for the Advan...:(--
m:.! 'i'vachinpt

irn%toi.,. Teacher.: isiwrance ;Ind Annuity
As-au-id:ion of AT:erica

B,:ard of Trio:to,!:, Educational Te::ting Servico

Board of Tru:Itf.e'., Saratoga Pcrformiof', Arts Center

Boarfl ofTro!ftet".., Eorlfiam Coller,e

lt,,ard of Trustee4:, lipititute for Intornational Edncati,.11

riaid of Tru:lt,,,, in!oinatinnal Cialtwil for Educational
Dc%eio;,,ot

git.trd of Dirit r-r Vcrric,bY ( vi fit! t l'vr Ar t
!: HtLi 1 c,,:ttlt I MI frch
r.Ati;..11

1,,,,1 iy.olic (,,,:mi t t1:1 Eddl it
N., t 1 el ,..r.11:.4; jt):1 TT t:n.iti I -,11,1 IC 'rcr FI11.,..,;It CCIIto t,r y oh (.01:?..i

6) i I
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DEPAR1MI Ni OF UFAL1I!, ENICA1 ION, ANU WELFARE

-01 f icv of Ldu, a; Ion

St at yrivnt hy tho Commi-!-; fon,r of Ed.!. at i. il

on

Spvc ii Ii.. 1..rt and 1 i a in

Mr . Cba i min My!;1!., t t h, comTi t t

I am plea%vd to 4 p!.car b..fory you to prc,.. :it our apprwor Lit Ion

r,qu-,t of I I for Sp.'cial av! 1 rain i ng. lbf, acr,,uut

prI..i I ly covyr, tytt aathor Il.pd by lit I. III of thY El,m,nt arv

and Ednit ton Act a..; anwn,11.(1 by t ho Lail, it loll AMFA1d110111.1 Of

197R, t lon.. I v.,;"N;;,.1 t ; 1.rop.ram.. author t 7.,3 by t hy

tf ighy; t.'-I at ion A, t , and t tin y's tlatating and ..v.tluat I tilt , ! !-.1 t

f.x, I I ytiv,.

I h.. t I i- I t. thi, t ..unt t, tic. lth! 'n,1 inizIller of I us..ly

411.; t t;:i. I ,t1.., .-crc ccii t . 1 purvo:. of cntianrIlly. t he

goal I t ,1 ',to it iw- Th titt.4,r lvi ,.1 ,.,I,,,t yx;

ts nit,, ; ..,1 ,1cm,,:t tr, y 0..1 to ti...

Fit I , cm: clii t t v 1 lyty-.. I., t n.,t

t !... 1, o! I hs..ct c:, Oco tocr I. a 1/- t ! tu,1 ;IN; - .1 t I rt

Wof 1. c 1, ta,t ,o`t 11hy a"f o, 1!,.1 ci

..t 116 Itt , ci ,1: t tb. or.!.at 1 t , :1111f t 1,1 . . ,...; .n11-, ,

to, I . t h ; 11 of yv. r .t , i nit, t Ey,1,1 al

t cit , +.; pi i.''

f 1 ,1., l .!1 ill III., t e 1' b.c t .' -cli, liii, t

4,1 at t-,11 1: 11! , . ot !! : . .: . ' 1.. tc. r . ',co..,

-
.1 .
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clrcumstaitces in today'!: society and modify thr way n:hoolii gerve students;

that thono resporniible for education mu!, respond creatively and flexibly

. to this diver!Aty.

/'

The Offi,e of Education baa been prnmoting edueational excellence

over the laKt two dtach., through the Cooperative Researeh Act and it,

hucceLsor, the Sp.e-kt1 Projects Act. HOwt.Vt.r, buill-'n restriction:. in

the Special rroject . Act neverely limited flexibility and thereby

signi:"icantiv hindered the fulfillment of the law'!:

Education Amendment, 1178 have remedi,d that aftnatinn, and thin

budget propweil reflect, thi!: change.

The new III I. I ii of the Elementary and -econdary Education Art,

Oniii fed "!.i. 1.11 Proteet,:," contin.len th, ba,ie putpo,es of the Special

Ploleot.. A, t. it to exp. thLetlt With tto.4 educationA and adrlitii,trative

1.11olique, !) t meet Itee(1., ot Prohl..r!'. in Piinc4iion.

1) i :1.11 i(a...s1 prim I,. A font t h purpie:. , dt,st

r:%.0 t he St [nil let alit ie:, ha, hicli a hied Th new

-1.1t hit. 1..1.1,-. ii rn.,1 ant, tf 11; art.cv of ant hor i progr.m,.

Fi II.- "t dl,cr, gr-M-r
I. ,; itity I, !!till th- ef the lee.i.1 oi,n.

buJ..et 1% thr II: uuder the oew midm

0'....1;)nt li, ,pe,truri

r. t 1 1..! i P.er, i Ion for (ht.. :tecounf

tsi.. ,v1-1 .

.t:
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Schools and the Community

The importance of the collaborative relationship of schools and

communities is demonstrated by almost every activity within tnis appropriation.

Each Teacher Corps site, for example, is jointly planned, conducted, and

evaluated by the participatini college, LEA, and an elected cciuncil

representing the community. Since the beginning of the five-yeav pro;ect

cycle in 1978, this program has trained 25,200 educational personnel in

504 schools throughout tne Nation. In the Arta in Education program,

priority 0411 be given to applicants who demonstrate the capability to

link together existing school and
community resources such as museums

and artists in support of school arts programs. The major strategy of

the PUSH for Excellence and cities in Schools programs is to mobilize

and integrate community resources to impiove students' attitudes,

self-perceptions and accomplishments.
We are also requesting a $1

million 1979 supplemental for PUSH for Excellence to cover program

operations in the current school year.- Finally, there is the Community

Schools program itself, which takes its name from this concept. The

slight reduction in the request for this program reflects not a lessening

of the Federal commitment but rather the fact that the Adeas that inspired

this single activity are now imbuing a wider spectrum of p-ograms.

For these activities just mentioned, the 1980 request includes

$47.5 million: $37.5 million for Teacher Corps, $3 million for Arts

Education, $3.1 million for Community Schools,
$1 millioa for PUSH for

Excellence, and $2.8 million for Cities in Schools.

OvercominAjreiodiee

Other activities in this account, while recognizing the impoctance

of community involveme nt,
Rive primary emphasis to overcoming prjudices



that impede the attainment o(rfl ality in education. The Women's Educational
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Equity program, for which we are seeking an additional $1 million for a

total of $10 million, seeks to help overcome sex stereotyping. This

activity complements programs dircted at oorcoming preludice or the

effects of prejudice, but found elsewhere in thy agency's budget pre: atation,

A such as Bilingual Education and the Emergency School Ald Act programs.

Ite ..adition, prejudice in the form of neglect has often characterizd

treatment of those that the society may view as "different." Too often,

neglect ha.: boon Ow plight of not only handicapped children but gifted

students as wol', especially those from minority and disadvantaged

group,. To help develop projects that identify and deYelop the unique

potential of these ntudonts, $3.8 million is being asked under the

Cifted and Talented program. Further, an amount of $3 million is being

propo..ed tor the Biomedical Sviences program authorized by the Education

Amendments of 1418 to stimulate and assist talented, economically

disadvantaged youth Li, prepare for and enter careers in ho bfomcdieal

field.

Cha."1.1W., Pat_"'r.".

The par,nit of ex. .11enco in ducatinn acknowledge.. that the

pattern:. Af education and the places whore rsdue.ttion ur.

AR' tW,1,110inr. drallatic charwo. lh Teacher Center!: movement, feu-

example, is pa-t of a much larger, wurldwide movement for creating

opeortunities for continuing education that are act-v.:slide to the

w.q.kinp adnit. In tedotallv titudod ConLoa.., the cm rieulum t de,igned

hy .tad teaeln.rs neeking to upgrae:v or

add to their %while the policy loAhl.: bring teachers log,th,1

and nuivernity faculty. W. are logno.:tilig $11 mlii I.0 fol

proam.

awl
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Another newly authorized activity, Youth Employment, will examine

the structural relationship between schools and places of employmnt.

An amount of $2 million is sought to link education programs with

related CETA programs in the Department of Labor, and provide technical

assistance in order to tap the talents of more utudents and help them

find rewarding vocations. The Career Education program, included in the

request at $10 million, demonstrates ways In which education can lead to

a range of career choices. Complementing these efforts elsewhere in the

agency th! Cooperative Education activity in the Nigher and Continuing

Education account.

One of the gleatest challenges to
traditional modes of education is

television. This agency's efforts in Educational Television Programming

have contributed immeasurably to improving the quality of programs,

especially those directed toward children. An amount of $6 million is

included in the budget to continue
development of both innovative

and the accompanying study
materials which are designed to be

used by the students at school.
Currently, Sesame Street is seen by 15

million viewers daily while Footsteps is viewed by eight million weekly.

In addition, three million children view reruns of Music Is annually and

six million see daily reruns of the Electric Company.

Dissemihat.ips

Thr goal of quality in education is -directly served by the agency's

National Diffusion proiiram for which $10 million is requested. Through

this activity, programs in a wide array of subjects, including basic

skills, bilingual education, the arts and special education that have

been prey lusty developed with Office of Education funds and have proven

effective, are being replicated in and adapted to other localities.

4
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In fiscal year 1978, directly because of this program, some 2,185 frill

adoptions of "proven" programs have been made by local education agencies

nationwide.

The remaining programs in the account emphasize the importance of

an informed eitiztnry. The newly authorized Health Education program

for which the request is $2 million supports model development of

comprehensive school health programs designed to enhance the physical

and mental health of students in grades K-12. This effort, together

with the Alcohol and Drtip, Abuse program in the Elementary and Secondary

account, is part of a Department-wide strategy to promote healthful

lifestyles and prevent disease.

Our budget rtquest for Special Projects also includes $1.8 million

and $3.1 million, ryspectively, for the Metric Education and Consumers'

Education programs. And finally, we are requesting $5.3 million for the

Planning and Evaluation activity. These funds, plus set-asides from the

programmatic budgets of several other programs such an Title I of ESKA

and ESAA, will be used to fund field studies of the effectiveness of the

Office of Education's programq. Evaluation efforts are being refoeused

to ascure that evaluations are more closely related to programmatic-,

legislative and budgeting decisions. In addition, evaluations will be

struetared to assist program managers and polieymakeis in defining

reali;tic measurable objectives and appropriate performance indicators

in OE programs.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will now by happy to dn,W. aoy quw.ttott,i

You may have.

.3 )
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Mr. NATrItEn Unless you want to highlight, we will right to
the questions.

Dr. flovEkt. We will'go to the quest ions. Mr. Chairman,

COSTS OF POGRAM ADMINISTRATIoN

Mr. NATCHER. TIle budget lists 12 separate line items under
special projects totaling $48.7 million. flow much does it cost to
administer all of these small programs?

Dr. BOYER. I-will supply that. I do not have the adn3/nistration
overhead for those immediately in mind, but we can break it out,
Mr. Chairman.

(The information followsd

OviotHEAD Kt's FOR SPECIAL PR( LIECTS

Ctihts auroximately 7 rndlion to administer the I2 small programs listed

under the Special 'Projects activity. This cost includes personnel ounpensat
trioel. printing. field readers, equipnwnt and other salarws and i9tpenws costs

Mr. NATCHER. flow many staff people are assigned to administer
your programs?

Dr. BOYER. Again, I clo not have the exact number. I know that
the small discretionary grants of $2 million to $3 million have
approximately 3 to 5 as an average. The National Diffusion Net-
work is a larger program.

Dr. EVANS. Thirty at the present time for the National Diffusion
Network, Mr. Chairman.

Dr. BOYER. I would say that is the one exception to what would

be a 3- to 5-staff average; but we can supply the specifics of that.
(The information follows:(

POSITIONS WR SPRAAL PROIICTS HSU. YEAS

..

St,t+t:of h1,31th
3

le)u:h ?rrployrryti!
3 B.omedicx

4 Art, dtkirAt tc

1

) Matta: e(ti:cabon

(mt. ,..itrittr Kly-a1,f1r.

; Ito !liprOgel

1411-,tp btngt.1,"

f 1 titir 3? oral taip),. ,.1111 it-fy
,choo;

f'. t A

I 1.41,,! .1tan

Mr NA Fulil-1( Doe., the tntal number of stall assigned to these
progriuns exceed the number assigned to administering the
billign Title I program''

Dr No. In %.e are requesting ss positions cot. the 12
Special l'ToJeets programs, as compared to our request ol 121i pnsi-

t ions for Tit le
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Mr. NAfcHER. Do each of the 12 programs have separate rules
and regulations?

Dr. _BOYER. YeS, si r.
Mr. NATCHER. AS you know, we may have to cut this budget for

special projects. How do you feel about an across-the-board cut of
20 percent, Doctor?

Dr. Boym. That would hurt me, Mr. Chairman. As I mentioned
in my opening statement, these are very small items but they are
pointing in some interesting new directions, and a 20 percent cut
on the base for these programs would red,Te them to the point
where it would be hard, frankly, to justify some of' them as nation-
al activities. I think you have already hinted at the overhead
investment in time and energy, and beyond a certain point I really
question whether we are able to do something at the Federal level
with such a small appropriation. So I would be unhappy these
were dealt with that way.

PROC;RAM PRIORITIES

Mr. NATCHER. If you rank these 12 programs in order of their
importance, which would you place in the top 5? Which would you
select?

Dr. BQYER. I would have 5 friends and 7 enemies, Mr. Chairman.
That is very hat'd,'but trying to be fair, I would say that my own
interest in Gifted and Talented is very keen. I think that American
education generally and in the FWeral program particularly has
not paid enough attention to our.gifttrd and talented young people..
I would certainly mention that as a priority.

I also believe that television is doing something in our society
that is profound in shaping our world in ways we hardly under-
stand. If we can find a way for television to be linked into the
classroom and have these 2 teachers join each other instead of'
Competing. I think we are going to find great improvements in
education. It has captured our generation. It is now teaching, I
think, more than the teachers,-in certain ways. Some of it is very
bad. Some is very good. Whiki I would certainly not put that in

s, rank order. I would note it as an issue.
I would also mention the clusteri4g of' community-related activi-

ties. We have an item called Community Schools, hut we also have
2 new ventures, Cities in Schools. and PUSH for Excellence. In
some ways they are spiritually united. They are trying to find out
how to relate the school and the home, the school and the parent, the
school and the community, to join forces instead of having schools
stand in isolation. I would certainly list these activities as a matter of
great concern.

I personally have an interest in the role of the arts in education.
I think art not only is profoundly important for us esthetically, but is
also powerful as .1 teacher. Many children who caorot he reached
in other way!, will be draxn to education through the arts. It is a
'universal method or comitnimiciiting I happen to think of it as a

ho I system t ied into basic communication. flaying gi\ some
hint of what just pops out at me. I should add I think all of theothers are splendid too, hut those are personal reflections on whatI think are very important programs throughout.

.1t
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NATR)NAI, ItIFFUSION PROGRAM

Mr. NATCHER. Dr. Boyer, of the 12 programs listed, the one that
we hear quite a bit about is the National Diffusion Program. Don't
man y. school districts find that program useful in improving educa-
tional practice?

Dr. BOYER. Jain Evans is the administrator.
Mr. NATCHER. Go ahead, Mr. Evans. \
Dr. EVANS. Mr. Chairman, as you know, that program is respon-

sible for disseminating projects and materials that' have been found
to be effective throughout the Nation. Sitice it began in 1974, we
Lave documented 51600 instances of adoption in which schools
have, through the efforts of this Network, tak:n projects for which
there is objective evidence of effectiveness and incorporated those
projects into their school curricula

ilEALTH EDUCATIDN

Mr. NATCHER. You are requesting $2 million for- a new school
health program. What are your specific plans for ,i.inding projects
under this program?

Dr. BOYER. We have plans to support tate projects under this
new authority, Mr. Chairman, and 14 local school diStrict projects.
We are trying to give sorm;what larger grants to support projects
which we think can serve as illustrative examples of how health
education c i be built into a, K-12 school. We believe it will be one
of the important components of the new Bureau of School Improve-
ment that we have created.

I might say it is of high priority as well. I did not mention the..
new projects, but especially this one represents an HEW-wide
effort. Socretary Califano has named a Joint Panel on Health
Education, co-chaired by Surgeon General Julius Richmond yid
myself, and w-e are' very enthusiastic about the possibilities of
coordinating the health compcnent in HEW and our Office. We
have worked together very carefully in the past year and a half on
the immunization project and there has been a dramatic improve-
ment in that prograin precisely because of these two agencies in
the Department working together.

This new heaith education authority, with a new office in OE.
will work collaboratively with Health in HEW to push forward tt
schoolwide hevIth program.

Mr. NATCHER. GenJrally speaking, don't you believe that the
fIEW programs operated by the Center !Or Disease Control perform
about the sanw servia?

Dr. Bovi.at. No. I do not think that they have the access to the
school curriculur» and to the school ad m in istrat in wh ich. of
course. is the unique relationship that OE has. As I nwntioned. Mr.
Chairman. in our rww Bureau of School :mprovement we will have
an Office of School Ilealt h. We will combine under that the Alcohol
and Drug Abuse authority plus Ow Schtml Ilealth Education pro-
posed hen. rind the new Biwnedical Sciences Program, those three
combined under a single administration.

3.1r NATCHER Dr. Boyer. the Health Services Administration in
I EW requesting million for a school lwalth progr:un. Why do
WE' need 2 program:4'
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Dr. BOYER. The Health Services Administration request rolates
to a new program of maternal and child health services provided in
the school rather than to the type of health education program
proposed by the Office of Education. Again, these ane partnership
components and the advantage is that while we have two separate
agencies that are committed to health, we areworking together, so
that they wil: reinforce each other.

BIOMEDICAL SOENcES PROGRAM

Mr. NATCHER. You also propose $3 million for a new biomedical
sciences program. Why isn't this program part of the Health
Career Opportunities Program administered by the Health Re-
sources Administration in HEW?

Dr. -BOYER. The Biomedical Sciences program is a special focus on
the high school level, and is a sustained four year program. We
believe that, again, many gifted, economically disadvantaged stu-
dents would benefit enormously from early identification and sup-
port during each or their high school years. Th .. ftim of this pro-
gram is to locate students, especially those gifted in the sciences,
who would get special help during the school year and the summer,
during the 4 high school years, and be encouraged to work toward
health professions, most especially medicine and dentistry.

There have been some examples in some States that have shown
that if you can identify these students early, many will in f'act
move on into the health professions where minority representation
is very small. This budget suggests that projects be based at institu-
tions of higher education, and each will serve, hopefully, 100 stu-
*nts.

YOUT1 I EMPLOYMENT

Mr. NATCHER. The budget includes $2 million for another new
program for youth etnployment. Isn't this subject the respotiAbility
oF the Labor Department, Doctor'?

Dr. BOYEat In the broad sense, certainly CETA has the lion,'s
share ofithe money. but the new authority consistently indicates
that it intended riot only for work and jobs and a payroll, but it
is also important that these young people become educated so that
they are independent. Our $2 million is a small, small part of the
whoie Federal program, but we think ii is strategic hecause it will
enable us to work with local school districts and State enacation
departments pref.isely to help them work with local prime sponsors
under CETA. That is our small contribution to help deliver on an
agreement, which Secretary Califano and Serretary Marshall have
Awned, saying we aro going to create an i nterdepart mental struc-
ture to inztke t he CETA-educat ion component work.

CITIES IN SCH0OLS

Mr_ NATCHER tr t ht cit ies in schools program the budget is
00. an increase of $661,.-)00 over last year. Where are these

pmects located.'
Dr. BOYER. We have prototype pmiects in three cities--these

were Ow early ones- in Atlanta. New York, and Indianapolis. In
1979 it has expanded into Oakland, Washington, D.C., and Hous-
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ton. We currently have 1; cities that are participating in the Cities
in Schools Program.

Mr. NATCHER. How many years dcryou plan to support individual
projects?

Dr. BOYER. There would be a 4-year span for a -single project.
Mr. NATCHER. Are these programs funded jointly with other

Federal programs?
Dr. BOYER. Yes. There has been a very heavy participation of

other agencies. At least ti or 8 Pederal agencies have been involved
such as Labor, Commerce, Action and LEAA.

In addition, you know each project is to stimulate the support of
private business and industry. The partnership of local business is
an important component of this program.

coMPAtifsoN OF OTIES IN SCHOOLS AND PUSH FOR EXCELLENCE
kis"\

- Mr. NATCHER. The budget proposes $1 million for the program
PU-SH for Excellence. How does this program differ from the Cities
in Schools Program?

Dr. BOYE/4. The Cities in Schools program is built on the notion
of bringinemany different services into the school. In fact, if you
take the ti exiiting projects, there are in total 48 separate public
agencies that are participating, such as the Health Department,
the Law EnfOrcement Department, Parks, Welfare.

I visited one of these and in the school itself there were repre-
sentatives of these various public agencies that had off 7.s or per-
sonnel there to work with theyoung people.

I might add as a footnote the Cities in Schools program is an
attempt to save young people who have failed, those have dropped
out or are leaving school. The question is, if we combine services,
can we in fact give the kind of support that will allow these young
people to move through their education instead of leaving and
getting into trouble with the low. It is a hard core of students that
have all but failed.

In the case of PUSH for Excellence, this is a program that is
schoolwide, involving all of the children in a school and the parents
in the education of their children, in contrast to Cities in Schools.
which attempts to bring multiple city services right into the school
to work with a select group of children. Here we have a broader
clientele and the connection is more between the teacher, the
school and the home, with the parents working with the children
and with the teachers to see that certain goals will be met, includ-
ing homework.

EDI,cA TELEVISION PRoGRAMMING

Mr. NATCHER Mr. Early.
Mr-gmaN:-Thank you, Mr. Chairnmn.
On the special projects, the $ti million for the education and

television program. what is the difThrence between this and the
earlier program we were talking about?

Dr. BOYER. The other television authority was under ESAA
geared specifically to achieve the ohjective of desegregation. This
program has no such restriction. These ETV dollars are open-ended
to nwe! broader educational agenda. ESAA TV is targeted specifi-

ft
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cally uniier the authority, Mr. Early, of the desegregation obliga-
tions of that law.

Mr. EARLY. So in total television specij programs, we are going
to fund this less than we fund the ESAA television?

Dr. BOYER. You mean in total dollars?
Mr. EARLY. Yes.
qt. BOYER. The request for this 'program is less. ESAA-TV is

Proposed at $9 million. This is a $6 million request.
Mr. EARLY. So for all the achievement s of television there is not

that much, more we can get out of $6 miJJon that we do not get out
of ESAA?

Dr. BOYER. I am sorry, I missed that.
Mr. EARLY. ESAA 'funding is more?
Dr. BOYER. That is right, yes.
Mr. EARLY. The special programming for the whole population,

includixtg the minorities is only $6 million?
Dr. BOYER. That is correct.
Mr. EARLY. That does not seem to. be very progressivie thinking.
Dr.' EiOYER. I can only say that the impact of television program-

ming under the Special Projects has been outstanding. On the
other hand, I think the prospect of using television to change
attitudes in relation to desegregation offers considetable promise,
too. To be quite frank with you, if I had more, I would be very
pleased if we were able to ekpand our general television support
under Special Projects.

Mr. EARLY. Why shouldn't this be comprehensive? Why couldn't
it be implemented into this?

Dr. Bons. You mean the ETV?
Mr. EARLY. Yes,
Dr. BOYER. OrganiZationally, a combined television pack 4e that

would let us use dollars in a more Open-ended way anu get a
multiple effect would be fine and I would prefer it. Quite
frankly, what you have here is the result of legislative history in
which the different television authorities grew up with different
mandates. That does not mean they are incongruous. It, however,
falls somewhat short of that ideal organization which you are
suggesting, and I would concur.

Mr. HAYS. Even though there are separate authorities, the Com-
missioner has moved these programs into a cohesive single man-
agement unit so the strategies are jointly delivered. We have in-
volvement from each of the programs staffs and under a unified
management.

Dr. BOYER. We have combined them internally and organization-
ally, as Dick Hays said, for the reason you just mentioned. Howev-
er, they still are separate authorities.

Mr. EARLY. I would like to think so, but I see funding in 2
different places.

Dr. BOYER. As I wbOxplaining, the history of the legislation has
them separated, but we are trying administratively to achieve the
ends you mention.

scilool, HEALTH
Mr. EARLY. Would you explain this new School Health program

a little further.

,
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Dr. BOYER. We are working with the Office or the Assistant
Secretary of Health in HEW to create a single team. For the first
time, we have worked jointly with the Surgeon General to create a
strategy to work in the schools and encourage schools to, among
other things, increase the immunization of children. This past year
we showed a dramatic increase in the number of children immu-
nized. In addition, this Office will work with school districts to
develop comprehensive curricula for strengthening health educa-

tion into the elementary and secondary schools.
Mr. EARLY. We fund health items for this specific end, to have

health programs in the secondary and elementary levels. Why
should we fund a special project under education? Is that compre-
hensive? The N.I.H. asks us for X amounts of money to communi-
cate their rriessage, and we do fund them.

Dr. BOYER. We are the only agency that has access.to the public
schools directly through the State education departments and
through local school districts. I do not want to say more than I
know, and I am not fully familiar with the details, but it is my
understanding that they deal with general knowledge, general in-
formation about health and specific health concerns. Our program
is to move directly to the schaol curriculum and to work with the
-schools directly and the administrators directly. To-my knowledge,
Mr. Early, ours is the only program t.hat focuses specifically on the
public school curriculum and works directly with public schools.

Mr. EARIX. For instance, they said they are educating our young-
sters on high blood pressure risks in elementary and secondary
schools. If they are not aware of the programs, how did they get it
in those schools?

Dr. goyim. I cannot fully comment on what they have said, but
their health education programs, so far as I know do not deal
systematically through the school administrators, which is the spe-
cial administrative and legal responsibility of this Office.

They do fund certain health services, such as school nurse pro-
giarns, and that sort of thing, or regional nursing health care to
school children. I am separating out primary care and service ar-
rangements.

Mr. EARLY. You told me that this is a new startup in school
health. We fund in other areas school immuniz.ation, and the edu-
cation of youngsters on stroke and high blood pressure. You are
telling us this is the only program that goes this route. flow does
that other one get into elementary and secondary education?

Dr. BOYER. This is the only program that is directly related to
strengthening or promoting school curricula that deal with health
in the schools from K through 12, and also that fund statewide
health education planning through the State education depart-
ments.

Mr. EARLY. The President's Commission on Physical Fitness and
Sports does not do that?

Dr. BOYER. Let me add that the President's Commission offers
activities that help education people generally and children
in particular through information on the health aspects of physical
fitness. In addition the health agencies provide services provided
for chilcrien as well as others. I am separating that out from the
question of health education in the schools.
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Dr. GOLMIER.G. I wosld add one footnote. The health education
program enables the Office of Education to work with State and
local education agencies and is geared as a comprehensive health
education approach which includes full curriculum guides, instruc-
tional. materials, pamphlets, filmstrips, et cetera, whereas the
HEW program hits at categorical concerns, such as a cardiovascu-
lar resuscitation, and antismoking.

Dr. BOYER. We are the agency, Mr. Early, that is responsible for
working with teachers and administrators in the schools.

Mr. EARLY. What are you going to do with $2 million in a
comprehensive special program?

Dr. BOYE/R. That is the problem facing all of these new programs.
Mr. EARLY. Is it so small that we do not get anything out of it?
Dr. BOYER. No, that is where I think we have to be smart. The

answer to that is to target the 'money carefully, assess what the
results are and then disseminate information on successful projr:ts
to others who can learn from them.

Mr. EARLY. Tell me how you are going to target that $2 million.
Dr. BOYER. We intend to award 7 grants that will go to State

departments of education so they can work on health education
and prepare a statewide plan. How does a State proceed if it wishes
to make health a part of the educational program for children in
that State? Those states that do will be chosen on the basis of com-
petition and the 7 best will get some money from us, $150,000 each.

Mr. EARLY. They are all $150,000 grants?
Dr. BOYER. Yes, sir, approximately. If we do our job well, we will

evaluate what they have done and find a way for these programs to
be distributed and discussed with other States. So we use those as'
examples. We also are going to give 14 grants to local school
districts averaging $75,000 each, and we hope they will be scattered
across the Nation strategically to the best school districts that are
ready to insert health concerns into the curriculum, whether it has
to do with caring for the body, with nutrition, with smoking, with'
alcohol, those matters that cause students to live either healthfully
or not. They in turn, I think, will be chosen carefully, and we will
find a way to evaluate them and disseminate this information.

I think that if we select and disseminate wisely we will see a
difference.

Mr. EARLY. But isn't that over $2 million?
Dr. BOYER. I hope not.
Mr. EARLY. All we are doing is giving out grants. Where is the

money to assess and evaluate these efforts?
Dr. BOYER. This has to be seen in the context of.our National

Diffusion Network. We do have monies elsewhere, and in fact a
mechanism called the Joint Dissemination Review Panel. Under
that structure any program that is excellently achieving its goal is
submitted for review. If we find that it is in fact a model, then it is
disseminate6 through all the 50 States. That is what that entire
network is all about.

Mr. EARLY. And you have other monies to do that?
Dr. BOYER. The National Diffusion Network is separately Nnded

at a request of $10 million under Special Projects authority.
Mr. EARLY. Do these 21 grants you speak of, take up the whole

$2 million?
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Dr. BOYER. Yes. ).
Mr. EARLY. How are they going to be evaluated? What is thE.

time span? It's got to be one year or sooner. Have we got the
mechanism set up tbr them to complete their study, then get back
to you for assessment and evaluation?

Dr. BOYER. Well, it's possible for repeat funding of a project that
is justified. We have done that more often than not. That is,

although it's an annital appropriation, we can fund it for one to
t Iree years based on year-to-year appropriations.

Mr. EAP.LY. What regulations are you devising for this program?
You ha% e to tell the grantee how long a grant it is Or what it is.

Dr. GOLDBERG. The proposed regulations for this new legislative
effort are on their way toward publication, Mr. Early, and we are
going to award a specific number of points for the major character-
istic, namely, comprehensivitydoes the school system or will the
State work out something that- affects all phases of the health of
individuals, including injury prevention, disease prevention, the
harmful effects of tobacco and alcohol?

Dr. BOYER. He is asking about the length of time of evaluation,
too.

Dr. GOLDBERG. The evaluation of these projects will be going
forward during that year; there will be program officers who will
monitor the programs.

Mr. EARLY. How are they being funded to monitor these pro-
grams?

Dr. GOLT)BERG. At the moment they are in my office and we are
producing the regulations. Dr. Boyer proposed a transfer of staff to
the new Bureau of School Improvement where this program is
expected to be housed.

Our office at the moment is doing the work and we have special-
ists in health 'education in Mr. Simon MQNeely and Dr. Helen
Nowiis.

Mr. EARLY. What are they funded under?
Dr. BOYER. They are on our staff.
Dr. GOWBERG. They are on our staff, under the Office of State

and Local Education Programs.
Mr. EARLY. All right.

(The following questions were submitted to be answered for the
record: I

*".
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Career Education

PACE 1971

-Mx. Matcher. For career education the budget is proposing $10.1 million to
fund demonstration projects. Career education demonstration projects have been
funded since 1971. Frankly, haven't you done enough demonstrations?

Dr. Boyer. WO feel very good about the demonstrations that have been com-
pleted. Sommer, we feel a great need for further demonstrations in three areas,
(a) career education for special portions of the populationj (b) demonstrations of
truly comprehensive R-12 efforts (most of our current demonstrations have repre-
sented only °building-block° efforts)! and (c) demonstrations of community
partnership efforts that see school districts and the business/labor/industry
community build true partnerships.

Mr. Matcher. Do you think that most States are ready and able to operate
career education programa?

Dr. Boyer. The States have demonstrated a great deal of enthusiasm and
support for career education. The AdMinistratioo believes, however, that before
IRAs and Lies assume responsibility for implementing wiper education on a large
scale further demonstration is needed to provide a greater range and number of
models on which to base implementation strategies. Once these 'models are developed
to meet the edBoational needs of all types of stu4entei-11141-ind LMAA should bear
the costs of installing career education.

Mt. Matcher. If Congress should decide to continue funding the Career
Education Incentive Act in 1880, do you see any problem with continuing the pro-
gram at the level of $20 illion expected this year?

Dr. Boyer. The Administration would have to review its position on this
issue since chances are that any increase for this Act in 1810 would have to be
offset elsewhere in the budget as pert of efforts to control Federal apending.

Kr. Matcher. Do you see any particular need bo support postsecondary education
demonstration projects in career education?

Dr. Royer. The first priority to receive career education funds would be the
elementary and secondary schools to help students at an early age to understand
the nature of their career choices. We should support this priority by continuing
to develop demonstrations at the R-12 level in order that Saha and Leas can im-
plement career.education throughout all school systems. Of secondary concern in
tbe posts.con4ary level where already available guidance and counseling personnel
provide car.et education services to students.

Teacher Corps Improvements

Mr. Nat her. The budget'fOr the Teacher Corps is $37.5 million. What improve-

ments have oc Loviaara result of the changes made in this program last year?

Dr. Boyer. In 1978, the Teacher Corps program changed its strategy from a
two-year project cycle, to a five-year cycle, This change has enabled us to

f
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make a number of improvements in the program. First, because the first year of the

five-year project La now designed as a developmental year, more thorough planning
and development of,the projects Is possible.

Second, there is a broader representation of persona who have a high Interest

in ducation provided at lolal Teachers Corps schools due to the new requirement of

elected community councils In the governance of each project. Third, new provisions

permit more extensive technical assistance fcr sites which is resulting in better

projects. Fourth, under the new authority, a long term evaluation of the Teacher

Corps has been initiated. This will provide better And more useful information

about Teacher Cores results and success. And fifth, for the first tiee all educa-

tional personnel, in a feeder system of schools that include all grade levels. K-l2

through which a student would normally progress, are involved in the local Teacher

Corps project. This continuity will ensure that all students will benefit from the

Teacher Corps project.

Mr. Hatcher. Describe briefly how a Teacher Corps project works under the new

five-year funding cycle?

Dr. Boyer. Under the new five-year Teacher Corps funding cycle, the first year

of project is devoted to planning and development activities. An important first

step in this Ls the election of a representative community council which then

summit a share in the governance which .s equal to that of the local educational

agency and the Institution of higher education involved in che project. Years two

through five are the operational years of the program.

In the second and third years, the project focuses on inservIce training for

educational staff #ncluding, teachers, principals, teacher aides and other

personnel, as well'as on preservice graduate levol intern training. The emphasis

in these years is to develop a comprehensive training program that provides

continuity from preservice to insecvice training and provides the opportunity for

inservice teachers and interns to work together. In many cases, not only will the

interns work in the classroom, but will participate in workshops and courses offer-

ed to Inservice teachers.

Inservice training will continue into the fourth and fifth years. Preservice

trelning is a two year activity culminating in a masters degree. In these last two

years, major emphasis is on the institutionalization and adaptation of the

educational improvements so that the innovations will remain after the termination

of Federal support.

Throughout the project, but particularly in the later Y ears, attention is paid

to spreading successful project results and experiences to other schools, both within

the applicant school district and to other school districts, colleges, and

univeraities. In this respect, particular attention is given to documenting and

evaluating project experience so that others may learn.from it.
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effectivness of EllEa Program

Nr. !fetcher. For women's educational equity the budget proposes 011 million,
an indrease of $1 million over last year. What evidence do you have to show the
effectiveness of this program?

Or. loiter. The National Advisory Council on Nomen's Educational Programs
has astatutory mandate to evaluate programs and projects upported under the
Act. A research organisation conducted a preliminary 41111101110Ont for the Council
of program operations during the first two years of the WIRA,progrAm. That study
showed that Reny of the projects have been quite uccessful. This report was
cited in testimony during the reauthorisation process last year.

The VIM Program has a contractor to perform a review for quality of all
the materials and model programs that result from grants. 'So far, $2% of them
have been approved for national distribution. Those now available at cost are
selling well. Orders increased dramatically from the summer of 1171 when products
were first available (17$ products sold), to 1,744 sold in the fall.of 117$, and
1,144 in the single month of January 1179 alone.

The °best sellers' from the MIZA Program, however, continue to be the twenty-
one general technical assistance manuals on Title IX that were firs, distributed
in 11711 (over 32,000 sold). Additional astOrials for training workshops, includ-
ing special manuals for physical educator*, vocational educators, and counselors,
will soan also be on sale at the Government Printing Office.

The Momen's Educational Squity Communications Network facilitates contact
among all persons, groups, and agencies that are working on behalf of women's
educational equity. Its information services cover all areas of women's
educational equity. In the 14st four months, oontacts from users have increased
by $S percent. The mailing list whiols'now numbers 13,12$ has increased by 139

percent.

No impact evaluation has yet been conducted to find out how these materials are
being used. Three efforts are underway. The Office of Evaluation will shortly issue
a contract for an exploratory evaluation of the program. Secondly, eight national
demonstration projects at the elementary and secondary education level will be fund-
ed this year to use the WEEA materials elready developed in a comprehensive way.
Further, one of the new priorities planned for Fiscal Year 1980 is grants for
additional pilot testing and demonatration of materials or individual models or sets
of materials.

Maintenance of 1979 Funding Level For WEEA Program

Mr. hatcher. Why can't you maintain this program at last year's amount of 89
million?

Dr. toyer. The reauthorized Act requires the Commissioner to establish
priorities to ensure the east effective use of funds. The proposed priorities are:
(1) Demonstration of newly developed WEEA models and materials to promote wide
usage: (2) Dissemination centers to link developers and users; (3) A national WEEA
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Program for change with national training centers to prepare leaders from partici-

pating school districts to establish programs for equal educational opportunities

for, both sexes; (4) The developsent
of model programs to elimin.'- sex discrimina-

tion and sex bias in elementary and
secondary education; (5) Tt development of

programa to address inequity in education for two groups: (a' .he neediest girls

and women as measured by poverty and by
discrimination on acc unt of race, national

origin, or handicap; and (b) thone organizations and Individuals o have substan-

tial influences on educational policy and action; (b) A high-risk category for

projects to address hard core problems with untried approaches.

As the mgram enters its fifth year, it is ready to move strongly into the

demonstration and dissemination areas on the basis of the developmental work

already completed or underway. Development will continue, however, but in the

special areas solicited under the priorities. Support for intensive activities in

demoneration, development, and dissemination,
all three now spelled out under the

new law, requires additional funds.

Title It Compliance In WEEA Program

Mr. Natrhpr. Why should the Fedesal Government provide special assistance to

enable institutions to comply with Title IX law?

Dr. Boyer. With the exception of Title IX, the Federal Government has provid-

ed and is providing assistance to
education agencies and institutions to comply

with the other Federal Civil Rights laws. Local school districts and other

educational institutiona need help in understanding the requireaents of Title IX

lays. The program can provide funds to encourage agencies to begin Orojects to

provide equal educational opportunities for both sexes. The goal, therBin, is to

avoid legal action. The emphasis is on incentives and equity and not am rescue for

noncompliance.
Teacher Centers

Hr. Natcher. The Teacher Centers program has been funded since 1978. How

effective is this program in upgrading skills of %teachers?

Dr. Boyer. The Teacher Centers program received its first funding in 1978.

The process of making discretionary awards is such that most of the projects funded

with fiscal year 1978 funds have only been underway a little over six months.

Therefore, it it too early to determine the effectiveness of these centers. However,

other non-federally fundcd 7enters indicate that this strategy presents a very

promising approach toward upgrading the skills of teachers.

r. qatchcr. bescriGe your plan for the geographical distribution of Teacher

Centers.

Dr. Boyer. We are st...portive of and moving towards having a Teacher Center in

every State. ln 1918, we awarded a grant tn Rhode Island tn provide technical

assistance to the 11 States not funded in 1978, in an effnrt to help them improve

the quality of their applicatinns. We expect that at least half of those States will

come in with propnLals gnnd encugh tn receive funding in 1979.

Geographic distribution in noi currently required in the law nor called for in the

present program regulations. Purther. Education Amendments of 1978 (P.L. 95-561)
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did amend the authorizing legislation by mandating clue center in every State When
appropriations exceed $50,000,000. The authorizing legislation for this program is
up fprTuthorization in 1980.

\,

Mr. Matcher. You also have a requeet of $13 million for the Teacher Centers
program. Your budget refers to operational,projects and planning. Briefly describe\
the eligibility criteria for these two types of projects.

Dr. toyer. The eligibility criteria for both planning and operational pants \

under the Teacher Centers program art essentially the same. Only local educational
agencies (LEAs) and institutions of higher education OHO are eligible to apply for '

grants. However, LEA. can plan, establish and operate a center. whereas an IHE can
1only operate a Tenter.
1

Eich applicant must submit an applicant to the Commissioner through the State educa-
tional agency of the State in which the applicant is located. /n addition, each

)
application must include a designation of the area, school districts, and schools
to he served; documentation that a teache. center policy board has been established
and has approved*the application; assurance of oarticipation by non-public school
teachers on the policy board; an abstract of the project design, and a detailed
plan of operation.

In evaluating an application, the following criteria are taken into consideration,
the extent of the policy board's authority to supervise the project, the center's
potential for increasing the effectiveness of the teachers served, the soundness of
the plan of operation, the project length, the qualifications and experience of the
personnel, the adequacy of the facilities, estimated cost, the Center's potential
impact on improving the overall program of inservice teacher training, approprisee
representation of policy board, and the extend to which the Federal funds will
support new or expanded activities.

.

Mr. Hatcher. Who actually operate these projects? The local school district?

ot. Boyer. By statute, a funded Teacher Center oust be supervised by a policy
board, the oajority of which is representative of classroom in the area served by
the center. The Board also includes, representatives from the local school board
and the institutions of higher edtication located in the area. However, the Centers
are operated by local educational agencies, institutions of higher education, or a
combination.
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W1mns 4ducational Equity'Act Funds To Local Communities

Mr. Conte. In the 1978 Education Amendments, Title 9 of this Act provided for

the Wlomen's Educational Equityr the aim of this act was to provide models for

achieving sex equity in ducation. At $15 million this money would trigger a part

of this Act that would provide for the money to flow directly to local communities

in the form of incentive grants. Why have you funded this at only 410 million'?

Dr. Boyer. Funds were not requested in III 1980 to trigger that part of the

\Act that provides grants to operate local projects for equal educational

opportunities for both sexes. The strategy for the WIXA program in FY 1980 is to

continue to support demonstration, development, and diseeiination activities that'

have a broad application and can apply to many differint situations involving the

gleneral concepts associated with educational equal: 'Local projects will be most

beneficial after nrelter awareness of these concepts has been stimulatedthrough

ineinsified national efforts.

Mr. Conte. Do you not feel that local incentive grants are a good approach

to the problem?

Dr. Boyer. The actual solution to inequities for girls and women in
educational agalicies and institutions must of course come where thr problems

are -- at the local level. Grants to provide incentives to'local agencies are a

good approach. In order to implement such an effort, however, national leadership

in the form of model programs and special materials is needed for all levels of

education and in the various content areas. The WEEA program is perforating this

role. When it began funding projects 2h years ago, few such models and materials

existed.

Mr. Conte.
funding for this

Dr. 2oyer.
million fuDding

Funding Level For 1980

Did you know that the House Ed and 4abor Committee recommended

at $30 million?

We have hoard that there has been some discussion abo4 a $30

level for the Women's Educational Equity Act in 1980. 1

Educational Television Achievements

Mr. Conte. Aside from the much heralded and much deserved success of "Sesame

Street," what achievement is there in 7roducing additional, truly educational

television?

Dr. Boiler. Aside from Sesame Street, which in viewed tn more than 41 other

countries, we have other achievements in our educational television productions.

our ten program series MUSIC...IS,
has had great success since it VAS first

broadcast in l978. This show is designed t,r upper elementary aged children and

provides them with the fundamentals of must education in an Informative and

motivating manner. The program has hevn available in both audin-visoal as well am

broadrast formats. The classroom use of this series had an aadivrice of 1 million

last year and the broadcast audience was approximately million. We 'antiuipate

that this program will be in reruns for several Years. For many small school
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districts that do not have sufficient funds for a music program, it offers and
continues to offer, a truly quality music curriculum presented by the National

:Symphony Orchestra.

Our first season of the parenting program FOOTSTEPS is being well received
across all segments of the population. It is cerried by more than 95 percent of
public stations as well as by commercial stations in areas where there is no Public
B adczsting Service. The broadcast audience is estimated at eight million.. It is
also being used in community colieges and secondary schoofs, as well as by many
organizations such as the PTA and church groups. This program can be recorded-off-
the-air and is available through rentals and salea by the National Audio Visual
Center.

We are currently developing, with the National Science Foundation, a science
series which anticipates filling a vacuum at the elementary level. It is scheduled
for broadcast beginning January 14, 1980. The show is planned for both in-school
and at-home use.

Metric Education Effectiveness

Mr. Conte. Is the prolect in Metric Education provinh effective in teaching
our youth to "think metric"?

Dr. Boyer. Charged with preparing our Nation's students to use with ease the
metric system of measurement as part regular education program, the Metric
Education program iP proving effective n accomplishing its mission. Children are
being taught the metric system in Rchoo s throughout the country. Our program
supports a varlety of activities ttat not only impact our Nation's schools and
students directly, but also indirectly by encouraging parental and community
support and involvement.

The Metric Education program supports both inset.ice and preservice educational
personnel training; curriculum develppment and dissemination; development of metric
media including films, olirles, video,tapes, handbooks; development of metric models
to respond to the needs of special pdpulations including bilingual, learners with
significant learning disabilities, isolated rural, and urban learners; and develop
ment of low cost metric models for use by'school districti with limited funds or by
'those unable to develop their own psoposals. The pr"gram also enssrages the use
of metric-oriented textbooks in schools; sponsors national conferences to imptove
the knowledge and effectiveness of educational planners, administrators, represent-
atives from LEAs, industry, and the public sector; and supports State and multi-
State metric educational plannirg.
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School Health Vucation

Mr. Conte. In you* Sc0ol Health Initiative, what will.you he emphasizing

aside from smoking prevention?

Dr. Boyer. The Office of Education is pr9posing to fund a School Heatth Pro-

gtam under the newly established Office of Com$rehensive School Health, which will

have responsibiltty for coordinatingeall OE health reliled programs and making them

more responsive to the promotion of health and the prevention of disease. The

Scho.l Health Program emphasizes *he development of a comprehensive school health

education curric lam including eleven.health areas:
nutrition and foods; values of

exercise; weight control and obesity; immunization; mental health; Medical, dental

and other care; consumer.hetilth interests; envirpnmental conditions affecting

halth; alcObol and drug-abuse; safety and
accident'prevention; effects of smoking.

Each-protect funded under this programsaust include the strehgthening or development

of a comprehensive health curriculum plus
specific activitiee in any of the eleven '

areas if they are not already being provided.

Mr. ConZe. What coordination is there between yourselves and the Alcohol and

. Drug Abuse Education Program?

Dr. Boyer. The Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Program is the oldest

legislated OE program in the health area. The Office of Education has drawn

heavily on the experience of thie program
and its director has played a key role

ia developing a atrategy for the agency on comprehensive health. Although main-

taining iss separate identity, it, like all other health progrims in the New Bureau

of, School Improvement, will be part of the new Office ot-Comprehensive School

Health.
0

Lonte. Will your progiama include the
option for schools to offer sex

education courses?

Dr. Boyer. The School Health Education Program,
which is part of the HEW

Comprehensive Health Initiative, will provide .grantd. to State and local education

agencies fo develop and implement comprehensive programs that prepare and motivate

students to promote and maintain their health and well-being and to prevent illness,

disease, and injury. Sex and family life is one of several areas that .an be

included in the comprehensive health educ..tion program proposals submitted for

funding.
;

Adequacy of Community Schools Budget

Mr. Conte. Is $3 million enough for any
meaningful community achoola program?

Dr. Boyer. The requested amount will allow the . atl government to maintain

a rvel of commktment equal to each Of the three previ tears of funding under

-he Community Saloola Act. We will continue to fund di lontry grants to State

and lacal educational agencies and to institutions of h. ethic/it/on for training

programs. Twoimportant components of community edudattou are the utilization of

existing resources and the coordination of community agenciea and organizations to

provide community and human services. It is not the Administration's goal to

totally support community education nationally, but to provide incentive funds that

will incourage the development of new methods and strategies that clan be continued

through non-Federal resources.

3 :)
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P. Conte. Is it not so that the legislation auChserisligg community schools
will "sunset" in 5 years? If o, don't these schools deserve xm of chance than
they are getting in the present budget, now, before they fade out of extatence?

Dr. Boyer. It is our understanding that the "sunset" provisions of chi
Community Schools and Comprehensive Commun'ty Education Act presumed's large
infusion of funds to set models in-place and to create a strong State organise-
tion vith leadership capability in all States to carry on after i'sunset" of the
legislation. Given a more modest pace tif growth, the legielation ie likely to be
modified end extended before it expires in 1983.

1

;
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School Health

Mr. Roybal. Aside from reducing and eliminating smoking, what other objec..

tives does the school health program have in PY 1980?

Dr. Boyer. Projects funded under the School Health Education Program in

PT 1980 will be comprehensive. The program's major objectives are to encourage

State and local education agencies to develop or
strengthen plans to promote

comprehensive school health education as a component of an overall school health

program and to provide education exper:ences that will help students promote,

maintain and enhence individual, family, and community health.

Mr. ROybal. What echanism for assessing the impact of this health program

Awe planned for the upcoming fiscal year?

Dr. Boyer. In order to receive funding, each project must submit an

evaluation plan for determining the impact of'the health education Program on the

students' understanding, attitudes, and behavioral skills and practices, using

quantifiablc datn insofar as possible.

Mr. Roybal. Rave any Wflies been appropriated for much an assessment?

Dr. Boyer. Funds for evaluating the School Rellth program overall-have not

been requested. Projects funded under the program are anticipated to continue

from three to five years in duration. Each will be required to hove its own

*valuation data. These data will be centrally collected and an overall evaplation

plan developed for successive years. Since evaluation is built into each project,

we do mot anticipate requiring
substantial monies for overall assessment in the

first two to three years of the prog:am.

Youth Employment

Mr. Roybal. Row will the Youth Employment program link up with the career

education programs?

Dr. Boyer. Under activities planned for the Youth Employment Program, career

education is one of several OR program that will be coordinated to achieve a

better transition from school to work.

In addition, the new CETA legislation calls for coordination between the

Youth Employment Training Program (YETP) and the Career Education Incentive Act.

To carry out this Congressional mandate, OE's Office of Career Education ic

durrently engaged in a major contract that involves; (a) identifying the out-

standing LEA/Prim* sponsor Agreements now operating under YETP1 (b) hosting a

series of 15 2-day seminars where 75
exemplary committees are sharing their best

practice of LEA/Prime sponsor collaboration; and (c) conducting 10 regional

conferences during the Summer of 1979 to share with LEAs and Prime Sponsors

throughout the nation what is learned from these 15 2-day seminars.

3 :1
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Siomedical Sciences

Mr. Roybal. What efforts will he undertaken by the biomedical sciences pro-
gram to recruit students from disadvantage4 bilingual/bicultural backgrounds?

DrABoyer. As part of the general ffort to recr''+ disadvantaged students
for the 'biomedical Sciences program, the Office of Rducation will provide infor-
mation to institutions of higher education in areas where a shortage of health
profeasionals xists. It will be the responsibility of those institutions to
publicise-thi program and to work with school systems to identify and encourage
talented, disadvantaged students to participate in the program.

National Diffusion Network

Mr.'lloybal. Would you provide more detdils on what adoptions were undertaken
in bilingual igrant programs in the National Difffusion Network projects?

Dr. Boyer. Six bilingual-migrant programs were funded aa Develotier-Deson-
strator Projects by the National Diffusion Network in school year 1971-1979.
These projects are located one each in Maine, Illinois, Florida, New York and two in
in Washington state. In addition, there are six additional bilingual igrant
programer' that have passed the Joint Dissemination Review Panel but which are not
yet receiving NON funds. As of Aptil 1, 1979, the six NON-Supported Developer-
Demonstrators reported 94 adoptions. These are located in the following States.

ADOPTION OF NON-SUPPORTED BILINGUAL-MIGRANT FROJRCTS
(By State)

Arizona. 2

California
Idaho 23

Illinois 17

Indiana 9

Michigan 2

Minnesota 3

Missouri 3

New Jersey 1

Nee York 2

Ohio 17

Texas 3

Washington 4

Wisconsin 3

TOTAL 94

4 ,
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Cities in Schools

l. Roybal. The Cities in Schools program
sounds like a very xciting concep:.

That is, to utilise the school as
the focal point of social sarvice delivery in the

inner City for students and their families. How many grant applications did you

receive for this program?

. Dr, Boyer. Being new, innovative program. the 1979 awards were in the form

of sole-source contracts, V. are now studying the possibility of utilising com-

petitive awards to any additional cities funded in 1980.

Mr. Roybal. Have we had any tudiee done on the impact of this program in the

projects that have already been started?

Dr. Boyer. "The American Institute of Research has three-year contract for

evaluation of the program. The first impact results are due September 1979) with

the final report due August 1980.

44.1;1 -
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Mr. O'Brien. Last year the Appropriations Committee clearly demonstrated its
support for this program by increasing the appropriations from $10 million to $14
million. As you may know, Lucille Werner in Peptone, Illinois has an outstanding
program for the early prevention of school failure so we are familiar with the good
work of this program. Furthermore, this committee understood that this was a truly

-cost-effective program which can easily show success in the adopted programs. Why
have you.clearly ignored the intent of Congress in this program?

Dr. Boyer. rhe Administration's budget proposal for fiscal year 1980 represents
continued support for the Nations/ Diffusion program at the same level of funding
requested in fiscal year 1979. The Administration believes that rapid growth in the
program from $10 million in fiscal year 1978 to $14 million in fiscal year 1979, $4
million more than was requested, suggests that continued expansion of the program is
not appropriate at this time. The Administration's policy in this program consist-
ently has been to level fund at $10 million.

In addition, the higher appropriation level is inconsistent with the
Administration's budget policy for fiscal.year 1980 which emphasizes control of
Federal spending.

Mr. O'Brien. What impact will this $4,000,000 decrease have on ongoing
programs?

t

Dr- Boyer. We plan
\
to reduce the number of funded Developer-Demonstrator

Projects by 35, from 130 95. Also, the level of funding for State Facilitator
Projects will be reduced by about 30 percent although each State will continue to
have a National Diffusion Network-supported State Facilitator.

Mr. O'Brien. How can you justify not keiping it at at least last year's level?

Dr. Boyer. The Administration believes that the appropriation for.this program
can be maintained at $10 M41lion without impairing the effectiveness of the program.
The number of Developer-Denionstrators will remain at nearly 100, as it was in fiscal
year 1978. The number of State Facilitators will also remain unchanged with one in
each State, plus the Distric of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. The
reduction fr-0 the $14 million level in fiscal year 1979 to $10 million in fiscal
year 1980 will affect only the ange of services offered.

Giftedsand Talented Program

Mr. O'Brien. Last year you said that the role of educating gifted and talented
children was being overlooked in the schools. Do you feel differently this year
about the Gifted and Talented program?

Dr. Boyer. I believe that we are making progrem4 in this area. I have been
personally involved and strongly supportive of this program. I have established an
Office of Education interagency Task Force on Gifted and Talented which has as its
primary thrust, the identification of efforts that can be jointly accomplished by
units within tte Office of Education, and through such cooperative planning. Gifted
and Talented Ghildren were made a priority by the Office of Indian Education; teacher
exhange programa were carried out by the Office of International Education; and

4 1.
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several pilot projects were established in the areas of visual and performing arts

for minorities and disadvantaged giaed and talented youngsters.

Mr. O'Brien. In a program as small as this which had been kept at level funding

for years, should the gifted and talented be made to suffer for an austere budget?

Dr. Boyer. We see the program emerging
slowly and deliberately, rather than as

suffering from an austere budget. The strategy of the Office of Gifted and Talented

has been to maximize the use of funds
through working with the State educational

agencies in assisting them,in developing
comprehensive plans for identifying the

gifted and talented children and
providing services to these youngsters. We have

grown from ten full-time State consultants in 1976, the first year of funding to over

47 in 1978. As a direct result of our funding the States, we have observed incr..ased

use of State funds and growth in the number of gifted
children served from four per-

cent in 1976 to over 12 percent in 1978.

Mr. O'Brien. Could 10 million dollars be
effectivey spent for this program Lit

fiscal year 1980? \

Dr. Boyer. Previous experience in funding State and local Projects has

demonstrated high rate of return in terms of State and support after a small

amount of initial Federal funding. Eighty-eight percent o LEAs funded in fiscal

year 1971 have been continued with local funding. In view of this fact, and also in

view of overall budget constraints,
the request for this program is the same as th,

1979 appropriation.

In order to assure that the momentum for planning, developing, and operating

programa for gifted and talented
children Ls enhanced at the State level, most of

the activities in this program are undertaken either directly by State education

agencies (SEAs) or are carried out by locel educational agencies with SEA coordina-

tion. The Office of Gifted and Talented feels that through the use of local innova-

tion to stimulate use of local and State effoics for the gifted, coupled with a

strong teacher training effort, we are on the way to meeting our national goal of

providing services for every gifted and talented child.

Metric Education

Mr. O'Brien. The U.S. Metric Board and your program for Metric education both

have responsibility for educational activities. Are we duplicating our efforts in

this program? Could the Metric Board carry on
the activities which you are respon-

sible for?

Dr. Boyer. Our Metric Education program
provides grants and contracts to

encourage educational
agencies and institutions to support programa that prepare stu-

dents to use the metric system
of measurement with ease as part of the regular educa-

tion program. Our mission is to teach learners to effectively use the system through

the implementation of structured metric educational
experiences which are designed t.;

meet the specific needs of the various learner populations.

The U.S. Metric Board serves as a focal point for
voluntary conversion to the

metric system and assists
various sectors when and if they choose to convert.

educational activities focua on raising the level of metric awareness, primarily

among consumers. The Metric !bard does not award contracts or grants.

The Metric Education program and the U.S. Metric Board's efforts are not

duplicative, but are, in fact,
complementary and mutually supportive.

I . ;
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02 Role in the HIM Adolescent Pregnenct Program

Mr. Michel. The Administration has proposed a new adolescent pregnancy pro-
gram under the Assistant Secretary for Health. Mill the Office of eduuation be
involved(in this iwogram in anY wily?

1

Dr. Moyer. Yes, the Office of education has already been involved in the
program and the Office expects to continue these activities.

Mx. Michel. Rave you been consulted with as yet about this Program?

Dr. Soyer. There:Was been considerable agency activity in the adolescent
pregnancy progrmm for the past several year*. 02 staff, as a normal outgrowth of
their long-standing interest end expertise in parenting and family life, have
worked closely with staff in the Aftinistration for Children, Youth, and Families
and the OffiCe of the Assistant Secretary for Health, as well as voluntary youth
organisations, to provide regional office institutes, state leadership conferences,
advanced-seminars, and professional seminars in the arse of teenage pregnancY.

01 expects to continue these activities and to work closely with the Office
of Adolescent Pregnancy Programs in the Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Health as it develops the new teenage pregnancy program.

Kg. Michel. Is the Office undertaking any effort to promote discussion and
information in the school bout problems relating to teenage piegnancy?

Dr. Sayer. During the past year, the Bureau of elementary and deCondarY
education conducted special conferences, ihstitutes and workshops on adolescent
pregnancy and teenager parenting. It is planned that such efforts will continue
under the new Office for Comprehensive School Health.

?he School Health education Program

Mr. Michel. You are woposing to launch a new program entitled School Realth.
ROW does this differ from the Neslth education programs under the Center for
Disease Control and the Assistant Secretary for Health?

Dr. Boyer. In developing the-School Health education Propos, we have worked
closely with both the Sureau of Health education in the Center for Disease Control
(CDC) and with the Office of Health Information and Health Promotion in the Office
of the Assistant Secretary fur Health. Their mandates, however, are very much
broader than that of the School Health education Program which we are seeking to
initiate and include edUcation of the general public and of health professiodils.
Although CDC has developed a school health curriculum which has been adopted by
many schools, we foal that a number of models and approaches are necessary to meet
the various needs of a wide variety of school communitien, and that one health
curriculum alone is not sufficient. Also, CDC has note, tked with State education
egencies to build capacity and leadership at that level, a major goal of the School
Health Program. Me are looting to the School Health education Programa, which will
be carried out in the school environment using school personnel and students, to
develop truly comprehensive programa that not only provide information and under-
standing but motivate young people to adopt behaviors that will promote physical,
mental and social well-being.

4
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Anti-Smoking Initiative

Mr. Michel. It appears that this School
Health Program is going to focus

mainly on smoking. Is that correct?

Dr. DOyar. .The purpose of the School Health Program is to develop or

strengthen comprehensive programs of school health educations They include learn-

ing experiences in 11 health areas of which smokirr, is one. each project funded

under this Program will include
learning experience in any one of these areas if

they are not already provided but they mutt include experiences in the effects of

smoking.

Pregnancy Preventicm

Mr. Michel. Will it get into the area of pregnancy
prevention st all?

Or. ;Moyer. projects funded under the School Health education program may be

involved in pregnancy prevention as one of several health concerns. Up to now OE

ham not funded programa in pregnancy
prevention but has provided leadership and

short term personnel training in parenting and family life education through

special conferences and workshops, advanced seminars, and professional seminars in

programs of wide variety of national and regional organisations.

Youth employment

kr. Michel. What is this new Youth employment
prcgram intended to do?

Dr. Boyer. The Youth Employment program
will permit the Office of education

to work with State and local education agencies to create linkages between education

and the world of work.
Neither-the Department of Labor, through its youth programs,

not the Office of
education through its other programa can provide funds directly

to BEBa and Las to help train
personnel to bridge the gap between education and

work programs.

Bicmodical Sciences

Mr. Michel. You also have a new program called Biomedical Sciences? Why do

we need this one?

Dr. Boyer. The Biomedical Sciences program
is designed to achieve two major

goals. first, it will inc eeeee the number of disadvanataged students who prepare

for careers in the biomedical sciences. Second, it will reduce the shortage of

health professionals in presently underserved areas. These goal% will be

accomplished by identifying talented,
disadvanataged students at the ninth grade

level and providing them with academic andenrichment
experiences that will prepare

them to take college and graduate level courses in the biomedical sciences.

studies financed'hy the Department of Health, sducation, and Welfare showed

that 'individuals scat likely to be interested in primary care and/or shortage area

careers tend to be women, minority group goobers, from small towns or rural areas,

and from lower-income family backgrounds. OMEN Publication No. (111A) 77-21)

Medical snhool nrollment data for 1975-76, however, show that these groupa tend to

be underrepresented; Slacks and
Hispanics, for example, constitute only 10 percent

'4r
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of the total number of students.
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Since 1972, the Administration has been working to increase the number of
disadvantaged studente enrolling in and completing degree programs in the bio-
medical sciences through the Health Careers Opportunity Program (ACOP), which
provides services to tudene1 at the college and graduate level. The Biomedical
Sciences Program, on the other hand, is deeigned.to complement the NCOP program
by 5 strategy Of early (high school) intervention aimed at motivating and
educating talented, disadvantaged students.

Career Bducation

Mr. Michel. Since we have now started funding for the new Career iducation
IncentM Act, will there be any change in your budget recommendations that no
funding be provided for this program?

Dr. Boyer. Congress has denied the Administration's proposal to continue
funding the Career Sducation Des..nstration Program in fiscal year 1979 in favor
of initiating funding of the Career Oducation Incentive Act at $20 million. Be-
cause of this action, the Administration is presently reconsidering its 1910
budget proposal to fund demonstrations at the $10,115,000 level.

Special Projects Activities

Mr. Michel. According to my count; there are 17 eparate categorical pro-
grams under this account, most of a relatively low priority. I. it really worth
all the paperwork and red tape to fund all these small individual prcgrams?

Dr. Boyer. The Special Projects and Training account encompasses a variety
of programs, small in terms of budget request, but large in terms of potential
impact. The account and its programa are unique in that they provide a unique
vehicle for educational leadership. It is through the activities in this account
that the Office qUiducation has the opportunity to address special needs or pro-
blems, to focus on national priorities, and to experiment with new educational and
administrative practices and techniques. In recognition of the need both for
better visibility for these programs, which have been scattered in different
bureaus or offices throughout the agency, as well as for improved coordination, I
recently announced the creation of the new Bureau for School Improvement which will
cluster together 23 discretionacy programs. Zech program will continue to operate
under its own authority, but will share certain services such as application and
grant processing, panel review, and evaluation, me expect that the new Bureau
tructure will improve the efficiency and effectivenese of these programs, and
therefore enhance their potantial for national impact.

Sesame Street

Mr. Michel. How much of your Mudget is going to the Sesame Street prosram?

Dr. Boyer. In 1980, we are requesting $2 million for Sesame Street, or 33
percent of our budget Thin is a reduction from the 1979 level of $2.5 million
for Sesame Street, whirh was 41 percent of the 'ppropriation for Educational
Television Programmin'A.

,t,
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Mr. Michel. It is my understanding that this program costs $7.6 million to

produce, but brings in $7.2 million through the sale of Sesame Struet products and

$2.2 illion in program fees. I. this correct?

Dr. Boyer. Information provided to us by the Children's Television Workshop

indicate, that in 1980, Sesase Street production will cost $7,387,000, while the

contribution of the Public Broadcasting Service will be $2,432,000 and the pro-

jected revenues from all CTW series will come to $5,743,000. CTW also anticipates

spending $990,000 on their community outreach program, and $50,000 for reruns of

the Electric Company.

Mr. Michel. Why do we continue federal funding if this program is basically

self sustaining?

Dr. Boyer. According to the information CTW has provided the Office of

education, their revenues do not cover their colts. However, as its activities

have diversified and its revenues have increased, Children's Television Workshop

has been assuming a greater share of the coat.. At the same time, the Office of

Education also hes been reducing its contributions.

Mr. Michel. Isn't the Educational Television Program under your auspices

basically intended as a demonstration program?

Dr. Boyer. The Educational Television Program is intended to provide funds to

encourage the creation of educational television programming that would play a

significant role In helping children, youths, and adults to learn. This program

supports not only the developsent
of such eries, but also their production,

evaluation, and dissemination in order for them to have a national impact. Sesame

Street has been one of the most
successful efforts in the use of television to

educate our Hation'a children.

Federal Support of Sesame Street

Mr. Michel. For how many years has Sesame Street received Federal funding?

Dr. Boyer. The Children's Television
Workshop first received Federal support

for Sesase Street in 1968.
Including fiscal year 1979, the series has been funded

for 12 years.

Mr. Michel. How long do you expect it to
continue to receive Federal funding?

Dr. Boyer. Discussions regarding both the nature and length of future support

for Sesame Street are currently underway.

Salaries at Children's Television Workshop

Mr. Michel. I understand that salaries at Children's Television Workshop, which

produces the progras, range up to $80,000 a year. Is that correct?
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Dr. Boyer. Yes, salaries and bonuses of some of the key staff have been in the
range of up to $80,000 a year. As a private industry, the salaries at Children's
Television Workshop are, in fact, reflective of that industry. We are dealing in a
highly competitive marketplace that places high premiums on creative talent and
skilled professionals. Since Children's Television Workshop is not totally dependent
on funding by the U.S. government, the Office of Education cannot dictate their
salaries.

Program Audits

Mr. Michel. How often do you audit this program?

Dr. Boyer. In general, we try to -ludit programs every three to five years.
With regard to this program, we will hhve completed this Spring a very extensive
audit for years 1974 through 1178.

Mr. Michel. I understand that ..teveral abuses found by an HEW audit five years
ago are still uncorrected. Is that correct?

Dr. Boyer. The Departmert of Health, Education, and Welfare audit of
Children's Television Worksl,op (CTW), to which you refer, coVered years'prior to
1974. The eAcepttoh. raised in that audit have been resolved. CTW has paid to thslA
government $92,764 for FICA taxes and $142.767 for deferred rent. These monies,
totalling $235,561, have been received by the government and accepted in the general
revenue.

.-e
Mr. Michel. Would you provide for the record the most recent audit report of

this program?

Dr. Boyer. We will be happy to provide that report to the Committee as soon
as it becomes available.

Cities in Sehoole

Mr. Michel. What ie this new Cities in Schools program?

Dr. Boyer. The Cities in Schools program integrates social services for inner
city youths with the school es the focal point for service delivery. Hy solving the
personal problems of the student ahdlor his family, that student becomes better
adjusted and can more easily be motivated toward self-improvement and basic skills

AC.development.

Push for Excellence

Mr. Michel. In the Push for Excellence program, you say that funds will be
allocated for projects in six locations. Will they all be operated by the Reverend
Jesse Jackson?

Dr. Boyer. All funds are awarded to PUSH for Excellence, Inc., which is
headed by fhe Reverend Jesse Jackson.

Mr. Michel. The funds will apparently go to the school districts. How will
they parcel out the monies?
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Dr. Sayer. /he funds nrver actually reach the school districts or the local

schools. All funds are utilised by !MU for Excellence, Inc., for operation of its

headquarters in Chicago end support for it. regional offices located in those

cities which have Push projects.

Mr. Michel. What specifically would the funds be used for? Salaries?

Dr. boyar. Tee, the funds are used for salaries and expenses of PUSH for

Excellence, Inc., which provides administrative end support services to local

projectp.

Mr. Michel. Can you provide a budget breakdown for each project?

Dr. Boyer. All projects will have a similar funding pittern, with the Federal

funds representing less than 50 percent of esch project's funds. Funds from the

prtvate sector are heavily relied on, including individual contributions. A. an

example of the use of federal funds for a project, the 1979 budget for the Chicego

project includes the following:

Personnel: Director, 426,000; assistance director, 418,000; administrative

assistant, 415,000; parenting
director, 425,000; fringe benefits at 22 percent,

$14,480.

Contrect Services: Consultant services, 43,000.

Operating Expenses:
Information and dissemination services, 410,000;

miscellaneous school needs, 418,000.

Additional expenses of the Chicago project come from private funds.

Mr. Michel. Whet specific types of activities will be undertaken?

Dr. Boyer. Activities which are designed to stimulate excellence in education

and to instill personal
responsibility vary according to the needs of the students

and the community. Many of the ectivitiee rely on
community involvement, such as

Adopt-a-School in which a community businses or church selects a school and sup-

plmsents the school program to provide employment and/or other incentives to

studentsq another is the PUSH for Excellence Library in which the public library

develops a resource center for teacher
and student use, or the Labor Program which

introduces students to the world of work by in-class instruction and cooperative

training in conjunction with local business and industry. Other projects deal

specifically with excellence in academics; for example, the Academic Olympics which

is a eine.. araulti-school competition in vocational trainins, creative writing,

spelling, fine arts, mathmeatics, music, end science. Other projects deal with

making young people knowledgeable
and reinmictful of their bodies and aware of

physical as yell as ental excellence.
other projects deal with problems of

absenteeism, vandalism, suspension and other behavioral problems. Projects for

parents are involved across the board with special emphasis on report card pick up,

alumni programs, and after school hours tutoring.

Mr. Michel. I understand an evalustion of the program will be undertaken this

year. When do you expect it to be completed?
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Dr. Boyer. The first of several'reports on the three-year evaluation of Push
for Excellence will be completed ln Pibrustry 1980 and the final report is due in
October 1982.

Teacher Corps Evaluation.

Mr. Michel. Have you undertaken any recent evaluation of the Teacher Corps
program?

Dr. BoyeA. The Office of Evaluation and Dissemination awarded a contract in
the Pill of 1978 to Stanford Research Institute for the first three years of a fiv,-
year study. This is a policy-oriented study looking at the problems, difficulties,
and degree'of success in the field implementation of Teacher Corps rules and regula-
tions. The study will address the key issue of teScher training and chool
improvement practic'es in schools attended by ehildren from low-income communities.
Interim reports are due each year. 'roe first preliminary findings are due in
August of 1979. The final report ia expected in 1983.

Mr. Michel. Can you cite any specific evidence that this program has improved
the education of disadvantaged children?

Dr. Boyer. The ongoing evaluation of the Teacher Corps program ii only
recently underway end resu4ts are not yet available. However, earlier evaluations
have shown that the program has strengthened the educational opportunities for
children from low-income families. Previous studies cite improved reading achieve-
ment and mathematics as specific evidence. Moreover, recent reports from specific
projects indicate student improvement in reading and mathematics as reflected in
higher scores on standardised achievement tests. Projects also have experienced
more positive student attitudes toward learning, improved school attendance, and
fewer dlsciplinary-peabler.

[The justification submitted by the Department followsd

41u
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Appropriation Estimate

Special Projects and Training

/or carrying out (the Special Projects Act (Public
Law 93-380)1, the General

Education Provisions Act, to the extent not otherwise provided, title lIT, part A,

part 13, part C, part I (83,135,000), part P, part I, and part L; titl VIII,

sootioma 809, 810, 812, and title 0, part C of the glementary and Secondary

Sduoation Aot, as amendedill title V, part A and section 532 of the Higher Educa-

tion Art of 1965, (and the Career Education Incentive Act (Public Law 95-207)

$1311,472,000 of which not to xceed 41,840,000 shall be for carrying out

section 403 of the SpodLial Projects Aer):2J 8117,628,000.

Explanation'of Language Changes

The first substitution provides Appropriate legal citations to reflect the
amended law, P.L. 95-561 and to cite activities for which funds are being
requested.

2) Elimination of the last clause/removes citation for the Career Education
Incentive Act because funding for the Career Iducatiod Incentive program is
not being requested. The earmarking for the Metric Education program is
liminated because the authorization for this program is included in the
bove citation, i.e., Part B.

231
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language provision Explanation

...title III, part At... part 2

($3,135,000)".

Basic law authorise. that part 0
Preschool partnership presume,
part I - Dissemination of information,
and parte Population education, be

funded st ten percent, five percent,
and ten percent, respectively,
of mmounts appropriated for part A,
Section 303 - Commissioner'. diner..
tionary projects. In addition,

part 2, Section 336, requires that not
less than $5,000,000 be funded for
Consumers' education from Section 303

Commisaioner's discretionary projects.
The proposed language will provide that
funds be msde available only for part A
Commissioner's discretionary projects,
and that only $3,133,000 be available
for part I . Consumers' education.

...end section 332...
Section 531 of Part WS of the Risher
Education Act requires that not lees
,than ten percent shall be availeble
for each of the progress authorised by
Sections 332 and 333. This language
is necessary to cite only that Section
'for which funds are requested, Section
532. teacher Centers.

'09



Appropriation .

Proposed supplemental
Proposed rescission

412

Amounts Available for Obligation

Total obligations

1979 Estimated budget authority
1980 Estimated budget authority

Net change

Summary of Changes

1979

I.

1980

4134,472,000 $117,628,000
+ 1,000,000 ---
. 22 30_000

$113,107,000 $117,628,C00

S113,107,000
117 628 000

+ 4,521,000

1979 Base Chanie from Base

Inc aaaaaa

Program:
1. Special projects

(a) School healt -Inc aaaaa to initiate
new program to improve health quality
of aildren in X-12 5

(l; You emplowent--increase to initiate
new program to create linkages between
education and work for youths

(c) Biomedical sciences--inc aaaaa to
initiate new program to encourage
disadvantaged youths to pursue careers
in the biomedical sciences

(d) Cities in schools--inc aaaaa to begin
projects In two cities and assume
funding of District of Columbia project

(e) Nomen's educational aaaaa
of 10 swards to expand demonstrations
and installations

2. Educational personnel training
(s) Teachr centers--increase to fund 16

new planning grants

Total thereat,

233

2,185,500

9,000,000

12,625,000

+$2,000M0

+ 2,000,000

+ 3,000,000

+/--664,500

+1,000,000

+ 375_000

+ 9,039,500
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'" .... 4.0%

Osoroases:

1979 Sas* Change from lase

Program:
1. Special projects

(a) Coniumers ducatiOn.-deorease
because of prioriiy considerations
and the foot that imilar programs
are supported by other Padova
agencies; would result in five

favor projects $ 3,601,000 -$ 466,000

(b) National diffusion programm-
decrease would reduce number of
developer..demonstrators by 35,

and State facilitators by two 14,000,000 -4,000,000

(c).Community schools- -decrease would
reduce number of grants to local
oduaation agencies by 11 3,190,500 - 52 500

Total decreases -4 518 500

Net change +4,521.000

234
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Budget Authority by Activity

1979 1980 Increase or
Estimate Estimate Decrease

1. Special projects:
a. School heelth $ --- $ 2,000,000 +$2,000,000
b. Youth empleryment ... 2,000,000 + 2,000,000
c. Biomedical sciences 4,- 3,000,000 + 3,000,000
d. Arts in education 3,000,000 3,000,000 ---
e. Metric education 1,840,000 1,840,000 ..-
f. Consumers' education 3,601,000 3,135,000 - 466,0060
g. Gifted and talented 3,780,000 3,780,000 ---
h. National diffuaion program 14,000,000 10,000,000 4,000,000
i. Educational television program 6,000,000 6,000,000 ---
j. Cities in schools 2,185,500 2,850,000 + 664,500

1/
k. Push for excellence 1,000,000- 1,000,000 ---
1. Career education 2/

10,135,063- 10,135,000

2. Women's educational equity 9,000,000 10,000,000 + 1,000,000

3. Community schools 3,190,500 3,138,000 - 52,500

4. Educational personnel training:
a. Teacher corps 37,500,000 37,500,000 ...
b. Teacher centers 12,625,000 13,000,000 + 375,000

5. Planning end evaluation 5.250,000 5.250
'
000 .-..
-,

Total budget authority 113,107,000 117,628,000 + 4,521,000

1/ Reflects a proposed 1979 supplemental appropriation of $1,000,000 for Push for
Excellence.

2/ Reflects a proposed 1979 resciasion of $22,365,000 for Career Education
tires snd a requested redirection of 810,135,000 from Career Education

Incentives to Career Education, authorised by the Special Projects Act,
P.L. 93-380.

InCen

Budget Authority by Object

1979 1980 Increase or
Estimate Estimate- Decrease

Travel and transportation of persons

orinting and reproduction

Other services

Supplies

Grants, subsidies, and contributions..

Total budget authority by
object

4

$ 80.000 $ 80,000 $ - -

17.000 17,000 OP 1M1

45,203,000 47,012,000 + 1,809,000

2,000 2,000 OP OP

67 805 000 70.517.000 + 2.712.000__--J-_--L-

133,107,000 117,628.000 + 4,521,000

235
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Significant Mos in Rouse and Senate

Appropriations Committees Report.

Ltma

1,711 Nouse Report

iducational television sroaremning

I. The Committee indiceted.ite
expectation that ell projects--
including existing ones--mill
be awarded 012 a competitive
basis.

44.313. 7,1 31

Action taken or to be taken

1. All new projects ere awarded os
a compbtitive bests; continua.
tion of noncompeting projects
ie contingeot upon satisfactory
performance and availability of
funds. It is not possible to
fund "Sesame Street" competi-
tively since Children'e Televi-
ion Workshop cons the copyright
to the program, including the
name, music, and met character..

4 .
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Authorising Legislation

1979

Amount
Authorised

Special Projects end Training:
1. Special projects: (ISIA,

as amended by the Education
Amendments of 1978,
Title III) 1/

Swecifie Authorisations
a. School health,

(111111 III I)
b. Youth employment

(NM III V)
c. Siomedical sciences

(281A III . L)
d. Arts in education

(UNA III C)
e. Metric education

(ISM III - 11)
f. Consumers' educstion

(ISIS III - E)

Commissioner's Discretionary

:!2agiffed and talented
(11314 III A, Section
303(d)(1))

h. National diffusion
program (11314 III - A, 5/
Section 303(d)(1)) -

i. Educational television

proiroming (ISEA III-A.
Section 303(d)(1))

J. Cities in schools
(115114 III A, Section
303(d)(1))

k. Push for escellence
(113E4 III A, Section
303(d)(1))

1. Career ducation
(ESRA //I - A, Section
303(d) (1))

1980
1979 Amount 1980

Intimat Authorised Estimate it

$ NA $ 10,000,000..4 2,000,000

NA 7,500,000 2,000,000

NA 40,000,000 3,000,000

2,750,000-
2/

3,000,000-3/ 20,000,000 3,000,000

10,0001000 1,840,000 20,000,000 1,840,000

15,000,000 3.601.0002/ 5,000,0004/- 3,135,000

12,250,000 3,780,0001/ Indefinite 3,780,000

3/ 14,000,000

3/ 6,000.000

3/ 2,185,500

Indefinite 10,000,000

Indefinite 6,000,000

Indefinite 2,850.000

6/
3/ 1,000,000- Indefinite 1,000,000

3/6/15,000,000 10,135,000- - Indefinite 10,135,000

2. Women's educational *gutty
(ESEA IX C) 30,000,000

3. Community schools
(RREA VIII, Sections 809.
810,812)

4. Educational personnel
training:
a. Teacher corps (Higher

Education Act, Title
V -A)

3
9,000,000-

/
80,000,000 10,000,000

17,000,000 3,190,500 42.000,000 3,138,000

41
7/100.tro,opo 37,500,000 100,000,0002 37,500.000
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1979 1980

Amount 1979 Amount 1980

&10-6.12.4 Santini., Authorised petiolate

-

b. Teacher centers (Higher
Education Act, Title
.V.S, Section 532) 100,000,0008/ - 12,625,000 100,000,000VA3,000,000

5. Planning mad Sulu:Rion
(General Iducation Provi-
sions Act, Section 416) 25,000,000 5,250,000 25,000,000 5,230,000

Unfunded authorisations:

Preschool partnership prosrems

(USIA III D) XA ...

Lam-related education (PM
III 1 0) NA ...

. Correction education (URA
III - J) NA ...

Dissemination of information

(ESKA III K) MA ...

Population education °USIA

III ,..
XA ...

10s) r

Community schools (SS1A V/II,
Sections 104, S11, 813. 814) NA

Trainins'for highs
pereonnel (Nigher cation Act,

4ducation

Section 533) 100,000,004i

Career education incentive
Aat 65,000,000

Gifted end talented children
(EISA IX, Part A) 25,000,000

Special :vents for safe
schools (D= IX, Part D) NA

Territorial teacher training
assistance (Iducation Amen4 .

monis of 1978, Title IV,

. Part C, Section 1525) ow' 2,000,000

Television program assistance
(Education Amendments of 1978,
Title XV, Part C. Section 1527) Indefinite

15,000,000

5,000,000

10/

9/

010.

0..

immodk

MOOM

Oa

...

..

58,000,000

100,000,0041W

600.111

---

11/ 115,000,000 10110.

30,000,000 OW=

15,000,000

2,000,000

,1111111,M Indefinite WO.

Total RA 113,107.000 117.628.000

Total 1A. against definite
authorisations 419,000,000 69,921,500 689,500,000 83,863.000
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1/ In 1979, Special Projects activities are authorised by the Special Projects
Amt, Title IV, Education Amendments of 1974, PA, 93-380.

1/ A minimum fundine level of $750,000 is mandated by P.L. 95-380.
3./ Effective through fiscal-year 1979, Section 402 of P,L, 93-.380 authorises

$100,000,000 for Commissioner's discretionary activities or an amount not to
exceed the total amount requested for Special Projects Act mandated activities.

.Thil following Amounts have been requested or provided undr Section 402t
$7,000,000 for Career education, $2,730,000 for Vomen's Educational equity,
$1,220,000 for Gifted and Talented,.$448,000 for Consumers' Education, and
8230,000 for Arts in education.

4/ Not less then 83,000,000.

3/ Section 422(a) of the General Education Provisions Act is also being cited as

authority Or activities under the National Diffusion proems; approximately
$2,000,000 in fiscal year 1960.

A/ Requested in proposed supplemental included in President's budget.
7/ The Nigher Educatioi Act empires on September 30, 1979. Section 414 of the

Oenerel Education Piovisions Act xtends the authorisation for one year.
8/ 8100,000,000 is coebinedoutharieations for Sections 332 and 333.
I/ Not less than ten percent of 'funds appropriated for Section 303.

le/ pot less than five percent of funds appropriated for Section 303.
Of the 832,300,000 appropriated for Career Education incentives in 1979.
822,343,000 is propomod for rescission and the remainder, $10,135.000, is
requested for redirection to Career Education under P.L. 93-380.

12/ In 1979, the Cifted and Talented program is withorised by the Special Project.
Act, Title IV, Education Amendment of 1974, P.L. 93-380. In 1980, funde are
requested under Eat., Title III, Part A, Section 303 - Commissioner's
Discretionary Projects,

Ale
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Ilpocisl Projects and Training

Sudgst
Minato Roues

Allowenc
Senate

Allowance Apprortatton

1970 3 47,752,000 3 36,209,000 3 47,752,000 $ 30.051,000

1971 52,410,000 30,625,060 60,475,000 50,475,000

1972 56,410,000 56,060,000 56,060,000 56,060,000

1973
l

55,360,000 55,455,000 ' 55,4515,000 55,455,000

-1974 51,455,000 46,455,000. 47,7ii5,000 45,705,000

1975 65,635,000 64,119,000 65,256,000 63,756,000

1976 66,293,000 62,193,000 61,576,000 61,576,000

Transition

Quarter 17,060,000 17,060,00 17,060,000 17,060,000

1977 92,911,000 - 92,911,000 92,911,000 92,911,000

1976 96,906,000 96,543,000 115,641,000 100,659,000'

1979 117,411,000 133.535,000 131,111,000 134,472,000

Tropism!
1979 Soppbessnes1 1,000,000

Proposed
1979 Rescission

1980

.21,365,000

117,616,000



Justification

Special Projects and Training

1979

estimate
1980

latimate
Inert:tee or

peeress.

1. *Niel projects:
a. School health $ ... $ 2,000,000 +$2,000,000b. Pouch employment ... 2,000,000 +$2,000,000c. Siomedical sciences ... 3,000,000 + 3,000,000

. Arts in edOcation 3,000,000 3,000,000 .-. .

e. Metric edOcation 1,840,000 1,140,000 ...
f. Consumers' educetion 3,601,000 3,135,000 - 466,000
g. Gifted and talented 3,780,000 3,780,000 ...
h. National diffusion program 14,000,000 10,000,000 - 4,000,000
i. Nducatioaal television prolog 6,006,000 6,000,000 ...
j, Cities in schools 2,185,500 2,850,000 + 664,500
k. Push for emseltence 1,000,000 1,000,000 ...
1. Career *dugong's 10,135,000 10,135,000 ...

2. Nbeente educational equity 9,000,000 10,000,000 + 1,000,000

3. COmmunity schools 3,190,500 3,138,000 - 52,500

4: educational personnel trainings
a. Teacher corps 37,500,000 37,500,000 ...
b. Teacher centers 12,625,000 13,000,000 + 375,000

5. Planning end evaluation 5.250.000 5.250.000 ...
?

Total !midget authority 113,107,000 117,628,000 + 4,521,000

Central Statement

The central itisision of the Office of Education is to promote equal educational
opportunity for the Nation's citizens while at the same time furthering the goal
of enhancing the quality of theeducation they receive. This is the dual purpose
of most programs administered by the agency. The activities funded under this
appropriation title, however, ars unique in two respects. First, they ere not
limited to a pecific educational level, like Higher and Continuing Education, or
function, like Library Resources; activities funded hers include those which
separately impact students at various stages of the educational process. Moreover,
they are eclectic, complementing efforts that are presented under other titles.
Only the these of excellence unites them.

The Federal government has played a pivotal role over the last 20 years tn prouoting
educational quality. First through the Cooperative Research Act and then through
the Special Projects Act, the Commiastoner of Education has had authority to
exercise leadership in this area. However. the Special Projects Act had built-in
restrictions that significantly hindered the fulfillment of the law's haste goals
by severely limiting rhe Commissioner's flexibility. While needs Identified
earlier were pursued and expanded, e.g., in Arts Education, few wholly new
initiatives were undertaken during the life of the Act.

The Education Amendments of 1978 have transformed that situation, and this budget
proposal reflects thie change. Fire, the Amendments replaced the Special Projects
Act with a new Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, entitled
"Special Projects", and continues the basic purposes: 1) to experiment vith new
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.
educational and achelnistretIve.practices and techniques, 2) to eet special needs

or problems in education, arid 3) to emphasise notional priorities. A new Pm-Paseo

to disseminate Informetion to the States and localities, has been added. Second,

this new legislation includes more
authorised programs than did the old law.

Third, the Commiasioner has beer given
greater flexibility to fulfill the purposes

of the law- with the provision of two dimcretionary authorities. The firmt doss

not restrict the amount of funds that may be requested to support activities for

which there im not specific, separate authorization. The second authority

allows the Commissioner to use up to ten percent of monies appropriated for a

specific Part of Title III for discretionary projects.

The budget which follows is the first prepared under the new Title. While

reductions from prior year levels are evident elsewhere, an increase of 4.5

million for this account has been proposed, reflecting the Administration's

priority on promoting exsellence throughout Ahe educational spectrum.

An acknowledgement of the importance of the collaborative relationship of schools

and communities is a.characteristic of virtually every activity vithin this appro-

priation. for activities which specifically promote the integration of community

resources in the educational process,
the 1980 request includes $47.4 million,

that is, $37.5 million for Teacher Corps, $3 illion for Arts Education, $1 million

for Push for Excellence, $2.8 million for Cities in Schools, and $3.1 million for

Community Schools activities of an innovative or developmental nature. Each

Teacher Corp: site, for example, is jointly planned, conducted, and evaluated by

the participating college, LEA, and an elected council representing the community.

In the Arts Educstion program, priority
will be given to applicants who demonetrete

the capability to link together existing school and community resources such as

museums and artists in support of chool arts programa'.

Other activities.in this grouping, Odle calling for tha involvement of the

coemunity, give primary emphasis to overcoming prejudices existing in tha

community or the effects of prejudice that impede the attainment of quality in

education. Tor the Women's Educational Equity prosy..., we are seeking an addi-

tional. $1 million for a totel of $10 million to help overcome sex stereotyping.

In addition, prejudice tn the form of neglect has often characterised treatment of

those that the society may view as "different." Neglect continues to be the plight

of many gifted students, especially those from minority end disadvantaged groups.

To help develop projects that identify and develop their unique potential, $3.8

million is being asked under the Gifted and Talented program. further, an amount

of $3 million is being proposed for the
Biomedical Sciences program authorized by

the Education Amendments of 1978 to stimulate and assist economically disadvantsged

youth to enter careers in this field.

The pursuit of excellence in education
also acknowledges that the traditional

patterns of education and the places where education occurs is undergoing dramatic

change. The Teacher Centers program for which $13 million is requested reflects

change in that it is part of a much larger,
worldwide movement for continuing

education that is accessible to the working adult.

Another newly authorized activity, Youth
Employment, for which $2 million is sought,

will promote innovations in the structural
relationship between achools and places

of employment to better tap the talents of more students and help them find reward-

ing vocations, A companion program in this field of linking education and work, the

career Fducation program, is also included in the request st $10 million.

one of the greatest challenges to traditional educstion is-television. This

agency's efforts in Educational Television
Programming have contributed immeasur-

ably to improving the quality of programs, especially thosp directed toward chil-

dren. An amount of $6 million is included in the budget to continue development

of horh innovative programs and the accompanying study materials which are designed

to he used by the students at school.
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1

The goal of quality in education is directly served by the agency's National
Diffusion program for which $10 million is requested. Through this activity,
programs in a wide array of subjects that have been developed with Office of
education funds and now chow demOnstrable achievements, have been replicated
zAsewhere in appropriate ways relevant to local practice. Since fiscal year 1974,
dErectly because of thia program. some 2,185 local education agency adoptions of
"p oven" programs have occutred nationwide.

The remaining programs in the account speak to the neceesity of an informed
etc senry. A Health Education program authorized by the Education Amendments of
l97A authorizes model development of comprehensive school health programs designed
to e hence the physical and Ertel health of students in grades K-12. The request

1is f $2 million. This ie part of a Department-wide strategy to promote healthful
lifes yles and prevent disease which will involve the Center for Di Control
and the Office of Smoking and Health. The budget also includes $1.8 million and
$1.1 million, respectively; for the Metric Education and Consumers' Education

\progra a while the request for Plannill and Evaluation is $5 million.

t

I,.
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1. Special Projects: a. School Health

(1.1ecatiom Amemdmants of 1978, Klementery and Secomdary Bducation Act, Title III,

Part I)

1979 Estimate 1980 -)

Budgt Budget Increase or
.

PO.. Authority .' Authorisation Pos. Authority Decrease

Z
.

$10,000,000 3 $2,000,000 442,000,000

?uremia and method Of I:MOTU/001

To.prepare studente in grmdes K-12 to maintain and enhance their physical aad mental .

health, and prevent disease, illness
end injury, grants ars med. to State end local

educational pecie: to establish, support
end demonstrate programs of health educa-

tion. This activity is newly authorised by the Iducation Amendments of 1978.

trent@ ars awarded on s competitive basis for a petiod
of one to three years.

Continuation awards for subsequent years are dependent upon performance and -

ehility of funds. In the case of an LEA, funds may be used to eupport activities in

all schools in the district or concentrated in one or more school..

Legielstiqn require, that each application
cintain astuteness that funds received

under this program willbi used in a cJordinated and cooperative manner with Other

health education related programa that the applicant is cond-cting and will not

duplicate such other programa.

1980 budget policy

To encourage and support
comprehensive pchool health education programa that provides

tudante with the knowledge and
mOiviteion Go maintain their health and well being,

$2,000,000 is requeaced. A major component of each project will be activities to

reduceiand eliminate smoking among our Nation's yOuth. Teo sajor types of activi-

ties ake proposed: 'State leadership
awards and program development overdo to LEAso

This request will fund en estimated seven State projects each averaging approximateiy

$1S0,0000 and 14 local projects averaging about $75,000.

Grant's made to State educational agencies
will support deeelopient of State leadership

capaollities and enable the grantee to provide technical assistance to improve and

extend health ducation programa in the LEAs. The Statue mill specifically help

their LIM to:

1. develop or strengthen health education curricula and asctional materials;

2. abseils the adequacy of health
education personnel at 'he local level In terme of

both numbers and competencies; and

3. develop thorough evaluation plan to determine project ffectiveness.

The States will bt required also to entablish procedures
for developing pilot or

demonetration projects and for identifying and validating successful health educa-

tion practices and materials.

Crante to local educational agencies will
support the following activities designed

to develop Of strengthen coeprehensive health education progress:

4. develop and demonstrate effective methods, materials, practices, organisational

patterns, and administrative procedures in comprehensive school health education

programs;
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2. assess the health education needs of the tudents and community and provide
ducational experiences on major health concerns;

3. organise learning experisecee to focus on comprehensive health education; and

.1"
develop a thorough evaluation plan to determine project effectivenasa.

Under the stimulus of this nem program, health education projects of State and local
ducation agencies have the potential for reachinm large nuabers of children through:
1) expandinvetatemide activities to promote school health project 1 funding the
development of such projects; and 3) identifying end validatin cessful, exemplary
practices mid instructional materials that could eventually bediesemineted to other
LIM through a mechaalam such aa the National Diffusion Network.

This program le part of an overall RN chool health initiative designed to establish
the issue of school health as major comers for educators and to promote improve-
ments in school health curricula, services and environments. It will Aive special
attention to discouraging smoking among youth end will cooperate with relevant units
in the Public Ilealth Service in tattling Out this initiative.

1
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I. Special Projects: b. Youth Employment
(Education Amendments of 1978, Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title 111,

Part F)

1979 Estimate
Budget

Pus. Authority

1980

Authorization

$7,S00,000

Budget

Pos. Authorti/

5 87.000,000

Purpose and method of operations

Increase or
Decrease

.52.000,000

To reduce the high rate of youth employment, to help build the capacity of State

and local units to provide training and technical assistance where linkages between

ed.nation end wor4 :en he made, Aad to develop model demonstrattnn projects that

comprehensively eddress the employment and dropout problem, this program provides

grants And contracts. The necessity ofhelghtening national awareness of the need to

create new structural connection%
between education and the world of work under-

scores the importance of this program. Eligible grantees are State and local educa-

tion Agencies and public and private nonprofit agencies and organizations. This is

4 new program au'llorized under the Education Amendments of 1978.

040.hudlet pulic

A ha,'I mission ut education is to provide the skills necesser... to increase the

emloyehility ot youth AS Well Af. to Impart the skills. knowledge and attitudes

..qessiity tor job renewal And occupational mobility. In addition, vocational train-

,. provide% a variety of job related skills designed to improve employment prospects

nt prese.t, several factors including moss notably the rapidly changing make-up of

1.b matkl;; A changing and Imreastngly complex technology, high unemployment rates

tparti.oiarly among urban disadvantaged youth) and high dropout rates among teenagers

hove raised questtors about the
interrelationship of education and work programs and

'he effectiveness of the ttins.tion from school to work.

lhe Federal response to these nryblem% is seen in a strategy prtmartly involving two

Cahtnet level Departments and cutting 4Cross several disciplines. The Department ot

licalth, Education, and Welfare admInisters programs in vocattooel training, career

development. counseling end guidance and basic skills. Thn Department of Labor has

been given the rtsportsibility ot administering
the Comprehensive Employment and

Training A,:t end the Youth Employment and
Demonstration Project., Act. In order to

cJorcitrite with and support the Departmenc of Labor (DU) in implementing the Youth

Employment and Dimon'strAtion frojects Act ot 1977, the Department of Health, Educa-

tion. and Welfare shoed a
Memorandum of Agreement with DOL on March IS. 197R.

Under this agreement the Departments are committed to such effoits as: 1) develootng

inalvidualired, comprehensive approaches to aid youth tn the school-to-work transi-

tion; 2) tmpr,vtng work experience and other career development services: end 1)

establishing closer ties between the co.tent
ot education ond work programs.

To eliminate the barriers
between ,chool and work and to carry out the Department of

Health. Education. and Welfare's
responsibilities !rider the interagency aereement

with the Department of
Labor, $1,000,000 is requested in fiscal year 1980. Thts

level of funding will support the tollewine activities: 11 the analysis and prepar-

ation for public clissieminati,n of the laws, rules and regulations of all Federal

activittes related to youth
employment including the Youth Employment And Demonstra-

tion Projects Act, the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.; Career E4uome4On.

Vocational Education and the relevant work of the National Institute of Educaf,44n.

he fond for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education and the National Occupational

Intormart,i Coordinating Committee; 7) the conduct of regional
workshops tor school

perionnef and member of t),, professional ducation
community as part of a national
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assistance. training and coordination effort; 3) the dissemination of information on
this national effort to officials at the State and local level nd people in the
private sector; and 4) the building of State and local technical assistance training
papacities by providing eed money to selected States to improve technical assistance
and training in tho linkages between education and work.

1 ..
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1. Special Projects: c. Siomedicrl Sciences

(Education Amendments of 1978, Elementary and Secondary Education Act,

Title III, Part L)

1179 Estimate
1980

Budget -
Budget Increase or

Poo'. Authority Authorisation Pos. Authnrity Decrease

$40,000,000 3 83,000,000 *83,000,000

Purpose and method of operations

To reduce the shortage of health
professionals in rural and urban aaaaa of the

N ation, this program provides
discretionary grants and contracts to institutions

of higher education to encourage and aesist economically disadvantaged tudents

e nrolled in secondary
schools to prepare for an1 enter into c aaaaaa in the bia-

medical sciences. It further encourages participating students to return to

pursue biomedical ca aaaaa in their communities once they have completed training.

Projects funded under this program will provide students br4th the academic and

health-related experiences designed to both develop the academic, cognitive and

communication skills Which are prerequisites to
undertaking course work in the

biomedical sciences at the college level and to encourage students to pursue

a career in the biomedical professions. Projects will include at least 100 hours

of classroom, laboratory, and
fieldwork experience aftet school hours durina

the academic year and a aix-week program Jf academic and enrichment activities

during the summer.

Each project will operate for a five-year period although awards will he eade

for single year's duration vith subsequent awards dependent on available funds

and maintenance of enrollment at 50 percent of the preceding year's enrollment,

ci required by lee. tn addition, institutions aust develop procedures for evalu-

ating student progress.

In evaluatina applications, initial
attention will be given to those institutions:

1) located in rural areas; 2) offering opportunities not previously Available;

3) located in a health personnel shortage area; and 4) assuring a Avoraity of

geographic aaaaa .

Students eligible for participation in a project must be from a family which

had duridg the preceding year, an income equal to 50 percent or less of the

notional median income for families of comparable siss and thus have limited

access to higher educational opportunities in the biomedktal sciences. Students

from this pool suet also have the potential for successfully completing college

level courses in the biomedical sciences. .

A grant award may not exceed an amuunt equal to $2,400 tor each student whp has

participated for not less than 100 hours during the academic year and may include

maxima. of $30 per month stipend for each student. This does not include special

expenses incurred tor the Summer ptogram. in which student participation isoptional.

1980 budget policY

To fund institutions of higher
education toencourage and assist secondary, school

students from economically disadvantaged
beckgrounds to prepare for careen, in

the biomedical sciences, i3,000,000 is requested. It is catimated that e project

e nrolling 100 high school students and offering e range of academic and enriching

activities during the year and in the summer would cost approximately $300,000.
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The level of funding sought for fiscal year 1980 would support between eight and
trn projects serving a total of 800-1,000 students.

Funded institutions will provide participating students with intensive and indi-
vidualised instruction, counseling and guidance, exposure to professionals in
the biomedicsl sciences who themselves come from an economically disadvantaged
background% speciel experiences in biomedical laboratories, hospitals, and similar
environments.

This program complements activities being carried out under the Office of
Education's Special Programs for the Disadvantaged, which concentrate on identi-
fying and ncouraging disadvantaged students to complete high school and to enter
and succeed in postsecondary education. Furthermore, this program feeds into
programs for disadvantaged students at the postsecondary level including the
Health Resources Administration's Health C a Opportunity program and the
Office of Education's Graduate and Professional Opportunities program and the
Health pudent Loan program.

;na.
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1. Special Projects: d. Arts in Education
(Education Amendments of 1978. ESEA, Title III, Part C)

1979 Estimate 1980

Sudget
Budget Incrasse or

Pos. Authority Authorization Pos. .AuthoritY Decrease

3 83,000,000 $20,000,000 3 $3,000,000

Purpose and method of °sentI ons

To encourage and assist State and local educational agencies and other public

and private &sancta., organizations,
and institutions to establish and conduct

programs in which the arts are integrated inta the elementary and secondary

school curricula, thie program awards grants and contracts. The Education

Amendments of 1978 expand the..cope of eligible applicants to allow public and

private organisations, as Will as State and locat agencies, to compete for funds.

All grants are generally Warded on an annual, competitive bailie with continuation

subject to the Commissioner's approval and availability of funds. Applications are

reviewid by both Federal and non-Peleral experts against established criteria.

Competitive cont.acts may be awarded to provide technical assistance to potential

SPPlicents and grantees. In addition, one.year contracts may be warded to the

John T. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts and the. National Commlttee/Arts

for the Handicapped.

1980 budaet policy

To continue the Federal catalytic
sffort to stimulate the integration of art. in

the educational aystem, $3,000,000 is raquested, the same as the 1979 appropria-

tion. In 1980, a new program stratsiiy will be initiated designed to concentrate

available funds on a few projects to attain maximum impact and change, rather

than continuing to distribute small awards across the country. About $1,250,000

will be used for this purpose, supporting grants in
approximately six States, at

an average of $100,000 each, in five-cities, st an average of $80,000 each, and

in four rural communities, at an average of 960,000 each. Priority will be given

to applicants who indicate capability to effectively link together existing school

and cOmmunity resources in support of the school arts programs. This coordination

will encourage increased diverse interaction among schools and muleums, universi-

ties, parent and community groups, art centers, cultural leaders, artists and

others whose major focus is the arts.

To complement these projects, approximately $350,000 will support a two-part

technical assistance strategy: 1) $200,000 to continue a national program of

assistanes to all States for Statewide arts education planning and network build-

ing at an average cost of about $4,000 per State; and 2) $150,000 to begin a

regiona center on a pilot basis to serve as an information bank for resource

people, to disseminate information about model programs, materials, and other

activities related to the arts, and to provide tecnnical *geriatrics to link

schools and communities.

Finally, $1,000,000 will be uaed to fund the National Committee/Arta for the

Handicapped to support model sites and other projects designed to make arts

available to handicapped children. $100,000 of these funds may be used to evaluate

the program. /n addition. $400,000 will fund the Kennedy Canter to support

performing arts programs for children and youth.

Prom the $3,000,000 appropriated in 1979 under the Special Project. Act, $750,000

will be used to award grants to 44 State. and 30..40 local educational agenclee to

support comprehensive arts programa. In addition, 81,000,000 will fund the

4 :1
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National Committe/Arts for the Handicapped and $750,000 will, fund the contract
to the Kennedy Center. finally, $500,000 will be used to fund approximately
eight contrects to State and local educational agencies which will initiate, on
a pilot basis, the strategy of providing relatively large awards to a limited
number of recipients.

0

4 1
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1. Special Projects: a. Metric Education

, (Education Amendments of 1978, EsEA III, Part B)

1979 Estimate 1980

Budget
Increase or

Pos.

Budget

Authority Authority Decrease
Pos. Authorizetion

6 $1,840,000 ', $20,000,000\ 6 $1.840,000

Purpose and method of operations

To encourage educational agencies and institutions to develop programs of instruc-

tion that prepare students, parents, and other adults to use the metric system of

meesuremant, this program swards contracts and grants. Activities assisted

include the development and demonstration.of metric education program., education.

al personnel training, the development and dissemination of curricular materials,

and the development of interdisciplinary plans to implement metric education at all

levels of the educational system. Eligible applicants include State and local
ducetional agencies, institutions of higher education, and public and private

nonprofit orsenisations. Applications are reviewed by both Federal and non-Federal

experts against established criteria. Awards are generally for a single year's

duration. Activities complement tha efforts of the U.S. Metric Conversion Board

as authorized by the Metric Conversion Act of 1975 (P.L, 95-168), which serves to

coordinate end facilitate the Nation's conversion efforts.

1980 budgsit policy

To encourage tha implementation of pilot projects in metric education, $1,840,000

is requested, the SAMe as the 1979 appropriation. $1,480,000 of this amount will

support approximately 70 grants, most ranging from $5,000 to approximately $50,000,

to develop programs and curricular materials and provide training. All eligible

grantees compete for available funds. Based on the past year's distribution, it is

estimated ihat there will be approximately 26 awards to local educational agencies

(LEAe), 23 grants to institutions of higher education (IllEs), 15 awards to nonprofit

organizations, 'and six grants to State educational agencies (SEAs). In addition,

the remainder of the request, $360,000, will be used to fund three contracta: 1)

$100,000 to provide technical assistance to grantees; 2) $85,000 to support modal

mobile instructional unit to better serve the metric instructional requirements of

both isolated rural and high density urban populations; and 3) $175,000 to develop

a culturally unbiased standardized metric test.

Awards will be oriented, but not limited, to those projects which will most likely

be continued with State and local funding after an initial year of Federal funding.

Objectives continue to include the development of instructional programs for

students, teacher certification requirements, programs for urhan and rural communi-

ties, inmates in penal institutions, the handicapped, elderly, and the gifted and

talented, with special emphasis on reaching non-institutionally affiliated learners.

hard-to-reach individuals who lack access to traditional learning environments.

Finally, efforts will be made to coordinate with metrie education related initiatives

of other agencies to increase the impact of the Federal effort.

Of the $1.840,000 appropriated in fiscal year 1979, S1,640,000 will support about

60 grants distributed as follows: approximately $574,000 to 23 LEAs, about

$574,000 to 19 IllEs, approximately $328,000 to 13 nonprofit organisations, and

about $164,000 to five SEAs. In addition, a total of about $200.000 will be used

to fund three contracts: $100,000 to provide technical assistance to grantees,
$85,000 to support a mobile lab, and $15,000 to produce training kits which can

he diaseminsitei to students, teachers, end other consumers.

'1



1. Special Projects: f. Consumers' Education
(Education Amendments of 1976, ISSA, Title III, Part I)

1979 latimsta 1980
Sudget Budget Inc sssss or

los. Authority Authorisation pos. Authority Decrease

6 B3,601,000 85,000,0001/ 6 83,135,000

1/ Not less than $5,000,000.

-46§,000

Purpose and method of operations

To encourage new approaqhes for educating and informing consumers about their role
as participants in the marketplace, this program awards competitive grants and
contracts to local educational agencies, State educational agencies, institutions
of higher education, and public and private nonprofit agencies. Projects have
been funded for one yenr only; however, applicants may request multi-year funding.
Applications are reviewed by both federal and non-Federal experts against estab-
lished criteria.

Funds may be used for research, demonstration and pilot projects, training, and
the development and dissemination of information on curricula and other materials.
Particular emphasis is on funding projects designed to strengthen the capacity
of an agency to better perform its consumers' educational role. In addition,
funds may also be used to test and evaluate the affectivenesa of consumers' educe,.

tion activities end materials including those developed under other (Authorisations.

Projects funded must be designed V) prepare consumers for participation in the
marketplece, be problem. and issue-oriented, include bilingual educational activities
and materials when applicable to the population to be served, and must contribute
to consumers' education capacity building by producing exemplary results or
products to be used that will, therefore, impact upon organisations or agencies
other than the recipient. The responsibility and initiative for identifying the
consumers' education problem and devising en innovative solution and appropriate
imithods all rest with the applicant.

1980 budget Policy

To encourage the development and improvement of consumer education programs,
83,133,000 is requested, a reduction of $466,000 from the 1979 appropriation. This
redUction is based primarily on priority considerations and the feet that other pro-
grams are also concerned with consumer activities, Program goals continue to empha-
size leadership training, technical assistance to projects, and curriculum development
efforts. In 1980, approximately 40 grants, at an average of 856,000 each, pill be
awarded. In addition, approximately $900,000 will fund about seven contracts to
provide technical assistance, dissemination, and materials development, as well as
to continue the resource netmmdy which provides the capability for consumer educa-
tors and administrators throughout the country to learn about current materials
and to share techniques.

In fiscal year 1979, continued emphasis will ba upon technical assistance to
community and local school organisations, leadership training, and basic curriculms
development. In addition, coordination with other Federal agencies dealing with
consumer issues, such as the Federal Trade Commission. the Departments of Energy
and Transportation, and the Administration on Aging, will be continued. An estimated
45 grants, at an average of $62,000 each, and seven contracts for total of
$800,000, will be supported in fiscal year 1979.

)
4
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1. Special Projects; g. Gifted end Talented Program
(Iducation AMendments of 1978, Elementary and Secondary Education Act,

Title III, Sec. 103)

1979 Estimate 1980

Budget Budget Increase or

Poe. Authority Authorisation Pos. Authority Decrease

7 $3,780,000 Indefinite-1/ 7 $3;780,000

1/ In 1980 fund. are requested under 1,SEA III, Part A, Section 303 - Commissioner's

discretionary projects

Purpose and method of operations

16.

To promote the developlent of the special potentials of gifted an( talimted

children during their elementary and secondary chool years, chi program awards

contracts and grants to State and local educational agencies, institutions of

higher educetion, and other public and private agencies and organisations. In order

to assure that the momentum for planning, developing, and opsratine programs for

gifted and talented children is enchanced at the State level, most of the activities

in this program are either undertaken directly by Stets educatton &melee or are

carried out by local agencies with SEA coordination.

Funds ars distributed among five activities; 1) grants to State Departments of

Education to develop State plan. for comprehensive statewide services for gifted and

talented children; 2) grants to local education agencies to undertake project.
designed torincrease their capacity to serve this population; 3) contracts with

public Ass private agencies fot model projects demOnstrating exemplary educational

practices for gifted and talented children; 4) grants to p4blic and private agencies

for personnel preparation activities; and 5) contracts with public and privet*

agencies to operate an information clearinghouae.

Whenever possible, activiele. ars funded on an annual basis in order to maintain the

flexibility to structure the program according to need and appropriation leveli. All

contracts and grants ars awarded through national coepstition. Each application and

proposal is reviewed by a panel of government and non-government experts and is

evaluated in accordance with published criteria.

1980 budget policY

To support projects which develop the capacity of governmental and educational

institutions to erve'the needs of gifted and talented children, 83,780,000 ia

requested for fiscal year 1980. Approximately 83 grants and 8 contracts will be

awarded in 1984 for the following activities:

1. State education agency grants. A total of $2,000,000 will be used to provide

assistance to States to develop new or refine existing State plans to serve gifted

cnd talented children, to operate models of edcucational practice., and to conduct

leadership activities at the SEA level. Approximately 38 grants will be awarded

in 1980, the same number as in 1979.

2. Grants to local education qiencies. Approximately $830,000 will support 40 LEA

grant, for the purpose of identifying and meeting educational needs of gifted and

talented children. These projects include activities such as developing education

plans for gifted and talented children and counseling parents about che special needs

of their children.

3. Modal project.. Six model projects will be supported with 8360,000 in 1980.

These projects will coneentrate on idenification of minority And disadvantaged

children who are gifted and talented in the visual and performing arts, acien,e and

-
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mathematics and leadership. These projects will be initiated in 1979 for a three
year period and will include * direct inservice traininucomponent, with approximetAy
ten teachers participating in each model.

4. Professional preparation. In order to train teachers, administrators,
supervisors and other leadership permonnel who work directly with gifted and talented
children, five grants will be awarded for a total of $450,000. Three university
prosrens will be funded to assistStetessnd institution, of higher ducation to train
approximately 60 teachers. In addition, on* internship project wilf assist ten
professionals in direct work experiences, and one leadership training institute will
enroll Tier 1,000 eupervisors, teachrs, and teacher trainers. All projects will be
of one year duration.

5. Information clearinshouse. An amount of $140,000 will support the development
and dismemination of information ervice products relating to sifted and talented
"children, such am video tapes, monographs, and brochures.

The level and kinds of activities supported in 1979 are the same as those described
for 1960. In sach year, an *etiolated 710,000 gifted and talented children end 140
teachers will participate in projects funded by this program.

4
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1. Special Projects: h. National Diffusion Program

(Education alindments of 1978, Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title III,

lart A, Section 303, and the General Education Provisions Art, Section 422(0)

1979 Estimate 1980

Budget Budget Increase or

Poe. AathoritY Authorization Pos. Authority Decrease

30 $14,000,000 Indefinlo. 30 $10,000,000 44,000,000

Purpose and method of operations

To improve the quality of education nationwide, the National DiffiTaion Program

promotes the widespread use of exemplary educational practices and products

developed in the Office of Education's formula hnd discretionary grant programs.

These practices and products have been approved for dismeminatton by the 0E-NIE

Joint Dimsemination Review Panel (JDRP) on the basis of demonstrated effectiveness

in improving student achievement.

Contracts, grants, or cooperative agrees. ts are awarded on the basis of national

competitions to public and private agencies, organizations, groups and individuals

to conduct three interrelated types of dissemination activities: 1) to operate

the National Diffusion Network (NDN) am the delivery system for exemplary educa-

tional programs; 2) to provide for training, technical assistance, and mar- 'Ws

to fecilitate the diseeminstion process; and 3) to provide support servict, to

improve the manner in which effective programa ate brought to potential adopting

school district. (e.g., conduct searches to fill gaps and expand the scope of the

National.Diffusfon Network, provide evaluation technical aesistance to improve

local project evaluation, and conduct dissemination-related studies).

Applications are ranked by a panel of Federal aid non-federal readers with exper-

tise in the practices end procedures of dissemination. Contracts, grants, or

cooperative agreements are awarded annually for project periods of about 12

months. Technical assistince and study contracts may exceed 12 months in duration.

1980 budlet policy

To promote systematic dissemination and replic on of exemplary instructional pro-

grams, $10,000,000 is requested in fiscal year 1980. This level of funding repre-

sents the fiscal year 1978 funding level and will support the following activities:

--$8,000,000 to operate the National Diffusion Network to support:

1) a Maxiault of 95 deeeloper-demonetrators of effective programa

to provide materials, training, and technical asslstance to

school districts and other educational institutions that want to

adopt these programs; and 2)153 dissemination agent., or

facilitators, acquainted with the national 000l of proven projects,

who help school districts in 50 States, D.C., Puerto Alco, and the

Virgin Islands to identif% and acquire the best exemplary programs

to meet their specific needs.

buring the f.,or year peri.d in %Asti, it has helm operating, the

Nati.nal Dittattem Netwrk 2,1e5 full adoptions

and 2,011 partial adoptions of Wit-approved projects. This

4.hieve,,,rnt h4s ,,,rh due in lArge parr to the increase tn Network
supported devel.Ter-demonstrators /DO,' from 51 IT 1914 to nearly

4-ble that nur..ber in IVA. It is antiripate4 that the number of
will increase still further to lb) with the additional funds
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appropriated:in 1979, $14,000,000 or $4,000,000 more than request-
ed. because of this rapid growth, continuedlprogra expansion is
not sought at the present time. Rather, the 1980 budget request re-
p ***** ts a return to the level of funding provided in 1978. At
this level, el! States will continue to have States facilitators.
with a reduction in the number active in each State, but the
nuiber of DDs will be reduced from 130 to 95.

-42,000,000 to continue two field-based technical support units
staffed with experts in all facets of the dissemi,stion/diffusion
process to: 1) provide personalised training stri4 assistance to
National Diffusion Network participants and produce multi-media
materials, catalogs ot JDR10 -approved projects, filmstrips end
handbooks about the NEN; and 2) support studies. 'Theme include
studies to engine the relationships of the NDK tO other
federally -fundid dissemination efforts, studies ot pbtential
policy and program improvements, and sterehea foraxemplary
projects in specialised areas of educstional need not yet
adequately covered by the pool of projects certified
by the MAP, such am those addressing gifted and talented
e tudents, career education, basic skills at the secondary
e chool.level, amW postsecondary and adult ediscation.

In 1979, $11,500,000 will support operations of the National Diffusion Network with
award, for an estimated 185 contracts, grants, and cooperative agreements (130
developer-demonstrators end 55 facilitators in 53 States). The scope of the
national Diffusion Network if: expanded by adding between 30 and 35 exemplary
projects to provide LEAa and postsecondary institutions with more option' from
which to select suitable projects.

Itkaddition, $2,500,000 mill be used 44 follows:
1) for technical assistance to improve the quality of materials and training offered
by Che NON; 2) to conduct searches to fill gaps in the IDE; 3) to la:Prove loCal
project evaluations; and 4) to conduct dismination-related studies.
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SUPPLEMENTAL FACT SHEET

National Diffusion Network

Fiscal Year 1978

History of National Diffusion Network:

Fiscal Year School Year Appropriation

No. ot

Developer -
Demonstrators

No. of States
with Facilitator

1974

1975

1976

197k-75

1975-76

- N o.

$ 9,100,000 53 30'

$ 8,400,000 66 31

Appr1opriation-
1977 1977-78 $ 7,500,000 71 47

1978 1978-79 $ 7,000,000 100 53*

Estimated
1979 1979-80 811,500,000 130 53*

Requested
1980 1980-81 8 8,000,000 95 53*

. * includes District of Columbie, Puerto Rico and the Vitgin Islands

From the beginning of the Network in fiscal year 1474 to September 1978, 366

federally-funded local projects have submitted data for valuation by the Joint

Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP), of which 195 met JDRP standards.

In fiscal year 1978, the Office of Education provided funds for 98 of the .1141P-

approved projects to serve as developer-demonstrators (DDs) to provide materials,

training, and technical assistance to school districts that want to adopt their

programs. The seleCtion of Dps for each type of,project is determined in part

by the total number of programs of each type In the Network and the policy of

using the Network to address OE's priority concerns. NDN-funded DIOs were in

the following types of projects: basic tkilla--35, early childhood education--

14, special education/Sifted and talented--II, career and vocational education--

4, alternative schoole--8, bilingual/migrant education-6. Organizational

arrangementq and training--7, environmental education--6, health and physical

education-5, and arta an4 technology--2.

4
,0

In school year 1977-78, there were 7,185 full adoptions of NON projects. These

4re stv)wn t,, the table on the next page. To be counted as A full adoption,

those parts ot the project designated hy the developer-demonstrator as (ore

element, mu,t be implemented in one or more classrooms or schools in a new
114rrict. In the same school year, 2,181 partial adoptions were madT.

A pArt14! 4dopetun Include% some part% ot a project but omits one or more ot

the -ore elements.

4 :I.
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Notional Diffustoh Networ --typelof
projtct cald number of full adoptions inschool year 1978:

No. of full
Time of protect

Adoptions

task Skills
834

larly Childbood
446

Special Education/Gifted
354

C /Vocational
41

Alternative Schools
52

Bilingual/Migrant
2

Org. Arrangements/Training
136

Environmental
182

Health/Physical Education
110

Arts/Technology
28

TOTALS
2,185

NOTE1 There may be moss than
one adoption in an LEA.

National Diffusion Networknumber of
developer-dcmonstrators psv State ondtotal number of

developer-demonstrators in fiscal year 1978:

Total No, DD by State

a Nese Jersey

7 California

24
Florida, Illinois, Minnesota, Washington

12
Michigan, Missouri, Utah

12 Iowa, Nese York, Wisconsin, TOVIS

24
Alabama, Arizona, Colorado, Connecticut,
Georgia, Kansas, Massachusetts,
Nebraska, North Dakota, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island

1:
Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine,
Maryland, Montana, North Carolina, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Tennessee, west Virginia

o8

A,.,relnit to information collrcted ln school year 1977-78, all but two of the%latinn's AA largest urban
sch0,.1 distri,ts have adopted one or more exemprirsprnla%ts. S16,e the establishment of

the Netwnrk, there have been 551 orbd.adoptions of 8C different NUN projects. The most popular programs are in bd,l,skills, school organization and teacher training,
and early childhood education.l'rhan schools made 62 percent of the adoptions and private schools 18,.rcent. An average of tout school%

participated in each urban LEA adoptiontot A total of 2,217 schools,
impacting more than 6,300 teachers and 300,000hildrp,.

I I
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1. Special Projects: i. Educational Television Programming

(Education Amendments of 1978, Elementary and Secondary Education Act,

Title I/I, Section 303)

1939 Estimate 1980

's, Budget
1 Budget Increase or

Pos. \Authority Authorization Pos, Authority Decrease

-,

3 $6,000,000 Indeflnite 3 S6,000,000 ...

rimss and method of operations

To carry out the development, production, evaluation, dissamina Amid utilization

of innovative educational television or radio programs designed %ior broadcast and/

.and/or nonbroadcast uses) to help children, youths, or adult: to learn, this program

awards competitive contracts, Eligible applicants include profit and nonprofit

organisations, academic and nonacademic institutions, commercial and independent

television producers, and public television station.. Applications must address

the following: 1) estimate of need for programming; 2) estimate of educationsl

impact; 3) applicability of subject matter to television or radio; 4) evidence of

model or desisn success; 5) cost per potential viewer; 6) potential for self.support

and 1) project scope. Applications made to the Commissioner of Education are
reviewed,by non-federal experts against established criteria to determine

final awards. Awards are made for single year's duration. Continuation

swards for subsequent years are subject to satisfactory performance end the avail.

ability of future appropriations,

The overall objectives of this program are to:

inoreas, the quality of programs available for learning through television

in both formal and informal learning environments;

provide for the secondary use, and distribution, of programs during and

after their broadcast phase; and
prepare teachers ani parents in :he use of techniques which will help

children understand the use of television for learning by relating it to

the classroom irld books.

1980 budest policy

To continue to expand an improve the quality of educational television and radio

programming, $6,000,00, the some as the fiecal year 1979 appropriation, is

requeeed.

Of these funds, 84,000,000 will support the continuation of three series: Sesame

Street, science and environment, and a new series on health and nutrition to be

initiated in 1979. Approximately $500,000 will support ehe final year of the 1978

effort, TV in the classroom, designed to increase the utilisation aid efficiency

of televi on in the Nation's classrooms. $250,000 will be used to initiate a

new rad ow to complement the science series for special target populations, such

as th 1ir md Spanish-speaking children. $250,000 is planned to increase the

post-broa ast distribution of xisting programs and accompanying print materials.

The remaining $1,000,000 will be used to either 1) move into the production phase

of one or two of the pilots funded in prior years, depending upon results of a

currently scheduled a ment of their quality end potential effectiveness and

utilization, or 2) move into ths pilnt phase of up to three new efforts identified

in 1979 as part of the effort to both evaluate existing pilots and analyze

national needs for additional hows.
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In 1979, 34,000,000 will be used to contipue Sesame Street and the science and
environment serial/. *initiate the new beries on health and nutrition, which
will complement overall DRIM efforts to improve the quality of health education in
the Nation, up to $1,000,000 will be used. The remaining $1,000,000 will continue
the second year of TV in the classroom, the post-broadcast distribution of Music,
Alcohol, and footsteps, and.the survey of needs and analysis of television.in the
Nation.

0

4
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I. Special Projects: j. Cities in Schools
(Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title III, Section 303)

1979 Estimate 1980

Budget Budget Increase or-

Pos. Authority Authorisation Pot. Authority Decrease

1/ $2,185,500 Indefinite 1/ $2,850,000 4664,500

11 Staffing tor this activity shown ..nder the Immediate Offi,e ot Executive Deputy

Commissioner for Educational Proert.s.

Purpose and method of operations

To integrate the delivery of social and educational services for inner-city

students and their families, the Cities in Schools program provides contracts co

cities, public agencies, and nonprofit agencies for the purpose of serving

potential or actual early school leavers, students from culturally diverse back-

grounds, and low achievers. The school is the focal point for seivice delivery.

The projects receive multiple funding from Federal and local governments and cLe

private sector, and only projects from cities with a population greater than

100,000 ere eligible. Any public or private nonprofit agency, organization,

association, or institution is eligible for funding, if it:

--Can document that 50 percent 9f the students to be served are from

families with taxable incomes that do not exceeJ the low-income

classification of families set forth in the "Current Population

Report,- Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce.

--can document private sector invastment of at least $75,000.

--Can document local public investment of at least $50,000.

--Can document interagency cooperation between at least three

separate organizations, such as a local education agency, a

city-government, a community based organization, or a private

nonprofit organization.

c 1980 budget policy

To encourage schools in inner cities to work cooperatively with,a broad range ot

public Add private organisations to provide a broad range of services to disadvan-

taged students, the 1980 budget proposes to support projects in 8 cities. Contin-

ued funding at a reduced level will te provided for the three prototype Cities in

Schools projects operating since fiscal year 1978 in New York, Atlanta, and

Indianapolis. Two projects initiated in fiscal year 079 will also be continued.

1.e., tn Oakland and in Washington. D.C. (The latter had been funded by the

Community Services Administration in 107q.) In addition, competitive contracts

will
I

be let in three new locations, with the selections being based on the merits

of the proposals received.

the primary objectives of these projects are:

I. 1,, hc.lp inner city youth become more self-sufficient by developing

thetr hest( academic skills. by Improving the youths self-image.

and by preparing them flr the world of work:

2. To he a catalyst for the integration of human services in local

..Immnnities; and

1. 1- t,rm partnerships between the three levels of government

(Federal, State and local, and the public and private sectors.

4 1 ,
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Tn fiscal year 1979, funding is being continued for the three prototype projects in,
the cities of New York, Atlanta, and Indianapolis, and funding of the Oakland pro-
ject is being initiated. These projects represent the cooperative efforts of the
Federal government and 34 separate local and nonprofit agencies. Programs are
located in 19 school sites--F high schools, 4 alternative schools, 2 middle schoolsg
and 5 elementary schools, serving approximately 3,200 students.
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1. Special Projects: k. Pugh for Escellence

(Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title III, Section 303)

1979 1979 1980

Current Itelelaed Budget Incresee

mmumavan Pres. Budiet Authorization Authority or Decrease

m --- $1,000,000 indefinite $1,000,000 ---

Poe. 1/- 1/ 1

1/ Staffing for 1979 ie shown under the Immediate ()Mee of Executive Deputy .

Commissioner for Educational Programs.

Purpose ..nd method of operations

To bring about change in attitude toward school and education in urban areas on

the part of students, a contract is awarded to PUSH for Excellence, Inc. PUSH for

Excellence. Inc., then awards grants to local education agencies to stimulate excel-

lence in education by mobilising all resources within a communityparents. students,

educators, clergymen, business, and the mediain a coordinated effort to improve

the school environment, create vocational and academic opportunities for students,

motivate achievement, and instill personal responsibility.

1980 budget poliLy

To Assist local education agencies to mobilize community resources to improve the

attitude of students toward education and chool. $1,000,000 is requested for

1980. This will support nine projects, each of which is intended to serve as a

model for replication in other urban centers throughout the Nation.

The program's objectives include improving basic skills, improving school attendance,

decreasing dropout rates, and reducing vandalism and phyuical assaults by studentS

on each other and on faculty. Although not yet formally evaluated, it is believed

that this program has already made a positive contribution to students, schools, and

the communities. A formal evaluation of Push for Excellence will commence in 1979,

conducted by the National Institute of Education.

In 1980, the initiation of new projects tn three cities will be supported. Also,

funds will be provided for the continuation of three expansion projects which are

planned as new starts in fiscal year 1979. Those project, which are to be initiated

in 1979 are in the cities of Denver. Chattanooga, and Memphis, the funds for which

are included in a separate 1979 supplemental budget request. Finally, these funds

will cover phase-out costs of the three prototype projects in Los Angeles, Chicago.

and Kansas City.' It is expected that these projects will be self-supporting atter

one mnre year of Federal funding. with Federal involvement lasting no more than four

years in any one project.

In fiscal year 1979, the supplemental budget request for $1,000.000 is included under

a separate cower. This Amount would continue funds for the throe prototype protects

begun in fiscal year 1978, and it would
provide support for the Initiation nf new

proie,ts In rhe three additional cities
mentioned previously. i.e.. Denver.

Chattanonga, and Memphis.

4
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1. Special Projecti-. 1. ' Education

(Education Amendments of 1978, Elementary and Secondary Education Act. Title 11,,
. (Section 303'

1979
lo/9, Revised 19110

Current President's Budget Increase or
Pos. Approp. Budget ?Authorisation Pos. Authority Decrease

,-...----

$10,135,0001111 Indei:nite 20 810,135,000

1/ The Special Projects Act authoriraticn for Career Education (Section 40h) expired
on September 30. 1978. Authorizatior is extended through September 10, 1474, by
the General Education Provisions Act, Section 414.

Not less than 50 percent of funds available under the Speciil Projects Act may he
for legislatiely designated activities. Moreover, these activities must be
funded according to a specifieo ratio to the total availability. The remaining
50 percent may be used at the discretion of the Commissioner.

2/ Of this amou,t, $1,13i0000-ii in eccordance with the mandated funding rati ful
legislativeli specified programs. The balance is available from the Commissioner...
discretionary authority w!thin the Special P ojects Act.

Purpose and method of operations

To assist the States and local educational agencies to carry out their obligation
to provide opportunities so that by the time every child has completed secondary
school he or she is prepared for gainful or maximum employment and for full partici.
p.tion in our society according to his or her ability, this program awards grant..
and contracts. Specifically, this program is designed to: 1) promote a national
dialogue designed to encourage each State and local educational agency to de...rm.ne
and adopt the approach to c eeeee education best suited to the needs of the 11dren
served by them; and 2) provide for the demonstration of the best of the current
career education programs and practices by the development and testing of exgmplarv
programs and practices.

This is a discretionary, forward funded program. Cra-ats, ss.istance contr...cts, and
procurement contracts are awarded to State and local educational agencies, institu-
tions of higher eaucation, and other nonprofit agencies and organizations to supoor
projects to demonstrate the most effe..tive methods and techniques in career edo,a
tion and to develop exemplary career education models. Applications are reviewed hi
panels of both Federal and non-Federal experts in career education and ludged
according to published criteria.

1980 budget policy

To continue the strateey of demonstrating and commtinfrating the 11103t e.fective
methods and prccedures in career education at the elementary, secondary, and post
secondary levels, $10,115,000 is requested for fiscal sear 1980 to support the
following activities!

1. demonstration projects at the 11-12 leve: to increase the number of exemplary
prnjects and to increase the number of projects whose previous developmental
efforts provide high potential for receiving approval by the Joint Disseminet

Review Panel (JDRP) at the end of this demonstration period;

2. communications projects covering both the 11-12 and the postsecondary educati,q
levels to disseminate sound concep:s and best practices to educational
institutions;

I
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13:',AinsEfati.otiprojects.ac the postsecondary 1ev..1 to raise the quantity nd

quality of Career education demonstrations
at this leveli.and

14. communications project. aimed at encouraging inganixatione and associationa

representing the broader business/labor/industry/professional/government

community to engage in collaborative
career education efforts with educational

Systems.

All demonstration projects to
be funded will be required to place a major emphasis

on Overcoming sex bias and stereotyping.
Priority consideration at the K-12 level

will be given to demonstration project
Iotusing on the needs of special popula-

tions including the handicapped and all other children who are educationally

disadvantaged.

To carry out these activities,
it is nticipat,A that 138 contracts Seid grants will

be awarded to State end local educational agencies, ine.itutione of higher educa-

tion nd other public and private agencies.

funds are requested for this
progrim rather than under the Career Educati,

Incentive Act becaume it is felt that at till.: time development of career aducetion

programs ha, not progressed far enouSh to warrant full scale implementation at

State and local levels. Although progress has been made, insufficient attention

has been given to developing
exemplary programs for certain special popula;ions

including disadvantaged minorities,
the handicapped, and persona with limited

proficiency in English. There has also been inadequate development of pri,grams

designed to counteract bite and stereotyping and to promote community collabora-

tive efforts.

for this same reason, a request to
rescind funds appropriated for the Career

Education Incentilie Act in fiscal year 1979 in order r continue funding the Career

Education program is also being made. Specifically, the Congress is being requested

to rescind $22,365,000 of the hinds made available for the Career Education Incen-

tive program in fiscal year 1979 and to redirect the $10,115,000 remaining for

the Ca Education incentive progesm f.cor Career Education activities authorized

by the Special Projects Act fP.L. 93-3801.

In 1979, under the authority of the Special Projects Act, approximately 140 awards

will be made to State and locel education agencies, instiritions of higher educa-

tion and other public and private egencies. These awards will support the develop-

ment of career education demonstration projects at the K-12 and postsecondary levels

as well as :ommunications projects within the education community and between com-

munity organizations and educational agencies.

4



r. Women's Educational Equity Act
I (Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title IX, Part C)

446

k 1979 Estimate
Budget

ran. Authoriu

7 $9,000,000

1980

Authorizatton

$80,000,000 7

Pos.
tudget Ingrea,,.. or I
Authority

$10,000,000 41,0c0,000

Purpose and method of operations

To promote educational equity (or women and girls at all levels 01 educat4nn,t1.-nugh
demonstration, development, and dissemination activities of national, st5tew.4., or
ildndT41 significance, contracts are made and grants ars awarded to develop educatimt-.
al material, and model programa or strategies that can be replicated. Grants are
made after'e national competition; in

addition to grants for activities of nations),
statewide or general significance, small

grants, not-to exceed $25,000 each, are
awarded for innovative approaches to educational equity. Applications for all eyelids
are reviewed by panels of Federal and non-Yederal experts in the area of education-
al equity. Fund* are available to public agencies, private, nonprofit Agencies,
organizations and institutions, including student and community groups, and indiv-
iduals. Educational levels to be addressed include Preschool, elementary and
secondary education, higher education, and adult education.

1980 busiset policy

To expend and intensify piogram activities which most directly result in elimina-
tion of edutational ineqvities, additional demonstration and installation projects
are supported in,.1980. New contracts for technical assistance to LEAs and SEAs
twill be awarded for ActivititS directed towards the elimination of sex distrim-
'ination, including compliance with Title fx. Aciivities for 1980 can fall into a
broad range of activities authorized under the Act, if they are demonstration,
developmental, and dissemination activities of national, statewide, or general
significance. Such activities include, hut are not limited to:

1) the development and evaluation of curricula, textbooks, and other educational
materials related to educational equity;

2) model preservice and inservice training programa for educational personnel
with special emphasis on programs and ectivities designed to advance educational
equity;

3) eeeee rch and development activities designed to advance educational equity;

4) guidance and counseling
inatory tests, designed

5) educational activities
continuing educational
women; and

activities, including the development of nondiscrim-
to insure educational equity;

to increase opportunities for adult women, including
activities and programs tor underemployed and unemployed

6) the expansion and improvement of edth:ational programs and activities for
women in vocational education, career education, physical education, and
educational administration.

Regulations for the program 4S 4Whorized tor 1480 will ta!lcot program prforits
areas AS determined by the CommiSSio,,Pc. In past years, the overriding ,1

the grant prngram has been to sattsiv an immediate demand bv developing edoratl., .-
egolty materials and model programs that ...sold he adopted by large numbers nt
agen.ies, Institutions. and individuals. Thls anwern will continue to be addres..
in 1979 and 1980, but demonstration and installation efforts will also be empbastz, ;

/a 1979, 91 awards are anticipated; 17 of those will be contracts and 74 will be
grants. In 1980, a maximum of 109 awards are anticipated; 27 will be contracts
and 82 will be grants.

4
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3. Community Schools
(Zlomentary and Secondery Education

Act, Title VIII, Sections 809, 810,

and 812)

1979 IstimatO
1980

11u4et
Budget Increase or

Pos. Aujt Authorisation Pos. Authority Decrease

7 $3,190,500 842,000,000 7 $3,138,000 -$52,500

Purpose and method of operetions

To stimulate the development
of community school programs and to provide training

to persons who will plan and operate community education programo; discretionary

grants aro awarded to State and local education agencias, to publik and nonprofit

agencies, and to higher education
institutions for the purpose ofjproviding edu-

cational, cultural, recreational,
and other related services to.sil members of

the community. The activities and services offered reflect the'Oterests, needs,

and concerns of each individual community. Grants are awarded cut the basis of

a national competition
which is judged by both Federal and non-federal experts

against published criteria.

1980 budget policy

To encourage, expand, and improve community school programs, $3,138,000 is re-

quested. This actIvity is part of a larger strategy to involve the community

in education programs.
Although the 1980 funding level is $52,500 below the

1979 level of $3,190,500,funding
is available under other communitrinvolvement

programs. For eitample,,Cities in Schools and Push for Excelldnce coordinate

education with social services
already available in the cities, and the Arts

in Education program links the
schools with all arts resources in the community.

In 1980, discretionary grants will be awarded as follows:

1. State education agencies.
Funds will be awarded to State education agencies

for the purpose of atrengthening
their capacity to provide developmental and

technical assistance to local education agencies involved in community education.

States are considered to be an integral part of the strategy for strengthening

community education throughout the country.

1979 1980

Amount of funding $1,403,820 $1,638,000

Number of awards 29 12

2. Local education agencies.
Funds will be awarded to local educetion agencies

for the purpose of establishing,
expanding, or maintaining model community edu-

cation programs.

Amount of funding
Number of awards

1979 1980

$1,403,820 $1,000,000
28 20

3. Training grants. Funds !re t/girded to institutions of higher education for

short-term training programs destgned to prepare community education professionals

to fill their rolea.
1979 1980

Amount of funding $382,860 $500,000

Number of awards 6 6

Number of persona in training 2,500 3,000

tt
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14. Educational Personnel Training: a. Teacher Corps
(Nigher Education Act, Title V, Part A)

1979 Eatimate 1980
I Budget Budget Increase or
Pos. Authority Authorization Pos. Authority Decrease

40 $37,500,000 $100,000,000 35 $37,500,000

Purpose and method of operations

To strengthen the educational opportunities available to children in areas having
high concentrations of low-inc000 families, to encourage institutions of higher
education (Ins) to broaden their programs of teacher preparation, and to encourage
local educational agencies (LEAs) and IHEs to iiprove programs of teacher training,
,thie program swards contracts and grants. Awards are made jointly to both the
IKE and LEA, whichodth the collaboration of an elected council representing the
community, jointly plan, conduct, and evaluate the project they are undertaking.
+miens provide onasite intensive training for teachers, interns, teacher aides,

. administrators, with emphasis on inservice training. Projects emphasize part! -
4ation of all educational personnel in "feeder system" of schools that together
include all grade levels (preschool, where available, through grade 12) through which
a student would normally progress. Projects demonstrate the effectiveness of new
,programs and practices in teecher training and retraining, particularly methods
for teaching in lowincome areas.

PrOject length-extends for five years. The first year of the project is a develop.
mental year followed by four years of operation. Grants are made annually with
support for the second through fifth years dependent upon project performance and
aveilability of funds. federal support to projectz increases in the second year,
remains constant in the third, end decreases in both the fourth end fifth years.
This reduction in federal eupport is intended to eucourage the IKE, LEA, and other
participating agencies to assume increased funding responsibility in order to main-
tain project effects end permanently incorporate improvements.

In addition, zontracts are awarded to provide variety of euppori, services and
specialized training to project participants, including dissemination of practices
and products developed in the projects, recruitment of interns, technical assist.
Ince on electing a community council, and networks to provide specialized trainine.
EligiSle applicants include INEs, LEAs. SEAs, and profit and nonprofit organize-
tions. Applications are reviewed by both Federal and outside experts against
established criteria to determine final awards. A fee contracts may be funded
for more than 12 months.

1980 budget policy

To continue to improve the learning climate fot children from lowincome families,
and to improve educational development for teachers and other educational
personna' serving in low-income school areas, $37,500,000 is requested. In order
to more effectively promote the permanent adoption of improvement brought about
through Teacher Corps, the five-year project upport strategy inaugurated in fiscal
year 1978 will be continued. Activities to be carried out are:

rrolect _Scants: 03,275,000 will be used to fund 121 ongoing projects et an
average of $175.000 each, 81 of which were initiated in 1978. and 40 in 1979. An
amount of $1,500,000 will be available to fund ten now starts in 1980 at an average
of $150,000 each. An estimated 26,200 experienced school personnel and 484 interns
will be trained through these projects.

i 4*p o
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Contracts for eueport services: 82,623,000 will be used to fund contracts

dasigoed to: 1) recruit teacher interns; 2) provide technical assistance to

projects; 3) conduct trainins for project personnel through regional and national

workshops; end 4) document end disseminate effective Teacher Corps products aftd

proceeses for adoption in other school system*.

Nonitorina activities:
Approximatel): $100,000 will be used for stiff travel to

monitor project activities.

During 1979, the five.year project strategy will enter its second year with the

obligation of 86,000,000 for the developmental year of 40 new projects, et an

average of $150,000 each, 4 $22,275,000 for the second year of 81 projects, at

an average of 8273,000 elect In addition, approximately 32 contracts amounting

to $9,123,000 will be conti:wed to provide developmental training, technical

support services, and project evaluation efforts. Approsimately 8100,000 will be

used for staff travel to monitor project activities.

9*Ig)
ha I
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4. Educational Personnel Training: b. Teacher Centers
(EISher Education Act, Title V, Part B, Section 532)

1979 Estimate 1980
Budget Budget Increase or

?OW. AuthoritY Authorisation Pos. Authority Decrease

7 $12,625,000 $100,000,000 7 813,000,000 $375,000

Purpose end method of operations

To establish Teacher Centers through which public and nonpublic elementary and
secondary school teachers are provided the opportunity to develop for themselves
training and curriculum materials which meet their professional needs and
thereby enable them to better meet the special needs of their students, this
program awards grants. The Centers facilitate the personnel development of
participating teachers and their efforts to modify curricular materials they
utilise in teaching, by proViding access to research resources, the experience
of other teachers and &existence from researchers and consultants.

Granta Are awarded to local educational agencies (LEAs) to plan, establish, and
operate, and to institutions of higher eir Hation (/Es) to operate Teacher Centers.
The lap permits met-aside of ten percen of appropriated funds to support Teacher
Center projects operated by Ins. All applications, including renewals, must be
reviewed and recommended by tre States to be considered for funding. In iddition,
ten percent of funds appropriated compensates SEAs for screening applications,
providing technical assistance to projects and disseminating the results.

Each Center Is supervised by e polidy board, the majority of which is, represent..
tive of elementary and secondary classroom teachers, including apical and voca-
tional education teachers. The poticy board must approve the Center's application
for funding and, in addition, supervises (within the limits of State and local law)
the bueget and all activities of the Center.

Applications are reviewed by both Federal end outside rrperts against established
criteria to determine final swards. The duration of each grant for an operational
Center may he up to three years, with funds for the second and third years
dependent upon satisfactory project performance and availability of funds. LEAs
are also eligible for planning grants which are ewarded for one-year period,
with noncompetitive continuation into an operational year dependent upon perfor%.
mance during the planning year, availability of funds, and meeting established
criteria for Teacher Centers.

The Office of Education does not predetermine in what araal,the centers will
specialise or undertake. However, it is expected that the Centers' activities will
generally relate to national priorities. such as, focusing on special, bilingual,
or Indian education where appropriate, as well as global education and other
curricular IMMO.

1980 budgecpolicy

Tt assist teachers in their personnel de:ielopment and to enable them to modify
curricular materials they utilize. $13.000,000 is requested to fund Teacher
Centers, This is an increase of $375,000 above the 1979 appropriation. Of this
request, about $11,250.000 will be used to support 90 operational projects in
50 States, in their second or third years, at an average of $125.000 each,
involving an average of 714 teachers per project. No new fully operational
Centers will be started 1n fiscal year 1980i however, an estimated five 1979

)

4 "O. 44.
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ploanine grants will become operational in 1980. About $450,000 will fund

approximately 20 plenningrgrants at an averale of $23.000 each. The remaining

$1,300,000 will coapensate States for their program activities.

In final year 1979, th econd year of th program. about $11,188,000 will be

used to support an estimated 86 operational
Centers, including sight which weft

1978 plamnies_irants, in 45 Stat.0 at an average cost of $130,000 each. Of

them., appfbilmately 25 will be new Centers, while 61 projects will be continua.

tions begun in fiscal year L978. Approximately 64,000 teachers will be served at

an average of 743 per project. 'Further. $175,000 will support five planning grants

averaaina $35,000 each. The balance of the appropriation, $1,262,000, vill support

authorised SEA activities in behalf of these Teacher Centers.

274

-1 -
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5. Planning and Evaluation
(General Education Provisions Art, Section 416)

1979 Estimate
1980Budget

Budget
Increase or

Pos. Authority
Authoriration Pos. Authority

Decrease48 15,250,000
$25,000,000 45 15,250,000

Purpbse and method of operations
a

To provide objective and comprehensive
intormation on Of' of Education programs

for the Congress,
the President:managers of Federal pros ns in educatson, anuthe interested public, studies are conductedt 1) to dete,mine

the Impact and effec-
tiveness of Office of

Education programs, 23 to determine wept to improve theffectiveness and efficiency of individual
Federal programs, 3) to help definefeasible program goals and objectives, end 4) to recommend

changes in legislativeauthority and/or program operatrons.

Section 416 of the General Education Provisions Art authorizes
funds for planningand eveluation of

education programs by the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare. Funds ere used bath to carry out studies

directed by the Congress andto support Departmental
end Office of Education

planning, policy development, andmanagement. Approximately three-fuurths of these funds
are allocated by theSecretary so the Office

of Education for studies which will be done by the Officeof Education under the gutfance of the Oftice of the SeLretary.
The remainder ofthe funds, approximately

one-fourth, is used by the Office bf the Secretary(Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation,
Inspector General, and theOffice of Civil aighl,ts)

fot planning, evaluation,
qsd. service delivery assessments.

Evaluation studies
are m.rmally cunducted under

contracts awarded thruughcompetitive procurements on the basis ot detatled
specificationS developed by the.

Office of the Secretary
and Otfice of Uucation staff. Contracts are generally \

awarded on a "one-time
only" basis, usually run for more than rs twelve-monthperiod, often involve funds from more than one fiscal year, and may invulvefield activities during more than one fiscal year. Where feasible, funds froma single fiscal year

are utilized to cover'the tull costs of each award.
Results are transmitted

to Congrest and othecs through "Execu_ive Semmaries"which describe the
background, methodology. ihd findings tor each study, theAnn4a1 Evaluation Report on Progr4ms Administeied by the U.S. Office of Education,and the Educational
Resourcs Inturmation Center (ER4C) system.

1980 budget polky

To provide for studies that focus upon A variety ot broad evaluation uestions,program or process issues, or program management questions,
$5,250,000 isrequest$d in fiscal year 1980. A major emphas:s of awards in 1980 will be to setforth goal.s and specitir objectivel In qualitative and quantitative

terms for allprograms which are eval.,ated.
The number of %hurt-term

studies intended toidentity realistic and measurable ',hp, t lye... and Appropriate indicators ot pru-tormance te.g., the
etfotency. ette,tiveness, 4nd responsiveness torselecrederograms) will be expended. The 41m 0 these

shoft-term studies is to,Atimately improve the design and perlorman.e "I the eval.iited programs.
The i:oncept ot using

./...tt-term st..d c. determine program goals and objectivesVas initiated on a pilot projezt to fiscal year 1419 4.. part of a

ft
(
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cooperat ive ef f ort between t he Department of HEW and the Of f ice ot tducation.

St udfes on programs in Vorat lonal Educ 4t ion, Fducat inn f or the Handit apped, and

Bt 1 Ingua 1 Educat ion wet,. f dnded in 1979. Thi npw et tort wi 'I be expanded in

I 1...c 41 year 1980 to int
luar.Imgrarger number of programs and prngram areas ln such

general categories a% I ormula-driven programs (e.g. Elementary and Secondary

Edu. AL too Act Tit le I I. large di sc re t Iona ry programs (above mi 1 1 ion in annual

undIng, suc h as, Teat her C.rps , and %ma! I di sc rot ionary programs t e .g., ut ft ed

and Talent edc. In future years , the seri,. shnr t -term studies di rer ted at

del ining I easible goal s and at. let I iv.''. and at improving program operat ions wi 1 1

extend tiu 'a 1 1 educ at inn programs The re%u I t of t hi et t ott w111 bec ome an

integral part of t he Annual Eva 1 uat ion Report .n Praram. AdmIni stered hy t he U.S.

Of f ice of Educat ion.

The Of t I. e of Educar had w;i1 bog in ten to 15 new st tidies in t 1 sc al year 1980. Some

of the st udi es wf 1 1 he of t dr short -term nat ure des,. rthed above including such

program acacia as Emergenc y School Aid ( ESAA ) Fo 1 1 ow Through, Language Training

and Area St ud i es HFA Ti t le VI I ,
( eoperat :se Edut at :on, Women's Educ at tonal Equit Y.

and Alt hol and Drug Abose Edo, al IOP ; Of bI'f' evaluat ions wit 1 at tempt to determine

t he impa, t of Of f ot Educ 4t ion pr.-gram% npon part ti i pant s, including suc h program

areas 4, Ado1r Edit, at ion at, 1.4. ,ot Pr-Etram, Ind Indian Edut at :on (Elementary and

Se ondarv Schaol Ns% I st an, e Ac t 5t ! 1 nt Ler %t tidies wi 11 address spec i ic pro-

gram 154UP, and managoment q.pst c.f., hdlng tvOtativOly planned reviews of the elf'

Edur at lona 1 opport unit 'es r e:a yr% pr.gram And the Impat t Aid program.
let

It, t I.... I.. tw stitch... f
tagIrt by t hi f 1. t. of f-..htt at fon itt

I it war t;',1 ..r ii. pr ter w-.11 be Lnr inued dcir i ng 14)40. These sr udies are

H. i'dqr it 1.m 4.1.0.! -.urvess, strait 0.. ot developing institutions, a study of In-
'cervice Training programs for Tea...hers ot Handicapped, and an evaluat ion of the

Program tor improvement of Educational Opportunit ies tor Adnit Indians.

'rho I I ,t,t: it.tt ,retp,o. r 4i ; I .11," 'it I mu. I wt.ling ..t $1, II SI01 tor t he

1.epartment ' planning t', I l ...it inn ..t 1,14. al pr-grams in ludIng addit ional

crryi tel: cry asse ane.,,, a: b..rt -term eaalnar Ions by t hr

I, pet t 'anerq: , ye 1, e I ct I P:mt-t aoil A.S .t ant TOt art/ I or

Plannt ttig .11611 ['Val tat .t lear , i. I i.- 1,4,11 ..r ma 1..r

Nor v 1,.. t Li li,- ! .r h r.,...1-st et Iti :0111m1r t et. rmen

t Appr pr . it e arr r t e l r r ,- r; ir 1974 1,..dget debate;

srt.dy ..t re..as Ir. .! the. beginning of the ma for school f inance study

mandat ts .ngre-. I r 4,, 1r amel uti. I . 14;8: Stimulat ion of alteena-

r ca. t i, ..141%1.0 pr a' ar.4 r . r . hy hot fr utit aid
th r r, I 1st s r I '41%. !t (Pie pt.. essing in the

NI-. .1 Ir -1;1;,..-ry ta .41 I t . .mpl-t,elt tt I It ..t .1 proc.es,ing

system r Has lit I h. tr 1,.r.a; . . .t whi. b. .1' sr odenr c in c ooperat ing

r. it, WI. INC. . ' /,!, raj tr. t r .,111; .in (6.tIvCIs 01

r t t t.. f ie : .. . progr ons tor

tid.. 4: OA c .rit ..1 t . rr v t. JR. ..... 1 !....r.S/ ..1

i .1 14' .r. . : r ,1. . .o,1 per/ ormance

ci. rs t 1 Wt.. 4- . . ; I. ci 4. .. :1 .1. ..i .1!

Corr :,. I 1 .c 11 v. t r t r .. I. i- I i 1-11r i-n11 pol1,

.4; -r. J t! : : . . lent .1. . ' I, r t r,.tarv

.. g rnd 1.. ,!, I' I-A' (4-n

r .1.- ,..r . ! , : 11, 1 I tidy

er . i ! r A'', s 1; I , i ng, i! ed.,. a.

t and t ILI for st .4. t : 1. ; vs t 4 nor at 'iii-.-

ciii te progr tins L. ....Vt....I :1, . t or; 0 et. t t 1 n rPalt tc4r (tat la. of t hP Vo -

t . A t 4 .' , I., .1,,, at f

.,1' -.tr.rit .,1 t . t 0 I It t o, t ,
r.,_

a 4t I '
1 .; 1,4 :6 :6 t . ; 1 Iv,: if 4 4n p xp,n, ,t

'

-.6.

In fiscal 704r 19,9, the $1,9.!,Unt'wbf I. the ',ttt , a Ed., ttl,n received 41 tip

t 41 p!anNior; and r". ifut appr..pr a. .4 4," la :.epartmeco

ret vPd $l 112. ',IP., will be iseb t I a,! 4ppr ICIM.O. IV c:X tnodt

ana 7 i, I `,11,t; /- ...1,14,-.1 t 0 I. t. Amol,4,14-1,t, I I'. 'tt,

h. 1 uded t n tf'i'se p 1 anned 1 , ,mprehrr, i V, ,r -a El,41,14t i tin

t efl 4.,4 Pro. p baps 4..1 4 %.,a, a ta- a : 74, I-1, f fe . ( of altcc',u ttp

Methtds mparahl lit v.



WEDNESDAY, MARCA 28, 1979

OCCUPATIONAL, VOCATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION

WITNESSES

DANIEL B. DUNHAM, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR OCCUPA-
TIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION

CHARLES BUZZELL, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER FOR OCCUPA-
TIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION

PAUL DELKER, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF ADULT EDUCATION
HOWARD J. WELK DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF RESEARCH AND

DEMONSTRATION
PETER RELIC, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EDUCA-

TION
CORA P. BEEBE, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF PLANNING AND

BUDGETING
BRUCE S. WOLFF, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LEGIS-

LATION, DESIGNATE
WILFORD J. FORBUSH, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY,

BUDGET

INTRODUCTION OF ASSOCIATES

Mr. NATCHER. The committee wip come to order.
This morning we take up the Occupational, Vocational, and

Adtilt Education budget requests for fiscal year 1980, and we have
before the committee our Deputy Commissioner, Dr. Dunham.

Dr. Dunham, who do you have with you this morning?
Dr. DUNHAM. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the

committee.
Starting at your extreme left and moving across the table, we

have Mr. Wilford Forbush, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Budget,
HEW; next to him Mr. Wolff, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Legis-
lation, HEW; Cora Beebe, Director, Division of Planning and Budg-
eting in lhe Commissioner's Office; next to me Charles Bu zell,
Associate Commissioner for Occupational and Adult Educatio ; to
his left Paul Delker, Director of the Division of Adult Educati n in
our Bureau, and next to him Howard Hjelm, Director, Divisi n of'

Research and Demonstration in the Bureau.
Mr. NATCHE' . Thank you very much.
Dr. Dunham. we have had an opportunity to examine your state-

ment and with your permission we will insert your statement in
the record in its entirety at this point.

111w infOrmation follows:i

(455)
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DEPARTMENT oF HLALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
Office of Education

Biographical Sketch

NAME : Daniel B. Dunham

POSITION

4111400K

BIRTHPLACE
AND DATE : Wendell, Idaho - April 18, 1936

: Deputy U.S. Commissioner of Education-Designee
Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education
U.S. Office of Education

EDUCATION Oregon State University, 1962, Bacelor of Science
Oregop-State University, 1963, Master of Science
Oregon State University, 1970, Doctor of Education

EXPERIENCE
1975-78 : Assistant State Superintendent, State Director

of Vocational-Technical Educaton, Maryland
State Department of Education

1973-75 : Coordinator, Special Occupational Programs and
Assistant Stat, Director of Career and Vocational
Education, Oregon State Department of Education1971-71 : Coordinator, Apdlied Research, Oregon Board of
Education

1970-71 : Assistant Professor, Vocational Teacher
.Education, Oregon State University

1969-70 : Acting Director, Oregon Research Coordinating
Unit, Oregon State taiversity

1968-70 : Director, Natim.,1 Model Curriculum Development
Project in Career Education; and Research
Associate, School of Education, Oregon State
UnivPrsity

: Instructor, School of Education, Oregon State
University

: Director of Local Vocational Education Program,
Lebanon, 0..egon

: Instructor of Vocational Agriculture, Oregon

1968-69

1965-60

1962-60

PRLf;ENT
MLMItt.le;HIPS % National Council of Local Administrators

American Vocational Association
National Associa..ion of Vocational Education

Special Neen..; Pcisonnel (National President
1974-1976)
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PRESENT
MEMBERSHIPS (Con't): National Association of State Directors

ef Vocational Education (1975-1978)
National Association for the Advancement

of Black Americans in Vocational Education
National Future Farmers of America
Alumni Association (Life member)

SELECTED RECOGNITIONS, JPROJECTS AND ACTIVITIES:

Oregon Board of Educition High School Graduation
Requirements Task 'orce

Executive Secretary, cçegon Council of Vocational Administrators

4xecutive Secretary, Ofregon Corrections Education Commission

Member, Inter-Agency Committee on Industrial Development

and Training
Executive Secretary, Maryland Educational Coordinating

Council for Correctional Institutions
National Advisory Committee on Corrections Education

Curriculum Development
Chairman, State Manpower Services Council Task Force

on Vocational Education
Member, A4visory Council to Mandated.Scudy of Vocationil

Education, National /nstitute of Education (Panel of Consultants)

Member, Advisory Committee to Education Commission of the

States "Lifelong Learning Project"

Advisory Member, Maryland Apprenticeship and Training Council

Chairman, Educational Coordinating Council for Correctional
Institutions Master Plan Development Team

Member, Baltimore-Metro Prime Sponsor (CETAi Executive Council

Chairmap, Maryland Apprenticeship and Training Council
Advisory Committee on Related Instruction

Chairman, Maryland Industrial Training Coordinating Council

Co-Chairman, Joint Policy-Planning Council for Postseccndary

Occupational Programs
Executive SecretHry, Maryland Coordinating Council foi

Correctional Institutions
Consultant on Organizational Development and Group Propesses,

1970-.76
Associate Professor, University College, University of

Maryland, 1977-78
Adjunct Professor, College of Education, Virginia Polytechnic

Institute and University, 1977-18
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Office of Education

Statement by

Deputy Commissioner for 0ecupational and Adult Education

on

Occupational, Vocational, and Adult Education

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I welcome this opportunity to appear before you to present the

fiscal yer 1980 request for Occupational, Vocational, and Adult Educa-

tion. The request of $772,164,455 for this account--approximately the

same as that appropriated in fistal year 1979--includes a permanent

appropriation 87,161,445 made available under the Smith-Hughes Act.

This requent reflects the continuing support of the Office of Education

for identifying and developing the interfaces hetween education and

work. In thin time of high youth unemiloyment, of unprecedented numbers

of women moving into the labor force, of demograp'.,e shifts to an o)der

population, and of rupid advanceilents in ebnology, national.attent'n1

is :ncreasingly beinA focused on assisttng persons to obtain satisfying

employment. The vocational and adelt edeLatiGn programs supported by

this request contribute to that goal by helping the SI.atet prwide the

education, training and remedial to.Lru.tion ne.di ' for petsons to

sucressfully compete ate: actvance within the labor market.

Vocatior-o_ Edue..ion

as'st the'Stq-s nd loLll educational agencies i[1 providing

find impruvmg vocatic...1 edurntion to 11 million secondary, postsecon-

dary, and Molt mudents enroll-A in initial, refreslwr, or upgrading
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vocational educational pragrami, $674 million is requested.. Over the

past ten years, Federal funding for vocational education has increased

from $260 million to $682 million. State and local funds have also

increased and Fe0era1 support has declined from 19 percent to 11 percent

of total expenditures for vocational education.

Although State and local educational agencies provide the greater

portion of vocational education funding, there are special needs areas--

such as the handicapped and disadvantaged--where without the presence of

Federal dollars, there would be significantly less activity. For example,

States must use a total of 30 percent of the basic grant to provide

services to handicaOped and disadvantage.: students. And because of th.1

legislated 50/50 match, increased Federal appropriations have resultid

in Increased State and local funding for these special groups. Similarly,

a mandated percentage of the basic State grant allotment must also be used

by the States to conduct research and guidance and counseling activities--

items not always accorded a high priority by State legislatures in the

pas.

In addition to these required set-asides, the Federal money is

targeted on specific areas in other ways. First, in allocatiag Federal

faates must us unemployment rates, concentration of low-invome

familfes, ability to pay, and Initiation of new progtans as primaty

faitors in detvimining fundinv, levels for eligible lecipientA.. Further-

m,re lettAiu colditiow. mu..t III m..t even hefole the st.ir ,

Feq.ial fuols, incledisig the hitiny of foll-tix:e sex-equity per!.annel,

the v..tabli.le.A.nt at '11 ate Olcupational folotrfation Coatdinaiing Car;:flittio.o.

to eft o , .1%.11/.11.illty of a,!.,01411. .a11.1.1-; and deisio0 data for play..olo

v. 1
the e..f 0 1 ot at fitate Advi-.01y Loam 11.. lit Vorat ional
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Education, and the submisaion of live-year and annual State plans and

accountability reports. Through these requirements, Federal funds are

assuring that State activities will impact on both the quality and

availability of vocational education programs.

Of the funds requested for vocational education, $662 million will

support six State fora...1a programs: basic grants, program improvement

ini .upportive services, special programs for disadvantaged, consumer

and homeraking, State Advisory Councils, and State planning. In addi-

tion, $12,800,000 is requested for national programs and activities

including the National and State Occupationa) Information Coordinating

Committes, bilingual vocational training, the Necional Center for

Research in Vocational Education, and programs of national significance.

This latter activity will support three projects designed to improve

vocational 'Aucation in the areas of: 1) education and work, 2) urban

special needs, and 3) increasing the equity and equality of vocational

education programs to all persons. A little oVer five million dollars

is also available for technical assistance grants to Indian tribal

organizations for conducting vocational education programs.

Adult Education

For adi.lt education, we are requesting $90,750,000 tu assist the
4

States in providing educational opportunities for 2,096,000 educationally

disadvantaged adults. Under new legislation this program will expand

the delivery system to additional ptoviders, a. w,11 as btoaden the

outreach of the program. 'New providel!: will fin lude agencies, institu-

tions, and otganizations other than lust the public school systems, such

labor union-, lihtarie.i, im.titurions of higher education,
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public health authorities, antipoverty programs, and community organi-

zations. This legislative expansion of the adult education delivery

system will also support the Office of Education goal of prilviding basic

skills to all people.

A study conducted in 1975-determined that 23 million adults were

functionally illiterate. The adult education program is currently

reaching about nine percent of the population annually, with Federal

funds providing approximately 63 percent of the total cost. In the

majority of the States, however, the Federal share accounts for more

than 75 percent of the total expenditures.

The picture is changing, however. Over the past 12 years, Federa;

funds have risen from.$29.2 million to the current level of $90.75

million. During this same period, State expenditures have ri:,on at an

even more rapid rate, from 25 percent of total expenditures to 37 per-

cent. It is evident from this that Federal dollars are generating State

'interest in adult education. As a result of this increase in State

dollars, a redwtion of $10 million 18 lu.ing proposed for this program

in fiscal year 1980, with the expectation that increased State dollars

will continuo to provide services to approximately the same number of

per,00s. llo expansion of the acfolt education delivery sy4tem under the

new legislation is also exr.ected to help m.:;ntain t 1111:1.1w1 i.f p,niow,

beim; served. The iwact fer this proo.ou i% indicated by sore prelir..

111.111 AA!4 that 8.: pe,,en: ot the participant,.

11,1V t i. (..t Hio: .1 t t us ol 1v..rit in t h p roi,t ail and

two ettt 71,,f1 r I I I 1,t1 t .1:1 ,

I 4:
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New Initiatives

I would also like to mention that although the requested levels for

vocational and adult education are remaining at approximately the same

levels for fiscal year 1980, we will, nonetheless, be undertaking national

leadership activities to help focus the use of Federal funds by the

Staten. For example, in adult education we will be doing this by the

identification of areas through which we will try to focus State activities.

In vocational education, we have already identified eight priority

areas fur State and local activity, among which are: CETA and vocational

education linkages, vocational equity, urban and rural special needs and

planning, data and accountability sys,tems. Through technical assistance,

review uf State plans, and conducting special policy studies and confer-

ences, we plan to generate State improvement activities in these areas.

Another major initiative in Wcational education will be an extensive

rpauthorization elfort that will examine the role of the Federal govern-

ment in providing vocational education opportunities and experiences.

By conec.ntrating Federal and State efforts on priority areas, I am

hoping to eft....t. major chyinges and improvements in these two programs

and to ensu.te the le.tter utilization nf Federal dollars.

My toll.agne.: and I will by glad to aie4wt.r any que:-.tint, at this
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BUDGET REQUEST

Mr. NATCHER. Dr. Dunham, if you want to, suppose you highlight
the statement for us.

Mr. DUNHAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to have thig opportunity to appear before you and

other members of the committee to present the fiscal year 1980
request for Occupational, Vocational and Adult Education.

Our request this year is $772,364,455, approximately the same as

in 1979. The agenda that will be supported with this request will
deal with preSsing national concerns, including special emphasis on
youth unemployment, problems of women entering the world of
work, the shift to an older population, and rapid technological
advances. The request also contributes significantly to the Office of

.Education's larger objective for education and work and the smooth
transition from school to work.

FOr Vocational Education, we are requesting $674 million to
serve the needs of over 17 million students of all ages across this
country. This represents level funding from last year.

As you will note on the chart to my left, arid your right, which
indicates the Federal-State share of expenditures both for vocation-

al education and adult education, the percentage of the Federal
rolein vocational education has decreased a good bit over the last
several years from 19 percent in 1969 to 11 percent in 1977. This
indicates that vocational education has become largely a State and
local supported program over the years.

Despite the shift to strong State and local support, there is still a
need for Federal dollars in vocational education to deal with the
pressing problems of the disadvantaged, handicapped, program im-

provement, and women in the world of work.
Of this amount, $662 million is for six State formula programs,

with another $12.8 million for national programs, including the
National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee, the
National Center for Research in Vocational Education, Bilingual
Vocational Training Programs and the programs of national sig-
nificance.

Now, in the Adult Education area, Mr. Chairman, we are Pe-
questing $90,750,000 for 1980, a slight decrease from 1979. These

funds are allocated to States to provide educational services to
about 2 million educationally disadvantaged adults. These Federal
funds provide 6;i percent of the total funds to about 9 percent of

the population which are presently designated as functionally illit-
erate. You will note on the chart an increase in State and local
expenditures over the past several years, which is part of our
rationale fbr recommending a very slight decrease of approximate-
ly $10 million in this program. States have increased their share.
as you will note, from 25 to 37 percent of the total adult education
expendit ures.

Finally. Mr Chairman. before we turn to your questions, I would
like to point out to you that while this request is at approximately
the same level as 1979, we intend to undertake new national lead-
ership activities at the Federal level to help us focus more sharply
t he use or these Federal funds. We have already identified eight
priority areas 6)t- vocational education and are preparing to do the
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same for adult education. In addition, we are working diligently to
prepare materials for reauthorization of the vocational education
amendments years from now.

With those comments and the information before you, I would be
happy, along with my colleagues at the table, to respond to the
questions you or other members might have.

ASSESSMENT OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr .1ATCHER. Thank you, Doctor Dunham.
Doctor Dunham, what is your general impression of the vocation-

al education system in this country today?
Dr. DUNHAM. Mr. Chairmam I believe that we have a very effec-

tive vocational education syste m in this country. Of those people
available for placement who engage in occupational-and vocational
education programs at the secondary and postsecondary levels we
find 90 percent of them being placed in jobs.

I think that is an important statistic. It is indicative of a healthy
nationwide system thaZ, started with a small Federal investment
from early days find has demonstrated that vocational education,
like general education, is a responsibility of the State education
agencies, State government and a function of local schools.

Vocaiional education is very much interwoven with the total
education system. I think it's a healthy system. I think it has some
problems for example, in terms of targeting its Federal dollars,
particularly to the highest priority areas, such as the disadvan-
taged especially young people in urbol centers, and I think we
need to work hard on these issues.

But in general, my attitude is that it's a very healthy nationwide
system and a rather unique system in. the sense of dollars, since a
minimum of Federal investment dollars has generated nearly a $5
billion annual investment across this country.

CHANGES IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr, NATCHER. Doctor Dunham, as you well know, Federal aid for
vocational education originally focused on agriculture and home
economics. That started in the year 1914 with the Smith-Lever Act
and, of course, we have had many changes since that time, a great
deal has transpired in the last f15 years, as you and I well know.

flow has vocational education responded to the changes during
this period of time?

Dr. DUNHAM. Mr, Chairman, I think vocational education has
responded to changes in technology quite effectively during the
history you have'outlined.

By 1963 we had realized that there was a great growth of new
and emerging occupations and new technologies requiring different
and expanded kinds of training for people which could be provided
through the public education system.

By identifying the major occupationai cluster areas, the amend-
ments of 196S and particularlthe most recent amendnwnts of
1976, have allowed us to keep in touch with the real problems of'
the labor market.

While we have not always been able to capture the supply and
demand information, particularly Ow job denmnd information in
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the most ready fashion, I think that by and large, based on the
placement rates I mentioned before and based upon the compre-
hensiveness of the program as an integrarportion of the education
system, the vocational education system, has done a reasonably
good job of keeping pace. with the demands of the business and
industrial complex of this country.

STUDY
a.

Mr. NATCHER. The National Institute of Education is doing a
major evaluation and study of vocational educatiomprograms. The
Institute is budgeting $1 million .in 1979 and another $1 million in
1980. Do you believe that a major study of vocational education is
necessary at this time, Doctor Dunham?

Dr. DUNHAM. Yes, sir; I do.
Mr. NATCHER. Tell us why.
Dr. DUNHAM. It's necessary because there are particular portions

of vocational education that have not been subjected to the kind of
study that is within the purview of the mandated study being

Iconducted by the National nstitute of Education.
Because we have not had these policy studies targeting on some

of the more critical areas of vocational education, such as funding
issues or effectiveness, we have been unable to direct Federal re-
sources to these areas as much as we would like.

or example, we have not yet dealt with the special populations
problem as well as we would like. I think we will find, as a result
of the study, some important signals for the shape arid nature of
our new legislation in this area. That, in itself, is a redeeming
value of thr. NIE study.

I expect as well that there will be spin-off of this study and that
we will .continue to do some additionaT study work as a result. But

I do think it's targeting on the appropriate areas of study.
In summary, the reauthorization is an important focus of the

study. In addition, it may help to answer some questions that this
committee and other committees of Congress have asked for which

we have not been able to provide definitive answers.

FEDERAL SHARE OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr. NATCHER. The Federal share of the total cost of vocational
education has been declining over the past ten years, from 19

percent to 11 percent in 1977. I believe that is correct Doctor

Dunham?
Dr. DUNHAM. Yes, sir; that is correct.
Mr. NATCHER. In view of this trend, what do you see as the

future role of the Federal Government concerning vocational edu-

cation?
Dr. DUNHAM. I am very pleased you asked me that qaestion

because I happen to have both some personal and professional
opinions on that issue, and I want to point out to you, Mr. Chair-
man and to the committee, that we are in the process of taking a
hard look through a six-month study to give us some clear signals
about that future Federal role.

I believe that the future Federal role is one that must assist the
States in targeting dollars where the needs are the ghest. We
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Iv to shift from maintaining programs to targeting dollars where
people hurt the most with respect to education for work.

Our future role may have to target on urban centers, the prob-
lems of isolated rural America, mobility problems, and technology.

We have a half dozen targeting pt,tentials and I would like to see
future Federal vocational education money focusing on alleviating
problems where the problems are greatest as opposed to simply
providing maintenance money for programs that probably will sur-
vive at the local level without much help.

Now, that is not. a Case that is true in every State. As you are
aware, Mr. Chairman, the match money issue varies from. State to
State. There are many States which do not yet have the capacity to
provide full access to vocational education programs..I am propos-
ing ideas such as differentiated formulas, non-financial incentives
to States, or relief in the area of how much money should be spent
for program improvement for future Federal efforts.

All of these ideas ultimately will contribute to a different Feder-
al role thari we have now, and should give States more 'autonomy
and flexibility to respond to their own nee,is.

Mr. NATCHER. What would happen if all Federal support for
vocatiunal education were withdrawn?

Dr. DUNHAM. Well, first of all, you would have a sharp decline in
meeting the needs of the disadvantaged, handicapped and other
special populations.

You would also see a sharp dpcline, not a total elimination, but a
sharp decline in the whole business of improv Ili. the 'quality of
vocational education programs.

Funds available for improvins cu.riculum, fbr teacher educaticn,
for guidance and cou..-elling services, for removing the problems of
sex stereotyping ir v cational education would probably just be
fbrestalled for a p-riod of time. It would be a debilitating blow,
would seem to me4 in those --.as that are particularly trying to
meet the needs of sp,Tial g it i And quality of programs.

Finally, the Fede' al lew role, which strives for excHlence,
for access, and equity for a: would be lost. I think that is
an important role and one that in the future is going to be even
nmre important.

MIN0RITIES IN VOcATIONAI. EDI 4.ATIoNAL

Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Conte'?
Mr_ CONTE Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Ixant to welcome you to our committee, Mr. Dunham.
As you may know or may not know. I happen to be a product of

vocational education. I was one V the very first in the trichirw-
shop in the City of Pittsfield in v vocational school, and then% when
I graduated, they took me out !bout half a year bef',re and I wentto work at the General Electric , 'ompany as a machinist.

Si, I have a very, very warm spot in my heart for vocational
education

I don't think we a, e doing enouLh. I sit on this committee and I
hoar of all of these p igrattl'i trying to help Ow disadvantaged ;Ind
the fillnonties. I think this is one area in which the minorities art,not availing thi,tnselves of the opportunity they have.
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I go back hgme and there is a tremendous amount of unemploy-

ment throughout my district and yet, by the same token, I meet
with small businessmen and they just cannot find tool makers,
they cannot find machinists, they cannot find people who are
trained in these fields, and these jobs are going begging.

Whet are we doing to try to get the minorities interested in
attending vocational high school?

Dr. DUNHAM. Mr. Conte, I also appreciate your question. I appre-
ciate your own personal track record of support for vocational
education from the great State of Massachusetts. That is a pressing
issue, and I think in the first place that we have to start talking
about the attitudes of the minority population toward vocational
education.

Vocational education is seen, by minorities as it has been by the
majority population for many years, although I think that is ceas-
ing somewhat noW, as education for somebody else's kid. It does not
always represent the higliest paying jobs; therefore, what we have
to do, and we are working to do with some of the national organiza-
tions that represent minority communities or minority populations
partict. lady interested in vocational education, is how to not only
involve the minority community in leadership positions in local
communities and at the Federal and State levels, but also how to
get the m 'ority population to participate with them in that effort.

Much o it has to do With guidance and counselling, in my view.
The kind .iaannation made available to students, not through
the guidance and counselling system per se, or the public school
pupil personnel services system, but also through the accessibility
of occupational and career information, is only barely passable in

many areas. ,

Massachusetts imppens to have a pretty good system for that
purpose. The career information system that has been installed is
beginning to be a statewide system there.

But ,1 think when you begin to look at large cities in particular,
where these populations tend to concentrate, we have another
problem that is historic and has not yet been addressed adequately
from the Federal perspective, and certainly not from the State an'd
local perspective, and that is the simple business of access to facili-
ties, and thereby to programs.

The urban centers of :01,000 or more, the largest cities have
about 2'2 percent of the population but have only 10 percent of the
secondary facilities, and 1:3 percent of the postsecondary flvAlities,
according to a recent study we conducted. Alternatively, in the
rural areas of zero to 25,000, :i.1 percent of the secondary_facilities
and 7 percent of the postsecondary facilities exist Co serve. 2:3 per-
cent of the Population. So there is a disparity, between the rural,
sub-rural and suburban and urban centers and again these prob-
lems tend to concentrate in the urban centers with larger portions
or minorities.

We have mounted several major national initiatives; the first of
themand I am sure that you will ask me i,bout thisconnecting
(*ETA and vocational education resources to meet these needs. But
we are also under way with an urban initiative, to address with
great specifii..ty the problems of how to target Federal, State and
local dollaN tu anwliorate ie of these problems.
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That, however, requires a strong State, local, and Federal part-
nership, such that we are all going in the same direction, all
recognizing the same problems, all using the same sources of data
and information, and all having the same goals.

I don't mean to generalize. Congressman, but you can see that
it's a State-local issue in which we need to use Federal leadership
and funds backed by data and information that says very clearly
what the problems are. We also need to lol4k nt our legislation,
both current and future in terms of what kink., of dollars are
needed and in what configuration they should go alleviate these
problems.

I can assure you that we will find, as a result of the NIE study,
which the Chairman referred to, out of our own studies that aregoing on, and others that are occurring at this time, that the
simple basic business of accessing programs is a big problem. Kids
are either On the street or in general curriculum programs, but
they are not in vocational education. And that is where they need
to be, hut not because they are a particular kind of kid. They are

2lot vocational students, they are students of vocational education.
I think we have stereotyped vocational students and that is part

of' that attitude problem. So we are working on the guidance issue
and we are .working on the access issue, in teems of' facilities,
equipment, and buildings to really target on the needs of' monority
populations.

We are very dedicated to this and we have plans under way and
also some preliminary outcomes from those plans that indicate we
are going to make some progress.

Artat:DES TOWARD VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr CovrE. I am interested to hear you say that because those
attitudes have not changed in years. I was back there in the
fli.lo's and if you went to vocational school, which was down in the
cellar of the high school then, you were a second class citizen, you
had dirty hands and you wore d.irty clothes there, and you had oil all
over you and grease. Those attidues have been the same over 40years.

I would be pleased to see how you going to chano thcse
attitudes, because it's very, very important. I wish it was manda-
tory to make every studen't take some vocational education, at least
as part of his education, even if he is not going to evc-r use it again,
if* he is going to go out and be a doctor. To be able to work with his
hands and to have that knowledge and if he ever gets married and
he owns a home it's going to hold him in good stead, especially
with today's pr::es of' labor, he can do his own work around his
house.

I know I bring a lot of young folks in, I try to show them things,
and they are just amazed and they say, wher,. did you learn this,
you know, you use a skill uv and drills and all of this stuff. So
even whether they are going to go into a trade or not, it's going to
help them later on in life.

Dr DuNimm. Yes. sir

1
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BUDGET REQUEST

Mr. CONTE. You know, I get a lot of mail on this, Mt. Dunham.
They say we are not going to have enough money here, that it's
much too low, that we need more money in vocational education so
we can put more people to work.

In your professional judgment, do you think this budget is too
low? What did you ask for to OMB?

Dr. DUNHAM. We asked for something more thar what is in the
budget at the moment.

Mr. CONTE. Could you give us that figure?
Dr. DUNHAM. Yes, sir, in just a minute. I.have it here.
We had three levels, a minimum, current, and improved level.

Our improved level request was $696 million to the Department;
the OMB request was $492 million.

Mt. CONTE. And %hat is in this budget here?
Dr. DUNHAM. This request is for $674 million.

MINORITY INVOLVEMENT

MS. BEEBE. Mr. Conte, some data I have might be of interest. In

the last ten years enrollments in vocational education have grown
176 percent. and we are finding that the enrollment trends in
vocational education nationwide are increasing. We have some data
we could submit for the record which would show enrollment by
ethnic backl, ound.

Mr. CONTE. And minorities too?
MS. BEEBE. Yes, sir.
Mr. CONTE. I would like to get that for the record if it's all

with you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. NATCHER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
[The information follows:)

;



Vocational Education Enrollment

by Ethnic Background

Level
Total

Enrollment Asian
2 of
To al B ack

2 of
Total

2 of
Hia.anic Totell Indian

2 of
Total White

2 of
Total

Secondary 9,002,736 96,554 1.07 1,557,007 17.30 637,735 7.08 62,524 0.70 6,648,914 73.85

Poet-
Secondary 2,289,536 38,105 1.66 291,992 12 76 180,031 7.86 18,103 0.79 1,761,305 76.93

Adult 3,966,152 41,141 1.08 508,498 12 83 228,496 5.76 27,372 0.69 3456,645 79.64
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EQUIPMENT QUALITY

Mr. CONTE. Have I time fur one more question?
Mr. NATCHER. You ceilainly do.
Mr. CONTE. The machinery used in the vocational schools must

be of high quality and up to date?
Dr. DUNHAM. Yes, sir.
Mr. CONTE. I remember we were using all of those leather belt

ones; and it was dangerous. The cost of machinery is so high today.
How does your administration perceive its role in helping the

States keep their vocational schools up to date with good equip-

me-,.t and good machinery?
Dr. DUNHAM. In the first instance, Mr. Conte, the law itself

provides that funds coming to the schrols through the State educa-
tion agency may be used to improve and expand voctional educa-
tion. That can include acquisition of facilities and equipment.

We recognize the serious problem of present equipment that was
purchased back in the early days of the heavier investment of
Federal funds for vocational education after 1963. Much equipment

/has been in place for those. 15 years and now needs to be upgraded
and updated. .

While that has been absorbedTas you can see by the statistics on
the chartin large measure by State and local dollars, you still
have the problem in urban centers where there is not the kind of
tax base behind the local program. Those centers will ....?nd to have

poor equipment.
If you look at it across an entire State, the better equipment is

going to be in the newer facilities that tend to be out in the rural
or suburban areas. The 0 der, later, out-of-date equipment tends to
be in center cities.

We have found this in the Westat study that gave us facility and
equipment profiles on de-nographic areas. My attitude is that pur-
chasing equipment is quite an appropriate use of Federal funds,
given the States' judgment that that is what they want to do with
thPir formula monies.

i would suggest to the Congressman and to the committee that
given the level of funding we have requested, it seems to me that
even given the present structure of the law we need to build into
our legislation the capacity to target money in these areas. If there
were an increase, for example, it would be my hope that we could
target it on minorities and youth unemployment problems which
relate right back to the entry and the accessibility problems of
gett Hg into the program in the first p;ace.

It's very difficult to separate these out and say there is a specific
answer to a specific problem. It's a systemic problem that runs
from parental attitudes through community support relationships
and attitudes, through voting on local budgets, bond issues, to
matching that with Federa' initiatives to improve and expand and
extend programs. Then you have something that is accessible to
young people and adults in vocational education.

I say that simply to de:-...nstrate that it has become very much a
local-State issue and we need to continue a leadership posture from
the Federal level. it seems to me. that says this is the kind of thing
we would look for a State to target on in a State plan

1 7
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If you say in Pittsfield, in Boston or wherever it might be in the
State of Massachusetts -. that you are aware of, as a citiwn, or as a
Representative of the people in that State, certain urgent problems
and that there are a lot more people who know of these problems,
then the State should respond through thOr plan to tell us that
that is what they are going to do. We will support that, and we are
working to support modifications in legislation, in rkiles and regula-
tions, in interpretations of policies that will help States USE' their
funds and the small amount of Federal funds that are coming to
them to do precisel the kinds of things you are asking to be done.

Mr. Conte, I guess my time is up.
Thank you very much.

sTA'rE ADVISORY COUNCILS

Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Smith?
Mr. Smrru. Under the last authorization, State Advisory Councils

were given additional responsibilities, and so forth. a figure of
'',.Hg) minimum was set forth in the law, as you know. But, there

is no way tlwy can do it on $75,000.
So we added. as I recall, $1.7 million, or something like that, to

the appropriations bill, so that they can meet those minimum
responsibilities. Now. I understand there is some problem with
that.

What is Ow problem'?
Dr, Dt'N HAM As I understand it. Mr. Smith. the problem is One

of requiring point of' order language to achieve the $106,000 mini-
Dium Congress %%ants each State m receive.

Mr. SMITH I tImught zidded a million dollars 44') no States
would lose. and yet you could gie more than A7,-).000 to sOBIC
St ;It eti.

Dr DUNHAM. Ms. Beebe ha:-; twen working with us on this iind
has some very current information that will be helpful in clarifY-
ing t

BEERE. It's. wunted to respond to the committee's direc-
tive in their report i.vhich 1,,ould have provided eadi State, the
District of Columhia. and Puerto Rico vith a S.410(1.0011 minimum
;Ind ei!ch outlying territory with ;1 i.491,1m) minimum. The extra
amount appropriated could have done that. However, we have
received an opinion from our legal counsel which says that the
report language is inadequate to ove, ride the formula in the 'law.
The only way we can distributc. those funds is according to the
procedure set forth in the basic statute.

In order to tnimmalk fund Pach Stict. ;it 7n(H),IHM) ZIrld "ach
temtnry at S91.0nn wsitn.; the exkting statutnry formula dist nhu-
tion. .1 I al Id n(1)(1 sll :; 111 i 11 i Wi .

NIr SM1-111 In other words. you would hay(' tn give the Stales
that :dread.% have wore t han t he., need nun( tnoney in nt'der ;
141%e the one!-: thut dun't huveenuilizli

NI, BEI-rin-: According to the --,I,oute, wou!d tt 1c, use tho
exe-ting lormula incrt edch St.tst..., -hurt. up ..tt ;t

II trutxultuin Tht ;tn. t1/4u \;,- h.ch thut f au ht.
currocti 0 Um. 1, 1)% h,tnuill% t ht..-4;uutt.. which At.

htuku; ut %111.0 kt. -uhnut tPduthi)tii;own ()t :%%(. (Ituiti
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have ,language in the opriation Act which would specifically
set aside some of the requirements in the formula,

Mr. SMITH. Well, I would like at this point in the record, Mr.
Chairman, to have this opinion.

Mr. NATCHER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
[The information follows:I
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GENERAL COUNSEL OPINION

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION AND WELFARE
OPPICIII OP MI Iff

Rosen 40111, P.O.II. a411

400Mardand Avow ,ILW
Waltontses. D.C. WW2

April 1, 1979

MEMuNANDUM

To : Mr. Thomas McNamara
Budget Analyst, O.

prom : hdvation Division
0PFICE 01. THE GENEKAL COUNSEL

PAGE 32a

OFFICE OP VMS
COUM1181.

Suhlect : Funding of Vocational Education State Advisory Councils

This memorandum is in response to your request for Our opinion on the
appropriate method of allocating funds

to vocational education State advisorycouncils, In light of a recent Congressional inquiry, you have asked whether
the Lommissioner of Education is legally bound to allocate Federal funds to thesecouncils in dccord with a conflicting

directive contained in a report from
the House t.ommittee on Appropriations.

For the reasons set forth infra, it
is our opinion that the Commissioner

is not legally bound tc change the methodut allocation required by the authorizing legislation.

Section l05(t)(1) of the Vocational Education Act of 1961, as amended byTitle 11 ot Pub. L. 94-482 (iu U.S.C. 2)05)
(hereinafter referred to as theVEA), provides in part:

tron the sums appropriated pursuant to this subsection, the Commissioner
subject to the provisions ot the following sentence, make grants

to 5tate advisory councils, trim amounts alloted to such advisory
council,. in accordance with the method tor allotment contained in
section 10()(2), to carry out the functions specified In thls
sektion, and shall pay to each state advisory council an amonnt
equal to the reasonable dmoulaS expenJed by It in carrying nut its
tancti,ns under thls Act in such fiscal year, except that no State
advisory council shall receive an amount to exceed $200,000 or an
amont lehs than

4 75
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Hr. ihomas AcNamara - Iwo 2

PAr.E 32b

lhe "method tor allotment contained in Section loi- is the basic Stat

entitlement tormula which allocates tunds on the basis ot Age group populations.

It shoulq ne parenthetiLaliv noted that since the statutry creation of the

advisory countils la 196o, (Puh. L. 96-1,id) , fonds have been distribnted to

the councils on the basis of the. Matt. entItlenient formula. when Title 11 ot

tne hdneation Amendments 0/ 197h (Pub. L. 94-4K2) substantially amended

the 1.1.A, Lone,reSs had inadvently omitted reference tu the tormula aft the basis

tor dittributiny, holds to the council.:. This omission was forfecteu by

section b(i;) ot the Technical Amndments Relatinr, to Vocational bducAtion

(Pun. L. 9f-4U). In 0, csolanation ot this amendeent in Sen. Kept.
1, If/12///), the Senate Comtdttee of, Human Resources states:

lilts section lnurvases the Authorization of appropriations for

'.tate dvisory frit-. from .,d; million tor tiseal 11,o1 to ',1.f million

and sp..tities that 41.1..ropr.1,1.thnli najpo, 1..orrpsi: to by dil,wato

".11.4r.r c.outained in the Att. (t.mpnasis :uapplied).

it 14 ,or tin lerstanuin,., hased on Alice 01 "ducat ion hnd4et I IgUrel, that

Fraef41 tun.!, rvrv illocatea to tIA. ,:ontictii In FY 14/;. an4 FY 1474 11

, .11 ta requIrCritIllt* or In la /at / l'../(/ )(1 ) of I hr.

FoffUl.o wviv th(oh.% the cncra1 for,ola with no :ante rttvIvla,
tha., J, 1,

1 h it, re, -ft t, 11,v Iut ! ill 1,,r tt, t1,,a1

endia, %epte.--,f s'. the :ow, too:Al lm, 1.1.r 0,1 tat 1-,

_lava!" vd a 11/ hf..11 t :11/ ri /.11/ 1,1r. I rert 11.-114.^).

t. /....t 1.-11/t 11...n t 1 . t

, .r .1.11 . k...v i I.., (44 !-L 1 I
I

In, f o. ,e -o :.n 1"1. t.(11- I (.11.1,, f foe-

o.1 11 iii o it l L. o , , orl 11.1.1... vo IN

I t 1 I I 41 1 vt !. 0,,:a J.., I
4 0

t.. .(n. t t.,-,t A:. ..... . , f. ,

t . 11. 1 . t !...1 , /.. I' :11. I !../ I , ,

t iI . t I ; I a of 000 1 olt rei..l ,s1.- 1.8

1 1. I. INV , . t. 1 . I ,

1 I t' 1
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Mr. Thomas Mchinuara - page 3

PAGE 32c

to the increase of Sl,U07,UUD, the senate committee report was silnt on the
matter of raising the minimum allocation to $100,000 for the councils. (SeeSen. hept 95-1119, p.

The Conference Report accompanying
the Labor-HEW Apprupriatiol Bill

(House Rep. No. 95-174e) provided no guidance on the allocation method tothe coupcils. Even more critical, however, is the fact that the Lppropriation
Act did nut include any special

language to override the provialea of theauthorizing law which provides that no State council shall receiie less thanS25,000.

IV.

lt is a well established rule of
statutory constuction that when the

language of a statute is clear and
unambiguous the statute most be held tomean what it plainly expresses (See Sutherland,

Statutory_ Construction, Vol. .2A,S sb.Ul). The courts have firmly embraced this principle which is commonly
referred to as the "plain meaning rile. "The meaning of the statute Must, inthe first instance, be sought in the

language in which the act is framed, andif that is plain, . . . the sole function of the courts is tu enforce itaccording to its terms." (Caminettk v. United States, 242 U.S. 410 (1917))

The meaning of section l04(f)(l) of the VEA 19 clear and unambiguous.
As indlc.i.ed supra, the Commissioner's application of the method of allocation
has been consistent and ,,ntinuous since

the statutory creation of the
councils, to wit, employing the basic formula with nu State receiving less
than $1,,000 ur more than $20U,000. In tte sole challenge to .the Cormissioner's
application of this provision, the Ceurt of Appeals fur thi.. D.C. Circuit
rendered a per curium opinion in favor ot the Commisactaler's uniform application
of the formula. (See State of Arkansan ei al.., v. Weinberger et O., U.S.D.C.
Civil Action No. 74-l92 ,--5f7/75).

In a dissimilar circumstance where the statutory language is found
ambiguous, a report of the appropriation

committee would constitute a valuable
source tbr determielng the intent of Congress. In such Instances, the
legislative intent as revealed by the committee report is highly persuasive
(see Sutherland, Statutory construction., vul. 2A, 4 46.0h). however, where
tbe terms of the statute ace unambiguous, the legislative intent must be
devised therefrom. This rule of Construction is especially relevant in this
instante because tne :anguage of the House Keport conflicts with the statutoly
language of the basic authorizing legislation.

In this connection, recent decisions of the Comptroller heneral indicate
that where Congress imposes restrictions or other qualifiers upon an appropriation
in tommittee reports, and not in the statute itself, the restriction, are not
legally binding on the administrative ager./ which administers the statute.

7
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Mr. lhomas McNa.ara - page '4

PAGE 32d

In LIV.luer.ohlace_Corp., 55 h.b. 30/ (1915), tne Couptr011yr Leneral

examined at qreat length ith own
derlslons and those of the Federal courts

in cases where the legislative history of an act clearly evidenced an intention

to allocate a given sus for a specitic purpose hut no directive to that eflect

Willi incorporated into thc act itsclt., It was noted that while there .are

strung practicol considerations
which sill m.-nerally lead an agency to heed

Longresh' wishes still respect to an
appropriations measure, ahseut the actual

Inclusion of a specific directive
in the legislation, a Federal agent/ is not

legally bound by those wishes. In the LTV decision this position 481, expressed

as follows:

". . a general proposition. tilt is 4 dIStinrtiOn to

be wade between utilizing
legislative history tor the purpose

oi illuminatiN, the intent underlying
langtot4e used in a -stotutp

and resorting to that history fur the purpose 01 writing into tne

law tnat which is not there.

In a subsequent decision, Ne,hpurt.i4eys
Shipbuildina And Dry boc.k.!:.q.,

C.U. P.11 (19/t0, the Lomptroller Leneral rearfirmed the LTV_k%rospac:e

decision, sgain balding that appropriation directives contained in committee

repOrtS oie got legally hindin1, upon the department ur agency concerned

utkless they are specitied in the apprupriatlun act_ ithell.

V.

thr Petetcoce'to .bove cited authurltie4 is not intended to Stirht

that the le4tslative history frontal uII'uI in House kept. fcJ. 95-I24o is

i,,material. The igltre of tallicatifn is by nu muans Ire. tu simply disre-

gard 4 directive in pertinent committee reports. /however, it MObt he

reLogolted that had Unogress desired to chn nge the Lommissioner's method of

allocation tu the councils, it merely, hao t4) insert the new directive in

the apprhpriatiun act. The statement chnt+ined in the comnittee rypurt

cannot, in ufr view. proviue a legal baqic to change the method ot allocation

required hy the autnoritio, legislation.

it is sor ol lot o; that thy tftatitry l..voaey 6hich

contains the aetlahl of al lot at ion in t AI) la the Vt.c.it 1.,nd
1%dlit4t1011 Art iS CIV4P esoamnlbo.Oh. Ponds MUst he distributed through

(he ..;oneral
with no stato, receiving less than $7),hho or ',etre

Lnan
Therefor,, in Ole 4hsente ot a prueislun ln the anthorieing
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PAGE 32e

Mr. Thomas McNamara page 5

or appropriation statute expressly requiring that no council receive less
than $100,000. the Utica- of Lducation ls not legally bound to alter its
snetiuni of allocation.

Frank Dell'Acqua

Deputy Assietant General Counsel
for hducation

hichar Rrustel.:

AttorneyAdviser

CC: Ur. Dan Uunham
Ur. Lharles buzzell
Ur. Leroy Gornelsen
Ma. Allta Ahlstrom
Mr. Darold Wis
Hr. uoug Sparks
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Mr, SMITH. Then do you have proposed language that if the
committee wanted to do it would overcome this without giving
more money to those that don't need more money?

Ms. BEEBE. Yes; we can provide that, Mr. Smith. e
Mr. SMITH. I would like to have that too.
Ms. BEEBE. We will provide that to you..
[The information follows:I

44.30 , 4.
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PROPOSED LANGUAGE FOR FY 1979 .

OPFICE OF EDUCATION

Occupational, Vocarional,and Adult Education

Appropriationc under thie head fon llecal year 1979 in the amount

of $8,073,000 fOr State advisory councils under eeotion 105 of the

Vecational Education Aot of 1963 shall be used, first, to provide a baaio

amount to each State eqwal to the amount it received in the previous

fiscal year (15,086,000), and secondly, to provide that eaoh State, and

the DiStriot of Columbia, Puerto Rioo, and the Virgin Islands ehaZZ not

receive less than 1200,000, that each of the American Samoa, Non, Trurt

Territory of the Pa'ifio Islands and the Northern Mariana Islands shal:

not receive lees than 191,116 (12,007,000).

PROPOSED LANGUAGE FOR FY 1980

Appropilation Estimate

Occupational, Vocational, and Adult Education'

For carrying out, to the extent not otherwise provided, section 523 of the

Education Amandments of 1976, the Vocational Education Actiof 1963, as amend.- and

the Adult Education Act,1$774,453,0001 8785,20400 of which $10,000,000 for Part B,

subpart 2 of the Vocational Educition Act shall remain available until expended:

Provided, That the amounts appropriated above shall become available for obligati,.n

on July 1, (19791 1980, and shall remain available until Septembee 30 (1980) 1981,

unless otherwise specified herain: Provided further, That not to exceed $112,317,000

shall be for carrying out part A, XUbpart 3 of the Vocational Education Act.

Providsd flalher, That 98,073,000 for Statcadvisory councils under section 205 of the

Vocational Education Act of 2963 shall be used, first, to provide a basic amunt to

each State equal to the amount it received in the previous fiscal year (45,086,000),

and secondly, to provide that eachStatt, and the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico,

amd the Virgin Islands shall not reoeive less than $100,000, that each of the

American Samoa, Guam, Trust crritory of the Fqcific &lands and the Northern Mariana

Wands shall not receive lase than $91,138 ($1,007,000).
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Mr. SMITH. I think we ought to communicate\with the authoriz-
ing committee and perhaps we can get their support if they have
not got an authoriztng bill out in time to put in language, even
though it.might be subject to point of order.

Mr. NATCHER. Without objection.
Ms. BEEBE. Be happy to do that.
Mr. &Ann:That is all, Mr. Chairman.

ADULT EDUCATION

Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Patten?
Mr. PATTEN. You- know I heard the Commissioner of Education

so loudly and clearly .a few years ago that the way to go in educa-
tion to help the unemployed was through adult education."So in my
area of Woodbridge Township I have 1,600 adult education. We had
ads in the papers and we are not the only one. Seton Hall was on
TV with advertispments.

-They lost 5 pel.cent of their enrollment due to the subsidizing of
State universities and in the crunch in 1975; they lost 5 percent
again in 1977,. and then they lost again in 1977 and they hired
recruiter. They had to have ads on TV. St. Johns and St. Peters in
Jersey City, have adult edUcation.

Now, let me ask you something: Of all of the ways we go to help
the unemployed, and I was a WPA Mayor, you know, I 'lived
through that. I have watched all of these programs come and go,
and I taught in vocational school seven years. In my town I had
8,000 who were not citizens, and easily 20 percent are illiterate.

They came from Puerto Rico, Santo Domingo. They came from
Haiti. They came from all over.

Now, from your experience, if you want to have a person quali-
fied to hold a job, is there any substitute for this vocation& train-
ing? Should you give them a shovel on WPA or send them it
raking leaves? Is there any substitute for our auto shop or elecLric
shop or paint shop where you get a qualified person and you give
them materials end train them to do something?

In our new vocational school in Piscataway we have computer
training; we have automatic data, you know, keeping up with the
times, and we have a new girls' vocational school. My county is
beautiful; our public supports it and our industries support it, and I
just feel you have done something to me here today.

I look at adult education and your budget cuts $10 million, just
when you had a real cheering for adult education. In my town, the
old school I went to has adult education.

There is no shortcut to making a doctor, there is no shortcut to
making a lawyer, there is no shortcut to making a skilled person
qualified.

My vocational evening schools are crowded to the brim. We
never gave them any money for facilities, really, to modernize my
own vocational school. They are crowded, they are jammed, you
see, and I don't know if any of you people have personal knowledge
of it. I think I am correctly stating it and I am a little disappoint-
ed. This is the best way to go and I find all kinds of cuts here.

Mr. CONTE. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. PATTEN. Yes.
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Mr. 6'0NTIC. You were not here when I asked some of these same
questions. He didn't do it, OMB did it.

Mr. PArrEN. I am not going to excuse him. If we are going to get
my people to work, there is no easy way. You can't just hand them
a shovel or a broom. I know what it takes to make an auto
electrical mechanic and I can put 500 to work in my State this
week. Nobody knows how to be an electrical auto mechanic.

But across the board my people feel they have been let down It
little bit in this. budget, and I don't want to be told that is the
trouble of OMB or anybody else. I am here to pass judgment and
my judgment is this is not where I want to see the money cut not
for adult education.

I remember the goals, I think it was Commissioner Mar land who
told us what the goals were for continuing education. We have the
jobs but our industries can't find people pained or qualified. Do
you know what th0 tell me in the copper-works what it costs them
to train a foreman? $20,000, for foreman training.

There is no shortcut. There is no easy way to these things. But of
all of the ways to go, without kidding anybody about how to get
people working, this is it. And I see the ads every Saturday and a
fellow wants a job arid I say, what can you do? -He came to -work
when he was 14 years old and pulled copper wire; he stayed there
until he was 46 and the plant closed down. He didn't even finish
eighth grade. He can do nothing. ,He can't even write a letter. He
Was a manual laborer in the plant.

I have five plants closed down, and the fellows in there who are
40 to 50 years old are going to be permanently unemployed until
they go to their graves unless we do something about it. That's my
judgment.

All of my industries say don't send anybody if they are over 35
unless they are high school graduates. The crowd that worked in
my plants which closed down worked there 30, 40 years; they are
left out, they are over 40 or 50. They are unemployable the rest of
their lives under our system, and that is where we have to hit.

We 1- ave to hit that hard group .of unemployed.
Your money is the best. I don't know how it works out there in

Iowa. They have the corn, but I know I have the industry; and they
want the help, they want ,e training and I just feel I have been
short-changed in that appropriation.

Now, that is my question, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. DUNHAM. May I respond to your question, Mr. Patten?
Mr. PATTEN. Please.
Dr. DUNHAM. What you have discussed with us is exactly what

we want to hearthat is, positive examples of our programs.
Let me try to answer the first question you asked very early in

your comments: I4 there anything better than the system we have
going in the vocational and adult education area?

My answer to that .is unequivocably no, it is the best system.
You mentioned the job matching problemall of these ads every

Sunday morning-2,500, 3,000 jobs. People are looking for work,and there is unemployment, particularly among young people. It's
a job matching problem.

Many of the people who want to apply for those jobs do not have
precisely the basic education needed to get them the jobs, such

1 8.3
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things as the ability to read, to write, to communicate, and to
compige, so they can fill out a job application, so they can make a
good representation of themselves, so they can get some experience,
so they can get a better job.

Another problem with all of those ads is .that they all want
people who have three or four years of experienCe. Our problem is
a structural problem of unenlployment for people who have never
worked before or have not worked in such a long time that they
cannot get in the front door.

The first question an employer asks, and you know this as an
employer yourself, Mr. Patten, is what have you done, what has
been your experience? .

We have to start with basic skills for adults through our adult
basic education programs. We also have to have an adult vocation-
al education link so that they can get retraining or upgrading for
another job. Or, they may have never been trained for any job at
all.

We need to link this to the CETA programs, so that vocational
and adult education programs in our public schools and in your
district, in the community colleges and your universities, become
the variable in whether or not those education and training pieces
of CETA can be, made.to get these people into education and into
jobs.

I think Om industrial training effort in New Jersey has brought
industry there and has improved industries and improved the
learning system by strengthening the education system since it
called on the education system to help prepare people for work.

I will not back away from your question about why t e amount
of money requested for adult education is lower.

The statistics tell us, ana it is absolutely a fa , at the State
and local effort for adult education has increased significantly in
the last tleree or four years.

Mr. PATTEN. Don't pull.that one on me.
Go ahead. I read that. I underlined that.
Dr. DUNHAM. All right. Let's talk about what the role of the

Federal Government is.
Mr. PATTEN. We had programs in my city, 23 rolling away. When

Nixon came and abolished the poverty program, my Mayor and the
Council continued on, all right; it was not that the city was able to
take Ahern, dyer. The city didn't take any of them over. .

I will name them for you, and now in my State, those projects
that were abandoned we tried to push, and as soon as the F'ederal
money ceased you were out and this includes vocational training
too, vocation/1 school money, and the State Legislature had them
cut right away. So you can't make a case that the States got active
because we are spending a few more dollars. You don't know what
it took to wake them up in New Jersey in the Legislature to go for
something.

We are proud of it and I don't follow your logic that because my
State is spending a few more dollars this is a good time for you to
cut the ground from under us. Because we expanded, we got the
increase you spoke of, awl now you say we are spending more
money.

I don't follow that logic.
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Dr. DUNHAM. WO, it's difficult to pick a given State and clearly
I should not pick the State of New Jersey as an example, 'given
what you have said about local and State money. If the money is
not there, it is not there: We are saying that.on the average across
this countryand this is the kind of information we have to ana-
lyze when we prepare budgetsthe Federal dollar is doing what it
was intended to do, that is, stimulate the locals and States in the
area of adult education and meet the needs of illiterate people to
give them the basir skills they need to get a job.

believe I can make any further comment on it than that.
I am most sensitive to your concern and I can assure you it will not
leave me when I leave here.

Mr. PATTEN. Well, good luck to you, but you are going to hear
froni me at these hearings 'in markups because I think this is the
way to go to save this country and get some of these people to
work.

There is no shortcut. This is the hard Way. *-

Dr. DUNHAM. We appreciate your personal interest and support
for our programs, Mr. Patten.

Mr. PATTEN. I am glad to hear you say if you want to make these
people able to do something you have to train them, you have to
give them experience. (".

D. DUNHAM. Absolutely; thank you.

COORDINATtON WITH CETA

Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Purseur
Mr. PURSELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The relationship with one agency to another has always been

puzzling to me, and we have had several discussions with regard to
your relationship with CETA.

Can you give us a quIck summary sketch of whdre we are in
relating with CETA programs and trying to target those particular
areas in a joint effort?

Dr. DUNHAM. I would be very happy to, Mr. Pursell.
You have heard some of this before, but I would like to bring youquickly up to date on where we are today. About a year ago

Secretaries Califano and Marshall. signed a memorandum of agree-
ment dealing with youth employment programs and education pro-grams.

That effort has resulted in the creation of two policy panels, onein HEW and one in the Department of Labor. The HEW panel has
already had one meeting and is preparing to meet with the DOL
group. Policy issues that these groups are going to be dealing with
are laid out in the memorandum of agreement that was signed ayear ago.

Now, as to some of the specific things we are doing within the
Department, especially within the Education Division of HEW. We
recently formed a task group represented by every unit within the
Education Division to work on a theme we are calling Education
and Work, also fncluding the youth unemployment section ofESEA.'

More importantly, Bob Taggart from the Department of 14,..bor
and I have agreed to jointly collaborate in three national projects

4"8.5
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.tO be jointly funded by some DOL and DHEW discretionary money
and are considering a fourth.

PILOT PROJECTS

Mr. PURSELL. Would these be pilot programs?
Dr. DUNHAM. Yes, sir.
Mr. PURSELL. What are the four?
Dr. DUNHAM. The four are as follows: The first is an incentive

program to establish models for the local CETA ecucation, connec-
tion.

Mr. PURSELL. Are those regional projects or aCross the country?
Dr. DUNHAM. We expect'to have enough money to fund about 20

projects. One of the criteria is that there will be at least one in
each of the ten OE regions; so it will be nationwide. The funds will

go through State education agencies and the requirement will be
that the plan -be jointly signed by a prime sponsor and a local
education agency.

Mr. PURSELL. Through the State Labor Departments?
Dr. DUNHAM. No; through the State Education Agency..
Mr. PURSELL. Thartnakes more sense to me. .-

Dr. DUNHAM. We have that issue agreed to with DOL at this
point with that first project. What will then happen, Congressman,
is that the results of these pilot projects will be disseminated and
hopefully replicated by turning them over maybe in 100 sites the
second year to demonstrate the linkages that are necessary for
successful agreements, such as coordination for academic or educa-
tion credit and exchanges of staff, in other words, a whole range of
issues.

There are some good examples today of these things happening.
We don't need to go out and create anything brand new; we are
simply trying to find the best practices already going on, sharpen
and shape them up, and then remodel them in other places. That is
the first project.

The second proje t will deal with new job entry alternatives for
handicapped, disacvantaged, unwed mothers, and limited English
speaking people. his is a project which OE will fund on the front
end to do the demiknstration and-development phase, maybe in five
or six sites, and t en-a-g-ood amount of DOL money will come
behind that through Youth Work Inc., an intermediary cooperation
to replicate them.

A third project is going to work on the attrition rate suffered in
predominantely minority postsecondary institutions. We will be
working through a summer program and then a school year pro-
gram to attempt to keep students in school, especially the fresh-
men and sophomore classes in such institutions. A work sabbatical
program would allow the person to leave school at the end or the
sophomore year and spend a full year in a job in the area of his
academic interest. For example, a degree person, Might be going
into construction technology for a year. With full matriculation
rights they come back to a school, to complete their baccalaureate
program, having had at least a year on a work sabbatical. We are
hoping that will entice people to finish school.
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A fourth project we are considering would try to develop some
linkages between those organizations that exist at the local level,
such as work-education consortiums, industry education labor Coun-
cils, local advisory councils, PTAs and other community interest
groups, to get them to work together.

Mr. PURSELL. Does that include elementary as well as secondary?
Dr. DUNHAM. Indeed, it will; the whole gamut of grades. Now,

this is all under the aegis of the Office of Education in HEW and is
a thrust which is one of the Commissioner's top priorities, called
Education and Work.

Mr. PURSELL. That will be funded through HEW in our budget
here in a line item as a separate proposal?

Dr. DUNHAM. No; the money we are putting into it is money
from our programs of national significance discretionary.

Mr. PURSELL. Discretionary funds?
Dr. DUNHAM. Same for DOL.
Mr. PURSELL. Do you have the written proposal at this time?
Dr. DUNHAM. Yes, sir; we have.
Mr. PURSELL. I would appreciate having it.
Dr. DUNHAM. We have a summary of the three projects, and I

will be happy to submit it for the record, if you wish.
Mr. PURSELL. OK.
[The information follows:]

4 8 7
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Page 53a

Education and Work Proposal

Realising the need to.;actively encourage understanding and cooperation between

prime sponsors and education agencies, the DePartments of Labor and Health,

Education and Welfarehave .ered into an agreement to cooperatively fund

several education and:work project.. These joint projects are designed to set

int xample for the type of collaboration that can take place between the prime

sponsor end the education agency at the local level. Replication and dissemi-

nation of successful trojects will also be major.part of this joint effort.

Presently, 3 initiatives will be funded:

Initiative I

The Office of EducatfOn/Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education and Depart-

ment of Labor/Office of Youth Programs have initiated a joint funding vnrUre

to encourage cooperation between Local Education Agencies and Prime Sponsors in

order to.assure the provision of education and training services for the CETA
eligible youth through the public education system. During Fiscal Year 1979 in

phase /, the flepartment of Laboevill provide funding to OR tOckeupper,t 10 to 20

projects for youth stressing the formation of linkages beiweee,tbeued4cation and

CITA systems. Phase II will replicate 3-5 successful project. funded from phase
/, specifically in urban and rural areas. Phase III will provide for diese@i-

'nation of the project results to encourage adoption or adaption of these projecto /

throughout the country.

Ini iativs II

The Office of Education will transfer funds to the Department of Labor, for in-

school exemplary programs, targeted at specific groups having special educational

training and job entry needs. Youthwork Inc., an intermediary corporation will
administer programs for the Deportment of Labor intended to find new ways to in-

volve the nation's schools in finding long-term, fulfilling and productive jobs

for young persons. Approximately 6 developmental projects will be funded initially,

serving tne following special populations: the handicapped, the hard-to-reach,

unwed mothers, dropouts, economically disadvantaged, and incarcerated youth. The

Office of Education, beeides funding the first phase projects will participate in

the establishment of the specific objectives of the program, the setting of the

criteria for funding, and the monitoring of funded projects. The Department of

Labor vill follow the developmental phase with substantial funding aimed at in-

stalling the most successful practices developed in phase I in several additional

sites in succeeding years.

Initiative III

This program,--a Summer Youth Program in Wcational Education--will be funded by

the Department of Labor and administered by the Office of Education/Bureau of

Occupational and Adult Education. Department of Labor Summer Y6uth Program (SYP)

funds will be used to fund this project from April 1, 1979 to June 30 1980. It

I. anticipated that other funding sources will be found to continue this program

through the azademic year.

The objective of this project will be to introduce economically and educationally

disadvantaged youth who lack job skills to an intensive remedial program offering
.n integrated vocational and academic experience that provides participants with

the basic skills, concept., and knowledge required for both success in postsecon-

dary studies and success in employment.

Program particiOants will be comprised of high school seniors, dropouts, and first

year postsecondary students. Four to six sites will receive funds to operate pro-

jects. The sites selected will consist of postsecondary institutions which have

traditionally served the socio-economically disadvantaged.

tRe,
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Mr. PURSELL. We have a university in my district, a relatively
small university, Eastern Mighican University that wants to devel-
op a technical college. It has been predominantly one of the best
known teacher colleges in the country, declining enrnIlments not-
withstanding, and they want to make a dimensional Afort into the
technical field. .

Are there people from your Department who wo-.1d be in a
position to help advise them and work with them in a cooperative
manner?

Dr. DUNHAM. Absolutely.
Mr. PURSELL. Could thmsolicit your support in helping set that

up and establish it?
Dr. DUNIAM. Yes, sir.
Mr. PURSELL. Are .there any grants or other financial opportuni-

ties to consider on a one-time basis? Is that something we might be
able to worieout with you if that haftome logic?

Dr. DUNHAM. It certainly would, and I would assume the logic is
there, particularly moving into the technical area in a four-year
'institution.

Mr. PuitsELL. Let me review it.
.Dr. DUNHAM. I would suggest the State Education Agency would

be the first place for them to talk to about some of their discretion-
ary funds, which are from us.

Mr. PURSELL. I will work with you afteAvards on that particular
problem.

Dr. DUNHAM. Fine.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Mr. PURsELL. My last general question is if you were to look at
.ihe various States competing for industry, some of the States like
tbe Carolinas have done very well in setting up joint vocational
technical planti built by industry and tied into the industrial cli-
Mate of that given region.

\Dr. DUNHAM. Yes.
Mr. PURSELL. If we were to pursue a national direction there in

terms of equity of funding, what is your overall viewpoint of that?
Dr. DUNHAM. As you have already pointed out, certain State

ventures such as in North and South Carolina, and Delaware are
encouraging industrial development and educational participation.
The Eastern border States and Southern States particularly are
leadership States in that area.

thirik it's a combination of funding with Federal funds used for
development to get some of these initiatives started.

Mr. PURSELy. But it includes private and corporate funding as
well?

Dr. DUNHAM. Yes; it does, and it in d State funding in large
amounts. Now, tying together the syste in North Carolina, for
example, to area vodational technical ins itutes, are part of the
industrial development that is immediately available to do short
term, high impact training for new industry coming in. This is a
feature of vocational education that not all States have yet.

189
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It's a tremendous capacity and one I think many more should
have. That's where we can make some impact in terms of providing
some leadership to strengthen vocational education to the point
where it can be responsive to industrial development needs. When
the State Chamberkof Commerce and the State economic develop-
ment and local economic development committees and councils
want to bring somebody in, they should know they have a ready
source to train manpower.

Mr. PURSELL. DO you see that as a better route than specific
funds?

Dr. DUNHAM. I happen to think it ought to be a collaborative,
State and Federal government effort.

Mr. PURSELL. Does the language in our bill encourage that?
Dr. DUNHAM. Yes; economic development is encouraged. I don't

suppose it's as strong as it could be, but we can drive it through
.t he linkage issue.

Mr. NEWELL. I would be interested in strengthening that.
Dr. DUNHAM. We will put that on our list of issues, sir.

--- Mr. PURSELL. All right.
Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

EFFECTIVENESS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Obey?..
Mr. OBEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to ask a couple of the same questions I asked latt

year.
As you know, there seems to be, at least in some quarters, the

idea that vocational education is not really one of the success
stories in this country, that it is vis-a-vis other education programs,
in plain English, if I can put it the same way I put it last year,
some people think vocational education is a dog.

Do you think it is?
Dr. DUNHAM. No, sir.
Mr. OBEY. What do you think? How would you compare vocation-

al education and the progress we have made in it with other
educational programs in the country?

Dr. DUNHAM. With general education or with any other kind of .
training programs?

Mr. OBEY. You name it.
Dr. DUNHAM. OK.
Mr. OBEY. How do you rate vocational education? Have we done

a good job? Are we doing a good job on it; are we doing a lousy job
on it; is it a strong program; is it a weak program, and what do you
have to back up your judgment on it?

Dr. DUNHAM. Let me give you my personal judgment and then I
will give you a few pieces of information for backup which I think
will support the contention that it's a good, strong nationwide
system aimed at preparing people for employability, with employ-
ment as one of its outcomes.

We have information from Project Baseline, and some of this is
not new to you, I am sure, Mr. Obey, that, for example, vocational
education graduates are employed at a higher rate than general
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education graduates. Thus, wheh the unemployment rate for youth
16 to 24 years of age wap 14 percent nationally, for vocational
education graduates it was about 111/2 percent. I think that is a
significant difference.

We have found in other studies that students who complete
vocational educattion obtain their first jobs more quickly; they hold
that job longer, and have briefer spells of unemployment. /-

We have found information that indicates that vocational educa-
tion is a motivator for those who complete the program or even .
have exposure to it for less than a full term.

In Ohi0 a cost-benefit study. indicated that: vocational education
is a worthwhile investment for inclividuals in society. In some,'
States we have information indicatinnhe ,tremetidous'value of the
Cooperative Work Exkrience Program, fOr exalnple.

In your own State there are 6,803 stutients involved in co-op. We
don't have a figure on how much they earn, but in a State some-

what near you, there are about 38,000 students enrolled in co-op
earning $65 million year. The taxes paid on that alone are
contributing to some degree to the support of vocational education.

Mr. OBEY. What I would like you to do is expand more on what
you think some of the achievements of vocational education have
been.
0-11/h DUNHAM. All rifht,- sir.

[T e information fo lows:1
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Achievements in Vocational Education
a

Several studies have been conducted which indicate the poaitive effecta of

vocational education on participants. Findings have included:

PAGE 61a

Placement Rates :
National Bata indicates that the placement rate of
vocational education students averages about 902 with 64%

in training-related fields. This coirelation With training

increases to 754% with post-secondary training.

Unemployment. Rates :
Project Baseline notes that the youth unemployment rate
for vocationally trained students is 11.52 as opposed to
the 14% national rate for all 16-24 year olds.

Obtaining Jobs :
According to Beatrice Reuben.' article, "Vocatin al Educa-
tions Performance and Potential" vocational st ents "obtain

their first jobs more quickly and, subsequen y, experience

fewer and ball-my-spells of unemployment the others with

a high school education."

Job Relation

Cost Benefits

Earnings

: In a situdy entitled "A Five-Year Followsup -4 Students
Enrolled in Post-Seondary Vocational-Technical-Transfer
Programs," the authors noted:that many non-completers also
found jobs related to their aborted training. In addition1

even those students not inittially obtaining jobs related

to rheir training often depart their first jobs and secure

others which are training-related. Thu., the authors

concluded that vocaticnial education is a moeivator which
encourages persistence in job hunting.

: A 1974 Ohio study examining the earnings potential of

.
vocational program graduates with respect to graduates
of other high school programa found that Hvocational educa-

tion in Ohio is a vorths4i1e invemtment for individuals and

for society." Of eighteen vocational programa studied, all

but two vere found to return benefits.to socity in excess
of resources expended on them.

: A Masaachusetts study crecrits vocatinnal high echoo:b Ofh

producing male graduates who outearn their non-vbcational
counterparta by $1,378 per year. It further states that

enrollee& in cooperative education programs, consisting pre-
dominantly of vocational students, earn a good deal of
additional money while in school. t

Continued Education: According to Project Baseline, approximately 26 percent of

secondary vocational education completers e tinued their

education at the pomtsecondary level in FN 1975.

Economic Develocrent: Data collected from several States indicatea the poaitive .

value of using vocational education to encnurage new industry.

For example, in South Caliplina,485 firms have been attracted
to.the State in the last 3 years. A total of 591%
jobs vere created for which vocational education p o=
grams did the training. In Oklahoma, 432 not firms have
evolved and vocational education has trained individuals

for 35,901 jobs.

N.. I
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Mr. OBEY. The reason I ask that cluestir is because it seems
surprising to me again thi§, year, as .1t did last year, that it that
program is regarded as highly by .you as it is, why this level of
funding?

BUDGET REQUEST

. .Let me ask, on page 151 of the budget justifications, who writes
this stuff?

.. Dr. DUNHAM. Several people contribute to it.
Mr. OBEY. Do you write it? Do you hatt- this cleared through

OMB before it comes up here?
Ms." /3EEBE. No, we do not. The budget justifications are written

in the Office of Education. .

Mr. OBEY I am talking about the same paragraph Mr. Patten
wat referring td earlier. Let me ask a question. Do you. find any-
thing particularly dramatic about the number 8?

Dr. DUNHAM. No, sir.
Mr.. OBEY. I do not either, and that is why I am trying to figure

out your statement that says that States have "dramatically in-
creased their expenditures for vocational education." My under-
standing ià that for 1977, the States have increased their spending
on vzcational, education by 8, percent. If you extract from that the
Admibistration's anticipated inflation rate, which is ,71 percent,
which everybody feels is underestimating the situatiOn for the
Year, and if you rectignize that States are contribUting a larger but
not the total share, that means overall spending for vocational
education will grow by a little less than 1 percent, or approximate-
ly 1 percent. In otHer.words, there will be no real growth in State
and Federal contributions in fact. Because of inflation there will be
a slight reductiou.

Dr. DUNHAM. Given thbse statistics; I think that is pretty close.

STATE CONTRIBUTIONS

Mr. OBEY. I am also intrigued by your position. You said on the
average that vocational education' is stimulating gtate .and. local
people to increase their investment in vocat:-n-: eduction. You
said that a few minutes ago. If you subtract Fk la. which spend
$33M2 f.,. every buck the Feds contribute, or York, ,tich
spends 14, or Massachusetts, which spends $16 ,vith the exeep-
tion of those states you have some pretty bleak numbers elsewhere
in the country. In fact, if you subtract the top 10 states, you start
getting down to a state like Indiana, which spends $1.73 per dollar,
or a State tace Kansas $3.40.

That does not seem to me to be a great effort. It seems to me
that a few States are skewing your average up, so therefore those
figures do not reflect what happens where most people live in the
country.

You indicate on page 156 that your fiscal 1980 budget policy will
be to provide, "The development, expansion ahd implementation of
innovative programs in urban areas and isolated rural areas."

When a staffer of mine talked to your shop and asked if that
person could explain what your specific plans were for develop-
ment in rural areas, my staffer could not get much of an explana-

4 1 3
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tion. What in fact in a concrete way do you have in mind .t6
"Implement innovative programs in rural areas"?., 1.

Dr. DUNHAM. Mr. Obey, we, first of all, have in mind getting
people who know a good deal more about. rural education and rural
problems than are currently represented on our staff to develop
independent.strategies which in the short terim.c.ould lead to ideas
such as mobile facilities, centralized facilities, trarigpartation prob-.
lems of rural youth, and economic development.

Mr. OBEY. If you could for the record, because I have to gef back
to the Budget Committee, just expantt fbr the record exactly. what
you are talking about so we are not just dealing with vague gener-
alities.

[The information follows:1

RURAL EDUCATION PRIORITY

Meeting the special vocational education needs.of students in rural ureas has

been designated as one of the prioities of the Bureau of Occupational and Adult
Education. As a priority, both national leadership and national discretionary money .

will be exerted to develop ttlechanisms and strategies to ensure better delivery of
vocational education programs in rural areas, as well as ensuring the relevancy of
such offerings. In additon to the activities that will be developed over the next year
at the Federal level for this population, several other efforts are already under way.%

For miample. the National Center- for Reserch in Vocational Education, in consor-
tium with the Wisconsin Vocational Studies Center, the Northern Michigan Univer-
sity Studies Center. the Far West Laboratory. and New Mexico State University, is
funding a "National Career Guidance Communication network for Rural and Small
Schools The National Communication network operawdj for 15 months, responding
to nearly 2.000 toll free calls and letter inquiries about current career guidance
programs and resource materials. Also 25.'452 volumes on rural planning and imple-
mentation were distributed. Field testing of these activities in ls schools showed
increased competencies for 50.0110 in the transition from school to work.

At the State level. 2 States are furthering efforts in rural guidance. Maine is
piloting an experience-hased career education program for adults expel anteing
either chronic unemployment or remedial academic needs in a rural setting. Proce-
dures will be to II) establish community resources suitable as learning sites for

udentc 121 teach students interviewing. planning. decision-making. and careeer
responsibility skills for their own learning and long-term vocational planning: (3)
meet regularly with students to plan. write, and carry through community projects:
and 14) run a three-day urban survival course geared especially for those who might
be unfamiliar with such a setting, but with career goals that would take them there

On the other hand. Alabama is directing its efforts at training counselors to
better meet the needs of their rural population through-,i 1 ) planning and evaluation
vocational guidance programs; 1'21 developing objectives. (3) reducing occupational
spxrole stereotyping. I I assisting girls and women in selecting careers: 15) under-
standing educational and vocational options: [(if placing students 1.11 jobs: 17' L'hallg
trig w(Jrk patterns of women: 0,1 using specialist from industry in counseling activi-
ties; and I 9 / assessing individual aptitudes. abilities ond achievements

rEDERAI. 'ti )1NG

Mr. Onto-. What percentage of' Federal spending does vocational
edUcation comprise today of' the total Federal budget? Isn't it in
fact .1:1 of I percent?

Dr. Dt.N HAM. Of the total Federal budget? I do not have that
figure. I would be happy to submit it fin. t he record.

IThe information follows:I

4 til(Un (jS ii prf, 00/fliir trI" I hi' Mit' /Ur 14:0 %VW

pal 19711 tlit.t1 S is.;.-0.1,.'.111}(1.0101
thin-it%
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Fiscal year 1979 total vocational educa-
tion budget authoi ity.

Vocational education as a percentage of
the total U.S. budget authority.

Fiscal year total U.S. outlaYs (estimate)...
Fiscal year total vocational education

outlays (estimate).
Vocational education as a percentage of

total U.S. outlays.

U81,614,157).

0.12 percent.

$493.;Hi8,000,000.
$714,314,000.

0.14 percent.

Mr. OBEY. I am after total Federal spending..
Isn't it true in fact that as a percentage of total Federal expendi-

, tures, expenditures for vocational education have been, donsistently
declining since 1974?

Dr, DUNHAM. That is correct.

JOB TRAINING FUNDING

Mr. OBEY. What percentage of Federal spnding for job training. . programs, for employment and training programs ck)es vocational
education comprise? Isn't it about 5 percent?

Dr. DUNHAM. I do not know that figure.
Mr. Ony. In 197 my figures indicate that it was approximately

18.8 percent and.that today it is about 5 percent.
Dr. DUNHAM. Of the employment and training programs?
Mr. OBEY. Yes. We are spending about $12.8 billion on training

and employment in this country. You have $642 million in your s,
budget.

Dr. DUNHAM. Oh, I see what you are saying.
Mr. OBEY. I. am cutious about that because it costs on an average

$8,400 ti- put one person to work under CETA, yet our total contri-
hut:on for vocational education is only about $308 per student.

Dr. DUNHAM. That is correct.
Mr. OBEY. Are we getting a better buy from CETA than from

vocational education?
Dr. DUNHAM. No, to the contrary, but I would point out the

remainder of that expenditure for vocational education is not show-
ing up in your figures because- it is the State and local share.

Mr. OBEY. I understand that, but we have. Proposition 13, which
is principally concerned about property taxes. This does not get up
in that area very much.

VO('ATIONAI, EDUCATION PERCENTAGES

Isn't vocational education only 5.3 percent of the total Federal
spending for education programs?

Dr. DUNHAM. I have 5.6 percent.
Mr. OBEY. That is down from 9.1 in 1974?
Dr. DUNHAM. That is correct.
Mr. OBEY. What is the percentage of people, did you say, gradu-

ated from vocational education courses and are employed?
Dr. DUNHAM. Of those available for placement, which takes all

those going to college and armed services, we are running about 90
percent, and 60 or 70 percent of- those are being placed in jobs
specifically related to their training.

Mr. OBEY. I would just like to comment that I think those figurts
show that there is not, number one, the dramatic increase in State

= 4
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spending for vocational eçiucation that your justifications refer -to,

at least certainly not in t e last two years, so that means we have
a no-growth policy for ocational education. In fact, vocational
education, in my judgrn t, and evidently in yours tao, is a lot
better deal for the country than perhaps programs like CETA, and

yet we are declining in our effort to push that program, which I do

not think makes much sense if we want to be competitive in the,
. world.

It setms .to me we need to have a lot more investment in scientif-

ic and technological research and also a grc ''er investment in
people if we are to have a skilled workforce which is going to
compete internationally, help the balance-of-payments, problems

and everything else in society. Under those circumstances I would
suggest that the budget OMB has allowed you to present is a little
shortsighted.

NEEDS IN URBAN AREAS

Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Roybal.
Mr. ROYBAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. der Progranis for

National Significance you state that one program will focus on
special needs of vocational education in urban areas. Since the
overwhelming majority of people live in the urban areas, why is it
necessary to target such a program?

Dr. DUNHAM. With $ e funds available under the Programa of
National Significance, think it is absolutely essential to target
money on this urban-rura problem..

We have tried to group the urban-rural issue under those/ 8
priorities we talked about earlier. We think we have to get more
clout into these projects if we are going to get something out of

them that the cities can use without great continuing Federal

investment. . .. ,.

Mr. ROYBAL. How much money would be allocated?
Dr. DUNHAM. It depends. We have a 'figure proposed of $10

million for Programs of National SignificanCe. We need to keep in
mind that about $8 million ,of that is committed for continuing
obligations required in the law. The National Center for Research
in Vocationel Education absorbs approximately $5 million of that
ten, and at a lianimum, we mui,t -spend $3 million for our joint
effort with the Department of Labor for the National Occupational
Information Coordinating CoMmitte./With the resulting $2 million
of that it is my intention to spend half on the urban issue.

Mr. ROYBAL. That will be $5 niillion spent on the urban issue?
Dr. DUNHAM. No, sir, half of,the balance. I am sorry I did not

make it clew-.
Mr. ROYBAL. Half of the balance 'It'd be spent for that?
Dr. DUNHAM. Yes,

EQUITY IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr. ROYBAL. Again under Programs of National Significance, you
have one stressing equity and equality. How does this duplicate or
complement your State grant programs that are focusing in the
same area?

Dr. DUNHAM. Do you want to talk about that, Dr. Hjelm?

44413 0 74 33
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Dr. IliELM. The $2 million that Dr. Dunham was talking about
will foqus on projects dealing with the CETA education issue, then
with the urban issue and then mith the equity issue. We have a
number of projects ongoing now that these would build on, for wehave very limited dollars. -

br. DUNHAM. Part of the equity-equality issue is the sex equity
issue that is also vested by the law with the states. It is just onepiece of the total issue. Access, equality, equitability, getting into
programs and being evenhandedly treated in those programs go
well beyond the sex-equity issue.

We also want to address that with efforts on civil rights issues.
We have new guidelines in the press, as you know, on civil rights
issues in vocational education. We believe that it is important totake a look at things that go beyond the equity issue with respect
to sex and look at-the other factors limiting accessibility, of free-dom to get into and out of programs, improved instruction and
materials and teacher education.

Mr. ROYBAL. How much money is being allocated to this?
Dr. DUNHAM. I possibly overstated the one on urban needs. We

will have for those three approximately $2 million total. I can tellyou that there will be for thStiCETA, approximately $1 million ofthe $2 million, and .for the urBan, approximately $500,000, and for
the equity and equality, $500,000.

Mr. ROYBAL. SO Nou have five projects and you have an addition-al $2 million. Everything seems to be coming out of that $2 million.
Dr. DUNHAM. That is correct. For issues of national significance.
Mr. ROYBAL. Which means not too much money is being allo-

cated for any specific purpose?
Ms. BEEBE. Mr. Roybal, Ifthink there is a little confusion. Forthis particular aspect of the program the budget request is $7million. A major part of that is the continuation of a center atOhio State which is funded at approximately $5 million. The centercarries on a number of research and development activities as partpf its program which overlap.
The urban and the sex equity issues are two of the three issueswhich we would be addressing independent of the ongoing effort forthe Ohio center. BLit the Ohio center has an integrated programwhich directs many aspects of the vocational education program.Perhaps, Dr. Hjelm, youcould list the 5 or 6 major areas that theOhio center would be working on.
Dr. HJELM. The 6 that are legislated deal with applied researchand development activities. A number of these are decided by thecerqer itself,through its advisory council and a number are direct-ed by us for them. They also have an information clearinghousesytem which supports the whole program improvement system inthe States. They also conduct "a number of planning and policystudies that will feed information to the State and to the nationalk.kiel on what the needs in vocational education are.'They have some themes that cut across all their efforts; such asdirssemination, training policy studies, and sex equity.
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REDUCTION IN POSITIONS

Mr. ROYBAL. I also tee that Sfou are losing 15 positions under the
national significance program. In whatareas will these positions be
taken from, and what impact will the loss of these positions have
on the program areas?'

Ms. BEEBE. Mr. Roybal, as you know, our total position request
for the Office of Education is a net reduction from last year. We
are trying to respond to the governmentwide ceiling which reduces
the number qf positions back to 1977 levels and to a request from
the Senate Appropriations Committee which asked us to make a
major reallocation of positions for all OE programs.

So given those two themes, we have reallocated a significant
number of positions throughout the Office of Education, reflecting
both an overall reduction and new programmatic thrusts, including
the initiation of 5 or 6 new programs. Vocational education is just
one of a number of areas in OE that will be having mductions in
current positions.

BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

Mr. ROYBAL I have more questions on this particular subject but
I will not ask them at the moment because I would like to go into
something else.

applied for funding this year?
Under your bilingual educati7 training, how many programs

Dr. HJELM. I can give you the number of applications that came
in for that particular program. I think it was about 50 or 60

applications. I am sorry, it was 86.
Mr. ROYBAL. Can you list the 'programs that were not funded in

'the order of preference and the alnount of money that was request-
ed by each?

Dr. HJELM. We could provide theç for the record.
[The information follows:]
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Applications Not Funded Under the*Bilingual
Vocational Training Program

Under the $2.8 million
currently appropriated for bilingual vocational training,10 projects have been funded for Fiscal Year 1979 to serve approximately 637 par-ticipants. In addition, 65 more wplications were received but not funded. These

applications, by rank order, language, number of trainees served, and fundsrequested are:

Rank State Language of Trainees Number of Trainees Funds Requested

11

12

13
14

15

46

NY
OR
CA
IL
CA
CA

,

Spanish
Spanish
Spanish
Spanish ,
Spanish'. ISpanish

30

25

45
BO

54

40

\ $ 1%162
133,240
143,061
1164,763

137,63517 NY Spanish 125 130,24818 TX Spanish SO 136V0019 SD Indian 30 142,t9820 TX Spanish 32 116,73421 NY Spanish 200 146,80822 TX Spanish 120 130,04523 FL Haitian Creole 96 130,00024 MD Spanish 60 120,92525 VA Viitnamese 118 121,92826 WY Spanish 55 l 110,11027 NY Spanish, French 50 135,00028 IL Spanish 30 128,81929 NY Spanish 100 171,82230 NY Spanish 100
I 118,29631 OH Spanish 60
1 165,01432 me French 100 129,50033 CA Chinese 80 338,89034 CA Spanish 100 129,92335 TX Spanish 50 154,59436 MA Spanish 50 130,00037 UT Indian ) 60 116,43538 IL Spanish, Korean 80 128,76939 CA Spanish, Asian 40 122,86440 HI Asian 25 78,02341 PA Spanish 25 140,95642 MA Spanish 16 144,86343 NY Spanish 40 73,97244 AK Eskimo 71 304,80145 NY Spanish 75 129,40646 PA Chinese 16 164,44847 CA Spanish 25 134,89048 CA Spanish 20 169,45249 MA Chinese 40 128,63650 NJ Portusegf 170 181,48051 RI PortugOge 15 104,262
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PACS 78b

Rank State LangUage of Trainees Number of Trainees Funds Requested

es

52 NJ SpAnish, Portugese 50 $ 105,051

53 NM Spanish
75 127,645

54 TX Spanish' ' 30 125,202

55 IL Spanish 120 147,330

56 TN Indochinese.
50 206,518

57 KB k
French

40 82,857

58 CA Spapph 40 132,192

59 CT SOrish 30 86,848

60 CA Spanish 100 202,707

.61 SD

V

Inean 100 132,478

62 CA Spanish
40 104,800

63 NY Spanish
80 72,703

64 NJ Spanish
36 148,250

5 CA Spanish
200 73,624

DC Spanish
50 130,000

6 UT Spanish
80 162,630

68 AK Indian
60 218,726

69 OK Indian 15 143,000

70 CA Spanish, Chinese
Vietnamese 100 455,177

'71 DC Spanish
150 64,123

72 MA Spanishs Portugese 18 132,739

73 NY Spanish 80 475,785

74 CA Asian
120 13,020

75 AZ Spanish
15 30,000

Total not funded: 4,327 $9,473,469
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Mr. ROYBAL. How successful has the bilingual education training
been? For example, I know the program: it UCLA has a bilingual
dental assistant training program. How successful has this pro-
gram been, not only in training, but in plaeing individtals?

Dr. HJELM. Our experience has been that the placement rate has
been very high. In many of the programs the placement rate is 90
to 95 percent. So..it is very good.

TRENDS IN ILLITERACY

Mr. ROYBAL. I am glad to hear that the program is 'working at
UCLA.

)

One other thing. We keep reading 'about functional illiteracy in
the adult population. Has the adult'. education program conducted
any studies to determitie if an increase or decrease has occurred in
functional illiteracy among our population?

Mn. DELKER. The program conducted a study released in 1975
that gives us the ,first reliable measure of what the functional
illiteracy problem is in this country. We have.. not repeated that
study, and perhaps in the future we will be able to re-examine the
illiteracy rates through the reseach authority for the National
Institute of Education. But there are no current plans to repeat
that study in fiscal year 1980.

TRENDS IN BILINGUAL TRAINING

Mr. ROYBAL. It is estimated from 1975 to the present anywhere
between five and nine million non-English-speaking people have
remained in the United States. I hm 'not sure that those figures are
correct, but no one has made a study, so they are just as correct asany other figures that you may hear anyplace else. What I amgetting at is, what effect does this have in the program as a whole?

Mr. DELKER. Approximately 30 percent of those monies under theState grant program go into classes for English as a second lan-
guage. In your State it is even higher because of the heavy English-
as-second-language population. About SO percent of the Federal
monies go into those programs in California.

Mr. ROYBAL. In my State it would be Spanish while in otherStates it would be other languages spoken in Europe.
Mr. DELKER. That is correct.
Mr. ROYBAL. Because the people coming in are not only from thishemisphere, but from all over the world, and the President is also

permitling others to be coming in in large numbers, which I thinkwill be part of a future problem if not part of the problem today,and I think vocational education is most important. Particularly ifa bilingual program is part of that training. Without it, I do snotthink we can get anyplace.
I agree with the statement that you made, Mr. Commissioner,

that adult vocational training is most important and that it issuccessful. As I see it-1 talk only about what I notice in Califor-n;awe can point to a success every day. If it is the same waythroughout the country. I think any money spent in this programis well spent.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

5.0J
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COORDINATION WITH CETA

Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Early:
Mr. EARLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Funds for vocational education are targeted as one of otir nationl

al priority concerns. Within this area an additional concern is
linkage between CETA and other governmental programs which
assist perspns who need -training to contribute to the economy. In a

large city in my district, under the Skill Training and Improve-

-ment Program run -by the Worcester Manpower Consortium 40

CETA persons began receiving, in January of 11)79, intensive train-

ing in the electronic computer technician field and 22 in the ma-

chinist field.
In August an additional 20 individuals will be enrolled in the

computer course and 20 in the machinist course. Following Mr.

Purse ll's question, how does the vocational education program
focus its employment training program with the CETA program?

Dr. DUNHAM. I-Would not be able to speak specifically to the sites

you have pointed out, but our collaborative effort with DOL is to'
foster exactly what you are talking about there to see that the
training is done in vocational education facilities for CETA-eligible

clientele. The relationship between the prime sponsor and the local..

education agency is one whereby the prime sponser can collaborate
with the LEA to provide education and training.

Again, I could not speak to the specific kinds of coordination and
linkages they might have in your city, but in general we expect
that the local director of vocational education training, programs
will be designing a program at the local level that will bring the
CETA client into the school system rather than creating a separate
training system someplace else, or it could also be connected with a

private educational agency.
Mr. EARLY. I think th ,.. lack of a linkage bet.ween vocational

edixation. and the CETA progra.11 could be a problem. That is what

I want to eliminate. You have some things you say you are going to

do in this area. I would like to know what you are actually going to

do.
Dr. Dimaimo. Let me give you the Hg picture and then I will get

to 'the specifics. First.. State plans for vocational educati,n must
indicate how the prime sponsors and the State education agencies

are collaborating in terms of these linkages to be carried out at the
local level. Second, thi other major national requirement that will

drive these linkages iF che National Occupational Information Co-
ordinating Committec, which gives us supply-and-demand data to
be used by both the labor and education domains, the planners
from both sides.

Given that for state and national collaboration, we are also

trying to find out at the local level the best thirvls that are happen-
ing out there now. We can give some citations, and r c...rhaps yours

would. be one:where the 22 percent money under one of the subti-
tles of the Youth Employment Development Projects Act to go to
State agencies is not 22 percent but 100 percent. All of the funds

are being used in Prince George's County through the eduration
system. We want to know what is happening that is causing them

'AU
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to turn the entire education and training program over to the
school system.

LANGUAGE BARRIERS
Mr. EARLY. Mr. Roybal has brought up the bilingual problem.

CETA has well-intended goals, but I do not know how you expect%CETg to train an Hispanic if he cannot read and speak English.
How are you going to-assiSt more people, Hispanics and others, in
entering the workforce?

Dr. DUNHAM. Let's go back just a little bit. The Youth Employ-
ment Developmental Projects Act was, again, levering on employ-
ment, not on education and training. /

Mr. EARLY. How can an individual who cannot speak English gointo a temporary or permanent job?
Dr. DUNHAM. I am not arguing that point. I am just saying

CETA and YEDPA are employment oriented and education has not
been a major part of it. Precisely what you are asking is, what does
educatipn have to offer? And this is: baSic skills, career orientationand vocational training tbro h the public and in some casesthrough the proprietary syste . To get specific with you, all I cansay is that the basic skills nee of a CETA client can be addressed
through the public schools and vocational education. The employ-ment aspect of getting that person a job and supporting that job is
a function of the Department of Labor.

PROGRAMS OF NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE

Mr. EARLY. I am sure they can be. What I am. saying is that they
are not being addressed. We are getting more impressive Statisticseach year and, less results. Among your Programs of National
Significance, of 3 major projects, one project is designed to upgradeand strengthen vocational education to effectively utilize CETA
resources. What are the consequences of the continued reduction infunding for Programs of National Significance in vocational educa-tionat the $10 million versus the full 5 percent or 29 percent ascalled for in Public Law 94-482?

Dr. DUNHAM. The consequences are that we will be able to fund3 projects instead of 10.
Mr. EARLY. You are going from $29 million to $10 million andyou are telling me that you will do ten projects rather than three?
DT. DUNHAM. Ten under $29 million.
Mr..EAttcs. Are you going to do those ten effectively'?
Dr. DUNHAM. Yes, sir.
Mr. EARLY. With less money?
Dr. DIJVHAM. No, sir. That was not the question that was stated.If I had Wore money, I would do more projects in other prioritiesand would increase the emphasis on the three that are there.Mr. EARLY. In this specific budget you have reduced funding forPrograms of:National Significance from the 5 percent called for inthe lawfrom $29 million to only $10 million, and you say you aregoing to do more with the $10 million.
Dr. DUNHAM. No, sir, I can only do so much with $10 million.Five million is dedicated to the National Center and $3 million toNOICC. The remaining $2 million will fund three other projects.There are five others that are on my agenda which I would do ifthere were additional funds.

.-A"- T../ /3
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Mr. EARLY. So you are really going to do less?
Dr. DUNHAM. Absolutely.

. Dr. HJELM. Basically, what happens is our fundiig for the Na-
tional Occupational Information Coordinating Committee goes from
$5 million to $3 million. The law says we shall, support it from
between $3 and $5 million. Funding for the center remains level.

We would fund no new graduate fellowships, no new certification
fellowships and no curriculum coordinating centers.

Mr. EARLY. So you are going to do less in linkage.= the naticinal
signifiance-type projects? %.

MS. BEEBE. Vocational education is not responsible for making
the linkages with CETA. That responsibility resides primarily with
the prime sponsors in the local communities that offer the CETA

program. However, we are well aware that the prime sponsors
have not had the experience in making the connections with the
school programs so that the CETA participants can get the neces-
sary basic education skills they need to balance off with their
vocational training.

We have in a different pait of this budget a proposal to initiate a
new program, cOled youth employment. The principal aim is to
develop procedures and. mechanisms to assist prime sponsors in
making those important connections with the public schOols and
with the state departments of education so that these two pro-
grams will work at the local level where the responsibility to work
smoothly resides.

In addition, within the vocational education appropriation there
are several programs that also assist in that. We have funds for
State planning for vocational education and for the NOICC project.
So that while we do not have an answer to your question, we know
there, won't be easy connections at the local level. We are aware of
the problem and we are directing resources to try to find out how

most effectively the connections can be made.
Mr. EARLY. That is my reservation. We provide funds, yet we still

do not have a linkage. The vocational education program, STIP, as
you know, is one of the best programs I thought you had, and what
do you do? You eliminated it in this budget. There is a program
that is working. Tell me how, Commissioner, I can go back to my
constituency and tell them that we are discontinuing the program
that worked, the one that took the Hispanics and underprivileged
and gave them jobs. .

Dr. DUNHAM. You are speaking specifically of the STIP.pregram?
Mr. EARLY. Yes, I am.
Dr. DUNHAM. I cannot answer that question, since it is not My

program.
EAS OF LABOR SHORTAGES

Mr. EARLY. Is the vocational education community aW attempt-
ing to personnel in the electronic and computer fields which
are experiencing acute laboi shortages?

Dr. DUNHAM. Yes.
Mr. EARLY. Are there funds in this budget to do that? Is there

money that is going to allow an Hispanic with i language problem
train for that and, ai the same time, learn how to speak and read
English so that after the training he might go into a full-time job?

.11
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Dr. DUNHAM. Absolutely.
Mr. EARLY. An adequate amount, in your,opinion?
Ms. BEEBE. It is a local choice. The state and local agencies, riot

the Federal Government, make the decision as to what training
will occur under vocational education. As each state in its planning
determines the amount it needs based on employment trends, then
the funds will be directed aecordingly.

STATES ABILITY TO ABSORB REDUCTIONS

Mr. EARLY. My final question within my 10 minutes: Commis-
sioner; it is great that the Federal Government starts a program
and turns it over to the States. But you say that the States are
going to absorb more. You are talking about the underprivileged
and the needy. Isn't it trtre that the States that do not have a
surplus are going to be able to absorb much less? The rich are
getting richer;4the poor are gettnig poorer.

Dr. DUNHAM. What you have justdescribed is precisely a func-
tion or the way funds are given to States brough our current
formula. I am pressing for new legislation co aining a differentiat-
ed formula which would not allow the rich to get richer but can
drive funds to the kinds of things you are intrerested in.

What the State does is something that We do have some authori-
ty over and control with respect to the State planning. For exam-
ple, States must spend 20 percent of their basic grant funds for
programs for disadvantaged persons. You know all these factors.
What they do with these funds, specifically, we have very little
control over. But that is the kind of dollar that can be used in the
vocational education shop, classroom or laboratory to help that
child who might not be able to read, write or compute, to achieve
success in vocational programs. So, in answer to you, the money is
there and it is aimed at doing exactly that, given the State plan,
and the State and local implementation to carry it out.

I also want to put on the record, if I may, more infbrmation
regarding the 5 percent which has had quite a bit of discussion. We
did, for FY 1979 request that program at the 5 percent level. There
was Congressional action' subsequent to that which reduced that
figure through point of order language. That is why it is back in at
that same reduced level.

STATISM'S

Mr. EARLY. May I make one comment?
Mr. NATCHER. Go ahead, Mr. Early.
Mr. EARLY. Commissioner, I get disillusioned with so many

people with statistics. You said 90 percent of your people go in and
get jobs, or go right into jobs. That is because in vocational educa-
tion you are still very restrictive in who you hire. 11 you went to
the real disadvantaged, for example, the Hispanic who could not
speak English, and gave them the ,opportunity to go to school, the
statistics might be much less impressive but it would probably be
much more productive.
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TA RG gm NG FEDERAL FUNDS

Mr. NATCHER. Dr. Dunham, do you believe that the current law
should be changed to target all of the basic State grant funds on
the disadvantaged, handicapped and postsecondary students in-

stead of the present 45 percent? How do you feel about it?
Dr. DUNHAM. Mr. Chairtran, we are looking at that -issue right

now. I can give you my personal opinion without the benefit of
further study that no, I do not believe that all of it should be
targeted at special populations. Like the comment Mrt, Early made
about the rich getting richer and the poor getting Poorer, some
States need Federal assistance tor basic services. I think some-
where in the middle of the issue is where we are going to come out.

Ms. BEEBE. Mr. Nalcher, one of our evaluation studies indicated
that the vocational zucation program was very significant in di-
recting Federal resources to the d.sadvantaged and the handi-
capped. This has been an area where State funding has not been as
readily forthcomirig as other areas, so we feel Federal resources are
very important in serving disadvantaged and handicapped people.

HANDICAPPED

Mr. NATCHER. In what wail-ave. Federal funds improved oppor-
tunities for vocational education for handicapped students?

Dr. DUNHAM. Our enrollment figures are up, which suggest the
double impact of the handicapped set-aiide, and that handicapped
children are being identified and accessing programs. We have had
major efforts in the curriculum modification area coming through
our National Center as well as through the atirriculum networks.

I cannot give ydu specifics on placement:. Nueuld be happy to
submit that for the record. The increase in enrollment is a function
of both the availability of vocational education programs and a
positive response to Section 504. With the special education pro-
gram, we have strongly urged that vocational education of the
handicapped :, dot solely a function or responsibility of vocational
education akme. At the State level, with respect to matching funds,
State education agency funds for handicapped targeted to that area
ought to be used to match those excess costs of vocational educa-
tion. This has opened some doors. It is going to work, and we have
more handicapped people in the gograms.

Again, I would be happy to silbmit the information we have,
which will be not too deep, I am afraid, this early before our
accountability report on the placement iecord.

[The information followsd

PLACEMENT FOR HANDICAPPED STUDENT14

Data for fiscal year 1977 indicate that 344,041 students of vocational education, or
al percent of total vocational education enrollments, were identified as handi.
capped. Of these, 29.171 completed vocational education programs and,were availa-
ble for employment, with 25,144 placed or 86.19 percent.

MS. BEEBE. Mr. Natcher, you will later on be hearing testimony
from Dr. Martin. Under our education for the handicapped request
we have a small program which is developing model projects for
the handicapped particularly at the post-secondary level. These
models, as they are developed and proven effective, will be used by
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the State ahd local agendies with vocational funding for these
students- with special needs. Thus, we ate working not only on
providing.service money through our vocational funds, but we are
also working in the education for the handicapped to develop effec-
tive ways.

Beginning with the fiscal year 10980 budget request, for the first
time we will be expanding eligibility for State grant funding under
the Education for All Handicapped Students Act for students from
18 to 21 who until now have not been eligible for funding, so we
feel more funds will be driven.

Mr. NATCHER) What percentage of vocational edu6ation enroll-
, ment involves handicapped studerits?

Mr. Duptiimbi. I have to do a quick calculation. It is just about 2
percent.

Mr. NATCHER. Has this percentage changed at all in the last six
years?

Dr. DuNiimst. No.
Mr. NATCHER. Are the State* at-ild- local agencies reluctant to

enroll more handicapped youth in vocational education because of
the-higher average costs? Is this one of the reasons?

Dr. DUNHAM. States seem to be having trouble, Mr. Natcher, in
matching the excess costs for vocational education for handicapped.
Under previous regulations and law, we were able to pay half the
costs of the total program. Now the new regulations require the

'States to match only the excess costs of vocational education with
Federal money. That has caused a problem.Although enrollments
for handicapped have increased, the percentage has remained rela-
tively constant.

Mr. NATCHER. As far as the future is concerned, do you :.ee an
increase?

Dr. 'DUNHAM. Yes, I really do. I think one of the problems is
getting a count on handicapped. But I think we are solving*those
problems. We are using the same critpria for identifying 'handi-
capped in special education and vocational education. I think that
is making some difference. The numbers will continue to grow,
with more curriculum development and teacher education. We
have, for ,example, Mr. Natcher, on college campuses todayI
think in about 20 casespeople in the teacher education area,
dealihg with the training of vocational education teachers and how
to deal with handicapped students in the classroom. That has been
going on for 5 years.

That is going to make a good bit of difference.
POST-SECONDARY PROJECTS

Mr. NATCHER. Give us a few examples of post-secondary vocation-
al projects which have been funded in part with federal funds.

Mr. DUNHAM. Post-secondary projects?
Mr. NATCHKR. Yes, vocational post-secondary projects.
Mr. HJELM. We.haik a number that dealt with developtng in-

structional materials and curriculum materials with some of the
new emerging occupations. A number tend to be at community
college level. There have been a number of these in which the
federal funds have developed instructional materials and they have



been quite widely utilized throughoat the community college,

system.
PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT

Mr. NATCHER. You are requesting $112.3 million for program
ithprovement and supportive services. I believe that is the same
ninount as last year?

br. DUNHAM. That is correct.
Mr. NATCHER. Generally, lidw do 'the States use these funds?
Dr. DUNHAM. Generally they are using it in the areas provided

in the law such as curriculum development, research exemplary
projects, sex-equity, guidance and counseling and personnel devel-
opment. Twenty percent of that $112 million must be set aside by
the state for guidance and counseling. We are finding the curricu=
lum effort probably to be the most significant area of improvement
with the use of those funds by the States.

In terms of new high-quality curriculum, it represents advancing
technology. Teacher personnel deveropment programs probably
come in second, then the guidance and counseling and the research
and development.

Mr. NATCHER. For the record, insert a few good examples of these
program improvement projects.

[The .information follows.]

STATE PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS

The mandate to mainstream the handicapped into vocational programs is a con-
cern to all teachers and administrators. "Another Step Forward" was written by
vocational and special educators at the University of Florida to help teachers better
work with physically and metally handicapped students. This series of five pam-
phlets is. deskgned to inform the reader about current mainstreaming legislation,

ways to maintain a barrier-free environment, characteristics of various handicap-
ping conditions, and evaluation and job placement of the handicapped student.

"Expanding Career Horizons" is a mixed-media vocational curriculum package

developed by the Illinois Office of Education which creates awareness of and helps
eliminate both male and female sex role stenotyping. Employing ja variety of
teaching methods, it can be used at either the secondary or postsecondary level. The
package has been designed to help practitioners meet the requirements of Title IX
and the Educational Amendments of 1976 by helping students open their thinking
to consider any occupational field, traditional or nontraditional.

Planning and evaluation are central to program improvement. "Cost Effective-
ness/Benefit Analysis of' Postsecondary Vocational Programs" was developed under
the cponsorship of the Indiana State Board of Vocational and Technical Education

to help administrators plan, conduct, and implement the resultz of a cost-effective-
ness/benefit analysis for their specific local programs. It incorporates program
objectives, target goal statements and a program cost analysis scheme, and praduces
three kinds of kinds of cost-effectiveness/benefit measures for secondary 9r postsec-
ondary program evaluation.

There is also considerable developmental work undertaken in areas of competen-
cy/performance-based instruction. Much of this work is occupation-specific such as
nursing assistant (West Virginia), machine trades (Indiana), r.nd legal secretary
(New Jersey). Wisconsin funded a project to articulate competencies developed in
high school business occupations programs with competency-based business educa-
tion in technical institutes; and Indiana niade a contract to improve Cable TV by

performance-based instruction.
State Program Improvement projects also seem to be increasingly targeted at

curriculum for changing occupations including: careers in criminal justice (Missou-
ri), employer-based automotive training (Kentucky), Core curriculum in electronics
(North Dakota), health occupations curriculum guide (Massachusetts), and engineer-
services (Illinois).

The "Vocational-Techr.ical Education Comortium of States" (V-TECS) is a cooper-
ative effort involving sixteen State Divisions of Vocational Education, the Air Train-
ing Command U.S. Air Force, and the U.S. Naval Education and Training Com-

050 8
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mand. V-TECS encourages and promotes the adoption of performance-based instruc-
tion in vocational-technical education programs through research and development
efforts. The "Mid-America Vocational Curriculum Consortium" (MAVCC) provides
services involving priority determination of curriculum needs 3ind joint purchase
and development of curriculum supplies and products. as well as the development of
coalitions with business. industry, and other private agencies or foundations to
support these project efforts.

GUIDANCE AND COONSELING

Mr. NATCHER. What are your findings concerning the effective-
ness of vocational education guidance and counseling programs in
secondary schools?

Dr. DUNHAM. That issue, Mr. Natcher, is very much related to
the' problgm of not being able to make available at the local and
school and community college level up-to-date career information.
That is a big issue.. We have no specific data on that program since
funds are driven through the State education agencies to schools,
without having to be reported. There really are not any hard data.
An interesting issue that relates to this is that under the NOICC
charge a career information system is to be developed. I think that
will make a lot of differenCe in this area, but I cannot give you
specific data at this time.

NOICC

Mr. NATCHER. What results have bedn gained in developing
better data on labor market needs from the network of occupation-
al information coordinating committees?

Dr. DUNHAM. The present status of that looks very healthy. In at
least half of the states we have full-blown State occupational co-
ordinating committees working. Some of the specific information I
have seen--as a member at the federal level--is that they have
computer-based programs in place in probably 16 States that are
drawing information from various sourcesBLS, employment secu-
rity, vocational education, the general population statistics infor-
mationand bringing it together so in these States we have
demand data on jobs, clusters of occupations and from the VEDS
system enrollment and completion data. Coming forward this year
for the first time we will also have the supply side.

A number of workshops have taken place. As a matter of fact,
the first national meeting of the State coordinators or directors of
those systems is meeting in Biloxi, Mississippi, and the NOICC will
provide the SOICCs a new workbook on the data system. So I think
we are making some progress. I hope we can come l3ack to you next
year and give you very specific accomplishments of the NOICC/
SOICC system. That has been a long time in coming. I thitlic it is
working. As I sit in the meetings I find excellent staff working
hard to bring all these things about. I think we are finally going to
have a good system which both the Department of Labor and the
Department of HEW can use with great reliability.

NATIONAL RESEARCH CENTER

Mr. NATCHER. How much do you have in the budget for the
National Center for Research in Vocational Education?

Dr. DUNHAM. Approximately $5 million.
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Mr. NATCHER. Does your office control the national center's ac-
tivities?

Dr. DUNHAM. In the sense that we contract with them. We do
have a site monitor, a member of our staff who is the liaison to the
center. I would not say we control them. I would say that we fund
them, we contract with them to perform certain activities and we
visit with them regularly. We have very close working relation-

-, .
ships with Dr. Taylor on that staff and we seem to be going in the
same direction.

Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Conte.
Mr. CONTE: Last year on the floor with my colleague Congress-

man Michel, I expressed interest in the National Center for Re-
search in Vocational Education. I have heard there is little or no
money being allotted to this program. We discussed $5.5 million
last year on the floor. Is there money in there?

Dr. DUNHAM. Yes, sir, $5 million now. With 5 percent fpr Pro-
grams of National Significance, it could go to $6 million.

Mr. CoNTE. Do you think the center can operate effectively with
that money?

Dr. DUNHAM. I think they can at the $5 million level. It will not
allow for expansion of a nationwide system.

DISADVANTAGED

Mr. CONTE. Before I ask some questions I would like to get soMe
statistics in the record. I would like to start with special programs
for the disadvantaged. Are you having a positive impact with that
program? What data do you have to support that?

Dr. DUNHAM. Outcome data is a little hard to come by with
respect to our data system. This money, as you know, is 100 per-
cent money and does not tend to have the lasting impact in the

, state that o0-50 match money has, but it is gettipg at places where
there are serious problems. This tends to impact on the urban
centers more heavily than the other areas. In my own personai
experience in the city of Baltimore this program made a lot of
difference in terms of opening access to disadvantaged young
people, dropouts-sand juvenile offenders.

Ms. BEEBE. I would like to point out, Mr. Conte, we do have an
,evaluation of that pilogram which I think provides some very inter-
esting information an who is participating in that program and
what they are doing. It shows that the program has been effective'
and particularly that we have been able to offer these programs at
a very low cost compared to other programs. We have had an 83
percent completion rate from the program and employers who have
hired the graduates of these programs have had an overwhelming-
ly favorable attitude toward the productivity of the individuals who
they have employed.

Approximately 47 percent of the enrolees in these programs at
the secondary level have been employed in programs which are
related to work situations in their community and have had favora-
ble experiences.

I would like to submit for you the results contained in our
annual evaluation report which I think show this program is effec-
tive.

Mr. CONTE. Very good. We will do that for the record.
[The information follows:I
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PAGE 108.

Study of Vocational Proerams for Disadvantaged Students*

A recent study assessed programs for the disadvantaged under the State set-aside
grant program and Part A, Section 102(b) providing 100 percent funding of voca-
tional education programs for the disadvantaged. The study involved 23 States,
77 communities including 55 local education agencies and 22 community college
districts Eighty-four projects were visited,'including 62 secondary and 22 post-
secondary.

Findings indicate that State and local administrators have difficulty in inter-
preting the congressional definition of "disadvantaged" because: (1) they see
an apparent conflict between the identification of students on an individual
basis and the designation of target areas or groups; (2) they cite the existence
of allegedly conflicting definitions of "disadvantaged" contained in laws other
than the Vocational Amendments af 1968; and (3) local adminitrators indicate
they are unwilling to "label" students as disadvantaged. The most common criteria,
used to identify disadvantaged students was academic, that is, students who are
one or sore grade levels behind their peers.

The vast majority of the Federal funds were used to hire staff who work directly
with students. Only a small portion of funds were used to hire administrative
personnel and the result appeared to be that the program suffers from lack of
planning and monitoring at all levels.

The States generally had only one person supervising these programa and little
time was available for planning, monitoring or evaluating programa. In States
where education agenciop were,subdivided into regions, program monitoring and
evaluation appeared to be more complete and program officers were familiar with
the programa. Sixteen of the 23 Statsa,70 percent, required local eduCation
jurisdictions or schools tp submit proposals to the State, according to esta-
blished guidelines, and funded projects on the basis of the quality of the pro-
posals and the ability of the sponsors to carry our the projects. The other
States funded on a block grant formula basis to a local education jurisdiction.

The major constraints in developing programa mentioned by respondents at all
levels were: lack of funds, lack of facilities, unwillingness of some instruc-
tional personnel to accept disadvantaged students into their claihes, the negative
image of vocational education and ambiiuity of the term "disadvantaged student."

About 46 percent of the enrollment in high school projects was minority;
characteristics information by race and ethnic background was not available for
51 percent of the postsecondary enrollment. Of the known postsecondary-level
enrollment, 22 pircent were minority and 27 percent white. Women comprisej a
slightly higher percentage of the total high school enrollment than men; the
opposite was true at the postsecondary level. However, characteristics by sex
were unavailable for 34 percent of the postsecondary enrollment.

*Annual Evaluation Repori on Programs Admini-tered by the U.S. Oifice of
Education Flecal_Year 1977, prepared by the Office of Planning, Budgeting and
Evaluation, Office of Education, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Washington, D.t. (pp. 411-413).

-
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PAGE 108b

The fact that half of the project
directors interviewed did not believe that

the,students enrolled in their classes were disadvantaged raises serious

question*. At the schoo1l level, little
criteria existed for identifying dis-

advantaged students and a corresponding lack of adequate assessment procedures

for determining the cond tions which cause school failure.

Nearly half of the secondary enrollment (47 percent) were in world-of-work

projects; 47 percent of the
postsecondary-level students were enrolled in remedial

programa. The latter were often enrolled in skills training programs not funded

out of Part 8 set-Aside or Section 102(b) funds. /n such cases, disadvantaged

funds were being used to support
students enrolled in regular progves.

Almost half of the high school students were enrolled in work experience programs,

indicating that it was not difficult to place disadvantaged students in work

situations. However, the vast majority of
students enrolled in work experience

programs (86 percent) were not receiving skills training in school.

According to the 442 work experience
students interviewed, the tasks they were

performing on-the-job were in lowskill, low-pay, anti high-turnover occupations.

For example, 78 percent of the tasks listed in the food service category were,

waitress, food handlers, busboys and diswashers; 44 percent of the tasks listed

under car maintenance were
service station attendant, wash cars, and park cars;

86 percent of the jobs listed under child and hospital care were to take care

of patients (give baths and so on) and child care or babysitting.

There are positive outcomes for the programs. Program costs at $195 per enrollee

(Federal Costa) and $401 per enrollee (combined Federal, State and local) were

.low. The average completion rate (83 percent) was high. The student participant

ratings of the programs were
overwhelmingly favorable and the employer ratings of

the programs and their student employees were also favorable. Administrators

generally attribute the favorable
rating of students to the fact that enrollees

do receive attention they have not received elsewhere.

44.117 ' -
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UNEMPLOYMENT RATES

Mr. CONTE. Do you also have statistics on the unemployment
rates for vocational education graduates? I feel these programs arevery c4st effective in terms of guaranteeing long-term employment.

Dr. DUNHAM. The only statistic I can give you which I mentioned
earlier iis the one wherein the average rate of unemriloyment of
youth 6ased on a 1976 studyand clearly it has gone up sincethenwas 14 percent in the 16-to-24 range. In that set of data
those who had completed vocational education programs were un-
employed at 111/2 percent, or abou.t 31/2 percent less than the gener-al' population.

Mr. CoNTE. I would imagine it is even better than that.
Dr. DUNHAM. I would hope it:is, but those data are hard-to comeby.
Mr. CONTE. Couldn't you just survey all the vocational education

institutions and ask them?
Dr. DUNHAM. We will be getting that data from the vocational

education data system this year far the first time. I would put in
the record again that the placement rate figures of those available
for placement, which is approximately 57 percent of the completers
is 90 percent with 64 percent of that 90 percent placed in jobs
related to their training.

Ms. BEEBE. I think it is important to note that a spinoff conse-quence is that many of these students pursue advanced education.This is an important stimulant in broadening the opportunities andperspectives of what is available. We, not only have made goals of
employability, accessible, but have ',opened up a whole range of
educational opportunities to students who did not feel they hadthis before they took this training.

Dr. DUNHAM. I am hopeful we can get acceptance for data thatsays it is as important in many cases to on for training at the
post-secondary level and include that as part of our placement ratedata. The primary purpose of secondary vocational education is notto train to a specific job but to make people ready for employabil-
ity. Out of those going on to post-secondary programs, the place-
ment rate for those employed in the area they are trained for
increases from 64 percent to 76 percent. That, to me, provides greatvalue in crediting vocational education that we do not talk about.Mr. CONTE. I think it is very important.

Is your National Occupational Information Coordinating Com-mittee proving to be useful in placing qualified students in jobswhich open up? /Dr. DUNHAM. The NOICC effort really does not have that muchte do with placement. Placement is a function of the local andState education effort, The placement data that comes up throughthat system will he uliZed as part of the planning process. NOICC
per se does not have a function of placement. it is a coordinating
body for data that will give us information that will help us im-prove placement rates because we have a better idea of where thejobs are for the young people and ackults being trained for thosejobs.
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BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

Mr. CONTE. Does the bilingual vocational education emphasize
most heavily vocational education or language training? What co-
ordination is there between you and the bilingual educati6n pro-
grams run by other parts of HEW?

Dr. DUNHAM. There is close coordination in this area. I would
like Dr. Hjelm to give you more specific information about the
weighting of the bilingual education training versus the vocational
education as well as some of the linkages.

Dr. HJELM. I should mention that students inAhe projects are .

limited English speakers who cannot benefit froth vocational ed a-
tion training programs offered in English.. They are brought up t
handle English especially in the subject in which they are receiv-\
ing their training so that they are able to' be placed in jobs and
work in an English environment. When they leave the training
program, they are able to handle English on the job.

As far as relationships with the bilingual program, of course,, we
have a lot of communication with our staff and their staff, and. we
report annually to the National Advisory Council on Bilingual
Edueation.

ILLITERACY IN THE UNITED STATES

Mr. CONTE. Do we have any statistics to show how many adults
are illiterate in the United States?

Ms. BEEBE. Yes. We can provide that for the record.
[The information followsd

ILLITERACY IN THE UNVI'El) STATES

In 197:3. the results of a four year study on functional illiteracy in the United
States were made public. Unlike previous measures of illiteracy, however, this study
defined literacy requirements as the ability of an adult to apply skills to five areas
of' knowledge needed to function in sodety. Called the Adult Performance Level
study. this report measured adults in the United States against a ser:es of life-
related tasks that they wete typically expected to perform.

The research revealed that one out of every five adults in the U.S. is functionally
illiterate. This means that a total of 23 million adults in this country lack the skills
and knowledge necessary to function in the everyday situations in which they find
themselves.

REACIIING ADULTS

Mr. CONTE. is there evidence your adult education program is
seeking out adults who need help and helping them? In what
manner are you made aware of adults who need this type of
service?

Mr. DELKER. In terms of referral service, Mr. Conte, we have a
network of adult learning centers throughout the country which
the states have developed over the years. These provide a number
of linkages to programs such as the Work Incentive Program, the
°ETA program certainly, and I have visited centers where no less
than 10 sources of funding from these other programs were being
brought into the centers so adults referred there could not only
receive basic education but counseling that supported them in their
efforts in CETA or in their efforts to be removed from welfare.
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The programs which have been able to identify those people
.removed from welfare show about two percent, or about 20,000
adults, improve. their economic status. We think that the economic
data and gain to people in the program is far greater than the
States and locals are able to report because they do not have the
resources to follow up individually on many of these adults.

IMMIGRANT ADULT EDUCATION

Mr. CONTE. Everi two percent is significant. I served for 20 years
on the ForeignAid Committee. About 18 years ago I went to Israel
and visited the refugee camps in the Gaza Strip and the West
'Bank. I came back and pushed very hard to establish some voca-

.. rt,ionakeduclition schools. If we teach them a trade, we are going to
gt th'eni.init of their camps and the squalor they were in. It proved

effective.
I mention 'that because I notice in the justification that there is

'no money itr there for emergency adult education, for instance, for
Indochineae refugees, and there is yo money in 'there for adult
education programs for immigrants.

I would imagine that these are two very important vital areas
especially with the Vietnamese who are coming over here, the
refugees, to teach theni a trade, have them become worthwhile
workers. How come you are not asking for any money here?

Mr. DELKER. You are referring to two new authorities in the 1978
amendments, the Indochinese and the new immigrant authority.

Mr. CONTE. Right.
Mr. DELKER. I will respond to the Indochinese first, if I may. The

money in this year's budget, if we were to request funds, would
become available in 1980-1981. In the current year's budget the
Congress added $10,250,000 to the State grant program, which is
the exact amount whidh the year previously it made available for
Indochinese programs. So the Congress has given the State grant
program the resources to continue educating Indochinese and wethink that is wise.'

In the budget which will provide funds beginning July 1, there is
another increase of oyer $9 million, and those monies can be used
on behalf of Indochinese and immigrants as well. So we think by
1981 Indochinese adults are not going to be a special-need populat.
tion. That is why we have requested no funds under that authority.

With regard to immigrants, they have not been a neglected
population. The Immigration Service tells us that approximately 75
percent of the 400,000 legal immigrants entering the U.each
year require English language instruction, As I mentioned in re-
sponse to some of the earlier questions, 30 percent of the national
funds goes toward people who are English as second-language par,"
ticipants, so we know they are being well served.

The 1978 amendments for the first time single out immigrants asa population to which the States in their State plans must give
special consideration. So we think it is wise to let the States make
their needs assessment specifically for immigrants, and identify the
resources available to them before initiating a separate Federalprogram.
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If State plans, which are due to us in July, indicate any serious
lack of resources, then we will take that into consideration in next
year's budget.

Mr. CONTE. I think that is a fair answer.
Could you also supply for the record, in closing, how many Indo-

china refugees have been served under the adult education pro-

gram?
Mr. DELKER. Be glad to.
[The information follows:1

INDOCHINA REFUGEES SERVED UNDER THE ADULT EDLICATION PROGRAM

Approximately NOM Indochina adult refugees have received English as a second

language instruction, basic reading and 'mathematics and job-related training and

career counseling.

Mr. CONTE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The following questions were submitted to be 'answered for the

record:1

CONSUMER AND HOMEMAKING

Mr. NA1THER. For consumer and homemaking education, the budpit request is

$43.5 million, the same as last year. What is the percentage distribution of enroll-

ment in this program between male ar.d female?
Dr. DUNHAM. Based on prior year reports. the male enrollment for this program

is estimated to be about 30 percent in 1980.
Mr. NATCHF.R. Has this distribution changed much owr the years?
Dr. DUNHAM. Yes. indeed, the percentage of males and females enrolled in con-

sumer nod homemaking education programs has changed.over the years. Ever since

the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 were enacted, there has been a

steady increase in the number of males enrolling in consumer and homemaking

education programs. For example, in Fiscal Year 1972, males were 8 percent of the

enrollment: in 1977, they werp 22 percent; and' for 1980 they are estimated at 30

percent. Even this represents a national aggregate with individual States actually
errolling: 25 percent in Kentucky, 25 percent in Texas and Oregon, 30 percent in

California. 32 percent in New York. and :17 percent in Maryland in 1979.
Moreover, the percentage of males served by selected specialized consumer and

homemaking education programs may be even higher. In Fiscal Year 1979. the

Parenthood Education program in Kentucky had 45 percent males, while in Texas

57 percent of the enrollment were males. In Consumer Education. California's
enrollment reflected fi0 percent males while Texas had 09 percent. These examples

are merely reflective of the steady increase of males being served by consumer and
homemaking education throughout the nation

Mr NATCHER IS the enrollment in consumer and homemaking education primar-
ily at the secondary level'?

Dr. DUNHAM. While the percentage of' persons enrolled in consumer and home-

making education at the secondary, postsecondary. and E4ilt levels has remained
fairly constant. the numbers of persons participating at tlino levels has significant-
ly increased. For example. in 1972, 665035 persons wet.... enrolled as adults as
compared to m15.45$ in Fiscal Year 1977. At the postsecondary level. :10,72:1 were
enrolled in 1972 and .14,342 in Fiscal Year 1977.

Mr. NATcHER. flow does this program provide opportunities for paid employment

in consbfrier and homemaking education?
Dr. DUNHAM Consumer and homemaking education programs are not authorized

to prepare persons for paid employnwnt, but rather for the "occupation" of home-

making. But even though the consumer and homemaking education program does

not specifically prepare youth and adults for paid employment occupations, the

program may enhance tbe employability of enrollees bx preparing and assisting

them in improving management of resources: better undi)rstanding consumer edu-
cation, nutrition education, and parenthood education; and encouraging males and
females to combine the roles of' homemakers and wage earners by developing skills
in management of home and a job. In short, consumer and homemaking education
seeks tk improve the quality of living, family life, and individual development by
providing the opportunitie4 fOr mdividuals and or family members to develop living.
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coping, survival, and managerial skills essential for successful performance on. thejob, in the home, or in the marketplace.
On the other hand. Section 120 under the Basic Grant program does specifically

prepare males and females for paid employment in fields related to consumer and
homemaking education. These fields include child care and guidance management
and service occupations; food management, production and services; home furnish-
ings, equipment and services; institutional, home management and supportive serv-ices for the aged; and clothing apparel and textile management, production andservices.

In addition, Subsections J, K, and L of Subpart 2, Section 120 (P.L. 94-4S2) suggest
additional possible areas of expenditure of Federal funds in preparing persons who
have primarily been homemakers with employable skills. These initiatives would
also be conducted under the Bbsic State Grant funds for vocational educ tion. These
activities include: support services for women entering fields previousl limited tomen; day care services for children of students in secondary and po tsecondary
programs; and vocational education for persons who are single head ofJ households
or primarily homemakers who must seek employment.

CORRECTIONAL INSTrIZ.'TIONS

Mr. Roybal. How much money is being spent on programs that target on "highrisk populations in correctional institutions?
Dr. DUNHAM. Althoug vocational education monies can Lq used to support pro-grams in correctional institutions, there is no current proyiblon in our reporting

system for collecting this type of data. We do kncw, howev&I, that both vocationaleducat:on programs and consumer and homemaking education projrams are provid-ing such services.
Mr. Roybal. Are any programs specifically targeted on the released ex-convict andthe problems he has in gaining employment?
Dr. DUNHAM. Under the basic grant program, the States have the discretion to

fund such programs. Because we feel that more attention needs to be directed tothis area, however, we funded a research project last year out of our national
discretionary program which is to assess the quality of vocational education pro-grams and opportunities in State prisons.

ADULT EDUCATION

Mr. NATCHER. For the adult education program, the budget is $90,750,000, a
reduction of $9,250,000. What is the total 'enrollment in adult education programsacross the country at the present time? Give us your best estimate.

Dr. DUNHAM. At the present time, we estimate that there are 1,992,000 partici-pants in adult education programs across the country.
Mr. NA TCHER. What percentage of the total adult populalion would that amountto? About 12 percent.
Mr. NATCHER. The total eligible population under the Adult 'Education Actthatis those who have not completed high school or its equivalentis estimated asapproximately 52 million persons. The number cureently participating in adulteducation programs equals approximately 4 percent of this number.
The priority population served J-sy our programsthose who are functionallyilliteratetotals 23 million adults. Those currently participating constitute about8.6 percent of this group.
Mr. NATCHER. VVhat is the Federal share of the total cost of providing adulteducation in the United States?
Dr. DUNHAM. In the last year for which complete data are available, the Federalshare of adult education costs was 63 percent with State and local funds supplying37 percent of the cost. The State and local percent has been rising nationally at therate of approximately 2 percent per year. We estimate that for the current year theFederal share of $90,750,000 provides 59 percent of the cost with State and localfunds supplying 41 percent of the total cost or $63,000,000
Mr. NATCHER. What evidence is available to show the effectiveness of adulteducation in reducing functional illiteracy?
Dr. DUNHAM. For several years, data have been collected from the States illustrat-ing the impact of the program on employment prospects of participants and on theirability to function in other areas of society. Based on these data, we estimate that inthe current program year, as a result of this program. 1,530.000 adults will improvetheir basic skills and function more effectively as manifested by such things asobtaining employment or a better job. being removed from welfare, registirring tovote kr the first time, obtaining U.S citizenship, acquiring a driver's license,
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completing incothe tax forms, and increasing competency in English as a second

language. Many participants will also continue their educational growth by'entering

other programs.
Of the-se 1,530,000 participants. 210,000 will formally complete the eighth grade

level and another 1s7.000 will complete the high school level --or its equivalent.
Mr. NATCHER. Are most of the adult education courses directed toward occupa-

tional training rather than helping people obtain a high school diploma or its

equivalent*?
Mr: DURHAM. Neither of these is quite the focus. Most adult education programs

are directed at assisting adults in acquiring the basic skills necessary to function in
all aspects of society. These basic skills are prerequisites for entering training for
employment, for functioning as consumers and for participating as citizens of neigh-

borhoods and comfnunities. As a result. basic skills are taught in the context of the
individual adult's goals With emphasis on those areas of knowledge most needed.

Thus. for those seeking employment or a better job, basic skills instruction is career
and job-related, while for those seeking to better manage a home and family,

instruction is related to those areas. For thosie seeking a high school diploma and
further academic study, instruction may result in a high school diploma.

Mr. NATCHER. From the chart on page 170 of your budget book, it is evident that

the adult education program is reaching more older people (55 and over( but- serving
less young people. Why wouldn't it be better to reyerse this and help more younger
people?

Mr. DuatiAst The number of younger adults participating in the adult education
program has steadily increased each year. In 1967. those below age 25 made .up 27

percent of those participating. In 197i, they were 41 percent of a much larger body,

of participants.
In fact. the Age Discrimination Study released by the U.S. Commission on Civil

Rights in December 1977. explicitly cited the Adult Education program as discrimi-
nating toward adults 55 and 61der in favor a the younger population. The study
recdmmended that the US. Office of' Education develop outreach mechanisms to
help State Education Departments find and serve the approximately fifteen million
persons who are 55 and okier. :

STATE PLANNING

Mr. Novrettr.a. The budget for State planning grants is $5 million. Why can't the
States use administrative funds-under their basic grant for-State planning? Is there
any problem in doing that?

Mr DURHAM. While States may use administrative funds under the basic grant
for State planning, these dollars are limited by the amount of State funds available
for matching the Federal funds. Most States are experiencing great difficulties in

obtaining increased State appropilations to match Federal dollars spent on adminis-
tration, for in fiscal year 19M, the States must provide 50 percent of the total
administrative losts_ In addition to the problems of matching, increased responsibil-
ities were placed on the States under the new legislation for planning. evaluation
and data collection which have- placed a tremendous financial burden on the States.

IMpAcT or REDUCED LEVEL rolt R&D

Mr, O'flaIEN What are the consequences of continued reduced funding for
tiams of National Significance in vocational education at the $10 million

%Trois the full .5 percent of $29 million as called for in Public Law 94-4$2?
Mr DURHAM_ rhis funding level would delay the development of a "tuna

system of program improvement in vocational education. These Federal dollar.
used to level State program improvement dollars by producing information
instructional materials that can then he installed or adopted at the local level
State grant dollars. Most of the $11e million request would be used to .

legislatively mandated activities. The remaining funds would be used for a mini-
mum number of projects of an innovative or exemplary nature fin. replication.

More specificallyfirst, there would be level support for activities conducted by
the Nwional Center for Research in Vocational Education, especially in areas of
dissemination, inservice training for State and local stalls. evaluation design and
priority needs identification_ Second. support for the National and State Occupation-
al information Coordinating Committees would he reduced from $5 million to $:1
million. Third. no new awards would be made for fellowships to develop leadership
personnel. Fourth there would be no funds for the national network of six curricu-
lum coordination centers. Finally, $2 million would be available to fund 3-5 projects
of National Significance.

IThe justification submitted by the Department follows:I
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Apprdpriation Estimate

Occupational, Vecational, and Aduat Education

/or cartying out, to the extant not otherwise provided, section 523 of the

Education Amendments of 1976, the Vocational Education Act of 1963, as amended, and

the Adult Education Act,[6774,453,000]
$7,65,203,000 of which $10,000,000 for Part

**part 2 of the Vocational Education Act shall remain available until expended:.

Provided, That the amounts appropriated above shall'become available for obligation

on July 1, [1979] 1980, and shall remain available until Saptember 10 [1980] 1981,

unless otherwise specified harein:
Provillod furthor, Thet not to excled $112,317,000

shall he for carrying out part A, subpart 3 of the Vocatinnal Education Act..

et

5
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144
Language provision Explanation

...of which $10,000,000 for Pari.B,
sUbpart 2 of the Vocational Education
Act...

Section 103(a)(1)(A) require.

that five percent of the tccal
.

amouet for Basic Grants, Program
Improvement, and Programs of National.
*Significance shall be reserved for
Programa of National Significance.
This language is proposed to specify
an amount less than that required by
the bas c law. This is consistent
with tt Congressional action in the
fiscal year 1979 appropriation.

Prouided jUrther, That not to
exceed $112,317,000 shall be for
carrying out Part A, subpart 3 of
the Vocational Education Act.

Section 103(e) requires that 20
percent of the total amount for
Basic Grant, Program Improvement, and
Programs of National Significancg shall
be used for-Program Improvement. This
language is proposed to specify an
amount leis-than that required in the
basic law. This is consistent with the
Congressional.actinn in the fiscal year
1979 appropriation.

1.
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14.5

Amounts Available for Obligation

Appropriations
1979 1980

Annual $774,453,000 $765,203,000

Permanent
7,161,455 7,161,455

4
Subtotal, appropriation 781,614,455 772,364,455

Unobligated balance, start of year 171.031,129

Total obligations 952,645,5841J 772,364,455

1/ The Vocational and Adult Education appropriation is advance funded. Therefore,

funds for the 1978-79 school year ware made available for obligation in the last

quarter ofliscal year 1978. Approximately1171 million from the fiscal year

1978 appropriation was carried forward into fiscal year 1979.

Summary of Changes

1979 Estimated budget authority
$781,614,455

1980 Estimated budget authority
772,364,455

Vat change
- 9,250,000

Decreases:
Programs
1, Adult educczion--

reduce Federal support since increases
in State and local support are expected
to continue and will help offset the
psad budget reduction

Total decreases

Net change

1979 Base Change from gage

$100,000,000 - $9.250,000

- 9,250,000

- 9,250,000
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Budget Authority by Activity

1979

Estimate
1980

Estimata
Incrcame or
Decrease

1. Vocational education:

a. State grants and innovaiive programs

(1) Basic grants . $474,766,000
(2) Program improvement and sup-

portive services 112,317,000
(3) Programa of national

significance:

$474,766,000

112,317,000 ---

(a) National Occupational
Information Coordinating
Committee 3,000,000 3,000,000

0) Programs of national
mignificance 7,000,000

b. Special prograsa for the
7,000,000

disadvantaged 20,000,000 20,000,000 -...
. c. Consumer and homemaking education. 43,497,000 43,497,000

, d. State advisory councils 6,073,000 6,073,000 ---
/ a. Bilingual vocational training 2,800,000 2,800,000

f. State planning grants 5,000,000 5,000,000
g. Permanent appropriation 7.161,455 7,161,455

Subtotal, Vocational education 681,614,455 681,614,455 -_-

2. Adult education 10C 000,000 90750,000 -$9,250,000

Total budget authority 781,614,455 772,364,455 - 9,250,000

Budget Authority by Object

1979
Estimate

1980

Estimate
Increase or
Decrease.

Other srvices $ 7,519,000 $ 5,950,000 -$1,569,000

Grants, subsidies and contributions 774,095,455. 766,414,455 - 7,681,000

Total 781,614.45' 772,364,455 - 9,250,000

-e*
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Item

1979 Senate Report

CETA and Vocational Education

523

14 7

Significant Items in Rouse and Senate
Appropriations Committees Reports

1. The Committee directed the
Secretary of Labor and the
Secretary of HEW to conduct a
thorough review of public
employment and vocational
education programa to determine
if students in vocational edu,
cation programa are quitting
chool to take CITA or Youth
Jobs positions. fhe
Secretaries should jointly
submit their findings and
possible recommendations on
this issue trii the Committee

no later than December 1,
1975.

Action taken or to be taken

1. A report was completed and sent

to the Committee in December.
In summary,the report concluded
there is little validity to
reports that CETA prime sponsors,
are enticing students to quit
school to enter CITA programa
and that this is clearly not a
current problem warranting
further special national attention.
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Authorizing Legislation

1979

Amount.

Authorised

Occupational,IVocational, and
Adult Educations

1979

Estimate

1. Vocational education:
a. State grants and

innovative programs:
(1) Basic grants

(Vocational
Education Act,
Part A, Subpart 2)$896,800,000 $474,766,000

(2) Program imprbve-
sent and suppor-
tive services
(Part A, Subpart 3) 224,200,000 112,337,000

(3) Programs of

national signifi-
cance:
(a) National

Occupational
information
Coordinating
Committee
(Section 103).. 5,009,000

(b) Programa of
national
significance
(Part 1, Sub-
part 2) 59,000,000

b. Special programs fortha
disadvantaged (Part A,
Subpart 4) 45,000,000

c. Consumer and homemaking
education (Part A,
Subpart 5) 75,000,000

d. State advisory councils
(Section 105) 9,000,000

e. Bilingual vocational
training (Part 8,
Subpart 3) 80,000,000 2,800,000

f. State planning grants
(VEA, Section ).02(d) 25,000,000 5,000,000
Permanent appropriation
(Smith-Hu; lea Act) 7,161,455 7,161,455

1380
,

Amount 19en
Authorized Esti, te

$1,007,000,000 $474,766,000

251,750,000 112,317,000

3,000,000 5,000,001

7,000,000 66,250,000

3,000,000

7,000,000

20,000,000 50,000,000 20,000,000

43,497,000 80,000,000 43,497,000

6,073,000 ;0,000,000 6,073,000

S.

90,000,000

25,000,000

7,161,455

2,800,000

5,000,000

7,11,,455
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1979 1980

Amount 1979 Amount 1980

Authorized Estimate Authorized Estimate

2. Adult education (Adult

Education'Att) $230,000,000 $100,000,000 $250,000,000 $ 90,750,000

Unfunded authorizations:

Emergency Assistance for re-
modeling and kannoyationeof
vocational education
facilities (VEA, Part B,

Subpart 4)

Research, development dis-
semination, evaluation and
inOrmation clearinghouse
(AEA, Secant 309)

Emergency Adult Education
Program for Indochina
Refugees (AEA, Section 317)

50,000,000

1,500,000

Indefinite

75,000,000

2,000,000

Indefinite

Adult education program
for immigrants

(AEA. Section 318) Indefinite. Indefinite

a

Total BA 781,614,455 772,364,455

Total BA Againet Definite
Authorization 1,707,661,455 781,614,455 1,919,161,455 777..364,455
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Occupational, Vocational; and Adult Education

ludaet
Estimate Hausa Senate

Year Allowance Allowance Appropriation

1970 4327,116,000 4 508,616,000 4) 538,616,000 4 417,946,000

1971 445,491,000 495,991,000 499,901,000 499,741,000

1972 444,416,000 45,546,000 589,916,000 556,531,000

1973 556,531,000 599,321,000 681,056,000 640,124,000

1974- 549,64,000 607,045,000 662,922,000, 599,880,000

1975 663,275,000 667,275,000 712,012,000 692,437,000

1976 590,506,000 628,937,000 655,637,000 629,488,100

Transition Quarter 134,000,000 134,000,000 134,000,000 134,000,000

197W 786,293,000 -1,150,048,000 1,158,408400 1,153,908,000

1978 667,412,000 725,750,000 725,750,000 725,750,000

1979 718,750,000 766,007,006 787,456,000 774,453,000

1980 765,203,000

1/ Includes additional amounts for support of programs hifted to an advance
appropriation cycle during that year.

r
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Justification

Occupational, Vocational, and Adult Education

1979

Estimate

1980

Estimate

Increase or
Decrease

1.

2.

Vocational educatiOn:

a. 5tate grants and innovative
programs:
(1) Basic grants

(2) Program improvement and sup-

portive services

(3) Programs of national
significance:
(a) National Occupational

information Coordinating

Committee
(b) Programs of national

significance

b. Special programs for disadvantaged

c. Consumer and homemaking education.

d. State advisory councils

e. Bilingual vocational braining

f. State planning slants

g. Permanent appropriation

Subtotal, Vocational Education

Adult education

Total, budget authority O

$474,766,000

112,317,000

3,000,000

7,000,000

20,000,000
43,497,000
6,073,000
2,800,000
5,000,000
7,161,455

$474,766,000

112,317,000

3,000,000

7,Q00,000
20,000,000
43,497,000
6,073,000
2,800,000
5,000,000
7,161,455

---
---

681,614,455

Ismolow

681,614,455

90,750.000 44,250,000

781,614,455 772,364,455 - 9,250,000

General Statemen

Federal support for Vocational and Adult EducatioS contributes to the goal of

bridging the gap between education and work such hat all kmericans will have the

kills and training required to seek and secure g inful employment. Specific

objectives for this Federal program include:

1) expanding the accessibility to and avai ability of Vocational and

Adult Education programs;

2) promoting the linkage of community resOurces to these programa;

3) encouraging the optimal utilization of/financial, physical and

human resources in these programs; anci

4) advancing excellence in Vocational and Adult Ed', ation programa.

For fiscal year 1980, $772 million is requested to assist States in the operation of

these two programs as well as to conduct projects of national interest. $682 million

is requested for Vocational Education, the same level as 1979, and $91 million for

Adult Education. Approximately 20 million students will be served by these two pro-

grams in 57 States and Territories. This represents a 300 perceitt increase in enroll-

ments over the last ten years. The last ten years have been a time of expansion for

these two programa. Federal funds have grown from $268 million in 1968 to $782 million

in 1979. More importantly, however,States have dramatically increased their expendi-

tures for these programa. Total expenditures for Vocational EducatIon includint

State and local funds have gone from $1.4 billion to civet $5 billion, with the Federal

share decreasing from 19 percent in 1969 to about 11 percent in 1976. In Adult

Education, the Federal share has decreased from 75 percent ro 67 percent.

44-111 (,. tl 14
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1 57
The Federal role during the early 1970's was one of stimulating State and local
support for these programs. During the 1980's, however, it will be one of explora-

tion and refinement. First, the Adul6Education program will be operating under
new legislation which will xpand the delivery system to.additional providers as
well as broaden the outreach of the progtvai. New provider, will include agencies,
institutlons, and organizations other thah junt the public school systems, such as
business, labor unions, libraries, institut nns of higher education, public health
authoritiem, antipoverty programs, and commu ity organizations. The legislative
expansion of the adult education delivery sys em will support the Office of Education

goal of providing basic skills to all people.

Secondly, a major legislative effort to clarify and reshape the ?ederal role in
Vocatiogal Education will be underway in 1980. As issues of strategy and mission
surface during the development of reauthorfzition legislation, decisions will be
made and reflected in national leadership activities.

Because of the increased State dollars flowing lnto these programa, assuring the
availability of programs is no longer the major purpose of Federal dollars. Instead,
Federal dollars should be used to address educational issues of quality. Eight
areas have baen recently established as priorities to direct the uses of Federal
'monies. These yriorities are:

1. Improving program linkagea with CETA.
2. Meeting the special needs of urban anci rural programs.
1. Promoting availability of Vocational and Adult Education progress

with an emphasis on adult populations.
4. Improving planning, accountability, and data systems.
5. Promoting appropriate and adequate guidance and counselling

services.
6. Providing for educational equity.
7. Serving populations.with pecial needs.
8. Supporting Basic Skills development.

Long-term concentration on these particular initiatives is expected to produce more
effective and cost-efficient programs.

All of the funds requested in this fiscal year 1980 appropriation are to advance fund
programa forthe school year beginning in July 1980 and extending into 1981.

- - els> t
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I. Vocational Education: a. (1) Basic Grants 1, 1

(Vocational Education Act, Part A, Subpart 2)

1979 Estimate
1980

Budget
Budget Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorization Pos. Authority DeCtease

97 $474,766,000 $1,007,000,000 70 $474,766,000

Purpose and method of operations

To promote the development of an adequate/y prepared labor force, this program

provides grants to States and Territories to extend, improve, and where necessary,

maintain vocational eduCation opportunkties and programs for persons needing or

desirins such training. These funds are awarded to the States by formula based on

age distribution and per capita income.

In order to be eligible for Federal funds, States and Territories must: 1) have

approved by the Commissioner a five-year plan as well as an annual vocational educa-

tion program plan establishing that the use of funds is in.accordance with FederAl

regulations and P.L. 94-482; 2) match Federal funds on a dollar for dollar basis;

3) establish,a State Occupational Information Coordinating Commi tee to assist in

providing labor market supply and demand data to vocational edUcation planners; and

4) establish a State advisory council representing at least 20 designated interests

to advise and aillist in the
development of the five-year State plan and the annual

program plan and accountability, report.

In allocating these funds to local education agencies, States and Territories must

give priority to 1) programs which are new to the areas to be served and which meet

new and emerging employment needs, and 2) economically depressed areas and areas with

high unemployment rates. In addition, States and Territories must expend $50,000

of the Basic Grant to assist in reducing sex discrimination and aet aside 20 percent

of the Subparts 2 and 3 monies for the disadvantaged, 15 percent for postsecondary

programs, and ten percent for the handicapped, in accordance with the national

priorities.

1980 budget_policy

To assist the States and localities in providing vocational education to !nett the

Nation's need for a trained labor force, $474,766,000 is being requested for fiscal

year 1980. This is the same level as appropriated in fiscal year 1979.

Punds shall be used in accordance with an approved five-year State plan and dlinual

program plans for extending, improving and, where necessary, maintaining vocational

education programs; work study programa; cooperative vocational education programs;

energy education programa; construction of area yocational education school facili-

ties; stipends; placement services; support services for women who enter vocational

education programs designed to prepare then for jobs which may have been traditionally

limited to men; day care services for children of persons enrolled in vocational

programa; and State administration.

V. In addition, these funds are targeted by legislation as well as by emerging national

priorities and concerns. These priorities include: acCessibility and availability

of vocational education programa; linkages with CETA programs; special problems of

rural and urban areas; vocational education guidance: equity; special need learners

such as the handicapped and the disadvantaged; and basic skills.

Fifty-seven States and Territories will design and conduct programa with paid

employment as their ultimate goal for fiscal year 1980. Some of the vocational

educat4on prograas, services and activities funded, will:

5 .1 0
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-- expand and make vocational education

programs, ervices and activities
responsive to those youth and adults (potential droPouts, unemployed,dropouts, disadvantaged, handicapped and aged) who are least likely to
succeed in promotable jobs unless provided opportunities to improve theirskills and abilities;

-- extend and expand vocational education
programa to those adults and

young people (unesployed, displaced homemaker.,
and handicapped) who need

up-io-date educational approaches that will assist them in being
employable and productive;

-- continue to increase linkage
among Vocational Edecation programs,Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA)

programs, and other govern-vestal agencies resulting in reaching persons who need training and cancontribute to the economy;

ncouraee removal of harriers; e.g., stereotyping, o that vocational
education prograes are accessible to allyoutha and adults., males and
females;

-- encourage expansion.of programa with business and industry and attractindustry, particularly in low-income rural and urban areas;

- - develop more compentency-baged,
cork-related, vocational education

instructional ;magi/ass including work experience as an integral part
of.all voeetivAil education programa;

-- continue to update and include the
vocational education atudent

organizations As an integral part of all vocational education programs,thus developing more competent workers and citizens;

-- continue to expand and improve vocational
education program

accessibility to those who may profit the goat, by addressing problemsof job development, and
preservation, particularly for persons in

correctional institutions, juvenile detention centers, maternal and
child health centers, and centers for the aged.

/n 1980 enrollment for employment
programa is expected to reach 11,828,383. Emphasiswill continue to be placed on paid employment training for apprcximately 6.8 millionstudents enrolled in postsecondary and adult vocational classes. Of the 11.8 million,2.8 million students will be provided with special support services to help themsucceed in regular vocational education programs.

For school year 1979-80, grants 4re being awarded to all 57 States end Territoriesto manist them in providing
progroma of vocational educatiori for approximately10,786,409 students who are training for employment.

Set-asides

Two other activities are authorized out of these vocational education monies. Thefirst is -a $1,000,000 reserve from all Vocational Education programs to support theVocational Education evaluation study being conducted by the National Institute ofEducation. This evaluation study covers vocational education programa conducted bythe States, under the Vocational
Education Act, including consumer and homemaking,and related proscenia conducted under the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.The final report is due by September 30, 1980, with an interim report due bySeptember 30, 1979. The ntudy will assess the condition and effectiveness of such

programa at the present time, analyze how the objectives of the legialatin can bestbe met and make recommendations for new legislation.
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The second is a one percent set-aside of funds fro'. Subparts 2 and 3 (Basic Grant

nod Prosram Improvement) to upport Indian projects. This represents a level of

approximately $5,933,463 in fiscal year 1980, the same level as in fiscal year

1979.

Under the Indian prosras, contracts are awarded to Indian organisations which are,

eligible to contract writh the Secretary of the Interior to provide vocational edu-

cation tepths American Indian. Any type of vocational education activity authorised

by the Ait may be conducted by an Indian tribal organisation. Thirty-five projects

ars *spatted to be funded in fiscal year 1980, the same as in fiacal year 1979.
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1. Vocational Education: a. (2) Program Improvement and Supportive Services
(Vocational Education Act, Part A, Subpart 3) .

1979 Estimate 1980
Budget Sudget Increase orPos. Authority Authorization Pos.A Authority Decreast

1/ $112,317,000 $251,750,000 1/ $112,317,000

1/ Positions for this program are shown as pert of the basic grants program.

Purpose and method of operations

To improve the quality and availability of vocational education programs, grantsare awarded to the State* and Territories for program improvement and supportiveservices activities. These funds are awarded on the same formula basis as theBasic_Orants program.

Under Program Improvement and Supportive Services, funds May be used for research,exemplary and innovative
programa, curriculum development, guidance and cannel 'Ingaqtivitiespreservice and inservice training, and ways to overcome sex bias imvocational education programa. These programa are operated by research rt'coordination units (RCU) and projects may be conducted under contracts. States andTerritories must develop a coeprehensive plan of program

improvement, including theintended 4Sta of funds and aldeseription of their priorities as ah integral partof their approved State plan lor vocational education.
Exemplary and innovativeprograms mmst give priority for reducing sex bias'and sex stereotyping in vocationaleducation programa. No less than twenty percent of the funds reserved for ProgramImprovement and Supportive

Services spot be used for
vocational education guidanceand counsgling programa and services.

1980 budget policy

To improve the quality of vocational education at the State and Territory levels,$112,317,000 is being requested in fiscel year 1980 to support research, demonstration and innovative
programa, training of professionals, and guidance and counseling ervicem. Emphasis in 1980 will be on encouraging States and Territories tomodify and expand vocational

education programs, services and activities to ensurethe accessibility to and availability of meaningful vocational education programaand will include:

-- development, expansion and implementation of innovative programa in urbanareas and isolated rural areas;

-- demonstration of a model system for providing . vocational education deliverysystem including followup and follow through services to vdestional educationstudents at all educational levels;

-- development and field testing of
instructional materials for exploratoryvocational education programs, e.g program standards, conterh areas:

-- development and implementation of a system enlarging capacity to provide moreeffective guidance and counseling services in vocational education wbich willaccommodate the real needs of humans, business and industry, thuM reducing'dropout rate;

-- expansion of vocational education
innovative programs for preparing teachersto work with special populations;

-- expansion of seminars
for teachers and administrators on current isaues andtrends which impact on vocational education
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-- improved services to.the handicapped population by assisting personnel in

developing paid and unpaid vocation.1 . education programa
which include working

wrih industry, business, other governmental agencies, job placements and

follow-up of learner.;

-- development of a model which could serve
to2encourage teachers and

administrators to participate in industry and/or business training, bringing

about more effective
instruction in a variety of vocational educntion programs,

e.g., utilizing compatency-based, real-world related education; Ad refinement

of strategies to
'disseminate curriculum materials in vocational education.

\\I
t
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1. Vocational Education: a.(3)(a) Nations! Occupational Information

.Coordinating Committee*.
(Vocational Education Act, Part A, Subpart 1, Section 103)

1979 Estimate 1980.

,Budget Budget Increese orPos. Authority Authorisation. Pos. Authority ` Decrease1
4 83,000,000 $3,000,000 4 $3,000;000

Purpose and method of operations

To improve communication, coordieetion
and cooperation in the development andimplementation of an occupational information

system, the Office of Education and
the Depart:sent of Labor jointly support the National Occupational Information
Coordinating Committee (NOICC) and its network of State Occupational InformationCoordinating Committees (SOICC). This

system i:Cdesigned to respond to the needs ofadministrators, planners, researchers and other person, responsible for vocationaleducation c;c1 employment and training
programs to assure that all much programsproduce trene&workers that meet expected job employment need, at the local, Stateand national levels. Furtharmare, legislated responsibilities require the NOICC/SOICC network to/give special attention to the labor market inforwation neede ofyouth and to provide assistance to programs supplying such occupational informationto students and clients.

Members of the National Occupational Information
Coordinating Commattee include - ---the Commissiciner of Educatioe, the Administrator of the National Center for Education

Statistics, the Commissioner of Labor Statistics, and the Assisaht Secretary forEmployment and Training.

To qualify fai receipt of Federal vocational education funds and CITA funds, eachState is required to establish a separate State Committee to isplement an occupa-tional informstion system and carry mit other legislative mandates. Thesecommittees are coeposed of representatives of the State Board for Vocational
-Education, the State Employment Security Agency, the Vocational Rehabilitation

Agenay and the,Stati NanpOwar Services Council. limy States expend commdttee
representation through Executive orders or other arrangement.

Funds for the national and State committees are requested under the set-asides inthe Basic Grants and in the Program
Improvement Service. portion mandated forProem's. of National Significance, as well an through a similar set-aside of fundingfrom CETA.. :Mass monies support three types of activities. The.exect dittributionbetween them is determined at the discretion of NOICC. First, issistancegranta.0 allocated by a formula (a combination of the Vocational Education and CETAformulas) for staff leadership and development and implementation of the occupa-tional information system, ascwell as for training. The second activity consistsof special purpose grants that are awarded competitively by NOICCe to SOICCe for upto 18 months. These swards are determined by a review panel made up of NOICCaffiliated agencies. The third activity consists of contracts and assistance to

other Federal agencies,awarded by NOICC in support of occupational informationrelated efforts, including efforta to improve the delivery of career information.These agencies currently.include
National Institute of Educaticn, National Centerf r Education Statistics,

Employment and Trainlig Administration, Sureau of theCeusus, and the Department of Commerce.

1980 udger policy

To improve coordination in the development and use of occupational information andto promote close working relationships
among Feaeral and State agencies, $3,000,000

is requested in fiscal year 19115 as the Vocational Education share for the NOICC.The funds requested for fiscal year 1980 will. focus both on refining the development
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of occupationalsinformation and inproving the ass of the information by program

planners and administrators and by personnel involved in the dsvelopment and

delivery of occupational and other career related information to youth in various

sett/ass, including secondary schools, po-tsecondary schools, and correctional

institutions.

Funds will ba'provided to each of the eligibloStates and other jurisdictions for

leadership support of their resmactive committee, occupational information systsm

implementations and related training activities. The leadership support and

implementation funds will provide incentive for continued dsvelopment of statewide

Computer assisted career information systems which were initiated a. nra prograsm

11 five States in fiscal year 1979. National technical assistance efforts will

be direct to encouraging other States to initiate similar systems utilizing

various fugasing sources (Nederal, State and local). Occupational information system

training efforts to be conducted by the SOICCs _will involve, in each State,

approximately 250 Vocational Education, Voc nal Rehabilitation, and CETA personnel

, in training workshops and.seminars. The S committee staffs wilt increasingly

be involvod in the dissenination of occupa onally related information, including

\the coordination of the delivery of such data and information, to various user

groups in the States, such as advisory councils, planners, administrators, and

counselors.

At the national level, the discretionary funds will be used to develop all

occupational information system designed to meet common information needs of educa-

tional sad training programs, as well as students and clients. The system will

include a computerised crosscode index relating the Vocationel Education Data

System codes to the codes established for the Census, the Standard OCcupstional

Classification, the Third and Fourth Editions of the Dictionary of Occupational

Titles and the Occupational Employment Statistics program. Training naterials

related to the aliments of the Occupational Information System and the cronscode

index will be providsd for the States in workshops designed to facilitate affective

use of the information in program planning and programs related to the delivery of

career information.
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1. Vocational Education: a. (3)(b) Programs of National Significance

(Vocational Education Act, Part 11, Subpart 2)

1979 Estimate
Budget

Pos. Authority

1980
Budget

Authorization Pos. Authority

52 $7,OOk.000 $66,250,000 , 37 . $7,000,000

Purpose and method of operations

I . .

To improve access to and quality of vocational education programs for all persons,
including handicapped, females, disadvantaged and minority per0-144 this program
supports applied research and development, demonstration, curt lueithoolopment,
training end dissemination activities. Funds are awarded at the Federal level to
further a coordinated national, State and local system for ;rogram improvement. The
central purpose of the Progress of National Significance is to act as a lever to
improve the quality of vocational education throughout the Nation. Currently, State,
local.epd Federal governmentsfspend over $5 billion annually to provide vocational
education to over 17 million students. In an attempt to assure that these dollars
are having maximum impact, Congress mandated the establishment of theme programmr.

Moreover, these programs are designed to imipact the State program improvement and
supportive services funds by producing information and instructional materials which
can be used at the local level. Federally produced materials and information are
delivered to the States for them to diaseminats and install at the local level with
Federal Program improvement and Supportive Services funds.

Under this progeam, contracts and fellowships are competitively awarded to State
and local education agencies, institutions of higher education, and public and
private educational reseerch, development, demonstration and training agencies and
organisations, and individuals. Awards are made through annual competitions reflect-
ing selected Federal priorities for that fiscal year. Applications are reviewed by
federal and non-Federal experts in vocational education. Projects are approved for
periods ranging from one to three years. The Programs of National Sieraficance are
coordinated with the provame and projects supported by the National Institute of

.Education, the Fund for the Impr vement of Postiocondary Education, and the Office of
Career Education. This coordina ed activity is administered through the legislated
Coordinating Committee vn *smear h in Vocational.Educatfon which meets on a bi-

- monthly basis.

..

Increase or
Decreepe

1980 budget _policy

To promote excellence and innovition in the urilixation of the $5 billion annual
expenditure for vocational education, $7 million, the same nu was appropriated in 1979,
is requested to support a toordlnated effort involving applied research and develop-
ment, demonstration, curriculum development, and training. At this level the following,
activities will be supported.

1. National center for research in vocational education - The national center is
mandated by the Education Amendments of 1976 for five-year period and is
located at the Ohio Stets University. In 1980 the center v111: 1) conduct
applied research and development on such topics as elimination of sex bias,
improving planning ft the State level and improving vocational educadon for
the handicapped. minorities, and women, 2) provide leadership development
training for State and local leaders in such areas as job creation, guidance
and teacher education, 3):disseminete information and products to the
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State research coordinating units in the States and Territories and to local

school system, on such topics as mettics in vdcational education and instruc-

tiOna1meterialefor agricultural and trade and industrial] education; 4) maintain

a clearinghouse on research and development projects supported by the States and

the Federal government; 5) generate information for planning and policy

devielopment;and 6) provide technical assistance to State, local and other public

agencies for the evaluation of vocational education programs.

2. Projects of National Significance -
Three major projects will be initiated tn

1980 which will strengthen the ties between education and woik. in order to

achieve this goal, these projects will be targeted at the three most pressing

areas of national concern for vocational education.
These three priority areas

are: 1) The CETA - Vocational Education
Connections 2) Urban Needs; and,

3) Equity and Equality, These project,s will include personnel devellkent,

curriculum development and coordination, and Applied research activities.

A. C1TA Vocational Education Connection - One project will be supported

to upgrade and strengthen Vocational Education administrators to

effectively utilize CETA resources. Data will be collected, instruc-

tional materials will be developed, and administrators will be trained

with respect to new data analysis concepts, new student placement stra-

egies, new job development and job creation techniques. In addition,

the legal basis and new
organizational structures and patterns that are

emerging will be examined for their implications for the future.

B. Urban Needs - One project will be conducted to enable vocational

education decision makers to plan for the special needs of vocational

education in urban areas. Data will be collected, instructional

materials will be developed, decision makers will be trained 'and

tudies may be conducted in planning for facilities, staffing, job

development and creation, use of advisory councils, financing, curri-

culum requirements, cooperation
with business and industry employment

needs peculiar to urban areas.

C. Equity end Equality - One project will be supported which will result

in developing in vocational education decision makers the capacity to

adquately address civil rights requirements and needs. Data will be

collected, instructional materials will be developed, and decision

makers will be.trained in order to insure equity and equality ef

opportunity to 'vocational education for all populations. Student

admission procedures, placement prOcedures, guidance practices,

mainstreamdng of the handicapped, recruitment practices, facility

planning, location and construction or renovation standards, and

methods for new data collection and
analyses will be examined. There

will be special attention to the
implementation of civil rights

regulations.

5 :;
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1. Vocational Education: b. Special Programs for the Disadvantaged
(7ocatpnal Education Act, Part A, Subpart 4)

! 1971 Estimate 1980
\

Bedget Budget V,. Increase or
Pos. Authority Authorisation Pos. Authority Decrease

$20,000,000 $50,000,000 2 $20,000,000 .-

Purpose and method of operationa

.To encourage programa of vocational education
for disadvantaged persons in:Stites of

higk concentrations of youth unemployment or large,numbers of school dropouts, funds
are allocated to the States on a formula grunt.basis to be used Ln accordance with
the five-year State plans and the annual program plans. Disadvantaged persons are
defined as'those persons, other than handicapped, who have academic or economic
handicaps and vho require special

services and assistance to enable them te succeedin vocational education programa.

Programs are expected to reach large numbers of persons who enroll but drop out',
do not enroll st all, or are not permitted to enroll in regular vocational
education programa because they lack the computational, communicational, and/or
attitudinal skills which would enable them to stay in school to acquire the
academic and occupational skills needed for successful employment. Special'needs

. programs include: vocatioLs1 education programs for persons in corrections/
institutions, bilingual instruction, remedial instruction in communicstion and

. computation, and intensive counseling.

Funds are advance funded and can be used to pay up to 100 percent of the cost
incurred for ptoviding such services. Nonetheless, States have In the past con-
tributed dollars to these programa, indicating the catalytic effect of the Moral .

dollar.

1980 budget policy

To support programa of vocational education for disadvantaged persons, $20,000,000
is requested in'fiscal year 1980. This represents level funding from fiscal Year1979. In accordance with the Vocational Edycstion Act, these funds will support
programs and dpecial services te the disadvantaged so that they can participate in
the regular vocational education programa. About 269,000 students are expected to be
supported by these funds, the same as were enrolled in 1979.

Ensuring the accessibility and availability of edua;tional opportunities for
disadvantagedlpersone is one of the goals of Federal involvement in education.
This program supports that intent by providing loo percerit Federal money to support
"high risk" activities and populatione. These mutations include potential
school dropouts, unemployed youth, and those pladed in correctional institutions.
(In a survey conducted by the LEAA it was determined that between 40-65 percent of
persons incarcerated have no marketable skills.) Through requesting funds for
this program, the Federal governmew_ is encouraging States to initiate programs
for the severely disadvantaged for which they might not otherliise find matching
dollars.

;



1. Vocational Education: c. Consume. and tomenaking Fiaeation
(Vocational Education Act, Part A, Sobparr 5) .

1979 Estimate 1980

Budget ts-t Tire-t Increa4e or

Pos. Authority Authorixatioh Pos. Authority Decrease

3 $43,497,000 $80,000,000 2 $43,497,000 11

Purpose and method of operation.,

To supplement State and local efforts to prepare persons, males and females, for

ehe occupation of hommaking which enhances their potential employability ard quality

of life, grants are awarded to the States and Territories for conducting consumer and

hoeNtaking education programs.
Federal funds are allocated to the States and

Territories on a formula basis, to be expended solely for: 1) educational progiams

in consumer and home:making
education for all ages; and. 2) ancillary aervices and activ-

itiee for assuring quality in consumer And homemaking education programs. Distribu-

tion of funds within.States is based on approved five-year and annual vocational

educational plena. Although one third of the State's allotment must be used in

economieally depressed areas or in Areas with high rates of unemployment, States have

been using approximately 50 percent of the monies provided for economically depressed

areal.

1980 budlet policy

To provide financial resources to States and localities to support consumer and

homemaking education, $43,497 000, the same level as 1979, is reqdested for fiscal

year 1980. These Federal funds will provide program activities and ancillary

services in each of the 57 States and Territofies and will impact 3,848,274 students.

These funds are utilised together with State and local funds to support programs and

activities, including consumer education, food and nutrition, family living and

parenthood education, child growth and development, home management including resource

management, housing, and clothing and textiles.

In 1980, emphaais will be on assisting youth and adults, males and femeles, in

consumer and homemaking education by: 1) encouraging both males and females to pre-

pare for the roles of homemakers and wage earners; 2) focusing on the increased

number of women in the labor force and the increased number of males assuming home-

making responsibilities; I) encouraging outreach programs in communities for special .

audiences, such as older Americans, school age patents, single parents, ethnic groves,

mentally and/or physically handicapped, institutionalized isdividuals and persons in

economically deptessed areas, correctional institutions, and juvenile courts, etc.;

4) encouraging elimination of sex stereotyping in consumer and homemaking education

program instructional :materials; 1) providing for improved home environments and the

quality of life and enhancing employability; and,6) giving greater consideration to

economic, social, and cultural conditions and needs, especially in economically

depressed areas and for limited English-speaking groups. Ancillary services, activ-

ities and other means of assuring quality in all homemaking education programa will ,

include teacher training and supervision; curriculum development, research, program

evaluation, special demonstration and experimenfal programs, development of instruc-

tionel materials, exemplary projects, provision of equipment, and State administra-

tion and leadership.

Fiftt-seven States and Territories will continue to design and conduct aeceasible

and quality consumer and homemaking education programs for unpaid employment in fiscal

year 1980 at the same Federal funding level as in 1979. Some of the consumee and

homemakteg education programa, activities, and ancillary services to be highlighted

by the States and Teefitories will include but not be limited to the following:

-- expend and make more accessible consumer and homemaking education programa

to males and females in correctional institutions, to adults in centers for

the aged, end to youth in juvenile detention institutions;
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continue to develop and expand competency-based consumer and homemaking
parenthood education and family living programs at all levels from pre -
mchool through pomtsecondary and adult levels itich assist individuals
and familia., males and [imolai! ih understandi needs of children, pre-
venting child.abuse and-neglect, undermtanding ways of preventing teenage
pregancies, and providing laboratories for males and females to participate
in dealing with child growth and development and the consequences of early
pregnancies, etc.;
encourage State. and Territories.to continue to increase linkage between
consumer and homemaking education

programs, Comprehensive.Employment and
Training Act (CITA), and other Federal and'atate governmental agencies in
developing techniques in reaching low rick pormon. who need training
which will enhance their potential employability, e.g., displaced
homesakers, economically depressed person. and severely handicapped persohs;
impiove the capacity of existing nutrition education and resource
manageMent (energy, time and money) programs, consumer and homemaking edu-
cation to serve special populationsw,eapecially in urban and isolated
rural areas, melee and females of all educational leVels, thus addressing
among Other problems of malnutrition, scarcity and energy conservation.

'a
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1. Vocat.onal education: d. Adv4aory Councils
(Vocational Educetion Act, Peru A, Section 105)

Pos.

979 Latinate
Budget

Authority

1980
Budget

Authorization Pns. Authority

2 $6,073,000 $10,000,000 1 $6,073,000

Increase or
Decrease

POrPose and metb-d of operations

T. assist in the development and evaluation of vocational education olicies and

State plans, this progran awards grants Co States to support State Advisory C.,uncils.

In order to receive Federal vocational education funds, advisory councils must be

established and must represent at least twenty Aesignated interlsts, including appro-

priate representation of men and women, Minorities, and geographic regions of the

State. A majority of the embers must be non-educators. Members serve for thee-

year terms.

The State Advisory Councils' mandated functions include: 1) to advise the State

board in the development of the five-year plan, annual program plan and accounts-

bi2Sty report; 2) to evaluata voca;ional education programs, ,ervices, and activities

and to publish and distribute findings; and, 3) to identify employment needs of the

States.

As established by law, each council is to receive not less than $75,000 and not more

th. $200,000 in accoOance with the same formula used to determine the Basic GrAnt

awirds.

1980 budget policy

To insure impartial analysis of State policies and plans, and to advise on policy

matters, $6,073,000 is requested to support 57 State Advisory Councils in fisda1

year 1980. This represents the same level of funding as supported in fiscal year

1979. ?undo: requested la fiscal year 1980 will continue to support the type of

.
activities conducted in fiscal year 1979. In addition to the advi.nry function,

thus% activities include: preparation and ubmisnton of an annual evaluation reporz

to the Commissioner and to Ph. National Advisory Council on Vocational education;

the identification of vocational education and emplwment and training needs of the

State; and review of and comment on the reports from the State Manpower Services

Council.
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1. Vocational Education: s. Bilingual Vocational Training

(Vocational Education Act, Part B, Subpart 3)

1979 Estimate 1980
Budget

Pos. Authority Authorization
Budget

Pee. Authoritv

3 $2,800,000 890,000,000 3 82,800,000

Increase or
Decrease

Purkose and method of operations
; li. .

.To encourage opportunities for employee...1. axons persons of limited English-404%10e

41ability, this program awards grants Paid cOop4rative
-.Agreements for up to oni y teaprovide bilingual vocational traintng for persons who arli unemployed or : leramp oyidand who are unable to profit frou regular English vocational training be...luso:oflieltet language skills. Three types of activities ara funded: bilingual coalitionaltrainins, bilingual vocational instructor training, and the developmant of bilingual

instructional materials, methods, and techniques. Grants are awarded through anational competition and are reviewed by both Nadtcal and non-ledaral expertslagainst
establiehed criteria.

1

Under the bilingual vocational training program and the bilingual vocational
instructor training program, grants are awarded competitively for a one-year period.,"
Eligible applicants for the bilingual vocational training program are local educating*:
agencies, State agencies; postsecondary educational in, Atutions, private nonprofit
vocational training institutiona, nonprofit organisatione especially created to serve
a group whose languages, normally used is other than English, and private-for-profit.
agencies. Eligible applicants for the bilingual vocational instructor training pro-
gram are State agencies, public and private nonprofit educational institutions, and
private-for-profit educational.institutions. Either grants or cooperative agreements
may ba awarded for the development of instructional saterials. Eligible applicants
are State agencies, public and private educational institutions, nonprofit
organisations, privaterfor-profit organ4:ations, and individuals.

In accordance with the legislation, 65 percent of the funds requested support student
training programs, 25 percent support instructor training programs, and ten percent
eupport the development of ourriculum materials.

1980 budaat policy

To generate amd, encourage activities which will increase employment &rills and
opportunities for persons of limited English-speaking ability, $2,800,000 is being
requested for fiscal year 1480, the same as in 1979. The need for Federal activity
in this area is indicated by a tury conducted by the Bureau of the Census for the
National Canter for Education Statistics in 1975 which dstermined that populations
with limited English-speaking ability have significantly higher unemployment rates
than those from English-speaking backgrounds. This was confirmed in March 1977,
when the Bureau of the Census reported that 11 percent of all Spanish-origin persons
in the civilian labor force were unemiloyad compared vith eight percent of the
total population in the civilian labor fo...ce. In addition, a legislatively mandated
study to determine the status of bilingv ' vocational training revealed that in
1978, 92 percent of the persons of limited English-speaking ability sampled had
less than mix years of school in English.

Therefore, money is being,requested to support the following activities:

-- 12 projects for bilinaual vocational training. This effort will provide
actual vocational training for 575 persons of limited English-speaking
ability, at a cost of $3,200 per participant.

5 1 3
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-- 3 Projects for bilingual vocational instructor training. This effort

will help to meet the critical shortage of instructors for4bilingual

vocational training programa.
Sixty instructors mill be trained.

($700,000)

-- 1 project for the development of instructional 'materials. This effoit

will help to meet the hortage of appropriate teaching materials for

bilingual vocational training programa. ($2150,000)

During school year 1979-80, the 1979 appropriation
will suppoit 12 new bilingual

vocational training projects. The projectevill provide
training for 575 students at

an average cost of $3,200 por student. Throe bilingual vocational
instructor train-

ing projects are also expected tio be supported. These projects will train 60

teachers who, es a result of the program, will be qualified to teach in bilingual

vocational training programa. In addition, one project will be supported for the

development of instructional materials.

44-113 . 7., 1% l

../
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tal1.. Vocational Education: t. State Planning Grants
'(Vocational'Education Act, Part A, Subpart 1, Section 102)

1979 Estimate 1980
Budget

Budget Increase orPwi,. _Authority_ Authorization Pos. Authority Decrease

--- $5000000 $25,000,000 $5,000,000

Purpose and method of operations

To encourage long range and
comprehensive planning efforts, grants are awarded toStates under this program for planning and evaluation activities. This meney isexpected to impact on the $600 million provided to the States under the other voca-tional education legislative authority through increased planning and more effectiveutilirzation.

These funds are distributed
to the States under the same formula, based on.population and per capita income, as the Basic Grants. These funds can be used for:preparing five-year plansrupdating

annual program plans; preparing annual accounta-bility reports; conducting evaluation studies: and sestina the data requirements ofthe 1976 amendments. These awards represent 100 percent Federal funds and need,notbe matched by State dollars.
These amounts are advance funded for fiscal year 1981.

1980'hedget.polkcy
,

To improve the planning efforts of States and to promote effective utilization ofFederal and State dollars going into regular vocational
education programs,$5,000,000 is being requested for this activity. This represents the same amount asthat appropriated for 1979. This Federal role is especially timely and appropriategiven ihe financial strain that many States are experiencing.

More specifically, these funds Will be used to:

-- Defray the cost to the States of
implementing the new vocational educationdata system. The 1976 legislation mandated an extensive data collectionsystem on vocational education,

but did not provide any additional fundswith which the States could establish it. These funds can be used towardsthose gear-up costa.

-- Conduct evaluations of all vOcational education programs throughout theState. Again, the 1976 Amendments required
each State to review all of itsvocational programs over a five-year period. These funds can be used to

assist in meeting the costs of this requirement.

Suppott State efforts in designing relevant vocational programs. Since the1976 Amendments stressed the need to provide relevant and quality vocationalprograms, the Federal government is providing national leadership in thisarea by encouraging comprehensive
and forward planning at the State level.

/n an effort to generate bettr programs, the 1976 Amendments mandated many tiew--andexpensiveadministrative requirements. However, the only Federal funds specificallyavailable to the States for conducting these activities are from these planninggrants. In a period when States are having to reduce their expenditures, it is oftenplanning monies, rather than operational monies, which are reduced. The fundsrequested would ensure the continuationlof planning activities at ghe State level forvoeationdl education to increase the effectiveness and outcomes of the program.
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2. Adult Eduaation
(Adult Education Act)

1979 Estimate
1980

Budget
Budget Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorization Pos. Authority. Decrease

32 $100,900,000 _$250,000,000 32 $90,750,000 -$9,250,000

Puredie and method of okerationa

To assist the States in eliminating illiteracy among the Nation's adults 16

years of age and older,
grants to States are made to support programs that enable

educationally disadvantaged
adults to develop basic.skills

necessary to function

in society. The grants are made to States under a formula based on the number of

adults within the States who kack high school equivalency and who are not enrolled

in school. raeeral funds support up to 90 percent of the cost of each State's

program and o 100 percent of the cost of adult education programa in the Insular

Areas. At et ren percent of each State's allotment must be used for special

' experimental demonstration
projects and teacher training. State advisory councils

on adult education may be supported, and special assistance is given to the needs

of residents of rural areas, of urban areas with high rates of unemployment, adults

with limited English language skills, institutionalized
Oults and adult immigrants.

This program is advance funded. The amount requested for fiscal/ear 1980 will

become available for
obligation on July 1, 1980, for use during the 1980.81 school

year.

1980 budget policy

To address the problem of functional illiteracy in the Nation, the 1980 budget

requests $90,750,000 to provide 'este support for adult education program, This

amount represents a decr..ase
of $9,250,000 below the 1979 appropriation, and is

equivalent to funding available in 19781 It is expected that in fiscal year 1980,

as in fiscal year 1979, State and local governments will increase expenditures for

adult education, thereby
permitting a slight decline in Federal funds without a

ignificant loss of services,
Furthermore, States will continue to coordinate

Arrangements and contrac't agreements with other Federal, State and local, and

private programs. This pattern of State and local funding has reduced the Federal

hare of funding Adult
Education programs from 75 percent to 67 percent while increas-

ing total expenditures from all sources from $46 million to $131 million.

In both 1979 and 1980,States are required to implement several changes 'undated

by the Education Amendment!' of 1978. States are expected to; irprove needs

assessments; expand the delivery system to include such groups as business,

industry, labor unions, and community organizations; provide for greater participa-

tion in the formulation
and execution of State plans; concentrate resources on

those who are most needy; and assist in removing barriers to participation in the

program.

As a group, the adults assisted by this program constitute perhaps the most

disadvastaged subpopulation in society. They have not received the full benefits

of education in the past. .Furthermore, they have not mastered a basic use of

language, cannot cope with the demands imposed by modern society, are unable to

participate fully in the labor market or to reduce their dependence on government

inatitutions,,and thus remain semi-excluded from the beeefits of American life.

This budget and the Adult Education program will continue to address the needs of

these individuals. Expected benefits include the
acquiattion and mastery of the

basic skills necessary to function in society, to secure and improve employment

opportunities, and to participate fully in the political, economic, and social arenas.
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Furthermore, recent evidence indicates that the educational achievement and
attainmont of children is directly related to the achievement of their parents.Ons of the expected indirect

benefits of this program is to improve the educationalperformance of any children ofthose adults enrolled in the program, thereby'reducingths need to provide remedial assistance for these youngsters.

The following table provides estimated beneficiary data based on prior year reports. -It should be emphasized that the requirement in the Education Amendments of 1978to provide services to the most needy will raise the overall per pupil expenditures,me services for this group are more ex naive to provide. The Federal share perpupil, however, will decline due'to an ipated increases in State and local
expenditures.

According to prior year reports from the States, some of the anticipatedachievements and participation are as f-,ilows:

Estimated Beneficiaries

School Year
1978-79

School Year
1979-80

ScYool Year
1980-81

Estimated Participation
by Characteristic

1,992,000 2,19.5,000 2,096,000

Age:

16-24
'816,750 899,950 830,000

25-34
537,859 592,650 530,000

35-44
318,732 351,200 319,000

45-54
179,287 197,550 179,000

55-64
79,610 87,800 126,000

65 4 Over
59,762 65,850 104,000

Male
876,480 965,800 943,000

Female
1,115,520 1,229,200 1,153,000

Complete 8th Grade
159,366 175,600 210,000

Complete 12th Grade or
its Equivalent

169,326 186,575 187,000

Average Federal Cost
Per Student

$46 $46 543

Special Projects and
Teacher Training

$9,075,000 $10,000,000 $9,075,000

In addition to provision of basic services to adults, emphasis will be placed onimproving the capacities of the States to educate adults. Under the requirement forspecial experimental projects and teacher training, States will conduct projectsincluding: expanding outreach programs for older
adults, rurally isolated adults,handicapped, and adults in utban areas of high unemployment: developing

innovativeMethods of teaching persona of limited English-speaking ability, developing programa
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wins adult competency-based objectives;
improving coordination vith buoinss and

industry labor unions, community organisations and other non-governmental agencies;

eupporting,training programs for adult education personnel;
increasing use of media

for the recruiting and
instruction of adults; and providing life skills for

disadvantaged adults.

5
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FISCAL YEAR 1980 VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION ALLOTMENT PROCEDURE, P.L. 94-482'
(1981 Advance)

The 6ollowing allotment procedure fOt funds under the Vocational Education Act (adamended by P.L. 94-482, to be effective October 1, 1977) was used.

A. Section 523 reserve amount.

Under Section 523; 9l',O00,000 is to be reserved from the "sum made availablepursuant to ... end Sections 102 and
103 ... (as such Act is in effect onOctober 1, 1977)."

ieciion 102(a):

Basic qranis

Program improvement

Sec. 183(a)(1)(404/-

Total, Budget Line Items

Smith-Hughes Fundel/

Total available, Sac. 102 (a)

Bac. 102(b)

'Sec. 102(0.

Soc. 102(d)

Total, Sec. 102..,

S. Section 102(a) dietribution.

Total, Sec. 102(a) funds

Sec. 103(a)(1)(A)4/

5A:lance

Sec. 103(a)(1)(8), 1Zreserve

Balance available for ailot-
sant to States

Section 103(e) (Division of
102(a) total Suite allotments

Total, 102(a)

Subpart 2

Subpart 3

PY 1980
Proposed

Appropriation
Aajusted,
Amounts yaserweA -11

$474,766,000

112,317,000

10,000.000

$474,060,282

112,150,046

9.985,135

$ 705,718

166,954

. 14,865

597,083,000 506,195,463 867,537

7.161.455 7.150,610 10.645

604,244,455 603,346,273 896,162

20,000,000 19,970,271 29,729

43,07,0.. 43,432,343 64,657

5,000,000 4.992.566 7,432

672,741,455 671,741,455 1,000,000

604,244,455 603,346,273 898,182

10.000.000 10_.000,000

594,244,455 593,346,273 898,182

5.944445 5,933,463 8.982

588,302,010 587,412,810 889,200

583,302,010 587,412,810 889,200

475,985,010 475,095,810 889,200

112,317,000 -1j 112,3171000 Aj
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C. Section 102 Distribution of Total Amount.

Allotment Amount

Sec, 102(a) Issic grants and Program improveneot ..... $587,412,810

Sec. 102(b) Special prostates for the dieldventaged, 19,970,271

Sec. 102(c) Consumsr and howeseklee education . 43,432,343

Sec. 102(4) State planning
4 992 568

Total amount for State allotments
655,807,992

$655,807,992 vas distributed to the States and tke outlying areal Icier the

Vocational. Education Act formula
(Section 103(a)(2)), with a mini a of $200,000

(Section 103(b) (1)) with no State receiving less than its 1976 tot41 allotment. This

total State amount vas then divided into the Sec. 102(s), (b), (c) and (d) amounts

shown, and the Sec. 102(a) allotments were split into'the
portions for Subpart 2,

--""'""$473,091,810 and for Subpart 3, $112,317,000.

3../ Total proposed
appropriation amounts adjusted by prorata reduction of $1,000,000.

2/ Proportionate share
of,the $1,000,000 as reserved from each program, and com-

ponents.
3/ Smith-Hughes (permanent

appropriation) funds are to be considered as "funds appro-

priated pursuant to section 102(a) of this Act," P.L. 90-576, and P,L. 95-40.

4/ Restricted by appropriation language.

F)
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Occupational, Vocatio;#4 and Adult Education

Basic Grants

State or
Oatlying Area

1978 Advance
for 1979 1/

) 1979 Advance
for 1960 21

1980 Advance
for 1981 2/

1 TOTAL
$430071,966 4475,095,810 4475,095,810

Alabama 8,657,073 9,563,588 9,563,588Alaska
761,902 835,8o4 835,144Arizona 4,803,619 5,306,830 5,306,830Arkansas 4,751,740 5,249,340 5.249,340California

37,531,105 41,461,684 41,461,684
Colorado ., 5,336,962 5,895,816 5,895,816Connecticut 5,006,794 5,531,156 5,531,156Delaware

1,087,757 1,178,205 1,176,205Florida 15,670,037 17,311,180 17,311,180Georgia
11,257,643 12,436,512 12,436,512

Nawair
1,653,347 1,826,475 1,826,475Idaho 1,855,479 2,049,756 2,049,756Illinois 18,572,682 20,517,640 20,517,640Indiana

10,909,702 12,052,122 12,052,122Iowa
5,682,758 6,277,815 6,277,815

Kansas 4,528,397 5,002,589 5,002,589Kentucky 7,877,138 8,702,004 8,702,004Louisiana 9,308,453 10,283,069 10,283,069Mein* " 2,434,504 2,689,433 2,689,433Maryland 7,691,570 8,497,040 8,497,040

Massachusetts 10,998,255 12,150,013 12,150,013Michigan
17,799,605 19,663,431 19,663,431Minnesota 8,201,160 9,059,875 9,059,875Mississippi; 5,687,461 6,282,927 6,282,927Missouri
9,964,866 11,008,370 11,008,370

Momtmna
1,689,458 1,866,353 1,866,353Nebraska , t

3,182,931 3,516,216 3,516,216Nevada 1,054,695 1,165,150 1,165,150Nme Bampahlre 1,685,940 1,862,497 1,862,497Now Jeriey
11,587,521 12,801,124 12,801,124

Mew Mexico 2,949,449 1,258,238 3,258,238Nem York 29,983,747 33,124,101 33,124,101North Carolina 12,558,480 13,873,619 13,873,619North Dakota 1,592,850 1,605,580 1,605,580Ohio 21,275,502 23,503,425 23,503,425

Oklahoma
5,910,256 6,529,193 6,529,193Oregon
4,580,861 5,060,624 5,060,624Feonsylvainia 22,366,026 24,708,415 24,708,415Rhode Island
1,895,445 2,012,840 2,012,840South Carolina
7,041,103 7,778,373 7,778,373

0
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State or
19 8 Advance 1979 Advance 1980 Advance

Outlying kne for 1979 11 for 1980 2/ for 1981 2/

South Dakota $ 1,693,072 $ 1,796,430 $ 1,796,430

Tenons. 9,510,098 10,506,052 10,506,052

Texas 26,380,523 29,142,962 29,142,962

Utah 3,042,085 3,360,565 3,360,5,65

Vermont 1,164,347 1,207,614 1,207,614

Virginia 10,566,243 11,672,724 11,672,724

Washington 6,780,596 7,490,662 7,490,662

West Afirginia 3,957,315 4,371,766 4,371,766

Wisconsin 9,751,236 10,772,267 10,772,27

Wyoming 880,251 887,286 887,286

District of Columbia 1,241,109 1,251,028 1,251,028

American Samoa 143,740 144,889 144,889

Odlm 237,112 261,936 261,936

Mariana Islands 143,740 144,889 144,889

Puerto Rico 7,393,476
8,167,409 8,167,409

Trust Territory 234,986 233,761 233,761

Virgin islands 167,544
185,088 185,088

1/ Estimated allotment of funds under Section 102(a) and Section 103, P.L. 94-482,

for the purpone of Subpart 2. Estimated distribution of total State allotment

under Section 102(a), (b), and (c) (6599,237,797) is based on animating fiscal

yeer 1979 State products of: (1) final year 19791/ocational allotment ratio.,

with limits of 0.60 and 0.40; and (2) the 15-19, 20-24, and 15-65 population

age-group., with no State receiving len than $200,000 or len than iti 1976

amount for the total State allotment. Age-groups are am of July 1, 1976, for

the 50 States and D.C., and April 1, 1970, for the outlying areas. 81,000,000

of total budgeted fund. for Section 102 is reserved for Section 523 of

P.L. 94-482, and portions of Section 102(a) funds are reserved for Section

103(a)(1)(A) and (8).

2/ Estimated allotment of fund. under Sec. 102(a) and Sec. 103, P.L. 94-482 for

the purpon of Subpart 2 Enimated dinribution of total State allotment under

Section 102(a), (b), (c), and (d) ($655,807,992) ie band on eetimating final

year 1979 State products of (1) fincel year 1979 all-anent ratio, with limits

of 0.60 and 0.40, and (2) the 15-19, 20-24, and 25-65 population age-groups.

with no State receiving len than $200,000 or lees than its 1976 total allotment.

Age-group. aro am July 1, 1976 for the 50 States and D.C. The age-groups for

the outlying area. are April 1, 1970. of total budgeted funde for Sec. 102(a),

$1,000,000 im reserved under Sec. 523 of P.L. 94-482.

See preceding table on "Final Year 1980 Vocational Education Allotment Procedure"

on page 172.

Cd I 4.6 )
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Occupational, Vocational, and Adult Education

Program Improvement and Supportive Services

State az

Outlying,Area
1978 Advance
for 1979Y

1979 Advance
for 1980 2/

1980 Advance
for 1981 2/

tOTAL $107 667 991 1112,317000 $112,317000

Alabama ; 400111111,164,268 2,260,920 2,260,923Alaska 1 190,476 197,606 197,606Arizona 1,200,955 1,254,583 1,254,583Arkansas) 1,187,935 ,1,240,992 1,240,992California 9,382,776 9,801,922 9,801,922

Colorado 1,334,240 1,393,825 1,393,825Connecticut 1,251,698 1,307,616 1,1N9,616Delaware 271,939 278,539 2711',539Florida 4917,509 4,092,521 4,092,521Georgia 2,814,411 2,940,105 2,940,105

Hawaii 413,337 431,796 431,796Idaho 463,870 484,581 484,581Illinois 4,643,170 4,850,558 4,850,558Indiana 2,727,426 2,849,232 2,849,232Iowa . 1,420,690 1,484,133 1,484,133

Kansas 1,132,099 1,182,658 1,182,658Itantucky 1,969,285 2,017,233 2,057,233Louisiana 2,327,113 2,431,012 2,431,012Maine 608,626 635,806 635,806Maryland 1,922,893 7,008,778 2,008,778

Massachusetts 2,749,564 2,872,374 2,872,374Michigan 4,449,901 4,648,615 4,648,615
Minnesota 2,050,290 2,141,838 2,141,838Mississippi 1,421,865 1,485,342 1,485,342Missouri 2,491,217 2,602,479 2,602,479

Montana 422,364 441,222 441,222Nebraska 795,733 831,266 831,266Nevada 263,674 275,452 275,452Naw Naapshire 421,485 440,311 1440,311New Jersey 2,896,880 3,026,303 1,026,303

Now Nexico 737,362 770,277 770,277New York 7,495,937 7,830,841 76830,841North Carolina 3,139,620 3,279,851 3,279,851North Dakota 398,213 379,574 379,574Ohio 5,318,876 5,556,425 5,556,425

Otlahoma 1,477,564 1,543,561Oregon 1,145,220 f1,19 ,378 1,196,378Pennsylvania 5,591,506 5,84 ,296 5,841,296Rhode Island 471,8h1 475,854 .475,854South Carolina 1,160,116 1,838,878 1,838,878
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1978 Advance
for 1979 1/

1979 Advance
for 1980 2%

South Dakota $ 423,268 $ 424,692

Tennessee- 2,377,524 2,483,727

Texas 6,595,131 6,889,661

Utah .

760,521 794,469

Vermont 291,087 285,491

Virginia 2,641,561 2,759,539

Washinaton 1,695,149 1,770,861

West Virginia 989,329 1,033,525

Wisconsin 2,457,808 2,546,663

Wooing 220,063 209,763

District of Columbia 310,277 295,755

.Puerto Rico 1,848,369 1,930,850

American Samna 35,935 34,253

Northern M4rianas 35,935 34,253

Guam 59,278 61,924

Virgin Islands 41,886 43,756

Trust Territory 58,746 55,263

1980 Advance
for 1981 2/

$ 424,692
2,483,727
6,889,663

794,469
285,491

2,759,539
1,770,861
1,033,525.
2,546,663

209,763

295,755

1,930,850

34,253
34,253
61,924
43,756
55,263

jj Estimated allotment of funds under Section 102(a) and Section 103, P.L. 94-482,

for the purposes of Subpart 3. Estimated distribution of total State allotment

under Section 102(a), (6), and (c)
($599,237,797) based on estimating fiscal

year 1979 State products of: (1) fiscal year 1979 Vocational allotment ratios

with limits of 0.60 and 0.40; and (2) the 15-19, 20-24, and 25-65 age-groups,

with a minimum of $200,000 and with no
State receivirig lers than its fiscal year

1976 amount for the total State allotment. Age groups are as of July 1, 1976

for the 50 States and D.C., end April 1, 1970 for the areas. $1,000,000 of the

tote1 budgeted funds for Section 102 is reserved under Section 523 of P.L. 94-482,

and portions of Section 102(a) funds are reserved for Section 103(a)(1)(A) and

(8).

er

21 Estimated allotment of funds under Section 102(a) and Section 103, P.L. 94-482,

for the purposes of Subpart 3. Estimated distribution of total State allotment

under Section 102(a), (b), and (c...ad (d) ($655,807,992) based on estimating

fiscal year 1979 S.ate products of: (1) fiscal year 1979 allotment ratios with

limits of 0.60 and 0.40; and (2) the 15-19, 20-24, and 25-65 population age-groups,

with no State receiving less than $200,000 or less than its 1976 total allotment.

Age-groups are as of July 1, 1976 for the 50 States and D.C. The age-groups fot

the outlying areas are as of April 1, 1970. Of total budgeted funds under

Section 102, $1,000,000 are reserved under Section 523 of P.L. 94-482, and por-

tions of the 102(a) funds are reserved under Section 101(a)(1)(A) and (B).

See preceding table on "Fiscal Year 1980 Vocational Education Allotment Procedure"

on page 172.f
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Occupational, Vocational, and Adult Education

Spacial Programa for the Disadvantaged

178 Advance 1979 Advance
for 1979 1/ for 1980 2/

1980 Advance
for 1981 2/

State or

gutlYina Areas

a 20TAL $ 12,968,469 $ 19,970,27/ 1 19,970,271

Alabama 401,392 401,998 401,998Alaska 35,326 35,135 35,135Arizona 222.733 223,068 223,068Arkansas 220,318 220,652 220,652California 1,740,161 1,742,809 1,742,809

Colorado 247,453 247,826 247,826Connecticut 232,144 232,498 21U498Delaware 50,435 49,525 0,525florid* 726,555 727,662 727,662Georgia
521,970 522,758 522,758

Hawaii
76,659 76,774 76,774Idaho
86,032 86,160 86,160Illinois

861,138 862,443 862,443.00 Indiana
505,838 506,601 506,601Lima
263,485 263,883 263,883

209,963 210,280 210,280--
__Amass
Kentucky

365,230 365,782 365,782Louisiana
431,594 432,241 432,241Maine
112,877 113,048 113,048Maryland
356,625 357,166 357,166

Manaachusatts
509,943 510,716 510,716Michigan 825,294 826,537 826,537Minnesota
380,254 380,825 380,825Mississippi 263,704 264,048 264,098Missouri
*62,029 462,72A 462,728

Montana
'8,334 78,451 78,451Nebraska

147,579 147,801 147,801Nevada
48,902 48,976 48,976Mew Hampshire
78,170 78,289 :,289New Jersey

537,266 538,085 51t,085
New Mexico

136,754 1.4,957 136,9)7Mew York
1,390,221 1,39.,345 1,392,345'North Carolina
582,284 583,1FS 583,166North Dakota
73,8.4 67,490 67,490Ohio

986,456 96/,,48 987,948
Oklahoma

274,033 274, ;9 274,449Owegon
212,397 212.".9 212,719Pennsylvania

1,017,020 1,038,598 1,038,598Rhode Island
81,so4 ',4,608 84,608South Carolina
326,467 326,958 126,958

r):.)
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State or
Outlaying Argus

1978 advapse
for 1979 :If

1979 Advance
for 197 V

1980 Advance
for 1981 21

South Dakota $ 78,501 $ 75,511 $ 75,511

Tamiassee
440,944

441,613 441,613

Texas
1,223,155 1,225,001 1,225,001

Utah
141,048 141,259 141,259

Vermont
53,986 50,761 50,761

Virginia
489,913 490,653 490,653

Washington 314,389 . 314,864 314,864

Vast Virginia 183,484 183,764 183,764

Wisconsin
452,125 452,804 452,1104

Wyoming
40,813 37,296 37,296

District of Columbia 57,545
52,586 52,586

American Samoa 6,665 6,090 6,090

Guam 10,994 11,010 11,010

Iberian& Islands 6,665 6,090 6,090

Puerto lico 342,805
343,310 343,310

Trust Territory 10,896
9,826 9,826

Virgin Islands ' 7,768
7,780 7,780

11 Estimated allotiant of funds under Sec. 102(h) and Sec. 403, P.L. 94-482 for the

purposes of Subpart 4. Estimated distribution nf total State allotsent amount

under Sec. 102(a), (b), and (c), ($599,237,797) based on estimating fiscal year

1979 State product:, of (1) fiscal year 1979 Vocational Education allotment ratios,

with limits of 0.60 and 0.40 and (2) the 15-19, 20-24, and 25-65 ago-group popu-

lationa, with a millets" of $200,000 and with no state receiving less than

its 1976 amount for tha total State allotment. Age groups are final estimates as

of July 1, 1976 for the 50 States and D.C. and April 1, 1970 for the: areas. Of

total budgeted funds umder Section 102, $1,000,000 is reserved under Section 523

of P.L. 14-482,

2/ Satimated allotment
of funds luau Sec.

102(b) and Sec. 103, P.L. 94-482, for

the purposes of Subpart 4. Estimated distribution of total State allotment

amount under Sec. 102(a), (b), (c), and (d), ($655,807,992)
based.on estimating

fiscal year 1979 State products of: 1) fiscal year 1979 Vocational Education

allotment ratios, with lielts of 0.60 and 0.40, and 2) the 15-19, 20-24, and

25-65 population age groups,
with no State receivins

less than $200,000 or less

than it. 1976 allotment.
Age groups are final

estimates as of July 1, 1976,

for the 50 States and
D.C., and April 1, 1970, for the outlyins areas. Of

total budgeted funds under Section 102,
$1,000,000 is reserved under Section 523

of P.L. 482.

See precedins table on "Piscal Year 1980 Vocational Education Allotment Procedure"

on page 172.
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1 80
A

.Occupational, Vocational, an Adult Education

Consumer and Homemaking Edut%-1.on

State or
Out Ilia& Maas

1978 Advaqqg
for 1979 Af

1979 Advance
for 1980 2../

1980 Advance
for 1981 2/

$ 43,432,343

874,285
76,413

485,140
.479,885

3,790;347

530,984
305,648
107,709

1,582,555
1,136,922

,1111,T
1,875,682
1,101,782

573,906

457,327
795,520
940,058
245,863
776,783

1,110,731

1,g78::93:7

574,373
1,006,364

170,618
321,446
106,516
170,266

1,170,254

297,862
3,028,142
1,268,300

4:767:2,14:3

596,886
462,632

2,258,796
184,010
711,085

TOTAL $ 40,929,371 $ 43,432,343

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Plorims
Csorsia

Sewall
Idaho
Illinois
Ihdiana
Iowa

Sumas
Mentucky
Louisiana
Mains
Maryland

Mkssachusette
!Schisms
MInadeota
Missiasippi
Missouri

Montana
Nhbrasks
Navada
Nits Hampshire
N ew Jersey

New Mexico
Nis York
North Carolina
North Dakota
O hio

0klahose
°Meson
Pamnsylvania
Rhod Island
Soutk Cs.vlina

822,734
72,408,

456,536
t.51,587

3,566,509

507,204
475,826
103,376

.1,489,219

1,069,882

157,128
176,337

1,765,075
1,036,815
540,067

430,361
748,612
884,639
231366,

730,977

1,045,231
1,691,605

79,406

540,514
947,022

160,559
302,493
100,234
160,225

1,101,232

280,304
2,849,537
1,193,509

151,378
2,021,940

561,688
435,349

2,125,579
180,136
669,159

874,285
76,413

485,140
479,885

3,790,347

538,984
505,648
107,709

1,582,555
1,136,922

16f,;3
187,385

1,875,682

1,101,782
573,906

457,327
795,520
940,058
245,863
776,783

1,110,731
1,797,592

828,236

574,373
1,006,364

170,618
321,446
106,516
170,266

1,170,254

297,862
3,028,142
1,268,300

146,779
2, 148,638

596,886
462,632

2,258,796
184,010
711,085

M"--
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State or
Outlying Areas

1978 Advance
for 1979 1/

1979 Advance
for 1980 2/

1980 Advance
for 1981 2/

South Dakota
$ ' 160,903 $ 164,226 $ 164,226

Tenneasse
903,802 960,443 960.443

Texas
2,507,101 2,664,193 2,664,193

Utah
289,108 307,217 337,217

%mon 110,655 110,398 110,398

Virginia
1,004,174 1,067,098 1,067,098

Washington
644,401 684,782 684,782

West Virginia
376,088 399,658 399,618

Wisconsin
926,719 984,780 984,730

Wyoming
83,656 81,114 81,114

District of Columbia 117,950 114,367 114,367

Amatican Samoa
13,660 13,245 13,245

Guam
22,534 23,945 23,945

Mariana Islands
13,660 13,245 13,245

Puerto Rico
702,647 746,649 746,649

Trust Territory
22,332 21,370 21,370

Virgin Islands
15,923 16,920 16,920

1/ Estimated allotment of funds under Section 102(c) and Section 103, PA. 94-482,

for the purpose of Subpart 5. Estimated distribution of total State allopvnt

amount under Section 102(a), (b), and (c) ($599,237,797)
is based on estimating

fiscal year 1979 State produtta of: (1) fiscal year 1979 Vocational education

allotment ratios, with limits of 0.60 and 0.40; and (2) the 15-19, 10-24, and

25-65 age-group population, with a minimum of $200,000 for the total State allot-

ments, and with no State receiving lees than its fiscal year 1976 amount for the

total State allotment. Age-groups are as of July 1, 1976, for the 50 States and

D.C., and April 1, 1970, for the outlying areas.
$1,000,000 of total budgeted

fund. for Section 102 is reserved under Section 523 of P.L. 94-482,

2/ Estimated allotment of funds under Secibn 102(c) and Section 103, P.L. 94-482,

for thft purpose of Subpart 5. Eetimatad distribution of total Stet* allotment

amoun under Section 102(0, (b), (c) and (d)
($655,807,992) based on estimating

fist 1 year 1979 State products of: (1) fiscal year 1979 Vocational education

all tlant ratios, with limits of 0.60 and 0.40;.and (2) the 15-19, 20-24, and

25j65 age-group population, with a einimum of $200,000 for the total State allot-

nts, and with no State receiving lees than its fiscal yeav 1976 amount for the

otal State allotment. Age-groupe ars as of July 1, 1976, for the 50 States and

D.C. The age-groupe for the outlying areas are as of April 1, 1970. Of total

budgeted funds under Section 102, $1,000,000 is reserved under Section 523 of

P.L. 94-482.

, Sea preceding table on "Fiscal Year 1980 Vocational Education Allotment Arocedure"

on page 172.
\
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Occupational, Vocational, and Adult Education

State Planning Giants

I \

State or

Outlziet Area
1978 Advance
for 19n

1979 Advance
for 1980 11

1980 Advaqqa
for 1981

TOTAL
$ - - - $4,992,568 $4092,568

Alabama - - -
100,499 100,499Alaska

8,784 8,784Arizona
55,768 55,768Arkansas
55,163 55,163California -

435,702 436,702

Colorado
61,957 69.,957Connecticut - - -
58,124 58424Delaware
12,381 12,14florida

181,915 161,915Gaorgia &le 4.0
130,690 130,690

Hawaii
10,194 19,194Idaho
21,540 21,540Illinois

215,611 215,611Indiana
126,650 126,650Iowa =Wm.. 65,971 65,971

Kansas
52,570 52,570Kentucky
91,445 91,445Louisiana 7- 108,060 108,060Maine
28,263 28,263Maryland - - - $9,22 89,292

Massachusetta
127,679 127,679Michigan
206,634 206,634Minnesota - - -
95,206 95,206Mississippi
66,024 1 66,024Miasouri
115,682 115,682

Montana
19,613 19,613Nabraska
36,951

. 36,951Nevada - - -
12,244 12,244Nem Hampshire
19,573 19,573Nem Jersey
134,521 134,521

Nem Mexico .1
34,238 34,238Nem 'fork
348,086 348,086North Carolina -
145,792 145,792North Dakota
16,872 16,872Ohio - -

246,986 246,986

Oklahoma
68,612 68,612°raison
53,180 53,180Pennsylvania

259,650 259,650Abode Island
21,152 21,152South Carolina
81,739 81,739

57'9
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..=11B
1978 Advance
for 1979

1979 Advanqe
for 1980 1.1

1980 Advance
for 1981 1/

South Dakota $ - $ 18,879 $ 18,879

Teemassee --- 110,403 110,403

Tams --- 306,250 306,250

'Utah
--- 35,315 35,315

Vermont
12,690 12,690

Virginia
122,663 122,663

"Washington
- 78,716 78,716

West Virginia
45,941 45,941

Wisconsin
113,200 113,200

Wynadag
9,324 9,324

District of Columbia
13,146 13,146

Puerto Rico
85,828 85,828

Amsrican Samos
- - 1,523 1,523

Worthern Marianas
1,523 1,523

Ouse
2,753 2,753

Virgin Islands
1,945 1,945

Trust Torras:cry
=. 2,456 2,456

1/ Intimated allotment of fund. under Sec. 102(a) and Sec. 103, P.L. 94-482 for

tho purpose of Subpart 2,Eatimatod distribution of total State allotment under

Section 102(a), (b), (c), and (i)
($655,807,992) is based on estimating fiscal

year 1979 State product. of (1) fiscal year 1979 allotment ratios with limits

of 0.60 and 0.40 and (2) the 15-19, 20-24, and 25-65 population age-group.,

with no State receiving less than $200,000 or less than its 1976 total allotuent.

Aga-groups are as July 1, 1976 for the 50 State. and D.C. The age-groupelor

the outlying areas are April 1, 1970. Of total budgeted fund. for Sac. 102(a),

$1,000,000 is reserved under Sue. 523 of P.L. 94-482.

See preceding table on "Pistol Year 1980 Vocational Education Allotment Procedure"

on Pato 172.
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Occupational, Vocational, and Adult Education

Adult Education

State or
Outlyins,,Apeas

1978 Advance
for 1979

1979 Advance
for 1980

1980 Advance
for 1981

TOTAL 1/
$90 750 000- 2

$100,000,000/-
.

1$ 90,750,000- /

Alabama 1,788,980 1,971,921 1,788,980
Alaska 231,019 240,062 231,019
Arizona 769,742 838,917 769,742
Arkansas 1,099,144 1,205,087 1,1)99,144
California 6,648,292 7,373,:24 6,448,292

Colorado 829,716 905,585 la9,716
Connecticut 1,275,606 1,401,245 1,2*,606
Delaware 353,315 376,008 353,315
Florida 2,972,916 3,288,007 2,972,916
Georgia 2,314,934 2,556,582 2,314,934

Maws!! 386,144 412,502 386,144
Idaho 394,563 421,861 394,563
Illinois 4,521,894 5,009,881 4,521,894
Indiana 2,166,392 2,391,460 2,166,392
Iowa 1,127,497 1,236,604 1,12T,497

Kancas 917,292 1,002,937 917,292
.Kentocky 1,747,260 1,925,544 1,747,260
Louisiana 1,788,144 1,970,992 1,788,144
Maine 530,275 572,721 530,275
Maryland 1,680;358 1,851,175 1,680,358

Massachusetts 2,151,668 2,375,093 2,151,668
liichigan 3,544,162 3,923,015 3,544,162
Minnesota 1,452,249 1,597,605 1,452,249
Vississippi 1,182,887 1,298,177 ...- 1;182,887
Aissouri 2,136,877 2,358%650 2,136,877

Montana 388,278 414,875 388;278
Nebraska 657,556 714,209 n57,556
Vvede '

297,955 314,469 297,955
New Hampshire 411,k82e 441,113 411,882
New Jersey 3,026,806 \ 3,347,912 3,026,806

Mew Mexico 511,985 552,390 511,985
Nov York 7,512,984 8,334,833 7,512,984
North Carolina 2,659,323 2,939,411 2,659,323
North Dakota 389,977 416,/61 389,977
Ohio 4,271,088 4,731,080 4,271,088

Oklahoma 1,198,479 1,315,509 1,198,479
Dragon 874,987 955,909 874,987
Pennsylvania 5,071,342 5,620,657 5,071,342
ithoJe Island 569,204- 615,995 569,204
South Carolina 1,415,645 1,556,915 1,415,645
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State or
Outlying_ Areas:

1978 Advapcs
for 1979' =

1979 Advapcs
for 1980

1980 Advance
for 1981.11

South Dakota $ 402,138 $ 430,281 $ 402,138

liamessee
2,027,219 . 2,236,752 2,027,219

lama 4,963,583 5,500,870 4,963,583

Utah
438,736 470,964 438,j16

Vermont
386,369 323,823 306,369

Virginia
2,150,527 2,373,823 2,150,527

Vashington 1,234,711 1,355,785 1,234,711

Vast Virginia 995,562 1,089,943 9957161--
Viaconsin 1,769,760 1,950,556 1,769,760

Wyoming
256,325 268,193 256,325

District of ColuMbla 445,114 478,054 4456114

Puerto Rico 1,583,639 '1,743,661 1,583,639

Outlying areas 907,500 1,000,000 907,500

Istimated distribution of $90,750,000 with 1 percent ($907,500) reserved for the

outlying erase and the balance
distributed with a basic amount of $150,000 to

each State, D.C., and Puerto Rico, and the remainder dfitributed on the basis of

those 16 and over with less than a hish school diploma, April 1, 1970, with no

State receiving less then 90 percent of its fiscal year 1973 amount.

jj Estimated.distribution of
$100,000,000 with 1% ($1,000,000) reserved for the

outlying areas and the balance distributed with a basic amount of $150,000 to

each State, D.C. and Puerto Rico, and the remeinder distributed ya the basis of

those 16 and over with less than a high school diploma, April 1, 1970, with"no

State receiving less than 90Z of its fiscal year 1973 amount.
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WEDNESDAY. MARCH 2, 1979,

EDUCATION OF' THE IIANDICAPP.ED

WITNESSES

EDWIN W. MARTIN, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR EDUCATION

OF THE HANDICAPPED
ROBERT B. HERMAN, ASSOCIATE bEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR

EDUCATION OF THE HANDICAPPED
JASPER HARVEY, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF PERSONNEL PREPA-

RATION
RAY, SIMCHES, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF ASSISTANCE TO

STATES
GARY McIMNIELS, DIRECTOR, DIVISIOlsr DOF INNOVATION AN

DEVELOPMENT
LEE GOODMAN, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF MEDIA SFRVICES
PETER RELIC, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY, EDUCATION
CORA P. 'BEEBE, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF PLANNING AND

BUDGETING
WILLIAM DINGELDEIN, DEPUTY ASSISTANT Sb;CRETA.RY,

BUDGET

Mr. NATCHER. The committee will cOme to order.
We take up at this time the request (or Edurntion of the i; di-

capped, and we have Dr. Martin,. the D Cc mraissioi. for

Education of the Handicapped.
INTROIAJCIT Jle WITNESSES

Dr. Martin, tell us who you have with you.
Dr. MARTIN. Accompanying rn6 arc 1 . ert Herman, Associate

Deputy Commissioner for Ed, t Handicapped; Jasper
Haryey, Director, Division of Personi... . paration; Ray Simches,
Director, .Division of Assistance to Statt..., Gary McDaniels, Direc-
tor, Division of Innovation an.d Development, 1 ' xxlman, Direc-
tor. Division of Media Services; Ms. Cora Be Director of the
Division of P.anning and Budgeting; William uingeldein, Deputy
Assistant Secretary, Budget; and Peter Relic, Deputy Assistant
Secretary, Education.

Mr. NATCHER. Dr. Martin, we have examined your statement and
with your permission the statement will be placed in the record in
its entirety arrd you might want to just briefly highlight this for us.

'The statement fbllows:1

S.



DEPARTNYNT of 11F.AL1H, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Office of Education'

Biographical Sketch

NATri : Edwin W. Martin, Jr.

POSITION : Deputy Commissioner for Education of the Handicapped

BIRTHPLACE
AND DATE : . Oceanside, New York, September 3, 1931

EDUC4TION : Muhlenberg College, Allentown, Pennsylvania 1949-53,
A.A.

University of Alabama, University, Alabama 1953-55,
M.A.

University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
1957-61, Doctor of philosophy, Ppecialization in
Speech and Hearing Disorders and-Psychology

Emerson College, L.H.D. (honora, causa), 1974

EXPERIENCE
-.PRESENT : DepLty Commissioner for Education of the Handicapped

1974-71 Acting DeputVommissioner Lot Education of the Handicapped

: Associate Commissioner, Bureau of Education fur the
Handicapped

1969-74

1967-69

1966-67

1960-66

ASSOCIATION
MEMBELS11 1PS

: Deputy Associate Commissioner, Burt ,t1 of Education for
.the Handicapped

: Director, Ad Hgc .tibcommittee on fhe4Hand1capped
U.S. Vollse of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

: Assistant Professor; Associate Professor of Speech,
University.of Alabama; Associate Professor of Speech
Pathology, University of. Alabama Medical School;
Co-Director, Speech and Hvaring Clinic, University
of Alabama

: American Speech and Hearing Association
American Psychological Association
Council for Exceptional Children
Presidentis Committee. on Employment of the Handicapped,
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Exu(talvo Committve,
Education ;:ommis!.:Ion of the

States - Early Childhood Task Force

PUBLICATIONS :
"Client Centered Therapy as a Tueoretical Orientation

for Speech Therapy," Asha

"The Self as a Centrnl Concept in Speech Thprnpy for

Persons Who Stutter," chapter in New_ Directions in

Stuttering.
"Communication Problems of tke Mentally Retarded,"

Alabama Mental Health

5fi
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DEPARTMENT 0F HEALID, EDUCATI0N, AND WELFARE

Office of Education-

Statement by Deputy Commissioner fur Education of the Handicapped

on

Education of the Handicapped

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I appreciate this opportunity to present the fiscal year 1980

budget request for Education of the Handicapped. As you know, 1980 will

mark the fifth year since the passage of the Education for All Nandi-

capfd Children Act--the landmark legislation which assures that handi-

capped children are provided the same rights to a free, appropriate,

'public education that have been provided to non-handicapped children for

many years. 1980 has added significance--the full-service deadfine for

the provision of services to children aged 3 to 21 will arrive on

September 1 of that year. Our budget request totalling $1,027,825;000

is designed to rer'ect the role that the Handicapped Education programs

play at this critical point in our efforts to meet the legislated mandate.

As in 1979, the bulk of the requested funds--$877 million, or 86

percent--will go nfrectly to States to assist them in paying for the

costs of educating almost four million handicapped children. The remain-

ing $150 million will be used to continue ten discretionary programs

which support activities such as personnel training, demonstration

projects for severely handicapped children and youth, development and

marketing of media products and materials, and applied research into

selected aspects of special education.
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State Grant Programs

In order to maintain the Federal commitment to assist States in

implementing P.L. 94-142, we are rettuesting $862,000,000 for the State

Grant program, an increase of $58 million, or seven percent over 1979.

At this level, the Fedetal contribution will be maintained at 12 percent

of excess costs. The increase is necessary to account for higher per

pupil costs and an additional 150,000 children who we anticipate will be

receiving services by that time. As you know, tech State's allocation

\ is based on the number of children receiving special education and

'related services, mult!plied by a specified percentage of the natioral

1

leverage per upi1 expenditure. in 1980, the budget request will provide

218 pey child toward the excess costs of

cIpped children compared with $211 in 1979.

ducating the Nation's handi-

ince 1977, the number of

children served has grown from 3.4 millior to the 3.95 million estimated

for 1980.

In order to encourage States to e, _:Ad educational services to

preschool handicapped children, $15,000,0") is requested for the Preschool

Incentive Grant program, $2.5 million less tLai for 1979. In 1980, this

program will give each State $67 for eveiy handicapped child aged three,

four, and five who receives special education and relgted seivices. The

reduction is requested in view of the fact that these childrP also

receive funds under the State Grant program, and continne to.tui-nefit.

through the Handicapped discretionacy programs
such as the Early Childhood

Education program. An estimulced 225,000 preschool children will be

served in 1980, 10,000 more than in 1979, and 30,000 more than were

served during the first year of this proaram in 1977.

s a 7
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Diacretimiaty Programs

In addition La the two programa which provide direct assistance to

States, wide variety of activiti At.ate funded through ten discretionary

programs authorized by the Education of the Handicapped Act. In 1980,

$150,825,000 is requested to continue these programs. Of the ten nro-

grams, eight will be continued at the 1979 level, with two receiving

slightly less funds than in the previous year.

To continue operation of 17 regional deaf-blind centers which

provide 'irect educational services to over 5,600 deaf-blind children,

$16,300,000 is requested. In addition, innovatIve educatiou41 practices

for deaf-blind children will continue to bc developed and demonstrated

through the demonstration project component of this program.

For the Severely Handicapped projects, $5,000.000 is requested,

maintaieing this program at the 1979 level. In 1980, approximately 33

demonstration and five eu reach projects will be supporLed to address

significant needs in the education of severely handicapped childreh and

youth.

The Early Childhood Educatiov program is proposed for a reduction

of $2 million ia 1980--f:nm $22 1.111ion to $20 million. With this

amount we will be able to continue a high level of effort in the area of

developing and demonstrating new methods for teaching handi7apped pre-

school children. Since there have been over 230 model projects funded

over the , ist five years, we believe that even with a reduced amount for

tht program as a wholc the objectives of the program will continue to

he effectively met.

At the requested level of 2,400,000, the Regional Vocational,

Adult, and Posts:condary program will continue at its current operating

G
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level. This program assists hand1^.pped persons in postsecondary

institutions acquire skills needed for gainful employment.

In 1980, as in previous years, the Innovition and Development

program will support projets aimed at expanding the knowledge base

underlying the provision of high quality special ucation. With the,

$20,000,000 requested for 1980, almost 190 projects will be funded, such t,

as research and demonstration into learning disabilities, personnel

development, and physizal education for the handicapped.

Funding for the Wkdia Services and Captioned Films program will be

maintained at $19,000,000. Activities of this program include not only

captioning and recording, but mlso the support of Media and Materials

Centers, marketing and implementation of media products, the National

Theater of 'the Deef and Recordings for the Blind.

The request for Regional Resource Centers is $9,750,000, the same

as 1979% These Centers assist States and local education agencies in

meeting their responsibilities under P.L. 94-142. Emphasis will continue

to be placed on assisting teachers in developing appropriate individualized

education plans for handicapped children.

The Recruitment and Information program will be maintained at a

$1,000,000 level. The two primary goals of this program are to disseminate

.%information about programs and aervices for handicapped children and

provide referral services to p..:-nts, teachers, and other persons especially

interested in the handicapped.

The request of $55,375.000 ICI: the Special Education Persrnnel

Development program represents a decrease of $2.3 million from the 1979

appropriation amount for this activity.. More reliance will be placed on

the States to train teachers and administrators as required under PA..

5 (i
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94-142. We believe that with 1 4 sf-y04 's significant increase--over $12

million more,than 1978--and with a continued high level of funding for

this program, we will still be providing a high degree of Federal support

for personnel development. At the requested level, 92,0004teachers a

administrators will receive training in 1980, compared with )5,000 in

1979. Approximately 47,000 regular classroom teachers will receive
f

traiing, as well as 35,000 special educators and 10,000 support personnel.

Finally, we are again requesting $2,300,000 for Special Studies to

continue to measure 4nd evaluate the progress and implementation of P.L.

94-142, as required by Sectioq 618 of the Act.

This concludes my statement bn Education of the Handicapped. I

would be pleased to answer any questions.

Lt. 9 \, I.
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PIO XIIIESS ON IMPLEMENTATION

Dr. MARTIN-Ws, sir, I will be pleased to do that, Mr. Chairman.
This is really the first time we have had the chance to report to

you on the progress that is being made in the States on the Educti- .

tion of the Handicapped Act. I know you have been serving on this
committee since the level of expenditures was about $25 million for
education of the handicapped. The budget request before you is for

over a billion dollars for education of the handicapped. So you have

seen this incredible growth in the last decade. You and your col-

leagues have made it possible for the handicapped children to
receive a free and appropriate public education.

This year, almost every State- has increased the numbers of
children served. There are 190,000 more children receiving special
education than there were a year ago. That actually is an even
more impressive figure since overall school population has declined

about 2 percent, which might have resulted in a proportional
70,000 children decrease.

A few States, interestingly enough, are reporting fewer children
served. New York has reported some 25,000 fewer children than
last year, and Texas has also shown a decrease. We are not sure
why thpse States are serving fewer children, but we are trying to
determi'ne the reasons. We do not necessarily think it is bad. It
may just be the result of unique demographic aspects of their
particular populations. In New York fbr instance there is an alter-
native program which serves several hundred thousand children
who have minor learning problems but who are not classified as
handicapped per se.

In general, about 45 of the States have reported significant in-
creases. Kentucky reports about 3600 additional children as the
Act is begining to catch hold. The States are increasing their
commitment to children, and the Federal funds are gradually be-
coming available. Because of the forward funding pattern, the
funds are just beginning to impact this year. We will move from a
$252 million level last year to a $565 million level in fiscal year
1979.

The rate of growth doubled this year as compared with last year
in terms of new children served.
\ So I think we have a positive report in terms of the response of'
thç country to the mandate of educating all handicapped children.

e are expecting in this budget year that the $862 million will
serv 3.95 million children, which would be about 150,000 more
than e served this current year, and which seems reasonable
consich ing the increases which I reported to you a moment go.

In addition to that, we are requesting $15 million to encourage
preschool programs, $2.5 million less than in 1979. However, the
States may also spend monies from the basic formula grant pro.
gram for preschool programs and we are also stimulating efforts
with our model program, and we think the total number of chil-
dren served .will in Fact inci ease rather than decrease.

We are asking for $150 million in our discretionary programs to
operate centers for deaf blind children and to provide new models

to the States to educate handicapped children at home. We arc
showing progress in this area too. in thE. last 2 years more than
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25,000 children have left State hospital programs and are .now
being educated in programs in the local school district.

'Our model early childhood program continues to be an extraordi-
narily successful program. We have supported over 230 model pro-
jects and have been tracking their success. Of the earliest models
90 percent are still in operation, funded by a variety of State and
local sources. Their impact on the development of new knowledge
about how to work with handicapped children has been impressive
indeed.

At present we are emphasizing programs for youngsters 0 to 3
and finding that in addition to the hospital programs and clinical
programs that are interested in this population, more and more
schools are beginning to offer such programs with our support to
provide early intervention and try to reduce later injury and ill-
ness.

For our innovation and development program we are asking for
$20 million to fund approximately 190 projects in areas ranging
from applied research to developing new materials for teachers and
new procedures and methods for educating children.

Our innovation program extends into the media area as well.
You may have noticed that on Friday the Secretary announced a
joint venture with the American Broadcasting and lqational Broad-
casting Systems and Public Broadcasting Service that will enable
us beginning next year to make captioned television available ap-
proximately 20 hours a week. We think that about 2 million deaf
persons and 10 million hearing-impaired persons will benefit from
this activity. Federal involvement in this area began in 1958 when
Congress passed the first program in education of the.handicapped,
providing a loan service of captioned films for deaf persons. That
program has grown today to this major announcement by the
networks and by HEW that closed captioning of programs will
become a reality on both public and private television.

We are asking for $9.75 million for a regional resource center
program, which is now boncentratinK on assisting teachers to devel-
op individual eduction programs. Odr recruitment and information
program is being maintained at the $1 million level. The two
primary goals of this program are to disseminate information
about programs and services for handicapped children and to pro-
vide referral services to parents, teachers, and other persons espe-
cially interested in the handicapped.

The "Closer Look" television commercials supported by this ac-
tivity have been widely praised because they present disabled
people in a variety of action-oriented activities as opposed to por-
traying them as the recipients of charity'. One of our commercials
has been cited by professionals in the industry as one of the 10 best
in the world, the only public service announcement that was so
honored.

Finally, we are asking for $55.3 million to train needed person-
nel. We will train 92,000 teachers with these funds. About 47,000 of
them will be regular classroom teachers, about 35,000 people will
be special educatori, and an additional 10,000 will be support per-
sonnel wh c. work with handicapped children.

Those are the highlights of the budget, .and I thank you for the
opportunity to answer any questions you might have.
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PUBLIC LAW 94-142 MANDATE

Mr. NATCHER; Thank you very much, Dr. Martin.
The Education for All Handicapped Children Act mandated that

by September 1, 1978, all school age handicapped children must be
assured of a free appropriate public education. How do you feel
about it, Dr. Martin? Have all of the States met that mandate?

Dr. MARTIN. The answer to that is complex but, on the whole the
answer is yes. All of the States, but New Mexico, have agreed to
participate. They have made the commitment in writing to us that
they would educate all handicapped children and that they would
develop appropriate policies, procedures, and regulations and, in
some instances, change State statutes to achieve this goal.

We are now monitoring and finding great progress. For example,
when we monitored early in the first year we found in about 25
percent of the school districts could find no evidence of individual
education programs for children, one of the requirements of the
law. This year in only 4 districts out of 100 did we find that even
some children did not haVe individual education plans, This is clear
evidence of progress. But there are some problems which remain.

I am going to submit cor the record an example of a story that is
in the news in the Washington Star this weekend which highlights
the problems that some districts are having. As the article points
out, if a school district does not feel that it has enough money to
educate all of its handicapped children, there is a kind of pressure
in those districts on the teachers not to recommend children for
services until there are additional staff available to provide them,
You will see, for example, in the bottom of the second column it
says:

In some\cases. teachers say the plans are being approved and adjusted to fit the
coudtry's available services by their superiors in the school system before even
being preseritecl to the parents. In other instances, they say the related services
listed as r...Peded in the IEPs are not being carried out because of the lack of
personnel or money.

IFront thr Washington Star, Saturday. Mar 24. 19791

TEACHERS SAY SCHOOLS IGNoRE HANDICAPPED

A federal law calling for a "free and appropriate education" for all children has
forced some Maryland school systems to lie, say special education teachers who are
faced with what they call serious ethical and professional comprvmiseie

One counselor likened the situation created by the law to a "powder keg ready to
blow up," while another educator said that, as a result of the legislation. "many
shady things are going on

Teachers in several counties say the. school systems are not in compliance with
the law The Aleged violations, they say. are leading to one thingless educational
support service for children who need it the most

FeJeral Law 94-112 mandates the provision of a free and appropriate. public
education to all handicapped children in the least restrictive environment The
public education, the law says. includes specia: education and related 1.ervices to
meet the child's unique needs

Related services are developmental. corrective and other supportive service's that
are needed to help a handicapped child benefit from e.ducation Those include
speech pathology and audiology, psychological services, physical and occupational
therapy. and counseling

The education must meet the individual needs of a child as deternut...d through
an individual educational program. or 1EP. which is formulated following testing.
interpretation and diagnosis of his needs
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Federal law stipulates that the IEP be developed and sign by the parents before
service is given to the child.

The concerns of most of those interviewed rest with the formation and implemen-
tation of the IEP.

In some cases, teaschers say the plans are being approved and adjti,sted to fit the
county's available services by theirsuperiors in the school system befbre even beifig
presented to the parents. In other instances, they say the related services listed as
needed in the IF.Ps are not being carried o.:t because of the lack of personnel or
money.

State officials say they suspected ihat some counties were failing to comply With
the law concerning services rendered.

Fearing that they would lose their jobs, most of those interviewed asked not to be
identified. One said teachers were reluctant to talk because they have been told
there are "a lot of people waiting for jobs."

"We are child advocates. We are in positions of some influince."
0
one special.4education teacher in Anne Arundel County said. "Why should we give up positions

where we can get something done? Why give that up .mnd let someone come in and
take over?"

Teachers in Charles and Prince George's counties also said their subdivisions were
not in compliance concerning the IEPs.

While the teachers agreed that remedies have to be taken, they add that they will
not be the ones to come forward.

A special education teacher in Anne Arundel County said she has "never gone out
and met with a parent and drawn up an IEP without first having it approved."

The law says the children must receive the services they need,
not just the services that are available. In some i nstances the funds
are approved before the parents have a chance to see the IEPs and
agree on what services are necessary. That violates the spirit of the
law as well.

The teachers are saying that they feel that their jobs would be in
jeopardy if they complained about this considering the number of
teachers looking for work.

Our own data support these findings. We are aware there are
waiting lists for services in 9 districts surveyed. The law does not
allow wakting lists, so the school district cannot admit it has one.

We are trying to convince these school districts to set a schedule
for reducing waiting lists, and to behave in the same way the
courts would, that is, to give them time to resolve the problem.

On the positive side, wherever we go in the country we find
increased numbers of' children served as well as increased services.
We also find very serious consideration by school officials and
others of the needs of handicapped children. The spirit of the law is
moVing forward. At the same time, the eff4trt is less than 100
percent because the basic issue of availability of resources. The
lack of adequately trained people tends t9 slow up the mechanics of
finding and serving children. We are going to have to increase the
effectiveness of parents as they, interact with the school systems
over the next fe v. years in order to continue the forward momen-
tum.

Pfux;RESS OF STATES

Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Martin, by September 1980 all handicapped
children aged 3 to 21 must be served. Based on your proposed level
of funding, will the States be able to meet that goal''

Dr. MARTIN. Our budget request assumes an increase in the
numbers of' children 18 to 21 that might be added in this year. The
question of how many of them will come into the systelo is very
difficult to predict because many. States have not educated these
youngsters at all. We feel there is a very small numberless than 1
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percent of a potential,population of 5 or 6 percent--that are now
being served. I think there will be progress especially for persons

18 to 21 years of age.
Mr. NATCHER. As you know, the State grant program is advance

funded?
Dr. MARTIN. Yes.

RATE OF SPENDING STATE GRANT FUNDS.

Mr. NATCHER. Because of the many requirements of the 'basic
law, States appear to be haVing problems in taking full advantage
of advance funding. Do you feel the States have sufficient time to
effectively plan and use their Federal grant?

Dr. MARTIN, Yes, I do. Two things are happening. One is that in
the last two years there have been a number of new ansl substan-
tial requirements. Virtually every State has had to revise its siat-
utes or regulations. That means that they have been in a procvsg of

negotiation with us, which has resulted in their not receiving the
obligation from the Federal Government on the first day of av.ail-

ability. Some negotiations are extremely complex. For example,
last night I spent an hour on the phone with the Commissioner of
Education of Minnesota trying to resolve a difference between the
rights that parents have under Minnesota law and those thal the
Congress I. Is required under Federal law.

Now, fortunately, those new requirements of the law. are finally

in place. Next year's State plans will be essentially a repetition of
.

this year's and should be handled very quickly.
Furthermore, the plans for the succeeding three year period will

be approved at one time. So I believe we have completed the
startup phase.

The second factor. affecting the expenditures by States is the
Tydings amendment, which allows the States an additional year
following the yea# that the funds are obligated to them to continue
those obligations to the local district. In other words, the money is

available for two fiscal years.
Under the current arrangement it could actually be available for

3 months longer if it is awarded on July 1 of the fiscal year of
appropriation. ThPre has been a question of whether the money is

flowing fast enou,gh, but it must be understood that commitments
are not made by'the States on the first day of the fiscal year, but
rather in a more ordinary fashion across the first fiscal year and
into the second.

I see nothing wrong witn that. I think it avoids the problems we
have in Title I, where the government funds are obligated very
quickly. Some of them were spent at the end of the first year on
equipment and supplies.

I think the schools are gearing up to a rapidly rising appropri-
ation. from $252 million in 1977 to A565 million in 1978, to $804

million in 1979, and finally to $81i2 in the budget year. I think this
is going to work out very well indeed starting with the beginning of
the next fiscal year.

44.313 7 9 3
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NOTIFICATION OF AWARDS TO STATES

Mr. NATCHER. In the 1979 Appropriation Bill, $804 milliop is
iticluded for the State grant program. That is based on excess posts
of 12 percent of per-pupil costs. The basic law authorizes 20 per-
cent. Have the States been notified of' their allocations of' the 1979
appropriation?

Dr. MARTIN. The States know approximately what they will re-
ceive, but not to the exact penny. The distribution of the 1979
appropriatiOn will be based on the child count. which will not be
conducted until December 1, 1979. Under our regulations, the
States must report to us by April 1, 1980. Then, once we have the
national average per pupil expenditure we will know how much
each State will get. The chart suggests if there are 3.8 million
*children the amount per child will be approximately $211. Of
course,' if the number of children reported is somewhat less that
that, then the per child amount will be slightly more.

Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Conte.

SECTION 504 STUDY

Mr. CONTE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to welcome Dr. Martin before the committee and con-

gratulate him for the fine work he is doing in this field. Is your
office the one doing the study ,on the Section 504 renovation of
schools and universities for the handicapped and limited access?

Dr. MARTIN. No, sir, .we do not have that primary responsibility.
Jhat responsibility is shared by the Office for Civil Rights and the
--Office of the Assistant Secretary for Management and Budget.

Mr. DINGELDEIN. There are stadies that are being done, as Dr.
Martin mentioned. One study is being done by the National Center
for Education Statistics and another by the Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Planning and Evaluation. We expect the information
from these studies to be available to the Congress by April or May.

Mr. CONTE. The eeason I ask that question is because I felt Dr.
I3oyer would be here. We had. some questions last year on this. Do
you ha.. e any estimates of' the costs at this point?

Mr. DINGELDEIN. No. But the studies NA ill address those concerns.
Mr. CONTE. So we will have them befcre we Iging this bill to the

floor of the House?
Mr. DINGELL/FIN. I am not aware of the schedule for House

action.
Mr. CONTE. YOU said May?
Mr. DINGELDEIN. April or May.

A rTITUDINAI, CONCERNS

Mr. CmyTE. It will go to the floor in June. So I think it is very
important. We will certainly have a great deal of debate over that
one. I would like to know where we will be at that point.

I am pleased that all handicapped children will be served by
educational programs. I think this is a fine achievement, but in abroader sense, is there or is there not a growing acceptance and
integration of handicapped in our education institutes, into our
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workforce and into our society, as a whole? Is there an attitudinal
change regarding our handicapped taking place?

The second part of my question would be, what are you doing to

encourage this change?
Dr. MARTIN. Yes,, there is a change. The question of attitude is a

Major concern of people today. For example, last week I met in
Boston with the representatives of 5 parent groups from arOund

the country. They already are sensing increasing concernboth in

press covering of the Education of the Handicapped Act, and in,
discussions with other parents about whether the law was going to

have a negative effect on services to non-handicapped children.

Parents of' handicapped children fear a kind of backlash in the
attitude area. They sense that this is based on an un-familiarity
with handicapped children. In other words, years and years of
segregation of handicapped people "has resulted, in some people

least, a fear of' the handicapped, and an uncertainty as to whether
they might in some way be disturbing to their non-handicapped

childierr
I have been concerned about t,his. For some reason the newspa-

pers find that particular stery More newsworthy than the fact that
60 percent of the handicapped are being educated with nonhandi-
capped children.,In many States such as your own which have
virtually all haddicapped children enrolled in- programs, this is
viewed as a highly positive and desirable social change with no
harm resulting. Nevertheless, the questions surrounding main-

streaming persist. The feedback we are getting from the teachk
and pupils in the second year of implementation is that the fears
exhibited in the first year are disappearing in many districts. At

the same time there is. the concern of some teachers, and school
administrations whether this change is too dramatic or in some
other way upsetting.

We are working on the attitude problem in a variety of ways. We

are putting a tremendous amount of attention into trying to pro-
vide teachers with information, even though there are 2 million
teachers out there and it is very hard to teach all of them. Most of
them are, in a sense, educationally deprived, in that we have not
trained them to interact with- handicapped children. Many have

not even had a 3-hour course in special education.
We are training more than 50,000 teachers ourselves, and the

States are also contributing a great deal. One of the major areas of
expenditure of the portion of the State Grant funds that stays at
the State level is for inservice training. The States predicted that
more than a quarter of a million people including parents and
teachers would get additional information about the Act this year.

We also have been making a number of educational programs
available on television, in the movies, and in classroom educational
films, to introduce notions of disability to nonhandicapped children.

'Ehose--pi anis have been well received. Our own Closer Look
newsletter focuses on showing the handicapped children doing
things successfully in life. This year we were joined by the Xerox
Company in supporting an AAAS project which has a Xerox physi-
cist, who is deaf, making a series of visits around the country to

talk with both deaf and nondeaf children. He spoke of his own
experience both as a handicapped persor, and as a scientist. The

ris
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purpose of this project was to both de 1 wall attitudes and to
provide a gbod role model for deaf children..

I think it is a major undertaking. It is ale of the reasons why I
am increasingly convinced that we are going\ to have to spend more
time on inservice training. I have asked the staff to begin sketching
out a plan which would eventually be able to pyramid and reach
down to every teacher in the country. Also, I think we have to
suppoit more parent groups who would pi ovide factual information
that would be reassuring.

MONITORING. OF FUNDS

Mr. CONTE. Very good. I think you are moving in the right
direction.

You mentioned money going to the States that stays in the
States. How are the funds for the handicapped which flow through
the State agencies that you mentioned monitored to make sure
that this money is used correctly and effectively, and how do they
reach the LEAs or the public schools?

Dr. MA'RTIN. Let me answer the second part first. rt flows
through on a formula basis. Massachusetts will get a share depend-`
ing on their handicapped child countso much per childas will
each other State. Twenty-five percent of tthat can be made availa-
ble to the State education agency itself. Only 5 percent can be
spent for administration posts. The other 75 percent flows through,
the SEA to the local districts.

For example, in Massachusetts this year $955,000 was spent for
administration. Most of that was for program monitoring 53 per-
cent, was alloted for support of program monitoring of local agen-
cies. Of the $3.8 million, the State's-25 percent share, the largest
two expenditures were for providing direct service to adolescents ir
the department of corrections and youth service, and another 20
percent went to preschool programs for children which are not
otherwise covered under the Massachusetts law. In addition to
these services about 15 percent of the State share was for inservice
training, and 11 percerlk for programs at the high school level.

Of the 75 percent the flowed through the SEA to the locals, 80
percent went to provide direct services to children, about $1 million
went to preschoolers, $3 million to secondary school children, and
$3 million to elementary school children, Another 7 percent wentfor inservice training. That is a description of what is happening.

The gdestion of monitoring is an interesting one. We monitor
very carefully. We monitored about half the States each year. Wespend a week in each State, visiting 10 or 15 sites. Also, we assistthe States to set up their own monitoring mechanism.

In Kentucky, for example, what the State education agency told
us was that they experienced a pfofound change in their operation.
They swit....hed from beijkg an agency which gave advice and techni-
cal assistance into an. agency which is now monitoring at the local .,.levels to see that children are getting the services they need.

Mr. CONTE. Thank you very much.
Mr. NATCHER. Mr. O'Brien.

7
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FU N DS FOR ACCESSIBI LITY

Mr. O'BRIEN. Dr. Martin, I think the Federal Government has a
responsibility to assist the States with reference to program acces-
sibility. I have the impression you share the view with me, but I
note no funds are requested.

Dr. MARTIN. I think there are basically two reasons, Mr. O'Brien
The first is that, as I mentioned, the reports we are getting on our
monitoring visits, from our evaluations, and even from newspaper
articles are that there is a real pressure to provide direct services,
that children are not getting as full a range of services as they
should, that some children are on waiting lists.

We are not hearing that the basic problem in delivering those
services is accessibility. It is more a question of the availability of
dollars to july f6r basic services, such as hiring new teachers. So we

simply have made the first priority for whatever dollars were
available for increasing the services..

CRITERIA FOR COUNTING CHILDREN

Mr. O'BRIEN. If this article in the Star that you handed out is
generally true, I might say, for example, suppose I had a handi-
capped child that needed constant wheelchair type of care. I can
fancy getting that child registered in school in my home area. I
suspect that *child is included in the, formula, is it not? But that
child probably is not getting the education?

Dr. MARTIN. It depends. In order for the child to be counted and
thereby generate funds, the child has to be getting an individual
education program. Tlwe has to be a special education program
designed for that child. It might include, in the case of the young-

ster you are talking about, a program of physical therapy, but the
child would not be counted unless there was a special education
program of some kind for that child.

Mr. O'Bi IEN. Is that the way it ought to be? How can you be sure
that is the way it really is?

Dr. MARTIN. We know from our monitoring findings that this is
, the way it is working 'right nc.v. We find most children have such

programs. The problem is lid much that some of the programs
are not as comprehensive as they should be as much as it is that
services are not being offerred because they are not available. That
is the catch 22. For example, when I talked to the Secretary of
Education in Illinois about how he felt Illinois would spend this
moneyIllinois has had a strong -educatiOn law for a number of
yearsrhe did not feel it would necessarily go into finding new.
children. He' felt the "services Illinois was providing were not as
comprehensite as they should be. He felt most of the money would

go into exploding these services arid making them more compre-
hensive.

I am not suggesting that access to buildings is not important,
but, in terms of fbrmulating this budget, we believe that it is more
critical for funds to be targeted on driving the services forward, to
try to keep .the momentum going forward for services. The issue.of
facilities can be handled separately.

Mr. O'BRIEN. Didn't you request program accessibility funding
for higher education last year, and was that not droved this year?

C.
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Mr. DINGELDEIN..Mr. O'Brien, last year,the committee asked us
to develop better cost estimates. Studies are now underway to
develop estimates. It is our view, therefore, that they should be
completed before determining what further action is necessary.

MAKING PROGRAMS ACCESSIBLE

Mr. O'BRIEN. Are there any States, Doctor, that in the light of
504 are simply going ahead and devising ways of making school

reaccessible without singling out the child?
Dr. MARTIN. Yes. I think the secret to 504, Mr. O'Brien, is that

you can make %programs accessible without necessarily redesigning
buildings. For bxample, classes can be offered in accessible build-
ings or on the first floor. I think there are a number of ways that
school districts can cope with the problem. It is only in a few
instances where there will be an actual physical barrier to a
youngster taking a particular course because there, is no other
place that can be offered. .

Mr. O'BRIEN. If you have an area where you have two 'very old-
fashioned school buildings and one very modern one which is quite
accessible, do you have any problems if the school administrators
funneling the handicapped kids into that school on the notion you
are not getting them in the mainstream or something of that sort?

Dr. MARTIN. I believe that is the. kind of situation where "reason-
able accommodation" needs to be looked at individually. I would
assume if there were no serious negative consequences such as
moving children very far from the home or in some way artificially
isolating them, the answer would be no. I believe that assessment
of reasonable accommodation that has to be determine,d on an
individual basis.

Mr. O'BRIEN. After the estimates that the gentleman referred to
are tui ned in, would you support delaying the date of comfiliance
or adding something to the budget for accessibility?

Dr. MARTIN. No. I do not believe that such a congressional action
would be helpful. Even though we are supposed to be doing 100
percent now, we know Rome was not built in a day, so we have to
keep the pressure on. I think the studies should determine to what
extent accessibility is a realistic barrier to educating handicapped
children and also, how much elimination of barriers will cost. It
has been quite a big issue in higher education, but we are not
getting a sense from local superintendents that the main barrier to
providing services to the handicapped is one of access. There are
other services that 504 requires, interpreter services, or help for
blind persons, that are also important 504 concepts as well but do
not necesshrily require architectural modifications.

Mr. O'BRIEN. I think that is all for now.
Mr. CONTE. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. O'BRIEN. Yes, I will.
Mr. CONTE. I hope that report will come out in May because I

have opposed my good friend on the right and it hurt me greatly
on the floor, We tried to put the money into 504 and our big
E....-gument at that time was the study, so I said: "Let's wait until
the study comes and then we will have some good, solid figures.
And at that time, when that comes. I will be alongside you."
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So let's make sure we get that study up here and completed.
Mr. O'BRIEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DINGELDEIN. I am hoping, we will be able to meet that

deadline. A letter was sent to the chairman in January indicating
that we would have studies completed by that time.

Mr. O'BRIEN. You might jog his memory.
Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Pursell.
Mr. PURSELL. Thank you.
I just w..nted to finish'up on that area of discussion. The man-

date was for June rf 1980.

FULL SERVICE MANDATES

Dr. MARTIN. Two separate mandates: the orie for schoolage chil-

dren was September 1, 1978children 3 to 18with the provision
Of services to the 3- to .5-year-olds only ,if it is not in conflict with
State law or practice. In Michigan-services to 3- to 5-year-olds are

required.
The eighteen to 21 age group has the same kind of caveat; that

is, where such programs are offered to nonhandicapped children or

where State law requires services to those youngsters, theu the
Federal law will alsó..require services to that population: That
becomes effective on September 1, 1980. If, however, there is nei-
ther State practice nor law requiring services to nonhandicapped
children in that age, range, then that particular age range is not
included. The concept is one of equity. The law says the, handi-
capped should have an equal opportunity for those services.

GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM

Mr. PURSELL. We spent some time last year on the gifted and
talented program and, now we seem to be halting some difficulty

concerning where the guidelines should be vithin HEW. I think" we

are interested in Title IX, .and I guess your office has considered
that, but there is some discussion of Title III. Could you clarify that
for us?

Dr. MARTIN. Yes. We began thinking about the program before

the Congress completed work on the new Title IX. In the early
stages of budget planning, to assure the continuity of the program,
we placed it into a general discretionary pot of money. Since that
time, Title IX has been passed, and we are in the process of

drafting our regulations for Title IX.
Discussion is continuing in the Department about whether it

would make sense to.simply operate the program under Title IX or
to operate it under Title III as we presented it in the budget. In
any event, the program components will be similar. We will make
grants to the States, to the local education agencies. I assure you
that I will administer the program in as close harmony with Con-

gressional intent as possible.
Mr. PURSFLI.. You say you are going to follow the intent of

Congress?
Dr. MARTIN. I certainly intend to do that, yes.

t8 j
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MA1NSTREAMiNG

Mr. PURSELL. I have a lot of trouble with the whole problem of
mainstreaming. Years ago, as a leacher and administrator, it
would have not been so hard to handle that transition if you had a
low pupil-teacher ratio, especially at elementary levels. But some
urban centers are dealing with big class ratios and to put identifi-
able handicapped persons in such situations even with special fund-
ing, spe:ial projects, and the bringing in of special teachers from
time to time, puts an enormous burden on a classroom teacher.

It just seems to me we can not develop a uniform policy saying
mainstreaming is the answer, because in some areas I do not think
it iswhether it be academically talented or severely handicapped.
A teacher can in no way give special attention to those unique
problems when they Ili.ve enormous classes. Mainstreaming, to me,
is rather frightening in tire-lang.nm..tecause I think they are going
to get minimal attention rather than special attention.

What is the HEW polic,, if we have one, that says we should
mainstream, or we should not, or has flexibility been provided
within given states so that they may enjoy a more common-sense
approach to this?

Dr. MARTIN.-ThIS is the issue that I referred tO earlier, and I may
not have clarified it sufficiently. What you just said is sensible, and
I believe that is what the Congress intended when they wrote the
law, and our instructions to the States follow that pattern. The
Congress said that a child should be educated with nonhandicapped
children, where that is appropriate and where the child can bene-
fit.

Mr. PURSELL. It did not really mandate it.
Dr. MARTIN. That is right. It is not mandated by the law. There

is no such word as mainstreaming in the law. If one had A young-
-ter in the situation you were describing, a large class in which the
child was not really able to do well and the teacher could not deal
with the child in order to help that child do well, in our opinion
that to us wou d contradict the legislative intent. The law does not
expect childre to be inappropriately placed just to be educated
with nonhand capped children. It expects the children to be appro-
priately educqlted in whatevessetting is right for that child and
with whateve resources are-available for that given child.

The situati where a child demands more help than the regular
classroom teacher could provide is an inappropriate one. There
should be help brought into the classroom so that the teacherwould not be on her own. We prefer the latter model with the
addition of an aide or another special consultant teacher who canhelp to keep the youngster in as normal a setting as possible.

The question is, why does this fear persist? The local school
districts are the people who make such assignments. We do not
make them in Washington. The local school district is making
assignments on the basis of whatever its advising committee feels
are the right reasons. If their judgment is wrong, all they have to
do is stop doing that. In fact, the annual appraisal called for by the
law requires discussion of such judgments. lf, for example, the
teacher or the parent objects, then they should reassign the child.There is no pressure from us to reassign children incorrectly. I
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think some schools may. be overreacting, There also may be some
"economics" at work, perhaps a feeling that this iG a cheaper way

out
Some teachers report to me that they think this may be happen.

ing. I hear teachers say, "Yes, I have kids in my class who should

not be there." There are people who believe that teachers should
say this openly so there can be debate. Our feeling is that mostly

this is thought about, and not necessarily happening. We are not
finding frorn our evaluation .studies that that is a very frequent
problem, but I must say to you that every time a television station

or a newspaper publicizes this issue there are people who complain
about a problem.

The reality is that there may be a problem, but the solution is a
local one it is there that the decision is made to educate a child-

in a particular setting.
ADEQUACY OF FISCAL YEAR 1979 FUNDS

Mr. NATCHER. Dr. Martin, at this time do you feel that the States
can meet the commitment to educate handicapped children with
their allocation of the 1979 funds?

r. MARTIN. I think that the answer is not an absolute yes. I
think that the budget provides for reasonable growth. It provides
the opportunity f9r maintaining momentum.. I am not sure that
even with an unlitnited budget that States could necessarily put it
all in place-in 1 year. My feeling is that this program is going to
continue to proceed over the next few years knowing that the
overall budget constraints will operate as they do on any Federal

program. Obviously there are reasons for us not to want to increase
expenditures during an inflationary period; but I cannot honPstly

say to you that yes, I think I will come here next year and tell you
everything has been done. It is a much more complex problem
above and beyond a dollar problem.

Mr. NATCHER. Dr. Martin, do you believe that all of the 1979
appropriation will be required?

Dr. MARTIN. Absolutely.
Mr. NATCHER. We understand that the State of l\lw Mexico did

not apply for a payment under the State grant program for the
1977-78 school year and has similarly not applied again for the
1978-79 school year. Iv this still the current situation as far as New
Mexico is concerned?

Dr. MARTIN. Yes.
Mr. NATCHER. Is there any change?
Dr. MARTIN. This is the second year they have made that deci-

sion, and they have until September U to change their minds. I

understand their school board is split with a 5-5 vote. That the
Governor is recommending participating and that the school dis-

trict is trying to cooperate without going through the State. I have
a hunch they may change.

UNOBLIGATED BALANCES

Mr. NATCHEII. On page t 9n of your budget justifications you show

an unobligated balance of $:)0() million available for 1979. Why this
large unobligated balance. Dr. Martin?

583
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Dr. MARTIN. That was at the start of'the year, sir. The budget for
1979, as it would be reflected here, simply would reflect the begin-
ning.of $565 million. We obligated all the money available to us
last year, $252 million. We intend to obligate all $565 million
available to us this year. As I mentioned to you earlier, we have
obligated-about $350 million of that already. We are still in negoti-
ations with some States

But th processing of our obligations as of December is moving
very rapidly. Two years ago we had obligated $26 million at that
point. This year, $300 million. A part of what must happen is the
submissidn by the States of a complete plan that meets the Federal
requirements. As soon as they do that we move those' dollars out.

Mr. NATCHER. Will you have any carryover in 1979 funding?
Dr. MARTIN. No.
Mr. NATCHER. Into 1940'?
Dr. MARTIN. No. All funds should be obligated by the end of

fiscal year 1979.
Mr. NATCHER. For the record, if you will, insert a chart on State

grant programs showing appropriations, obligations, expenditures
and balances fbr each of the fiscal years starting with 1977.

[The information follows:1

State Grant Program: Funding History
1977-1979

(Dollars in thousands)

Obligated
Unexpected

Fiscal
Balance

Year Appropriations Obligations Carryover Expenditures End of Year
TT--

1977 $251,770 $251,770

1978 566,030 $305,891 511,909 $127,860 $178,031

1979 804,000 1.315,909 225,922 1.268,018
2/

1/A:tua1 appropriation was 5315,000. However, due to a low child count, $63,230
was authorized to he transferred into the 19)8 FY appropriation.

2/Includes obligations of $804,000 made during lasi three months of fiscal year.

INCREASES IN STATE AND LOCAL FUNDS

Mr. NATCHER. Has the pattern of increased Federal support for
the education of the handicapped children over the past several
years been matched by similar increases in state and local funding?

Dr. MARTIN. Yes. In fact, in many instances the numbers have
been dramatic. We have information from several States showing
how they have increased their funding. For example, Minnesota
reports $190 million being spent in State and local funds, against
about $9 million or $10 million Federal funds. Mississippi and
Alabama have doubled and tripled the amount of money,they are
spending over the last two years.

Mr. NATCHER. As you know, last year the committee asked for
semiannual reports on progress and problems concerning all handi-

,4
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capped children. We received the first report on March 1, and at
this point in the record we will insert the Executive Summary,

pages 1 through 5,
[The information follows:]

V--



Executive Summary

This is the first of a series of Annual Reports
to Congreis on progress in the implementation of
P.L. 94-142, the Education for All Handicapped
Children Act. The Act calls for reports to be
delivered to the Congress each January. This report
describes activities occurring during the year
preceding the effective date of the Act (school year
1976-77) as well as during the first year of
implementation (school year 1977-78). Highlights of
the :Import are organised by chapters.

Chapter One: Are the ?

Intended Beneficiaries
Being Served?

About 3.6 million handicapped
children,were served under
P.L. 94-142 and approximately
200,000 handicapped children were
served under P.L. 89-313 during the
1977-78 school year.

States served 7.4 percent of the
nation's school-aged population as
handicapped; however, States varied
in their proportion served from
5.2 percent to 11.5 percent.

Previous estimates of the prevalence
of handicapped children indicated
that approximately 12 percent of the
school-seed population were
handicapped. This would mean about
5.5 million school-aged childreL are
the expected target for services.
The estimate of 7 hoo 8 million
handicapped children used by
Congress ineludes children in the
3-5 and 18-21 age ranges, where
services nre not mandated under the
law.
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The dtpartment has adopted goal of 1641

. * improving child identificition

REPORT qmactices to insure that unserved

TO children are located and served.

CONGRESS

Chapter Twa.6.1In What Settings

Are Beneficiaries Being

Served?

P4 94-142 requires handicapped
children to be placed in the least

restrictive environment commensurate

.with their needs.

State Annual Program Plias indicated

that extensi4e training in the

principle of least restrictiveness

would be provided to patents and

teachers, as well.as to a variety of

other school personnel.

The predominant placement for

°E

handicapped pils during the'

1976-77 Bch 1 year was the regular

classroom wi . auxiliary services.

There still is a need for school

systems to develop more options for

placements of handicapped children

and to alert their staffs to the

availability of these vtions.

Chlipter Three: What

Services Are Being

Provided?

P.L. 94-142 requires provision of

special education and related

services (such as transportation or

support services) to handicapped

children. Because of the variety of

handicapping conditions children may

71
have, the array of possible services

needed is broad.

The average teacher/child ratios

A
during the 1976-77 school year

ranged from 1:44 for speech-impaired

children to 1:10 for deaf or hard of

hearing children.

States may need as many as 85,000

new special education teachers in

the next 2 years to provide adequate

services to all handicapped
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164c

children, but universitiem wee
currently preduCing only 20,000 such*/
teachers each year. PORT

The Permonnel Preparation Progra4 CONGRESS
which provide. mupport for train' g
special education teacher., I.
increasing ita support of in-servlce
training both for mpecial education
teacher, and for regular education
teacher..

Chapter Four: What Adminis-
trative Mechatimm. Are in
Place?

The U.S. Gfgice of Education ham
completed Øçlopnent of
regulatioil7à monitoring symtem,
80 an evaluation program.

m Interagency agreements have been
developed with the Office of Child
Wealth, the 'ureau of Cgmmunity
Health Services, Rehabifitation
Service. Administration, the Bureau
of Occupational andlAdult Education,
the Public Services Administration,
the Administration for Children,
Youth, and Familiem, end the Offkci
for Civil Right..

1

A. part of Program Adminimtrative
Review., 26 State. and territoriem
were vimited during the 1976-77
school year and 27 were visited
during the 1977-78 school year.
During the first year, State
activitiem were reviewed for
compliande with P.L. 93-380 and for
readiness to implement P.L. 94-142
amendments. During the mecond year,
State compliance with P.L. 94-142
was determined. '

Although State activities have been
enormous, two Problem. continue to
eaglet. Firmt, many State. have had
difficulty establishing systems by
which to monitor implementition in
local agencies. Second, el-1y Str:-e
educational agencies have had
difficulty establishing
relationship, with other State
agenciem which serve handicapped

-
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I children,' The Act requires the .

State educational agency to oversee

REFINIP
educational programs provided by all

TO gencies.

CONGOIES.:
mi. When Bureau monitorinivisits

determine that problems exist,
States are required to develop
correttive actions and are given

deadlines by which these utions
be completed.

Chapter Five: What Are tbe

Conseguences of Implementing'

thi Aett

loth State and local educational
,

agencies ire developing management
information systems to keep track of
handicaAped children amd personnel'

assignmebta.

Special and regular education
teacherwand administrators,'as well

e as parents, have devoted more time

to identifying children's needs,

' developing individualised educetrai

progra,s, and determining the
optimal pladements for handicapped

.pupils.

The current allocation formula,
provides local agencies with
fleitbility toincrease those
services that are most needed in .

their jurisdiction.

Chapter Six: To What Ixtent Is
the Intent of the Act Being Met?

Given that the Act has only been in

effect for one school year, a great
deal of activity has occurred.

Federal appropriations have
'increased from $315 million in

IPY 1977 to $804 million in FY 1979,

thus providing States with a large

increase in financial assistance to
meet the goals of the Act.

Many of the problems that were
expected to impede implementation

are being resolved.

164d ..

States must increase their efforts
to find undiagnosed handicapped
children and provide them with the REPORT

services they need.
TO

CONGRESS
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CHILD COUNT

Mr. NATCHER. Looking ahead to next year, your budget is project-
ing an increase in the number of handicapped children to be
served, Your estimates in the past have been on the high sidc,
Doctor. What do 3ou. think? Are your Ottrtent projections fairly
accurate?

Dr. MARTIN. I feel very good about them. Our projections were
high in the first year or two, it is true. We were surprised that the
'States were doing less well than they had been telling' us earlier
when we did not count children carefully. But the rate of growth
this-year is twice as fast as last yeai.; and, we are only projecting
an even rate of growth for the year that the budget reflects. If
anything, I think we would not have difficulty sustaining the rate
of grolvth we have already achieved. If we have as -many young-
sters adde4 to the system next year as we did this year, we will be
right on target.

Mr. NATCHER. What proportion of handicapped children now
being served are classified as learning disabled?

Dr. MARTIN. About 28 percent of the youngsters of the total
population. In the first report it was 21 petcent, but it is up some
from that.

Mr. NATCHER. Suppose you place that in the record at this point,
please.

[The information followsd

Number of learning lisabled children

Children % of % of
Sch,o1 Year Reported Total

Pa!2-, 5-17

1916-77 797,211 29.9% 1.55%

197/-713 169,423 27.3% 1.89%
e

1978-79* 1,059,045 30.6%

*The 1178-79 count is incomplete au of 4/11/79. S. out of 58 States and trritortes
have reported.

USE ( )1: FUNDS FOR M'CFSSIIIILITV

Mr. O'Brar,.,N. Doctor., have you found any instances of use of
funids tbr accessibilit3 that vvere not necessarily specifically appro-
priatoi or given to schools for that that might be use4 flir that?

Dr. MARTIN. Theurvtictilly% districts could petition the Commis-
sioner for permission to spend some of these funds on construction
and maintenance activities, that is. HI. accessibility. The lavv pro-
vides fbr this a possibility. We have not had such petititoris so far.

()' BRIEN. it requires a petition in order to do it?
Dr M ARTIN. That is right.

Mr. O'BRIEN. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Dr. MARTIN. Mr. Natcher, we had estimated that perhaps 3 per-

cent of scliml-aged children would hime learning distdoilities. This
year it is 2 percent. It is growing rapidly but it is still under our 3
percent (Nstimate.

5 ;)
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Mr. NATCHER. Do you think this category, has grown, Dr. Martin,
because children are easier to serv, than the. severely ,handi-

. capped?
Dr. MARTIN. No. I think what haehaprZned, Mr. Chairman, is

that We are just beginning to understand that these rthildren are
not lazy, misbehaving children; but that they, in fact, have these
peculiar and discrete and frustrating kinds of reading and mata-
emetics problems. These youngsters have in the past been marked
off as kids who are not highly motivated.

I

COMPARISON WITH TITLE I PROGRAM'

Mr. NATCHER. What is the difference between the program au-
thorized by Education of the Handicapped Act and the program for
handicapped children under Title I of the Elementary and Second-

ary Act?
Dr. MARTIN. The program for handicapped children under Title I

is limited to children who are in State institutiont or State schools.
The education for the Handicapped Art deals with children in
local education agencits. In Kentucky the school for the blind
would receive its funds from the Title I, and local schoolsin Bowl-
ing Green would receive their funds under this act.

Mr. NATCHER. Do your recommend merging these two programs?
Dr. MARTIN. I have not recommended that. I testified before Mr.

Perkins' committee aRd recommended that the two should be oper-
ated under the same sets of philosophies and regulations; but, at
the present time it is advantageous to the states to continue to get

the money t'rom Title I. There would be a loss in revenues by
transferring that program into PL 94-142. Since those are expen-

.sive programs, I do not think it is wise to make a change.
Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Early.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FOR TIIE HANDICAPPED

Mr. EARLY. There is a 25, percent increase in this account over
1979. Does the Office of Handicapped Individuals focus, on basic

Acills or is the focus more on education towards skilled jobs?
Dr. MARTIN. In a literal sense the programs for education of the

handicapped are not part of those basic skills objective which is
aimed at nonhandicapped children to help them read and acquire %

the fundamental tools for employment. As far as the Federal pro-

gram is concerned, there is no overlap between those two. Pro-
grams for handicapped do both of thelhings you mentioned.

They help retarded and other handicapped youngsters to develop

the basic skills. Our programs emphasize, and pay more attention
to vocational education.

I heard the chairman ask the previous witness a series of ques-
tions on that line: We supported the Congress' earmarking of the
Vocational Education Act for the Handicapped. We also are put-
ting EHA money into models, training and research in this area.

PRES( "HOOL EDUCATION

Mr. EARLY. Experts have told me that addressing the needs of
the handicapped child on the preschool level increases the chance

44.313 0 . 79 - 691
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of success with the' child and is considerably less expensive. Do you
agree?

Dr. MARTIN. Yses I feel it is a very significant priority for future
growth.

Mr. EARLY. How do you justify, then, decreasing the incentive
grants program?

v Dr. MARTIN. The rationale is that States are free to spend some of
the .money 'under the basic grant for that par' Ocular area. For
example, in Massachusetts they are using Part B money for pre-

4 school programs. They report that 45 percent of the local districts
have increased their services to young children. The priority is
catching on. That is one of the criteria for the decision which was
made to return to last year's budget level.

Mr. EARLY. Why wouldn't we be better off spending more of the
handicapped monies there even though it won't show that we are
doing as much'?

Dr. MARTIN. I think you are exactly ight. Over the years I have
urged the expansion and extension of p chool programs through
a vital program for developing new models. The preschool incentive
prograni is really in the same position. Mr. O'Brien noted earliee
that among all the good things one wants to do, the primary
mission of the Act is to demand, services for school age children
and to leave some degree of permissiveriess for preschool. Given the
budgetary constraints and given that pr*.prity, we decided to give the
States the additional monies that were available, and to keep the
pre-school incentive program a second important priority.

Mr. EARLY. I do not know if I agree with that. So many of the
problems of the handicapped are psychological. I would think that
any preschool expenditure would reduqe the psychological adjust-
ment of the youngster.

Dr. MARTIN. Ten years ago we began trying to get this idea
implanted in all government levels. It is just a concept the system
has not yet caught up With. There are so many demands for serv-
ing children now in school, that all of the available money is being
used up. But, philosophically you are right.

SURPLUS OF FUNDS

Mr. EARLY. Will there be any surplus at the end of the year?D . MARTIN. We are not iinticipating any surplus. Last year was
an unusual situation because in the first year there is a 5 percent
%cap in terms of APPE on what the Federal share could be. In the
second year we had a 10 percent cap. In the years we are into now
we are dealing with 12 percent out of 20 and out of 30, so there is
enowh formula to use up any additional funds.

Mr. EARLY. With a :12.5 million reduction?
Dr. MARTIN. The million reduction in t1w preschool incen-

tive program?
Mr. EARIN. Yes.
Dr. MA nIN. Every State gets a share of those dollars, so they

will simply get less per child. In this case it will he tT rather than
t few dollars more. But, we think t1w total number of children
served will actually go up because tlw States are increasing their
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emphasis on preschoolers and they are able to use some money

from the basic program for children 3 to 5.

'WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE

\Mr. 'EARLY. The White House Conference on Handicapped Indi-

viduals made several recommendations. Have any of these been

implemented?
Dr.:MART1N. My staff is represented on a committee, and the

gommittee is liV/Ing out a plan for implementinprecommendations.
Some. of those things are already in place. Our program reflects

now liome of the recommendations with regard to the participation
of parents in increasing ways of educating of handicapped children,

but an .HEW-wide implementation group has specific strategies for
implementing those recommendations.

ARTS FOR THE HANDICAPPED

Mr. EARLY. Last year this committee added $1 million for the
arts in education program under the Special Project Act that dealt
just with the handicapped. Have you used all of that money?

Dr. MARTIN. We do not get that money, sir. The money goes by

direction of the Congress through the Kennedy Center to the Na-
tibnal Committee on Arts for the Handicapped. We have collabora-
tive arrangements with them. We are funding the evaluation of
their activities using our innovation dollars. In general, we feel
that is a very positive program, but we do not administer it.

Mr. EARLY. Are there any monies in the budget for arts for the
handicapped?

Dr. MARTIN. There is money under our general innovation pro-
gram. Last year we received proposals from the field in a variety of
related areas. We are most interested in that area and where ever
we can we have tried to give it a push. It is something that
handicapped kids feel good about. We really think it should be part
of the full program.

Dr. Mc Daniels tells me we have $365,000 invested in four such
projects this year.

Mr. EARLY. What could you potentially spend in that area effec-

tively?
Dr. MARTIN. It k hard to say. It is difficult to anticipate the

_number of good applications we will get in the arts. I am not trying
to he evasive.

Mr EARLY. Tell me what effect will this budget of $365,000 have?
Dr. MARTIN. We have a very tight rate of funding for research

and development projects. We fund only about 6 percent of our
requests. That means out of 350 grants we may fund 25 or 30. We
just have a very difficult competition going on for these dollars.

Mr. EARLY. Do you give money to states which are not fiscally
solvent which might have a tendency not to fund the handicapped?

Dr. MARTIN. It is a formula which works as an incentive for
serving children. A State that has served more children gets more
Federal dollars.

Mr. EARLY. TE, tates with a surplus can do that better than the
states that are ill it fiscal pinch. The handicapped child in the State
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that is not solvent is just a deserving as the other child and
probably less likely to receive any help.

Mr. MARTIN. When the act was passed we wrestled with the
question of formula and basically the alternate argument is that
States that .have done a lot, who have made large investments of
State and local dollars should not be penalized because they had
been out in front ahead of the others.

Mr. EARLY. I do not think the formula should be weighted in that
way, but I think there should be flexibility also.

Dr. MARTIN. In the discretionary grants we do that.
Mr. EARLY. Will you supply for the record where the discretion-

ary funds hasie gone.
[The information follows:]

Handicapped Discretionary Funds 1977-1979
(Dollars in thousands)

Deaf-Blind Centers

Severely Handicapped projects

Early Childhood-projects \

Regional VoCational, Adult, \
and Postsecondary program

Specific Learning Disabilities

Innovation and Development \
,

Media Services and
Captioned Films

Regional Resource Centers

Recruitment and Information

Special Education Personnel
Development

Special Studies

Total

1977 1978 1979 li

$16,000

5,000

22,000

2,000

9,000

11,000

19,000

,9,750

1,000

45,375

1 735

$16,000

5,000

22,000...4

.,..,

4%
2,400

t ..

-
,

20,000

19,000

9,750.

1,000

45,375

2 300

142,825

$16,000

5,000

22,000

2,400

20,000

19,000

9,750

1,000

57,687

2 300

141,860 155,137

Mr. NATOIEH. Mr. Pursell.

RE(lIONAL RESOURCE CEN :RS

Mr. PURSKI.I.. You submitted a request F 4;9.7 million for estab-lishing regional resource centers._
Dr. MARTIN. That has been an ongoing prwrarn .ind the budgetlevel has been constant for several years.-It is a experimentalprogram authorized by the Congress tO improve the i.entification,

assessment, and programming for handicapped children. A keyprovision of the Act is to have an individual education program foreach child. We have redirected the regional resource center objec-tives to fbals on this provision.
PuttsELL. Where aret hey?

D:).j
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Dr. MARTIN. There were 9 of them originally and they have
grown now to 15.1 will _provide that information .for the record.
Some of the regions are single States and others included several
(States. The centers in Illinois, New York, Texas, Ohio, and Penn-
.Sylvania are operated by the State educational agency. Smaller
States have been involved with one center for 2 or 3 States.

Mr. PURSELL. Are they 100 percent Federally funded?
Dr. MARTIN. Yes. Although in grant programs there is a local

contribution, this particular program is funded through competi-
tive contracts. Most' of them go to State agencies which, in turn,
provide services to local districts. The major efforts of this program
are on providing inseryice training to teachers to assist them in
developing individual education programs.

Mr. PURSELL. How do they match up with *the teacher training
centers?

Dr. MARTIN. The regional resource centers work , with And
through the State educational agency; they do 'not operge.indepen- ):,
dently. They follow the plan the State agency 1,Sys outfor them in
terms of what technical assistance, training, an model assessment
services local districts require.

Mr. PURETLL. Those programs under P.L. 94-1 2, are they under
your jurisdiction?

Dr. MARTIN. They are one of our discretiona y programs. The .

Cominissioner makes the awards on a competitiv basis.

SIZE OF REGIONAL RESOURCE CENTERS

Mr. PURSELL. How many people are involved in that staff-wise?
Dr. MARTIN. In our bureau?
Mr. PURSELL. In your 15 centers.
Dr. MARTIN. We have a very small number of people, actually

only four at the Federal level.
Mr. PURSELL. How mpny are in the centers themselves?

'Dr. MARTIN. I will have to supply that for the record.
rThe information follows:]
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181a

Regional Resource Centers

Full-time
*location

Employees

Northwest Regional Resource Center
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon

10

California Regional Resource Center
University of Souther California
14011 Angeles, California

Southwest Regional Resource Centef,:.
University of Utal
Salt Lake City, Utah

10

Midwest Regional Resource Center
Drake University
Des Moines, Iowa

10

Texas Regional Resource Center
Texas Education Agency
Austin, Texas

0

Mid-East Regional ReSource Center
George Washington University
Washington, D.C. ' 7

Mid-South Regional Resource Center
University of Kentucky Rosearch Foundation
Lexington, Kentucky

7

District bf Columbia Regional Resource center
Howard University
Washington, D.C.

3

Southeast Regional Resource Center
AUburn Univsrsity at Montgomery
Montgomery, Alabama

15

Pennsylvania Regional Resource Center
Pennsylvania State Department of Education
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania

10
1,'

Illinois Regional Resource Center
Northerq,Illinois University
DeKalb011inois 7

Ohio Regional Resource Center
Ohio state Department of Education
Worthington, Ohio

4

Northeast Regional Resource Center
New Jersey state Department of Education
Hightstown, New Jersey a

New York State Regional Resource Center
New York State Educalion Deaprtment
A/bany, New York a

New York City Regional Resource Center
City University of New York
New York, New York

7

ToT AL 122
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Mr. PURSELL. What is the ballpark figure?
Dr. MARTIN. I would doubt there were more than 100 or 15'0

people employed. It is not a big program. It is an experimental
program. Part of *hat it is being done now is to help provide
models of one-stop information, referral, and direction services.
Parents have difficulty finding their way through the system, and
the program has been supporting model direction services activities
so people could get a better notion of what other agencies are
providing. When.you talk to parents you find they say, "I have to
go from place to place."

We have funded a variety of modeltiCsome run directly by par-
ents' organizations and others by other institutions, to see if this
way might be the best way to help people through this maze of
information, and to help people know what the resources are in

their community and where they could get these services.
Mr. PURSELL. I do not want to make any prejudgment here

'because I am not that familiar. But it seems like a proliferation of

centers. And the'n you go: in paragraph 4, in 1980, to an innovation
development program. You are asking for $20 million for 190 pro-
jets to be funded for research and demonstration grants. So I am
not so sure we have a comprehensive program at all. It looks like

an expansion within our-scarce resources, and .we evaluate our
basic centers within the universities and within the State boards of
education staffed by Federal and State money and local money.

Dr. MARTIN. The resource center program is a unique program.
It was passed by the Congress in 1969 specifically to increase the
capacity in the country in areas sUch as diagnosis and improve-
ment of educational programming. Without meaning to excite the
people who read this record, we have advised people that we would
be looking at that program at the end of this cycle to see Whether
we still felt there was a need for it. Many States have adopted this
model. Pennsylvania is one that was one of the early ones to adopt
Ole model where you have regional capacity for diagnosing chil-
dren. It fits in well with the model in Michigan where you have the
intermediate district and where you have a broad county or special
education district where they have set up a resource center where
children can come and get more sophisticated diagnoses than they
might get in the local schools.

As I say, we have redirected their work into this massive task of
helping the country come to cerms with a new provision, an indi-
vidual education plan for 3.5 million kids that was never done
before, and they are constantly busy trying to help people figure
out new and improved ways to do this.. But I do not know that
there is a need to continue tp have the regional resource centers
per se once this startup period of implementing the act is over. We
have been considering whether or not to redesign this authority to
use those funds, for example, to push the development of more
cooperative groups of parents who could be effective in training
other parents to participate in the provisions of the law. and to
work with school districts cooperatively to implement them.

So you are raising a good question. I think the program was
designed by the Congress to meet a legitimate need. I think we
have kept it current with the times, but I do not know that there
should be a regional resource center program for all time. It may

597
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be a program that now should be phased out and we would redirect
those dollars into parent-based work. That is one of the things we
will probably be discussing in the oversight hearings.

Mr. PURSELL. Oakland County is one of the best in the country. If
that is the basic stable program we are going to have within a
region, and it does serve a region--

Dr. MARTIN. All of that grew out of this kind of program and
another program which we have already terminated called the
Instructional Material Center Program. Oakland County is one of
the districts We have worked with.

Mr. PURSELL. I won't dwell on it any rhore.
Dr. MARTIN. Your point is a good one and that model has

worked. It has been adopted by counties and we have phased out of
the demonstration part.

Mr. PIALsEu,. We have 8 schools of education in Michigan with
declining enrollments, and it just seems a natural role for the
universities to.play in having some impact in working with local
educational districts in that whole area.

Dr. MARTIN. Yes. It can be better managed within our scarce
resources. We. have been through this particular vehicle of
statewide planning trying to bring them together.

Mr. NATCHER. Dr. Martin, we want to thank you and your asso-
ciates for appearing before our committee at this time in behalf of
your budget request for the fiscal year 1980.

[The following questions were submitted to be answered for the
record:]

INFORMATION GATHERED UNDER SECNON 618 OF PART B
Mr. NATCHER. Will the information gathered under section 618 be used to deter-

mine whether there have been failures to comply substantially with sections 612
and 613? Does the Office of Education plan to withhold funds if such failures are
found?

Dr. MARTIN. The information gathered ender section 618 is collected and analyzed
across districts rather than by district and state. This is done so that a national
picture of the implementation, impact, and effectiveness of the provisions of PublicLaw 94-142 can be provided. This information does sometimes point out specific
areas such as due process. nondiscriminatory testing. etc.. which seem to be causing
problems in a significant number of local education agencies Information regarding
these problem areas is then entered into the BEM compliance monitoring :vstem.The basis for determining non-compliance with Public Law 94-142 and Public
Law 89-313 is the week-long program administrative renew visits that BEM makes
to states each year. These reviews include visits to the state education agency, local
education agencies throughout the state, and state operated programs When prob-lems are discovered corrective aeasures are designed and specific timelines estab-
lished fbr meeting those measures. BF.H attempts to work with states in correcting
any problems through policy cl Irification and technical assistance.

i'ollowing such efforts. if cor..ective measures are nct taken within the established
time frame, it is our intention to withhold funds. However, every possible nwasurewould he taken to avert this step. recognizi.tg that the ultimate purpose is to assist
States in the delivery of services to handicapped children,

INDIVIDUALIZED Ema'sT1ON PROGRAMS

Mr NATCHkR. What assurance does the Office of Education have that the require-
ments for individualized education programs. including their contents. are beingmet 9

Dr. MARTIN Ga-site program administrative reviews conducted by BEH staff
include examinations of individuaked education programs in each local and St..te
agency program visited. Checklists are used to assure that each Federal piovision iscovered as staff go through individual child folders and study each individualized
education program Staff select a sampling of children and check to see that services
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listed in the IEP are actually being provided. Parents and teachers also are ques-

tioned about the IEP process and contents. During the school year 1977-78 50% of

the first 100 sites visited did not have IEPs for each handicapped child served. This

year only 4 of the first 100 sites visited had a few children without IEPs. Corrective

actions were specified and SEAs were required to verify to BEH that the necessary

IEPs had been developed according to Federal provisions. When children without
IEPs are found after December 1, a further check is made to make certain they
were not included in child counts.

Mr. NA'TCHER. Are such programs considered essential to help insure that funds

are properly used to provide appropriate free public education?
Dr. MairtiN. The individualized education programs are not used as the prime

determinants of compliance with Public Law 94-142 in terms tf use of funds.
Rather, they are seen as a planning tool to determine the services required to

provide an appropriate education.

RECOVERY OF FUNDS

Mr. NATCHER. IS it permissible for a child to be counted for funding if an adequate

individualized education program has not been established? If the Office of Educa-

tion finds that the requirements.for such programs are not being met for children

counted for funding, can it recover funds or adjust grant amounts?
Dr. MARTIN. Handicapped children may be counted for funding only if an indivii-

ualized education program has been established. If, through monitoring efforts, it is

determined that some children were counted without IEPs, the Office of Education

can take steps to recover the funds through adjustments in the grant award.

SPEECH THERAPY

Mr. NATCHER. Are children considered eligible to be counted if they are getting
only speech therapy and no other special education services?

Dr. MARTIN. According to Public Law 94-142, speech therapy may be considered

to be special education. Therefore, a child receiving speech therapy is eligible to be
counted under the law.

DEAF-BLIND PROGRAM

Mr. NATCHER. For the deaf-blind assistance program, you requested $16 million.

Are all deaf-blind children in the country being served?
Dr. MARTIN. All of the 5,872 deaf-blind children reported by the States are being

served through a combination of Federal. State, and local government resources as

well as private resources.
Mr. NATCHER. How do the activities of the deaf-blind centers contribute to the

mainstreaming_goals of Education for all Handicapped Children Act?
Dr. MARTIN. The deaf-blind centerJ have had some measurable success in placing

deaf-blind children in the least restrictive educat al environment. Approximately
2,500 of the 5,872 deaf-blind children reported are receiving educational services in
day school and public school programs. An additional 870 children between the ages

of 0-4 years are receiving itinerant home ser-ices or awaiting program placement.

Many of these children benefit from day school programs providing critical support

services such as tutor-companions, therapeutic services including physical therapy.
auditory, and speech training, and mobility training. Parent services are often made

available by the local educational agencies -

The remaining 2,500 deaf-blind children are being served in residential programs
at schools for the deaf, schools for the blind, or in State institutions for retarded
children. The centers and the State and local educational agencies are working on

an ongoing basis to desinstitutionalize some 1.500 deaf-blind children presently in
State institutions who may be better served in a residential school program, a group
home setting. or a day school program.

Mr. NATCHER. Is the most appropriate educational setting for deaf-blind children,

a center which is isolated from the iegular elementary and secondary schools?
Dr. MARTIN. As indicated in the previous answer, approximately 2,500 of the 5,872

deaf-blind childrea are in day school programs, in public schooi settings or in home
settings. The primary goal of the deaf-blind program is to integrnte deaf-blind
children into society and not to isolate them in distant programs that would remove
these children from their parents and/or home envirorment. However, even with
the intemsive efforts of the centers to achieve the deinstitutionalization of deaf-blind

children In State institutions, a large number. possibly 1,000 to 1200 of the 1.500
deaf-blind children reported. will require the intensive care and treatment chat may
be provided only by such institutions. The goal of placing all children in day

'5,9 3
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programs is one that cannot, at least at this time, be fully achieved because of the
severity of their handicapping conditions which in many cases includes severe brain
damage and mental retardation in addition to deafness and blindness. The centers
are vital in cost-effectiveness, pooling services for this low inCidence population.

Mr. NATCHER. How many deaf-blind children receive their entire educational
program at the centers?

Dr. MARTIN. The services which are provided by this program to deaf-blind
children are actually provided by approximately 250 subcontractors to the centers
throughout .the country ranging from day-care centers to residential institutions.

The deaf-blind centers, rather than providing direct services, serve as coordinat-
ing and administrative agencies to assure that all identified deaf-blind children are
served through some combination of Federal. State, local, or private resources.

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Mr. NATCHZIt. You are requesting $20 million for the early childhood education
program. Do you feel it is necessary to have two Federal programs within the same
legislation which serve preschool handicapped childrenearly childhood education
and preschool incentive grants?

Dr. MARTIN. Both the Preschool Incentive Grant program and the Early Child-
hood program are necessary in order to achieve the two separate purposes as
outlined in the legislation .which authorizeti these programs. There are several
major differences between the Preschool incentive grant program and the Handi-
capped children early education program. First, Incentive grants are distributed on
an entitlement basis to all. States according to a legislated formula, whereas Early
childhood projects are funded on a discretionary basis.

Second, incentive grants are awarded only to State educational agencies, whereas
Early education funds, except for State implementation grants, are awarded to
public and private nonprofit agencies.

Third, the target population of the Preschool incentive grant program is handi-
capped children aged three, four, and five, whereas each component of the Early
childhood education program benefits children from birth to eight years old.

Finally, although funds under both the Incentive grant program and the State
implementation grant component of the Early childhood program are awarded to
SEAs, their purpose and expenditure differ in two respects. The incentive grant
funds pay for services to handicapped children and their parents, provided primar-
ily by LEAs. In addition, implementation grants sie used by SEAs to develop and
implement statewide plans to extend services to preschool handicapped children,
that is, funds may not pay for direct services to children or parents.

In summary, these two programs do not overlap. The Preschool program supports
direct services, whereas the Early Childhood program supports the development of
model projects and assitance in developing statewide plans to serve handicapped
children.

Mr. NATCHER. What kind of coordination exists between the early childhood
educatioi. program and the preschool incentive grant program on the Federal and
local level?

Dr. MARTIN. Since the Preschool incentive grants and the State Implementation
projects are administered by different divisions in the Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped. applications for both activities are reviewed both separately in each
diviiion and then in a joint session. In the Division of Assistance to States. which is
responsible for the Preschool incentive program, each State plan officer reviews the
proposals for State implementation grants to ascertain that activities undertaken
are complementary rather than duplicative. Similarly, in the Division of Innovation
and Development, which ministers the State Implementation projects, each Sec-
tion chief reviews the plans submitted for Preschool incentive grants to assure that
there is no overlap of activities between the two programs.

At th. 'ocal level, applicants for early childhood project grants request letters of
support from local school officials and state officials prior to submitting the applica-

Mori to the Office of Education In several states, the SEA has developed consortium
organizations for early childhood projects so that training, screening and awareness
conference!, can be orchestrated to avoid duplication of activities and the inefficient
use of local. state and Federal funds. Coordination activitit go beyond education
Early childhood grantees are required to coordinate with all agencies which provide
services to young children 'e.g. Head Start. Mental Health, etc

6
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SEVERELY HANDICAPPED PROJECTS

Mr. NATCHER. What activities are carried out in the projects for severely handi-

capped children that cannot be provided under Part B. State grant program or the
State agency program under Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Educatior

Act?
Dr MARTIN. Part B funds and Title I funds are used to begin or maintain basic

educational services.
Severely handicapped program funds are made available to develop and demon-

strate new models of educational services designed to meet the unique learning
needs of this population. Additionally, these special funds may be used to design

specialized curricula, instructional sequences and techniques structured to eliminate

the complex obstacles to learning faced by this population.
There are three global criteria that must be met by applicants seeking funds from

the Severely Handicapped Program.
First, assurances must be made that basic educational services are provided by

state or local monies. Second, there must be documentation that the model present-
ed extends the current state of the art and addresses a significant national problem.

Finally, it has to be demonstrated that the model presented will result in new levels

of performance or opportunity for the severely handicapped. Given such a frame-
work, the Severely Handicapped program is able to conduct activities which test

and extend the limits of knowledge regarding the education of the severely handi-
capped, .while Part B monies are used to underwrite the costs of basic educational

services to all handicapped students, of which the severelY handicapped are but one

group.

EFFORTS TO FIND HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

Mr. NATCHER. Have the States made extensive efforts to find all handicapped

' children?
Dr. MARTIN. During the past four years every State and participating outlying

region has developed, implemented, and maintained a comprehensive system to

identify, locate, diagnose, and evaluate all handicapped children. These systems are
statewide and ongoing in all cases. In addition, each state conducts and maintains
broad public awareness campaigns which frequently utilize mass media services.

These are augmented by "Closer Look" a BEH-funded newsletter, which sponsors
child find efforts including television spot presentations. States also provide in-school

screening of children and formal cooperative agreements with related agencies, such

as health and welfare, to assure coordinated efforts and effective coverage. Referral
procedures have been developed and publicized to facilitate identification and evalu-

ation of children thought to be handicapped.
Mr. NATCHER. How many children have been identified who were in regular

school programs with handicaps that were previously undetected?
Dr. MARTIN. State education agencies have not systematically collected or report-

ed info-mation on the numbers of such children to the Office of Education. Some
States do have comprehensive in-sthool screening and referral procedures fully
implemented and report finding substantial numbers of previously unidentified

. children. The Office of Education, however, has been very con,:erned about State
and local efforts to screen school age children for undetected handicaps. Annual
Program Plan requirements have been stiffened. Approval of many fiscal year 1970

, Annual Program Plans was delayed until more complete information was submit-

ted.
Mr NATCHER. What assurances does the Office of Education have that children

are not Counted unless they are handicapped and are receiving special education
and related services?

Dr. MARTIN. State and local education agencies must certify to the accuracy of

such counts on forms provided by SEAs and the Office of Education. On-site moni-
toring visits have been conducted by Bureau of Education for the Handicapped staff
in 36 States and approximately 400 local education agencies, during which child
counts and procedures for counting children have been reviewed. Discrepancies
were found in only fOur instances. Corrective actions have been specified and
implemented to improve the accuracy of these counts

HANDICAPPING CoNymoNs

Mr. NATCHER. Does the Office of Education have data showing the numbers of
children in the various handicapped categories? Does it have data on the severity of
the handicaps in these categories?

6 Q1
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Dr. MARTIN. The Office of Educatioil collects data -on the number of children
receiving special education and related services by handicapping 'condition. These
figures are collected each school year. The data for school year 1976-77 were
included in the Annual Report to Congress. Similar figures for school year 1977-78,
which became available after the Annual Report went to press, are also available.
Copies of the figures for both years are included herein. The data for school year
197S-79 are currently being processed and will be available by May 1979.

Data regarding 01 severity, of handicaps within each category is not available.

1916 11 Percerd ;911 18 Percent

Mentally retarded ...... 838.059 24.1 822.776 23.1
Hard of hearing 39.840 *1 1 33,357 1 0
Deaf :2.033 0 6 25,267 0.8
Speech impaired 1,302,666 37 4 1,226,961 34.5
.Visually handicapped .... .. .......... 28,349 0.9 25,710 0.8
Emotionally disturbed 252,694 7.3 254,149 7.1
Orthopedically impaired 78,583 2.3 77,862 2.2
Other health impaired 125,321 3.5 118,861 3.4
Learning disabled 797,213 22.8 969,423 27.1

Total 3,484,758 100.0 3,554,366 100.0

FULL-SERVICE DEADLINE

Mr. NATCHER: What did the Office of Education do to find out whether free
appropriate public education was available to all handicapped children aged 3
through 18 no later than September 1,. 78? Were specific determinations made on
a State-by-State basis?

Dr. MARTIN: Comprehensive on-si e program administrative reviews are being
conducted during the current school year in 21 States and Bureau of Indian Affairs
programs. The remainder of the States will be reviewed next year. During these
week-long visits, conducted by an average of five BEN staff, the major Federal
provisions are monitored including the right to education policies and procedures
and implementation of full education opportunity goals; child identification, loca-
tion, and evaluation procedures; individualized education programs, procedural safe-
guards. protection in evaluation procedures, placement in private schools, program
monitoring, and 'chile count procedures.

ANNUM. REPORT

Mr. NATCHER: When was the first report due under section 618 of the Act? Has it
been issued? If not, what is it's states?

Dr. MARTIN The first report was due in February, 1979. It was delivered to
Congress on February 13. 1979.

EFI,ECT OF HANDICAP oN PERFORMANCE

Mr. NATCHER: What evidence is required in individual cases to show that a child's
impairment bas an advt.. st. effect on his or her educational performance?

Dr MARTIN Evidence for identifYing whether a child's impairnwnt has anyadverse effect on his or her edugation performance comes from several sources.
Potential handicapped children evaluated according to a systematic and sequential
process which is specified in Public Law 94-142 regulations The first step in this

.process is the referral of a child to special personnel for evaluation and assessmentby a classroom teacher who has observed a discrepancy between a child's perfOrm.
ance and capabilities_ In some cases a refiTral is made by the parents of the child orother school personnel

Based upon this referral, a multidisciplinary set of' data is collected in order to
determine whether the child requires special education and related services. Public
Law 94-112 regulations are clear that these data come from evaluation materialswhich are provided and administered in the child's native language or other mode
of communication: have been validated for the specific purpose for which they areused: and are administered by trained personnel in conformanc with the instruc.tams provided by their producer

t)
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These data are then reviewed by an interdisciplinary team or group of persons,

including at least one teacher or other specialist *ith kr.owledge in the area of

s
suspected disability, and the parent or surrogate. Further, no single procedure or

piece of information is used as the sole criterion for determining an appropriate

education program for.the child. These procedures are intended to reduce erroneous

classification while protecting the rights of the handicapped child.
NATCHF.R. Has the Office of Ed ation issued any guidance on how the

"Adverse Effect" requirement should be plied?
Dr. MARTIN. The Office of Education has not issued any guidance on how the

"adverse effect" reijuirement should be applied since each State must set its own

definition (consistent with Federal terminology) of the handicapping conditions as

specified by the statute. These definitions, in many cases, spell-out the ley?l of
intensity. of "adverse effect" as it relates to educational performance.

EFFECTS OF FAILURE TO COMPLY

MP, Nkroitot: Concernin Section 616, has the Office of Education defined "fail-

ure to comply substantiagy
Dr. MARTIN. No, the ffice of FAucation has not developed,any clarification of

this beyond section 121a.590 pf the Final Regulations. To date, rather then-invoking

the concep4 of "withholding funds", all initiaUndicators of non-coppliance have

been reyiewed by SEA and BEH persinffierand methods for 'eliminatiing the' incon-

sistencies between State's statutes, regulations arid/or practices and Federal re-

quirements haYe been identified and implemented. 'Providing adequate assistance to

the States to bring such findings on non-compliance into compliance is seen as the

primary strategy of the Office of Education to assure implementation and concur-

rent delivery of services to children.

REQUEST Ole WAIVERS TO SUPPLANT STATE FUNDS

Mr. NATCHER. How many States have requested-a waiver of the non-supplanting

requirements on the basis that they are making free appropriate public education

available to all handicapped children"'
Dr. MARTIN. Only one State (Massachusetts) has fOrmally requested that the BEH

conduct a waiver review to determine that State's eligibility for a Waiver. The

request for a waiver was denied.
NATCHFR. Could the low number of requests for such waivers bean indict\tion

that States are having problems meeting their committments?
Dr. MARTIN The low number of States requesting a waiver of the non-supplant

provisions of the Act does not seem attributable to problems of implementati
States and localities. The situation seems to be gi function of the size of the ask at

handi.e., the setting into motion statewide efforts to identify, locate and evaluate

every handicapped individual (ages, 0-21), developing LEA ci:pability for serving all

of the handicapped children identified in o.v6r 16,000 school districts, and training
and employing ,enough teachers and support personnel to serve all such handi-
capped children. It simply takes time to have the full effect of the new procedures

emerge. Until tile systems have had the full opportunity to develop, the need for
waivers So supplant is not expected to arise.

PERSONNEL DEVELOI'MENT

Mr. NATCIIER For Special Education Personnel Development, the bUdget request

is $55.375,000. What is the General situation in the States with regard to the supply

of teaching personnel for handicapped children?
Dr.-MARTIN. There is a current and continuing need for special education teach-

ers. Using a minimum 6 percent attrition rate and with the current production at
approximately 20,000 teachers a year, the field nets an additional 5,ilOO new teach-

ers per year, assuming that all of these trained enter the teaching profession. In

addition to certified teacher need, there is a continuing need for support personnel

such as physical education and recreation personnel, vocational and career educa-

tors, paraprofessionals and volunteers. A full spectrum of personnel must be trained

in order to maintain handicapped children in their least restricti-e environment as
required by Public Law 94 -142. NOES data show that approximately one-third of
the teachers employed yearly by local school systems to teach the handicapped have

not been trained as special educators.
There still is need to increase the programs for regular education teachers so that

they may acquire the skills, knowledge, and understanding to maintain handicapped
children in a regular class placement when such a placement is their least restric-
tive environment as prescribed by the law.
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In assuring access for all handicapped children, it is necessary also to consider the
kinds of personnel needed to provide for Native American. Hispanic (Bilingual/
Bilcultural), and black children. A number of strategies have been developed to do
this, including the training of Hispanic. Native American and black personnel in
greater:numbers than before and assuring that school psychologists and other
school personnel at the administrative level receive the necessary training to assure
access. and maintenance for children not currently identified as needing special
education.

The fiscal year 11)S0 budget for Special Education Personnel Development include
$13,218,000 to train 4,2S2 new teachers for certification. This is the only source
within the $55,375,000 budget that attends to production of new certified special

. education teachers (preservice Early Childhood, Sever ly Handicapped and General
Special Education). Data from 46 States and Territories showed an unfilled need, as
of September 1, 197S, of the following new certified personnel:

Handicapprng condition
Number ol teachers

Needed Sept 1.1918 Rank

Emotional Disturbance 21.595 1

learning Disabihties 15,181 2

Mental Retardation . 10,936 3

Hard.of,Hearing 4.175 4

Speech/language 2.166 5

Crippled , .. 1,837 .6
Othel Health Impaired 1,770 , 7

Visually Handicapped. . 1,122 8

Deaf 505
/.

9

Total 59.893

Mr. NATCHER. How effective is the Personnel Development program in attracting
and training special educators of the handicapped?

Dr. MARTIN. The goals of attracting and training the kinds of special education
personnel most needed are shared among several BEH activities. In the Recruit-
ment and Information program, for example, a newsletter entitled Special Educa-
tion Careers is directed at regular educators and college students to attract person-
nel to the field of special education. However, the actual task of training needed
personnel k accomplished through both the State Grant program, which requires
States to assure an adequate supply of teachers for the children in their State and
provides funds to assist them in doing so, and the Personnel Preparation program,
which continues to provide a broad base of support for special education training. In
terms of the need for special education teachers as described in the previous answer,
of the 7)9,s93 new teachers needed for the 197S-79 school year the personnel prepa-
ration program is training about 7,100 in preservice programs, although not all of
these will graduate this year. No estimate is available on the nuniber of teachers
trained thfough the States from their own resources.

Within the Personnel Preparation program, discretionary funds are directed into
the following twelve areas of need in terms-of peisonnel: Early childhood; Severely
handicapped; Physical education; Recreation; Interdisciplinary; Paraprofessionals;
Vocational education; Instructional models; Regular education teachers; Model im-
plmentation; Parents/Volunteer program; and General Special education.

As the need for one of these categories grows or diminishes the amount of funds
awarded in that area can be increased or decreased appropriately. In addition to
allocating resources among these twelve priorities, a balance between preservice
and inservice training is sought. The strategy of shifting prioriti.ls in accordance
with changing needs is evidenced, for example, by the gradual increase in the
percentage of program funds that have been used to support inservice training over
the. last six years. In 1974. 3 X percent of the funds were for inservice training as
opposed to approximately 47 percent in 1980 Also, the effects of the least restrictive
environment provisions require more training for regular education teachers, which
is reflected in the incras of support for this objective from 29 percent of the
prograni funds in 197x to 31 percent in 19x0.
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ESTIMATES OF CHILD COUNT

Mr. NATCAR. How and by whom was it originally estimated that .there were

more than S million handicapped children?
Dr. MARTIN. The figure of 14 million handicapped children waA'an estimate for all

children birth through 21 years of age. According to the 1970 Census, there were

just. over 80 million school aged children 'in this age range in total. To generate an

estimate of the number of handicapped children, an overall incidence rate was

derived by combining the incidence rates for the various handicapping conditions as

adopted by a panel of experts in the field. Resources utilized include (a) "Statistics

of Special Education for E'xceptional Children, 190" (Mackie et al.) DHEW-OE

unpublished; (131 Projections of Educational Statistic& to 19654( 119116 Edition)

DHEW-0E; (c) Pupil Enrollment and Teacher Education Projection. California State

Department of Education. 19117; (d) The Prevelance of Exceptional Children in

Illinois in 1V's Superintendent of Public Instruction, Springfield. Illinois 1959; (e)

Educational Programs for Visually Handicapped Children (Jones-Collins) DIIEW-

OE; (f) American Speech and Hearing Association Reports, Washington, D.C.;

Special Education for Exceptional Children, Vol. H. 1955. (Frampton and Ball); th)

Gallaudet College, Washington, D.C.
The overall rate that was agreed upon by the exPerts was 12 percent. however.

this 12 percent incidence rate was designed to be applied to the school age popula-

tion only. If preschoolers are to be added to the target population, the expected rate

must be reduced, since the occumence of such handicaps as speech impaired and

learning disabled are not as identifiable at earlier ages. Consequently, it was decid-

ed that a rate of 10 percent would more accurately describe the handicapped

population, with no implication that this rate was constant for all ages. Using this

10 percent rate on a 0-21 age population of just over 80 million one derives the

estimate of 14 million handicapped children in the country.
Mr. NATCHER. What is the origin of the estimate that more than half of the

handicapped children in the Nation are .5,gt getting appropriate education services?

Dr. MARTIN. Of the 8 million estimate, approximately ol million would be in the

school age range 5-17. Based on an unofficial survey of States done in schnol year

1971-72, there were 2.85 million children being served, leaving an estimated 3.15

million unserved in the school age group. Certainly a large proportion of the
preschoolers were also not being served, although there are no hard figures on this

group.
Mr. NATCHER. What is the origin of the estimate that 'more than 1 minim:

handicapped children were excluded entirely from the public school system?

Dr. MARTIN. This figure is an estimate based on information acquired through a

survey of'State education agencies.
Mr. NATCHER. What is the origin of the estimate that many children with unde-

tected handicaps were in regular school programs?
Dr. MARTIN. Prior to the passage of Public Law 94-142, there was wide variability

from State to State in assessment techniques for identifying handicapped children.

In many States, there were nu alternative programs and consequently there would

be no point in evaluating a child for special education Criteria for determining
mental retardation or learning disability were widely variant frorii State to State.

Although it would be almost impossible to deteimine to what extent this was a
roblem, based on estimates from professional associations and others in the field, it

became apparent that there were a large number of handicapped children who

remained undetected and inappropriately placed prior to Public Law 94-142.
Mr. NATCHER. Is the original estimate of X million handicapped children still

considered to be accurate? If so, what categories of handicapped children apparently

have been undercounted'? What will be done to insure that they are counted?
Dr. MARTIN. As was explained in answers to previous questions, the process by

which the original million figure was estimated is still considered sound. However,

because of declines in the general schoo.1 age population, the actual figure would be

revised downward somewhat.
Nationwide, there is no particular category in which handicappeci children appear

to be undercounted. State by State, however, there is great variance in terms of the
incidence of children in the different categories. The agency has carefully analyzed

this data and is working with States reporting especially low incidences of children

in particular categories to determine why some of the incidence figures are low,
whether there are unidentified children in particular categories, and how identifica-

tion procedures can be sharpened so that all children will be identified. Child
identification and child count procedures are also examined carefully during the
program administrative review visits coaducted each year by BEH.

6 05
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Finally, through the discretionary programs funded within this appropriation title
including the activities of the 31 regional resource centers and the inservice an t
preservice training programs, personnel are being trained in effective assessmen

.practices. These discretionary projects are targeted at regular and special educati n
teachers, support personnel as well as administrators.

Mr. NATCHER- Does the Office of Education believe that all States and local
educational agencies met the September 1, 197s deadline? Are all States and local
agencies now making free appropriate public education available to all handicapped
children aged 3 through 18? If not, have any funds been withheld as provided in
Section 616 of the act?

Dr. MARTIN. On the basis of our program administrative reviews it is our belief
that most State and local agencies met the September 1, 1978 deadline to make a
free appropriate)public education avable to all identified handicapped children
age 3 through 2 (except for 3-5 and Pil-21 year olds when this was inconsistent
with State law or practice). However; the great variability across States in the
percentage of children served as handicapped raises questions as to whether a!l
handicapped children in all categories have been identified in particular States. As
a result, BEH has laupched an initiative to work with Statek in examining and
revising their child identification procedures,

In thos4 instances where monitoring visits have detected violations itbr example,
where fists of children waiting for placement have been found) corrective measures
have been designed and timelines established for those corrective meastakes. BEH
on.site verification visits are currently being carried out to determine the extent to
which corrective actions have been accnmplished.

To date funds have not been withhelu, but this is a step that will be taken if other
measures to bring a State education agency into compliance fail. This, however, is
viewed as a last step measure, since the withholding of funds will affect the services
provided to handicapped children.

Mr. NATCHER. How many of the estimated 1 million children have been identified
who were previously "excluded entirely" from the public school system? .

Dr. MARTIN. The extensive statewide efforts to find all handicapped children
launched four years ago have been exceptionally effective in locating out-of.school
handicapped children. Formal cooperative agreements with related State agencies
and development and implementation of comprehensive plans, with specific activi-
ties and timelines, have helped assure good coverage of communities and target
groups likely to have knowledge of children thought to be handicapped and out oe
school. Parents also have been much more aggressive in seeking services for chil-
dren, including those with severe and profound handicaps, now that State and
Fegral mandates to serve all school age handicapped children have gone into
effect State and Federal officials responsible for" programs for handicapped children
feel very confident that virtually all of the school age handicapped children former-
ly excluded from school have been identified and are being served in all States. On-
site administrative reviews cbnducted in State and local agencies over the past
thret years find ample evidence to support this high level of confidence

INNOVATION AND DEVELOPMENT

Mr NATCHER. You are requesting $20 million for innovation and developrent. In
what particular areas have you focused these funds in recent years?

Dr MARTIN. The Innovation and Develonment funds are used for two general
categories of funding applied research and development ($11,01,10.000) and demon-
stration projects 1$9.(100,110ifi The funds under the apphed research and, develop-
men? are used Tor four types of project s. curriculum devekipment, administrative
tools, inventions and child isetting studies The funds have beim distributed as
folklws durmg the past two years-

I in c4.(pro

Curriculum development 38 52
Admielstrnve tools :9 2?
Invenivr,

21 1

ChM eUng -,tuflf% 2?
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The demonstraion program has begun supporting a great variety of applications

since the 95th Congress changed the authority from a demonstration program
focused on learning disabilities to an authority for all handicapping conditions.

In fiscal year 1977, all demonstration projects had learning disabled children as

clients. In fiscal year 1978, the clients changed aloag with the new authority. The

new projects included autistic children, adolescents with all con itions who were.d_

leaving high schools, a recreation program for emotionally dis rbed adolescents

and many others. Projects for learning disabled children continue 'to be flinded.

Mr. NATCHER. How are findings from these research projects disseminated and

shared with local educators of the handicapped?
Dr. MARTIN. The Bureau has established a Marketing Program which assists all

BEH developers in getting their findings and products into use. This includes
material for use at both the LEA and SEA levels. Material developed with Bureau
funds, for example, are widely used in the schools, because, through our marke.ting

program, commercial publishers have been given licensing rights for printing and
distribution. Of all the copyrights for distribution of Federally sponsored products

from the Office of Education, one quarter of them are from the Bureau of Education

for the Handicapped.
ThaMarketing Program is also developing a Catalog of products which will

include information or. replicable products and materials developed with Handi-
capped funds since its inception. This will serve as one means of informing LEAs

and SEAs of available materials.
Information about most program products is also distributed by the ERIC

clearinghouse and throu:gh formal conference presentations. This information will

also be included in the NICSEM data base which is a Bure,au supported computer-

ized information service. ,

/ In a few instances the Bureau has taken a more direct role in disseminating
products to individuals. The Optacon, a device which is hand-held and allows a blin

person to "read" a manuscript, was developed through grants administered by th
Bureau. BEK.has taken a similarly active role in developing and disseminating th

Kurzweil reading machine.

DIFFFRENCE BETWEEN ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL COUNTS

Mr. NATCHER. What accounts for the large differences between the original esti-
mate of 8 million and the less than 4 million actually counted?

Dr MARTIN. The.most recent count of handicapped children under P.L. 94-142 is
approximately :1.8 million. There are an additional 225,0(8) children in State sup-
ported schools for the handicapped, and an undetermined number of handicapped
children who are receiving services under the Title I program for the Disadvan-

taged. In total, well ever 4 million children are receiving special education services.

There is revion to believe that the number actually counted is lower than the
number being servedby 10 percent to 25 percentdue to the one-time per year
count and its timing.

The difference between the actual number counted and the higher estimates is

expected to be, made up as States improve their record keeping and information
systems so that all children served are on the rolls as of December 1. In addition,
continual improvements in child find efforts and he clearing up of backlogs of
children waiting to be diagnosed will result in more children being included in the
official count

POSSOO1.1TY tiF thiSIJWIKI) CHILDREN

Mr NAniwit If the Office of Education believes that its original estimate of s
million handicapped children is still valid in spite of the fact that actual counts of

children receiving services have been less than half that number, does this indicate
that millions of children may not have available to them a free appropriate public

education')
Dr MARTIN As pointed out in the previous answers, we believe that there may be

more school-aged handicapped children being served than are being nported in the
child counts (Jut of an estimated school aged total handicapped population of S

million, we believe that about .16:*) million are receiving services. Of the remaining
1 15 million, it is possible that some are being served under the Title 1 or compensa-
tory or vocational education programs. Since 1EPs are not required under these
alternative programs, there is no way of knowink precisely how many kitildren

there are In addition. approximately 2110.0-., children an- receiving special educa.

tion in private schools In sum, it does not appear that there are large numbers of

44.1 . .

C
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handicapped children to whom a free appropriate public education is not being
made available.

Mr. NATCHRR. Would this be substantial failure to comply with sections 612 of
613?

Dr. Kemal. Nationwide, there is no indication of a compliance problem. We are
not pushing to force identification of children as handicapped if they are receiving
appropriate services. We intend, through our administrative review process, to
monitor States' procedures for implementing the law and to deal on an individual
State by Stafe basis with any deficiencies.

Mr. NATCHER. To what extent do Officeof Education and State personnel examine
children's records at schools to verify adherene to eligibility criteria? What are the
results of such examinations?

Dr. MARTIN. Personnel from the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped exam-
ine children's folders in at least 10 LEA's during the annqal program review visits
to States. In addition, SEAS as part of their monitoring procedures, examine individ-
ual children's folders to verity that those children counted meet the eligibility
criteria. Over the most recent monitoring period, during which lose to half of the
States were visited, only four individual problems were encountered in this area, all
of which were resolved.

CAPTIONING AND RECORDING

Mr. ROYBAL. What new technological advances have been made in captioning and
recording materials for the handicapped that we can point to for'1979?

Dr. MARTIN. Thanks in large part to the development of a Captioning Editing
Console, together with television encoding and decoding devices, it has become
possible to produce "closed caption" television programmingthat is, programming
for which the captions are visible only on sets equipped with special adapters.

This system currently is usable only with videotaped programs. We are. now
studying techniques to caption TV programs that are on film, and also to qaption
' live or "real time TV programming.

Another activity involves the use of video-disc technology. The goal is4o place
captions in the "closed" format onto video-discs, so as to make it possilfr for the
hearing-impaired to use the same disci that are used by the general pop lation. In
the recording field the major activity involves conversion from reel-to-r 1 to cas-
settes, which are easier to distribute, play back, and store.

Mr. ROYBAL. In recordings for the blind you allocate $500,006 for fiscal ye r 1980.
What number of educational materials will be provided by this $500,000?

Dr. MARTIN. Approximately 30,000 taped textbooks for visually impaired elemen-
tary and high school students will be produced.

Mr. ROYBAL. What is the demand for these recordings?
Dr. MARTIN. In school year 1977-78 over 58,582 taped texts were circulated to

visually impaired students. The demand can be expected to incre of
tsthese studen are served in regular classrooms.

Mr. ROYBAL. What was the allocation for this program in 1979?
Dr. MARTIN. The 1979 allocation was $500,000. It should be noted that Recordings

for the Blind, Inc., receives its principal support from private sources; the Federal
share is supplemertary to these

12 PERCENT FETARAL CONTRIBUTION

Mr. ROYBAL. I've heard that the current 12 percent Federal contribution to Stater
in meeting the needs of handicapped children is falling short in meeting the needs
of the States in this area. How would you respond to this?

Dr. MARTIN. The main objective behind the Federal contribution has been to
assist the States in paying for the excess costs associated with educating handi-
capped children. Over the past four years the Federal contribution has increased
from $200 million to $804 million. Since the first year of appropriations under
Public Law 94-142, the per child contribution has risen from $72 in 1977 or 5
percent of excess costs, to $21: in 1979, or 12 percent of excess costs. While the 1980
request maintains the 12 percent level, the actual dollar commitment will increase
by $58 million to account for the higher average per pupil expenditure and an
anticipated increase in the number of children served. We believe that this level
will maintain the momentum of the Federal Commitment to States to locate and
serve their handicapped children, while at the same time remaining within overall
budget constraints.

Mr. ROYBAL. In your justifications you decrease by $2.5 million pre-school incen.
tive grants to States for meeting the needs of the handicapped. If we were to restore
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the $2.5 million, what additional services', or increased number of children. would

benefit from this increase?
Dr. MARTIN. Assuming State and local school districts continue to use these funds

in the same manner am they have during the present school year, we can anticipate

t at an additional 12,700 children aged 3 through 5 would receive direct services in

p ograms and projects funded wholly or in part with an additional $2,500,000. We

c n also expe'et an additional 14,500 children aged 3-5 would undergo intensive

screening and evaluation and an additional 9,000 teachers would receive inservice

training.
.

Mr. ROVBAL, How do we stand in regards to the number of personnel in the field

of research in education of the handicapped? Is there a shortage or a glut?

Dr. MARTIN. Exact pumbers of research personnel in this field do not exist.

However, the agency takes the position that more personnel are needed with specif-

ic ,training in research in tducation of the handicaPped. BEH has supported or

helped create many of the researchers in this area. This is a young fieldwell-
trainedpeople are in demand.

There are a number of ways BEH assists in the training of personnel to conduct

ilesearch in the education of the handicapped: through University training pro-

grams, programs in which students work directly with a senior or experienced

researcher in obtaining on-the-job training in research, and independent research by

students as well as faculty.

LANGUAGE CONCERNS IN REGIONAL VOCATIONAL PROGRAM

Mr. ROYBAL. Could you give more details on how regional vocational adult and

postsecondary programs are meeting the needs of populations with language bar-

rierssuch as the Hispanic community?
Dr. MARTIN. The Regional Vocational, Adult and Postseconaary program assists

institutions which focus primarily on the postsecondary-aged handicapped students.

The students served in this program, in almost all instances, have developed ade-

quate English language skills so as to remove this factor as a barrier to learning.

However, in cases where there are students who have a language problem, special

components are incorporated into the projects involved to assist them. For example,

the Mesa College projen in California has entered into a special arrangement with

the Chicano Studies Department of Me a College which provides special tutoring in

English for learining disableditude
400

PEE CHILD CONTRIBUTION

Mr. Co'rcrE. How much money does the federal government provide, on 'average,

for wecial education students once a determination nf special education needs is

made?
Dr. MARTIN The average Federal contribution per handicapped child has in-

creased each year since the first appropriation under P.L. 94-142 in 1977. Data for

each year is indicated below:

Fiscal oaf

4wage Fedecal

Aivaclonatso Numbet ot contributIon

(millions) children pr Child

1977 .
$251 3.484.755 $12

1978
566 3,560,866 156

1979
804 '3,800.000 211

1980 (request).
862 '3,950,000 218

'fstintateo

INNOVATION AND DEVELOPMENT

Mr. CONTE Do you feel that level funding for Innovation and Development is

enough to continue high level research into %better we.s to serve children with

special educational needs?
Dr. MARTIN. Innovation and Development program funds support inventions, test

development, curriculum development, studies of programs and demonstration pro-

grams As a result of having this wide range of activities, hundreds of applications

are received which cannot be funded. On the other hand, the funds have been
suffirtent to provide support for the applications with highest quality. Therefore,

.4*
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given the general budget constraintri and the success of this program we recommend
maintaining this program at the current level.

MEDIA SERVICES

Mr. CONTE. Is enough money provided for media services and 'captioned films forthe visually and aurally handicapped? Could these services effectively use more
funding? For example, the level funding for Reeordings for the Blind, Inc., is
actually a loss of 9% due to inflation. I know of many people served by this and
other worthy programs.

Dr. MARTIN. Our captioned films program reaches more than four million deaf
and hearing-impaird persons annually, and through a new computerized distribu-
tion system now under development, we expect to be Sable to fill requests mote
rapidly than ever before. The Recordings for the Blind program is currently dupli-
cating and circulating some 36,000 textbooks annually.- We feel these to be impres-
sive figures. Other activities include such media-related undertakings 64 the Opta-
con and Kurzweil reading devices for the blind, captioned television for\the deaf,
centers for the development of media materials for the handicapped, and &ants to
develop new approches in media and technology to enhance educational and cultur-
al developments for the handicapped. Given the constraints under which the budget
was formulated, it is felt that the agency can continue to offer effective, valual3le
services with the amounts requested.

SPECIAL EDUCATION TESTING

Mr. CONTE. What is being done to provide adequate testing of those with special
educati9n needs?

Dr. MARTIN. Public Law 94-1,42 requires State and local edt eation agencies to
adopt identification and evaluation procedures for handicapped children which
assure the accuracy of the results of such procedures and thus protect the rights ofthe child. Bureau of Education for the Handicapped (BEM assists State andocal education agencies in meeting this requirement in a number of ways.

Identification and evaluation procedures, including the administration of tests int e child's native language, the appropriate use of valid tests, the use of multiple
pfpcedur e and personnel, and assessment in all appropriate areas, are carefullyex min during the 25 state program administrative reviews conducted by BENea h r. When deficiencies in any area are found BEH works carefully with theSt4 te ucation agency in designing corrective actions.

hrough the Regional Resource Center program specialists are available to workdi ectly with State education agencies in developing appropriate identification ande aluation procedures, in providing inservice training in this area to State and local
ency personnel, and in developing monitoring procedures which will allow theate to assess the adNu cy of identification and evaluation procedures used byocal education agencies.
Through projects funded y the Division of Personnel Preparation in BEN, newdia nostic personnel are bei g trained in skills which will allow them to ap ropri-f ate y identify and evaluate handicapped students as specified in Public Law 4-142.The skills of practicing diagnosticians and teachers are being updated through

inservice training to meet the mandates of the law and bilingual diagnosticians arebeing trained.
In addition, research analyses, evaluation, and development _projects are beingfunded in other BEN activities to evaluate the appropriateness and effectiveness ofidentification and evaluation procedures being used, to determine new evaluationprocedures and tests which will result in more adequate identification and evalua-tion of handicapped children, and to determine ways of streamlining the evalua-

tion:identification process so as to elimiate unnecessary and inappropriate steps.The results of BEN funded research and development efforts, as well as theresults of other projects. are disseminated by BEN through the Technical assistanceWorkshops sponsored each year by the Division of Assistance to States, through thecontinual interactions of the State Plan Officers with the state education agency ineach state, through topical conferences sponsored by the regional resource centers,and through BEII reports

CURRICULA FOR SEVERELY HANDICAPPED

Mr CONTE. Can you cite examples of changes in curricula or teaching methodsthat have resulted in the last few years from your Severely Handicapped Projects?
Dr MARTIN Prior to the initiation of this program few curricula or teachingmethods tailored to the learning characteristics or severely handicapped students
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existed. Initially, projects funded through this program attempted to develop empiri-

cally verified curricular sequences for severely handicapped students. As examples,

comprehensive curricula have been developed by Teaching Research, Monmouth,
Oreg. and University of Washington, Seattle, Wash. Both projects used a method of

task analysis to generate instructional sequences across curriculum domains and

linked instruction to behavioral teaching techniques. These projects demonstrated
that if skill was broken down into very finely sequenced subcomponents, many skills

could be taught to severely handicapped students that were assumed to be beyond

their capabilities.
Subsequently many other projects have demonstrated the acquisition or learning

of new skills by severely handicapped students. For example, the Madison, WI
Public Schools in a joint project with the University of Wisconsin demonstrated that
traditional academic skills, such as math and reading could be taught to many
severely handicapped students. In addition, this project developed instructional
sequences that were used to teach competitive job skills to severely handicapped
adolescents, demonstrating that sheltered employment is not the enly option availa-
ble to a portion of the severely handicapped population. This project also developed

sequences to teach correct sholping and transportation skills. Essentually, the
success in teaching complicated job and shopping skills was linked to a methOd of

simplifying the response requirements of the tasks through ipexpensive prostheticr
devices.

Akron Children Hospital, Akron, Ohio has used simplification through adapting
materials so that correct responses are more obvious, or through the use of simple
devices has been lihked successfully to a strategy for selecting functional tasks to

teach late sensori-motor and preoperational cognitive skills to severely handicapped
students. A functional task is a task in which the purpnse of. perfortring a response
is obvious by the effect achieved (e.g. using a rake to secure a toy which is out of

reach). Through this combined methOd severely handicapped adolescents who ap-
peared ta be functioning at an infant level of development standardized tests are
performing skills that indicate more mature development.

Similar findings in terms of sensorimotor and preoperational development have
been found in a project at the University of Miami, Miami, FL with infant and

preschool age severely handicapped students. This project utilized a cutriculum
lattice (i.e. combined vertical and horizontal sequence) approach emphasizing the
need to teach certain sensoritnotor and preoperational skills simultaneously. This
project has demonstrated statistically significant changes in development of the
severely handicapped infant and preschool children enrolled in the project.

As a final set of examples two interesting approaches to assessment ace currently
being developed. The Beverly School for the Deaf, Beverly, Mass. is developing a
method of assessing skills across major curriculum domains which is uniquely
linked to language acquisition. San Francisco State University is attempting to
develop an improved method to precisely assess the residual vision and hearing of
severely handicapped deaf-blind students and to subsequently conduct instruction to
increase the functional use of the remaining vision and hearing. These are only a
few of the projects that have led to new curricular and methodological innovations,
resulting in improvements in the quality of life for severely handicapped citizens.

HANDICAPPED IN POSTSEMNDARY SCHOCH...4

Mr CONTE. How many of those in our nation clas.sifkd as "handicapped" continue
their education up to the postsecondary level?

Dr. MARTIN. We do not know how many handicapped students continue their
education to the postsecondary level. Our best estimate is that there are approxi-
mately fp40.000 to 1,m0,000 handicapped persons in postsecondary institutions, or
about percent of the total postsecondary enrollment. This percentage is lower
than the. estimated percentage of handicapped school-aged children for two reasons:
first, many handicaps are remediatecl by the time a student reaches the postsecon-
dary level. and second, many handicapped students drop out of the educational
system prior to reachin g. the postsecondary level.

Mr. f.or.eri.: Do individual private and public institutions make efforts to attract
and recruit handicapped students? If not, how might they be encouraged to do so?

Dr. MARTIN. The Federal goal in higher education has been to assure access to all
personsnot only the economically disadvantaged but the handicapped as well.
Section :',114 of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act places the major responsibility for
this effeirt on institutions themselves. The Office of Education provides grant funds
which assist not only the institutions but handicapped students themselves in
taking advantage of postsecondary education programs. Although the provision of
full access to all eligible piist-secondary aged students has not yet been achievedas

6:1
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described in the previous answermeasures are being taken by institutions, with
assistance from 0E----to improve access to programs. For instance, through the
Special Services to Disadvantage program (in the Higher and Continuing Education
Appropriation) grants are awarded to postsecondary institutions to assist physically
handicapped students in participating in programs. The Regional Vocational, Adult

and Postsecondary program, adminiitered by BEH, also supports projects which
encourage the provision of educatonal services to postsecondary institutions. Regard-
ing recruitment, the combined efforts of the State to identify all eligible handi-
capped persons and the individual institutions to assure that no person is denied
services due to handicap provide an impetus to expanding access which is anticipat-
ed to increase in the next few years,

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
-Mr. CONTE. What are...14 advantages of starting handicapped education at age

three than age fi.-? Is ther4 increased adaptability at a younger age?
Dr. MAR,TiN. There is considerable evidence that early intervyntion in educating

children is extremely lcitheficial both in terms of a child's personal development and
long-term cOst. The first five years are believed by psychologists and learning
experts to be the most important to a child in terms of emotional development.
Delaying the provision of necessary remediation can have harmful and possibly
lasting effects on a child.

For example, a severely hearing-impaired child who does not learn to use his
remaining hearing to full capaciti or to develop sign language skills will have
considerable difficulty in understanding language or communication as he grows
older. The older the child gets, the more frustrated he becomes if he cannot under-
stand the world around him nor express himself. Learning and teachink them
require more time, effort, and money if undertaken later in life than earlier.

SCREENING SERVICES

Mr. CONTE. What are you doing to provide screening serfices for children who
may have learning disabilities or other handicaps, such as these might be discovered
before they start school?

Dr. MARTIN. Under Public Law 94-142, the States have the major responsibility
ir providing screening scrvices to children. In order to assist them in their efforts

screening is emphasized-Th many of the model-demonstration projects funded by the
Early Childhood Education program and other programs which have been jointly
funded by OE and Head Start. These models are eventually disseminated and
adopted by other providers of educational services. In 19714, over 90,000 children
were screened in these projects. In addition, the Regional Resource Centers program
supports the diagnosis and assessment of over 05,000 children a year who are
referred to the centers.

MEKTI:JG PERSONNEI. NEEDS

Mr. ('ONTE. Are manpower needs, for special education teachers, lb( teachers in
sign language .and braille, and all myriad other spK.ial education needs of the
handicapped being met?

Dr. MARTIN. Although States report that all ideriified children are receiving
services, a need for more and improved services remiffins. From State to State onewill find a wide disparity among services to children with various types of handicap-
ping conditions. The individualized education plans (IEN) reflect disparity from
school system to school system. Some systems provide only a special education
teacher while others provide a full.range of supportive services. Frequently, fuller
servicfs would be provided if the trained personnel were available.

In discussions with State Directors of Special Education, the question is asked asto how they report continuing personnel needs and not appear to be in violation of
the Public Law (l4-142 service mandate The answer to this apparent dilemma lies
in the provision of an appropriate education as opposed to receiving services. To
fully serve the deaf, 40 States and Territories indicated a need for 505 additional
teachers for September, l97s, as well as 4.175 teachers of the hard-of-hearing. These
4,6SO teachers of the hearing impaired would include sign language as a part of the
"total communication" approach to teac:hing hard-of-hearing and deaf children andyouth. To fully serve the visually handicapped, the States reported need for 1,122additional teachers for September, 1975.
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REPORTING OF CHILDREN IN LEAs

Mr. O'BRIEN. Do you find that there is much of a problem in school districts

reporting their handicapped population? Do you have any idea how extensive this

problem is?
Dr. MARTIN. There are several problems which have occurred at the local level

with regard to the child count procedures, but all of them are proving to be

remediable. In some districts there is no central file which contains all of the data

on each child. This necessitates crosschecking several lists to ensure that those

counted have individual educational programs (Ifs Ps) and are actually receiving
services when the count is taken. Improved record-keeping systems will alleviate

this problem.
Some districts are not aware that the prohibition on double-counting applies only

to Public Law 94-142 and the Handicapped Set-Aside portion of Title .1 (commonly

referred to as Public Law 89-313). Regular Title I children, for example, may also be

counted under Public Law 94-142, but in some districts they are ;excluded. Informa-

tion bulletins from the Bureau of Education of the will keep the

State and local people informed as to who-can and who cannot counted. Also, the

change in the count procedure from averaging the October 1 an February I counts.

to a single December 1 count caused some probloms for districts in terms of

changing timelines and getting forms printed. Some dis;7icts with contracts for data

processing services had to modify the due dates for deliverables as specified in the

contracts. If no more changes occur in the procedure, next ;ear's count should be

smoother.
.

In some instances the State requirements for counting differ slightly from the
Federal requirements, leading to a certain amount4 confusion for the local district

personnel. Minor modifications at the State level should clear up any such confu-

sion.
.;Almost every State has experienced some of fhese problems in var,,ing degrees.

Most problems encountered resulted largely from the newness of the procedures. As

States and LEAs become increasingly familiar with the law and the regulations, and

the procedures which implement them, fewer problems will be encountered in the

future. -

Mr.. O'BRIEN. Is there anything you can do to ensure that school districts report

all of their handicapped students?
Dr. MARTIN. A two-pronged strategy exists which is designed to ensure that all,

,handicapped children are counted by LEAs. First, the Bureau of Education of the

Handicapped monitors counting procedures at both the State and local levets, and

also verifies that State educational agencies are monitoring as well. Second, techni-
. cal assistance is provided through projects in handicapped discretionary programs

which are designed to enhaae State and local management information systems

capabilities.
.

USEFULNESS OF INDIVIDUALIZED ED. UCATION PROGRAMS

.1

Mr. O'BRIEN. Are ypu able to evaluate at this time-the usefulness of the "individ-

ualized education plans" (IEPs)?
Dr. MARTIN. The studies that have been carried out to date on this question

s gest that IEPs are being used ;Ind are considered valuable instruments in plan-

ing educational needs. ,
Project IEP. conducted by Nero and Associates. found that in districts wnere HD

IEP process had been implemented for a year or more, where adequate resource
support waA provided to staff, and where training had oriented the staff towards
diagnosticprescriptive instruction, most teachers were highly enthusiastic about the

IEP proems. These teachers felt that the IEP process required them to think about
and analyze their teaching, and focused attention on where they were going with
each pupil during the year. They also stated that the IEP saved them time in
planning lessons during the year by providing a guide around which to frame more
specific activities. Both parents and educators expressed the opinion that the IEP
process was useful because it brought the home and school into closer communica-

tion. It was felt that in the IEP process parents contributed unique information

about the development, handicapping condition, and programming history of the
child which helped the school. Nrents. in turn, often gained insights into their
child's functioning level and program, and worked in partnership with the school in
reinforcing specific goals and activities. The improved parent-school communication
was also cited by the coordinators as an important aspect of the IEP process

A second study currently being cond'arted hy SRI International is examining
whether or not teachers actually use IEPs Preliminary results show that two-thirds

6 1 :3
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of the teachers surveyed reported using IEPs. The primary uses reported were to
assist the teacher in understanding the child and where he or she should be going,as well as to guide lesson planning.

BEH recently asked the Part 13 Coordinators in 44 of the 50 State educational
agencies if the IEP process was easier in the second year of implementation, and if
so, why. Thirty-three of the 44 coordinators responding reported the IEP process
was easier (in four States it was reported to be no easier, and in seven States the
respondent did not know). When asked why the process was easier, a reason fre-
quently cited as that having written IEPs once, teachers found them useful in their
teaching, and thus were more enthusiastic in the second year.

Mr. O'BRIEN. Do you think IEPs are significantly improving the education of the
handicapped?

Dr. MARTIN. While it is difficult to measure precisely the specific value IEPs have
for-the education of the handicapped we are convinced that the IEP process will
significantly improve the education of the handicapped.

Project IEP, referenced in the previous answer, reported that parents and educa-
tors felt that IEPs improvetthe education of the handicapped in several respects.
First, the specification of annual goals and short-term objectives allows greater
accuracy and flexibility in grouping children for instruction than can groupings onthe asis of age or hendicapping condition.

Th listing each year of annual goals and short-term objectives along with evalua-ti information as to w ther or not particular objectives have been met serves aspermanent/ record e child's program, and the curricular areas have been
covered. Because spec' u tion programs have generally lacked !standardizedcurricula, a handicapped c d moving from one class to another often-repeated thesame material. A perm nt record prevents this.

The writing- and sharing of specific goals and objectives often motivated the
students to attain them.

The IEP document helps teadiers stay on target during the year and sharpens
their awareness as to vihether or not pupils are melting expected progress.

The necessity of specifying annual goals and short-term objectives for handi-capped children has in many instances focused the attention of school districts onthe importance of developing curricular sequences in various skill areas for handi-capped children.

[The justification of the Department follows:]

:-
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189
Appropriation Minato

&lunation for the Handicapped

POr carrying out the iducation of the Handicapped Act, ($976,637,000)

81,027,825,000: Avoided, That of this amount [$804,000,0001 $862,000,000 for

part 11 end 1517,500,000] 816,000,000 for section 619 shall beeps* available for

obligation on July 1, (1979) 2980 and shall remain available until September 30,

[1940] 1081.
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1 99
Amounts'Available for Obligation

1979 1910

Appropriation $ 976,637,000 1,027,1125,000

Unobligated balance, stirt of year 526.509 000- ---

m
Total obligations. 1,503,546000 1,027,825,000

Summary of Changes.

"....011

1979 Estimated budget authority S 916,037,0k\
1980 Estimated budget authority 1.027.'11.22S

Net change 51,11111,uuo

- Increases:
Program:
1. State grant program-- in

anticipation of en addi-
tional 150,000 handicapped
childrqm being identified ,

and served, plus higher poi
pupil costs, this increase
is required to maintain the
Federel share at 12 percent
of excess costs

Total increases

beereases:
Program:
1. Preschool incentive grants--

as Stat. Grant funds increase

end the P.L. 94-142 mstdate to
erve three-to-five age ranee
became effective on September 1,
1978 (if consistent with State
lap), fUndint for th.s. program

gg an incentive becomes lees
critical

2. Earle childhood education proarom--
reduced Ubed for model projects it
view of over 160 demonstration and
75 outreach funded over the last five
years. Lower authorisation in 1981
of $20,000,000 reflects this. Reduced
request in 1980 will appropriately
limit continuation requirements in
1981

'maw

1979 lass Oulu* freak 1161)*

$004,000,000 1458.099.000

+ scopOmo

17,500.000 - 2,594,000

22,000,000 - 2,000400

-

6 i
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S. Special ducation personnel
development-- es States asfues
increased responsibilities for
teacher training under PA, 94-142,
less money 1u required for separate
Federal support. Training for
regular education teachers mill
remain at 1979 1.vel to promote
provimion of ervices in least

1 1
1979 Iles*. Chanse from Base

restrictive environment 37,687,000 . 2,112.000

Total decrees*. - 6,812,400 .

Net change .4-31,188,000

les

8
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Budget Authority by Activity

1979
Estimate

1980
Estimate

increase or
Decrease

State assistance:

a. State grant program $ 804,000,000 $ 862,000,000 +08000,000

(Obligations) (1,315,909,000)4i (862,000,000) (-453,909,000)

b. Preschool incentive grants 17,500,000 15,000,000 -2,500,000

(Obligations)
(32,500,000)! (15,000,000) (-17,500,000)'

C. Deaf-Blind centera 16,000,000 16,000,000

(Obligations)
(16,0001000) (16,000.000) (---)

Subtotal
837,500,000 893,000,000 +53,5,60,000

(Obligations)
(1,364,409,000) (893,000,000) (-471,409,000)

Special population programa:

a. Severely handicapped
prolects 5,000,000 5,000,000

b. Early childhood education
22,000,000 20,000,000 :21000,000

Subtotal
27,000,000 25,000,000 -2,000,000

(Obligations)
(27,000,000) (25,000,000) (-2,000,000)

Regional, vocational, adult
,and postsecondary program

2,400,000 2,400,000

(Obligations)
(2,400,000) (2,400,000)

Innovation and development
20,060,000 20,000,000

(Obligations)
(20,000,000) (20,000,000)

Media and resource services:
a. Media services and

captioned films
19,000,000 619,000,000

b. Regional resource centers 9,750,000 9,750,000

c. Recruitment and information. 1.000,000 1.000,000

Subtotal
29,750,000 29,750,000

(Obligations)
(29,750,000) (29,750,000) ( - - - )

Special education personnel

development
57,687,000 55,375,000 -2,312,000

(Obligations)
(57,687,000) (55,375,000) (-2,312,000)

Special studies
2,300,000 2,300,000

i(Obligations)
(2,300,000) (2,300,000) (---)

Ybtal budget authority
976,637,000 1,027 825,000 +51,188,000

(Obligations)
(1,503,546,000) (1,02:,825,000) (-475,721,000)

1/ Obligations include 1) the 1979 appropriation of
$804 million plus 2) the

fiacal year 1978 fends carried
into fiecaA yeisr 1979 ($448 million) plus 3)

the Wan e of the fiscal year 1977 appropriation which remained unaligated

due to a ow child count end wee carried into fiscal year 1979 by permission

of Gonave a ($63 aillion).

r
21 Obligatio for 1979 include the FY 1979 appropriation of

$17,500,000 which is

expected o be obligated during the first three months of availability between

July 1 ii nSepteeber 30, 1979, and the FY 1978 appropriation of $15,000,000

which wel not obligated during the first three months of availability and was

therefore carried forward into FY 1979.
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Budget Authority by Object

1979
Estimate

1980
Estimate

Increase or
Decrease-

?camel and transportation of
Plesone 49,000 $ 49,000 or NIP

Transportation of things 2,000 2,000

Rent, communication, and
utilitiea 10,000 . 10,000

Printing and reproduction 15,000 15,000

Other services:

Project contracts 64,094,000 64,094,000 ---

Supplies and materials 5,000 5,000

lquipment 9,000 9,000 .0.-

e
eGrants, subsidies, and

contributions 912,453_000 213,641,000 401,188,0o0

Total budget authority
by obje.ct:

(obligations)
976,637,000

(1,503,546,000)
1,027,825,000
(1,027,825,000).

+51,188,000
(-475,721,000)

`s

d
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196
Authoriing Legislation

/-
1979 1980

%mount. 1979. Amount 1980

iWthOOVIA tatimate Authorised MAIM

blutetlonifor the Reeditepee4;
(8ducat1.on of the Handicapped Act)

1

1. Stets assistance:
a. State grant petogrsm

(Part I)

b. Preachool incentiva
grants (Part 1.

S.C. 419)

c. Deaf-blind center;
(Part C. Sec. 622)

Indefinitplj

2
Indpfinittr/ -'

824,00g,000

9104,000,000

17.300.000

1.8,080.000

Indefinites-
1/

Ipdsflettsal

49.000009

1162,000.000

13,099,000

;4000000

2. Special population
prograas:

4. Severely himalcapp*I
projects (Part C. 1,
Secs. 621 and 624)41'

b. larly childhood
education (Pert c,
Sec. 623)

4/

23,000,000

3,000.00

221Q00.009 25,000.000

1.000.000

20,000,080

3. Regional vocational,
adult. and post-
secondary propane
(Part C. Sec. 625) 12,000,000 2.400.000 14.000.000 2.400.000

4. Inmovation and dsvslop -
*ant (Part I) 22,000.000 20,000,000 24,000.000 20490.000

5. Nadia and rssource
sarvicss:

a. Media services and
captionad films
(Part P)

b. Regional rssource
centers (Part C.

.
15,000,000 19,000,000 27,000.000 19.000,000

Sac. 621)

c. Recruitment and
information
(Part!). Sac. 633)

41

2. (*.ow

9.730,600

1,000.000

AJ

2,300,000

.750,000

1,000.000

6. Special education man-
power developmerat
(Part D, Sec*. 631.
632. and 634) 80000,000 57.617,000 83,000.000 35.313.000

7. Spacial tudios (Part 1,
Seca. 611 mod 620) Indefinite 2,300.000 Indefinite 2.300,000

Unfunded authorisatiove

Grants for the removal of
architectural barriers
(Pert A. Sec. 607) Indefinite Indefinite

Total le
176,632,000 ,47.125.000

Total IA against definite

uthorisations
211.000,000 152437,000 114,300.000 144t5.000
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196
Authorising Legislation

r".

Education for the Handicapped:
(iducation of the Mandicapped Act)

1. State assistamcel
a. State groat program

(Part I) 1

1979
Amount

Auticrgise4

IntlefinicpAl

1979
letisete

1980
Amount

Apthoriced
10110

Ratimate

$804,000.000 In:Infinite-II 8662.000.000
U. Preschool imentive

rants (Part I.
Sec. 619)

c. Deaf-blind center.
(Part C. Sec. 622)

IndefLsisor -V

$26.000.099

17000.009

16.000.009

Ladefinitell

92.6,000.000

' 15,000.000

4,000.000

2. Special population
ProgrAmmt

a. Severely handtnapped
project. (Part C. s,
Soca. 621 and 624)=1

b. Laxly childhood
*4unation (Part C.

5.000.000 4/ 5.000.000

Sec. 623) 25,000,000 22,000,000 25,000.000 20.000.000

3. Regional vocational.
adult, and poet -
secondary prograss
(Part C. Soc. 625) 12.000.000 2.400.000, 14.000.000 2.400.000

4. Innovation and develop-
mont (Part R) 22.000,000 20,000.000 24,000.000 20,000.000

S. Media and resource
*arsine.:

a. Media services and
captioemd films
(Part P)

b. gagionel resource
costars (Part C.
1ec. 6E1)

23,000.000

4/

19.000,000

1.730.000

27.000.000

4/

19.000.000

9.750.000
C. lacrultment and

information
(Part D. Sec. 633) 2,0002.000 1.000,000 2000,000 1,000,000

6. Special education man-
power development
(Pert 0. Sics. 631.
632. end 634) 60.000.000 57,687,004 115,000.000 55,315.000

7. Special :audio. (Part 8,
Sacs. 6111 sad 620) Wefts:it. 2,300,000 Indefinite 2,300.000

Unfunded authorisation*:

Chaste for the removal of
ardkitectural barrier.
(Put A, Sec. 607) Ipdefkoit. 2044finit.

local SA
total SA against definite

fttberteattons 211.000,000

$76,637,000

152,637.000 1114.900.000

1,027.625,000

144,525,000
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1/Iededialte authorisation. Zech State mod ilisille jurisdiction I. entitled to grant

equal te the lumber of hamdieapped childrem
multiplieg ly 202 of the average per pupil

empenliture ()OS for MO). The total muuber of
hoodicepped childres in each State may mot

swami 122 of the total Number ef all children aged 5-17 in that State.

Vlsdefinite aNtharisotioe. bleb State may receive en award qual to the number of handicapped

childrat eged 3-S site are retelviwspecial
olucatioe and related services multiplied by

6240. awards are ratably reduced.

ylikile bade far Severely Imedicepped Projects are
requeatea under Part c, Section 621, the

euthority used to operate these project. is
derived from Section 624 of the ammo part.

Poading foe Sorties 624 projects may originate in any
section of Part C which has specific

ostbertsatioNa.

ifthe mmtherisatiem of $21,000,000
fed each of tin years 1575 and 100 is the authotity

cited few both Severely Samdicepaed Projects
and Regional Resource Center.. The total

regneeted stalest the 1540 ostborisatioa is $14,750,000.

;

44313 0 79 . 40
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Education for ple Handicapped

iludjet

Estimate House 8anate

411E. 11-0AME! Amu Fance 4f.a2.21414112

1069 04,650,000 I 714150.000 $ 78,850,000 $ 78,850,000

1070 85,850,000 100,004.01) 105,000,000 84,57%000

1071 94,450,000 104,400,000 104,,400,000 101\000,000

/972 104,250,000 ' 109,250,000 110,750,000 Alp,00tgoo

1973 131,019,000 157,319,000 180,469,000 151,319V.
1974 131409,060 143,609,000 159,069,000 147,079,000

19751f 197,109,000 284,609,000 '324,859,000 299,859,000

1976 175,000,000 235,000,000 237,750,000 236,375,000

i'manaltion

.40ertar 213400,000 210,500,000 210,500,000 210,500,000

.1477 236,375,000 426,375,000 507,125,000 469,360,000

1978 519.925,000 619,925,000 643,425,000 622,825,000

1979 971,825,000 971,825,000 981,450,000 976,637,000

1080 1,027,825,000

1/Inclidss additional amounts for upposlt of programs shifted to an advance
appropriations cycle during that year
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Justification

Education tpr the Handicapped

, 19/9

Elvimate

1980

Estimate

Increase or
Decrease

State assistance!
.(i) State,,grant program .$8040,000 $862,000,000 +$58,000,000

(b) PresChool incentive grants 17,500,000 15,000,000 - 2,500,000

(c) Desf -blind centers
16.000 000 16,000,000 - - -

Subtotal 837,50000 . 893,000,000 + 55,500,000

Special population programs:
(a) Severely handicapped projects 5,000,000 5,000,000

(b) Early childhood education
22 000 000 20 000 000 - 2 000 000

Subtotal 27,000,000 25,000,000 - 2,000,000

Regional vocational, adult, and
postsecondary programs 2,400,000 2,400,000 =,

Innovation and %lave lopment 20,000,000 20,000,000

Media and resource services:
(a) Media services and captioned

films 11,000,000 -19,000,000 - - -

(b) Regional resource centers 9,750,000 9,750,000 -

(c) Recruitment and intonation
1,000.000 1,000,000

Subtotal 29,750,000 29,750,000 ea

Special education personnel

.development
57,687,000 55,375,000 - 2,312,000

Special studies
4300,000 2,300,000

. Total budget authority 976,637,000 1,027,825,000 + 51,188,000

Gimprwl St4tement

Sy September 1,
1950--five years after the passage of the Educ tion fag All Handi-

capped Children Act (P.L.
94.142)--all States receiving assis ance unddlOhe Act

evet have met the full-service mandate for all handicapped c ldren between the

ages of three and twenty-one. The tenet date is a milestone in the Federal efforts

over the years to assure that State and local governments extend to handicapped

children the NM rights to
educational services that they extend to non-handicapped

children.

The growth in the 'federal
commitment to education for the handicapped can be viewed

within the larger context of an
increasing concern about the role of the handicapped

in society as s wholeaway from,exclusion from the mainstream and toward. their

integration, to the maxim= extent
poesible, into normal 1 and working @Rua-

tiono. It is in recognition of this concern that Federal cal/want with education

for the handicapped has grown
from a modest beginning in 195 ith an appropriation

Of about $1 million to train
personnel to teach the hearing and speech impaired, to

1979, when over $1 billion in Federal funds alone furthered the goals of Special

Education. Along with the growth of funds, the scope of involvement has expanded to

include support for demonstration projects, developmental
assistance. and training

programs in areas ranging from early childhood educati , vocational education, and

personnel preparation, to activities which incorporate te latest technological

advances in media services sad captioned films.
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The major thrust of the 1980 budget request for education for the handicappis to strengthen the capacity of State and local governments as they move intcompliance with the mandate of P.L. 94-142. This will be dine through a igni i-
cant increase--$58,000,000-for the State Grant program, bringing the FeSsral.c tri-button .to a level of 8862,000,000. In addition, there will be a maintenance of
support for diecretionary programs at a level of 8165,825,000, or $6 miltlion bel1979. The net increase is $51 million, or 5.3 percent above 1979.

The Handicapped State Grant program, which began ia 1967 with an apPropristion of42,500,000, has experienced rapid growth es the full-service deadline approaches..from $47 million in 1974, the year before the passage of Pa.'. 94-142, to$804,000,000 in 1979. The fiscal year 1980 request of $862,000,000 for the StateGrant program is aimed at maintaining
this strong commitment to assist the Stapesin educating almost'four million handicapped children. To maintain the Federalcontribution at 12 percent of excess costs in 1980 requires a seven percent increaasin funds due to an additional 150,000
children expected to be receiving sOiciel

educatiOn and relafed services, and to rising costs of these services, mantiofwhich are highly specialised. This is an advence-funded program so funds rbiluestedfor fiscel year 1.980 will be used in'school year 1980-81.

The Preschool Incentive brant program, which is also advance-funded, awards Statesadditional funds for each preschool child counted, in addition to the contributionprovided by the State Grant program. /n 1980, the request of 415,000,000,
$2,500,000 less than 1979, will provide $67 per child as an insentive tolextend
educational services to preschool handicapped children.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness
of the State Grant and Preschool IncentiveGrant programs, Section 618 of P.L. 94.142

authorises the Commissioner of Educationto conduct studies on the progress.of
implementation of the law. The 1980 requestof $2,300,000 for Special Studies will fund 12 contracts which will address issuessuch as the impact of P,L. 94.142 on the handicapped child and family and provisionof epecial education services to handicapped students in private schools, Theresults og these etyes will be valuable in shaping future policy on P.le. 94.142.

Two discretionary isrograms ars proposed for reduction in 19801 $2 million, ornine percent less for the Early Childhood
Education program, and $2.3 miAlion,

or four percent less for the Special Education Personnel Development program.The increase of $58 million in State Grant funds will more than offset the 84.3million decrease in these two programs. Moreover, these are not significant
reductions when viewed in the context of the history of Federal help in modelbuildingand in personnel training for the handicapped. State and local education agencies
will continue to benefit from the mere than 235 modal projects which have beenfunded by the Early Childlood

program °Vat the past five years. Regarding manpower,a major prerequisite to receiving State Grant funds is that States provide asyetem of personnel development which ie sufficiently comprehensiVb to assure thatthe.trained personnel necessary to carry out the Act's purposes are, in Fact,available. With the law entering its fifth year of operation, most State personnelsystems should be in place to meet that requirement, permitting a reduction inFederal support.

Budget requests totalling $73,150,000 for the remaining seven discretionary programscarried out under the Education of the Handicapped Act remain at the 1979. level.
Activities undertaken in these programs are designed to support State.' effortsto adopt quality educational

practices for handicapped children. Approximately5.800 deaf-blind children will benefit from services in 17 regional deaf-blindcenters. DomomptrOtion projects will be funded un4or the Severely Handidappedand Innovation and Development programs to develop, test, and visibly demonstrate"best Practices" in special education. The media and Resource Services programswill continue to produce end distribute educational materials to handicappedstudents and special educators.

In sum, $1,027,125,000 is requested for Sducation for the Handicapped forfiscal year lOSO. Through a combination of direct aid, technical asaietance,monitoring, and capacity-building
activities, the Federal efforts in the area ofeducation for the handicapped will help to *sours that all States meat themandato of the law to provide full
educational opportunity to all handicappedchildren and to assure a high standard of quality in the services provided.

6
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fi. State Assistance: a. State Grant Prossan

(Iducatiot of the Handicapped Act, Part 11)

1976 athlete 1960

Budget
Budget Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorisation Poa. Allabrity Decrease

.54 8804,000400 Indefinite 54 3862,000,000 058,000,000

Purpose and sethod of operations

In order to assist States in their efforts to provide a free, appropriate and

individualised public education to all handicapped children aged 3-21 by

September 1, 1980, as mandated by the Education of the Randicapped Act, this pro-

gram awards grants to 57 States and outlying areas. Federal funds provided under

program help defray excess costs associated with the education of handicapped

children. for papoose of the Act, excess costa are those costs which exceed the

average annual per pupil expenditure in local education agency during tha pre-

ceding school year.

This is an advance funded program. The anount requested for fiscal year 1980 will

became available for obligation on July 1, 1980, for usa during the 1980-81 school

year. The seximum amount each State is entitled to receive each year is equal to

the number of children, aged 3-21, receiving special education and related services,

multiplied by s_xpealfied,percent of the national average per pupil expenditure

(APPZ). The percentage authorised increassa
yearly to a 'maximum of 40 percent in

1981; 1..

Piacal Tear Avpropriation

Authorised
Percent of APPE

1977 52

1978 IO%

197, 20%

1960 .

301

1981
402

Grants are fatably reduced in accordance with available funds and no State may

receive an amount which is less than that received in fiscal year 1977. In deter-

mining the amount of funds allocated to each State, no sore than 12 percent of the

number of children in each State, aged 5-17, say be counted as handicapped. Priority's

placed by the legiulation on identifying and serving first the unserved, and second

the most severely handicapped within each alsability category.

Any State meeting the eligibility
requirements set forth in the law end wishing to

participate must submit to the Commissioner
of Education a State plan which assures

that 1) funds will be spent in accordance with the provision of the law; 2) funds

for education for handicapped children provided under other Federal programs will

be utilised in a manner consistent with the goal of providing free, appropriate,

public education; 3) programa and procedurea for personnel development will be

established; 4) provision will be made for the participation of handicapped chit-

dren in private schools and facilities; and 3) Federal funds will be used to supple -

mnnt State end local expenditures. Of the total funds that a State receive., only

five percent or $200,000 (whichever is greater) may be used by Skates for adminis-

trative Mite.

6,-, 7
0.
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1980 budeet policy

To assist the States in %satins their responsibilities in providing educationalservices to handicapped children end youth, $862,000,000 is requested in 1980. Thieamount will maintain the Federal share of exams costs at about 12 percent of theAPPI, the same se 1979. The increase of $58,000,000 over the previous year is
required to account for two variables:

1. Increase in number of children. P.L. 94-142 mandates that as of September 1,1,60, handicapped persona in new age group (18-21) mill be added to thoaeeligible for educational services,
If consistent with State low and practice.The inclusion of this new age group, as well as continued inirovement of child-find activities, will result in an enticipated increase of the number ofchildren served iron 3,600,000 in 1979 to 3,950,000 in 1980, an increase of150,000 children.

2. Increase in AM. Aversgs per pupil expenditures ars expected to increase from$1,700 to $1,819. Consequently, maintenance af a 12 percent Federal contribution
requites $218 per child in 1960. In 1979, the contribution was $211 per child.

The following primary objectives of the state Grant programs will continuo in 19801

1. to assure that all handicapped children have available to then fres,
appropriate, Public e4ucation which includes special education and related
services to meet their unique needs;

2. to assure that the righil of handicapped children and their parents areprotected;

3. to assist States and localities to provide for the education of ell handi-capped children;

4. to assess and assure the effectiveness of efforts to educate those children;and

5. to assure that an adequate number
of teachers and educators ars available toserve the needs of all handicapped children. The Special Zducation Personnel

Development program, which assists States in ...tine this mendati of P.L.94-142, will provide training-to an estimated 95,000 special educators in
1979.

Seventy-five percent of Part I funds "flow tbrough" the State aducatioo agencies tothe local education agencies which nest legislated requirements and priorities, andahich are abla to qualify for the 'intim allocation of $7,500. Funds from Pert V,which State retains, must be matched on program-by-program bulgy the State
from nan-Peders1 sources if the funds ars used for other than adni rative purposes.

The following chart depicts the funding history since the first year of implementa-
tion of.P.L. 94-142.

Federal Percent AuthorisedSchool Tsar APPIL/ Child Countl/ 942111x:ions Share (mild st_bm Percentale

se/ 52
,102 102
122 202
122 102

19)7-78 $1,430 3,484,755 $251,769,927' $ 72
1978-79 1,560 3,560,666 566,030,071V 156
1979-80 1,700 3,800,000 804,000,000 211
198041 1,819 3,950,000 662,000,000 216

1/ Figures for 1979-80 and 1980-81 ire projectIOOS.

15 km IS
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jj Ausuat obligated ia less then the appropriated mount of.$315,000,000 dus to a

lower thae,anticipated child mut. &dance new used for fallout.. year.

21 Ungar Use "bald homeless" provisiii-in P.L. 94-142, 14 States actually raceivod
grants larger than the five percent authorisation.

y Lacledu carryover fro' previous year ($63,230,073) ma well as the ragulsr
appropriation of $443,000,000 and the supplengotal of $37,800,000.
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1. State Assistants: b. Pre-school Incentive Grants
(Education of the Handicapped Act, Part 11, Section 619)

1979 Estisat.
Budget

Pos. Authorit

1/ $17,500,000

1960

Budget
Authorisation Pos. Authority

, 205.

Increase or

Decrease

Indefinite 1/ $15,000,600 -$2,500,000

1/ Positions are shared with State Grant Program:: 54 in 1979 and 1960.

Purpose and method of operation&

'To stimulate State and local ucat on agencies to expand\educatkonal services to
pre-school children, this pr rail authorises the award of funds to States which are
presently providing special eIucatton and related services to children in this age
group. The Education of ths Handicapped Act, as emenled by P.L. 94-142, mandates
thAt all'handicapled children ages 3-21 receive a,free appropriate public education.
Ws requirement does not apply to 3-5 year olds if the provision is inconaistent
with State lAw or practice. Since this provision does not result in extending
benefits to'handicapped pre-school children in those States which do not mandate or
provide educational services to children in this age group, and since such services
are critical and cost effective, Section 619 of the law authorises financial
assistance to States as an incentive for State and local education agencies to de-
velop and expand programs for the pre-school (age 3-5) child.

State educational agencies must report to the Commissioner no later than Febrisary 1
of each year the number of handicapped children residing in the State who'were re-
ceiving special education and related services on December 1 of that school year.
The number of children sged three through five so reported is the basis for awarding
preschool incentive grants to SEAs in the next fiscal year. The maximum grant
amount each State may receive la determined by multiplying the number of children
counted by $300. Grants are ratably reduced in accordance with the alienability of
funds. State education agencies may distribute funds to local education agencies on

\a discretionary basis. To receive funds, a State ust have on file in the Office of
IlducaElon an approved State plan to provide all handicapped children a free, appro-
piJate public education.

Thii,is an advance funded program. funds requested for fiscal year 1960 may be
distributed to States ln July preceding the 128041 school year.

1980 BudigIt Policy

In order to continue to provide an incentive to States to increase the number of
preschool haiIdicappdd children receiving special education and ral4tad services,
$15 million is\requested in'1980. This represents a decrease of $2.5 illion from
1979. It is believed that the decrease will not adversely affect the growth in the
numbers of children in the three to five aga range being served by the States. The
number of children served has increased significantly from 195,000 in 1977, the
first year the law was implemented, to an estimated 225,000 in 1980. Sints childreg
aged three to five are counted under both th State Grant program and the Preschool.
Incentive prograM, each preschool child served by the States will receive the pir
child contribution of $67 provided by this program as well as the $218 per child
under the State Orant program, thus maintaining an adequate incentive to States t4

I

expand services to additional children.
.

*

As a complement to the Cncentive Grant program, the Early Childhood Education pro-
1

gram supports the development and replication Of models of preschool programs. !

States may use' Preschool Incentive Grant funds to institute programs developed I

e i

. roue/4 Ebe Earke.chkldhooll progrem. Wbereas the Incentive Grant program
stributes funds on a formula basis, the Early Childhood projects are funded

.hroueb discretionary grants and contracts.

.6
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State Assistancet Deaf-Slind Program
(lAmmotion of the Han !capped Ant, Part C. Section 622)

1979 Latinate 19110

Budget Budget Increase or

'Pos. Authority Authorisation Pos. Authority Decrease

4 $16,000,000 426,600,000 4 416,000,000 .....

Purpose and method of oserations

To enable deaf-blind children to achieve their full potential for uzeful and

'meaningful participation in society, this program supports single and multi -State

centers which provide direct, highly specialized support to deaf-blind children

and model demonstration projects uhi,h demonstrate and verify the effectiveness of

innovative practirls in the education of deaf-blind children.

Many of the intensive eupport services required by dea&blind children, ouch as

physical therspy$epoech therapy, mobility training and auditory training, ars

provided by the canters through approximately
250 subcontracts eith State, local,

and private orsanisations in a variety of settings including residential'schools,

institutions for retarded and severely handicapped children, facilities for the

multi-handicapped, and day care centers. Services provided by. a Cantor at a

regional'or State level include the purchase and distribution of educational

materials, inservice staff training, technical assistance to subcontractors,

case finding, screening, and ancillary assistance. Contract, for deaf-blind

centers are initially awarded through national competition but are continued non.

sompetltively for e three.year period.
;

The demonstration projects aleo are funded for three years through national compsii-

tion. The first two yours of asch project focus on development, domsentation,

demeastration, and communication. Luring the third year, contractors are responvible

.for dieseminattns specific information about the projects innovative practices to

the general public.

Contracts for boa centers and
dmeonttration projects are awarded to public or

nonprofit private nuncios, orsanisations, and institutions.

1980.budmat policy

To continue to assist States in paying for full educational services for the

Mation'a deaf-blind children, $16,000,000 is requeeted in 1960. Of this amount,

.$14,250,000 will support eight single and nine multi-State regional deaf-blind

centers, end $1,750,000 will fund 11 demonstration projects.

Approximately $12,300,000, or eighty percent, of the regional center .

used to provide direct educational
service. through 250 subcontracts, 41000

vill be used to provide training for 3,000 teachers, parents, and volut. ,

and the remaining 2,50,000 will pay for administrative costs of the centers.

Since 1979, case-finding efforts of the regional ceeters here identified 5,614

deaf-blind children, of whidh nearly half can be attributed to the rubella epidemic

of 1964-65. All of theme children aro receiving educational services through

the combined support of Federal, State, and local funds. In 1980, it is estimated

rthat the 114,250,000 Federal funding for the deaf-blind centers will be matched

,ArIth $45,000,000 in State funds to assure that every deaf-blind child receives

services in residential schools, day schools, institutions, group homes, or through

home services.
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The emphasis on voeational training mbich has grown during recent years willcontitme since the majority of the deogf-blind population will soon be out of theelementary and secondary empire and will be moving into vocational and'independent living arransements.

Eleven demonstration projects, one more than in 1919, will develop and demonstrateinnovative etkiontional practices for deaf-blind children. As States expalbeirefforts, for this population, they will be able to adopt many of the practicesmodeled by these projects.
Approximstely 100 children will participate in themodel projects in both 1919 and 1980.

6 'V') ?,.
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Spacial Populations grams: a. Severely Handicapped Project.

(*ducat/on of tha Handicapped t, Port C, Sections 621 and 624)

1919 lettakte
Budget

Budget Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorization Pos. Authority Decrease

1980

4 85,000,000 1/ _4 85,000,000

I/While funds for severely handicapped
projects are requested under Part C,

Section 621, the authority to operate
projects is derived from Section 624 of

the same part. Funding for Section 624 projects may originate in any se-'iod

of Part C which has apgcifiq authorizationa. The authorization Ibs,Asic a 621

is $21,000,000.
,

Purpose and method operations

In order to establish and promote
activities designed to meet.the education and

training needs of severely
handicapped children and youth, this program awards

contracts to State departments of special education, institutions of higher

education, and other public and nonprofit private agencies. The Federal strategy

40 three-prongad: (1) to develop new information (e.g. curricula, technological

advances or service delivery models) Which addresses
significant needs or problems

facing educators of severely
handicapped children and youth; (2) to exaXine, and

change if appropriate, current
presumptions among educators regarding what severely

handicapped imeividuals.can
learn; and (3) to provide visible demonstrations of

"beet practices" in the education of the severely handicapped. The ulttsate goal

of this approach is to assist severely handicapped
children and youth attain the

highest possible level of functloning in non-segregated community settings.

oProjects ate through national competition for a three year period with

continuation into the cond and third years based on a project's effectiveness and

replicability, and the availability of funds.
Demonstrations which are already

operating a program for the
severely handicapped and tw:e obtained validation of

their educational and training
procedures by the USOE Joint Dissemination Review

Panel tqay compete for funding 4L outreach projects.

1980 budgetpolla

To improve services to severel handicapped children and to complement State

aqtivities mandated by P.L. 94+142, $5,000,000 is requested for 1980. Rephasis

will ,,antinue to be placed on the development and
dissemination of appropriate

ine ...actional content and
solutions to obstacles in service delivery in terms of

educational environment and management of personnel, ancillary
services, and

fiscal resources.

The 1580 request will support 33 demonstration
pro`ects und 5 outreach projects

compared with 34 dimenstrations and 5 outreacn projects in 1979. The types of

projects to be supported in 1980 are:

1. Demonsteatioilprojects.
Thirty-three projects designed to develop and demon-

strate solutions to specific bateiers to effective education of the severely

handicapped will be supporttd at a level of $4,300,000.

- Three new projects will demInstrate innovative approaches to

communication, senNory-motor
development, pre-vocational and

vocational skills, and social interaction. ($390,000)
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- - Three new projects mill demonstrate approaches to major ser-

vice delivery issues regarding
deinstitutionalisation andthe provision of services in integrated settings. ($390,000)

Twenty -tmo coniinuation
projects will validate the effective-ness of educational practices for a specific handicapping

condition such as visually-impaired
multi-handicapped,

severely/profoundly retarded, and aurally-impaired multi-
handicapped. ($2,860,000).

Pive continuation projects will specialize in innovative
practices in topical areas including acquisition of leisure
skills, language instruction related to performance demands
in community settings, and age-appropriate functional
curricula. ($660,000)

2. Outreach projects. One new and four continuation
outreach projects will besupported to demonstrate exemplary practices for serving severely/profoundly

retarded children end youth in pre-vocatlonal and vocational areas, and to assistState end local agencies in
establishing replications of the model projects.($700,000)
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2. Special Population Programs: (b) Early Childhood Education

(Education of the Handicapped Act, Pert q, Section 623)

0
1979 Estimate

1980

ludget
Sudget Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorisation Pos. Authority Decrease

10 $11,000,000 $25,000,000 10 $20,1000,000 w$2,000,000

Pumices and swithod of maretions

To improve the quality and availability of educational programs for preschool

handicapped childreythe Early Childhood Education program supports a variety of

diecretioneryActivi ies carried out by public agencies and private nonprofit

organisations. Thid program complements the goals of the Preschool Incentive Grant

program by developing, testing and disseminating effective and validated models of

preschool intervention. States may choose to implement these models through

formula funds received under the State Grant program and the Preschool Incentive

Grant program, or with State and loCel resources.

The Early Childhood
Education program haa five components demonstration projects,

modelboutrsach projects, State
implementation SteAte, teohnicat assistance projects,

and early childhood institutes. All projects are implemented through grants with

tha exception of the technical assistance projects and the institutes. Projects

are normally awarded for a thres.yasr
period, with funding for the second and third

years contingent upon successful performance and availability of funds.

1980 budlet_policY

The request of $20,000,000 for fiscal year 1980 is $2,000,000 less than the fiscal

year 1979 appropriation.
As of September I, 1978 States are required by P.L. 94-142

to serve preschool children
between the ages of 3 and 5, if consistent with State

laws and pratice. The anticipated number of children aged 3-5 receiving special

education services in 1980 is 225,000, a significant increase from the 196,000

reported in the first child count taken in 1977. The reduction in,the budget

request is due to ace.omplishments of some of the objectives of this program

resulting in the increased commitment
of States to serve preschool children with

both State drant and Preschool Incentive Grant funds.

/n addition, the requested
reduction anticipates the decreased authorisation for

this program from $25,000,000 in 1980 to $20,006,000 in 1981. The lower authorisa

tion argues against adding new starts which would require additional funds for their

continuatiqn in subsequent years.

In 1980, a total of 179 grants
will be awarded, 15 fewer than in 1979. Six

contracts will be funded as noncompetitive continuations. The distribution of

awards and funds by component follows:

I. Demonstration projects. In 1980, the emphasis of the new demonstration

projects will shift from the older preschool handicapped to the birthto

three age range, responding to recent needs assessments which indicate

a lack of a sufficient number of proven products and practices for this age

group. $11,800,000 will support 120 projects. In 1979, $13,509,000

supported 133 projects.

6 f)
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2. Nedel.outreach oroJects. Formulated as a vehicle to allow successful demon-
stration projects to continue sharing their expertise with others, these proj-
ects provide models which State and local agencies can choose to replicate.
The models provide assistance in six areas: (1) increasins awareness of the
need of early childhood education; (2) developing and testing instructional
products; (3) stimulating; replication of model components; (4) stimulating State

involvemeot through referral networks or consortia; (3) providing training acti-
vities; and (6) providing consultation on specific topics. In 1980, $3,810,000

-- will be used to support 35 model-outreach projects. In 1979, 38 were fundsd
with $3,866,000.

3. State immlementationfirante. These giants assist States in developing and :
implementing statewide plans to provide appropriate educational services to
all preschool handicapped children. Whereas the Preschool Incentive Grant
prO$fin provides funds to States based upon ths number of childrad aged three
to five, the State imelementation grants are awarded competitively to those
States elm provide a carefully designed plan for coordinating and expending
statewide programs for all preschool handicapped children. These grants
provide for assessment of need, training, and data collection and analysis.
81,803,000 will fund 24 grants in 1980. In.1979, 29 projects required
$2,175,000.

4. Technical assietance orolects. Two projects requiring 81,435,000 will provide
technical assistance to demonstration And State implementation projects in
needs assessment, program amassment, self-evaluation, and packaging of medals.
Soth proposes will be continued from 1979 at about the ease level.

S. lerlv childhood institutes. Support for the fourth year of four early chili.
hood institutes will be increased significantlyin fiscal year 1980, requiring
$1,150,000 in total, $200,000 more than 1979. These projects represent a
leng.term commitment to institutions to permit them to study the cooplax
problems of young handicapped children. The tasks of the institutes include:
(1) to improve both identification and educational intervention approaches;
(2) to determine the validity of approaches through direct application; 414(3) to produce and diseesinats findings to educators.
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gime , ocat ona u t, and Postseco ary Programs

(Iducation of the Handicapped Act, Part C, Section 625)

1979 Istimete
Rudest

Budget Increase or

Poe. Authority Authorisation Pos. Authority Decrease

2. 82,400,600 514,000,000 2 $2,4004000

1980

Purpose end sathod of operations

TO provide educational services to postsecondary
handicapped individual., this pro-

, von awerds contracts and grants to institutioni of higher education, including

junior andemmunity collages, 'vocational and technical institutions, end other

appropriate nonprofit educational agencies. Priority consideration for use of

these fulds are for CO propose serving waft -state regions or large population

centers; (1) presume adopting existing programs of vocational, technical, post -

secoodary, or adult education to the spacial needs of handicapped persons; and Cl)

program desiened to serve areas where a need for these services is clearly

demonstrated.

Types of services supported by this program include
interpreters, tutors, wheel-

chair attendants, guidance
counaelors, job placement and followup, inatructional

media, inservice trainine for teachers and other educational staff, and recreational

activities. Funds may not be used for payment of tuition or subsistence allowance.,

or for the costs of construction.

1980 budest policy

To assist in preparing the handicapped for gainful employment, and to enhance the

acquisition of skills for poeteecondary handicapped persons,
$2,400,000 is requested

in 1980, the name an in 1979. Four continuation contracts
will be awarded the

following institutions which provide
vocational and technical training programs

far deaf student.: California State University et
Northridge, Delgado College at

MIIM Orleans; seattle Central
Community College and St. Paul Technical Vocational

Institute at St. Paul. Approximetely 6 contracts, to be awarded competitively, will

combine direct service to students and essistance to postseconlary educational

ystems in order to (1) adopt curricula for persons with handicapping conditions

other than deafness, (2) disseminate information on curriculum modificetion to

other postsecondary institutions,
end (3) improve services to undermerved and

unserved populations such as developmentally disabled
adults and ethnic minorities.

In 1980, 10 projects will be funded, one leas then 1979. Approximetely 3,500

studente will receive services in the schools which receive
funds under this program.

Some results of projects whose last year of funding will be in 1979 are:

o the first national
conference on the state of the art of the

disabled student on American campuses.

o a program for
developmentally disabled adults who are not capable

of pursuing a regular voltage
curriculum. Students receive instruction

in areas mach as money management,
interviewing for a job, and

use of public transportation.

o a community network which allows college handicapped persons.

to receive college instruction through special telephone

hookups between the classroom and individual student's

homes.

.:637
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4. Innovation and Develoymort

(Education of the Hanoscepped Act, Part E)

1979 Estimate 1980
Budget Budget Mersa.. or

Pom. Autkority Authorisation_ Poo. Authoritv Decree.*

42 $20,000,000 $24,000,000 42 $20,000,000

Purpome anti method of operati4ns

To improve educational opporttiklee fee handicapped children chi@ program upports
research, urvnye, sri demonetratione through contracts and grant.. Each project
includes one or more of the following purpomeet (1) to study appropriate
arrangements for delivery of total educati.ral arvices with a view toward@ elimin-
ating barriere to educational opportunity for ihe handicapped; (2) to field test
early identification and intervention trategiee; (3) to analyze the adequacy of
..exieting career and voceinnal curricula and immortals for the.handicapped; (4) to
evaluate alternative agues@ leading to thi 'Uoet appropriate environment and the
doinatitutionalization of severely handicapped childreL; (5) to analyse varioun
tett role@ in providing ducational ervices in the least restrictive environment,
or (6) to conduct research on the naturi and educational treatment.of children
with @pacific learning dieabilitiee.

The research and demonstration activit:tee supported under the Innovation and
Development program remult in either inforastion or inetructional material@ wfiich
have direct utility in the educational curricula and inetructional technique@ for
the handicapped. For example, prouJets include improved asseesment inetrumente
to more accurately diagnose children, a study of the educational implication@
of child albums, and a mechanical hand to aid in teaching annual communication to
the deaf/1.11nd.

State and local education &sancta., inetitutione of higher education, And other
.

public and private nonprofit educational or research agencies are eligible-for
grants and contract@ funded in thie program. Project@ are funded up to three years
and are initially aaarded through national competition.

1980 budaet policy

To expand the knowledge bees underlying the providion of high quality epecial
id.cation, $20,000,000 I@ requeeted in 1980 to eupport Innovation and Development,
the same as 1979. At the broadest leirel, fu..,ded activities represent an effort
supportive of aseentially all other program@ relating to education of the handl
Fapped. Approximately 186 projects will be eupported in 1980, including 90 new
and 96 continuetione, covered with the 1979 level of 179 project., 85 new and 94
continuations. In total, appro-imately 170 remearch report@ will be produced as a
result of projects in basic and applied research that will be funded. In addition,
woe 80 educational product@ including reading series and instructional kite will
be developed.

Activities will be carried out in 1980 under the following five categories:

1. Research and development. Both grants and contract. are awarded to eupport
field initiated remearch which address broad priority areaa in epecial education.
In 1979 research.was conducted in areas uch am asmeesment of learning disabled

childron, personnel development, epecial education finance, phymical education for
the handicapped, and nonvocal communication. (Dollars in thousands)

6.1N
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1979 1980
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Total Prolects($) $117780 $11,100

Nomber of projects 79 84

New projects($)
$ 2,600 $ 2,500

Member
30 35

Continuations(S)
$ 9,180 $ N000

Number
49 49

Research reports 110 140

Child or teacher materials SO 15

Inventions
5 5

.."

2. Demonstration proiscts. As a result of fo:Aing projects dssignek to demon-

strate exemplary practices in educating the handicapped, ar-zoximately 1,600

children mill benefit. In 1979, 22 epee:tic learning disabilities projects WY'

continued. In 1900, all new and continuation projects will demonstrate a broad

range of,sducational practices covaring all handicapping condition.

1979

($ in 000)

1980

Total proJecte($)
$7,550 , $7,750

*mbar of projects 69
g

New projects(S) $2,550 $2,7

*saber
24 25

Continuatione($) $5,000 $5,000

limber
45 46

Child materials
60 55

Replications by other agencies 120 110

3. Student research. The purpose of this program which provides financial support

to undergraduate and graduate students is four-fold; (1) to stimulate new per-

sonnel to enter the field of research in education of the handicapped; (2) to

assist students in obtaining a viable-I...arch product; (3) to motivate research

in pecial education, and (4) to encourage coordination and communication between

university disciplines and departments. Support can be provided through an insti-

tution for dissertations, theses, and other student initiated project.. All

projects ere new awards. ($ in 000)

1979 1980

Total projects $ 220 $ 250

Number
30 30

Research reports
30 30

4. Technical assistance. Ons project requiring $500,000 will be continuad from

1979 in order to provide tethnical assistance to demonstration projects. The

objectives of this project, are to facilitate cosmunicatioe among the projects, to

conduct conferences on topical areas which benefit the projects and to provide

consultation by specialists in education of various handicapping conditions. The

project was begun in 1979 with $450,000.

44.313 0 - 79 - 41 6.3 3
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; 5. Midis and Resource Services: a. Media Services and Captioned Vilma- I

(Education of the Handicapped Act, Port F, sectiens 652 and 653)

1979 gatimate 1980
Budget Budget Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorization Pos. Authority Decrease.

1 10 $19,000,000 $27,000,000 10 $19,000,000

Purpose and method of operations'

To produce and distribute educational materials to handicapped students, their
parents, their actual or potential employers, and other persons actively involved
in work for the advancement of the handicapped, this program awards grants and
contracts. Additional activities include captibning and distributing films for
deaf persons, and training personnel in the use of educational media for instruc-
tion' of the handicapped. This last function is accomplished through a system of
centers which focus.on demonstration and technical assistance in an attempt to
facilitate more effective utilization of media and materials for the handicapped.

The captioned films program serves over 90 percent of the deaf population mi:th itscaptioned educational:med. theatrical films and captioned television'. ThroughRecordings for the Blind, Ine., Over half of the blind high school students and
over 90 percent of the blind college end graduate

students are provided with taped
educational hooks.

Contracts and grants are made to State and local ed:cation agencies, institutions
of higher learning, and otter public and non-profit private agencies on a competi-
tive basis., projects are approved for periods up to 3 years but annual renewal is
based on the quality and effectiveness of 4 project, its replicability, and
availability of funds.

1980 budget.policy

To continue to provide'appropriate media services for handicapped studeuts, $19
million is requested for 1980, level funding this program at the 1979 appropriated
amount. There will be a minor shift of emphasis within the captioning and record-
ing activity, although the amount of money for this component will regain the same
as the previous year. As in 1979, approximately 130 grants and contracts will be
awarded. Activities include:

1. captionine and Recording: $8,500,000 will support approximately 60 contracts
for the development, adaptation, production, and distribution of materials incor-
porating thi most recent technological advancements in television and recording.
In 1980, a shift in emphasis will be accomplished through the training of 20
writers for captioned TV and the purchase of 18 encoders, compared with 10 writers
and sigbt encoders in 1979. On the other hand, there will be a slight decrease in
the lumber of captioned educational and feature films added to the film library,
from 192 to 168, The captioning of ABg news on the Public Broadcasting Service
will continue.

2. educational Media and Materials Centers and Services: Approximately $3,000,000
he same amount me in 1979, will support the continuation of three centers which
design (or edapt), market, and disseminate educational material for the handicapped.
TXvi centers focus on specific handicapped.conditions - one for the hearing impaired
and the other for the severely handicapped.

. The third center, the National
instructional Materiels Information System (NIMIS), assists parents and teachers
;Jcate instructionel materials appropriate for identified learner needs of handi-
capped children. Through MINIS, 40,000 materials now on the market have been
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entered into a computer with descriptive sbAractins,

claisification terms, and

search descriptors for retrieval in flexible ways.
For example, the NUM system

places computer terminals at the SEAs, allowing teachers to call a toll-free number

and retrieve information within a very short period of time.

3. Narketinl and implementation: To continue the strategy of assuring that models

of curricula, materials,
and products designed tor the handicapped are available to

the handicapped, approximately
$3,500.000 will support 35 contracts in 1980.

Assistance will be available to States and LEAs to implement and improve their

delivery of educational media and materials to handicapped learners.

4. National Theater of the Deaf: $50p,000 will be provided by contract for support

of the National Theater of the Deaf. .

5. Recordings for thi Blind, Inc.: Support will continue at a level of $500,000

for ingle contract to Recordings for the Blind, Inc., to provide educational

material, to visually handicapped learners.

6. Demonstration and development: With $3,000,000, this activity will sunport

30 grants, the same as in 1979, which will continue the following legislated

objectives:

(1) Research to identify and meet the full range of special needs

of the handicapped relstivo to instructional materials and

technology.

(I)
Development or demonstration of new :methods, or improvements

in approaches, or techniques, which contribute to the adjust-

ment and education of the handicapped through the use of instru-

tional materials, media, and/or technology.

(S) Training of professional and allied personnel engaged or

preparing to engage in progress specifically deHigned for

the handicapped.
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1. Media and Resource Services: b. Regional Resource Center:it
(Education of the Handicapped Act, Part C, Section 621)

1979 Estimate

POs. AutboritY

1980

Budget Increase orA1thorisation-1/ Fos. AuthoritY Decrease
7 .4 9,750,000 321,000,000 1 3 9,750,000

liThis authorisation of $21,000,000 includes the authorisation for the Severely. Handicapped projects, Part C, Section 621. The total requested against thisauthorisation is $14,750,000.

Purpose and ethed of operatioge

?o assist stet
. end, through thsm, local education agencies in meeting their reopen.eibilities under P.L. 94-142, this program awards contracts for the operation ofLisource Centers (RIC.) mid Direction Service Centers. ItC'Murooses ofthis program ate 1) to encourage and

promote the development and applicationby State and local education agencies, of exemplary appraisal and educationalprogramming practices for handicapped chibefenl 2) to provide technical assist-ance in developing State
plans, apocifically in the area of implementation ofthe F.L. 94-142 provielon
for individualised education programa (ISPe); 3) toprovide direct referral

services for SZAs and LEAst and 4) to encourage theadoption by LZAs of multidisciplinary referral services through the developmentand demonstration of models.

The emphasis by RICs in providing assistance to teachers to develop ineivilue'sede ducation plans reflects the
inporteme of-these plans 0 the provision of qualitye ducational services to hand!capped children. The RRCs, usually based in vniver-sides or State education

agencies, develop service agreements with each.SZA in itsregion, outlining the specific types of assistance to be provided by the RRC. Theservica agreements specify hole each activity relates to the State strategies asstated in the annual
program plans, how the activities will be carried out by theRAC, the fiscal and personnel resources required, and the administrative agreementsbetween the RIC and SEA. Each RIC is authorixed.to serve the clients' needs asthey relate to acioraieal, child Placement, development, implementation, and reviewof tIPs, and evaluation of child performance. Services are provided throughtechnical assistance, demonstration of model practices, training of personsinvolved in /EP:development, and design of criteria and procedures for monitoringthe implementation of /E12s. In addition, the RACs will continue to provide diagnos-tioc support to the SEAs and LEAs.

The purpose of the Direction
Service Centers (DSCs) is to encourage local

education agencies to adopt comprehensive referral services emphasising parentparticipation, the maintenance of aervice information on each child, and periodicreassessment of the child's needs.
DSCs are designed to provideone-stop infor-mation services to parents of handicapped children. Children are often referredby the DSC to the Regional Resource Centers for diagnosis and assessment, andfor placement in an appropriate odubational program.

Contrecti for the Regional Resource Centers and Direction Service Centerscurrently in operation were awarded on a competitive basis in fiscal year 1978and will be renewed in 1979 and 1980 contingent upon each center's effectiveness
and the availability of funds.

G1'.2
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1980 Nudist policy

To assist the Ststes in meeting their responsibilities under P.L. 94-142

49,750,000 is requested for 1980 to continue 16 Ms and 17 Direction Services

Centers. This is the same funding level as the previous two years. The coats

of this program are being shared more end more by client States. Funds provided

urder.t.L, 44-142 may be used by States to assume the costs of carrying out these

responsibilities.
Specific objectives for 1980 sre as follows;

.1. Itelional Resource Centers.
With $7,00' 000, the RICs will advise SEM and

LItAs on non-biased testing, develop 22 inb gctional guides, train 9,000.teachers

in tip development, and diagnose and refer ),000 handicapped children for special

education services. In addition, the RitCs will aid in the provisionof the full

range of comprehensive services to handicapped children
required by P.L. 94-142

through support of the 10 collaborative interagency agreements with the Admini-

stration for Children. Youth, and iftailies, Office of Civil Rights, Sureau of

Vocational and Adult Education and the Social Security Administration. Funds

will be distributed as follows for the four primary functions of the Ins:

(a) State program developeent:
$4,000,000 --Includes support of

models, training of SEA personnel, and dissemination of infor-

mation to encourage improvement,in appraissl practices and

educetional programming.
Approximately 9,000 teachers will

be trained in IEPdevelopment in both 1979 and 1980.

(b) Educational appraisal:
81,000,000 --Includes testing and

evaluation of referred children and announcement of available

service, and service criteria through SUB. In 1980, as in

1979, 65,000 children will be diagnosed and assessed.'

(c) Educational programming: $1,000,000 --Includes development

of educational programa for children; consultations with

schools and other agencies, parents, and teachers, and

reassessment of child placements.

(d) Project administration: $1,000,000 --Includes maintenance

'if accountability data and other administrative activities

of center operations.

2. Direction Service Centers.
$2,750,000 will permit 17 Direction Service Centers

to continue to provide direction on a comprehensive range of services, including

educational, medical, and social. Funds will be distributed between two functions:

$1,000,000 for the development of intrastate interagency
agreements designed to

build support for the continued financing of these and additional centers through

non-federal sources; and $1,750,000 will be used to provide information services

to clients.

In 1980, the numbers of Ms and DSCa and the dietribution of funds for their

support will be the same as 1979.
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5. Nadia and Me.ource Services: c. Recruitment and Information

(Education of the Handicapped Act, Part D,'Section 633)

1979 Satimate 1980
ludget. saiii---- Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorisation Pos. Authority Decrease

$1,000,000 $2,500,000 1 $1,000,000 mo,NM.M.

Purpose end method of operations

To diesels/nate information about programat.services, and resource for the'education
of handicapped children and to provide referral services to parents, teachers, and

person. amps:el:illy interested in the handicapped, this program awards grantsand contracts. An additional objective is to encourage students and profesmional
personnel to work in the various field, of education for handicapped children and
youth. Activities are funded through grants and contracts awarded on a competitive
basis to public or nonprofit agencies, organisations and institutions.

1980 budget policy

TO promote a greater awareness of the availability of services for the handicapped,
81,000,000 is requested for 1980. With these funds.efforts will be maintained at
the 1979 level, permitting the continued funding of 13 awards supported in the
Previous Year. .1ePhasis ou developing information packages for Indian., those of
lisited English-speaking ability, and the esoeraphically isolated handicappecrwill
continue. 1980 activities of this program are described below.

1. Eight local intonation units till be funded to provide referral and information
eervicea co handicapped children end their parents. About $400,00 will support
this activity, the same a. in 1979.

2. Support for the Information Clearinghouse will continue at a level of approxi-
mately $246,000. This activity includes production and distribution of Closer
Look Report, whichwill achieve circulation of 200,000 by 1980. In addition,
_recruitment information distributed in lpeciel tducation Careers will be directed
at regular educators and college students tc attract personnel to the field of
spacial education.

3. Support will continue for media outreach campaigns whose emphasis will be on
promoting in the general population awareness of the needs of the handicapped
through TV and radio announcements and news rel to commercial end public
stetiona. An estimated $300,000 will fund two continuation contracts.

4. Workshops will be conducted in geogrsphically strategic es. of the country to
explain the finctions and operations of the local information units, and provide
training for parents who operate local units. One contract will be continued
from 1979 at $4,000.

5. One contract will be funded at $50.000 to provide technical assistance to local
information units.

,
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Olducation of the Handicapped Act, part D, sections 631, 632, and 634)
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1979 Estimate 1980

Budget Budget Increase or

/Os. Authority ' Authorisation Pos. Authority Decrease

P 28 $57,687,000 $85,000,000 28 $55:375,000 .$2,312,000

purpose and method of operations

In order to assure an adequate supply of educational personnel competent to deal

with the special ducational problems of the handicapped, this program provides

finanaial assistamqe through grants to institutions of higher education, State

education agencies, end other appropriate nonprofit agencies, Grant recipients

develop and improve training programs for teachery, administrators, researchers,

teachr educators, speech correctionists, parapmfessionals, and other special

ervices personnel such as'specialists in physical education, arts for the hz.ndi-

capped, and occupational and physical therapy. Those personnel trained through this

promo not only provide direct educational services to handicapped children and

youth, but are also involved with preparation a' other. educators and specialists.

Individuals may receive financial aid through a direct grant or indirectly through

a recipient institution.

Projects are funded through grants for up to three years, 6-4 awards are made:

annualliwnd renewed on the basis of effectiveness and the availability of funds.

1980 blidget policy

To address training needs for personnel to work with handicapped children and youth,

$55,375,000 is requested in fiscal year 1980. This represents a $2,312,000 lecrease

from the amount appropriated for 1979 and is proposed in order to permit a soca

substantial increase in the 3tate Grant program, which includes a strong personnel

training requirement to be carried out bv each State. Soecifically, P.L. 94-147

specifies that to qualify for Federal'assistance, the annual State plan must include

plane to train teachers and administrators, as well as a wide variety of persons

in the helping professions and ancillary paraprofessionals, such as. teacher aides.

Funds for this program ere distributed among four components, each of which address-

es an area of nese for spacial education personnel. These are (1) preparation of

special educators; (2) preparation of support personnel: (3) special education

training for regular classroom'teachers; and (4) instructional models. in total,

approximately 92,000 persons will receive training in 1980, compared with 95,000

in 1979.

1. Preparation of special educators. In 1980, $21,388,000 will be used to train

25,220 *special education students and teachers. compared with $23,100,000 and

28,432 persons in 1979. This decrease in this component from 1979 reflects the

entire decrease in this program. Funds will be divided aMong area of need and

preservice versus inservice as follows:

Preservice Inservice Total

Amount Trained Amount Trained Amount Trained

($000's) ($000's) ($0001s)

Early childhood $3,698 1,155 $2,465 6,117 $6,163 7,272

Severely handicapped 5,024 1,571 2,951 7,787 7,975 9,358

General special ed. 4 496 1,363 2 754 7 227 7 250 8 590

7otaI $13,218 4,089 $8,170 21,131 -01,388 25,220
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.2. ?reparation of support personnel. $9,062,000 will support training for 10,533

support personnel, including paraprofessionals, and persone in the fields of
y, ghysidAlmaucation, recreation, and vocational and career education. In addiv

tion, fforts will be made to recruit and train parents and volunteers to work
in educational programa-for the handicepped The funding level snd number of
peteenp-rrained in 1980 is the same,as fiscal year 1979. ,

. ,

Preservics . Total
Amount

(Tafri)
Traind Amount 'Trained Amount Trained

($000'e) ($000's)

Paraprofessionals $1,051 744 $ 762 1,799 $1,813 2,543
Physical education 957 299 493 1,' 9 1,450 1,408
Recreation 728 227 359 be6 1,087 1,113
Interdisciplinary 971 303 '479 1,076 1,450 1,379
Vocational/Career 1,523 475 652 1,662 ' 75 2,137Volunteer program 434 292 653 1 661 i da 1.953Total $5,664 17345 Wiii 8,193 41,062 10,533

3. Spimial education trainina for reaular education teachers. With $19,125,000,
approximately 47,000 regular education teachers will receive special education
tTniAln$ maintaining the 1979 funding and training levels. This component
post directly supports the States' effortt to comply with the mandate of
'IPAT.$4.142 to place handicapped children in the least restrictive environment
which, in many cases, maens the regular classroomi The inservice programs,
conducted mainly by universities, SRAs or LgAs, attempts to bring together
regular and. apeeial education teachers in the training a:minuet The pre -
service program aim at integrating undergraduate and graduate education
cnrricu/a with special education concepts. All students enrolled in 'ugh
education versonnel programs would be affected.

Preservice Inservice Total
61....-Int Itened Amount Trained Amount Trained
($000's)

($000's) ($000's)

Regular eduzation not ,

Teachers $7,250 estimated $11,875 46,929 $19,125 46,929
\

4. instructional models. Approximately $5.800,000 will be used to fund 50 grants
which develop innovative modes of instruction for personnel trait:Lin. Fundedon a three-year basis, these grants include

a direct training dompontit gg An .intesral part of each project. Eligible grantees include IREs, SEAs, and LEAs.

Preservice Inservice Total
Mount Trained

---
745
745

Amount Trained Amount: Trained
($000's)

Developmental
assistance ...-

Model implementation 1 ,385

($000's)

$ 7252 69_0. _
$3,415

1,782
12112

($000's)

$ 725
_ILE1
$5,800

1,782
7 525Total $ ,385 8,562- 9,307

A summary of the components with distribution of funds between ontservice andinservics follows:

f 4..1
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Comparison of Presorvi d insarvica Traaninin&
(Dollars in thousands)
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Praservica Inservice Total

Amount Trainad Amount Trained Amount Trained

Programs for:

I. Spocial
education $13,218 4,089 $ 8,170 21,131 $21,388 25,220

i. Support
personnel 5,664 2,340 3,398 8,193 9,0t2 10,533

3. Similar
educators 7,250 1

--- 11,875 46,929 19,125 46,929

4. Instructional
models

. 2 385 745 3 415 8 562 5 BOO 9 307

Tact $28,517 7,174 $26,858 84,815 $55,375 91,989
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7. Special Studien

(Education for the Handicapped Act, Part B, Section 618)

1979 Estimate 1980
Budget Budget Increase orPos. Authority Authorization Pos. Author'ity Decrease

-.. $2,300,000 Indefinite $2,300,000

IMO** end method of operations

To IMINAUT, and evaluate the effectivenees of Federal, State, and local efforts toprovide a free appropriate public education to all handicappzd children,
Section 618 of the Education for All Handicapped Children Act (P,L. 94-142) requiresthat Special Studio. be conducted. These studies provide the basis for the AnnualReport to Congress which the Commissioner of Education must submit describing theprograms being made toward the full service requirement of the low. In iddition,the results of theme studies assist the .Commissioner in complying with Section 617of the Act which directs him to provide technical assistance, training, and public
information in carzying out his duties under Part B.

Each study conducted under this program addreeees the areas of concern specifically
.described in the Act. These concerns have been organized round the followingsix questiohs:

1) Are the intended beneficiaries being served? Addresses issues of numb:re and
kinds of children being served, and prevention of erroneous classification.

2) In what settings are beneficiaries being served? Addresses provisions
regarding least restri4tive environment.

5) What service, are being provided to beneficiaries? Addresses iesues. such as,
availability of appropriate personnel and instructional resources.

4) What administrative mechanieme re in place? Issues include the range of
federal and State activities undertaken to implement the law.

5) What at:e the consequences of implementing the Act? Addresses the administrative
and fiscal impact on State and local school systems and on the community ingeneral.

6) To what extant is the intent of the law being met? Addresses,progress towardsthe goal of ensuring a freaappropriate public education to every handicapped
child.

Although most of the contracts which support the activities under this section
are awarded competitively on an annual basis, some studies, such as the longitudinaltudy on the progress of implementation require a substantially longer period of
time and are renewed annually until completion, contingent upon availability of
funds.

1980 budget policy

To determine the extent to whict. The intent of the Law is being carried ut, the
budget request of $2,300,000 will fund two new studies and ten studies begun inprior years. Objectives in 1980 will be a) to determine the changes in services
provided to handicapped children which resulted from implementation of the law, 2)to sasses the relationship between these consequences and the specific provisions
of the Act, and 3) to identify barriers to full imvlementation and design methodsof overcoming them.
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Zducation tor the Ihralicapped

State Grant Program'?

State or
Outlying Axes

1978 Advance.,
for 1979 if

1979 Advance
-for 1980 3/

1980 Advance
for 19812/

7041 1566.030.073 004.000.000 $862.000.000

, Alabama 9,199,597 13,139,714 14,087,605

Alsaka 1,141,091 1,629,812 1,747,385

Arisen& 6,318,460 9,024,608 9,675,637

Arkanese 4,821,148 6,886,010 7,382,762

'California 49,893,306 71,262,228 76,403,036

Colorado 6,464,413 9,233,073 9,699,140

Connecticut 9,036,317 12,906,503 13,837,568

Delaware 1,899,113 0.712,488 2,908,165

Ylotida 18,586,203 26,546,532 28,461,580

Georgia 13,159,542 18,795,673 20,151,381

*await 1,588,630 2,269,027 2,432,714

/doh* 2,630,753 3,757,485 4,028,347

Illinois 33,570,710 47,948,789 51,407,781

Indiana 12,344,388 17,631,396 18,903,312

Iowa 8,020,418 11,455,302 12,281,894

Kansas 5,120,45) 7,456,332 7,994,227

Kentucky 8,833,680 12,645,644 13,557,891

Louisiana 12,809,566 18,295,806 19,f15,652

Maine 3,093,590 4,418,551 4,737,302

Maryland 13,020,301 18,596,796 19,t'38,357

' Massachusetta 19,103,830 27,285,855 29,254,238

Michigan 22,185,712 31,687,684 33,973,612

Minnssota t1,381,563 16,256,199 17,428,911

Mississippi
Missouri

4,836,602
13,544,797

a,908,082
19,345,930

7,406,426
20,741,532

Montana 1,553,351 2,218,640 2,378,690

Msbreska 4,192,534 5,988,165
::::(;:91;

Nevada 1,585,508 2,264,568

' Pew Nampshire 1,410,832 2,015,081 2,160,447

Mew Jersey 22,185,088 31,686,793 33,972,655

Mew Mexico 2,515,083 3,592,274 3,851,419

Mew Yofk 33,590,847 47,977,550 51,438,617

Worth Carolina 14,280,965 (.. 20,397,393 21,868,847

North Dakota 1,353,231 l 1 1,932,810 2,072,241

Ohio 25,431,188 36,323,172

Ok:dumma 7,528,703 '0,753,189 11,528,917

Otegon 5,070,752 1,242,517 7,764,987

Pennsylvania 26,303,162 37,568,604 40,278,779

abode Island 2,044,598 2,910,283 3,130,950

South Carolina 10,768,402 15,380,427 16,489,960
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State or
"saving Area

1978Ideencg,
for 1979 2!

1979 Advancp,
for 1980 ../

1980 Advancy,
for 1981

South Dikota 1,314,050 1,876,848 2,012,242
TOMMONIO 14,768,309 21,093,463 22,615,130
TeS44 41,631,558 59,462,035 63,751,586
Otis 5,485,978 7,835,581 8,400,834
Vermont 844,501 1,206,194 1,23,2011

Virginia 12,176,610 17,394,616 18,649,431
Diebington 7,518,556 10,738,697 11,513,379
Wier Virginia 4,509,105 6,440,320 6,904,920
Misoonein 8,772,508 12,529,706 13,433,590
IlYosinS 1,162,321 1,660,133 1,779,895

District of Columbia 668,848 640,777 687,002
Purto Rico 2,899,064 .3,100,655 3,324,334

Outlying areas:

American Samoa 456,910 655,890 703,205
Darien& Iland& 167,523 239,252 256,822
Ouem 1,269,639 1,813,679 1,944,516
Virgin Islands 808,142 1,152,085 1,235,196
Trust Territory 1,297,586 1,842,788 1,975,094

Sureau of Indian Affilivs 5,582,918 7,960,396 8,534,653

2!

1/ Distribution is based on the formula of multiplying the number of hindicapped
children receiving special education and related services in each State by a
specified percentage of the national average per pupil expenditure (ten percent
for 1979, twenty percent for 1980 and thirty percent tor 1981).

2/ Sabato of amount obligated. Obligations include the regular 1978 aoo;opris-
tion of 4465,000,000, the supplemental appropriation of $37,800,000. all
463,230,073 which.was carried forward from the fiscal year 1977 appropriation.

3/ Amounts shown are stimates. Actual child-count data on which final awards
will bet based will be available in Ar il of the year of Appropriation, i.e.,
3 months prior to white funds become available for obligation:

3
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Education for th. Handicapped

Handicapped Preschool Incentive Grant Programli

State or
Outlyins area

1978 Advanc.
for 1978

1979 Advance
for 1980

1980 Advanq%
for 1981Y

TOTAL 815.000.000 $17,5001000 $15,000,000

Alabama 81,654 95,884 81,654
Alsaka 18,170 21,332 18,170Arizona--- --- ---
Arkansas 100,825 118,338 100,825
California 1,675,849 1,967,504 1,675,849

Colorado 147,381 173,030 147,381
Connecticut 233,812 184,355 233,812
Delaware 38,135 44,772 38,135
Pldrida 424,870 498,811 424,870
Georgia 292,818 343,778 292,818

Hawaii 25,124 29,497 25,124
Idaho 46,510 54,604 46,510
Illinois \ 1,382,899 1,607,661 1,382,699
Indiana 96459 113,246 96,459
Iowa 299,846 352,030 299,846

Kansas 131,454 154,331 131,454
Kentucky 129,211 151,698 129,211
Louisiana 476,374 559,121 476,374
Maine 51,445 60,398 51,445
Maryland 67,596 79,360 57,596

i

Massachusetts 427,009 501,181 4.7,009
Michigan 980,744 1,151,427 980,744
Minnesota 432,646 507,942 432,646
Mississippi 79,411 93,231 79,411
Miseouri 413,172 484,941 413,172

Montana 58,025 68,125 58,025
Nebraska 176,020 206,653 176,020
Navada 54,137 63,558 54,137
New Hampshire 23,031 27,039 23,011
Now Jersey 373,574 438,589 373,5/4

New Mexico 32,452 38,'1 32,452
New York 383,370 ;50,0t. 383,370
North Carolina 351,067 412.164 151,067
North Dakota /7,220 50.7!,1 43,220
Ohio 42 ,906 484,765 412,906

Oklahoma 241,971 284,082 241,971
Oregon 156,653 183,916 156,b53
Pennsylvania 677,384 795,2,. 677,384

. Rhode Island 68.942 80,940 68,942
South Cazolina 505,274 428,1344 365,274

227
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22b
State or
'Outlying area

1978 Advents
for 1979

1979 Advance
for 1980

1980 Advance
for 1981.V

Dakota $ 66,043 $ 77,517 $ 66,045.8outh
,Ttonessee 497,102 583,614 497,102
Texas 1,567,277 1,840,036 1,567,277
Utah 102,890 120,796 102,890
'Vermont 53,987 63,383 53,987

Virginia 400,194 469,841 400,194
Washington 173,776 200,069 173,776
Vest Virginia 66,998 78,658 66,998
Wisconsin. 346,132 406,370 346,132
Wyoming 37,686 44,245 37,686

District of_Columbia 43,968 51,619 . ' 43,968

Pumrto Rico 140,352 . 164,778 140,352
American Samoa 1,645 1,931 1,645
Northern Marianas 75 ea 75
GUM 1,645 1,931 1,645
Virgin Wanda 75 88 75
Trust Territory 15,104 17,733 15,104
1.1.A. 13,609 15,977 13,609

1.

1/Distribution is based on the formula of multiplying the number of handicapped
children aged 3 through 5 receiving special education in each State by $300.
Grants are ratably reduced if the appropriated amount does not fully fund the
program according to the formula.

2/Amounte are basad on child counts used for prior year's distribution. Grant
amounts will be adjusted when actual counts for school year 1979-80 ars received.



WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1979.

HIGHER AND CONTINUING EDUCATION

WITNESSES

JOHN ELLIS, '';'EUTIVE DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR EDUCA-

TIONAL PROGItAMS
ALFRED L. MOYE, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR HIGHER AND

CONTINUING EDUCATION
RICHARD J. ROWE, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF TRAINING AND

FACILITIES
CORA P. BEEBE, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF PL NNING AND

BUDGETING
BRUCE S. WOLFF, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LEGIS-

LATION, DESIGNATE
WILLIAM DINGELDEIN, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF EDUCATION

BUDGET ANALYSIS
PETER RELIC,- DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EDUCA-

TION
EDWARD MEADOR, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL

EDUCATION
.THOMAS McANALLEN, CHIEF, ACADEMIC FACILITIES BRANCH,

DIVISION OF TRAINING AND FACILITIES.

HIGHER AND CONtINUING EDUCATION

Mr. NATCHER. We take up next Higher and Continuing Educa-

tion. We have before the committee Dr. Alfred L. Moye, the Deputy

Commissioner.
Dr. Moye, we are delighted to have you. Who do you have with

' you now at the table there to assist you in justifying this request?

Dr. MOVE. To the far left is Mr. Tom McAnallen, Chief of our

Academic Facilities Branch, Mr. Dick Rowe, Director of the Divi-

sion of Training and Facilities, Dr. John Ellis, the Executive
Deputy Commissioner for Educational Programs, who will be

making the opening statements Ms. Cora Beebe, Director of the

Division of Planning and Budgeting, Mr. Peter Relic, Deputy As-

sistant S.Nzetary for Education, and Mr. Dingledein, Direct- of

the Division of Budget Analysis:.
Mr. NATCHER. It is a pleasure to have you appear before the

committee again. With your permission, we will insert your state-

ment in the record in its entirety. If you would briefly highlight

the statement for us.
[The statement follows:j
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DRAM= OF HEATH, EDUCATION, AND WESEARS,

Office of E3uCation

Biographical Sketch

: John Ellis

7C6TTICN

BIRINPIACE
AND DATE :

EDUCATICti

EXPERIENCE :

Present

1971-1977

1966-1971

1964-1966

1963-1964

1961-1962

1959-1961

1958-1959

3957-1958

1953-1954

=TAM(

SEEECIFD
RECOGNITICN:

Executive Deputy Ommrdssioner
for Educational Programs

Amherst. Chia. September 15, 1929

B.S., Bowling Gteen State University, 1953
M.A., Case Western Reserie University, 1958
Teachers College, Coludobs University,
Summers 1959, 1960, 1965

Hervard Universiry, 1964

Executive Deputy Commissioner for Educational Programs,
U.S. Office of Education

Superintendent of Sdais, ColuMbus, Ohio

Superintendent of Schools, Lakewood, Chio

Superintendent of Schools, Musillon, Chio

Assistant Superintendent for Instruction, Massillon, Chio

Staff menhir, Maraud Survey of Boston City Schools

Principal. Garfield Elementary School, Iorain, Chbo

Principal, HarrisonElerentary School, Lorain, Chip

lacher, Grade 6. Lorain City Schools, Lorain, Chio

Mather, Orade 4, brain City Schools, Lorain, Chio

USAF 1947-1949 and 1954-57. Captain-Intelligence Officer

Air FOrce,Association Silver Medal as Top Student in mac
Phi Delta Kappa Book Award at 'larva&
lbssillon Young Kin of the Year
Saturday BeViOW 1977 Hbnor Roll
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DEPAUNEW Of mai, sommog, WELIARE

Office of.Iducation

Statement by the Executive Deputy
Commissioner for Educational Programs

on

Zither and Continuing Education

We. Chairman and Members of the Committees .

Z appreciate the opportunity to appear before you to present our

fiscal year 1980 Slither and Continuing appropriation revest.rThese

programs are designed to complement our student assistance programs to

promote equal educational Opportunity and to foster reform in post-

secesdary education as well as strengthen.ihe relationship between

ed
..p)

ucation end vork The 1980 proposed appropriation totals $3491080,000D

poandine Access

To promote and expand access to postsecondary education, eight

prosrame will be supported at a.requested level of $160,380,000. Within

this group.of programs,
mayoral shifts in emphasis on strategy are

proposed. Within the Special Progrw for the
Disadvantaged, two new

initiatives addressing
the dual needs of access and retention art

proposed. Increased funding
for'Graduate/Professional Educational

Opportunities is Proposed, while a decreased
appropriation is required,

to continua the current policy for Veterans' Cost of Instruction.

The flys Special Programs for the Disadvantaged are proposed for

funding at $130,000,000.
In Upward Bound, we propose to fund new Special'

gmphanis projectefocusud on the'physical sciences. These new projects

;sill provide not only intensive
academic training but also career guidance,

44-113 0- 79 - 43 7) 5
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counseling and extensive coutict with practicing scientists from both

industry and the academic community. Ve propose to fund 25

science-bagedprojects as a first step toward preparing about 2N0

disadvantaged students for careers and postgraduate study in the physical

sciences where they are still underrepresented..:3

In the Special Services Program, we propose to fund 34 New Concept

projects based on a comprehensive delivery system designed tr promote a

high level of academic achievement and to provide intensive counseling

and guidance to inform students of the full range of academic fields of

study at both the undergraduate and graduate levels, particularly in

science and mathematics and other areas in which minority and disadvantaged

students are few in number. These projects, while similar to the

traditional Special Services Program, differ in that they are more

comprehensive in the services they offer nud that they involve students

from a variety of field,: and departments.

In addition to funding these two initiatives, the 1980 request will

irvf

continua to support the traditional TRIO programs: r Talent Search,

Upward Sound, Special Services, Educational Opportunity Centers, and

Staff Trainitil These programs are designed to provide disadvantaged

students with encouragement and assistance to enter and to successfully

couplets postsecondary education.

Complementing these efforts are two fellowship programa. The

Graduate/Professional Educational Opportunities Program provides fellowship

suppott to woman and minorities to pursue studies in fields where they

are underrepresented. This program will be available to assist those

students whom we have been encouraging to seek professional careers by

means of the Upward Bound and Special Services Programs. For fiscal

6
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year 1980, 815,000,000 is requeTted, an increase of $7,000,001). This

will allow the number of fellows participating in thi* program to be

doubled from the 1979 level of 850 to a total of 1,700 in fiscal year

1980.frare also proposing to continue the currant funding level ff

81,000,000 for Legal Training for the Disadvantaged which provide4oth

fellowships to guarantee access and support activities designed to

improve the retention of cliadvantaged
studentmtraining for thee legal

professiona

To assist colleges and universities to recruit Vietnam-ere re.perans

and meet their special educational needs, we are requestins 814,180,000

for the Veterans' Cost of Instruction Program. Thia will maintain a

constant level of support par eligible veteran. The reduction in funding,

84,620,000, from the 1979 appropriation is the result of a decline in

the number of eligible veterans.

We believe that the above programs, along with the Federal student

financial aid programs, will
effectively provide access to postsecondary

education for the disadvantaged and provide them with the encouragesent,

advice, academia preparation ind financial resourcis they need to attain

a high level of academic achievement and to enter the full range of

career opportunities already available to more advantaged student*.

Improvina Educational Quality

In addition to providini
supportive services and financial aid for

disadvantaged students, we also believe it is essential that we help

strengthen the educational quality of those institutions which traditionally

enroll large numbers of low income and minority students. Tft more

effectively meet this cbjectivs, we are now in the process of making a

major change ln the operation of the Strengthening Developing Institutions

Program by combinitermhp 'tuft and Advanced components of this program.

(.? 57
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gtz
awimbill.

il
permit institutions to develop grant proposals which

reflect their needs both in terms of the number and complexity of

activities to be funded and the langth of time needed to fully implement

the proposal projects. These projects can range frms ons-year.ilanning

grants to five-year grants for long-range de :iopment projects. This

consolidation also mikes better management possible thrnah_thn-ula-of

single application form; commoality in_monitoring, evaluating, and

reporting; and uniform program edministration. The 1980 request of

$120,000,000 continues full funding for this program. Approximately 300

institutions are expected to benefit from this prograsD

PP:Mat/UR National Priorities and **fora

The fiscal year 1980 budget includes requests for two programs

'which reflect innovation and change: Cooperative Education and International

Iducation. As part of the Office of &location's effort to bring together

worlds of education and work, & major new thrust is proposed for the

Cooperative &ducat/on Program. Over the past ten yeirs, this program

has supported projects designed to infuse cooperative education in

specific departments or schools. &Liming in 1980, a new type of

project, designed to offer cooperative .sducation throughout an institution,

will be supported. To test the feasibility of this type project, seven

demoustration grants, averaging $1,000,000, will be awarded to large

urban institutions. These grants, which will be expended over e three -

year period, will make possible the insmallation of institution-wdde

cooperative education programa. These comprehensive programs will :mike

cooperative education available to greatly increased numbers of students

at these institutions; will greatly strengthen institutional commitment

to cooperative education; will expand employer involvement and commitment;

k 7.1
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awl will foster:close cooperation with high-school level cooperative

education programs with existing Collegeliork-Study programa at

these institutio . We are requesting appropriation languagc to allow

up to $8,000,000 for deionstrations, research, and training.

Tha importance of improving and expanding opportunities for int&rmational

education is embodied in this request. An increase of $2,000,000, for a

total of $22,000;000, is proposed.
Tor Title VI we will continue programa

to support centers of international itudy, to ancourage.reseavdt, to

provide fellowships for graduite study, and to improve programa of

international stUdy; The Cultural Understending Program, initiated in

iiscal year 1979, will be expanded by 59 percent in 1980. The purpose

of this activity is to increane awareness and understanding of other

cultures and peoples anii .of the international dimeitsion of issues, such

as energy, food, watek resources and the environment among students at

all levels aa well as the general public. The new clientele addressed

by this effort are so important that we are proposing a $1,000,000

increare for this program in 1980 despite the constraints of a very

tight budget.

A further indication of th* importance which w, ..ted co nter-

national education ls.the $1,000,000 1 ASt we art requesting in 1980

for he Fulbright-Hays Program
which supports a variety of study and

research projects abroad.

Uncontrollableo

51( The 1980 budiot also provides funding for two uncon rol ble programs.

The $2,700,000 permanent
appropriatidn for rite Aid to Ege '- rant Colleges

Program will continue to provide funds to support tnetruction in agriculture

819
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and th:mectaffic arta at 72 institutions. For Interest Subsidy Grants,

$29,000,000 is requested in order to meet our statutory commitment to

maks continuation paymentu for interest subsidies on construction loans

approved in prior years.3

%
Summary

In conclusion, let me say that I believe that our fiscal year 1980

budget request responds to some of the most ikportant issues in post-

secondary education namely improvements of educational opportunity for

the disadvantaged, development of the linkage between education and

work, and increased'underitanding of other peoples and cultures and of

transnational problemnj The programs we are proposine to fund are

mutually supportive and reflect adoharen% strategy for improving both

the accessibility and the quality of postsecondary education. Furthermore,

thia strategy has Cen developed within a framework of fiscal,responnibillty.

That concludes my opening statement. No

t"

Oft

\
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Dr. Ews. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am delighted
to be here again with your committee to present the comments on
the Higher and Continuing Education budget. These programs are

designed to complement our student assistant programs to promote

equal educational opportunity and to foster reform in postsecon-
dary education as well as strengthen the relationship between

education and work. -The 1980 proposed apprqpriation totals

$34.9,080,000.

EXPANDING ACCESS

There are some shifts in emphasis we are proposing, and I wouP
like to highlight them as you requested. There are 5 Special Pro-

grams for the Disadvantaged proposed for funding at $1:30 million
In Upward Bound we are proposing a special emphasis approach

that will identify and encourage about 2,700 disadvantaged stu-

dents to prepare for careers and postgraduate study in the physical
sciences where they are still underrepresented.

Data show that fninority students are dramatically unde4:epre-

sented in the areas of engineering and physical sciences.
In Speciai Services, there will be what w:Lcall a New Concept

program. We will initiate :34 projects which %fill serve approximate-
ly 8,000 students. This will' be a more interisive effort to provide
counseling, to increase academic performance and to prepare stu-

dents for graduate level programs in science and mathematics
where they are underrepresented.

In addition to funding these two initiatives, the request will
continue to si pport the traditional TRIO programs: Talent Scarch,
Upward Boupd, Special Services, Educational Opportunity Centers,

and Staff Training. The request includes small reductions in two of
those programs: Upward Bound and Special Services.

To coniplemen these efforts we have a fellowship program that
we popularly call .;POP. There is an additional $7 million request
het e that will dou le the number of fellows participating from 850

in 1979 to 1,700 in 1 .80.
We are also propt*ing to continue the current funding level of

$1,000,000 for Legal Training for the Disadvantaged which provide:3
both fellowships to guarantee access and support activities de-

signed improvethe retention of disadvantaged students training
for the le, al profession.

The request for the Veterans' Cost of Instruction Program is
14,380,000. The reduction is the rysult of a decline in the number

of veterans enrolled in ou, universities. The .same payment level

per eligible veteran is anticipated.

IMPROVING EDUCATIONAL QUALITY

In addition to promoting access we are, also concerned with
Atrengthening the educational quality of institutions. One of the
major programs here is title III, Strengthening Developing Institu-
tio We have made a number of changos iti,this program through
our new regulations. We have combined the Basic Program and the
Advanced fqogram. We think this will inable institutions to devel-

op grant proposals which reflect then needs both in terms of the
number und complexity of activities to be fulided and tho length of

6 (i
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time needed to fully implement the proposal projects. These .proj-
ects can range from 1-year planning grants to 5-year grants for
long-range development projects.This consolidation also makes
better management possible through the use of a single application
form; commonality in monitoring, evaluating, and reporting; and
uniform program administration. The 1980 request of $120,000,000
continues full funding for this program. Approximately 300 institu-
tions are expected to benefit from this program.

PROMOTING NATIONAL PRIORITIES AND REFORM

In the area of promoting national priorities and reform, there
are two programs I wish to discuss: Cooperative Education and
International Education. For Cooperative Education, we are propos-
ing some changes. We want to propose a major, new thrust in
Cooperative Education that will help institutions offer cooperative
education throughout the institution. Only about 2 percent of the
college student population participates in cooperative education at
,the present time although approximately 1,000 institutions have
cooperative education programs. These programs are typically in a
a single department or school in the university or college. We want
to have some demonstration programs where the whole institution
gets committed to cooperative education. It has been afroutstand-
ing program but it has been fragmented in small divisions. We
think we can get a greater impact if we take this new, comprehen-
sive approach.

For International Education, there is an increase of $2 million.
The area centers program would continue as they have in the past.
The Cultural Understanding Program (Section 603) will be expand-
ed by 50 percent. The purpose of this program is to insure that
elementary.and ndary school'people have access to some of the
international programs.

Fc !. the most part, our international activities have been focused
on higher education institutions, on professors and on research,
and rightly so, because they need support. But we want to increase
our efforts to involve elementary and secondary school students in
international programs.

We are also requesting a $1 milliun increase for the Fulbright-
flays Program.

UNCONTEOLLABLES

The 194o budget also provides funding fbr two uncontrollable
programs. The $2,700,000 permanent appropriation for the Aid to
and-Grant Colleges Program will continue to provide funds to /support instruction in agriculture and the mechanic arts at 72
institutions. For Interest Subsidy Grants, $29,000,000 is requested
in order to meet our statutory commitment ta make continuation
payments for int'. -est subsidius on construction loans approved in
prior years. We have proposed that some areas not be funded such
as the 1202 Commissions and a f'ew other programs. We believe
that institutions and the States are able to continue those activities
without Federal support.
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SUMMARY

Mr. Chairman, in summary I would like to say that the budget
we have before you this afternoon responds to what we believe to
be some of the most important issues in postsecondary education:
improvements of educational opportunity for the disadvantaged,
development of the linkage between education and work, and in-
creased understanding of other peoples and cultures and of trans-
national problems.

We believe that this budget request is both fiscally responsible
and programmatically sound. re would be pleased to respond to
your questions.

Mr. MATCHER. Thank you very much, Dr. Ellis.
The budget request for higher and continuing education pro-

grams is $349 million. As part of this request, there are 10 pro-
grams listed on pages 358 and 359 where decreases are proposed.
Are these decreases based .on evaluations that showed the pro-
grams to be inefficient and ithout merit?

EXPLANATIcJ OF DECREASES

Dr. ELLIS. The reasons vary. I would be happy to go over each
program, if you wish. Under the Special Programs for the Disad-
vantaged, I mentio_led that we are going to have a new emphasis
in Upward Bound, concentrating nraparation for scientific ca-
reers. That is due +o our tvaluat.t f data indicating the lack of
preparation in th..se areas on the part of btudents aptering our
higher education institutions.

. We believe that it is. a solid program 'Art this reduction of $5
million with the retargetett additional $5 million is an appropriate
adjustment ty make. Similarly in the New Concept Special Services
that would-Kid true.

For the Veterans' Cost of Instructiaf Program, the r,..-!uction is
solely due to the decline in the number of eligible veter ri students.

We also have a proposed reduction for Educational Information
Centers. Our reason for not requesting funding is primarily that
the Educational Information Centers are duplicative. The same
services are provided in other programs in our budget. The EICs
are too new to have been .rvaluated but our judgment is that they
are duplicative.

Regarding the reduction for the University Community Services
and Continuing Education Program, we do not have on evaluation
on that that forms a substantive basis for our decision, hoWever,
we do have reviews that indicate that the university com.,nunities
have the capacity to rontinue to provide these activities without
Federal support.

For State Postsecondary Educ.:ation Commissions, we believe that
comprehensive planning is a ',tate, not a Federal responsibility.

No funds are requested fbr Public Service Grants and Fellow-
ships since there ...!ars to be an adequate supply of qualified
candidates for pa tns in public service. We find that in our own
agency when the we vacancies, there are enormous numbers of
people who are willing to apply. We believe, given scarce Federal
dollars, that it is no longer necessary to prime the pump to be sure

ega
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that we have good studen6 coming through our institutions who
are willing to move into public service

Mining tOday is a very promising career. Data shoW that the
highest paid graduates of our collefos today are those students who
have a degree in petroleum engineering. Recent data in "The Wall
Street Journal" showed the starting salary was about $20,000 for a
recent graduate. We also know that universities have had a 20 to
30 percent increase in enrollment in petroleum engineering in the
last 4 or 5 years. We believe that given the attractiveness and
financial rewards of mining careers that Federal funding is no
longer needed to encourage students to enter these fields.

iaaw School 'Clinical experience was to have been a one-time
appropriatinn to fund demonstration projects.

The other two reductions involve special endowments where fur-
ther funding is not authorized.

That is a rapid run-through. If there are further questions, I will
try to answer them. I have tried to be brief in my response about
the various reasons for specific program reductions.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS FOR THE Ulf:ADVANTAGED

/Mr. NATCHER. Dr. Ellis, for Special Programs for the disadvan-
taged the budget request is $130 million. What evidence do you
have to show that these programs actually help disadvantaged
young people obtain a college education?

Dr. Ews. Dr. Moye, would you like to speak to that?
Dr. MOYE. We have one very fine evaluation on the Upward

Bound Program which shows that the overall postsecondary entry
rate for former Upward Bound participants was greater by 20
percent than that of nonparticipants. A major evaluation of the
Special Services Program is underway. It will examine the effect of
the program on student performance, aspirations, and persistence.

Again based on our own reactions to the comments we have
received from the field and the Followup of the individuql projects,
we feel these programs have been very beneficial to the students
they 3erve.

MS. BEEP . One of the comments we have gotten concerns the
need to provide more comprehensive services throughout the uni-
versity or college. We have a new focus in our program this year
which we call New Concept Special Services. We are proposing to
expand the services offered and to involve students from a variety
of departments or fields. We are making this change as a result of
our monitoring and evaluation activities.

EFFECT OF PROPOSED REDUCTION

Mr. NATCHER. Specifically, what effect will the proposed reduc-
tion of $10 million have on the disadvantaged audents?

Dr. MOYE. We will he serving fewer students because of the
reduction, but it is very difficult to determine precisely what effect
that will have across the c'ountry. We think we will be able to serve
many students quite well. Some of the projects will have to operate
with fewer dollars. The other traOc.)ff would be to' serve fewer
students rather than alter the services provided. We hink we will
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still be serving a significant portion of the students and serving
thern well.

br. Euis. If I may add, it will serve fewer students, as Dr. Moye

has said. Some 27,763 fewer students, based on our projections, and
probably about 123 fewer projects. We think, though, given the
dramatic increase in funding that has occurred in the last two
years, that this level of support is going tc Amble the strongest
programs to be continued while some of the weaker programs will
be dropped, so that the ()Verrill effect will not be substantial.

SPECIAL EMPHASIS UPWARD BOUND

M. NATCHER. All right. The budget refeni to Special Emphasis
Upward Bound projects. How will these projects differ from current
projects that are underway at the present time?

Dr. ELLIS. The Special Emphasis Upward Bound projects will
have as their primary focus the recruiting of students for scientific
careers, so the major difference is in the area of interest for which
we are trying to select students. We have currently in our society
too few scientists and technicians who come from the minority:
groups. This new initiative is deeigned to identify and encourage
disadvantaged students to pursue careen& in the physical sciences.

We will go right into the high schools, probably sophomdres,
juniors and seniors and identify the students. There will be a
summer school program for those students, teaching them math
and science in the summer school and then we will encourage them
and assist them in enrolling in colleges to pursue those scientific
careers on the academic level in college. The difference is primarily
one of emphasis on science. Conceptually, it is about the same as
the standard Upward Bound Program.

Dr. MOYE. In the 1975-76 academic year there were 3,311 Ph. D.'s
awarded in biology. Minorities received 2.4 percent or 82 out' of
that 3,000. Similar statistics are available for engineering, the
health professions, math and the physical sciences. In the past 10

years we have had' no real impact on the number of minorities who
go into the sciences. We believe one of the primary reasons is that
we have not identified the youngsters ear!y enough and exposed
them to these disciplines.

We think this program will do that.
Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Conte.

INTEREST SUBSIDY GRANTS PROGRA

Mr. CONTE. Dr. Ellis, as you know, I have a great any colleges,
both private and public, in my district, so I hear a lot from the
academic community. One of the more pressing issues which seems
to be fticing our colleges today is the need to keep tuition costs at a
level affordable to the average family while continuing to provide
high-quality faculty and facilities.

As I'm sure you know, the accessibility issue raised by Section
504 has caused consternation in the financial offices of our colleges
and has served to renew interest in the Title VII Academic Facili-
ties Program. Additionally, in its -eport on the Higher Education
Amendments of 1976, the Education and Labor Committee noted
that while the majciity of facility needs of our colleges have been

66.3
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met, there remain schouls'tvh ch have not overbuilt and which still
need access to the grah d loan provisions of existing law to
construction of:essential academic facilities. Therefore I would like
to spend a few minutes discussing the Academic Facilities Pro-gram.

First, Dr. Ellis, in your statement today you mention that $29
million is requested in fiscal year 1980 to meet prior com-nitments
of the Interest Subsidy Grants Program. The budget justification furthis program also states that this is the same amount as was

*/ requested in fiscal year 1979 and that the annual amount of subsi-
dies should begin to decline in 1981 as the loans subject to interest
subsithes are retired.

Do you have a pro,iection, by year, of the amounts you will need
for this program until all the subsidized loans will have been paid?

Mr. MCANALLEN. We do not have any specific projection on the
. $29 million, hut very shortly we will have it on computer and we

will be able to scale It out over the years. I can say that it will
diminish on a fairly rtegular basis for about the next 40 years. Itwill be the year 2020 .before the last interest subsidy payment is
made on the current loans that are approved for subsidy. I would
say that it would begin to decline probably beginning in 1981.

Mr. CONTE. Provide some of that for the record.
Mr. MCANALLEN. We will have exact projections.
[The information follows:]
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Higher Education Construction
Interest Subsidy Grants

Higher Education Act, Title VII-C, Section 745

Projection of Outlaya Required to Meet Annual

Subsidy Commitments'on Previously Approved

Projects

Year _( Millions) Year ($ Millions)

1979 $ 29.0 2008 $ 1.5

1980 29.0 2009 1.5

1981 28.5 2010 1.0

1982 27.5
*

2011 1.0

1983 26.0 2012 1.0

1984 25.0 2013 1.0

1985 14.0 2014 1.0

1986 23.5 2015 .5

1987 23.0 2016 .5

1988 22.5 2017 .5

1989 22.5 2018 .2

1990 22.0 2019 .2

1991 21.0 2020 0

1992 20.0

993 19.0 Total $522.9

18.5

19 5 18.0

1996 17.5

1997 16.5

1998 15.5

1999 14.0

2000 13.0

2001 10.5

2002 9.0

2003 6.0

2004 4.5

2005 3.5

2006 2.5

2007 1.5

Note: The above represents a best estimate of the annual outluy

requirements for interest subsidy payments. Because of

loan refinancings, and the fact that subsidy payments on

approximately 60 loans have not yet commenced, the pre-

cise amount and term of all subsidy commitments is not

yet known. Therefore, actual outlays by year may vary

considerably from the above proj4ctions.
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REMOVAL OF ARCHITECTURAL BARRIERS STUDY

Dr. ELLIS. I do not know if you raised this question but you
alluded to it, the whole 504 issue. We do not at this time have a
recommendation on the dollars for a new program. In our last
budget we had a $50 million request. Later as we worked with the
Congress it was determined that it.should not be funded pending
the receipt of a systematic study that would enable us to know how
many dollars really might be required and what we might be
getting into. Those studies are not yet available, so we do not have
a request at this time.

Mr. CONTE. I am familiar with that. I carried your battle on the
floor of the House.

Mr. MCANALLEN. I know you did.
Mr. CONTE. You were not here but I mentioned earlier my good

friend to the right, Mr. O'Brien, tried to pump that up consider-
ably, and we fought it off saying we were, waiting for that study.
We are' waiting for that study and we will be glad to cooperate
once it comes in.

HIGHER EDUCATION iACILITIES LOAN AND INSURANCE FUND

With regard to the Higher Education Facilities Loan and Insur-
ance Fund, which is another subsection of Title VII, would you tell
us, please, what is the present unobligated balance in this fund.

Mr. MCANALLEN. Yes. Mr..Conte, the projected unobligated bal-
ance as of October 1, 1979, would be about $52 million. By the end
of 1980 it is projected the balance would be about $45 million.

Mr. CONTE. Do you have a projection by year of the use and
balance of this fund?

Mr. MCANALLEN. Only for the budget yearour interest obliga-
tions to Treasury and the Government National Mortgage Associ-
ation.

CONSTRUCTION NBEDS

Mr. CONTE. Other than tWe Department's ongoing study of the
accessibility cost issue, are you aware of any recent studies which
indicate to what extent colleges and universities need financial
assistance in the construction of new academic facilities?

Dr. &us. There is no overall study. Several institutions have
submitted data to us which indicate that additional facilities are
required. The primary eoncern is with accessibility, with the bar-
rier question. We just do not yet have data that will enable us to
speak with clarity and with specificity on the amount. We have
heard some astronomical sums and some conservative ones also.
Other than individual studies, we do not have an overall study that
would indicate the need for new academic facilities at this time.

Mr. CONTE. Recognizing that incurrence of new debt by a college
for the construction or modification of academic facilities impacts
on the tuition that must be charged and tha t. it is very expensive
for colleges to borrow money at present interest rates, what would
be your reaction to a suggestion that the principal portion of loans
now being repaid to the loan fund be used for interest subsidygrants?
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Dr. Ews. These would be additional grants to colleges for new

construction.
Mr. CONTE. Right.
Dr. Ews. Our position at this time would be opposed to that. In

the scope of the whole budget we believe that entering into con-
struction at this time without a more thorough study about the
potential would be inappropriate.

Dr. Mom We would like to study a bit more what would be the

needs in outlying territories such.as Puerto Rico and Guam, where

the influx ofsstudents today is similar to the influx of students in
the 1960s on the mainland. It. may be their circumstances are quite
different from those on the mainland.

Mr. CONTE. I am disappointed to hear you say that, Dr. Ellis. I
am one of your great supporters up here. A university gets into a

jam trying to stay accredited, to stay on top and be a leading
university. They get into a problem where they have to build a
library or expand one. They are up against it and they do not have

a big endowment fund.
I sit on the Foreign Aid Committee. My good friend from Ken-

tucky was smart enough to get off. We have all kinds of programs
for foreign countries all over the world, five, six billion dollars,
forgiveness periods. On top of everything else, we are going to have

a $2.2 billion loan to Israel, 30 years, first 10 years only the
interest payment; $1.4 billion to Egypt, 30 years, first 10 no princi-

pal payments. We are doing that all over the world. Here we try to

maintain a high standard of education. Some of these schools are
really up against it. You know they are.

1, Dr. Euts. I know they are.
, Mr. CONTE. They cannot go to the legislature and ask for more

zhoney.

FISCAL RESTRAINTS

Dr. Ews. I am sorry about your disappointment. Our dilemma is
fiscal primarily but also we are in the process of considering what
should be the reauthorization proposals of the administration. I am

certain you will be interested in hearing them. We have not yet
sent them to Congress. But we recognize that higher education is
facing an enormous set of difficulties. 1980 is the first Year presum-

ably that the enrollment decline will hit the colleges. They are in a
fiscal crunch. What has been the Federal posture with respect to
institutions that are in serious difficulty or institutions in mineral

that are e: periencing problemsthis is an issue we are debating.
I should add we have been reluctant to get into the facilities side

because for the most part we do not need more buildings; we need

some modernized, we need barriers removed, but the overall prob-
lem is not to construct new buildings. We seem to have enough,

and it may be that a number of them will have to be closed. The
issue is being raised in the context of the reauthorization.

Mr. CONTE. I do not want to debate the issue with you, but I am
inclined to agree vT do not need new buildings but ther will :e
cases where you need them.

Dr Ews. That is true.

661i
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Mr. CONTE. In those areas, then, they are going to have to build
them.

One final question, Mr. Chairman, and then I will submit the
rest for the record.

COLLEGE HOUSING LOAN FL/ND

It has been suggested by Charles Saunders of the American
Council bn Education, among others, that the College Housing
Loan Fund be consolidated into the Title VII Academic Facilities
Program. It is my understanding that there is a $3 -billion out-
standing loan balance in the College R.using Program. If the
necessary legislative changes were made, I am wondering whether
this fund could be used, as loans are being 'repaid annually, to
support interest subsidy grants/or academic facilities. Do you have
anY thoughts on this?

Dlr. Ews. It is a HUD program. Dr. Moye may wish to comment.
Dr. Move. Mr. McAnallen is quite familiar with the program and

may wish to comment.
Mr. MCANALilebt. Let me first of all make a clarification because

a couple times we have referred to using money in HUD loan funds
for interest subsidy grants. The Interest Subsidy Grants Program is
a separate program. It is a separate appropriation from the loan
fund.

Mr. CONTE. Right.
Mr. MCANALLEN. If appropriate legislation was enacted to merge

the College Housing Program ivith Title VII, presumably funds
recovered under the HUD loan program could be used for any kind
of facility.

Mr. CONTE. What do you think of that idea?
Mr. MCANALLEN. Quite frankly, you hit me cold. I have not hadq.1 chance to think about it.
Mr. CONTE. Thank xou, Mr. Chairman.

.Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Stokes.

NEW INITIATIVES IN TRIO

STOKES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Moye, I am concerned about the 34 New Concept Special

Services projects mentioned in your testimony and how these pro-jects will address the problam of torfew minority students in the
sciences. How will this new program impact upon minorities?

Dr. AIME. I believe that one reason why more minority itudents
are not pursuing science is because their exposure to science hasbeen minimal, if they are exposed at all. They are not exposed toscience in the home or at the elementary and secnndary level.
When they do get exposed we have been told that often the quOityof teaching is so poor that it turns off students instead of turningthem on. We think this program will begin to show students the
excitement of science, give them some exposure, knd some basic
understanding of science We believe that a natural choice will
develop as a result of that introduction and preparation.

As I indicated previously, only 2.4 percent of the PI . D.'s inbiology went to minority students. That happens to be a total of g2throughout the whole country. I believe the problem that has exist-

6 7 (
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ed up to this point is not that minority students are unable to do it,
but that they have been turned off by the system to the extent
they believe 'they cannot do it. The ability is there but the confi-
dence is lacking.

Mr. STOKES. In light of that concern, about attracting minorities
into the sciences, I find it difficult to understand why you have not
demonstrated the same commitment for the TRIO programs.

Dr. MOYE. We are indeed beginning to do that. We will be asking
all the TRIO projects to place more emphasis on science. Exposing
students to science in the TRIO programs will help us identify
students who have a particular aptitude or interest. They are the
ones we will put into the special emphasis program, but we hope
to have all the TRIO programs begin to focus Inore on science
because that seems to be the greatest academic need right now for
minority students.

COMMITMENT TO SERVE THE DISADVANTAGED

Mr. STOKES. Again, I am having some difficulty understanding
the Administration's real commitment. Last year you did not ask
us for any additional funding in that area. The money that was put
in there was by virtue of an amendment. I sponsored the bill which
this subcommittee accepted. Over the past 4 or 5 years, this sub-
committee has raised the TRIO funding from $70 million up to
$140 million. In this year, you request a decrease in the budget for
TRIO, $1G million less than last year.

Let me (..:te to you last year's testimony by Dr. Stearman: "We
estimate that between five and six million young people participate
in the TRIO program but only about 7 percent are being served."
We also know that these programs have been cited as being very
cost effective. Your budget request for TRIO just doesn't seem to
square with the need for this program.

Ms. BEEBE. Mr. Stokes, this decrease is not intended to reflect
our lack of, interest in the commitment to these programs. .The
request does reflect a $15 million increase over our request of last
year. )

In addition, there are a number of initiatives that we are taking
which also serve disadvantaged students where increases are pro-
posed. For example, there is a significant increase in our Graduate
and Professional Educational Opportunities Program which aids
minoritieS and women in pursuing their graduate and professional
educatio0. We are proposing to initiate a brand new program
which is called the Biomedical Sciences Program, which was just
authorized in the 1978 amendments, and we have expanded activi-
ties under our student aid program to publish,and make aware to
all students the availability of student resources.

So while we are not making all the budget increases that one
might like under a more favorable time, we still believe our com-
mitment is there.

EXPLANATION OF PROPOSED DECREASE

Mr. STOKES. Seceretary Califano testified a few weeks ago. Dr.
Berry testified this past Friday. I asked her and I asked him about
the $10 million decrease. The rationale they gave me for the de-

44-111 r) - - 41
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crease was the fact that few minority students are now applying to
medical schools as a result of the Bakke decision. Would you com-
ment upon that?

Ms. BEEBE. While that might be true, that is not our rationale
for proposing to.decrease this program in any way. As pi matter of
fact, our very heavy emphasis in the sciences is in fact a recogni-
tion that we need to broaden the awareness of minority students to
the var ious science careers that are available -

Dr. Ews. I think it can best be characterized as a refocusing of
some dollars. I know if you look at one account there is a $10
million reduction, but we have the Graduate and Professional Edu-
cational Opportunities Program, where there is an increase of $7
million, and the Biomedical Science request for $3 million, so there
is not an overall reduction. It is a refocusing. I do not think
anything in our testimony should be interpreted as suggesting that
these are enough dollars or that the needs are not significant.

There are substantial needs and we are not meeting hll the
needs. But there is a fiscal crunch and we are called upon to do our
best to focus the program as sharply as possible to get the maxi-
mum amount for the taxpayer's money and yet dellver the services
to the people that need them most. We think the $7 million in-
crease for the Graduate and Professional Educational Opportuni-
ties Program and the $3 million request for the Biomedical Sci-
ences Program will serve the same clientele in a mare focused way:

REQUEST OF MATERIALS FOR THE RECORD

Mr. STOKES. Please submit for the record a comparison of the
available funding, the number of applications and the requested
funding for each of the TRIO programs: Upward Bound, Talent
Search, and Special Services

[The information foilowsd
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS FUNDING INFORMAIION
ESTIMATES FOR FY 1979

APPLICATIONS FUNDS
PROGRAM RECEIVED REQUESTED

REVISED ESTrMATE
PEOJECI5 T6 BE

'-'frUNDED

REVISED ESTDIATE
PROJECTED.
FUNDING

Educational Opportunity Cutters

New 51 $10,756,287 9 $ 2,800,000

Non-competing 22 6,300,339 22 5,500,000

TOTAL

lecial Services

73 17,056,626 31 8,300,000

New 241 26,540,822 65 6,800,000

Non-competing 486 57 482 131 486 48,200,000

TOTAL 727 84,022,953 55,000,000

Talent Search

New 90 9,796,183 25 2,000,000

Non-competing 131 15,437,199 131 13 300 000

TOTAL 221 25,233,382 156 15,300,000

Upward Bound
New 113 18,012,852 35 5,400,000

Non-campeting 378 61,2371009 378 53,600,000

TOTAL 491 79,249,861 413 59,000,000

ALL PROGRAMS COMBINED
(Lesc Training)

New 495 65,106,144 134 17,000,000

Non-competing 1 017 140,456,678 1 017 120 6001000-1---
TOTAL 1,512 205,562,822 1,151 137,600,000

TRAINING 2,400,000

GRAND TOTAL $140,000,000
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Mr. STOKES. I would also like you to submit tbr the record how
many applications weri received last year for the Graduate and
Professional Educational Opportunities Program.

[The information follows:1

GRADUATE AND PRoFESSIONAI. EDUcA riuN AI. 01.1ORTUNITI1 PlUx:RAM

A total ot 2.1:; applications from institution!, wvrt rekTlyt'd by the Gradual(' :uld
Professional Educatiolutl Opportunities Program tor t ht. fiscal year 197!I funding
cycle.

EOLVAl'IONAI, INFORMATION CENTERS

Mr. STOKES. Dr. Ellis, I notice you requested zero funding for the
Educational Information Centers. That is a $3 million decrease. I
would like you to supply for the record a listing of the funds that
each State received under this program in l979.

[The inforination follows:1
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FY 1978
FOR EDUCATIONAL

Alabama

ALLOTMENTS TO STATES
INFORMATION CENTERS

FEDERAL NON-FEDERAL

SRARE 1/ MATCHING

--- -77

Alaska 45,454 45;335

Arizona 45,454 62,508

Arkansas 45,454 22,727

'California 45,454 22,727

Colorado 45,454 22,727

Connecticut 45,454 22,727

Delaware 45,454 23,000

District of Columbia 45,454 32,280

Florida 45,454 22,727

Georgia --- ---

Hawaii 45,454 31,557,

Idaho
......

-
Illinois

45,454 22,727

Indiana 45,454 22,727

Iowa
45,454 22,727

Kansas
--- ---

Kentucky 45,454 22,727

Louisiana 45,454 22,727

Maine
--- ---

Maryland
45,454 24,516

Massachusetts 45,454 23,061

Michigan 45,454 23,000

Minnesota 45,454 22,729

Mississippi 45,454 22,727

Missouri
--- ---

Montana 45,454 28,284

Nebraska 45,454 22,727

Nevada ---
---

New Hampshire 45,454 23,839

New Jersey 45,454 63,891

New Mexico 45,454 24,829

New York 45,454 22,727

North Carolina 45,454 22,727

North Dakota 45,454 22,923

Ohio 45,454 34,412

Oklahoma 45,454 25,000

Oregon 45,454 22,727

Pennsylvania
45,454 32,220

Rhode Island 45,454 22,72;

South Carolina 45,454 22,727

South Dakota 45,454 22,979

TennesSee
45,454 23,480

Texas
45,454 22,737

Utah
45,454 22,727
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FY 1978 ALLOTMENTS TO STATES
FOR EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION CENTERS

(continued)

FEDERAL NON-FEDERAL
SHARE MATCHING

Vermont $45,454 $25,350
Virginia 45,454 22,727
Washington 45,454 22,727
West Virginia 38.306 19,268
Wiscon-in 45,454 25,000
Wyoming 45,454 23,220

TOTALS $1,992,828 $1,159,958

1/ Of the total $2,000,000 appropriated in 1978, $1,992,828 was
obligated. Of the 44 jurisdictions which submitted approved
plans, 43 received $45,454 each. West Virginia received $38,306,
which was the total amount it was eligible to receive based on
its proposed one-third match.
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ESTIMATED FY 1979 ALLOTMENTS TO STATES

FOR EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION CENTERS
(Assuming Participation by All States)

Estimates
State Amounts 1/

U.S. and Areas $3,000,000

50 °tates, D.C. and P.R. 2,750,000

Alahama 50,000

Alaska 50,000

Arizona 50,000

Arkansas 50,000

California 114,068

Colorado 50,000

Connecticut 50,000

Delaware 50,000

Florida 50,000

Georgia 50,000

Hawaii 50,000

Idaho 50,000

Illinois 58,516

Indiana 50,000

Iowa 50,000

Kansas 50,000

Kentucky 50,000

Louisiana 50,000

Maine 50,000

Maryland 50,000

Massachusetts 50,000

Michigan 50,000

Minnesota 50,000

Mississippi 50,000

Missouri 50,000

Montana 50,1)00

Nebraska 50,000

Nevada 50,000

New Hampshire 50,000

New Jersey 50,000

New Mexico 50,000

New York 93,455

North Carolina 50,000

North Dakota 50,000

Ohio 55,744

Oklahoma 50,000

Oregon 50,000

.Pennsylvania
61,477
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ESTIMATED FY 1979 ALLOTMENTS TO STATES
FOR EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION CENTERS

(Assuming Participdtion By Ail States)
(Continued)

Estimates
State Amounts

Rhode Island $ 50,000
South Carolina . 50,000
South Dakot,., 50,000
Tennessee 66,740
Texas 50,000
Utah 50,000
Vermont
Virginia

.50,000
50,000

Washington
50,000

West Virginia 50,000
Wisconsin 50,000
Wyoming 50,000
District of Columbia 50,000
Puerto Rico 50,000
American Samoa 50,000
Northern Marianas 50,000
Guam 50,000
Virgin Islands 50,000
Trust Territory 50,000

1/ Estimated distribution of $3,000,000 to the 50 States and the
District of Columbia based on population data as of 7/1/77 and
to Puerto Rico and the outlying territories based on population
data as of 7/1/76, with no State receiving less than the
-ninimum amount of $50,000.
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Mr. STOKES. In the budget justification, i. is indicated that the
rationale for eliminating funding for the Educational Information
Centers is that similar services are provided elsewhere, such as in
the TRIO programs. If that is the justification, hasn't this been the
case in previous years?

Ms. BEEBE. It has been, yes. In addition, funds are also available
under our student assistance programs. New regulations and ex-
panded authority require that additional tasks he undertaken to
alert students to the availability of student aid resources. So it is
not only within the TRIO programs that these services are pro-
vided, but our general student assistance programs as well.

Dr. Ews. Also funds are provided for the National Occupational
Information Coordinating Committee and the State Occupational
Information Coordinating Council through the Labor Department.
Forty-four States received monies last year. Primarily, the request
deals with the need to have programs that do not duplicate. It is a
concern for efficiency. It is a concern that we have a system that is
not duplicative and unnecessary. It is a judgment call, obviously.
We think that the services that will provided under other legis-
lation are sufficient wi h pro argeting to handle this issue
without having this addit ay-on of services.

Ms. BEEBE. We are un taking a new program to train student
financial aid officer under our Basic Educational. Opportunity
Grants Program, and1through that activity we will be encouraging
outreach activities. Our proposal thep before you is consistent with
that of the last three years in which we have not requested funding
for this program.

EFFECTIVENESS OF PROGRAM

Mr. SToxEs. Have we really given these educational centers an
opportunity to Work'?

Dr. Ei.us. They have not existed very .long. For the most part.
the States do not get very much money. For example, in 197S about
$45,000 went to each participating State. If you ask what can you
do with $45,000 to really get an educational information center
together that will provide services to people, you realize that you
have one or two persons in an office and it just does not provide
much of an impact. One of the difficulties has been that it is a
small service, it duplicates other services, and wo think there is a
better way to target on this problem t han in funding through this
particular program.

The reports we have art. varied. Some of the States are trying to
get an information service together to try to put their pieces to-
gether. So it is a mixed picture.

Dr. WYE. The States do match our monies. It gets parlayed into
a larger dollar figure but the success depends on the population of'

t he State and the degree of its commitment. Nevada has done some
very wonderfUl things with this program. Matching with their own
money they have pulled together various components of State pro-
grams and have been quite successful in coordinating information
f'or the State. But I stress here again you are talking about a State
with a small population. A more populous State could probably not
accomplish as much with only $45,000.

67;)
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Mr. STOKES. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Roybal.
Mr. ROVBAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

crritER PROGRAMS THAT SERVE THE DISAQV NTAGED

I would like to perhaps go over the same territory, but neverthe-
less it is of great concern to many of' us. That is the reason why I
would like to go oyer this unce again.
'In the reduction of Special Programs for the Disadvantaged, )ou

repeatedly state that other programs will substitute for the reduc-
tion of $10 million in the overall program. In the justifications I see
your estimated number of participants is actually reduced for 1980.
In fact, if one adds up Special Emphasis Upward Bound, I see a
reduction of something like 5,000 fewer students participating in
Upward Bound. I would like to know, number one, what other
programs substitute for the $10 million.

Dr. MOVE. One of the programs that would substitute for Upward
Bound would be the Biomedical Sciences Program. It will reach
down into the precollege years and serve some of the saine popula-
tion served under Upward Bound.

Mr. ROVBAL. But Upward Bound is not solely for people going
into the medical field?

Dr. MOVE. It is not solely for that, no, but those students, for
example, who would be going into the medical field would be
served by that program.
d Mr. ROVBAL. So that is one benefit that can come out of' this?
SDr. MOVE. Yes.
Mr. ROYBAL. But only the very small percentge of' disadvantaged

students would be going into the medical field based on the state-
ment you have made that there have not been enough incentives
available, particularly at the junior high and high school levels. I
know they are not encouraged to follow that route, nor given the
proper training for it, so I look at this as perhaps an opportunity
for some, but this is not directed at the core of the- problem.

MS. BEEBE. Mr. Roybal, our new Biomedical Sciences Program is
directed solely at the disadvantaged youth, so the population is the
sanw.

NUMBERS OE STI 'DENTS SERVED

Mr. ROYHAL. I understand that. Again on Special Services tor the
Disadvantaged, you show a reduction of something like 30,000 st u-
dent s. Am I correct in using that figure and, if so, what other
program will meet t he need for these students?

MS BEEBE. The data I have indicate a reduction of 27,763 stu-
dents.

Mr. ROYHAL That is bad enough, is it not?
Ms. BEEBE. Yes, sir. It is a significant reduction, and reductions

are always difficult to explain in positive terms. But when we have
had a major expansion of dollars in this field and in a tough budget
crunch, it is believed that a retargeting of' some dollars for biomedi-
cal sciences will Probably be nmre sharply focused on the needs.

la!
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FORMULATION OF "IIIE BUDGET

Mr. ROYBAL. When your budgets are being prepared for the
coMing months, great emphasis was on so-called budget con-
straints. That is the reason there are all these reductions. Why
does it only seem to affect just the minorities and disadvantaged
and others who are in great need? Isn't there somewhere else
where budget restraints could be used'? Have you really gone into
the problem sufficiently'?

Dr. Ews. Titat is a primary answer, but I believe that W.. abo
have to say that almost all of the programs in the Office of Edui-
tion are directed to the educationally disadvantaged or the eco-
nomically disadvantaged, so almost any cut that we propose will
have an impact on that population.

Mr. ROYBAL. But there are some programs that are more in need
than others. Did you just make it a blanket across-the-board reduc-
tion because of budgetary constraints, or was it actually analyzed,
and after analysis, you came to a conclusion that certain things
would be reduced more thakothers?

Dr. Ews. I think that we did a very thorough analysis. We have
what we call a zero-based budgeting process in which we were
forced to deal with every single program and go through an elabo-
rate analysis. We met With the program people and Dr. Boyer, the
Commissioner of Education, had several long budget sessions where
we argued far into the night. I can assure you it was only with
agony that we proposed any reductions.

PRIORITIES IN THE 1980 BUDGE3

If you look at the chart to my left, you can see several major
groupings of funds. The first one is:' improved educational quality
for disadvantaged students. That is our number one priority. That
is an areS to which we have given enormous attention. You can see
in the Title I program there is an increase of $142 million. In the
area of the hand' apped there is an increase of $51 million. For
bilingual educ there is an increase of $15 million. In the area
of Indian educati , there is an increase of $5 million.

A second major overriding concern is to promote school desegre-
gation. It has been 25 years sinc, rirown vs. Board of Education.
We believe there are still some areas that need our attention, and
we are proposing a $22 million increas? in that category.

A third priority is to expand access to postsecondary education.
Congress passed the very generous Middle-Income Student Assist-
ance Act which provided a major increase in funding this past
year. The reductions proposed for student financial assistance do
not represent a reduction of ser, ices to people but rather our
estimate of the number of people who will take advantage of these
programs. It is a computational adjustment; it is not an actual
reduction in services.-

Next comes the promotion of national priorities. where there is
an increase for Basic Skills, a small increase for International
Education, some special programs on health, womens equity and
youth employment.

In formulating the budget we were working against a ceiling.
and there are always hard tradeoffs. I can assure you this budget
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was not just an across-the-board or a happenstance approach to the
process. It was very agonizing. We wish there were more nwney for
almost every program, but that is just not in the cards in this
economic climate.

Mr. ROYHAL. That is what'I wanted you to say for the record.
Because when one sits here and one sometimes is not listening to
everyAvord, we do get that phrase, "budgetary constraint," and one
goes away with the idea that everything is done because of budge-
tary constraints. I think you must includi in the record the fact
that you have gone over these subject matters, you have-studied
them carefully, and after careful analysis you have come'to this
conclusion.

What I like most about your statement is that it was a hard
thing to do, that %/oil realize these problems still exist, and. f. at
since you do not have the funds, it was a heart-breaking task for
you, and your staff, to come to the conclusion that you finallyarrived at.

Mr. D1NGELDEIN. What Dr. Ellis is saying is that after that
agonizing process the budget still does a lot for the poor and
minorities. When you really look at where the major reductions
are taken, they are taken in programs of general support, particu-
larly in Impact Aid Programs. When you look at the disadvantaged
kids and the kids ib desegregating school districts there are actual-
ly budget increases, so that the budget, despite constraints, is tar-
geting increases and maintaining services to the poor and disad-
vantaged.

In the case of the TRIO program, as has been indicated, it is a
matter of targeting. When I look at the total picture there, there
are reductions in scrne programs. but increases in others as well.

GRADVATE ANU PROFESSIONAL EDIVATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
PROGRAM

Mr. ROYBAL. One thing more. You argue that for 19SO the Gradu-
ate and Professional Educational Opportunities Program will fillthe gap left by eliminating Public Service Fellowships. It has been
eliminated altogether. !low much of the monies allocated for Grad-
uate and Professional Educational Opportunities Program will be
devoted to public services?

Dr. WYE. We do not have funds earmarked, but those individ-
uals who qualft for the Graduate and Professional Educational
Opportunities Program may pursue studies in public service.,

Mr. R0YBAL They can, So that gives them a kind of double shot
into t he system?

Dr. MoyE. Not if we eliainate the funding kir pubhc service.
Mr. ROYBAL. So they-still have that (me opportunity It has notbeen eliminated completely?
Dr. MOVE. YE'S.
Dr. Ews. In the hist set of awards Owns are ;7,9 awards in thefield of engineering. There were ti in publie service, in publichealth, so they are not excluded. But that is not where the funds

are .isted
I ant glad to know they are not excluded.Dr. uts. Those are programs, not people.
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Mr. ROYBAL. I understind.
Ms. BEEBE. An interesting piece of evaluation data we had some

years ago for training people, for the edaation professions area in
general, showed that students who graduated from those programs
and then had a hard tirne'finding jobs because they were surplus
wrote to us asking "Why did you encourge us to enter these fields
knowing there were no jobs?"

In the case of public service, all of our data indicate there really
is, in general, a surplus of individuals to fill those jobs, and we feel

it is not responsible Federal management to encourage people to
enter fields where jobs are not relatively available.

Mr. ROYBAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Purse 11.

DECLINE IN 'COLLEGE ENROLLMENTS

Mr. PURSELL. 1 was looking at State figures at the University of
Michigan regarding the number of enrollments in 1969-70. We are
working with the same number of students today as we were 10

years ago in Michigan, with declining enrollments, yet to come to
impact oil education. I was interested in your comment about the
needs may be changing, and rather than looking at construction
and expansion, what are you suggesting we might be headed for?

Dr. WYE. I was not crystal-balling it, but I would not predict
Michigan would necessarily stay at the same enrollment level be-
cause we may find, for example, a shift in the age group enrolling.
Instead of students being 18 through 22, the average age may be
going up, and there may be more part-time students. The commu-
nity colleges are now serving older students, anc:, in part because
of that, there are moic people in community colleges. The schools

are actively recrniting And trying to serve older Americans and
pe!-sons reterning to education who have been out of education for
awhile. The shift is takirg place and I believe it will cOntinue.

Mr. PURSELL. We see more part time?
Dr. MovE. Yes, and older students, including returning hous-

wives. There will also be more educational opportunities for those
who have been previously bypassed, such as the handicapped. I
think those will be some of the trends in the future.

Ms. BE!:BE. The last time I looked at the Michigan statistics, the
community colleges were growing but the major l-year institutions
were suffering some declines.

Mr. Putts ELL. If we talk very honestly about helping disadvan-
taged, it seems to be the advent of the community college has a
greater potential impact in that area. I do not want to get into the
debate of academic standards, bW certainly community involve-
ment activity in our 2U community colleges in our State, and I
suppose for the rest of the country, in community colleges we
ought to be looking at our academic standards and how we might
help in that area. It is not necessarily higher education at the
baccalaureate or graduate level.

Dr. We have seen some statistics which suggest that in
19sl about X() percent of I fispanic students in higher education will
bejin community colleges. The same may be true tiir the Native
American students. The community colleges will serve those popu-,

6st
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lations very well, and we know currently that large percentages of
our black students are attendit4 community colleges. Cornmunity
colleges have been a great success story. Wti are vitally concerned
in this agency wifh how we can serve the community colleges.

NEW RECRUITMENT PATTERNs

El.us. There is an old saying that it is an ill 6nd thnt blows
no one any good. Something that is going to happen because of the
demographic trend is that colleges across the country are going to
double and triple their recruiting efforts. They will be fbrced to.
Many of them already have. When you go out and recruit, you
have to recruit in those segments of society where you have not
previously been getting customers. So colleges are going to recruit
older .persons, the disadvantaged, and the historically bypassed. So
a large number of students who do not now attend college are
going to be in that recruiting mix.

With our student financial assistance programs which in effect,
say, if you want to go to college there is either a grant or a loan
available, and with the intense desire on the part of the colleges to
stay in business, I believe that you are going to see the disadvan-
taged student helped by this process.

(OMMI:^11Ty )1 .EGES

Mr. PullsE1.1.. We have departme s o ucation in our particu-
lar State, different universities, and ye y are unwilling to work
with the community colleges. The autonomy of academic freedom
is an extremely important concept, from my personal standpoint,
yet the autonomy of those in the big universitiesand I representone of the big ones, University of Michiganis totally inflexible
towards working out cooperative programs with community col-
leges and assuring the kinds of needs that you are suggesting hero.
It seems we are in a real blockout to try to prevent proliferation of
programs, yet move to provide needs that are essential to this
country. I guess we really have not come to grips with that issue as
a national policy.

Dr. Ews. It is said .we need the fourth R, ana the fourth R.,is
Relationships. We have to be building more relationships inst',acr of
remaining in isolation. jt is incredibly difficult for all agencies in
the Federal bureaucracy and in academia to get the deans from the
various departmentsto talk to each other. It is almost built into
our thinking, but the economics, I believe, are going to drive the
relationships idea much more fiercely than we \have seen in the
past.

Mr. PURSELL. W ought to be taking a look at community col-
leges and the i act on the disadvantaged in 11:.her education too,but I think in all fairness community colleges have now had a levelof discussions at the national levelcertainly in funding polici?s
most universities are funded lOO percentwhere the small commu-
nity colleges have to rely on property tax and elections. Frankly,
community colleges are far ahead of our national policy, I guess I ,might say.

D. Et.us. Yes.
Mr. PURSELL. In some of their delivery of services for people.

/V; I
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Dr ELLIS. TI-Ks community colleges are th e. roost' innovative seg-
ment of higher education. They are the most responsive.

Mr. PURSELL. I am just trying to point up I do not see a lot of'

that in our testimony from various HEW people.
Mr. NATCJIER. Mr. Early.

OE PROPOSALS FOR INCREASES

Mr. EARLY. YOU say plus $142 million in Title I to Mr. Roybal. If
you were showing percentages instead, would it show as an in-
crease or a decrease'? Would you say there is an increase?

Dr. Ews. There is about a 4.i) percent increase.
Mr. EARLY. That is Jess than inflation.
Dr. Ews. That is true,
Mr. EARLY. But the chart with the plus.$142 million gives me the

impression that. you are doing more. If you were taking the other
stand, you would use a inrcentage. You would say, "Gentlemen,
that is only 4 percent.- The inflation rate is higher thab that, so
we.are really decreasing. But to Mr. Roybal you are suggesting
that we are doing mo:.e.

Mr. DI NGELDEIN. If you look at where the $142".million increase
is, it is in a particular program that concentrates funds on selected
districts. For that program the increase is around 25 percent.

Mr. EARLY. Where does it increase 25 percent'?
Mr. DINGELDEIN. There is a special Concentration Grant Pro-

gram under Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Act. The
funds requested for that program in 1979 were $258 million.

Mr. EARLY. I thought earlier testimony said that was not for the
disadvantaged?

Mr. DINGELDEI N. No, that is for the disadvantaged. So the $142
million is.in addition to the,$25S million.

Dr. ELLIS. May I clarify'? The data that we show do not deal with
percentages, they deal only with dollars. The asterisk, that you
may not be able to read, says included in the 1979 level is the
assumption that the Congress will approve our supplemental re-
quest.'

Mr EA RLY I was just th;nking it would be much more iMpres-
sive if you just clome in and said, "Last year we educated X number
of the disadvantaged and this yoar we educated so many tnore."

RETENTIoN of,' DISADVANTAGED STI'DENTs

In the Spec' %I Programs fbr the f)isadvant aged, we e all
outreach programs. What is happening as far as retMaz.. ; them
aftfu. they finish in the programs'?

Dr Mcyt.... The Special Services for Disadvantaged Students is a
campus-hased rete.,tion program. Those services in the past have
prunarily focused on the early years.

Shouldn't we he more concerned with the graduating
.oungsters'?

Dr MoYE. That is precisely the rtason why you see a separate
category for NeW Concipt Special -;ervices. here We Ore
t r int; tn follow the student througf.out his or her academic career

UMW on the com phq t he academic program th.in
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we have in the past. We are beginning to focus more on the entire
strategy for dealing with that student.

Mr. EARLY. What is the retention rate for youngsters you are
recruiting into these 3 programs'?

Dr. MOYE. I do "hot have that figure. I am not sure it is available.
Ms. BEEBE. Perhaps one piece of data may be useful. In the

Upward Bound Program, it,fhows that these students have a
higher retention in school Olen similar students who did not par-
ticipate in an Upware Bound Program

i:Mr. EARLY. What are you comparingt-to?
Ms. BEEBE. The Upward Bound Program identifies students at

the high school level, gives them tutorial services and helps them
and motives them to attend postsecondary institutions. Compared
to a similar student who did not participate in the Upward Bound
Program, we find that the Upward Bound student is more likely to
enter college and complete college than the student who did not
have the advantage of an Upward Bound Program.

Mr. EA RLY. Isn't everyone taking advantage of Upward Bound?
Ms. BEEBE. No. We serve a small pecentage of students in that

program.
Mr. EARLY. You cannot supply the numbers that are retained fr

those that complete their degrees once they start one of these
outreach programs'?

Dr. MOYE. I can give you some preliminary data on the Special
Services, but we do not have, except for the evaluation study Ms.
Beebe mentioned, data on students tracking them from Upward
Bound through Special Services to graduation.

Ms. BEEBE. For example, in Talent Search, one of the major
activities is to provide information to students about the advan-
tages of attending postsecondary education schools, and we prob-
ably do not have data on the names of' individuals who have been
tt.ched or influenced by this program. So there is literally no way

"lo collect that kind of information.
Mr. EA MN. Talent Search is not duplication of counseling an(l

tutorial services in a private college. is it?
Dr. MovE. Talent Search identifies the students before they get

to college. The services provided on campus are only for the stu-
dents at the instituti.m. so we are talking about a diaerent popula-
t u n of sI udents.

.,;( )IC1' SI...i?;

Mr Emmy You talk about them doini; things fOr the student in
school. Why isn't t hat a duplication olifuidance itnd tutorial serv-
ices?

Dr N1()YE. Nlan-.. schools would not have gliidance and tutorial
!migrants if thl'iv did not have Special Programs funding.

Mr. EARLY What university dot's not have some guidance pro-
gram" The certainly do not exempt the disadvantaged from the
guviance program

Dr \Inv}... No, but the guidance program is not designed to deal
wtth academically Neak student-, NIost of the !migrants I am famil-
iar with vould concentrate on coun-,eling for personal problems
Academic -upport programs hardly ever fall under the rubric of

cl)
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guidance as it occurs on a college campus. Many institutions which
have accepted large numbers of disady_ataged have support serv-
ices today, and many would continue services if w? did not have
funding. But many of them would not continue those services,
given the present economic climate on ca.npus.

Mr. EARLY. You said to Mr. Stokes that the ability is definitely
there.

INCREASED EMPHASIS ON SCIENCE AND MATH

Dr. MOYE. In the past, the emphasis really has not been on
science and math which we are now bringing into the program.

Mr. EARLY. Whose fault is that?
Dr. MOVE. I think we can be criticized somewhat for not putting

more streSs there, but I would certainly say that from a program-
matic standpoint. The major emphasis was to establish the fact
that disadvantaged kids can go to schoolind can succeed. Now
that we havy done that, I believe we can begin to focus on specific
areas where we feel there is still a gap:

Mr. EARLY. You say there is a gap and the minority medical
schools entrance rate is decreasing. Really I would say the program
is working if more minorities are applying. To me it is much more
productive way to evaluate. It is much more revealing.

Dr. MOYEt. We certainly have more minorities applying to col-
leges and universities.

Mr. EARLY. NIA medical schools.
Dr. MOYE. That is a special problem because, again, one of the

important components of that student's background is preparation
in the science and math. These are two areas where disadvantaged
students seem to have had poor training by the time they get to
college. We have worked with youngsters who were exposed to
cieric esill ha e seen the thrill of science. But when they are

asked if th'eY Would go into science they shy away from it because
by then the mesbage is clear. If you do not receive the necessary
preparation at the elementary and secondary level, you cannot
expect to do work at a higher level.

Dr. Et.us. That is right. We are trying to move back, fiwusing on
the pre-college years, and hopefully we will get more into the
elementarT level too, because we recognize that the earlier we turn
students onto these areas of' science, the better chance we have of
getting them interested in entering these fields.

oUTREAcll

Mr. EMMY Why shouldn't we be shifting our emphasis to the
student in the higher education institution rather than the out-
reach eMrt? When you suggested that the colleges because of the
fiscal pinch and the loss of students are going to be initiating all
the Talent Search, why shouldn't we do this? Why shouldn't we let
the private sector do that? They have to balance their hooks at the
end of the year. Why shouldn't we he doing more other than to
establish them as a start to get them in?

Dr. Et.us. If' vou look at total dollars
Mr. EARLY_ Which program has a shift from outreach to perform-

ance? Out reach"

6' 7
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Dr. Ei.ms. That is access so that the student who has the ability
is contacted whether or not he may go. That is our big approach,
but we still face the question of when they are in this school are
you going to help them or let them sink or swim.

Mr. EARLY. We are out to satisfy statistics and not satisf, the
individuals in higher education.

Dr. F.1.1.1s. I assume in certain instances that may be so, but our
approach is to insure that every American can develop his or her
talents to the fullest and has access to use those talents to go to
college, a university, medical school or whatever, and we want to
insure that they have that opportunity if they are willing to work
at it. In the long run that is going to be good fo:- 9ur society.

The statistics fall out of a more central purpose.
Dr. Mon. We get the impression that the number of individuals

applying to medical schools is down, not just those going but those
applying, and I still believe that the reason for that has to do with'
basic science and math training.

Mr. EARLS. You are talking about just the disadvantaged?

MLLEGE COMPLETION RATES

Dr. MONT. Yes. I believe, however, that the number of disadvan-
taged students who go to school and who succeed in completing
their education is still increasing. We have not seen a declinethere. For example, some data I have seen show we have gone from
1950 with 2.2 percent of the nonwhite population getting 4 or moreyears of college, to, in 1977, where 9.7 percent are getting 4 or more
years of college. That is not a dramatic increase but it is a steadyincrease.

Mr. EARLY. I do not put too much credence on that because I donot know whether that is compared to the number or white stu-
dents who are going.

Dr. Mon. It is worse than the whites.
Dr. Ei.ms. I can give you the white popuhition,
Mr. EARLS. I think that is important. I do not think we have anargument if we go to percentages f'rom dollars.
IThe informal ion follows:I
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Percent of Popdlation Completing
4 or more years of college

Aspil 25+
Witte

Nan-white

Amps 25-29
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Nalt4White

1950 1960 1970 1975 1977
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17.3
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14.5

9.1

22.9

15.2
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9.7

25.3

15.5

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY CENTERS

Mr. NA'n'ti Fat. The budget for Special Programs for the Disadvan-
taged includes $6.3 million for Educational Opportunity Cemers.

What is the difference between an Educational Opportunity Center
and an Educational Information Center?

Dr. MONT. The Educational Information center is designed to
provide educational information to all the citizens in the State. On
the other hand, services under Educatienal Opportunity Centers
assist residents of an area where-there is a high concentration of

low-income people. Once that area is defined and the center is

established. the center then assists residents to enter post-second-

ary education by assisting them in completing their secondary
schooling and in applying for financial aid and in referring them to
other services not authorized for the Educational Opportunity
Center. In addition, a center provides the residents of the area who

are enrolled in secondary education with tutoring, counseling and
other supportive services. The real difference is that the Education-
al Opportunity Centers concentrate on areas with high numbers of'

low-income people.
Mr. NATCHER. How many Educational Information Centers do we

have now operating?
Dr.'MovE. We funded .1-I last year.

STRENGTIIE \ IN( ; 1)P:v ELOPIN( ; )NS

Mr. NATCHER. For Strengthening Developing Institutions, the
budget priposes :i;120 million, the same amount as in fiscal year
1979. Briefly now, describe the changes in regulations recently
propose for thi:, program.

Dr. MovE. One change is to have one program instead of two.
Before we had a Basic Progratn and an Advanced Program. We
now have one program. and there will be the opportun it y for
institutions to describe where they are on a continuum of develop-
ment and to indicate what it is they need to move on. how long
they need the money. a the amount they require.
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There is a great deal more flexibility. There is also a different
procedure by which institutions will be declared to be eligible.
Institutions will be measured on two quantitative factors. One is
the average Basic Educational Opportunity Grant award per full-
time equivalent undergraduate student. The other is the average
educational and general expenditure per full-time equivalent un-
dergraduate student.

e reel these two measures help to define what the law means
when it says struggling fbr survival and isolated from the main-
stream. The regulations also provide that institutions which do not
qualifY on the basis of the quantitative factors may indicate to the
Commissioner in a brief narrative why they feel they are strug-
gling and. therefbre, should be declared developing. So, again, flexi-
bility is built into the eligibility process.

We have weighted the criteria by which the institution's eligibil-
ity will be adjudged. Previously we had indicated what criteria we
would look at, but this time we have given weight to those criteria.
Those are three of the major changes.

Mr. NAT('HER. What effect will these changes have on institu-
tions currently participating in the program?

Dr. MoyE. There will be an effect, but it is largely thloretical
because we have also made a change in the final regulations to
allow institutions funded in 1978 to continue to be eligible, that is,
they need not meet the new eligibility criteria to have their propos-
als considered for funding. If we went strictly by the quantitative
factors, the total number of institutions eligible would remain
about the same bat, the mix of institutions would change. Some
institutions which previously had received funds would no longerbe eligible and some which had not previously received funds
would come into the program. But, as I stated, we have waived the
eligibility criteria for institutions that were funded in

Mr. NAMIEH. Will community college participation be affected?
Dr. WYE. By law, community colleges will continue to receive 24

percent of the 'funds.

ItEA1"111()ItIZATION Trrt.F. III

Mr N,vrettle,H. Do you think the Strengthening Developing Insti-
tutions Program should be substantially changed when it comes up
for reauthorization next year?

Pr. Moyt.: The major change that we would consider and recom-mend is a better definition in the law of what a developing institu-tion is We have had to attempt to define these institutions byregulation and we think there may be some advantage to defining
them more clearly in the law.

Mr. NATuutot. For the record, insert your respmise to the find-
ings contained in the recent GAO report on the deeloping institu-
tions program.

[Hie information follows
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DETERMINATION OF EFFORT TO IMPROVE CAPM'ITN.

Mr. N ATCHER. How does your office determine if a developing
institution has made a reasonable effort to improve its overall
academic and administraive capacity'?

Dr. MOVE. This is a new administrative phase of our program.
We have asked for this determination in the new regulations
Previously we have not asked that question. We are reviewing
applications and will begin our monitoring soon. I would have to
defer until we have had a chance to look at the data that we get.
For example, we have asked institutions to indicate to us what
they will do it' their income or enrollments or endowments are
declining. Once we have all that dati in through the application
process we can begin to tell you exactly what the state of the art is.

C(X)PERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM

Mr. NATCHk:R. You are proposing appropriation language for the
Cooperative Education Program. What is the effect of this proposed
language?

Dr. ELLIS. The proposed effect will be ta fund multiyear demon-
stration grants averaging $1 million to 7 major urban institutions.
The purpose is to have the total institution participate in coopera-
tive education. Previously the grants we distributed were small
administration grants that enabled an institution to have program
in one division or department of the university. We believe there
would be much more impact if a major portion of the university
had the cooperative education program. We think thdt if we fund a
few demonstration programs the feasibility of this model can be
tested.

We know that it works but we think that the total institutional
pattern is one that ought to be given more attention. Currently we
are functioning under a $3 million cap for demonstration, research.
and training. The proposed appropriation language will enable us
to fund demonstration projects, research, and training up to an $8
million level.

DEMON:q'RATION PROJ ECTs

Mr. NAT( 'HER. The concept of cooperative education has been
around since about 1906. Why do you need to spend S7 million fiw
denmnstrat ion projects as proposed in the budget?

Dr. Ef.us. Its true that the program has been around since MG.
think the University of Cincinnati had the first program, but for

reasons not totally understandable it has not caught on in the total
university. There are cooperative programs in about 1,000 of our
collegeN and universities today, but there are relatively few that use
the process on a total institutional basis.

We believe we need to support better linkages between education
and work_ The evaluation of' the Cooperative Education Program
shows that the cooperative programs are very successful and that
students can get jobs if they participate in therm The evaluation we
have indicates that cooperative education has some remarkable
benefits. We think we an missing a het it we do not realb; do some
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demonstrations to show what could be realized from this program
if it were tried on a larger basis.

The small dollars we currently award are just not enough to get
the impact we think this program. should have.

Dr. MOVE. To completely convert an institution to cooperat:ve
education requires a great deal more money than most of the
institutions have been able to apply to this process. Our administra-
tion grants certainly would not permit that to happen. In order to
allow institutions the major turnover costs, these larger grants are
needed.

ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF FUNDING

Mr. NATCHER. There is a Fund for the Improvement of Postsecon-
dary Education administered by the Assistant Secretary for Educa-
tion. The budget for 1980 is $14 million. Why shouldn't that office
conduct demonstration projects in cooperative education?

Dr. MOVE. I am afraid I do not know enough about that pro-
gram's funding priorities),o know whether that is feasible. I would
suggest, however that given the projects they already have, they
would need a great deal more money than their own $14 million to
be able to undertake the substantial projects we envision.

Dr. ELLIS. The fund is one of the best administered, one of the
most important programs in HEW. It is a relatively small amount
of money that enables colleges to try innovative practices, but the
fund would be consumed if they tried to pick up the $7 or $8
million out of their total program. It would decimate their ability
to function as a catalyst. They get remarkable results out of that
$14 milliop but they would not if they put more than half of it into
one type of demonstration.

IN('REASE FOR INTERNATR)NAL EDUCATIoN

Mr. NATCHER. For International Education and Foreign Language
Studies the budget request is $22 million. This is an increase of $2
million over last year. With the budget that is presented to the
committee as a tight budget, why can't we get by with $20 million
instead of $22 million?

Dr. ELLIS. Mr. Natcher, I think an honest answer is we could get
by-----

Mr. NATcHER. Thank you.
Dr. Ennis. But I would prefer not to have that be m,- entirt,

answer. With your permission. I would like to expand.
Mr. NATCHER. Go ahead, Doctor.
Dr. Ennis. I am trying to be responsive to your question and also

insure that I do not end up back in Columbus, Ohio, tomorrow
morning. To be absolutely serious, the international events that
are occurring today are just incredible. The signing of the peacetreaty that thrilled us all is only ore indication of the dynamic
interrelationships that exist in our world. We simply have to recog-
nize that, as a people, we depend on the nations throughout the
world, energy throughout the world and unfortunately there are
some awesome gaps of knowledge about these interrelationships inour society.

We have had a statistical summary of how little some of our
students km.w about international events and it is embarrassing.
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One of the additional millions that we are requesting is for what is

termed Cultural Understanding projects. These are school-based

projects where we are working with elementary and secondary
school pupils and trying to find ways to spread successful projects.
The other $1 million increase is for the Fulbright-llays program.

Given the overall concern tii we have for America's place in

the world and the enormous/international issues that exist, this
modest increase f'or international eduction is illustrative of the
high priority we place on ths effort. If we did not believe this
program was of a major priority, we would have' proposed $20
million rather than £22 million. I want to underscore this was
not a decision lightly made, and it represents a priority that is
deeply desired.

COORDINATION will omER AGENCIES

Mr. NATCHER. Dr. Ellis, how does the International Education
Program in your office relate to the international education pro-
gram supported by the State Department?

Dr. Mom We cooperate closely with them. Some of our activi-

ties, for example, are cooperative activities with the International
Communication Agency and the coordination has been quite good.

Mr. NATNIER. Do you still believe as far as the international
program is concerned it should carry out its function in much the
way it is at the present tinw with the present funding?

Dr. ELIAS. I would ask for more money but I think in terms of
administration, yes. it should be carried out in our office.

CLIENTELE To BE SERVED

Mr. NAWHEIt. With the limited budget, why not fOcus your ef-

forts at the postsecondary education level?
Dr. EMIS. In international education?
Mr. NATCHER. Yes.
Dr. ELLIS. We have been, sir, ;Ind ve are fbcusing most of our

efforts it t the university level and we have funded fellowships,
research, doctoral dissertations, area studies, and university bro-
grams. We believe those are still central to the whole process. That
has been our primary thrust.

But you have to address the fact that we have 50 million stu-
dents in our elementary and secondary schools who are still in

many respects not fully' benefitting from this program and we need
o build better linkages between the schools and universities.
We have to build better relationships. These dollars are essential

to insure that we have some elementary and secondary school-
based programs, because a student cannot wait until the university
level before receiving exposure to international programs.

Dr. MuyE I should remind you, Mr. Natcher, that the way in
which we reach the elementary and secondary school student is
through retraining and inservice training of teachers. We are talk-
ing about continuing education fr elementary and secondary
schiml teochers as one of our primary thrusts with the additional
moneN we are requesting for the Cultural Understanding projects.
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INTERNATIONAI. STUDY CENTERS

Mr. NATCHER. Part of the budget request is $5 million for inter-
national studies centers. How long have these centers been funded?

Mr. MEADOR. The first one was funded in 1959 shortly after the
passage of Title VI of the National Defense Education Act, after
the Russians launched Sputnik. We built up to a point of 107
centers at 63 colleges and universities at one stage, and we now
have 80 centers.

Mr. NATCHER. What type of projects are carried out in the cen-ters?
Mr. MEADOR. Let me give you a description of one that we think

reflects the more general kind of study center. This is the Latin
American Study Center at the University of Wisconsin. It is a
systemwide operation that serves the dispersed campuses of the
University of Wisconsin in various cities across that State. They
have a closed-circuit television program to spread the teaching and
understanding of LatiriANerican languages and studies to the
students at both the graduate and undergraduate level. They have
linked up with schools of agriculture, architecture, business, Eng-
lish, law, social work and environmental sciences, and offer joint
degree programs in these subject areas with a focus on Latin
America.

As part of its outreach program, the center does serve as a
resource for elementary and secondary education and for other
higher education institutitons within Wisconsin. The center is particularly interested in Latin American business and has prepared a
handbook for businessmen who wish to do or to improve trade with
Latin America. This is, as I say, a typical Latin-American compre-hensive study center.

Mr. NATCHER. All right

UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY SERVICES AND MNTINUIN(; EDUCATION

Mr. NATCHER. Now the budget proposes to terminate funding for
the U,,iversity Community Services ana Continuing Education Pro-gram. The reason for this, I believe, is because the !)rogram hasproved successful; is that correct?

Dr. ELLts. That is one reason, yes. It has proved successful. Butwe also believe that most universities currentiy loive developed thccapacity to work with their communities. They have a variety ofongoing activities, and 1he Federal presence is no longer requiredto insure that those activities are continued.
Mr. NATCHER. No serious con equences would result?
Mr. ELLIS. We think n tt.
Mr. NATCHER. The program,' are successful and will operate ontheir own without any difficuliy?
Mr. ELLis. We think so.
Mr N AT( 'HER. I have it few additimia I questions which I willsubmit to you.

CONCH 'SION

Mr. N ATCH ER. Dr. Ellis, we want you and Dr Move and the restof you ladies and gentlemen to know that we appreciate yourappearance before 4,ur (1,mmittee at this tinw in behalf or your

6 :
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budget request for Higher and Continuing Education. It has been a
good hearing.

Dr. Ews. Thank you, sir. We appreciate your courtesy.
[The following questions were submitted to be answered for the

record:J

UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY SERVICES AND CONTINUING EDUCATION

Mr. NATCHER. What specific purpose has the University Community Services

Program served over the 13 years of its existence?
Dr. WYE. Since 1965 University Community Services and Continuing Education

projects supported by this program have been a significant force in encouraging
more than 2,000 colleges and universities to direct their resources to i 1 ) the solution

of community problems in their communities; 12) the expansion of continuing educa-

tion programs; and (3) the planning for resource sharing to expand the educational

opportunities for adults in the communities being served. These efforts not only
reduced the severity of the problems they were funded to address and provided

access to postsecondary educations for thousands of adults who were previously

outside the mainstream of higher education, but also provided postsecondary institu-
tions with valuable information for improving their offerings, and, since 1976 for

developing new program formats responsive to the distinct educational needs of new

groups of adult learners.
Mr. NATCHER. For the record. insert 3 examples to illustratk. the success of the

community services programs.
Dr. MOVE. The following three projects are representative of the types of pro-

grams funded through either the State formula grant or discretionary grant author-

ity of Title IA:
A. EdueareSouthern 11ltnoi. Universityt'arbondale.A program for health care

workers who have the least formal trainingbut who spend the most time with
patientsare getting a chance to develop their skills in a one-year Southern Illinois
University-Carbondale pilot program. The program is a series of free two-hour
workshops at downstate hospitals and nursing homes for allied health paraprofes-
sionalsnuAe s aides, dietary aides, housekeeperswho live within a 20 mile
radius. Topics range from death and dying to heart resuscitation; from foot disease
to empathetic listing. It's aimed at continuing health education for non-professional

people who staff hospitals and nursing homes. It upgrades them so they can give
better care.

This State formula grant program commenced last summer with $74,794 in one-
year "seed money" funds from the Illinois Board of Higher Education. Educare had
reached 584 staffers from 56 hospitals and nursing homes by December, 1978.

R. "Technology for Arkansas Cities and Counties' The University of Arkansas-
FayeUeville.--In the fiscal year 1977 Annual Program Perfbrmance Report this
State formula project met its goal of provid;ng technical assistance to local govern-
ment. Local government units were provided assistance o" a diversity of problems.
An evaluation by the State of Arkansas of the impact of ti, project indicates that it
has established a permanent technical assistance network between local communi-
ties and county government, and dev...loped a personnel manual, new accounting
systems. and energy audit methods.

C Mid-Career Cha.ge. An Evaluative Study of Diverse Models of Continuing
Education for Persons Seeking Mid-Career Employment ChangeUniversitv of Cali-
fornia-BerkeleyThis discretionary grant project is directed towm d problems of
employment career mobility and/or job re-entry. In each case it also evaluates the
impact of State-level inanning for continuing education and the impact of communi-
ty level organizations fOrmed to coordinate and promote the availability of such
programs at the point of delivery The project assesses the programs in at least six
community areas where there are indications that the programs may have high
potential for replication or adaptation by postsecondary institutions in other com-
munity areas The last six months of the program will be devoted to a dkseminat ion
configuration designed to expl;an the adaptaimay of programs and encourage their
adoption

STATE POSTSF.r( )!:DARN EDUCA TION (*()NiNIN...owNs

Mr NATCHFR Funding for State 150,asecondary Education Cominksam:-. being
eliminated in your request Can you give us assurance that all State Commis, ions
will continue if F, Ioral support is ahdraw»"
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Dr. Movk. When Federal support became available for State Postsecimdary Educa-
tion Commissions, each State had the option to establish or not to establish such a
Commission. Given this option, 55 such commissions have been established to date.
If Federal support is withdrawn, each State'would again have the option to continue
such a Commission with State support or to abolish it. Since it is a State decision.
we obviously can given no assurances as to what course of action they would elect to
follow It would be our hope and expectation, that their experiences with the State
Commissions would have been such that they would want to see them continued.

(RADUATE PROGRAMS

Mr. NATCHER. For graduate training programs, the budget requeFt is .$16 million.You plan to shift funds from some existing programs to the program tor graduate
and professional education opportunities. What is your general policy with regard tograduate training'?

Dr. MOVE. Acces,..; to graduate and professional schools is the top of the pyramid
that the Federal government has been building in its attempt to improve education-
al opportunities. Many minorities, women and other students are seeking to enter
graduate and professional education. The Graduate an.: Professional Educational
Opportunities Program will provide the impetus for a nationwide talent search toseek out especially qualified students from those groups that have been underrepre-sented and will provide the opportunity for entry into the professiims, industry,
academia and government. This new program represents a major effort on the partof this Administration to increase access to graduate and professional education for
minorities. In conVast to individual efforts in a particular area (such as medicine)this program will provide fellowships for all academic and professional areas inwhich minorities and women are underrepresented and for which there is a nation-al need.

The professional areas of public service and domestic mining, which have beenfunded separately since 5, will be included under the more broadly based Gradu-ate and Professional Educational Opportunities Program to be eligible for support.
Mr. NATCHER Does the Federal government have any responsibility or interest ingraduate training where there are known shortages of trained people?
Dr. WYE. The Federal government has for a long time accepted this responsibili-ty PersOnnel training programs under the National Defense Education Act, theHigher Education Act, the Education Professions Development Act, to name a few,attest to this The Graduate and Professional Educational Opportunities Program.while it is designed in part to address a particular kind of "access- problem, also

addresses manpower needs in the national interest.
Mr. NAV'HER. IS it your contention that we now have an adequate supply oftrained people in public service and domestic mining careers? Do you have specificdata to support your contention')
Dr_ Mom There has not been a recent nationwide sure%. of the need for publicservice managers There are indications, however, that the number of personspreparing for careers in public service 1.4 increasing. A 1975 survey conducted by the

,s'iational Association of Schools of Public Affairs and Administration of' its member-ship showed that I:is programs enrolled 7,11:i full-time and 12,62-is liartaime stu-dents in masters degree programs A similar survey in 1971 showed a total of only12.60f) full and r irt-time students being reported The total nunawr of graduatedegrees awarded in 197.5 was 1,4117 compared with :L11)7 in 1973. There are indications that persons preparing for careers in public service also receive training indisciplines such as business, social work, and public health This makes the deterni Ination of the manpower in public service very difficult and t.stimates based onenrollments and degrees awarded in public affairs and administration somewhatconservat
Regarding the Domestic Mining Fellowships Program according to the Depart

ment of Labor's "Occupational Outlook Mr College Graduates. 197Y, 79 Edition-. theemployment of metallurgical, ma- rig and petroleum engineers is expected to increase faster than the average I r all occupations through the mid-19sn'sJanuary 21, 1979 Wall Street Journal reported that in t surve% of the 21) largestpetroleum engineering schools. the society of Petroleum Engineer, found the schoolsexpect a 3ue; in ase ri the number of bachelor's and master's degrees over thenext two years II is very likely that the marketplace will provide additionalincentive to encourage students to enter mining fields and hiwause of the increaseddemand, mining and minerals industries may he willing to pa-k up a larger slum. ofthe training costs in the future
In -hould be noted that. however . while our lim budget reqw--t d- - mit includefunds for categorical fellowships piograms such AN public seiv ice atui mining fellow
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ships, we are at the same time expanding the Graduate and Professional Education
Opportunities Program. Fellowships under this program may be awarded for train-
ing_in public service and mining.

Mr. NATVHER. What percentage of the students assisted under the graduate and
professional training program are women?

Dr. MOYE. During 1978-1979, the first year of this program, 52 percent of the
students assisted were women.

Mr. NATCHER. What incentive are provided to encourage institutions to partici-
pate in this program?

Dr. MOYE. In addition to the fellowship stipend paid to the student, an institution-
al allowance is paid to the institution for each fellowship to cover tuition and fees.
In addition, the availability of fellowships, in themselves, means that institutions
have the potential for attracting better students to their prograrns. The associated
institutional grant funds, as distinct from the institutional grant funds, also pro-
vides an incentive to institutions to strengthen and develop specific programs of
instruction.

Mr. NATCHER. What percentage of the students that participate in the program
actually receive graduate degrees?

Dr. Mom Since academic year 1978-79 is the first year of this program, none of
the first 352 fellows have actually graduated. We find it encouraging, however, that
only 10 of these students have dropped out of their programs to date. This rate of'
persistence augers well for future degree completion rates.

Mr. NATCHER. The budget shows that 125 institutions participate in the graduate
and professional training program. How do you plan to evaluate projects at these
institutions?

Dr. MM. It is anticipated that approximately 125 institutions will participate in
this program during 1980-81. There are only 55'institutions currently participating
in the program during the 1978-79 academic year.

Funded institutions are and will be evaluated on the basis of site visits by
professional program staff. These inspections will be supplemented by the review
and analysis of written reports required from the grantees.

Ultimately, the success of these funded programs will depend upon the completion
rates of the fellows and the degree to which they are employed in the academic and
professional positions for which they were prepared.

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

Mr. CONTE. You state that a major new thrust is planned for Cooperative Educa-
tion, because you are re-directing the funds that were available last year. In effect,
though, you are level-funding this program at $15 million in a year after there was
9% inflation. Is that your concept of a "major thrust?" Please explain your plans
and the amount to which Cooperative Education programs will be able to expand
this year with present funding.

Dr. MOM For fiscal year 1980. the Cooperative Education Program is proposing a
redirection of program funds to more actively encourage the growth and develop-
ment of cooperative education on college campuses. In this redirection our policies
are responsive to the suggestions of the Congress and the education associations for
strengthening the program We realize, however, the limitations on Federal funds
and the President's desire to control spending; thus, we are proposing this redirec-
tion of the program wit hout requesting additional funding.

The new "major thrust" of this program will be seven large multi-year demonstra.
ton grants which will be awarded to large urban institutions for the purpose of
establishing a comprehensive Co-op program available to students in all fields and
disciplines These awards would average $l million each. In a parallel effort to
strengthen cooperative education, we plan to increase the siw of new awards for
administration to an average of $125,(H)O, and to support only the strongest, most
committed continuation awards (averaging $00.00(0. While the to.al number of
administration awards will be reduced, we feel that larger grants to a smaller
number of institutions will provide a more focused use of program funds, with the
potential for greater strengthening of the cooperative programs at these institu-
tions, without a commitment of additional Federal funds.

Mr CONTE You estimate that you will serve 9(000 Cooperative Education ,t
dents this year. How many students would like to be served" flow many schools
currently have Cooperative Education programs? How many have initiated new
Cooperative Education programs?

Dr MOVE We have no way of (bstimating the number of students who would like
to enroll as Cooperative Educatam students. but who are unable to beemise colleges
do not have on-going programs, or the programs are limited by field eg . only in
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engineering or business administration). As the Applied Management Sciences con.eluded, the potential for expansion is considerable.
The latest annual survey of Co-op programs by the Natienal Commission forCooperative Education lists 992 programs in the U.S. and Canada. with 932 which

are operational, and another 60 in the planning stage. It is impossible. however, tosay how broad these programs are. They may encompass most of a college or only asingle department.
In fiscal year 1978, 1:i2 institutions applied for first-year grants, and 53 wereapproved for funding In fiscal year 1979, about WO institutions applied for first-

t ime grunts, arid we expect to fund 46 or 47.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS FOR STUDENTS FROM DISADVANTAGED BAC KGROUNDS
Mr. CONTE. You state that there are an estimated 494,500 students that are insome way "disadvantaged.- Of these, how many will you serve, and how is thisdetermination made"
Dr. Move. The 494,500 figure is the estimated number of disadvantaged studentsthat we propose to serve in the Special Programs for fiscal year 1950.
The most recent projections by the Bureau of Higher and Continuing Education ofthe potential population eligible to participate in he Special Programs, based lincurrent Census data, are:

47tAtibleProgram:
warerseTalent search

17,394,000Upward Bound
1,150,0011Special services for disadvantaged students 6$0,000Education opportunity centers

1(1,000,000

Total
29,224,00))

Therefore, in fiscal year 1950 we propose to serve 17 percent of the eligiblepopulation. The determination of the number of disadvantaged .students we willserve is based on past experiences and the estinuited cost per participant for eachprogram. With the requested $130 million for the Special Programs, in fiscal year1980, we estimate serving the following number of students in each of the programs:
Special emphasis Upward Bound

2,700Upward Bound
41,430New concept special services.
5,334Special services

135,037Talent search
204,000Educational opportunity centers_
1110,000

Total
. . 49.1,:101

Mr. CoN-re. Despite addition of a new Special Emphasis Ifpward Bound forwhich you request $5 million. there is an overall cut in Upward Bound programs. Inan era when minority unemployment remains high, and when inflation makes iteven harder for disadvantaged youth to go to postsecondary schools, how do youjust ify t his decrease?
Dr Move. While it is true that there is a reduction in the request for the UpwardBound Program, it should be noted that our 19s0 budget includes other new andexpanded requests for programs serving disadvantaged youths. The new BiomedicalSciences Program, for example. serves essentially the same population as theUpward Bound Program
Mr Cot.i.re What kinds of ,alents do you seek out in the "Talent Search-program'
Dr Move A youth. aged 14 through 27, is eligible to receive services whoIs a citiwn or national of the United States, or is in the United States fbr otherthan a temporary purpose, and is. or intends to become a permanent resident. or isa permanent resident of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Island;Is enrolled in or graduated from secondary school and who shows "exceptionalpotential- for success in postsecondary education or.Is a secondary or postsecondary school dropout with a "demonstrated aptitude-tor reentry into and success in secondary or postsecondary educational programs:Is in need of a guidance and counseling to complete or return to secondaryschool. 'hi information and counseling on postsecondary educational opportimines.Ic) assistance in gaining admission ur rvadmission to isaasecondary educationalinst talons. 1(0 ;Issistaticv in applying fOr financial aid. and
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Is of financial or cultural need_
In addition to the above, eligible veterans, can receive services from this program

Mr. Corm.. Your Special Programs for Studentg from Disadvantaged Back-

grounds. often referred to as the TRIO programs. are being cut back to an overall

budget- figure of $110 million from $140 million this year. Won't this meah
tremendous loss of ability to serve those students who need the most service"

Dr. MOYK It is important to note that while the $130 million request is $10

miliion below last year's appropriation, it represents a $15 miilion increase over last

year's request. In fact, over the past three years our requests for tke TRIO programs

have risen from $55 to $130 million. That growth at a time of severe budget

restrictions. I believe, clearly indicates our commitment to the goals of these sup-

port services and our uppreciationof their effectiveness.
The fiscal year 1950 budget request does reflect a reduction in the number of

projects funded under the Special Programs authority by a total of 123 which

results in reducing the total number of students served by 27,70.
It should also be emphasized that this budget item cannot be studied in isolation_

It does. not reflect our total effort to serve disadvantaged youths The budget
includes other new and expanded requests, such as for the new Biomedical Sciences

Program which to a large extent serves the same population.

VETERANS' COST-OF-INVTRUCT1ON PRoGRAM

Mr CoNIE What success at providing good education and career possibilities are

you having with Vietnam era veterans? '
Dr. Mom It is difficult to respond fully since most of the programs to assist

veterans are lodged in the Veterans Administration. The one program we do admin-

iSter, the Veterans' Cost-of-Instruction Program, provides funds to institutions to
encourav them to recruit Vietnam-era veterans and provide them with the counsel-

ing and other services necessary to complete their program of.postsecemdary studies.

Under special educational programs. the VC1P institutions provide tutorial assist-

ance. GED programs, and developmental proglams. Counseling programs are estab-

lished torgiye the veteran the help he may need not only with classroom work bur

also with oth& special problems he may have. Additionally, each veteran receiving

benefits from the Veterans Administration is required to make reasonable pregress
toward completing a program of study approved by the VA.

Mr. CONTE. The number of institutions elibigle to receive funds for veterans
education appears to be declining. Why is this?

Dr. Mem The primary factor in the decline of institutions eligible to receive

Veturans' Cost-of-Instruction payments is the decrease in the number of eligible
veterans. With each passing year since the end of active involvement of the Armed

Forces in Vietnam, the number of eligible veterans has declined. The sevei-e reduc-

tion in the number of undergraduate's receiving veterans education payments hos ii)

turn made it difficult for a large number of higher education institutiems to nmin

tain the enrollments required by the VCIP eligibility formula.
The VC1P formula requires that for an institution to qualify, the number of

undergraduated receiving veterans education benefits must constitute 11 iV of the
number of such students enrolled the previous year or 10r; of the total undergrad
uate enrollment. To continue participation. veterans enrollments roust be main.

tinned at the previe.kus year's level
The May I. 1976 delimiting date which ended the eligibility for veterans educa

tional assistance for post-Korean and early Vietnam era eterans discharged prior

to Jucv 1, Mil. impacted severely on the program The. loss of eligibility meant a
&elide in veterans enrollment fin- institutions and a reduction in the pixil of eligible

veterans to recruit lii response to this problem a 'discounting- provision was
included in the Education Amendments of 1971; in an attempt- to hold. harrolesi.

institutions from the' effect of the delimiting date. An aniemdtne.rit attachi'd to the.

Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Ametithia:nts of 1975 provided for two additional
methods whereby participating institutions could retain to continue in I he.

progr.ein i.%iri with the relaxed eligihility criteria. 141%-en the' dw:ndlin,
number of velerair,. tt.wer institutions are expected to particjp;iti. in Ow progr.oi

IN !Emil TrliAt

.N11- cosi!, Wil.11 I,. the current status of the. te%o !own idiut,i1 crnor,
tins n and Tat

nr Mt .y1.4 -Thy, omit and hoth h.eee been Appr act

of the- prii howl.%..r, a, both in-titlit :Iii till ri t
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process of finalizing plans and specifications needed to proceed with the construc-tion contract bidding

GRADUATE PRMHAMS
Mr CoNTE To provide education opportunities fiir women and minorities you ask$11; million flow many women are currently employed as academics? flow manyminorities? What percentage 'of employment for these two groups is your goal?Dr MOVE. The National Center for Educational Statistics in its 197S edition ofThe Condition of Education reported that in 197fi women compri.ied ahout 24.fipercent of all higher education faculties while minorities comprised less than 3percent Jf the total of 146,0:14 faculty.
Our goal for these two groups would be to increase their representation closer totheir overall propdrtions in the total population. In the case of women this wouldmean increasing their representation on I/Nies closer to 50 percent. and in thecase of minorities closer to 15 percent.

STRENGTHF.NING DEVELOPING INSTITUTIONS !TITLE WI
Mr Co Nit.: Can you provide examples of developing institutions that qualify forgrants" Can you also name a few of the programs,implenwnted through the use ofthese funds"
Dr Mo There are a variety of types of institutions which qualify for grantsunder the Title III program. Specific examples of those funded in 197S and pro-grams impiemented through the use of Title III funds include the Wowing:
lartngslom. College.a private four-year predominantly Black institution in North('arolina, has used Title III funds to develop a Compeehensive Basic Skills Activity.The Basic Skills Activity is designed to improve the reading, writing, speaking andcomputation skills of entering freshman. The college concentrates on the freshmanyear and part of the sophomore year to build cognitive skills in order to strengthenacademic programs and to provide a successful educational experience for low-income and minority students. The Basic Skills Activity has enabled the college toreduce student attrition rates, revise teaching methodologies. revise the generaleducation curriculum requirements, and improve student self concepts.Greensboro Regtonal Consoresurn, includes three private' liberal arts institutions:Greensboro College. Guilford College and Bennett College. The three colleges formedthe consortium in 196x and have sponsored the following types of activities: sharedacademic programs. curriculum development, faculty exchange, evaluation, studentservices, management planning and budgeting, library cooperation. and a jointsummer school_ The consortium has been an effective. arrangement for the threecollige, to operate single programs in Music and Special Education The greatestimpact of Title III funding, however, has been in the area of administrative improvement The National Association of College and University Business Officersmodel for planning and hudgeting has been used on each campus. This has assistedeach college in operating a balanced budget In addition, an analysis of the cost ofinstruction on each campus has assisted in revising curricula and course offerings.Nurth Ikikeitez Shih. Untremh Botttneau livinch involvement with Tale III result-ed from cooperative planning with representative's of the Turtle Mountain Chippe-wa Tribe The group granted authority to implement on-reservation higher eductetam services incorporated by the Tribal Council as the Turtle Mountain College Tocarry out this mandate. the Community College sought a bilateral arrangementwith North Dakota State tfniversit.Bottineau whereby NDSII-Bottineau wouldproyide the services, assisted by Turtle Mountain Community College and financedhy Title Ill 'flip impact of the Turtle Mountain Enrichment Center, which wasestablished as a result of this arrangement has been multiple Ili approximately :iondifferent Indian people who previously had no opportunity for higher educationhove miecessfolly :..ompleted college courses, (21 II unique Indian'Reservat ion-Orient-.raj-leen.: program has been created: (31 a new resource for reservation develop.mem in the form of skilled and credentialled Indian professional educators avada-nie im the reservation on a oa:,to-day basis: and, education programs can operatesuccessfully on the reseritatiun t v being responsive to Indian inputUnder the Advanced Institutm.lid Developimint Program. Anstio Pea% shay OHrrcac. '..'rei'' a fifteen county area in Middle Tennessee and Southern Kentucky.consisting mostly of small, agrariar communities of lowto.middle income familiesOt particular note in its comprehemice program to strengthen the instituilon arenumber ccl career and developmental education programs These include a careerdevel-pment program. a V.in'tI' and professional program. a human SPIVices cater,- program_ and .. deeplopmeniaf proaam Nefoch o,

7 ,
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the number of low-inconw students'selecting pre-professional and career oriented
courses and4o improve basic academic skills. The latter program has been particu
larly suckessrul; it offers individualized study in a laboratory or workshop format.
Student demand for this program has gone far beyond expectations.

Marygrove (Mille. a church-related, independent. 4-year liberal arts colleo in
Detroit. Michigan has used its Title III grant to support a number of activities
including.

Premediod and Predental Studies Program restruilures the batik' Acience and
mathematics courses to meet the needs of increased numbers of minority students
with potential for medical and dental schools;

(21 A Longitudinal Career Prvparalion Program coordinates career.related func-
tions of the college, such as, supervised work experience; faculty involvement in
career planning, placement, and advancement: and coordination of academic and

career planning from initial enrollment through alutnni status:
(3) An Instructional Development Component improves the instructional effective-

nem of the faculty in working with the older student, the under-prepared student.
the minority student, and in relating formal education to the world of work: \

13i The Degrve and 'Major Prvgrams for the Older Students (i)Fnponf,ni addresses

the rapid growth in numbers of older students at the College by implementing
` flexible scheduling. self-design career majors, and assessment of prior learning;

17u 'A:two/mum of Services fin- Underprepared Students develops predictors for
"screening in" students who have the potential for success in postsecondary educa-
tion, and increases the number of low-income and minority students who will be
mainstreamed and who will graduate from college;

The Planning, Management. and Eva luattori. System (PME1 develops long-range
institutional plans in which the global mission of the college is translated into
specific goals, responsibilities, and activities.

INTERNAbONAL EDUCATION

Mr. CoNTK. What are considered to be the "critical foreign lari,guages- to he

emphasized by your International Education *ask Foreign Languale; Studies Pro-
grams? flow was this determination madel

Dr. MoyE. Since the inception of the programs. we have been sensitive to the need

to define critical languages. Because of changes and political, economic, and social
develupments in the world, we heive had to assess periodically the language prior-
ities Mr specific world areas.

The first guidance for the programs was obtained from a 1959 report on the
NATO Study Group on Asian and African Languages which included a list of more
than 79 languages for which trning was needed. Since that time. the Office of'
Education has also convyned sevel-al conferences to obtain new information regard-
ing language needs and resources. The most recent conference was held in 197.1 and

its report, "Material Development Needs in Uncommon1S7 Taught Languages: Prior
ities for the Seventies." serves as our current guide. In addition. the Office of'
Education is currently represented on several task forces and committees such as
the Modern Language Associatam's Task Force on Less Commonly Taught Lan-
guages, which continue to examine the nation's language needs and resources

Over 70 languages are currently retn.esented in OE's International and Area
Studies Programs Thi. following twenty are those fin: which the most Foreign
language and Area Studies Fellowships were awarded in 197s Arabic. Chinese.
Czech. Hausa. Ifindi.Urdu. Hungarian. Indmiesian,Malay, apanese. Persian. Polish.
Portuguese, gum:ha. Russian. Serbo-Croatian, Spanish, Swahili. Telugu. Tibetan.
Tsm.ana. and Twi

Mr CoN-ry Under your fine item on p :043 "Exemplary Pwgrams- you state that
you funded three consortia in fiscal year 1979 for fl million. for this year you will
fund 1 for .4.zi 1 miHfoll How will you this"

Dr Wen.: That fiscal year 1979, q .1 million and fiscal year Hsu. 1 minion
budget authority referred to the entire category of Exemplary Pnigrams. which
includes not only cinasortia hut also graduate and undergraduate programs While
the total number of all Exemplary Program Is decreasing in 19)-4). we will in fact he
funding tutu. (.,ffisort +a at the ',MM average cost as the 1979 consortia

(The just ificat ion of- t he Depart men t fa! lows:
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355

Appropriation Estimate

Higher and Continuing Education

?or carrying out titles (I-A.)
1/

III, VIII, and IX!, and XIII! and

sections 417, 141801/ 420, (705,(11 and 745 (, and 120311/ of the Higher

Education Act; the Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961;

(section 421 of the General Education Provisions Act;)21 and title VI of the

National Defense Education Act t; and the *Alert H. Humphrey Institute of

Public Affairs and the Everett McKinley Dirksen Congressional Leadership

Research Center Assistance Actdi $393,000,000; Provided, That funds contained

in Public Law 95-205 for carrying out section 525 of the Education Amendment%

of 1976 shall remain available for obligation until September 30, 19801
41

,0346,380,000 includirk, not to aroeed S8,000,000 for section 80100 of the

RiAcv Edwation A001

Explanation of Language Changes

1, Reference to Title I-A (University
Community Services and Continuing Education),

Title XI (Law School Clinical Experience), Section 418 (Educational Information

Centers), Section 705 (Continuing
Education Centers), and Section 1203 (Strte

Postsecondary Education Commissions)
is deleted because no request is being

made for these programs.

2/ Reference to Section 421 of the General Education Provisions Act is deleted

because of the proposed elimination
of State Postsecondary Education Commis-

sions.

2/ Reference to the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute and the Everett McKinley Dirksen

Center is deleted because
legislative requirements were fulfilled in the 1979

appropriation.

4/ Reference to the xtension of the
availability of funds for obligation for the

1978 appropriation for the Wayne Morse Chair of Lew and Politics is deleted as

it has been accomplished by
the enactment of the 1979 appropriation. Therefore,

this langulae doss not need to be repeated in subsequell. appropriations.

5/ Reference to a specific amount
for Section 801(b) of the Higher Education Act

is included because the amount requested exceeds the authorized level. This

part authorises research,
training, and demon..*ration grants for Cooperative

Education.
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35 i;

_Language provision

...including not to exceed 88,000,000
for Section 801(b) of the Higher
Education Act.

Explanation

This language is included boom.. the
amount requested for research, training,
and demonstration grants for Cooper.-
tive Education exceeds the authorised
level.
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Amounts Available for Obligation

Appropriation:

1979 1980

Annual
$393,000,000 $346,380,000

Permanent
2 700 000 2 700 000

Subtotal, adjusted appropriation 395,700,000 349,030,000

Recovery of prior year obligations
70,000 1M O. 1M

Dtobligated balance, start of year .. 3,345,000 1,469,000

Utobligated balance, end of year -1,469_000 ...

Total obligations
. 397,646,000 350,549,000

Summary of Changes

1979 Estimated budget authority
$395,700,000

1930 Estimated budget authority
349 080 000

Net change
-46,620,000

Increases:
Program:
1. Interratiooal education and foreign

language studies: center: . fellow-

ships and researchto increase the

number of projects designed to
sharpen the awareness of elementary

and secondary students and the

general public about world inter-

dependence

2. International education and foreign

language studies: fellowships,

group projects and research abroad--

to increase the number of projects
wtich foster international academic
exchange end mutual understanding .

3. Graduate/professional educational
opportunitiesto increase the
number of fellowships in order to
expand opportunities for qual,fied

women and minorities

4. Special programs for the disadvantaged:
Special amphaais upward bound--to
initiate 25 Projects targeted on
increasing the number of disadvantage4

high schaol students who preparr fur

careers in engineering, chemiNtr!..

1979 Base Change from Ease

$17.000,000 +$ 1,000,000

3,000.000 + 1,000.000

8.0o0.000 + 7,00n,ann

7
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1979 Base Change from Base

physics, etc. Illis new program
partially offsets the proposed
decrease in the traditional
Upward bound progrms

+ 5,000,000

5. Special programs for the disadvantaged:
New concept special servicesto
initiate 34 protects focused on increas-
ing the number of disadvantaged students
who graduate from college and pursue a
wider range of postgraduate study. ibis
new program partially offsets the pro-
posed decrease in the traditional Special
services program

+ 5 000 000

Total increases
+ 19,000,000

Decreases:
A. Built-in:

1. Veterans cost of instruciion--mo
maintain a constant level of support
per eligible veteran. Reduction in
overall cost is a result of the
decline in the eligible veteran
enrollment

19,000,000 - 4,620,000

B. Program:
I. Special programs for the disadvan-

taged--to fund only the most promising
and e:,ective projects, reductions
are proposed to the traditional
Upward bound and Special Services
projects. These reductions are
partially offset by the proposed initia-
tion of two new priorities within this
program: Special emphasis upward bound
and New concept special services 116,000,000 - 20,000,000

2. Educational information centers--to
terminate the program since it
duplicates services offered through
several Office of Education programa.... 3,000,000 - 3.000,000

3, University community services and
continuing educationto terminate the
program since support for these acct.
vities is a State and local, not a
Federal responsioility.. 16,000,000 - 16,000,000

4, State postmecondary education commis-
siona--to terminate the program since
comprehensive planning is a State, not
a Federal responsibility

. 3,500,000 - 3,500,000
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1979 Base Change from Base

5. Public service grants and fellowships.-
to terminate the program since there
appeire to be an adequate supply of
qualified people to fill public
service jobs 4,000,000 - 4,000,000

6. Mining fellowships--to terminate the
program since the attractiveness and
financial rewards of careers in
mining end mineral fuel conservation
are sufficient stimulus to encourage
students to enter these fields 4,500,000 - 4,500,000

7. Law school clinical experience-- to
terminate the program since clinical
legal education has been amply demon-
strated by private groups,and institu-
tions now have the responsibility to
support these types of programs 2,000,000 - 2,000,000

8. Continuing education centers--to terminate
funding since further demonstration of
this concept is no longer necessary as
about 50 continuing education centers are
already in existence and operating
throughout the country 500,00" - 500,010

9. Hubert Humphrey Institute--to
liminate this program since further
funding for this program is not

authorised 5,000,000 - 5,000.000

10. Everett McKinley Dirksen Center--to
eliminate this program since further
funding for this program is not

authorised 2,500,000 - 2,500,000

Total decreases - 65,620,000

Nat change
- 46,620,000

7
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Budget Authority by Activity

t
1979

Estimate
1980

Estimate
Increase or

Decrease
1. Student Services:

a. Special programs for the

b.
disadvantaged
Veterans' cost of

$140,000,000 $130,000,000 -$10,000,000

c.

instruction

Educational information
19,000,000 14,380,000 - 4.620,000

centers 3 000 000 - 3,000,000

Subtotal 162,000,000 144,380,000 - 17,620,000

2. Program Development:
a. Strengtheninl developing

institutions
120,000,000 120,000,000 -.-b.

c.
Cooperativ education
International education and
foreign language studies:

15,000,000 15,000,000

(1) Centers, fellowships
and research 17,000,000 18,000,000 + 1,000,000(2) Fellowships, group
projects and research

d.

abroad
University community
serVices and continuing

3,000,000 4,000,000 + 1,000,000

education 16,000,000 - 16,000,000P. State postsecondary
education commissions 3,500,000 - 3,500,000I. Aid to landmgrant colleges 2,700,000 2,100,000

Subtotal
177,200,000 159,700,000 - 17,500,000

3. Graduate support:
a. Graduate/professional

b.
educational opportunities
Legal training for the

8,000,000 15,000,000 + 7,000,000

c.
disadvantaged
Public service grants and

1.000,000 1,000,000 ---

fellowships 4,000,000 - 4,000,000d.

e.
Mining fellowships
Law school clinical

4,500,000 - 4,500,000

experience 2,000,000 - 2,000_,000

Subtotal
19,500,000 16.000,000 - 3,500,000

4. Construction:
a. Interest subsidy grants 29,000,000 29,000,000 ---(Obligations) (30,468,000) (30,469,000) (+ 1,000)b. Continuing education centers_ 500,000 --- . 500,000

Subtotal 24,500.000 29,000,000 - 500,000(Obligations) (30,968,000) (30,469,000) (- 499,000)

8
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1979

Estimate

1980

Estimate

Increase or
Decrease

5. Special Endowments:

a. Wayne moree Chair of Law and

Politics
(Obligations)

b. Hubert Humphrey Institute
c. Everett Dirkeen Center

Subtotal
(Obligations)

---
( $ 478,000)

5,000,000
2,500,000

7,500,000
( 7,978,000)

Total budget authority.... 395,700,000

(Obligations) (397,646,000)

- - -

---

(-$ 478,000)
- 5,000,000

- 2,500000

- 7,500,000
(- 7,978,000)

349,080,000 -46,620,000

350,549,000)(-47,097,000)

Budget Authority by Object

1979

Estimate

1980
Estimate

Incrk:se or

Dectlase

Grants. subsidies, and contributions...

Total budget authority
by object
(Obligations)

$ 395,700,000 $ 149,080,000 -46,620,000

395,700,000 349,080,000 -46,620,000

(397,646,000) (350,549,000)(-47,097,000)

7
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Significant Items in House and Senate
Appropriations Committees Reports

Item

1979 House Repolt

RenovationAtants

I. The Committee directed the Secretary
to submit a report to it, by necem-
ber 31, 1978, providing estimates of
the costs involved in removing archi-
tectural barriers for handicapped
persons in federally assisted pro-
grams. Such estimates should in-
clude all institutions affected by
Section 504, not Just educational
systems.

1979 Senate Report

Renoval(22_Arrints

I. The Committee directed the Secretary
to submit a report to it, by Novem-
ber 30, 1978, providing more spec i
tic data about the financial needs
for compliance with Section 504
regulations for all recipients of
HEW funds. The data should include
estimated costs. definitions of
accessibility. and procedures to he
followed in awarding any funds that
might he appropriated for this
program.

7 i o

Action taken or to be taken

1. No studies have been contracted to
assess the costs associated with
compliance with Section 504. .0ne
of the studies will develop cost
estimates involved in removing
architectural barriers for handi-
capped persons in all HEW-tunded
programs. The other study which
focuses exclusively nn higher edu-
cation will produce more sr.cific
data on the institutional Lost of
making structurel and othet
required changes. Because of the
time involved in colle.ti..e. :11e,e
data, final results will not be
available until April or May of
1979. The findings will be
provided to the Committee as soon
as they become available.

I. The determination of costs required
by Section 504 requires many months
of design, contracting, and field
work with hundreds of institutions.
Although design work was initiated
in 1977, the final results of the
two HEW studios to assess the
cost of compliance with Section
504 will tint be available until
April nr May ot 1979. One study
will provide estimates ot the cost
of achieving program accessibility
among all HEW-funded programs.
The other study will provide more
detailed data on the cost to
institutions of higher education
of making structural and other
required changes. The findings
will he provided to the Committee
as soon as they become available.
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Authorizing Legislation

1979 1980

Amount 1979 Amount 1980

Authorised Estimate Authorised Estimate

Higher and Continuing Education:
1. Student services:

a. Special programs for the
disadvantaged (REA,
Section 417) 1/ $200,000,000 $140,000,000 $200,000,000 $130,000,000

b. Veterans' cost of
instruction (HEA,
Section 420) 1/ Indefinite 19,000,000 /ndefinite 14,380,000

c. Educational information
centers (KEA, Section
418) 1/ 40,000,000 3,000,000 40,000,000

2. Progrsm development:
a. Strengthening developing

institutions (REA,
Title III) 1/ 120,000,000 120,000,000 120,000,000 120,000,000

b. Cooperative education 2/ 2/
(4Ea, Title VIII) 28,000,000- 15,000,000 28,000,000- 15,000,000

c. International education
and foreign language
studies:
(1) Centers, fellowships

and research
(Rational Defense
Education Act, Title
VI)1/ 75,000,000 17,000,000 75,000,000 18.000,000

(2) Fellowships, group
projects and research
abroad (Mutual Educa-
tional and Cultural
Exchange Act of 1961). Indefinite 3.000,000 Indefinite 4.000,000

d. Universxty community
services and continuing
education (HEA, Title I.
Part A) 1/ . 40,000,000 16,000,000 40.000,000

e. State postsecondary
education commissions
(REA, Sections 1202 and

3/ 3/
1203) 1/ Indetinite- 3,500,000 Indefinite-

f. Aid to land-grant colleges
(Second Morrill Act) 2,700,000 2,700,000 2,700,000 2,700,000

- - -

3. Graduate support:
a. Graduate/professional educe.

tional opportunitiea. (HEA,
4/ 4/

Title IX, Parts A end 8)1/ 50,000,000- ,000,000 50,000,000- 15,000,000

b. Legal training for the
disadvantaged (HEA,
Title IX, Section 966) 1/ Indefinite 1,000,000 Indefinite 1,000,000

c. Public service grants
and fellowships (REA,
Title IX, Parte A and 5/ 5/

C) 1/ 50,000.000- 4,000,000 '.0,000.000-

7ii
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1979 1980
Amount 1979 Amount 1980

Authorized Eetimate Authorised Estimate

4.

5.

d. Mining fellowehips
(HEA, Title IE,
Section 961) 1/

e. Lew school clinical
experience (UZA.
Title XI) 1/

Construction:
a. Interest subsidy grante

(TEA, Title V//, Part C.
Section 745) 7/

b. Continuing education
centers (REA, Title VII,
Part A, Section 705) 1/

Special ndowments:
a. Hubert Humphrey

Institute Cg.H,H,

and E.M.D. Assist.
ance Act, Section 4(a))

b. Everett Dirksen Center
(H.H.H. and S:M.D.
Assistance Act, Section
4(b))

6Indefinit/e- $4,500,000

$7,500,000 2,000,000

Indefinite 29,000,000

Indefintte 500,000

8/5,000,000- 5,000,000

9/
2,500,000- 2,500,000

6/
Ludefinite-

$7,500,000

Indefinite

Indefinite

,
$29,000,000

MI NOM

OP.M

Unfunded authorizations:

Lifelong learning (HEA, Title
I, Part II) 11 40,000,000

Service learning centers (HEA.
Title TV, Subpart 4, Section
4175, Subsection (5)) 1/ 10/ 10/

MO OD. 40,000,000

Payments to institutions of
higher education (HEA,
Title IV. Subpart 6, Section
419) 1/ Indefinite

Grants for construction,
reconstruction, and renove-
tion of undergraudate academic
facilities (REA. Title V//,
Part A) I/

Assistance in major disaster
areas (HEA. Title VII,
Part D) 1/ Imiefinite

Establishment and expension
of community colleges: (1)

Statewide plans (HEA. Title X,
Section 1001) 1/ and (2) Expan- 15,700.000
aion (HEA, Title X, Section
10111 1/ 150,000.000 - - -

Indefinite

11/

Indefinite

15.700,000

150,000,000

-

..10
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1979 1979

/uocum t 1979 Amount 1980

Authorkzed Estimate Authorised Estimate

College teacher Sallow-
ships (lWA. Title IX.

Part 11) 1/ Indefinite Indefinite

Interstate cooperative
postsecondary education
protects (IIA. Section 1201.
Suhs.ction (c)) 1/ $2,0,'0 000 $2,000,000

rotal flA..(bs

Total AA Mains! Deft.
Ate AothoriestIon....

=M.

195,700,000 5349,080,000

-115,200.1100
$)00,700,000)

1
Mt.. teahorization for 'In.,. v, ..remb exptreA svptember 30, 1979. Section 414

of the General gducation
Ait xtends the authorisation for one

year.

2/ Includes $3.000,000 for grants and contracts for demonstration, training,

and research. Appropriation language proposed to in:rease this limitation to

58,000,000 for fiscal year 1.480.

J- ladefinite authorization 1..r Section 1202 and Subsecti.o (a) and 00 of

Section 1203.

4/ 350.000.000 for grants to institutions . plus such sums as nec aaaaa y for up cu

7,500 fellowships.

5/ $50,000.000 for grants 170 institutions. plus such sums as neces2ary for up

to 500 fellowships.

ol Such sums as necessary for iLp to 500 fellowships.

7/ Although the authority to make new awards under this program expires ih

fiscal year 1979, payments on prior year obligations are mandatory until the

loans are ratired.
Total authorization is $5,000,000.
Total authorization is $2.500,000.

15/ Grants shall not be made to programs authorized under filause (5) of Subsecti,n

(b) in anyfiscal year in which the amount appropriated for carrying out this

Subpart I. les. than $70,331.000.

11' e300,000.000 is the combined authorization
for parts A Auld F.

7,
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Higher and Continuing Education

Budget
Estimate

1/ Rouse SenateYear to Congreast Allowance Allowance Appropriation
1970 $ 81.000,000 $t2o,rp00m0 $125,000,000 $109,171,000
1971 89,850,000 135,000,000 145,000,000 130,450,000
1972 154,150,000 135,000,000 154,000,000 153,821,000
1973 150,800,000 135,000,000 250,000,000 221,179.00d
1974 214,608,000 250,608,000 277,108,000 252,360,000
1975 201,831,000 237,581.00U 221,931,000 229,581,000
1976 199,081,000 226,831.000 232.831.000 231,581,000
Transition

' Quarter ---
i

f
1977 231,881,000 246,550,000 252,250,0110 249,400.000
1978 249,131,000 266,250,000 281,750,000 338,500,000
1979 371,500,000 390.000,000 394,000,000 393,000,000
1980 146,380,000

1/ Excludes $2,700,000
permanent apprttpriation for land-grant colleges under theSecond Morrill Act.
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Justification:

Higher and Continuing Education

1979

Estimate

1980

Estimate

Increase or
Decrease

I. Student Services:

a. Special programs for the

b.

disadvantaged
Veterans' coat of

$140,000,000 $130,000,000 -$10,000,000

c.

instruction
Educational information

19,000,000 14,380,000 - 4,620,000

centers 3,000,000 3_,00gj000

Subtotal 162.0o0'N0 144,380,000 - 17,620,000

2, Program Development:
a. Strengthening developing

institutions 120,000,000 120,000,000

b.

c.

Cooperative education
International education and
foreign language studies:

15.000,000 15.000,000 ---

(1) Centers. fellowship.
and research 17,000,000 18,000,000 1,0001,000

(2) Fellowships, group
projects and research

d.

abroad
University community
services and continuing

3.000,000 4.000,000 * 1,000,000

e.

education
State postsecondary

16.000,000 - 16,000,000

education commissions 3,500,000 - 3,500,000

f. Aid to land-grant colleges 2 700 C.10

Subtotal 177,200,000 159,700,000 - 17,500.000

3, Graduate Support:
a. Graduate/professional

b.

educational opportunities....
Legal training for the

8.000,000 15,000,000 4 7,000,000

c.

disadvantaged
Public service grants and

1,000,000 1,000,000

fellowships 4,000,000 - 4,000,000

d.

a.

Mining fellowshirs
Law school clinical

4.500,000 - 4.500,000

experience ....... .

2,900 000 000

suhtpral... 19.500,000 1,, 000,000 - 3,500,000

4. CJnstruction!
a. Interest subsidy grantn .

29,000,000 29,000,000

b. Continuing d,.rat!c... renters. .._500,000 _ .500,090

Subtotal. 29,500,000 29,000.000 - 500,000

S. Special Endowmvnts:
a. Hubert Humphrey Institote... 3.000,000 - 5.000,000

b. Everett Dirkseo Center .. 2.4590290
2,_500000

Subtotal... 7.500,000 -- - 7,500,000

Total ',udget a-thority . 345,700.000 34'1,080,000 - 46,620.000
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General Statement

The removal of financial barriers
to postsecondary education is insufficient byitself to guarantee equal educational opportunity because other factor., such asmotivation and skills and institutional

characteristics, also influence the oppor-tunities available to various individuals and groups in society to obtain post-secondary education. In order to address factors other than
financial limltations,

programs under Higher and Continuing Education ere supported ma part of the Federal
mission to expend access to quality education. The programs provide funds to both
institutions al.d individuals with the intent of complementing the Federal studentfinancial assistance programs.

Special Programs for the Disadvantaged are designed to expand access opportunities
for disadvantaged students by preparing and encouraging them to enroll in post-
secondary education programs. These programs also encourage retention of disad-vantaged postsecondary students through tutoring, counseling, and other supportiveservices that will assist them in successfully completing their postsecondary
education, Two new programs addressing the dial needs of accems and retention areproposed for 1980. New Concept Special Services is focused on increasing the number
of disadvantaged student. who grach.ate from college and enter postgraduate school.Special Emphasis Upward Bound is targeted an increasing the number of disadvantagedhigh school students who prepare for careers in the physical sciences. The lastprogram complements a new program, Biomedical

lciences, proposed for funding under
the Special Projects and Training Account to identify disadvantaged students at the
secondary level interested in entering the biomedical fields and o assist them inentering college to pursue such courses of study.

In order to assist colleges end universities
to recruit Vietnam4..era veterans and

meet their special educational needs. the Veterans' Cost of Instniction program
will maintain s constant level of support per eligible veteran. the reduction,.in
funding is a result of the decline in the number ut eligible veterans to be served.

In recognition of the laLk of access in the past to graduate and professional
education for minorities and women. the Graduate/Professional Educational Opportu-
nities program provides fellowships to help students from these groups prepare forcareers in where they are underrepresented. In:addition, this program
provides grints to institutions to support recr retention, and placement
services for fellowship reLipients Another program tocusing on career development
is Legal training for the Disadvantaged which

provides ',001 fellowships to guarantee
access and support activities designed to improve rhe retention of disadvantaged
students training for the legal profession.

i'rengthening Drvelopitg Institu'io-ts program provides lel support t.
improve the financial management el,:d t!.. educational qualif.. to a segment of the
higher educational commnitv has lo, 4 dtvoted itselt to meetilg tLe special
needs of disadvantaged and minority st :1imadvantaged sttide:;ts frequently
find the supporting soVironmetits t!.ese .tions a prerequisite to their
muccessf..I completion at a ,ollegiate ptogram.

l' addi.io- '0 .ese prograrui .s. to, s providi-g sflipporive services 'o
dfsadva,taged it lefs. . - I 1.' s.pporf tor pr,4ra-s 4esi:.ne4

04,at:o 'al I-5*i' tevel-p rt.! ,xpa education prov.rm-stor all s'..der;..
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To incrsame institutional commitment to participation in cooperative citzation

and to make it available to all tudents who can benefit from it, a .'!r new

ehruot im proposed for the Cooperative Education program Which provides tudente

with the opportunity to gain work experience relatid, am far practicable, to

their academic or career objectives.
Comprehensive demonstration grant. Will he

awarded to large, urban institutions to plan, develop. and expand institution-wide

cooperative education program. and to develop otruc.cural linkages between institu-

tions of higher education and a variety of employers in business, industry, and

public service.

The International Educetion and Foreign Language Studies program will expand its

efforts to increame the awareness of the American public and students about

international concern., as well as increase ito commitment to foster international

academic exchange and mutual understanding.
Support will be continued for those

activities which strengthen teaching, research, and dismamination in modern foreign

languages, area studies, and international affairs.

The Interest Subsidy Grants program will continue to pay interest subsidies on

commercial loans for construction projects approved in prior years.

The permanent appropriation for the Aid to Land-Grant Colleges program will continue

to provide funda to those eligible States and territories which allot grant. to

institutions of higher education to support instruction in agriculture anct the

mechanic arts.

No funds are requeeted for Public service and Mining Fellowships because the high

interest exhibited by the general population in these career areas has eliminated

the need for further Federal stimulatioh. Funds are not requested for University

Community Services and Continuing Education or for State Postsecondary Education

Commiosions because the activities oupported by these programs are primarily

a State and local remponsibility. Furthermore, no request for funds are made f.r

Educational Information Centers which duplicate services offered by other Office

of Education programs or the Lew School Clinical Experience program which supports

a concept that has been amply demonstrated by private groups and remains an institu-

tional responsibility to implement.

A total request of $349 million for Higher and Continging Education is proposed for

1980 in order to help bring high quality postsecondary education within the re. o

of ll Americans.
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1. Student Services: a. Special Programs for the Disadvantaged

(Higher Education Act, Title IV, Section 417)

1979 Estimate

Budget
Pos. Authority

50 $140,000,000

1980

Authorization
Budget

Poi, Authority
Increase or
DeLrease

$200,000,000 58 $130,000,000 -$10,000,000

Uspose and method ot operations

To encourage and assist low-income youths who have potential to enter, continue, or
resume postsecondary educational activities, grants are awarded to institutions for
programs whichi a) identify qualified youths of financial or cultural need with
exceptional potential for postsecondary educational training and encourage them to
complete secondary school so they might undertake postsecondary educational training;h) conduit a preparatory program directed toward young people from low-income back-grounds with inadequate academic preparation at the secondaif school level, O. orderto generate the skills and motivation necessary for success in postsecondary educa-
tion; ) provide remedial and other supportive services for postsecondary students
with academic potent,41 who are disadvantaged hecause of their educational, cultural,
oi Pronomi, nackgroands or who are physi,ally handicapped; d) provide an information
servi.e con.:erning financial and academic assistance available for po4tsecondary
edocati e.. These activities support the access eftorts of federal Studer.; assist-
wife programs.

Their are discretionary forward funded grant programs, In national competition,
proposals are submitted by institutions ot postsecondary educatIon, combinations ofsuch institutions, publi- aod private agencies and organizat,ons (Including
scholarly and professional asiociations), and, in ex optional cases, secondary aodpostse,onlary vocational s. hoots. A panel ot outside consultants reviews proposalsand makes recommendations tor tunding to the c.ommissioner. In addition, contracts
for training prulects to provide piofessional

development ,,ctivities tor staff and
leadership personnel worklug in pr,le.ts funded through programs for students from
disadvantaged baLkgr-nod, At, awatdrd on the basis ot national competition.

1480 budget policy

To provide seyviLes that to. us npoo eqoalization ol educational opportunities
for an estimated 10.16,50u students trim

di,adva-taged backgrounds, including those
ot titian, 141, edt,AtinnAl And .ulioral nevd, those with physical handicaps, and
those of limited Engltsh-speaking ability, Slh) million is requested for tiscal
year 1980, Although SIO mtIlIon below tlw 1479 approprtation, the 1980 request
represent, a SI') million itorel,e ahove thy 1't7q regoest and retleits a funding
level of $45 mtlItan, or 51 per.ent, above the 1977 Appropriation. BeLanse ot thisre.eot dramati gr.,e1., the pt-gram ;, to ahs-rh a rP410.fillil In fliglding a, it
srvIt, to strngthen ette.tIve anl tund new priorities while terminating
)1..04 prop,ts. De tea-,es in t..v4Ing 1vvei, to apploximately tht. 1978
levv: Are pt,p for tiu :pc..4r0 Agld spe. lal progriee"Thp,p tions, however, are pAtAr! IllS the 1980 req,est for tuhd, ft
tw., new pli,ritle;: Special Emphasis ipwatd hoc:n.1 profe Is and t&w tother.pe, 1.11 vs pr. ie I S.

)4' i
4

prole is targeted on tdentilyicig apd .iponiaging
th,se disadvantaged htgh school

students who will thrn pqrsne .arper, in engInvvling, ,liemistry, physics, etcA total of $S mlill cc 41;0 I, iv1,,sto,i t.. lelli It, 14 Nuw 'spec lal riCIch,s
prole, ts designed 14 itp rease the -1,11).Pr

disadvantaged students who gr4daate
from ,c,Ilegp and arv 1,,alittod p 4 wl.ier tang., lo.,t-graduato s1 4dy.

7
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In addition, the 1980 -equest proposes leyel funding tor Talent Sewl(h, Edo(ational

Opp.rtunities C!enters, and Institutional Statt Training.

1. Speciai Emphasis Upward Bound: A total ot 25 new protents will be lunded to

identity and encourage alyroximately 2,200 sele..ted disadvantaged secondary

s.hool students to prepare for those careers tn the phy,lial st iences whete

they ate 1.nderrepresented. These prop.n ts pi.vtde intensitied work in %, lento.

maihemati.s and communication skills during the 4(adeftlft- year, and spev id:

summer residential programs emphasizing a pirti.ular ientitic dis.ipline, to

prepare studentii tor postsecondary %tudy. Tho tonowl.g table shows the

distribution ut tund% tor this activity:

1478 A.tual

Fed( f 41 dot tar,

Number ,1 st adent s

! ..st per study it

Num,er (1 prod"(
(.0.d per pro je(

1979 Estimate 1480 Estimall

$5,000,010
2,700
1,825

2"

$ 200,0ou

ykward.nandi In tis.al year 1180, the rpward hound program will (ontinue t

Stre,s u.. s., Ls prov(ding i tivIf les 4a!h develap motivation and the a(ader.1-

1trui per,or,ti sk I I s DC, wo. try 1,, prepare .(t lidera s ii, pursue hug Usst ill 1 y -

se. undirv "(location. A reduction in the number ot prolects supported will he

4,-omplished by funding unly the most prvml%ing and successful project,. 11.v

f1Iuwi,g ta!ile ,hows the distribution ot hinds tor this .htivity!

1E178 \ t 1,174 Lstimate 1480 Astimar.

I. e feral (I il hits $ iii,111(,!..4,: 10.1 01100,000 $',1,000,0
N.Iml or ..t it lakirmIt s :d,),t,!. , 04, `) )1 41,4 I!.

( ((st per st .dent S 1,211 $ 1,211 $

Nmritl.' I" . I pro 1, ' 18, 4h7

... p. 1 pr i le, I $ I i 1 , 700 5 1 Int ,ttoo !1",700

iI I n .f U I. : : I. - It., . r . I Ii ddid. ,dvin:
gradgate from ...liege and enter a wider range ot graduate and protessiooa!

hi., 1,, 14 New ton((lit lipe( tat tiervi es pr(i)e(t% providing broader and more

imprehew.ive support servi ( e, wi I I 1u ,!ipp,rted a n 1480. Pro ;Pi t empha,1%

..!( lod I exist 1 ng st udew e, ava 1 1 ahl e to di sadvant aged st % .

tunic 04m1 ler c lent at 1,n t a. ad"mi ro(pit rumeni s, more ext en,ive . 411,f

Uxpl'rat n I., III( lqi,i t ed has i sk a 1 1, rk in .- "n. mat herr4i I ,, tin d

At ademi ,r 1 LfInuf.t pragt im, ut 11171,4; t ac alt membei is 1,1,

ei-del s, a, A yd egr it ed 4. 4d.-M1 dr.! ( 1 g,1 dan. e and ,,,,, se 1 lug

The,e W le f Wi 11 I-- ,1 1.44- I ril hg uxi andi f 110 t I -him T ''intl.
r ,rt-w 1. 1,111 - vr (r, f

Ir

' t 1 ( .! 11 :la-. : i ( (1 t .4 . ft 01. u.. !

1%

! . !

s
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4. Special Service* for the Disadvantaged: This program focuses on postsecondary
students with educational, cultural,

or economic need, those with physical
handicaps, and those of limited Englishspeaking ability who need remedial andsupportive services to enable them to complete successfully a program of postsecondary education. In 1980, a reduction in the number of projects supported
will be accomplished by targeting funds on the most effective and committedprograms. The following table shows the distribution of funds for thisactivityt

Federal dollars
Number of students

1978 Actual, 1979 Estimate 1980 Estimate

$45,265,540
138,851

$55,000,000
168,711

$45,000,000

138,037Cost per student $ 326 $ 326 $ 326Number of projects 487 589 484Cost per project $ 93,000 $ 93,000 $ 93,000
5. Talent Search: Emphasizing access for youths in gaining a postsecondaryeducation, the Talent Search program will continue in fiscal year 1980 at the1979 funding level to identify and encourage qualified students with financialor cultural need to enroll in

postsecondary programs, by providing counselingservices which offer information
about educational career options and availablestudent financial assistance. Projects will be encouraged to contact studentst an earlier sgs and to provide
earlier academic counseling with a view tostudents being prepared for a broader choice of postsecondary opportunities.The following table shows the distribution of funds for this activity:

1978 Actual 1979 Estimate 1980 Estimate

Federal dollars $12,454,602 $15,300,000 $15,300,000Number of students 166,061 204,000 204,000Cost per student $ 75 $ 75 $ 75Number of projects 131 160 160Cost per project $ 95,000 $ 95,600 $ 95,600
6. Educational Opportunity Centers: Offtring both access and retention activities,Educational Opportunity Centers will continue in fiscal year 1980 at the 1979level to provide counseling andlinformation

services to prospective students
prior to postsecondary enrollmept,and

tutoring services for students duringpostsecondary enrollment. In 11980, increased emphasis will be placed onserving the adult learner. Tbe following table shows the distribution offunds for this activity:

Federal dollars
Number of students

1978 Acitual 1979 Estimate 1980 Estimate

$5,246,316
83,275

$6,300,000
100,000

$6,300,000
100,000Cost per student $ 63 $ 63 $ 63Number of projects 22 27 27

, . t per project $ 238,000 $ 2 )1,000 $ 2 ;1,0

1. Institutional Staff Traintne: To increase the effectiveness of programoperations, the 1980 request continues to support Staff Training Institutes.These institutes provide
professional development activities designed to helpproject staff increase their skills and effectiveness as teachers, counselors,and academic advisors for disadvantaged students.

1978 Actual 1979 Estimate 1980 Estimate

Federal dollars $2,000,000 $2,400,000 $2,400,000Number of participants 1,600 2,000 2,000Number of contracts
1

1
1

7 2 )
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I. Student Services: b. Veterans' Cost of Instruction

(Higher Education Act, Title IV, Section 420)

1979 Estimate 1980

Budget Budget Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorization Pos. Authority Decrease

13 $19,000,000 Indefinite.. 13 $14,380,000 -$4,620,000

Purpose and method of.operations

To encourage colleges and universities to serve the special educational needs of

Vietnam-era veterans, with emphasis upon the educationally disadvantaged, grants

to postsecondary institutions are,awarded to carry out special programs. Payments

are based on the number of veterans receiving vocational rehabilitation assistance

or veterans' educational assistance for undergraduate study, and the number of

veterans who have participated in special predischarge or remedial programs. The

institution, in return, must establish and maintain a full-time office of veterans'

affairs to provide counseling and tutorial services, outreach and recruitment

activities, and special programs for educationally disadvantaged veterans. Intsti.

tutions with 2,500 or fewer students are required only to establish a full-time

office of veterans' affairs and provide recruitment and counseling services.

To enter the program, institutions must have a minimum of 25 enrolled veterans.

An institution entering the program must also show that its veteran enrollment

represents 110 percent of the previous year's veteran enrollment or that its veteran

enrollment constitutes ten percent of the total number of undergraduates at the

institution. To remain eligible to participate in the program, an institution must

maintain its veteran enrollment at 100 percent of the previous year's enrollment.

On May 31, 1976, post-Korea veterans lost their eligibility for educational

benefita under the C.I. Bill. The Education Amendments of 1976 allowed these

institutioni to subtract the number ut veterans affected by this termination of

eligibility fioe their previous required enrollment figure, thus allowing more

institutions to maintain eligibility in the program. An amendment attached to the

Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Amendments of 1978 provided for two additional

methods whereby participating institutions can retain eligibility to continue

in the program. The first method uses a ratio criterion which allows an institu-

tion tc be eligible if the decline in its veteran enrollment, from its first year

in the program to the present, Is no more than the national average of decline

over the same period. If an institution fails to become eligible under this first

method, it may be declared eligible upon the Commissioner's determination that the

institution is making reasonable efforts to reeruit, enroll, and provide necessary

services to veterans. Ibis determination is based on evidence presented by the

institution and takes into consideration the extent to which the institution falls

short of the ratio criterion used in the first method.

At full funding, the Llatitutio, wwild be "entitled" to a payment of $300 for each

undergraduate veteran enrolled full time, and to a bonus payment of $150 for each
full-time enrolled veteran who has been the recipient of certain benefits designed
to assist the educationally disadvantaged veteran. niese "entitlements" are

prorated down to the levels of funds appropriated. nue program is forward funded;

that is, funds appropriated in one fiscal year snpport services to veterans during

the next academic year. Proprietary institutions and schoola of religion may not

participate in the program.

74"
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37 4
1980 budget policy

To continue the policy of
encouraging institutions to assist veterans to enrolland graduate from postsecondary

institutions, grants will be awarded to all eligibleinstitutionm.

In fiscal year 1980, an estimated
1,050 institutions enrolling 280,000 veteransare expected to perticipata receiving

a payment of approximately $50 per eligibleveteran, the same as estimated for 1979.
This compares with 1,075 eligible insti*,tutions enrolling 331,000 vecerans who will participate in the program in fiscalyear 1979.

1979 Estimate 1980 Estimate

Number of enrolled veterans
reported for qualifications
and payment

331,000 280,000

Number of institutions
1,075 1,050

While a constant level of support per student is mainrained, the overall coat isreduced in fiscal year 1980 below the prior year by $4.620 million. This cost reduc-tion is due to declining eligible
veteran enrollment. With each passing year sincethe end of active involvement

of the Armed Forces in Vietnam, the number of veterenowith education benefits is reduced and the number of enrolled eligible -sterans hascontinued to decline. Therefore, the ability of institutions to remain eligible forthis program also has declined. Even with the recently enazted relaxed eligibilitycriteria, fewer institutions are expected to participate in the program.
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3 "I 5

I. Student Services; c. Educational information Lenten.

(Higher Education Act. Title IV, Part A, Subpart 5)

1979 Estimate
1980

Budget
Budget Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorization Pos. Authority Decrease

$3.000,000 $40,000,000
-$3,000,000

Purpose and method of operations

To plan, establish, and operate provide educational information, guid-

ance, counseling, and referral servi or all individuals including residents

of rural areas, thim program provides grants to States. An Educational Information

Center is an institution or agency, or combination of institutions or agencies.

organized to provide services to population in geographical area which Will

afford all permons living within the area reasonable access to the services of the

Center. Services include providing information about postsecondary education and

training programs and procedures and requirements for applying and gaining accept-

ance to such program.; providing information about Federal. State, and other

financial assimtance; offering
competency-based learning opportunities; and pro-

viding remedial or tutorial service, designed to prepare persons for postsecondary

education opportunities or training programs.

Grants covering up to two thirds of project costs are made to States who have

submitted plane which have been approved by the Commissioner. Funding is then

allocated to each participating State in an amount which bears the same ratio to

the appropriation am the population of that State bears to the total population

of all States receiving grants under the program. However, mubject to the

availability of funds, no State receives less than $50.000. This program is

forward funded.

1980 budget policy.

No funds are requested for this program for fiscal year 1980 since Educational

Information Center. offer basically the same services provided by number of

other Office of Education programs. For example, within TRIO: Talent Search

provide. information on existing forms of student financial aid; Educational Oppor-

tunity Center. provide information on financial and academic assistance, as well

as guidance and counseling services; end Special Services for Disadvantaged Students

provide guidance and counseling to students to help them continue their postsecondary

education. In addition, institutions receiving funds appropriated under the Student

Assistance Account to support Work-Study, Supplemental Educational Opportunity

Crents, and National Direct Student Loan programs may use portion of these funds

to disseminate information on available educational programs and student financial

assistance. Further, States receive grants to publicize and train staff in student

financial msmistance and there is an administrative set-aside within the Student

Amsistance Account which includes funds for Office of Education sponsored training

of student financial aid officers and the distribution of materials about student

financial aid.

In ftscal year lq7q. the $3,000.000 appropriatio: provides grants ot at least

$50,000 to All States submitting approveA plans. An estimated 50 of Ole 57 eligible

jurisdictions are expected to apply for a.i receive grants.

7 ,
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376
2. Program Development: a. Strengthening Developing Institutions

(Nigher Educe:Ion Act, Title III)

1979 Estimate
Budget

PDX. Allthotitl

1980

Authorisation
Budget Increase or

PUSI Authority Decrease
93 $10,00o,0o0 $120,000,000 53 $120,000,000

Purpose and method of operations

To strengthen academic
programa, administrative and management capabilities. studentservices, and fiscal operations of

institutions which have the desire and thepotential to make substantial contribution to the higher education resources ofthe Nation but which are struggling tor survival and are isolated from the maincurrents of academic life,
discretionary grants are authorised. The program goalis to provide supplemental
financial assistance that will assist developinginstitutions to initiate or expand activities which

move them toward a greaterparticipation tn the mainstream
of American higher education so that they might, onthe basis of an education of good quality,

reasonably compete for students andexternal financial resources. Awards focus on efforts
to improve the quality ofcurriculum, faculty development,

student services
administration, fiscal capabilityand other general areas (4 institutional

operations in administration and manage-ment. Of the total amount
appropriated, 76 percent is for institutions

awardingbachelor's degrees ("tour-year
institutions") and 24 percent is for institutionsawarding less than the

bachelor's degree ("two-year
institutions").

Institutions may participate either as dirett grantees or as members of consortia.To be eligible, they must 1) be an institution
ot higher education; 2) have beehin existence, with some exceptions, for at least five years prior to the year ofapplication for assistance; 3) be accredited or making reasonable progress towardaccreditation; 41 be struggling

for survival and
isolated from the main currentsof academic life defined by such tattors

as high proportions of
low-income students,have limited

program otterings, and face
financial limitations which restrict boththy expansion of services and the improvement of institutional

quality; S) possessthe desire and potenttsl to make a substantial
and distinctive contribution to thehigher ducational resources of the Nation:

b) have made a
reasonable effort in thethree preceding years to improve its overall

academic and administrative
capacityand to improve the quality of irs administrative and

instructional staff and itastudent services through
concrete steps; and 7) be designated by the Commissionerof Education as a "developing institution"

and thus eligible to compete for thesediscretionary funds.

The general requirement that institutions must have existed for five consecutiveyears before the year of the application tor funds may be waived in the case of aninstitution located on or near an Indian reservation or substantial Indianpopulation, or tor three of the five years fur an institution
which serves asignificant Spanish-speaking population.

To improve service to grantee institutions,
new Propo Rules tor the Strengthei-ing Developing Institutions

program, published November 2, 1978, combine the Basicand Advanced components into ri single program. This change makes possible a singleApplication form; commonality
in monitoring, evaluating,

and reporting; uniform-egram administration: and more flexible funding for grantee
institutions.

Institutions tirst must s4mit an application
for designation As a developinginstitution. There are two main factors used to determine eligibility. One factor

is the Basic
Educational Opportunity

',rant (Rem) dollars awarded per full-time
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31.141

eqaivalent undergraduate student. A total ut two hundred points are awarded for

this factor. The higher the average BEUG award, the higher the number of points

awarded. The second tartor is Ow educational and general expenditure per lull-

time equivalent undergraduate student. Up to one hundred points are awarded fo

this fattor. The higher this expenditure, the lower the number ot points awarded.

An institution is designated as a developing institution it it receives a sum o.

17; or more points on these two scale.. It 11, estimated that 1,(XX)

1 ipproximately one-third ot ail two-and tour-year .ulleges) will be eligible to

apply tor a grant.

Al.er being approved as 4 devel.psng instft.tion, she -"liege may then sohmtt ii

at-p L I, et ton for funds tn net tonal compet It ton. 1hree t yves r s are tn.,le
t'asostgh cooperat ve arr ingementst 11 one-year awards ( subject to a maximum ot two
rersewa Iss to ref ine tnst ttot tonal mission and goals and to develop long-range plans

t--r as isles,' ing as asiemic goals and to Strengthen institutional management, or both;

grants ,fla t t hr.se years' ristrat tots to soppot t the development and short -t erm
implementat ion of any ot those 4, t lvii Ies thu i lar it v inst it ut tonal goals, Improve
(min tstrat tve -services end f hire f management , promot e fatuity development , st rengthen

stadent rv Ps, improve the t or r irsilstm, and ,levelop I nnnvat as ademIt programs;

asel gratst s sp to live years' doret inn iii sopport Implementat ion of long-range
pr..gra... improve en Inst trot ion titan , la( I y and t st rengt hen s management .

;too, ,iti ii Hee year grants are awarded out ot a single 'ear appropriat ton.

Aplil i .it 1:ms ire reviewed by pro( esslona I insitI tent s selec test f Tom the as ...femis

t sr their exiwrt knowledge ot problems and needs of eveloping t net It .1-

t ions, App I 1, at tons are evaluates) against publ ished, weighted funding criteria in

term, ,t ,4IIty (1,10 point 1. Those appl ti it ion; s...ts h rei eiye a tnininlint ..1

it tnt s ,re cvi ,ited t prgt in? .,t4t1 tga lost weighted program priorit les (list
poi-st s Funding -fet t s tons are di st r l'est esi as 1 irditig t .s t ank otder ont I I wets are

t . oblIgat ed

' s :HT t.. 1.1 I f suet this prgt trn, t I 98,1

.4 I .ii tpproxlmat e 1 y tn Award.. I ?is! -it Ast it mit t1 -II,
sett pl timing gt in: s, averaging $ -stylus). el II to- ...pport ed tr. I'M() r permit t hos..

, t elf t. t orient 1.flg-i4ttge pl tit to develop t 'wing .15,1 it V.

t .1 -,t ti,t ,p ii three v *. r s dor it iii,, t.Illg11.44 ire `..,t)(111

SI , it 1 I t-e 4,44 Her! t s t ot loss% spport rho .11.vt.,. 0:14-tot rti.1 .1. rt

erm i fl5 : ',mew et t.tt .tt t I ..-tt thit Lit 11%, in...II-01-mi! g-,11.,
f-ni r.i r iv.- -..t,/ .11 I I s, .1 I -nau , -.1. hg' iii .io-I,-tl .1 v t. , I

gr fi!. !., 1.,tt Is .1, t. 1-it t.tn 1°11

f. 1.. I) $ ), I, I will J..* 1. t ,.t I ). . f -Ip -I ,t it of

ss-a'.,--,. I., I ne I t ,{r tr, Iv ! t - In t it ,11.-o

t te,:yt! ,11

- " t ,.t I it I tri. it 1. 1., 1.11
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Supplemental Fact Sheet

Strengthening Developing Institutions

regulations:
Basic program (one-year grants)

No. of two-year institutions
B.A.

No. of four-year institutions
B.A

Subtotal, awards
Subtotal

1978

82
$ 12,480,000

160
$ 39,520,000

242
$ 52,000,000

1979 1980
Old

Advarned program (up to ftve-year
grants)

No. ot two-year institutions
B.A.

No. of four-year institutions
1.A.

Subtotal, awards
Subtotal

Total awards
Total B.A.

New regulations:

One year planning grants
Average cost

Short-term implementatton grants
up tv three years

Range ot awards

B.A.

Long-term implementation grants up to
five years

Range of awards

Total awards
Total B.A.

19

$ 16,320,000

39
$ 511680,000

5A

$ 68,000,000

300

$120,000,000

50

40,000
$ 2,000,000

210
$100,000 to
$ 1,000,000
$ 93,000,000

20

$250,000 to
$ h0000mo
1.?..5,99999P

300
$120,000,000

70

40,000
$ 2,800,000

190
$100,000 to
$ 1,000,000

$

40

$250,000 to
$ 3,000,000
$ 40,000,000

300

$120,000,000
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2. Program Development: b. Cooperative Education
(Higher Education A.t, Title 3/111)

1979 Estimate 1980

Budget Budget

Pos. Authority Authorization Pos. Authotiri_

9 $15,000,000 $28,000,000 14 W,000,000

In( r vi-.e
Der rea

Purpose and method ot operations

To help fnstirutions of postsecondary edu.ation plan, establish, txpand, or art..
out cooperative edutatton programs, discretionary grants are awarded to institutioG.
tor provams developed in iooperation with business, indwirry, and nonproiir
organizations. The program, provide alternating periods ut acadernf. ;tudy and
pohlt or private employment oftering students the opportunity to gain work
experiel... related, AS Ili- as pra.ticahle, to Oelr carper oh;orive..
In addition, support tor training in the alminfstratfon ot t000erativ educatioh
programs, for research direttiy related to the improvement of such programs, and f

protects demonstrating or exploring the teastuilitv or value ot innovative methods
ot .00perative education ts authorized.

Salaries tor students employed under the prugram may not he paid from this sai.
No institution may receive Federal support for administration gre-mts tor mure rlho
rive years. The Federal share of expenses is mandated by law on a de.lining
..hedulp ot 100 pertent the first year, 90 per.ent the scnond year, 80 per.eot tf,
third year, 60 pertent the fourth yeir, and 30 percent the fifth year. Grantee.,
intl,diog those supported on a continuing basis, must compete tor awards annually
in oarional .ompe.",-o. A panr1 nt educators and to-op employers from hwitness.
Industry, and nonprutit agen.les reviews appli.atioos and makes retommendatiuos r

the fommtssioner for tundIng or re,e,tion. This program of graor. or ..udra.ts I

torward-t,nded.

.q8° 02,,f! P"II

!f;:44 I.:Apthet tbe 4f;,n 4nd woik, 4 mawr hew thrs-.t I pi 1, '

t ! ti year 148,1 t 1. ease lost I t -it 1,0141 °nun: t own, t o oopet ve ,

4,1 t It 4v4II.O.:, to all .todents who -in hunutIt tr,m It. -.eve,. demonsti 1

I r. gtsio averaging wi I I t..- .twarled t largo ..t t,./11 I r 1..1...
r these dettluit rat ion r wl I I be xpended vel

,r.ier t pr.,v I fist it nt. ,,, .t 1. I eot t plan, develop, a1,4 xpIiid ,t,,{e
S ale, est !tot I ,. it ptnerarns. It is exp.:, t h.st t

, ,,r ds. pt I yr vtiti .1r ;

t I e ... v 110. v I ug t l n t tat .1 i I

' I ' I *. .,, VI ts .111 I t. .. I r cl..
. i I :i . het :b.t .t ; . 1,1 higher r..I lll,IV

tr.C. : b .. s'. ! . ! ., pohl i e lo .1 king- ,
, t It rWui 1 .

a' . ' . I : :

t ,1 .. . .111 I $rt 11: I .... ,t g
I I :III': . I 1%4'1 1.!.. .1 ,rf 1.1.. pr.: r . . c.
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Pi addition, the fiscal year 1980 request will fund:

24 larger, new administration grants averaging $125,000 to newly
participetine institutions to plan and establish cooperative
education ,Toerama aCross several departments and to develop
linkage': with high school programs;

72 continuation administration grants averaging $60,000 to the atrongeSt
and ton.t committed institutions;

eight projects averaling $50,000 to provide training to help faculty and
administrators undertake the new, expanded co-op initiatives and to
disseminate information about innovative ideas end practices;

two research projects totaling $250,000 to study effective strategies
for developing appropriate and ongoing work-related educational
experiences in urban areas and to evaluate the long-range benefits of
cooperar,ve education for students in a variety of careers.

in begin the transition to the larger grants pr000sed for fiscal year 1980, the
$15,000,000 fiscal year 1979 appropriation will fu,nd:

three large grants averaging $500,000 using the demonstration authnrity
for the first time, in order to provide a trial run for the large three-
year projects planned for 1980;

35 larger, new administration grants averaging $50,000:

170 continuation administration grants averaging $60,000 to those
institutions showing the strongest commitment to cooperative education.
In 1979, an estimated 50 institutions will exhaust their eligibility to
participate in the program

four research projects totaling $300,000 to collect and disseminate
information on successful cooperative education programa' practices
and models that could be incorpo.ated into the demonstration pr.,jocts
planned for 1980;

16 training projects totalit,g $1,200,000 to provide co-op directors,
faculty, and business people throughout the rountry with information on
how to expand co-op programs to serve incieasing numbers of students.
The recently completed evaluaticn of the :ooperative Education program
showed that cooperative education becomes cost beneficial when the
number of students exceeds 200 per institution. Currently the maiortty
of co-op programs are small, with only 200,000 students throughout the
country participating.
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Supplemental Fact Sheet

Cooperative Education

1978 1979 1980

Administration projects;

New awards 51 35 24

Average award $43,000 $50,000 $125,000

Cost $2,205,000 $1,750,000 $3,000,000

Continuing awards 244 120 72

Average award $47 000 $60,000 $60,000
Cost $11,488,000 $10,250,000 $4,350,000

Total
Awards 295 205 96

Subtotal $13,693,000 $12,000,000 $1, .000

Demonstration projects:

New awards 3 7

Average award $500,000 $1,000,000
Subtotal $1,500,000 $7,000,000

Researth projects:

New awards h 4 2

Average award $5i,ouo $75,000 $425,000
Subtotal 5410,00n $100.000 $250,000

Training project,.:

New rawards lh 16 8

A-erage award $62,000 $75,000 550,000
Subtotal 1$4m7,000

.

u.2o0,000 $'. In OM

Tot4' 4ddrdq / :'8 III
Iot4! K.A. $1',,00.0o0 W,,400,000 $

Outp,ir

F 1-lat ed nel of

pArf l Ipdt
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2. Program Development: c. International Education and Foreign Language Studies
(1) Cedters, Fellowships and Research
(National Defense Echication Act, Title VI)

1979 Estimate 1980
Budget Budget Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorization Pos. Authority Decrease

1/
16 $17,000,000 $75,000,000 16 $18.000,000 +$)<000,000

I/ Authorization for this program expired in 1979; budget assumes ona.year
extension.

Purpose and metnod of operations

To strengthen American educational institutions' teaching, research, and distiemins.
tion activities in modern foreign languages, area studies, and international
interdependence; and to stimulate locally designed educational progrems to increase
the understanding of students and the general public in the United States &bout
the cultures, actions, and policies of other nations, programs of grants and
contracts art prov ded.

Applicoitions for grants and contracts under these programs are received from insti-
tutions of higher education, State and local education agencies, nonprofit education
organizations. professional associations, educational consortia, organizations of
teachers, and individual researchers. All new proposals are reviewed by panels of
outside consultants who make recommendations to the Office of Education, which makes
the final selection. This program is forward funded and some awards exceed 12
months.

1980 budget policy

To expand the important new cultural understanding program launched in fiscal year
1979 under the authority of Sectior. 603, particularly for elementary and secondary
and citizen education, and to initiate intensive summer training programs in key
non-Westo.n languages for specialists in area studies, $18,000,000 is sought. This
policy bull address the increasing importance of international affairs, critical
foreign languages and world developments in economic and political interdependence.

Centers: Eighty awards for continuation of international studies centers, initially
funded in 1979, will be supported in 1980 at level funding of $8,000,000. This
program provides grants to higher education institutions, or consortia of such
institutions, to establish and operate centers focusing on one world region or on
general worldwide topics such as food, energy, population, etc. Up to 20 percent
of awards will support centers with a primary focus other then foreign language and
area studies and up to 20 percent of all awards will support undergraduate centers.

Number of centers:

1979 Estimate 1980 Estimate

New. 80
Continuation 80

Average coat:
New ........ . . $ 100,000
Continuation $ 100,000

Total BA:
New $8,000,000
Continuatiwi.

$8,000,000
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Fellowships: About BOO academic year foreign language and area studies fellowships

(the same as in 1979) will be supported. In addition, 300 intensive summer language

training fellowships will be funded at a total cost ,f $300,000. These fellowships,

which are awarded to American students, will be targeted on those disciplines and

world areas in which there is a critical shortage of trained personnel. The fields

vary by world area.

1979 Estimate 1980 Estimate

Foreign language/area fellowships:

Number of swards
800 800

Average cost $ 5,700 $ 5,700

Subtotal
$4,600,000 84.600.000

Intensive summer language training

fellowships:
Number of awards
Average cost
Subto:al

Total '

-

$4,600,000

300

$ 1,000
$300,000

$4,400,000

Exemplary programs: This program supports the revision and updating of curricula,

the development of additional faculty expertise, and improvement of resources for

international studies. Projects focus on developing international and comparative

components in course offerings and new methods of teaching international studies.

New starts will be at the undergraduate level. Graduate programs will be completed

at the end of fiscal year
1979, as responsibilities for this activity are essumed

by the international studies centers.
One new consortium and three continuing

consortia will also be funded. The table below shows the distribution of funds for

this activity:

Graduate programs:

1979 Estimate 1980 Estimate

Continuing
7

Average cost
$ 43,000

Subtotal
$300,000

Undergraduate programs:
New

10 10

Continuing
15 10

Total awards
25 20

Average cost:
New

$ 40,000 $ 40,000

Continuing $ 35,000 $ 40,000

Subtotal .
$900,000 $800,000

,."..bneortiat

New 3 1

Continuing --- 3

Total awards 3 4

Average cost $ 70,000 $ 70,000

Subtotal $ 200,000 1 300,000

rotal BA 11,400,000 $1,100,000
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Research: $1,000,000 will be earmarked in 1979 and 1980 for providing 33 research
grants to institutions of higher education, organisations, and individuala. Under
the general term research, a nuMber of important concerns will be addressed. Funds
will be used to develop specialised materials to improve the teaching of foreign
languages and related world area studies at all educationallevels and to develop
more effective teaching methods, as well as to underWrite studies and surveys on
the needs and priorities in international studies.

1979 Estimate 1980 Estimate

Number of awards
Average cost

BA

0.6 33
$ 30,000

$1,000,000

33
$ 30,000'

$1,000,000

Cultural Undermtandini Projects (Section 603): To focus attention on the importance
of incorporating international and comparative dimensions into elementary and
secondary education and to stimulate community dialogue on issues of intervational
significance, $3,000,000 is requested to fund the cultural understanding program.
Projects will be supported to identify innovative approaches to increasing cultural
understanding of the policies and actions of other nations as they impact the
United States.

Comprehensive projects will be supported, ranging in size from $100,000 to $400,000
apiece. In addition, schot,lbased outreach projects will be supported. Vas
represents.an increase of $1,000,000 in this program over 1479. Funds under this
program provide assistance for such activities as inservice training of teachers
and other educational personnel, compilation of existing information and resources
about other nations in forms useful to educational p rams, and dissemination of
information and resources, upon request, to educato a a educational officials.
rinds may support programs at all levels of education, a well as programs conducted
as part of community, adult, and continuing education programs. Any public or
private agency or organization or consortia of such groups 13 eligible to apply for
funds.

'nr,vative approaches which might be investigated in 1980 include: 1) specialst.mse. courses to prepare elementary and
secondary teachers to utilize a comparativrapproach to teaching and to peovide them with the tools and sensitivity to incorporatemulticultural material into their regular courses; 2) consortia involving profs..

sional and community organizations in the preparation for and organization of forumsand other activities to engage citizens in discussing issues of worldwide concern;3) awareness workshops for education
administrators, education association repro-eentatives, school board members, public officials, end civic association represents-tives on the importance and feasibility

of incorporating an international and multi-cultural focus into elementary, secondary, and adult education curricula; and 4)school-based outreach projects. These activities can also provide important links tooths OE supported activities, such as magnet schools, ethnic heritage studieb,h is-al education, tc.
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In 1414, emphasis will Include identification of promising sch6ol-based programs

which illustrate successful ways to incorporate international dimensions into the

regular school offerings. Selected schools could utilize grants to extend those

approaches and to provide technical assistance to other schools. Additional efforts

could focus on teacher training, community-based public dialogue, and assistance to

State departments of education. Comprehensive cultural awareness proiects will

also be supported in 197:).

Total 8 A

1474 Estimate 1080 Estimate

$2,000,000 $3,000,000

7,3,?
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2. Program Devolopmalt: c. /nternational Educe tion and Foreign Language Studios
(2) Fellowships, Croup Projects, and Research Abroad
(Mutual Educational and Cultural Exch4nge A..t, Section 102(b)(6))

1979 Estimate 1W10
Budget Budget Increase or

ps. Autholity Auturisation Pos. Authority Decrease

8 $3,000,000 Indefinite 8 $4,000,000 +$1,000,000

Purpose and method of o orations

To strenathon the capability of American education in those foreign languages,
arcs studies, and global iasues alere there is greatest need to improve American
understanding, individual fellowships and group projects are funded, To provide
research and training opportunities abroad, support is provided for fellowehips
for faculty and doctoral dissertation research; group projects for research,
training, curriculum development, and special bilateral projects between the
United States and other ccventries. ni addition, currice.4m consultont services

' foreign educators are supported cc. improvo international and LotPrcultural
dlcation. in United States schools, colleges, and universities.

Granti art provided on a competitive basis to institutions of higher education,
individual researchers, State and local education agencies, and nonprofit educa-
tional organizations. /opened of witside consultants reco. mends approval of
applications. Awarde for doctoral dissertation research generally cover 18 months
or longer.

1980 budget policy

To fosL'r better understanding of world interdependence and to promote advanced
study in foreign langte.ge and area studies, a total of $4,000,000 I. requested in
fiscal year 1980. This will support 240 individual and group projects for-720
participants. This is an increase from 189 projects for 524 participants at a
total of $3,000,000 in fiscal year 1979.

Croup projects sbroad: Twenty.two group projects abroad involving 440 elementary,
sonondery, and college teachers, prospective teachers, and administrators will bo
supported. Included are projects such as advanced, intenlive language training
programs in such critical languages as Chinese, Japanese, Russian, and Indonesian,
end curriculum development projects to enable faculty to levelop or acquire resource
material for incorporation into curricula of their home institution.

1979 Estimate 1980 Estimate

No, of projects 15 22
Average cost per project S 57.500 S 57,500
Total cost $884,000 $1,219,000
No. of participants 305 450
Average no, of=participants per
project 20 20

Average .at per participant... ... $ 2,836 5 2.83n
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Faculty research *broad: App-oximately 65 faculty fellowthips will be awarded to

iustitutions of higher education to provide opportunities for research and study in

modern foreigr languages, area studies, international affairs, and global inter-

dependence. This program i designed to help universities and colleges strengthen

their programs of international tudies in two ways: 1) by4slping key faculty

members remain current in their specialties, and 2) by assi ing inetitutions in

updating curriculum and in improving teaching methods and materials.

1979 Estimate 1980 Estimate

No. of fellowships
47 65

Average cost
$ 10,200 $ 10,200

Total cost
$479,000 $663,000

Doctoral dissertation researat abroad: A total of 130 dactor s dissertation fellow-

ships will be awarded to institutions of higher educatIon to provide opportunities

for advanced graduate students to ngage in full-time dissortation lwsearch abroad

in ren' rn foreign languages, arta studies, and iuternational affairs, arid global

into -pandence. This program is designed to help prospective teachers and scholars

develop research knowledge and capability in world areas not widely included in

American curricula.
1979 Estimate 1980 Estimate

No. of fellowships
110 130

Average cost $ 12,000 $ 12,000

Total cost
$1,320,000 $1,560,000

Foreign curriculum consultants: Twenty curriculum consultants from other countries

will be brought to United States institutions of higher education an school systema

to twilit in ths development of international tudis curriculum, the avaluation of

library holdings, and the planning of acquisitions in foreign language and area

studies. Thescconsultant services are directed toward improving or adding a

non-Western European studies component in secondarT education and undergraduate

college curricula. This is a cost-sharing program. /n fiscal year 1978, the

Federal share will increase from 12.6 percent
to 14.5 percent in order to encourage

higher quality applicatiQns.

1979 Estimate 1980 Estimate

Nu. of fellowships
15 20

Average coat $ 12.600 $ 14,500

Total cost
$189,000 $290,000

Spacial bilateral projects: Three s..cLial bilateral projects will be supported to

foster international academic exchange
through short-term institutes for language

Leachers and curriculum developers.
Agreements with Italy and Israel were luitfatvd

in prior years. These programs are designed to improve the United States capacity

foe teaching the languages nd cultures of those countries with which agreements

are finalized.

197.92stimate_ 1980 Estimate

No. of pro.lects
2

Average cost per proiect $ 59,000 $ 56,000

fotil cost
$118.CW $168,000,

No. of participants 47 65

Average no. of participants per

prolect
2i 21

Average cost per participant $ 2.511 $ 2,585

11,! 4
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Administrative support services to the DepartmeL of State: Funds will be used
for professional upport ervices by the binational commissions and United Suites
embassies to grantees under this program. They act as surrogates for the
United States Office of Education by providing administrative support and
assistance to the United Stites fellows studying

abroad under this program.

1979 EstlmaLe 1980 Estimate

Support services 530,000 $40,000
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2. Program Development: d. University Community Services and Continuing

Education
(Higher Education Act, Title I, Part A)

1979 Estimate 1980

Budget Budget Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorization Pos. Authority Decrease

9 $16,000,000 $40,000,000 9 -$16,000,000

Purpose and method of operations

To strengthen the community service programs of colleges and universities, and to

support the expansion of continuing education programs of colleges and univer-

sities, this program provides for grants to states and institutions of higher

education.

At least 90 percent of the appropriation supports a State formula grant program

which is administered by designated State agencies,each of which develops a State

plan, establishes priorities among problem areas and is responsbile for reviewing

and aperoving institutional proposals for support. This State share is awarded

on the basis of the proportion of a State's population to the national population.

One third of total program costs in each nate must be met from non-Federal funds.

Special experimental and demonstration projects are authorised by Section 106

which provides that up to ten percent of the appropriation is available to the

Commissioner of Education to carry out projects designed to seek solutions to

national and regional problems relating to technological and social change and

environmental pollution. Priorities ere determined annually by the Commissioner in

consultation with the National Advisory Council on Extension and Continuing Educa-

tion. Grants or contracts are awarded to institutions by the Office of Education,

after proposals solicited in national competition have been reviewed by a panel of

outside experts. Grants or contracts are awarded for one year.

In addition, the Commissioner is authorized to reserve no more then ten percent

of the amount appropriated for State formula grants in excess of $14,500,000 for

the purpose of technical assistance to the States and institutions of higher

education. Funds reserved for technical assistance are used to provide a national

diffusion network to help assure that effective programs are known among States

and institutions, to assist with the improvement of planning and evaluation proce

dures, to provide information about the changing
enrollment patterns in post-

secondary institutions and to provide assistance to States and institutions in

their efforts to understand .hese changing patterns and to accommodate them.

In fiscal year 1979, the program will encourage States to consider three priority

aaaaa ao they revise their State plans fc.r the State formula grant program. These

priority areas are: 1) increasing the involvement of parents of children receiving

Federal support in programs for the disadvantaged or the handicapped in order to

increase their effectiveness by strengthening the school-home linkage; 2) assisting

older Americans to gain a better understanding of the range of existing social

services available to them, as well as encouraging the expansion and relevance

of these services through building of linkages between educational and social

service insriturionshigencies; end 3) assisting the handicapped adult population to

become aware of and participate in the local services available to them. A total of

$14,250,000 will be distributed to the States
which, in turn, will support projects

serving an estimated 400.000 edults st approximately 700 participating colleges

and universities,
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Twelve new and ten continuation discretionary proiects totaling $1,600,000 also
*rill be supported in 1979. The program will encourage potential applicants to
consider submitting proposals that would focus on the development of methods and
strategies to meet the needs of parents of disadvantaged and handicapped children.
older Americana, and handicapped adults.

The $150,000 available for technical assistance in 1979 will be used to assist
interested States in incorporating the three priority areas into their State
plans, t work with institutions of higher education which have special capabil-
/tie. to address the concerns in the priority areas, and to disseminate informa-
tion to States and institutiqns about successful

protects and practices that
could be adopted to serve the needs of these adult populations.

1980 budget policy

Over the past 13 years. more than $163 million in Federal support has been
provided to promote the evailahility and application of higher education resources
to solving a wide range of community problems. Most institutions of higher educa-
tion now have established some form of working relationship with, and assistance
to, the communities thsy urve. Moat States and institutions are now able io
continue such services ut the incentive of Federal assistance. Consequently.no funds are requested . this program in fiscal year 1980.
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2. Program Development: . State Postsecondary Education Commies Ons
(fligher Education Act, Sections 1202 and 1203)

1979 Estimate 1980

Budget Budget Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorization Pos. Authority Decrease

3 $3,500,000 Indefinite 3 -$3,500,000

Purpose and method of operations

To encourage development of comprehensive tatewide planning for postsecondary

education and to support state administration of certain Federal programs, grants

are awarded to designated State Commissions. In addition to comprehensive state-

wide plannin 11, State Commissions may be designated by the State to administer the

University Community Service, And Continuing Education program, the Undergraduate

Equipment Grant program, and/or the Grants for Construction of Undergraduate

Academic Facilities program. In States where these agencies are not designated

to administer the latter two programs, they are administered by the State Higher

Education Facilities Commission.

Section 1202 requires the stablishment of State Poutsecondary Education Connie-

*ions if a State desire. to participate in the comprehensive planning grants

program authorized under Section 1203. Determination of 1202 Commismion eligibility

for receipt of planning funds is based upon a review by the Commissioner of data

submitted by the State indicfting that the Commission meets the requirements of

Section 1202, including a letter. signed by the Governor, explaining how the member-

ship of the State Commimmion meet. the
"representative" requirements of Section 1202;

en indication of the State's choice of how to establish a 1202 Commission; and an

indication of which, if any, of the Titles /, VI-A, and VI/-A programs have been

assigned to the Commismion. After a 1202 Commission has been established, a State

eley receive funding by applying annually for a grant which is approved by the

Commissioner.

Grants are discretionary, that is, there is no statutory formula for distribution

among the States. However, by administrative decision funds have been allocated

on a formula baais. Each approved State receives minimum of $30,000 with the

balance distributed on the basis on the State's population above 17 years of age.

1980 budget policy

No funds are requested for this program for fiscal year 1980 mince comprehensive

tatewide planning for postsecondary education is regarded ss a State responsibility

and should be supported by State funds. States are now ready to asmume this respon-

sibility, as past activities have developed an awarenets of the need to consider:

(1) all elements and resources for postsecondary education within a State, (2)

communication among all interested groups, and (3) greater involvement of the

private sector in their planning procear. Federal funding for this activity

has been provided for the past six years at a cost of $15.2 million.

in Fiscal year 1980, no funds are requested tor the various Federal programs that

1202 Commissions are designated to oversee.
oerefore. this eliminates the need

for the Federal government to pay these Cumuli sions for the associated administration

coats.

In fiscal year 1979. S3,000,000 of the ;3,500,000 appropriation supports planning

grants averaging $55,555 to 54 established State postsecondary Education Commisaions

to continue comprehensive planning activities. Ihe remaining $500,000 supports

administration grants to Sh State Nigher EtIncation Facilities Commiasions to close

out activities under the Undergraluate Equipmnt r:rant program and the Grams for

Construction Undergraduate Academic Facilities program.
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2. Program Dsvplopment: f. Aid to Land-Grant CollegesPermanent

Appropriatiot.(Second Morrill Act, 1890, 7 U.S.C. 324)

1979 Estimate 1980
Budget

Budget Increase orPos. Ituthority Autn,,,,.atinn pos. Authority_ Decrease

$2,700,000 $2,700,000 --- $2,700,000

Purpose and method of operations

To support postsecondary instruction in agriculture, the mechanic arts, the Englishlanguage, and various branches of mathematical, physical, natural and economicscience, the permanent appropriation
(Second Morrill Act of 1890, as amended) isAllotted in equal amounts tc each State, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico,Guam, and the Virgin islands.

The Second Morrill Act provided for an appropriation of $25,000 for each Statehaving a land-grant institution.
The Nelson Amendment of 1907 doubled this appro-priation to $50.000.

Monies are paid directly to State treasurers and, in the event that more than one
land-grant institution exists in a State, State legislatures must provide byatatute for the division of these monies. Funds may be used to support instructionin the mechanic arts, agriculture, English language, the various branches of mathe-matical, physical, natural, and economic science; for instructional equipment foruuch instr,,,tion; and for courses to prepare instructors to teach agriculture andmechanic arta. No portion of the grants may be applied to buildings, lands, orsalaries in unauthorized fields of study. Each land-grant institution is requiredto provide annually to the U.S. Office of Education a report on the expenditlres ofmonies under this program.

1980 budiget policy

The fiscal year 1980 request for $2,700,000 will provide $50,000 to each of 54
jurisdictions which allot grants to A total of 72 institut-ms of higher education.This is the same level as the fiscal year 1979 appropriation. The monies providedunder this program represent a very small portion of these institutions totalbudgets.

In 1978, the annual appropriation (Bankhead-Jones Act), which also provides directassistance to land-grant colleges, was transferred to the Department of Agricultureas mandated by Section 1417(c) of the National Agricultural Research, Extension,and Teaching Policy Act of 1977 (P.L. 9S-111).
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:1!14

The major grovith in the number of participating institutions and institutionalgrants was between the first and second years of the program (1978-1979). In1980, the policy is to bring an end t8 tiis rapid oxpansion in participatinginstitutions and institutional grants and o h,ld the level relatively steady.
The ultimate aim of this approach is to . -u.entrate 4 greater number ot tellow-ships at the institutions which estahli, the hest pr-er am. for minorities
and 40,,Mvn. The institutional grant

. 11-0 1 a! oo inton,iye te.ruitmontefforts by the institutions in atii 1 . traditi,ually uu.ler-
represen'.ed groups.

1

As in fiscal year 1979, $100,000 of the 118o request will he used by the NationalScience Foundation to conduct the annual survey of earned doctorates. In addition.$140,000 will be Available to conduct researlh and studies to determine r,;sonneln is In the academi, and professional fields of study of importan,e to the
national interest related to the underrepresentation of minorities 3nd women.

In fiscal year 1980, the budget proposes that Public Serice and Mining fellowshipsbe terminated as separate programs. The strategy is to el:minate nar-categorical fellowship programs; however, the Graduate/Professional
f...acationalOpportunities program will give consideration to the need for more minoritiesand women in the fields ot public seryine and mining.

fn prior years, ach stipend was $3,900 tor the fellow and $3,900 tor the inst1-
tntion ri cover associated tuition and tees. In fiscal Year (980, the fellowship
stipend hss been increased to $4,500 and the institutional stipend has keen
limited not to exceed the lesser of either the approximate cost of tuition orthe fellow's award.

AwapA

ry 19:4

Estimate
FY 1980
EstimIte

No. n: in.tituti.sial grants )1 55
Resear..h and studies

5100,00n 5:40,000

No. ,f new fellowships 11n
No. of (,ntinuing fellowsh1Ps

Tr.,tal fellowship. 850 1,100

No. 14 p4rtl Ipsting 111;111q(1, i 1",
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(Iraduate Support: h. Legal Training for the Disadvantaged

:Nigher Education Act, Title IX, Section 966)

1979 Fstimate
.

.

Budget

Put.. Authority

. n,000,ctoo

Author izat ion

$ I 000,000

Purpose and method_ of. op.era.tions

191-10

Budget

Pps.. Ant tuir.;_ty

$1 000,000

9 5

Increase or
Decrease..

To assist individuals from
disadvantaged ha.kgrounds to undertake training fur

t!,.- legal profession, at program of scholarships is supported. The adminis-

tration of this program is handled through a noniompetitive prolect grant t

the cotuo il on Legal Educational Opportunity
(CLEO) with no matching rennin.-

ments. the program Is forward funded and a part of each year's appropriation

is spent over a period of two years.

,..ndurts a nationwide search for eligible candidate4 to participate in

this prgram. Applications are submitted to the CLEO central office where

an initial 4 reening pro.eSs is done. Eligible applications are forwarded

to regionAl panels ot law s.hool deans and other educators who make the final

ttelv.-tion of students.

tv entering law school, reuipients attend a six-week intensive pre-law

preparation program at one of 9IX regional summer Institutes. Institute sites

are selected in an effort to reflect a broad geographic distribution and to

reAl..- student travel expenses to the institute, Th. stndents are then supported

r three %tears of legal training with a $1,000 yearly fellowship. In addition.

participating law schools waive the tuition and fees that would normally be

charged to these students.

kodiet pollY

1. in. r,ase thv number ot lawyers trom di,advant:tged haikgfounds, $1,1)00,000

r,qoested for fis.,d Veal 1980, the siimy as appropriated In Ilsral Year 1979.

:-aPIN will support approximarek V>0 students: 210 first-Year, 180 secnd-

yetr, Ant! Ifiq th1rd-veAr students talmmer institutes. It is anticipated

that appleximat.eLy S260,000 ot
the'w hinds will he used to su;.port the

nimtrIstrative .o,t of CLE0.

,.. t. .1-'11..1.

" it

t t .1 .

1.

t ! ' in t

. ; it Awat

PW) F itt t. NH" 1..,tiP.1t..

two
210
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3 91;

1

1. Graduate 3upport: c. Service-.Tants and Fellowship,
(Higher Education Avt, Title IX, Parts A and e)

lgig Estimytte MO
..oBudget Ihht In, I vast. or

."111.1f i ty De.c rviisy
Pos.

4".t.11°T..ity A.si.t hot i 7.s t ..-

V),(100,0 -$4,000,0
I $4,000,000 A001/ i 00a t

1/ $$0,000,000 tor grants to Institution, plus snch sums as necessary for upfo tellowsh,ps.

Purpose and metho!I ot pper.ations

To expuld and improve the training ot persons tor pubitc service careers.thts program awards tellowships and grant, to institutions of higher education.
Institutional grants are designed to establish, strengrhon, and improve
programs preparing graduate and protessional students tor public service
careers. Fellowships are allocated to institutions for award to graduate
stndents to assist them in the preparation for leadership and management
careers in public service.

!attentions at higher edoe-Ation eompete tor institutional grants and linea-tions oi tellowships hv sohmetting Applications to the OfficA. of Education.
only those institution, that ,uoro rt a f. nrogram are consider d for
twititotional grant,. The merits ro theq, ann1icationa are evaluated CV nanels
of qualified outside readers who recommend their decisions to the Commissioner.
The program is forward funded.

14.8" 1-1.6e.t. P.°JiY.Y

At the present time there is a more titan biecplate supply of qualified
candidates to fill public setvice lolls. With the era ot rapid government
eicpaalon at Federal, State, and local levels coming to an end, and the
current policy to reduce the level ot the Federal work force, there is no longerAny need for the Federal government to etwourage stndents to prepare for
career, in public APTVice. In Addition, the general strategy is to eliminate
narrow ,Ategorical tellow,hip programs. As a consequence, tundu tett this
progrm are not requested tot fiscal year :089 Students interested in
pursuing Advanced ,huly leading to -areers hi paoll. service can ainily tor
financial Assistance ehrongh the talarant.,,i ,:tudent Loan progtam Atui ether
general student Aid program,. In uhitt ion, thee Craduate/Plot,,,lonal
1,1.1 It 1011.11 Opp,,r in t pc oatt am will vl 1it I. c' tic,1ust nlinr I t c.; .111,1 wornrn cc wit. 1 i qei VIc t 1 al e..T.4.

Ibt. tt,eal year lq'q Appt,VilAtf.sn ot .,,flog,o00 will ,uppott Al 1...11, 0.1i:hti 0,dlii, ,etvI c tcli..w,hr, .10.; el tue.titeol:eitTt..riuts. Nos! .0 th,,,
l q ' a le ll .wships will be shit ted

1 m,it 1 %etc innal t whi.h will de, le.e,er ho numb,' 1 `I c . i i.o...,. n,,,l I tie. , ilt :In: .! 1.,11, 1,1 I I .. II .e.tr I Pill f , , ..1.11. 1 t 1
11101r ',hi it h.,
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ikummary of Awards

ProAram Measures 1,09 Estimate

Ned fellows
Federal funds
No. of fellows

Continuing fellows
4.deral funds

/No. of fellows

*O.*
1rstiturional grants
Federa! funds
No. uf grant%

Total B.A.
Tttal no. of fellowships

$2,220,olati/
160

$ 780,000
100

$1 ,u()(), two

$4,000,o00

1

1, Ass,,me-, an estimated 12', multi-year awards.

7 1 .3

3 97

1'180 Fst iniat t
V-
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39

3. Graduate Support: d. Mining Fellowships
(Higher Education Act, Title IX, Section 9h1)

1979_ Estimate 19h0 _
Budget Budget Increase or

P0.11..._ AutHority AuthprIztion Fos, Authority
1)*!Lr.ea.sY.

3 $4.500.000 indefiuitoli i -$4,500,000

1/ Such sums as necessary for up to 500 fllowships.

P.u.112.0.ike and method of PaerAtions

To assist gradulte students of exceptional ability and demonstrated financial
need to undertake advanced study in domestic mining and mineral fuel conservation,
including oil, gas, coal, oil shale, and uranium, this program provides for theaward of fellowships.

Institutions of higher education apply ohce a year directly to the Office of
Educs!ion. The applications are reviewed and rated by panels of academic experts
chosen from outside the Office of Education. Allocations of fellowships are then
ma& to the successful institutional applicants who, in turn, nominate to the
Commissioner of Education the students the institution has selected for these
fellowships. The program is forward fundd( Fellowships

are%awardable for anv
level of pre-4octoral study.

bpdatei_ppl icy

Careers in domestic mining, mineral fuel conservation, and related areas have
become increasingly attractive And financially rewardingi which has been a great
stimulus to increased interest in this field of study. Therefore, it apveors that
there is no longer any need for the Federal government to further encourage advanced
study in this area. In addition, the strategy is to eliminato narrow categorical
fellowship programs. As a consequence, no funds are requested for fiscal year 1980.
Students interested in pursuing advanced study in mining can apply for financial
assistance through the Guaranteed Studer Loan program and other general student
aid programs. Also, the Graduate/Profaftsional Educational Opportunities program
will give consideration tl the need for more minorities and women in the mining
field.

The fiscal year 1979 appropriatio, of $4,500,000 will support an estimated 462
mining fellowshipa at 55 participating institutions. Most of these 1979 fellow-
ships will be shifted to multi-year funding whi(h will decrease the nnmher of
fellows needing continuations in fiscal'year 1980 to (omplete their education.

fi



"".a.

Prrams..!.koye.s
New fellows

Federal funds

No. of fellows

Continuing fellows
Federal fun4a
No. of fellows

rotal B.A.
Total no. of fellows

747

summARY. oy maims

1.979 Y:Fl.t.inld.tY
14A0 .Estlyisty

5.,,160,000

52,340,000
100

94,500,000
462

l/ Assumes an estimated 115 multi-year awards.
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4rin _3. Graduate Support: e. Law School Clinical Experience
(Higher Education Act, Title XI)

1979 Estimate

Budget
Pos. Authority

PO°
Budget

11/2.91..15T)..zA0on P t 'r
increase or
Decrease

2 $2,000,000 $/,500,000
-$2,000,000

Purpose and method uf operations

To provide a limited number of
demonstrations in urder to stimdlate law schools toincrease the availability pi training which provides clinical experience to theirlaw students, this program provides grants and contracts to accredited law schools.,

The Commissioner is authorized to enter into agreements with accredited law schoolsfor the purpose of paying not more than 90 percent uf the cost of establishing urexpanding such programs. Costs are limited to such expenditures as are justified
for planning, preparation uf related teaching materials, and administration; thetraining-of faculty members; payments fur faculty, attorneys and others directlyinvolved in supervision; appropriate travel and for other related activities inconnection with the program. Proposals are submitted in national competition. Apanel of outside consultants reviews the proposals and makes recommendations furfunding tu the Commissioner. The program Is forward funded.

1980 bucilie_t_21)1.1cy

This was to have been a one-time demonstration program to provide tccredited lawschools initial support in establishing
. linical experience programs to ..tudonts in

the practice of law. As this objective has lready been met, nu funds are request-
ed for this activity in fiscal year 1980. Furthermore, clinical legal education
programs have been amply demonstrated by prtvate groups, such as, the Ford Founda-
tion sponsored Council un Legal Education

fur Professional Responsibility, Ir:.
(CLEPR), which has spent approximately

$7 milliot over the past te years to sup-
port the demonstration and development of approximately 100 clinical legal educa-
tion programs. It is the individual institution's responsibility to support these
programs now that the demonstrations have been completed.

The fiscal year 1919 appropriation of $2,000,000 will fund demonstration projectsin Law School Clinical Experience at approximately 50 participating institutions.
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411

4. Construction: a. Interest Subsidy Grants

(Higher Education Act, Title VII, Part C, Section 745)

1979 Estimate
1980

__... ... ............. .

Budget
ibuib. . lnirezow or

Po.s. Author i_ty. Author izatlonL Pos... Auth9r.ity. Decre.ibv._

13 $29,000,000 indefinite 13 $29,000,000

purppse .arkt method of_.operations

To reduce the cost of bo ro4i.-g from non-Federal sources for the construction of

needed academic facilit(es, . program of annual interest subsidy grants to institu-

tions of n.gher education is supported.
An institution or State agency arranges a

loan from a private source at a rate acceptable to the Commissioner of Education.

The Federal government unen pays a subsidy in an annual amount which, over the term

ot the loan, reduces the intetest cost paid by the institution to three percent.

rhe Federal goverment is committed to paying the annual subsidy amount for the

entire term of the loan, not to exceed forty years.

This program of interest grants is designed to subsidize the interest on commercial

loam. last authorized in 1973.
Approximately $1.4 billion in private loans are

being sue.ported by this annual interest subside program. Not more than 12.5 percent

of the annual appropriations for this program has been allowed for grants to any one

St.'e. Further, the aggregate principal amount of loans (or portions thereof) with

respect to which annual interest grant subsidies were approved could not exceed

$5 million per campus during any Federal fiscal year.

1980 bu4ant201..ey

To meet the Federal commitment to pay
interest subsidies on 690 commercial loans for

construction projects approved prior to fiscal year 1914, an appropriation of

529,000,000 is requested. No new awards will be made. The 1980 budget requeht is

at the same level as the 1979 appropriation. The annual amount of subsidies should

hegin to decline in 1981 as the loans subjec. to interest sub-;idies arc retired.

1
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SUPPLEMENTAL FAcr tiHEET

Interest Suksidi_kirants

Following is a comparison ot liii origival 1.-r int rregtam trom
year!: 19/n throggh 1973, after which the pt .-d anroving new project,.for support.

II

Amount of loans approved
for subsidy:

(.011.g. -. and
19:al

1970 S 13,898,000 S 105,584,000 5 119,482,0001971 150,000,000 450,000,000 600,000,0001972
121,032,000 394,057,000 515,089,000191 5 _72,500,900 ..1_22 woom noLpoo wo

Total 362,430,000 1,072,141,000 1,434,571,000

Number of projects:

1970
11 73 861971 74 246 320197? 48 169 2171973
28 60 88.... .... ......

Total 16l 550 711

The following table shows the history and estimate, through 1980, of Federal fundingrequired to meet the annual interest subsidy commitment on the projects approved
during the active years of the program.

Fundirallistory

Annual Cumulative Year andFiscal Annual Obligations Unehligated Balance
_Year Appropriation and Expenditures ofAppruriations.. ..._..

1970 $15,670,000 ---
1971 21,000,000 S 8,000
1972 29,010,000 2,105,000
1973 14,069,000 6,005,000
1974 51,42,,o00 11,408,000
111, ..... 16.6'0,000
rii6 (wi of h/i);7,') Id,440,000
1176 (,th quarter) 7,408,000
1977 --- 21,992,000
1978 4,000,0001, 25,754,000
1974 (estiltuttv) 29,000,000 10, 11 4,000
11111) (e,it1matc) 29,G00,000 10,410,000

113

$15,670,000
36,662,000
63,567,000
71,631,000
91,648,000
74,991,000
%Is.051,410

46,6/.1.000

:4,h51,000
2,362,000

- -

1/ The 929 ml111on reviesents the max:nur v5tImat,d annual appraprIatt,,u
undvr this prugtam. Annual appropriation., will conainue through the Yv41
with tne annual amount ei lining gradually atter 1980 as loans or,
refinanced.
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4. Construction: b. Continuing Education Centers

(Higher Education Act, Title VII, Section 705)

1979 Estimate
1980

Budget
Budget Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorization Pos. Authority Decrease

$500,000 Indefinite
-$500,000

P4rpose and method of operations

To expand the capacity of institutions of higher education to carry out extension

and continuing qducation programa, grants are awarded to plan for appropriate

facilities and for their construction,
reconstruction or renovation. Such awards

must result: in the creation of additional capacity for enrollment; in extended

programmatic coverage or in the provision of health core for students and faculty.

By regulation,
discretionary awards are made to demonstrate a variety of approaches

to extension and continuing education. One grant in each of the following has been

made; (a) planning for a statewide center; (b) planning for a center serving a

sub-Statv region or an interstate region; (o) planning fur a community or neighbor-

1980 butot policy

No funds are requested for this program in fiscal year 1980. Further demonstration

of this concept is no longer necessary as about 50 continuing education centers are

already in existence and operating throughout the country.

In fiscal year 1979, $500,000 was appropriated to provide funds for the final

design and architectural plans for the three continuingleducation
center, funded

previously, one each at the university of Washington, the
University of Kansas, and

Old Dominion University. There three institutions received funds in fiscal year

1974 which was to have been a one-time only appropriation to assist them with

planning.
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0.
5. Special Endowments: a. Hubert Humphrey institute

(Huhert H. Humphrey Institute of Puhlfc Affair, and the Fverett McKinley
Dirksen Congressional Leadership Reseacth Center Assistance Act, Section 4(a))

1979 Fat imat

Budget

Authoyit2

$50000,000

Budgot
Aut.hor P°7" .

Puri.osy and method ot ypytatiunp

Increat- or

Decrease

-$5,0m,000

To assist in the development ot the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs,located at the University of Minnesota,
Minueapolim-St. Paul, Ihis program provides

an endowment grant.

Payment is made upon application at such time, in such manner, and containing oraccompanied by such information as the Commissioner may require.

(moray from this endowment grant will support such activities as fellowships:
special training programs for government officials and puhlic employees; seminarsand workshop] on public administration, public policy, and planning conducted hvpractitCulers, and ,:rants to fatuity and pre- and post-doctoral students for researchproi.cts in public polity.

1.98O

The luthorization t.t endow the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute was limited to $5,000,)00 .iinc this amoupt was appropriated for the institute's endowment In fiscal year 1979,furtier funding in 1980 is not authorized.
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405

S. Special Endowments: b. Everett Dirksen Center

(Hubert R. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs and the Everett McKinley

Dirksen Congressional Leadership
Research Center Assistance Act, Section 4(b))

1979 Estimate
1980

Budget
Budget Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorization Pos. Auihority Decrease

$2,500,000
-$2,500,000

Purpose and method of operations

To assist in the development of the Everett McKinley Dirksen Congressional Research

Center, located in Pekin, Illinois, this program provides an endowment grant

Payment is made upon application, at such time, in such manner, and containing or

accompanied by such information as the Commissioner may require.

Income from this endoNment grant will support such activities as educational pro-

grams directed at persons in the general public, as well as in secondary and post-

secondary education; seminars
throughout the United States on current public policy

issues; publications to encourage an understanding of the Congress; and expansion

of the collection of rerearch materials available at the Center for the study of

Congress and Congressional leadership.

1980 budget policy

The authorization to endow the Everett Dirksen Center was limited to $2,500,000.

Since this amount was appropriated
for the Center's endowment in fiscal year 1979,

further funding in 1980 is not authorized.
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Higher and Continuing Education

tOUniversity Community Service
and Continuing Education

t 1-419-27
-

-1.980
Outlying Area At' al mate Estimate_

TOTAL

_

S18,000,000 S16,000,000 -
Alabama 237,408 227,171
Alaska 111,738 111,738
Arizona 170,894 170,844
Arkansas 172,525 172,525
Califor-ia 1,395,067 1,140,618

Colorado 185,3n3 1:45,383
Connecticut 211,243 211,243
Delaware 120,623 120,623
Flordia 544,720 462.045
Georgia 324,515 275,7l4 -
Hawaii 124,472 124,472
Idaho 127,244 127,269
Illinois 736,889 n19,207
Indiana 344,05 241,420Iowa 204,164 204,164 -
Kansas 1g1,915 ' 141,915 -Kentucky 222.402 219,405
Louisiana 250,477 235,008Maine 137,057 137,057Maryland 271,274 246,205

Massachusetts 382,627 320,364 -
Michigan 599,607 504,139
Minnesota 258,046 240,029
Mississippi 181,482 181,482
Missouri 313,722 271,451

Montan* 125,860 125,860
lebraska 155,1"8

155.18)tNevada 114,251 114,251
New Hampshire 12-.455 127,455
New terse': 4A2.544 40ii.000

New Mexic 13,(.4n3 134,,i3New Yrk 1,1,44...0; qir-,709
North Carolf.:a 154.(r) 31)2,162
North Dakota 122,-9n 122,,99ohio 706,463 591,380

oklah".a
oregon

1,60148
I 7", !pi 1.15,04,

ly8,qt7 -
Pennsylvania ''m.521 #.52,.190
Rhode Island 134.04- 114,49+,
South Carolina 191,085 147,0+5
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_ _
state or

t 1211g_ Area _.

1979 2! 1480

Estimate Esttmate
1978 11_

Actual

South Dakota 124.560 124,560

Tenessee
274,630 247.C72

Texas
805.332 64.1.988

Utah
i40.705 140.706

Vermont
116.614 116.614

Virginia
327,806 274.481

Washington 234,222 223,451

West Vir4i.lia
164,831 164,831

302,008 2n3,469

Wyoming 112,497 112,497

District of t:oliml.ia 127,161 127,I6I

Outlying areas.
American Samoa

--- 25,4..0.

Cos:,
28.070 28,070

Puerto 81.o 203,752 177,304

rrust Territor:es
--- 7,170

Virgin Islands
27,256 27,256

Mariana Islaids
... 1,025

1/ 11 the totial 518,000,000
1978 appropriation. $15,823.32r was obligated for

the State formula grant program.
lhe table does not reflect the 41.800,000

in discretionary program
funds which are not distributed by State formula

or !he 5350,000 reserved for technica' assistance.

2' Esttmated distribution of $1 ,000,000 with ten perrent ($1,600,000) reserved

for SectIon 106(a) and ten percent of the dollar amount above $14.500.000

re4erved for Section 111(a); the remaining $14,250,000 is distributed to the

'.Pates on the basis of the estimated total resident population as of

hdv 1, 1976, with no State recetving less than its fiscal year 1975 amount

!der trits ritie.
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411k

a Higher and Conti.ming Education

State or
(h,..t lying ! re.a

Educational information Centers

197>i

Appropr i .

197,1 2:

.Est e

. _

1980

Es t_tina t e

TOTAL s2 100

Alabama 50.000
Alaska 45,454 50,000 - -
Arizona 45,454 50,000
Arkansas 45,454 50,000
californit 45.454

Colorado 45,454 50.000
Connectic,.! 45,451 50.000
Delaware 45.454 50.000
MIT-14a 50,000 -
f.eorgia 50,000

Hawaii 45.454 50,000
50,000

Illin,Is 5,1,5C4

45,454 50,000
r.lwa 45,454 50,000

50.000
45,454 50,000
4i,454 50,000

Metie
fp ?0,000

000

Yassacl:,set.s 45,454 50.000
45,454 50,000

mi.F:esota 45,454 50,000
Mtsqtgippi 45,454 50.000
Misso,zi 50.000

MwItu,d 50,000
Nebraska 50,000
Ne,:atht ;1,000
New q6114,4',11-A. 50.000
';e4,/ Ierse% 50,000

%ew "rxico Sc,000
\ew York

a 50,000or' 9ako'a 50,1100

45,454 ,U).000

50,000
ti qv %,(1,! 1 d W),474

'.-Je isla,t 50,000
50,000
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0.)

State or 1978 1/ 1979 2/ 1980

Outlying Area Appropriation Estimate Estimate

South Dakota 45,454 50,000,

Tennessee
45.454 50,000

Texas 45,454 hh,033

Utah 45,454 50,000

Vermont 45.454 5C,000

Virginia 45,454 50,000

Wsshipgton 45,454 50000

West Virginia 38,306 50,000

t:isconain 45,454 50,000

.kyoming 45,454 50.000

District of Colombia 45.454 50,000 _

Outlying areast
American SWW8

50,000

0flarn
50,000

Puerto Ri_o
50,000

Trust Territories
50,000

Virgin Islands
50,000

Mariana Islands
50,000 -

1/ Of the total $2,000,000 appropriated in 1978, $1,492,828 was obligated. Of the

44 jurisdictions Yhich submitted approved plans, 43 received 545,454 each.

West Virginia received $38,306, which was tho total amount it was eligible to

receive based on its proposed one-third match.
--

2/ Estimated distribution of $3,000,000 to the 50 States, District of (:olumbia,

Puerto Rico, and the other outlying a.ess. on the basis of the estimated

total resident population, July 1, 197h, with no State receiving less then

the minimum amount of $50,000.



WEDNESDAY. MARcll 1979.

InctIER EDUCATION FACILITIES LOAN AND INSUIZ:
FUND

WITNESSES

.101IN ELLIS. EXEC( TIA E DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR E
TIONAL PROGRAMS

ALFRED L. MOVE, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR HIGHER AND
CONTINUING EDUCATION

THOMAS MeANLLEN, CHIEF. ACADEMIC FCILITIES BRANCH.
DIVISION OF TRAINING AND FACILITIES

CORA P. BEEBE. DIRECTOR. DIVISION OF PLANNING AND
BUDGETING

BRUCE S. WOLFF, DE1TY ASSIS1'AN7 SECRETARY FOR LEGIS-
LATION, DESIGNATE

WILFORD .1. FORBUSH, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY.
BUDGET

EDI't .\'11(1ti FActi.ITIS LOAN AND INSVRANCI':

Mr. NATcHER We take up next the Office f Educatiim.
I belie\ e that, Dr Ellis, you along with tlw same ladies and

gentlemen that are ;it the table will .justify this reque.4t us: is
that correct"

Mr Ems Yes, sir
Mr NATutiElt Siippusv we place yuur statement in the record in

us entirety. and yuu might plst very briefly want to say a word tu
us ibuitt it heInre wp take up the questions.

!The information tullows.1
7:41i
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tuvocrwa or r.:..;u:ru, 1a:Ga1 1, NU) 1?;.I.FARE

Ed.it.ut Ui

BioLyqltical

rosrra,;

BTRIV.11"(1-:

: J(..118

y

for Fk1uc.it.tc,n..11

AND Lr : 1..1112.rst, Scptxr:ber 15, 1929

mucATioN : 11.S. Eadling
rd.rervo

Cni
Suxt.,r:.. 1959, ir..0, 1965

ty,

it y,

1'1;3
19'2

:

Ed.D.,

Pre 5ent E\Lo.:tivo a:pury for
U.S. ()Like of

19;: -1)17 IAT,..rir.t,n.:,nt

19(A-1965

It t.),:nt of Scl:0:11,

cf

1963-19r,:. Ansist.Irt fot.

llo.lvard Sui C:ty

1959-1961 Principal, C..11.fd Chip

1953-1959 Prir.cipl, Iltrri ntaty Cl!in

1957-1953 Tu,c11,..r, Cr,.01r, 6, Iiv.in City Ti io

1953-1954 Tv.R.11 r, Gt.tdi! 4, 1.32rain City

19'.9 19%:.

IA.11 ,`1. i 1.- .; 1. :
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DEVARMERT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Office of Education

Statement by the Executive Deputy Commissioner fot Educational Programs

on

Meter Education Fncilities Loan end Insurance Fund

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I appreciate this opportunity to appear before you to present our

fiscal year 1980 budget request of $2,189,000 for the payment of participation

sales insuffic..ncies un4er the Higher Education Facilities Loan and

Insurance Fund. Although no new loans are planned, the requested $2,189,000,

along with an stimated permanent indefinite appropriation of $931,000,

will support insufficiencies on participation sales certificates for

1980.

The Fund wee established by the Participation Sales Act of 1966 for

making academic facilities loans to higher education institutions under

Titld VII, Part C of the Higher. Educrtion Att. To provide additional

capital to the Fund for making new loans, t..e Participation Sales Act

also authorized the sale of $200 million in participation certificates

to the private credit market. An equal amount of previously made loans

wail pledged as collateral. The proceeds from these qales, consisting of

$100 million in 1967 and $100 million in 1'68, werr Gepositcd into the

Fund to be used for making new loans.

To cover the difference in the three percent r...ze of interest

received by the Commissioner on the facilities loans pledged as collateral,

and the five to six percet rate of interest paid on the participation

certificates sold in prior years, appropriations for innufficxencies aro

7H0
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needed each year. In 1980, $3,120,000 is needed for this purpose.

A permanent indefinite appropriation of $931,000 will c(vpt insufficiencie!,

on the $100,000,000 in sales authorized in fiscal year 1967, and an

annual definite appropriation of $2,189,000 is needed for insufficiencies

on the $100,000,000 in sales authorized in fiscal year 1968.

Other_Operatit12,Costs

The Fund must pay an annual interest expense to the Treasury each

year on the cumulative net amount of appropriations paid out for loans

since incption of the program. This amouht, estimated at $24.7 million

in 1980, will be supported by receipts and available balance within the

fund.

This concludes my statement. I shall be pleased to answer any

questions you may have.

I
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REASON FOR BUDGET REQUEST

Mr. Ems. The dollars }e.,a requesting are for the payment of
participation sales insuffi(ci'enc s under the higher education facili-
ties loan and insurance Thnd. There are no new loans planned.

The requested $2,189,000, along with the estimated permanent
definite appropriation of $931,000 will support the insufficiencies
on participation sales certificates for 1980. These are funds that we
are obligated to pay, and we would be pleased to respond to your
questions.

FUND BALANCE

Mr. NATCHER. What is the balance in the fund estimated to be at
the end of fiscal ;ear 1979?

Mr. MCANALLEN. At the end of 1979 we are estimating that it
will be about $52 million.

Mr. NATCHER. Now what is the estimated balance at the end of
1980?

Mr. MCANALLEN. Approximately $4 5 million.

DECLINING BALANCE

Mr. NATCHER. Why is the balance declining?
Mr. iviCANALLEN. There is a built-in deficiency. This is not actu-

ally a revolving fund. There are two major sources of funds under
this account. One is appropriated money that, by law, must be
treated as if borrowed from the U.S. Treasury. The other is money
borrowed through the Government National Mortgage A.s.-..,ciation
through the sale of participation certificates. On the appropriated
money, we must pay the Treasury an annual interest rate of
percent and we lend it out and collect interest at the rate of 3
percent, so we have a built-in deficiency. That is one of the reasons
why the balance of the fund decreaser each year. We are paying
more in interest to the Treasury Department than we are collect-
ing on our loans.

INTEREST RATE

Mr. NATCHER. You say the interest rate is 8 percent.
How is the interest rate det4rmined?
Mr. MCANALLEN. There are two interest rates. The interest rate

to the Treasury Department fluctuates based on their long-term
borrowing rate annually. Although I used 8 percent, the rate paid
during 1975 was 81/2 percent.

The rate is determined by the Treasury Department annually
and furnished to the Commissioner of Education as the basis for
()ticAinbi lit y.

DATE of, LAST LoANS

Mr. NATCHER. When were t he last loans made under this fund?
Mr. MrANALL.-.., . In fiscal year 197:).
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RETURNING ASSETS TO TREASURY

Mr. NATCHER. If the fund is not being used, why don't you return
its assets to the Treasury and terminate it?

Mr. MCANALLEN. Well, when we say we have cash balance, we do
not really have a cash balance. In effect we have a line of' credtt
with the Treasury Department. Our only assets are the loans that
are outstanding. As we collect those loans, that money goes back to
the Treasury.

AMOUN7 OF OUTSTANDING LOANS

Mr. NATCHER. What is the total amount of outstanding loans'?
Mr. MCANALLEN. The outstanding loan balance at the present

time is about $440 million.
Mr. NATCHER. $440 million?
Mr. MCANALLEN. Yes, sir.

NUMBER OF STAFF

Mr. NATCHER. lioW many people are assigned to administer this
fund?

Mr. MCANALLEN. Strictly to the fund'?
About fmir professional people are monitoring defaults under the

fund.

INCOME TO THE FUND

Mr. NATCHER. ilOW much income will the fund receive in the
fiscal year 1979?

Mr. MCAN%U.EN. Total receipts will be about $32 million, of'
which approximately $3 million is the appropriations that we arerequesting now.

Mr. NATCHER. From what source is the income derived'?
Mr. MCANALLEN. The income is from three sources. Part of' it

isn't really income in the accounting sense. We have the interest
income on our loans, which is estimated at $13.7 million. We have
the principal of the bonds, the !oons coming back, which is about$14 million, and we have what we call participation certificate fund
income, which is money that we have collected, turned over to the
participation sales pool, and they have invested in our behalf' asthose moneys await the time when they can redeem participation
sales certificates.

MANDATORY EXPENSES
4Mr. NATCHER. Do you consider the request of' $2,1s9,01H} to be amandatory expense that must be paid?

Mr. MCANALLEN. Under the present authority, it is my under-
standing. sir, yes, that it is.

Mr. NATCHER. Mr. McAnallen, I like the way you answer ques-tions. You ladies and gentlemen ought to bring this gentleman
with you every time you come up here.

We want to thank all of you for appearing before our committee
in behalf of the Higher Education Facilities Loan and InsuranceFund.

(The justifk.ation submitted by the Department followsl

4
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4 11

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

OFFICE OF EDUCATION

Higher Education Faci/itie,

Fisial Year 1981 Budget

Loan and In,utante Fund

Page

Appropriation language

_No.

413

AMwint.,, available for obl:gation 414

'iummarsi sit change, 415

Budget authority by ictivity 416

Budget authority by obje(t
416

Ath"riiitig It1W.Iation
417

I 161,. 411 . it I Ina t and app opri it i041.1

rust i. at 9n:

418

NirritIve:
A. %tat.mnt

419

B. A.fivity:
Nighir r,10,at:mi Iltri,, I.,an and insurance hind 420

7(; 4
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413
Appropriation Estimate

Higher Education Facilities Loan and Insuranie Fund

iir the payment ot ,:uch insufficiencies as may be required by the trustee on

account of ontstanding beneficial interests or participations in asset, of the

()trice of Education authorized by the pepartment of Health, Education, and Welfare

Appropriation Act, '14b8, to be issued pursuant to section 102(c) of the Federal

National Mortgage Association Charter Act (12 U.S.C. 1717(c)), [$2,204,000]

$2,189,:f00 to remain available until expended, and the Sekretary is hereby

authorite! '0 make such expenditures, within the limits of funds available in the

Higher Ed.ation Facilities Loan and Insurance Fund, and in aiiord with law, and

In mak, h ,untracts and commitments without regard to f- scat year limitation as

provided by settton 104 of the 6overnment Corporation Control Act (11 614g)

as Mrs ft. necessary in Larrvtng our the progr4, set forth in the budget for the

,urrent fis'al VV4I for such lund.

76.
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Amounts Available-loi-Otiligation-

'1 1979 1980

Appropriation annual (definite)...
permanent (indefinite)

$ 2,204,000 $ 2,189,000

012.4009.161=0

Subtotal, adjusted appropriation
3,256,000 3,120,000

Receipts and reimbursements from:

Federal funds:
Investment income from participation sales funds. 1,800,000 2,100.000

Non-Federal source:
Interest income

13,700,000 13,400,000

Loans repaid
14,000,000 14,000y000

Unobligated balance transferred to participation

sales fund::
5,202,000 - 5,256,000

Unobligated balance, start of period
59,009,000 52,365,000

Unobllgated balance, end of period -52.365.000 -45L531,000

Total obligations
34,198,000 34,198,066-.

44-iil ta
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415
Summary of Changes
(budget Authority)

1979 Estimated budget authority
$3,256,0001980 Estimated budget authority
3L120,000Net change

- 13G,000

Decreesest
built in:

4 I. Decrease in appropriations required
for participation sales insufficien-
cies due primarily to the retirement
of participatiod certificates

Net change

1979 base Change from Base

43,256,000 4136,000

- 136 000

Summary of Changes

(Obligatioas)

1979 Estimated obligations
$34,198,0001980 Estimated obligations
34,198,000Net change
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76:

Budget Authority by Activity

1979 1980

Estimate Estimate
Increase or

Decrease

1. Operating Expenses:

Interest expense on partici-
pation certificates:

ts,

a. Appropriation $ 3,256,000 3,120,000 -$136,000

b. (Obligations) ( 9,491,000) 9,491,000)

2. Interest expense to Treasury (24,703,000) (24,703,000)

3. Administrative expenses (4,0001 (4,000)

Total budget authority 3,256,000 3,120,000 - 136,000

(Obligations) (34,198,000) (34,198,000)

Budget Authority by Object

1979

Estimate

1980

estimate

Increase or
Decrease

Other services $( 4,000) $( 4,000)

Interest and dividends 3,256,000 3,120,000 -$136,000

(Obligations) (34094,000) (34194,000)

Total budget authority by
object 3,256,000 .3,120,000 - 136,000

(Obligations) (34,198,000) (34,198,000)
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Authorizing Legiajation

1979 1980
Amount 1979 Amount 1980

AuthorizJd Estimate Authorized Estimate

Higher education facilities
loan and insurance fund:

1. Participation Sales Act Indefinite $3,256,000 Indefinite
1/

$3,120,000

UnfuLded authorization:
2. Higher Education Act:

title %II, part C-Loans
for Construction of
Academic Facilities 1202.000_,000 $2000m,000li
Total BA $3,256,000 $3,120,000
Total BA Against
Definite Authorization. $200,000,000 $200,000,000

1/ Includes $931,000 for permanent indefinite appropriation authorized under the
Independent Office Appropriation Act of 1967.

2/ Authorization extended one year by the General Education Provisions Act.

er,

1
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Higher Education Facilities Loan and Insurance Fund

Budget

1/
Estimate House

Year 211LeJA"Co
Allowan,e

1970 $2,918,000 $2018,,WO

1971 2,952,000 2,952,000

1972 2,961,000 2,961,000

1.73 2,921,000 2,921,000

1974 2,948,000 2,948,000

1975 2,701,000 2,701,000

1976 2,192,000 2,192,000

Transition
Quarter, 548,000 548,000

1977 2,119,000 2,119,000

1978 1,847,000 1,847,000

1979 2,204,000 2,204,000

1980 2,189,000

Senate
Allowance Appropriation

$2,918,000 $2,910,000

2,952,000 2,952,000

2,961,000 2,961,000

2,921,000 2,921,000

2,948,000 2,948,000

2,701,000 2,701,000

2,192,000 2,192,000

548,000 548,000

2,119,000 2,119,000

1,847,000 1,847,000

2,204,000 2,204,000

1/ Excludes a permanent indefinite appropriation under "Payment of Participation

Sales Insufficiencies" in the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1967.

7 70
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Justification

Higher Education Facilities Loan and Insurance Furid

1979
Estimate

1980
Estimate

Increase or
Deczease

Higher education facilities loan
and insArance fund:

Appropriation:
Payment of Participation Sales
insufficiencies;
Annual (definite) $ 2,204,000 $ 2,189,000 -$ 15,000
Permanent (indefinite) 1.052,000 931,000 - 121,000

Total budget authority 3,256,000 3,120,000 - 136,000
(Obligations) (34,198,000) (34,198,000)

General Statement

To provide s low-cost loan program for
construction, reconstruction and renovation

of higher education academic facilities, a Higher Education Facilities Loan and
Insurance Fund was established to enable the Commissioner to make direct loans to
higher education institutions. Loans may be made for the construction of class-
rooms or for the reconstruction and renovation of projects primarily designed for
conserving energy, removing architectural barriers to the physically handicapped
and for conforming with health/safety and environmental protection requirements.

Although the Commissioner also may insure loans to enable higher education
institutions to obtain ptivate capital for construction purposes, such authority
has never been exercised.
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1. Higher ilducation Facilities Loan and Insurince Fund
(Higher Education Act, Title VII Part C and Participation Sales Act)

Appropriations for the payment of
participation sales insufficiencies
Annual (definite)
Permanent (indefinite) 1/ ...
Totil adjusted appropriation ..... I...

Obligations:

1979 19802/ Increase r
Estimate Estimate Decrease

$ 2,204,000 $ 2,189,000 $ 15,000
1 052 000 931,000 121 000

3,256,000 3,120,000 136,000

Operating costs:
I. Interest expense to Treasury. . (24,/03,000) (24,703,000)

2. Interest expense on participation

certificates
3. Administrative expenses

Total, budget authority

( 9,491,000) ( 9,491,000)
4 000 ( 4,000)

3,256,000 3,120,000 136,000

(Obligations) (34,198,000) (34,198,000)

i/ Authorized in the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1967.

2/ Indefinite authorization.

- ----__

Purpose and method of operations

To assist higher education institutions in th, construction, reconstruction, and
renovation of academic facilities, a loan program is authorized. Such loans may

cover up to 80 percent of a project's total development cost. The Participation
Sales Act establishes a revolving fund for these loans and provides that the
available appropriation for Title VII loans be deposited into the Fund. During

fiscal yea:s 1967 and 1968, a cumulative total of $200,000,000 in participation
certificates were sold through the Federal National Mortgage Association, the
proceeds of which were deposited into the Fund to he used for new loans. An equal

amount of oustanding loans held by the Office of Education were pledged as

collateral for the sales. Since the interest received by the Commirsioner on these

loans is less than the interest paid hy the Commissioner on the participation
certificates, appropriations Cot insufficiencies are needed each year.

1980 budget polity

To provide funds for the payments ot insufficiencies on_perticipation certificates,

appropriations totaling $3,120,000 are requested. The'requested $3,120,000

intludes $2,189,000 for insuffi, lencies on the $100,000.000 in sales authorized in

1968, and a permanent indefinite appropriation of $931,000 for insufficiencies on

the $100,0()0,0(X) in sales authorized in 1(0.7. Although no funds for new construc

tion loans are requested during fisoai year 1Q80, other operating cost consisting

ot $24,/01,000 in interest expenses to the Treasury and $4,000 administrntive
expenses will be financed trim receipt, and other availahle balance,

in f 4; year 19/4, appropriatioo totaling $3,156,000 were utill .ed to support

insof f It ies on pat t I I pa t ion ( ertit,l(dtes.
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1979.

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES OVERSEAS

WITNESSES

JOHN ELLIS, EXECUTIVE DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR EDUCA-

TIONAL PROGRAMS
ALFRED L. MOYE, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR HIGHER AND

CONTINUING EDUCATION
EDWARD L. MEADOR, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF INTERNATION-

AL EDUCATION
CORA P. BEEBE, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF PLANNING AND

BUDGETING
BRUCE S. WOLFF, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LEGIS-

LATION, DESIGNATE
WILFORD J. FORBUSH, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY,

BUDGET

Mr. NATCHER. We take up next the Educational Activities Over-

seas of the Office of Education.
We have before the committee, Dr. Moye and the others who

have appeared previously.
We have e statement for the request which we will insert in the

record in its entirety.
[The information follows:]

(775)
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POSITICN :

=MACE,
AND DATE 4i

VIM=

IDCPERIENCE

Present

1971-1977

1966-1971

1964,1966

1963-1964

19614962

1959-1961

1958-1959

1957-1958

1953-1954

MILITAYet

SELECIFD
=Grimm:
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Want= OF MAIM, EDUCATIM AN) MU=

Office of Education

Biographical Sketch

John Ellis

Executive Deputy Ccundssioner
for Educational Programs

Anherst, Chio, Septenber 15, 1929

B.S., Bowling Green State University, 1953
M.A., Case Western Reserve University, 1958
Umbers. College, Columbia University,
&Inners 1959, 1960, 1965

14.D., Harvard 1964

Diecutive Deputy Conessionerfor Educational Programs,
U.S. Office of Education

Superintendent of Schools, Columbus, Chio

Superintendent of Schools, Lakewood, Olio

Superintendent of Schools:Massillon, Chio

Assistant Superintendent for Instruction, Massillon, Cbio

Staff umber, Harvard Survey of Boston City Schools

Principal, Garfield Elementary School, Lorain, Ohio

Principal, Harrison Elementary School, Lorain, Onio

Teacher, Grade 6, Lorain City Schools, Lorain, Chio

Teacher, Grade 4, Lorain City Schools, Lorain, Ohio

USAF 1947-1949 and 1954-57, Captain-Intelligence Officer

Air Force Association Silver Medal as Top StudePt in ROTC
Phi Delta Kappa Book Award at Harvard
Massillon Young Kin of the Year
Saturday Review 1977 Honor Roll
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DEPARTMENT OY HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Office of Education

Statement by.the Executive DeputY Commissioner for Educational Programs

on

Educatiunal Aciivities Overseas

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to present

our fiscal veer 1980 appropriation request for Educational Activities

Overseas. Our requcst is for $2 million in U.S.-owned foreign currencies

which the Treasury Department
has determined to be in excess of normal

requirements, the same as our 1978 appropriation and our 1979 supplemental

budget request.

The 0240811, foreign
currencies under this appropriation are used in

conjunction with the U.S. dollars in the Fulbright -Hays program which

supports the same kinds of projects. We presently have available for

our use excess foreign
currencies in Egypt, India, and Pakistan, which

will be used to fund research and training projects in these count/ies

for American students and teachers.

Research and study abroad are critical for training specialists,

keeping scholars current in their specialties and, generally, for helpilig

to improve and develop a high caliber of language and area studies

instruction throughout the educational structure of the United States.

Participation in overseas educational activities
contributes directly to .

the professional development of the' individual scholars and teachers,

mad also has a considerable impact on their students and their employing

American educational institutions.
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The goal of this program is to improve the quality of foreign

language and area studies instruction in the United States relating to .

the Indian subcontinent and the Middle East. Approximately 56 individual

and group projects abroad involving over 500 participants will be supported

in Egypt, India, and-Pakistan, providing the opportunity for selected

educational leaders and students to gain valuable first-hand knowledge

and experience of these two Leportant world areas. Group projects

include seven long-term projects focusing on intensive language training

and research and 18 short-term projects enabling teachirs to expand

their understanding of the culture and language of the country involved

so that upon their return improved curricular materials will be developed.

The program will also provide fellowships to 12 faculty members to

improve the international studies programs where they teach and 14

doctoral dissertation fellowships which will provide opportunities for

advanced full-time research in two world areas in which we currently

have shortages of trained personnel.

One example of group project funded in 1978 is project entitled

The Arab Republic of Egypt: Role and Impact om the Middle East and

the Modern World, which sent an interdisciplinary team of 18 Rhode

Island college professors and selected &octet studies directors of

different school districts to develop materiels for college ,.oursea,

instructional materials for continuing education purposes, and instructional

materials developed for K-12 school instruction. Over the past 13 years

imilar types of group projects and variouslisculty and doctoral dissertation

fellowship projects supported by this progoom have provided the opportunity

for over 7,000 American scholars, students, mad teachers to study in

overseas countries.
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In summary, we feel that the use of excess foreign currencies

supports important American research and'training programs abroad in

significant non-Western countries. This program not only benefits the

American taxpayer in educational
terms; it also contributes significantly

to a broader awareness of today's interdependent world. Yet the program

involves no new additional tax dollars since these foreign currencies

were generated by the sale of U.S. agricultural
products and the repayment

of loans.
Indeed, failure to use these nonconverible

foreign currencies,

owned by the Federal goverment may result in an actual net loss to tke

taxpayer as their value and extent are
roded annually by political

considerations, inflation, and constantly chanting
international currency

rates of exchange.

Thank you for this opportunity to appear before the Committee. lip

colleagues and I will be happy to answer any questions the Committee may

have.

7
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EFFECT OF' 1979 FUNDING ON 1950 REQUEST

Mr. NATCHER. You are requesting a supplemental appropriation I
believe of $2 million for 1979. If Congress, does not approve that
request, will the 1980 budget need to be revised?

Dr. MOYE. I don't think the 1980 budget necessarily would need
to be revised based on the 1979 appropriation.

Mr. NATCHER. On what do you base that'? You say you don't
think so.

Dr. MOVE. Most of the 1979 activities will be carried out during
the summer, before the beginning of fiscal year 1980.

Mr. NATCHER. Is this program forward funded?
Mr. MEADOR. Yes.
Mr. NATCHER. Forward funded. All right.
Mr. MEADOR. We don't have a 1979 appropriation however, Mr.

-Natcher. We would have a number of projects that would be lost;
that is, people who are available to do overseas study at this time,
but at no other time. Further, if we didn't have the excess currency
appropriation, we would have to, in some instances, substitute
Fulbright-Hays dollars, U.S. currency, to fund high priority over-
seas activities, such as Arabic language study in Cairo, or the
language institutes in India and in Pakistan.

PROGRAM FUNrANG

Mr. NATCHER. Do you make a commitment for more than a year
in funding these projects?

Mr. MEADOR. No, they are funded for one year only.
Mr. NATCHER. How much of the 1980 equest is related to pro-

jects funded-in the previous per?
Mr. MEADOR. Pardoa me, sie
Mr. NATCHER. Hov much o: the 1980 request that is before thecommittee that you are requesting now is related to projects

funded in previous yiars?
Ms. BEEBE. Mr. Natcher, in the strict sense of the word, there are

no continuation costs for this program. However, we do fund and
have been funding for a number of years, overseas centers, for
example, in Egypt, where traditionally we send elementary and
secondary teachers and advanced students to study for a summer
or longer. Without these funds in the 1979 supplemental and 1980,
the staff that has been developed there and the tradition that wehave had in funding these projects will in fact be lost, and we will
lose those resources, but legally there is no commitment.

i 950 PROJECTS AND PARTICIPANTS

Mr. NATCHER. Now how many individual participants would be
in volved with this program under the 1980 budget request?

Dr. Ews. 526.
Mr. NATCHER. Are the participants from coileges and universitiesonly?
Dr. MOM No, you may have teachers, for example, involved insome of the projects. Participants include elementary and second-

ary school teachers, higher education faculty and advanced
dents, school administrators, and other educational personnel

-
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Ms. BEEBE. For example, in our group projects abroad we are
proposing to train some 500 participantgrin what we call the group
projects abroad. They win go for a summer to, gain firsthand
knowledge of the culture in the country and to brush up.0 their
language skills.

Mr. NATCHER. You have participants from elementary and sec-
ondary schools. Approximately how many elementary and second-

ary teachers would you have involved? Give us some idea approxi-
mately.

Dr. MOVE. About 225 elementary and secondary teachers would
participate in 1980.

SELECTION OF PARTICIPANTS

Mr. NATCHER. How are these participants selected?
Mr. MEADOR. We announce the program each year and invite

applications from eligible institutions. These are then assessed by

panels of experts with knowledge of the subjects and the countries
to be studied. 'The applications are rank ordered, and then our
office looks at them with regard to their feasibility, their cost, and
other considerations of that kind, and we support as many as funds

will permit. Funded institutions select the participants for group

.projects.
Mr. NATCHER. To be eligible, would the-pei4on have to be work-

ing in the field of foreign language or area studies? Would that be
one of the essential prerequisites?

Dr. MOYE. For the faculty research abroad, and doctoral disserta-

tion research abroad, they would have to be specialists in language
and area studies. For the group projects, one need not be a special-

ist.

RELATION OF PUBLIC LAU 480 TO NDEA TITLE VI

,-- Mr. NATCHER. How does this program relate to those under Title
VI of the National Defense Education Act and the Fulbright-Hays
Act'?

Mr. MEADOR. If you look at NDEA Title VI as the domestic
program for strengthening American education internationally,
you can then visualize both the Fulbright and the P.L. 480 program
as the overseas counterparts. It is the means whereby American
educators and American education can learn firsthand about
issues, cultures and languages abroad.

LARGEST RECIPIENTS OF PUBLIC LAW 4xo FUNDS

Mr. NATCHF.R. Which educational institution is the largest recipi-
ent of funds under this foreign currency program?

MS. BEEBE. Which U.S. institution?
Mr. NATCHER. Yes.
Ms. BEEBE. We can provide that for the record. I think it might

be helpful to have the breakdown by country which we can provide

for you, also.
Mr. NATCHER. All right.
[The information followsl
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r Mon The University of Michigan received the largest share of the 197S
Public Law 4$0 funds followed by the Universiy of CaliforniaBerkeley, and the
University of Wisconsin.

In Egypt, the University of Michigan receired the largest share of funds; in India,
the Univ ?rsity of Wisconsin received the largest share; and ir Pakistan the Univer-
sity of Caiifornial---Ilerkeley received the largest share. ,

Dr. MOYE. I should also fAld, Mr. Natcher, to one of your previous
questions, many of our Fulbright-Hays activities will be funded
with Public Law 480 money, if that activity is proposed in India,
Egypt, or Pakistan.

Mr. NATCHER. Do the same institutions tend to participate year
after year?

Dr. MOYE. Some institutions have been successful in the competi-
tions for more than one year. For the most part, however, new
awards are made to different institutions each year.

DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS BETWEEN PUBLIC. AND PRIVATE
INSTITUTIONS

Mr. NATCHER. What is the distribution of funds under this pro-
gram between public and private institutions?

Dr. MOW. We can provide that for the record,
Dr WYE.. In 197?4, public institutions received $1,332,854 and private institutions

received $446,775

Mr. MEADOR. I might say that we have a very keen interest in
community colleges. This fact came out earlier today. This interest,
I think, should be reflected in our international programs, both
domestically and overseas.

Mr NAICHER. Have you made any evaluations of the projecis
supported in prior years?

Dr. MOYE. No, we have not.

EFFECT OF NO FUNDING

Mr. NATCHER. If Congress does ot approve the request of $2
million, what effect would there he on foreign language and area
studies?

Mr. MEADOR. If the $2 million is not appropriated, there would
he a drastic reduction in the number of projects which we could
support, the number of participants pr project, and the number of
countries represented in the programs. This would pose a particu-
lar hardship in the Arab world, where national interest is keen
and the currencies are available.

We would have to look very carefully at the Fulbright-Hays
appropriation and make some very hard trade offs so that the
entire language training component would not suffer rather severe-
ly

Dr Mom If I may quote. Mr. Natcher, from testimony we heard
about reaut horizat ion of our legislation:

The. Importance of these programs cannot be underestimated They provide the
general tlata base upon which planners and kaders in this countrN make decisions
relatl%e to our international interests They provide linguistic competence which is

flhllih needed

gu Ufl tei quote
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I just cannot believe that the head of a western nation would have had the

problems of translation that President Carter experienced in Poland That, I think,

is a unively American mistake because we have been so isolated for so long, we

just take for granted our own linguistic incompetence:

Around the country, as we have gone through the hearings on
reauthorization, we have been getting comments of this type.

Mr. NATCHER, This concludes the hearings on the Educational
Activities Overseas request for the fiscal year 1980.

We want to thank all of you people for appearing at this time.
Dr. ELLIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The justification of the Department follows:J

1I
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Appropriation Estimate

Educational Activities Overseas

423

for pavnents in foreign
currencies which the Treasury Department determines

to be in excess to the normal requirements of the United States, for necessary

expenses of the Office of Education, as
authorised by law, $2,000,000, to remain

available until expended:
Provided, That this appropriation shall be available,

a

in addition to other
appropriations to such office, for payments in the foregoing

currencies.
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Amounts Ava1lable for Obligation

4

Appropriation

Proposed supplementa

1979 1980

I

2 000 000a_

$2,000,000

Subtotal, appropriation

--

$2,000,0004. $2,000,000

Unobligated balance, start of 168,2(;year

Recovery of prior year obligations 14 VI

total, obligations $2,182,665 $2,000,000

Summary of Changes

1979 Estimated budget authority $2,000,0001/
1980 Estimated budget authority 2,000,000

Hot change

1/ Includes a proposed supplemental of $2,000,000 contained in the Piesident's
Budget.

7 .;
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Budget Authority by Activity

1979 1980 Increase or

Estimate . Estimate Decrease

1. Grants tm Americah institutions $2,000,0001/$2,000,000

1/ Includes a,proposed supplemental of
$2,000,000 contained in the President's

Budget.

Budget Authority by Object

101t

1979 1980
I/

Estimate Estimate

Increase or 0
Decrease

Travel and transpurtation of persons $ 25,000 $ 25,0140

Other services
231,000 226,000 - 5,000

Grants, subsidies and contribution\ 1,744,000 1,749,000 5,000

Total budget authority by object $2,000,000 $2,000.000 ---

(Obligations)
($2,182,665)($2,000,000) (-$182,665)

I/ Includes a proposed supplemental of $2,000,000 contained in the President's

Budget.
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Authorising Legislation

1979
. Amount
Authorized

11979/

Estimate

1980
Amount

Authorised
1980

Estimate

Mutual Educational and Cultural
Exchange Act of 1961 (P.L.
$7-2561 section 102(b)(6) and
105(d))

Indefinite $2,000,000 Indefinite $2,000,000Agricultural Trade Development
and At.sistance Act of 1954;
ection 104(b)(2) and (3),
Special foreign currency

Total B.A 2,000,000 2,000,000

11 Includes a proposed supplemental of $2,000,000 contained in tho President's
8udget.

I
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Year.

Budget
Estimate

to Coniresc
House

Allowance
Senate

Allovance Appropriation

0
1970 $1,000,000 81,000,000 $1,000,000 $1,000,000

.1971 3,000,000 3,000,000 3,000,000 3,000,000

1972 3,000,000 .3,000,000 4,000,000 3,000,000

1973 5,000,000 3,000,000 3,000,000 3,000,000

1974 3,000,000 2,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000

1975 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000

1976 2,000,000 2,000,000. 2,000,000 2,000,000

Transition
Quarter 200, .00 200,000 200,000 200,000

1977 2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000

1978 2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000

1979 2,000,000 2,000,000 ---

Supplemental 2,000,000

1980 2,000,000

7 O'
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Justification

Educational Activities Overseas

1479 1980 Inc aaaaa or
Appropriation Estimate Decrease_

1. Educational Activities Overseas
a. Appropriation $2,000,000 $2,000,000
b. (Obligations) (2,182,665) (2,00(3,000) ($182,565)

1/ Includes a proposed supplemental of $2,000,000 contained in the President's
Budget.

General Statement

1.S.-owned foreign currency chat the Treasury Department determines to be in
excess of normahrequirements is used to support significant educational acti-
vities overseas. These excises foreign currencies currently exist in Rgypt,
India, and Pakistan.

This program ii designed to.strengthen American education by developing new
knowledge and experience with the languages, area and cultural studies, end
political and international affairs of these important world areas, eihich have
traditionally not been widely included in the curricula of educational institu.
tions in the United States. Individual"and group projects in these foreign
countries expand and improve the professional competence of the participating
American educators by providing the opportunity for advanced and intensive
training and research. These overseas projects provide invaluable experience
to U.S. scholars, teachers, and advanced students in developing effective and
improved curricula and instructional materials, and by helping them remain
current in their specific disciplines.
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1. Educational Activities Overseas: Grants to American Institutions

(Mutual Educational and Cultural
Exchange Act of 1961 and Agricultural

Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954)

1979 Estimate
. 1980

Budget

Pos, Authority Authorization

3 12,000,0001/ Indefinite

1/ Includes a proposed supplemental of

Budget.

Budget

Pos. Authority

3 $2,000,000

$2,000,000 contained in the

Increase or

Decrease

Walla

Presldentls

Purpose and method of operations

To iaprove the quality of foreign language end area studies instruction in the

United States, this program provides United States scholars, teachers, and advanced

tudents an opportunity to
conduct research and study abroad to further develop

their technical capabilities and foreign area knowledge. Most of the program

participants engage in a variety of individual and group projects which focus on

foreign languagea, ere, studies, world affairs, and intercultural understanding.

These projects are designed to update the professional. ccenetencies of American 411'

educators, to further foreign language and area studies research, and to develop

improved curricula end effective
initructional materials for use in United States

institutions. This progrme provides an opportunity for American educators to gain

valuable first-hand knowledge
and experience of the leagues. and cultures of tei7.7

important areas of the world...the
Indian subcontinent and the Middle East. -and

expands the awareness of'the American population in understanding other nations.

United States-owned foreign currency that the Treasury
Department determines to be

in excess of normal requirements
is used to support sinificant educational anti..

vities overseas under the Pulbright-Hays program. Grants are provided on a competi-

tive basis to institutions of higher education, individual researchers, State and

local education agencies, and nonprofit educational organizations. A panel of

outside consultants recommends approval of applications. Fund. are currently

available in Egypt. India, and Pakistan. Grants are funded for one year only.

1960 budget policy

To improve the quality of instruction in the United States relating to the Indian

wubcontinent and the Middle East, $2,000,000 is requested in fiscal year 1980 to

fund 56 individual and group projects for 526 participants.

Group prolects abroad: A total of 25 group projects abroad involving 500 teachers

prospective teachers, and school administrators will be supported. Seven group

projects are long-term projects
vhich last for more than six weeks. Three are

advanced, intensive language
training programs in Cairo, New Delhi, and Lahore,

which vill provide instruction for 80 participants. The other four long-term

projects will involve a variety of area study research projects and cultural under*

standing studies in Egypt, India, and Pakistan involving 60 parti tpants. The

following table shows the distribution of funds for long-term projects:

1979 Estimate 1/ 1980 Estimate

No. of long.term projects
7 7

Average cost
$ 93,600 $ 93,600

Total cost
$655,000 $655,0uv

No. of participents
140 140

Average coot per participant
$ 4.700 $ 4,700

79
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Eighteen short-term group,projects, imcludine five sin-week summer institutes
(three in India, one in Egypt, end one in Pakistan), will be supported in
fiscal year 1980. 360 teachers will participate in various project activities
that are designed to enable them to became knowlidgeable about thr,culture of
their country of study, thereby increasing the accuracy and effectiveness of the
curriculum materials they develop upon their return to the United States. The
following table shows the distribution of fund:. for the short-term projects:

792

1979 Estimate 1/ 1980 Estimate

No. of short-term projects. 18 18

Average cost $ 52,300 $ 52,300
Total cost $542,100 $942,100

No. of participants 360 360

Average cost per participant $ 2,600 $ 2,600

Faculty research abroad: An estimated 12 faculty fellowships will be &worded to
provide opportunities for research and study in the lansuages, area studies, snd
political rystems and international affairs of Egypt, India, and Pakistan.
Projects are designed to develop new knowledge and capability in the languages and
understanding of these important world areas, which have traditionally not been
widely included in the curricula of United States educational institutions. These
faculty fellowships help universities and colleges strengthen their international

4studies program by 1) helping key faculty members remain current in their special-
ties, 2) keeping abreast of new trends and developments in these world areas, and
3) updating curricula and improving teaching methods and materials. The followine
table describes the distribution of funds for these fellowships:

1979 Estimatel/ 1980 Estimate

No. of fellowships 12 12

Average cost $ 11,400 $ 11,400
Total cost $136,400 $136,400

Doctoral dissertation research abroad: A total of 14 doctoral dissertation fellow-
ships will provide opportunities for advancid graduate students to engage in
full-time dissertation research in Egypt, India, and Pakistan. These doctoral
projects deal with foreign languages, world areas, and disciplines critical to the
national interest for which adequate instruction has not been widely available in
the United States, and for which there exists a shortage of trained personnel.
The following table shows the distribution of funds for these fellowships:

1979 Estimate I/ 1980 Estimate

No. of fellowships 14 14

Average cost $ 10.100 $ 10,100
Total cost $141,600 $141,600

Language and area research: Two grants w411 he awarded to United States
educational institutions and/or individual scholars and researchers
for linguistic studies and preparation of foreign language textbooks for use in
advanced graduate level studies in the high priority languages of Arabic, Hindi,
end Urdu. The following table shows the distribution of funds for this activity:

1979 Estimate 1/ 1980 Estimate

No. of projects 2 2

Average cost $28.200 $25,200
Total cost $50,400 . $50,600
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Comparative education studios: Three grants will be awarded to foreign institu-

tions in Egypt, /ndia, sndfor Pakistan for ths compilation of annotated biblio-

graphics and a variety of other research materials on education and related topics

in the institutions' respective countries. The following table shows the distri

bution,of funds for this activity:

1979 Esiimatel/

No. of projects
3

Average cost
$20,000

Total cost
$60,000

1980 Estimate

3

$20,000
$p0,000

Administrative support services to3 the Department of States Funds will be used

for professional support
services provided by the bionational commissions and

United States embaasies to grantees under this program. They act as surrogates

for the United States Office of Education by providing administrative support

and assistMCG to the United.States fellows otudying abroad under this program.

1979 Estimatel, 1980 Estimate

Professional support services
$14,500 $14,500

1/ Includes a proposed supplemental of $2,000,000 contained in the President's

Budget.
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THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1979.

STUDENT ASSISTANCE

WITNESSES

LEO KORNFELD, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR STUDENT FI-

NANCIAL ASSISTANCE
PETER VOIGT, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF POLICY AND PROGRAM

DEVELOPMENT
DAVID C. BAYER, ACTING CHIEF, GUARANTEED STUDENT

LOAN BRANCH
MARY F. BERRY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION
CORA BEEBE, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF PLANNING AND BUDG-

ETING
WILLIAM DINGELDEIN, DIRECTOR EDUCATION BUDGET ANAL-

YSIS

STUDENT ASSISTANCE

Mr. NATCHER. The committee will come to orden
We take up at this time Student Assistance of the Office of

Education. We have before the committee Dr. Mary Berry, along
with Mr. Kornfeld, the Deputy Commissioner for Student Financial
Assistance.

Who else do you have with you now?
Mr. KORNFELD. Mr. Chairman, may I introduce everyone in addi-

tion to Dr. Berry, whom you mentioned. On my left is Mr. Dingel-
dein from the Assistant Secretary's Office of Management and
Budget. On my right is Peter Voigt, head of the Policy Division in
the bureau. Next to Peter is David Bayer, who is Actins Chief,
Guaranted Student Loan Branch, Division of Policy and Program
Development, and Cora Beebe, Director of the Division of Planning
and Budgeting.

Mr. NATCHER. Thank you, Mr. Kornfeld. We are delighted to
have all of you before the committee.

We have had an opportunity to examine your statement. With
your permission, we will insert your statement in the record in its
entirety. You probably will want to highlight it. Go right ahead.

[The statement follows:I
(7951
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EVOCATION, AND WELFARE

Office of Education

Stets:Rent by

Deputy Commissioner for Srudent Financial Assistance

\
on

Student Assistance

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I appreciate this opportunity to appear before you to present the fiscal year
1980 budget request to support the Office of lducation's progrena under the Student

Assistance account.

The fiscal year 1980 budget request of $3,687,000,000, which represents over
37 percent of the Office of Education's budget, embodies one of our primary goa1
in education --to eliminate financial barriers to postsecondary education and to
allow for measure of choice in the selection of a postsecondary institution.
Through a program of student grants, loans and jobs, this budget request not only
responds to the rising cost of education but also broadens eligibility to signifi-

cantly growing number of students. Last year the enactment of the Middle Income
Student Assistance Act broadened student eligibility under the Basic Grants program
to ptudents from middle-income families by reducing the amount which families were
expected to contribute to postsecondary education. In 1980, this budget incorporates
further implementation of this Act by redressing the inequitable treatment previously
accorded independent students-under the Basic Grants program.

The 1980 budget request represents a continuation and expansion of the policy

enunciated in the 1979 appropriation. The total level of $3.7 billion, approxi-
mstely $250 million less than in 1979, in designed to maintain comparable benefits
to all qualified students, and dose not represent any decrease in benefits. The

slight decrease in budget authority primarily reflects lower cost projections

to fully fund the Basic Grants program. Due to rising incomes end the ccelerated
efforts to detect fraud and abuse, the number of students participation in the

program is projected to decline. This results in a lower projected coat for 1979

of $2,435,000,000, 8163,000,000 below the 1979 approprietion. Therefore, although

the 1980 budget request of $2,444,000 is 8136,000,000 less than the 1979 appropriation,

it is $9,000,000 above the projected coste of Basic Greets in 1979. In other

words, the decline in budget authority from the 1979 appropriation to the 1980

request is not real decrease in costs, but due to a 1979 appropriation which

exceeds need.

I would now like to discuss the details of I- request.

Music Educational Opportunity Grants

The fiscol year 1980 budget request of $2,444,000,000 for the Basic Educational

Oppor.unity program is based upon our beet estimate of funds necessary to fully

fund the program. vith a maximum award of $1,800, and to implement those provisions
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'of-the Middle Income Student Assistance Act which relate to independent students.

An additional 60,000 independent students will be eligible for Basic Grants under

this proposal and the average grant for
alkstudents will rise from $892 in 1979

,
to $940 in 1180. Since the inception of this program, over ten million awards

are expected to have been awarded to
undergraduate students, growing from grants

Averaging $269 in 1973 to Aver three times that amount today.

Our $2.4 billion requedi, wWich is approximately $9 million above our present

satimete to fully fund the program in 1979, includes a resppropriation of $726,000,000

of unused fund. from the 1978 appropriation for use in fiscal year 1980. Thix

amount will be available due to the reeatimapas of Basic Grants coats in both 1978

and in 1979.

'although our current estimates represent the latnat information available to

us, certain problems in projecting exact costs for the Basic Grant* program remain.

For example, the'participation rates of the newly elligible population resulting

from the Middle Income Student,Assistance Act are still an unknown variable. 4n

addition, variety of factors which impact enrollment and costs are in flux and

impede accurate projections. Should our projeceions underestimate the rbquire-

ments tolully fund the Sasic Grants protrmm . we will meet our commitment and, If

necessary, return here and request additionskappropriations.

gammus-Based Pronrems: Supplemental Bducntional Opportunity Grants.

Work-Study and Direct Loans

To supplement the_Basic Grants program and provide a measure of flexibility

for responding to individual needs at the campus level, our budget request maintains

support for Supplemental Sducational Opportunity Grants, Work-Ctudy, and Direct

Loans with a comparable level of services as provided for in fiscal year 1979.

Supplemental Grants

Our request for $340,100,000 for Supplemental Grants will provide 573,000

grants averaging $570 at over 3,400 institutions. The 1979 and 1980 levels of

eupport.in this program repreasnt more than 40 percent increase above the average

funding level for the previous five years. The number of students aided has

increased every year since the program began until a grand total of over five

million grants will have bison awarded with the 1980 budget reqUest. This request

will require waiver of the Middle Income Student Assistance Act which provides

for a minimum appropriation of $370,000,000.

Work-Study

The 1980 budget request for
$550,000,000 maintains this program at the 1979

level. Through the switching provision of this program, over $600,000,000 is

available for 9906000 student jobs with average earnings of $610. Over the-past

five year*, it la expected that over $2.6 billion will have been made available in

support of student jobs.

Direct Loans

our request for the Direct Loans program
provides an excellent example of our

dual commitment to expand access and manage our programs more effectively. The

budget request for $220,000,000 for new Federal capital contributions, although

7 )
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$90,000,000 below the fiscal year 1979 appropriation, does not represent a signifi-
cant decrease in the volume of loan funds available to students. This maintenance
of ffort is possible due to inc eeeee d collections on prior loans which reimburse
the revolving loan funds and farovide approximately the same level as the previous

year. Over 900,000 awards;.averaging $710, will be supported with this effort.
With the 1980 budget, over $7 billion will have been generated since this
program was initiated in support of student loans.

From the Direct Loans appropriation, up to $20,000,000 is reserved to ease the
transition of institutions whose Federal capital contributions are reduced or
eliminated under thp proposed regulations when the default rate reecho. a specified
level, but which show vidence of improved managerial practices. We believe it is

not equitable to penalize students at these institutions because of past administra-

tive problems, especially given the inadequate Federal attention in the past to
this problem both in identifying and assisting.those schools to improve their

collection efforts. Also, as a part of this budget request, a waiver of the

requirement. in the Middle Income Student Assistance Act that $286,000,000 be
appropriate(' for Direct Loans is requested.

State Student Incentive Grants

Our budget recluse,: includes $76,750,000 for the State Student Incentive Grants

program. This smourt must be matched or exceeded by State funds. In total, over

100,000 student awards, averaging $500, will be provided. We believe that considera-

tion of the expansion of this incentive program should be postponed until after

reauthorization activities have been completed.

Administrative Support

The last item I wish to discuss is a new proposal to incorporate within this

budget request the administrative costs associated with the Bureau of Student

Financial Assistance. This is a consolidation of the sources of funding for the
support services required to operate and manage the programa of the Bureau previously

provided for under the adminintrstive set-asidss of Basic Grants and the Student

Loin Insurance Fund aad under the Salaries and Expenses account. Not included, of

course, are funds fo Office of Education staff salaries, travel, equipment, or

other related costs.

Sy consolidating these activities which include coatractual services for

application processing, training, preclaims assistance and such, not only could the

funds be sore efficiently utilized, but less complex accounting procedures could be

used. The request of $41,385,000 reflects en increase of $169,000 above the total

amount appropriated under the three separate sources of funding for these programs

in 1979.

Conclusion /

Finally, we believe that the program of grants, loans, and jobs supported here

achieve our goals of aces.s and for all practical purposes remove financial hardship

as a barrier to postsecondary education.

Our 1980 budget request will maintain services to already eligible students

and expand col/erste to a newly eligible group of independent students. Yet it

will be accomplished wit:: no increase in costs due to the efforts of this Administra-

tion to insure that student aid resources are distributed liquitably and fairly to

all who qLalify.

;
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IMPIMVEMENTS IN SIVDENT

Mr. KORNFEI.D. Thank you Very much, Mr. Chairman. As back-

ground. for this discussion, I think it might be appropriate if we

just briefly discussed some of the major improvements we have

made in the Student Financial Assistance program over the last

year. As you know, when this administration took office, Secretary

Ca lifano reorganized the student assistance programs and put them

all in one location, which is now the Bureau of Student Financial

Assistance.
Some of the major things that we have done are: First in the

basic grant program which, as you know, is the major grant pro-
gram that we administerwe initiated 3 major activities. We im-
plemented the multiple data entry program, which basically re-

duces the need for students filling out duplicate forms. Some 25i

million students were able to go through the system and apply for
these grants without filling out two forms, as they did in the past.

In addition, through edits and computer validation processes
which we have initiated, we have reduced the cost of this program

this year by about :5570 million. We do not feel all of this is due to
fradulent actions and that students are ripping off the government.

As a matter of fact, we think to the contrary, part of the fault is
the way the system is delivered to students.

We feel the costs of the program are reduced because we have in

the past had inaccurate data and awarded grants based on inaccu-

rate data. Now we have to continue the process we started last
year but improve the delivery system so that we make sure stu-
dents submit accurate datadata that we can validateand still
simplify the process for students.

In the Guaranteed Student Loan program we feel very strongly

that the Federal Government can be very proud of the collection
system that we have now been able to initiate using Federal em-

ployees. We have billing systems and incentive programs for those

persons involved in collections. The default rate has gone from
close to 1.1 percent to less than 10 percent in the last year.

For example, in fiscal year 1977 collections were about ;4.;11 mil-

lion. In fiscal year 197s we collected about :i;15 million. In fisal year
1979. in the 11 months that have transpired, we have collected over

;,;17 01 ill ion. which is already more than e collected in the entire
previous year.

We anticipate vve will collect million this year and probably
s:,I) million next year. As the President mentioned, we feel very
strongly that the subject of default in this program will not be a

problem to this country by the time the President's First term is
over, and we think we will he able to achieve that goal.

We are also trying to make sure the government does not have

to get into this default problem. We have initiated a program
where we are doing more work with the various lenders in the

country and working with them so that the claini never gets sent

to the Federal Govertinient. For exaniple. in the State of California
where we initiated this particular program. we have been able to

re(luce II) wrcent of the defaults by directing students who mav
have tweti defaulter.: and put into Ow Federal s%!:tein anti put

7: I
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them into repayment with the commercial lender. So they never
became defaulters.

In the campus-based programs we set up a new procedure for
allocating the funds in this grogram which is based on need and
not based on grantmanship, who is more articulate and who can
present a better picture. For the first time we feel that the funds
have been distributed in a much more equitable way to those
institutions that have the most need as compared to those institu-
tions which have a system that worked somewhat better and could
produce applications for grants in a more impressive way.

In the NUSL programa program with which we are not
happyas you know, Secretary Califano announced about a month
ago a procedure where we are going to put that program on the
same kind of footing as the Guaranteed Student Loan program. We
are optimistic that we wili reduce the default rate. That program
has been launched. We will initiate it in the Boston region.

I must also say that both in the Guaranteed Student Loan pro-
gram and in the Basic Grant program our experience is that the
country is not made up of a large group of students whost. objective
in life is to rip off the government. A lot of the problems we have
had with student defaults could squarely be blamed on the govern-
ment, more so than on the student. We find the students are now
responsive and are doing what we all want them to do now that we
have systems in place.

We now have program reviews. In the last six months of 197S,
for example, we have identified liabilities that institutions owed
the government of over $10 million. In the last two months the
amount that we have identified is over $3 million and we do plan
to initiate these same kinds of activities in reviewing State lenders
and in State agency reviews.

I just mention all these briefly just to describe our concern and
effort to make sure these programs work as well as they can and to
use the dollars as well as we can for these purposes. There is a lot
more to do and we intend to do a lot more and we certainly
welcome the support that we have received from the Congress in
the past and hope to continue in the future.

HIGHER EDUcATION ENROI.I.MENT

Mr. NATCHER. Thank you. Mr. Kornfeld.
In order to give the committee some background infOrmat

place in the record at this point a chart showing recent trends in
higher education enrollment.

{The information follows:1
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Total Enrollment in Institutions
of Higher Education: 1/

United States, Pall 1963-1978

(In Thousands)

You
0410

(1)

Tong

empoll

em
(II

Sex aneseaminanol Camel

ilea

(31

Wooten

(4)

hal OM! I Pitl4WIe

(51 I (6)

Pub lec

(7)

PAM*

(I)

1161 4.766 2,955 1,111 3.113 1.A132 3,066 1,100

1944 5.210 3.249 2.031 3.351 1.722 3.461 1.112

.........1965 5.921 3.630 2,791 4.012 1.537 3.9/0 1.951

1%6 6.390 3,156 2.534 4,439 1.951 4.349 3,041

1%7 6,912 4,133 2,779 4,793 2.119 4.116 2,096

19% 1.313 4.4711 1.035 5,210 2.303 5.431 3,013

1%9 1.005 4.146 3.251 5.499 2.506 5.697 3.101

1,70 1.511 5,044 3.537 5.1113 2.166 6,421 3,153

1971
1,949 '5.307 3.742 6.077 2,171 6.104 2,144

1972 9.215 5.239 3,976 6.012 3.192 7.071 2,144

1973 9,602 3,371 4.231 6,119 3,413 1.420 2.113

1974 10.224 5.622 4.601 6.370 3.153 7,919 2.235

197S 11.115 6.149 5.036 6.141 4,344 1.135 2,350

1976 11.012 5,1111' 5.201 6.111 4,295 1.653 3.359

1977
1 1 28 7 6.026 5.261 6.311 4,506 1.9)3 2.361

1978 11,223 5,637 5,586 6,592 4,631 8,794 2,429

1/ Enrollrent for 1978 from Fall Enrollment in Colle es and Universities, 1978

preliminary Estimatest National Center for Education Statistics Bulletin,

December, 1978. Remainder of enrollment figures from
projections of Education

Statistics to 1986-87, National Center for Education Statistics, SM.

1
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Mr. NATCHER. Also include your best estimate of projected enroll-
ment over the next 5 years.

[The information follows:]

8..
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Projections of Total Enrollment in Institutions
of Higher Education: 1/United States, Fall 1979-1986 -

(In thousands)

Yoe
((all)

11)

T64a2
*atoll
moil

(2) .

$ea Al lemissee shawl Coettel

Wu

(3)

Wornea

(4)

Full Iln Is

(5)

Put -1101.

(6)

Public

(7)

Pr Ivalt

(1)

1963 . . .............. 4.766 2.955 1111

5.210 3.249 2.031

5.921 3,630 2.291

6.310 3356 2,534

6,912 4.133 2.779

7.313 4.471 3.035

AS 4.746 3.251

1.511 5.044 3.537
1,949 '5.207 3,742

9.215 5,239 3,976

9,602 5,371 4.23)
10,224 5.622 4.601

11.165 6.149 5,036

11.012 5111 2 3201

1977 11,287 6.026 5.261 6.711 4.506 1122 2.364

11,223 5,637 5,586 6,2 41.631 8,794 2,42S

E1/13
US$
4112
4,439
4.793
5.210
5,499
5115
6477
6472
6.119

6370
61141
6.717

1312
1.722
1.137
1.951
2.119
2303
2.506
2.166
2,871
3,142
3.413
3.1$ 3
4.344
4195

3.066
3.461
3.910
4,349
4116
3.431
5.897
6.421
6.804
7,071
7,420
7,919
1 835
1,653

1.702
1.112
1151
31341
2496
2112
2.101
2.153
2,144
2.144
2,113
2,235
2,350
2,359

1978- s .

upir
1910 . . . . .......
1911
1912
1913
1924
1915
1916

_ _ .
11.524 6.161 5.363 6.735 4,789 9,119 2,335

11.631 6.214 5.417 6.720 4.911 9.309 2.322

11,646 6.241 5.405 6.661 4.915 9.352 2.294

11402 6.223 5.379 6.375 5.027 9,341 2,234

11,510 6,181 5.327 6.475 5,035 9,300 2,:10
11.367 6.111 5.750 6.350 5.017 9.201 2.159

11,204 6.034 5370 6 124 4110 9197 2.107

11.040 5150 5.0,0 OM 4.041 1St 3 2.037

1/ Prolections of Educatioa Statistics to 1986-87, National Cent.,r for Education
Stitti*tics, 1978.

8
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AID To Low INCOME STUDENTS

Mr. NATCHER. Student aid from Federal funds was about $500
million in 1970. The 1980 budget, the amount requested for student
aid is about $3.7 billion. What evidence is available to show that
the increase in Federal student aid has given low-income individ-
uals access to higher education?

Mr. KORNFELD. We will provide specific data for the record, Mr.
Chairman, to give specific evidence.

(The information follows:1
The evidence exists in the number of low income students who would not have

thefinancial capacity to attend postsecondary education without financial aid. In
the Basic Grants program it is estimated that over 590,000 students in 19$0 whose
inconws are below $10.000 will receive aid. In the campus based programs the target
population is ale student in financial need. For Supplemental Grants 35 percent of
the recipients, in Work-Study 25 percent of the recipients, and in Direct Loans over
20 percent or the recipients have incomes below $5,000.

Mr. KORNFELD. But let me give you some examples of the kinds
of changes that have occurred. Thanks to the Middle-Income Act
which Congress passed last year, as you know, we are now in a
position where we can reasonably state that there are very few
people, if any, in this country today that are denied the opportuni-
ty for low-cost 4-year college eduLation because of lack of funds.

With the Basic Grant, the loan programs and the work-study
program we have.just about achieved that objective, which, as you
know, is primarily an objective to see that no one is denied an
opportunity for postsecondary education for financial reasons. I can
go through the specific arithmetic with you, but just briefly, take a
student who goes to school where the cost is about $3,000, which is
about the average cost for a 4-year State college for tuition and
room and board expenses. Between the Basic Grant program, the
loan program and the work-study program that student could re-
ceive all the funds needed to finance his or her education.

The other thing that the statistics which we will put in the
record will clearly indicate for each of these programs is the
number of low-income persons assisted, the average size of the
Basic Grant by income category, and number of recipients in each
of these programs.

Mr NATCHER. You can expand on that for the record.
[The information follows:I

MIA
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Basic Grants
(Average grant)

805

STUDENT ASSISTANCE

Number of Awards
Average Grant

1978 1979 1980

1,821,000 2,728,000 2,598,000

($867) ($892) ($940)

supplemental Grants 463,000
($570)

573,000

($570)

573,000
($570)

(Average grant)

Work-Study
796,400 990,000 990,000

(Average grant) ($610) ($610) ($610)

Direct Loans 874,000 914,000 902,000

(Average grant) ($710) ($710) ($710)

State Student Incentive

Grants
225,000 307,000 307,000

(Average grant) ($500) ($500) ($500)

Total Awards 4,209,400 5,512,000 5,370,000
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The following is a breakdown of the number of students by income
category receiving assistance through the Campus-Based Programs
(National Direct Student Loan, College Work Study and Supplemental
Educational 44portunity Grant Program) and the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant Program: .

Distribution of Students Aided by Income
Category

Basic Grants Program
Award Period 77-78

Income Range
Number of
Students

$ 0 - 3,000 658,370
$3,001 - 6,000 451,976
$6,001 - 9,000 327,530
$9,001 - 12,000 215,306
$12,001- 15,000 121,374
$15,000 or more 71,524

Total 1,846,080

Total Expenditures $1,587,863,624

Distribution of Students Aided And Amount

Spent by Income Category - Dependent Students

Income Range

Campus-Based Progrtme
Award Period 1977-78

Number of Students Dollar Amount

$ 0 - 5,999 255,753 195,610,029
$ 6,000 - $11,999 572,584 254,150,509
$12,000 - $17,999 237,929 909,647,647
$18,000 - $23,999 126,562 118,863,273
$24,000 - $29,999 40,961 35,891,138
$30,00 and over 13,610 11,499,173

Total 1,247,399 1,525,661,769

*Preliminary - Taken from the Fiscal Operations Report
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AID To Mun)LE INcomE sTuDENTs

Mr. NATCHER. In addition to low-income individuals who want to
obtain additional education, we are concerned about middle-income
students. We have men on this subcommittee, as Dr. Berry will tell
you, that each year ay to you people, what ab9ut the level just
above the poverty level'? Are !hese boys and girls denied an educa-
tion through lack of financial assistance, or are you taking care of'

them'? We know what the charts show, we know what the amounts
are before the committee, but we want you to amplify this answer
in the record.

[The information followsd
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Students who are not on the poverty level but estimated to receive a Basic Grants
number 713.000 for those whose incomes are above $20.000 in fiical year 1979. In
the campus based programs, those whose incomes are above $15,000 receive over 67.
of the Supplemental grit:Its, over 117. of the Work-Study awards and over 147. of the
Direct Loans.

The best example of how middle income families will,be aided through the
increase of funds in the Basic Grant program is reflected by the follow-
ing. Comparison of award levels for different income groups for 1978-79
versus 1919-80.

Assumptions:

1. Family size of four.
2. 'No parents in household.
3. One parent employed.
4. One dependent in postsecondary education.
5. No contribution from assets.
6. No unusual expenses.
3. No elementary and secondary tuitiun offset.
8. Federal Income Taxes extracted from the 1977 IRS

TAX Tables for academic year 1978-79.
9. Federal Income Taxes extracted from the 1978 IRS

Tax Tables for academic year 1979-80.
10. Actual Family Size Offsets used for academic years

1978-79 and 1979-80.
11. 20/30% Parental Income Assessment Rates

applied to 1978-79 Adjusted Gross Incomes.
12. 10.5% Parental Income Assessment Rate applied

to 1979-80 Adjusted Gross Incomes.

I.
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Cost of Attendancd: $1800

Income Academic Year Academic Year

Intecvals 1978-1979 1979-1980

$ 5,000 $912 $912

$10,000 $912 $912

$15,000 0 912

$20,000 0 676

$25,000 0 326

$30,000 0
0

Cost of Attendance: $2400

Income Academic Year Academic Year

Intervals 1978-1979 1979-1980

$ 5,000 $1212 $1212

$10,000 1000 1212

$15,060 o 1076

$20,000 0
676

$25,000
0 326

$30,000
0

0

Cost of Attendance: $3600

Income
Intervals

Academic Year

1978-1979

Academic Year

197S-1980

$ 5,000
$1600

$1800

$10,000
1000

1526

$15,000
0

1076

$20,000
0

676

$25,000
0

326

$30,000
0

0
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Mr. NA7CHER. Briefly tell us about it.
Mr. KORNFELD. Thanks to the Middle Income Student Assistance

Act which Congress passed last year, the middle income students in
this country are now also for the first time "in history getting
equitable treatment as far as postsecondary educational opportuni-
ties. For example, the Basic Grant program was a program pretty
much limited to those families that had adjusted gross income
under $15,000. Now the income level served will be closer to
$25,000, which means basically that middle income families will
obtain grantbs for the first time this year.

In addition, eligibility for interest subsidies under the Guaran-
teed Loan program now has no income ceiling on it. In the past
that program was generally only available for those persons in the
country that came from families with income under $25,000 since
banks did not wish to rpake unsubsidized loans. Now every person
is eligible for interest subsidies and therefore a guaranteed loan.
That means that not only will that student be able to obtain $2,500
per year to pay his or her education, but, to translate that into
actual cash value, that is worth $400 in 'interest benefits for every
family that has one child in school. So I think we have gone a long
way to assist more people than we have had in the past.

We estimate that we will be providing some assistance now to
better than 60 percent of all the students that seek postsecondary
education. We estimate some 6 million grants will be provided next
year.

Ms. BEEBE. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. NATCHER. Go right ahead.
Ms. BEEBE. It might be interesting to note that in our work-study

program, for example, 28 percent of the participating students
during academic year 1976-77 were from family incomes of $12,000
or more.

In the BEOG program. 22 percent during academic year 1977-78
were from families with $15,000 or more. In our State Student
Incentive grant it was approximately 15 percent of our awards tostudents from that same level of income.

Dr. BERRY. I would only add that one can say succinctly that
financial barriers to postsecondary education opportunities should
be removed by the legislation that is in effect and by the programs
we operate for people at all income levels.

EFFEcT ON TraioN cosTs
Mr. NATCHER. To what extent has the increase in Federal stu-dent ud affected tuition costs?
Mr. KORNFEL.D. We have no specific evidence at this point. If onelooks at the past, the evidence does indicate that the cost of educa-tion has not increased at a higher level than inflationary costs.Right now, with more money going out there, we do open up thepossibility that what has occurred in the past may not continue inthe future.
We do not. of course, know that, hut we have no specific evidenceat this point that determines that t hese programs are triggering

increased tuition costs.
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NATchER. When you get the transcript back. amplify your
answer a httle more, if you will. Mr. Kornfeld. I think now when

you do a little checking. additional investigation, you are going to

find a change.
Mr KMINFELD one. concern that we have is that additional Rinds and expanded

eligibility for Federal student aid may change this situation For example, prior to the

l979 flis academic year. Federal aid recipients did re,' represent the majority of
students enrolled in i)ostsecondary education. As a re- schools could not easily

increase costs because of increased availability of Federal aid. Now, with the passage

of MISAA and the increased funding levels included in the fiscal year 1979 Appropri-

at lom4 Act, we estimate that well over :50percent of the postseconaary population will

receive Federal aid This reduces the constraints that schools might have had before

not to increas costs since the majority of students could have these highter costs
absorbed through the new availability of Federal funds.

Dr. BERRY. I just wanted to add that tuition costs are affected by

a number of' factors, not just the student aid program.
Mr. NATCHER. No, but it plays a role, and probably a major role.
Dr BERRY. I also point out that institutions have an intereit in

maintaining as low a tuition as they can. given the decline in
enrollments You will find that there are a number of variables.

Mr. BAYER. One' thing that is important to note, the Congress in

the health committees established a Health Education Assistance

Loan Program with tlw,Congressional committees stating in the
record that one of the purposes of' that program was to enable the
medical schools especially ni raise their tuition appropriately to
meet the needs of the schools in financing this very costly-type
education

LEWSLATION IS SUPPORT OF 131H;ET

Mr NA-retiF,R. Tt'll Me. is any part of this budget request for

,todent aid de\pendent uptm the enactment of new authorizing
legislation.'

Dr BEaity Yes
Mr KoitNi.l...i.o For example. in the supplemental opportunity

grant program. the trigger is :S:171) million. Our proposal is to hold

that particular progrpm appropriation level at $3-P) million.
Mr NATCHER Doyou have legislatiem pending to that effect'?

Dr. BERRY We have requesteql those. change's. Mr. Chairman.
Mr NATCHER. All right.
Mr KouNt..1.1.n. Also. there are two other trigg-ers. One in work-

-tads and one in direct loans. The other subject that wehl require

lei2islatioa is the carryover in the Basic Grant pro am. As you
know, the law requires that we cannot carry over eore than I:,

percent Tins year the amount of carryover will be significantly
foi.,her t han t hat

Mr N A ietiER What amount are you proposing to carry over?

Mr ii( )1( N FELD :4.-,f; 1 di dhoti w ill he carried over arid it is a

complicated fomula hPcuusf. we are also goirig zo request ;'.I7i*,

miihou ,u e. Vill eventuall. end up with a carr.s.over of
Dr REHR\ .-7'..Y, million
NI- IsEHei. V.:I. are trliw to hatallt that thrum4h reapfirofination
thie,i fund:. rather than a-kine, ioc extending avadabilitc for

. al r \ (APT' WI' are a-:kitq4 ion' them to be reappropriated
Nir NAIrliER At the.; point in the. record place a lkt of ;ink

Alit in.t mat.: li.1...1.-,latiiai that 1-. nece,,ar.% to enout t hi- appropriation
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with the :A.indunts that we have before the committee. Tell us about
your carryover money and go into a good bit of detail, please.

IThe information followsd
IA'gthlation necessary to enact tescai year 19su budget request

Provided. That not more than $720100,unu of the amount appropriated
for fiscal year 1979 under this head foi. Subpart 1. Part A of Title IV of the Higher
Education Act shall remain available through September I9s1 for Basic Educa-
tional Opportunity Grants without regard to Sections 41 libctsButil and 411ibm4i (B)
of the Higher Education Act of 196.1

Explunutum- This language provides Mr the reappropriation of $721; million fromthe fiscal year 197s appropriation for use in the fiscal year 19sa Basic Grant
program to augment the request of $1.71s billion ftir a program level request of
$'.! 444 billion

A reappropriation occurs when Congress takes action to continue availability of
unobligated funds th;01 would have expired or would otherwise expire. The 197s
funds will expire on rktober 1, 1979 unless Congress takes ac ion through legisla.
tion to make the funds available for use through September 30, .S1.

The $726 million available in fiscal year 197s is composed of $561 million which is
available from excess appropriation ibr the 197s-79 award period and from $165
million which will be available from the 1979-sn award period. It is proposed to use
the $11;. utilliori Ga. the 197s-79 award period in order to free up that amount of
197s funds for reappropriation_ This will leave a remainder of $2.435 billion of 1979
funds to support the 1979-s0 award period, sufficient under our present estimates to
fully fund the program

Provided further. That amounts appropriated for Basic OpportunityGrants shall be available first to .meet any insufficiencies in the entitlements
resulting from the payment schedule for Basic Opportunity Grants published by the
Commissioner of Education during the prior fiscal year

Kxplunutffin This provision permits the use of 19SO appropriated funds for . he
Basic Grant program to meet. as a first priority insufficiencies which might occur
with respect to payments under the academic year '''79-s0 payment schedule in
case ot unanticipated increases in the demand for Basic Grants.

Provided further, That pursuant to Section 4111101-1NA, of the Higher
Education Act, amounts appropriated hereee for Basic Opportunity Grants which
exceed the amounts required to meet rhe payment M..hedule published for any liScal
Year by 171 per centum or less shall be carried forward and merged with amounts
appropriated the next fiscal year

Rlphinatum This provision permits, p !swim co authorizing legislation. the car-
rying forward ot up to le-, percent of amoun:. appropriated for Basic Opportunity
Grants fOr use in the subsequent avadenuc year

I ' " Provided further. That funds appropriated for Basic Ooportunity Grants
may be paid without regard to Secti. "

kzplanatifin This provision waives the requirement in the auth 'razing legislation.
as amended by P t ha. requires a minimum impropriation of $370 million
tor Supplemental Grants and $2sa1.nillion for Direct Loans before any payments are
made under the Basic Grant program The fiscal rear 19s0 budget request proposes

1 million tor Supplemental Grants and :52..90 million for Direct Loans, both
aniounts below the level,: stipulated in the authorumg legisiation' Pro\ ided further, That up to $2(1,001100 01 Funds .:ppropriated for Part E.Tale IV ut the Higher Education Act may be dmributed as the Cannussioner of
i!ireTe '
Edthat lien determines without regard to Section 162 of the Higher Education Act ot

hp/aaarrut,
1 provision re,erve:, up to $21anifunn of tic. appropriation tor

Federal (apital contrihution under the Direct Loan program to provide ton& forinstitution, lAhich no longer quality 'or Federal capital contributions but aremaking ttorts to improve managerial te:..ict ices This pern..ts the allocation of the,
dis...renem ot the C anuessamer tee overcome maquinesKhich ought ci, ii, ri elherence t.. re .alation:,

CON:sl*NIEf'. INEOPMAIlti.N

Mr NA-Fr/Wit lioN; do families and young people find Out about
the amount and kind of student aid available?

K()RNFELD Hight now the prime source is through theirguidance coun,clors, if t hey are entering tudt nts We ha, ,
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launched a program which will be enacted very soon now. We have
hired a contractor and we are going to do spots on TV and radio
and advertise the fact of what the Middle Income Act has done and
what opportunities there are for people based on the Middle
Income Act.

Mr. NATCHER. Does your office have any direct responsibility to
furnish this information?

Mr. KORN:FELD. We think we do. We think it is essential that we
communicate this and make sure that the public knows what Con-

gress has passed and what is available to the public.
Mr. NATCHER. A recent survey of college freshmen showed that
percent never heard of the Basic Grants program and 72 percent

never heard of the Guaranteed Loan Fund.
Mr. KORNFII.D. That is right. And that is a concern of ours.
Mr. NATCHER. Have you checked into this situation?
Mr. KORNFEI.D. Yes: we also have been very concerned abodt the

fact that not only do the people not know about the program but

they have misinformation about the programs. People still think,
for example. this is not a need-based program, but a scholarship
program.

There is gross misinformation out there about these prograr,s.
We put oat a brochure about a year ago which tried to put a
description of these programs in very simple language. When you
try to describe them in detail, it just overwhelms most people. We
distributed millions of copies of this brochure.

We have a brochure which has more detail which we have dis-
tributed, but we still feel we have not accomplished our objective.
Those statistics you just read certainly indicate that. That is why
we have now retained this firm to put on TV spots. They are going
to he in English and Spanish. We are going to put them on rock
stations and do TV\spots and other kinds of things to make sure
the people in this country do know what the Middle Income Act

does provide.
Mr. NATCHER. Would you send an adequa:. number of your

brochures to us so that the members of the subcommittee may
have a copy of these samples.

lThe intOrmation
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UAW GRANT FUNDING

Mr. NATCHER. Under 'Basic' Opporiunity Grants, the request is
S1.7 billion in new appropriations.

Mr. KORNEELD. That is correct.
Mr. NATCHER. Also you propose to use :i:,726 million in prior year

funds. So the program level proposed, then, is :S2.3 billion; is that
correct?

Mr. Kol.:rE1.1). That is corrk-d.
Mr. NA I HER. As you know, the Congressional Budget Office and

other groups say your estimates are to9 low to fully fund the
program in 10. Do you think your estimate is the best available
at this time?

Mr. KORNFELD. We still think, Mr. Chairman, that is the best
estimate. The disagreement is understandable too. The problem we
have now is because of the Middle Income Act and other changes
that have gone onln this program. The estimation model that we
have used in the past, which has been the same one the Congres-
sional Budget Office has used, gets into a problem of trying to
estimate how many people will in fact participate. That is the
major difference between our estimate and the CBO estimate.

We are working with the CBO estimate. We are trying to revise
the formula because now we are going to have a new eligible
population that will be eligible because of the Middle Income Act.
There also could be, even when we get our models together, differ-
ences because it depends upon what assumptions one wvnts to use.
The major difference iwtween the estimates is really trying to get
at this pointhow many people will in fact participate in this
program.

Dr. BERRY. The Secretary has already stated that we believe our
numbers are right. But if they turn out to be wrong our intent is to
determine all the students eligible for the program, and subse-
quently request supplemental funds. But we believe our numbers
are correct.

Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Pursell
Mr. PURSEI.I. Did you say the supplemental request was

million pending now?
Mr. KoRNm.n. You are referring to th4. (ISI. insurance fund?

PCRSEI.I. Where is that now'
Ms BEEBE. It is before this committee. We testified on it last

week The supplemental appropriation is primarily to make up for
deficiencies in the special interest rate as a consequence of nmre

udents taking loans, a higher average loan and an absolute in-
crease in the interest rate which we have to pay to the lenders

Mr. KfliiNEE1.1) As you know. the cost of the (;uaranteed Student
Loan program is really interest.

Mr PURsE1.1,. How about the Supplemental Opporturitiv t;rant?
That i a separate program.'

Mr koRNI..1.:Lo Yes, and we are sui.92,-estiog
PtRSEI.1. That is what I was ryterring tu

NI, KORN FELD. I am sorn.
PritsEl.L. }la, OMB approved th.it

Mr ii(itm-1-1.1) Yes. sir
\Tr PtItsF1.1 1 du n. kitu h.it utir t
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LoANs

Let me go to a few other questions. In the Middle Income Stu-
dent Assistance bill last year, if my memory serves, the limit was
$40,000.

Mr. KORNFELD. The Administration's recommendation was1to
have a ceiling of' $40,000, which means families who had adjust-
ed gross income of' $40,000 or less, would be eligible for interest
subsidies on Guaranteed Student Loans. Congress, as you know,
took that ceiling off', which means now that everybody in this
country, regardless of their income, is eligible for interest subsidies
under the Guaranteed Student Loan program.

Mr. PuitsELL. But thelact is after the implementation of the Act
didn't respective States set their own limitation with or without
the intent of Congress?

Mr. KORNFELD. You are correct, Mr. Purse ll. Some States have
done just that, and we are u :happy about that but are trying to
work with the States. One State that I know of' specifically did not
even increase the ceiling over the $25,000, which was the original
limit

BAY ER. I think we should point out these are State lending
institutions, not State agencies. The State guarantee agencies
which administer the rrograms in about 38 States today by law

have to go along with the Federal law as far as who is eligible for
the benefits, but any lender, say a commercial bank, can establish
its own arbitrary 'eligibility requirements as to whom they will

lend.
Mr. PURSELL. Can you provide that degree of' flexibility?
Dr. BERRY. It permits them. It is not stated, but they can do that

within the scope of the legislation.
Mr. KORN FEW. In your State tiwy chose not to ii.crease the limit

over $25,000.
Mr. PURSELL. I underitand that, but that was a State authority.
Mr. BAYER. There are commercial lenders in Michigan who

are able to make loans without regard to that ceiling. The commer-
cial lenders do not have to impose that ceiling.

Mr. PuRSELL. It struck me that I do not think most of the
members of Congress understood that at the time of the debate,
that flexibility of' the program; and the intent of it was to open it

up for middle ;ncome families.
Dr. ENR uy. rhe Congress opened it up hut did not, as you point

out, make it mandatory that the lending agencies take the cap off
Mr. KOAN FELD. We are working with the State agencies to try to

do two things: make sure they implenwnt the program as Congress
intended it to be implemented: and secondly, to make more dollars
available for loans. One of the problems we have is if there is a
limit of' capital availability, the dollars could go to those persons
who may not need it as much as others.

Mr Pt' RSEI.I. Are you satisfied with the Michigan decision9
Mr. KoRNFEt.o. I personally am very dissatisfied.
Mr BAYER. The whole bask. thrust of the program, as in the case

of any federally guaranteed or insured program, is voluntary
imrtwipation There is not hing in any I''ederal law that sav-:

a bank or lender must part icipate and must lend whatever t
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public wiints. The banks are using essentially their own funds and
they, too, have the authority within the law to make decisions as to
whether to participate. and, if so, to whom they will lend, and how
much, providing it is not violating any other laws of discrimina-
tion, et cetera.

COST OF EDUCATION

Mr. PURSELL. Another area of concern particularly on behalf of'
the studentsI have 86,000 in my district--I do not quite share
yottr earlier comment that even though we have a traditional
major appropriation and a great effort to reduce their basic costs,
inflation not withstanding, most students today are going part-time
to school for the basic economjc reasons that they have to work
their way through school where you did not have that 20 years ago
when we were going through.

Mr. CONTE. There were many back then who paid their way
through.

Mr. PURSEI.1.. I was...probably one of the minority, and I know
several others who worked their way through school and paid
every dime for it. But the fact of' the matter is, even though we
have a significant increase here, the student increased tuition costs
are jumping at 9 or 10 percent. One of ou; universities rose by 10

.percent last week.
Mr. KORNFELD. The reason I made the statement, Mr. Purse 11, is

that, first, there is a lot more money out there this year, and
second certainly fiscal year 1080 will provide a significantly larger
amount of' dollars in! the 'history of the country. I was referring
only to access. First, it is true that there are many people who
cannot perhaps afford to go to the school of their choice because of
increased cost. There are some schools where the cost is 0,000 a
year or more.

Mr. PURSEI.I.. Most of the independent schools are financially
bankrupt in some cases.

Mr. KORNEE1.1). Some are. Also, there are pockets where students
for a variety of reasons are still having problems. I did not mean to
say that every student now is in that situation, but in a macro
sense when one looks at the total dollars and one looks at the
dollars that the Federal Government is now providing, the dollars
that the States are providing, arid the family contribution based onneeds analysis, you see that there is very little left that is needed
to provide total access. Unfortunately, it is not equally distributed.

Mr. PURSEIA.. I do not have time to get into a big discussion of'
this. hut I do not agree with that

Mr. Volur Maybe another point, too, Mr. Pursell, is the provi-
sions of' the Middle Income Act for the Work-Study programs do
not go into effect untit this fall, so some of the feedback you may
have been gettii. no( really reflect the impact of the amount
that will be gi t here

Mr Pr 16E1.1. 114t turn it around_ I just say you have not beenon t unpus et, .gh to talk to students. I talk to -them every
weekend. The sin .f higgest issue on the campus today is vilmonlic
custs It Is trying u pay next week's costs If) '41:IY in school Frank-

thitt i drivmo, thoe stucktits away The enrollnwnts in NIichi-
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J
gan in the last If) years have not changed. We are not increasing
enrollments in colleges across the country, and the principal
reason is the economic factor.

I agree with your going on television to promote this. I think if
you are going to allocate some dollars, which I would support, to
promote the increased amount of money for students I would think
would be best served directly through the school newspapers get-
ting directly to the young students themselves rather than wasting
enormous amounts of money on TV ads across the country. I think
your delivery would be directly with the school systems in junior
and senior classes.

Mr. KORNEELD. We do plan to do that through school newspapers
and school radio stations.

Mr. PURSELL. I do not think you can afford to do both well.
Dr. BERRY. Having been on campuses quite recently and includ-

ing some in Michigan, I agree with you. There is a lot of concern
on campuses about ,osts of education. One problem is students'
choice of institutions. It is not simply a matter of access to some
institution somewhere.

The other is a discontent about the amount of loans that stu-
dents have to encumber to attend institutions of their choice. The
problem is not completely solved. I think Mr. Kornfeld would
agree. In the last 4 or 5 years there has been more money available
through the Federal programs than befbre, but I do not think we
are suggesting there is no problem at all with regard to the eco-
nomics of the costs of education.

Mr. PURSUE. I do not think we should paint a bright, encourag-
ing picture even though we are spending more money Federally
and matched dollars may help too. You look at those long figures
and they are extremely high. We have to find some new creative
ways to attract people to college and do it in a more meaningful
way.

Dr. BERRY. We are looking at these issues in our considerations
for the reautliorization legislation.

Mr. KORNFELD. To pick up on one point about the cost of the
promotion campaign we are planning: As you know, the cost of this
program, the advertising does not cost the Federal Government
anything. These are public service-type ads. The only cost that the
Federal Government will undertake is the cost of getting someone
to put together the ads. These will be free spots on Loth radio and
TV.

Mr. PURSE1.1.. I want to congratulate you on the admih:stration of
the program I think you are doing a good job.

Mr NAMIER. Mr. Conte.

EsTimATINC, BASIC WONT (USTS

Mr. CONTE. Thank you, Mr. (Imirrpan_
You estimate that 70 percent of the students eligible for BEOf'is

will participate in this program. flow do you make this calcula-
tion?

Mr. KORNFEI.o. We have a computer model which is the same
model that (TO has been using. This includes all kinds of economic
stat ist ics, family income and other variables. What you do is. as
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you change any aspect of this program, go into this model and
come up with some estimate. One of the problems we have this
year, the reason our estimate is somewhat different than CBO's
estimate is that we now have a different population that we are
talking about because the Middle Income Act suddenly opened up
another kind of situation. What we are planning to do is revise the
model accordingly and in the future we expect to come up with the
same numbers CBO has.

Mr. CONTE. The reason I asked that question, what happens if
the demand is greater than the funds?

Mr. DINGELDEIN. We will ask for a supplemental.
M. KORNFELD. The Administration is committed to totally fund

this program.

FRAUD AND ABUSE

Mr. CONTE. Y ur estimates on eliminating fraud and abuse of
student loans a e very encouraging. What are the penalties for
fraud?

Mr. KORNFELD. For fraud, of course, it varies depending on the
nature-of the fraud. What we have found, as we mentioned earlier,
is that in most cases the students are being very responsive. When
we find themwhich is part of the problem obviously because
these students have beeR out of school for years and they might
have gone to school in one State and are now living in anotherin
most cases they are responsive and pay their bills. Those who do
not ply the bills or refuse to pay we turn over to the U.S. Attor-
ney. This year alone we have turned over some 4,000 students to
the U.S. Attorney. In most cases the U.S. AttorneyArAes the case
either by the student immediately agreeing to pay the entire
amount or a judgment being taken out against the student.

This year we turned over 4,000. Prior to this year in the entire
history of the program we only turned over 5(H).

Mr CONTE. If someone is found guilty, shall we say, does this
make that person ineligible for any other loan program

Mr. KORNFEI.D. If they are in default in a program, they cannot
get other grants in other programs within that institution, which is
what we want to change. Right now the law only restyicts that, so
that if you are in default--

Mr CoNTE. They can go to another institution and/start all over
; again?

Mr. KoRkm.o. Right. We are going to proposo a legislative
change

Mr. BAYER. There are specific penalties provided in the Higher
Education Act in the ( uaranteed lAmn program. It provides for
any fraud on tiw part of a student, school or lender. there is a fine
of :10,00t) or imprisonment f'or not more than 5 years or both.

M r 0)NTE. anyhody heen sent to prison?
Mr BAYER Wt. have had a number of bankers put in jail fcm

abuse of" the program. and sonw students and some financial aid
minist rators on campus.

r CnNTE WE had .1 I wetty had sceI1 t. nut m Boston just rt.cent-
k at a Oman- ()I If9 t U communit% collet;t.
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Mr. 11MiNFE1.1) Yes, which was terminated. and there is some
invest igat am.

Vourf. By and4arge. in our fraud and abuse activities we are
trying to change the structure so that students are filtered thrmigh

and caught before the fraud actually occurs. When you look at the
savings in the Basic Grant program, those are achieved through
edits behire an award is made so we get the most accurate informa-

tion. It is not so much the question of putting people in jail later.
Dr. BERRY. But restructuring the program so it is more effective.
Mr. KoRNFELD We also have a compliance division now within

the bureau and in the squne program Mr. Voigt is talking about
where we have students who have maliciously submitted multiple
grants. So we have identified those students and we are now initi
atmg action against them. That will be a frtiudulent action.

Mr. CoNTE. You predict a drop of over 200.0110 students whose
family income level is over Based on what do you make

t h e predict ion?
N1r. koRNI-Ti.n. The way this formula is put together, NS OW

income cd these persons increase they become ineligible. For eNalli--
ply, right now the program in general terms serves families up to
;tdjusted gross income of' :25.01)0. hut as the N,vears go by. if the
maximum is not increased --which is now $1,rzont hat higher
income level group, those who are now about :S2--,,Dpn, moves out of

the eligibility cycle
N1r. S2:),(Inn Is nut very much with the costs of tuition

today, if you have three or four kids
Mr. KoHNFELD. That is correct. But that is the grant program

milt It is about '2.").iion The way the programs are put together
and that is done really on campus the wat the financial adminis-
trator packages these programs, t he Basic Grant is the foundation
that the student gets as an entitlena.m. Then there are the
campus-based programs where the financial aid administrator can
exercise his ur her judgment as to providing additional funds'above
that grant t here is another grant program .and Work-Study,
which is providing students with employment. The other piece is
the hian program Now everone m this ctiii fit r i eligible for
loan-

VooI Ma% I make another pont on that i-;sue- The way the
I, wino 1.1 I pi' h n d brCn (it .11 i!``e!" In In Ci ne. 110 hilp
pm, Iv stodont, that ail. if rUppt'd 1, that I heir incomes ate
ahoe the eligibilit. level In other word-. tl:eir incomes are ahoe

(um 'Hie.% increase lit about lu percent a t ear
%It t'()%ii- Hight
NIr \'to'.m tt t C.% ; i n WO ii liii "-.1 n i t ' in Ch n 1 I t '1,2,nr% and tHV

f inn 1 1 n i l ' And r t ' t i l t Hint ! , V . I I t a 1.1 d Plied

r /N 11nd r ;Ind I (OA 1:1 ml Wit Fc 01 h I.- r

I

N1 K( NEI. I fi .1 hi- ft1 ;Ipplicd

-chuld iNt tliNt hi end Houghl% speaking, of that
IhNti i 111111iim %Art iite1112.1hii h;i:-.((1 till [hi. f;trt

t 11,\. !r omit I mill It-- iltIi the INcuri11. %\:t, hitjwm
Ohri.
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INDEPEM/ENT sTuDENTs

Mr. CONTE. What is the policy on BEOG eligiVity for students
who desire themselves to be independent or (-ken young adults
trying to go through school. who have a child ir two'?

Mr KORNEE1.1). Right now there is a specific definition as to how
one can he declared i,iependent, and there are three factors: One,
the person cannot be on their parent's inconw tax return as a
dependfmt. Two, they cannot hay- lived with their family over a
certain periodti weeks or something like that. Three, they cannot
receive $75,) as assistance. If' they have met- those criteria, they are
dec:ared independent.

Then an independent student is treated somewhat differently in
the formula calculation for the basic grant. Part of' the problem
with the ihdependent student, for example, the kind of persc,1 you
have mentioned. might be an adult who has a child, and chooses to
'To back to s:hool, the formula in the past has not permitted that
studenz to get a grant. The Administration has recommended that
in fiscal year 19sn that that person become eligible for the grant.

DIRIVI' LOANS

Mr C(iNTE. You an. cutting :i:s90 million from the direct Student
Loan program whit I feel meets a special net.d for particularly
disadvantaged students. flow do yau rationalize these cutbacks in a
program where tlw poor and underprivileged profit the most'?

Mr. itiottNEELD. We share your feelings about the Direct Student
z program. We think it is a great prigram. The reason For tf,e

cut is not to reduce the number of recipients in the program We
think that by our collection efftn-ts we will he able to collect more
money in this program. ,As you know, Secretary Califano n-
nounced just about a month ago a way that we are going to 'ry to
reduce that rate and make it work more effectively trian it has in
the past. Through increased collections we will still have the pot of
money that is available as well as the collections.

Mr. CoNn:. A revolving rune
Mr. KoliNFEI.D. Yes, sir.
Mr CoNTE. Can you give us some figures on that?
Mr KutINFELit The total fundis about S billion. As You know.

is a !in percent Federal. In p4cent institutionally funded pro-
In fiscal year pn...n we expect to collect S1un million in this

program Tilt students repay the institutions which they attended,
and that money V,Ut's into a revolving tund that becoMes avaiiable
I ur Ut lwr students to get loans. That is why we are so upset with
the default ran. high as it is in this program. Ileczise hasicallv
what happens when do nut repay the loans. other students
cannot get 10;111S

Fo example. 1%1' provided. I think. xhb,01lli :student lo:uis fl that
nhant,y that \i,a, mit I here .+.:is collected as it should have heen, we
would hae been aide to provide something in till. order of maybe
1 Iffillnm loans_

i>1 r N..VILHKI{ Nh E;Irk
\ ipie,t n nu }11 t he ft. i It hi Edurat it to .v..,..1,..0;incu.

Loan
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Mr. KORN!. E1.1). That is it program not under our jurisdiction;
that is handled by the health people in IIEW. I carmot conmient on

the default rate.
Mr. EARLY. HEAL does not come under you?
Mr KoRNFELD. Yes.

11E1\1. PRMatAM

Mr. EARLY Are you comfortable with the HEAL program?
Before you answer, Secretary Ca !ilium said he did not ilki the

program.
Mr. KoRNFELD. So I do not like it either.
M.. EARLY. It IS )ercent compounded annually. To lay that on

a youngster is unbel..:vable.
Mr. KORNFELD. As you know, the program just began. Very few

students have participated. Also some institutions have decided not
even to participate because of that very problem. That program is
st rict ly for nwdical and professional-type students. and the student
can borrow up to $r)D,IMH) in that program.

Mr. EARLY. I thought he could only borrow 4S.()01)?

Mr. KoRNFEI.D. $10,1100 a year for a maximum of $50,mo.

Mr. EARLY. Compounded 12 percent annually, repaying in 1;-)

Vet.rs. what is the maximum he can repay?
Mr_ KoRNFELD. As I recall what would happen in that cosi. if the

student borrowed the maximum. by the time he gets through with
the compounded interel;t, the 12 percent. he would have to pay
something like or more per month to repay that kind of loan.

Mr. EARLY. What would be the gross repayment?
hoRNFEtm. It would be close to $1U11,0(0).

I am corrected. $170.000.
Mr. Emmy. Ilow can we lay that on anybody. and how can we

suggest we are trying to promote more CiP Id not specinlists.!
Mr hoeNFELo. That is correct. It encourages'thern also to prac-

tice in high-income areas, which is exactly the place we do not
want them to practice

Mr. EARLY. Of course A youngster told me on t C-uaranteed
Student Loan. I believe. that you people had regulated, that he had

to have zero-based income. Ile could not even wort,. for the
summer 'le could not get a ;.1,11(1) contribution h It is inot her.

Where was the congressional intent to) do that?
Mr koRNI.41.1) Fortunately. that is not our program_ Lzt is the

leak h Loan program
NIr EARLY. I cannot find anybody that is owning up to that

program
Mr l'iRNI,H.D That is the 11.alth Professional Iman program

administered by the Public flealth Service.
Mr BAN ER. New final regulations just went through our office

nor that program fier Li:, to review, and they indicated they have
changed that figure and it is no longer going to be rel.() based_

Mr EAR IA' I (';111frut hellftvi Anold think we WCI1' trylnli;
It) adV(Wate that

lr KuRNFELO .1:-. you knuk. nui,iri tel the,:e progrotn!-; are up !or
reauthori/ation In his statenn.nt. Nlr calitano did state the (We'
;ert';1 I 11.0 % f ;Ire'
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the loan programs. What is being considered is a different kind of
loan program which would be much more equitable.

FUNDING BOEGS IN 195o

Mr. EARLY. It has to be more equitable, in my opinion. It cannot
be less. In the BOEG's program, what is the HEW appropriation for
reappropriation? What would happen to the funds that are not
reappropriated?

Mr. KORNFELD. The carry-forward that we are suggesting is $726
million. This comes about primarily because the program this year
will be $560 million less than anticipated, primarily due to comput-
er edits, validation et cetera. We are getting better data on these
applications than we ever had in the history of that program.

Mr. EARLY. You know they have a surplus in that program.
When it is an entitlement-type program that you people prorate, I
do not know how we get that.

Ms. BEEBE. The amourrts left over are amounts that result from
our estimating l:trger nurhjpers of students participating than actu-
ally applied and were given grants, but. every student in 1979 who
applies and is eligible gets the maximum that he is eligible for.

Mr. E1RLY. I thought it was $941.
Mr. KORNFELD. That is the average. The maximum this year is

$1J;(11).' The middle income bill increased it to $1,800. It is a fbrmula
driven-type program, so the number you are citing is the average.

The thing that drives that formula, let's say a family could
contribute zero. And if they went to school where the costyou see,
it is a half-cost programwas more than $3,600, that student would
be entitled this year to a $1,600 grant. Next year, using that same
formula that student would be entitled to $1,800.

Mr. EARLY. My State charges about $500 in public higher educa-
tion. I have been dealing with mostly young low middle income
youngsters. Why wouldn't my State be better off to go to $1,800 for
tuition. and let the Federal (overnnwnt pay it? They would not lay
anything on the youngsters.

Mr. KORNFELD. There are two factors. First, the cost is calculated
not only by tuition but total costs. so although that tuition cost is
.S.-011i . by the time you add morn and board and books you might get

lo S2.1)4m) as a total cost. So every student who has zero family
contribution would in general be entitled to at least $1,000 to
attend that particul 'nstitution. which is ;S:ino more than tuition
al read.%

Nit. EARLY I it. can receive MO( i's in excess of tuit ion?
kuUNFELO Th;it correct

Dr HERRN' Tit( othe reason your State would not want to do
that. I suppise. is that \,o11 would make the middle income person's
,Ituation whu not ,tiways eligible for BOEG's even worse. You
cuald rmt -imply raise tuition Up to S I I and assume that every-
body would be eligible f'or a HOEG.
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Mr f:Atd.y in Nlassachusetts %ye have to do some adj istnmnts.

You said tuillion would be carried forward. My question

how is that going to Iw reappropriated?
Dr. kuttNFKI.o In other words. the total estimate for that pro-

gram in fiscal year llN) %sould be about ;432...1 billion, although tlw

additional appropriatiOn wotdd /), only alonit ;4;1.7 billion.

Mr. EARIA It appears that the 'fiscal year l978 reduction in tim

program is almost percent of the appropriation.
Mr kotiNFF.I.n Yes. That came about primarily because this year

vte Mit iated validation, which puts us in a position where we trt,
getting much more accurate data than we ever had on those appli.

cat ions.
Mr EARLY Also in your justification on RODis. middle

inonne families are no longer eligible because they have exceeded
Ow upper hmit. Ilow can those projections hV nmde for

Nis BEEBE It is difficult.
KutttiFEI.n IFIltD way tha1 comes about. a:4 I mentioned earli-

er let's take a fitmily right at the top of the eligih:lity. the adjust-

ed gross incomelis $2:01(0). Let's say in fiscal year 19?-() that family

would have been eligibl( for a grant. The income of that family

rises and it is nationally about I() percent; that family now has an

income w Inch no longer makes them eligible for a grant because

their income now would be more than
Mr EARLY. I accept that. In your justification it shows a (Imp in

the number of recipients in both the :S11),(H)11 to category

and the S1.l2il I would think if there is a drop in the :41,1(1,0(111 to

.Sill.()(10, the,. would be moving up a notch. I Impe their inconw is

not getting less: so I would expect they would inure than offset the

next bracket, the iS:2(),1l)() range. Why should the twxt
upper nue show an increase?

lifticso-1-:i.n It might be the way they have blocked it and

their shifts in income There ore alw:1%*:.i shifts with different
income categories as t Ill' number of ecipients by inConle catego-

r_ There db.% a.s have been. Mr. Early
Mr FAWN 1 j117,t don't think t hat 1:-. onisi,-;t (.10 1 think that

ii shows wall.% ho w. unreahable the 19su, htsl projections can

) \ \ (II 1 I .( )\

Doctor. 'we other qut.stitin III /111/111tV,

I '111(i ii 1...W, has initiated ;t rain It) cullt.ti the (ft-
1.1!)111.(1 Ifian% I Han I , tt tIiilivt urn in4p1)cli., iii Calllurnia

A"' I !it'll' In \ t ht
Fhe plan \ 111 t hat (.*()Iltql pruglath)

di) till- %ott kriu%%. x\t, %%ere ver% concerned

}111 the iact that Win Ftqlt'r;11 etnpluet- Ii)? I hp, imj:p(),(

.'41 pIP-it (MI N IIIlf 111111)11' harassed and %ye

do not %%ant 111.11
1.:A1{1 That.- :I I ri.t»tndt 11.a1. uf Mini'. and I think it %%ill

happen I in-? don't tu at(' (*HI loct it

.11- I I In iii, . ri don't knot.% mo.thiiig that ha-
t.ot heen hut ILI., %\e in6 I.! .-,)//-1(1I'llII Mr. tht .111d thr
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mstitutions do the collecting with an incentive as far as what they
collect and let them keep it. et cetera?

They certainly are more familiar with tlw students.
Mr. KciRNFEI.O. We have not ever given them incentives, but, of

course, as you know, in this particular program the lenders are
supposed to collect. The Federal Government only gets into the act
when the student does not pay the lender, and that is when the
claim is then put to the I''ederal Government and then the Federal
Government tries to Collect.

Mr. EARLY. Why wouldn't we let the schools. the individual
schools?

Mr KmiNFP:t.n. There are some schools that participate in this
program as lenders. Rut many schools do not want to participate in
the program.

Ms. BEERE. Under the Direct St at Loan Program the institu-
tions make the loan and are responsible for collecting the loans
from the students.

Mr. EARLY. OK. Rut my question. Doctor, we don't penalize them
it they don't do it. so I can approciate the initiative they take.

What would he the incentive if they did that?
Mr. K()RNFEI.D. Secretary Ca lifano recently announced an incen-

tive to insure the institutions to collect, and admittedly it's a
negative incentive but Ow incentive is it' they don't improve their
collections in the institution we are not going to provide any more
Federal capping contribution.

Mr. EARLY. We only t hreaten
Mr. KORNFEI.D. No: We already did this this year.
Mr. EARLY. We threatened them this year?
Mr. 1<c)RNFRI.D. And we did it this .vear. Forty percent of the

institutions this year already received less dollars than they would
have gotten if they had a better collection practice. We feel we
have not gone far enough because we are still not happy with what
has herrn going on with the collections. What we are doing next
year is making that even tougher.

Mr EARLY. Well. where that is a negative approach wouldn't We
he doing more to have some incentive in there for the schools who

dnintr. it well to get sinnething additional?
Mr K()RNFEI.I) They do The way the fiirmula is now set up. fin.

example Next year we are putting together plans which will make
it nom, se ere hut t his %ear ;done that money that was not collect-
ed b.\ those institutiens that should have been collected will be
reallocated to those institutions that. la fact, hin.t' done a good
collection

su Opp,. in-a not nins w ill get more dollars.
Mr EARIA I woilld like to think that is going to Iliwprti. I neverhaf seen it in the Federal Goernmerit

himNi..-EI n This year it has happened. it is a tact
N1r. E \t(f.y Wit hi t ht ( 'hairm;In., nerme,sinn. otild till 511111)15." rt".""i t'\:""Plf"- Nhi"."
Nit Kttit \FHA) I certartik, will he glad to

onormation follows I\ ,., h, !,{1,,.%!Ilt: :11, .;.1 .1 1,111.01%1'
.1 d,r / \ If d 1'1 /1 I 11" 111.111. , ;id h.! \\1 M. `1,1.1101 1.01'
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L:11,111! 111.m Ill 1111. Old I 111,1lilit1 -.1111I,11t 1111111.11111 111t fAT

did III itt.chrit. .it 1.11 1)(.ti rut III lll1IlllIIli \\it
-tuitcnt- In dt.I.Iult I -21) (LIN. tii iiItt tom. a. 'It

hi Ow .1,ttrillin.tt "t TIIT.III%, ttindttic, ::.11111 tTttittJ

1..19 .11 fif tutl odit,ctvIll, fur- .itttTii\iTIl,tttI III prcrtit
II\ ....I It, Tifillow tItit t., itt iltu I nirtI

1.,11 111)/1 .11 VI'lit1.11 C.11111.11 1..1 kWh ',II...1k I". IPP"Al

;11.111'1\ Ii 111111.M Ill-t1111111.11- p.1.111111141 1. .111111.11 1111,1 11111.01%V 11111d111L

111.1.1, Ow% thu prm, ti tittiu.tt u. ,11.11cr 11 ht. cut t t.lit t. dm till .

onct t 1.1,111 ,,,Ift.ct tun wall hi., .01,41.11 ApPc.11 It.triu I uvrt.ni

- t lii.. .1[,pf..ti, vLI f-41111;tit Ohl/ Ow 111.1.111 ti II \ 1»;1 \

` fit .1, .1 11.-ult ..T

\i/10..1! P.11,1 Hnor llhTItiITlt4 11.\11, III tirrttttI it,11w dtti.ritt. .:1 ;11111 \\I.

,.", I t, 01,111 1111;Irk \LI\

Nir liAvEtt. ()rip pbint I %%MI )(I ma to aSkyd nbntlt t hi Sthtes

Thy ( 'bligrpss i it he 9 71; Edni.(it iun Amendments (11(1 1)rnvi(1P 11-

nicynt ives bir I;I1I'' ttu mpriive their (..(111pyiiun, in (b.-

tuultiqi ((tuns in t hi. State pr(igriini!; by permitting the States to
rot um ti) tu :;1) pYrcent w hut t hey cbllect iiti(i that fairly new.

\Vp 11,Ri not liud experience vit h it, but I hero is

hnutichil ic t Cyrigri-;s. t Stiites.
N11- EARL,' ran .u he recbr(1 wh,it thy L'iiI1ect-

p(1 I lit t hut
I( II)-1( 1114i11. I() pLickql in I hp ne011.(1.

,Thp
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AGENC;
S

COOICTID

FY-11

$

RITAINfU
S

RETAINED
$

C0Ei1C10

Fy 78

T
RETAINFD

t

RETAINED

ALASKA 2.794 203 / 2,489 146 30
ARKA4S41. 17,881 4./."1 21 23.746 6,104 26
0E1/6441,i 16,201 1.428 9 15,985 4,196 30

GEORGIA 453.86/ 96,459 21 653,000 20,149 3

ILL 1N01', 1,380.02n 181,191 14 ;,I25,/59 494,949 23
10u1SIANNA 166,429 40.9,,". ..,0 290,003 81,0M 30
MAINE 93.583 28,015 30 123,918 26,44/ 21
MARYIAN3 165./61 0 0 N A_ N.A. N_A.

MASSA:.h,;!. 2?1.981 0 0 2,670,565 26,486 1

MICHIGAN 459.00 44.920 10 648,755 63.353 10
NEVADA 102,194 8,874 9 43,949 13,641 30
Nid HAM;'Se:: 63.77? 17.319 27 64,784 19,443 30
NlW ,:EPJ!' 872.043 227,879 26 1.144,961 286,618 25
Niw YORK 6.14.511 996,176 15 6,111.151 i,473,858 22
NGRtH 6Ak0;144 11s,N0 4,066 3 N.A. N.A. N.A
0H10 164,188 42,476 26 399,915 110.511 28
OM AMC A 162.531 0 0 137.660 1,200 11

OREGON 261,416 57,717 11 161.52? 21,814 4

PE4NSYLAN:A 2.765.920 8/9,60 10 3,089,045 926.715 30
hsCOF ;GOND 81.740 0 0 380,926 0 0
1INNIC5Ff 38.187 11.350 30 162,654 48,739 30
YfRMONI 21.998 6,879 30 51,196 13,52e 26

01ING19:A 0 0 0 N A N.A N.A.
wI5;fiG:9 96.048 29,74? 30 116.1:6 52.853 30

.0 s A ; 0 0 0 17.501 :),251 30
19141 14,1e1.382 2,644,531 Is 19,198,62.2; 3,713,16S 19

. ; nnl currently eydIldble.

" J A ; ,1 41erm,,rot ,:.!!;'// And Virpni.. 5trinPd the
ren,,rerp.e '!:// ln,re,dre the .m11,tion en1 ,eter0Inry.
woull t.0 Tivi'd; strv r((. t yer% srI, hmtv. for wh.(1, reinS.par:

ped% pill_
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Nlr NAlctIER }lave you revised the estimated balance oi

nuthun bzised nn current information?
M- It's still our best estimate ot this time,
Mr NATCH ER All right now, for the record, insert a chart f'or

the Basic ',rants program shotAing ippropriat ions. obligations, ond

program level- tor each fiscal year since the beginning of this
brc,i4ratti

ou V itt, identik the acai:c.tnic tat- also.
The odormation
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RASIc GRANTS ($ in 000's)

Appropri at ion Academic Year 1/
Year Supported .propri at ion Ob ligations Program Level
1973 1973.74 S 122,100 5 2, 793 $ 49,832

(11.2 cd 1 1 ion
tor administra-
tion)

197.) Ii 76.. 1', 475,00(3

1 II', 19 1

1)!,, pi 16- ? 1

:111

840,200
(Inc ludes 180.2
mi 1 lion borrowed
f rom 1976
supplemental)

1,325,800
(Excludas 211.7
million borrowed
from 1977
appropriation)

(11.5 million for
administration)

19 /7- 7, 1,903,900

(19.2 million for
admi n I of rat ion)

2,160,000
(2o mi l lion for
RdIN !milt rat ion)

I Pt_ .to 2,600,0(0

305 , 593 356,082

166 , 327 929,475

1,732,538 , 1 ,472 , 709

1, 736,11)5 1, 588,000

,634, 10.1 (in process)

; :-.! t t ratbto- acalrch yvar support ed.
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1 1,.1) .,;)( ;RA NT A }pi it ..\T I ( )N.2,

NIr NATcHER. flow many Basic Grant applicat inns were rejected
durini.; the current academic .vezir..' Can you t;ive me stout. idea?

Mr kuHNFKI.n. Yes, ahout 1 million were rejected.
Mr NkreITKR !fuss dues that number compare to year':

Mr kimNFKI.n. It's about t% . we what it v.as last year
Mr NATCHER What are the inam reasuns for the increased

number (0 rejected applicat
Mr kuRNI.T.I.n. This Yar Cur the first How we intensified our

computer (.dit and evalutuion process. For example. tio percent ot
all ut the rejections this yea. were primarily due tti incume related

items
Fur example. a student suUld shuW that he or she Conle!4 lrom

fatitil r)f.....'1.-1.""" and then shnW that Ow\ paid a tax hill at ;!1 2.00u

ur sumo numh-r like that.
The way the system is nuw :4et Op the computer edits those

numbers and unless thuse numbers are internally consistent the
applicat Hai is rejected. Thw student is infurined ui the nature ut the
incun,istency and the student has to currect that or the student is
not eligible fur the grant.

NIr NA-rcitER you reel t hat t he applICat have been proc-

essed % it limn undue dela0
KuRNFEI.n The answer tu that question is nu.

WiLit hafTelled this Yt'ar Wilf'n We 'mit ther comPuto'r tilits
and valuatmn is 1kt, did nut anticipate this high a rejection yate.
Fort.% percent ul all of the applicants Were rejeCted this year. and
this came about hecause of the Intensified computer edits. We were
ust nut 1.;eared up for that kind (II activity.

A- of now. NA,(' are afteadY gettini; anpliCatiuns tor the next SChlond

1..07(.1 \Ve have a 0..!--1(.111 WhICh Is vorkIllg Inure

filt.: ti.f .% We ;Ire Veare(1 111) fur nut onlY a 1n percent reject rate.
but we decided tu gear up l'or the very worst kind ul situatiun.

are ueared iii> tow a flu percent reject rate. and what We are
duini.2. I. as the need 22,1)0.:, Up, at'r .4()Ing 1 () he ;ink' f

!Wirt. pf ,11)10. 11; lintidit. !ht. addoBmal wurkluad and IllS(1 tlitlre WIC

ph( OW line-. to) oillt-41()11., I hat pet)ple 11:1' allullt I hi:- pr()-

111

1\1 (>1.11 \11. \ I

Nly \Vhat ',lion liae %on had to personal
income tax as part ol the Hash. t;rant applicatlun" An.% reaction tu
thot

rIIUNI-1.11) h) fil[1r) dInerent lk.t.;', too

thi ;.cullim'N, .0 the data in the applicatiun that has been
(me appruach \V i rt t ill \AI king on it

However, this %ear. V. It alread% ,---elected certain students
who ha \ I. come throw4h t.he hut h 'at random as well as
thoe persons V. hot hale yclo,11 their applicatilms and h;iy,

,d I ht. rectiun. iticreased their slie ni al% a rd. These appli-
cant, are nuw selected tikr what we call %Iihdatiun. means

Tilden!, 11,m. hrIng their dlocallttlitaf ell) iii suppurt ott
thee- lpfd writ if qi o.t, t h(- winiittl-trAhor
onc !ht.)! Inomie ,0 rt. 111P-1. .-Hitif,ht, Ill :.)1 iii IMArd

;
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11. IMP \1}..\ H BAH( (,tL\NI-

r NATt.ttElt What tiata aailahle which shuws the at11(mM Of
()%erpainents tu sttuitmts under the liasic (rants prugratn? 1)o you
hake itifttr-mat ion ;dung that line (In nveri)ayments?

(1011.1 thy lluluht t hitt I can city slit.-
.itically. Mr Chairman But w hitt we have been dning, wt havt a

stem nuw where wt analyze t hust students %Om get akvards and
thust student.: whn gut !milt 10.1 ;IrdS Art' t Stdt'L'tt'd nut from the
put. and wt are now tidluwing t hrutigh with t.ach those students
tu dttermint iitt hrr the student gtts tvi lVatTh and wIttther it
v.as a legit aw;trd nt wqtetlitr t hat student was. in fact,
tyerawardyd.

()tir plan IS t hitt IA(' do (ItItt.1111111e it St has
1Vitrdt'd %N. I' Lt()1144 m sk hir refunds {rum thuse studtmts. We

plan tu put that pruct.ss in place It (1:-i11114 Fedt'i td COMEIctorS to
L'Oht't't t hOst' overawards.

NATrtiEit The liv.tin.s wt. have tinw ttit1 1977 slinkk
,unie studtmts Is that ligurt about right'

I h. iih:ItItsi ";4)111P rt'Ll'ived duplicate payments.
Kf)ittirE1.() Yes; and that is the areti we are working on, tilt

,ht, rereivt.d duplicat( payments. I)ut One must keep in
mind. NIr t'hairman. thuse cuuld legkiniatt duplicatt. payments.
The w.av the program is set up tilt student gets hall the award

;his the lir,t stniestnr, su let's :sw, st tidtnt IS (MO t'dt ;t grant The students gets s.-Thu and lit goes to schuul.
Then the student chuuses to) transfer tu anut her schml: ;Ind hr
;mother .")(ttl, which intatis that is ;I ver ltgititnat: award The
,ttidetit gut

Rut in (our system V. hat w.t lutt dune is all thus(' students wit()
tt flu trt. I hitIl tine award stIt'll 11-, hitt St lidt'Ilt V. oltht slIONA ttp III

I 11:11 Wt. art rum atialring that (lettrinint
are let:unit:tn. and %%hull uvt.rawarded. and then %1 tit/ hhItt til

itt/hroKlitt Id% ilt4illtIst I ht),,t. ti;trt tchI:it titletits
Nit NA iiii Ail right \Vhat is the tutal nullifier and amutitit

velum]. cullecttd under the liasoc Grant- pr,4tratit lur thy 1%%.1t ars' tlittllit want tn -uppl% that
Nil KnuNFT1 it WI. V. III di,

I II,. itthirtn,it
. )" .! ., :. !,.

, i .! !

I\. \III ". I - II III -

\I! \ ii oil II h 1- i 'I liii (I 1!1 (if
- .Iti. I.o11111III ht.% an n1,1,1..11,1,1)1

.1p1)1\ t.,i -11)(i1111
R''O\i l 1),1: i.oil (it 111, -111(1..ro- %%hi,

p !! ; I.1!," 1r1.111)111,Itllf I..1,.
eI iI If 11111 fili1111)11 \\ I., .1g

l'iti
(1 if mil,' 10! 1:,i- 11,;\.%. II ill !LI p.i 1 111, hit, 11:

11 I .,:,1 ho .. Ho
. .1,1 !), p./, .I1,' 'I
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dt'llt!-, who are o\er (,t i'- III 1).4( tio that makes it itpnear that

the problem ot peOplr declaring themselves independ"nt ill not

one that %St. are happy it h. But ot least d's settling down and it

might not he, a, had as it might hove appeared in the past.

...d.11,LEvirvi. (No:\ Fs

Mr NAICHER Let's take Supplemental Opportwiity Grants.

With the recent incryit,e:- in Basic Grants, Work-Stud and the

loan programs. \\.-} is it necessary to continue the Suppleinental

Opportunit Grants program?
NIr KoRtiFE1.1) The reason?

NATtttElt N1r. kornfeld
NIr The reason the :\dmitlist ration feels \-er rong

y this is a good program is the fact that the Basic Grant prognun
Is a formula driven program. There tire many students \vho do nor

meet the formula criteria byeituse of unusual circumstanc('s. and

S1',1)1; is the one program where the timtncial aid itdministrittor
could make up the differences. A formula driven program just does

tiht prp\adt, tor the specific differences that individuals might have

NIr BANKft It ds() encourages students in making choices of
institution- where the amount of funds they !nay need may.be in

excuss Ba-ic (eratit ;M:inti and gjves greater flexibility.
NIr NA-h-ffER ThP hudg-et for Supplymental Grants before the

committee 1 million and. you know. the basic law- refers

to an appropriation level ot :!::),TH
Based situ yulir knowledge and experience concerning this pro-

g,rain. will thy hudget request he sufficient to meet most of the
need for Sapplonwat al Cri ant ztastance?

KmitiFF.t.a. \VP think .S:f (ii ntillion will tio t hat
\ i i 1),, you think any student wil! he denie(I acces, tto

h!)h,r fdlic;tt Port ht.cati.q. I hv budget is .-Y.,11 million below the
ainelini itt icipate.d h the basic I:1\C

\II KC CH h I) duli t know It V%-u c;01 nu St A

h- flutPuf I. hut u- I 111111111)Ilud huh Cit' ii I 111.1Cru ,utl!-,u ;- 10,0 u

kurk ciu-0 [Wu\ idiNt4 ;i'o't"- Iu most students in this cowl
Tr\ \ 14 111- U L.11) tmr -111,16 an\ hat-Lt.:lot:lid data to

the '

NI? kio:N1-1-1 IC ke aty. re,-onaliendim.; .::11,
NI- c.,r! pr,ii IC It eu the number of 7i.cin.,10-..ind

ihe
\,1 I N *Iiip. \ .11.1 1111 .itid jilt C ii I II( "Id .11

:-'
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I - t ' I, at 1 4 1 t tii s

t : i. ! " 11 a 1 1' tl 1 : ott Fl st Yea: Its0 at 1.2

a! ,ra. t

Av.-ra,., nwar !I

' 1-,a: ...rat.: 1)r ,1 p vt.t s
awiir 1.1

. _
501. 1 . .11 0-6

.1 :`,,000,t1100
324 , 500

;1 10, 000
0t)

3,70

a!,.1 :0 rat i .i fxp.
t sst t ' 1 ,000

:rat .i.. 1 1.,200 141. 1 ,upp

; a pr-., t .,s t 100,000 i 70 000,000

:. 41 t ,-r t : '., "22,%10
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Mr FrItEit 111(.11. st)Pcili(* Cutlittlit ()Witt t() 1.11nd Stipple-

Grants hvii the Middle Income Stltdents

Assistance Law wits enacted"
kuuNFEl.n. Nut t lUll I know of.. sir

W()ItkSTVI)Y

NATcliEtt Now. for the 1Nork Study Program the budget

request is million, the same amount as last year. Because of

the increased availability of grant assistance, have tnany students
declined to participate in work-study programs?

Mr KoHNFELD We have no evidence to that, Mr. Chairman, that

st micros have declined
N1r. NATCHER What incentive is there h)r StUdtl1tS to \.;:ork it

Hwy can get a bastc grant of and a supplemental grant of

Mr. KuliNFEI.I) First the Basic Grant program is u hall cost. The
maximum students can get is half cost, which means again taking

famik with zero family income going to a school at :412,000, and

the most a student gets in the Basic tIrant program is $1 OHL

The other difference that has to be made up. the additional
thousand has to come from either the Supplemental Grant pro-

gram, the Work.Study program, or loans.

Mr RANA...it It is true, Mr. Chairman, some students prefer to
utilite loans than to be in the Work-Study program because of

their own particular sit Wit 'mil Whvrt. they do not feel that they
should work whilu they are in school I mean there is SM111.' E'vi

detice ut t hat
NATCHER I 11111C11 tVork.Studv funds wen aot u,sed in Inc

academic ear 1977 197!s" Can vuu giv, us a figure?
Nlr kiniNEEl.0 Something in the order of magnitude (at hboht

kipsod
NATcHER Did %nu
kousvEl.ii Yes. .S.-0.1ino We try to reallocate unused fonds

Iniortunine1y, in the past. this is done later than we would like
tilt.rehm. irit out rc;111% k:annot use it as xell ;is we Hook

oni4Ilt ttt, ;Ind we ;ire looking into this whole problem as poyt cif

ro,ifithull/mh)l) Imek.11.h'
NIr icift,..i? %oil Likiiice iii Wtirl, Lid.% 11111(1.- tnt

.s.car l97
ii kuuNEEI n We h"kin"' '1"in knu" "1" 1 iss

t ii 0117- point \VI. will. id eo )ur,e. then en
hi particular program. I '11, Mid ment iou ,,,e are also

,\,,lkine. with ihe campuses to ti Itt enci-liao... then! am, give
them kind, 111 kind- ,flp-o!,,ns ;Ind lob. -tiuktits
-boald he able to 11ht;IIII t.1;it hind, CH11lii

thilok t ;- ,111 v\Ctdifrt prnor:h1o. a (Ts, pnwr;oni.

ted %%). %,int lit C110/111,11;1' 1.11111/11.1> 11) 111.1k1' 111'

1111,111.111:1.1111
111.1( icof 11ii fIrl I. if %.,11 \k. ill 11111. 11;111 --11(11.1.111:..

nid11'.111,//:- .!'1/ 11111;7;11t 11`11 h11 1%1111 11%11 '-'1111i

.11111 11. %,11 twit, iii lilt ,/1.111'd ,t1.1111-1111C \ 1%1/

[111' :101,1111.111,01 f.Idi(111

s
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Murk-Study

Appropriation Academic Year
Year Supported Appropriation

Id
Oblizations Program Level- -------

1971 1977-Ifs $390,000,000 $384.025,000 $386,837,000

1)7, 1971-79 $415.000.000 $4o4,562,000 $433,1.08,000

1414 1979-a0 $550,1)00,000

1/ ,thligati,ns reflect
appropriation year.

fiacal year Eutd include funds from more than one

4
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Mr. NATCHER. Finally, how do you feel about the formula for
distributing Work-Study appropriations?

Mr. KORNFEI.o. As you know, the Work-Study program k allo-

cated in two different ways; the first cut is by State, which is a

formula. Then the other formula is the way it gets distrfbuted to

institutions within a State which is the change that I mentioned
earlier. We initiated this year. for the first time, a method of

allocating these dollars based on need rether than some kind of

grantmanship.
We are also looking at the State : ii'Ament formula to see if' that

formula also might be revised in some way to provide more equita-
ble distribution at the first cut at the State !9vel.

Mr. NATcHER. What is your office doing to encourage more off-

campus job opportnnities?
Mr. KORNFELD. This is what I was referring to earlier. Right now

We are not doing very much about it, and we think we ought to do

more about that because, as I mentioned earlier, this is a very
valuable program and serves a very valuable purpose. We are
planning to work with the financial aid administrators to encour-

age more creative use of' this program than has been done in the

ty.tst.
Mr. NATCHER Mr. Pursuit?

RANKING till:DENT AID PROGRAMS

Mr. Pt-Hsi...Li._ Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Again, if you were to look at your programs that you administer,

the BEOG, the middle assistance and student loans, which would
you give the highest priority to, if' you had to rank these programs'?

Mr. KORNEEI.D. As far as social purpose, effectiw ..ess?

Mr. PuRSEI.L. National policy.
Mr KORNI..'ELD. National policy In my own personal opinion, the

Basic Grant is one of the best programs we have out there right
now- bec1i4e it is a foundation program. It meets half of the cost of'

education and permits the financial aid administrator to use his or

her judgment to add other programs to it, so the student's needs
can be met.

Mr Pt' RsEl.t. What would you rate next?
KoRNII I would rate campus based programs next, and

then the loan programs. Although they are important, we have two
problems with t hem_

First, the adrninistratym of those programs is very difficult be-
cause they are complex: the law has been changed in the Guaran-
teed Loan program over the last ii years about every year. It is

very difficult to administer on the part of the Office of Education,
and by the lenders and State agencies. It is just a very tough
program We feel ver. strongly that both of these loan programs.
although tiwy serve a very valuable social, national policy purpose.
need .o be significantly simplified They need to be put in a posi-

tion that those students vho need that money can get it.

Right now. the problem is, as mentioned earlier. that the Guaran-
teed I.()ati program is specifically subject to the lenders' desires as
ni how moch Iminey they will ltmd and to whom. There are certain
Stales in this I'mon where students cannot get loans
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Mr. l't That's t hr open-ended prohlem.
Dr. REMO'. Mr. Pursell. I think I would probably rearrange Mr.

kornield's priorities just a little bit. I would say first probably the
Basic Grant. hut after that I would probably talk about the Work-
Stud,., and the campus based programs.

Nlr 101USKI.I.. I was hoping somebody might mention that.
Dr. BERRY And put the loans last. I guess the reason why I

would do it is for several reasons. Where Work-Study progratu, are
made to work. that is administered well and jobs are availahle, and
so on, they are absolutely better for the students, in my opinion,
than loans.

In the first place. if you have loans. you have to pay the loans
off.. I mean. that can he burdensome. and may influence the choice
of occupation and lifestyle, and everything else, once one is out of
college. such as the service one may give to society.

The other part of it is that Work-Study programs are important
to institutions because they get work done by students on campus.
which they need to have done, tind the work benefits the students
bcause they learn a lot of things through work that they would
not have learned otherwise.

So. I think that good Work-Study programs I probably would put
alter grants. and after that I would probably talk ahout loans.

Mr. PtitsEt.t.. Well, I would probably go you one better: I would
rate it No. I in Ow cmintry.

Dr. HERRN. Getting closer.

CONS( .NIER INFORNIATR)N

l't 'NELL Getting closer, and I think some day we are going
to) itchieve thin

I.et me talk about your television approach. Tell me what you
plan to sl)end in dollars and how you are going to proceed on that?

NIr KOHNFEI.0. We are planning to hire an advertising agency to
help ti-.; nut tug-ether these spots. The 1.sts will be no more than
..42.-0).nuo for the agency. The spots will t Iwo be provided free to the
hqleral Government as public service spots on TV Irld radio. stu-
dent radio and newspapers, et cetera. but the maximum ost will
he ion

icsm.I. Your total cust budget is a quarter million dollars
fur the-, cumita... vein

Nlr 1\onoa,P1.1) That e- corn, I
timt show up In your prov.rom requests to 11,,..1

KuliN FE( n nut in a ,pecific I ine Orin 111 the prowram
p.irt id uor ;1(1111111kt rat ive seraside budget. within t fir

Bur(-au id Financial Aistance.
NIr 10-1-1.1 1 1101 :1)111m11 104, that figure: dues it

\T1 C ifCs,I. I II I di in I I 11111k II ..11(11,,, lip :I!- ;I .1,t,k.If ic
NI- I I. III. It - .1 11;111 I rycith4,-1 for ;u1111111i-I

t flu (my pria4rilItt,
NI,- 1,V}I;ct ;11;oIlt i. v.,c)1 mh, the Iclo%1

prIlm twin ;11111 t\oli TIDHP.Th ren -1,rx IC. -411i t:ix
%,4 ' t.iI k ti .thimt 01191. It ini-t ,1.1'111, 111 Int' II \kt :Cri

'11-.'"(!111/1.11.' 110.0 111.011/11 n .)1 pl'();:r;1111

9
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because a lot of' people don't understand it and it's unclear, and I
sympathize with that issue, but it seems to me far better to use our
dollars more wisely in working directly with the school districts
within the United States.

Mr. KORNFE1.1). And we have tried. Mr. Purse H. The problem you
have. as the Chairnuin pointed out earlier, 30 percent of the stu-
dents on campus today don't know what these programs are about.

Part of the problem is these programs are complex, difficult to
understand, and people just don't know what is available to them.

For example, before we went this route, and I too would like to
figure out a better way to do this if we could, and we tried, before
we went this route we put together a very simply worded bulletin.
a brochure, very neatly put together, very pretty, and distributed
it, oriented, I must say, to those persons who perhaps have limited
education and so they wouldn't have to read a complex governmen-
tal documnt.

We distributed this to every high school guidance counsellor's
office, distributed them in every place we knew how, put them in
Post Offices, put them in every location we could think where
people might walk in and pick up the brochure and look at it.

Since it was simply worded we hoped this would provide them with
the inforamtion they needed.

It apparently still is not enough. Somehow we feel we have to get

the word out so the people in this country know what opportunities
are available to them so that we. do achieve our objective, which is
basically that nobody should be denied postsecondary education for
financial reasons.

Mr. PURSELL. Is your primary thurst to encourage parents to
consider encouraging their young families to go to college; is that
the bottom line?

Mr. KOHNFELD. Absolutely. For example, the brochures I de-

sCribed to you before. we asked the high schools not to distribute
this to the seniors, but to distribute it to the parents of juniors in
that school because we wanted to make sure that they should
know, and thereby encourage their son or daughter that even
though we are poor or even if' we are on welfare that does not
mean we cannot go on to postsecondary education, a rid that is
really what we are trying to accomplish.

Mr. PtlisEl.f.. ust doing that through TV and :M-second spot ads
just isn't fair For the parent and the student in the long run to get
a shock treatment. without telling them the full story.

It just seems to be indictmen mt on our counseling syste and
mguidance syste and all of' the money we spend in the educational

system. I was part of that over the ;ears. To see the inadequacies
of taking that new piece of legislation and telling that full story at
the junior high level and the high school level, and through parent-
teacher conferences and meetings

The parents are quite involved now in school systems. I think
that is a waste of money to gu tu TV with a one shot, boom, boom,

and think it's a great dung to -wild your kid to college without
telling the full ston,

I don't know
Mr kok\Ei.o t tur tuid .)111. puint,

Q
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Mr. PtRsKI.I. I h.e1 micoinfortable not telling them the .w:hole
stor of how much it's going to cost to go to school and what it s alla)llot

Mr. ItioRNFELD. liut this is not the only thing we are doing. For
example. in addition to those kinds of activities which we described
up to this point. we have an intensive training program of all
guidance counsellors. We train all guidance counsellors in these
programs.

In addition to that. we go to .111 of the national PTA meetings
and school board meetings and have hoot hs where we describe
these programs In addition to that, we train the financial aid
administrators, and we have an elaborate training program which
we do with our people training people all Over the country so that
they are better informed about these programs so they, in turn,
can educate their parents.

Now. part of' the problem is--it's like all other activitites of this
sort you just have to keep doing it more and more to make sure
that the people out there know what is going on. Unfbrtunately.
with all of this effort, we still come up with statistics as cited by
the chairman, that :in percent of the people don't know what is
going on

Mr. PrusEl.1.. I don't think you can go the Madison Avenue
glamour route on this project and do a sincere effort. I am critical
of my auto firms in Michigan flit. all the big car race track ads with
the young lady, and so fOrth, and I just hate to see us do that kind
of thing.

I just think the consumer is entitled to more than that and so is
the parent and student. I sA Mild ask you to reevaluate the quarter
million dollars and see if' it can be used better, in a more direct
approach with the parents and the students.

That is all. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BERRY. It's interesting. Mr. Chairman, it's interesting to note

that your colleague in Michigan and Mr. Pursell. who admittedly is
from the other side of the aisle. but Mr. Ford from Michigan has
been encouraging us to do more TV spots and wants to know why
we are not doing more TV spots to get the message out to the
petiple

Maybe this is an issue that splits the Michigan delegatibn intd
parties nn different sides of the aisle

Mr. Pi-Hsi:J.1. I will talk to Bill Ford about it
Nlr NATCHER. Mr. Early"
Mr Emmy Thank you. NIr. ( 'hairman
( )111 1110 -,;anie vein, Doctor, in this austerit% year, if \Ay ;ire I..!,(lillt.;

I() iht \ ;In out reach prug rain t hrnugh tel1 'vi:-.owt. you should he
-1114ge-;ting I hat we reduce the budget ur appropriatnin, nil the
..niidance because vuu are ,:ubs.t nut mg their responsibility.

Mr K(nt 7%; 1,E1.0 We re;ally have hmked :o 1 his ver carefully. and
it", ()lir experience Ii ,. wit iu-4 (Ulf' III`4(:Id (0 the (oher Vs rt.:11k :(pi,,hiem h , lus.,1 ;ificamit._; i u II, CM1,I:-tt'111 l III/V. Man.% WA MIL%
Lick iniorntLif tun mit ilwri fmt, tom notch ine-intbrinat inn IN inntn,re I 'nit,: one does i..erthim: the% 1\nuw }Pm fn i IA h, cuinlnll
flIC.III' I ii,.-1. prni.:rarn- and \k h.II I- ;I \ :111:WIC If) iwtilih iii ILI-.
C1)1111111. !ht. .% hid.. p(u1(..-e. itt ihi.--4. pr,,::ratii- reall I.- II..1 hill \
1Ito.'11%.
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Mr. EARI.N. Doctor, vIn`li I listen to you ;Ind Doctor Berry.

answer Mr. Pursed when he said why. you said we have tried.

Now, other time:, when I asked Doctor Berry ahout whether we are
increasing our enrollments of minorities and disadvantaged. she

says we have achieved, we have dune this, we have attracted more

people.
Well. what you iire saying is we have to try harder while she is

saying. justifying her money the other day, we have achieved this.

You use those words, and they abound all . We should do it in

one place, the guidance department. If tb, guidance department

wants to come back to us and say they cannot get the ones we

want- we have to go to radio and l'\' consider it, WhY You people

want t( get in on that turf I don't know. Everyone wants to get

into television. It's crazy.
Every time we put money into that we take it away from the

BEOG's and we take it away from the kids.

AltNIINISTRATIVf6: (1)STs

Doctor. tell me how much of your budget in dollars is for the

hnancial Student Assistance administration?
Mr. KuRNEI.I.o. For BEOG's?
Mr. EARLY. Fur the whole program.
Mr. KORNFE1.1). For the whole program it is ;!.1() million; for

administering the program which. as you know is a $h hdlion
program. and million. by the way, includes contractor service,

like computer services and printing.
Mr. PI.RSELL. Would my colleague yield on that point?

Mr. EARLY Sure.
Mr PritsKi.l.. I think you should say to it totally. and I am not

sure we have ever costed this out, but when you look at the

university overhead it's enormous, and the State Department of
Education, when you take those three layers at the local level,

Stott. Board or Educm ion and t he adininist rat ion,

those overhead costs are ah:-olutely enortnous on a one to one ratio.

I just think you ought to look at the full dimension of' that cost

overhead.
Mr EARLY Tniit ."*.+ lit million, that st:is in Washington'

IIVI-11E: Yes.
Mr EARLY Su it's 4 II( milhol) here.'

KoRNI-1-11.1). Including applicatiuti s.,-stents, cmitractors. I must

also add that this hureau, for example, has not asked fm ti()r

iticreit,sed nurnhyrs of ipbr,.ons ui thp bureau, and we don't feel

we need an% more people
Wf' think we can operate these pn)(.4rarn, with the level (tt

personnel, vhich Is. as you know. the largest share of the adminis.
t rot tve liP,N of running any prm.4ratn.

Mr EARLY Doctor Kornteld. why wouldn't we ho inktter (Of tu
distribute flip student Assistance firOgnifun, via a revenue

program and 111 OW St ;It t, adinultster think wh;u
happens in Nlichigan and hentui k., and Miissachti-etts is quite

different
don't know what thtk% ch;tp..., I know what we charLle in public

ho.lh and !multi. (,ther. ore higher and
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others charge less. But why couldn't they better administer it'? I
think the default rate would be much lower.

Mr. KORNMLn. Even that statement is not accurate, Mr. Early,
because our history with the States is some States do have lower
default rates, but some States make the Federal Government look
very. very efficient. So one cannot make that statement.

Mr. EARLY. Are you talking about Michigan again?
Mr. KORNFELD. No:1 am not talking about Michigan. I .,Ould not

talk about Michigan until Mr. Purse II leaves. anyway.
Mr. EARLY. I think we will be going in a much better direction if'

we were doing that. I don't know why the key is centralizing the
administration of the program. Those are student programs; and if
we want more outreach, we have to make as much monies availa-
ble and let the States decide

Maybe they wouldn't want to go on television. Maybe they think
they can do it through the guidance program.

Mr. KORNEELD. We try to do it through guidance programs, too.
It's not a universal truth, however, just as it's not a universal truth
if everything is centralized it's good; it's not a universal truth
where everything is decentralized it's good.

For example. as I mentioned. the default rate varies with States.
The loan availability varies with States. There are some States in
this Union where students cannot get loans. Not that it's a State,
but the District of' Columbia, as an example, until we the Federal
Government took over, the students in this area were not able to
get loans.

Mr. EARLY. But I think it's a universal statement that all States
should do it differently rather than get.ing the unflexible program
mandated from Washington. I think Ale could get more Outreach
and more effectiveness if each State could do their own thing.

Mr. KORN FELD. But the fact still remains that in the Guaranteed
State Agency program where States are supposed to do that, there
are some States where you can hardly get a loan.

Mr EARLY. Well, I think it has to come from within as far as wetake these programs. we come in here and say we have a minority
youth problem, then we spread the money out evenly. The problem
Is in Detroit and Chicago and New York a problem with minority
youth. it's not in the rural areas to the same degree.

Mr. BAYER. I think one thing should be made clear, as Mr.Kornfeld indicated, some of the States have had a lower default
rate hut you have to look hehind that default rate to ;nd (nit what
is the loan accessibility in that State. and it :;oes into the wholequestion of national purpose versus States' rights.

The States that have had the lowest default rates are traditional-
ly those States which have been denying access to certain groups ofstudents. students attending certain types of schools or certain
categories of st udents.

Mr EA ItLY t hAt's why von can't put that nuich weight on
"1111 1St leS. B111 I W(111111 Ii ke 111 111.;e11Cy e0111e 111 here andwant to give up some turf. Nobod% kants to give up tUrt: ewrvonewants to expand turf

liouNi--Ki.n I w Ill he %er\ happ% to give up turf.
Mr EA RLN 1.et the States adinini-ier the pri,gr;inp-.

1 I
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WORK STI.ire

Mr NA tritF.1( The. Ina Igen tor work study include.s ove.r ...12 million tor Job location
.1111wince. to instizut ions Describe tol us hnyy this works"

Mr keneNi.l..1.o The. amount of $42 million shown in the budget represents In
percenturn or $15,000 Iwhichswer is the lemer of each institution's annual College
AorkStudc Allotment which may he. used tee ur expand an exiAing pro .

unete.r cchich in institution may loeate and deelop jobs tor currently enrolled
students The purimsr TT1 the Job Location and Development Program is to expand
the Px1.-ting otreampus employment program lor:needy students. Under this Pro-
izr.ette. .en institution separately. in combinntion with nther eligible institutions, or
tfii ough a contract with a non.protit organization may locate and develop jobs for

wien Strive the. Federal share of funds expemded is only st) percent the remain.
ing 2I1 pereamt matching share is contributed by organizations with which the.
institution contracts. the program creates additnmal oft.campus johs with a mini-
MUM expenditure of Federal funds frotn allotted funds

Mr tiniutimi Do you have any evidence to justify this additional expense*of $42

Mr KieRNFI.:1.1) livcatem the. program is new and regulations governing the pro-
gram Ye...re not in effect until Septernher. P17x, nownere near the. atnount available
has been Howeyer. during the. 197!-. 71 award year. 117 institutions have.
Implemented the. Job Location and Development Program. Total earnings of ie22.2
indhor hay.. been generated for 1:1.10111 students Titis indicate-4 that the. program is
ettectiye in tollu'' its purpose It is to be expected that several hundred institu.
t iems %Yin implem.-nt the program in the 1979- sn award year with a large increase
in Additional inhs

fifit wha: reintral ut> e.ou have. in paying job location tillowances!
Mr PA. eitNel.11.11 The Ilse. TTI lii pprernteint or $1.-0111111whichever is the lesser) of anin.titution annual College WorkStudy Allottoent to establish the. program is

Authorized hy Section II: of tb. I hither Eileicatient At TO. 191:T. Public Law SII-ti29
artietielegl Ir. Public Law 91 1r l'nwelltt "es and records concerning program

admini.tration are. coyerned h', applwable provisions ot Section 17.;.:9 of the Inter.
lin Final Regulations ot August 21, 197s

\It \ At, 111.1( The' Iitids4e't MIllient leer ...spittul cutittrthut mils tor
-01,1,.10 I iti iiielluteti treat) Nvitt. 1!179

.1f 111,1111,.(111 lbuellt t fir -.:1(111. 1,):111 %()Illtlee. as last Ae.ar anelt.r the. itt'utpose.d

\Tr htuiTNI. Ft ii \ bettit the. ,.ettlt tur I 9`11 IA ill ht. 11(1!salik. ism:MOM...If ;1
Len:, 1114 !M .1,1114 nem, l'ulleTiltdi, ;ere. expected to itterectm from S3l7 nilliiitt

milhon due inerrased -duo required by re.guit ions and by
implementation eel Secrotarc uemaile.... tor reducing detaults

\fi N,..y \VIi.et has been the trend 111 till' uktatilr kit' this proi!..ratit and
11. tilt
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Mr. MArCHER. Have colleges used private collection agencies in the direct loan

program?
Mr. KORNEELD. Yes. Most institutions are now using private. collection agencies to

some degree in effecting collection on defaulted loans. ,
Mr NATCHKR. Has your office implemented procedures to limit the amount avail-

able to schools to their immediate needs, rather than'allowing them to retain large

cash balances?
Mr KORNEELD Yes All institutions were advised in April, 197s ot a new proce-

dure which prohibiks them from withdrawing additional funds from their cash
account at MEW if the funds available at the institution fOr the subsequent month
are already equal to or greater than the projected cash disbursements for that

me nth
Mr MATCHER. Have any efforts been made to collect exgss cash from schools with

amounts on-hand which exceed their immediate. needs?
Mr. KORNFEI.D. Although we have not yet specifically instructed institutions to

return the Federal share of excess cash, some institutions partially liquidate. the
cash on hand each year on a voluntary basis. In 197s approximately $2,000,mal of
eAcess cash was returned to the. Office- of Education

Mr_ MATCHER Is your office currently servicing direct loan accounts of institutions
which have closed?

Mr KORNFELD Yes, the Office of Education assumes this responsibility in some
cases

Mr tinrciima flow numy schools and accounts are. involved?
Mr KORNEEI.D. There are 29 institutions with 9.510 accounts involved
Mr MATCHER How much in defaulted or delinquent accounts is inolved?
Mr. KoRIlykily There are 5,to;/4 delinquent accounts amounting to :;,101,07

involved
Mr NATe HER What percentage of direct loans go to students attending propri

etary schools'
Mr KoRNEKIJi The projected loan volume. for the. 1979 sic Award Period is ;:ii19

million of which an estimated 9 percent ill he lent to student!, in proprietary
inst itut ions

Mr. NA-rctica. Ilas the participation rate of these. students increased in the last

few years'
Mr KuRNFELL) The participation rate. of students attending proprietary instau

t ions has been ine,reasing during the. past few years because greater than :in percent
of institutions which enter the program for the first time each Near are proprietary

STATE STIIDENT INCENTIVE GRAN'N !Nil(

Mr NA n HER The budget for state Student Incentive. Grants es 7h,-;:m.i1ini

effective is this program in generating additamal student aid from State funds.'
Mr KoRNFKLH The Tenth Annual Survey of the. National. Association ot Stale

Scholarship and Grant Program, N \SSGPI credits SSW with pr. 4'ming tile nwpn
five (Or rapid State scholarship gni. since 1./71 :1, when ssIG was implemented
with $19 million in Federal funds

In the years since SSRI has been 111 e'Xistt'llt'. State pallout for undergraduate
needhased scholarships ineroaseqi from <I Ins iimllmoii in 1971 7., to .1:s-'-'s 9 million in
197', 79 During that same. period. Fvderal fund:, Al'allahle Ifiertt 5:ilrr Increased
from Sl9 million to millnin It e: true Dm a few of the mature State
scholarship programs account for the hulk of State scholarship pa%out Ha example.
NASStiP data shir that more than half 1:i:I percent., of 197s 79 Suite scholar.lop
payout is in three States NeW York. Illinois. and California In Ne".. N ork. SSP; 1,

Is.trrnt ot the tot:11 State payout. in Illinois. it is 1 percent It the other end of
the continuum. more than hall ol the 5:aH4- and territories hake de ped
pletek new scholarship ;-rouarns under SSIi; incentive. The,e nee.d tune to deAel
ip their financr,1 aid ."4S11; "11 f tor them groi%

The figures bei.iw. ire adapted Iron, the NAsSt Tenth Annual Sure

i;l -,1Ali Ala

f.
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(rROWIn Of SIAIl A10 PROGRAMS' Clrifiniriqf

: 1 ".- i '. ' , .,,1 r r,1 liir, i i '", '
I i ! .:: 'J..; : .1 I 1 i i 100 tir.: ..`

i --114 1.: 1 ji-, 17 811100 4.11,?, Sl'<1

IV': NI IV'. 48 9[11. 400 510 1 - ?f10

19:k Ic 14:: 1.104.400 44-1r

1-11: V.1 131S 56 1 16,,I.II)0 1]1 0 60 0

5/ 1 8-2P .1 61 /5
1`)1f h PRP.. NA NA /6 /5

1%1 r N A ir HER A ri. all inst it ut ion, ur lugher education rligihlt. III p:IIIICIrtte in I ht
Inct.ntit.t Crrant Program''

Mr lionm:11.1, In t.iich Statt. all nonprofit institutions art. now t.ligildt. to partici.
pall. in Ihr Strut. program. beginning in 1979 su, t.xcipt whi.rt such participation is
in Violat.ori of Ow Stati's constitution Five. States havt. askyd For spt.cific exemp-
tions for crrtain t.pi.s of inr-titutions, chieflt, bt.caust tht.ir constitutions forbid aid
for ri.ligious instruction The cent ral SSI(l stall have hi.en working IA ith Statt.s to
help thi.ni resolo conflicts howt.t.ri li.ift.ral legislation and thi.ir own statutort,
rt,strictions In some cast's. whew Statr. appropriations niir% not bt usill fin'. schiclar
-Int,- to studonts in particular kinds ot institution= awards to othtrwist i.ligihlt.
studonts Art. providt.d through uso of contributi.d matching funds !nun non Federal
-.win ,......,- providod to, 1:t CFR T 1 Tr'' ..Statt.s -till hat th op,ion of ch.tormincrig SSP; rligillilitt, of proprit.tart, inst Urii t
non-. and mort. t h. 14. half. thr.. Stall., rio% includi. thcm St micro s In grrriciatt
s h.,111-. 011.i Til.-0' III tc.A. pon nce colirse- fno. 1. never horn includ,41 in t I), Stilt ;
-I,Itun 1.'m the in,,,t part-. Slate- wiIII ItIt'lltled hi I.\ p:Ind I11):1})111t% ,if ttliftfit.... :Ind
111-.!Itill PM, .1, c..1'.11111.... II. Iht iidt.clii-ic% of thou. rosourct-.

ssici li
\It \ 111-1: rionk tiro tht Incerol% t. Co.rrit slpurld thrWM. .0 11101..11 itt.Pti\it k..ii c- Inc 111-.\le'l .1111--nufl I.1 71.1- hog!!! h.1 pt ittt.it thcAti, 1,111

t-----:11!, 1., 1..1-dt -1 wl.111- ru-ici . thwv !fulfil:- I

...ki-t;14. tuft 1.1ii h./ it. .f. ..sr.or hol.oship.
(it st.0 111, ,111.1 .1!(1 -I

lip ii..1!, ...t11.1,11T-. .ind .1.- "1..1q111-111 .0 .1 /.01.0).11. I../ f .0.11 t:.0
:F1. cf.t''.. .!!!

I' I! '. III 1.10 :r: 1.11101. :Intl
.11J1c 1/1.I WU, h t 7.. 41-..0

/I II !I101,1; 1..!!!!! II .%.111 In-4 dipot- th.
; 1.W...11 .1 itud :-!(,

, ti :, :7.- ? tIit ii ".
.r:I .g. T. . 7.,n(

!,,, ' ,,cf : -,%h!, 1,r,I,Tl' ,1.1-! 1I 17: II. 17 I.I ..t \ II,.\ 01%,- ),, f

I . . 0 ! o . I i . 0 . ! , 1 \I 1 1 0 . c h
i t ! 17. !, ; :... ( ,..T H. 11 ..
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stantial financial need To this end. States were given a great deal of flexibility to

develop their programs within a %Aide diversity of State conditions and student

needs; with niodest SS1G funding. all States and territories were brought into thee

Nationwide State scholarship delivery system
Orwe thee network of State scholarship programs was complete. however. two

other Federal incentives were added I I the expansion of Institut mnal to

awlude all nonprofit institutions in thee State, and 121 tessanling State Operation of

student loan prtigrams'hy giving honus scholarship funds to Stateas with such pro-

it,ams under `iter 12)440. HEA Roth of these incentives are going into effect in fiscal

year 1979
Considering all three of the :drove factors. I would he reluctant In shift 5541

toward primary emphasi, un tuition assistance unless we lnrpsee a completely new

set of Federal objecti%e, and are willing to invest sufficient incentive funds for

major impact on higher education in the States

FRAUD IN tinsp- GILANTs

Mr STugl....s I in concerned about your fraud and abuse detection ..vgern prevent

mg needy am'. students from obtaininr! Basic Grants becou-r of improperly

filitd out fotms and inadvertent Nyrar How will you prevent this from happening'
.Mr Kuittenele-.1.ii The system ot edits in the application processing system is de-

signed ta help assure that the information used to calculate eligibility ieecurately

reflects the financial situation and need of the appiicant
ror that reason, applications that have missing information, or are found to

contain inc.onsistent [Yr questionable data, are reture-d to thee applicant

The applicant is then given t he opportunity to p.ovide the missiaig intormat ma;

correq't the dare of confirm that what was ord.:Malty reported is correct Eltgibility

then calculated on the bai-is ut the new. or conf[rmed. Informal nin

Ilenci. applicants art. not presented from establushing eligibility. a., .

red-rising a Ba.,ic Grant. but are. requested to tal'.e an additipnat actan, to -estahlisn

that elegibility
We. are. coocvrnyd that. ha :-malle applicai it". this request for additional into- la

him is cnntusing. amid applicants inw, th discortewl.froni resubmittuq; theer

applications
For that reason we hase untuitte.i ,t number p changes to the 1979 *II svytem For

example. some Id the edit mg procedures have.heen modified to be more sensit.ve lit
particular tsp., ot cirrurnp.t,ine-e. We' hasa....:iku niade sulistantial ch;tni.tr, in the.

naessages hy is hil'h %sr regimest additional information frzain the ytudents. which

,hould make the messages more clear and direct To assist those students t hot are

lia% mg difficult% in getting through thee process, we will to, advising students. who

an their third attempt hase still nor provided tile necessary informatiop. thrrt tIrey

may call a toll trre number fur special a.4sistancee We have- also found that many
.4teident,, either OA not respond tee ear request, far additional inturrna[ion, or wait it

long period of time brawl. re-qxnaling In order to help get these students through

thu pr,:-es,, be sending them d reminder notice it hry lad to provide the
regorged inter motion %%ohm tin days Final's. We hove added a ,utistantial ant lint

et "toll p}pme nail corrected inhumation on o timely 'ease"
dia. wing-al( that these VS:II een-ier her godrilts to appls tor MI6

re-( fRe ( 1).,-.41 Ciii th.. oce orate rvinn'hIO: Mtn, th:01,11

c,t,tilh,l1 their el[giblits

I% re %III

11 For 14,4-.41 S4 4;11 tri.11. $.(111 p,tItnate I il;lt ..."2 1 h1111,111 V1/4!1! br nqtIllvti to

It/rld OW Basic (iIant, proi4rarti 11 1, Ins under-tan hug War Oa- -ae. digs e-spt,

ochtesex through fritad anti able.e. ,Ict.% it le, mos ter oridereg..11. Feu exoloph

the Congre-Ituitnal I/udget (Mice estanatr- that ;them loillen will tie me.quireql in
19,f, cwrirntqlr 'in

Nir Kreirsa-d..fn The odnithistratiou reged 2 Ill tollien iii lided to 'nit%

hind thr Rosa Educational upperteunts ried[d -cam in hs,al %eon- Peso
hither) h[iv..,%.d. %%mita bt i [ .11.pr-el)? toted bodged autird ti

bee mew the reinaulded seretlei [do, treiti hind it It ,15,o ltttit 1)W% %e..it, And

ieappropriored tr, Peal
Tli part [t in. 'lle WC, frim tt.11111 mitt thINt. ti It\ 1fp..,

retInite., ,I11111. .tt t., I iict Ii
t 1,11(1,,if I '4111144ft itili t- t '444.4 :nu 'it

'1IIII1: I, o'er .\ .ls '4. ',di h.tit-1 Ind .11),1..
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There are sytal reasons w hy the Administration estimates atu' Congressional
Budget Office estimates Miter at this twin. The major reason Inclu(hes. but is not
limited tn. th t. fraud and abuse savings 1)uring fiscal year It became apparent
to as that we would not realize actual PrograM expenditures of lIlt billion as
originally estimated sevt ral years :Igo when the budget tor fiscal year 11.11's was
prep:m.(1

()rie reason tnr the.. obviously iu'l.iru' to stn, mg, result mg frum a successful imple-
mentation el tightened valutat inn ethirts through computer edits to eliminate poten-
tial "cheaters experienced a significant increase In our reject pool during fiscal
year 1).17i The reject pool consists ot students whose applications were returned
unprocessed because they ere missing critical data items or contained data which
were uk.ntihed as suspect or excevaed coniputer tolerance edits.

.1n unforeseen side-effect ot this {rand and abuse activity is that we feel a certain
portion of those students in our reject pool who Ilt.vVr re-enteredotho system rmiy
have been eligtble t11 receive awards hut wer l. discouraged by reject notices. Conse
quently. they rever make the necessary changes which would enable thorn to in.'
priwt--,Nt'd I hrfiugh the applicat Lin system and ultimately recetve awards

t'nfortunately. because both types i the "cheaters" and "discouraged- appIl
cams. rit'Yor re.entered t hi system, there Is no satIsfactory method of estimating
what portion of the reject applicatlons fall into either category and we cannot
prove-0.1Y state what amount of unexpended funds art. attributable to ell It r type

What is clear. however, is that program participation declined in Fiscal yvar
,and both the AdministnitIon and the Congressional Budget Office revised their
pal tic.pation factors Moreover. both istImates assume some increase in Program
part 0 ipation in future years because It ts anticipated that the "thscouragt01- stu-

nts() Hew again, theseats will re ;mph in fiscal year P.179 and fiscal yea
estimates are based on tenuous asiamiptIWIS hecause then. art. nu substantive data
to mak,. t inns The Congresslonal Budget Office assumes a faster
ran of recererv t!,all does the administration and this. in summary, constitutes t he
111.111,,- rp.p,mi ,r the dd. P:,t1Itiati..

I %%mild hitt. to mite tu'hire proceeding to the next point. however. that the
Adulinest rat. a and Congressional Budget Office are jointly reyiewing incoming
d'11" "tl oPlulicant, for h-'c'd your 1979 awards tn see if ali trent', deYelop whwh

tin -.trout lull
ht -rv.p,un 41% tht estliwttes var is a result of difteivilCO Iii economic

assoiti;itnite. r.dit,rning !cond., itt n;itinn's etnnntny in terms It projections id
mcr..ase.- and changes in the Consumer Price Index The Office of Manage.

Arid Itadoq a timer.) vcimuniic tmid1.1 f min v. hict. t Admmist ra
,liq r, -muiltilc 1,-4011141,m, mid Ow Congressional Budget Office main
.1 similar 'hat to I...mount. ni.idcl which It leses to ofitain ii s economic

fow-
1 n u l , 1 1 8M-401110 '1 /1.1,111%. 1.k 11111li,), .111hmigh

1.0,10 Ithq,111 thi- Itaso I ',lam cost plowction,

I N\ \i I F....mulls, 1,, .0,4). Sit to NI,
1, 11 .1.,} kk 11 it r111%.- '0.11 in it 11. I. lido.1, 1,1.0 Iii. I l(,%t

ci. I,f - 111p1.-1 011' I F11.1! 1101, I..1.111 %%. 1....1 11,1ddil Ill.
!.. IT %. I 1. .11.1111' tb III 1,1 I. iii

\11 k 1 1. Id it 111, .1/. h. ; I.-n(1,i :Hub 1).IT ..!'..! l'1,1./ WI 3., 11f.111 1".111- 01,,atz, -;ii.1..lit - Fr oil:fi illiviltitd o on).I.... id 10! ,01!''. 10 ih.- 1.1.01p ..; stild.111 pt.,;...to, .111-it.d hu
( io.erlitnitd he (;1.Int 11rugr-it, i'togratrt

I )1!.-..t ..-siTidoto .1 1.-
;.1. .m.11,1.,1 , : 1.41 Hu. Cad.ff :1/1./(:.

h.: I I!: %%II tic ,.1.1111111 .11 15 1. ..1 iou 1.1! ;..
h.! .. I I I .1:1.011
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hssEMINATMN A IlviTIES

Mr ii-roKks What efforts has the ()rlice of Educat am made to inform disadvan-

taged students in high school of the availability of tederal assistance under Ors

grant loan programs
Mr iiMiNFIELD ThlrinV. the 197*79 academic year there were i.ipproximately 401)

counselor workshops held on student financial aid The purpow of thosi.: workshop,

was tn inform high schonl ctainelors in. :he application process snide: ts must follow

to receive financial :lid They Isere also a mans for the counselors to become

acquainti.<1 wtth the Bureau of Student Financial Assistance
A counstdor's handbook which gIves an overview- about the six major snurces

Federal student id was trmiltbd to each high school in the United States. The

Directnr of Guidance at ach hii.th school received At letter from the Bureau nt
Student Financial Assn:tit:ice stating what materials are available for distribution

An order form was included for their convenience Two other materuds deserve

mention at this time The Student Guide provaks a detailed description of the six

Federal financial aid progriuns and out..des the steps leading to payment fl these

sources of aid Most important, it states the rights and responsibilities the student

has as a consumer There is a swan bro.hun: timt includes brief information about

programs in other Federal agencies too.
As part of cur outreach progrion List year each high school revolvd a slide

ca;:sette presentation on ti:e Federal financial aid programs This information was
desnowd to assist schnols in the explanation of the financfal aid applicat Mn process

to students, parents, school staff personrwl, arid other interested parties The infor-

mation was updated and developed into a filmstrip presentation for the l97s -79

acadermc year
As a result ot the Middle Inconw Student Assistance Act the Bureau is expanding

its pahlic ,nhirmations servic cm student financial ;lid Announcements about stu-

Aent aid will tiegui appeartrig cirl TV and radio throughout the country approximate

iy the noddle ot Announce.dents in newspapers and magazines will follnw

shortly aftr th,tt
The representatives tc) TRIO 'Talent Search, Upward Bound. and

Spcial Sii"..icest ciuderern-e, and NSSFNS Nat tonal Schnlarslep Service and Fund

for Negro Students, meetIngs to inform the clientele attending About the Federal

student financlal aid programs IISFA representatives are Also sent to local meet-

mg- I organuations.and -fiectal interest groups

r's 1-111( Nit i iui.i ("iiti.niiEN IN .,)1 I 1..(.1.

S)iaos Nian%, tamilles difficulty titioncing thou childrea s education

1HI.IIj" J1II ,I1;!1 Ch1111 i:, III C011tVI. ;It IIII ,41Illt ['rider the fiasic ;rant-
prligraill Are Aco, adjustnients made concernmg the expectea hinnh. fin:nit-1;d contri
honor. when noire than rn hilci i m college"

Kntoci4.1.i) Yes. some at)to.itnent is made for those families In %Ouch mitre

thAn orie Lundy mmber is enrolled in ctillege In the Family Contrihtitinn Schedid.

the rintriblitlun hum family income mat th. ctintribution from parental assets ire
together I hi, total result, tri th expocred contrifation from parents wdb

rdmili, me/niter In college Straw t..ich student hds -.,110w.anee tii, cost ot

arreedAt the !mild% s income I. effectively decreased \Olen there is rnitre than
oh, Lei -c.enther niletv t()11..s.N,III,4 1)1111.111,igi, Are us-ti tI deierimne the

pliipott, Ir. owe the fAtilik e\pe, eiintrihine edch student in tlic

1.101:1% III I I 1... le two stutierits In Ow family in Oillt.gf. Pitch -tad:lit
woof,' re.,.1% Til Id Int. :out runitmil which the 1:111111% Vuuld noike a there

Im aielotit in rho Lomb, For ht t.iiiiI i h 1 hrit 111

h -!ildtht e.xprct Ii rtc..p.i :it' percent )f -11)4it, torttribur:on kir
I mull, \kith tow tn none studoer timid% 'A.

fuTt on! ,r1 //iv

.)fif I Iinnl",r1 l,tr ciIII(1 ir, cnIIIe.r.

sti lU :t Wu-

o, ,.111 119-1-1 ti ..1 II.I..nt, ()I ...Indent c

k Iwo II% sAnsit- iati Alitiorit% 1).1 kground

I1 h-.1 ..011)1, ii.ti.it (1.1P-11. f ouce-,11 Ant !AIR

Iri resiod In datetoni oc betwoti Nsi.in k And
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basis (if I he breakdown ''rrrt'ording to Racial. Ethnic Group for the basic Grant
Program

RACIAL ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION

Blark

Ainencin la('

CarliDur.

Rased
iv; 18

23 8
8

Grant
Nib Ii

29 6

I
Asor 2 I 2 0
Hispanic

7 7 10 2
White

65 6 57.1

Total
100 0 100 0

REDI'CTION IN Dittlq'T LOANS

Mr Roy HAI. You propose a ;Hi million dollar reduction in the direct loan program.
What is the current demand for this program?

Mr Kt/10:1.1.1.D For the 197s-79 Award year 3,361 institutions requested a level ofpi'rid it U res of $930,903,795 The request for new Federal capital was $501,776,836.
Mr HON HAI. 12m10 less students will be assisted by this program if' your reduction

goes through What segment of' the student population will be these 12,0(10 comefrom"
Nfr The 12,000 fewer students assisted would not come from anyparticular segment of the student population. Funding levels, type of' institution,

cost of attendance, other funds available, i.e , State and ingitutional aid programswould all he factirs In any event, the increase in funds available through Basic
Educational Opportumtv Grants ialso increases in maximum grant to $1,g0M Col-
lege WorkStudy, and Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants will help tomeet the need for these students

Mr ROYFIA1 You state that an oversupply o' teachers now exists, so it is noiger ticrar to have loan cancellation programs. Yet in the Los Angeles area,.oid I am sure in many other urban areas, it is the inner -:ity and low-inebme
schools that have the greater need for teachers. Isn't cancelhition of this 'incentive"fiat or in the loan program going to have an effect on the recruit nwnt of teachers
tor these schools"

Mr Kou%pyi.o The loan cancellation provision is a raarioni benefit and is discrim-
loatim.: toward those people who do wit borrow but choose to become teachers
.1 here is on ei.idence that the- henelit has produced more capilde or qualifiedte.wher, It 1- coqIN and till/lel/It lot IONtIttlt Ms to administer

'The justification of Ow Dvpartment Followsi
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Appropriation Estimate

Student Assiatance

281

For carrying out subparts 1 (($2,600,000,000)] (81,718,000,000),

2 ($140,100,000), and 3 ($76,750,000) of part A, and parts C ($550,000,000) and E

M328,900,000)1 ($234,800,000) of Title IV of the Higher Education Act, and, to

the extent not otherwis provided, the General Education Provisions Act,

/
($3,922,650,000) $2,961,035,000,of which (($3,895,750,000)] ($2,919,650,000) shall

remain available until September 30, [1980] 1981: (Provided, That such funds may be

expended notwithstanding the provisions of section 1208(a)(2) of the Higher Education

Act: Provided further, That (1) Funds appropriated in this Act for Basic Educe-

tional Opportunity Grants under the Higher Education Act of 1965 shall be used to

make basic grants consistent.with the Schedule of Expected Family Contribution in

effect as of October 1, 1978, except that (A) such schedule shall not have an

assessment rate on parental discretionary income in excess of 10.5 per centum, (B)

such schedule shall not reduce the maximum basic grant below 81,800, and (0) such

schedule shall retain the provisions relating to independent students as were in

effect for the academic year 1978-79.]

i(2) If funds contained in this Act available for basic educational opportunity

grants are insufficient to satisfy fully all basic grant entitlements as determined

by the Family Contribution Schedule as modified by paragraph (1), the amount paid

with respect to each such entitlement shall he --

(A) the full amount in the case of any entitlement which exceeds $1,600;

(B) in the case of any entitlement which exceeds $1,200 hut does not

exceed 91,h00, 90 per rem= threof;

(T) in the rase of any entitlement which exceeds $1,000 hot (1004 not

exceed $1,100, P, per rentom thereof.

(D) Ir. the (as, oi any oorfflement which ,'Acc..ds ',MO" hut do..q not ..x.eed

$1,fgw, /0 per ,entwn 0.,rent:

IF) in the cm4o of st,/ rntithqn,ru which cxCPed9 $60.) hi!! dOVs :Mt ,Xce0d

$501;
, ;rer centum thrrot: ard
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(F) in the case of any entitlement which does not exceed $600 50 per centum

thereof:)

Provided, That not more than $726,000,000 of the amount appropriated for fiscal

year 1979 under this head for subpart 1 Im.t. A of Title TV of the Higher Education

Act shall ramain available
through September 30, 1981 for Basic Educational

Opportunity Irants without regani to Sections 411(b)(3)(B)fii1 and 411/b1(4)(81 of

The Higher Education Act of 1965.11 Provided further, That amounts appropriated

for (basic opportunity grants)
Basic Orportunity Crants shall be available first to

meet any insufficiencies in
entitlements resulting from the payment schedule for

(basic opportunity grants) basic
opportuniti, Grants published by the Commissioner

of Education during the prior fiscal year:2-/ Prvvided further, That pursuant io

Section 411(b)(4)(A) of the Higher Education Act, amounts appropriate. herein for

fhasic opportunity grants) asic
Orportunity (7ranta which exceed the amounts

required to meet the payment
schedule published for any fiscal year by 15 per centum

or less shrill be enrried forward and merged with amounts appropriated the next

fiscal vear:i/ pre,,ile.1 further, rh.t fw:ds a;Tropriated or Baltic C.;41.,rtunity

qranta ma!, to raft without rej4r1
.1W/sW):41 Provid..d further, 2'h4t

4V noz.In -r: rr- r'.': 1-)r Plrt Ti IV .! the Itigh.,r Eduoat

1.! ^t:;, 'h., 1),r-isa r 'f nes %,1* rp.roq

1/

fxpLotation o1 Laoguage khaige%

Propt,e,: the renpproptia

fis.al year !gig appropr
used to augment the fine
w1/1 provide A total avn

tlooat Opportunity Grant

:/ Provides for nme of the

first prinrity, insufftc
under the acAdemic v'Ar
increases in the demand

5ppr"i.i1V1,1n.

tton of op to -,11,,o00,000 remaining from the

lation for Basle Educational
Opportunity Crantn to he

al venr 1980 appropriation of 51,718,00o,n00 which

ilability of funds of S2,444,n0o,00n for Basic Educn-

...

rig0 Appropriation for
Basic Grants to meet. As n

iencies whith might or,,,r with reap.. t to pnvments

1 g7q-80 pay.ont schedule Aq a result -f unnuticipnted

for Basle Grant,. Th1s rrovisinu WA'. Included in the
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3/ Permits, putsuaur to authorizing legislation. the carrying forward of up tt. 15percent ot amounts appropriated for Basic Grants tor use in the subsequent
academic year should unanticipated

decreases in the demand for Basic (4ants occurduring academic year 1979-80.

4/ Proposes waiver in the authorizing legislation ot minimum appropriation ofSt10,00010(X) fur supplemental Crants and $286,000,000 for (apital coucributionunder the Direct Luau program before
Basic Grant entitlement payments canbe made.

51 Provides for a reserve fund ot $20,000,000 in the Direct Loan programto he used to provide Federal
capital contributions to those institutions whichserve large numbers of disadvantaged

students and which would not otherwisequalify for a Federal capital
couzrihution under the proposed regulations whicnrelate Federal capital contributions to loan repayments, fund income andreimburmements for cancellation of Direct loans.
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,Explanat ion

...the neneral Educat ton Provisions

Ait. . r.

...Provided, That more than
$72b.000,0thr ut ! am, qv.

appropriated for 1: v r

ubder thi, head t-r u. , Part A

at Title IV of the Higher Edutation

Att shall remain avallahle thr3ugh

p t 10, 1'181 t or Kr, 1 s. Edt1( a-

t Iona 1 ppor t till it y (.1 ant wi t ttc

rega rd t `let t ow, 61 I , .1 . (it
,rid 611t1, qt., the Higher

n t -10 ...

This provision provides authority tnt
administrative support for programs
administered by the Bureau of Student

Finan( ial Assistance.

A waiver of the authorizing legisla-
tion regnirinp, the distribution of
excess fonds in 1978 and the retention
of excess funds above 15 percent for
use Am 1919 is needed to provide for
the lapse and reapproptiation of these
funds up to $726,000,000 in 1980. The

reappropriation will augment the
$1,718,000,000 appropriation to pro-
vidt $2,444,000,000 for Basic Grant

payments.

Pr,vided ! Thar arnc.ntr.

rppr-pr:ared 1 t Tpurtunity
%rams shall o. avullable Icrst to

meet df..4 tt.,-;t!t hpv 'es in entitle-

ments from the payment

hed..le tor ha'.1, ,pp.,rronitv

r.rant, putd; Led b, tr, f.mmiscloner

of hde .01,0 doriho: ils,a1

year...

.-------
...Pr i led t 1.er , That 1...t..,aut

t ",e !I w. 41.1 3 4 it l t r he

it gher Eder v A, t dmount

appr.pr t ere t n t KA 1-

Ipper I at ii s .ra:.t t. ex vett he

! req,t ty0 , meet r he payment

ed f ,r 4 ., I sc al

1 1.1 1- per t
1, ss sh a

:c arr.d f,rwl: I .V.1 merged with

-.4.pr,pr:t.r.) II,. vxt 1. 41

Ve4/4444

...I r .
.! r,

fit ha .1 .1, .r,. u 1 4:11.

tliii iI , , I. it.

A

This provision permits nse of the 1980
appropriation tor flask Opportunity
raants to meet, as a first priority,
insufficiencies which might occur with
yespec t to payment s unoer the academit
year 1919-80 payment hedu 1 e as a

resul t ot unant it I pat ed increases in

t he demand tor Rd% I, Grant s

This provision permit s, pursuant to
authorizing legislation, the carrying
torward ot up t o pert cult cf amounts

appropr tat ed tor BA...i4 lpput t unity

'.raot s for use ii he subsequent

at ademis year .

nits pr,viSlon waive, the requitement

t he a it tzIng Icy i.. lat itt t thit

sp., it el arpo.,n, s appr op r ed t or

eq,plement a I ,oly and

t het.te pAYmmn/N. art.

made uhder t he ka,i, g,rant 1,1 og r am.

This provision reserves up tu
52J,.l(10,000 of the appropriation for

0 Feder.,1 capital contributions under the
Dire,t Loan program to provide funds
f.r institutions which no longer qual-
Iry ror Federal capital contributions
hut are maKing fforts to improve
managerial practices.
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"0,1.1, Av' I I .th e tor 0b1 i on

1.979 1980

Npp ropr tat 1..n
'3:',961,035,000

kvapproprlatIon 7'6 000 ono

Subt , lust i,u2!,650,V00 3,687,035,000

Comparative transter; trom:

"Salaries and Expenses' for
contractua.1 services e1,8f.3,000

"Student Loan lusurance Fund"
for computer costs

):L'i5_19011

S.:ht ot al, budget au.:writv 1,q , C,h6 .000 3,68740 i5,000

:'nhlt gat vd h41 an. e ;tart of v .1r 1,077,767,000 576 767,000 *

rw,h. v, en I .4 -ear - no.,"/.w=.000 -1 , 224 , 767,000

rnoh ar lapsing i_26,900.APP9

.11.1 14AI I.mq s, 711,466 ,000 1.n 34,n15.(mo

1' Appr..xt'ate!... will remal. a:ter meeting o, teplirements of the
11041. tg.lot nrogrim v...ir; 1/24 awl With the waiver of

All(h)i:.)(8), the;e :und; will lap;o uo Ileptemher 30, 1%180.
A rea;,pr.;.riitton .0 this amatiut will make theso funds available to moot the

GrAVt pr,.:trinl in the 19m0-8I award year. The reapprupria-
lion .1 trom prior years with the fiscal year 1980 appropriat'on
oi 1./;i,q00,0.10 Ail provide $2,444,000,0J0 for the Basic Grant program.
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a.

Summery of Changes

.4

1979 Istinated budget uthority
$3,936,966,000

1980 Istiseted budget authority..,
3:687.031.000

. Net change
-249,931,000

1979 Base Change from-Bass

lactase:0:
.A.Built-in:

1. Basic Grents--InCreases in
anticipated participation

. of the eligible population. $2,600,000,000 +$140,000,0

B.Proaram:
1: "legit Grants...implementation

of Riddle Income Assistance
Act to include liberalisation
of treatment of independent
students 2,600,000,000 + 135,000,000

2. kdministrative Support--increase
in administrative support 'nets
reflect rise of contractual

services 41,216,000 + 169,000,

Total increases.
+ 275,169,000

Decreases:
A. Suilt.in:

, 1. Basic Grants -
Rising incomes xclude families
of students formerly.qualifying
for a Basic Grant from the
'eligible population

....-- 2. Federal,capital contributions
in Direct loan program--increased
collections on prior loans pro-
vide increased funds in the
revolving loan,fund with a

reduced appropriation

3. Teacher cancellations ef
Direct Loan program- -reduction
as fewer students qualify for
cancellation provision

A

2,600,000,000 - 261,000,00C

310,500,000 . .90,500.000

18.400.000 . -3.600.000

B. Program:
1. Basic Grams...increased fraud and

abuse activities provide savings
in 1979 now estimated to reduce
program costs 2,600,000.000 . 165 000 000

Total decreases 1.32L12.1...s"C4

Net change
. 249,931,000

,14,c.."'
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'budget Authority by Activity\

.1;:tterMt!_,.-ItVX

.: 1979
Estimate.

1980 I.
Estimatr

Increase or
Decrease

lute &ants . 2,600,000,000

;

$2,444,000,000 .$156,000,000

SuPPlemental mpportunity
grant.s 340,100,000 ' 340,100,000 000,

Workstudy 550,000,000 550,000,000 e UMW

' Direct loans:
(a) Federal capital

contributions 310,506,000 220,000,000 90,500,000
(b) ?sachet cancellations,

State student Incentive ,
vents

18,400,000

76,750,000

14,800,000

76,750,000

3,600,000

WO.

Administrative support 41'.216.000 41.385.000

Total budget authority 5.936,966000 3,687,035,000 - 20,931.000

41W

.r

fit
Sudgit Authority by Object

1979

Estimate.

1980
Estimate

increase or
Decrease

Printing and reproduciion... $ .2,761,000 $ 3,000,000 + 239,000

Other slrvicis..10 38,455,000 38,385,000 70,000

Grants, subsidies end
contributions, 0.. 3 895 750 000 3 645 650 000 7250,100,000

Total budget authority by
object 3,936,966,000 3,687,035,000 -249,931,000

'k

0

'
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Significant /toss in Souse end Senate

Appropriations Committees Reports

11111

11171 Senate lamort

Dirist loan 'waives

1. Ths comities stated its request

that the Office of Sducation
should continuo to strengthen

its attempts to reduceloan

defaults.

Action taken or to be taken

1. Proposed repletion. for 1919.

1980 academic year rdquiro

audits by institutions every

two yams.

2. /he frequency of Office of

tilobication }rostra reviews of

Direct loan institutiOnal
records hatbeeniincreased to

insurithat due.diligence is .
mainthined in the collection

on Direct loan notei.

3. Proposed regulations mill

penalise institutions whose
default rate exceeds tin percent

by reduction or elimination of

their Federal capital contribu.

tion award. '

511.

..7.



Student Assistance'

1. 'Clic grants
1V-A-1) 1/

02. Supplemenkel
grants (H8A,

3. Wo rk-stay (HEA, Title
IV-C) 600,900,000 550,wo,000 630,600000

4. Direct loans
(a) federal capital

contributions (HEA,
Title IV-8) 1/ '400,000,000 110,500,000 400,000,000

(b) Teacher 'cancellations
(HEA, Title IVrE)

3. Stite'itudeni incentive*
grit OSA, Title 17-'

870

// Authorising Legieslatiort
" .

(HEA, Title

1979
Amount '

Authorised

1980
1979 Amount 1980

Miele Authorisect' Astimite
4 I

4

_Indefinite $2,600,000,000 Indefinite $2

opportunity 11
2/ofitle IV-Ar2)4200,000,000- 140,100,000 500,000,0001/

6.. Administrative support
. (General Education Provi-

sions Act)

,444,00.0,000.

340,100,000

550,000,000

220,000,000 ...-;

-;.Indefinite 18,400,000 Indefinite 14,800,000
.,

`
. ..4.,

--.
7-c-

76,750,017 50,000,000-1/ 76,750,000
A

,...

/
7..

2/
50,coo,000-

0

Indefinite

Unfunded authorisationst
Loans to institutions
(Hationaf Defense Education
Act, Sectioe 207) Indefinite

'r
.Institutionil allowance (HEA,

Title IV, Part A, dection
3/ 3/411 (d)) Indefinite- Indefinite-

4,216,000 Indefinite 41,385,000

Indefinite

Total BA $3,936,966,000

To41 8A Against
/ Authorizattons

Definite

1/ The authoritation
General Education

1 070,000,000

*(I

for

e
programs exp

Provis s Act extends

=1.11.

- - - .

$3,6871035,004\

1,277455.900 1:280,000,000 1,186,850,000

ires SepteMber 30, 1979. Section 414 of the
the authorisation for one year.

. 2/ initial grants only.

3/ A payment of tip to $10 per'academic year for each student enrolled in that institu-
tion who is riceiving Basic grant.

.

0

anorf.".

a
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4

i./0

1141

1472

1473

/1474

1475

410

.0476

Transitiod
(luarter

1977

1478

1479

1980

,

.1,841,460,000

.1ludget

Ifitimate

té Gumless&

$ 489,960,000
Ar,

522,i25,000.

976,500,000
. .

1,211,74.4,000

1,214,000,000

1,556,440,000

2,546,000

2,380,013,000

2,-590,713,0?0,)

4,4:42,459,006'.

litudvntrAsistance

.

Hut

A1144%40141

$' ilSv000,0i00

525,000,000
0.

925,000,000

753,000,00 .

1,214,000,1/04
;a

10600,000,000\

2,513,553,000;

4

2.548,000

2,735,013,000

1,360,403,000

4,690,066,000

Senate' .

?Mow nee

$ 575,000,000

575,000,000

.975:mo,poo

,1000,000,000

1,403000,000

1,545,000,000

2,458,553,000

2,148,000

2,.741,1:143000

1
3,179,503,000

3,527,566,000

3,667,035,000

4moroor1etio0

$ 512,520,000 '

569,100,000

963,500,000

1,1200,510,000

1,273,500,006P
. .

1,676,034,000

2,550,743,000

2,548,000
I*

2,725,867,000 ,

1,266,413,000

3,936.966,000

jl Appropriatiel adjusted to reflect funds for administrative support formerly

included under Student Loan Insurance Fund and Salaries end Expanses.

4

414-:

. filfre/
:4



2. .8ppp1emental opportunity
4 'grants

872

Justif ication

Student'Assistance

3. Work...study

4. Direct loans.
a. Federal 'Capital

contributions
b. Teacher cancellations

State student incentive
grants

6. Administrative support

.5.

Total budget authority

1079
Estimate

$2,600,000,000

340,100,#0

550,000,000

310,500,000
18,400,000

76,750,000

41046,000

1980
Estimate

Increase or
Decrease

$2,444,000,000

340,100,000

550,000,000

-$156,000,000

220,000,000 - 904500,000
14,800,000 - 3,600,000

76,730,000

41,385,000 + 169.000

3,936,966,000-1,487,035,000 - 249,931,000

General Statement

la provide access to postsecondary education through the elimination of financial
barriers.and to allow for a measure of Choice i the selection of a postsecondary
institution, this budpet provides for financial assistance to Itudents in the
form of grants, loom,- and jobe.

Approximately 15 years ago, a consolidation of eneral Federal student assistance
programs was providad.through the enactment of he Higher Education Act of 1965.
This Act incorporated the existing loan and work-study programs with the initia-
tion of a new program of grants awarded on the basis of financial need. The 1965
appropriation for these programs totaled just over $250 million and provided
approximately 500,000 awards. Since that time, Federal assistance has expanded
steadily and the 1980 budgt request of $3.7 billion will provide over 5 million
swards.

This exp on of the Federal financial effort in student assistance represents not. only a rea a to the rising coats of education, but also en extension of eligibil-ity for a Ignificantly growing number of students. In 1979, Congress enacted the
Kiddie Inc Student Assistance Act which expanded student eligibility to include
.students f on middla-incomalasilies by reducing the, amount that families were
expected t contribut to postsecondary education. Furthermore, in fiscal year
1980 as pr this Aat, an additional 60,000 independent students will now
qualify for Billie Grants. The increase in independent atudenta is the result of
aetting the offset allowance for single independent students and the asset allowance
for independent students with dependenta at a level comparable to dependent student*.

In 1080 the budget proposes to continue the same policy established in 1979. The
total of $3.7 billion, approsimately $250 million less than in 1979.is designed to
nominee a requisite level of individual awards and to maintain a broad range of
student eligibility. The dollar decrease is ptimarily a reflection ofn te-estimate
of logic Grant costs. There la no projected decrease in benefits to eligible stu-
dents. Due to accelerated effortt to detect fraud-and abuee,the number oferndents
participating in the program is projected to decline.This will result in savings of
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%

$163 million in 1979 with en estimated cost of fully fuading the program et

92,433,000,000. Therefore, the decline in budget authority from 1979 to 1960 is

mot a real decrease in costs, but dui to s 1979 appropriating which exceeds mild.

Woskstudy mud Supplemeatel Greats ere maintained at 'thu same level of support es

im fiscal year 1979, and with the Direct Loan program provide flexible tudent aid

eltersatives et the institutional level for those students who require assistance

to meet the costs,of postseccedery education.

The 1960 budget request in the Direct Loan program, althoush $90.3 million less MAP

is 197,, does not represent a siva tient decrease in the volume of loan fuMds

available to students. This maintenance of effort is possible due to increased .

collections on prior loses which reimburse the revolving loan funds.. Dp to $20

million of the appropriation is reserved to ease the transition of institutions

which are no longer eligiblu to receive federal capital contributions under the

proposed regulitions, but ere showing evidence of improved amnagerial practice,.

With the oversupply of teachers in many fields and the reduced need to stimulate
students to enter the field of teaching disadvantaged children, tie justification
Or continuation of Teacher cancellation for Direct loons no longer exists.
Therefore, new legisletion is proposed to terminate the program. Prior commit-

ments to students, kowtow, will be maintained with the 1980 budget request. No

new commiiments vita be made.

To coordinate adm4histrative activities conducted under the Bureau of SCudent

Financial Assistance, the budget request or these activities has been centralised
under this account.t Formerly, funds for thsm activities could be found under the

Administrativ et-aside for 14Sie Grants .4 the Student Loan Insurace Fund, snd

under Salaries end Expenses. 'This conaolidaf ion will permit a more efficient

utilisation of administrative funds;

Thi i3.7 billiotequest for general student assistance in Wition to the

$959,621,000 re sts4.4n the Guaranteed snd Health-SI-Went Loon programs are.
further augmented by programs within the Office of Sducstion aimed at specific

target groups such ag Indians, women snd minorities, students in bilingual educa-

tion, teachers of handicapped, etc. This level of,Fedsral resources helps

guarantee that no student shell be denied access to postsecondary education due to

financial barriers and that sll students will be provided with the opportunity to

pursue postsecondasy education.

al`

7
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1. BasieEducational Opportunity Grants
(Higher Educatiod Act, Title IV, Part A, Subpart I)

774723k

1979 Estimate 1980
.Budget Budget Increase or .

Pos. Authority Authorisation Poe; Authority Decreasp
,

.... $2,400,000,000 Indefinite --- $2,444,000,000 $156,000,003

Purpose and method af ',Aerations

To assist ndergraduate students with demonstrated financial need Meet the cAlts of
attendance at poatsecondary institueions, a program of entitlament grants is
authorised.

e
Grants range from a maximum Of $1,800 to a mtnimum"eward of 8200 and can fund up to
onehalf the.actual cost of attendance not tq/exceed the difference between the cost
and the expected family'contribution. The actusl cost of attendance can include
tuition,'Iees, books, supplies, room, board, and miscellaneous expenses.

If sufficient funds are not available to provide maximum student awa;ds, a statutory
formula is used which maintains awards to those whooualify for grants of $1,600 or
more while reducing all other awards by a schedule of percentages dePending on their
entitlements under full funding. If a. second level of reduction is itquired, all
scheduled reduction awards are prorated downward. The minimum award under this
formula decreases to $50.

Students qualify for grants by meeting two general eligibility'criteria:

1. Demonstrated financial need. A need analysis system determines the amount of
financial aid for which a student qualifies. Each year the Commisiioner submits

'

to Congress for its approval a schedute indicating the formula the Office of
Education will use for determining the amount a family can be expected to con
tribute to a student's postsecondary education. The formula takes into account
indicator; of family financial strength such as parental income, assets, family
sire, tducational expenses of other dependent children in the family.sand the
special educational benefits a student receives from Social Security and the
Veterans Administration.

2. Attendance in liaible institutions. Students must be enrolled on at least ahalftime basis in eligible institutions.
Eligibility is limited to four yearsof undergraduate study but may be extended to five years under special circdM

stances specified by law. 'For example, students enrolled in fiveyear programsleading to a first undergraduate
degree or who are required to take noncreditremedial courses of study.for vp to one year may receive Basic Grants for afifth year. Of the over 6,000etligible

institutions, including colleges,
universities, and postsecondary vocational, technical and proprietary institu
tions, those which participate in the Basic Grant disbursement system candirectly distribu4e Basic Grant awards. In nonparticipating institutions,
students receive grants directly from the Office of Education.

A
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/To mosts moon, the budget request roposes to fully fund the Swia.Grant program.

*Xi
. Me 1960 Wiest is primarily contiiu tion of the policy tot forth in the Middle

Incas Student Assistance Act which ends federal assistance to students from

middleidneome families. The major improvement in 1980 provides for redressing the

inequitable treatoent previously afforded independent 'students. ,

s'1.5
. .

.1pialath tatty

The total amount available for grant wards in fiscal year 1980 is $2 i.4,000,000

which vIll provide 2,586,000 wards ranging from $1,800 to $200 and 'mantilla& 6961.

Ms assumes that 70 percent of the eligible vopulation will participate 41 the

prosram. In comparlsoCip amount of $2,435,000,000 is expected to.fully fund

2,726.000 students with Wards averaging $892 ai a participation rate of 66 pepsin
of the eligible population in fiscal year 1979.

The efforteto reduce fraud and abuse in the Basic Grant program in 1978 are

seaweed to reduce program costs to $1,579,000,000,which.is 6561,000,000 below

the appropriation of $2,140,000,000. Again in1979, our available information
indicates that the expected costs are $2,435,000,000 or $1611,000,000 below the

appropriation which, with the 1979 savings, wIll provide $726,000,000 for
reappropriation in fiscal year 1980.

The dwitiwe of 130,000 wards from 1979 to 1980 isattributable to the. rise in
family incomes, which moves families beyond the 'Basic Grant eligibility range.
Therefore, the decline will occur primarily for those students from families

at the upper income levels. The average award and total program costs from

1973 to 1160 will increase slightly. The introduction of 60,000 previously

. ineligible independent Students into the recipient pool at the lower income
levels also contributes to the- increase in the average ward.

The following table indicates the estimated number of recipients in fiscal years

1979 and 1960 by income level.

Family Income Level Estimated Number of Recipients

1979 1980

$ 0 - 5,400 349,000 379,000

5,401 - 10,100 557,000 596,000

10,101 - 16,100 650,000 636,000

16.101 - 20,100 459,000 455-,000

20,101 and over ,713000 332,000
.

Total 2,728,000 I,118.600

Average award $892 $941

Total cost $2,435,000,000 $2,444,000,000

The Lmplesontation of the Middle Income Student Assistance Act which will end the dis-

crepancy in the treatment for dependent
and independ3nt students will do es followes

1. Previously, single independent students received an offset against income to

cover summer livine expenses only. This vas not,comparahle to the offset

accorded dependent tudents and independent students with dependents. The 1980

request provide, for compareble treatment for all categories of students by

providing for an offset to cover living expanses for a full year.

2. The MOO asset allowance of $25,000 (personal) and $50.000 (business) which is
given to families of dependent students will now be provided for independent
studente with dependegis..

87
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2. Supplemental Educational (Jpportunity.(.rants
. (Higher Education Act, Title IV, Part A, Subpart 2)

1979 Estimate 1980 4

'Budget Budget
Pos. --Arttile,qty Authorisation Pos. Authority

-$340,10Q,000 $200,0001000-
1/

$340,100,000

Indefini
2/

te - ,

1/ Initial year awards
2/' Continuing awards '

Increase or
Decrease

Purpose and method of. operations

To provide undergraduate students financial aid to defray a portion of the costs
associated with postsecondary edoption, this program provides Supplemental
Educational Opportunity grants. Up to_one-half the total amount of financial aid
a.studont receives may be provided by these erants which in turn supplement other
programs of Federa) and non-Fedsral student assistance% Grants range.from $200 to
81000 per academic year with a total limit of $5,000-for five years of study.

- Students mey qualify for grants by demonstrating financial niadja order to pursue
postsecondary education and by enrollment at one of the over 3,000 postsecondary
institutions which participate in the progrem. Student's Wet be in good standing
as undergraduates, show evidence of the capability to maintain good academic
standing, and be enrolled on at least a half-time-basis. Students will not be.
e ligible it they are in default on a Direct, Defense, or Guaranteed Lola made
.by the institution or owe a refund on a grant received from the institution.

ts

Institution* to qualify for participation in the program, must continue to support
their own student afd program with a maintenance of effort not lass than the average
e xpenditure per yearimade during the preceding three years. Institutions are allowed
to teenefer bitween the Supplemental Grant and WorbStudy programs up to ten percent
of grants disbursed or Dotal compensation.

Punds for Supplemental Grants are distributed among states according to a s tutor,
formula based on each State's full-time equivalent enrollment in higher educ tion
as a percentage of the national total. Prom sad State allotment, 0.05 pert nt up
to a maximum of $10,000 is set aside to operate the State Student Financial @alit.
once Training Program authorised by Section 493C of the Higher Education Act

After the State allotments are sat, funds are distributed among institutions within
the state based on past utilization levels and an analysis of student need a each
institution. Prom their allotment, institutions may use up to tour percent f
their expenditare under this program for information dissemination activiti s and
for administrative expenaes.

Thq program Is forward funded; that is, the 1980 appropriation will be used by the
institutions to make awards to students for.attendance during academic year
1980.1981.

1980 budget policy

To promote equal access to postsecondary education, awards to institutions of higher
e ducation fOr the purpose of making grants to students are supported et a level of
$340/800,000. A waiver of the requirement in the Middle Income student Assistance
Act 'that $370,000,000 be appropriated for Supplemental Grants before paymenteare made
under the Basic Grant program is included in this budget request.

8 7
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Thi 1980 budget request of $340;100,000 will provide

573,000 students everigiag $370, which is the u amo

following table illustrates this distribution.

Distribution of Awards

,- :"

upplemental Greats to
vsl as in 1979. The

1979 Eetimate 1980 Estimate

Initial greats $170,000,000 $170,000,000

(Number)
?98,000 298,000

(Average amount)
$570 $570

\ Continuation grants $156,160,000 $156,360,000

'(Number)
275,000 275,000

(Average emount) $570/- $570

Administrativ xpenses to :

institutions.
$13,604,000 $13,604,000

State training program $136.000 $136,000,

Total program $340,10Q,000 $3401100,000

(Total number of grants) 573,000 573,000

It is expiated that the fiscal year 1980 Supplemental Educational Opportiaity great

Program will assist students with characteristics similar to those served in prior

years. Thr following table displays awards distributed La 1976-77 by income level.Ai

Percent of Recipients be Income Levels

I. &pendent undergreduAte
Family Income

T'em

Total
Institutions

Public
jnatitutions

trivita
JnstitutjoI

Lees than $6,000 24.4 24.8 23.8

$ 6,000 . $7,499 11.0 10.0 12.3

$ 7,500 - 11,999 20.5 18"7 23.6

$12,000 - 14,999 12.0 9.8 15.9

$15,000 or more 6.6 4.4 10.3

U. Independent Undergraduates 25.5 32.3 13.9

111. Greduate Students MOB=

Total percentage 100.0 Yea-

I/ Atelsek, Prank J. and Combarg, Irene L., istimated Number of Student Aid

Recipients. /976.4-, Higher Education Panel Reports, #36, American Council on

Education, September, 1977.
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Moreover, additional analysis of prior year swim's
ties of SEW recipients:

shows the following ohsracteris..

Women and minority Studenti s received a greater share of the e :wards than
are attributable to their proportion of the higher educati enrollment;

6)Students in private institutionAcwhich constituted approximately 22 percent
of the total higher,education enrollment in 1916. received 17 percent of the

SEGG awards.

The following table moxe fully displays these distributions.

Characteristics of SEOG Recipients_

Characteristics

.

Number of recipient.

Sex
Women
Men
Total :

Racial/Rthnic Group
Minority
Monminority
Total

Enrollment
Full tine
Part time

Total

Total
Institutions

il

Public Institutions *Private Institutioma

432,000

.

53.7
46.3

274,000

55.0
45.0

159,000

51.4
48.6

100.0

39.1
60:9MU

:t

96.2

100.0

40is
59.

100.0

37.2
62.8

100.0

94.4

100.0

, 99.2

100.01 140.0 100.0

From the AUpplasental Grant appropriation, States may retain a portion of their

.allotment for training financial aid advisors. By 1974 the second year of funding

for thie program, 47 States participated with matching grants. It is expected

that all 57 eligible States and Territories will participate t 1980. This

program augments training provided by the Aureau of Student Financial Assistance

to insUre that financial aeoistance counseling is at a high profeeeinnal level.

Institutions also assume responsibility for providing information to prospective
etudentelmCivailable student aid and inetitutional policy. To meet thie goal,

institutions may uee up to four percent of their Supplemental Grant expenditure
for theme purpoees and.for administrative expenses.
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7 .1. woritstudy .

-.4.. (Nigher Education Act, Title IV, Part 0)

%. 1979 Estimote 4980

BudgOt Budget

- Authoritx Adthorisation Pos. Authority

$550,000,000. $630,000,000' $550,000,000

Pos.

.
. Increase or

Oecrease

I

-Puracse and method af operations
. .

.

To assist financially needy students finance a portion of their educational costs
thrOugh part-time employment, grants are provided to qualifying postsecondary

!...

institotioAs6 Federal grants to instttutions Are provided for payment of' up to 80
Tercpit of a stude t's wages with the.remaining 20 percent pistil by the employer.
-Employers may be t e institution itself (except in the case of proprietary instttu-

tions), Vediral., tate, loll agencies, or private nonprofit organizations.

" Students qualify for partictpation in the Work-Study program if such wages are ,

7 needed to pay; for the costs.of postsecondary education on the undergraduate graduate
.or.professional, level, if they are.capable of.maintaining good acadeetc sta:pling

...while employed and are enroAled on at least A half-time basis. .Students will not
be ligible to participate, however, if they'are in default on a Direct, Defense,
or Ouitantied Loan made by the'institution or owe irefund on grouts received from
the institution. If income derived from the wagss earned under the Work-Study
program dapeede the amount needed for that semester,_!sudents will not be required

. to terminate employment. Hamar, when tncome'in 0=0u of that needed to attend
school equals $200 or more, the wages may not be subsidized with ledbral funds.

.
1

.

To be eligibleto receive grants under this program, institutions must meke employ-
ment under thi WorkStudy program aliAilable to all eligible student0 and offer
equivalAnt emploinent, to.the extent-of available funds, to all students tn the

institution who desire employment. InstitutiOns must continue to support their own
student aid program with a maintenance of effort not less than the average expendi.
tura per year made during the preceding three years. Institutions ars allowed to
transfer between Supplemental Omit and Work-Study programs up to ten percent of
thetr paints disbursed or total compensation.

Institution/ receive funds Within the limit: of the allotment to the State in
which the institution is located. Allotments to States are determined by statutory
formula based on each State's student population as a percentage of the national

total. The three determining factors are 1) the annual number of -gh sCho.1

graduates, 2) the opening fall enrollments in institutions ot ' ner aducation, and

5) the numbs of relnted children under,18 years of age It!int - families with.

Intones of $z,000 or less. From each State allotment 0.05 per.... up to a maximum

of $10;000, Is let aside to operate the State Student.Pinancial .stauce Training

program authorized by Section 493C of the Higher Education Act.

Aft4r the State allotments a:e set, funds are dist-ributed among institutions.within
the State based olt past award levels and an analysis of stude;it need at each

4institution. r.r institution may use as much as 10 percent of its allocation, up to
a limit ot $11,000.'to operate a Job 1.0,ation and Development Program luthorixed by

sectiott 447 ot the Higher Education Art. Thi's amount must represent not more than

SO percent ot tne Lost ot the Job Development Prngram. The Job Location and
Development Program may.locate a.job tor anv student enrolled in an institution .

with a Workstudy program. The jobs which are located may be for any public or

private eteployer (except eligibl'e in.titutions), including profitmaking

4.4.113 . 5
8 7 7
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'enterprises whidh are not eligible r-loyers under the Work-study progr. Prom
.thetr-allot inrent, stitutions may us up to four percent of their expenditure
Under this program for information Ai:

am

peminstion activities and forAdministrative
,pmensas. the program is forward funded; that is, the 1980 appropriition will be
. used to.make awerda.to student* (or attendmnse.urig.adsaic year.1980.81.

11910 budast policy
--.,:

...

-,

-- To maintain support'for financially needy students to pay for ihe costs of post.
'secondary edncation with earnings froi part.time employment, funds are requested
at the 1979 appropriation level for this program. The totel fiscal, year 1980
request will support 990,090 students with Swards averaging $610. 1

'It is eXpected that the fiscal year 1930 Work.study program will assist students
with characteristics stellar to those served in prior year*. Below are results am
analysis of Ebrh.study.sward* made by institutions in the 1976.77 academic year: 1/

1Acipients by Income Level

Total Public Private
Institutions Institutions Instit tious

Status
Depend Under-
grad4.
.famil ome

r
Loss than $6,000 19.2 ,21.0 16.1
$ 6,000 - $7,499 8.9 , 8.8 9.0
$ 71500- 11,999 18.4 17.2 20.7gum°. - 14,999 16.5 15.1 19.0
$15,000 or more 11.5 6.7 20.4

Independent Under-
graduates 20.5 26.1 10.1
Graduate Students 3.0 5.1 4 7.

Total. 100.0 130.0 100.0

Yull-iime students wore able to participate more xtensively in the Work-study
program than part-time students (95.4 percent full time to 4.6 percent part time)
while both women and minority students received awards at a higher proportion than
their share of higher education enrollment. This is shown in the table !.6:uu:

, Total
Characteristics Institutions Public Institutions Private Institutions

'

,weher of recipients 698,000 447,000 251,000

Sex
Wooen 55.0 55.8 53.7
Nen 45.0 44.2 46.3
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

1/ Atelsek, Frank J. mad Goobers, Trona L., xetimated 'lumber of Student Aid
lecipients. 1976-77, Higher gducation Panel Reports; #36, American Council

on Education. September, 1977.

%
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Teta!

Chareateritics Institutions Public Institutions private Institutions

Racial/Ethnic Group
Minority 29.3

Monminority 70.7

Total 10041

32.1 24.2

67.9 75.8

100.0 100.0

Enrollment '

Pull-time 95.4 93.5 98.8

Part-time 4.6 6.5 1.2

Total 100.0 100.0
4

Fred the Work-study appropriation, States may retain a portion of,their allotment

for training financial aid advisors. By 1978, the second year ofifunding for this
program, 47 States participated with matching grants. 'It is expected that all

57 eligible States and Territories will partiapate in 1980. This program augments
training provided by the Bureau of Studentlinancial Assistance to insure that
financial assistance counselors receivp adequate training.

Institutions also assume responsibility for prOviding information to prospective
students on available student add and institutional policy. To meet this goal,
institutions may use up to Our percent of their total W0rkplitudy compensation
paid to students for these purposes and for administrative expenses.

The following table shows the distribution of these Work-study funds. \

Distribution of Funds

1980 Estimate

Gross compensation $604,130,000

Federal share of compensation 483,304,000

Administrative expenses to
institutions (0.04) 24,165,000

Job location allowances to
institutions (0.07) 1/ 42,289,000

State training Odgrams 4
(0.0004) 2/ 242,000

Total Federal funds 550,000,000

Numper of students 990,000

Apnual average earnings $610

1/ Authorized by.section 447 of the Higher Education Act.

2/ Authorized by section 493C of the Higher Education Act:

. .

a
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_
4. Direct Loans, a. Federal Canitul Ontributi,

CilightriEducat on Act, Title IV, Per: 1.)

-

1979 Estimate 1.0,0-
Budget budget Increase or

Pos. Authority Authorization _Kis._ Author.te Deciedse

$310,500,000 $400)000,000
%

Purpose And mbthod ti o erattotis

'Tv provide long-term, low-Interest loann t t. tinang Lilly needy studerits
1.iem to meet,the mnats of postsecondary PAUCaliOn, a program nt contributions to
student loan funds at eligible lnWtot ',els is pievlifrd. Under an agreemAn: oe-
tween the Commissioner of Education and the eligible iustitution, A revolving
student loan fund is established. It ts funded through a Federal Capital Contri-
bution (FcC), an.institutional contribution of vo, thtn one-ninth the FCC,
and collections from prior loans. This fund proJides the source from which all
direct student loans are made. These I-tans hear three percent interest when.4
loan payment be-nmes due nine menths after the student. ceases at Yeast half-time
attendance at an institution. however, repayment can be postponed up to three
yearA for cne, ific forms'oF public semice. Under certain ciromstances, loans
can he cancell'ed either partially or completely. This is described more fully
undo,' the Teacher Cancellation program. Federal Capital Contributio.ds are forward
funded; that is, the fiscal year 1'0'0 appropriation provides contributions to
student lean funds during the 080-81 academic year.

Students can qualify fo, participttion in the Direct i.oan program if a loan is
needed to pursue their post!.p,ondary education nn the undergraduate, graduate, or

. professional if they Are ,apable. . 1 mai 'aining good academic standing and
are enrolled on at least a hali-time ha. .s. Studentls will not be l!gibla to

participate, ho..evtr. .1 they are in deftult on i birecr, Defense or'Cuaranteed
Taan made by the institoti-A, .r we . reiund oh krants previously received. The
max1muT amount of d loan whit.. 4 %toder! may receive adnutlly is determined by
stndoneti financial need and the cost of education. Me maximum aggregate

------asobnt which a graduate or professional Student may receive is $10,000. In the
cast of a student who has completed ewe academic years. of a program loading to
a Bachelor's degree,.the limit is $5,000, or for a student who has completed less
than two veers of a program leading to a Bachelor's degree, the limit is 82.500.

Funds under this program yr. 4,,rribered r, NI Ow.. .urmIned by a statutory
formula based en each s-tatv 5 ptcportion iii fig.g1 oattotial higher education en-
rollment. From each State... total allotment 0.05 percent, up to a maximum of
$10,00A an be cot a.side t, 4orato the :tit. ,0,4pnt Tinaucial Asr,istance
!raining program aot,...,aed by St.tio Al t hv Higher fducation Agi. Slaty%
are required to matcH an equal ammnt 1 . el this trainisarprogrtm.

Specific institutions receive funds within the aggregate limits of the allotment
made to the State in which the institution is located. ,Funds are distributet
among institutions within the State, based on past utilization levels and an
analysis of student need at each institution which avoids necetsery accumulation
of capital in the institution's revolving funds. To he eligible to receive
Federal Capital Contributions, institutions must maks loans available to all
eligible, needy students to the extent that funds are available.

.

8
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IW provirtes for limits on the aggregate of the amounts paid to proprietary
ituttons. re total amount mayinot xceed the difference between $190 million
the total appropliation. In 1980, therefore, the maximum amount which may be
to proirietary institutions is $30 million, the difference between the stattp.
$190 and the appropriation of $220 million.

All twitu ions I ve th2 option orusing up to four percent of their allotments
un r thi 1. program for intormation dissemination activities and for admir.istrative
ex enses.

II

ThS program is forward funded; that is, the 1980 appr4riation.will be used to make
aw rds to tudents for ttendance during academic year, 1980.81.

il19 0 uudget policy
I

Td maintain support for students needing a Direct Loan, a budget level of $220
mliiion is requested. This will require a waiver of the legislation which requirem
al appropriation of $286,000,003 for the ffulem.1 Capital Contributior o* "irect Loans
beEore payments will be male for the Basic Grants program.

,

Of the $220 million, MI amount of $20a million'of the 1980 request together with
I.e insritut'nnal cuntribution and the estimated collections in revolving funds
fill provide for $618,479,000 and support 871,U00 students with an average award of
pr.n. The remaining $20 million of the 1980 request is reserved tor use by institu-
ons of higher education Who are unable to qualify for 8 Federal Capital Contribu-

r.on under the peoposed more stringent regulations, but- who are showing
6vidence of improvement in managerial practices. This fund will provide a contri-
Iburmi ti) their loan funds while these instigAutions bring their administrative .

Ipracticks and collections to a level which will eventually qualify them for a e

!Federal Capital Contribution under the regulations. This funding will provide an
:additional 31,000 student loans.

1

:In total, the appropriation of $220 million will provide a loan total of $640
million and support 902,000 loans averaging $710 compared to a loan volude of $649
million in 1979 supporting 914,000 loans averaging $710. The following table

' illustrates this distribution.
i

(S in 000's)

Federal capital rontrihution
' State training program

Inst. capital contributions
New collections
Collections brought iorward
Amount available tram Teacher

tancellations

Subtotal

c.triqed forwrd
Administrative expenses to

institution. (4%)

1.04n volume

(Students Aided)

Distribution of Funds

Estimate
19.79 Estimate

1980
Basic Roomy. Total

$310,500 $200,000 $20,000 $220,000
(-145) (-94) (-09) (-103)
34,484 22,212 2,221 24,433
317,000 411,500 --- 411,500
58,000 63,000 63,000

18.400 14,800 14i800

/18,239 711,418 22,212 733,630

-63,000 -68,UCO. -68,000

-25,971 -24,939 -662 -25,601

649,268 614,619 21,550 640,029
(914,000) (64,000) (31,000) (902,000)
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Since the purpose ofthe Direct Loan p gram is to assist students in financial

need, atudinte receiving Direct Loans have tedded to be those from low-income

families. Thi following table illustrateit.this for Direct Loan borrowers during

the 1976.77 award years 1/ t .

.1

Sccipients by Income pvel

;

Total public ?Ovate
Institutions Institutions Institutions

1. Dependent Undergraduate
Family Income

v
Lase than 46,000 14.9 16.0 .13.1

$ 6,000 $7,499 6.9 7.2 6.4

$ 7.500 . 11,999 17.8 ye. 17.1 .18.8

$12,000 - 14,999 16.5 14.4 19.8

$15,000 or more 14.5 9.4 22.8

II. udepeculent Undergraduates
III. Oraduite Students

21.6
7.8.

28.1
7 S 174

Total 100.0 100.0 15-6713

411-time studentt participate more extenNively In the Direct Loan program than

part-tinv students (9'. percent full time to 6.5 percent par; Aime), and minority

students received awards a higher proportion than their share of higher educe-
tion'enrollment. This im m in the fallowing table:

Characteristics of Diiect Loan Recipients
,

Characteristics

/ Slights?. of recipients

Sem
*men
Sin
Total ,

laciel/Ethnie Group
Minority
Nonminority
Total

Enrollswont
Tull time

. Part time
.' Total

/-

Total
Institution's Public Institutions PriV461 Institution?

\\757,000 465,000

49.7 51.5

50.3 48.5
100.0, 100.0

25.7
.

29.0
74.3 71.0

100.0 100.0

95.5 93.9
4.5 6.1

100.0 100.0

292,000

46.9
53.1
100.0

20.2
79.8

1004

98.0
2.0

100.0

1/ Atelsek, Frank J. and Gomberg, Irene L., Estimated Number of student Aid
Recipients, 1976-77, Higher Education Panel Reports; 036, American Council on

Education, September, 1977.
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From the Direct Loan apprOpriation, States may retain a portion of their allot-

ment for training financial aid advisors. By 1978, the second year of funding

for this program, 47 States participa Itted wish matching grants. s expected

that all 57 eligible States and.Torritories will participate in 191 . This

progradsugments training provided by the Bureau of Student Financial Assistance.

/rho utionfi alsofassume reponsibility foraproviding information to prospective

stude ts on available student aid and institutional policy. To meet this goal,

insti utions may use up to tour percent of the principal amount of Direct Loans
mabi &ming the year for thane purposes and for administrative expenses. ')

*

0 J.
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4. Direct Loanaf b. Teacher Cancellations ,

(Higher Education Act., Titli IV, Part E)

1979 Estimate 19807=iEdit let , Budget. Increase or
Pos.) Authority %Authorisation Pos. Authority Decrease

. /
-1- $18t400,000. Indefinite --: ° $14,800,004 -$3,600,000

1

Purpose and method of operations -

To encourags borrows!, tu work in psolfic areas, such as the teaching of the handi-
capped or teaching in chools with a high concentration of low-incosnt students, or
to work as a professional NeadAtart taff member. or to serve in the military in
"areis of hostilities," proiriion has been made for a program of stOdent Direct and
Defetse Loan cancepations. The legislation authorizes this program to repay to
institutional loan funds the principal of loans cancelled. Specifically, for De-

tifense Loans made prior to June 30, 1972,the amount reimbursed is the institutional
:apital share only, but for Direct Loans made after the date, the reimbursement is
for 100 percent of the loan. This program is current,year funded.

1980 budaet policy

2o meet prier commitments to repay institutional loan funds from loans to eligible

students, $14,800,00(1 le requested.. This will provide funds to cancel an
estimated 500,000 or more loans. TRis decline in the estimate of required funds
over the prior year reflects the decrease of borrowers who qualify for the can-
ceklation provision since fewer teaching positions are available in elementary and
secondary school,. In addition,no new borrowers.are now Alt to qualify under the
military provision since n6 military "arsai of hostilities" fare now active.

With the-oversupply of teachers in those fields in which this program was to
stimulate participation, the justification to continue this program no longer exists.
Therefore, legislation to terminate the program is proposed for the 1980-81 academic
year. Since the cancellation provision becomes operative nine months after the
S tudent has stopped at least half-time attendance at an institution of higher
e ducation, the impact of the termination of this program will not be felt until 1985.

The following displays the distribution of fends under this program:

Total Federal funds

7otal amount cancelled

Defense loans
Direct loans

Total Federal funds paid
to institutions

No. ot students affected

1979 Estimate

$ 18,400,000

$ 58,900,000 e

$ 45,000.000
$ 13,900,000

1980 Estimate.

S 14,800,000
-

$ 50,000,000

$ 28,000,000
$ 12,000,000

$ 18,400,000 $ 14,800,000

543,000 505,000

1,$
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State Student Incentive orptits (SSIG)

(Higher Education Act, Title IV, Subpart 3)

1979 Estimate
1980

Budget
Budget Increase or

Pos. Auihority Authorization Pos. Authority Decrease

$76,750,000 $50,000,0001/ $76,750,000
t.

1/ Plus such sums as necessary for continuation awards.

Purpose add method of operations

To maintain the StateFederal
partnership to promote grant programs which aid under

graduate tudents with "substantial-fidancial need," awards to States aro provided.

SOUre waintenalce of effort, State matching tot stdoint Awards-must be it exoesi

of the amounts the Stets spent for grants two fiscal yews prior to the year in .

which the State initielly received
aid under the Ccol:c S !Went Incenttys Grant(SOG)

program.
,

In order tor 4 student to receive a grant,a student must demonstcate financiaV need

and be in attendance, at least half time, as an undergraduate at an instituty6 of'

higher educitiun. More specific criteria on recipient eligibility and levet of '

award, which cannot exceed $1,500 a year, are determined by the States with:the

approval of the Commissioner of Educatton. While States have establ shod Varied ,

criteria for student and institutional participation, the law now re uires that

States include all nonprofit
institutions of higher education as eli ible to parti or

cipate in the program, except where the participaeion of such instit ions is in

violation of the State's constitution. I sJ

States, to participate in the State Student Incentive Grant program,tust not oely meet

a maintenance of affort but must admitister the funds through a sing% State agency.

Funds are allotted to States based upon a legislated formula reflecifing the'Stgre's

proportion of the total national student enrollment in higher educition. leaflet-

sent is persittedif a State does not use all of its current allopient. If the

funding for this program exceeds $75,000,000, a
bonus allotment fiom this excess

is paid to States which have an
operating State guaranteed student loan program.

This program is forward funded; that is, 'the 1980 appropriatioTwill be used to

.make awards to students for attendance during the academ% 'year, 1980-81.

\\1980 budget policy

To maintain the Federal-State partnership in providing support for.student grants

for financiallyoneedy students, an amount of $76,750,000 is requested in the 1980

budget. With this request, an estimated 307,000 students in 57 States and

Territories will receive grants averaging $500, of which $250 is from Federal funds.

From the basic allotment, support will be priarided foe 208,640 continuation awards

and 9,1,360 initial awards.

"4

, In 1979 31 in 1980, the budget will exceed S75,000,000 by $1,750,10^. Therefore,

one thine of the excess, S5143,000, will be used to provide bonus funds for

awards in those States with State student loan insurance program (54 States in

' fiscal year 1980). The remaining $1,167,000 will be distributed among all 57

States and Territories participating in the State Student ncentive Grant program

A.)11.for use either to expand the number of student scholarsh...i ecipients or to 0

enlarge individual student awards to meet demonstrated needs more effectively,

.(or both.

885.
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Since financial need remains the most significant criterion for student eligibility,
recipients have tended to cluster mong low -incoie families. The following table

illOStrotes this for 8820 stoipiente durinn the 1976-77 award vomit

SSIG AWARDS BY INCOME LEVELS OF RECIPIENTS, 1976-77 AWARD YEAR

al.,

Income Levels

i".4\Percentage Distribution

Percent of Total Cumulative Percent

$ 0 to $ 5,999 41.86 41.86
$ 6,000 to $ 8,999 18.76 60.62

9,000 to $11,999 13.60 74.22
$12,000 to $14,999 10.76 84.98
$15,000 to $19,999 10.69 95.67
$20,000 and Over 4.33 100.00

TOTAL 100.00 --iv
-

Moreover; delditional analysis of awards during the 1976-77 year shows that priiate
institutione,Whileh represent -approximately 22 percent of the total higher education.
anTolleenk received over 48 percent of the $SIG funds. These distributions are . '.4.

-4,further illustrated in tho following tables
, .

. $810 AWARDS BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION - 1976-77 AWARD YEAR

a

Types of
Institutions

TOTALS

Public'

6
'nstitutions

2-yeer
4-year

Private
,Institutions

2-year
,4-year

Proprietary

Other

Reel ients
Federal
Funds

(Pirm-nat

100.0%

49.0

(11.6)

(37.4)

48.3

(2.3)

(46.0)

2.0

.7

Calculated Avera e

V

0

Fermat

100.0%

66.0

(15.8)

(50.2)

31.8

(2.2)
(29.6)

1.3

.9

Federal State

$548

$406

$402

/408

$832

$562
$852

$870

$420
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the distgibution of 59IC swards by institutions has been partially the re:Ault of

State laws which have established institutional and student eligibility whiCh have
differed from State to State. The following display outlines the different

requirements which Stakes have enacted:

Eligibility Requirements For Institutions and Students. FY 1976

Institutional Eligibility Number of States

Both public and private Institutions 51

2-year as well as 4-year institutions 51

Proprietary schoois 25

Public institueionS only - (Utah, Am. Samoa) 2

Private institutions only - (ME., S.C.) 2

Other kinds of institutions 18

Student Eligibility

Part-time students i/ 22

Portable to.out-of State institutions 1/ 12

Costs Covered

Tuition and fees 54

Room and Board 42

Books and other costs 42

Total Stites and Territories 55

1/ Part-time awards authorised In 5 additional States, but not used.

2! Reciprocal or other arrangements in 6 other States.

The budget request will continue to provide stimulus for States to devote funds for

student grants. As past history indicates, continued Federal support will encourage

expanded State aid.

Growth of State Aid Programs1/

\

Year

Number of States
territories

Number of Enrolled
recip. lts

Dollars awarded
in millions

1969-70 19 470,000 $199.9

1970-71 21 535,200 236.3

1971-72 23 604,000 268.6

1972-73 29 661,700 315.5

1973-74 31 733.300 364.2

1974-75 37 813,100 440.8

1975-76 48 901,900 510.2

197647* 55 1,104,400. 651.4

1977-781, 56 1,190,300 746.0

,

*Estimaied. .

National Association of Stets scholarship and Grant Programs, Ninth Annual 8urvay.



6. Administrative Support -

(General Education Provisions Act)

890

1979 Mitigate11 1980

Pos,
Budget Increase or

pos.1/ AtnItityAuthority Authorisation Decrease

1057 $41,216,000 M. 974 ;41,385,000 .4169,000

1/ Administrative Support of $41,216,000 was not broken out as a separate
category in 1979. $1,843,000 was included under Salaries and Expenses,
$12,473,000 yds included in the Student Loan Insurance Fund and $26,900,000
was psovided in the Basic Grant setaside.

2/ Total pcisitions located in the Bureau of Studeot Financial Assistance.

Puree's and method of operations

To provide administrative support to.dperate programs located in the Bureau of
Student Finmnciel Assistance, a consolidation of administrative support activities
id proposed. The following programs would be affected by the consolidation:
Basic Educational Opportunity Grants, Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants,
Direct loans, WorkStudy, Usti Student Incentl: Grants, and Guaranteed and
limalth Irofessioaa Loom.

Currently, admiaistrative suppnil activities com% from three separate sourcest the
'Basic Grant Administrative setaside, the Student Loan Insurance Fund sec.-aside,
and the Office of Education Salaries and Expenses account. To effectively operate
those contracrual administrative support services, a consolidation is needed.

Support services provide the data processing and.application checking needed to
make the over five million awards that Student Assistance programuturrentlx
average. In addition, activities include management studies'and validation of
submitted applications, projections on costs of Basic Grants,Suaranteed Loans,
and Teacher Cancellations of the Direct Loan program, projected impact of optional
funding levels, training and dissemination regarding Student Assistanci, certifica
tion of institutions for participation in Student Assistance programs, etc. Some
of the services support the collection effort on defaulted federally guaranteed
loans. The success of this effort depends, in part, on the support funded under this
activity. Both proclaims assistance to institu s to reduce potential default
claims and assistance provided ill Federal legØT actions against fraud in Student
Aid programs are provided here.

With the current procedure, three separate sources of funds are used. While some
of the ac.ivities supported relate to only one specific program activity, other
activities undertaken relate to two or more programs and are funded from two or
more sources. For example, support of trainingNactivities may well come from all
*three sources. Thus, funds to support this ictivity would have normally required
three separate reporting and accounting procedures and overviews, an unnecessarily
complicated and burdensome 'requirement. This has frustrated the attempts to
provide coordinated accouatini procedures which cover all studept assistance
programs and which are not duplicative. Consolldation of these activities under
one account would eliminate this kind of overlap and provide for a more efficient
and ecbnomical operation. Management improvements could be implemented.and con
tracts negotiated which * ald provide for better service with less financial
support.
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All of these activities'are
implemented through contractual agreements. None of

these actiVities support Office of Education staff salaries oc personnel

compensation in support of travel,
equipment, training of Office of Eduration

staff,, or overtime.

1980 budget policy

To provide funding tor
administrative activities in support of programs located in

the Bureau of Student Financial Assistance, a budget level of $41,385,000 is

requested. This amount represents an increase of $169,000 above the total of the

fiscal year 1979 budget levels appropriated for these same activities in three

separate appropriations but which are now proposed for centralization under thif

account:

Listed kelow are projected levels of finutimig for these activities. As needs and

priorittes change, however, significant shifts among activities might occur.

Activities
1979 1980 gam

Application processing
.

817,363,000 $19,500,000 +$2,135,000 .

ADP development and operation. 11,220,000 10,500,000 720,000

?reclaims assistance.. 10_00,000 1,500,000 + 400,000

Health duSation assistance loan

operation.
1,000,000 1,300,000 + 300,000

Supplies for contractor
208,000 250,000 + 42,000

Printing
2061,000 3,000,000 + 239,000

Training and dissemination 3195,000 3,500,000 + 305,000

Validation studies 2000,000 500,000 1,500,000

Institutional certification
1 85,000 85,000' --..

Compliance investigation support 425,000 250,000 . 175,000

Management studies
1 857L000...A---.....-.

1 000 000 - 857.000_

Total 41,216,000 41,385,000 + 169,000

The major increase in costs is
directly related to increases in service for

application processing in 1980 and for more sophisticated computer matching and

editing activitiec The additional two million dollars requested, in addition,

will provide for the processing of over one million more Guaranteed

Student Loan applications than in the prior year.' This contract includes the

processing of initial applications which may number over five million, as well as

subsequent corrections of these applications and notificatinns of student eligibi-

lity. The contractor serves as a disbursing agent for student awards for

those institutions which do not directly administer the Basic Grant program.

Telephone lines are also provided for giving technical assistance to students

'filling out applications.

Other services showing increases provide for the participat.on of 300 additional

institutions of postsecondarY education in student assistance programs. Assistance

will be provided to institutions to collect an additional 400,000 defaulted loans

before the claims are 'eligible for submission to the Federal wernment for pay-

ment. Activities to insure that the Health Education loans are available and

known to both eligible students and eligible schools will substantially increase.

While savings may result from the consolidation of the printing activities, the

increase in actual number and kind of material needed will offset these savings.

,This situation is also true of the training activities. While training will be

'more economically and efficiently undertaken, the inclusion of an additional

1,350 high school counselors and
financial aid..officers into the training program

will cause an overall increase in training costs.

The primary savings are found in the validation activities and management studies.

Given the increasing reliance on
preaverd validation of etudelt applications-ALAN'

,
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institutional level, ths actual case\vork preniouely conducted under/contract will
be discontieued and any casse referred by schools will be resolved by the Office
of Useatioe staff.

Mors fellows on data available to the proven has permitted s. reduction in
sonesensat studies. %avower, activities which refine the projection of coots
is %este Grants will be continued end study of posteeconOnow student dropouts
Will be undertaken.

.

8.9 9

1-
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6 Student Assistance

Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grants

p.

411

s

State or '
1978 1979 1980

Outlying Area Actual .Appropriation Estimate

TOTAL
1/

$270 093 000 $340,100,0001/ $340,100,00021

4

Alabama 3,942,225 5,149,993 5,149,993

AlauJia ' 361,270 357,132 t 357,132

Ar'isona 2,979,100 4,756,050 4,756,050

Arkansas 1,571,152 2,203,191 2,203,191..

Californit

..

29,024,42.69 39,558,769 38,5511,769

Colorado 4,480,44/ 4,460,447

Connacticut ----3 383 330 3,956,985% 3,956,485

oelaware 604,7/5 837,035 837,035

Florida- .6,683,334 9,772,128 9,772,128

Georgia 3,813,870 5,772,641 5,772,641

'Hawaii 857,876 1,304,328 ' 1004,328.

linois

827,620
11,551,342

1,124,739
15,085,383

1;124,739
15,085,383 °

Indiana 5.,486,440 6,476,817 6,470,81? *

Iowa 4,013,119 3,891,816 3,891,816

Kansas 2,716,980 3,528,037 3,528,037-

Kentucky 2,748,900 4,053,920 4,053;920

Louisiana 3,090;650 4,812,391 4,812,391

Maine 4,831,340 1,178,967 1,178,967

Maryland 4,321,020 5,207,187' %,207,187

Massachusetts 12,393,995 ,10,431,176 10,431,176

Michigan 11,184,604 12,322,294 12,322,294

Minnesota 7,694,040 6,505,037 6,505,037

Mississippi 2,663,492 2,913,332 2,913;332

Missouri .
4 '797 6,166,345 6,166,345.

Montana 71 ,100 1,001,934 1,001,934

Nabrasks. 1,59 013 2,460,628 2,460,628

Nevada 451,290 682,533 . 682,533

New Hampshire 2,898,370 1,265,506 1,265,506

Nay Jersey' 5,105,005 7,730,324 7,730,324

New Mexico 2,345,590 1,598,370 1,598,370

New York 20,591,792 26,315,525 26,315,525

North Carolina 6,339,059 7,484,885 7,484,885

North Dakota 1,970,630 1,032,882 1,032,882

Ohio 10,505,790 12085,048 12,58.5,048

Oklahoma 2,980,107 4,313,537 4,113,537

Oregon 5,513,008 3,763,422 3,163,422

Pennsylvania 13,250,707 14,252,268 14,252,268

Rhode Island 1,888,490 1,757,235 1,757,235

South Carolina 2,890,744 3,717,544 3,717,544

.
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Stats or
Omtloima area.

078
Actual

1979
A ro riation

1980
Estimate

0 ISPItliDshats
TIOSNIMMI
TOM
Utah
Deumsat

, la
Niabiagtos
Vast Virsisia
Wiscoasia
Womble

District of Columbia

Amaricam Samoa
Ouse
Puerto lice
Trust TinitorlOO
Virgio Islands
Mariana Islands

$ 1,803,550
4,310,684

12,042,100
1,604,774
3,358,010

4,261,793
7,995,165
2,045,290
10,434,110

391,070
, .

1,762,755

40,300
4,122,870

24,640

$ 1,015,704
5,391,513

17,635,993
2,562,641

855,134

6,470,374
6,508,991
2,201,453
6,849,866

501,137

2,218,052

14,383
'77,746

1,798,478
3,135
30,574

6, 1,015,704
3,391,313
17,655,993
2,562,641

855,134

6,470,374
6,508,991
2,201,453*
6,849,866

501,137

2,218,052

14,383
77,746

1,798,478
3,135
30,574

1/ Actual'obligstions. Excludes funds to States set aside for.the State Student
Pinancialssistsnce Training prograi, and includes distribution of discre
tionary f ds. (Total distributions $268,491,675)

1/ Estimated distribution of $183,654,000 for Initial Year swards snd $156,446,000
for Continuing Awards with $170,050,oxcluded for State Student Financial
Assistance Training program snd 10 percent ($33,992,995) reserved snd the
balance distributed te the 50 States, D.C., Puerto Rico, American Samoa, Guam,
Virgin Islands snd Trust Territory on the basis of the fulltime snd fulltimm
equivalent enrollment in N.M., Fall 1977 snd proprietary schools 1926-77.
(Dotal distribution: $305,936,955).
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Student Assistance

Vorkp-Study LI

a

Stat. or
Outlying Area

1978
Actual

1979

41propriaties

1960
Estinate

4

TOTAL
1/

$435.000.4.000,- 65501000)000V 6550400.0001Y

Alabama 8,855,812 11,347,495 11,347,495

Alaska 385,211 681,172 681,172

!r Arisona
4,412,093 5,736,621 5,736,621

Arkansas
4,425,728 5,921,417 5,921,417

California 36,042,111 46,198,102 46,106,102

Colorado 5,904,727 6,123,932 6,123,932

Connecticut. 4;748,767 5,966,214 5,966,214

Delaware 1,053,414 1,310,655 1,310,655

florid& 12,675,086 16,246,225 16,246,225

Georgia 9,669,933 12,439,198 12,439,198

Hawaii 1,416,846 1,839,005 1,839,005

Idaho 1,676,922 1,786,272 1,766,272

Illinois 17,846,308 22,482018 22,483,318

Indiana 8,313,845 10,386,836 10,386,836

Iowa 5,249,634 6,224,973 6,224,973

Kansas 4,134,604 5,229,797 5,229,797

Kentucky 7,104,332 8,941,970 8,941,970

Louisiana 9,082,020 12,510,651 12,510,651

Maine 5,531,994 2,135,688 2,135,668

Maryland 6,613,030 8,411,014 8,411,014

Msasachubotta 24,499,489 12,11,264 12,71)2264

Michigan 14,527,161 18,543,745 18,543,745

Minnesota 9,927,473 9,447,294 9,447,294

Mississippi 7,232,630 8,828,976 8,828,976

Missouri 8,480,530 10,676,557 10,676,557

Montana 2,299,803 1,846,019 1,846,019

Nebraska 2,818,404 3,755,332 3,755,332

Nevada 768,244 949,718 949,718

New Hampshire 3,360,023 1,777,364 1,117,364

Now Jersey 10,462,844 13,295,017 13,295,017

New Mexico 4,358,249 3,650,280 3,630,280

New York 32,556,970 38,134,741 38,234,741

North Carolina 10,790,823 14,492,417 14,492,417

North Dakota 2,307,126 1,705,881 1,705,881

Ohio. 17,042,330 21,560,212 21,560,212

Oklahoma 5,621,472 7,011,719 7,011,719

Oregon 8,830,162 5,178,229 5,178,229

Pennsylvania 19,393,331 23,801,672 23,801,672

Rhode Island 2,703,401. 2,247,478 2,247,478

South Carolina 6,529,365 8,418,056 8,418,056

a

44413 0 - 7 9 . 57
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Times
Utah
Vermont

Virginia
Vashingtoo
list Virginia

' Wisconsin
WAWA;

.
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American Samoa
00am
Puerto lico
Trust Territories
Wittig Wanda 33 21
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1st "!:

3,119,097 1,969,138 1,969,138
8,421,044 10,779,922 10,779,922

22,856,002 29,321,740 29,321,740
2,501,017 3;228,235 3,228,235
3,571,995 1,147,632, 1,147,632

8,789,609 11,333,484 11,333,484
9,883,934 .8490,869. 8,290,869 -6

3,790,885 4,877,625 4,877,625
8,734,039 9,834,737 9,834,737
639,533 819,636

.

819,636

2,716,280 2,211,496 2,211,416

11,000,000 11,000,000.__

395,164
1 7,203,606

1/

II

Actual obligations excludes funds to States set aside for the State Student
Pinancial Assistance Training programvand includes distribution of discre
tionary funds. (Total, distributiout 9433,106.173)

*attested distribution of $550,000,000 with two percent ($11,000,000) reserved
for the outlying areas; $1,200,000 reserved for students from American Samoa
and the Trust Territories; $274,000emcluded for State Student Financial
Assistance Trainine programi.ten percent ($53,752,360) of the balance reserved
for discretionary distribution; and 90 percent ($483,773,040) diStributed tp
the 10 States and D.C. with 1/3.distributed on the basis of the fulltime
enrollment in institutions of higher education, Fall 1977 including proprietary
schools (1974-77); 1/3 on the total public and nonpublic-high school graduates,
1976-77; 1/3 on "related children under 18" in families with income under
13,000 p.a. (1969). (Total distribution: $494,773040)

:3 5
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Student Asaiatancs

Direct Loans
Federal Capital Contribution

State or 1976 1979 . 1980

dualist/ma Actual Appropriation gstimate _

.

12M....,,...,.........m...4....j.....aati9...........L.E6m4sW,..m,..31050000001/20003..

Alabama .

Alaska
Arizona
Arksnaas
Calitórnia

4,954,911
133,140

4,427,448
2,136,589

36,453,348
1

,
4,861,201

210,136
3,882,133
2,200,020
30,851,707

3,131,20,
1 135,353

2,500,569
1,417,042

191872,276

Colorado
6,339,114 4,290,988 2,763,922

Connecticut
4,300,255 3,467,740 2,233,649

Delaware
820,883 783,042 504,375

Florida
8,478,518 8,473,495 5,457068

Oeorsia
3,754,866 5,294,901 3,410,564

Until 609,273 1,170,049 753,655

Idaho
1,316,942 1,062,353 697,168

Illinois 14,452,328 12,952,013
8,342,641

Indiana
7,466,473 6,189,952 3,987,086

Iowa
4,538,783 3,962,319 2,552,21),

Kansas
3,967,349 3,304,752 2,128,615

Kantucky
3,372,644 3,958,857 2,548,700

.Louisiana
4,709,514 4,735,233 3,050,069

Maim 3,404.,923 1,168,721 752,800

Maryland
4,520,022 4,349,136 2,801,376

Nessachuaatts 16,261,031 9,936,483
6,400,311

Michisan 9,133,255 10,936,412 7,044,388

Minnesota
:6,467,720 6,441,205 4,148,924

Mississippi 3,091,049 2,894,986 1,864,725

Missouri 6,837,292 5,751,814 3,704,872

Montana
825,547 1,002,243 .645,567

Nebraska
2,625,944 2,309,33a

1,487,495

Nevada
692,235 506,527 326,265

Neu.Naapshira
2,847,902 1,225,807

789,570

liev Jersey
6,419,901 6,727,923 4,133,606

Nev /lexica
2,429,002 1,520,415 979.333

New York 28,621,391 24,570,153 15,826,186

North Carolina 6,005,663 7,185,330 4,628,232

Monk 'Dakota 1,416,809 1,066,232 666.784

Ohio
14,979,575

"... 11,745,436 7,565,499

11.

!;,:
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31'r
State or 1978

Actual
1979
ro riation

1980
Ss mate

Oklahoma 4,288,720 4,039;659 2,602,035
Oreeon 6,742,015 3,415,092' 2,199,737
Pennsylvania 15,763,429 13,623,044 8,774,908
Sheds Island 2,134,185 1,616,304 1,041,097
South Carolina 1,730,785 3,591,887 2,313,615

South Dakota 2,101,246 1,052,502 677,940
TOSMOSSOO 4,728,285 5,133,467 3,306,561
Tesma 9,367,117 15,709,310 10,116,718
Utah 2,325,856 2,473,197 1,593,041
Vermont 2,042,952 863,455 556,171

Virginia 5,571,483 5,824,869 3,751,928
Washington 7,638,714 6,036,939 3,888,528
Vast Virginia 2,010,419 2,064,759 1,329,957
Wisconsin 8,514,350 6,578,211 4,237,173
Wyoming 523,679 473,413 304,936

District of Columbia 2,220,739 1,792,075 1,154,315

American Same 27,272 17,367
Guam 70,817 45,615
Puerto Rico 3,573,944 3,884,864 2,502,320

Territories 8,724 5,619,Trust
Virgin Islands 19,260 23,365 15,050
Mariana Islands ONIMIM

1/ Actual oiligation. Secludes amount to States from Direct Loan appropriation
for the State Student financial Assiitance Training p-lirsus, and includes
distribution of discretionary funds. (Total distribution: $310,109,317)

. 21 Istimated.distribution of $31:000,000 with $155;250 excluded for State
Student financial Assistance Training program, ten perceni'($31,034,475) of
the balance reserved for discretionary purposes, the remainder distributed on
the basis of the total full-time enrollment in institutions of higher education,
Pall 1977 including proprietary schools,975-76.(Total distribution:4279,310,275)

3/..tetimated"distribution of.$110,000,000 with $20,000,000 reserved; $10,000
excluded for State Student financial Assistance Training Program: ten percent
($19,9901000) of the balance reserved for discretionary purposes, and the

.remainder ($179,910,000) distributed on the basis of tha total full-time
enrollment in institutions of higher education, Fall 1977 and proprietary
school*, 1976-77. (Total distribution: 179,910,000)

A. -
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4
Student Assistance

State Student Incentive Grants

%Ste or 19784f. 1979 V' 1980 3J-

°4,1711$ Area
Actogl Appropriation Intimate

19T41; $ 9.750.000 $ 76.750,000 t 76750,000

Alabama 940,733 , 1,161,740 1,14740

Alaska 75,046 138,252 13952

Arizona 949,418 1,296,512 1,296, 1.2

Arkansas 372,056 497,971 497,97i

California 10,236,372
.

, 11,603,671 11,603,671

Colorado 834,908 1,051,137 1,051,137

Connecticut 810,605 1,003,853 1,003,853

Delodre 170,598 198,308 , 198,308

Florida 1,901,344 2,463;087 2,463,087

Gaorgia. 1,127,946 1,326,067' . 1,326,067

Hawaii 248,378 307,171 307,171

Idaho 206,157 261,966 261,966

Illinois 3,149,182 4,092,103 4,092,103

Indiana 1,212,426 1,527,637 1,527,637

Iowa
661,639 835,323 835,323

Manus 690,593 863,491 863,491

Kentucky 759,003 931,273 931,273

Incision 864,715 1,064,536 1,064,536

Mains 23i,107 272,698. 272,698

Maryland .-
1,099,677 1,408,470 1,408,470

Momachusatts 2,161,890 2,n2,376 2,502,376

Michigan 2,711,728 3,173,251 3,173,251

Minnesota 1,167,824 1,464,702 1,464,702

Mississippi 554,711 638,269 638,269

Missouri 1,246,126 1,481,677 1,481,677

Montana 175,249 218,756 218,756

Nebraska 420,019 574,151 574,151

Nevada 203,344 213,255 213,255

New Hampshire 220,741 279,484 279,484

New Jersey 1,638,545 2,033,749 2,033,749

Pow Masico 299,011 385,341 385,341

New York 6,275,620 6,357,214 6,357,214

March Carolina 1,370,509 1,681.565 1,681,565

North Dakota 163,287 213,421 213,421

,Ohio 2,383,616 3,018,242 3,018,242

Oklahoma 936,617 1,029,660 1,029,660

Oregon 788,862 930,403 930,403

Pennsylvania 2,651,857 3,303,488 3,303,488

Rhode Island 346,484 421,087 421,087

South Chrolina 776,643 833,558 833,558

8:i 7

!'"?.
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319
- tate or
Outivint Area

=a
1978 1,-
Actual

1979 3,
Aparonriation

. 19801r`.'""1
latiMate

South tukota 172,868 218,421 218,423

Temsessos 1,019,343 1,236,954 , 1,256,954

taus 3,382,659 4,232,836 -v= 4,252,836.

Utah 466,475 373;991 573,991
Varmost 153,822 189,015

.)

Virginia
Dasblegton

1,309,953
1,246,658

1,679,217
1,792,359

\1;679,211
192,339

Vest Virgisia 423,622 550,339

.1

510,339

Discossin

*sift
1,350,236

97,353
' 1,658,188

129,04$
1,6381:8
129, 8

District of Columbia 463,884 568,964 568,964

Aussie's Samoa 3,629 7,123 : 7,125

Omar 20,015 27,777 27,777

Fouts lies $80,146 791,320 791,320

trust territories 2,426 1,976 1,976

Virgin Islas& 10,950 13,553 13,553

Swiss' Islaeds 1,335 =PIM%

1

1/ Actual obligations.

1/ katimated distribution of 976,750,000 on tha basis of total enrollment in
institutions of higher education, including proprietary schools. (Fall 1977)
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THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1979.

STUDENT LOAN INSURANCE FUND .

WITNESSES

LEO KORNFELD, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR STUDENT Fl-
NANCIAL ASSISTANCE

PETER VOIGT, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF POLICY AND PROGRAM

DEVELOPMENT
DAVID C. BAYER, ACTING CHIEF, GUARANTgED STUDENT

LOAN BRANCH
MARY F. BERRY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY .FOR EDUCATION
CORA P. BEEBE, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF PLANNING AND

BUDGETING
BRUCE S. MIT, DEPUTY ASSISTANT FECRETARY FOR LEGIS-

LATION DES GNATE
WILFORD J. FORBUSH, DEPUTy ASSISTANT SECRETARY,

BUDGET

STUDENT LOAN INSURANCE FUND

Mr. NATCHER. We now take up the Student Loan Insurance
'Fund.

We have your statement, Mr. Kornfeld, which is an excellent
statement. We will insert it in the rpcord at this point and we will
start with our questions.

(The statement followsl
(901)
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limn= SKETCH

Nome: Leol. Kornfeld

PoSition: Deputy Cosmdssioner for Student
Filancial Assistance, Office of Education

Birthplace Brooklyn, New York '
II Dates October 31, 1922

Education: Bachelor of Science in Mathematics, Univ. of hichigan -1944
Bachelor's end Master's degrees in Engineering -
Georgia Tech

Attended Harvard liminess Sehool-Special Programs

IBBELINGIJ
PftliWitT-- Deputy Coodssioner for Student

Financial Assistance, Offtce of Educatton

1072-77 Cerporete Vice.President of'
AutometiC Data Processing
Clifton, Nft Jsruly

1964-72 Saniorlice President of
Cresep, McCormick A Paget
New Yore, New York

195749 Associate, Crease, McCormick,
and Paget,

New York, New York

194447 U.S. Navy

fru::ipeerience

tion Consultant for the past 19 Airs, working with many of the
Nation's leading colleges and universities.

Served as an advisor to the World Bank, concentrating on education
and health **Mewls Ethiopia.

Worked with the Harvard Business School on U.S. aid training programs
for Southeast Asian countries.

Designed and assisted in implementatton of a more effective computer
system for administrative recordkeeping for the University of Minnesota.

Served as a cm:sults:It on the New York City School System's decentralization.

Ale

,
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mum= OP MALTS, IDOCATIOS;AND MAAS

Office of liueation

Statement by

Deputy Commissioner for Student Pinamcial Assistants.

op

Student Lose Insurance Fund

Nr. Chainms Nemhers'of the Committees i

it1 appreciat
this opportunity to appear before you o present our

fiscal yeas 18 budget request for the Student Lean insurance fund.

The $939,811, requested for guaranteed loess wt'l cootimus to support

the Administration's gomilto espand access to postsecoostary educatiou

for all
i

students aid will be used to starry jilt provisious o! the Middle

tacemeAssistaace Aat of 1974. The Act liberalised the prograA to

provide that any student, Mardloss of family income, ii automs.leally

,

lisible for a seven percent Mersa subsidy.

The Guaranteed limiest Loess program is one of the major forms of

finemelnl Ilssist4844 to studasti
designed to assist la removing financial

barriers to postsacoadary @dustless by providing access to low-cost

interest loans mad loan issureace. The program enables students to

borrow from commercial and other lenders to help pay for the cost of

education aad training. Loans are either guaranteed
by State or private

nomprofit aseacies or insured by the Federal government.

This proven contisuaa aa ea important element of the student

financial eid package. I am pleased to report
that in fiscel year 1980

this proersesvill serve over one million students and that by the end of

fiscal yesx 1980 aver $17.8 billion in loan disbursements mill have been

mode.
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Am estimated lbkbilliom of these disbursements will haye occurred la

1910 alems. Approximately $8.9 billion of total loans disbursed will be

outstanding mid held by pearly 16,000 lenders. .Students receiving

Guaranteed loan' are enrolled la emir 8,100 universities, collegr, sad

'manses/ schools.

Over the past year, the Federal program has reduced its loans in

defaults by $30 sillies -- free over 400,000 loans totally $430 sillies

to less thus 330,000 1646 totaling just over $400 millica is
Jamossn. 1979. The Federal pinatas default rate also has been cut

sharply floe shoot 13 perceat at the mid of 1977 to approximately ten

permit currently. This latter rate reflects adjustments made for

ameirts collected, defaulted loses coeverted to repayment status or

edam off. In 1910 we are predieties that the default sate will-

"decree:a to mine pare:sat milder the Federal prosram.

Feared coAiectisms oe defaulted loans are expected to total $30

milliem la 1980,'compare4 to ea *attested $30 million la 1979, sad $16

sillies la 1978. /Our missal offices have reported Federal collections.'

'this year of $104 million which are almost three times Meat they were

during the sees period la fiscal year 197$ lad more them the total

moist collected Orly fiscal year 1977. To test the feasibility of

collections by private. aseecies, we have awarded @entracte to private

collection agouties ia our atlante sad Sea Treacisco regimes. These

private ageacies are expected to collect $4.9 million la 1979 asd $12.2

sillies in 1980. In additims, we are improvises our pre-claIsm assistance

services which will reduce defaults by providing early identificatioo of .

delimmeat or ualocatable bortomme.

9 , ...
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the total obligational costs in fiscal year 1980 for this program

are estimated st $1,037,127,000, compared to
$1,023,768,000 in 1979.

Thema costa will be Met through the usa of an appropriation of $959,621,000

sad through default collections and other receipts totaling $77,506,000.

The request includes $165,997,000 for default payments. This

amount. &loss with.recsipts of $77,506,000, will upport total obligational

costs associated with defaults of.$243,503,000. These costs include

$10.5 aillion in collections on
federally defaulted loans to be transferred

,to thc Salaries and Sponges account for related collection activities.

The rsquested appropriation for interest subsidies and related

costa 4111 support obligations totaling $793,624,000. These obligations

include $357,987,000 for interest
payments for loans for students currently

in school, $377,782,000 for a special allowancdrate of 4.25 percent on

outstanding loans, $6048,000 for death and disability claims, and

$11,8$3,000 for bankruptcy cases.

In accordance with'the
Sducation Amendments of 1976, $16,204,000 is

requested for advances to State
agencies which suet ba used to encourage

States to establish adequate loan insurance programs. Since the passage

of those amendments, darts** (13) nor. States have established 'salmiss

bringing the ioial to 39,
includiig United Student Aid Funds (MUT

uhich serve as an agency for sight of the participating States. Our

request also includes
$11,990,000 for administrative allowances to

guarantee agencies. this amount, authorized at the rate of ona-half of

one percent on new loans insured each fiscal year, must be used to

. promote lender participation, pre-claims assistance, and collection

costs in the prosran. In addition, we ere requesting $11,030,000 for

the supplemental administrative
allovancos,.authorised at tha same rate,

0
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which will be paid to sUIVO18 a ferias that adopt policies paralleled

with the lederal,progras. these moues also must ba used for

administrative expenses, 1

\
Ibis crecludes mt statement. I shall be pleased to answer any

questions.

I.
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EFFECT (W MIDDLE INCOME ASSISTANCE A01'

Mr. NATCHER. As you know, the Middle Income Student Assist-
ance Act enacted last year made extensive changes in the Guaran-
teed Loan program.

If you will, describe the cost effect of that legislation on budget
requirements for 1980. Briefly, how does it affect it, Mr. Kornfeld?

Mr. KORNFELD: Since that program is just, being launched, we
came up with Our -st estimate as to how many loans will be
provided under the new la0/. We don't really know the true effeets,

so we came up with our best estimate' trying to keep in considera-.
tion the fact that the loan capital availability is still a big problem ';

for this particular prog;-anr.
The special allowance rate in this program, .as you know, is a

moving rate. For eXample, this quarter the total rate of return that
banks will ,be getting on this program will be 131/4' percent, which
includes a 61/4 percent special allowance rate. So we try to take
those kinds of considerations into account in putting tOgether these
estimates that we are iubmitting.

Mr. NATCHER. Now, generally, what about the pa: ticipation of
the middle income students in the loan program, generally speak-.

Mr. KORNFELD. We don't have any data on it because, as you
know, we are not required to ask for income information. We do
know that the loan volume has increased since the middle income .

bill passed, and we have to assume that a good part of that in-
crease came about because of the middle ineome bill.

Our estimate right now is that the loan volume since November
1, when the President signed that bill, is running at about 30
percent higher this time of the year as compared to last. year.

Mr. NATCHiR. Do you have an estiMate of the number of middle
income students ap_plying for a guaranteed loan?

Mr. KORNFEL ND. o.
Mr. NATCHER. Do you have any figures at all?
Mr. KORNFELD. We do not have and I don't.think we will be able

to get any, Mr. Chairman, bectse we do not ask for income
information on loan applications a ymore.

Mr. NATCHER. Do you think participation of middle income sta-
dents will cause a reduction in participation of low income stu-
dents?

Mr. KORNFELD. We are very concerned about that, Mr. Chair- 7,

man. If the lenders do not increase their loan capital there might
very well be a tendency for them to provide those loans more to
the middle income or higher income person rather than the low
inconw. We think that this would not be in the best interests of the
program.

ESTIMATED 1950 BUDGET REQUIREMENTS

Mr. NATCHER. For many years there has been-difficulty in esti-
mating budget requirements for-the Guaranteed Loan program.
How do_you about this estimate for 1980?

Mr. KORNIFF.;..D. We think it's a good estimate,' but again you
know the kind of problem we have in this program..Yhere are two
variables that are very difficult to come up with with any degree of
specificity.
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o
One is the number of students who. are, in fact, going to take

loans, and the other is the special allowance rate. Approximately
forty percent of the total budget in this particular program is for
special allowance payments and the special allowance;ate, as you
know, gets changed evey quarter based on the 91-day Treasury bill. I rate.

.

,

COSTS OF THE GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM

Mr. NATCHER. As you know, a recent analysis of the Federal
Student Loan programs shows that it costs the Federal Govern-
ment 41 cents to lend a dollar under. the Guaranteed Student Loan
program. These costs include administration, subsidies , and de-faults. _

Has your office made any analysis along this line, Mr. Kornfeld?
Mr. KORNIELD. We are also concerned about the cost of the

program, and the first point is that about 76 percent of the cost isfor interest subsidies.
..

_ This includei a 7 percent flat rite of interest plus the special
ailowance rate, which is dependent upon Treasury bills. As I men-
tioned before, the total rate of return to lenders will be 13%
percent as of April 1, 1979.

In our reauthorization efforts we are looking at ways that this
program could be run more effectively than it has been in the past
and trying to figure out different ways, and, hopefully, we will be
able to come up with recommendations to the Congress as to how
we can run this program at a lower cost.

SPECIAL ALLOWANCE RATE

Mr. NATbHER. What is the affect pn 'lender participation of the 5
percent ceiling on the special allowance rate?

Mr. KORNFELD. We are concerned shout that because, again, with
the mime rate at 111/2 Oercent and as long as that 5 percent limit
stays, that means that the total income that lenders will get isalmost equal to the prime rate, which would make their participa-ticn a disadvantage.

What makes the problem.more serious is that, as you know, it's arolling four quarters. Although we are paying the 131/4 percent,which is more than 5 percent this particular quarter, we now willhave to reduce that rate the next quarter. If something does notoccur, next quarter we will have to reduce that interest rate to 4percent, because the rolling four quarters can never exceed the 5
percent. This means that at the very time when our need is great-est, we will be p ing a rate that is lower than t.he prime rate,whichwill be to tiie disadvantage of the program.

Mr. NATCHER. re you requesting legislation to increase thesow: ial allowance te?
Mr. KORNFFT.D. V, are discussing proposed legislation with OMB.

DEFAULT RATE

Mr. NA TCHER. Describe briefly now, if you will, Mr. Kornfeld, the
pro change in the definition of default rate. Briefly, what dowe rasejnow as far as change in definition?

Mr. KORNFELD. The definitions we are using, and we are using
them consistently in all of the programs, for defaults, involve tworates: one is a default claim rate w hich reflects is the rate that

4

9
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lenders turn over deiault claims to the Federal Government, and

the other is a true default rate. A true default rate, in our opinion,

'is a rate which calculates those loans for those students who are

still in default.
For example, if a borrower is in default and then gets back into

repayment, we feel that that student is no longer in default and,
therefore, is excluded from the calculation. Also, excluded are

amounts collected, written off, or turned ever for litigation
Mr. NATCHER. Do you have enough basic data to compute this

new default rate, particularly for the State Guaranteed Agencies?
Mr. KORNPICiD. In our opinion the State Guaranteed Agency

numbers are very shaky. However, we are working on that prob-
lem. The Federal numbers in the past were shaky, but we now feel,

in the last year or so, that these numbers have become reasonably
accurate..Therefore if you take the same definition, which. is more
important when one talks about default rate, it has to at least be

.applied on consistent definition.
If you take the same definition one year ago, the Feaeral default

rate was about 14 percent and today it's less than 10 pecent.
Mr. NATCHER. CLUTILllarive matured loans total $12.5 billion. How

much of that amount is in default?
Mr. Koakenn. In default to the Federal Government right now,

there are still about 300,000 loans wnich is -about $350 million in
default. We feel, as Secretary Califano said, by the time President
Carter completes his first term of office we will no longer have to
talk about numbers of that consequence.

EFFECT OF NEW BANKRUPTCY LAW

Mr. NATCHER. How will the recently enacted uniform law on
bankruptcy, whi as you know is Public Law 95-498, affect the
Guaranteeo Loa programs?

Mr. KORNFEL . It affects it negatively in our opinion, because it
provides a window now that in the past persons were not able to
apply to the program.

Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Purseill?

BANKRUPTCY COSTS

Mr. PURSELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Your estimates of bankruptcy cost is $11.8 million; is that cor-

rect?
Ms. BEEBE. Correct.
Mr. PLIRSELL. Is that an accurate figure as relates to the percent-

age ofl the default rate from 13 to 10 jjercent and you are predicting
9 per ent?

Mr KORNFELD. No. When we talk &bout default, the bankruptcy
roc dings do not get into the calculation. At one time, up until
ast Congress, when the program was originally initiated, you could
include your guaranteed loan as part of the bankruptcy proceed-
ings. Then the law was amended which excluded that and we had
that law for a few years.

.9
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Then we went back again to the original law until in October
1979 where a student now again can include some guaranteedloans as part of the bankruptcy proceedings. Now in laccordancewith the new bankruptcy act, students may include loans held bynon-governmental units as a part of their bankruptcy

Mr. PURSELL. Does that increase the number of ankruptcy
, cases?

Mr. KORNFELD. I don't have specific dumbers yet at ;this point.However, most guaranteed student loans are helcl by on-govern-mental units.
Mr. POWELL. Would you produce for the committee the rate of

bankru_ptcies and the history of that .chronologically for us?
Mr. KORNFELD. YES.
[The information follows:1

1
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The number and dollar amount of
bankruptcy claims paid for fiscal years 1975-1978 fov

the Guarantee Student LOOM Program ate shown below:

Sankruptcy claims paid

Dollar amount

/Dumber

Percent increase in
number over prior year

TY 1975

8,000,000

4,000 .1

VY 1976

12,000,000

8,000

100 X

.TY 1977

11,000,000

6,000

-25X

TY 1978

10,000,000

5,000

-17X

k

44.413 0 7, 5$

9

1.

, ,
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FINANCIAL AID PROGRAMS

Mr. PURSELL. I have a statement made here by Jac1 Shingleton,
who is head of placement at an outstanding university in Michigan
called Michigan State, who commented here--

Mr. KOR14FELD. They have a good basketball team.
Mr. PURSELL. Briefly talking about the cost-benefit ratio to Mr.

Early's question, he says, and I am not trying to take this out of
context, I am going to supply a complete statement for your re-
sponse later, but talking about the cost of administering these
programs he says:

The credibility of financial aid programs suffer4 greatly when placed on a cost-benefit ratio. It took our universityMichigan State Universityapproximately
6,000 financial aid students being processed by 40 ,niversity employees. This com-
pares with the 15,000 non-financial aid and 2,000 work-study students who areprocessed by only 6 eMployees.

He draws a co4iparison, and the thrust of his remarks are princi-
pally that we ought to move our emphasis towards a work-study
effOrt, and I submit I think it makes good national policy to be
considering that and working with the respective universities.

Mr. KORNFELD. We agree with you. In our reauthorization pro-
gram we are looking very seriously at strengthening the entire
work component of this package. We think, as Dr. Berry mentioned
earlier, that the programis a good .program, and it should be much
better. We are looking at that as part of the reauthorization pack-
age.

One point one has to make, picking up on both your comment
and Mr. Early's comment, it's sort of interesting and perhaps some-
what alarming, the fact that during the same period.we are talking
about that the Federal Government, with all its built-in inefficien-
cies, has reduced the default rate from 14 percent to less than 10
percent while during the same period, the same year, those loan
programs administered by institutions increased the default rate.

The default rate for the NDSL program went from 16 percent to
17 percent. We are now sitting with 800,000 students in default at
these institutions for $700 million, and that is why I repeat again
that one cannot make a universal statement that decentralization
is always the best way to run everything; certain things, certainly,
and other things not.

As you know, as Secretary Califano announced last month, wehave already taken steps this year in the program and next year
we intend to take much more intensive steps to see to it that that
program is run much more effectively than it has been in the past.

Mr. PURSELL. Do you think you are getting good cooperation from
the majority of universities and community colleges?

Mr. KORNFELD. We have our problema, but we are getting cooper-
ation.

Mr. PURSELL. If you were suggesting to the committee any partic-ular model across the country in any respective States, could youname one?
Mr. KORNFELD. No; I cannot name one, and I dare not name one.

But, as you know, the information was published as to default ratesby State and it shows certain States are doing very poorly andothers are doing better.
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Mr. Puassm. It just points- up our earlier comments about the
single greatest issue on the campuses today are economic costs.

I 'don't have anything else. I gueas we all understand that now.
Thank you.
Mr, NATCHIR. me Early?

LOAN AVAILABILITY

Mr. EARLY. Mr. Koinfeld, your opening remarks on the Student
Loan program was t4at there are tendencies for the banks and
'private lenders to j t give it to high incomes. Now, Secretary
Califano came before us and said the same thing about the loan
availability of the GSL.

iHe said n addition commercial lenders put arbitrary limits on
loan amounts and many discriminate against students that are
poor risks, just what you said.

We have been saying that for four years, and it has not improved

at all. No matter what we do in this program, the banks are not
going to lend it to the people we have talked about getting it to.

Now, why should we keep chasing more money. after bad money?
These programs don't work. It works in theory, but not in reality.

Mr. Kommo. A. you also know, in those comments Secretary
Califano- made he also said that although we are happy basically
with all of the programs, although certainly they all can be im-
proved, the one program that the Administration is unhappy dbout
is the loan program.

We-are unhappy About that loan program because of its complez.-

ity, lack of loan availability to the right persons, and cost. Secre-
tary Califano's statement goes on to say that we intend to come up
with a program we think will resolve moat of those issues.

Mr. EARLY. My constituents say we have been unhappy about it
for years, and we have not 'done anything to change it. The poor
.kid still cannot get a loan.

Mr. Koanrun. We have only been here two years.
Mr. EARLY. You have only been here tWo, but the ones before you

said the same thing.
LOAN COSTS TO WE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Mr. Natcher said 41 cents in every dollar, no matter what it is,
and Mr. Califano's statement saye'recent interest rates on a $1,000

GSL will .cost the Federal Government over the life of the loan
about $700. We identify that problem each year, and then we do

the same thing.
Mr. KORNFELD. Well, of course, we are following the statute that

Congress passed, as you know.
Mr. EARLY. I am not putting all of the blame on you; give us our

share; give us more than our share, but we won't change anything.
Mr. KORNFELD. This year we will have a proposal we think will

address some of this. Finally, we will have one.
Mr. EARLY. You tell us every year, it's like a -record; you told us

this last year.
Mr. KORNFELD. You have to give us a little credit, Mr. Early.

4
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PROBLEMS WITH LOAN PROGRAMS

Mr. EARLY. I give very little. Not for this type of program. For
the OEOGs and others I will give you a lot, but in this program we
are doing the same thing, Mr. Kornfeld, and until you take away
the Money, you don't correct the*inequity.

Mr. KORNFRLD. That's exactly our approach to it. I mentionedbefore we already took some steps in the NDSL program and 40
percent of the schools are getting less money, we think, since the
default rate increased. We are still not satisfied; we are saying thatis not enough, and we already notified the institutions. Mr. Cali-
fano sent out a letter to each of the institutions, notifying them weare coming up with specific performance standards and if the
institution does not meet these standarOs next year they are goingto get zero, and we have, already taken iftep one.

We are going to take step two.
Mr, EARLY. Next year never seems to come. Every time I have

heard about the Guaranteed Student Loan program it's the reser-vation that the privates won't do what we intend, and thit is just'what they do.
Then.do you think it's going to be any diffeAmt this year, Mr.Kornfeld?
Mr. KORNFELD: No; we are toying very hard, and it's not veryencouraging. Lenders have their own needs and it's hard, except by

coercing and talking to them, to get them to do more in ,thisprogram. We think we are coming up with ideaa, however. We
have preliminary ideas ihere we think we can resolve theproblem.

Mr. EARVI. Private lend rs only have one goal and that is profit-making,
Mr. KORNFELD. Absolute y.
Mr. EARLY. And we try o go down the road With this andit doesnot work.
Thank you, Mr. Chairm n.
Mr. KORNFELD. I thin you will be happy, Mr. Early, with ourrecommendations on th t program, because we share the sameconcern and we want to orrect that problei,i, and we think talkingwill not correct it and p omises will not correct it.
The only thing that will correct it will be a program that hasmajor differences from the present program.
Ms. BEEBE. I wonder if I could put a positive note in here?This program has grown from 300,000 loans in the first year ofthe program to over one million loans in 1978. The 1980 budget willi make over $2 billion available to 1.1 million students to attendpostsecondary institutions. It's not running as well as we wouldlike, but I think those are pretty fantastic statistics ou the num-bers of students we are reaching.
Mr. EARLY. Those are interesting, as far as you know, it's sohigh. But wouldn't we be better off letV ig the banks and privatelende:s not make the money wh re it costs us $700 for each now,and give it to the kids?
Those numbers are very impressive. We are getting it out there,but the banks are getting awful rich.
Thank you.
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[The following questions were submitted to be answered for the
record:I

DEFAULT RDUCT1ON PRE-CLAIM SERVICES

Mr. NATGHER. What steps are kou taking to provide pre-claim services to lenders

in order to' keep loans from going lto default?
Mr. KORNIIIILO. The Office of Eduation currently has only two methods available

for the location of borrowers vie laim assistance. The first is a series of
,oicmputer generated letters on BSFA etterhead to the last known address of the
borrower or relative. The second is a postal trace card to the postmaster, at the Poet

Office of the hist known address.
The possibility of the use of other address sources is being pursued at this time.

Among these are the Internal Revenue Service, Taxpayer .A.ddress Request Pro-

gram, Credit Bureaus, and the Department of Motor Vehicles of various States.
We have been advised by the IRS that as a result of the Tax Reform Act of 1976,

the Office of Education may not use the Taxpayer Address Request Program to

request addressee for borrowers for which the Office of Education has not paid an
insurance claim. This ruling is being appealed to the General Counsel of the
Internal Revenue Service. We are also considering an jimendment to the Tax
Reform Act of 1976 to allow the Office of Education the use of the Taxpayer Addrese

Request Program to use in tbe recovery of monies owned the U.S. under all Title IV
financial aid programs.

We are currently proposing to negotiate a contract with a Credit Bureau for their

assistance in locating borrowers. This is being reviewed by the Under Secretary's

office and we anticipate approval soon. Requests for address information frora the

Motor Vehicle DePartments of the States will be handled as a portion of the Credit

Bureau contract.

STATUS OF STATES WITHOUT GUARANTEZ AGENCIES\ Mr. NATCHER. What States do not have a State guarantee agency? Why haven't

these States established a guarantee.agency?
`Mr. Komi:raw. The following States do not have a State guarantee agency or a

private non-profit agency currently insuring student loans: Alabama, Arizona, Colo-

rado,\District of Columbia, Hawaii, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, North

Dakota, Texas, Washington, West Virginia, %Vyoming and Puerto Rico.
Each \of The above States, with the exception of Wyoming, is still in the time

consuming process of establishing a student loan insurance program. Missouri and

Washington will sign agreements with the Office of Education in the very near
future. In Alabama, Arizona, Colorado, North Dakota, and 'Texas, legislation is
pending. The District of.Columbia, Hawaii,.Mississippi, West Virginia, and Pderto
ftico are still studying the possibilities open to them. In Wyoming, the governor has.

decided not to create a State agency since Wyoming has no significant problem

relative to student loans at this time.

FEDERAL ROLE .IN DISTRICT OF *COLUMBIA ASSURED ACCESS LOAN PROGRAM

Mr. NATCHER. What is the Federal role in the guaranteed loan program operating

in the District of Columbia? In effect, then, the Federal Government is acting as a
direct lender? Is this a unique situation, or will the Federal Government take
similar action in other areas of the country?

Mr. KORNFELD. Until June 1976, the Guaranteed Student Loan program (CSLP) in
the District of Columbia was administered by the city government. Under the D.C.

program. loans were made by a consortium of commercial banks in the District who
pooled their funds. The Consortium made loans to students. Because of the financial
inability of the D.C. government to pay default claims, the Consortium ceased
making any more loans.

In 1978. the Consortium agreed to resume making student loans under the Feder-
ally Insured phase of the GSL program (FISLP). They allocated $5 million for the
1978-79 school year. of which $1 million was set aside for first tinie borrowers and
$4 million for repeat borrowers. Because no new loans had been made by the
CTmsortium for the preceeding two years there was very little demand from repeat
borrowers. The $1 million allocated 'for new borrowers was quickly utilized and the
Consortium refused to reallocate any of the funds reserved for repeat borrowers. 40

Thus, by mid-summer of 197$ there was again a lack of accessibility in the District
of Col u mbi a
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This problem was addreesed by. the Bureau of Student Financial istance
(BSFA) and the Student Loan Marketing Association (SLMA), a governme t spon-
sored private corporation which serves as a secondary market for the GSL p ram.
Because loan accessibility is a major objective of BSFA, it was decided that less
we could assure loans in our own backyard, we could not hope to meet,this obj ive
elsewhere.

A plan was developed whereby Office of Education personnel would perform 1

aspecta of the loan process normally performed by the lender except the issuance o
the loan check. This includes interviewing prospective btirrowers, determining stu-
dent eligibility, determining the loan amount, and completing the necessary paper-,
work for loan approval. The applications are then sent to the Student Loan Process-
ing Center in Norfolk, Virginia for both physical edit and computer verification of
the loan. Once a loan commitment has been issued by Norfolk, the loan documents
are forwarded to-a national bank in Washington, which issues the check. Once the
loan has been disbursed, SLMA purchases the loan and will eervice the loan

-through one of its contract servicing agents.
Any sttident who is a resident of the District of Columbia, regardless of where he -- .;

or she attends school, is eligible. Ig addition, nonresident students attending school
within the District may also apply. If the student is eligible, he or she I. assured of
receiving a !Dan.

This unique program was announced by a press conference on September 14, 1978.
Operations began shortly thereafter. Through the end of Februrry, 1979, 3,303 loans
have been approved for ;8,420,868. Of these, 1,934 were to unaergraduate students;
1,369 to'gracluate students. While the mejority of these loans were approved for
students attending echools within the District of Columbia, these totals reflect loans
for use in 314 SChOOls.

The Federal government does not act as a direct lender in the D.C. Assured
Accese Loan program, in that it does not disburse the loan. However, as mentioned
above, all other aspects of the loan process normally performed by the lender, are
performed by Office of Education personnel.

The Office of Education has strongly been uging the guarantee agencies to devel-

°F
program of loan certainty for those students who need loans. Some States have

a ready done so. Most agencies are working toward this objective. As it is subse-
quently determined that there are loan access problems in a given State and the
guarantee agency is unable to resolve lhat problem, the Office of Education will
consider alternative means of improving loan access. This may or may not take the
form of the approach used in the District of Columbia.

RESOLUTION dr PROBLEMS REGARDING AcCoUNTABILITY or DATA

Mr. NATCHER. A recently issued GAO report noted that since 1968, the Office of
Education's accounting computer systems have failed to provide accurate financial
and operational data on the Guaranteed Loan program. What is your office doing to
resolve this problem?

Mr. KoeNrium. The Bureau of Student Financial Assistance has acted on the
GAO Audit recommendations pertaining to its financial records. Although a new
prime computer contract was to have been awarded, the Bureau is developing
corrective memures using the present system and allowing for the possible transi-
tion from the current computer contractor, On-Line Systems, to another data proc-
essing facility. As of January 31, 1979 a "Proposed Management Reporting Subsys-
tem" document was completed. This document specifically addressed seven of the
GAO's concerns. They are: the need to maintain subsidiary records; recording and
reporting of accrued interest receivable; records of insurance premiums receivable;
records of defaulted loans receivable; the problem of loss rate estimation; control of
interest benefits and special allowances; and problems with the insurance premiums
receivable.

The improvement of our financial accountability is a long-term undertaking to
which the Bureau and Department have committed themselves. Already. full-time
personnel have been assigned at the Bureau of Student Financial Assistance and
the bureau's prime contractor. The Office of Education's Office of Finance has also
assigned an individual to work with the bureau on this project.

A further task is underway to generate operational guidelines and develop pro-
gram specifications. These are expected to be issued soon. Their implementation willfollow thereafter.
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IMPLEMENTATION OP AUTOMATED SYSTEM

Mr. NATCHER. In May 1975, the Department stated that by June 1977, a new

.automated system would be able to provide accurate information for the Guaran-

teed Loan .programs financial statements. Has the new system been implemented?

Mr. KORNFILD. The referenced system is.the On-Line System program which has

been the operating system for GSL since February 1976. It has been in a state of

continual expansion and improvement since that time. The financial subsystem

accounting portion has notyet been implemented to the Bureau's complete satisfac-

.tion.
The current contraet with On-Line Systems will expire September 30, 1979. The

Bureau has embarked upon a new, fair, and open competition to select a successor

contractor to continue to provide the automated data_ processing services for the

pngram.
The new system is expected to be in full operation by October 1, 1979 and will

include the financial accounting portion. This will increase the accuracy of all files

and records.

03MPUTIEJI SYSTEM PROBLEMS

Mr. NATCHER. Since 1967 approximately ;50 million has been obligated for com-

puter support systems; however, it is our understanding that the Office of Education

does not have a complete and accurate list of all federally insured loans. What are

the major problems with the computer systems?
Mr. 1CoitNenn. We have confidence that the Loan Control Master File, which

contains our listing of federally insured loans, exceeds 90 percent accuracy for

operational purposes for federally insured loans.
We do experience problems in responding to certain statistical requests because of

a lack of a desired level of interactivity between several of our computer subays-

tems. It is anticipated that the new system will make the files more interactive as

well as increase tbeir accuracy.
Many of the past problems with the computer system, such'as the timeliness of

our access to the data, the accuracy of the data, and the accountability of the data

have, to a great extent, been rectified and will continue to undergo further improve-

ments under our neW system.

FEDERAL EMPLOYEE DEFAULTERS

Mr. NATCHER. We understand that about 7,000 Federal employees have defaulted

on their guaranteed loans. What action has been taken against the employees and

presently how many are making payments on their loans?
Mr. KORNFELD. Of the 6,917 Federal civilian employees who have defaulted on

their guaranteed loans, 317 were Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

employees who had been identified previously in a pilot test. All of these accounts

for individuals still working in the Department have been resolved. As to the

remaining 6,600 employees, excellent progress is being made as reflected in the

following table.

Ca PROGRAM STATISTICS OF FEDERAL DEFAULTERS

Secretary
testenorri
/My 25

191$
Dec 10

19111

Petal Wont -

Jan 21. Feb 25.
1919 1919 I f9/9

Paid in full 172 443 517 558 613

Other completions .
69 101 106 113 127

Write off 181 299 312 309 324

In repayment/promise to pay 540 2,782 2.859 2.908 2,937

Litigation 32 68 68 72 174

No longer Government
1,503 1.638 1,655 1,872

Lossesinever paid 5.606 1,404 1,100 985 553

Total Federal defaulters 6.600 6,600 6.600 6,600 6.600

Mr NATCHF.R. What efforts are being made to locate student loan defaulters? How

many default cases have been turned over to the Department of Justice?

fl
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Mr. KORNFELD. The Office of Education's efforts to locate student loan defaulters
are outlined in the answer to your question on.our pre-claim services.

As of March 31, 1979, 5,696 accounts have been turned over to the Department of
Justice for litigation.

STATUS OF THE COLLECTION CONTRACTS

Mr. NATCHER. The Education Amendments of 1976 gave the Office of Education
authority to use private collection agencies. What is the current status of the use of
collection agendies?

Mr. Koannti.o. The use of private collection agencies began January 291 1979. The
Office of Education awarded contracts to two private collection organizations to
assist in the collection of defaulted Federally Insured Student Loans. The contract
in the Atlanta Regional Office Was awarded to Financial Collection Agencies and
the contract in our San Francisco office was awarded to Payco American Corpora-
tion.

The Collection Contracts are on an experimental basis for one year In the two
regional offices- At the end of that period, the Office of Education will determine
whether or not to extend the contracts, based upon the Inepector General's review.
During the first year, up to 100,000 accounts with an estimated value of $106
million will be referred to the contractors.

COLLECTION CONTRACT COMMISSION RATES AND ACCOUNT SELECTION

Mr. NATCHER. What percenge of collections will the private agencies be allowed
to keep? What will prevent the collection agencies from pursuing only those student
defalters who are easy to locate and willing to repay their loans?

Mr. Korinni.o. Financial Collection Agencies,- the contractor in the Atlanta Re-
gional Office, will keep 27 percent of all monies collected. Payco American Corpora-
tion-,\& contractor in the San Francisco Regional Office will keep 37.4 percent of
all mocollected. There are two factors which prevent the collection contractors
from pursuing only those student defaulters who are easy to locate and willing to
repay thier loans.

First, the contract stipulates that the contractors must perform specific actitm
steps within a set timeframe in attempting to collect on an Office of Education
account. The Office of Education will review selected accounts on a daily basis to
verify that the contractors are in compliance with the contratural agreement.

Second, one of the provisions under the contract requires the contractors to
indicate the percentage of accounts that they estimate they would be able to convert
into repayment status within 180 days after receipt of an account from the Office of
Education.

The contract further states that the contractor is expected to meet and maintain
its propoeed percentage cured rate and that the contractors will be monitored for
this performance. Failure of the contractors to achieve and/or maintain the rate
shall be cause for termination for default pursuant to Article 24, Default General
Provision Form HEW-314.

[The justification submitted by the Department followsd
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Appropriation Estimate

Student Loan I aaaaa nce Fund

.7 7

323

For necessary expensee under title IV, part 3 of the Nigher Education Act,

[end to the extent not otherwise provided, the General Education Provisions Act

$714,314,00011 $939,621,001, to remain available until pendedfc Provided, Mat

the Commissioner is authorised ko issue to the Secretary of the Ticasury notes or

other obligations, in an amount not to exceed a total of 423,000,000 without fiscal

year limitation, to maintain the adequacy of tile fund, b t only,with respect to

payments authorised under settles 431 of the Nigher !Niue tion Act]. 1/

Explanation of Language Changes

1/ Language relating to the General Education Provisions Act for System Operation
(computer service) is deleted and included under the Student Assistance
account.

2/ Sorrowing authority is deleted since previously authorised amounts will remain
available to support any unanticipated costs.

tsi
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Available for Obligation-
1979 1980

4

Appropriation
$ 714,314,000 $ 959,621,000

Porrowing authority
0,000,000

Proposed supplemental
243,189,000

Cbmparative transfor to Student Assistance for

system operation cost (computer 'service)

Subtotal. bildgvt. authority.
$ 970,030,000 $ 959,621,000

,Iteceipts:
insurance premiubs..-...

10122,000 1,100,000

Loans repaid
47,459,000 76,406,000

Unobligatod balance, start of year:

Fund baler.
30,157,000

borrowing authority
40,000,000 650000000U

Unobligited balance, end of year:

fund 'balance -
Sorrowing authority

.
65.000.000 6510001000

Total, obligations
i1,023,760,000 $1,037,127,000.

1
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Summary of Changes
325

1979 Isti4astmd budget autlority
8970,030,0001/19110 istimated budget authority
9591621,000Net change.i.
410,404F,000

1/
A979 Base-

0
Increasest
-4ilt in:

Shona* trom Base

Increas in obligationcon
subsidies relating tot
(a) interest benefits

(b) Increase in bankruptcy,
death end disability

8314,1514000 443,829,000

claims.. 16,564,000 2,067,000

(r) Oefauli activities 235,745,000 7,758,000

Programa
1. Administretive cost

allowance* to guarantee
agencies

818 000.22,202,000

Total increases -454,4724;000

Decreases:
Built int
1, Special allowances 389,584,000 11,802,000-Program
1. Advances to States'

funds 45,515,000 29 311 000

Total dsc

/In change in obli 6

;:ifalL,112digim00

gations
13,359000'Adjustments!

Receipts
_

lInobligated bslancs, start of year:

48,561,000 28,925,000 1/

Fund balance 30,157,000 30,157,000 ,,
Authority to borrow 40,000,000 ,-. m000moo Jv

Met change in budget
authority 410,409,000

"

I/ Includes proposed supplemental of4243,189,000.
Negative amounts included under adjustments represent inc aaaaaa .
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Budiet Authority by Activity

1979
1/

ItstiaaLv

1980
Estimate

1. ntorest subsidies.... 760,395,000

2: b!udent Waft insurance:
a. firrowing authofitt 25,000,000

b. r-aderal ingurafwe

(lefaulfs) 45,758,000

c, 1deral reinsurance
13847 000

To61 budget authority $ 970,030,000

1/ ibrludes proposed bupplemental of $243,189,000.

Increase or
Decrease

793,624,000 #133,229,000

-4 25,000,000

11,023,000 34,73,000

154994,000 16.097,000

$ 959,621,00,3 110,409,000

ObligatLons by Activity .

1479

Estimate

1980
Efitteite

Incroat;e or

Decrease

I. Interest subsidies 788,023,000 $ 793,624,000 .8 5,601,000

2. teder41 Insunince'program
detaulti 84,359,ODO - 74,2)9,000 10,080,000

1. Federal reinsurance program
dofaults44a 151 386 000 169 224 000 17 838 000

Total obligations $1,023,768,000 $1,037,127,000 . 4413,359,000'

Budget Authority by Object

investmtnts 41,11.10411PS

(.rnot, sunsidies, contributions

' Insurance claim, and indemnities

7,fal budget authority by
At, h t .000

1979 1980 Increase or
1/

Estimate Estimate Decreste

$ 229,522,000 $ 182,201,000 447,321,000

723, 44,000, 758,789.000 34,845,100

16,564,000 18,631.000 2,067,0o9

$ 970,030,000 959,621,000 -410,4064,000

ludes ptoposed supplemental of 1243,189.000.

01,

9
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: Obligations by Objett 327

1979

Satinet*
1980

Satinet*
Increase or
Decrease

Other rvices 1$034,000 8 16,011,000 $ 2,8771,000

Investments and loans -268/0880200 243,679,000 - 24,409,000

Grants, subsidies, contributions 725,944,000 738,789,000 32,843,000

Insurance claims and indemnities 16.602.000 18 648 000' 2,046,000
me

Total obligations by object $1,023,768,000 1,031,127,000 .$13,339,000

1

'L.

9
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Authorising Legislation

t

1979 1980

Amount 1979 Amount 1980

Autborised Satiestq Authorised latimete

Nigher Education Act,

1. Guaranteed Atudent loan
program (Title IV-11)s

4. Appropriation indefinite $701, 41,000 Indefinite

b. Borrowing authority Indefinite 23, ,000 Indefinite

c. Proposed supplemental Indefinite 243, 49,000 Indefinite

Ufilunded Authorisation:
Institutional Allowance indefinite Indefinite

4939,621,000.

WNW,.

Total 8.A 970,030,000 939,621,000
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YO4t

Padget
Rstimate

co Conmrost

Studont Lean Insurance Fund
s

. ' Rouse Seuatu
7 61lowanre .- Allowance AppropritstIon

1470 $ 73,226.000 $ 7.226,000 8,73026,000 $ 73,226,000

1471 161,2004ml
..

161,200,000 161,200,000 161,200,000

1472
s.

204,365,000 209065,000 204,365.000
s

209,365,060

1973 291040,000 241,640000
,

291,640,000 297,640,000

1474 348.668,000 398,668,000 348,668,000 398,668,000

1474 ... 580,000.0[10 580,000,000 580.000,000 580,000,000

1076 653,787.000 653,787,000 653,787,000 653,787,000

Transition .

Quarter .114,000,000 154,000,000 154,000,000 154,000,000

1977 448,260,000 .432,i12,000 1 432,312,000 357,312,000

1977 \

.

Sorrowing
authortty 15,000,000 .1.1

1978 0 479,663.000 479,663,000 479,663,000 479,663,000

1978

Sorrowing
authority 25,000,000 40,000,000 40,000,000 40,000,000

o 1979 713,341,000 713,341,000 701,8410001 701,841,000

1979

Sorrowing
authority 25,000,000 25,000,000 25000,000 25,000,000

Proposed
Supplemental 243,189,000

1980 959,621,000

I
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Jusittication

/Student Loan Insurance Fund

1979
1/

AiELSRElati°0
Istimate Estimate ecrease

I.

3980.-
D

/ Current Revised. Increase or

Inr.rest slpsidtes.. $517.2(.6,000 .,8 74395,000 $793,624,000 433,229,000

(544,tsigt,o00) ( 7 ,023,000) ( 793,624,000)(f 5,601,000)

.

2. St,,icnt 1,ao!

in.wrancrt (Delaults)
Jo FOdortl

in.urance pro.
grant drijult, 45,758,000 45,158,000 .11.023,000 - 34,135,000

(ohligatioust ( 84,359,000) t 84,359,000 ( 74;279,000)(- 10080.000)

b. lidera'
reinsurance pro-
gram default 118.A17,000 1,8,877,01,0 154,976,000 , 16,047,000

(Ohligzaions) (1%1.386,000) ( 151,386,000! ( 169,224,000)(. 17,834,00M

r. Ilurrowleg
mahority 25.000.000 25,0100.1000 :5.0().1.001.

luta!

liorrowing

authority 25,000,000 23,000,000

appropriation 701 841 000 9Alsolow 959 621,000 14 591 000
- 25,000,000

4
Total budget
authority 726,841,000 970,010,000 959,621,000 - 10,409,000

(0h1(gatfrins) (780,579,000) (l,021,788,000)(1,017,127,000)(, 11,359,000)

jJ Indefinite authorisation

t.

t.

(eneral Statement

To assist studehts in meeting the cost of attendance at postsecondary instituttogs,

'Gq.irahteed Student Loan Program is authorized-under Title 141, Part D of tht '

Higher Fduration Act-to provide low-cost insured loans to student borrowers. Funds

for this program are requested under the Student Loan Insurance Fund appropriation

to provide interest suhvidies,
special allowances, payments in vent of defaults,

baaltroptLy, death ur dis-.h.ltty of student borrowers, and administrative allowances

'to State and private, non-prolit guarantee agencies teat participate in the prci-

../1..
nsin-lwrrea li,artog aivon.e.. are made to eGtahlir.h new

m.ir,itee aien.te, or tn est,.ring enoronier agencies reserve iunds to ncourage

tie expansion Or strengthening of programs.

By the end of fiscal year 1080, the Guaranteed Siudent Loan program will have.

supported nearly $18 billion in loans to student borrowers. Of this amount,

ne.:1".six billion will have been directly insured by the Federal government and

about 12 billion will have been guaranteed by State and non-profit private

agencies and reinsured by the Federal government. Recent 'growth in new loan

volume (from $1.8 billion in 1978 to $2.5.billion in 1980) is, in part, attributed

t the re.ently hacted Middle Income Student Assistance Act. This Act eliminates

the $25,00) family income ceiling as a requirement (or interest subsidy and there-

fore, makes all students, regardless of income, eligible to receive a Federal.

substdised guaranteed loans.

44..313 0 79 SO

I)

6
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ft ff-tal year 1980 an appropriation of $959,621,000 is requested of which !

',"15,4197,000 is for costs relatirg to (0/faults under the loan insurance prograw
and $793,624,000 le for interz.... payments, special allowence, incentive payment-
to gu4rantee *gentles, and rlated cAfts. Ths following tablc reflects data on
loans guaranteed during flscal yeara 1979 end 1980.

0 1979 1980
Estlwace Estimate,

.5, Loans Euaranteed: .-

Number of leans 1,126,000 1,143,000
Volume 82,250,000,000 82000,000,000
' crop, loon c,498 $2.187

*Amnion in defaults continues to be a osjor concern of the Office of Education,.
Malmr efforts here boas sada to reduce &butts, to provide improved collect.
tions and pre.clsin assistance to lenders end to provide a more accurate 'tenants

.of thi mature of the prehlen. Me traditional wessure of defeulte, lender
claims persentage, is the total defaults experienced by the lender. This rats
doea nOC'teflast eliism brought tate repayment through the collectionsfforts
of the Federal goveresseet. .4 soh precise measure of'defeults imi.e net loss
rats. Ibis rate sombAnes Alfaultedqoane paid iv full, defaulted loans in
repayment status and other defaulted loans written off with lendars' dafault
claims to provide the default percentage. leginning with the 1980 budget
request, the default rate utilised will be the net default V41.4. A. of
Woodier 31, 1978, this default percentage was 10.1 and is projected :o be
9.0 percent fer 1960.

9 6

4

9?
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1. Interest Subsidies .

(Nisbet Aducdtion Act, Title IV, Part I, &titian 421 (b),(2),(4). & (5). Section

42$ (.)(2), end Section 438(d))

1979
Current Revised

$22Lneliatiall Vottuate

2/
1980-

;stiuot,

Increase or

Decrease

Intereat sUbsidlis:
Interest benefits:
New disburseasnts $ 81,026,000

Prior year dishursements,195 732.000

3. 72,156 000 $ S2,337,000

1,411414201 275.650.000

010,081000
+ 33,748,000\:

Subtotal, interest.... 276,763,000 44,158,000 337,187,000 + 43,829,000

Special allowance 202,56910d0 389,584,000 377,782,000 - 11,802,r1

Death, disability and bankruptCy:
Claims:
Death and disability 5 088,000 5,959,000 6,74;1,090 + 789,000

bankruptcy 3.018.000 JILIOLISISe 11,883400 + 1 278 000

Subtotal, claims 8,106,000 16,564,000 18,631,000 2,067,100

Loan advances for
reserve funds 39,193,000 4515151000-

11
16,204,000 - 29,311,000

Program administrative grants:
Adminlstrmtivs allowance.... 9,673,000 11,522,000 -11,90,000 + 468,000

Supplemental administrative

41lowance 8 530 000 10,680,000 11,030,000 + 350,000

Subtotal, administrative .

Stant. 18,203 000 22,202,000 23,020,000 + 818,000

Obligations 544,834,000 786,023,000 793,624 000 + 5,601,000

Unused approprostions
brought forward - 27,628,000 7 22,628,000 - 27,648,000

Unused appropriation end
of year

_

Tots), budget authority. q7,206,000 $760,395,000 6793,624,000 033,229,100

li Includes $2,282,000 in Ir.an advance funds appropriated in 1968 nd remaining

available until drawn by eligible States.

2] Indefinite authorization

purpose and method of operations

, , E lo II Inb e lo41 costa at eligible postsecondary institu-

tions that have signed agreements with the Commissioner, a program of guaranteed

and subsidized student loans is proposed for further funding. The Guaranteed Stu-

dent Loan program enables students to
borrow :roe, commercial and other lenders to

help pay tor the cost of education or rtrPi.ting at over 8,120 eligible universities,

colleges, and vocational schools. Loans aim either guaranteed by State or private

non-proftt agencies or insured directly by the Federal government. Guaranteed loans

4re made to undergraduate, graduate and professional students who ere nrolled on

et least a half-time basis in eligible institutions.
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About 16,000 Zommercial lenders have been approved by the Commissioner to partiti-
mate in the program. currently, State agencies as well aS a relatively small
number of educational institutions make loans.

,,.....7'

Loans may be made for up to 12,500 per academic year for undergraduate and
vocational students and $5,000 per academic year for graduate and professional
students, although some States nay limit these amounts. The total loan obligations
for all academic years may not exceed $7,500 for undergraduate or vocational stu-
dents and $15,000 for students who also borrow for graduate or professional study.
The Federal/ government pays a seven percent intereat subsidy on behalf -of eligible
students while they are in school, durinR a maximum 12-mOnth grace period follow-
ing graduate or withdrawal from school, and during authorised periods of deferment.
In addition to the payment of an interest subsidy, a special allowance also is
paid to the leWders on outstailding loans to provide a total equitable yield of up
to 12 percent and to encourage their participation in the program. Effective with
the quarter ending March 31. 1977, the special alloyance authorized to be paid to
lenders is determined by a formula, The rate is 3 1/2 percent less than the
average bond equivalent race fOr 91-day Treasury Sills auctioned-during the quarter
and rounded up to the nearest 1/8 of one percent. The annual rate currently may
not exceed five percent.

Under provisions. of the aiddle Income Student Assistance Act (P.L. 95-.566) effective
November 1, 1978, all students, regardless of family income, are eligible for a
subsidised guaranteed student loan. Previously, the program provided that only
those seal:lents whose adjusted family income was less than $24,000 mere eligible

1 f
for the interest subsidy. However a few students with en adjusted family iltome
of 121,000 or greater have received the Subsidy if the s,..hools determined that thr
families were unable to pea for the cost of education.

In the case,of the borrower's death or total and permanent disability, the Federal
government pays the outstanding principal and interest on loans made after
December 15, 1968. The Federal government also pays the outstanding principal end

. interest on any loan when the horrowr's debt is leolly discharged in bankruptcy.

1980 &idiot polic/

In fiscal year 1980 an appropriation of $741,624,000 is requested. This amount
represents an increase of $11,229,000 over the 1474 request of $760,395,000. Of

the total request, $357,987,000 is for interst subsidjesi $377,782,000 for special
allowance payments; M. 940.000, is for the administrative allowance to guarantee
agencies, $11,030,000 is for the supplemental administrative allowance to guarantee
. agencies; $6,748,000 is for death and disability claims; $11,881,000 is for bank-
ruptcy claims; and $16,204,000 is for advances to guarantee agency reserve funds.

fiscal year
u
1980 interest payments will total $357,487,000 compared with

$314,158,000 in 1479. Of this amount, $82,137,000 will support 1,143,000 new loans
totaling $2.5 billion whereas $72,216,000 supported 1,126,000 loans totaling $2.25
billion in 1979. The remaining $275,650.000 will support $4.67 billion in loans
made in prior years.

An estimated annual special allowance rate of 4.25 percent in fiscal year 1980
will bring the total yield on outstanding loans to 11.21 percent and will result in
obligations totaling $377.782,000 compared with A five percent rate supporting
obligations totaling $389.5816,000 in 1474. The 4.25 special allowance rate will be
paid on loans outstanding of approximately $4 b Ilion. and reflects the projected
decline in overall interest rates.

.1.1

Death and disability claim payments are estimated at S7,743,000. an increase of 13
percent over the $5.959.000 payments in lo74. This in:rease is rlative:v consis-
tent with the increase in program solumv.

Itankruptry ,laims Are estim3ted tci he $11,8830 f,r 144,1 .ompared with
$10005.:w., in OM

9 Ii
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This repreints a 12 percent increase over 1979. The Uniform Law on the Subject of

Bankruptcy (P.L. 95-598, enacted
November 1, 1978) repealed the statutory provision

in the CSLP regulation which generally proh.bited CSLP-loans from being discharged

in bankruptcy during the first five years after the repayment period begins.

The Commissioner is authorised to provide for an adAinistrative allowance and a

:ogrplementel administrative allowance to qualified guarantee agencies. The admini-

strative allowance is estimeted at
$11,990,000 in fiscal year 1980, compared with

$11,522,000 in 1979, and is equal to one-half- of one percent of the total principal

ascent of new loans insured by the guarantee agency each fiscal year. The

supplemental administrative allowance is estimated at $11,030,000 in fiscal year

1e80 compared with $10,680,000 in 1979, Tgis supplemental administrative'allowance

consists of an additional one half of one percent on new loans for agencies whose

programs paralleled the Federal insurance program.
The allowances must be used for

program promotion, collection activities, and administrative costs.
*

Advances for reserve fends are estimated at $16,204,000 in fiscal year 1980

compared with $45,515,000 in l979; Advances-are made to guarantee agencies to

emuurage the'States to expand their lending programs and/or to establish new

guarantee agencies. All States are expected to have established guarantee agencies

by the end of fiscal year
1980 resulting le a 14 percent increase in their share of

the loan volume (from $1.98 billion to $2.26 billion).

rip following three tables reflect data on tbe statustof loans under the Curanteed

Student Luan program:

Combined Guarant-, Agency and Federal Loan Portfolios

Disbursements

Start of period
Current Period
End of period
(Number - current period>

(Dollars in Millions)

FY.1978 FY 1979 FY 1980

.$11,238
$ 1,854
$13,092

1,025

$13,092
$ 2,250
$15,342

1,126

$15,342
$ 2,500
$17,842

1,143

Cumulative Payments 6 claims
paid to lender $ 6,267 $ 7,550 $ 8,953

Cmmulative outstanding
$ 6,825 $ 7,792 $ 8,889

In repayment
$ 2,847 $ 3,123 $ 3,553

In school $ 3,978 $ 4,669 $ 5,336

Percentage of outstanding loans
still in school 58 60 60

Yearly 'natured loans $ 1,364 $ 1,558 $ 1,833

Cumulative matured loans $ 9,114 $10,672 $12,505
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Federal Inured Loan Portfolio
(Dollars in Millions)

Disbursements
i

TY 1978 FY 1979 1980.FY

Start of period .8 4,734 $ 31171, $ 5,441
Current period $ 417 $ 270 $ 244
Ind of period $ 5.171 $ 5,441 $ 5,685
(Number - current period) 236 143 118._

Cuiulative payments I. claims
Paid to lender $ 2,776 $ 3,315 $ 3,827

Cumulative outstanding $ 2,393 $ 2,126 $ 1,858
In repayment $ 1,132 1,093 $ 980'
In chool $ 1,243 $ 1,033 $ 878

Percentfte of outstandingloans still
in school

r
32 49 47

yverly mdtu- . loans $ 319 $ 480 $ 399
Nrulativr ..gred loans $ 3,9211 $ 4,408 $ 4,806

Guarantee Agency Loan Portfolio

(Dollars in Millions)

Disbursements

FY 1978 FY 1971 FY 1980

Start of p:riod $6,444 $7921 $ 9,901
Current period $1,437 $1,980 $ 2,256
End of period $7,921 $9.901 $12,15.
(Number - current pe-iod) 789 983 1.02

Cumulative psyments 6 cLaims
psid to lender $3,491 $4,235 $ 3,126

Cumulative outstanding $4,430 $5,666 $ 7,011
In repayment $1,695 $2,030 $ 2,5/3
In school $2,735 $3,636 $ 4,458

Percentage of outstanding loans
still in chool 62 64 63

Yearly matured loans $ 845 $1,079 $ 1,434
Cumulative mstured !lens $3.186 $6,265 $ 7,699
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(Nig)er Education Act, Title IV, Part I. Suction 421(b)(1), Section 431)

FY 1979
Revised FY 19801i Inoue** or

Estimate Estimat Deoeurase

s

A. Federal insurance program:
obligations $84,359,000 04.279,000 410.080,00o

A,A.ilable receivts -36,072,000 -63,256,000 - k7. 144,n*

Prior year authority
Start of year

. - 2 529,080 --- 2,529,000

Subtotal appropriation
(Adjusted)

45,758,000 11,023,000 - 34.735,000

8, Federal reinsurance program:

Obligations
151.386,000 169,224,000 17,838,000

Available receipts
-12,509,000 -14,250,000 - 1,741,000

.Prior year Authority
St4rt of year

--- ......

Subtutal, Appropriation

fAcCjuated:
138,877,000 154,974,000 16,097,000

C. borrowang ut44rIty

(lhitqations
tovViptt;

Prtor vear authoriiy
Stact ni ..ar

Subtotal appropriation
(Ad)witedl

Borrowing uthority

'rural budget authority

?I Indefinite Authorization

25,000,000

235,745,000 243,503,000

-48,581,000 -77,506,000

25.000,0ou

7,758,000

- 2,529,000
2,529,000

184,635.000 165,997,000 - 18,638,000

25.000,000 - 25,000,000

$209,6ii,o0v 5165,997,000 -$43,6i8,C00

Purpose and method of operations

To assist students ip
meeting the cost of attendance at postsecondary institutions,

J Student Loan
Insurer:0e Fund WiS established

under Title IV of the Higher Educa-

tion Act for the Guaranteed Student Loan Program. This Fund enables the Commis-

sioner to pay defaults from insurance premiums,
defaulted loan repayments, other

receipts, and from amounts
Appropriated for this purpose.

Appropriations are made

to cover default payments on both federally insured and federally reinsured loans.

.080 budgq. Polici

T, provide a program of loan insursnce, an appropriation of $185987.000 is
recmested fnr fiscal year 1980 ....nod with $184,635,000 in 1979. The requested

$165,991,mo together with receipt, of $77,506,000 will support an estimated

.98
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$263.501,00 in default claims and related costs. This increase of 87,758.000
above the estimIted $235,745,000 irt uhlfgations tor 1979, will be supported by
increased colleciion efforts resulting from Inc rrrrr d staff and effort of *he
contract collectors. A detailed explanation of this request is given in the sec

'tiiqns following entitledt Federal Trisnred program, and Federal Reinsurance pro
gram.

The iollowing table reflect cumulative tlnims and loss percentage for both programs.

Ilmim Status

fn Thou.:ands)

ly 1978

Federt.1 Insur(d Student Loin ProgrAmt

cftmulative matured lomns $1,428,000

tinmnlative louder.. ,Iiimt 536,445
I/Adiustments for collection eit,,it. 121 427

FY 1979 FY 1980

$4,407,646

603,847
7 171.898

$4,806,394

658,476 t
252.901

suhital, deinnits
tueofative bankrupt,. tlAtms
tumulatfve demrh and dfsahiliti

415,018
24,725
0,443

431,949
13,942
17,690

432,575
37,725
19 706

1...m..1/dive net loS% 46o,186

!

xe
/

13,7Eendrr's claim% pertenta 2

1Adistments for iolletilon Worts - 3 2

......
483,581

13.7
- 3.9

490,006

13.7
- 4.7

Subtotal, default pertentage 3/ 10.5
lankruptcy claims per.entaxe .8
Death and disabilit& .lafma .4

94
.e
.4

9.0

.8

13--.---th
10,2

7,698,584

788,641

36,540
2,612

Net loss. percentage

Guarante agency program:

Cumulative matured loans

Cumulative lenders' claims
Cumulative bankruptcy claims
Cumulative death 61 disability

11.7

5,186,000

468,056

22,040
16 925

11.0

6,266,5S1

619,422
28,434

__ 20,668
Cumulative claims

Lenders' claims percentage
flankruptty claims percentage
Death 6 disability claims tiercentage

507,021

0.0
.4

668,524

9.9

.5

.1

850,543

10.2

.5---a
11.0

Claims percentage 4.7 10.7

1/

2/

Adjustments for collection efforts include loans paid-infull, defaulted' loans
in repayment and defaulted loans written off.

Lender claims percentage is the ratio of cumulative claims paid to lenders to
cumulative matured loans with no consideration given to recoveries and collec
tions made by Federal efforts.

Default percentage is the ratio of cumulative claims paid lender& less collec
ttons resulting from Federal eliorts to cumulative matured loans. This percent
age. which is shown as 10.' percent as of the end of fiscal year 1978, has been
reduced to 1C.2 percent as nf December 31. 1978.
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a. fliaent Loan ineurancei a. rederal

A. Federal.. insurance program:

Obi gat .

I/eta:111r including interest....
Commi,sions on Collections
Computer.costs,
(enllections)

Insuranc Trogram

2/
1979 Revised 1980-

Estimate Estimate
inc aaaaa or

Decrease

$71.225,.000
1,634,000

1,500,000

$58.268,000
4,011,000

topOomo

-$12,957,000
2,377,000

Collection COStb transferred
Salaries and expenses 10.0,00,900 10 500 000 100.000

subtout obligations... 84.359,000 74,279,000 10,080,000

A

Federal default collection's.. -30,000,000 - 50,003,000 - 20,000,000

A Cunstract delault collections. - 4,950,000 - 12,156,000 7,206,000

Insurance premiums - 1,122,000 2 1,100,000 22,000

Print year. .ppropriation
Brought IPorward - 2 529 000 2.529.000

Appruptiatinn $45,758,000 $11,023,000 434,735,000

2/ Indefinite authorisation

Purpose and method ui operations

lu prnvide ler students and lenders who do not have reasonable access tr State or
private,non-prolit guarantee gency programs, a pre. -111 of Federal loin insurance

*e. is authorized under Title IV, Part 8 of the Higher -. 1:4 on Act. Upon defaultt

the Mice of Education normally pays the lending in: itution 100 percent of the

unpaid principal balance pluh interest, whether or not the loan qualifiid for

Federal interest benefits. Excepttons to.this include defaulted loans made prior

to necember 15, 1968, (unpaid principal only insured). In eddition, the insurance

Ila6ility for State lenders participating in the Federal program may be eeduced to

90 percent or 80 percent depending on their default experience. The law lso
requires the Commissioner of FiclucatiOn to charge an insurance premium of up to

one-fourth of,one percent per year on thy unpaid principal mount of loan. insured

under the program.

Ihe Higher Education Art pla-q4f.mphasis for insuring loans on State and private

non-profit guarantee agencies. lthough, recently enacted legislation has
encouraged State agencies to increase participation in new loan volume from 69
percent in 1477, to 90 percent in 1;80, the Federal insurance program is provided

.n thr event that such.agencies do not exist er are unable to provide adequate

cdverage. My the end of fiscal year 1980, approximately $5.7 billton tn disbursed
,oans will have been insured under the federal program--approximately 32 percent of

all loans insured under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.

Tho lender muht exer,..tse reasonable care and diligence in making loans. In the

vent the borrower defaults on an nbligation. the lender is required to make all

reasonable etforts to effect coflection before filing e.alre with the Federal

government for reimbursement of the loss. If it is determined by the Commissioner

that the leader has not eeercised such diligence, the claim is returned for further

effort us in some CAStS ruled ineligible for payment due to lender negligence. The

Federal government provides lenders, without charge, a pre-elaim assistance

servite, primarily to Assist the lender In locating the boroower so that loans

remain in good standing without costs of filing a claim. It has been found that

the Uhe of Ihis service during early deliquency often convinces student borrower

n3 :3
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'if; return his loon to repayment status.

1980 budget colLsx

To provide a federally loan insurance program, an appropriation of $11,023,000 is
risjested for fiscal year 1980, representing a dem f $34,735,000 below the
$45,758,000 estimated for 1979. This amount along with anticipated receipts of
.03,2561000 will support estimated default claims obligations 1otaling $74,279,000.
This represents a 12 pet-Cent decrease below the estimated fiscal year 1979 claims

of $84,359,000. A discussion of the estimate followst

IS-- A hough the lenders' claims percentage for 1980 is estimated Co remain
constent at 13.7 percent, the current default per nano es of
December 31, 1978 to the Federal government aftei collection efforts
and write-offs is 10.2 percent. This significant improvement in the
area of FISL defaults is primarily due to improved pre-cla"1
assistance provided to lenders, improved collection effort Ind the
publicity gained by the Federal government's program to-roc :to the
default problem.

-- The regional offices' collectione'effort is expected to recover
$301000,000, an increase of.67 percent over the 1979 figure of
$30,000,000. Of the $50,000,000 in collections, $l0,500,000 will
be transferred to the Salaries and Expenses account to Provide
administrative support for the Federal collections efforts. the
amount transferred fo'r 1474 vas $10,000,'000. Collections from the
collection contractor inpo Office of Education's regions are

estimated at $12,156,000 in receipts in 1960 conpared to $4,950,000
4979.

-- The collecfion estimates assume that 702 term collectors would.4
hired and !telly trained during fiscal year 1979 and that the
collection contract (in two Office of Ediscation's regions) would
S. extended for another 12-month period. Improve efficiencies
will be realised due to one year's experience with the Guaranteed
Student Loan program.

.... The 1980 obligations include 14,011,000 to handle commission
payments for contract default collections and $1,500,000 for
collections computer support.

-- Insurance proemial% incoile is estimated at $1,100,000 in fisLal
year 1980. This small decrease of $22,000 from the $1,127,000
in 1979 is directly related to the projected decreased loan .

volume in the Federal insurance program

m..--,

I.
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PY 1979
Revised
Lstimate

2/
1980 Inc aaaaa or

ptimate De

5. Federal reinsurance program:

ftligations $151,386 000 $169,224,000 + $17.836.000

Reinsurance default
collectiong 11.509.000 Lai Daft

Appropriation $118,877.000 $154,974,000 + $16,097,000

r Indefinite authorialtion

FuEpose and method of operation

cm.o4rago Statt, to ,mrttelpate in the 1.u.l..ntted Loan prova. , the Entire ot

. Education ts authorired to reinsure loans guaranteed by State and nonprofit

private agencies to the xtent of at least 80 percent of the principal and interest

Amount of the loss incurred by the agency in meeting its obligations to lnders WI

A result of default by borrowers.

Cuarantee aetncies can entpr into supplemental guarinty agreements with the

Commissioner if their programs parallel the Federal insurance program. Under

these agreements a guarantee agency will receive 100 percent reinsurance payments

(principal and interest) at the-beginnini of each fiscal year. Depending upon

the amount ofclaimil paid AS a-function of loans in repayment status, their pay

ments may be reducechto 90 or 80 percent later in the fiscal year. All agencies

participate in the 60 percent reinsurance program and 36 participate in the 100

percent reinsurance program.

Thirtyseven gencieS including United Student Aid'Funds,.Incorporated, currently

have agreements to guarantee student loans. Twentyseven of these agencies operatA

their programs directly; nine hfve contracted with USAF, Inc., private nonpeofit

agency, to administer their prdgramst the program in the State of Kansas is

administered by the Higher EducationAssistance Foundation of Minnesota. Sy the

t_ end fiscal year 1960, an estimated $12.2 billron in loans will have been made

'wvhich are covered under the Federil reinsurance programapproximately percent

of all loans,mide under the Guaranteed Student Loan program. Ten new encies

were formed in 1978 and it is projectecrthat approximateb?ls1e more ill be

created in 1979, bringing the total to 49, including USFA Inc. tee are

expected to have established guarantee agencies by the end of fiscal ar 1980.

The guarantee agencies must require diligent collection efforts on t e part of

their lenders prior to paying claims. After default the agencies have the legal

responsibility to recover the loss. Atter repayments art made to guarantee

agencies, an equitable share of the payments made by defaulted borrowers to the

agencies are returned to the Federal government as discussed further under the

1980 budget policy.

1980 budyet policy

To provide a Federal reinsurance loan program for State egencles, a requested

appropriation of $154,974,000 for fiscal year 1980 compared to $138,677,000 in 1979

together with estimated receipts ot $14,250,000 will support projected default

claim* totaling $169,224,000. This represents a 12 percent increase over the 1979

a.

y.
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.fefiult elails.o6Triation of 1131,386,000. The budget estimate Is based on 100

percent reinsurance payments for all claims. A discussion of the estimate followas

The aimed icrease in obligations.for 1980 reflects a continuing
increase in the reinsurance program loan volume since 1973. Much of
the increase in volume over the 1979 level is due to the impact of
the provisions of the Middle Eacome'Student Assistance Act (P.L. 93-366)
vNich makes theIederal interat subsidy available to all borrowers,
regardless of the adjusted family income.

This estimate of defaults results from an increase in new loan
disbursements and a 20 percent increaka in matured disbursed loans

a for 1980 which increase the possibility of defaulted claims for
such loans. The estimate lenders' ciaias percentage will intresse
from 9.9 percent in fiscal year 1979 io 10.2 percent'in fiscal year1980,

The fiscal year 1980 estimated collections
on defaulted loans of $14,230,000 is anincrease of 14 percent over the fiscal year 1979 level of.812,509,000. These collections are made by the guarantee agencies on reinsured loans end become availableas income to the Student Loan Insurance l'und.

The Education Amendments of 1976provide for a supplemental reinsurance
agreement at rates of $O percent, 90 percentor 100 percent, depending upon the agency's default enperience. The legislationrequi s the guarantee agencies to repay the Federal government the same percentage

of amo nts collected from defaulted borrowers as the percentage of reinsurance paidby the government to the agency, less up to 30 percent of recoveries to covercollections and pre-claims administrative menses.

I.
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HEAMIlirROFESSIONS GRADUATE STUDENT LOAN

I
INSURANCE FUND

WITNESSES

LEO KORNFELD, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR STUDENT FI-

NANCIAL ASSISTANCE
PETER VOIGT, DIRECTOR. DIVISION OF POLICY AND PROGRAM

DEVELOPMENT
DAVID C. BAYER, ACTING . CHIEF, GUARANTEED STUDENT

LOAN BRANCH
MARY F. BERRY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION --
CORA P. BEEBE, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF PLANNING AND BUD-

GETING
BRUCE S. WOLFF. DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LEGIS-

LATION, DESIGNATE
WILFORD .1. FORBUSH, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECliETARY,

BUDGET

OPENING STATEMENT

Mr. NATCHER. Now we take up next the Health Professions Grad-
. uate Student Loan Insurance k'und. Mr. Kornfeld, you have an

excellent statement which we will place in the record at this point,
and we will get to the questions.

[The statement follawsl
(939)
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Nene: Leo L. Kornfeld

Position: Deputy Commissioner for Student
Financial Assistance, Office of

B1rth01ace Brooklyn, New York
& Date: October 31, 1922

Education: Bachelor of Science in Mathemati
Bachelor's and Master's degrees
Georgie Tech

Attended Harvard Business School

prperience:

.-# 7-4 .

Education

cs, Utiv. of Michigan-1944
in Engineering -

Special Programs .

esent: Deputy Commissioner for Student
Financial Assistance, Office of Education

1972-77

1966-72

1957-69

Corporate Vice President of
Automatic Data Processing
Clifton, New Jersey

Senior Vice President of
Cresap, McCormick & Paget
New York, New York

Associate, Cresap, McCormick,
and Paget

New York, New York

1944-57 U.S. Navy

Other Experience
Education Consultant for the past 19 years, working with many oVhe
Nation's leading colleges and universities.

Served al an advisor to the World Bank, concentrating on education
and health service% in Ethiopia.

Worked with the Har,ard Business School on U.S. aid training programs
for Southeast Asian countries.

Designed and assisted in implementation of a more effective computer
system for administrative recordkeeping,for the university of Minnesota.

-.Served as a consultant on the New York City School System's cktcentralization.

Thji
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DEPARTMENT Of HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Office of Education ,

Statement by

Deputy Commissioner for Student Financial Assistance

on

Health Professions Graduate Student Loan Insurance Fund

Hr. Chairman and Members of the alkhriitleet

I appreciate this opportunity to appear before you to discuss our

fiscal year 1980 plan for the Health Profesliions Graduate Student Loan

Insurance:Fund. Since receipts to the Fund from insurance premiums on

suaranteed loans are expected to exceed any claims that will be paid, no

appropriation is requested.. Borrowing authority.of $2,500,000, authorized

in the fiscal year 1979 appropriation, will support any unanticipated

coats in fiscal year 1980.

The Health Education Assistance Loan Program was authorized under

Title VII, Part C of the Public Health Service Act to provide federally

insured loans to graduate students in schools of medicine, osteopathy,

dentistry, veterinary medicine, optometry, podittry, publie health and

pharmacy. Loan principal is prov!ded by commercial lenders, educational

institutions, State agencies, insurance Companies and pension funds.*

Although thesprincipal and interest,are guaranteed by the Federal government,

.no subsiaies are provided.

There are 323 health profressions schools nn4 253 arc part,c1p4ting

in the program. It is expected that of the schnols not participating

will sign agreements to do so in the near future. Howr-ter, some institutions

have declined to p.articspate because to uo lo they wou!' also have.

participate in the Public Health Service's capitatiun grant program
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yhich has certain legislative requirements that they do not choose to

follow. Athee institutions have chosen not to participate because they

feel the interest rate of 12 percent, eompounded semiannually, and the

lack of an interest subsidy places too great a financial buiden upon

their students.

Lender participation in this program has been very successful.

There are several nativnal lenders that will accept applications from

students located anywhere in the country. As a conseqUence, we have

assured lender access for all eligible students.

Regulations to implement the program were effective on

September 15, 1978 - after the peak summer months when rat students

le.financial aid. Accordingly, the first loans were made under tits

progiam in fiscal year 1979, and as of'February 16, 1979, 175 loans

totaling $1,293,433 had been disbursed. However, in facal year 1980,

the second year of operation based on a full acaderlc year of participation,

it is anticipated that 17,000 students will borrow 8136 million under

the prograr. These borrowers will consist of 8,500 medical,students,

2,550 dental students, and 5,950 graduate students in othef health

fields.

Although no defaults are expected, ab estimated $1,000,000 in death

and disabp1 claims are anticipated. However, estimated receipts of

$1,300,000 deposited into the fund fro!! insurance premiums on guaranteed

loans will cover program requirements. Therefore, no appropriation is

requested.

This concludes my statement. I shall be pleased to answer any

questions.

9
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STATUS REPORT 04 HEAL

Mr. NATCHER. In the committee report 4.11 the 197% appropriation
bill we asked for a status report 4r. the health Education Assist-

ance program.
The report was sumitted in January, and at this point in the

record we will insert this report.
(The report followsl

44.113 1). 40
9 I
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WFLFARF.
orr ict Or T HE ST CRC T AIRY

WovaiPOToN aol

JA r.. - 1979

Chairman, SubcOmmittet on Labor-,
Health, Education, and-Welfare

,Committee 'on Appropriations
House of ReOresentatives
Washiegton, D. C. 20315

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The attached report on the status of implementation of
the Health Professions Graduate Student Loan Insurance
Program is submitted as required by House Report 95-1248,
page 55.

Attachment

Sincerely,

Frederick M. Bohan
Assistant Secretary for
Management and Budget
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Status Report
HEALTH EDUCATION ASSISTANCE LOAN PROGRAM

Bureau of Student Financial Assistance

BSFA/OE
12/14/78

he House Appropriations Committee Report No. 95-1248 on the Fiscal

Year 1979 Labor/HEW Appropriation Bill requested that the Secretary of

Health, Education, and Welfare prepare a status report on the implementation

of the Health Professions Graduate Student Loan Insurance Program

(administratively called the Health Education Assistance Loan (HEAL)

Program). In addition the report was to contain information on all

health professions student assistance
programs and the extent to which

these prograps meet Student demand for financial assistance.

BACKGROUND

The HEAL Program was authorized by section 401(a) of the Health Professions

Educational Assistance Act of 1976 (Pub11c Law 94-484, October 12,

1976). The purpose of the HEAL Program to provide for federally

insured loans to eligible students attending health professions schools.

Through an HEW reorganization of March 9, 1977, the Office of Education

was assigned responsibility for administering the HEAL Program. The

program was assigned to the.Bureau of Student Financial Assistance.

In June of 1977, an interim final regulation was published which utilized

existing statutory authority to'amend the Guaranteed Student Loan Program

(GSLP) and authorized larger
academic year loan amounts until such time

as the HEAL Progiam could be implemented. This permitted eligible

health professions students to borrow up to 510,000 a year under the

GSLP. This authority expired on September 15, 1978.

PROGRAM REGULATIONS

The regulations to implement the HEAL Program were published as an

Interim Final Regulation on August 3, 1978 and became effective on

September 15, 1978.

,Hearings were held on school campuses in seven cities over a five-month

period to allow schools,
lenders, and students to comment on the regulations

and to offer suggestions for modifications and additional proposed

regulations to be published next spring.

The regulations accompliihed three major objectives:

(1) Implemented the HEAL Program

(2) Included the WEAL Program in the due procesS proceduJes for

the limitation. suspension, or termination of institutional

eligibility: and

I.
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(3) Revoked the Interim Final Regulation published on June 30.
1977, that allowed health professions students to borrow up to
$10,000 in the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.

Public Law 94-484 contains three provisions that are not in the regulations:

(1) .Procedures for the nonstudent borrower

(2) Federal payient of loans for service in designated health
manpower shortage areas; and

(3) Withholding of Federal' reimbursement from defaulted borrowers
practicing their professions.

Comments and suggestions received on those three provisions as well as
the Interim Final legulation will be considered when subsequent proposed
regulatory changes are made in the Spring of 1979.

SCHOOL PARTICIPATION

The Office of Education is negotiating participation agreements'with all
Health Professions Schools.

Seventy-nine percent of those eligible Health Professions Schools have
signed agreements for participation in the HEAL Program. Students
attending these schools are eligible for the benefits of the HEAL
Program.

Less than 10 schools have indicated that they will not participate in
the HEAL Program.

LENDER PARTICIPATION

Fifteen commercial lenders and four school lenders have signed contracts
of insurance to participate in the HEAL Program. There are a number of
other commercial lenders which have expressed interest in the program.
There is an adequate supply of loan funds to handle all student demands.

STUDENT INTEREST

Some students, especially those from the highest tuition medical schools,
have shown an interest in the program. Chase Manhattan Bank in New
York, the first commercial lender to enter the progral,reports 165 loans
to date totaling $1.3 million. The largest number of their applications
on a geographical basis have come from California.

We anticipate that 1 nders will make between 5,000 and 8,000 HEAL loans
this fiscal year.

9 ; ;
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HEALTH PROFESSIONS STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

Oata on the Health Profeisions Student
Assistance Programs administered

by the Public Health Service and the extent to WO they meet student

demands for financial assistance are Attached.
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Bureau of Health Manpower, HRA

HEALTH ;i6FESSIONS STUDENT LOAN.PROGRAM

DISCIPLINE
NUMBER OF
SCHOOLS

Academlc Year 1978-79

ESTIMATED AMOUNT
ENROLLMENT REQUESTED

AMOUNT OF
ALLOCATION

Medicine 1-22. 61,635 $ 96,000,775 ..e.) $ 10,042,188

Osteopathy 13 4,192 2,910,672 588,511

Dentistry 59 22,539 35,706,407 3,626,602

Optometry 12 4,355 5,549,203 711,480

Pharmacy 68 31,321 12,689,884 3,427586

Podiatry 5 2,462 5,400,000 406,201

Veterinary Medicine 2/, 7.259 LAMM 997.437

TOTALS 301 133,763 165,961,019 19,800,000

ESTIMATED
RECIPIENTS

7,086

595

2,605 11

693

3,869

414

16,146-

.---'----'-----.'

,

..
_.-

,---
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Bureau of Health Manpower, HRA

SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM FOR FIRST-YEAR ST9ENTS OF EXCEPTIONA1. FINANCIAL NEED

DISCIPLINE

NUMBER OF
SCHOOLS

Academic Year 1978-79,7

-

ESTIMAT.ED NUMBER AMOUNT

OF ELIGIBLES REQUESTED

NUMBER OF

SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS

F.

AMOUNT
AWARDE

.

Medicine , 119 1,565 $14,668,534 262 $2,563,007

,

.\\1,841,259'Osteepathy

Dentistry

13

57

176

505 5,363.489

i26

125

293,831

1,412,634

a;
Au
4,

0otometry 10 107 967,210 10 .. 97,638

Pharmacy 53 822 5,519,361 53 364,060

Podiatry 5 161 1,799,158 5 57,127

Veterinary
Medicine 20 196 1 591 079 20 157 345

TOTALS 277 ', 3.532 t ',750,090 501 $4,945,642



Bureau of Health Manpower. HRA

NURSING STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM

. 4cademic Year 1978-79

DEGREE 12 NUMBE OF ESTIMATED AMOU4
PROGRAM .) PROGR ENROLLMENT REQUESTED

AMOUNT ESTIMATED
ALLOCATED RECIPIENTS

Associate 501 75,012 $22,707,837 $2,605,358 3,257

Diploma .222 35,729 8,097,041 1,341,219 1,676

Baccalaureate 375 118,815 49,039406 4,533,720 5,667

11 Graduate 91 8 468 4.374.977, 301.863

1,189 238,024 $84,219,261 $8,782,160 10,977



Bureau of Health Manpower, HRA

NURSING SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

-Academic Year 1978-79

DEGREE
PROGRAM

NUMBER or
PROGRAMS

ESTIMATED
ENROLLENT

MOUNT
REI.".!STED,

AMOUNT
ALLOCATED

ESTIMATED
RECIPIENTS

Associate

Diploma

Baccalaureate

Graduate

(

592

237

391

22
1,310

82,102

37,659

121,650

8 418

$19,124,558

6,924,263

28,739,651

2 085 900

$3,028,517

/-
1,280,364

4,315,683

289 750

,
3,028

1,286

4,316

290

254,739 $E6,874,372 $8,914,314 8,914

9 i :I



Bureau of Health Manpower) HRA

NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE CORPS SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

)fiber of Continuation Awards0" , Applicants for New .44ardi, New Awards
'andlAmount of Funds Obligated-for the 1978.79 School Year.by Discipline

Discipline
Continuation

Awards

Applicants*
For New
Awards

.

i

. New
Awards

Total

Awards

.

Anount
Oblimag

Total
..

1,910 4,745 30,4; 5,253 $59,400,000

Medfcal 1,854 2,883 2,703 .. 4,557 .51,650,000

Dental 54 1,288 385 439 5,560,000

Baccalaureate,

Nursing 0 309 160 160 1,340,000

Other 2 265 95 97 t/850 8
000

9 ()

*The ipplicants-for-new-award figures do not include 550 students who withdrew
their applications before final decisions on awards were made.
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' USE OF BORROWINO AUTHORITY ,

Mr. NATCHER. No funding is requested for this program for fiscal

year 1980. Last year Congress provided $2.5 million in borrowing/.
authoritY.

Do you plan to use any part of this borrowing authority in 1980?
Mr. KORNFELD. At this time we don't think so, but we, would like

to continue having that authority because the program has just
been launched.

NUMBER OF Le etNS

Mr. NATCHER. All right:
What,is your estimate for loans in fiscal year 1979?
Mr. BAYER. To date very few loans have been made because this

program started well after the, beginning of the academic year and
the students already had obtained their financing for education.

We anticipate next. year will be the first year in which the
-program will be used ex nsively.

Mr. NATCHER. Your budget document indicates that 14,000 loans
will be 'made in 1979. Yo r January status report indicates be-

tween 5,000 and 8,000 loans this year. What is your latest esti-
mate? . .

KORNFEI.a.. We still think we would like to stick with that
estimate. The reason we had a low volume is that the pro-
gram was implemented after tr.. e'tart elf the academic year. We
think now that the program is in place, uad eyeryone knows about
it, the volume might still be ohtg&ed.

DISTRIBUTION 0? VANS

Mr. NATCHER. You estimate 17,00frioans totaling $136 million
will be made in 1980. How will 'the borrowers be distributed by
'health professions field.

Mr. KORNFELD. The only statistics we have rigliL, ilow are based
on the 'loans that hate been made to date:7-We think that the
distribution will stay in that same order. The two biggest areas
where the Mans have been made are in the medical schools and
podiatry schools.

Dentistry is right behind those two. So we would think that those
three categories of professional schcJls will continue to be the
areas that support the loan voltime.

. NUMBER OF SCHOOLS

Mr. NATCHER. Can you teli me 'now many schools will be partici-
pating ,in the program?'

Mr. KORNFELD. Right now of the 323 schools that are eligible to
participate in the program, 253 are par:icipating. The group of
schuols that has 0-e lowest participation is the schools of pharmacy
because they e ,till eligible for basi.3 grants and other programs
since in some .3ols they are classified as undergraduates.

Now that program has been implemented, we think that
most of the 323 schools will participate.

1

.
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. SCHOOLS DECLINING TO PARTICIPATE

Mr. NATCHER. Caq you tell me of any health profession schools
that have declined to participate in this pfogram?

Mr. KORNFELD. Yes. There have been some who have declined.
TOT have declined because they are just unhappy with the 12
percent interest rate and are trying to get their students to take
guaranteed student loan), which have a lower 7 percent interest
rate.

PROPORTION OF STUDENT

Mr. NATCHER. What proporion of total health professional stu-
dents will that program serve?

Mr. KORNFELD. I really don't know at this point. We are, of
course, equipped to service them all if they choose Ito participate,
but I really don't know what percentage.

AVAILABLE LOAN CAPITAL

Mr. NATCHER. Are borrowers under this program likely to attend
institutions in certain parts of the country as a result of capital

, distribution problenis.
Mr. KORNFELD. No. Fortunately this program, unlike the guaran-

teed student loan program, has adequate loan capital available and
Chase Manhattan Ba ik of New York will make loans to students
imany State.

Mr. NATCHER. Will all loans under this program be made by
Chase Manhattan Bank or are there other banks with Ithich you
have lending agreements?

Mr. KORNFELD. We have one other lending agreement with
Chemical Bank of New York who also will make loans to students
in any State. In addition, there are 19 other commercial lenders
and 4 school lenders currently participating in the program in
certain 'areas.

REASON 2OR NO DEFAULTS

Mr. NATCHER. Your budget indicates that no payments are ex-
pected for defaults. Why wouldn't there be any default1 in this
progra. i?

Mr. KORNFELD. For two reasons. First, of course, the Mgram
just began. As a result, most of these students are in school and,
therefore, not required to pay. Second, we are dealing with a popu-
lation where most students who graduate from these types of insti-
tutions are high income people.

CONCLUSION

Mr. NATCHER. This concludes the hearings on the student assist-
ance requests that are before the committee.

Mr. Kornfeld, I want you to know this has been an excellent
'hearing. Dr. Berry. certainly it applies to you and your associates.
We appreciate your appearing.

[The justification of the Department follows:I

'
a.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

OFFICE' OF EDUCATION
-

Health Professions Graduate Student Loan Insurance FuOd

'

Tiscal Year 1980 Budge:,
Page No.

Appropriation language ancl Explanation of language changes
P

345.

Amounts available for obligation 346

Summary of changes 346

Budget aauthority by activity 347

Obligatiins by activity 347

Budget authority by object....% 347

347

348

Authorizing legtilation 349

Table of estimates and appropriations 350

Obligations by object

Significant ttemi in House and Senate Appropriations Committee reports....

Justification:

a

Narrative;
A. General statement * 351

B. A,tIvitv:
I. Health professions graduate student loan insurance program.... 352

en.
- AL,
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Appropriation Wiest.

Health Professions Graduate Student Loan Insurance lund

(for necessary expenses for tha Health Professions Graduate Student Loan

Inaprance Fund, authorised by Title VII, part C, subpart 1 of the Pu itn Mate'

Service Act, the Secretary is authorieed to Issue to the Secretary of the Treasury

notes or oblegations, an amount not to exceed a total of $2,500,000, without

fiscal year limitation, to maintain the adequacy of the fund, but only with respect

to payments authorised under Section 734.).

Explanation of Language Changes

IJ Appropriation for borrowing authority is deleted since receipts from insurance
premiums will be sufficient to maintain the adequacy of the Pund. Borrowing
authority, made available in fiscal year 1979, will remain available to
support any unanticipated dosts in fiscal year 1910.

9 .;
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Amounts Available foe Obligation

Appropriation

Borrowing authority. .

Subtotal, budget authority

1979 1112

11

;2.500,000

2,500,000 Mae.=

Receipts: insurance premiums
851,000 $1,300,000

'Ijnobligated balance, start of year:

Fund balance ..
351,000

Borrowing authority
2,500,000

Unobligated balance, end of year: -

Fund balance
- 351,000 - 651,000

Borrowing authority
-2000,000 -2000.000

Total, obligations
500,000 1,000,000

Summary of Changes

1979 Estimated budget authority
$2000,000

1980 Estimated budget authority
Net change

-1-2-150-0,1=00

1979 Base Chan e from Bass

Inereases:

Built-in:
1. Increases in obligations resulting

(rom increased death and disability

payments
; 500.000 sompoo

Subtotal changes in obligations 500,000 500,000

Adjustments:
Receipts:. insurance premtums
Unobligatad balance, start of year:

Fold balance
Borrowing Authority

Unobligated balance, end of year:

Fund balance
Borrowing authority

- 851,000 ,

---
---

351,000
2,500,000

1/
- 449,000.-

1/
- 351,000r,
- 2,500,00040

300,000

Net change
- 2,500,000

1/ Ntgative amounts represent increases.

(I a)
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,
budget Authority by Activity

1979 1980 Increase or
Estimate Estimate Decrease

Sorrowing authority $2,500,000 -$2,500,000

Obligations by Activity

1979 1960 Increase or
Estimate Estimate Decrease

Death 6 dissbility claims $ 500,000 $1,000,000 4 500,000

ludget Authority by Object

1979 1980 Increase er
Estimate Estimate Decrease

Investments and loans $2,500,000 -$2,500,000

Obligations by Object

1979 1980 Increase or
Faimate Estimate Decrease

Total obligations by object $ 500,000 $1,000,000 500,000
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Significant Items in House and Senate
Appropriations Committee Reports

0

Item

1979 House Report

.
Health education assistance loan program

Action token or.to be taken

1. The House Appropriation Committee Report 1. The report has be4,4omp1eted

No95-1248 on the fiscal Year 1979 and is in process 6f being

.Labor/H211 appropriation, Bill requested submitted to the CommIttee.

that the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare prepare a status report on
the implementation of the Health
professions griduate student loan

)4\
insurance program (administratively
called the Health education assistance
loan (HEAL) program). In addition, the

report was to contain information on
all health professions tudent
assistance programs and the extent to
which these programs meet student demand
for financial assistance.

44-313 n 71 hl

0
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Public Health Service Act:
1. Nealth education

assistance loan program:
(title VII, phrt Cs
subpart 74

Appropriation

Total 3.A

41.

960

Authorising Legislation

Borrowing authority

1979 1980
Amount 1979 Amount 1980

Authorised Estimate Authorised Estimate

Indefinite Indefinite
Indefinite A/.500.000 Indefinite

42,500,000 01
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Aloalth Prolusions Graduate Student Loan Insurance Fund

iudget
Latinate .House Senate

Year' ,to Congress Allowance Allowancs Appropriation

1979 $1,500,000 $1,500,000 -... ...

Sorrowing authority 5,000,000 5,000,000 $2,500,000 $2,500,000

1980



Justification

Health Professions Graduate Student Loan Insurance Ft:nd

1979 1980 Increase or
Estimate %Estimate Decrease

1. Health education assistance
loan unman:
Borrowing autNority, total budget

authority V

(Obligations)..

$2,300,000 $2,300,000

( 300,000) ($1,000,000) 4( 500,000)

General Statement

To assist in training student; in various medical fields, a Health Education.

Assiotarme Loan Pr'ogram (HEAL) was authnrired to provide Annured loenn for
graduate students in schools ofvedicine, osteopathy, dontiotry, veterinary
medicine, optometry, 'podiatry, public health and pharmacy. Loan principal will
be provided by commercial lenders, educational institutions, State agencies,
insurance companies and pension funds. The principal and interest will beinsured
by the Federal government. The following table displays drta on guaranteed loan
volume for HEALls fir .t two years.

1979 1980

humbir of loans 14;000 17,000

Averege loan $8,000 $8,000

Total loan volumw $112,000,000 $136,000,000

9 6
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1. Health Edecation Assistance Loan Program

(Public Health Service Act Title VII, Part C, Subpart I)

19/9

Estimate

IV80 Increase or

Estimate Decrease

Wrrowing authority, total budget

autnority

(0blitAtinne)

$2,500,000 42,500,000

500,000) ($1,000,000i e( 5u0,u0o)

Purpose and method of operations

To provide insured loins for graduate students in schools of medicine, osteopthy,

dentfstry, veterindry medicine,. optometry,
podiatry, public health and pharme

program of loan guarantees is provided. The program operates through the Health

Professions Graduate Student Loan Insurance Fund from which payments ere made tor

,defaults by student borrowers and related costs. beposits to the fund are derived

friTa tnsurance premiums, detault loan collections and from appropriations.

Loan amounts up to $10,000 a year" to a combined total of $50,000 (except for

pharmacy students who will 'be limited to $7,500 a year and a total of $37,500) will

be insurable. Loan principal will be provided by.nonFederal sources, igtluding

commercial lenders, educational institutions, State agencies, insurance companies.

.:nd pension funds, and principal and interest will be. insured by the Federal. govern

ment. Thematimum allowable interest rate is 12 percent and an insurance premium

of up to 2 percent will be (harged to student borrowers. However, the actual rates

permitted In any fiscal year will be established by Federal regulation.

Stedent borrowers will not be required to begin repayment of principal until r

months after they cease training and will haveia maximum repayment period of 15

years. Payment ot principal may be deferred during additional periods of full

time medical study and for up to three years for internship or residency training,

service in the armed torces, in the Peace Corps or other specified programa as

a fulltime volunteer or in the National Health Service Corps.

leeo budget Poll"

To continue loan insurance under the Health Education Assistance Loan program, the

use of receipts for funding death, disability and bankruptcy claims is proposed.

No pproprlation will be required to cover an
anticipated $1,000,000 in death and

di ability claims since $1,300,000 in receipts is available from insurance

premiums. No payments are expected tor defaults.

The primary objectives of this program
arv:1) to provide access to persons seek

ing entry into various
medical professions, and 2) increase the number of trained

persons in the medical tields. In support of those objectives, it fs expected

that private lending institutions will make $136 million in loans available to

17,000 students in attendence at 321 professional schools In fiscal year 1980.

This is an Oerease of 3,000 above the number fur ffscel year 1979,

Miring 1974, borrowing authority et
$2,500,000 was approved, which will remain

available to he used to cover ab unanticipated costs.

ft !'.
a .1 , 114'

t or, I :
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THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1979.

SALARIES AND EIPENSES

WITNESSES

JAMES PICKMAN, EXECUTIVE DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR
RESOURCES AND OPERATIONS

GARY J. RASMUSSEN, DIRECTOR, MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND
ANALYSIS DIVISION

WILLIAM FLOYD, ,CHIEF, ADMINISTRATIVE BUDGET BRANCH
CORA P. BEEBE, DIRECIOR, DIVISION OF PLANNING AND BUD-

GETING
BRUCE 'S. WOLFF, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LEGIS-

LATION, DESIGNATE
WILFORD J. FORBUSH, D'EPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY,

BUDGET

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

' Mr. NATCHER. We take up next Salaries and Expenses.
Mr. Pickman, it is a pleasure to have you and your associates

appear before o,ur committee in behalf of the Salaries and Ex-
penses request for the Office of Education.

Who do you have with you, Mr. Pickman?
Mr. PICKMAN. I have Gary Rasmussen here, who is one of my

colleagues who works on the Salaries and Expenses budget, as well
as general managerhent concerns in the Office of Education.

Mr. NATCHER. Thank you very much. We are delighted to have
all of you appear. WR will insert your statement in the record in its
entirety. If you desire, we will be glad to hear from you, if you
want to highlight the statement.:

Mr. PICKMAN. I would like to highlight it very briefly.
Mr. NATCHER. Go right ahead.
(The information follows.]

(965)
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-PROFILE OF JAMES PICKMAN

EMPLOYMENT:

Present Position: Since November 1978:

Executive Deputy Commissioner for
Resources and Operations,
United States Office of Education,
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W., Room 4027,
Washington, D.C. 20202
(202) 245-7904

Prior Employment:

March 1977 - November 1978

Deputy Executive Secretary
Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare

1972 - March 1977

Vice President of Bedford Stuyvesant
Restoration Corporation (1974-1977);
General Counsel of Bedford Stuyvesant
D and S Corporation (1972-1977);
Chief Executive Officer of D and S
(1973-1977).

1968-1972

Real estate investment, development and
management business in New York City
and Long Island; house counsel and
officer.

1966-1968

,Shearvan & Sterling, New York, N.Y.
'Praet .e of general corporate law.

EDUCATION: Harvard Law School, LL.B. 1966
Princeton University, B.A. 1963

9
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DEPARTMENT OF HIEALTH, EDUCATION, AND NELFARE

Office of Education

Statement by

Executive Deputy Commissioner

for Resources and Operations

I ..
on

Salaries and Fixpenses

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

amspleased to appear before you today to discuss our fiscal yeaL

1980 request under Salaries and Expenses for the Office of Education.

Our request for fiscal year 1980 totals 8128,353,000. It will provide

fot the salaries, expenses and supportscosts necessary to operate and

adminiater over 120 Office of Education programs and 14 advisory

c

committees.

While our goal fs to provide the shpport for carrying out the.

.Federal mission in education, we are working hard to eliminate

unnecessary expenditures and positions, and to make administrAtive and

managerial improvements that will assure the most effective and efficient

use of the Office of Education's salaries and expense dullars.
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Dollars

968

Our request represents an increase of $3,701,000 over fiscal year

' 1979; however, increases of $7.4 million in permanent compensa;ion,

benefits, and rent--items in large part beyond our controlare sub-

stantially offset by an aggregate reduction of $3.7 million in the

discretiJnary object classes. We found we could reduce most of these

discretionary categories without detriment to program priorities.

For example:

o We will cut travel an d related costa by $1.3 million by

eliminating unnecessary trips and better coordinating

travel that is essential.

o We will reduce part-time permanent and consultant positions

by $0.4 million.

o We will save $1.4 million by eliminating excess rental of

equipment, telecommunications, mail, equipment purchases,

and suiplies.

o We will save another $1.5 million by eliminating unnecgg

exponditures in such categories as automatic data processing,

field readers, training, and remodeling.

Staffing

We are tequesting 3490 full-tfme permanent mr.4.4..kons. This number

reflects a deurease.of 25 pohitions from the authovized level in fiscal

yvor 19)9 and a realloeatfuu of 186 position!" Reductions are proposed

fu overhead and lower ptiority i.,regiam needs, and through achievement of

4
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organizational and managerial ;efficiencies in the Bureaus of Student

Financial Assistance and Occupational and Adtilt Education. The
,..,

reallocated positions will go to such priority areas as grants and

contracts administration, financial management, regulations development,

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title III 051 the

Higher Education Act and various special programs for the disadvan aged.

In making these changes, we have attempted to provide staffing to

priority areas and support the President's goal of reducing Federal

employment.

Administrative Agenda for FY 1979-1980

Our efforts to hold down the cost of salaries and expen6es is only

.one part of our overall program to strengthen suppott setvices and

improve management in the Office of Education. Our agenda for the next

eighteen months bu'ilds upon some solid accomplishments.

For example:

o We have put schedules in place to improve the distribution'

of grants and contracts over the fiscal year and the timely

disbursement of fundt;. In the past, grant and contract

awards were hunched in the last quarter. To date, we are

1

meeting out- targets.

o W have reduced unnecessary paperwork and reporting burden

more than 6 million hours since January 1977.

G ti
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o We have decreased the number of unresolved audits from

over 1000 in April 1977 to approximately 650 today.

o We have reduced the error rate in entries to our financial

accounting system from over 502 in 1977 to 82 today. We

expect to reduce this to 22 by the end of this fiscal year.

o We are writing regulations in clear end simple English,

and have removed 498 pages of unnecessary or obsolete

material.from the Federal Register since September 1977.

Our agenda for the next 18 months is centered around achieving

improvements in four key areas: cost savings, program administration,

management processes, and personnel management.

We have attempted to develop meas able goals against which

progress can be closely monitored. I would like to briefly outline each'

of these areas:

dost Savings

The reduction of fraud, abuse and waste in Office of Education

programs is the primary component of this effort. For 1979, we are

committed to saving $450 million, including:

o $22 million in questionable expenditures in the Title I

program through on-site investigations and increased

technical assistance to State and local educational agencies.

o $428 million from various student assistance program

initiativen, such as increased collections in our loan

L.
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programs, screening procedures in BEOG's, and better

targeted and more intensive program reviews.

In addition, we eXpect to ichieve additional savings through:

o Improving collection of delinquent accounts receivable;

Increasing the entage of procurement dollars awarded

competitively;

o Reducink the number of unclosed grants and contracts, and

the number of unresolved audit reports;

o Reducing internal waste by attacking the proliferatiGn of

telephone equipment and excess copier and word professing

equipment, and tightening controls over GSA credit cards.

program Administration

In this tires:

o We are moving to coordinate the administration of State

formula grant programs to achieve greater program coherence,

improve operating efficiencies, and better serve constituents.

o We have begun a comprehensive review of large discretionary

grant programs to ensure that program operations are

responsive to legislative intent And program mission, and

that their grant award processes are carried out with

integrity, objectivity and administrative efficiency.
1.

o We are establishing a new Rureau of School.Improvement that

will Bring together 20 small discretionary grant programs

now skattered throughout the Office of Education. Placing
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them in unit of their own will improve their efficiency

and effectiveness and help ensure greater national impact.

o We are overhauling evaluation procedures to assure that

findings are stated in terms of measurable objectivr. and

, that reeults are available for budget and legislati.:e

decision-making, and for program improvements.

Management Processes

o We are continuing to reduce the paperwork burden on our

clients. Our efforts will focus on developing procedures

for the submission of State and local agency plans every

three years as opposed to annually, and on eliminating

other unnecessary data required from local education agencies.

o We shall undertake a major effort to improve the financial

record keeping and the fiscal management and reporting system..

o We are improving the regulatlons development process to

assure mon: timely publication of understandable regulations.

Personnel Manutment

o We shall complete personnel audits of all Office of Education

positions to assure that General Schedule grade levels fire

consistent with work responsibilities.

o As we implement the Civ.i Service Reform Act, we are focusing

on improving supervisory performance. We shall set performance

.,

7777/..
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standards for supervisors, enforce supervisory training

requirements and strengthen managers' awareness of

Alfirmative action recruitment lind placement.

re

In summary, I believe we hive taken a hard look at our support

costa and developed a request that reflects the need to tightly

control spending, and yet allows us to administer our programa. In

establishing an administrative agenda--which is only briefly highl ;nted--

I believe we have taken an important step toward improving the overall

functioning of this agency. We realize, of course, that identifying

problems and setting goals are only initial steps. The real work lies

ahead.

Thank you for this opportunity to appear before the Committee.

My colleagues and I will be pleased to answer any questions.

9 7
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OVERVIEW

Mr. PICKMAN. Our request for Salaries and Expenses this year
totals $128,353,000. This represents an increase of $3.7 million over
fiscal year 1979 or a 3 percent increase. The increase is made up of
permanent compensation benefits, and other items over which we
have little or no control.

Part of the increase is offset by reductions in discretionary object
classes, such as travel, which we have cut by $1.3 million from last
year by eliminating unnecessary trips, and by coordinating others.
ANe have also cut excess equipment, excess data processing needs
and various remodeling which we did not think was necessary.

In terms of staffing, we are requesting 25 positions fewer than
the authorized level in fiscal year 1979. In addition to reducing the
number of positions, we reallocated 186 positions, primarily from
areas in overhead and through achievement of organizational effi-
ciencies in two of the bureaus.

We have shifted these positions intO areas which we consider
priorities, such as grants and contracts administration, financial
management, regulations development, Title I of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act, and Title III of the Higher Educa-
tion Act. We want to put people in these last two areas so we can
increase site visits and monitoring to eliminate fraud, waste, and
abuse.

These efforts to hold down dollars and people are part of our
overall agenda to improve the management of the Office of Educa-
tion. We think over the past few years we have some solid accom-

1 plishments on which to build.
For example, we have put schedules in place to lprove the

distribittion of grants and contracts throughout the fiscal year. In
the past grant and contract awards were bunched in the last.quar-
ter. For example, in 1977, 62 percent of all grants were awarded in
the fourth quarter. In 1978 we have reduced this to 56 percent and

./1`now n 1979 we expect to award only 14 percent of our grants in
the last quarter. I should point out that the foruth quarter meansafter July 1, which makes it very difficult for school districts and
other recipients to plan for the coming school year.

In addition, we have reduced paperwork by over six million hours
since January 1977.

We have decreased the number of unresolved audits from over
1,000 in April 1977 to approximately 650 today.

In our writing of regulations we have removed almost 500 pages
of obsolete material from the Code of Federal Regulations. To
repeat, I think we have some solid accomplishments on which tobuild.

For the next IS months we have established an agenda which wethink will improve the management of the Office of Education.
In doing that, we have established measurable objectives to moni-tor our progress. For example. we have goals for reducing fraud.

abu.4e. and waste in our student assistance programs, and for ourTitle I program, where we hope to save over $22 million in quos-tionable expenditures over the next year.
We hope to improve t he collection of delinquent accounts receiv-

able. This has been a big problem fin. tlh. Office of Education, and 1

5.
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think there is room for improvement. We have an active plan for
seducing those receivables.

In addition, we have been concerned that we have over 1'

programs which appear in many instances to operate, indepen nt-

ly. What we are trying to do is take a look at theiit"and se what
kind of efficiencies we can achieve among them.

In closing, we have a tight request in terms of dollars a people,

and we have an agenda that we think will help improv the man-
agement of the office. I set forth our agenda more f ly in my
prepared statement.

1977 UNUSED FUNDS

Mr. NATCHER. Thank you, Mr. Pickman.
On page 455 of the budget appendix it shows that $2,319,000

lapsed under this appropriation for 1978. Is there a particular
reason for those unused funds or do you consider that to be a
normal amount of lapse?

Mr. PICKMAN. The largest part of that lapse related to a supple-
mental of $2.3 million for mail costs. We had miscalculated how
much money we would need to .handle mail costs for the Office of
Education for fiscal year 1978.. We asked for a supplemental for
this purpose, and when the final bill came in from the United
States Postal Service, we found we did nt need all of the supple-
mental. So the largest portion of that attributable to this
matter.

Mr. NATCHER. Mr. Conte?

EFFECTIVENESS OF OFFICE OF EDUCATION MANAGEMENT AND
OPERATIONS

Mr. CONTE. Your, major emphasis on any new slots you are
requesting in the various offiges seems to be focused in such areas
as improved auditing and management of many of the education
programs.

I want to commend you for it. It seems to be a good emphasis. Is
there any indication that the majority of our programs right now
are effective, that they are meeting their goals, and how much net
savings in waste and fraud can we hope to recover in the next
several years.

Mr. PICKMAN. Let me just say the answer is yes; I think many of
our programs are meeting our goals. I would like to, for the record,
if I may, elaborate on that and supply you with a comprehensive
answer to that part of the question. As for fraud, abuse, and waste,
we have a goal of approximately $.450 million that we are e)ipecting
to save over fiscal year 1979, primarily in the areas of student
assistance and the Title I program.

We are working now to expand this initiative to define other
araag, where we can obtain savings by reducing fraud, abuse, and
waste. Measuring savings is not always easy. For example, if we
are going to increase our auditing activitywhich we intend to do

in many programswe must find ways of setting measurable gals.
That is the challenge. But once we set those goals, we wilt be

able to measure and hopefully increase the amount of savings we
can obtain by reducing fraud, abuse, and waste.

[The information followsd

44.311 ,1 :1
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EFFECTIVENESS OF OFFICE OF EDUCATION PROGRAHS

The mAterial that'follows summarizes the recent positive findings of OE evaluarions
# for 23 OE programs,,and lists the kinds of findings that eva1tiations should pro-

duce for 12 OE programs within apprsximately two years. Findings described for the
23 OE programs are not neceasatily comprehensive but have been purposely eelectect
to show the positive aspects of program operations and of program impact upon par-
ticipants that evaluations can and do reveal. Expected findings for tht 12 OE pro-
grams will show both the positit3 aspects of program opgrations and effectiireness
and the problem areas that need to be reaolved.

STATE AND UOCAL GRANT11-(ESEA I)

Evaluation Findings to Date'

Title I funds a:e moderately well focused on elementary school children who do
poorly in reading and math.

1. 302 of all elementar/ school studenta who cdn be regarded as low achievers
ae selated for Title t while another 15% are selected to receive comp6n-
.satory services from other programs.

-- 71 of non-low achievers are selected for Title I but because of their
greater absolute number more non-low than low achievers are reached
by Title I.

One-third of the students judged in need of compensatory services are
not now receiving them.

2. The typical student selected for compensatory reading in Title ranks at
about the 20th percentile in reading achievement.

The Title I sefvices that students receive in reading aresupplementary to the
regular school program and they appear to benefit from them.

1. Compensatory students receive more resources in reading than do non-
compensatdry students.

2. During the school year Title I students do not fall further behind their
more advantaged peers in their reading skills.

-- In unusually successful compensatory reading projects students advance
by, 7 to 10 percentile ranks during the school year.

However, the extent to which student benefits are sustained over the summer
months and in subsequent years is unknown.

7 i
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EMERGENCY SCHOOL AID: BASIC GRANTS TO LEAs

Evaluation Findings to'Date

There is evidence that the ESAA pasic program improves student academic achieve-

ment.

.. Students in the elementary.schools participating fin-Mr-Basic program in

1975-76 made larger academic gains than students in similar Schools w thout

the program.

EMERGENCY SCHOOL AID: MAGNET SCHOOL:

Evaluation Findings to Date

Magnet schools are most successful as a desegregation device when they are used

as one component of a comprehensive desegregation plan. Most school districts

studied (except Milwaukee) have,relatively small magnet programa,resulting in

limited deaegregation.

Magnet schools are more likely to succeed when they are:

.. located in racially mixed neighborhoods;

.. designed to desegregate a particular area of the city (none or only some

"slots" are open to students from all areas of the city);

.. designed for non-traditional programs rather than "back-to-basics" (ele-

mentary school level).

Magnet schools do seem to have a positive effect on community attitudes toward

desegregatiod. The research teams repeatedly heard of anti-desegregation or-

ganizers being the first to send their children to magnet schools.

BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT PROGRAM
w. w,_

Evaluation riiidings to Date

The Basic Grants Program has greatly reduced the financial terriers to attending

postsecondary education to female, minority, and low income students.

.1. Survey data indicate that 55.1 percent of Basic Grant recipients are

female and 43.0 percent are from ralial or ethnic minorities.
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2. Approximately 9U% of the recipients are either independent students or de-
pendents with annual family incomes of less than $12,000.

The growth of Basic Grants has enabled states and inatitutions to free up funds
enhancing financial choice for both low and middle income students.

1. Twenty-three states and territories require a HOG application as a con04t1Js
for ntate awards.

2. Several states specifically indicate that Basic Grants allowed them to use
state money to subsidize student choice for low and middle income students.

SUPPLE1ENTA1 EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT FROGRAM

Evaluation Findings to Date

Supplemental Grants operate to aid female and minority students to a greater
degree than these groups are represented in total enrollments.

-- Fifty-four percent of Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Program's
recirients were female and 392 were of minority status.

Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Program aids somewhat higher income
students than does Basic Grants.

-- Almost 20% of Supplenental Educational Opportunity Grant Program's recipients
were from families dith parental incomes of $12,000 or more. At private uni-
versities this proportion increases to over 29%.

STATE STUDENT INCENTIVE GRANTS

Evaluation Findings to Date

Studies show a wide variation by state in the characteristics and distributional
effects of State Student Incentive Grants Prcgram.

.. State nrograms differ by award maximum and size, type of student and
institutions served, usage of Basic Educational Opportunity Grants in
state application process, and degree to which academic potential is a
factor in determining eligibility among other characteristics.

With the advent of the State Student Incentive Grants Program has come a remark-
able growth of state scholarship programs.

-- Twenty states have developed grant programs sincv State Student Incentive
Grants funds became available in 1914-75.
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.WORK -STUDY PROGRAM

Evaluation Findings to Date

The College Work-Study Program has provided work opportunities for females and

minority groups.

aa Fifty-five percent of recipients are female and almost 302 are from racial/

ethnic minorities.

While promoting access and choice for women,
minority groups, and low income

students, College Work-Study has also tended to be somewhat more mlo....-Income

in orientation than have most Federal grant programs.

At all institutions, students
with family incomes of $12,000 or more re-

ceived 282 of College Work-Study awards.
At private colleges and uni-

VOrSitiee this group rc.-mived 402 of College Work-Study awards.

While middle-income students finance a greater proportion of their expenses with

Job earnings than do low income students their reliance on College Work-Study is

substantially less.

Students from families with incomes of $15,001 to $20,000 attending low to

medium cost schools (institutional costs of $0-1.500) financed over.18% of

thair total cost with work earnings but only 1.42 with College Work-Study

earninp. Students from the lowest income category ($0-6,000) financed 152

of thiir total costs of attendance from work with approximately 1/3 from

College Werk-Study funds.

UPWARD BOUND

Evaluation Findings to Date

Ibe Upward Bound program increases the rate of entry into postsecondary education.

An increase of about 18 percent vas found by comparing Upward Bound program par-

ticipants to similar non-participants.

lte Upyird Bound program increases the rate of lagged entry among students who do

vat immediately enroll in postsecondary education. Among the high school graduates

in tha class of 1974 who did not immediately enter postsecondary education, 62 per-

cent of the Upward Sound participants and 36 percent of the non-participants en-

tered four-year colleges and universities.

Upward Sound participation was found to be associated with the entry into post-

secondary education of more ethnic minorities, more poverty-level students, and

more students classified as academic risks in high school.
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COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

Evaluation Findings to Date

Higher Education Act Title IV-D funds have been effective in increasing the number
of cooperative education programs in four-year and two-year institutions of ed-
ucation.

-- Title IV-D grants have been awarded to over 700 inntitutions to establish
cooperative education programa. In the recently completed study "Cooperative
Education - A National Assessment", 86 percent of the institutions in the sample
which had received IV-D funding nutted their co-op programs would not have
been initiated without the Title IV-D grant.

G000erative education is an indirect source of student financial aid.

.. Only 6 percent of students in the ntudy "Cooperative Education - A National
Assessment" indicated no replacement of co-op earnings would be necessary if
they did not participate in co-op ed. Another 6 percent said they could not
attend college without co-op earnings.

Participation in cooperative education is cost beneficial for the etudent.

-. In comparing co-op and non-co-op students, it was found that added financial
benefitn acérue to the co-op participant even when co-op participation entails
a fifth year of schooling.

TALENT SEARCH

Evaluation Findings to Date

The recruitment strategy appears effective in reaching a sizeable number of con-
tracts in the target populations of concern.

Effective relationships have been developed with a group of institutions to which
clients apply and at which many enroll.

Staff appear dedicated to program goals, and their cohesion and interaction appear
to be adequate, although little staff training is provided and there is consider-
able staff turnover.

DO TIC MINING AND MINERAL AND MINERAL FUEL
C(4SERYAnCI FELLOWSHIPS F/SCAL YEARS 1975 and 1976

Evaluation Findings to Date

Fellowships awarded serve a number of purposes.

.. 53 percent of the fellowships were used to. prepare nuperior students
for careens in the field.
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22 percent of the fellowships supported outstanding students who were

financially needy.

.. 16 percent of the institutions awarded Fellowship funds indiratud they

would be instrumental in attracting students to their Programs.

Of the 131 F^llows awarded fellowships in
1975 and 1976; 84 percent were pursuing a

master's degree, 16 percent,.A doctoral degree.

Fellowship recipients are able to find jobs in their fields.

m All of the 31 Fellows who have completed their prom= or left ,chool because

of a job offer before completing their degree
requirements were employed in a

field related to their study.

PUBLIC SERVICE FELLOWSHIPS AND INSTITUTIONAL
GIANTS FISCAL YEARS 1975 and 1976

Evaluation Findings to Date V
A review of the program files on the Fiscal Year 1975 and 1976 awards for ?ublic

Service indicates that Parts A and C of Title IX appear ta be affective in

their legtslative intents of improving programs which provide financial assistance

he Students to acquire such training.

Institutional grants were used to hire new faculty, to provide special

training for faculty, to develop and add new courses and to eNpand in-

ternship progr.m..

263 Fellowships were students in 52 institutions, 69 Fellows

earned their master's degree nd 88 obtained employment in their field.

Host (168) Fellows were continuing in the program.

LEGAL TRAINING FOR THE DISADVANTAGED

EveluatioA Findings to Date

This program appears to be relsonahly successful in fulfilling the legislative

intent of increasing the number of awyers from disadvantaged backgrounds by

providing skills assistance and fina cial aid.

.. Since the program's inception in 1968 through 1977, 2,337 students have

successfully completed the summer instruction program, the purpose of

which is to upgrade the students skills for law school.

m Of the 2,337 students completing the summer
institute. 2.211 have entered

law school.
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Currently 553 students are enrolled in the program. Of these approximately
60 percent are Blacks and 38 percent arp other minorities.

-- Sixty-nine percent of Codhcil on Legal Education Opportunity assisted
law students who might have graduated have done so.

INDIAN EDUCATION LEA GRANTS - PART A

Evaluation'Findings to Date

Project effectiveness, as judged by staff and Parent Committee Members in the
areas of overcoming academic difficaties, providing supplemental gervices, im-
proving school attitudes and developing favorable self-concepts, was not related
to per pupil expenditdre.

Projects in urban districts tended to be rated more effective in overcoming academic
difficulties and p_reel,Oing supPlementary services. This may be partially attrib-
utable to the organized approach taken toward the adminiltration of funds and thf
sophistication of the staff. Staff time spent on projects is somewhat'greater in
urban districts than in rural districts. \

Rural high density districts were rated the next most efective in overcoming
academic diffiRflties and providing supplementary servicfs. This may be due to
the larger number of children available for project enrollment and the resultine
higher funding level.

Projects in which parent organizations were involved were rated effAtive in helping
Native-Amertcan pupils to overcome academic difficulties, improve their attitude
toward school, and develop a favorable self-concept. The majority of parent com-
mittee invoivement was in the areas of providing staffing recommendations, pro-
posal review and development, budget review, needs assessment, establishment of
objectives, project monitoring and evaluation, and final report preparation.

The staff and parents rated 75 percent of the districts as being at least moder-
ately effective in overcoming academic difficulties, providing supplementary
services, iTproving attitudes toward school, and developing a more favorable self-
concept. Also, 50 percent of the projects were rated effectively by the staff
and parents in improving staff attitudes toward Native-American pupils and im-
proving non-Native American pupil attitudes toward Native-American pupils.

The data analyzed revealed that, in the vast majority of the districts, there
were staff involvement and program.improvements in the areas of academic achieve-
ment, Native-American language and cultural heritage, counseling and guidance,
attendance. self-concepts, responsibility and self-direetio=1, and in attitudes
toward schcoi
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION: SPECIAL PROGRAMS

FOR HANDICAPPED AND DISADVANTAGED

Evaluation Findings to Date

Without the setaside for handicapped
students, there would be few programs for the

bendicapped in any State. The finding is less clear for disadvantaged students

since State and local agencies aro more likely to match the disadvantaged seta-
.

aide than the handicapped setaside.

Handicapped Setaside

About 70% of the handicapped
students were in special classes. Two-thirds of the

training was non-skills training, that is, training not intended to prepare students

to compete in the open labor market in any given skill. craft, or trade. Half of

the students enrolled in this type of training were in prevocational cOursen.

Others mare enrolled in diagnostic
centers, mobility training,

nongainful home eco-

mosics, indujtrial arts, tutoring and sheltered workshops.

povever, in interviews,
handicapped students and their parents expressed favorable

altitudes toward the programs. The case study interviews
involved students in 5

states where students were more
likely to be enrolled in work experience programs.

Outcomes for these students appeared to be favorable.

Forty percent of the completers who were
still enrolled in school were

employed. ,Sixty percent of the completers who were no longer in school

Vete employed.

Dieadvantaged Setaside and Special Programs.

States view the setaside and special needs funds as primarily !or supportive ser-

vice0, such as pre-vocational,
remedial and world-of-work programs.

ee Sixty-nine perCent of the high school students
and 56'i of the postsecondary

level students were enrolled in these supportive programs.

e About half of the high school students were
enrolled in work experiencs

programs, indicating that it was not difficult to place disadvantayd

students in work situations.
However, the vast majority of students

enrolled in work experience projects
(861) were not receiving skills

training in school.

RIGHT TO READ

Evaluation Findings to Date

Practices of the Righeto Read Schoul-based projects arc effective in maintaining

Satisfactory reading progress among
elementary and secondary students.

TWenty-eight of the 44 school-based reading projects met or exceeded

the Right to Read criterion of satisfactory reading progress of elle
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month gain in reading achievement for each month of reading instruction.

Reading achievement gains are more likely to be effected at lower grade levels.

.. Upper grades among the school-based projects (Grades 7-9) did not show
reading gains to the same extent as did elementary grades.

Single-classroom single-teacher instruction is leas effective when the class in-
cludes more than one grade level.

Wherepore than one grade level was included under a single teacher in a
single classroom, learning did not take place to the same degree as in
single grade level classes.

Adult students reading gains are greater when taught in the typical school-room
context.

.. The greatest gains were achieved by students in class-room projects
operating within the regular school context, in contrast to projects ln
other enviroments or at other hours.

TEACHER CORPS

Evaluation Findings to Date

Corps Member Training Institutes were found to be effective.

Teacher Corps graduates had superior performance to non-corpm trained teachers on .7,

much variablen as developing ethnically relevant curricula, using community re-
sources in teaching and initiating contact with parents, and facilitating improved
self-concept in children.

0

INTERLIBRARY COOPERATION
(LIBRARY SERVICES CONSTRUCTION ACT III)

Evaluation Findings to Date

Library Services Construction Act I.II is a major driving force behind the develop-
ment of multitype library cooperation and networking, primarily at the State
level.

Library Services Construction Act III credited as a major influence on State
legislatures in passing legislation favoring cooperation and networking.

In Fiscal Year 1976, States reported spending $25.3 million of State and local
funds, $11.76 million of Library Services Construction Act I funda, and $2.75
million of Library Services Conatructinn Act III funds on library cooperation and
networking.

1
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Slightly more than 851 of projects receiving Library Services Const,6ction Act III

funds used the funds for support of operations; though permissible under the law,

this may be an inordinate imbalance away
from development and demonstration.

Much of the ibrary Services Construction Act III support goes to interlibraryf

loan and r ference and referral
services; this is a restricted range of servicet.

LIBRARY DeMONSTRATION

Evaluation Findings to Date

A study of the Library Demonstration Program (Higher Education Act UM was re-

% cently completed. Some salient findings were:

-.Higher Education Art I/B has had a significant impact upon the library

and information community because it proilided millions of dollars in

support of research znd demonstration where previously there were very few

funda available.

...luny products resulting from the.program
have had potential for widespread

application. 371 of,the projecto identified other projezts which have

utilized products developed under Program grants.

-Impact of the program has been diffused because of /ack of a cohesive

national plan for direction of the program, lack of adequate dissemination

at tto national level, end lack of other aspects of a linkage system to

propel findings of this Program into practical applications.

EDUCATION FOR THE HANDICAPPED - EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Evhluation Findings to Datere--\\

There is positive progrmm impact in the personal
social, adaptive, cognitive, and comr

munications growth areas. (with the greatest imps t on "Personal-Social develop-

ment"). Of all handicap groups, educable mentall retarded appeared to show

the greatest overall gain, as did children with longer treatment periods, For )

all handicap groups, there was no
significant impact on motor development.

Projects that had medium child-staff
ratios (i.e., 4.8 to 6.8s1) that were home-

based (as contrasted with
center-based) and that had developed and used their

own curriculum materials appeared to have the greatest impact on handicapped

chi'dren.

A fcalow-up study to determine
where graduates of these projects were placed

indicated that about two-thirds of the
graduates were placed In reeular school

classes or regular school classes with
ancillary special education services.

Three-quarters of the graduates studied went to public schools

1).(C51 *w
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EDUCATION OF THE HAND/CAPPED UNDEB P. L. 94-142

Evaluation Findings to Date

Both State and local educational agencies are developing management information .

systems to keep track of handicapped children and personnel aasirmenta.

Special and rqgular education teachers and administrators, as well as parents,
have devoted more time to identifying children's needs, developing individualized
education.programs, and determining the optimal placements for handicapped pupils.

The current allocation formula provides local agencies with flexibility to increase
those services that are most needed in their jurisdiction.

'

Given that the Act has only been in effect for one school year, a great deal of
activity has occurred.

ItFederal appropri ions have increased from $315 million in FY 1977 to $804 million
in FY 1979, thus roviding States with a large increase in financial assistance to
meet the goals of he Act.

Many of the problems that were expected to impede implementation are being re-
solved.

States must increase their efforts to find undiagnosed handicapped children and
provide them with the services they need.

'CAREER EDUCATION

Evaluation Findings to Date

Interest in career education was wide-spread among local districts in 1974-75,
but broad implementation had just begun.

" Although 522 of the nation's students were in districts where at least
one of 15 major career education learning activities was broadly imple-
mented, only a fifth (21%) were in districts where over half of tho 15
activities were well established.

Local districts saw staff development in career education as their greatest need
and were doing something about it.

More than half (57%) of the nation's school districts were carrying on
such development. Overall, about 19% of elementary teachers were in-
volved, 20% of middle-school teachers, and 18% of high school teachers.

Many States had taken individual action to Vegin implementation.

-- Example - Most States (42) had adopted a written career education
policy. Over a third (36% or 18) had advisory councils. Nine

9
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States had passed legislation on career education. Full-time State

cootdinatora wet:. found in about half (28) of the States.

COMMUNITY SCHOOLS

Evaluation Findings to Date

Substantial levels of effort, essentially in keeping with the

grants and federal poliay, had been expended.

Theme levels of program effort and activity were achieved, in

were major commitments of non-federal resources supplementing

(typically personnel and materials, but with small amounts of

terms of the federal

part, because there
the federal funds
cash).

The majority of the projects which had received federal tunds for only one year

were continuing at least Home of these activities, and IP several the level of

effort, even without federal funds, had increased.

These project supported activities had produced desired erfects on the educational

and broader community systems with which they were concerned, and also produced

identifiable changes in individuals
which'were appreciated by these project par-

ticipants.

H
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EVALUATIONS IN PROGRESS

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT TITLE I -
STATE AND LOCAL GRANTS

Sy the end of 1979, evaluations will show what percent of students retain fall-to-
spring achievement gains during the summer months, what types of services are pro-
vided to students 6f different educational and economic status, what are the costs
end cost-effectiveness of services, and what's the nature and extent of parents'
Involvement in their child's education.

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT TITLE I -

MIGRANT CHILDREN

By the end of 1980, evaluations will show what services the program provides and
who the recipients are, and 4111 sssss s 'the basic kill attainments and school
attendance of program participants.

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION.ACT TITLE I -
PROGRAM FOR NEGLECTED OR DELINQUENT CHILDREN

By the end of 1979, evaluations will show what impact Title I services have on
student perforeance and attitude, and what experiences students have after re-
lease from the institutions.

ILLIXENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT TITLE -
CONSOLIDATION PROGRAM

By the end of 1979, evaluations will provide an assessment of Title IV consoli-
dation as a Federal funding strategy, the extent of non-public school partici-
pation, the extent of small-district participation, and an assessment of the
mole of State Advisory Councils for Title IV.

ILDCENYARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT TIT,'" VII -
BILINGUAL EDUCAT.

sy the end of 1981, evaluations of bilingual training grants will:

describe the characteristics of teacher training progress operated by
institutions of higher education and the nature of the instruction
provided;

determine how local education agencies allocated their training funds;

estimate the number of bilingual education teachers being trained and the
number receiving degrees or certificates; and
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.-- estimate the number of individuals entering the ponl of available bilingual

education teachers and the degree to which these individuals subsequently

participate in bilingual education projects.

BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS

By the end of 1979, cLluations will describe and assess existing procedures in

the management and operations of thy campus-based and basic grant programs. There

will be findings of this sort for the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants,

Work-Study Programs. and Direct Loans Prngram aH well.

For this program, evaluations will specifically show:

the relative impacts of grants, loans, work-stud), and institutional

enOironments on students rersistence behavior (toward degree completinn)

once they have entered postsecondary education;

the relationships over time between program Nailing levels and the

achievement of access and choice objectives;

-- what difficulties students face in applying for Basic Grants and to what

extent these determine who applies for aid; and

.. the effect of different needs analysis systems on the calculation.of

expected family kontributions and how these are related to the actual

and expected loan/work burdens students face.

SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT PROGRAM

By the end of 1979, evaluations will show:

what the relative impacts of grant aid, loans, work-study and

institutional environment are on student persistence behavior (toward

a degree) after once entering postsecondary education:

how institutions differ in their student aid packaging behaviors;

what costs institutions must bear to comply with program regulations;

-- what audit and prog:am review procedures are most apt to maintain

program intcgr and

what the effoit on distributional equity would be of eliminating or

shanging the state allocations formulas for campus-based programs

including Sopplemental Educati6a1 opportunity Granth.
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STUDENT LOAN INSURANCES FUND (GSL)

During 1979, evaluations will show:

-- the number of non-agency j(currently Federal Insurance Student Loan Program)
...-

States which will form their own loan guarantee agencies during Fiscal Year
197.9 and Fiscal Year 1980;

-- the different operational patterns of models for the 32 State agencies
currently in operation;

the entire cost structurq of existing State agencies, analyzed by major
operating functions;

-- the types and levels of services delivered by State guarantee agencies
to lenders, borrowers, and educational tnstitutions;

ehe deficiencies and errors by State agencies in reporting operating data
to the Office'of Education.

EDUCATION FOR THE HANDICAPPED - REGIONAL RESOURCE CENTERS

By the end of 1980, evaluations will assess the effectiveness of the program in
providing technical assistance to State Education Agencies and Local Education
Agencies particularly as regards assistance in the implementation of P.L. 94-142.
Specificaily, the study will:

1 '

-4 describe the organizational structures of the program and projects;
, identify the populations served, and describe the objectives of each

Regional Resource Center project;

determine the impact of the services delivered by Regional Resource
Center projects; identify the project strategies that are.relatively
more effective in achieving program objectives, and analyze Cie costs
in relationship to project operations and impact.

BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING

By the end uf 1979, evaluations will show for adults in 'he programs any
changes in labor forc participation, employment status, emp yment rate,
change in job earnings, change in occupation and entry into a itional
trainiug or education programs.
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TITLE I OF THE LIBRARY SERVICES AND CONSTRUCTION ACT

By the end of 1980, evaluations will show the following:

how has over 20 years of Federal support affected Public Library Service

in the U.S..?

- -what changing funding patterns at State and local levels have occurred as

a result of this legislation?

what are the location and demygraphic
characteristics of library users

and non-users?

- - how has Title I impacted on interlibrary cooperation, library persunnel

and other related issues?

TEACHER CORPS

By the end of 1983, evaluations will show:

- - how teacher classroom behaviors impact on classroom performance;

- - how school/community interaction and involvement can be enhanced

by Teacher Corps; and

-- how Teacher Corps can be an effectfve chfinge agent in communitiya.

44. 411 7. - 11
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M-r. CoNTE-,ThatisAhe_only questhnTlie

FRAUD. AI3USE. AND WASTE

Mr. EARLY. FO'r goals for fraud, waste, and abuse, when Secretary
Califano was here he raised the problem of having a $1 billion
reduction. I imagine the goal is zero zero zero.

Dr. BERRY. That is right. We would like to have zero.
Mr. EARLY. In fraud I think you should be able to obtain it. If

you are suggesting unused space there is some waste we can't
expect. I think the Inspector General would have shown that as
wise, but I assume your goals are zero zero zero. We don't appropri-
ate any money for fraud waste and abuse; do we?

Mr. PICKMAN. No, we don't, but unfortunately with the amount
of dollars we are responsible for administering, not all of them are
spent as efficiently as they should be.

Mr. EARLY. That can be said of every agency in the Federal
Government.

Mr. PICKMAN. That is correct, and I think it is incumbent upon
every agency to do something about eliminating as much fraud,
abuse, and waste as possible.

Mr. EARLY. I assume they are all going down that route.
Mr. PICKMAN. I hope you are right.

HEALTH PROFESSIONS GRADUATE STUDENT LOAN INSURANCE FUND

Mr. EARLY. I agree with your skepticism. Tell me, Doctor Berry,
going back to the HEAL program, students that participate in
HEAL can't receive a GSLP. A student told me to get HEAL you
are not eligible for any other program.

Ms. BEEBE. That is partially correct. The law governing the HEAL
program precludes a student from receiving a HEAL loan during
the same academic year he or she receives a Guaranteed Student
Loan Program loan. HEAL borrowers are, however, eligible for
other student aid programs such as National Direct Student Loan
and College Work-Study. I believe that under Health Professions
Student Loans, administered by Public Health Service, a student
must be of exceptional financial need to be eligible to participate.
It is my understanding that they are preparing regulations to
revise that definition.

We would be happy to provide those proposed changes to you,
although that program is not administered by the Office of Educa-
tion.

Mr. EARLY. I would appreciate it if you would.
[The information follows:]

PROPOSED REGULATIONS FOR ItEALTH PROFESSIONS STUDENT LOANS

Proposed regulations for Health Professions Student Loans, administered by
Public Health Service, are currently being reviewed in the Office of the Secretory of
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

Mr. EARLY. When a youngster told me that was the situation I
told him you are wrong. But he was right. If we restrict anyone
who participates in HEAL from any other assistance, if we don't
make 100 percent available under the assistance programs, he hasto end up with HEAL, and that is 12 percent compounded
annually.

:1
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REDUCTION IN REGULATION PAGES

On the reduction in the pages, I think you have suggested there
was a 500 page reduction.

Mr. PICKMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. EARLY. 500 out of how many?
Mr. PICKMAN. I don't know the answer to that. I will have to

supply it for the record.
[The information follows:]
The number of pages of regulations the. Office of Education reduced from Title 45

CFR, Parte 100-199 (compiled October 1, 1976) was 498 from a total of 1,167.

GOALS REGARDING REGULATIONS

Mr. EARLY. What is our goal there? To get down to how many
pages?

Ms. BEEBE. I don't think our goals for our regulations are stated
precisely in the number of pages to be reduced, but we do have
some other specific objectives. One is to take all of our regulations
and rewrite them into basic straightforward English. That is a
major objective.

Mr. EARLY. Are you going to have lawyers do that for you?
Ms. BEEBE. No, sir, we are not. We have individuals who are

trained in the English language who are working on those.
Dr. BERRY. Lawyers are trained in the English language, Mr.

Early.
Ms. BEEBE. My colleagues are reminding me they are trained in

the legal profession, and that they too are trained in the English
language.

We are working to have regulations written as clearly as possible
and while our legal staff works with us, the regulations get a final
runthrough for simplification.

A second objective is to try to make as few regulations as
possible.

Mr. PICKMAN. Another objective is to streamline and expedite
the time it takes to produce a regulation. I think we have made
substantial progress in that regard.

For example, regulations that were begun prior to January 1977,
in the Office of Education took 659 days from the time planning
the regulation began until the regulation was published in the
Federal Register. We have cut that by a third.

I still think that is too long, and we hope to knock that down by
another 25 percent in the next 18 months.

Mr. EARLY. We cut it by a third, or to a third?
Mr. PICKMAN. By a third. It now takes 414 days.
Mr. EARLY. It takes over a year?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is correct.

REDUCING THE TIME REQUIRED TO PUBLISH REGULATIONS

Mr. EARLY. How ean we reduce that? How can we help reduce
that?

Dr. BERRY. The administration has in its proposal to create a
Department of Education a suggestion that will be an administra-
tive change to cut down on some of the time involved.

9:1u
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Mr. EARLY. Is it because we have so many people and everyonehas to satisfy his job? When a regulation comes in no one says that
is perfect; otherwise, he wouldn't be needed.

Mr. PICKMAN. That is part of it, and we are trying to do some-thing about that. What we have done is to categorize regulations
into three categories: Major, policy significant, and technical; andwe have reduced the number of offices that get involved in thetechnical and less significant regulations so that everyone does nothave to get their two cents in and approve it.

Second, and with all due respect, the Congress does not always
pass laws with the greatest clarity.
o° Mr. EARLY. The lawyers write all ours.

Mr. PICKMAN. It is often incumbent upofil the executive branch tofigure out what the Congress meant and .we frequently do thatthrough the regulatory process. So it is not just a matter of follow-ing very clear direction. Developing regulations often involvesmaking very basic policy decisions which do not lend themselves toquick solutions.
Mr. EARLY. What do you think about 659, which is now down to414? Couldn't we have a set of regulations from day one at leastwithin nine months?
Mr. PICKMAN. It depends on the regulation, sir. With some ofthem we have done that. On others we might not be able to do it.Mr. EARLY. Was 659 an average?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is correct, for regulations starting beforeJanuary 1977. However, included in that average is a regulationthat took over 1,200 days from initial planning to final publication.However, that regulation was held up because there was a lawsuitfiled which had to be settled before the regulation could be final-ized.
There are a lot of factors that enter into the development ofregulations. We know we can cut the time involved further, but itis very difficult to predict or say that every regulation is going tobe completed within a set period of time.

FEDERAL HIRING FREEZE

Mr. NATCHER. Tell me, Mr. Pickman, wiiat effect will the freezeon employment have on funding requirements for this fiscal year?Mr. PICKMAN. It is not exactly a freeze, sir. We have been operat-ing under two procedures. The first. was a hiring limitation wherewe were permitted to 011 one out of two vacancies..
We have been operating under that procedure since the end ofOctober. Recently we were given ceilings for the Department. Ceil-ings were then allocated among the various components.
Right now we must reduce the number of on-board employees tocome within that ceiling. There are appeals that are permitted ifpriority needs arise.
It is very difficult to tell, sir, the extent to which the ceiling willaffect our funding. Without the ceiling it is quite certain we wouldspend more money because we would have more people on board.Mr. FORBUSH. I could add because of that ceiling we have beenable to absorb the pay raises 100 percent in the Office of Education.
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UNUSED FUNDS AT THE END OF 1979

Mr. NATCHER. All right.
Do you expect to have an unobligated balance at the end of fiscal

year 1979.
Mr. PICKMAN. No, sir, but I would like to give some money back

to the Treasury if we can effect further savings in 1979, but our

budget is pretty tight.

AVE UMBER OF EMPLOYEES

Mr. NATCHER. udget justifications on page 440 show a

decrease of permane positions but an increase of 116 in average

number of employees. How do you explain these figures?
Ms. BEEBE. The increase is accounted for by an increase in the

number of short-term temporary employees we will have on board,

including part-time high school students and summer employees.

EXPENSES FOR TRAVEL, COMMUNICATIONS, AND OTHER SERVICES

Mr. NATCHER. How were you able to reduce your budget for

travel, communications and, other services?
Mr. PICKMAN. I would just,like to say whenever you look careful-

ly at any of our Salaries and Expenses categories you can find

opportunities for savings. We have taken a very, very hard look at

travel and we established priorities.
For example, site visits and monitoring are the most important

justifications for travel. Technical assistance is another one, and
relationships with our regions is another.

We think there are a lot of people traveling to ra.ake unnecessary
speeches. We think people are attending conferences that they
don't need to, and we think that our travel can be coordinated

better.
For example, if someone is going to make a speech in a city, why

can't that person also be briefed and then make a site visit at one
of the institutions we are funding? There are many opportunities
for savings in travel as well as in other areas.

Ms. BEEBE. In the communications area we are reducing the
number of teiephones that we have and we are also reducing the
number of typewriters.

RENT CHARGES

Mr. NATCHER. How did you calculate the increase of $779,000

requested for standard level user charges?
Mr. PICKMAN. That is the rent that we pay to the General

Services Administration for space. There was an increase in the
average rent per square foot from $7.60 to $7.94 this past year. In
addition, because we brought large numbers of people back from
the regions we will move into approximately 65,000 more square

feet of space.
We are still below the recommended per square foot average per

employee right now sc we really didn I. have very much control

over that figure.
Mr. NATCHER. In other words, this is a mandatory expense that

must be paid?
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Mr. P1CKMAN. Yes.

DISTRIBUTION OF STAFFING

Mr. NATCHER. Describe the system used to distribute staffing
among the varous bureaus and offices. How do you go about this?

Mr. PICKMAN. There are various ways we measure the number of
people we need to carry out some of the functions. For example, wehave a sense of how many grantees will be funded so we can figureout how many site visits we should make to monitor each of the
grantees. Then we can figure out how long it takes to do that and
how many people are needed. Moreover if we have some sense ofthe number of applications in ,a program we then can say how
many applications have to be reviewed and the number of peopleecessary to do this.

OFFICE OF PRIVATE SCHOOLS

Mr. NATCHER. You are proposing an increase of five positions tocreate a new Office of Private Schools. What is the purpose of thisnew office?
Mr. PICKMAN. The purpase of this new office is to be sensitive tothe needs of nonpublic schools. There are specific statutory provi-sions which provide for services for students in nonpublic schools,

and we believe they cut across many of our progms.
To have one central focus for this hnportant function would bethe best way to insure that the rights that are legally created areprotected. For example, if certain services aren't provided as man-dated by law, we are permitted to have a bypass procedure where

we can go around local agencies and provide services.
Again, we felt we needed an office whose focus would coordinatethis effort.

HORACE MANN LEARNING CEN'!'ER

Mr. NATCHER. You show an increase of nine positions for the
Horace Mann Learning Center. Describe for us the activities of thiscenter. What do you do at this particular center?

Mr. PICKMAN. This center is devoted to training and upgradingthe almost 4,000 employees of the Office of Education.
It is not so much a new function as a pulling together of whatwas before many training functions that were distributed and doneby other organizations.
We felt we knew the needs best and if we could do much more ofthis in-house, we could achieve better efficiencies and target ourtraining more effeetively.
One of our greatest needs is to train managers. We want to focuson how to be a supervisor and how to manage effectively.
So often you look in various prbgrams and say,"I wish we had abetter manager there." It is not always the person. It is just he orshe has never been trained properly. One of the missions of theHorace Mann Learning Center is to focus on this effort.
Mr. NATCHER. IS it open to Federal employees and the public?Mr. P1CKMAN. It is almost exclusively for Office of Education andsome other Federal employees. Certain of its programs, for exam-
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ple, panels or forums, may be open to the public. I will have to
check.

[The information follows:]
My research indicates that on occasion, and on a space-available basis, lectures,

forums and panels are open to personnel from other Federal agencies. The facilities
of the Horace Mann L,earning center, however, are not made available to the

general public.

CONSULTANT SERVICES

Mr. NATCHER. How much do you have in your 1989 budget for

consultant services?
Mr. PICKMAN. I would like to supply that answer for the record.
Mr. NATCHER. All right.
[The information follows:]
In the overall Office of Education budget, including both pi ogram appropriations

and the salaries and expenses appropriation, we estimate approximately $36.4 mil-

\ lion. Approximately $3.4 million of this estimate comes from the Salaries and
Expenses budget for consultant services contracts in the areas of program adminis-

\
tration, management, automatic data processing, and training, as well as for ap-
pointive consulthnts:

LARGEST RECIPIENTS OF 1978 CONSULTANT CON TRACTS

Mr. NMVHER. For the record, if you will insert the names of the
five largest recipients of consultant contracts and show the
amounts received in 1978.

Mr. PICKMAN. We will do that, sir.
[The information followsj

1

A
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Nr. Picknen. The five largest recipients of consultant contracts are shownholey.

/Pardee; Same, Address, Award
Number

.

System Development Corporation
2500 Colorado Avenue

Smote Monica, CA 90406
300-75-0332

Om Line Systems

115 Eversreen Heishts Drive
Pittsburgh, FA 15229

100-75-0195

SOS International
333 Ravenswood Avenue
Neale Park, CA 94025

3000.74-02119

Ostmark of Innovative
labials (The)

$OO South Main Street
Anaver, MA 01810

300-76-0527

Applied Management sciences
962 Mayne Avenue, Suite 701
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Sureau/Office
Institute/
Center Activity

Office of Eval-
uation end Dis-
semination

Durum of Stu-
dent Financial
Assistance

Office of Eval-
uation end Dim.
seminstion

Office of Eval-
uation and Dis-
semination

Sures, of Stu-
dent Financial
Assistance

Total
Current
Obligation

$ 4,505,000

Title andfor Major
Objectives

To study the
sustaining effects
of compensatory
education.

3,320,000 To develop a system
to track students
enl funds for the
Guaranteed Student
Loan Frosrsm.

2.1676,600 TO conduct lonst-
tudinal studies of
the grant cycle to
meiftre program
effectiveness in :he
leacher Corps
Program and of the
program; in the
implementation of
P.L. 94-142.

2,117,300 To conduct studies
of Federal and
State dissemination
strategies.

1,520,000 To develop a study
technique to
determine the degree
of program abuse; in
tudent financial
assistance programs.

$13,938,900
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Mr. NATCHER. This concludes the hearings on Salaries and Ex-
penses of the Office of Education. Mr. Pickman and Dr. Berry and
all of the others, we want you to know that we appreciate your
appearing before our committee at this time in behalf of your
budget request.

Ms. BEEBE. Thank you very much for the nice hearing for the
Office of Education.

Mr. NATCHER. Yes, this also concludes the hearings for the Office

of Education. I think the hearings have been good, generally speak-
ing.

[The following questions were submitted to be answered for the
recordl

REORGANIZATION OF REGIONAL OFFICES

Mr. NATCHER. For fiscal year 1979, you show 3,515 positions. How many of these
positions are in the regional offices and how many are in Washington, D.C.?

Mr. PICKMAN. There are 718 positions in the regional offices and 2,797 in Wash-

ington, D.C.?
Mr. NATCHER. Last year, y o u told us about your plans to shift people from the

regional offices to Washington i as this change produced any particular benefts?
Mr. PICKMAN. The Regional i ces of Educational Programs now provide a base

of information and technical asdistance for education in states and localities across
all programs of the Education Division. Of necessity, the technical assistance is not

of the decision-making type because final authority of a program rests in Washing-
ton. The overall affect in the first six months of full operation under the new
structure has been to open up technical assistance and information services to a
wider audience in the schooncommunity and to plan for more intensive technical
assistance in program areas affecting equal educational opportunities, the handi-
capped, and discretionary programs directed toward school improvement. Additional
examples of activities under the new structure include public hearings and briefings
on Public Law 95-651, services to non-public schools called for by law, and special
services on behalf of Indian education in selected regions.

Mr. NATCHER. What program responsibility remains in the regional offices?
Mr. PICKMAN. The program responsibilities of the Regional Offices of Student

Financial Assistance consist of approval of claims; collection of money on defaulted
loans; program reviews; lender reviews for Title VI programs; and recommendations
for such corrective actions as elimination, suspension, or termination of loan and
lender agreements.

The Regional Offices of Educational Programs have no direct program responsibil-
ity. They provide a communication network through which the Office of Education
can determine the impact of federal education programs and the needs and prob-
lems of each region. 'The education communities are provided information about
available federal programs and are also furnished technical assistance.

Lisa OF COLLECTIONS FROM DEFAULTED STUDENT LOANS

Mr. NATCHER. In the 1979 appropriation bill, Congress authorized the use of $10
million in collections on defaulted student !mai. How much of the $10 million has
been made available so far under this proceduvt?

Mr. PICKMAN. $6.9 million will have been distributed to the Bureau of Student
Financial Assistance by the end of April, 1979.

Mr. NATCHICE. How much in total have collections on defaulted loans increased as
a result of the additional collectors?

Mr. P1CKMAN. The total collected in fiscal year 1978 was $15,700,000. In just the
first six months of fiscal year 1979, the total collected is $17,700,000.

Mr. NATCHER. How many collectors have been hired through these transferred
funds?

Mr. PICKMAN. Presently, there are 850 term employees on-board, 137 additional
are pending entrance on duty dates. Bureau of Student Financial Assistance expects
to hire a total of 1,042 by April 30, 1979.

UNRESOLVED AUDITS

Mr--"N/ATCHF.R. In October 1978, the General Accounting Office reported that
Federal agencies have a large backlog of unresolved audit findings. It was reported
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that the Office of Education has 253 unresolved audits totalling $31.9 million.
Describe the system used in your office for resolving auditor's findings.

Mr. PICKMAN. The Office of Education receives audits performed by the Health.Education, and Welfare Audit Agency, the General Accounting Office, and iride-pendent auditors, i.e., Certified Public Accountant firms. Office of Education offi-
cials are responsible for resolving audit findings, except in the case of discretionary
program audit findings where the respective grants officer in the Division of Grants
and Procurement Management is responsible for resolution. Resolution consists ofrevipwing auditors' findings, sustaining or not sustaining the findings, negotiating
means of repayment of monetary findings, and making final determinations regard-ing refunds due the Office of Education and plans for implementing non-monetaryfindings.

.As of March 1, 1979, state education agencies and local, education agencies havethe right to appeal program officials' determinations regarding audit findings under
specified programs to Office of Education's expanded Education Appeals Board.The Office of Education's Audit Liaison and Coordination Staff (ALM) is responsi-ble for assuring that program officials' resolutions are coMplete.

When a monetary audit deficiency is sustained, the Office of Education, Finance
Division is notified of amounts to be refunded to the Office of Education throughcash payments. Auditees submit verification of amouni: to be refunded the Office ofEducation through Departmental Financial Aasistance Financing System offsetsagainst continuing awards of grants. The Finance Division lb responsible for collect-ing and reporting cash refunds due the Office of Education.

Mr. NATCHER. What progress has been made in reducing th.. backlog of Unre-
solved audits for the Office of Education?

Mr. PICKMAN. OE records show that 534 audits were open on Octth.ar 1, 1978, andthat the area of greatest audit activity is. in Student Financial AO. In order todecrease fraud and abuse, all i 'tutions participating in financial aid programsare required to submit biennial its. We are currently in the first cycle of thisbiennial requirement and are ng to adapt the agency to the responsibility of
resolving thousands of audits.

In December 1978, the Office of Education set a goal for not having more than 375open audits on hand on December 31, 1979. We expect to receive 2,100 audits forresolution in Calendar Year 1979, compared to 770 in Calendar Year 1978. Weexpect to close 2,400 audits in 1979, compared to 863 in 1978.To achieve these goals, we plan to hire additional Audit Resolution Specialists inthe Bureau of Student Financial Assistance (BSFA), and to develop a contingencyfor detailing Regional Bureau of Student Financial Assistance staff with programexpertise to Washington if resolutions begin to fall seriously behind. We will alsoactivate an Office of Education Audit Control system for tracking the status ofaudits, including follow-up on non-monetary findings to assure the grantee hastaken promised corrective actions.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS COSTS

Mr. NATCHER- Part of your computer system is financed from the Student LoanInsurance Fund. However, this budget for salaries and expenses shows $5.5 millionfor computer contracts for 1980. Why do you need $5.5 million under this appropri-ation account?
Mr PICKMAN. The fiscal year 1980 Automatic Data Processing (ADP) budgetanticipates no new major initiatives. The major thrust during fiscal year 1980 willbe to continue our evaluation of current system activity with a view toward onlysupporting systems which are cost effective.
The $5 5 million is essentially for operation and maintenance of current systems.This funding which is $433,000 less than the fiscal year 1979 level will supportoffice-wide systems such as the Financial Management System and the contractsand grants system as well as many small to medium sized systems supportive toindividual Office of Education programs.

ADVISORY COMMITTEES

Mr. NATCHER. flow many advisory committees have been abolished in the Officeof Education in the past year')
Mr PICKMAN. In fiscal year 1978 we recommended that 6 committees be combinedinto two committees. Congress rejected this recommendation.
The Environmental &fixation Advisory Council expired September 30, 1978, andthe National Advisory Courkil on Equality of Educational Opportunity will expireSeptember 3(1. 1979
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Mr. NATCHER. Have you recommended legislation to abolish any statutory adviso

. ry committees? (If so, identify them)
Mr. PlCKMAN. No, the annual comprehensive review of advisory committees is in

progress. Departmental decisions are pending. When the review is completed and
approved by GSA and OMB. the Commissioner will send his recommendations to

the Congress in accordance with Section 448th) of the General Education Provision

Act.

[The justifications follow:]
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435
Appropriation Estimate

Salarieleee Expenses

For carrying out, to the extent
not otherwise provided, the General Education

Provisions Act, including rental
of conference rooms in the District of'Columbia,

1.x0116,830,000] $428,353;000:
Providd, That during the current fiscal year up to

D10,000,000) $70,500,000 in colleckions on
Federally insured defaulted loans may

be transferred to the Salaries and Expenses account for the payment of related

collection activities.

1
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. A 1/mounts Available for Obligation -

Real transfer to:

Department of Commerce 2
Y

1979

.126,830,000

335,000

'Comparative transfer to:

"Student Assistance" for contractual services 1 843 000

Subtotal, budget authority

Offsetting collections from:

"Student Loan Insurance Fund"3/

Total, obligationt

$12416521000

1980

8128,153,000

53,000

10 000 000 10 500 000

$134,652,000 $138,853,000

1/ Excludes the following amount for reimbursable
account: 1979 - $4251000; 1980 $4251000.

activities carried out by this

2/ Transter of the Educational Broadcasting Facilities Proaram under P.L. 95-567.

3/ Collections on Federal dsfauleee loans to be used for related collection
activities.
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3 7

Sutanary of Changes

1979 Estimated budget authority./ $124,652,000

r-t 1480 Estimated budget authority
128,353,000

Net change + 3,701,000

1979 Base Change from Base

E, Amt. EU& AnIt.

Increases:
Built-in:
1. Annualization of unfilled

positions $72,184,000 --- +$4,861,000

2. Within-grade and promotional
increases + 1,438,000

3. Employee benefits 7,484,000 ---

4. Ivo more paid days in fiscal

yen. 1480

5. Increased cost for rent 5,912,000

Subtotal
+ 8,289,000

+ 614,000

+ 597,000

+ 779 000

Program!
I. Increased operating expenses

for other personnel cmpense-
tion 1,418,000 ---

2. Increased operating expenses
for printing aLd roduction 1,642,000 ---

Subtotal

+ 389,000

+ 508 000

+ 897,000

rotol increases + 9,186,000
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4 3

Dacreastst
dullt in:
I. Savings from.reduced positions 3,515 904,000 -25 - 904,000

Program:
I. Decreased operating expenses

tort

(a) Other than permanent

positions

(b) Travel and transportation
of things

(c) ('ommmmications and
utilities

---

--

2,891,(X10

5,624,000

11,568,000

---

---

,

- 408,000

- 1,295,000

- 1,094,0p0

(d) ADP --- 5,933,000 --- - 433,000

(*) Other services --- 8,543,000 --- - 1,014,000

(t) Supplies -- 977,000 --- - 65,000

(g) Equipment --- 476,000 --- - 272.000
Subtotal --- -4,581.000

' Total decreases...
-25 - 5,485,000

Net champ
-25 + 3,701,000

1 ij
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Budget Authority by Activity

4 3 9

1979
Aitimite

1980
estimate

Increase or
Dec eese

Pos. Amount Pos. Amount Pos. Amount

Fro$C4M admin1
strattort. 3,481 8116,419,000 3,462 8119,408,000 19

_

42,989,000

Advisory
committees 34 2,321,000 28 2,254,u00 - 6 67,000

Standard level
user charge 5 912 000 6.691.000 729 000

Total, budget
authority 3,515 124,652,000 3,490 128,34,000 25 4. 3,701,000

44.111 f. 71 h4

t

1
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Budget Authority by Obj..,t

1474

Estimate
1480

Estimate
Increase ,r
Decrease,

ics'tal number of permanent positions 3,515 3,490 25

)'ull-tlme equivalent of all other postti 166 144 22

Average number of all employees 3,582 3,648 . 116

Personnel compensation:
Permanent positions $ 72,184,000 $ 78,176,000 45,492,600Positions other than permanent 2.841,v00 2,483,000 - 408,000Other personnel compensation 1,418,000 1,807,000 389,000

Subtotal ..
. . 76,443,000 82,466.000 . 5,973,000

Personnel benefits 7,484,000 8,048,000 . 614,000

Travel and transportation of persons 5,534,000 4,274,000 - 1,255,000

Transportation of things 6 . .1 90,000 50,000 - 40,000

gent
5,412,000 6,691,000 . 779,000

:'ommunications and utilities
11,568,000 10,474,000 - 1,044,000

Printing and reproduction.
1,642,000 2,150,000 . 508,000

Othrr services:
ADP contracts

5,933,000 5,500,000 433,000Other service,
8,543,000 7,529,000 - 1,014,000

Subtotal
14,476,000 13,029,000 - 1,447,001,

Supplies and materials
977,000 912,000 - 65,000

Equipment
476,000 204,000 272,000

Total budget authority by oblect.. 124,652,000 128.353,000 3,701,000
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Significant Items in Nouse and Senate

Appropriations.Committeesiteports

Action taken or to be taken

1979 Senate Snort

Consultant costs

1. The Committee directed the Secretary 1.

to submit a report to it, within 60

days from the date of their report, pro
viding a distribution of the $194 illion
allowed for consultant costs. This

report should be accompanied by

recission requsts for the portion of

the $42 million that is neither
appropriated nor necessary:for the
conduct of inhouse valuation and
other supportive activities. Also

expected are reprogramming requests for

amounts which can be targeted on high

priority programmotical activities.

2. The Committee indicated its expectation
that the Office of Education Eve a
higher priority to timely announcement
of grants and contract awards, timely
issuance of regulations, and improvement
of basic services to schools. Included

in the report were the Committee's specific

recommendations for the reallocation of
positions within the Office of Education.

441

The report was transmitted to
the Committee on January 5, 1979.

Included in the report was the
allocation of the 094 million
allowance for consultant costs,
and .a explanation of how the
appropriated funds in excess of

the allowance for consultant Cbsts

will be used.

2. The Office of Education has been
engaged tn a continuous review of

tts personnel distribution. Our

proposed fiscal year 1900 budget,
while not coinciding precisely
with the Committee's allocation, is
tn agreement with the Committee's

basic objectives. A response

addressing the Committee's concerns
will be forthcoming.



Salaries and expenses:
I. Program administration

(GEPA, Part ......

' 2. Advisory committees /

(GEPA, Part 0)

Total 8A

1 ti
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Authorizing Legislation

1979 1980
Amount 1979 Amount 1980

Authorized Estimate Authorized- Estimate

Indefinite $122,331,000 Indefinite $126,09q,000

!ndetinite 2.321.000 Indefinite 2.2,5.000

124,652,000 128,353,000
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4 3
Salaries and Expenses

Year

Budget
Estimate

to Con ress

House
Allowance

Senate
Allowance Appropriation

1970 $ 75,402,000 $ 75,402,000 $ 73,166,000 $ 73,428,000

1971 95,447,000 93,862,000 87,172,000 87,172,000

1972 88,104,000 87,754,000 86,059,000 87,059,000

1973 94,384,000 94,384,000 91,161,000 91,911,000

1974 95,982,000 88,968,000 80,734,000 82,094,000

1975 100,065,000 97,739,000 92,876,000 93,494,600

1976 95,231,000 92,547,000 (10,430,000 90,430,000

Transition
Quarter 22,959,000 22,959,000 22,959,000 22,959,000

1977 103,631,000 105,625,000 105,625,000 105,625,000

1978 121,008,000 118,050,000 118,050,000 1.118,050,000

1979 124,988,000 124,652,000 124,652,000 124,652,000

1980 128,353,000

ti s
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lustificaliou

Salaries and Lepenses

19/9 E-Aimate
Budget

AutlitLELLY_

y15 SI:4,652.0M

1980
Ondget

Authorization V.I.,. AlahorikY

burease or
Decrease

Budget
Pos. Authority

Indeliniti 1,440 $128,151,U00 -25 41,701,000

General Statement

die ',011ie, and Expenses atiouet pievides funds for tarrying out the General
Edwatiou Provisinns Aci by 1 ling program administration and advisury committees.

he ',seal veer 1980. funding under Salaries Aud Expense, will be used tu Larry outelogrim, which are designed to promote access to A quality education, especially
rol disadvantaged groups, aud to stimulate new directions io education.

lhe Oltiii of Education's eilortm to red-te Iraud, waste, and abuse will be
expaoded iii limo, and there will be an increased emphasis on the claims collection
attivuties in the regions. lu addition, the Arras of administrative support sucheegulations, Budget, Finance, and Grunts and Procurements have 411 beensigniiiiantly strengthened. This will Mean a more timely issiiimice of regulations,
more ai.urato financial information and more efiective financial management, and3 more timely processing .1 applications and awarding of grants.

This budget reflects the increased Office of Edutation emphasis on improved ser-vire. to the disadvantaged. New positions ih this significant area are requestediot BESE-Ciailts for the Disadvantaged,
MICE-Strengthening Developing rnstitutions,

,iliK-Rpecial Programs for the Disadvantaged (TRIO), and
BHCE-Craduate/ProfessionalEducational Opportunities. A primary objective in these areas also will be tobring fraud, weste, and abuse under control.

The Office of Education has reevaluated its staffing needs for fiscal year 1980.An internal reallocation of positions to high priority areas has resulted in a netdec-ease of 25 full-time
permanent positions from the 1979 level, with reductionsin general agency overhead positions, such as in the Office of the Commissioner,and a more efficient utilization

oi staff resources in the Bureaus, such as theOffice ol Evaluation and Dissemination, the Bureau of Student Financial Assistance,and the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education.

The primary dollar increases over ceeparable fiscal year 1979 levels areassoriated with the annualization
of unfilled positions and other forms of directand indirect personnel compensation. There have also been increases in the Lostsfor rent, and printing and reproduction.

This budget reflects attempts to maintain tighter expenditure controls, toeliminate low priority services, and to improve the management of administrativeservices, There have been reductions in many of the agency's operating expenses,including travel, contractual
services, supplies, equipment, temporary and part-time pusitiuns, and communccations end utilities.
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Program Administration
(General Education Provisions Act, Part 4)

Increase or \
1979 Estimate 1980 Decrease

Budget Budget Budget \

Pos. Authority Autdorization Pos. Authority Pos. AuthoritY

3,481 $122,331,000 Indefinite 3,462 $126,099,000 -19 +$3,768,000

Purpose and method of operations

Program Adainistration provides staffing and funds to carry out the Office of

Education's role in assisting State and local education agencies, administering

and monitoring Federal education programa, and promoting the cause of education.

1980 budget policy

The Office of Education's fiscal year 1980 request for Program Administration is

$126,099,000 and 3,462 full-tialrpermanent positions, an increase of $3,768,000 and

a net decrease of 19 positions rom the fiscal year 1979 level of 3122,331,000 and

3,481 positions. This budget reflects the reorganization that has taken place

within the Office of Education. Under the reorganization, two Executive Deputy

Commissioners have been established, one responsible for educational programi, to

whom all Bureaus and the Regional Offices report, and the other responsibld

for Resources and Operations.

SU1OARY OF POSITIONS

1979
Estimated
No. of Pos.

1980
Estimated
No. of Pos.

Increase
or

Decrease

office of the commissioner 136 124 -12

Executive deputy commissioner for
educational programa 188 198 +10

Executive deputy commissioner for
resources and operations 87 110 +23

Office of xanagement 510 567 +57

Office of evaluation and dissemination 88 83 - 5

Bureau of education for the handicapped 190 190 ---

Bureau of elementary and secondary

education
509 521 «12

Bureau of higher and continuing
education

286 322 +36

Bureau of occupational and adult

education
250 205 -45

Bureau of student financial assistance 1,057 974 -83

Regional offices of educational

programs
180 168 -12

Total 1 3,481 3,462 -19

1 U . :;
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Office of the Commissioner

1979
Estimated

No. of Pos.

1980
Estimated

No. of Pos.

Increase
Or

Decrease

Program direction 32 28 -4

Immediste office of the commissioner 13 12 -1
Executive assistant 5 4 -1Policy studies 9 9
Energy office 5 3 -2

Executive ope/ions 33 34 al

Office of the director
2 2

MAnagement information tracking system 2 3 +1Action unit 4 4 ---
Executive office 6 6
Executive secretariat 19 19

Liaison and coordination 71

Education community liaison 11 7 -4Office of legislation 14 14 ---
Office of public affairs 46 41

-5.

Total 136 124 -12

The Office of the Commissioner requests 124 positions in fiscal year 1980, a de-
crease of 12 positions from fiscal year 1979.

The Commissioner of Education is one of the Nation's primary spokespersons for
educational concerns. The Commissioner manages and directs the affairs of the
Office of Education and coordinates activities not properly assignable to the
operating components of the Agency. Among these activities are: formulation of
policy and resolution of major policy issues; dissemlnation of information to and
liaison with the White Nouse, the Congress, and the Office of Management and Budget
about the legislative programs of the Office of Education; administration of acomprehensive public information program; and liaison between the Office of
Education and interest groups and notional

organizations concerned with educationalissues.

Due to a reduction in workload in the area. of policy participation and planning,
and liaison with constituents, the Education Community Liaiaon staff will operate
with four fewer positions in fiscal year 1980.

The Office of Public Affairs will have a net decrease of five positions in fiscalYear 1980, as result of More efficient office operations.

Program Direction will have a net decrease of four positions due to an effort to
reduce overhead positions.
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Eascutive Deputy Conmisslamer Eorlucatiomal Programs

447

1979 1980

Eatimated Mitt:meted

increase
or

De. of ;NIL, MO-LALAULL !WOW

!Tomas directies a 12 + $

Immediate.offias of the executive

deputy commissioser 12- 12

legiesal liaises '
7 5 - 2

. Office of private schools 5 +15

-_,. . e
feeciaycoeceres 25 26 + 1

.

Equsil amploymest opportunity 7 8 + 1

temows. 4 4

sic commas 5 5

Arlan end Pacific Americans concerns 3 3

Mendisapped ceseeres 3 3

,\ ihmes's concaves 3 3 ---

\ Pemestarv amd secondary education 74 80 + 6

1111w:el education 48 48 ---

\ Buie skills improvement (Right to
k read) 26 29 + $

Achievemest teatime
3 + 3

becial 114110Cte
30 35 + $

.Career education
20 20

Vomen's educational equity 7 7

Arta in education 3 3

Youth ample:reset program
5 + $

TraiD111,1 Promos

Teacher corps 40 35 - 5

Total
188 196 +10

The Office of tke Executive Deputy Commissioaer for Educational Progress requests

198 positimm la fiscal year 1980, an lacrosse of too positions over fiscal year

1979.

The Executive Deputy Commissioaer for Educational Programa directs amd administers

the operation of the educatiosal programa la 'he Office of Iducatioe and oversees

the administration of the operating Sursaue ea' the Regiesal Offices. The Execu-

tive Deputy Commissimmer for Educational Progrne also coordinates the salmi:dots:1 -

Um of: Diliegual Education, Teacher Corp., Sasic Skill. Improvement, Career

Bducatioe, Women'. Iducatimmal Equity,
Arts in Iducation, and Cities in Schools. In

additive, tha Executive Deputy Commissioner for Educational Programs coordisates the

efforts of several internal advisory groups representing the epecial educational

cameras of specific clientele. These advisory groups include: Equal Employment

Opportunity staff, Slack Concerns staff, Hispanic Cameros staff, Women's Concerns

staff, Asian and Pacific Americans Concerns staff, and the Randicapped Concerns staff.

Additionally, the Executive Deputy commission*: for Educational Programs mill direct

and administer the operation of the newly created Office of Private Schools and

three new programs: the Issic Skills program, the Youth Imployeent program and the

Achievement Testing prograo.

1
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4 411

Five new positions will be required for the Office of Private Schools. Pive ad- '

ditionsl positions will be required to Administer the new Youth Employment program.

An additional three positions are required to initiate Oa Basic Skills Improvement
program. This im in addition to the twenty-six positions that were in the 014
Right to Reed program. The Achievement Testing program will require three new
positions.

1 )
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executive Deputy Comaissifter

1117:te office of the executive

112:y

for Resources and Operations

1979 1980

estimated estimated
Mb. of POS. Mo. of Pos.

Increase
or

Decrease

commisaioner
5 8 + 3

Executive staff
11 11

Audilionnatin 9

Reaulations staff
16 19 + 3

Meninx and budaetilmi
33 37 + 4

Nora411 Mann_learnina center
13 22 + 9

` Total
87 110 +23

The Office of the Reecutive Deputy Commissioner for Resources and Operations re-

quests 110 positiosa in fiscal year 1980, an increase of 23 positions over

fiscal year 1,79.

The Ixecutive Deputy Commissioner for Resources and Operations coordinates and

directs all support activities
including the Office of Management and the Office of

\Mann

evaluation and Dissemination,
:ad erves as the principal advisor to the Ommis-

,sioner on netters of
edminiatrativa management mad program mvaluation. Organiza-

tions attached directly to the executive Deputy
Commissioner's office provide

regulations developmest and audit liaison services, and prepare
proposed plans and

budaets for the astir* agency. The administration and operation of the. Horace

Learning Center are oleo under the direction of the executive Deputy

Cmrsaimser for Resources and Operations.
-

The additional positioss for audits, regulations, and planniog and budgeting are

seeds4 to improve the overall
operation of these activities. 'An increase in work-

load along with a need to perk.= these operations in a more timely manner requires

a ataffing increase of 11 positions in these areas.

The nine additional positions for the Rovers Mann Learning Center will provide the

necessary stif to operate
this organisation as it vas proposed.

The additionel\positions
for the lomodiate office is a requirement necessitated

by an internal realiabment of duties.

1 0
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Office of Managerent

1979
Estimated

No. of Pos.

1980

estimated
Nq. of Pos.

Increase
Or

Decrease

Bureau overhead w 10 u 10

Office.of the deputy commissioner 6 6
Committee management 4 4

Divisign of personnel administration 61 58 - 3

system& and analysis 95 100 + 5)Ienaient

Administrative services division 82 82

finance division 115 130 +15

Grant and aro.urement management division 147 187 +40

Total 110 567 +57

The Office of Management requests 567 positions in fiscal year 1980, an increase of
57 positions over fiscal year 1979. The Office of Management provides a broad range
of management support services to all Office of Education program activities in the
areas of personnel management, administrative services, automatic data processing,
management systems, financial management, and grant.and contract administration.

Fifteen additional positions are requested for the Finance Division to absorb the
additional workload generated by an overall Departmental initiative to improve the
financial management system. The increase will enable the division to reduce the
number of errors requiring corrections, and allow for a more even distribution of
of the workload within the division.

Forty additional positiOns are proposed to be repllocated to the Cram and Procure-
ment Management Division to meet an increasing workload, and to insure a more timely
announcement of contract and, grant awards. In fiscal year 1980, it is projected
that the division will award 13,500 grants and 1,200 contracts as compared to
12,500 grants and 1,000 contracts awarded 1n fiscal year 1979%

Five additional positions are requested for the Management Systems and AnalysisDivision. These positions are systems analyst/computer
programmer positions neces-sary to improve computer efficiency and effectiveness. The positions will also

provide a sizes4le reduction in computer time and other contract coats.
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451
Office of Evaluation and Dissemination

Bureau overhead

1979
Estimated

No. of Pos.

1980
Estimated
No. of Pos.

Increase
or

Decrease

Immediate office of the assistant
commissioner 10 8 -2

Plan:Maw and Suat ion 48

National diffusion program 30 30

Total 88 83 -5

The Office of Evaluation and Dissemination requests 83 positions in fiscal year

1980, a decrease of 5 positions from fiscal year 1979.

The Office of Evaluation and-Diseemination is rieponsible for evaluating the effect-

iveness of the Office of Education programs, and coordinating dissemination

policies and acti?ities throughout the Office of Education. The staff also designs

and conducts special studies necessary for the planning of educational programs,

and provides advice on formulation of OE policies and legislative proposals based

on the findings of planning and evaluation sudies. A program of centers to pro-

vide technical assistance to local education agencies on evaluation methods and

procedures is /administered here also.

Efficiency in operations in this office has resulted in a savings of five positions

for fiscal year 1980.
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Bureau of Education for the Handicapped

ir4ram direction and coordination

1979
Eatimated

No. of Pos.

1980
Estimated .

No. of Pos.

Increase
or

Decreais

22 22

Itmediate office of the deputy
.

commissioner 8 8
Executive staff 7 7
Planning staff 6 6
Recruitment and information I I

Education for the handicapped 58 58

Stat.* assistance
State grant program 54 54 _ - -
Dtaf-blind center 4 - -

Special population protrasa 14 14

Severely handicapped projects 4 4 - - -
Early childhood education 10 10

Rational vocational, adult and

2 2
postsecondary progress ^

Innovation and development 42 42

Media and resource services 17 17

Media eervicei and captioned
films 10 10

Regional resource centers 7 7

Spacial education personnel

28 28
development I

Special projects and, traini
programa

Mandated programa
Gifted and Talented _7 7

Total 190 190

'he Bureau of Education for the Handicapped requests 190 poaitions for fisal year
1980, the saws as fiscal year 1979.

The Bureau will administer 13 separate programs of financial support in fiscal
year 1080 for education of 'Ale handicapped. The Bureau is also responsible for
the Gifted and Talented program and the Presidential Scholars program.

I
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Bureau of Elementary and Secondary Education

1979 1980 Increase

Estimated Estimated Or

Proaram direction and coordination

No. of Pos. No. of Pos. Decrease

/7 , 7
Ismediate office of the deputy

commissioner
0 Associate commissioner of equal

educational opportunity programs 5 5

Aeseciate commissioner of compensatory
education programs 7 7

Special projects staff
5 5

Indochinese refugee staff
4 ' 4

Associate commissioner of State

and local education programs
8 8

Associate commissioner of libraries
and learning resources

4 4

Executive staff
23 18 - 5

Elementary and secondary education
187 193 + 6

Grants for disadvantaged 105 120 +15

Support and innovation grants 41 35 - 6

Drug abuse
6 6 --...

Environmental education 9 8 - 1

Follow through ; 26 24 - 2

School assistance in federally
98 98

affected areas

Maintenance slid sperstions
88 88

Construction
10 10

Feergency school aid
99 I04 + 5

irrininy and advisory services IR 18

LibrarY resources
36 35 - 1

Public libraries .
11 15 -, 4

Libraries and instructional resources 10 10

College library resources 1 5
1 4

Training and demonstrations 6 6 ---

1ergraduate instructional equipeent 1 - I

..rengthening research librarieu 'I
- 3

Special projects and training programs 8 15 + 7

Discretionary programs
PUSH/EXCEL

1 + I

School finance
.5 5

Educational television 3 3

School health
--_ 3 + 3

Biomedical ml, iences
3 + 3

Total 509 521 .1?

1 o
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!hi Bureau of tlimamtilry emd Secondary Education requests 521 positions in fiscal
yea 19110, an increase of12 positions over fiscal year 1979.

Tha Burosu administers 35 ilementary and Secondary Education programa which ef-
fectively reach 50 million school children in public and private schools, and
librariea in 16,000 chool districts of the 57 states and outlying areas. Support
is provtded through foraula Brenta, discretionary grants, and contracts to State
and local educational agencies. State library agencies, colleges and univareities.

Tifteen additional positiona ere required for the Grants for the Disadvantaged
progrms. The Concentration Grants program is s new initiative, and the
idontification And elimination of fraud, waste, And abuse is a major program
objective requiring additional staffs

An additioual five positions will be utilised in the llmorgencyrSchool Bid proarna
to handle the additional workload generated by increased monitoring activitiesdirected towards the reduction of fraud, waste, sod ebuse.

Public Libraries requests an additional four positions as part of sn internalreallocation of positions to more evenly distribute the workload.

Three new program areas will
require a total of seven new positions. They are the.3choql Health program, PUSH/EXCAL

and the Biomedical Sciences program.
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Sureau of Nigher and Continuing Education

Proiram direction and coordinatiod

1979

Estimated
No. of Pos.

1980
Estimated
No. of Poa.

Increase
or

Decrease

33 33 m:

Immediate office of the deputy
commissioner 16 16

Executive staff 12 12

Planning staff 5 5

College and university staff 3

Community. college taff 3 3 7..=.

Accreditation and institutional
32 37 + 5

liffibilitY

International activities 15 15

Educational activities' overseas 3 3

Ethnic heritage studies 5 - 2

Special_programs for the disadvantaged 50

.3.

58 + 8

Institutional assistance 64 79 +15

Strengthep.ing developing institutions 51 66 +15

ConstfirEtion 13 13 ---

IfiLher education assistance 58 63 + 5

Language training and area studies 16 16

Fulbright-liaya fellowships 8 8

University coMmunity 'services 9 9

State postsecondary education commissions 3 3

Veterans' cost of instruction 13 13

Cooperative ducation 9 14 + 5

Graduate support 20 25 + 5

Law school clinical experience 2 2

Gradoete/professionaledocationalopporfonities 5 7 + 2

Public service fellowships 3 3

Mining fellowship* .

do

Teacher Centers

3 3

.10 + 1

Total 286 322 + 16

The Bureau of Higher and Continuing Education requests 322 positions in fin al

year 1980, an increase.of 36 positions over fiatal year 1979.

The Bureau ...idministers 31 program'. that provide assistant-, to students, inscitu-

tions and State agencies, and organizations of higher education.

fel' al,iftfrnat yo%ittoos are requetite! t 1,1.01e the a!dittnal ,, tir

ial Programs for the Disadvantaged a,tfyfty. A prfmaty o6jertfve wilt

improve the management and gadlltv ol the 1,,Au0 ungt.ing proletts and to retIto- An1

44- ail
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4156
-concentrare efil3;ifio detect and eciminate :inefficiencies' 6-1i'heuse of Fe-deral
funds.

Seven position* are requelited for the Graduate!Professional Educational Opportuni
tives program in fiscal year 1960. This represents an increase of two positions
over fiscal year 1979. It is anticipated that 400 institutions of higher educa
tion will apply for fellowship awards and between 250-400 institutions of higher
educatio'n will apply for grants to strengthen anJ impre the quality of graduate
programs, with emphasis on minority ent:Ilments.

An additional five positions for + reditAtlun and agency w.aluatton will enable
the Bureau to perform an additiccAl du evaluatiun and improve the overall program
administration.

Fifteen additional positions are requested for Strengthening Developing Institu
tions to improve program monitoring and provide adequate technical assistance.

An increase of five positions for Cooperative Education will enable the progfam
to increase its rate of site visits from the current one every ton years to one
every three years and to reduce the current backlog of unanalysed performance
reports from 1,000 to 600 over the next 16 month*.

Three additional positions for the Teacher Centers program will enable the program
to absorb the increase in workload and maintain the current level of effort.

1
kf
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457
Bureau of Occupatt.onal And Adult Education

1979

Estimated
Ho. of Pal,.

1980
Estimated

No. of Pos.

Increase
or

Decrease

roar= d:rection and coordination .20 20

Immediate office of tha deputy

commissioner
9 9

Executive staf 7 7

Planning staff 4 4

Occupational planning 10 10

CETA activities
5 - -

Occupational, vocational and technical
105 /5 -30

education

Vocational education
Grants to States for vocational

,44uration

Ionsumer homemaking
Disadvantagod

Programa of national significance 52 11 -15

Wtlinjual vocational education 3 3

Adult education
32 32

Innovative and Aperimental _programs 23 23

Mandated programs
Metric 6 6

Community schools 7 7

Con:leaner education
6 6

National occupational information

Coor7inat1ng committee 4 4

Total 250 21c, -45

The Bureau of Occupational ane Adult
Education requests 205 positions to administer

the Vocational. Adult and Special prPlrams in fiscal year 1980, a decrease of 45

positions from fiscal year 19/9.

The Bureau administers programs in the Office of Education for the improvement of

vocational and adult education. Support is provided to State and local educational

agencies, institutions of higher education, and public ane private organizatiom:

through formula and discretionary grants and contracts. In addition, the Bureau

administers technical assistance programs including Consumer, Metric, Community

and the Comprahensive Employment and Traini..g Act.

The aerreame of 45 positions will come from the Occupational, Vocational and

Technical &duration programs, and from the Programs of National Significsnre. A

redu.:tion he workload 4nd an increase in staff efficiency has allowed for this

reduction iNataff.

I
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Bureau of Student Financial Asaisiance

6

Proaram diroction and coordination

1979
Estimated
No. of Pos.

1980
Ertimared

No. of Pos.

Increase
or

Decrease

30

10

16

4

469

18

42
104

168

25
24

88

538

38

45
40

126

289

1057

24

9

12

3

402.

30

35
80
135

16

21

85

548

33
44

40
126
305

- 6

- 1

-'4

- I

(

-87

- 8
- 7
-24

-33

- 9

, - 3
- 3

+10

- 5
- 1

---
+16

-83

Immediate office of the deputy
commissioner

Executive staff
Regional liaison

Heedsuarters office of student financial
assistance

Complisnce
Training and dissemination
Certification and progrui review
Program operations
Quality assurance
Systeme design and development
Policy and procedure development

Retional offices of student financial

assistance /

Administration and:oupport
Compliance
Training and dissemination
Certification and program review
Claim* and collections

Total 974

The Bureau of Student Financial Assistance reque-..e 974 positions in fiscal year

1980, an increase of ten relional positions and a decrease of 93 headquarters

poeitions from fiscal year 1979.

The Bureau oversees and administers direct assistance programa for students (Basic
Grants, Supplemental Opportunity Grants, Work-Study, Direct Loans, Incentive Grants
for State scholarships, Gua:anteed (aid Health Student Loans) to provide access to

postsecondary education. In 190 'Vet 5 million awards will be provided to students
to eliminate financial barriers and to allow for a measure of choice for all students
in the selection of a postseconda:y institution.

in fiscal year 1979, the enactment of the middle Income Student Assistance Act
expanded student eligibility in this Bureau's programs to include students from

middle-income families. In fiscal year 19E0, there will be a further extension of
eligibility with an additional 60,000 independent students qualifying for Basic
Greets.

Since the fiscal year 1979 budget, the Bureau has blfn reorganized along functional
lines. With the reorganization in place, the Be,eau ham been able to save a total
of 83 positions. This savings is a result of o...4nizing in a manner that has pro-

vided for a more efficient utilization of human resources.
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1 - 4,
'1:1-)

Regional Offices of Educational Programa

s

Immediate office of the regional

1979
Estimated

No. of Poe.

1980
Estimated

No. of Pos.

Increase
Or

Decrease

20

90

50

180

20

80

48

168

-10

7 2

n12

commissioners

seri/SousIntergovernmental and special

Educational ervices.

Educational dissemination

Total
il

The Regional Offices of Educational progpams request 168 positions initrecal year

1980, a decrease of 12 positions from fiscal year 1979.

s restructured under the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare reorganiza-

tion, the Regional Offices of Educational programs serve as centers for the dis-

semination of information about the activities of the agencies in the Education

Division and provide technical assistance to State and local educational agencieh,

institutions. organizations and individuals having an interest in Federal educa-

tion activities. A. a rdiult of the reorganization and redefinition of regional

responsibilities. a 12-position savings will be realized.

(

, 1 0
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4 ii U

2. Advisory Committees
(General Education Provisions Act, Part 0)

1979 Estimate
Budget

Pos. AuthoritT

1980
Budget

Authorization Pos. Authority

Increase or
Decrease

Budget
Pos. Authority

21,000 Indefinite 28 $2,254,000 -6 -$67,000

Purpose and method of operations

To provide the Commissioner of Education, the President, and the Congress with
recommendations concerning the atministration and operation of educational programs
in the Office of Education, advisory committees are supported under this activity.
Their recommendations may address changes in both the Federal law and the admini-
stration and coordination of Office of Education programs. The committees'are
required to make annual reports of their findings to the Commissioner, the
Secretary of the Department of Helph, Education, and Welfare, or the President,
for trenamittal to the Congress.

1980 budget...policy

Funds are required to compensate committee members, to enable attendance at con-
ferences and meetings, to finance StLaies, to publish and disseminate committee
findings and recommendstions, and to provide Special professional, clerical, and
technicel assistance to support committee activities.

As ongoing objectives, the 12 adviaory committees will advise the 'Commissioner con-
cernina the administration of educational programs, heir current status end
recommend legislative changes to improve educational programa. They will analyze
and evaluate program effectivenese in their annual reports and recommend improve-
ents in the quality and relevance of the overall educational process.

An additional two committees vill provide advice on special programa for part of
the fiacal year. The following committees will be supported:

Presidential Advisory Committees:

Adult Education
Education of Disadvantaged Children
Extension and Continuing Education
Vocational Education
Women's Educational Programs
Foreign Language and International

Studies

Other Advisory Committees:

Accreditation and Institutional
Eligibility

Black Higher Education and Black
Colleges and Universities

Career Education
Community Edocarion
Developing Institutions
Ethnic Heritage Studies
Financial Aid to Students
National Center for Research in

Vocational Education



THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1979.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION

WITNESSES

PATRICIA ALBJERG GRAHAM, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL INSTITUTE

OF EDUCATION
MICHAEL TIMPANE. DEPUTY DIRECTOR
GLADYS KEITH HARDY, DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR MANAGEMENT

THOMAS r :,LLY. BUDGET ANALYST
MARY BEtkitY. ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION
CARL PFORZHEIMER. *EMBER OF NATIONAL COUNCIL ON

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
WILFORD J. FORBUSH, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY.

BUDGET

Mr. NATCHER. We take up next the National Institute of Educa-

tion.
In addition to Dr. Berry, we have Dr. Patricia Graham, the

Director of the National Institute of Education.

Ir.TROD(JCTION OF' ASSOCIATES

Dr. Graham, who do you have with you?
Dr. GRAHAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to present

Carl Pforzhei4ter, who is the member of the National Council on
Educational Research, which is the policymaking board for the
National Institute of Education. Mr. Pforzheimer has been a

.` member of the NCER since its inception.
To my right is Michael Timpane, Deputy Director, Gladys Keith

Hardy, Deputy Director for Management and Thomas Skelly,

Budget Analyst.
Mr. NATCHER. Dr. Graham, we have had an opportunity to exam-

ine your statement. It is an excellent statement. We will insert
your statement in the record in its entirety at this point, and we
will be pleased to hear you highlight this statement.

[The information follows:I
(1029)
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PATRICIA ALBJERG GRAHAM

Attended University of Wisconsin, 1952-53
B. S. "With Highest Distinction" Purdue University, 1953-55
M. S. Purdue University, 1956-57
Ph. D. Columbia University, 1964
M. A. (Honorary) garvard University, 1974
D. R. L. (Honorary) Manhattanville College, 1976
L. L. D. (Honorary) Beloit College. 1977.
L. L. D. (Honorary) Clark University, 1978
D. P. A. (Honorary Suffo1k University, 1978
Award for Distinguic. 4 Services, Teachers College.

. Columbia Universic, . May 17, 1978

TEACHING
EXPERIENCE: .Desp Creek High School, Norfolk County, Virginia, 1955-56

Maury High School, Norfolk, Virginia, 1957-58

St. gilda's and St. Hugh's School, New Tort City
Chairman, )iis6ory Department, 1958-60
Part-time ColleseAdvisor, 1961-63, 1965-67

Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana
Lecturer, School of Education, 1964-65
Assistant Professor, School of Education, 1965-66

Barnard College, Columbia University, New 'fork City
Assistant Professor and Director, Education Program, 1965-68
Associate Professor, 1968-72
Profeesor, 1972-74

Teachers College, Columbia University, New York City
(concurrent with Barnard appointment. beginning 1966)
Assiptant Przotteolgor of History and Education, 1966-68
Associate P f sor of History and Education, 1968-72
Professor of Eistory and Education. 1972-74

Northern Michigan University, Distinguished Visiting
Professor, Summer 1972

Harvard University
Graduate School of Education
Professor, 1974 - (on leave 1977 - )

ADMINISTRATIVE
EXPERIENCE: Executive Assistant Inter-University Committee on

Travel Grants, omington, Indiana, 1963-64

Director, Education Program, larnard College.
Columbia University. 1965-74
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Vita - Patricia Albjerg Graham

ADMINISTRATIVE American Council on Education, Fellow in Academic

EXPERIENCE (contd.) Adminiatration, Princeton University, 1969-70

POST-DOCTORAL
TtLLOWSRIPS

PRESIDENTIAL
APPOINTMENT:

PUBLICATIONS - BCONS:

p. 2

Co-Director, American Council on Education Annual Meeting

1972

Dean, Radcliff. Institute and Vice-President for Insti-

tutional Planning, Radcliffe College, 1974-76

Dean, Radciirfe Institute and Vice-F. ,sident, Radcliffe

College, 1976-77

Radcliffe Institute Fellov, 1972-73

John Simon Guggenheim Fellow, 1972-73

Director, National Institute of Education, DREW, 1977 -

P77.1sive Education: From Arcad to Academe, A History of the

Progressive A tion Association,Xeso York:
Teachers Cellege Press, 11961.

Conextity and Class in American Education, 1865 - 1918, New York:

.ohn Wiley, 1974.

Iften in Higber Education, Co-edited with% Todd Furnisu, Washington,

D. C.: Mexican Council on Education, 1974.

PUBLICATICUS - SEEMED AXTICLES

"Educating the City's Children," in Governing ehe City, D. Caraley and

R. Connftry, eds.,New York: Praeger, 1969.

"Unman in Academe," Science 169:
1284-1290, 25 September 1970; reprinted

several places.

"Carleton Washburne: A Biographical Ess,y," in Leaders in Education,

Bobert Naudgburst, ed., NSSE Yearbook, 1971, 487-494.

"knien in Academic Life," in Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences,

Vol. 203, 227-336, March 15, 1973.; reprinted in Ruth Z5Fa-sin, ed., WOmen and

Success, New York: William orrow, 1973,

^Status Transitions of 'Amen Students, Faculty, and Administrators,"

Alice Rossi and Ann Calderwcod, eds.,
Academic I.:Oren on tbe Love, New York:

BusseLl Sage Foindation, 197-1.

"Expansion and Exclusion: A History of Women in American Higher Education-

Signs! Journal 'Df Women in Culture and Society, 1379, 7ol. 3, No. 4, The University

of Chicago

ja
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vita of Patricia Alb;erg ganam - 1

PUBLICATIONS - SELECTED APTICLES (conzd.i

Biographical Lotes on Elisabeth A. Irwin And Caroline B. Zachry.
Dictionary of Notable American Women.

Article on Progressive Edacati,I. movement in macmillan
of Education.

'America's Unsystematic Education System,' American &location 19: 12-19
July 1974.

Essay review (co-authored with Joseph BrenLan; cf The Life and
mind of John Dewey. Educational Studies 5: 27-34, Spring/Summer 1974.

Book reviews in various professional journals.

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES AND AWARDS:

American Assoliation of University Professors. Committee on the Status
of Women, 1970-73: American Historical Association, Committee on the Status of
Women, 1970-71, chairmen, 1971-72: elected poet-doctoral member. Society for
Religion in,Higher Education, 1970: elected Foundation Member, Purdue University
Chapter Phi Beta Kappa, February 1971. Board of Editors. Soundings, 1971-75:
Panel on Alternative Approaches to graduate Education of the graduate Record
Examination Board, 1972-73, contribution to its publication: Scholarship for
Society History of Education Society, Vice President 1971-72, President 1972-73.
Board of Directors 1973-74: Board of Trustee., The Dalton School, New York City,
1973-76: American Friends' Service Committee delegation to the USSR, 1973;
Advisory Board, Signs, 1974-77: Board of Scholars, Higher Education Research
Institute, 1974-77; Panel of Educational Testing Service on Undergraduate Test-
ing, 1176-77; Board of Trustees, Beloit College, Beloit. tisconsin, 197ej-77;
partment of History, Advisory Council, Princeton University, 1975-77: bcard

of Directors, Josiah Macy, Jr., Foundation, 1976-77.

PERS:NAL INFORMATION: Born February 9, 1935, Lafayette, Indiana
Daughter of Victc,r L. And marguerite Hall Alb;,:rg
married Loren R. 3raham, September 6, 1955
Daughter, Marguerite Elizabeth, born January 12, 1957

fic,ME ADGRKSS. VIC': Connecticut Ave., N.w., Apt. 201
Washington, D. C. 20008

' 4

V./
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION

Statement of the Director Patricia AlblerliCraham

Mr. Chairman end members of the subcommittee, I appreciate this

opportunitz to present the Fiscal Year MO budget request of 598.1

million for the National Institute of Education (NIE). The request

represents an increase of 'A.S million over A ,smparable Fiscal Year

1179 appropriaton.

NEW RESULTS

Mr. Chairman, last year I outlined for you the successfll r,

of pro.;ucts initiated several years ago. I am pleased to be eh:. o

note that the conferees on the 197N Education Amendments spoke of the

hie. quality and utility of the SIE Title i study and of their conviztlen

thst the Institute had "matured- into a 'unique and solid resreiree- fcc

ed..mators and policymakers alike. And I believe that last year's prodactive

re4erd continues. For example:

o building upon the succe_s of the National Confereme on

A.11evement Testing and the Skills which we organized fot

the Department last year, our Teaching and Learning Piegram is

organizing eight regi.nal ronfereneen on tenting to inform tear!lers,

azimtnistratcrs, legislat t,, and parents of t!a. SA stntes and thy

territories of smu', and limitatiess of tests -- the first c,ol-

feren,y in Detr.it will be 'mid en Mar.-1. and 2S;

pr,..grxr .ai Fda.ational Poll. . and urganization is fundin: a

Teac..ers Center, FxrYAnAr a' the Far West L.0, to provide information

ant tec!a,ical assistance te the expanding nalion:q4p network of

ted Center S;

1 :;
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o developing policies for ef ect lye bil ingual educat ion programs

has been severely hampered hy the absence of adequate information;

NIP., therefore, is engaged in a major effort to ident ify children

needing bll ingual educat ion and to provide information about

effective programs for then,

o the Northwest Lab, with NIE support, is provid'ng training

ssistance to the teachers in Indian schools throughout the realu

to improve reading instruct ion;

o we re in the first year of funding the Sout heast Consort ie- --

a Joint effort by 10 Chief State School Officers to Wear y regional

educational problems and apply research results to their resolution;

o the program on Dissemination and Improvement of Practice has

developed a guide on what we know aboui the most effective approaches

to teaching reading -- we anticipate that this guide will he as popular

with teachers as a 1977 NIE publication, A Teachers Guide to the

Cwitiye Development. of Young Children, which is nos. in its second

print ing ;

we have aIo published several documents designed specif ically to

help teachers and administrators; for example, wepublished an index

of testa available for bilingual children and Plain Talk About School

Finance, which have heenreceived enthusiastically by teachers and

t..e general public;

a' dui' desegregation studies unit has recently completed development

of a team learning process which has been found to he very useful in

yromot ing basic skil Is acquisit ion in recently desegregnted seh,,o1c,

the unit has also published a Citizens' Guide to School DeseAreAat ton...Law.

es. .
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In short, I belfevy we have mady every effoft to follow the

directive from the Appropriations Comittees to
continue our effort.,

to improve the "basic educational system."

MANAGEMENT IMPRoVEMEN1t;

Mr. Chalrtau, significant management
Dmprovements have al,o taken

place at NIE during the past year. I believe these changes will enale

the Institute more efficiently and effectively 'to pursue its fundamental

goals of increasing educational equity and improving educational practi., .

In the last year, Nit_ was successfully
reorganized, reducing the

number of administrative units from 8 to 4, thy number of program areas

from h to 2, and the number of divisions from 29 to !h. Ot the lh top

leadership position, withic 'M.', halt were re,rofted from putside and

half were pzomoted wftf:in the agency. Thi. combination provides ital

new ideas and directions while retaining the experience of those emplo:e,4

wLo have contrihuted to the drvelop.sent of the Institute,

All ,f us are interested in identifying talent trem r. ,e,tvr

society and, at present, 7 of the top positions are filled by women,

minorit/ representation has grown fro: percent in H77 io

percent now.

We hay, increarea Ow number of i.do.eis am: pia, t it toner .

tnc..Inel in the peer ryvte,, ct reseal., h votio:,0%. Y.4 csarvle. ir

'enf-t ,te!, ,,eurnt, s

1 0
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LADS AND CENTERS

In the coming year, NIE will work with the labs and centers to

implsment long-term institutional arrangements. The Congressionally-

established Panel for the Review of Laboratory and Center Operations
..,

submitted its report to the COiress in January, and the report

tollillIPOIE for the progress it had made im improving relationships

and offered several useful euggestions to um. We ar now in the process

of meeting with the directors of the labs and centers tO velop and

all\implement future plans. Since we are just under way with tI h s process,

I cannot define precie.ly the nature of the relatinnship with each of

the labs and centers, but I do want to touch upon several significant

changes we have made.

First, we have appointed individual institutional monitors at NIE

to coordinate Institute activities at each specific lab and center. This

replaces the fragmented approach, under which each lab or center worked with

many different NIE staff members_who might not be aware of projects outside

of their expertiae.

Second, we have creaSed, in mxoffice, a staff to kelp solve problems

encountered by labs and eentereand other organizations.

Third, in February NIE program staff met with over 70 lab and cente .

staff members to discuss NIE's research plans.

Finally, lest month I invited five of the nine centers and five of the

eight laboratories to enter into long-term relationships with the National

Institute of Education. Moreover, we are prepared to negotiate long-term

relationships with three additional institutions. Shorter-term funds for

planning and strengthening were awarded to two labs and centers; and the

decisions on the remaining two ;ere postponed until chef: newly-developed

five year plans have been reviewed.
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GOOD SCHOOIS AND LITERACY

These management improvement. will help us to focus research during

1980 on two questions which we think are fundamental, Those questions,

which are themes throughout our ',udget, are: What makes a good school'

and How ran levels of literacy in the basic skills be improved?

In addressing the question on good 'wheals. NIE's 1980 pr(!grams

will examine topics such as teaching technirloes, school management,

uses of test s , bi 1 ingual programs, desegr eget ion, and the educat tono 1

influences of families and communities. In short , we will he examinini.

local school practice and the community context within which educat ion

Occurs In order tu ident if y those character let ics common to good sclanols.

he second theme of the 1980 budget is literacy. I use that word

with the broad eunnotat ion of mastery of the fundamental skills of readin,

wr it lag, and mat he.nat les which are essent ia 1 f or fnnet inning fn our

complex so, iety. Too many adults in Amer ik a are funct tonal ls i'lit et ii

t hi, pat t 1, 4110 ; severe irtonc poor and minorit y povilat tony

T1Nts, the list t tut e's pr imary anal of increasing 4:ducat intuil equity makes it

. essent la 1 to dddtey tId. tInest ion of how to raise literacy levls. Major

new work hi 'NI: in this area will result from grants competit ion! on th

t,,ptc, of t ea, hing and learning; and we will cont Wu, t concentrat out

ef!orts .11 th. t home', 8, where the .1er lthe In

I tr.-t hgmns to app,.I.

j ,,M.

A t m'n ,.!;ot t t r. prey tow. yea! Is t

-,f I 1.ti ,t Fd4.4t moral Progrech (NAEP) which

tcn Nmendment, tranqf erred f rem Ow Nat ion.l Center tot rd, .,t

;rat iqi 1,.. in re te hdgt api.r_oci:nat rlv . nill mit

m..t NA' h. ...I tr.11.1. t-r 1 w.g . i I

1 0
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CRAMS COMPETITIONS

The PY 1980 budget also InclOdes funds for grants programs to '

study issues of desegregation, school organizational processes, the

teaching and learning of haste skills (literary), the educational role

of families and communities, legal and governmental studies, regional

dissemination, research and educational practice, state dissemination

capacity building, and postsecondary organization and mans3ement. The

budget contains $48.2 million for grants of all kinds. (Of the rest

of the $98.3 million request, $36 million will be awarded through.contracts

snd $14.1 million is for salaries and related administrative expenses.)

UNSOLICITED PROPOSALS

Another Activity which has strengthened research beneffting educational

practice is the expansion of awards for unsolicited proposals.

Like grant competitions, the unsolicited proposal, tend to encourage

research on problems identified at the local levelproblems which arc

often hetter addressed through relatively smell-scale inquiries rather than

through massive, national studies. POT example, unsolicited proposals funded

this year will tudy such topics as: segregation trends in major schocl

districts with large Hispanic enrollments; integration of nistorically Black

universilles; the interaction between social scientists, lawyers, and ju.4.-.es

in school desegregatiOn; and the effects of part-,Ine employmeut on the

maturity and development of literscy skills among adolescents. The proposals

relate to ars mission, but are n. t directly related to specific rant

announcements or requests for proposal_ A total Gf (2.8 Liliton .s includeJ

in FY Ion for such activities.

; -)
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EWAIXATIONS

Finally, I want to may juat a word about several evaluations we

funding.

The first is an evaluation of the vocational education program

mandated by the 1476 Education Ame-dments. We have already awarded

contracts to examine vocational education funds allocation, admin-

titration, and consumer and homemaking education. We will he examining

closely the relationship between vocational education and training

programs, funded under the Comptehensive Employment Training Act iCETA1.

The ccond is en evaluation of the effectivedess of Operation

POSH, the Reverend Jesse Jackson's effort to encourage parents to

make gteater efforts to impcuve their children's success in school.

We are also in thy second year of a 1-year examination of the "Cities

in S. ols" expetiment, an effort to provide more social services in

schools.

Finally, we will award a cnntract to evaluate the quality ti state

minimum competency testing programs.

Mr. Chairman, I believe the record of accomplishments N1Y has

built in the last several years and the managerial improvements I

have outlined indicate that the modest 41.5 million increase we ar

requesti.g for mo will prove worthwhile investment.

appreciate the opportunity to discuss our plans with you ani

will hv pleased to answer any questions you might have.
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Dr. GRAHAM. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I think I will
choose to ask Mr. Pforzheimer, if we may, to make a brief state-
ment Esnd submit one for the record. Thei 7. would be happy to go
to questions.

[The information follows:I

I ; 7
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OOMATMONT OP NUM, 1011CATION. AND MOM!!
NATIONAL ONTITOTI Of UNIOATION

AAINANNILALONA

SUBMITTED BY

HONORABLE CARL H. PPORZHEIMER, :R.

MEMBER

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OP EDUCATION

MARV.= OF HEALTH, EDUCATION Os WELFARE

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR, HEALTH, =CATION & WELFARE

COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS .

U. S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

THURSDAY,'MARCH 29; 1979
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DEPARTMENT OW NULTY, DILATION, AND WELFARE

istismal Inetirute ef Educatioo
liograpiticel Sketch

SAME: Carl I. Pforeheimmr, Jr.

Pr4121011: Mamas:, Natiooel Cowell on Educational Research (Executive Committee)
11....:IPLACE 4 DATE: New York, New York - July 17, 1907

EDUCATION: &trace Mena School 1924

Nervard University AS 1926, MLA 1930
R000rary: Doctor of Commercial Science (Pace Uh., NT):Doctor of Humanitiet
(Capital Ue.,Ohlo)

=PELLE:MCI World War II-Infantry Officer, NY Guard
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!
nituss& warms as smear=

stators* by CASL s. 9WORZERINCR, a.
Member, Inesutive Committee

National Council em Sdunatiosal Remearch

Mr. Chairmen and 141;abers of the Sub-Committeo, thank you

for this opportuaity to talk
with you about the II 1980 appropriation

for the Noticesl leetitmte of 84ucatioa, biased epoaPpli4::edopted

Nby the Sett/sal Council ma Iducational
Research, which ve :.ellwee will

cookie:us to make a substaatial eostributiom
to research and develorunt

desigOCto improve the quality of education; for all Amerieass.

Counoll, by statute, esker "general
policy for, and reviews

the conduct of>191.8. As a somber of the Couacil lima its beginning in

1973, I have witnessed, es have you from a different angle, the naturinS

ef NIX se an agency aerobe the Coapilas, education profess/teals,

educators, sad lay policy-ashore across the country. xrc iii doing a

better job today than it vas when I last appeared before you in 1977.

It I. coacantrating its rOSIMMIS on
thouahtful priorities; meintaining

stamdards of quality and significance in its selection of projects;

reviewingand improWagacre relevaot programs to help those responsible

achieve; educational goals established by their national, ftata, and local

bodies.

Last year my distinguished
collesgua on the Couocil, Rarold

love II, in his testimony Wore this Sub-Committee, characterised the

ovk supported by VIZ under your appropriatioas
as "the ee'd corn of

education's future", providing "leverage om that future" which is

'more powerful than any other funds you appropriate." Rs reported that

Rmg's mission haa become more
clearly articulated, and that its saeutial

1 0 i
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relationship with educators sod researchers are letter than in the past.

In complete agreement with Doc love, I believe MID is even better ble

to fulfill its promise this year; 2 am pleased to present the views of

the Datiamal Council on Educational Research upporting the President's

VT 1,80 request of 8118.3 %Mimi for the National Institute of tducstion.

998. 3
althea* this htf-1 million is en lacrosse of 11.3million over

FT 1179, ft Ls still sully in of the Enstitute's IT 1973 level, without

even allowing for laflatico. 80, 1122 has already goes through a "shake-

down" period; it has adjusted, more than most agencies, 1 suspect, to the

diecipline of selecting priorities, of paying cttentira to seeds of those

on the firtag-line using its output, end of reviewina rum/arty strategies

for applying its resources. Ve have not done ell we hope to do; but we are

vell on the way. It la a modest request.

Because of these considerations, my collessues on the Council

jOin with me la recommending to this ii4liamittee that you support the

full appropriation request of $98.3 millice; thereby upporting the

Institute's oagoing efforts to establish and enforce high stmnderds of

quality, to sake decisions according to priorities for research writ

(topics, strategies, orgasiastional arrangements), and to maks choices

based upon the realities of limited resources, sot. though .ome worthy

or even traditioual activities may be reduced or evict eliminated, hopefully

without being precipitous, capricioue,or indefensible by NIG

From the point of view of a businessmen deeply involved in

educational affairs st the local, state, aed national levels far over 10

years, for the first time since 1971 it appears to me that ths an mow

really understands the imperatives of setting priorities in orger best to
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accomplish its imodated issimm, specially
during times of fiscal

stringency. The scrooges XIX leadership today, in my opiniou, aeons

well equipped to allocatelimited funds during these difficult times.

lo turn, I am convinced -- @elf serving as it may sound -- that the

Cassacil la stranger amd better able to exert
1,4 mandated policy Influence

with eater efficacy.

1134 pOpeatbil for insumitive and
relevant, mach-I:seeded L L D

is 4uiy dispersed im the V.X. pe'ere fortunate Ciat there are o many

good entities la both the public end private sector. of the educational

eatabl Wort that tea perform sound work. XIX is Li 4 good politica to

foster the kind of competletve climate among good A 1. D operations.

rimerdlese of by wham performed, encouraging the best performers to a

point "sire they la turn can attract funding, both complmumtary and

supplementary co Federal funds; all to a point where continuing Ilmited

Federal appropriatioca can be used more widely and effectively.

As important asthenia& for ascertaining the quality P. & D

performers meriting support, le that of pear savior; a principle adopted

end fostered by the Council. To a layman, this is the Important point at

which there gas be *laded the two points of visit of the producers and

oases of good P. 4 O.

Mach r...bstantive work has been dose by NIZ. Its product is

in greet dens.A. I would ask leave. W. Chairman, for patuicaloo to 1.'4ve

14,th you dad your
IiisbWOmmittee s brief compilation which staff is pre-

paring at my request to shew a few examples of pecific impacts from NIL

pablicatlims.'rep,rts, mod general material; in addition to the regular

miecellameous mailings by XIX to the educational establishment. Suffice

it to say bets thee for the past year. Krt has been receiving an average of

473 inquiries per week: some 707. for publications on specific topics, sone

307. for general or special information. Among the specific topics of NIS
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publ: -.ions sought are: DECLINING IENELLMENTS, DEVELOPMENT Ol GAAZER

AI 'NESS MO YOUNG CHILDREN. WOKE( AND MATHEMATICS and VIOLEITT SCHOOLS -

SAFI SCHOOLS.

Cue other point relating to i4creesing influence of NIE la ic

order. It is my gun direct observetiou, and from rep...its to me frUM

reliable observers, that much vital data being used right nom to help

policy makera such as adninistrators, Judea. --in solving knotty problems

in the world of education were produced directly by, or under contract

'dada/. Par too eftea there Is no reference to, or credit eivan, NIE

for its rmle of basic producer of such material.

In short, I believe that PIE is best positioned to maintain

the efforts of the Federal govertmetr, in cards of the NIE statute, to

'tolve or allevLste' educational problems occurring under present 4nd

foreseeable cdn4ition4.

I an delighted to be home today 4$ member of NcER to support

the NIL in, 1)50 appropriation, to bols:ar Director Graham'o 4dministrati

of ell, endiexpress seminal enthusiasm for the entire effort.

Within my competence, I shall be happy to particip4te in your

fmrther deliberations. It is quite conforrinl to have Director Graham

end members of her exceptional staff nearby.

Thank you for your attentimi.

I r;
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SI %IMMO NCER STATEMENT

Mr. PFORZHEIMER. It is a pleasure. Mr. Chairriti. You have a
copy of the statenwnt. I might summarize a couple of points.

X year ago nty distinguished colleague on the Council, liarold
Howe II, in his testimony before this subcommittee, characterized
the work supported by NIE under your appropriations as "the seed
corn of education's future,- providing "leverage on that future...
which is -more powerful than any other funds you appropriate.

lie also reported that NIE's mission hos become more clearly
articulated and that its essential relationships with educators and
researchers are better than in the past.

1 am in complete agreement with Mr.' Ilowe, and I believe NIE is
even better able to fulfill its promise than a year ago.

I am pl('ased to be here in support of' this appropriation request.
One thing as a businessman that strikes me is that the

million is an increase million over last year, but it's only 69
percem of' the Institute's original fiscal year 1973 level, and that
does not allow for inflation.'

I can assure you that from a businessman's pdint of' view I think
-the NIE has already gone through a bit of' a shake-down period as

ar as how hest ) use its funds. It's a modest request.
Furthermiire, from the point of' view of a businessman, I have

heen involved in all levels of' education for about :i() years, and it
seems to nie that the NIE is in a very good position right now to
foster a competitive climate among the really good R&D oper-
ations. NIE is best able to identify these good performers, and this
I think is getting more important in these times of fiscal
stringency

I think so much work has been done by NIE of a substantive
nature that I Lave tarken the liberty-a asking the staff' to send ynu
a very brief cianpilation of some placilx where there has been an
impact from NIE work.

I brought along today t'our NIE publications that impressed nu..

l'sE ()E NIE RESEARCH 1,Clii.a.ATaiNs

"Violent Schools-Safe Schools-, is used by State Boards of Educa-
tion, and local school boards across the country. Particularly out-
standing is th. publication "Women and Mathematics-, which, I

think is the hest compendium on that very difficult subject
I find that "htrever I go -Development or career Awareness in

Young Children- is being used by school boards and other educa-
tion policy makers. Finally, the most challenging one 1 think of all
is. "The Declining Ermllments-, which is the h.g challenge of the
coining decade.

Iii !,hort. 1 irenlly holieve that NIE Is Mi111111.; along hotter now
than I h;lvf it in all of the years I have been with it. nnd 1 ;int
delighted to he hero today and would he very happy to answer any
que,tion- 1 havi --dtting on either sidi of Me a couple of l'fb:11

expert-. %Anil their very gimil
rrho ft)iltm
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thiPAcI. OF Sk.LECIN) ACTIVITIF:S

1) NIE's Educational Finance Program has provided technical assistance and policy
analyses enCschool finance reform issues to approximately half the states..
In addition, over the past three years, fifteen states have applied for and
received cost-sharing contracts to conduct their own policy studies on this
subject., Key legislators, Cbvernor's offices and State Departi:ents of
Education in all states regularly receive tnformation on the Latest judicial
rulings, legislative initiatives and research findings regarding

. nmentary
and secondary school finance through this program.

2) A current publication of the Education Finance Program, Plain Talk:About
school Finance, was prepared to serve as an introduction for educatic%al
policrukars, practitioners and the general public. Ten thousand copies
have been requested by national educatirn associations, State legislatures
and a wide segement of the education community. It has been used in eight
states by the American Federation of Teachers to educate teachers about
sehool finance reform issues,

1) NIE supported the develornent of the Cevtter Intern Program (CIP), an
alternative high school for potential'school dropouts. The goals of the
Preclram are to enable students to complete high school and receive a
diplcre, acquire occupational knowledge, plan for a career and tarrove
basic reading and trathenatics skills. C"'..P was tested by NIE in Philadelphia
filin 1972 through 1976, and was found to have made dramatic irproveuents
in the studerts who participated. Because of the effectiveness of the
program, the Department. of Labor provided over $5 million to N1E to
replicate the program in four cities (Detroit, Seattle, Poughkeepeie, and
New York City), The purpose of this two year followup study is to
determine whether the program will be able to achieve the same measure of
success in areas with different socio-econemic and cultural conditions than
Phil& Aphia.

4) Thousands of classrooms throughout the country are using curriculum materials
developed by the regional educational laboratories and ediumtional rwcarch
ct5its supported by NIE. Two outstanimg fouurples of such materials are
the Elementary Math Program developed by Mtra un St. Louis, and the
Individaally nuided Education Reading Program developed by the University of

Certer, at Madision.

lac NIE-Jum)rted publication, WILW,4220 in Rural Am,trica: A Frsessirerif
of Conventional 'oii.sdas, milted. by Jonathan Alut, was the first rajor study
of rural eetuoational policy in over three decades, It was selectrd as une
of the eleven "Must Hootui" e.Cir 177 by the National :Ictxxol lioands Association.

rhe tx..lik was published and is sold ccavercially by Westview Press, Inc. Before
NIE printtd as a soparate docuvent ehatker two of the bx*.,

.itled "PL.:entry, Ettletunc."/ and Equality. The mytt-4; ,4 Rural Scluil and
Nfl received over 2(',0(s) red-vests for thas vr)nograph.

rhe t.txtk is currently Le:unused Li student; at Harvard, Dartmuth, the University
of Vt:clint and other college:: and univenuties. It has also been frequently

oy .itate legi.ilators (for example in 'owa, Mlinno:x)ta wad VtNa:unt' in their.
.ttrAlt .;t.Itt! .1Chuk..1 rtca,Finizatien ixilicies and by local

dt-ti 1:: tItty ct,n;:idet whet. and whtt, to clo:s,
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6) The NIE-supported
publications Social and Cognitive Development in_Yoanq

alLisiati were designed to provide teachers of preschool and elementary

school children with a brief summary of current
research in these areas.

The puhli,..ations were
designed to help teachers relate research finddngs

to practical issues and actual situations. Since publication, NIE has

distributed over 20,000 copies of these reports. They are widely used

by elementary school
teachers in their classvuois and have also been used

by the University of North (arolina for its teacher training programs.

7) In 0kolona, Mississippi in the Fall of 1978, a disaster was averted when

firemen were able to handle the ierailment of a railrond tank car containing

liquid propane. The volunteer firemen credited an instructional training

program with helping them learn how to successfully deal with such situations.

The program was sponsored by the NIE-supported Appalachian Educational

Satellite Pr-con-am and transmitted via satellite to local sites

throughout the region. A similar incident occurred near Radford, Virginia,

where volunteer firemen,
helped by this program, were Able to successfully

cope with a fire caused by a tanker truck that jackknifed.

This list offQm a small sample of the type of isivact NIE activities have

had in the educational community.
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Thank you very much.
Mr. N ATCHER. Thank you.

ImPAcr OF DEPARTMENT OF EDucAvoN

Now, under the President's proposal for a separate Department
of Education would there be any changes in the status of educa-
tional research and developmcnt?

Dr. GRAHAM. Mr. Chairman, the President proposes an Assist-
ant Secretary for Research and Improvement and under the re-
sponsiblity of the Assistant Sect ety for Research and Improve-
ment the National Institute of Education will be lodged.

Mr. NATCHER. How do you feel generally about the proposed
Department taking over the research activities of the National
Science Foundation?

Dr. GRAHAM. Well, my understanding is that only some of the
research activities of the National Science Foundation would be
included in the new Department, and those are the ones which are
most germane to edwation. Two-thirds of the Science Education
Directorate would coMe, and to my knowl6dge of Mr. Rutherford
and his colleagues, th0 suggestion to me that that would very
substantially enhance ihe work of educational research in the
Depart men t.

FEDERAL EDU('ATIONAL R. & I)

Mr. NATCHER. Can you tel.: now many Federal agendes at
this time are currently supportim, educational research and devel-
opment? Do you have any idea9

Dr. GRAHAM. I would have to give /0.1 a more precise number for
the record, but I can tell you there alt. good many.

Most of' them are supporting, the research in relation to the
particular mission of' their agericy, such as agricultural, or labor,
rather than education just in- general. It's l.1. Aailv ..ducation in
relation to the particular activity of' that agency.

Dr. BERRY . There iF a committee o such agencies of whial you
are the Chairman.

Dr. GRAHAM. Inthq'd The Federal Council MI Educational Re-
search and Developnwnt. We have three committees under that
and one of those is investigating this part iailar quest ioa.

Mr. NA-rcit ER. All rignt.
Now. if you will. insert ;t list of tht agencies in the record and

show the iunounts budgeted for 1979 and 10
\Vt. %Atli place that itt the r-cord at t his point.
;The information follow!":1

I `.,C ;

4
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Dr. Graham. The following table wau developed by the 01.113 Special Anslyues staff

based on the FY 80 budget.

Education research*

Outlays (millions)

1978
actudl

1979

estimate

1980

estimate

Educationally deprived children 123 140 159

Education for the handicapped 65 98 129

Occuprtic.1, vocational, and adult education 99 110 96

Special projects and training 41 69 76

Assistant Secretary for Education 22 23 25

National Institute of 2dueation 64 89 90

National Endowment for the Arts and Humanities 33 29 30

National Science Foundation 37 42 46

Other
27 35 34

Total 511 635 .685

*OMB Special Analyses; Federal Outlays for Feisonnel Training and Research in Educa-

tion as of 03/36/79.
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NEW PROJECTS

Mr. NATCHER. For research and development the 1980 budget
request is $84,242,000, eXcluding administrative costs.

How much of that amount is for new projects?
Dr. GRAHAM. A little over $13 million.
Mr. NATCHER. Oescribe one or two 'he new projects planned

for 1980, just fp give us sc.ne idea about what you have in mind.
Dr. GRAHAM. We have two principal foci in 1980, We want to

figure out how we can increase literacy in America and we want to
figure out what makes a good school. We think these .wo are
related insofar as we think that the schools are an excellent place
in which to make people literate.

We know a lot about elements of good schooling in individual
schools, but we don't know very much about the overall qualitities

, that affect schooling. We anticipate that they will be different in a
rural. area from what they are in an urban area; they will be
different in the schools that are serving a population which is of
varied races than in populations serving only one race.

MULTI-YEAR FUNDED PROJECTS

Mr. NATCHER. If you will, summarize briefly the steps you go
through in deciding whether or not a particular project should be
continued beyond one year. What steps do you take?

Dr. GRAHAM. Well, any project that we have at NIE always has a
project monitor. The project monitors, depending on the size and
the scope of the project, may consult with peer reviewers in the
field that are not connected with either NIE or with the project
and get recommendations from those individuals to judge whether
or not the'project is worthy of funding. On the basis of the recu_a-
nwndations from the outside reviewers or in NIE staff, and in some
cases both, recommendations are made to the Associate Director in
whose area the project lies. Again depending on the scope of the
project. the Associate Director may make a final decision, or if it is
a large project, it wiil be referred to the Oeputy Directors and to
me. The Director or one of the Deputies must approve all multi-
year awards over $2.";(100.

Mr. NATCHER. How nmny of' your research projects are funded on
a multi-year basis?

Dr. GRAHAM. I would have to supply that answer to you for the
record but the majority are funded for more th'in 1 year with the
opportunity to review their progress during the course of this
period

!The infOrnii:tion
I)r GRAHAm Thy lip.otatc 4-,ta1ato,. that so) peromt IA ur ti-t.:1! scar 1:179 and
Nrrpnt nt our fiscal %vat- Inntiwt will fund mullovar prnivo.:
Mr NA-rclivit What are the advantages of funding projects on amulti-vear basis"
Dr GRAHAA I think the major advantage is that most research

stmlies that are at all cumplex. for ,xarnple, nn following how
children learn to rood or evalu,ting a program that is in place .med tu lullowed over a period several years to see %%het herthe system is worl ing or nut You need to w;itch to InPke that

1
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the program justifies co tion. So you check periodically in the
progress of the projects. Usually a review is made annually before
funds are awarded for the current fiscal year.

EDUCATIONAL LABORATORIES AND CENTERS

Mr. NivrcHER. Tell me what k the planned funding level for the
educational laboratories and centers in 1979 and 1980?

Dr. GRAHAM. For 19S0 it is $211.S million and for 1979 it is $29.2
million.

Mr. N.:Vayit. Does the Institute have any control over the activ-
iues conducted by the labs and the centers?

Dr. GRAHAM. We beli?ve, Mr. Chairman, that we have a good
deal more control than we formerly had, and that is in large part a
result of the work of the Congressionally mandated panel on the
laboratories and centers which submitted their report to the Con-
gress and to me in January. We found the report very helpful.

The one principal finding of the report was to make a distinction
between what a center ought to do and what a lab ought to do.

The second recommendation was to accept certain criteria on all
Scores as to how these laboratories and centers would be evaluated.
For example, what the criteria would be that would judge whether
or not a center should be continued or whether or not a laboratory
was doing good work and should be continued.,

The third recdmmendation was to accept t)le r-inciple of peer
review; that is, judgment by the people in tiu/middle of specializa-
tion of th :.. laboratories or the centers as to whether or not they
were doing good work. That is a new criterion in the application
across the board to the laboratories and to the centers whkh we
think will move us a long way towards establishing our relation-
ship v4.ith them on a better ground.

Finally, we have included representatives from the laboratories
and the centers in our planning process at NIE this spring.

We have had over 100 members of the laboratory and center
staff in to work with us on planning, so that, in fact. our Funding at
these laboratories and centers will he integrated int() the overall
work of the Institute. in a much more satisfactory way than we
believe has been the case in the past.

1 I iNG TERM AGREP:MENTS

Mr NATurtEtt. If you will. explain your iong terni agreements
with the laboratories and centers.

Dr t; itAHA M. The panel was asked by Congress to help us figure
out what we should do in this regard. Of tl 17 laboratories or
centers we Mit mlly offered a long term agreement to five laborato-
ries and to five centers.

There were tAree laboratories and centers which needed to clari-
fy whet}... they wished to be regarded as a laboratory or a center.
arid those institutions are now making that decision, and we think
we have itiAt about reached consensus on that.

We will be ()tiering these three long term relationships.
One lahorator ;Ind one center have just undergone a major shift

in their focus. and they are engaged in a planning nor iod with no
jeopard, to con:idering a lung term relationship in the,future In
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addition, it was our judgment in two in,stances that they enter a
period of strengthening before a decision was made as to whether
or not a long term relationship should be offered.

Mr. NATCHER. If the Institute's budget were cut back by 10 or 20
percent, what effect would that have on long term agreethents?

Ms. GRAHAM. The agreements with the laboratories and centers
are always contingent upon a level of funding for which we are
hopeful. I am sure it would have some effect, and I would have to
judge that in the overall context of the Institute's work.

POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

Mr. NATCHER. What kind of research is the Institute supporting
in the area of postsecondary education?

Dr. GRAHAM. I am happy to say we are now planning to do a
good deal more work in that field. We started out working primar-
ily in the field of elementary with some secondary education. Next
year we expect to spend about $23 million on research on post-
secondary education.

Some of that will be addressing problems of the organization,
administration and management of postsecondary institutions.

We will be giving particular attention to minority and historical-
ly black colleges. We will also be continuing work that we are
beginning now in areas of assisting women and minorities at the
postsecondary institutions in participating in educational research
and development.

We will be continuing work we are doing at the community
colleges, particularly assisting community colleges that have bilin-
gual programs.

We will be continuing to support the National Center for Higher
Educational Management Systems which has broadened its man-
date to include issues in higher education beyond just simply sys-
tems management.

Mr. NATCHER. Tell me how does your postsecondary education
research program differ from the postsecondary education research
program administered by the Assistant Secretary of Education?

Dr. GRAHAM. That program, the Fund for the Improvement of
Postsecoadary Education, k principally a program to provide funds
to demonstration projects at different colleges and universities.

Our research is of a more generic nature, looking into ways to
improve higher education in America.

FEDERAI. COUNCIL ON EDI VATIONAI. I &

Mr NAulipai. In 1976 Congress authorized the creation of' a
h'deral Council on Educational Research and Development. Ilas
this Council been appointed?

Dr. GRAHAM. This Council has met twice. and has decided to
carry on most of' its work on a monthly basis through a committee
system Three committees are functioning: one deals with legal and
administrative issues: one with developing a catalog of federally
assisted programs in educational R. & D.: and a third with an
annual report of significant findings of' Educational Research and
Development These committees have been meeting regularly.

Mr. NATutiEu. ho chairs t ne Courted?

1 J ,
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Dr. GRAHAM. I dn.
NATCHER. They have a good Chairman.

Drt. GRAHAM. Thank you.
Mr. NATCHER. What benefits will be derived from the Council's

activities?
Dr. GRAHAM. I. hope that there will be benefits from them. I

think the principal benefits, if I may speak candidly, will come
from the work of the committees.

I think particularly of the committee that has been dealing with
legal and administrative issues. That subcommittee is chaired by
Richard Werksman, and he has brought together his colleagues in /
the Federal Government to think about such issues as how we deal
with the Freedom of Information Act, and what particular issues
there are for educational research and development in that area.
Also, they are planning a meeting in May that will deal with how
the Ethics in Government Act, when the regulations beconw avail-
able. will affect educational research and development puople.

Mr. NATCHER. What jncentive is- there for other Federal agencies
to cooperate with the Council?

Dr. GRAHAM. I think the principal incentive is that the National
Institute of Education is the only agency in the Federal Govern-
ment whose primary business is to engage in educational research
and development and therefore, we think about those issues in a
nmre comprehensive way than anyone else does.

For the otlwr agencies educational R. & D. is only a fragment of
their efThrt and, thereföre. I believe they have come to appreciate
the fact that we think about these issues more broadly and have
somes expertise in this area.

We have not had any difficulty with cooperation. In fact, the
reverse: we have had other people who wkh to join us rather than
just thos statutorily designated.

til'IDANCE FROM NATION:NI. EDVCATIONAI. RESEAR('II

Mr. NATCHI:.R. According to your budget document, the Institute
received poliev guidance from the National Council on Educational
Research in developing the 191) budget. flow many Council mem-
bers are currently working in Ow area of elementary and second-
ary education at the State or local level?

br. GRAHAM. There are 15 members of the Council. One of the
members is a superintendent of schools in Atlanta. Another is the
State superintendent of public instruction in California.

third is a junior high school teacher in Minnesota. Mr. Ilowe,
ho testified before you last year, is quite knowledgeable about

elementary and secondary education, having served as Commis-
sioner of the U.S. Office of Education, and now as vice president of
the Ford Foundation for Education and Research.

Mr PlOriheimer was for many ears a rwmber of the State
fitird of Regents of the State of :;ew York. Several members have
had a vitriety of involements with elementary and secondary
educat

r NAIVIIER What %.%111 the major recommendation:- of the
Council which are reflected in the 19s() budget requesr.)

It
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Dr. GRAHAM. One certainly is that we increase the proportion of
funds which we spend on basic research, which was a policy
adopted by the Council which is reflected in this budget.

An earlier policy recommended by the Council was that we pay
greater attention to the educational needs of girls and women, and
that is also reflected in this budget.

A third is that we stabilize. our relationships with the regional
education laboratories and centers, and I believe that is also re-
flected in this budget.

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT AND TESTING

Mr. NATCHER. Last year the budget request included $5.4 million
for student achievement testing. As you know, this committee had
some reservations about the possibility of developing a national
test to be applied to local schools.

What do you see as the Federal role in achievement testing?
Dr. GRAHAM. Mr. Chairman, I welcome the opportunity to say

that I have, ever since the time I appeared in the Senate confirma-
tion hearings two yers ago, opposed the development of' a national
test, and I continue vigorously to believe that the National Insti-
tute of Education should not be involved in the development of a
national test of academic achievement.

That is a view which I believe is shared by the Council as well,
and also by my colleagues, my immediate colleagues in any case,
The Federal role, it seems to me, and one which we are working
on, is to engage in research about testing, how testing can be made
more useful, and to provide information about it. This, for example.
is a booklet we have recently completed called, "The Assessment
Instrunwnts for Non-English Speaking Students."

There are different kinds of' tests you can give to children who do
not speak English or whose native language is not English, and we
think making this kind of' information available is quite helpful.

We are now engaged in a series of' follow-up conferences at the
regional level to discuss the uses and misuses of testing.

The first of these regional conferences was held yesterday and
Tuesday in Michigan, and seven additional ones will be held in
other parts of the country. One day of the confrrence attracts
primarily teachers. administrators, and policymakers.

One day they dealt with testing issues, what tests can be used, or
what the effects of testing are. how tests can be used for instruc-
tional purposes. The second (lay was dedicated to whatever testing
issue was most difficult and most troublesome in that ptirticular
regiori .

might add we had a call from one of the people who attended
that conference who simply called voluntarily to Mr. Timpane to
tell him what an excellent conference it was and how extremely
wwful t Ii Is ulle in Michigan had been.

\ I ION.1. .C.ATIU\ AI. I'R(

One final thing I should ,iy is that the National Assessment of
Educational l'rugrp,-; was transferred this past month to the Na-
tional Institute of Education. and we hope to continue the high

I I
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standards that have characterized the National Assessment in the
past.

In addition, we hope to utilize the data that have been collected
by the National Assessment to do more research on those data so
that they will be more useful and so more people will be able to
take advantage of what we have learned through that assessment.

ACHIEVEMENT TESTING

Mr. NATCHER. What do you propose by way of' achievement test-
ing in the 1980 budget?

Ms. GRAHAM. The 1980 budget for achic-ement testing includes
both research on achievement testing, and the use of testing to
make it more helpful in instruction, that is, figuring out- ways a
teacher will know more about what difficulties the child is having
in learning than was the case in the past.

Some additional work in planned on testing for youngsters whose
native language is riot English. Most tests assume, of course, your
language is English, and you have to figure out why a child is
having trouble if the child is having to take a test in a language
that is not his or her own native language. We will fund additional
work on the dissemination of testing and making information
available to teachers and administrators about how tests are used.

SCHOOL FINANCE

Mr. NATCHER. What studies are now being conducted by the
Institute in the area of school finance?

MS. GRAHAM. We are continuing the work which we believe has
been quite satisfactory in the past such as assistance to the
National Conference of State Legislatures, who provide information
and technical assistance to State Legislatures, which are consider-
ing revisions in their educational finance law.

We are continuing our work with the Education Commission of
the States which is essentially dissemination of' what we know
about educational finance in the States. We anticipate playing a
very significant role in the new HEW study on educational finance
which was mandated by the 1978 Amendments.

Mr. NATCHER. The subject of school finance is being examined in
the Office of Education and also in the Secretary's office. How do
you justify this apparent duplication now?

Dr. GRAHAM. I think the new congressionally mandated study to
look at the educational finance with the 11 different elements that
that study will include will very effectively let the different parts
of the Department lead f'rom their strengths in working together
on the study. I belie l,?. that the decision will be made quite shortly
in terms of a director for that study and final disposition of the
allocation of the 11 different parts of that study.

Dr. BERRY. Wi will make sure there is no overlap or duplication
through the study plan that is being developed implemented.

Mr. NATI'MR. Who has the lead role as far as studying school
finance?

Dr. BERRY. In the mandated studies in the 197s amendments, the
authority is given to the Office of the Secretary, where the lead is
Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation; that office has

10.1
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the lead, so to speak, but it is a cooperative effort involving ME
and other offices in the department.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STUDY

Mr. NATCHER. In 1976, Congress directed the Institute to do a
major study of vocational education. Can you tell us the present
status of this study?

Dr. GRAHAM. Yes, we are on schedule to report on the vocational
education study. The interim report will come to you in 1980 and
the final report in 1981. There will be four parts of this study. We
submitted the plan to the Congress on schedule, and we have
received favorail,le comments on it. The awards have now been
made for the researchers who are to engage in each of these four
parts.

One has to do with the distribution of funds; that is, where the
funds for vocational education go. The second part deals with the
administration of vocational education. The third deals with estab-
lishing means to figure out.whether the programs are any good or
not, and the fourth is a review and evaluation of consumer and
home-making programs. Those awards have been made. The study
is being directed at NIE by Dr. Henry David, -and we anticipate
that the work will reach you in a timely fashion and will be
helpful to you in your consideration of vocational education legisla-
tion in

Mr. Ni. TCHER. Is 1981 the year of the next reauthorization?
Dr. GRAHAM. Yes, with the interim report in September 1980,

and the final in September of 1981. There will be time to advise
you prior to your consideration of the reauthorization much as the
title I study. The evaluation which we did for you on the title I
program of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act came to
you to inform you at the time that you were considering reauthori-
mtion of title I in the last Congress.

EDUCATION SATELLITES

Mr. NATCHER. How much is in the budget for educational satel-
lite demonstration projects? -

Dr. -GRAHAM. The total for 1980 is $2 million to be allocated
between two principal satellites projectsAlaska and Appalachia
wit h a small sum for technical support. In both the Alaska and the
Appalachia satellite projects, we have reached agreement with
them as to the length of time NIE will be funding this demonstra-
tion phase before they become operational.

Mr. NATCHER. What have been the results of satei!ite demonstra-
tions previously supported by the Institutegood or bad?

Dr. GRAHAM. On the whole; we think good. We think that the
quality .has been very good, and my colleague, Michael Tirnpane,
was in Lexington, Ky., this week.

Mr. NATCHER. A great place.
Dr. GRAHAM. lie tells me so. lie might like to say a word of what

he saw there.
Mr TIMPANE. I was just being filled in for a day on what prog-

ress the Appalachian satellite was making. They report that their
efforts seem to he going mostly into the continuing education of
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teachers and other citizens who are in many of the remote sites in

the Appalachian region. They have developed both courses and a
new technique of television workshops, where they appear to be

having success with teachers, with firemen, and with emergency
crewmen who battle various disasters. They seem to be demonstrat-
ing that they can deliver a variety of educational services to all
different kinds of people in the region that would not be utherwise
available because the people are so spread out in the various rural
areas. I was very heartened by the visit to see they had achieved
this with our support.

Mr. NATCHER. Does the high cost of satellite transmission rule
out future use insofar as local schools are concerned?

Dr. GRAHAM. That is a very difficult question to answer, because,

at the moment, there is a good deal of uncertainty about who is
responsible tbr the technology that is up there in the sky and what
the costs of that technology will be in the future. It is that issue
which we have been discussing with our colleagues in the Depart-

ment of Commerce.

NATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS

Mr. NATCHER. How much is in the budget for the National As-
sessment of Educational Progress?

Dr. GRAHAM. For 1980, just over $3.9 million.
Mr. NATCHER. What changes are proposed in the assessment

project for next year?
Dr. GRAHAM. It is a little premature to say what changes will

occur, because we are putting out this week, in fact, a request for
proposals. Those are in the mail today, as a matter of fact, and I
would be happy to submit for the record the proposed scope of

work for either a grant or cooperative agreement. It will be under-
taken competitively.

(The information follows:1
ABSTRACT

The ional Institute of Education is announcing a competition to select an
orgam..ation to con'duct the National Assessnwot of Educational Progre.ss (NAEP).

ME was authorized by Public Law 95-561, the Education Amendments of 197S, to

carry out the NAEP through an organization o he selected in this competition.
The project period will be 52 months, from Si ptember 7, 1979 through Ikcember

31. 19s3 A ne."..,:otlipetition will be held during calendar year 19s3_
With the exckption of the initial Ifi-month budget period ISept. I. 1979 to Dec 31.

19sin. this project will be funded annually for one-year periods. It is anticipated that

the project will be funded for $.43 9 million per calendar year. The funding for the

first hair months of the project will be negotiated based on the plans presented in
t he ,occessf ul application

The law thrects that onl a "nonprofit education organization" is eligible to
receive an award This res.r:ction does not bar the use of "for profit- or nonprofit
subcontractors

'rim law directs that a 17.aiember Assessment Policy Commattp he establisiwd to
design and superise the condo( t of the NA EP.

A Pre Application Conference will be held at lo a.m. on April Is. 1979, at NIE.
1:!oo 19th Street, N W Washington. . Room s23

The due date for receipt of proposak p m IWashington time' on June

1979 All proixisak noi-it be mailed or hand-delivereq...4n- NIE Prdposals rlearing
howie. Room '13. brown budding. 12110 19th Street.'N W . Washington, DC
Attention NAEP

!A comulete cop of the propisal is t'..Ill,hhl1 in the ciminut tee files j
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- Mr.- NA.rtmEtt,:siloviiiiiny-,,.cOntractors..,are- invoiveo.,,A.

Dr.:QRAHAM: We don't knowas. the requests .are just nOw-&;ing.-,
-Mailed.H;AVe-havehad over aft inquiries -as-1.1. result of ...the pre,.
an nourkernent that ,:we:put in the :Federal Register .and the in.,
.nouncement tliat.:-Was in Commerce Business ',Daily. earlier this
-.7week,z1 -am sure that we will -not get au submissions, but it does

--jridicate::that there is very broad interest in -the field about this, ....,.

and Tw'eThave established a group Which will_adViSe me both, on the
.---4ormof.the propostl i.tud Will advise.me on the response.

This project 'will:be funded on a competitive. baSis?.i:-
27::Dr:.1-4tAtima. It will: yes, sir..

Mr NAT('HER. This concludes the hearings on the request for.the,..
National Institute -of-Education-for the fiscal year -1980,, This.

--:beefi a good hearing, and we appreciate it.
...-;:'...tDr.j.4.tAttASI. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. We appreci;

!q1-::44? the-Opportunity to be here.
;7;111r,_NATCHER. Thank you. /
'A-The following questions were submitted to be answered for the

-FINANCE REFORM IMPAUT ON POOR AND MINORITIES
. .

RwesAt.. Wien will your research on the iMpact of finance reform on the poor
--and Minorities be available?

Dr. GRAHAM. Some is already available. For examplei in one study under the
:direction of Intercultural Ikwelopment Research Assotiates, Robert Brischetto
looked at the consequences of finance reform sin six states. The study was designed

--to determine whether the new laws had in fact resulted in a relative increase in the
reisemrces available to school diitricts with concentrations of poor and minority
children. This study makes it Possible to make judgments about the relative merits
of eadiof the six separate attempts to produce greater funding equity, and is useful
to other states considering reform. NIE also funded two earlier Brischetto studies
which examined educational inequalities faced by Mexican-Americans in the South-
west_ The quantity and quality of educational services were found to be highly
related to the ethnic composition yl district enrollment and to residents income.

NATIONAL CENTER ON BILINGUAL EDUCATION

Mr. Royam.. Could you elaborate on the functioning of the national center con-
ducting research on all aspects of bilingual education?

a. When will it be operational?
b. flow will it link up with ongoing research in the field of bilingual education?
c. Will it serve as a dissemination center?
Dr GRAHAM. The project will be operational on or about October 1979. The Center

will link with ongoing research in the field of bilingual education in three ways.
By design. We are asking the Center to concentrate a third of its effort directly

upon Instructional issues, and to justify all of its work in terms of issues on policy
and practice Many individuals in bilingual education have consulted with NW
&out the renter and as mission_

Through its staffing. People working at the Center will be professionals who have
extensive experience in the field and maintain constant contacts in the field to
obtain a.e most currentknowledge.

-11-11TEnonitoring activities Each year the ('enter will undergo an inten-
sive, on-site evaluation Among the evaluation criteria will be the Center's contact
and coordination with other groups in bilingual education

The Center v. ill not serve as a primary dissemination unit; however, some dis-
semination acti% Ries may be specified in the future. It will,. however, produce
documents suitable for dissemination by other groups, such as the National
Ck.aringhouse fOr Bilingual Education The Center and the Clearinghouse. are ad-
ministered by the same unit ..vithin N1E to ensure coordination

Generally. the Center is des.gned to complement the efforts of bilingual education
researchers concerned with the operation ot programs It will do so by providing

_17.1 .1'



: factuitl .informat ion i-itiititr;:t --tise'of-fir47-languages- and-English.
,Knowledge.on Ihese and -relatel.topiCs'iS".:-,reieVant',-_tol. det.elyrnining..'the -content of

bilrngual ectucation;-other agencies_ and other reserch org 1ttons ti nd tOn COP

r4tii,:upOrat*procedltres.__s

PpST:bot"rottA mst t- - r
.

.

t Mr ROY RA L yOu give the Vthniv bro.akout ot recipiehtS.01-post-dnotorAWirds
zjelknviihips . fOr fiscal year 19? ,

Dr::"'GRAHAst..-ACcording to the reports suhmitttid .in Jtmuary -1979 hy
.projects;-approximofely Mt' (11; of the ptojects Nita! st.lected their pre. and2or:post.7.--1..7.-.n.

doc.toral ,recipiiintS.-The. remaining projects will Make their selections-In "nth:I.:late. .

spring"of 1979, .A4Ottil of SS pre-doctoral and SI post-doctoral telloWs Were
.-.bv_;iiihitarV.:Thatile below diSplays the ethnic background Of -Likariii!_ "rt'cipietith

-4

-71 packgrobila-

Predectoral:

NatwëAEiierican
-,-.717t7131acii

Clucasian
7

Asian.Amencan

'Total

iftstdoctoral
Native Atnerican

-black ....... .......... ........

Caucasian

Hispanic

Asian.American

Total

j- r .n---en-egW","

-F

5

15

6

11

12

9

14

52

3 '3

5
5

13 10

6 9

11

38

16

43

MINORITY GROUP TRAINING AT LABS AND CENTERS

Mr. ROYBAL. HOW many minority group members were trained at the education
laboratories and research and development centers during fiscal year 1979?

Dr. GRAHAM. The table below dis;lays the minority and women'A participation in
the lab and center program.

Ittinic batkeiOunl Women Men

Native American. .
2 1

Black 9 11

Caucasian
15 2

Hispanic
7 4

Asian-American 0 1

Nal 33 19

QUALITY OF EDUCATION

Mr. CoNrE. Ms. Graham. if you had to generalize about the average quality of'
public education in the United States, what would you say?

Dr GRAHAM I think Americans can continue to place confidence- in our schools. I
cite three kin& of encouraging evidence

First, althcugh acconqilishnwnt in the middle and later school years is declining,
achievement in the early grades is improving Teachers and researchers have fo-
cused on simple. decoding skills in these earlier grades rather than on the more
complex abilities needed to comprehend Thus, the younger students have improved
in recognizing words. but the older ones still have problems understanding the
sea t encos and paragraphs formed by Joining words Further research in the area of
complex skills should lead to improement for the later grades

05 s
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-.Second, our:SChooki. areteducating-a -.vastly differentTpopulation- today -than they
:were:a=generation.7age.:X=greater ..pereetitage.Of children .are atttnding school for
longer timeS. For-eXample,-75-percent. of today's 17/ear old .Population is grqduated .

compares to only 54 percent n 1q47 Iii addition:4 he current-
high:sChcioN4Ulatiiin. inCliidesintinY'studenthepoor.;-the'minoritiegi'the'handi-

..capped,;ancl:thezbilingual-who were not served by-the. public schools in the past. ..

-,Today s schdOls must- help: these. students,...--.and -their -problenis are 'often difficult .
research shows that .Americaii schools compare.: fayerably to_ schook. in

,...other.cOuntries. Our literac.y levels were higher than most:for_elittintile:lor 14-year
'...OldS,-only those in tit.* Zealand and Finland outperformed,AMerWa-ii-studentiand:.
r.a . much greater land leis- selective./- perceplige of- theagitigt:oup-wns-::receivin
--:_educatiott in the.tinited States; ..

. .

EDUCATIONAL FINANCIZ .

In your study.of Educational Policy and OrganizationWhat does yuur
.i.esearch-- lead you t think ,abota_the way _wejund,educatiorl,that is largely through .

,..,locat property taxes in most.of:this country? ..
''7.Dr. GRAHAM. As you know. several courts and legislatures-haVe recognized that .----

f`±funding of schoolS strictly through Itical property taxes can :cituse:appareptAnNui.:±1-:
The probleins are complex and difficult.

NW, has followed the developments in various courks and legislatures and studied,..1,
he impacts of changes intended to Make tinanCe SySteniiiMore-eqUitable. Informa

-:.tion about these changes has been disseminated to other state legislature's dealing
-with .possible reforms. NIEhas helped approkithately foUr,stateS,per,./eato,,adept2"-,.:.'..7

.L.pew systems tor generating and distributing-funds.for educatam..

will also study th e. financing question further in the future.- Althotigh:the.'.-.L
are not yet final, ME exPects to- have Major responsibilities for the schoo1

qualization study which the Secretary of HEW was/ directed to orry
year's Education Amendments.

SEXUAL E4UALITY IN OUR &moots

Mr. CONTE. Can you cite some of NIE's ongoing projects in studying and trying to
improve sexual equatity in our schools, for both teachers and stedents?

Dr. GRAHAM. During FY 1984- NIE will spend $3.6 million on reaearch and
development efforts which are itttended to increase our understanding of gender-
based inequities and ways to promote equal educational opportunities for girls and
boys, women and men.

in the Teaching and Learning Program, the Women's Research Team, the Matn
Team, and the Educatio in the Home, Community, and Work stair all have sex
equity projects. In the E incational Policy and Organization Program, research on
women s issues and the Vocational Education Study, which will examine sex stereo-
typing in vocational programs as well as the dis4ribution of vocational education
funds in terms of target populations, such as %VW a. Finally, in the Dissemination
and Improvement of Practice Program. the Mimi ides and Women's program, with
its associated research and evaluation, is intended to benefit women specifically.

Some examples of projects supported by these programs which are specifically
geared toward improving sexual equality are:

A Omreptual Moth,/ for the Analvst.s Sex-role Ixarntng and Sex Discriminatton
tn Rdu?atton.This project at Wayne State University began in 1974. The project
has three phases- a review and synthesis of the literature; presentation of a concep-
tual model of the process of sex discrimination; and presentation of a research
design for empirically tsting the model.

Niee Girls Don't Stub, ath.--This project conducted by the Boulder. Colorado
Institute for Research an Social Problems. The major objectives of the study are: to
determine the ages at !which femak.: are most influenced by cultural stereotypes
related to mathematics: and to document the .specific effects of parents, peers. and
the educational setting in influencing females' mathematical bithavior

Women and Ma thematt Th e Impart Early Intert.entton Pmgrams Upon
Course Taking aml Alt:tildes in firgh School.This project at Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity is a two-year study which will investigate the effect of three diffrent
intervention programs administred to high-ability girls in grade seven. The results
of this study should contribute to the design of effective intervention programs to
increase the enrollment of high-ability girls in mathematics courses

Freestyle Thk public television series. produced by KCETCornmunity-Support-
ed Televon of Southrn California in Los Angeles. was introduced nationally in
the fall of 197s over stations of the Public Broadcasting Service Through 13 half-
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.,:-. ..-;:thev might nni one, Theprogram-:with.suppokting.Theitructioaal materodsin:iomed.
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' 'Barriers to- --FAit-ii t iiiiii11.70ivort an i t lei,' ',Nr--.--8-..,:enfr.r. Women-f-iii,=-,ittiio, -)1,11inE.4-_:'

1tex,_....j.his lifojectat..NorthwesternUniversity will;study:theinterplay..of.:;iractOriC
---;:-I.cliiirrie-irS'azic personal .expectUtiOnS.in the obstiiclesAliCingAilder.:women..:.wha-rettirn---1-:::?.?-:--',:,

tO: the University, The project hi.w.piliit:for a_litrger. comparatiVestudyOf womi-a's-,-,-;7,--

.,:- experientes ati returning students:iwa-YarielY Of-Cainpus settings."-.';-_

.L,1,-- S. 'mot Asvinmetry in edurnhiinoLiEniptOynient: Midi,. Mank-ers'and -Fetitale-.-T-7F----,
,.:--niidiers.-:.Thkp:oject at -Stantiird-':I.TniVerSity-Twill_ investigitti;-kh7y7:04blie iii.hool--,-- '

16'11i:fling (espevitilly on 'the elementar je..-Jevel.Yis-iilmaia -exilusiVely.ii jol;..flir worneti,'",:::;f:.
.. , .. .

whetKisi .rop jobs !in educat iOnaLadmin istrat ion are_ held .a1MOSt exclUstVely by men..,:.. ,...,.,..=.

-Ilow did this sexual .isyinmetrY'deVeltip?:floW_-did-its-dt velOjiment'affect Ow orgariV..fz!'"2.E7...r.-.:..'
_ .

.zutian (O. schoolS and the occupation at teaching. What are the,cinistiouenceS rif this

.
asvnunetry, and how can. its.dysfueictioas-be,i.eUtediet.r.....- -

.
DISSEMINATION.::ANO :IMPROVEMENT -OP' PRACTICE

. Mr..-CoNTE. Please describe sonie'of-.NIE's activities under:Dissemination and:.
.1mprovement of Practice to help teachers provide high quality'Oducation.

Dr GRAHAM. Our previous disseminatam etThrts have been directed at ert-ating

arid improving dissemination structures at -the-Federal and state -levels so that 'the:

simple procedures for managing the.flow of inforination *mild be in place.

For example, ..the :ERIq system .c011ects--and..stores:the reSults, ef .educational,..

...research and makes it available .at over:1100..locationsaround the cmintrV:-Iri-lhiS-..:
Coming year, 39 states Will be participating in a program we bega0 5 years-ago-to--
recruit, hire, train, and utilize diskomination specialists.

Building twon these structure% we are...noW beginning moverdirected work such

as: special efforts in urban schools; regional consortia of state and local personnel,

or educational officials at schools, which will analyze regional dissemination and
research iweds--the first two of these consortia are now getting under way in the

Southeast and the Northeast; the regional educational laboratories, which are un-

dertaking regional service and diSseMination activities as a major focus of' their

work; and the Research and Development Exchanges which promote greater inter-
action between teachers, administrators, and reiearchers, so that the practitioners

can know what is available through research and, equally important, the research-

ers can 'increase their understanding of what is on the minds of teachers and

administrators.

BAsie CouNmvs PitocEssrs

Mr. CONTE it seems that much of your research "to understand and improve the

development of language communication and literacy skills" I P. DO is research into

basic cognitive process of a psychological nature. How can such research be applied

on a practical teaching level?
Dr. Gamemo. Perhaps the most direct response is in two parts. The first is to state

that without an adequate understanding of the basic cognitive processes of learning

we. will experience extraordinary difficulty designing, effective instructional ap-
proaches in areas in which children are experiencing difficulty.

The second is to describe how prior research into children's cognitive processes is

now paying dividends. - )
An example from the area of reading research will perhaps be helpful_
We believe that as a result of research on reading we can now teach ahnost any

child in the early grades how to read, i.e., translate written letters into words and

sentences_ Researchers call the acquisition or this type of reading skill -decoding,"

and it is normally attained. at the latest, by".he end of the fourth grade.
What neither researchms nor teachers can fully explain is what happens at the

next step- some children are ahlt to use their reading ability to learh other new
material, and others appear unable to understand the meaning lying behind what
they an. reading

This problem is on of the most difficult in educational research today, and it
appears to affect different children in different ways Some can read words. but do
not understand senterces Others are able to -Work their way through entire sen-
tences, hut are unablel,to make sense out of iA hole paragraphs Yet ot hers can get
through the lias%ages. hot the cannot fully expinin the point the author is trying to
make

1
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itiiheili_.referAb:_thiS:probleni_as.-One.comprehetision,'7atid_We..at_NIE; 'are
concentratingouvreSearch,effortsron. the Shift .frorti;t`decoding."7---understandink the y
written:.word---tocomprehension"understanding.vhat'thecwritten-word conveys.

We,.-iind the reSearch.commuthtyi are conVinced that thiS 'is the area
next :significant imprm,enwnts in reading and- learning. research =Will

'rsinCe.readingTia.truly. fundaMental to learning ;in, every area, :We believe that tbis
. , . ,

:effort--will-prove'contritIO-oar hopes-of reversingtichievement=d,lines-itt the, upper
gradeti. ..!.. . .

lunlatacV .

". r. CONTE: Ms. Urah i under your Teaching and Learning nlearch as it-related
--..to-the problem Of literacy and minimum coMpetency. what iireyon finding.to'bethe',''

..::principal:causps of illitertW VOA can We do _to tgicotirag0 _attiltispheye'where :

bnot only .a necessity but a joy for youth? Isn't the..problem of illiteracy:-
--:'Aroadlv societal?

Dr.-:tiamtAta..Although there are some clues regarding the cauSes. and ioetis of
eVidence iS -not yet in. Societal problems-obviously:TPlay (a. part,-

but much Of thi . antilVSis of thebie issues is inconclusive from the.-paint of 'view -of-
7edaeation. ).

''-::11n addition to those problems, there have been significant changes within-7w..
.Schools.

Finally,. although much concern is evident about declining .rates of- student.,:,:7:;
f-..achwvement, our analyses indicate that achievement in the early grades

is improving and that reading and other learning probleins begin to appear. at
I he:I-Other six0 grade:.where. declines in;_achtevernent..scpme.:first :".1)&i:omi.. 7'.

-:aevere,
--Let me sfly a Word about improveinent in the early years beforN 1 discuss societal:-.:'z.

and school changes.
.

fundamental and important distinction which muSt be borne In mind in canSid.
ering student achievement in the basic skills, including literacy,! is that all of the-
data point in one direction: student ikhievement is fallihg behinc) earlier levels only
if we exandne grades 3 or l ind above. From grades 1 through 4, achievement tests

-are rising over time, as the National Assessment of Educational Progress; the
Comprehensive Test of Bask Skills, and NIE's study of coinpensat4ry education
programs funded under.Title I of ESEA indicate.

The second point I want to make is tliat our schools are educating a far different
kind of student today than they were a generation ago.

In 1947, for example, only 54% of the 17 year-old population graduated from high
school. Today, Ow proportion is 75%. The direction of this shift has been steady
throughout this centuryonly 6% of our youth completed high school in 1900.

In tddition to that expansion of the student population, our schcols have had to
deal with other difficult social changes.

Changes in the American Family have been widespread although we have no
conclusive evidence one way or the other about the effects on achievement: the
number of children living with both parents declined from 893f in 1960 to 803
today; the number of children in divorced families has doubled in the past ten years;
and family mobility and consequent schotil changes have become an American
phenomenon.

Common sense indicates that these changes affect children profoundly, but much
of the analysis of these issues from an educational point of view is inconclusive_

The Traditional Role of Parent as Teacher has become more difficult in the past
decade in light of curricular changes according to some observers. Parents have
traditionally been willing. indeed eager, to complement the teacher and the school
by rinforcing .learning and helping their children with homework. In some courses,
particularly mathematics, that has become more difficult since many parents no
longer understand the subject matter.

Television has undoubtedly had an efft_Tt since by the age of 16. children may
easily spend as much as;15,000 hours watching televisionmore time than they
have spent in school.

In addition to these socwtal changes, there appear to have been significant
changes within our schook

Academic Course Enrollment Decline may be a hictor in decreased achievement
at the upper grade levels. Between 197o-71 and 1972-7i. ac-Cording to an NIE-
funded study at CEMREL in St Louis. enrollment in traditkimil academic courses
dropped remarkably.

School Absenteeism twcame a severe problem from the late l!eiws through the
mid-70's. A 1973 report from the National As.sociation of Secondary School Princi-

1 ;
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pals- identified -absenteyism- as -!'t he-most: perplexing tudnt probhm with _

. Crates of-15:percent -common atid up to. 2:4 percent not unusual-Excessive student
::....abseilfeeiSm hurts both_the;ritiSsing:.sfudenttodJkose_in attendance-ifteachem feel

,thev have to repeatwork.1 . -- . .
High school.' twits. seem increitsitiglv-tor be written-down/A-preliminary.

:tion 'by the Wirtz panel found high sc'hoatexts- to be-written at 6 Oth or 10th grade
1.1evel=and increasingly devoted rto-picturtand attractive -layoUtii 'itt -the .eicpense .of
exposition 'and :explariatiOn. 'Moreover, the texts encourage,multiple.choice.00iingle--

,.;:,-response answerslit..the expense ot wratng.anci reaoning '."

iThe justifiot'on of the DeRirtment-fo1IoWs4-
I

+ -,

... .
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ParnEliT,OF, 14EAL.pi..xpucApokt,_AND_WELFAIRE

NATiONAL INSTITUTE OP-EDUCATION,

Paavnti Available for Obtioqion,

114 0.00U $S 2- ._ .,
. .

. .741.ppropri °glen .. ,_....,,..._._, .......... , .....;... * * .. *** - ;Ks._ ., s _ _. II 158000
-.

.4.,,.. ,......... . . _ _:_. -
Proposed .iupplueneal,.apropriation.. 140,000al

. .

1.k

tal iot ti s i96.774 .900 7 $90,1200 *000

:,. :7 7.. ..,

.,

iot cosparativs.purposes, includes E4.314006 for the transfer
of theilatieeil- AsSossoont -of Educational Prearess program (NAEP)

L'froo the National tenter for Education Statistics (ICES).

V For Par.raise offoctiva OctOhr. 19112.
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1979 latioated audget Authority $94.774,000*;.
-1910Satimated.audget AuthOrity

, .

:71.e_LWithin-qtade:inareases
,

estra.daY,o9:pay in 1910 -
- - -

.

-,StibtotaLt IF
- u -

-t,----C--,--e-7:Machina and Idataing--increase, to Imprpve .1.'_-_ ,
.---.levels of literacy in reading,

s..-:-mr9ting, And other basic 'competencies
.

---: required ta function lh American society... $39,535,000' Pm...L442,002;004=L:
, . .

---' , -number of compensable work-yeats will
-,... :Incense'!" 242*-.713.116.00.5...41-503,900

. .

.. Subtotal
. 4$2.595,30i

-f. , , , T---, .-,-.-."-4.---.-

A. Suilt-int

,*. Programz

1 .pisseminationind tmarovement of Prectiqp.
deacons* due takslightly lover continuation
costs in 1910 0 activities begun in 1979..

I

, 2. IducitizEza1,11110_ and Oraanistgion--
I.. . .

decrease attributed tO the conclUtion ofz-

V several activities begun in previous
fiscal years.

i

\ 3. ProaramDirection log Administration..
reduction in authorised positions

: TOTAL. OECSEASti

MIMS

z

400 !VW alays

.

-- $25,012,000 -- -9 12.000

... 11,541,000 - -$ 941.000

242* 13,646,0006 -9 -$ 250,000

-13 -$1,201,000

-9 441.511.000

'Tor comPerative purposes, includes 94,259,000 under U. Teaching and Learning program.
end $55,000 and 2 positions for the transfer of th ztional Assessment 0 Education*/
Progress program (NADI from the National Center fox Education Statistics iNCES).

'1 0 1, ,
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....-Paaaarea mod Davalopaanits

aw
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b. Disiiiiiiatios aad
-7Imprormaim5 of

( . . ..._ __

...1.7'z.,,.-,, -7- /mart*. , .0Is 012 000, .._,25,000.40) - .....,-:,42.0:00--,.- '- -'
- ...... .,A. .: - ----7.':-,

:
_ _ . -*!..,--1,-___

ildseatioaal Polley sad
0,18833.10m 14,341,000 17,000,603 .

_

Program Oireatioa mad
-Aokataiatratioa 2 :14614.000Y .A33 1.4k05i,0130

:"
372,000

;+

(Staid/al (Avg Vim
Chxle)

..... 11, 403..000) -( 903,5/00) (

Total Eakin &thorny.. e .342 1436,724,000 333, 534,20,000 _4. +$1,311,009.

1,/ for comparative purposes, includes 16,269,000 for the transfer of the National

Assessment of Educational Progress program (MAI?) fro the National Center for

Education Statistics (NCE).

a/ For comparetive purposes, Includes 655,000 for the transfer of funds from the

National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) to direct and administer the

Motional Assessment of Educational Progress program (NAEP); also Includes a

proposed supplemental of $160,000 contained in the President's Budget.

, .
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,peraaawst paisitLarma.;."--

equiva2ent-ef:a117Other

or
DOCCOMIS

4- 9 ,

74 , 72 - 2
Average ousbor Of a13.--omployoes

. ,toenail pasponsat
.

L.-Permanent Positions
positions other than permanent.:.
QtME personnel-comgensation.e,..

'

-312 - - 394 .12

###
. .

Personnel benefits

and trins0OrtatiOn ite

-- # 7,572,0001 -$ 7,596,000 ', 0 05,000 -
.. 1,45$,000 1,363,000 4- , 93.000

12.00i . -,,......:.. ---..- ...,

'-----.7...4
. . $ 9,323,000

_

:"-Nent, communication and utititiss4.0

end zeproduction.....4. .. ..

Other servicior

Project contracts

Supplies.and saterisis

Omits, subsidise and contributions

Total budget autlweitY bY 0140vt

$ 9.655.000

410.000 450,000

473,ow

1,523,000

423,000

1.173.000,

36,654,000*

71.000

51.000

46.109.000

994,774,000*

473,000

, .102.000

1.524,000

425,000

1,173,000

35.722.000

71,000

$1,000

41.240.000

$90,251,000

332.000

40.000

OM.

. 932,000

or

2,971,00,t,

$1,511,000

for creparative purposes, includes the *alloying amounts in rr ira tor the trinatet of
the.Ne.ional Assessment of tducational Progress program (AST) from the National Contsr
fru Cdgcation Statistics (NC23)1

0 Personnel rxopensation/Permanent positions $ 47.000o Personnel benefits
5,000o Travel end transportation of persons 2,000

o Project contracts J4259.500

MI6& $4,314,000

,.1 ri1
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, T"jkii that izing _:

;
. .

-'necunt
- .

1979 - .

. . Authorised,. Esti
.

mate ., Authortis Vitiate L:

.

-
*

_

--/Iational Institut! of
--tt- --, lineation (section 405 --.

, .----7-provialons Acti-,' .. : -..-.; -',.::.,, _ L ...:. - ..

=`-,- -1. Issesteh ar4 Devilopoent t f, $t340$11,000111 ,'"; 4114.227,00C

- --;_,!,-. 2, Proems Direction and 0200000;000 2r(12C":4066.4.401f,' osi 006t,-..'_7%-:::.:741,1..tic

.-:____; . linintetration ( 13,611Sin00,,i
, .....:-..........., - ...- ...;74`- '

- -,-,---,- -- ---,-1-!-:-..-- -----. - -- -4200,000.000 528-#774*-00# `.1r :4, -----r --;.-t-%-.M11:1,-1,..5-!:;-?...!!,;'..--,--tr'4..3.1:1. "--""

..,___../ for ccsicagities purposes, include. i4,259,000 for the ttansfer of the National
Aseeement of EducatiOnal Progress ptegra* WASP) ftels the NationaL ConEac log. ,' : ..... -;.-- --,-÷,---

Educition Statistics INCE11) , :

2::-.41. i

.

_or retie@ r ii, indludes 015.000 bit' be iranshres* free the National .

-. ,... .4 CCOMP411 py VON
.., _:=.:, Center.tor Education Stational (NM/ for the SlroDElon and administration:O.._ .

''. .. - ... : ." " .4-7:"It,-','S or

,,, the National Arniesessent of Educational Progress greaten" MARIN.

-.41/ Sy Iiithority at .iliketal Education ProvisiOns Act iS/211,74ic pennon 414,..
deference Section 40Sj.
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'NATIONAL INSTITUTT OF EDUCATION

Appr4priation Ristory Table

Tsar

gadget
Eat/rate

to Con room
Rouse

Alloysnce
Samts

.411ovancs hooropriation

1973 5142,671,000 $142,671,000 $142,671.000 $142,671,000

1974 187,897,000 143,371,000 75,700,000 75,700,000

1975 134,500,000 80,000,000 70,357,000

1976 80,000,000 80,000,000 70,000,000 70,000,000

Transition
Quarter 20,000,000 20,000,000 20,000,000 20,000,000

1977 90,385,000 70,000,000 70,000,000 70,385,000

1978 109,600,000 90,100,000 90,100,000 90,100,000

1974 100,000,000 97,500,000 90,071,000 96,614,000U

5upp1atanta1 160,00011

1980 58.285,000

1/ Tor comparative purposes. includas $4014,000 for tha transfer of tha
National Aaaesmeent of Educational Progress program (NAZP) Irma tho
National Cemtar an Education Statiatics (ICU).

1/ For pay raise affective Octobar. 1978.

Note: The apprOftlation for 1971 through 1978 do.. not include the followins
amounts for\the transfer of NAEP from NCES:

1973:

1974:

1975:

37,035,000
54,357,000
94,540,000

1976:
1 477:

1978:

$4.944,000 (includes Transition Quarter)
54,648.000
$4,853,000
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luLTIFICAMN
National Institute of education
---____

FY 1979 ry 1479 Inurea.e

current Revised FY 1980 ors,

_______Apploweition President's Budger_..SItimetst Detcritavt.',,,,

A. Teaching and Learning. $19,515,000-
1/ $19,515,0001/ $41,62t0434_ 42,092,000

B. Dissemination and
improvement of Practice 25,012,000 25,012,000 25,000,000 - 12.000

C. Educational Policy
and Organisation 18,541.000 18,541,000 17,500.000,4 - 94.1,000

0. Program Direction 2/

and administration 13,526,000- W.686,0002/ 14,058,000 372,000

19.1TAL $96,614,000 $96,774,000 $98.285,0U0 $1.511.ov0

General Stetement

The National lnititute of Education
(141E( will EL:roi its FY 1980

budget for tesesrch, development, and
dissemination activities on

two aa)or goals--advanclng
educetlonsil equlty and improving educa-

tional practice. In purault of ita mission, NIE supporta research

and dissemination activities to help reduce the predictive value

of race, ethnic background, sex, and socisl class on individual

educational attainment. The Institute also supports work to

improve the processes of learning and instruction ani the manage-

ment of educational ovganisations and devotes a larga,p.opOrtion

of its budget to the dissemination of research findings-

In order to focus most clearly on
these complex issues, the FY 1980

prxitam will eddress two major questions: (11 How do we best raise

levels of literacy? and (21 What wakes a good school?

Litegac in the Sense of astery of the fundamental Skill, of

reading, writing, and mathematics, Is essential to successful func-

tioning in complex society and is increasingly a ma2or concern of

parents. teachers, and policymakers alike. This growing concern

has led to fforts to identify the
charactertstics of effective

scnools, so that the information can be used throughout the educa-

tional system to reduce an apparent decline in student achievement.

Vfor comparative purposes, includes $4,259,000 for the transfei of

the National saint of Bducational Progress Program tt4A61'1 Itut,

the National Center for Education Statistics arts).

Far ,Nomparative purposes. includes
$55,000 for the transfer of fends

from WICE8 to direct and administer NAZIt.

2 comparative purpoies, includes $55,000 fur the transfer of funds

turn ?WES to direct and administer KNOI ale° includes pr.pogurd

supplement of $160,000 contained in the President's Budget.

I "i
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The TY 1960 program budget is divided among tnree general areas
corresponding to the Institute's organizational structure. The
three program arear are:

Teaching and Lestqlnq-- aaaaa rch on human learning and effective
educational practices focused on the problem df literacy in the
basic skills (reading, writing, and mathematics). A dispropor-
tionate percentage of persons lacking these skills are elderly,
poor, Slack, Hispanic, or other minorities. The program will
expand knowledge about literacy and help teachers, schools, and
other institutions in transmittin7 the literacy skills required
for effective participation in society.

biSSeminatiOn and tworovebent of Practicedevelope and supports
systems for disseminating educational knowledge at the national,
regional, State, and local level; and, in addition, conducts
studies to improve these systems.

Educational PolicV_and Organisation - -research is conducted on
issues of finance, desegregation, law, governance, organization,
and management as they apply to education. The central task is
to find ways to Lmprove the governance and organization of educa-
tion that will lead to greater educational equity and improve
the skills and effectiveress of local educators.

In preparing tie program and budget, HIE receives policy guidance
f7011 the National Council on Educational sssss ch (NCER).
The Council is composed of fifteen embers of the public
who ace appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate.
The FY 1960 budget reflects their policy gUidance. For example,
the Council enacted a policy requiring the Institute to use at
least 206 of the budget for fundamental h; slightly sore
than 206 is included in the proposed budget. Another policy
requires the Institute to re between 3 & 56 0! its budget
for funding unsolicited proposals (i.e., proposals tor projects
which do mot r:Apond to a specific program announcement but do
pertain to HIE e overall mission). The unsolicited proposal
funds, 'Alich are distributed doom" the three program in the
budget materials, encourage the development of ideas by rrrrrr chars.
teachers,' and school administrators who Are in positions to
identify local problems and h needs.

The Institute is planning to provide up to $29,600,000 in ry 1960 to
support the work of 17 educational research and development labora-
tories and conters. These amounts are also distributed among the
three program &fell in the budget materials. The report of the
Panel for the Re-lew of Laboratory and Center Operations, mandated
by Conc'ess in 1976, was submitted to the Director of NIE and to
:ongte66 In Januar}, 1979. This report will Le an important element
in the Director's determination of funding levels and long -virm
rerationships with individual laboratories and centers.
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TEM:0PG AND LEARNING

Section 40', A rhe General Education Provisions Act

1979 Increase or

Eatimate 1980 Decrease

Rh Authorisation Pos. BA Pos. BA

i19,535,4..:01" $41,62?,000 .52.092,000

Purpose and metnod oflaterations - The Teaching and Leaching Program sup-

ports rssoarrh to improve the understanding of learning, student achieve-

ment, and the development of literacy. The aim is to improve our ability

to provide An ed...,ation of high quality to all people regardless of race,

ethnic ber...gi language, or social class. The program is con-

cerned viru oo*n the substance of what is being taught and the practice of

teaching. The .rogram seeks to improve the quality of education at ell

levels and 01 all settingS. Contract and grant awards will be made in

response to picoram announcements and advertisements after review by

program staff ne lutside experts.

1980 Budget Poli," Improvrng such essential skills as reading, writing.

and mathematic:- LA *r..e major focus of the FY .1980 Teaching and Learning

Pr ...item. Cont., ,ed attention is also placed upon the initiatives of the

IT 1971 budget student achievement, testing. end improving teaching.

Increasing litera.../ is the recurring theme that brings together the

following four Ib%ectives of the FY 1980 reaching and Learning Program:

I. Tu better understanding and to determine the MOIR effec-

tAve vey1 reagting in the classroom.

Activit.es include:

basic reaesr:h on effective teaching technidues with a

I'.-cus on roots serving students from different language

end cult.ral backgrounds.

studies at tile Institute for Research on Teaching which

help tea,rors diagnose reading pr.,blems.

resear,sh aimed at improving the preparation and continuing

the professional growth of teachers, especially in the areas

of bilingual and multicultural educatioh end the preparation

of minority teachers.

a study to determine whether tne benefits deri4ed through

-wrputers as an aid to rea.hing ere wortrt the Coat,.

-.ten;arstl,? .1,-ses, lex Ludes $4 ,2 frr the transfer -If the

4..o: >nal ki..ssrrei ::,gress ::.1 ,.;1.1.m (YALE') frrn the
Ar ,c; 'er -r e ,n iat t :5 14.1:5 .

1 0 ,
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2. To underStand nd improve the development of language communica-

t on d lit ski 1 -- read n writin .coes rehension and
speaking -- and hays that race_,_ claas, ethnic heritage,and
culture: bear upon lAnguage and Ilticacie development.

Activities will include:

major national grant competition involving basic research
on the acquisition and use of reading, writing, and language
skills.

work on the more complex typee of reasoning and thinking
proc sssss as they relate to larning and student achievement.

developing and testing comprehensive instructional programs
in reading, writing, oral communication, and the fine arts.

projects that focus on clarifying individual differences
among children and tailoring instruction to meet those
differences. Over 75n,000 children in 26 states have
participated thus far in these projects.

continued support of the Center for the Study of Reading
which examines the transition from early reading to the
stage where comprehension and retention are required.

operation of a national center conducting research on all
aspects of bilingual education.

operation of a national clearinghouse which gathers informa-
tion from a network of 33 regional centers on bilingual
education and make$ the information available to virtually
every State and local education agency.

studies on how bilingual persons Use their language at
school and in the home, and the impact that communities have
in devloping bilingual programs.

study of how community colleges contribute towards literacy,
especially among bilingual persons.

J. o stand how learning_ takes ac out d 4of s hool in ordr
to strengthen and reinforce the educational connections among the
school, the work place, the home, and the community.

Activities will include:

a national grantm competition involving basic research on how
s7hildren, youth, and aciu:te acquire and use knowledge outside
of school.

-- studies to examtn. hnw learning opportunities for youth,
provided oy nome, ;,us, and community organizations, can
batter sopplement in-school learning.
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continuing activities on Experience-Ndaed Carver Education

that adapt the program to fit the needs of handicapped,

gifted, and bilingual and multicultural youth; and, that

give States the capability of providing technical assistanc.

to school Jistricta using th. program.

research on skills needad by adults in various work and

non-work sitjations: what they ate, how they are learned.

And how tney can cei valuated.

4.
To improve our undarstanding of the value and use of tests and

to imp-ove techniques of conducting educational research.

Activities will include:

a malor program to assess the performance of the Nation's

children at various age and grade levels in *rich of the

areas of reading, writing, and mathematics, and to provide

ts,hnical adaistance to SEA's and MA's on the use of the

find;ngs. (National Assessmint of Educational Progreaal

st.tes to explore the role of testing in promoting learning

stuliee of tests that Are designed to teach tathar

.har only categorize Or label students.

analyzing State and local programs that test for minimum
-.tompetencies required for graduation from high school.

4r "vat .atton of a program designed to encourage urban youth

t .
'Ate responelmitity for nigher acnievement and the compile-

t.:n if their educatic,n.

studisis to assess bias in standledixed tests.

mntinued support of the University of Mid-America, a

regional post-secondary open-learning system with a potential

ancient population of eight million adults reached through

televisions, cassette tapes, shd other technological innova-

tions. '.1.1A operates through a consortium of eleven univar-

situ's in Iowa, Rinses, Minneaota, Nebraika, North

DaKota, and South Dakota.

prlviiing assistance ta Sta.. wd local school systems in

ot-airing reliamle and up-to-Aate information on testing.

st;11's .0 impr-v. the user and methulS af :onducring

evaluat»ns educat:onal research vrogrsms.
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Program Data and Accomplisnants

Activity Description FY 1979 FY 1980

o Students and schools using instructional
materials develope<I by:

- Southwest Regional Laboratory for Educa-
tional Development

-- Students 1,700,000 1,850,000
-- Schools 7,200 7,300

- Wisconsin Research and Development
Center tot Individualised Schooling

-- Students 3,200,000 3,500,000
-- Schools 11,000 11,500
-- Teachrs 100,000 105,000

0 States. agencies and other institutions using
information or materials developed thrcugh
NIE-fundeu pco3ect3:

- Research to provide information that
will help ducators and institutions
develop mor useful and valid tests

-- State ducation agencies 50
-- Local education agencies 2,100 2,000
-- Colleges and univecuities 2,000 2,000

- Research to help tachers become more
effctive in adapting instruction to
seet the students' individual heeds

-- State education agencies 35 35
-- Local education agencies 170 170

- Rsearch to contribute to development of
ducationally valid and legally enfnr,e-
able minimum 'tender's of competency LA
the basic :mills

-- State ducation agencies 4! 56
-- Local education agencies 16,u0C 16,000

Col.eges and universities 110

1
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Activity Description
TY 1979 ri 1980

o State and local education agencies using

information developed through NIt-funded

pro3scts:

- C1earin4house on Bilingual Education

-- State and local education
agencies

o Students participating in the Experience.

sas.4 Cateer Education Program

o Schools adopting the Comprehensive Career

400

13,000

1,300

600

18,000

1,300

Education Curriculum

o Students iiowing TV C a Awareness Programa 5.000,000 5,000,000

o School districts ritached by the TV Career 1,000 1,000

Awareness Propoct

o University of Mid-America; media experiment

in sewn States:

- Registered studionts
9,000 10,000

- Estimated viewers
2,000,000 2,000,000

1
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DISSEMINATION AND DCPROVEKENT OF PRACTICE

Section 405 of the General Education Provisions Act

1979 Increase or
Estimate 1980 Decrease

.Poe. 8A Authorisation Pos. IA Pas. IA

---- $25,012,000 $25,000,000 -$ 12,000

Pur,ose and method of operations - The findings of educational 00000 rch
and development are of little benefit unless they are used by itudents,
teachers, and chools. Tho Dissemination and Improvement of Practice
Prosrem aims to help teachers, chools, and administrators obtain and
make effective use of new knowledge about education to improve local
educational practice. Contract and grant awards will be made in response
co proses= announcements and advertisements after review by program
staff end outside experts

1980 Sudlet Policy - The four major objectives of the FT 1980
Disemination and Improvement of Practice budget are:

1. To ieprove'vetaus for collecting ducational inforsation and
akim it accessible to practitionera.

Activities will include:

maintenance and improvement of the Educational Resources Infor-
nation Center (ERIC) system, which compiles and analyze edu-
cational 00000 rch and development information to make it acces-
sible to researchers and practitioners. Clearinghouses in the
ERIC system focus on particular subjects, much es urban aducation,
teaching, and reading and communication skills.

tranalation of research findings into forms and publications
that are useful to practitioners.

-- support of satellite demonstration orojects in Alaska and the
Appalachian region that contribute to the ducation of under-
served populations in iso:ated area/.

-- nos of moms media, primarily radio, to bring various points of
view about educational issues to the attention of the general
public.
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To iselsi la the devel-leent of
regional programa that use new

knowledge to improve practice and promote educational quity.

Activities will include:

-- grants to state eduLation agencies tor the development and

retinement nf comprehensive dissemination programs.

continuing systematic exchange of educational r sssss ch and

development information to aid practitioners in solving

problems and researchers in identifying pressing concerns

through the regional educational
laboratories such es the

Northwest Regional Educational Labora,ory in Portland and

Research for getter Schools in Philadelphia.

-- fostering communication among stare education agencies.

Laboratories 4nd research and development
centers, and local

and intermediate education agencies.

grarts to State and regional organizations to identify their

own special needs, and develop and implement programs to address

problems, with a particular emphasis on
inner cities and rural

areas.

I. To ine r
the participation of minority persons and women in

educArtional h and development.

Activities will include:

sopport for training and
personnel development of women and

minority group members at the education laboratories and

h and development centers.

-- conferences and
shore-term training in educational research and

development for minorities and women.

r rrrrr ch by inorities and women through post-doctoral fellow-

ships and swards.

4. To investigate how researchers cad practitioners can cooperatively

improve educational practice.

Activities will include:

etudies an how products and practices are Illpinftented in schools.

-- evaluation of the results and imptct of large ecale NIL dissew-

ination programa so as to increase knowledge of successful

strategies for improving practice.

1

roi
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-- synthesis and interpretation of the results of several

evaluations of dissemination programs to clarify the ost
ffective methods in dissemination.

program Data and Accomplishments_

Activity Description ry 1979 FY 1980

O Users of Educational Resources Information 11 million 12 million
Center (ERIC) Byrnes giving practitioners
and aaaaa rchers easy access to aaaaaa ch
information on a wide range of problems
and subject.

O Alaskan education satellite demonstration
projects:

-- Communities erved
-- School dietricts nerved
-- Teachers perticipating

O Appalachian region education satellite
project (13 States):

-- Participants of formal courses and
workshops

-- Cooperating colleges and universities

o States served through a regional program
promoting the exchange of research and
development information

o State Departments of Education participating
in program to build systems for dissemi-
nating research and development infrmation

75 200
51 51

1,000 5,000

10.000 20,000

52 60

50 50

33 39
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EDUCATIONAL POLICY AND ONGANJZATICM

Soction 405 of me Comical Sducsrion PrOvisions Act

1979
Inccease oc

estimate_ 1910 Decrease

Pos. AA Author ration Igo., SA 22.4.i
ea.

-- $15.541.000 517,800,000 -- -8941,000

harjwig_m4_ags_jj0_c_Asjzy,a342iji - The educational Policy and Organi-

sation Program supports cesearch on issues of organization. samego

sent, law. finance, and governance as they relate to /education. Tho

program also providos assistance to practitioners and policymakers to

enable them to take advantage of what is
learned through the c &&&&& ch.

The privacy focus is the impact of policime and organisstional struc-

tures on the capacity of educational
institutions to provide equal

opportunities and high -qua/ity education. Contract and gsmAt ards

will be made in response tO iregele announcements and odvertisements

after reviam by program staff and outside experts.

'ping ASlibeS relato4 to the *reduction.
exoenditure of educational casoucces.

Act:Nit:As will include:

Of the fT 1980 tduca-

-

allocation, and

1980 Sudoet Policy - The three major activities

tional Policy and Organisation budget are:

TO incrISSO eguitY in thO financina Of education by addrot

torchnical ISSi*4InCe and policy analysos for State

legislatures grappling with problems of how to reform

the generation and distribution of resources for

/education.
1

research on the inoact of finance reform, on poer.

minority, and hondicapped students.

resoacch on how State and local tax policies influenco

/education finance.

research on the unique financial problems of rural and

urban areas.

2. To iihnove the occianiration_and sonagoaant
of educational

institution, and the:4 relatiOnShips with ths coo/pun:ties

they serve.

Activities will include:

research on now schools and schcoL syersss SCO organized

and *imaged.

1 0 ("i
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studies focused on the role of the principal as a kay
factor in providing quality education, including ques-
tions of recruitment, selection, evaluation, training,
and in-service support.

studies focused on junior high schools and middle schools,
invest.gating what types of institutions ate most appro-
priate for educating young adolescents.

-- continued support for the ?sachets' Center Exchange (at
the Far West Laboratory), a network that help Teachers'
Centers across the country provide skill training and
professional development for classroom teachers.

-- research on the role of the family and the local community
ln the ducation of children and youth.

continuation of the National Center for Higher Education
Management SyStemS, which helps oollages and universities
improve their planning, budgeting, and management systems.

aaaaa tch on the organization and management of colleges
and universities.

3. To improve the DrOCOSS by which educational oblicy_ is develoPed,
jnfluonced. Lmolemented, and monitOced at the federal. State,
and municipal lemelt.

Activities will include:

aaaaa rch on how legislative, judicial, and administrative
policies are developed and implemented in the field of
education. & prieary objective of thS tusSarch will be
to understand how these policies nave contributed to equal
access to educational opportunity, giving consideration
to such areas as sex discrzmination, etudent rights and
discipline, and education for the handicapped.

symposia and other techniques for helping urban school
admini aaaaa ors learn about and use aaaaa rch resulta to
improve the functioning of their school districts. Among
the topics that might be included are declining enroll-
ment, in-service training, desegregation, utilization of
staff resources, and improved administration and manage-
ment.

continued support for the National Task force on
Desegregation strategies, including publications,
conferences, and technical assistance for school
administrators. board members, and lay persons
involved in school desegregation activities.

1
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a new grants cOmpetition
that will support eeeee rch on

various aspects of desegregation, such as how schools and

classrooms can be ffectively integrated end how school

staffs can be prepared to assist in successful integra-

tion.

continued studies of youth policy, including analysts of

the various local, Stets, and Federal programs focused

cn youth to se. how ragourcs, are directed and whether

gaps or duplication xist.

Proeram Data and Accompllahwenta

Activity Description

o State and local education agencies using
information developed through NIE-funded

projects:

Special publications on desegregstion
trends, judicial decisions, research
methods, end minority students.

Training institute* for chool board

members and adminietrators-on-achool
organization and management, lem,-and
finance, conducted by the Center for

Educational L h at Stanford.

o Scats legislatures participating in chellense

grants or technical assistance activites on
school Munro reform conducted through the
Education Commission of the States and the
National Conference of Scats Legislatures.

o Teachers participating in activitise of ths

Teachers Center fechwnse.

o Postsecondary institutions utilising planning
and management tools and manuals or tochnicsl

asstmtancs provided by the Ne%ional Center for

Higher Education Management Systems.

o State. that receive NT. ...nitrations on school
finance reform. tax Yet..h in the 50 state., and

rural ed,.cation problems.

Ty 1979 FY 1980

10,000 12,000

280 560

15 20

150,000 150,000

85C 900

SO
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PROGRAM DIRECTION AND ADMINISTRATION

Sartion 405 of the Central Education Provisions Act1979
Increase or!Jaime. 1180 DecraasaPos. BA Authorization Pos. SA Pos. SA

142" $13,686,000" 333 $14,058,000 -9 +9 322,000

Pumose nd method gf operations - Program Direction and Administration requestprovides funds to support NIE
staff and related exPenaes for tha planning,implementation, valuation, and dissemination of educetional research anddevelopment projects. These funds also support the National Council on Educa-tional Research, the Institutt's policy board.

1980 Sudast Polity - The Institute is requastidg funds to !support 333 full-time
permanent positions, a reduction of 9 positions from last year, to lianase andmonitor approzimstaly700granta and contracts. Tba IT 1980 program will buildon the activitiss supported in FT 1979 such as:

1. Establishing team aanagemant structures to thereat, the
effectivenass vith which staff are employed in the rasearch
managemant areas, and to increase the productivity in qualityterms of tha Inatituta. This concept will enable NI! to focus
our staff resources creatively in a Way which is appropriata
to the ralatively maall siza and highly specialized nature of
our resparch tanagemant staff.

2. strong affirmativa action program, yielding high quality
leadership which incraased tha parcantage of minoritias in
the top 16 positions fro% zero to 31 and the parcantage of
von= from 31 to 44.

Increased involvement by educational practitioners in peer
review process.' related to contrast and grant awards and
rvviews.

4. Tha improved aanagetent of the educational researc4 and develop-
ent laboratorias and cantars through

the establishment of a
central office to deal with them° Institutions end the appoint-
ent of NIL staff as institutional

toaitore for individual labsand centtre.

5. rhe continuation of the Up.rard Mobility Program 4hich enables
clerical aaplovees to enter professional fields. In FY 78,10 persons completed the program.

smbmm,smsm.......AmmdmmMmm
sammwOmm.MMIW011mliWilhAlms.M.K

-.1i... . 4141 .; in.tt I .r... t' t Ittt-tt*.t .1 U.. Nat I- t-41 ,nosotnent it/ ttm41 I t..11 est. 0.Arir :34. Nat I 41 t 2,,r 1..1.B. .0 L.11 z:t.tt Ist tr

1
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Accomplishments

o leoulniestion

reduced proper from 6 co 1
-- reduced divisions from 29 to 16
- focused on goals of equity and practice

O Aft/motive Action in Senior Staff

-- increased ainority representation from 11% in 1977 r, 441

in 1978
increamed women representation from 08 in 1977 to 112

in 1978

o Unsolicited Proposal

-- increased the number of unsolicited proposals funded from

17 in 1977 to 55 in 1578
.- n,v orocodurm developed for regular COVieW

Development of Pew tells and Center. !roar*a

improvwmert and stabilisation of relationi with the 17
educational r &&&&& ch and development centers

appointment of imatltntiousil. monitors
creation of eparete *Moe to handle leveed related t3 labs awl

cancers and organizations
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A. Contract and Grant infornedon

FY 1329, FY ;AO

ptek;

sullogr

Awirag. &wage

22111M111

*weber
Average award*

422
857,812

291

445

$59,000

213

882,117$

Mese figures represent the average grants and contracts awarded
by the Institut*. Aware§ to educational labs and centers have not
been included in the average beceuse of their unique institutional
relationsbipit with NOE.

6. Funding by Type of Recipient

NI! PROGRAM ruNocNo SY TYPE OF RECIPIENT
(Estimate( in millions ot dollars./

TYPE or aoctrawr FY 1979 FY 19110

colleges and Universities $26.9 $29.4
Non-Profit Organizations 18.9 1/ 19.1
Profit -Making Organisations 5.7 5.6
State and Local COverneents 9.1
Unaffiliated Individuals 1.9 2.1

TOTAL Nit PROGRAM rim°

mdmt: NIE awards contracts and grants primarily through a competitive,
project-by-project Wilt rather than a formula basis. The Information
above. therefore, represents best estimates based on past experience
In funding similes types of procurements.

1/ For comparative purposes. includes $4,259 for the transfer of the
National Aaserismant of Educational Progress prb(ram (NAEP) from the
National Canter for Education Statistics (ACES).

I
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C Irvsfers from Other Agendas

peorittapnt of NEN:

FLJ,129 FY 18C

Office of tducat.ton,

tellAnqua1 clacuignous
$1,000,000

(vocational education)
1,000,000 51,000,000

ASSIStfUlt Secretacy for Education:

()4ational ment of Educational

Progress)
4,314,000

National Institute of Mental Health:

(Tatin Study)
50,000

Amistan iferotary for Plandang and

Evaluat
(Testi.g Study)

50,000

Department of Laboc: career intern
program

318,000 60,300

National Occupational Infommition
Coordinating Committee

543,000 420.000

$7,275,000 $1,450,000

O. St dies A horf d b Ed tion 19

e Me genera ly 9 MIS

t autl'or ty to request funds to o her agencies such as.the

Clfice of Education, Department of Interior, mitt.

.111127/11771r11.111111.67V.

community Education (Sec. 013)

Parent Involvement (SeC. 12Sf)

Population Educetion Clearinghouse (Sec. 392e)

Gifted and Talented (Sec, 905a,b, and C(I))

Cilingual Education (Sec. 742)

Educational Proficiency (Sec. 922(a)(3))

Indian EduCatiOn (Sec. 1121)

Adult Education (Sec. 1307)

School Pnance (Sec. 1023)

Amount
A thorited

$1,000,000

Not specified

$ 500,000

Percent of OE set-aside

Part of $20,000.000

Not specified

Not Specified

Not specified

Not sPacified



THI*RSDA Y. MARCH 29, 1979.

OFFICE OF TUE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION

WITNESSES

DR. MARY F. BERRY. ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EDUCATMN

IMMENIC R. RUSCIO, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY, EDUCA-
TION RESOURCES

ERNEST J. BARTELL. C.S.C.. DIRECTOR, FUND FOR THE IM-
PROVEMENT OK POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

MARIE D. ELDRIDGE, ADMINISTRATOR. NATIONAL CENTER
FOR EDUCATION STATISTICS

BRUCE S. WOLFF, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LEGIS-
LATION. DESIGNATE

WILFORD ,I. FORBUSH, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY,

BUIH;ET
INTImiwcrIoN ()I; wITN EtitiF:ti

Mr. NATcHKR. Now we take up next in the Education Division
the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Education. We have Dr.
Mary F. Berry. the Assistant Secretary for Education, with us at
this time, and who do you have with you now at the table?

Dr. BERRY. I have Father Ernest Bartell. the Director of' the
Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education: Marie El-
dridge, Administrator of the National Center for Education Statis-
tics; Domenic Ruscio, t.iy Deputy Assistant Secretary for Educa-
tion Resources; and Bill Forbush, representing the Office of the
Secretary_

Mr. NATCHER. All right_ Nov.-. Dr Berr.. with your permission.
we will yolly statement in its entirety 01 the record at this
point

!The informat ion follows:1

1
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!..141/MINI BY 1/11-. A..'.ISIANT SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION

on

Thr Office of the Assistant Secretary for Education

Iiirc

Mr. Cnitr.,an and merthirs ot the Committe .

-- %

I Ap;.!t- iat- this opi..rtunitv to di, us e 11,:tal year 19,t0 appropria-

(1. -tiou relue o est !r the oiti. ot thy Assi n Sstaecretary tor Education.

lt.is rquest contain, three elements: (1) program support for the fund

tot the Imroverwnt ot Postse-ondary Education; (2) program support for

the National (.enter for Ldu,ation Statistics; and, (I) salaries and ex-

Tenses ass.. 11:ed with these two operational programs and with my immediate

of:i.e whi.h is responsible for developing and rommunicating education

pont-v. Fot t1s,al year 1980, we are requesting a budget of $35,930,000,

an itnrease 0: S1,7111,000 over the comparable fiscal Year 1979 level.

This will support new program initiatives and also cover thy

co,t ot on new 1sitiol: tor the National cnter for Education Statistics.

For the Fund tot the Improvement ot Postse..ondarv Education we ar re-

questing 14,00c.,000, an incryase ot $1,000,000 ovet the 1979 level. lhis

funding level for 19.-0 would support a total of 190 projects, 15 more than

in

Ea.h veal- the Fund provides seed-Motley ittAhtti to carry out its two ohje.-

rives: to in,pt..v. po,tsy ondar.. opportunities tor tho.o. who spot them

and to improv th, loalitv ot the p.,thecsmtiar7 education which the%

re.eive. ihe F.u:t aiproa.n is une which the importance vt

lo.al ...mcAt,hent admtnastrator, tea. hers And ,hhhselOTS Wueoine, With
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stiyients. r e 1 isnitlat . i..t: lid I. i t t .t .it

C113.3...k ha. dt ',var. or 1,it or at tcr Fidcr.11 -.;; t

CeastI, c';. ,". 3.t t133 t313.3 t ot.t t. ; 1. -

vt.te 141.11.. .:
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.111.: 1 .: .
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1 ..t .li .: 3:.3 I 313 3111 3: I. 3'. ;

t. . ..
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States in developing .omparahle data bases, 2) analyses which illuminate

the meaning of data and 3) dissemination of timely useitil information to

the public. 1..n the letitc.r w are requesting $10,893,000 which 0; a net in-

retse out c.ar.parat,:e 19''i level. This modest In, reas,

will t, assist state, in the frplementotior 0, the mandated yo,.,

tionil education nata system.

The lseo bu.iget request f.'r Program Direction and Support .e.r.yices is for

$11,037,000 and 262 positions, an increase ot $429,000 and one position over

the comparable 1Si9 level. Most of increase will be required to vover

built-in increases such as the increase in standard level user rates

and annoall/ation ot positions not filled for all of 1979. In addition

the increase supports one new position for the National Coder for Education

Statisti..s. FAA Response Survey System. This position will enable the

Center to In.reast. the number of fast surveys on policy relevant topics,

thus assuring timely responses to the Congress, the Department and the

edu.ation community. Finally, this increase provides $100,000 to expand

the Education Data Acquisition Council's coordination function to include

data acquisition a.ti..ities of all Federal agencies. We will also continue

our support at the 1979 level of the Education Policy Research Centers

whic. , t ah res,urce for indepth and sustained policy analysis. In 1980,

the f..ot Centers will continue to focus on four areas: (1) equal edu.a-

tional opportunity tor disadvantaged children; (2) educational quality and

improvement, (3) porecondary educational and vocational skills, and (4)

dc-wgregat Ion ef edic, it ion 11 inst it ut Ions.

At this point I would he happy to answer any questions von ma? have.

I
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MARY FRANCES BERRY

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Mary Frances Berry was appointed Assistant Secretary for Edo, ation in the Depaitinent

of Health, Education, and Welfare in 1977. she formerly served as the Chancellor ot

the University of Colorado. Boulder, and is on leave from her position as Professor

of History and Law at the University

Mary Berry was horn in Nashville. Tennessee. where she attended public school She

earned both bachelor's and master's degrees at Howard University in Washington. D C

and received the Ph.D in History as well as the 1 D. trom the University of Michigan

She has held faculty appointments at Central Michigan University . Eastern Mic;ligan

University, , the University of Maryland, College Park, and the University of Michigan

Dr Berry is also a member of the Bar of the District of Columbia

Dr Berry also served as consultant to the Office of Policy Planning at the Department

of Housing and Urhan Development and the Office for Civil Rights at the Department

of Ilealth, Education, and Welfare She was Provost and Chair Of the Division ot

Behavioral and Social Sciences at the University of Maryland, ( ()liege Park. prior to

her selection as Chancellor of the Univers ty of Colorado, Boulder

Dr Berry's scholarly work in constitutional history and civil rights law is well known

tier pubheations include Black Resistance, White Law A History of Constitutional

Racism in America, Military Necessity and Civil Rights Policy Black Citizenship and

the Constitution. I8611866. Stability , Security, and Continuits Mr Justice Burtuit

and Decision-Making in the Supreme Court, 194i-I 958

10:

I.
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19x() BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS

Mr. NATCHER. If you would like, you may say a word or two to
highlight it, or we can go to the questions. We will be pleased to
hear from you.

DrA3ERRY. I will make a few comments.
This request supports two of the smallest programs within the

Education Division, as well as funds for program direction and
stwport. We are asking for $35,930,000, a $1 million increase for
Father Bartell's Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Edu-
cation; a $332,000 increase in Mrs. Eldridge's National Center for
Education Statistics; and a $429,000 increase, for program direction
and support. More specifically, the increase for the Center will help
the States implem:nt the mandated vocational education data
system. In program direction and support, we are asking for a
$100,000 increase to fund the expanded workload associated with
the new Paperwork Control Amendments of 197S. We are asking
for one new position to operate the fast response survey system in
the National Center for Education Statistics. This system provides
for quick responses to current educational issues in which the
Congress, the Department and the education community are inter-
ested.

So this request represents a small increase in the budget to
support some very essential items. We would be pleased to answer
any questions that you might have, Mr. Chairman, about any of
these accounts.

Mr. NATCHER. Thank you very much, Dr. Berry.

fl MILLION INCREASE

Th( budget for the Office of Assistant Secretary for Education is
$35.9 million. You show an increase of about $1.8 million over last
year. Dr. B,rry, in a tight budget, why can't you get by with the
sanw amount as you had last year?

Dr. BERRY. This is a small increase, as you note, Mr. Chairman.
If we did not have the $1 million increase we are asking for in the
Fund, we would not be able to support any of the new projects
identified in our request which focus on cost-effective managenwnt
improvements in institutions of higher education. We know such
improvements are needed because those institutions are trying to
numage declining enrollments, changes in new student population,
and the like. The Fund gives us the hest return on the investment
we make. Seventy or xn percent of the projects funded are contin-
ued after Federal funding ceases. It is a small investment in an
ofiterprise that is greatly needed.

One of the major crises facing education officials in State and
local government is the paperwork burden imposed by the federal
government. The new Paperwork Control Amendments enacted
by the Congress seek to reduce this data burden; our request for a

1 o().11(10 increase is a small investment considering the magnitude
of the problem

Mr NATCHER If you had to have a reduction in your budget to
last year's level of 1979, do you have any suggestions')

Dr BERRY Well. Mr Chairman. I think since we begin with a
very small budget. reducing it would leave very little
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used in the reautlwrization of' the Elementary-Secondary Education
Act. That center also evaluated the losses and gains in student
achievement which occur over the summer months when students
are not in school in the Title I programs and described the process
required to develop an individualized educational plan for a school
child under the Education for All Handicapped Children Act. These
centers provide us with information, in a timely manner, on policy
issues which require immediate decisions. This is not long-term
research similar to that conducted by NIE; nor is it demonstration
projects, as in some of the other programs. Rather these are policy
analyses from experts in the field, which allow for quick responses
to the Secretary.

FEDERAL INTERAGENCY COMMMEE ON EDUCATION

Mr. NATCHER. Tell me, what is the main purpose of the Federal
Interagency Committee on Education?

Dr. BERRY. That is a good question, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. NATCHKR. That is the reason I asked it, Go ahead, Dr. Berry.
Dr. BERRY. That committee, was created by Executive Order

during President Johnson's Administration. It is supposed to pro-
vide a mechanism by which education program officials in the
various Departments and agencies exchange information, decide
whether there is overlap or duplication in any of their programs
and activities, and make recommendations. So this committee
allows for interactioi. and cooperation on educational issues among
various government entities.

Mr. NATCIIER. What incentive is there for other Federal agencies
to cooperate with this committee?

Dr. BERRY. There is very little incentive, Mr. Chairman. I must
point out to you that some of the dissatisfaction with FICE results
from the difficulty in obtaining voluntary cooperation across gov-
ernmental agency lines. The administration has proposed in its
Department of Education hill that a statutory interagency cmnrnit-
tee be established, with power to obtain cooperation, thereby less.
ening duplication among government;agencies.

But /ICE has made some contribitt ions. The members developed
a statenwnt describing what they thotIght a comprehensive Federal
educational policy should be. Recently. FICK in collaboration with
several education associations, developed a guide to assist colleges
and universities in bringing their catalogs into compliance with
Federal laws and regulations. This document has been widely dis.
trihuted and. I ani told. has been very well received by the schools
Se VICE has had some successes. hut has not been as strong an
ergarniation for interagency cooperation as we would like

NEA. PRo.IF:LTS Volt UHL FI NI)

Nit N ICHF.R Now, let's take up the Fund ler the hnproveinent
Pest'secondarv Education The budget for the Assistant Secretar

ter 1.:ducatien includes fl I million for this program. Your budget
prepeses to start 71) new projects at a cost ol million What isthe urgency for launching that many new prejects at fin time'

Dr HERRN 1 will let Father Bartell speak to that eeesti,in
NAH ;) ahead, Father

1 i
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Father BAIM:1.1. The Fund was established as a gran t -mak ing
organization to support program improvements in every area of

postsecondary education on a competitive basis by responding to
local initiative; the program has expanded to the point where we

now receive anywhere from 1.010 to 2.000 proposals a year: a large
percentage of them have merit At existing budget levels we are
able to fund fewer than 100 new projects of the approximately
2.000 proposals received each year; as a result. we really are not
able to do the job we were established to do. The proposed budget
would allow us to support 4 3 new and 120 continuing projects in the
comprehensive program as well as to take on a few of the initiatives
for the eighties that Dr. Berry referred to, particularly in the area of
the management of decline in educational institutions.

Wt have done some ')f that already; far example. we have sup-
ported a joint faculty appointment among educational institutions,
so that they can avoid duplication of faculty and resources. We

have supported colleges and universities to use community facili-
ties and resources wherever possible for their students instead of
child icat ing exist ing facil it ies and resources.

We have tried to support projects to retrain faculty. As you
know. there are redundant faculty now in some fields and areas.
and this hurts institutional vitality; by retraining faculty for more
priductive areas, we can help keep the institutions viable.

So. our hope is that the extra budget will enable us to support a
larger percentage of the excellent proposals which we receive.

cuMPREMENSIvE PRMRAM

Mr NA-D iiER Now. your budget refers to a comprehensive pro-
gram What do you mean by comprehensive program?

rather BARTELL. The (.0.m prehensi ve Program is a program
hased (in !wit! initiative; colleges. universities and other agencies
can --aibmit firoposak to us. We establish a competitive grant proc
es- in which we evaluate the proposals on the basis of need. local
commitment. and cost-effectiveness of the progratn_ The proposals
can L'uVt,i' alP. pustset'ondary stihjet.l. from access of new learners to
higher education to improvement ol quality in existing programs in
po,tsecondar% education That is w h.. It is called comprebenso.e.

: l()N, \\-41AZ FR(1\11)1 f' \ictmi. \ (H. 1:\fifiR

\lr N l?t-crttI I% I lic I .:11)m nepart went announced .1

It-mister "t s: 1 .2 Mil 1 11 /II it) III': \V I )1. c au t ii eniplo.% merit demonist ra

!ion priaects Wli% does the Labor Department kvatit your office
eniplonient proaains"

Father liiri.Ea 1. thi.v hpliv% 1, that one area of coniniunit% --;er%
A inch ha.: not been imolved in the %oath employment program

ha- Ilie institutions of hiLlier education Youth Eniplo%
tot-iit 111111mi-I Prolect Act dt.;11> %%Oh fruoll it; tu 21

thiough .\lari. of these youth hake
potential colleLa- nd ti thr t.whit
.fre olfkritipcti Ia thi.-1. Muir I'd wt.l option- could bt.

"pp?! to thtql)
1)1 I \In th.,1,11o.on 11, nit %111, tin,. IA.,-

I ).1 ilLich till- I ',lit -tot lit hind-. OW% 11111C,0111

1 . )
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that they were vry pleased with tfw success of Ow f'und's Projei.ts
and their good relatiopships with institutions of higher education.
The Department of LAbor does not have these relationships, and so
they felt that the Fund was the very best place to develop these
kinds of activities fbr youth. So we are doing it for them, and we
are pleased to be cooperating with them in this endeavor.

Mr. NATCHER. Would the S1.2 million go to universities and
college:-;?

Father BARTELLiOne nnllion dollars is program pumey. It would
go to universities, colleges and any other agency that might serve
postsecondary program needs. Grants could be awarded, for exam-
ple, to community-based agencies such as libraries or museums, -or
other agencies working in concert with colleges. We expect, howev-
er, that most of Ow grants will go to colleges and universities,
particularly community colleges.

Mr. NATCHER. Where does this transfer of $1.2 million show in
the justification? Dr. 'Berry, you have that so far down in there we
haven't been able to find it. Where do you show that now'.'

Dr. BERRY. The transfer occurred after the justifica,tion was sub-
mitted.

Mr. NATCHER. It is not in there'?
Dr. BERRY. That is correct.
Mr. NATCHER. All right. That is the answer to it:

COMP1.rTED PROJECTS

Since the Fund was creafed in 1972, lmw many projects have
been completd?

Fat her BARTELL. I wil I have to get the exact number for t he
record.

Dr. HERRN:. We NNill give you the number for the record.
!The inforniat ion fbllows:j

Plig,111"Mr/C11141,

so..or
197.! 90
1971
197:o !or',
1.17r,
1'17:
1.1

Mr. NATCHER. Briefly tell 11,-- ;itiotit ontb or two of these projects.
As you look back on the list ot completed projects. one or two Unit
impressPil you some.

Eat her BARTELL. One sp(IaIv SUCCVsAftd project, it the Univer-
sity of Kentucky in Lexington. seeks to facilitate the reentry of
women into higher education and into careers providing the
kind of. services that ir i(1L1It 1,4.-oman INho has betbn out of the
mainstream would need

SIr' NATcHER That sounds like a good project to me. Father
Vat her BARTE1.1.. I WoUld also like to cue one [inject now under

0.aY that relates to) some of the testimony given enrher on Ow
NVt)rk St R1 prograin Since Work Study is an important compo-
nent ot Ntudent aid. we hin.e been trying to support colleges intl
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Mr Nitn-HER. Dr Berry, generally how do you feel about the
Nat ional k'vnter?

Dr. BERRY. I feel that it play;-; an important role in providing
statistical imalyses and data twcessary for the program operations
in the Department. This information is necessary fUr the develop-
ment of policy, analysis, and recommendations to the Secretary on
education issues It is very important to the education community
outside the Department, to scholars and others who work in educa-tion in providing infigmation to them anti io the Congress on the
condition of education in this country.

MANDATED WORKI.M1)

NA'rcitER Can you tell us how much of the Center's work-
load is directly mandated by legislation?

Dr BERRY. Mrs. Eldridge will comnwnt on that.
Mrs. ELDRIDGE. I will submit that information for the record, butin terms or a very broad interpretation of the mandate tu report onthe condition of education then- is very little that we do that is notppcifically mandated.
Mr. NATCHER. All right. You can amplify that in the record when

you get it hack
:The information followsI
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V( g 1 ri)ti.\1. 1.:1)t.tATioti DAT:\ sysTEN1

Mr. NATcHER. According to your budget document the Center is
working on a ocational education data system. What is the pur-
pose of this systenc!

Mrs. ELDRIDGE. The vocational education data system was man-
dated in the Education Amendments of 1976. The basic thrust
behind this was that the Congress and those involved in vocational
education were not satisfied with the data that were currently
available. The information On the Operation of the vocational edu-
cation programs, both those Federally-funded and riot Federally-
fundA within the States was not useful.

We, have launched a fairly extensive survey system which has
just now gone out into the field to collect data on program corn-
pleters and leavers in vocational education programs throughout
the country.

Ve' Nil l also follow students to determine whether or not 'they
effectiveb. utilized the vocational education in their (.1nploylmmt.
and whether completion of these programs actually impacted their
successf ill employment.

Mr. NevicHER. Can you tell when the system sill be ready to
operate."

Mrs. ELDRIDGE The data forms are now out in the field, mid we
are collecting the first data in this school year

Mr. NATcHER. What is the expected co!-I '

Mrs. ELDRux;E. The cost Ot the vocational education data system
is about million. Roughly a million of that is in technical
assistance to tho States to :1:4Skt us in developing the capability to
actually collect t he data.

SCH()()1. 1- [ A \CF. 1).\-1.\

Mr N.VICHER T/ InidIC:Ite- thin you are planniu to
remihurse t he Bureau of the Cete-u- fur collectinv, -school finance
data f rum all 16,111lit ..chool district- When V. ill t his project be
completed'

ELounoca-: The stenn NA, Ill tH completed in I 9s-1 That act iv
invoke, expan,aun of the Cere-u, of (;overnmenN: school f

11;m( %% bitch due', nici currently t...tive us the data at OW
-chool di,trict 1,.%el Tin, N.% ill .nippI t he information needed fur
t he mandated State prof tie, in the 197.- Education Amendments

Mr NAT( tu..k k ii nece--ar to collect data from all the -.choul
dhst

Mrs ELDRiDGE Ves, if we. are tu cArry out the mandate in the
.1.mendtnent-

Nh NAIrtO1( \VIII I ht. d 1,1 ht. ,I\ prim- 11, rho. F.lvtdtdt,d
cndihin, r,.0111 m
NI ft:i DR to, .1- Wt. :itt Ohl/ t certaink V. ill he

BI-1/10: ft will I), wad\ Nil Li, tit !min

\',1)\111

\ MI' .criter ha- -pent tt:ati% \ eat -
I.,1 rdo.atitio - 1- thr- -till .1

1)1 it IIIf ,.111111,11fd
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Mrs. ELDRIDGE. It is a continuing project. One of the main ingre-

dients for reducing data burden is to implement standard defini.
tions. For example, as we expand our datik collection efforts, in
vocational education, a new area for the Center, we had to stand-
ardize definitions of the terms for the entire field.

Mr. NATCHER. What has been the cost of this project so far?
Mrs. ELDRIDGE. NCES has spent $235,MID to develop and imple-

ment standard definitions and terminology f'or the vocational edu-
cation data system.

Mr. NATCHER. How widespread is the usage of the standard
terms developed to date. Are they used considerably?

Mrs. ELDRIDGE. Yes, in the last two years we have conducted
workshops to implement the various handbooks Which we have
developed. Without implementation, of course, one cannot antici-
pate that they are going to be utilized to the extent they should.

COMPARABLE STATISTICAL SYSTEM

Mr. NATCHER. The National :'enter is also assisting States to
develop comparable statistical systems. What are these comparable
statistical systems?

Mrs. ELDRIDGE. In the vocational education data system it is

absolutely imperative that the States have comparable systems
because they must aggregate the data from the local level to the
State and report these aggregates to the National Center. For all
other NCES data reporting syste Is it is also essential that the
States have comparable systems, anq that they correlate closely
with the requirements of Federal reporting. This substantially re
duces the data burden and permits comparisons of' data between
States, which is quite important today.

DEcLININc; SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS

Mr. NATCHER. Is the Center collecting any data on the problem
of declining school enrollnwnts?

Mrs. ELDRIDGE. Yes, we are looking into the development of a
model to forecast the it .piict of' declining school enrolltnents.-

FActi rriEs

Mr. N ATCH KR. I la vts there lwen any recent suveys on tlw cur-
rent and projected needs for schtiol facilities?

Mrs. Euntior.F. I don't believe so. at least not in the elementary
and secondary area

(,( )SING REMARKS

Mr. NA It 'IER "Fhis completes the educAtion division budget re-
quest lwfore the Committee, and. Dr. Berry, I want to thank you
anti your associates sitting at the table with you, and all of those
who have been with piti during the hearings. I think we have had
excellent hearings. and r. 1ffM as one of' the Assistant Secret ar
ies. anyone who wants to know, you tell them you heard DIP Say
that the hearings have been excellent
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You know, Dr. Berry, you handle yourself well because you know
your subject, and that makes it much easier. I want you to know
that we appreciate it.

Dr. BERRY. I appreciate your remarks, and they are even more
appreciated since they come from one of the finest Congressmen
with one of the finest records. I am pleased to have you here as
Chairman of the committee.

Mr. NATCHER. Thank you very much. We want all of you to
know, and you tell them, Dr. Berry, that the hearings have been
excellent, and we appreciate it.

[The justification of the Department follows:l

1

v
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Appropriation f_htimatv

Salalio:. and Expervw,

1>1 tit tar v expett- t -it 4tCt lu. 404 and 4ot, ,,t t

tanterd I Eau, .1t Provt low, A, t , 0.8 of wh),

not t(> ext red $1 Stn.. Ito.. 1,1 tor ot I lt l,l re pt tn and ruprt-a-nt 1t.
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Language provision

"...of which not to exceed $1,500
1

may be for official reception and
1 representation expenseH."

1

Explanation

There t no authorizing legls-
lation for this provision.
However, as spolcesperson for

I

the Department on education
I

affairs, the Assistant Secre-
tary is frequently involved ih

receptions for officials ol the',
education community. This
language would provide a mini-
mal allowance for such costs I

for the Assistant Secretor.:
1

for Education, the Commissioner
of Education, and the Director
of the National institute of I

Education.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

EDUCATION'DIVISION

Offire of the Assistant Se.:retary fur Eduration

Salaries and tmenses

Amounts Available _fp!. pbligatjon

1979 1981)

Appropriation
$18,483,000 $0,910,000

Comparative transfer to:
National institutt. of Education

for the National Assessment
ot Edueational Progress

1/ ln,ludes

-4,...)14..ULW 1/ .

Total adjusted
BA obligations q14,169,000 Sn,910,000
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alBud t Authority by Activity

Fund for the improve-
ment of postsecundary
education

National Center for

1979

Est.imat.e

Pos.. Amount

--- $13,000,000

...__
Fos

---

1980

Fstimate_
Amount

414,000,000

Increase or
Decrease

Pos.. _Amount

--- 4+1,000,000

Education Statistics:
(a) Education

statistics
(b) Statistical

services

5,190,000

5,171,000

4,854.000

6.019,000

- 51h,000

+ 868,000

Program direction and
support services 261 9,854,000 262 10,222,000 + 1 + 368.000

Standard level user
charges 754,000 815.000 + 61,000

Total Budg..t

Authority 2h1 i4,1w#.00(! 262 15,930,000 + 1 +1,7b10)00
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Summary of Changes

1979 Estimated Budget Authority $34,169,000

1980 Estimated Budget Authority 35 930 000

Net Change +1,761,000

Change from Base

Pos2. Amount. Pus. Amount

Increases:
A. Built-in:

I. Annualization of
increased pay costs --I/ $410,000

2. Within-grades 38,000 $: 104A:6Z

3. Annualization of
positions not filled

,500for all of FY 1979 187 + 62,500

4. Increases for mail and

FTS 432,000 + 80,000

1. Extra paid days + 53,000

h. SLIT rate increase 754,000 + 59,000

7. Increased contribution to
Office of Federal Employee

5Compensation 13 000 --- + 000

Subtotal +319,10.1

B. Program:

1. Increase in temporary
employment costs 197,300 + 15,900

2. Increase for contractual ser-
vices associated with Federal Education
Data Acquisition Council. --- +100,000

3. Increased costs associated
with one new position in
NCES, includes compensa-
tion, benefits, SLOC,
supplies and equipment. + 1 +21,000

4. Net increase in the

National Center of
Education Statistics
in area of statistical
services 10,561,000

%. Net increase required co
support 27 new projects
in the Fund fur the
improvement of post .

secondary education.... 11,000,000 --- +1,000,000
_

Subtotal +1,470,900

Total, increases + 1 +1,790,000

416

1 ,
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1919 Base

Pos. Amount_

3

Chanxv..f.rom

Pos Amount

Decreases:
A. Program:

1. Decrease in field
reader travel costs $ $S,000 'Vow!

2. Decrease in TAPS and
other contractual
services 14 000 14,(Rmi

Total, decreases

Total, mt. change + 1 1,761,00u

1 i
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Budget Aut.-oritv by Obiect

Total.numner nt petmon,nt

1479
Estimate

_

1980

Fst.imaty

Increase
or

Decrease

positions 262

Full-time equivalunt ot all
other pc.sitions 1M

Average number ot all emplve.s 4

Personnel compensation:

Prmanent pesiti,u,
tha.r than

+.,414.0ou 6,591,000 4

Permanent 186,000 201,000 + 1').000

tither personnel compensation 130,000 110 000

Subtotal, personnel
compensation 6,710,0o0 6,922,000 + 142.inv_

Personnel nenetir.. 610,000 +

Travel and transp,rtati-ut ot

persons 26,4,00o 769,0oo

Transp,rtatiou oi th.tog, 10,0.;f1

Rent, communhations 3nd
utilities 550,000 6.30,00d +

F9.00o

Standard Level rset Charges 754,000 815,000 + 'Mt;

Printing and repro.'onti..ti 186.000 186,000 --

othrr services 1,400.000 1,476,000 + 76,000

Proie..t tontra.t, In,486.0oo e it?,ono

Supplies and material. 51,00o 53,0011

Equipment

urants, sflbsiites and

3.0130

..mttlhotinh. I i,401,001l 3 ,,407,0110 4.1.owyo.,1

Total budget autt...litv
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Significant Items in Mous, and Senate
Appropt:iations Committee Etports

Item

.1919 Senate.lieport

1. Committee recommendation that
NCES provide more concise and
definitive explanations of its
purposes, activities, and accom-
plishments (page 122).

2. Committee recommendation that
NCES explain how its materials
and data are used and who th
major users are (page 122).

1

3 6

1. The Center has made impro -entg
in the budget narrative by (1)
revising the overall purpose
(goal) statement to include
additional responsibilities
under the legislative mandate,
of 1976 and 1978; (2) providing
explicit objectives for each
major component of the Center's
program, i.e. ECacation sta-
tistics and Statistical ser-
vices and highlighting of
policy-relevant issues being
addressed by our agency; (3)
summarizing the program activi-
ties designed to accomplish
each objective and (4) describing
succinctly in table format the
Center's progress toward meeting
each objective.

2. NCES data are used by the
Congress, HEW and other Federal
agencies, State agencies and
nongovernmental institutions and
organizations. Examples of the
use and users of data include:
- Elementary/secondary infor-
matio. is used by States
for planning and resource
allocation; OE for assessing
equality of educational

opportunity resource allo-
cation, evaluation studies
and developing legislation;
and Congress for reports on
supply and dmand.
Higher education data aro
used by OE to distrihnte
three-quarters of a billk.n
dollars in student fitan, 611



c.qmmittee iecommendation that
Ntb, provide an explanation of
how data already collected by
the National Longifichnal Study
have been used and their impa,t
on education derision making

tpage c.

4. t.ar etn Otid tOy tot

W.Illattnow; marnials of WO's,

t 1.alatdr use with suggest iou

that N(1-: use res,or,es to

In. analysis of data
t;.avr

MI t t r omriwn.1 t I..n t hat

!.0 }tine to %Jot exp I al n

r the burdens hint
f.rtns 1.14. r upwc hist I

t,t -n, and St at Suggest

aret J analysis of ea,h re
;-..rtIng rota r, pinp.Int tdie

telationstAi some. o,rtlii

.. I r- 1 (tat e maw,.
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3 7

aid funds and to award
grants to developing
institutions, OCR to en-
force cOMplithce, N1F for
the Higher Education
Cost Index, and BLS for
labor market estimates.

In addition, efforts have been
made to address this concern
in the budget narrative.

3. This study has been used for
Federal policy to develop tax
credit models, vocational edu-
cation assessments, student
financial aid programs, anal
yses of the affects of early
marriage and childbirth on
education and work, and assess-
ments of equality of education
opportunity, Approximately
180 policy research studie
have been or are being developed
from this data base.

4. Several publications with in-

stitutional listings have
been cancelled and reports
with tabular material and
little or no interpretive text
have been reduced by approxi-
mately 25%. Emphasis is being
placed upon the preparation et
specific tables and computer
tapes of particular interest
to Users.

%, NCES generates 2t of the total
paperwork burden from the Edw.,-
tJon Division as rrportrd
OMB June 30, 1978. All NM.
forms arc reviewed by the f.1.1
cation Data Acquisition
(munch's intra-agency ,orn-

mhtees. In Oils review the
survey sponsor must
the uses of data and flNil 0c .

thy as necessary, W,llmetv r.
turden and demowitrat,

he ext
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6. Committee .commendation that
NCES provide for the timely
tornaround of information to
institutions and States whOch
would make it clear that rtle
reports that are sent to NCES
are being gathered sr,- hat
up-to-dAte, useful info tion
be supplied to the appropr te

users of NCES information (p
122).

7. committee expects the funds
provided for the National
Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP) t6 be trans.
ferred from NCES to the National
Institute of Education, if such
a provision is included in the
final ESEA authorization. (Page 122).

apparent duplication. In

addition, the Center is re-
viewing its major data system!,
with the user community to
establish priorities and
reduce reporting burden.

6. NCES is providing more timely
4 data to users by (1) utilizing
a special staff to assure
immediate'disposition of all
data requests, (2) releasing
preliminary data (3) in-
creasing the number of bulletins
and early releases with sum-
mary statistics and (4)
expanding the computer services
program to provide timely data
through computer tapes, micro-
fiche, on-line access and
special tabulations.

7. This budget reflect the
transfer of NAEP to the National
Institute of Educatice .
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Authorizing Legislation

Salaries and Expenses:

1. Fund for the improvement
of postsecondary educa-
tion (General Educatim
Provisions Act, aro. 404)

1979

Amount
Acithorizrd

3 9

1980

1'479 Amount 1980
Autlior1zed EstimaL,e,Estimate

SP),000,000 :11,000,000

2. National Center for
Educat ion Scat 1 st it s

(CEPA, sec. 4(j11) 10,000,000

, Oln1, S14 0:10

10,1100;014. 10,wit.0111.

1. Program dlr. tion and
support services (i.EPA,
sertions, 4b2, 4114, 40n;

HEA 1-8) 1111.1c.illini:. -11 1/4uUli.:Juu . List aliLt

DITAL BA 44.1h4.Hfli

TOTAL BA AIAINtil liff;NI!F

1A-CH0R1ZAII, lo.,00o,000 10%,:gio,000

i/ rhr 4111W1I AVdtiAble tot SAiAtIW, And exprnsvs 01 th, NOtt.hti tt,itet
Edgb c.ion st,01..ti.s is limitrd t in 19;4

1480.
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Office of the Assistant Secretary for Education

Year

Budget

Estimate
to Coniress

House
Allowance

Seryste

Allowance_ _ _ . _ Appropriation

1973 133.078,000 1/ $32,078,000 24,296,000
2_/

2/

1974 35,862,000 $26,082,000 20,082,000 20,045,000 1/ -V

1975 36,929,000 29,370,000 29,000,000 24,460,000 P P

1976 43,221,000 35,887,000 32,887,000 27,943,000 1/ 3/

1977 34,93..000 34,682,000 33,682,000 29,034,000 2/

1918 40,599,000 37,379,000 34,559,000 31,426,000 ?/

1979 46,257,000 39,363,000 37,603,000 34,169,000 )./

1980 15,9 10,000

1/ Not considered by the House.

2/ Includes comparative tranrfer from the Office of Education for
administrative costs previously covered in the Office of
raucation appropriation "Salaries and Expenses": FY 1973
.,305;000; FY 1974 -- $i21,000; FY 1975 -- $340,000; and FY 19/6 --
$387,000.

3: Reflects comparative transfer to the National Institute of Education
for the National Assessment of Educational Progress previously covered
in the Office of the Assistant Secretary.for Education appropriation
"Salaries and Expenses": FY 1973 -- $7,035,000; FY 1974 -- $4,537,000;
FY 1975 -- $4,540,000; FY 1976 -- $4,944,000; FY 1977 -- $4,648,000;
FY 1978 -- $4,853,000; and FY 19/9 -- $4,314,000.
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Justification

Salaries and Expenses

1979 1980 Increase or

Estimate Estimate becrease

Amount/°os Amount/Pos Amount/Pos

-----------

Fund for the improvement of
postsecondary education $13,000,000 $14,000,000 S+1,000,00(I

(---) (---) (---)

National Center for Education

Statistics 10,561,000 10,89I,Ou0

(---) (---)

+ 332 000
(---i

Program direction and support

services 10,608,000 11,037,000 429,no0

R61.1 (260

Total . 14,169,00u 35,930,000 +1,/61,000

(2all (+1)

_

General Statement_

The Office of the Asbistant Secretar for Education is responsihle

for both the direction and supervision of the Education Division and

almo for coordination and general
supervision of educational activi-

ties performed elsewhete in the Department. As part of the function of

the Office, the Assistant Secretary for Education serves as this key

spokesperson and advocate for education tn assuring that the Department

provides 'Professional and financial
assistance to strengthen educntIon

in accordance with Federal
laws and regulations and serves as Chair-

person of the Federal Interagency Committee on Education, set up hy

Executive Order 11761 to coordinate educational progrtms and policies

throughout the Federal level. In addition, the Assistant Secretary

serves an the principal advisor to the Secretary of Health, Education,

and Welfare on.education affairs.

44.CI
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2

This appropriation provides funds for administrative expenses
associated with the development and communication of education poliyv
and for the administration of two programs ot the Office: the Fund

. for the Improvement f Postsecondary Education and the National Cetltvr
for Education Statistics. In addition, this activity provides for
continued contractual support of policy analysis activities conducted
by the Education Policy Research Centers, relevant to the Offic.'s
role of developing educational policy.

In accordance with P.L. 95-5b1, this hudget reflects the
transfer of the National Assessment of Educational Progress from
the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Education to the National
Institute of Education.

This budget also provides for the continuation of other existing
programs. The Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education will
continue and expand cts efforts to demonstrate practical approaches to
strengthen postsecondary education programs and policies. The National
Centr for Education Statistics will continue in its role of collecting,
analyzing, and reporting on education statistics; assisting States and
local educational agencies in devising and implementing standardized
statistical systems; and carrying out the various statistical activi-
ties mandated hy the Education Amendments of 1976 and 197P. In additior
to the program funding requested for the Center, this budget contains a
request for the salaries and related expenses for one additional posi-
tion to increase the timelinesi of its data.

ii
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1. Fund for the improvement of postsecondary education
(General Education Provisions Act, section 404)

1979

Emtimate
Pos._ BA

18 $13,000,000

1980

Authorization Pos. RA

$15,000,000

Increa4e
Decrease

18 $14,000,000 +1,000,000

Narrative

Purpose and method of operations

The Fund was established in 1972 to improve the effectiveness of

pomtaecondary education. It does so through the support of operational

project. which demonstrate practical mteps taken by educators and

communities to mtrengthen educational programs and policies beyond the

high achOol level.

Grants and contracts are awarded to pomtsecondary education insti-

tutiona and agencies to carry out specific projects. All program funds

are awarded to applicants who successfully compete in either general or

targeted program competitions which are announced annually. State

postmecondary education commisaions comment on all applications, and the

Fund'a Board of Advisors makes program and grant recommendations to the

Director.

1980 Budget Policy

The 1980 budget requests $14,000,000 for the Fund's program activi-

ties, an increase of $1,000,000 over the 1979 level.

Of this amount, $12000,000 is for 43 new and 120 continuing projectc

within the Comprehensive Program, a broad competition which annually

attracts 2,000 proposals from colleges, universities, community based

organizations, and others which provide postsecondary educational

services. Through this program, generally small "seed money" grants

are awatded aasist colleges in efforts they undertake to improve

educational mervices for learners. Just as the Federal government

remains a "junior partner" in supporting most of these approaches, so

the competition is designed to insure that the ideas for improving

educetion come, not from Washington, but from the field itself. Among

the important areas in this program, large numbers of projects seek to:

I



--Extend effective edw!ational opportunit, through improved counseling
and instructimal programs .or aduJt women returning to school and
careers, minority students advanciAg into profession 1 fields, and

unemployed youth;

--Serve the educational needs of vorking_mulations, by 8upport1-7
programs which establish a better reletio,sh1p between eciacational
programs and the req-irements of jobs and careers; and

.Improve instructional proir_ams in colleges, in a period of little
or no growth in enrollmett or staff, through strengthening ot
undergraduate and liberal arts curricula and enhaucing the impor-
tance of teaching in hiring and promoting faculty, among others.

There is evidence that the Comprehensive Program strategy ha,
been effective. Preliminary evaluation results indica' that 70-80'.

of past projects continue to provide significant levels of service
after Federal support ceases, and that over 90Z achieved their stated

purposes.

An amount of $1,200,000 is to be awarded for 17 new projects
in the Adapting Improvements competition which is designvl to spread
eftective practices from their original locations to new pettings.
Again, the Fund relies upon educators in the field, not in Washington,

to design effective approaches for disseminat' ig activities which

have evidence of improving learning for atudente. This competition

was hkeun in FY 1979 with a focus on ccIleges serving adult learners.

Effective counseling f instructional and support services for older

students was identified through the proposal process, and modest
grants were awarded for projects designed to extend these approaches

to other colleges or other agencies.

Finally, 1600,000 will be awarded in 1980 for 10 new projects
designed to improve services for learners through strenttnened
manalement practices in collegea. In the 1980'W, many colleges

can anticipate continued rising costs, little or no growth 'n enroll-

nent, and no turnover within their teaching faculties. This com-
petition, representing an important new direction for toe Fund, will
provide seed-money aupport for approaches to keep programs vital and

effective in the 1980's. Designed and undertaken by college
administrators, state officials, aild other managers of educational
dervices, these projects will provide the field with practical: cost-

effective steps to enhance learning opportan1ties in a period of

retrenchment.
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Program and financial data

1979

Estimate

for fiscal years

1983

Estimate

1979 and 1980 follows:

Increase or
Decrease_

New awards $ 5,800,000 $ 5,000,000 $ - 800,000

Number (80) (70) (-10)

Continuing awards 7,200,000 9,000,000 + 1,800 J00

Number (95) (12C)

Total 13,000,000 14,000,000

..._

1,000,000

(175) (190) (+15)
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2. National Center for Education Statistics (NCES)
(tieneral Education Provisions Act (GEPA), section 406)

1979 Increase or
Estimate 1980

.. Desrease
15os. BA Authorization Pos. BA Pos. hA

_ _87 a/
183 $10,561,000 $30,000,000 184 $10,893.000 4.1 $332,000

Narratiye

Purpose and method of operations_

NUS collects statistici whixli portray the condition of education
in the United States and abroad, analyzes and reports the meaning and
significance of sucn statistics, and assists State and local educational
agencies and instit.itions in devising and implementing standardized
statistical systems. The Education Amendments of 1976 also assigned
the Center responsibility for: coordinating data acquisition activities
of the Education Division and the Office for Civil Rights in order to
eliminate unnecessary or redundant information requests; developing
and implementing a National Vocational Education Data Sysi.em; and
conducting a continhing survey of the supply and demand for education
personnel. The Education Amendments of 1978 further assigned
the Center responsibility for collecting data from the States on
financing elementary-secondary education and publishing every two
years composite profiles showing the degree to which each State achieved
equalization of resources for elementary-se,ondary education; and
coordinating the collection of information and data acquisition acti-
vities of all Federal agencies.

The Center uses program funds primarily for contracts to collect and
process data and on occasion to report and analyze data. NCLS staff
plan and design all contracted activities and monitor them to insure
quality of performance and adherence to budget and schedules. Based
on the legislative authority in section 406 of CEPA, the Center
provides statistical compilations and survey results to users on a
cost reimbursable basis.

a/ Reflects transfer of the National Assessment of Educational Prouess
to the National Institute of Education pursuant to P.1. 9S-Sh1
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1980 Budget policy

7

Tne fiscal year 1980 budget requests $10,893.000 for the
Center's program activities, an increase of $312,000 over the fiscal
year 1979 level, which will support activities in Statistical
services to implement the vocational education data system. The

budget reflects the Center's effort to maintain a core of education
statititics on institutions and individuals to monitor trends and
address policy issues and to support a coordinated'program of statis-
tical service ,. which provides: assist#nce to States in developing
comparable data bases, analyses which illuminate the meaning of data.
and dissemination of timely, useful information to the public. In

addition, the budget reflects activities which address the legis-
lative mandates of the Education Amendments of 1976 and 1978

In order to carry out a balanced program combining data
collection and services to users, the budget for the Center is
distributed between two major types of activities: Educatinn

statistics and Statistical services

(a) Education statistics

(b) Statistical services

Total

(a) Education statistics

1979 1980 Increase or

Estimate Estimate Decreae

$ 5,390,00.1 $ 4 854.000 5-536.00

5,171,000 6.039.000 inh.000

510.561.00A .:10.891.,100 t.+112,00J

The Education statistics program is designed both to ptovide
data tc monitor institutional trends on enrollments, staff.)ond
ftnances at all levels and to assess tne performance and partSct-
pation of students in terms of their backgrounds, characteristics
and needs. These data address such policy issues as: relationsh:p

of education and work; problems of declining enrollments; need for
education personnel in specialized areas; financial condition of
education; access to and persistence in postsecondary education lot
women and minorities; employment status and earnings nf college
graduates; and cnanges in secondary school programs.

l I I
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Tne fiscal year 1980 budget request for Education statistics is
$4.854,000. This request is $536.000 below fiscal year 1979 because
some recurrent surveys are not scheduled fo- this year. One of the
principal activities in fiscal year 1980 will be the development of
school finance data system to produce profiles on the degree to

which States are achieving equalization of resources for elementary-
secondary education Resources are required to reimburne the Bureau
of the Census for expanding the Census of Governments chool finance
survey coverage from sample of 6,000 school districts to the
universe of 16,000. This will supply the data for calculating the
disparities and developing practical statistical methods of measuring
State financial equalization within States. The information IS needed
for reports to Congress and for KEW to develop legislative proposals
for the elementary-secondary reauthorization in 1982

The budget also ports;

- Developing a plan to coordinate Federal education statistics
and reduce data burden by eliminating unnecessary or redun-
dant information requests.

- Maintaining the data core for elementary-secondary, postsec-
ondary and vocational education systems needed for allocation
idl Federal programs (Title I ESEA, student financial aid. voca-
tional education), institutional eligibility for Federal fund,.
reporting teacher supply and demand, and for compliance moni-
toring in higher education for the Office for Civil Rights

- Maintaining the longitudinal study of young people in high
school through their transition t adult participation in
society, by conducting a nationally representative survey ot
the high school classes of 1980 and 1982, which will incluoe
data on racial/ethnic minorities and by completing the fourth
follow-up of the class of 1972. Provides information which
can be used to evaluate the impact of Federal programs on
postsecondary education, employment and careers; and to develop
special education services for Hispanics, and solutions to the
nigh youth uneaployment proolems

- Administering five surveys through the fast response survey
system whicn provides data on current educational Issues
within three months
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Financial data for Education statistics activities follow:

1979 1980 Increase or

Estimate Estimate Decrease

New awards. .
$3,021 $2.675 $ -346

Number (15) (1 ) (-3)

Continuing awards... . $2,369 $2,1 $ -190

Number ... (6) (.. (-2)

Total $5,390 $4,854 $ -536

(b) Statistical services

(21) (16) (-5)

In fiscal year 1980 NCES will continue to develop a program of

Statistical services that will ensure the utility and use of educa-

tion statistics The program includes: assistance to States.

analyses of data, and dissemination of information.

The fiscal year 1980 budget request for Statistical services

is $5,171,000, an increase of $868,000 over the fiscal year 1979

level for these services. The increase supports assistance to

States to implement the vocational education data system; method-

ological studies to improve the quality of data; and dissemination

activities to expedite data availability. The Statistical services

budget primarily supports continuations/expansions of activities

previously initiated. The major activities for each program follow:

1) Assistance. The NCES assistance program is designed to
develop comparable statistical systems vbich meet the needs

for education planning and management at Federal, State, end

local levels

- Providing 16-18 States with assistance to develop tin.

computer software packages necessary to implement the

vocational education data system.

- Assisting 8 States in upgrading their statistical systems

tor reporting data on elementary-secondary and postsecondary

education.

- Assisting 50 States in developing standard terminology to

reduce respondent burden

i
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50

- Continuing cooperative planning with the States to define
and consolidate Federal-State-local data requirements in is

elementary-secondary and postsecondary education.

2) Analysis The analysis program conducts analytic studies
which clarify the meaning and significance of education
statistics for planning snd policy-making Such studi-s
also improve the quality of data by identifying errors.
inconsistencies and dgta gaps.

- Undertaking analytic studies on such policy-related areas
as: the economic benefits of postsecondary education,
effects of Federal student aid on family investment in
postaecondary education: school finance, and enrollment
patterns in elementary-secondary schools.

- Continuing methodological studies to improve statistical
techniques, and validity and utility of data by: constructing
cost of education indices; establishing new techniques
for aking estimates on partial data; and validating
vocational and higher educatioe data.

- Implementing a system to provide special analyses and
quick retrieval of information in elementary-secondary
education.

3) Dissemination The dissemination program will continue to
provide more timely data and improve responsiveness to users
by:

- Utilizing a special central staff to assure timely dispo-
sition of all data requests and immediate response to
special requests from Congress and HEW.

- Continuing to increase the number of data b lletins with
aummary statistics, early releases of data and summary
analytic reports.

- Expanding the computer services program to provide timely
information through computer tapes, microfiche, and on-
line computer capacity.



Financial data

New awards
Number ..

i.ontinuing awards
Number

iotal

tor Statistical services activities

191,4 19au

Estimate Estimate

$4,320 $5,148

follow:

Increase or
Decrease

$0i28

(20) (18) ( 2)

851 891 .4u

(4) (4)

$5,171 $b,039 $+868

(24) (22) (-2)

.1
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l.rogram Data and Arcomp_llshments.

Activit/ Description

EcitIcation .statistics

FY 1979
Estimate

FY 1980
Estimate

Major data cores i 4

Fast response surveys i 5

Mandated studies 4 4

Continuing/special surveys h h

Statistical. servicrs

Assistance

States participating in projects to develt.p
itandard terminology

Statzs parti,ipating in exchange programs
to control and improve data collection 41 Su

States receiving grants to expedite coll-
tion and reporting of informltion 2i 2h

Analysts
Analytic studies on policy relevant areas 21

Methodological studies to improve
analysis 7 10

Dis,emination cl
Publitations issued 4(1 1011

Reports (5',) (hut

garly releases/data bullutins (351 (s(i)

Users of the statistical information
service 10,42S 11,500
Congress (425) (500j

Federal aget.cies (2,000)
Education instilutions and organi:ea-
tions (8,000)

f8,8;inj

Users of romputer service. h if/
U..ers of NUS comprehensive statis:i.a1
report. ) 1M , 000



3; PrCrgr-ridfr-icii.on-nd atei,Poriserv-ices
(General Education Provisions Act, section 402, 404,

and 406; Higher Education Act, title I-BI

1979

Estimate 1980

Pos. BA Authorizatluo Pus. &A

161 S10,608,0(n. Indefinite 162 $11,037,000

Narrative

purause and me.thpd pf_pperations

In('rease
.1A...crease

454)4,1'1M)

The Office of the Assistant Secretary for Education ih responsible
for the direction and supervision of the Education Division and for
administration uf the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Educatton
and the National Center for Education aStatistics. As part of the func-

tion of the Office, the Assistant SeAlgrY for Education provides leader-

ship for the education activities of th Department; serves as the key

spokesperson and advocate for education in assuring that thc Department
provides professional and financial assistance to strengthen education
in accordance with Federal laws and regulations, and serves as Chait-

person of the Federal Interagency Committee on Education.

The Office pf .thy Assistant Secretaa for_EOriaticul has as its

major objectives to develop national education policy, to coordiwite

pylley and programs throughout the Education Division, and to communi-
cate with other governmental organizations and with the public coneerning

Federal education efforts.

Specifically, in developinx policy, the Office is responsible tor

submitting to the Congress legislation renewal evaluation . [--

advise the Congress on the effectiveness of education legislation that
would soon expire. The Office also conducts policy research and anat.:-

4is in order to make knowledgeable recommendations t. th. C..,retn,%
education policies and strategies. In sonjunction %rah these act iyitte .

the Office also is responsible tor helping to recommend and develop noe.

education legislation.

Tht Policy Development unit, headed hy the heTuty Poisistac:

.tcretarv thclic-, Development), is the stall responsible lot thy Aha;.1

ti related to national edutatian poll, ymaking through -cc,'

todgel prop.sals cmcsideted by the u.ngres.: and tla Administrati. rt. it.1

statf also assures the coordination and consideration of dispat.o.

researc', and data collection etforth. Altertlative proposals are examlo.a

and cross-cutting issues are synthesized for tin. Asc.istant Sect, t.tr..

TI,, P.1 Ic v nevelopment staff also moliircrc. the in-depch pollee
conducted at the four Education P-liey Research Centers CEPHC,-) will I.

are supported by contract to gather, analyze, atsl synthesize intormatt

on four disrifht arra., .4 con. ern' f I I
b.pinl educe tonal oppot t of,
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tor d sadvant aged t hi Idren ( inc I ude, HU ugn tl , Ft t le 1, Ind tan, Handl
apped and st boo) Fi nan e); (..%) Edo. at lto.A1 qual it v and improvement

la. l (.ompet en, v t.t trig, Ski 1 Cat vet Edu, at fon, Vo, . Ft.,

and .overnance); ( 3 ) Post secondat-, edut at 1,a1 and vovat tonal sk 11 lh ( in.

( Inches Adult Education, Student Aid, (.ra Jolt Educat ion) and (4) Desev.t.-

ga t ion of edut at iona 1 inst it ut f in, lodes El ementary, Secondary and

Postsecondary Inst. it ut (onh). Eat h ot the major educat ional pol icy unt t

in the Department and in the uomponents ot the Educat ion Div pat t

t ipate in developing t he agenda f or and monitoring EPRU resear, h.

1. arts out the coordinat ion f tin, t 1,n, thv ot t Ice of t he ,h;

set retarv tor Educat (on reviews educat ion regolat ions t or po)

hist ent e, courd i nat. es Diyision-witiv research act iv i t ies educat I. n
prohl ems And i4suv,, and sponsors t he Federal Int eragen, Commit E.:,
I- du, at ion to advise the Secret a ry and th- President on sound edui a-
t ion pol 1, v throughout the government .

,i1t It e- Is also rysponsibl e tor assuring t hat t he 0 wrs .tud

1, le, t he Wu, at ion Division are ef f t, t ivelv commuu 1 at td t II.
ed.,. a t ion ommunit!., to State educat ion agencies, t, ot govetnmeni

organizat ins, and to the general puhl . St af f coord inat e, and f ol I

tip on Limo eti.,(011,i1 t. Vitt/Pk:t s and also responds to let ter.. and ln.plir
f r-m t h, .

The 1- and tar the Irni.r.vement tit Posr orn!ar;:. ar 1.. has re..pori-
si'.1: tr.. t.,r tug post se. onitiar% ed... at 1..11,t1 opPor t dr It ie. bv
as..1 tan. e t. edue rut tonal .liva I tilt ii,. ! agent i rl.r.00...), a pr gr it.:

1.1anning .cid demonist rat ical grant s. rt., management f ',nut ion, pert arn .1
hv mt.! '; i.t t u.., Int lintel The review an I t of propo...il ,. tor as:at !
monitoring .1114 prt,v1, ton ttf ot hill, a I els...N.1.11'0-o orerat ing pro ;cc t .;
pray). s fan int..rmat ion and other out ea. h services to t he I 1./1-1; arid.
related 'hit i required administ or t b I s dist re; ionar% grant ;.r..er
in. hid in, I Li I -..a; sit and ;'. r t a t it t een r Adv . r

a;-P. int ed I,, t he sc, r et In

no Nat lana I 1 erit t .t fl ion ';rar ist 1... t ht I 1.11.t t.!, i

/ t lag, pro. - t /tip, !uteri r. ,

r,1. n and d 11,1t 114' ..1 I .1:t ed., at in, . F t t

star (sr I. s Out. ri t ra . tl. out! t log or at ion in t lit, ,..1 ,,t al .
and abr.. I, anal ..zes and re ) . rr t lu medulla: an I ..1.mir 1. iii. . , I OP t
'.t tit .6 ,t i 't! st it. 1:..1 1.11.11 1..3. .0...1... it II. !,-; 1 lit.

Itt,i Itte Iirki ! 3." 1 11 .ti I I '. it ; .1.
tn, I ... i of ! Vv.; Illt' I t'

1.-t. t I! 110 tr..tt I .t I

1..r ; .

r. Hi:! ;

r n! ' t

I 1 ,
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-- conduct uf a continuing survey of the supply and demand for educa-

tional personnel.

t_ .Pu i.$4.
10100.

This activity provides support tor necessary staff and related ec

penses for the Office of the Assistant Secretary nnd for the two operating

programs administered by the Office.

The 1980 budget would result in a fact-rase in authori.k.ed Ositions

of 1, from 261 to 262. This position would be assigned to the Whtional

Center fur Education Statistics mnd accounts for $23,000 of the increase

over fiscal year 1979. Other Increases over fiscal year 197q support

built-in personnel and
administrative costs as well as, an expansion of

the function of the Education Data Acquisitions Council.

A detail summary ol these increases and decreases follow:

Huilt-ip Increases:
Annualization of increased pa cost, $ 11,00o

10.hin-grade tricreases
48,600

Annualization of positions not tilled for all of PI :4 62,500

Two extra paid dsvs
51,00u

Increase in FTS rates and mail costs
tin,ono

SU"; rate increase
59,inm

Increase contribution d uffi,e of Fed,ral mplovoc

Compensation
.5,00

Total, huilt-ihN
$Ip4,100

Program Tncrea.ses:
Increase in temporary employment eost. 15,,400

Increase for expansion of Federal Data A..inisi.ion

Council
100,000

Increase costs associated with one new position for NIP;

including compensation beclo! id., SIX(' and supplies,

and equipment
:12(na,

Total, pl,igrAm intrva.w.. C13,4,Qt.t

I.! -go r 01!; !
reris(qi COht Icu I teld read.1 travel as a io t

saving mea..ure
-15,(00

Dr. reds*. In TAP!, and if hvz nt t t c.cl strvi, es -14,000

i. ;.r..er.ort Dip)

wet. rhgvp
4.42q.nnn
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6

National _Center tor_pugation. Stati.stits - One position is requested
to permit the Center to ingreast the policv-relevance of its data. lhi%
position will be allocated to the Fast Response Survey System which pro-
vides national-1Y tepresentative data on current educational issues and
problem, within.approximately tl.ree mo.th. time. The additional produc-
tive eitort provl,ided by this individual will enable the Center to in,rease
by one-halt.the number ot fast survevN during FY 1980. This assures
timely response to the Congress, the Department and the education community
on more polity-relevanr topics.

Of.fye of. the. Assistant Secretar. foy. Lducatjpn - The Education
Amendments of 1978 call for establishing a Federal Data Acquisition

Council to coordinate the collection of information and data acquisition
activities of all Federal agencies. Ta comply with this mandate, the
budget includes $100,000 to expand the existing Education Data Acquisition
Council's efforts to include all Federal agencies. This money will he
used to maintain and expand the current automated redundancy checking
aystcm.
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